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PREFACE

VOLUME III with its two Parts comprises the third, and final,
instalment of my work on Zeus: numero deus impare gaudet.

It may be thought that a task taken in hand as far back as 1907
ought to have been completed long before 1939. But kindly critics
will remember that the task itself was one of formidable com-
plexity, that the leisure left to a teacher occupied throughout with
College and University duties is necessarily limited, and that the
commotions of our time have hardly been conducive to a peaceful
investigation of the past This at least I can claim that, year in,
year out, I have steadily pursued the plan originally laid down for
the scope and contents of the book. Volume I was to deal with
Zeus as god of the Bright Sky, Volume II with Zeus as god of the
Dark Sky—an arrangement of essentials approved by the high
authority of Otto Weinreich (Archiv f. Rel. 1937 xxxiv. 138).
Accordingly, Volume I included not only the Hellenic worship
of the Bright Zeus, god of the Upper Sky, but also the Hellenistic
attempts to connect him with Sun, Moon, and Stars, while Volume II
was devoted to the Dark Zeus, god of Thunder and Lightning, in
all his multifarious aspects. Thunder and Lightning proved to be
so wide-spread and far-reaching that much had perforce to be left
over for a third, at first uncontemplated, volume. This concerns
itself with Zeus in his relations to a further series of cosmic phaen-
omena—Earthquakes, Clouds, Wind, Dew, Rain, and Meteorites.
But I need not here enter into a detailed account of sections and
subsections, as I have later endeavoured to trace in sequence the
whole evolution of the cult of Zeus (pages 943 to 973), concluding
with a statement of what I conceive to be its ultimate significance
(PP- 973, 974).

The work as a whole sets out to survey the range and influence
of the Greek Sky-god. It would, I suppose, have been possible to
do this in less discursive fashion by means of tabulated statements
and statistics—a list of his cult-centres, an index of his appellations,
a classified catalogue of his representations in art—in short, to
adopt the dictionary-method, admirably carried out by E. Fehrle,
K. Ziegler, and O. Waser towards the end of Roscher's great
Lexikon (vi. 564—759). But my notion of a survey is somewhat
different. I find a road-map less helpful than an ordnance-sheet.
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The former may simplify things and enable you to get more directly
to your destination. But the latter invites you to explore the neigh-
bourhood, marks the field-paths, puts in the contour-lines, colours
the water-ways, and prints in Gothic lettering the local antiquities.
Time is lost, but knowledge is gained, and the traveller returns
well-content with his trapesings. So I have deliberately chosen the
more devious method, and I can only fall back on Herodotos' plea
that 'my subject from the outset demanded digressions.' Indeed, it
was just this need for latitude that led me to widen the title Zeus
by adding the subtitle 'a Study in Ancient Religion.' That is
the real justification for long-winded footnotes and a fringe of
Appendixes.

With regard to the Appendixes I regret, not so much the
fifteen that I have written, as the three that I have failed to
write—letters C, D, and O. Ideally C should have dealt with Zeus
at Corinth, D with Zeus at Dodona, O with Zeus at Olympia.
I did indeed pen a screed on 'Korinthos son of Zeus,' but I sup-
pressed it because the aetiological myth that I thought to detect
implied the existence of customs for which I could produce no
adequate evidence. As to Dodona, I have made certain interim
observations in the Classical Review for 1903 xvii. 178—186, 268 f.,
278; but the problems presented by the oracular cult cannot be
securely solved till the oracle itself has been fully excavated (infra
p. 1131). On Olympia too I have said my say both in the Classical
Review for 1903 xvii. 270—277 and in Folk-Lore for 1904 xv. 397—
402. To describe the material remains of the famous temenos was
no part of my programme. Dr E. N. Gardiner has covered the
ground (Olympia Oxford 1925), and Dr W. Dorpfeld dug deep
beneath it (Alt-Olympia Berlin 1935).

The quarter-century that has intervened between the publication
of Volume I and that of Volume III has of course brought an
annual harvest of discoveries and discussions bearing on the subject
of Zeus, all grist to my mill. Hence the mass of miscellaneous
Addenda from page 1066 onwards—'1066 and all that'! It was a
cheer to find that these additions, almost without exception, fitted
well into the framework of the book and very seldom called for the
retraction of a definitely expressed opinion.

As before, I write with a sense of profound obligation to others.
First and foremost stands my debt of gratitude to the Syndics of
the University Press, who once again have borne the whole financial
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burden of publishing, despite all difficulties, this costly and un-
profitable work.

Zeus, I am happy to say, has been begun, continued, and ended
under the auspices of two old friends, old in years but young in
outlook—Sir James Frazer and Dr Rendel Harris. It was they
who first welcomed the inception of the work, and, though quite
aware that I often dissent from their findings, they have wished me
well from start to finish.

I have further been able to count on the co-operation of many
loyal helpers. Where my enquiries have trenched upon unfamiliar
ground I have not hesitated to call in expert advisers. On points
of Semitic lore I have consulted Professor S. A. Cook (p. 1072),
the late Professor S. Langdon (p. 550 n. o), and the Reverend H.
St J. Hart (p. 891). In Mesopotamian matters I have been assisted
by Mr Sidney Smith (p. 8326°.) and Dr H. Frankfort (p. 1196).
Egyptian usages have been made plain to me in conversations with
Mr Sidney Smith, Mr P. E. Newberry, and the late Mr J. E. Quibell
(P- 3°5)- Sir John Marshall gave me his opinion on the origin
of Diva's trident (p. 1156). Professor H. W. Bailey has reported
on Sanskrit and Persian etymologies (pp. 916 n. I, 925 n. 3).
Mr A. Waley identified the source of a Chinese inscription and
translated it for me (p. 1138). Dr B. F. C. Atkinson allowed me
to rifle his unpublished work on Illyrian names (p. 364 n. 8).
Lastly, Dr F. R. C. Reed enabled me to determine the material
of an ancient cameo, while Dr F. C. Phillips as official mineralogist
and petrologist made analyses on my behalf (p. 898 n. 4).

Reviewers in general have been benevolent, but superficial and
sometimes woefully misunderstanding. Signal exceptions have been
the detailed and very helpful critique of Charles Picard (Revue de
Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 65—94) and a most heartening
notice by Otto Weinreich (Archiv f, Rel. 1937 xxxiv. 137—139).
For such shrewd objections and penetrating judgments I can but
feel immense respect. Critics of this type are all too rare.

Among friends that have put an active shoulder to my wheel
I would name first my colleague Mr C. T. Seltman, who with his
amazing knowledge of ancient art and modern art-collectors has
been endlessly useful. It was, for example, through his good offices
that I secured the unique double axes from Crete and Athens
(figs. 894, 895), the new Orpheus-vase published in pi. xvi, and
that most notable of all Greek coppers the Mytilene-medallion
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of pi. i. But Mr Seltman has no monopoly of kindliness. Not a
few of my former pupils, while engaged on quests of their own,
have spared time to forage on my behalf. In particular, Mr A. D.
Trendall, Fellow of Trinity College and our foremost authority on
South Italian vases, has sent me a flight of valuable photographs
from Athens (pi. xlvi, 2), Capua (pi. Ixxv), Rome (pi. Hi), Taranto
(pis. xiii, xv, 2, Ixxi), Berlin (pis. liv, Ix), Bonn (pi. xiii, 3),
Gotha (pi. Ixiii), Leipzig (pis. Ixii, Ixv, i), and Vienna (fig. 4/6).
Mr J. D. S. Pendlebury, Fellow of Pembroke College, has more
than once put his intimate knowledge of modern Crete at my
service (pp. 1070, 1143) and himself photographed for me an early
Greek stdmnos from Knossos (pi. xxv). Mr E. J. P. Raven pro-
cured for me photographs of an interesting pttkos-\\d from the same
place (pi. Ixxxi) and of the relief-plaque from Athens representing
a primitive form of Athena (pi. xxvi). And Mr R. M. Cook
furnished me with the photograph of a small bronze statuette
recently found in Bulgaria and important as being clearly inspired
by Pheidias' Zeus Olympics (pi. Ixxxii).

Others have gone far afield to record mountain-scenes difficult
of access. Dr N. Bachtin gave me prints of Mount Ossa and of the
chapel on its summit from photographs taken by Mrs Bachtin in
1934 (figs. 908, 909), and three times over climbed Mount Pelion
to investigate the alleged discoveries of Arvanitopoulos (p. 1161).
Ossa, Pelion, and—to complete the proverbial pile—Olympos.
Mr C. M. Sleeman, Fellow of Queens' College, ascended Olympos
twice, in 1926 and 1929, bringing home with him a wonderful series
of views, which included not only the actual summit (pi. Ixviii)
but all the principal peaks (figs. 911, 912) and the little chapel
of St Elias (fig. 913). Mr Sleeman in 1926 also photographed
the summit of Parnassos (fig. 907), and, being an indefatigable
mountaineer, in 1936 climbed Mount Argaios and supplied me
with striking photographs of the top (fig. 915) and of a rock-
pinnacle beneath it (fig. 916). Mr W. K. C. Guthrie, Fellow of
Peterhouse and now Public Orator, in 1932 discovered and photo-
graphed a double rock-cut throne on Findos Tepe (figs. 858—860).
Mr N. G. L. Hammond, Fellow of Clare College, in 1931 told me
of Mount Emertsa on the Albanian frontier, which he had found
to be locally identified with Dione in repose (p. 1173). But of all
these mountain-exploits none is more arresting than the narrative
dictated to me by Mr H. Hunt, who in 1929 went on pilgrimage
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with Bektashite monks to the summit of Mount Tomori near Berat
and there actually witnessed the sacrifice of a white bull to ' Zefs'
(p. 1171).

For other photographs, too numerous to specify in detail, I am
indebted to a host of contributors both at home and abroad. My
debt has, I think, always been acknowledged in a footnote. But
I cannot refrain from mentioning here certain cases of outstanding
interest. Mr Sidney Smith, Honorary Fellow of Queens' College
and Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British
Museum, presented me with a magnificent photograph of the newly-
discovered 'Lilith' and added to his kindness by discussing with
me^ her status and attributes (pi. Ixi). The late Dr A. H. Lloyd
gave me an exquisite plate of the golden barley found amid the
dust and d&bris of a grave near Syracuse (pi. xxxi). Professors
G. M. Columba and E. Gabrici supplied a fine photograph of the
Oknos-vase at Palermo (pi. xxxvi); Professor D. M. Robinson,
several views of the Bouzyges-vase at Baltimore (pi. xlv); Professor
P. P. Jacobsthal, the print of a vase at Marseilles representing, he
holds, the oracle of Orpheus' head (pi. xviii).

Casts of coins and gems have again been sent me without
charge and without stint by the authorities of the British Museum,
to whom I am further indebted for much encouragement and
helpful talk. I am particularly beholden to Mr H. Mattingly,
Mr E. S. G. Robinson, and Mr Sidney Smith, of whose prompt
aid I have availed myself time after time with shameless per-
sistence. Mr R. B. Whitehead also was good enough to send me
a series of choice impressions from his own unrivalled store of
Bactrian coins (figs. 369, 371). Monsieur le Comte Chandon de
Briailles supplied the cast of a gem representing Kroisos on the
pyre (fig. 329), and Mr C. D. Bicknell that of a gem in the Lewis
Collection showing Athena as a human-headed bird (fig. 608).

Permission to produce or reproduce plans and illustrations has
been generously granted by Messrs F. Bruckmann and Co. of
Munich (pis. vi, vii, xxiii, xxxvii), by Sir Arthur Evans (figs. 202,
265), by Mr N. Glueck of the American School of Oriental Re-
search, Jerusalem (fig. 876), by the Council of the Hellenic Society
(figs. 578, 579), by Dr F. Matz of the Staatliches Lindenau-Museum
at Altenburg (fig. 619), by Dr H. Meier of the Warburg Institute
(pi. xl), by the late Mr J. E. Quibell (fig. 195), by Monsieur Richard,
Conservateur des Musees at Abbeville (fig. 888), by Miss G. M. A.
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Richter of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (pi. xxxv,
figs. 776, 883, 897), by Professor Homer A. Thompson (figs. 923,
924), by Professor A. J. B. Wace (fig. 193), by Dr C. Weickert of
the Museum at Munich (pi. 1), and by the Direktor of the Badisches
Landesmuseum at Karlsruhe (pi. li).

In the matter of text-figures I have been lucky enough to retain
the services of Miss E. T. Talbot, the artist to whom I owe the
bulk of the drawings in Volumes I and II. Her work has through-
out maintained a high level of exactitude. Her coins, for instance,
are not merely faithful transcripts of originals or casts, but actually
'stilgetreu'—a rare achievement in draughtsmanship.

The cameo in malachite portraying the bust of a Ptolemaic
Zeus (pi. xliv) was drawn from the original by Miss F. E. Severs
and produced as an experiment in lithography by the Cambridge
Press. But most of the colour-plates have been specially painted
for me by another artist of quite exceptional powers, Mrs D. K.
Kennett. She sketched the Corfu pediment from a full-size cast in
the Cambridge Museum of Classical Archaeology (pi. Ixiv) and the
Sulis Minerva pediment from the original at Bath (pi. Ixvi). But
her feeling for colour is better shown by the little head of Hera
in blue glass from Girgenti (pi. Ixxiii), the bust of Sarapis in
lapis lazuli (pi. Ixxiv), or the bronze mace from Willingham
Fen (pi. Ixxviii). These are veritable triumphs of sympathetic
rendering.

And here I must add a word on another of Mrs Kennett's
plates, the neolithic pounder from Ephesos (pi. Ixvii). That
remarkable object—given me as a souvenir of Sir William Ridgeway
by the President of Queens' College and Mrs Venn—has, if I am
right in my interpretation of it, presented us for the first time with
a prehistoric Greek baitylos, a stone believed to have fallen from
heaven and worshipped accordingly. Not the least of its claims
upon our attention is the incidental light that it throws on a
passage in the New Testament (Acts 19. 35).

The passage in question sets in sharp contrast the old 'Zeus-
fallen image' with the new Gospel proclaimed by St Paul. These
were in effect the two extremes. Between them lay the whole
history of Greek religion with its gradual development, ndw slower,
now faster, from primitive paganism towards complete Christianity
—a long story, for the telling of which three volumes would scarce
suffice. My contention is that in that development the cult of the
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Sky-god was one main factor, leading the minds of men upwards
and onwards to ever greater heights till Zeus at his noblest joined
hands with the Christian conceptions of Deity. If I have succeeded
in proving that, I shall feel that the labours of half a lifetime have
been well worth while.

ARTHUR BERNARD COOK.

19 CRANMER ROAD, CAMBRIDGE.
22 July 1939.
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CHAPTER II (continued]

ZEUS AS GOD OF THE WEATHER.

§ 5. Zeus and the Earthquakes.

GREECE is a land of many earthquakes. Reckoning great with
small, Count de Montessus de Ballore1, our foremost authority in
seismic geography2, computes a yearly average of at least 275.
C. Davison3 in a recent monograph states that 3187 were recorded
during the six years 1893—1898, and adds that, for every shock felt
in Great Britain, 50 are observed in Japan and no less than 158
in Greece*. Similarly J. Partsch5, after consideration of Julius
Schmidt's6 earthquake-catalogue for 1859—1878, concludes 'that

1 F. de Montessus de Ballore Les iremblements de terre: Geographic seismologique
Paris 1906 p. 264.

2 See C. Davison The Founders of Seismology Cambridge 1927 pp, 160—176.
3 C. Davison A Manual of Seismology Cambridge 1921 p. 161.
4 F. de Montessus de Ballore ' Introduction a un essai de description sismique du

globe et mesure de la sismicite' in the Beitrdge zur Geophysik Leipzig 1900 iv. 357
gives the following statistics for the various divisions of Greece (repeated by C. E. Dutton
Earthquakes in the light of the new Seismology London 1904 p. 296):

PERIODS OF OBSERVATION
1863 1867-1868 1895-1897
(Euboia) 1857-1878 1895-1897

1858-1878 1895-1897
1895-1897
1825-1868 1875 1892-1893 1895-1897
1860-1876 1882-1883 1887-1888 1895-1897
1858-1878 1886-1888 1895-1897
1858-1862 1867 1876-1877 1895-1897
1895-1897
1895-1897
1858-1888
1860-1863 1867-1874 1895-1897

5 C. Neumann—J. Partsch Physikalische Geographic von Griechenland mit besonderer
Riicksicht aufdas Alterthum Breslau 1885 p. 320.

6 J. F. Julius Schmidt Studien iiber Vulkane und Erdbeben Leipzig 1881 ii.2 166—360.

C. III. I

LOCALITIES EPICENTRES
Thessaly
Euboia and N. Sporades
Attike, Parnassos, and

Lokris
Akarnania
Ionian Isles
Achaia
Korinthia and Argolis
Lakonike
Messene
Arkadia
Crete
Kyklades
General or ill-defined
General or ill-defined

(eastern)

TOTALS

*3
23

43
17
41
22

28

12

21

20

8

14

9

9

280

EARTH-
QUAKES

76
1228

1979
138

5700
308
3"
54

93
75

IOO

141
S'

7i

10306



2 Zeus and the Earthquakes

in this land hardly a week, in many years hardly a day, goes by
without the ground being noticeably shaken at one point or another,
while a second eminent geographer, A. Philippson1, puts it even
more forcibly: 'In Greece the soil trembles somewhere almost every
day.'

Greek earthquakes, being tectonic, not volcanic, in character,
occur normally along certain well-marked structural lines, which
correspond with prominent features of the country—the base of a
mountain-range, a straight river-valley, a rocky coast-line2. These
seismic zones may be enumerated as follows: the northern half of
the Straits of Euboia together with the Malian Gulf and the islands
Skiathos and Skopelos; an elliptical land-tract including Phokis,
Lokris, and Boiotia; the northern coast of the Peloponnese from
Corinth to Patrai; the western coast of the Peloponnese with
Zakynthos, Kephallenia, and Leukas; the valleys that form the
heads of the Messenian, Laconian, and Argolic Gulfs—the principal
southerly indentations of the Peloponnese3. The distribution thus
indicated for modern times is fully borne out by the record of
ancient earthquakes, of which a well-arranged and critical list for
the period 600 B.C.—600 A.D. has been drawn up by W. Capelle4.

Since most of the seismic lines traceable in Greece are definitely
maritime and the rest within easy reach of the sea, it is not sur-
prising to find that the Greeks of the classical age commonly6

1 A. Philippson Das Mittelmeergebiet, seine geographische und kulturelle Eigenart
Leipzig 1904 p. 28.

2 W. H. Hobbs Earthquakes New York 1907 p. 32.
3 A. Philippson Der Peloponnes. Versuch einer Landeskunde aufgeologise her Grundlage

Berlin 1892 p. 437 ff. (fig. 41 chart of Messenian earthquake of Aug. 27, 1886), id. Das
Mittelmeergebiet etc. p. 28 f., F. de Montessus de Ballore Les tremblements de terre:
Gtographie stismologique Paris 1906 p. 267 ff. (fig. 40 seismic map of Greece), W. Capelle
'Erdbeben im Altertum' in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Altertum 1908 xxi. 604 f., id. in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iv. 345.

4 W. Capelle in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iv. 346—358.
5 Not invariably. Pythagoras taught that earthquakes were due to a concourse

(conflict?) of the dead (Ail. var. hist. 4. 19 KH\ rbv ffeifffjAv tyevea\6yei otdtv fiXXo elvai
17 fftivoSov T&V Te0m&T&w = H. Diels Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker* Berlin 1912 i. 357,
21 f.)—presumably a folk-belief (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 814 n. 2).

The frequent notion that earthquake-shocks are occasioned by the movements of a
subterranean monster or giant or god (J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stally-
brass London 1883 ii. 8i6f., 1888 iv. 1542, E. B. Tylor Primitive Culture* London
1891 i. 364^, Frazer Golden Bough*: Adonis Attis Osiris3 i. 197ff. ('The Earthquake
God'), K. Weinhold 'Die Sagen von Loki' in the Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alterthum
1849 v"« 6if., P. Sebillot Le Folk-Lore de France Paris 1904 i. 423f., F. Legge Fore-
runners and Rivals of Christianity Cambridge 1915 ii. 297 (citing F. Cumont Recherches
sur le manichtisme i La cosmogonie maniche'enne d'apres ThSodore bar Khdni Bruxelles
1908 Append, ii), P. Alfaric Les ecritures manicheennes Paris 1918 i. 40) is found also
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in classical tradition (M. Mayer Die Giganten und Titanen Berlin 1887 PP- r95 *"•» 208 ff.,
2145., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 434 n. 2).

In the upper-pliocene beds of Samos are extensive deposits of fossil bones—Samo-
therium, Hipparion mediterraneum, Mastodon longirostris, etc. (L. Biirchner in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. i A. 2168, 2171). These bones were attributed by Euphorion to
primeval monsters called N??d5es, who broke the very ground with their cries and
occasioned the Samian proverb 'He bawls louder than the Neddes' (Euphor. frag. 25
Meineke ap. Ail. de nat. an. 17. 28 and Apostol. 9. 51). The statement goes back to
the early local historian Euagon of Samos frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 16 Miiller) ap. Phot.
lex. s.v. vijis and Herakl. Pont. frag. 10. i (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 215 Miiller) — Axistot./rag:
6n. 30 Rose2, who however used the form Ni}i'5es, not NTjdSes. N^i'Ses, which means
'Witless Ones' (cp. h. Dem. 256), must of course be distinguished from Ni?/5es or
NijtdSes, the Naiad nymphs, and may be an attempt to make sense of some pre-Greek
name. W. R. Halliday in the Class. Rev. 1927 xli. 59 acutely restores Plout. quaestt.
Gr* 56 (Panaima in Samos was so named after a bloody battle between Dionysos and
the Amazons) T&V 8' l<\e><t>6,VT<av airodaveiv rives \4yovT<u trepi TO $\oibv Kal Ta offrd
deiKWTai aiiTuv* TIV&S Se \£yov<ri Kal TO 3>\oibv eir' tKelvuv payijvai, (pBeyyofj^vuv fn4ya TL
Kal Si&Topov (see further Halliday ad loc. p. 207 ff.). S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1928
ii. 161 quotes with approval Sir A. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1928 ii. i. 324:
'The delight of the Earth-shaker in bulls, referred to in the Homeric passage [//. 20.
403 ff.], may itself find a reasonable explanation in the widespread idea...that earth-
quakes are produced by some huge beast beneath the Earth. Sometimes, as in Japan,
it is a monstrous fish, sometimes an elephant or other animal of prodigious size, but,
amongst all of these, the bull is the most natural agent. According to the Moslems
of Tashkend [J. Troll in the Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie 1892 xxiv. 537 f.], Almighty God
set to support the Earth a bull of such monstrous size that from his head to the end
of his tail was five hundred years' journey, and the space between his two horns another
two hundred [and fifty]. The bull, thus heavily laden, prompted by the Devil, shook his
head and tried to throw the Earth off him with his horns. Thereat, a midge was sent to
sting him in the nostril, and he set up a mighty bellowing, so that he is known unto
this day as "the bellower".'

Again, there is an earthquake when the giant Briareus under Mt Aitne shifts to his
other shoulder (Kallim. h. Del. 141 ff.), or when Enkelados beneath the same burden
changes his weary side (Verg. Aen. 3. 5786*".). All Sicily trembles when Typhoeus,
crushed by its weight, struggles to thrust it from him (Ov. met. 5. 346ff., Val. Flacc. 2.
23 ff.). A like commotion was caused when Kaineus, buried beneath a huge mound of
stocks and stones, tried in vain to lift his head (Ov. met. 12. 514 ff.). Giants laid low by
Herakles—Mimas beneath Prochyte, lapetos beneath Inarime—made the earth shake
above them and blasted the soil of Campania (Sil. It. 12. 143 ff., cp. ib. 529). In parti-
cular, Alkyoneus (Claud, de rapt. Pros. 3. 184 f.) and other giants with him were thought
to lie beneath Mt Vesuvius (Philostr. her. 2. 7), and during the eruption of 79 A.D. many
gigantic phantoms appeared by day and night on the mountain, in the neighbouring
towns, and in the sky—a prelude to periods of severe drought and appalling earthquakes
(Dion Cass. 66. 22). We may venture to compare the happenings described in Matthew
27. 51—53. Analogous beliefs still linger in Greek lands: a short, sharp earthquake
accompanied by a peculiar crash occurred in Zakynthos on Aug. 4/16, 1862, and the
next day a peasant employed over the currant-crop in the village of Hagios Kyrikos
observed with regard to it 'Some building of the giants must have collapsed' (B. Schmidt
Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 33, 201 KO.TI xripio TOV yiydvTtave Oa
?jre<re. Cp. supra ii. 505 f.). It should, however, be recognised that the express con-
nexion of earthquakes with buried giants or the like is Hellenistic, not Hellenic. Earlier
sources (e.g. Hes. theog. 859 ff., Pind. Pyth. i. 29 ff., Pherekyd. frag. 14 (Frag. hist. Gr.
i. 72 Miiller) =frag. 54 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 76 Jacoby) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. I2ioff . )
emphasise volcanic rather than seismic effects.

Other gods could on occasion produce a quake. Athena did so at Troy when
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wroth with Laokoon (Quint. Smyrn. 12. 395 ff.). Dionysos in Soph. Ant. 153 f.
6 9i}/3as 5' eXeXt'xflwp (t\e\Lfav cod. L with yp. l\e\ixduv written above by scholiast)
Bckxios dpxoi bears the title of an earthquake-god (the schol. vet. ad loc., followed by
Sir R. C. Jebb, is inadequate—6 9ij/3as 5' e\e\i£tai> EaK\eios : 6 Kivyfflxduv e\e\ix6ova Se
TOV Ai6vvo~6v (prjffi 8ia TCIJ ev rats BaK^e/cus Kivf/ffeis' 77 rbv rr\v yfjv ffelovra ical dvajSaK-
XetiovTa rats x°P€i-at*) an^ in Eur. Bacch. 586 ff., 605 f., 622 f., 632 f. shatters, or at least
is believed to shatter, the house of Pentheus (G. Norwood The Riddle of the Bacchae
Manchester 1908 p. 37 ff., id. Greek Tragedy London 1920 p. 281 f., A. W. Verrall The
Bacchants of Euripides and other Essays Cambridge 1910 pp. 26 ff., 64 ff.)—an exploit
compatible with Orphic belief (Orph. h. Perikion. 47. i ff. /a/fXifaxw Bd«x<M'
fjLeOvd&Tt)i>, | Kafyie/ourt dbfj.ois 5s e\ur<r6/ji,evos irepi irdvTij (so G. Hermann for ire
£0T77<re Kparepovs jSpa&fjiovs yairjs aTroir^it^aj, | fytica irvptpbpos avyrj eKivifffe (so P. Scriverius
for ei>lKi)<re) x^va iratrav | wpija-r^poj polfois- 6 3' dveSpape Seoytos awdvruv). Nereus, like
Poseidon, makes and can therefore unmake earthquakes (Orph. h. Ner. 23. 5 ff. 8s
K\oveeis Arjovs lepov fiddpov (cp. 4vvoffi-Aas infra p. 9 n. o), rjvlKa irvoias | ev fivxlois (so
G. Hermann for ^vvvxiois) KevO/jLwffiv e\avvo/jievas airoK\eleis' [ dXXd, /micap, (re«7/ioi)s fikv
airorpeire, Trtpire 5^ /ii;<TTats | 6'X^oj' K.T.X.). But Usener's contention that Aloeus, son of
Poseidon by Kanake, 'ist der "Drescher" gewiss nicht allein wortlich als Gott des
Landbaues, sondern vorzugsweise bildlich als Erderschiitterer, 'EXeX^x^w 'Ewofffyeuos'
(H. Usener in the Rhein. Mus. 1898 liii. 349 = ̂ . Kleine Schriften Leipzig—Berlin 1913
iv. 278) strikes me as far-fetched and improbable.

The epithet (>t\^(.-^B(av (prja-LxBuv), the 'land-breaker,' has reference in all probability to
the disruptive effect of earthquakes, and is applied in Orphic hymns to Dionysos (Orph.
h. Lys. Lett. 50. 5 p^ixOuv (E. Abel cj. p^<-X^ov}> Xi/vate, fieya<r(>ei>ts, alo\6fM>p<pe, h. triet.
52. 9 pyZlxOuv (E. Abel cj. p^ix^ov), irvpupeyyts, 4ird<j>te, icovpe Si/jLijrop (so E. Abel for
di/Adrup)) and in magical spells etc. to a variety of chthonian powers including Hekate
(C. Wessely Griechische Zauberpapyrus von Paris und London Wien 1888 p. 88 pap.
Par. 2722 f. irdTfia pfj^lxOuv ffKV\\aKdyeia (A. Nauck cj. fficvXaKaytri) TracSa/udretpa,
Babelon—Blanchet Cat. Bronzes de la Bill- Nat. p. 701 ff. no. 2296, ioff. = W. Drexler
in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2646 = R. Wiinsch in the Corp. inscr. Att. App. defix. p. xv=A.
Audollent Defixionum tabellae Luteciae Parisiorum 1904 p. 69 f. no. 38, 10 ff. (a leaden
dfezwft'0-tablet of s. iii A.D., found at Alexandreia) ^[ij/caXoO/ta^ <re rty Trdvrwv &v6p&\trwv
dwdirreipav, 7ra^[^>o;8]epd., p^LxOwv, ij nai dvevey\KafjL^vr) ra TOV //,eXioi)[x]ou fAt\t) icai
afrrbv rbv fi.e\\iovxov, 'Epe<rx'7aiX i>e/3ovTOO~ova\T]6 tye/Sew/i, | ap/ci/ta V^KVI 'Efrdrj;, 'Ejcdri;
0X77^, ?\0ere Kal re|Xeic6<rar^ fMi rty irpayfiaTelav Tavrtjv (on the identification of
Eriskigal with Hekate and the allusion to the dismemberment of Osiris or Adonis (?) see
W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 15846^, 2645 ff.), Miss L. Macdonald in the
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaology 1891 xiii. 174 no. i, 3onr. = W. Drexler
in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2646=A. Audollent op. cit. p. 41 no. 22, 30 ff. (a leaden
devotio-\sHo\&\. of late date, found at Kourion in Kypros) opido-fa £/*£(?), dfaoves
iro\vdJ>\8pioi (' of the graveyard (iro\vdv8piot>)') K£ /3i(ai)o0dvaToi ice auapoi Ke diropoi Ta</rijs,
Kard. rrjs pi;|[<7t]x^6j'7js rijs KarevevKaffris /J.e\io6xov Ta f^^n K^ afrrov /J.e\i.ovxov—a formula
repeated in Miss L. Macdonald loc. cit. p. 176 no. 3, i6ff., p. 178 no. 5, 20 ff., p. 179
no. 6, i8f., p. 180 no. 7, 21 ff., p. 181 no. 8, i8ff., p. 183 no. 9, 22 ff., p. 184 no. 10,
19 ff., p. 185 no. ii, i8ff., p. 186 no. 12 f., 21 ff., p. 188 no. 15, 18 ff., p. 190 no. 17,
igff.^A. Audollent op. cit. p. 45 no. 24, i6ff., p. 47 no. 26, 20 ff., p. 49 no. 27, i8f.,
p. 51 no. 28, 21 ff., p. 53 no. 29, 19 ff., p. 54 no. 30, 23 ff., p. 56f. no. 31, 18 ff., p. 59
no. 32, 18 ff., p. 62 no. 33, 22 ff., p. 64 f. no. 35, 18 ff., p. 67 no. 37, 19 ff), Brimo
(C. Wessely Neue griechische Zauberpapyri Wien 1893 p. 45 pap. Lond. 121, 757 f.=
F. G. Kenyon Greek Papyri in the British Museum London 1893 i. 106 no. 121, 691 f.
(of s. iii A.D.) <Sv ov Stjvj) | [ira/)o]/coi)<rai, Bpi/tw pi?fi'x^w), an unnamed goddess who holds
the keys of Hades (Miss L. Macdonald loc. cit. p. 175 no. 2, 12 f. = A. Audollent op. cit.
p. 44 no. 23, 12 f. (a leaden devotio-\.?&Az\. of late date, found at Kourion in Kypros)
[KC <ri> ij rds] | [tfXtSas TOV "A8ov Ka\Texovffa prjffixOwv—a formula completed from Miss L.
Macdonald loc. cit. p. 174 no. i, 53 f., p. 178 no. 5 a, 39, p. 182 no. 8, 35, p. 186 no. n,
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attributed earthquakes to Poseidon1. A memorable passage in the
Iliad is explicit on the point:

39, p. 189 no. 15 a, 8 = A. Audollent op. cit. p. 41 no. 22, 53 f., p. 48 no. 26, 39, p. 53
no. 29, 36, p. 60 no. 32, 39, p. 65 no. 35, 36), Sterxerx the door-keeper of hell and
heaven (MissL. Macdonald loc. cit. p. i74no. i, 19 ff. = W. Drexlerin Roscher Lex. Myth.
ii. i2i7 = R. Wtinsch in the Corp. inscr. Att. App. defix. p. xviii no. i, 19 ff. = A.
Audollent op. cit. p. 40 no. 22, 19 ff. K£ rbv tiri TOV iruXwj'os rov "A[5ouj] | [*c]e TUV
K\-^6puv TOV ovpavov reray^vov Srep£ep£ "np\[ri^a. prf]ffixOuv a/>5a/«i%0oii/> irplarev \afjiTrddev
ffT€va.\KTb.~\ ( [6d]\(/aTe rbv vpoyfypo-fJ-f-^vov tiri rovSe TOV 0t/uc<m[/coO] | [K]ara0^oiaTos—a
formula recurring in L. Macdonald loc. cit. p. 176 no. 3, 9 ff., p. 177 no. 5, 12 ff., p. 180
no. 7, 13 ff., p. 181 no. 8, 10 ff., p. 182 no. 9, 13 ff., p. 184 no. 10, 13 ff., p. 185 no. n,
11 ff., p. i86no. 12, 12 ff., p. 187 no. 14, 13 ff., p. 188 no. 15, n ff., p. 190 no. 17, u ff.=
A. Audollent op. cit. p. 45 no. 24, 9 ff., p. 47 no. 26, 12 ff., p. 50 no. 28, 13 ff., p. 52
no. 29, x i ff., p. 54 no. 30, 14 ff., p. 56 no. 31, 12 ff., p. 59 no. 32, n ff., p. 6r no. 33,
13 ff., p. 63 no. 34, 13 ff., p. 64 no. 35, i r ff., p. 67 no. 37, n ff. (npr)£a with variants
eipt)£a and iprj^a is possibly to be connected with Upal-, Ionic tprig, the 'hawk': vpiffTev
suggests a demon ' who saws men asunder' or perhaps ' who gnashes his teeth', \afjLirddev
' who brandishes a torch': ffrevaicrA is vocative of crrej'a/cr^s rather than accusative plural
of ffTevcucrds, pace Audollent op. cit. p. 42)), a hawk-headed deity with a basket on its head
and in its hands a pair of upright sceptres, round one of which twines a serpent (A. D.
Nock in The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 1925 xi. 158 citing Sir C. H. Smith—Miss
C. A. Hutton Catalogue of the Antiquities (Greek, Etruscan and Roman) in the collection
of the late Wyndham Francis Cook, Esqre. London 1908 p. 55 no. 248 a flat yellow
jasper, with bevelled edge, inscribed PHCL I X B W l M ) , and an unidentified fire-god (?) of
the Underworld, who figures frequently in the formula ywaer/ceXXi /icurKeXXa; (frvovKevTa/Satad
opeofjafaypa iiriroxOuv faj-lxOtav T'vpiirtj'yavv^ or the like (e.g. C. Wessely Griechische
Zauberpapyrus -von Paris und London p. 89 f. pap. Par. 2753 ff., p. roopap. Par. 3175 ff.,
id. Neue griechische Zauberpapyri p. 61 pap. Lond. 123, lof. — F. G. Kenyon op. cit. i.
121 no. 123, 10 f. (of s. iv or v A.D.), F. LI. Griffith—H. Thompson The Demotic
Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden London 1904 (i.) 189 verso col. xv, 2 ff.,
Babelon—Blanchet Cat. Bronzes de la Bibl. Nat. p. 701 ff. no. 2296, 27 ff. = R. Wiinsch
in the Corp. inscr. Att. App. defix. p. xv = A. Audollent op. cit. p. 70 no. 38, 27ff . , S.
Eitrem in Papyri Osloenses Oslo 1925 i. 9 and 16 no. i, 154f., 342 ff. (of s. iv A.D.), cp.
S- Eitrem Les papyrus magiques grecs de Paris (Videnskapsselskapets Skrifter. II. Hist.-
Filos. Klasse. 1923. No. i) Kristiania 1923 p. 28 pap. Mimaut 94, C. Wessely Neue
griechische Zauberpapyri p. 30 pap. Lond. 121, 311 = F. G. Kenyon op. cit. i. 94 no. 121,
302 (on which formula with its variants see C. Wessely Ephesia Grammata aus
Papyrusrollen, Inschriften, Gemmen etc. Wien 1886 nos. 244—250, T. Hopfner
Griechisch-dgyptischer Offenbarungszauber Leipzig 1921 i. 190 § 747, and S. Eitrem in
Papyri Osloenses i. 72 f.)). K. Preisendanz Papyri Graecae magicae Leipzig—Berlin
1931 ii. 215 notes that in no. 7 (pap. Lond. 121), 475 A. D. Nock would emend iu>t\
ffieOuv into p-qal-xJStav'! in a formula addressed to 0ebs OVTOS 'AvayKuv, ' Du Gott der
Zwangsgottinnen.'

The fact is that any and every subterranean deity invoked by the magician might be
expected to cause an earthquake. Jehovah himself is conjured as the god who rends the
mountains and breaks the rocks in pieces (i Kings 19. n), who makes the earth to
tremble and shake (Ps. 77. 18), the hills to move to and fro (Jer. 4. 24) (A. Audollent
op. cit. p. 374 no. 271, i7f., 34 f. = R. Wiinsch Antike Fluchtafeln Bonn 1907 p. 22
no. 5, i7f. (a leaden devotio-\s&A&. of s. iii A.D., found at Hadrumetum) ojo/afu <re TOV
ffvvTpdfiovTa. TCLS Tr^TjOay | 6/wc£[f"w] ffe rbv dirop^avTa rd oprj, p. 24 no. 5, 34 f. di' dv... icai
T&, opr; Tp£pei | KO.I [rj 717] Kal rj 6d\ao-ffa).

1 Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 627, L.-F. A. Maury Histoire des Religions de la Grece antique
Paris 1857 i. 416, Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 572, 583 ff., Gilbert Gr. Gotterl. p. 172 f.,
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The sire of men and gods thundered on high
Horrific, and beneath Poseidon shook
The boundless earth and the tall mountain-tops.
Yea, all the feet of many-fountained Ide
And all her crests were swaying to and fro,
Troy-town to boot and the Achaean ships.
Deep underground Aiidoneus, king of the dead,
Trembled and, trembling, sprang from his throne and shouted
Lest o'er his head Poseidon, shaker of land,
Should cleave the very earth and bring to the ken
Of mortals and immortals his grim realm,
A mouldering realm that ev'n the gods abhor1.

This passage is well illustrated by a bronze medallion of
Mytilene, struck by Valerianus, and hitherto unpublished (pi. i and
fig. i)2. The reverse type is an attempt to visualise the foregoing

Fig. i.

scene. On the left Poseidon, holding a dolphin (?), threatens the
ground with his trident. On the right Hades, a rod or sceptre in
his hand, springs from his throne in terror. Zeus, standing between
them, with himdtion and sceptre, raises his hand to quell the
tumult. The whole must refer to some historic earthquake, and
may have been struck to commemorate it.

The Homeric lines, however effective, are not improbably a late

F. Durrbach in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iv. 60 f., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 814,
845, 1139 n. 2, E. H. Meyer in Rosqher Lex. Myth. iii. 2798, 2813 ff., Farnell Cults of Gk.
States iv. 7 f.

1 //. 20. 56—65.
2 My specimen came from the cabinet of a Greek collector on May 14, 1928. Obv.

AVT- K - T T - A I K - B AAEPIANOC. Bust of Valerianus to right. Rev. GGOIA K P A I
O I J A A V T I A H N A If lN. Scene as described above. PI. i shows the reverse to a
scale off . L. Holstein's coin (supra ii. 873 n. 0(10)) had apparently the same reverse
combined with an obverse resembling supra ii. 260 fig. 172.



Plate I

Bronze medallion of Mytilene showing Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades
as Theoi Akraioi.

See page 6 n. i.
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interpolation1. But in cantos of earlier date Homer calls Poseidon
enost'chthon, the 'land-shaker' (?), or ennosigaios, the 'earth-shaker' (?),
and often uses both appellatives as substitutes for his name2. Pindar

1 R. C. Jebb Homer: an Introduction to the Iliad and the Odyssey* Glasgow 1887
p. 163, W. Leaf in the argument prefixed to his ed. of //. 20 and in his book A Companion
to the 7//#dT London 1892 p. 331. See, however, D. Mulder Die llias unde ihre Quellen
Berlin 1910 p. 204 f. and in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 1019.

2 The epithet IvoaixOw is used of Poseidon 23 times in the Iliad, 18 times in the
Odyssey (A. Gehring Index Homericus Lipsiae 1891 p. 289), always in the nominative
case and always as last word of the hexameter—except Od. 3. 6 evovlxdovi KvavoxalTy.
The usual locution is Hoffei.8d.uv ivoffl-)(0tav (24 times), for which Kpetuv evoalxOw (7 times)
and evpvKpeluv ivo<jiyQ(av (once, //. n. 751) are convenient substitutes. '^voviyQuv alone
occurs 8 times (H. Ebeling Lexicon Homericum Lipsiae 1885 i. 424).

'Evvoffiyaios is similarly used of Poseidon 20 times in the Iliad, 6 times in the Odyssey
(A. Gehring op. cit. p. 288). The common phrases are -yatijoxos frvoaiyaios (nom. 4 times,
ace. once, dat. twice)—extended in //. 13. 43 TloveiSauv yanf/oxos fvvofflyaios (cp. Horn.
ep. 6. i Horeidddw /J,eya\ocr0evts e'vvofflyaie—and K\^TOS ivvoaiyaios (nom. 7 times, ace.
twice). 'T&vvofflyaios alone occurs 6 times (nom. twice, voc. thrice, ace. once), ivv<xrlya.C
e{>pv<r&evh thrice. The word mostly occupies the end of the line, but not in //. 7. 455, 8.
201, 12. 27, 20. 20, 20. 310, 21. 462, Od. ii. 102, 13. 140, h. Pos. 4 (H. Ebeling op.
cit. i. 422).

Hence it may be inferred that the old pre-Homeric tags (supra i. 444, ii. 384 n. o) for
dactylic tripodies with anacrusis were lioffetdduv tvofflxQw and yattfoxos fvvofflyaios, for
dactylic dipodies with anacrusis Kpeiuv tvofflxOiav and K\IJTOS twofflyaios. In view of the
extreme antiquity of such tags we can hardly expect their interpretation to be free from
doubt.

The v of frofflxOuv becomes vv in frvoaiyatos metri gratia (Cornut. theol. 22 p. 42, 2
Lang has evofftyaiov, a spelling found in late prose—Souid. evofflyaios (cod. A gives vv
against the ordo verborunf), et. mag. p. 344, 43 evofflyaios, Zonar. lex. evoo-tyaios, Favorin.
lex. p. 213, 27 tvoffiyaie); and the same reason suffices to explain the lengthened first
syllable of elvoffl<j>v\\os (II. 2. 632, 2. 757, Od. 9. 22, n. 316. Simon, frag. 41. i Bergk4,
52. i Edmonds, 40. i Diehl ap. Plout. symp. 8. 3. 4 has ivvoal<}>vK\os, Favorin. lex. p. 658,
59 evvoal<t)v\\ov, Hesych. tvoffi</>ti\\(>)v (A. Meineke cj. evofftyvXXov)) (W. Schulze
Quaestiones epicae Gueterslohae 1892 p. 159 f.). But the common assumption (with
query in Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.z p. 146, without query ib. p. 521 and in
Boisacq Diet. £tym. de la Langue Gr. pp. 258, ro8o,Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d.
indogerm. Spr. i. 254 f.) that tvoffi- frvoffi- efroo-t- are derived from ev-foO of IvuOeu
(Hesych. fOei- <j>0eipei and ZOw ... ipdeipwv are misleading glosses, based on a wrong inter-
pretation of //. 9. 540, 16. 260. Cp. schol. A. //. 9. 540) is thoroughly unsatisfactory.
*ev-fo6-ri-s would have produced, not gvoffis, but *4vfoffTis *eti>offns *lj/oerm (L. Meyer
Handb. d. gr. Etym. i. 410, K. F. W. Schmidt in the Zeitschrift filr vergleichende
Sprachforschung 1913 xlv. 234 n. 3. Boisacq op. cit. p. 1109 and Walde—Pokorny 0/.
cit. i. 255 adduce unconvincingly J<m : wWw, 7re«ns : ireiOw, etc.). Besides, evwOtu is
a late compound (Ap. Rhod. 4. 1243, Plout. v. Lucull. 28) and yields no tolerable sense.

Impressed by these difficulties I endeavoured years ago to divide ev-voffi-yaios (a com-
pound like 4/j.irvpi/3riTi)s), 'the earth-god in the water,' cp. Poll. i. 238 yrj... VOTIOS, frvoros,
ew6rt.cs, if not also Eur. I.T. 161 f. yaLas tvvortovs (so A. Kirchhoff for eV j/c&rois) | irriyas.
On this showing ivofflxOwv would be a later form due, like elvoffl<f>v\\os, to a misconception
(Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 176). The occurrence of Zeus N<5(rcoj for Nirios at Miletos (supra
i. 733 n. 6, ii. 317 n. 2) might indeed be held to support the connexion with V&TIOS, vorls,
etc. and perhaps Neptunus (Walde Lat. etym. Worterb? pp. 516 s.v. 'Neptunus,' 521
s.v. 'no'). But the suggestion really makes shipwreck on the sense, which I now see to
be nonsense. Dr B. F. C. Atkinson improved upon my notion by pointing out to me (Dec.
1925) that e- might be a prothetic vowel, the epithets e-voffi-\6(av, t-vvo<rl-yaios denoting
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follows suit with Ennostdas1, and coins fresh compounds to express

the god 'that waters the earth.' But, unknown to us both, A. Goebel of Magdeburg had
already tried that tack fifty years ago. In a remarkable paper ' Ueber den homerischen
Ho<rei8duv yarfoxos evvoffiyaios' (Zeitschrift fur die osterreichischen Gymnasien 1876 xxvii.
241—252) he had argued that there is in truth no Homeric evidence for Poseidon as an
earthquake-god, //. 20. 56 ff. being a 'spateres Einschiebsel' and evvoffiyaios, evoffixOw,
eivoffi<j>v\\os involving prothetic e and the toot sna of VOTIOS, vorts, etc.—to be rendered
'erdenetzend,' 'Erdbewasserer,' 'feuchtlaubig.'

Another possibility suggested to me by Dr Atkinson (Dec. 192 5) is that evo-o-t-x^uv, evvo-
ffl-yaios, eiVo-<r£-0i;XXos may be related to onus < * enos,' burden' (Walde op. cit. s.v.' onus'),
andmean ' burdened with the ground,'' burdened with earth,' 'laden with leaves.' The suffix
-at- is frequent in epic compounds (D. B. Monro A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect
Oxford 1891 p. n8f.).

But against all these fancies must be set the solid fact that the said epithets are
traditionally interpreted 'shaking the ground,' 'shaking the earth,' 'shaking the leaves'
(so all lexicons, ancient or modern). And this tradition must be as old as Hesiod, since
evo<ris is applied by him to a ' shaking' of the earth (Hes. theog. 681, 7.06) or sea (Hes.
theog. 849). Euripides similarly uses the word of an earthquake (Bacch. 585) or a city's
overthrow (Tro. 1326) or the whirling of rhomboi (Hel. 1363). Goebel loc. cit. p. 249 of
course maintains that we have here to do with a learned, or unlearned, misunderstanding
o{evoo-i-x6uv. On the whole, it is safer to accept the traditional rendering and to assume
a verbal stem * evo- without recognised cognates (L. Meyer op. cit. i. 410).

1 Find. Pyth. 4. 57 ff. tpdro 5' Eup^TruXos rcu|a6%ou irais d<f>6iTOv 'Evvofflda \ Hfj.fj.evai
(sc. Eurypylos son of Poseidon), 306 ff. Soiol d' vif/ixaiTai | dvepes, 'Evvoo-lda \ yevos (sc.
Periklymenos son of Neleus, son of Poseidon, and Euphemos son of Poseidon).

C. T. Damm Novum lexicon Graecum etymologicum et reale Berolini 1765 p. 2867 bis
connects the second element in the compound '^vvoo-i-8as with '58, dorice pro 777.' That 88.
was Doric for 717 is indeed affirmed by ancient scholiasts and lexicographers (Aisch. P.v.
568 a\ev'u (a ex S. factum cod. Med.) 5a with schol. &\ev w 8a : ol Aupieis TVJV yijv dav
Kal TOV yv6<f>ov Sv6<f>ov (rives OVTUS, a\ev a 88,' a\ev, dvax&pei, €KK\ive- TO 8e a. 88, u 717. ol
yap Aupieis TTJV yijv STJV Kal Sav <j>affiv, Kal rbv yvb(pov 5vo^>ov cod. Med.), Aisch. Ag. 1072
droroToi iroTTo'iSa, Aisch. Eum. 841 oioISa, <f>ev with schol. 55, 0eO:§a 777 (da: 05777 cod. Med.)
AupiKus, odfv Kal Aa/j.drr)p, Eur. Phoen. 1296 0eC da, 0eO da with schol. Tives Se dvrl TOV
(pev 777, Kara. irdOos fJt,eraj3\T]6evros TOV yd/J.fM els Tb SeXra, us ei> r$ A^I^TTJ/J, iniyf), ^77817
irapa Tb r6 VScap inr]5av avu, Aristoph. Lys. 198 $eO da, et. mag. p. 60, 8 ff. aXeu' a Sa (so
J. C. de Pauw for d\evdda) etprjTai us TO <t>ev da (so J. C. de Pauw for <j>etida). ol yap Awpiets
TT)i> yfjv Sav \eyovo~i Kal 8a?av (so J. C. de Pauw for dlav Arnald cj. /car' Idiav H. L. Ahrens
cj. us d"iai> cod. Va. has 701' Kal Sav but omits Kal diav), us Kal TOV yvbtftov 8i>6<j>ov. <f>ev 8a
(so J. C. de Pauw for 4>eti8a) ovv <(>ev 777. otirus ovv Kal TO a\ev' a da, (so J. C. de Pauw for
d\evd8a) &\ev' w yf) (sic ego. L. Kulenkamp cj. dXet/ou 777 for d\eov S3.), TOV 88, dvTl TOV yrj
Kei^vov — Favorin. lex. p. 112, toff., Theokr. 4. 17 ov Aav (yav cod. k) with schol. vet.
p. 139, 12 f. Wendel <ov AO.V :> ov fj.a TTJV Tijv ol yap Aw/wets Tb y els 8 rpeirovffiv and
schol. rec. p. 160, 13 Ahrens oO dav : pa rty yijv, Theokr. 7. 39 ov Aav (yav cod. k) with
schol. vet. p. 250, 15 f. Ahrens ov dav...: /j,a T^V yyv (ov yav: ov pa rrjv yrjv cod. k), Theokr.
18. 25 rav ov Aav TIS dE/uw^os (so H. L. Ahrens for TO.V ov Sav TLS afj.ufj.os cod. Par. 2833
rav ovS' av TIS afj.ufj.os vulg. H. Kochly cj. T&V ov fj,dv rts afj,ufj.os A. Meineke cj. Tduv ofiris
afj,ia/J.os F. Biicheler cj. rav oflris TravA.jj.ufj.os J. M. Edmonds cj. TO.V ovd' rjv TIS afj.uiu.os),
Hesych. 5^ (H. L. Ahrens cj. AT))- yrj (M. Schmidt ad loc. cites Kyrill. Alex. lex. cod.
Dresd. 39 dt]u (sic) 77 yrj and lo. Philop. TOVIK& TrapayyeXfMTa 31, 135^), Souid. Aijfj.^Trjp
eo-Tiv 77 yrj, olovel Ftjfj.'fiTrjp TLS o$aa, Zonar. lex. p. 499 < Ar]fj.-firi}p• rj 777, > olovel Tr)fj.t]Tr]p
TIS ovffa., Eustath. in II. p. 436, 41 8dire8ov ylverai 8£ irapa rb 88,, 8 §77X0? AupiKus ryv
yijv, Kal TO ire8ov, p. 7^5, 21 f. uffirep Kal TO Arjfj.'/iTrjp, § effTi 777 (i.ifrt\p d\\rryopiKus, Tzetz.
in Hes. o.d. 32 Ar)fJ.^Tr]p yap 77 777 AupiKus. ovroi yap dvrl TOV y 8 TiOtaffi, dvo<pepbv yvo<f>epbv
Kal A-fifj.rjTpav T-fin^rpav \eyovTes, Greg. Cor. p. 373 n. 35 Schaefer (cod. Voss.) dvri TOV
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the same idea — elasichthon*-, ' who smiteth the land,' elelichthon*, 'who

7 T£ 5 xpuwrcu, otov Ai^^Tijp rijffr^TTjp (Schaefer transp. rijju/ij-njp Aijju^rqp) , 7>»6$os 8v6<|>os,
yvo<pepbv fjvoipepbv. In carm. fop. 9 Bergk4, 50 Diehlo^. Prokl. m Hes. 0.rf. 389 rpf7r6Xeo»'
Se (cod. A), where T. Bergk prints rpis TTO\£OV<TIV and E. Diehl rpiirokov S-f), J. M. Edmonds
cj. rp^TToXos ^ 5??). It should, however, be observed that the ancient grammarians in general
are by no means committed to this view.

With the dawn of modern philology scholars began to doubt the equation 8a = yr).
H. L. Ahrens De dialecto Dorica Gottingae 1843 p. 80 f. definitely denied it. He explained
'JUvvoffldas either as a simple derivative of IWcris, or as a blundered form of * 'J&vvofflyas, or
as equivalent to 'Ewoffiycuos, AS being in this case an ancient but unrelated name of the
goddess FT? (H. L. Ahrens in Philologus 1866 xxiii. 207 n. 20). Later, on the strength of
Cypriote fa = Attic 777 (W. Deeckeand J. Siegismund in the Studien zur griechischen und
lateinischen Grammatik herausgegeben von G. Curtius Leipzig 1875 vii. 221 f., O. Hoffmann
Die Griechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1891 i. 221, A. Thumb Handbuch der griechischen
Dialekte Heidelberg 1909 p. 292, C. D. Buck Introduction to the Study of the Greek Dialects
Boston 1910 p. 55, F. Bechtel Die griechischen Dialekte Berlin 1921 i. 411), Ahrens
admitted da as a Doric form of 7?? (H. L. Ahrens in Philologus 1876 xxxv. 21) — an admis-
sion in which he was followed by J. Schmidt in the Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprach-
forschung 1881 xxv. 145 ff. and R. Meister Die griechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1889 ii. 221,
254, cp. G. Meyer Griechische Grammatik? Leipzig 1896 p. 268 (' SOL ist wohl bloss fur die
Erklarung von Aafnar-rip erfunden'). But the normal Doric form of yr) was ya (E. Boisacq
Les dialectes doriens Paris 1891 p. 48 f.), and no recent philologist — even when confronted
with Laconian dl<j>ovpa (Hesych. s.v. oitpoypa. (M. Schmidt corr. 8i(f>ovpa) • ye<j>vpa. Ad/cowes)
and Gortynian dtyvpa (D. Comparetti in the Man. d. Line. 1893 iii. 293 ff. no. 154, II 14 ff.
with facsimile = F. Blass in Collitz — Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 286 f. no. 5000, II b
14 ff. rav 5e pocw \et[V]|ej> OTTOV KCIT^X" d (Comparetti reports A, a mason's error) «r'
d7opS|i 8£<pvpa TJ w\ioi>, p-eiov dt fj,-r))=ye<j>vpa — would support the claim that S3. is a legiti-
mate Dorism for 717.

That being so, we must abandon the attempt to make 'J&vvocridas a dialect form of
"&vvoaLyai.os. For all that, it may amount to much the same thing. Personally I incline
to the view that AS was an ancient name of the earth-mother (supra ii. 584 nn. o, i, 585
n. i), ASs an ancient name of the sky-father, ultimately related to Zetfj (H. L. Ahrens in
Philologus 1866 xxiii. 206 f.) and found as second element in the compounds Trori-ASs,
'Lord Zeus' (supra ii. 582 ff.), and di'-Adas di-ASs, 'Zeus of the Earth' (Class. Rev. 1903
xvii. 175 f. , Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 280 ff.); and I should interpret evvoffi-Aas as 'He that
shaketh Da, the Earth' rather than as 'Das or Zeus of the earthquake' (cp. Class. Rev.
1903 xvii. 175). The later accentuation IIoT^5as, 'AtSas, 'EwoaiSas was due — I conceive —
to the false analogy of patronymics.

Others prefer to suppose that in the tragic exclamation 88, we have the vocative and in
the bucolic abjuration otf Sav the accusative case of ASs, 'Zeus' (so H. L. Ahrens in
Philologus 1866 xxiii. 206 f., R. Ktihner — F. Blass Ausfilhrliche Grammatik der griechischen
Sprache* Hannover 1890 i. 144, 459)-

1 Pind.yra^. 18 Bergk* ap. Eustath. comment. Find, praef. 16 (opusc. p. 56, 19 f.
Tafel) /col ' ZXaalxflova. Ho<reid&i>a ' rbv iwoffiyaiov. F. G. Schneidewin in his Eustathii
procemium commentariorum Pindaricorum Gottingae 1837 p. 7 n. 13 says: 'Hocquoque
novum.' But T. Bergk ad loc. adds: 'nisi forte Pyth. VI 50 pro rlv 8' 'E\4\ix0ov olim
etiam 'EXdcrtxtfoj' legebatur.' L. Dindorf in Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iii. 669 C cp.
Hesych. s.v. 'EXdr^s-o Hocrei8&i>, £v 'Atfi^ats; which, however, J. A. Hartung Die
Religion und Mythologie der Griechen Leipzig 1866 iii. 219 and O. Jessen in Pauly —
Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2240 would translate 'Rower.' More probably it means ' Driver'
of horses (so H. Usener in the Rhein. Mus. 1898 liii. 348 i.=id. Kleine Schriften
Leipzig — Berlin 1913 iv. 278 and Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1161 n. 4, cp. Farnell Cults
of Gk. States iv. 17) = Poseidon "IirTrios, 'lTrim)yfTi)s)*I/j.\(/ios.

2 Pind. Pyth. 6. 50 ff. 'EXA^o? . . . j . . . | ...Iloffei8dt>.
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maketh the land to reel,' seisichthori*-, 'who maketh the land to
quake.' Sophokles speaks of him as tindktor gaias^, the 'agitator
of the earth.' And the poets in general conceive of him as stirring
both land and sea with his trident3.

But behind the poets lay old-world tradition. The Homeric
epithet gaieochos* was an actual cult-title of the god in Lakonike at

1 Find. Isthm. i. 76 Kpbvov ffeicrixOov' vibv (sc. Poseidon), Bakchyl. 16. 57 ff. el \ 5t
Kal ffe (sc. Theseus) Tpoiftyi'ta (Ttiffi^Oovi \ (pfrrevffev KWpa Hoffei\8avi, K.T.\., 17. 21 f.
Kpovida Avraiov \ o-eurlxOovos re/cos (sc. Sinis son of Poseidon Airratos (cp. Steph. Byz. s.v.
Avral, -xup'iov GeercraXtas, 5ta TO XOcrat ra Tt/JLiriri IloffeidGiva Kal ffKeddffai TO dirb TOV /cara-
K\vfffj,ov OSwp, Hesych. s.v. A.vrair) • GerraX^)), Dion. Hal. ant. Rom. i. 31 KaXetrat 5£ 6
Oe6s, $ TO.VTO. eiriTeKovai, Kwca-os viro 'Pufjiaiuv • ov ^epfjir]ve^ovTes eis TTJV i)/ji.eT{pav y\&TTav,
lioffeiduva ffeiffix^ovd <f>affiv elvai Tives, Kal Sia TOVTO inroyeiy TeTi/J.r)ff6ai ^Ufjif \eyovaiv,
OTI TTJI> JTJI> 6 debs OVTOS %x€t- K.T.\., Cornut. theol. 11 p. 42, i f . Lang elra evoffixffova Kal
frocriyaiov Kal (reurix^ova Kal TivdKTopa yalas K.T.\., Gell. 2. 28. i antiquissimi Graecorum,
qui Neptunum ffeiffi-xjSova appellaverunt, Amm. Marc. 17. 7. 12 Neptunum humentis sub-
stantiae potestatem Ennosigaeon et Sisichthona poetae veteres et theologi nuncupaverunt,
Orph. Arg. 345 f. afirdv re Kpovidyv <rei<rixOova, KvavoxatTrjv , \ K^aros tKirpoBopovra.
fjio\eiv tirirappodov opKtav, Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 4. 47. i f. = Orph. frag. 2, i f.
Abel, 285, i f. Kern ^pdfeo Srj Kal Tovde \6yov, T£KOS, OTriroTe Kev dr) \ yaiav Kiv/ia-g
2e«rfx^wj' Kuaj'oxaiT-'js (Cougny and Abel print cretfff^^w*' Kfa^oxa/r^s), | /c.r.X., oracl. Sib.
3. 402 ff. (cp. i. 184 ff.) Geffcken 67T7r6re Kev 'Pefyy piKpbv yevos ev -)(Bovl AfO/*a (so
Wilamowitz for pev/xa, cp. i. 184) | aevaov pi£y<riv d5t^rot(7t Te6rj\6s \ avr(nrpe/j.vov aiffTov
ly ev VVKTI yevijTU \ ev ir6\ei avTavdpy ffeurlx^ovos (so Castalio (S. Chateillon) for drkrets
X&ovbs cod. $ and dri^crets x^ovos c°d. ^) evvoaiyalov, \ tfv irore <pr}/j.tl;ov(riv eiruvvfji,itjv
Aopti\aiov | apxalr)s Qpvyirjs TroXvdaKptjToio Ke\aivi)s (allusion to Kelainai). [But in oracl.
Sib.i. 1 6 ff. Geffcken OTT^rac ffei<r/x^wi' dfTTepoTTTjriJs | eiod>\<av £ij\ov Opatiffet \a6v re TIV&% ei \
'Pc6jit7;s e7TTaX<50oto the reference is to the supreme Deity of the Jews or the Christians.]
Cp. et. mag. p. 668, 54 ffet<ru, ffeifftxOw.

Scholl — Studemund anecd. i. 267 'ETrWera Hoveiduvos (io) Kiv-r/ffLxdovos perhaps
originated in a gloss, cp. Hesych. s.v. evvoffiyaios- Kivyfflyaios. eirlOeTov TLoffeiS&vos.

2 Soph. Track. 500 ff. Kal OTTWS Kpovt8at> air6.Ta.ffev (sc. how Kypris beguiled Zeus) ov
\£yw, | ovde Tbv evwxov"Ai8av, \ r) HoffeiSduva TivdKTopa yaias, Cornut. theol. 22 p. 42, 2
Lang (quoted in the preceding note) = Eudok. viol. 769 (p. 569, 24 f. Flach) etra evvo-
ffiyjSova. Kal ewoffLyaiov Kal ffeurixOova Kal TivdKTopa yaias K.T.\. Cp. Nonn. Dion. 21. 155 f.
Kal x0°"bs eirpjjvve (sc. Hera) TivdKTopa KvavoxaiTtjv \ yvutTbv ebv Kal Ttrfva Trbffiv Kal nijTepa

3 Aisch. P.v. 924 f. 6a\affffiav Te yrjs TivaKTeipav vbffov, \ Tptaivav, tu'xM" TV IIo<r«-
Swvos, o~Ked$ (sc. Zeus) (Wilamowitz, accepting the v6ffuiv of cod. Med.1, rewrites da\a<ralav
Te yrjs TivdKTeipav vbvwv \ ai'xA'̂ '', Tplaivav rj lioffeiduvos ffKedif), Aristoph. eg. 839^ TUIV
^vfj.ndx<av T' dp^eis ex&v Tplaivav, | 17 iroXXot xP^MaT> epydffei <reluv Te Kal TapdTTUv (of
Demos as Poseidon), nub. 566 f. TOV Te /j,eyaff6evrj Tpiatvys Ta/jilav, \ yijs Te Kal aXftvpas
6a\dffo~ris aypiov /j.ox\evTi?iv with schol. ad loc. SoKei yap 6 HocreiSuv ot Tr)v 6d\affffav Kiveiv
u6vov dXXa Kal rty yijv, Nikephoros progymn. 7. 12 (C. Walz Rhetores Graeci Stuttgartiae
— Tubingae 1832!. 498, 15 f.) HoffeiSuv TTJV yi)t> d^e^xXeue, cp. Verg. Aen. i. 418 f.,
6ioff.

4 Homer uses this epithet sometimes with (//. 13. 43, 20. 34, Od. i. 68, 3. 55, 8. 322,
8. 350, 9. 528, h. Pos. 6), sometimes without the name of the god (//. 9. 183, 13. 59,
13- 83. 13-125, 13.677, 14.355, 15. 174, 15.201, 15.222, 23.584, Od. ii. i^i,h.Herm.
187), but always of Poseidon. Later poets, misconceiving the second element in the
compound, applied it to other deities (Aisch. suppl. 813 ff. o-ejS/lfou 5' iKeTas <re6ev,
7cu|doxe irayKpaTes ZeO, Soph. 0. T. I59ff. Jrpwrd ere KeK\6/Jievos, OtiyaTep Ai6s,
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Therapne1 and Gythion2, in Attike at Athens3, and in the archi-

A6dva, | yat.doxov T' d8e\<f>edv | "Aprefuv, K.T.\.) in the sense of 'holding' or 'guarding
our land.' Nonnos makes it mean 'dwelling on earth' (Nonn. interpr. ev. Jo. 1.5 line
ii f. (xliii. 749 A Migne) 4v &x\v6evri 5£ /c60>t<p | ovpa.via.LS <re\d,yi£e /SoXats yaitf/oxos aly\rj).
Another and less pardonable blunder in etymology accounts for Bekker anecd. i. 229, 8
yarfoxos IViros, dirb TOV rots dx^acri Xa^Pelv'

In Hes. theog. 15 r)8e notreiSdwva yarfoxov tvvocriyaiov cod. D reads yetfoxov, which
is accepted by K. W. Goettling—J. Flach and H. G. Evelyn White. But the vulgate is
defensible as an example of internal shortening (R. Kiihner—F. Blass Ausjiihrliche
Grammatik der griechischen Sprache* Hannover 1890 i. 312 f.).

The supposed derivation from ?xw gave rise to various forms in -oOxos (Hesych. s.w.
yairjo^xV TV TV Y?1' OXOVVTI, Kal ffvv^xovrl-> yeovxos- 6 TT]V yijv ^x(avi yr)ovxos- 6 rty yrjv
(rw^xwj', Souid. s.w. yaiovxos- 6 rty yfjv oj(S>v, yeovxos- b Hocreiduv, b TTJV yrjv ?xuvi
Scholl—Studemund anecd. i. 267 '^viffera Ho<rei5Qvos (4) yanqotxov. yeo^xov 5t, Eustath.
in Od. p. 1392, 23 ff. (ryueluffai 8e ws yarfoxos fi£v /jLovax&s 5td 8i<f>66yyov, yeovxos 5£ Kal
yyovxos KaO' 'Hpydiavov ptv ical Aldupov Sid e T{/I\OV irapb, Trjv \f/i\oypa<povfjL^i>r]v ytav ys
ffvvalpefjt,a r) yvj- 5,\\oi 5£ Sia rfjs at di<f>66yyov Trapci, TT)V \oiiri)v yaiav £% ^s /cai 6 'yaii^oxos).

Scholl—Studemund anecd. i. 267 'EiriOera. Hoffeiduvos (3) ycudov. yairftov dt possibly
preserves a genuine appellative of Poseidon, though the glossator—according to O. Jessen
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 484—was thinking of the phrase Tat^tos vl6s (Od. 7.
324, Anth. Pal. 14. 23. i).

1 Near Therapne was a sanctuary of Poseidon Fcucioxos (Paus. 3. 20. 2 TOI;TOU 5£ 01)
TroXu Ho<reidu>vos a<t>tcrTi)Kev lepbv firlK\if)viv Taia6xov) with a hippodrome, which was visited
by Epameinondas' cavalry in 369 B.C. (Xen. Hell. 6. 5. 30 e/c TO^TOU 5r/ y^pa rpirrj f)
TerAprri Trporj\6ov ol iirireTs ets rbv Iirir6dpofji.oi> ets rata6xou Kara rdfeu, ot re Qtifiaioi iravres
Kal ol 'HXetot Kal Sffoi ^WK^UV -^ GerraXwj' ^ Aoicp&v linreis Traprjaav). The festival of the
god Taudfoxos is mentioned repeatedly on a sttte of white marble, which was found in
two portions—the one in the monastery of the A7tot HeffffapaKovra or 'Zapdvra between
Sparta and Chrysapha (W. M. Leake Travels in the Morea London 1830 ii. 521 with
pi. 71 at end of vol. iii, Roehl Inscr. Gr. ant. no. 79, id. Imagines inscriptionum
Grcecarum antiquissimarum* Berolini 1907 p. 100 no. 17, Roberts Gk. Epigr. i. 262 ff.
no. 264, R. Meister in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-lnschr. iii. 2. lof. no. 4416, Michel
Recueil d'lnscr. gr. no. 946, M. N. Tod and A. J. B. Wace A Catalogue of the Sparta
Museum Oxford 1906 p. 64 f. no. 440), the other in the ruined temple of Athena XaX^-
OIKOS at Sparta (H. J. W. Tillyard in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1906—1907 xiii. 174—
182 with photographic fig., A. M. Woodward ib. p. 178, W. Kolbe in Inscr. Gr. Arc.
Lac. Mess, i no. 213). Beneath a spirited, though much damaged, relief of a four-horse
chariot driven from right to left (M. N. Tod and A. J. B. Wace op. cit. p. 176 no. 440)
comes a long inscription in Doric, to be dated shortly before 431 B.C. The opening lines
(i—5) contain a metrical dedication : Aa/j.6vov | avtOeice'A.0avala[i] | IloXidxoi K.T.\. Then
follow four lists of victories: (6—34) those of Damonon in chariot-races; (35—49) those
of Damonon's son Enymakratidas; (49—65) those of Damonon as a boy; (66—96) those
of Damonon and Enymakratidas at the same contests. The record includes various events
ev Taiaf&xut 'at (tne festival) of Gaidochos' (Inscr. Gr. Arc. Lac. Mess, i no. 213, 6 ff.
rdSe fvlKaAe Aafi6i>o[v~\ | rot ettfro TeOplviroli] | atfrds dvioxiov • | iv Tcuaf6x° TerpaKiv, 49 ff.
Kal Aa.fj.bvov | tvlice TTOIS Ibv tv | Taiaf6x<> ffrddiov Kal | [8i]av\ov, 81 ff. virci d£ 'Api<rre
Ztpopov | rdde IvlKe Aa.fj.6vov | tv Taiafoxo tvhefit>ha.is | [fc]iirirois avrbs dvioyiov | [/c]ai ho

as d/j^pas | [^]a/na ivl/ce Kal ho hmbs | ffrddiov Kal dlav\ov Kal
rdvTes Aa/J.a, 90 ff. i>vb dt ''Exfljl^ve %<i>opov | rdde eviice Aa.fj.6vov
ais | hlirirois a^r6s dvtoxiov | [/c]ai 6 hwbs ffrdSiov Ka[lj | [StanXoc Kal

Aafj.0. tviice]). Cp. Hesych. s.v. yanf/oxo^' o rrjv yrjv crvvex^v, 7) £iri T^S 717$
(so M. Schmidt for virb TTJS yijs a-vvexofi.evos cod.)- ^ o t7nriK6s, 6 eTrl rots

rj apfiaai xa^pw (so J. V. Perger for oxhuaffi &p£ovffi. x.a.lpeu> cod.). AdKwves.
There was at Gythion a sanctuary of Demeter and, adjoining it, a statue of Poseidon
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Taidoxos (Paus. 3. 21.8 Kal ^urjrpos lepbv dyiov Kal Hoffei5(avos aya\/j.a I>aia6xov (so codd.
Va. Ag. PC. Lb. yaiaovxov codd. Vb. La. R. Pa.)). Both deities figure on coins of the
town — Demeter seated, holding corn-ears and sceptre, on a bronze coin struck by Geta
(Numismata quadam cujuscunque forma et metalli musei Honorii Arigoni, Veneti Tarvisii
1741 i. 9 no. 134, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Niim. Comm. Paus. i. 62 no. 5),
Poseidon standing, naked, with dolphin in outstretched right hand and trident in raised
left, on a bronze coin struck by Caracalla (Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner op. cit. i. 62
no. 6 pi. O, 3).

3 Athens had a priest of Poseidon Tarfoxos and 'Epex#ei/s (Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i
no. 2 76 = Michel Reateil cV Inscr. gr. no. 860, 37 = Roberts — Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii. 469
no. 268 a theatre-seat inscribed shortly before the Christian era ieptus \ Hotreiduvos
Tan]6xov Kal \ 'Epex^ws), otherwise styled Poseidon 'EpexOevs Feujjoxos (Corp. inscr. Att.
iii. i no. 8o5=Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.'A no. 790 a base of Pentelic marble, on the
akropolis at Athens, recording a statue of C. lulius Spartiaticus erected in the time of
Nero Td(Cov) 'Iov\t,ov 2irapria\TiK6j> , dpxiepea 6e\[u>v] 2,ej3affTwv «[ai] | [y£]vovs Se[/3]a<rrwj' |
IK TOV KOIVOV ri}[s]\ 'Axafos Sid. filov Trp&\Tov T&V air al&vos, \ olepevs Hoff€id<avo[s] \ 'E/oex^^os
Tait)6x°v | Tt(j8^ptos) KXavStos Qeoy£i>r)[s] \ Haiavievs rbv eavTov \ <f>L\ov).

These inscriptions imply a rather half-hearted identification of Erechtheus with Poseidon
Fanjoxos. Other available evidence points in the same direction ; for, whereas in s. iv B.C.
the tribe Erechthe'is is careful to distinguish its eponymous hero from Poseidon (Corf.
inscr. Att. iv. 2 no. 556 c, i ff. = J. v. Prott and L. Ziehen Leges Graecorum sacrae ii no. 27,
i ff. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii — iii. i no. 1146, i ff. a decree of the tribe Erechthe'is, before
350 B.C. Oeol. | $i\Tti)v elirev l[epao-0ai run, Iioffeid&]\vi Kal TWI 'Epe[x#et TOV lepta TOV
del] | XaxovTa rt;x['?' dyaOfji rrjs jSoX^s Kal] \ TOV Sij^to TO[V 'AOrfvaiuv Kal 7-77$ <f>v\ijs] \ TTJS
'Epex<V'[5os ------- ] | Trdr/ota Kal Ka[ ------ Ofav 8]\e Tavpov Kal T[ -------- ] |
K.r.X.) — a distinction observed as late as s. ii A.D. (Paus. i. 26. 5 &reA0oC<ri 5^ (sc. into
the Erechtheion) el<ri fiw/JLol, Ho<rei§u>vos, e<(> ov Kal 'Epex^ei Q-uovaw £K TOV (so R. Person
and E. Clavier for £K TOV codd.) iMVTevp.a/ros, Kal -fjpuos BOI/TOI/, TpiTos d£ 'H<f>a[ffTov. AeXr.
Apx- 1889 p. 20 f. no. 18 (a fragmentary marble base inscribed in s. ii (?) A.D. and built
into a buttress on the southern wall of the akropolis at Athens) [. . . .]a IIo<ret5w \y ....... ] |
[.]dviov Haiavda [ ......... ]|<w 'A.Tepviov "Appu[vos ..... ] | 'E/>ex#^ws [ ............ ] |
[ ........... ] is indecisive) — , there was, at least from s. v B.C. onwards, a growing
tendency to equate Poseidon with Erechtheus, the earlier occupant of the Erechtheion
(supra ii. 793), the result being a syncretistic god called Poseidon 'E/>ex0et/s (Lebas — Foucart
Attique no. 104= Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 387 = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 580 a small column
of Pentelic marble found near the Erechtheion and inscribed in lettering of s. v B.C.
'ETTtrAes | Oivoxdpes \ ZoivatiTO \ HepyaveOev \ ILoaeiSovi \ 'Epex0« | dveOfrev, Apollod.
3. 15. i Havdlovos d£ diro6av6vTOS ol iraides rd Trarp^a e/j.epitravTO, Kal Tyix. u£v (ins.
I. Bekker):>/3a(riXe/a»''E/3ex0ei!'S \auf3dvei, T^V Se lep<aavvi\v Trjs ' A.0i)vas Kal TOV Ho<reiduivos
TOV 'Epex^^ws (so C. G. Heyne, followed by R. Hercher, R. Wagner, Sir J. G. Frazer,
for ipixflovLov codd. C. Miiller, A. Westermann, I. Bekker accept 'Epix&ovtov) BOI;TI?$,
[Plout.] de vitis decem oratorum 7 Lykourgos 843 B M^Setos, 8j T^V lepu<rui>riv IIo<ret8wj'os
'Epex^wj e?xe> *0' ^43 C Kal Ato/cX^o, dieTa^aTo 5£ Kal rijv iepuffiJV'ijv TOV IIo<rei5w»'os
'Epex^^ws (sc. Medeios ii and Diokles iii in the stemma of the Eteoboutadai as given by
J. Topffer Attische Genealogie Bonn 1889 p. 318. [Plout.] loc. cit. 843 E — F states that
the insigne of the priesthood was a trident handed on from one man to another, and that
a group of successive priests was painted by Ismenias of Chalkis ev irtvaKt reXefy (on a
tablet of full-length figures?) and dedicated in the Erechtheion by Habron son of Lykourgos
the orator. A. Reinach Textes grecs el latins relatifs cl Vhistoire de la peinture ancienne
Paris 1921 i. 305 n. 4 shows that this ancestral group contained seven figures and must
have been executed between 320 and 310 B.C.), Hesych. s.v. 'Epextfetfy- ILxretSwc ev
'A^ats ( = Favorin. lex. p. 744, 36 f.), schol. Lyk. Al. 158 TO d£ 'EpexOeus Tive
TOV Hoffeidufos, ctXXoi §£ 4irl TOV Atos -iJKovffav, Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 158 loretXep
6 Zei)s 77 6 Hoffetduv irapd r6 £p£x&u TO KIVU Xeyo/i.ej'os (cp. supra ii. 793)) or less often
'Epex#ei>j Poseidon (Athenag. supplicatio pro Christianis \ p. i , 1 2 f. Schwartz 6 5e
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pelago at Thera1. The meaning of the epithet has been the subject
of much discussion2; but there can nowadays be no doubt that
it denotes the 'earth-bearer/ just as aigiochos is the 'aigfs-bea.rer3.'

'A6i)i>aios'1Zpex0eiIloffei5(avi 0fci K.T.\., A. N. Skias in the'E0 'Apx- 1897 p. 62 ff. no. 49
( =id. ib. 1895 p. 107 f. no. 21 + P. Foucart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1882 vi. 436ff., two
portions of a marble block, which records the dedication, under M. Aurelius or Corn-
modus, of a statue representing the granddaughter of Claudius Demostratos, one of the
enemies of Herodes Attikos and his accuser before Aurelius), 2 t ff. Ovyartpa 3>[iXhr]|7n7S
KX(at>5/ou) AtyjUoaTpdroi; 'AB-qvaiov, &p%avros ev rijfi irarpiSt.] | rr)v 4Tr<i)vv/j.ov apx/i?, ffTparriyr)-
ffavros £ir[i ra cforXa,] | yv/j.vatriapx'^ffO'VToy, KijpvKetiffavTos rijs [^£ 'Apelov] | irayov /SovX-iJs,
dyuvoOeTfaavros Ila^atfj/j'cuwi'] | /cat 'E\evffeiviut>, H-tiytjTou f*v<rTr)pl[wv, lepfus] | "Epex^ws
Koffeid(i}i>[os]).

The fact that Poseidon at Athens bore the cult-title Feuijoxos gives special point to
Soph. O.C. 1070 ff. oJ Tav Itrwlav \ ri/j.&ffiv 'A&dvav | Kal rbv ir6vTiov yaidoxpv \ 'P^as
<j>l\ov vl6>>.

1 A rough stone, about a foot long, dug up a little below the great wall which supports
the eastern side of the agord at Thera, is inscribed in lettering of s. vi (?) B.C. [Fjaiaoxos
(F. Hiller von Gaertringen in flnefahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch, Inst. 1899 xiv Arch. Anz.
p. 183, id. in Inscr. Gr. ins. iii Suppl. no. 1371 with fig, =my fig. 2, F. Blass in
Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 169 no. 4723).
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Fig. 2.

On the Poseidon-cults of Thera see Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 575 n. i, Gruppe
Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 246, 247, 268, 583 n. 7, 1139 n. 2, 1144 n. 2, Farnell Culls of Gk.
States iv. 90 n. 77, F. Hiller von Gaertringen Thera Berlin 1904 iii. 57 f., 63, 97,
E. H. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2842 f.

- Ancient and modern opinions are listed by Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 627, Preller—Robert
Gr. Myth. \. 572 n. i, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1139 n. 2 sub Jin., O. Jessen in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 486. For a fuller discussion leading up to the right derivation,
though not to the right interpretation, see A. Goebel in the Zeitschrift fur die oster-
reichischen Gymnasien 1876 xxvii. 243—246.

3 In view of the form Fcwa/oxos (supra p. n n. i), philologists are all but unanimous
in deriving the compound from yaia + -foxos and in referring the second element to
j(?Xw = Lat. who (A. Bezzenberger in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. i. 367 ff. no. 1267,
24 (Sillyon in Pamphylia) /ex^ra 'let him bring,' R. Meister Die griechischen Dialekte
Gottingen 1889 ii. 168 f. no. i4b, 2 (cp. p. 244 -/«X' ' darbringen') = O. Hoffmann Die
Griechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1891 i. 46 no. 66, 2 (Chytroi in Kypros) £/e£e ' he brought'
an offering), GXOS neut. (for */?x°J» CP- Hesych. txedtpiv ap/taffus, with 6- under the
influence of #x°s masc., dxet^^at). See J. Schmidt in the Zeitschrift fur vergleichende
Sprachforschung 1895 xxxiii. 456, Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 88 'die Erde
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bewegend, erschiitternd,' Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la Langue Gr. p. 139 'qui secoue la
terre,' but ib. p. 735 'qui vehicule la terre,' F. Bechtel Lexilogus zu Homer Halle a.d.S.
1914 p. 17 'der die Erde bewegt,' G. Meyer in Philologus 1923 Suppl. xvi. 3. 71 n. i
'erdbewegend,' Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. i. 249 'der die Erde
bewegt.' The history of oxos> dxelffOai is—pace the pundits—decisive for the meaning
'earth-carrier'as against'earth-shaker.'

P. Kretschmer ploughed a lonely and fruitless furrow, when he sought to take the
epithet as the equivalent of Faiav dxetiwv 'mating with Gaia' (6Y0#a 1914 v. 303 and 1924
xiii. 270).

Poseidon appears as 'earth-carrier' in ceramic illustrations of the Gigantomachy
(Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth, Poseidon pp. 328—331 Atlas pi. 4, 6, 8, 12 b, pi. 5, ib, i c,
pi. 12, 25—27, pi. 13, i, B. N. Staes in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1886 p. 88 pi. 7, 2, M. Mayer Die
Giganten und Titanen Berlin 1887 pp. 316—319, H. Dibbelt Quaestiones Coae mythologae
Gryphiswaldiae 1891 p. 14 f., Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 70, 584, Gruppe Gr. Myth.
Rel. p. 258 n. 16, Frazer Pausanias ii. 48—50, E. H. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii.
2815 f., H. Bulle ib. iii. 2867, O. Waser in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 659,
669, 686, 754 f., J. Six in the Ath. Mitth. 1925 1. 117 ff. pi. i). According to the oldest
accessible form of the myth 'Polybotes, chased through the sea by Poseidon, came to
Kos; whereupon Poseidon, breaking off a piece of that island now called Nisyros, hurled
it upon him' (Apollod. r. 6. 2, cp. Strab. 489, Eustath. in Dionys. per. 525, Plm. nat.
hist. 5. 133 f.). A variant version tells how Polybotes, when struck by Zeus, started to
swim, and how Poseidon flung a trident at him but failed to hit, the missile becoming the
island Nisyros or Porphyris (Steph. Byz. s.v. Nla-vpos ( = Eudok. -viol. 764, Favorin. lex.
pp. 1311, 14 f., 1536, 18 ff.)). Black-figured vases regularly show Poseidon moving from
left to right and bearing on his left shoulder the mass of rock with which he is about to
overwhelm his opponent (Overbeck op. cit. p. 328 ff. enumerates fourteen such vases).
But only one vase, an Ionian amphora, adds the name Polybotes (supra ii. 713 pi. xxx).
Red-figured vases of the strong style (c. 500—460 B.C.) give Poseidon in the same
attitude, but further characterise his rock as the island by representing on it an assortment
of land- and sea-creatures (Overbeck op. cit. p. 330 f. lists eight such vases. Typical
are (i) an amphora from Vulci, now in the Vatican, referred by J. D. Beazley Attic Red-
figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 52, Attische Vasenmaler
des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. in no. 2 and by Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 206f.
no. 4 to 'the painter of the Diogenes amphora? a contemporary of Myson and of 'the
Eucharides painter' (Mus. Etr. Gregor. ii pi. 56, i a (=ii2 pi. 60, i a), Overbeck op. cit.
p. 331 no. 8 Atlas pi. 12, 25, W. Helbig Fiihrer durch die dffentlichen Sammlungen
klassischer Altertumer in jRom3 Leipzig 1912 i. 308 no. 489, with photographs by
Moscioni (no. 8572) and Alinari (no. 35754 = my pi. ii)): (2) a kylix from Vulci, now at
Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 5896°. no. 2293), attributed to 'the Brygos
painter' .(supra \\. 777 n. 2, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils
Tubingen 1925 p. 176 no. 6. R. Zahn in Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei iii.
257 f. pi. 160 (part=my fig, 3) supersedes E. Gerhard Griechische und etruskische
Trinkschalen des koniglichen Museums zu Berlin Berlin 1843 pi. 10—n (part = Overbeck
op. cit. p. 330 no. i Atlas pi. 4, 12 b)): (3) a kylix from Vulci, now at Paris, assigned by
Hoppin to 'the Brygos painter' (Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 136 no. 80), by Beazley to
a dexterous but mechanical imitator of his style (J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des
rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 189 no. i) (De Ridder Cat. Vases de la Bibl. Nat. ii.
429 ff. no. 573, P. Milliet—A. Giraudon Vases feints du Cabinet des M£dailles &* Antiques
(Bibliotheque Nationale) Paris 1891 vie classe, xie serie ii. pi. 70 interior, pis. 71, 72
exterior, Overbeck op. cit. p. 330 no. 2 Atlas pi. 5, i a, ib ( = my fig. 4), ic. My pi. iii is
from fresh photographs. The rock on (i) shows a scorpion, a polyp, a hedgehog, and
two fronds; on (2) a running fox (so Furtwangler and Zahn: Overbeck represents it as a
galloping horse surrounded by a fringe of seaweed (?) etc.); on (3) exterior a hedgehog, a
scorpion, a snake, and a goat (?); on (3) interior a snake (?), a fox, and tertium quid).

Only one of the red-figured vases names the Giant, and this calls him not Polybotes
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Amphora from Vulci, now in the Vatican :
Poseidon, shouldering the island, attacks a Giant.

See page 14 n. o (i).
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Kylix from Vulci, now at Paris :
(A) Poseidon, shouldering the island, attacks a Giant.
(£} Apollon (?), Dionysos, and Ares (?) attack Giants.
(C) Hephaistos, Poseidon, and Hermes (?) attack Giants.

See page 14 «. o (3) and page 16 jig. 4.
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C. III.
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It implies the ancient cosmological idea that the earth rests upon
water1—an idea perpetuated on the one hand by the popular belief
in floating islands2, on the other hand by the philosophic belief that
the world3 or the earth is a ship4 and that earthquakes are due to
waves of the nether sea5.
but Ephialtes (a krattr at Vienna published by J. Millingen Ancient Unedited Monuments
London 1822 i. 17—20 pis. 7 ( = my fig. 5) and 8, Lenormant—de Witte El. mon. ce~r.
i. lof. pi. 5, A. de La Borde Collection des -vases grecs de M. le comte de Lamberg Paris
1813—1824 i. pi. 4i = Reinach Rip. Vases ii. 188, i, Overbeck op. cit. p. 330 no. 3 Atlas
pi. 13, i. The rock shows a polyp, a dolphin, etc., a prawn (?), a goat, a snake, and
a scorpion). The change of name is ingeniously explained by O. Benndorf in the
Arch.-ep. Mitth. 1893 xvi. 106 (followed by O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2784f.),
who conjectures that, just as Nisyros was believed to have been broken from Kos
(probably from Cape Chelone: see Paus. i. 2. 4) and flung by Poseidon at the Giant
Polybotes, so Saros was believed to have been broken from Cape Ephialtion (Ptol. 5. i.
33) in Karpathos and flung by Poseidon at the Giant Ephialtes. It is noteworthy that
Nisyros occurs, not only as the name of the island off Kos, but also as that of a town on
Kalydna (Plin. nat. hist. 5. 133) and as that of a town on Karpathos (Strab. 489, cp. an
inscription from Tristomo in Karpathos published by M. Beaudouin in the Bull. Corr.
Hell. 1880 iv. 262 f. no. i, i ff.=Znscr. Gr. ins. i no. 1035, i ff. MeXcij'tfios | Meve/cpdr-
evs | UpVKotivTios, | 'Eiraiveros 'PciStoy | Ni<n5/>ios, | SwertsroXis | 'ApxiKparevs \ B/>UKOI;J>TIOS, j
aipeBfrres iepayta\[y]ol vwb rov o-tivirav\[Tosl 8d/j.ov HoT[eida]\[vi IIo/)]^/i.i[wt]). A. Fick
Vorgriechische Ortsnamen Gottingen 1905 pp. 51, 119 (Carian), 164 (Hittite, perhaps
Lelegian).

1 So in the cosmogonies of ( i ) Babylonia (P. Jensen Die Kosmologie der Babylonier
Strassburg 1890 pp. 253, 254 f., 257 with pi. (3) (= R. Eisler Weltenmantel und
Himmelszelt Mlinchen 1910 ii. 628 fig. 80, cp. G. Maspero The Dawn of Civilization^
London 1901 p. 542 f. with fig.), F. Lukas Die Grundbegriffe in den Kosmogonien der
alien Vb'lker Leipzig 1893 pp. 4, 43, M. Jastrow The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria
Boston etc. 1898 p. 430, id. Aspects of Religious Belief and Practice in Babylonia and
Assyria New York and London 1911 pp. 87—91, F. Hommel Die Insel der Seligen in
Mythus und Sage der Vorzeit Munchen 1901 p. 37 fig., A. H. Sayce in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1911 iv. 128 f., A. Jeremias Handbuch
der altorientalischen Geisteskultur Leipzig 1913 p. 61 f.); (2) Palestine (J. Skinner
A critical and exegetical Commentary on Genesis Edinburgh 1910 pp. 17,164, S. R. Driver
A critical and exegetical Commentary on Deuteronomy'* Edinburgh 1896 p. 406, C. A.
Briggs and E. G. Briggs A critical and exegetical Commentary on the Book of Psalms
Edinburgh 1906 i. 215, F. Lukas op. cit. p. 43 f.: see Gen. 7. 11, 8. 2, 49. 25, Ex. 20. 4,
Deut. 4. 18, 5. 8, 33. 13, Job 38. 16, Ps. 24. 2, 136. 6, Prov. 8. 28, Am. 7. 4, etc.);
(3) Egypt (?) (E. A. Wallis Budge The Gods of the Egyptians London 1904 i. 288 ff.,
F. Hommel Ethnologie und Geographie des alten Orients Munchen 1926 p. 844 n. 4);
(4) India (L. de la Vallee Poussin in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
Edinburgh 1911 iv.i3i Buddhist cosmogony, H. Jacobi *'£. iv. \t>*iBrahmana&rA Upanisad
cosmogony, id. ib. iv. 158 ff. epic and Purana cosmogony, id. ib. iv. 161 Jain cosmography.
See also A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology Strassburg 1897 p. 14, supra ii. 1035 f.);
(5) Japan (M. Revon in J. Hastings op. cit. iv. 162 f.).

2 Infra Append. P.
3 For the cosmic oXicds of the Pythagoreans see Philolaos frag. 12 Diels (supra i. 358

n. 3, ii. 44 n. 2). Cp. Philolaos ap. Stob. eel. i. 21. 6d p. 186, 27 ff. Wachsmuth=H. Diels
Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 p. 332 b 19 ft.—id. Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker*
Berlin 1912 i. 306, 26 f. TO de iryefJioviKOv ev T£ fj-effatrdr^ irvpl, Strep rpbirew Slicqv irpovire-
jSdXero TT/J rov iravrbs < <rfj>alpas (suppl. A. H. L. Heeren) > 6 drifuovpybs 0e6s. Miss H.
Richardson in an important paper on 'The Myth of Er (Plato, Republic, 616 B)' makes it
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probable that Platon's picture combining a straight axis of light with a curved periphery
of light (supra ii. 44) was derived from the Pythagorean doctrine, which combined a fire
at the centre of the universe with a fire girdling the sphere of the universe, and further
that Platon's phrase olov ra virofauara ruv rpir}puv presupposes the Pythagorean 6X/cds
(Class. Quart. 1926 xx. 113 — 133).

Georgios the Pisidian, who was deacon of St Sophia and record-keeper at Byzantion
under the emperor Herakleios (610 — 641 A.D.), has introduced the same conception into
his el-a.rifji.epov rj KOffuovpyla, a philosophico-theological poem in iambics on the creation of
the world (K. Krumbacher Geschichie der byzantinischen Litter atur von Justinian bis zum
Ende des Ostromischen Retches* Miinchen 1897 p. 710). The passage is as follows: w yrjs
viroffrripiyua ropvevwv vdup, \ iarwv 5e rr/v J3pl6ov<rav dtrrdrtf /3der«, | r) pdOpovavr'fjirpoo'xtuv
rbv dtpa, \ OVK olda irolav edpdffas d\\r)v fidcriv, \ irolov 5£ ravrrj dr/uiovpyuv irv6/j.iva, \ ws /*rj
5eij0j; rov tier avrbv Trvdpfros, | veipais be fjia\\ov r)yvor)/ji.£vais 6'Xots | iroi&v Kpe/J,ao~ri]v rr/v
•jrdvopfjLov b\Kd5a \ (i] yfj yap oX/cds evrw els vdwp rdxa \ effruffa Kal<pepov<ra rrjv olKov^evr^v), |
\f/d/jLUov Se relxos rrj daXdffffrj ffv\\£yuv, \ iced \eirrbv dvri<j>payfji,a rrj fdXrj vXeKwv, \ Krl£<av
de fipovrriv, dffrpairrjv de Betririffas \ £K r&v ivtiypuv tKTptx€LV irvpeKJ36\uv (Georg. Pisida
hexaemeron 498 — 512 Hercher (printed in R. Hercher's ed. of Ail. var. hist. ii. 618 f.), a
better text than xcii. 1474 A — 1475 A Migne).

4 Thales held that the earth was afloat like wood upon water (Aristot. de caelo 2. 13.
294 a 28 ff. 01 3' i<f> tfSctros KeicrOai (sc. rty yrjv <j>acn). rovrov ya.p ap^xfubTaTov tra.peCMj<j)<]ifi.fv
rbv \6yov, &v <f>a<ru> elirelv QcCMjv rbv MtXijirio^, us SIOL rb irXuTrjv elvai nfrovcrav wcnrep
%ti\ov rj ri TOIOVTOV £repov (ical yap Totiriav £ir atpos p.kv oiid&v ire<f>VKe fjieveiv, dXX' £$> CSaros),
<2<rirep oft rbv airrbv \6yov 6vra irepl rrjs yijs Kal rov CSoros rov dxovvros rijv yfjv K.T.\.,
Simpl. in Aristot. de caelo p. 522, 14 ff. .Heiberg ^TT' avrrj 5^ rrp> GaXoO rov Mi\ri<rlov
rlBi\aiv (sc. 86%av) £<j> iJSaros \4yovros <5xeiff^at rr/v yrjv ucrirep %u\ov i) &\\o n ruv tirivrjxeo'Oa-i
Tcp tidari irf^vKoruv. Trpbs ravrr/v de rriv Sb^av b ' ApiffTore\r)s dvri\eyei /ma.\\ov ferws
4iriicparovffav did rb Kal wap AiyvTrrlois ovrus ev fjujOov (rx^/J-ari \eyeffdai Kal rbv Qa\r)v
tffus eiceWev rbv \byov KeKOfUKevai, cp. Aristot. met. i. 3. 983 b 20 ff. dXXA 6aX??$ fjiev 6 T^S
roiavr-qs dpxyybs <(>i\o(ro<pias vSup eTvai Qyo-iv (5ib Kal rijv yijv 4<f> OSaros dire<palvero elvai),
Simpl. in Aristot. phys. p. 23, 28 f. Diels dtb iravruv dpxty vireXafiov (codd. D. E. have
f)ire\aj$ev but the reference is to Thales and Hippon) elvai rb vdtap Kal rijv yrjv e<pJ vSaros

Artemidoros of Ephesos, who c. 100 B.C. issued his TeuypaQov/j-eva in eleven books,
utilising the results of the Peripatetic Agatharchides and others (H. Berger in Pauly —
Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. i329f., W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen
1920 ii. i. 423), seems to have described the earth as floating on the ocean (Plin. nat. hist.
2. 242 pars nostra terrarum, de qua memoro, ambienti, ut dictum est, oceano velut
innatans longissime ab ortu ad occasum patet, hoc est ab India ad Herculis columnas

Gadibus sacratas j LXXXV | . LXXVIII p., ut Artemidoro auctori placet, etc., Dicuilus
liber de mensura orbis terrae 5. i (ed. G. Parthey Berolini 1870 p. 18, i ff.). Jdem dicit
in tertio (Letronne cj. secundo) : pars nostrarum terrarum de qua commemoro, ambienti
ut dictum est oceano velut innatans, longissime ab ortu ad occasum patet, hoc est ab Jndia
ad Herculis columnas Gadibus sacratas, centum mil. sexagies et sexies et XXXta
[simpliciter triginta (uncis inclusi A.B.C.)] milia passuum, ut Artemidoro auctori placet).
But it is not quite certain that the phrase ' floating on the ocean ' goes back beyond Pliny
to Artemidoros, nor, if it does, that we should see in it more than a rhetorical flourish.

Somewhat similar in expression, though diverse in origin, is lo. Chrys. horn, in Genes.
12. 2 (liii. roo Migne) ravrrjv avrr/v rijv jSapetav, Kal rbv rovovrov Kbfffjiov dirt rwv oiKetwv
vtbrwv <p£povffav eirl ru>v vddruv eOepeXluffe, Ka0&s b TT/JO^TJTJJS (jtrfaiv, ' 6 0e/teXtc6<ras ewl rwv
iiddruv rr/u yrjv' (Ps. 135. 6).

6 Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 14. i quae sequitur Thaletis inepta sententia est. ait enim
terrarum orbem aqua sustineri et vehi more navigii mobilitateque eius fluctuare tune, cum
dicitur tremere. non est ergo mirum, si abundet humors (so F. Haase. H. Diels Die
Fragmente der Vorsokratiker* Berlin 1912 i. u, 7 follows Gercke in reading si abundat
humor) ad flumina profundenda, cum in humore sit totus.

2 — 2



Zeus and the Earthquakes

Now we have already seen reason to suppose that Poseidon was
but a specialised form of Zeus1, his trident being originally the
lightning-fork of a storm-god2. We should therefore expect to find
at least some traces of the conviction that earthquakes were ulti-
mately caused and controlled by Zeus.

In point of fact, the earliest extant description of an earthquake
attributes the phenomenon, naively enough, to the action of Zeus,
who nods his head, shakes his hair, and thereby makes the mighty
mass of Mount Olympos to tremble3. That is pure magic4, and
none the less magical because the magician was a god. Later epic
writers imitate the scene5, which must have appealed to folk-belief
of a deep-seated and permanent sort Indeed, the same belief still
lurks in the background of the peasant's brain. B. Schmidt6 pointed
out that in Zakynthos, an island peculiarly liable to seismic vibra-
tions7, people explain them by saying 'God is nodding his head
towards the earth' or 'God is shaking his hair8'—both expressions
being virtually identical with those used in the Homeric episode.

Other poets, classical and post-classical, associate the most awe-
inspiring of nature's moods with the anger of the greatest nature -

1 Supra \. 717 n. 2, ii. 31 n. 8, 582 ff., 786 f., 846, 850, 893 n. o.
2 Supra ii. 789 ff., 850.
3 //. i. 528 ff. y, Kal KvavtiQffw £TT 6<pptiffi vevffe Kpovtuv \ d/j.j3p6<nai d' apa x.airai

€7reppi!}<ravTo (Eustath. in Od. p. 1885, 60 has eirepp&ovro) avaKTos (cod. Eb reads avaKTi) \
Kparbs air dOavdroio' fityav §' e\e\i^ev " Olivuirov with schol. A. ad loc. dirb Totirwv de
\tyerai TU>V <n\.-j(f>3V Qeidiav rov dydXparoTroibv iroiijffai rbv ^"HXiSt xaX/coO*' (sic) dvdpidvra

Kauirrduevov Kal ffwiaOo-d^evov and schol. T. (cp. scholl. L.V.) ad loc. E^^/odpwp dt
rofis (t}/3' Oeovs ypd<j><av ev TTJ OTO£, dis -fjirbpei. iroiov dpxeTWirov irepideLt) Ai£,

ev StSaovcdXou TUV eiruv 1JKOv<re, Keicpay&s re wj ^xot r^ o,px^rvirov awiuiv
fous oCj/ roOro 4ve<paviffei> atirq •}) "Hpa (cp. Loukian. imagg. 7 6 fj.lv ~Efi<ppdvup
TTJV K6fj.r]v otav TT)S "H/ms t-ypatf/ev). The former anecdote is a commonplace (supra i.
2 n. i). The latter occurs here only and in Eustath. in II. p. 145, 10 ff., who combines
the two (C. Robert in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1193, A. Reinach Recueil Milliet:
Textes grecs et latins relatifs a Vhisloire de la peinture ancienne Paris 1921 i. 2841".
no. 356, E. Pfuhl Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen Munchen 1923 ii. 749 f.).

4 Supra i. 14 n. i.
8 //. 8. 198 f. cSs <:<t>aT efydfjievos' veuforjffe 5t irttTvia "Spy, \ ffelaa.ro d' eivl 6p6vip,

eXAt^e de fJiaKpbv "0\v/j.irov, h. Dion. i s f f . rj, Kal Kvav^yaiv sir' dtppfoi veuffe Kpovtw |
dfj.f3p6ffLai 5' apa xatrai direpp&cravTO aj'a/cros | /cparos air' dBavdroio, ptyav d' A^Xi^ep
"OXvuwov. Of these passages //. 8. 198 f. has been condemned as a late interpolation (W.
Leaf in the argument prefixed to his ed. of //. 8, in his note ad loc., and in his book
A Companion to the Iliad London 1892 p. 164) and h. Dion. 13 ff. as an alternative
version of h. Dion. 16 us elir&v iirtvevffe Kaplan ^rlera. Zefo (T. W. Allen and E. E.
Sikes, D. B. Monro, etc. ad loc.). Nonn. Dion. i. 27 ff. describes the wrath of Typhoeus
(supra ii. 449 n. 0(2)) in language reminiscent of the Homeric original (29 '
32 tOetpais, 35 ^XeX^ero).

6 B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 33 f.
7 Supra p. 3 n. o, infra p. 29. 8 nvdfri rd /wiXXtd TOV.
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god. At the close of Aischylos' Prometheus bound the defiant Titan
challenges the Almighty and bids him do his worst:

Let his blast rock the earth, roots and all, from its base1.
And when the answering thunderstorm bursts, the very first symptom
of the wrath of Zeus is an earthquake-shock:

Lo, now in deed and no longer in word
The earth is a-quake2.

Similarly in the brilliant exodos of Aristophanes' Birds Pisthetairos,
who is clearly conceived as the new Zeus3, wields the nether thunders
and thereby causes an earthquake4. The same feeling that the
failure of the solid ground can be ascribed to no power lower than
the highest prompts the Orphic hymn-writer boldly to transfer the
epithet seisickthon,' who maketh the land to quake/ from Poseidon5

to Zeus6 and the author of a Sibylline oracle to use the like language
of his supreme Deity7.

The fact is that, as the centuries went by, Poseidon lost while
Zeus gained in religious significance. Earthquakes came to be
connected less and less with the former, more and more with the
latter. A short series of examples will here be instructive. In 464 B.C.
a great earthquake laid waste the town of Sparta: the Spartans
themselves believed that this was because they had once put to death
certain Helot suppliants, who had fled for refuge to the sanctuary
of Poseidon at Cape Tainaros8. In 387 B.C.9 the Spartans under
Agesipolis i were invading the Argolid, when they were overtaken
near Nemea by an alarming earthquake: they at once raised the
paean to Poseidon, and most of them were for beating a retreat; but
their commander, putting the best construction he could on the
ominous incident, offered sacrifice to that god and pushed on into
the territory of the Argives10. In 373 B.C. Helike and Boura on or

1 Aisch. P.v. 1046 f. 2 Id. ib. 1080 f.
3 I have elaborated the point in Essays and Studies presented to William Ridgeway

Cambridge 1913 pp. 213—221, infra p. 59 f.
4 Aristoph. av. 1750 ff. <3 fitya. xptitreov a<rrepoirrjs <paos, \ c5 At6j afuftpOTov fyxos

Trvp<p6pov (supra ii. 704), j c5 •xjBbvt.o.i. fiapvax&s 6/j.fipo<p&poi 0' a/j,a Ppovrat (supra ii. 805
n. 6), | af$ 6'Se vvv -xftbvo. <relei. \ A?a 5£ TT&VTO. (5ta <j-£ TO, iravTa, codd. P. P. Dobree cj. Sia
ffKTJTTTpa. A. Meineke, followed by B. B. Rogers, cj. Sia d£ irdvTa) /cpar^tras | ical irapeSpov
BaoiXeia.j' ?%et Ai6j.

5 Supra p. 10 n. i.
6 Orph. h. Zeus 15. 8 f. aeiffi-xOuv, afi^-ifra, KaBdpffie, ira.vTOTiv6.Kra, \ affrpiiirie, (SpovTale,

Kfpavvie, <j>vrd\ie ZeO.
7 Oracl. Sib. 2. i6ff. Geffcken (cited supra p. 10 n. i).
8 Thouk. r. 128, cp. i. lor, 3. 54, Paus. 4. 24. sf.
9 E. Meyer Geschichte des Alterthums Stuttgart—Berlin 1902 v. 271.

10 Xen. Hell. 4. 7. 4 f. For the sequel see supra ii. 7.
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near the coast of Achaia were swallowed in a single night1 by the
most appalling of all Greek earthquakes: the catastrophe was
attributed to the vengeance of Poseidon, who was angry because the
men of these towns had refused to allow their colonists in Ionia to
carry off or copy their statue of him or even to sacrifice unmolested
on the ancestral altar2. Apameia in Phrygia was repeatedly devas-
tated by earthquakes—a fact which, according to Strabon, explains
the honours granted to Poseidon by that inland city3. But Poseidon
was not the only deity concerned. In the days of Apollonios of
Tyana (s. i A.D.), when the towns on the left side of the Hellespont
were visited by earthquakes, Egyptians and Chaldaeans went about
collecting ten talents to defray the cost of sacrifices to Ge as well
as to Poseidon4. An interesting transitional case is afforded by an
earthquake at Tralleis (s. ii A.D.), which was authoritatively set down
as due to the wrath felt by Zeus for the city's neglect of Poseidon:
the Trallians were ordered to make ample atonement to both gods3.
But when in 115 A.D. Antiocheia on the Orontes was severely shaken,
the survivors of the disaster ignored Poseidon altogether and founded
a temple at Daphne for Zeus Soter*. Again, in or about the year
178 A.D. Smyrna was overthrown by an earthquake. P. Aelius
Aristeides7, who was living in the neighbourhood, received divine
injunctions to sacrifice an ox in public to Zeus Soter. At first he
hesitated to do so. But he dreamed that he was standing beside the
altar of Zeus in the market-place and begging for a sign of the god's
approval, when a bright star shot right over the market and confirmed
his intention. He carried through the sacrifice, and from that moment
the dread disturbances ceased. Moreover, five or six days before the
first shock he had been bidden to send and sacrifice at the ancient
hearth adjoining the sanctuary of Zeus Olympios (at Dios Chorion in
Mysia8) and also to set up altars on the crest of the Hill of Atys.
No sooner were these precautions taken than the earthquake came
and spared his estate Laneion, which lay to the south of the Hill9.

Frequently, of course, an earthquake is recorded without explicit
mention of any deity. Neither Poseidon nor Zeus is named as subject
of the vague reverential phrases 'He shook10' or, more often, 'God

1 Herakl. Pont. (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 100 n. 2 Miiller) ap. Strab. 384.
2 Id. ib. 385, Diod. 15. 49, Paus. 7. 24. 6 with slight divergence in detail.
3 Strab. 579. 4 Philostr. v. Apoll. 6. 41 p. 252 Kayser.
5 Supra ii. 959 n. o. 6 Supra ii. 1191. 7 Supra ii. 127.
8 L. Biirchner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 677.
9 Aristeid. or. 25. 317 ff. (i. 4976". Dindorf).

10 Thouk. 4. 52 frrewej', cp. Aristeid. or. 25. 318 (i. 499 Dindorf) irpdrepov $ ffeivcu rb
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shook1.' Scholars have assumed that the god in question was
Poseidon2. But the analogy of similar expressions relating to the
weather points to the possibility that the name suppressed was that
of Zeus3. And certainly in late times earthquakes were reckoned as
a particular variety of Zeus-sign (Diosemid)*.

The Romans exhibited, on the whole, a more marked tendency
towards cautious anonymity. They said that once during an earth-
quake a voice was heard from the temple of luno on the Capitol
directing them to sacrifice a pregnant sow—a direction which earned
for the goddess the title of Moneta*. A pregnant sow was on other
occasions sacrificed to Tellus6 or Terra Mater7 or Ceres8 or Maia9

1 Xen. Hell. 4. 7. 4 tffeurev o 0e6s, Paus. 3. 5. 8 &rew^ re STJ 6 0e6s, cp. Aristoph. Lys.
1142 x& Qf°* ffcltav a/j.a, Paus. i. 29. 8 Aa/ceSat/^op/otj rty ir6\iv rov 0eoO ffeicravTos, 3. 5. 9
ov vapiei ffeiuv 6 Oe6s, 3. 8. 4 rov 6eov ffelffavTos, Dion Cass. 68. 25 ffelovros TOV Oeov.

2 Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 1142, cp. Aristoph. Ach. 510 f. KO.VTOIS 6 Tloffeidwv ovirl Tcuvdpij}
(Taivapov vJ. in Souid. s.v. Tatvapov) Oebs \ <rei<ras diraffiv e^./3ciXoi rots otKias.

3 Supra ii. i ff. * Supra ii. 5.
5 Cic. de div. i. 101 (cp. 2. 69) with a useful note by A. S. Pease ad loc. The deriva-

tion of Moneta from moneo (Cic. ib. 2. 69, Isid. orig. 16. 18. 8, cp. Souid. s.v. MOJITO.
Hence also Moneta as Latinised Mnemosyne in Livius Andronicus frag. 25 ap. Priscian.
inst. 6. 6 (i. 198 Hertz), Cic. de nat. dear. 3. 47, Hyg. fab. praef. pp. 10, 4 and 12, 7
Schmidt) is merely folk-etymology. The attempt to connect it with the Semitic machanat,
'camp,' a legend found on silver Carthaginian coins current in Sicily and Italy before the
Punic wars (E. Assmann 'Moneta' in Klio 1906 vi. 477—488, V. Costanzi 'Moneta' ib.
1907 vii. 335—340, G. F. Hill Historical Roman Coins London 1909 p. 8, A. W. Hands
'Juno Moneta' in the Num. Chron. Fourth Series 1910 x. i —12) is more ingenious than
probable. Relation to Gothic menffps, Old High German mdnot, 'month,' implying that
Moneta was a moon-goddess (K. F. Johansson Beitrage zur griechischen Sprachkunde
(= Upsala Universitets Arsskrift 1890 Abh. iii) Upsala 1891 p. 129 f.), does not adequately
account for her 8. Walde Lat- etym. Worterb? p. 493 concludes: 'Wohl vielmehr eine
Bildung vom Namenstamme, der in Monnius, Monianius usw. (Schulze Eigenn. 195)
vorliegt, vgl. zum Suffix Orata, etr. urata, Lepta, Valutius: Val(t]ius (ibd. 195, 396), so
dass eine Sondergottin einer etrusk. gens Moneta vorliegt im Sinne Otto's Rh. Mus. LXIV,
449 ff.'

6 Fest. p. 2380 28 f. Muller, p. 274, 6 Lindsay plena sue Tellu<ri sacrificabatur
(suppl. J. J. Scaliger)>, Ov.fast. i. 671 ff. placentur frugum matres, Tellusque Ceresque, |
farre suo gravidae visceribusque suis. | officium commune Ceres et Terra tuentur: | haec
praebet causam frugibus, ilia locum, Arnob. adv. nat. 7. 22 Telluri, inquiunt, matri scrofa
inciens (sic vet. lib. Ernstii, marg. Ursini. ingens codd.) immolatur et feta, etc.

7 Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 32323, 136 f. = Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 5050, 136 f. (acta
sacrorum saecularium for June 2, 176.0.) Terra mater ! uti tibi in ill[is libris scriptum
est, quarumque rerum ergo quodque melius siet p. R. Quiritibus,] | uti tibi sue plena
propri[a sacrum fiat: te quaeso precorque; c]etera [uti supra.] Cp. oracl. Sib. ap.
Phlegon frag. 29. 4 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 611 Muller) and ap. Zosim. 2. 6 (p. 70, 2 f.
Bekker) = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 6. 214. lof. a80t 5£ Taly j ir\i)0o/dvi) x°lp°l* $s

ipetfoiro /^Xaiva (so Dessau after Mommsen. The MS. of Phlegon has ir\i)0oytvri xtipots
ois lepetfotro /xAaii/a, Zosimos gives ir\t}6ofji.fvri x°if>°* T* ical Cs lepolro ^\a.iva).

8 Verg. georg. i. 34 5 ff. terque novas circum felix eat hostia fruges, | omnis quam
chorus et socii comitentur ovantes, | et Cererem clamore vocent in tecta, Serv. in Verg.
georg. i. 345 'felix hostia' id est fecunda. dicit autem ambarvale sacrificium, quod de
porca et saepe fecunda et gravida fieri consueverat, Macrob. Sat. 3. n. 10 notum autem
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as a means of communicating fertility to the ground1, so that it had
probably come to be regarded as a victim suited to the earth-goddess
and therefore appropriate to a grave disturbance of the earth. Again,
in 268 B.C., when Rome was waging war in Picenum, the battlefield
was shaken by a seismic crash2, whereupon P. Sempronius Sophus,
the Roman general, vowed a temple to Tellus and in due time paid
his vow3. But such cases were exceptional. As a rule the Romans
were studiously vague and non-committal. Aulus Gellius, who
brought out his Attic Nights in 169 A.D.4, has some interesting
remarks on the point5:

THAT IT HAS NOT BEEN DISCOVERED TO WHAT GOD SACRIFICE SHOULD BE

MADE ON THE OCCASION OF AN EARTHQUAKE.

The ostensible cause of earth-tremors has not been discovered by the
common experience and judgment of mankind, nor yet satisfactorily settled by
the various schools of natural science6. Are they due to the force of winds pent

esse non diffitebere, quod a. d. duodecimum Kalendas lanuarias Herculi et Cereri faciunt
sue praegnate, panibus, mulso. Cp. supra n. 6.

9 Macrob. Sat. i. 12. 20 adfirmant quidam, quibus Cornelius Labeo (on whom see
G. Wissowa in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 1351 ff.) consentit, hanc Maiam cui mense
Maio res divina celebratur terram esse hoc adeptam nomen a magnitudine, sicut et Mater
Magna in sacris vocatur: adsertionemque aestimationis suae etiam hinc colligunt quod sus
praegnans ei mactatur, quae hostia propria est terrae.

The connexion of Maia with magnus, maior, etc. is philologically sound (Walde Lat.
etym. Worterb? p. 455, Muller Altital. Worterb. p. 249 f.) and accords with the cult of
lupiter Mains at Tusculum (Macrob, Sat. r. 12. 17 sunt qui hunc mensem ad nostros
fastos a Tusculanis transisse commemorent, apud quos nunc guoque vocatur deus Maius
qui est luppiter, a magnitudine scilicet ac maiestate dictus. The inscription from Frascati
published by R. Garrucci IpiombiantichiraccoltidalV eminentissimo...CardinaleL. Altieri
Roma 1847 p. 45 = Orelli—Henzen Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 5637 lovi | Maio | sacrum and by
R. Garrucci Sylloge inscriptionum Latinarum aevi Romanae reipublicae Turin 1877 p. 174
under no. 564 lovi | Maio | sacrum | P. Mucius pater is now held to be of doubtful
authenticity: see H. Dessau in the Corp. inscr. Lat. xiv no. 216* and in the Ephem. epigr.
1892 vii. 383 no. 1276).

1 Arnob. adv. nat. 7. 22 Telluri gravidas atque fetas ob honorem fecunditatis ipsius...
et quod Tellus est mater...gravidis accipienda est scrofis—an explanation knocked down
by Arnobius, but set on its legs again by Frazer Worship of Nature i. 334.

2 lul. Obseq. 26, Oros. 4. 4. 5fT. In Frontin. strut, i. 12. 3 the consul is wrongly
called T. Sempronius Gracchus.

3 Flor. epit. i. 14. For the aedes Telluris on the western slope of the Mons Oppius
see O. Richter Topographic der Stadt Rom'2 Miinchen 1901 pp. 323—325, H. Jordan—
C. Huelsen Topographic der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3. 323—326,
H. Kiepert et C. Huelsen Formae urbis Romae antiquae'2 Berolini 1912 p. 33, Frazer
Worship of Nature i. 336—339, S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary
of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929 p. 511.

4 M. Schanz Geschichte der romischen Litteratur* Munchen 1905 iii. 188, K. Hosius
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 993.

6 Cell. 2. 28- 1—3.
6 See Plout. de plac. philos. 3. 15 = H. Diels Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 p. 379 a

8 ff., Sen. nat. quaestt. 6. 5 ff., Suet. frag. 159 Reifferscheid ap. Isid. de natura rerum 46.
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in caverns and clefts of the ground? Or to the pulsation and undulation of waters
that surge in subterranean hollows, as the ancient Greeks, who called Poseidon
seisichthon, seem to have supposed? Or to any other specific cause, or to the force
and will of another deity? As I said, belief does not yet amount to certainty.
Accordingly the Romans of yore, who in all the affairs of life and above all in the
ordering of religious ritual and the tending of immortal gods displayed the utmost
propriety and prudence, whenever an earthquake had been perceived or reported,
proclaimed by edict a solemn holiday on account of it, but refrained from fixing
and publishing as usual the name of the god for whom the holiday was to be kept,
lest by naming one in place of another they might bind the people in the bonds
of a false prescription. If the said holiday had been polluted by any man and
need for a piacular sacrifice had therefore arisen, they slew the victim 'to god or
to goddess' (si deo, si deae}1; and this regulation was strictly observed in accord-
ance with the decree of the pontiffs, as M. Varro2 states, because it was uncertain
to what force and to which of the gods or goddesses the earthquake was due.

Two centuries later Ammianus Marcellinus, d propos of a devast-
ating earthquake at Nikomedeia in 358 A.D., observes that, when
1—3 (Ixxxiii. 1015 B—c Migne) and orig. 14. i. 2f. , Amm. Marc. 17. /. 9—12, Serv. in
Verg. georg. 2. 479 ( = Isid. orig. 14. i. 2f.), and the section 'Die wissenschaftliche Seis-
mologie der Griechen' in the valuable article on 'Ei'dbebenforschung' by W. Capelle in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iv. 362—374-

1 The usage of this formula may be illustrated from Cato de agricult. 139 lucum conlucare
Romano more sic oportet. porco piaculo facito, sic verba concipito: 'si deus, si dea es,
quoiumillud sacrum est,' etc., Macrob. Sat. 3. 9. 7 est autem carmen huiusmodi quo di
evocantur, cum oppugnatione civitas cingitur: ' si deus, si dea est, cui populus civitasque
Carthaginiensis est in tutela,' etc., Corp. inscr. Lat. ia no. 632 = vi no. no (ib. no. 30694) =
Orelli Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 2135= Wilmanns Ex. inscr. Lat. no. 48 = Dessau Inscr. Lat.
sel. no. 4015 sei deo sei deivae sac(rum). | C. Sextius C. f. Calvinus pr(aetor) | de senati
sententia | restituit (on a large altar now standing at the southern angle of the Palatine
(H. Jordan—C. Huelsen Topographic der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3. 47
n- 3ib))i Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. n i= Orelli op. cit. no. 2136 = Dessau op. cit. no. 4018
sive deo | sive deae, | C. Ter. Denter | ex voto | posuit (formerly in the church of St Ursus
at Rome), Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 2099, ii 3 f. = Orelli op. cit. no. 2270 = Wilmanns op. cit.
no. 2884 = Dessau op. cit. 5047 sive deo sive deae, in cuius tutela hie lucus locusve | est,
oves II, Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 2099, ^ 10 = Orelli op. cit. no. 1798 = Wilmanns op. cit.
no. 2884 = Dessau op. cit. 5047 sive deo sive deae oves II (from the actafratrum Arvalium
for 183 A.D.), Corp. inscr, Lat. vi no. 2104, a 2 sive deo sive deae ov(es) n(umero) n (from
the actafratrum Arvalium for 218 A.D.), Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 2107, a + b 9 = Orelli op.
cit. no. 961= Wilmanns op. cit. no. 2885 = Dessau op. cit. no. 5048 sive deo sive deae ver-
b(eces) II (from the actafratrum Arvalium for 224 A.D.), J. Schmidt in the Ephem. epigr.
1884 v. 480 f. no. 1043 = Corp. inscr. Lat. viii Suppl. 3 no. 21567, B 76°. Genio summ[o]|
Thasuni et de|o sive deae [nu]|mini sane [to] | etc. (found at AJlu in Mauretania Caesariensis
and referable to the date 172—174 A.D.), Corp. inscr. Lat. i1 no. ni4 = xiv no. 3572 =
Orelli op. cit. no. 2i37 = Orelli—Henzen Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 5952 = Dessau op. cit. no. 4017
sei deus j sei dea (found at Tibur on a cippus of local stone), G. Gatti in the Not. Scavi
1890 p. 218 = Dessau op. cit. no. 4016 si deo si deai, | Florianus rexs (found at Lanuvium:
Florianus was presumably rex sacrorum).

See further D. Vaglieri in Ruggiero Dizion. epigr. ii. 1726 and Wissowa Rel. Kult.
Rom.* p. 38. The 'sive...sive...' invocations are discussed by E. Norden Agnostos Theos
Leipzig—Berlin 1913 p. 144 ff.

2 Varr. antiquitatum renim divinartim lib. 8 de feriis frag, r (in R. MerkePs ed. of Ov.
fast. Berolini 1841 p. cliiif.).
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such things happen, the priests prudently abstain from mentioning
any deity by name, lest they should indicate some god not really
responsible and so incur the guilt of sacrilege1.

While the clash of creeds was in progress, pagans of course
blamed Christians2 and Christians blamed pagans3 for all the horrors

1 Amm. Marc. 17.7. 10 unde et in ritualibus et pontificiis observatur obtemperantibus
sacerdotiis caute, ne alio deo pro alio nominate, cum, quis eorum terram concutiat, sit in
abstruse, piacula committantur.

Libanios, who composed a special and somewhat hysterical lamentation for the down-
fall of Nikomedeia (or. 61 monodia de Nicomedia (iv. 322 ff. Foerster)), appeals in primis
to Poseidon (3, 6), but also to Helios (16), etc.

2 Euseb. hist. eccl. 9. 7. i ff. cites in extensor letter of Maximinus ii (305—313 A.D.),
copied from a side at Tyre, in which he congratulates his eastern subjects on having
returned to the faith of their forefathers and, after a characteristic (cp. supra ii. 11941!.)
laudation of Zeus (hist. eccl. 9. 7. 7 etceivos roiyapovv e/cetvoj 6 V\f/i<TTos Kal fttyiffros Zefc, o

TTJS Xo/tTTpoTOTr)s vfji.wv 7r6Xews, 6 TOI)S irarptpovs vu&v 6eoi>s Kal yvvaiKas icai
l O'{KOVS airb iraurr)$ 6\edptov <p6opas pv6jji.evo5, rats vfiertpais ^uxots rb

awr^piov tvtirvevffe /3otf\i7/u.a, eiriSeucviis Kal tufaivtav SITUS Qalperdv kari. /cat \afjiirpbv Kal
cruTrjpiuides uera rod bfaiKoptvov ffe^dcruaros rfj Bp^ffKeia Kal rats lepoOpijffKflai.s r&v aOavdruv
Oe&v irpoffifrai), explains drought, hurricane, earthquake, etc. as due to divine anger called
down by the spread of the new religion (ib. 9. 7. 8 ff.).

Arnob. adv. nat. i. 3 had recently met, and refuted, a whole string of similar charges.
So c. 252 A.D. had Cypr. adDemetrian. 2—5 (i. 352, 7 ff. Hartel). The calumny crystallised
into a proverb (Aug. enarrat. in psalm i 80. i (iv. 1225 D ed.2 Bened.) non pluit deus, due
ad Christianos (variants ib? p. Hi), de civ. Dei 2. 3 pluvia dent, causa Christiani sunt). In
this connexion earthquakes played a large part (Tertull. apol. 40 si Tiberis ascendit in
moenia, si Nilus non ascendit in arva, si caelum stetit, si terra movit, si fames, si lues,
statim Christianos ad leonem ! adclamatur = ad nat. i. 9, Orig. in Matth. comment, series
39 (xiii. 1654 A—B Migne) cum haec ergo contigerint mundo, consequens est quasi
derelinquentibus hominibus deorum culturam, ut propter multitudinem Christianorum
dicant fieri bella et fames et pestilentias. frequenter enim famis causa Christianos culparunt
gentes, et quicumque sapiebant quae gentium sunt; sed et pestilentiarum causas ad Christi
ecclesiam rettulerunt. scimus autem et apud nos terrae motum factum in locis quibusdam,
et factas fuisse quasdam ruinas, ita ut qui erant impii extra fidem causam terrae motus
dicerent Christianos, propter quod et persecutiones passae sunt ecclesiae, et incensae sunt.
non solum autem illi, sed et qui videbantur prudentes, talia in publico dicerent, quia
propter Christianos fiunt gravissimi terrae motus, Firmillianus in Cypr. epist. 75. 10 (ii.
816, i7ff . Hartel: the letter is of 256 A.D. (A. Julicher in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
vi. 2379)) volo autem vobis et de historia quae apud nos facta est exponere ad hoc ipsum
pertinente. ante viginti enim et duos fere annos temporibus post Alexandrum imperatorem
multae istic conflictationes et pressurae acciderunt vel in commune omnibus hominibus vel
privatim Christianis: terrae etiam motus plurimi et frequentes extiterunt, ut et per Cap-
padociam et per Pontum multa subruerent, quaedam etiam civitates in profundum recepta
(leg. receptae) dirupti soli hiatu devorarentur, ut ex hoc persecutio quoque gravis adversum
nos nominis fieret, quae post longam retro aetatis pacem repente oborta de inopinato et
insueto malo ad turbandum populum nostrum terribilior effecta est. Serenianus tune fuit
in nostra provincia praeses, acerbus et dirus persecutor, in hac autem perturbatione con-
stitutis fidelibus et hue atque illuc persecutionis metu fugientibus et patrias suas
relinquentibus atque in alias regionum partes transeuntibus (erat enim transeundi facultas
eo quod persecutio ilia non per totum mundum sed localis fuisset), emersit istic subito
quaedam mulier quae in extasin constituta propheten se praeferret et quasi sancto spiritu
plena sic ageret. ita autem principalium daemoniorum impetu ferebatur ut per longum
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of a quaking world. But ultimately men in general and moralists in
particular settled down to the belief that an earthquake as such was
a divine visitation meant to vindicate the power of the Creator1 or
to chasten and reform his erring creatures2.

Painters and poets, who from time to time personified the
Earthquake, naturally reverted to earlier mythological conceptions3.
Raphael in one of the marvellous tapestries designed by him (1515—
I5i6)4 for the Sistine Chapel at Rome and woven by Pieter van
Aelst of Brussels5 represented the imprisonment of St Paul at

tempus sollicitaret et deciperet fraternitatem, admirabilia quaedam et portentosa perficiens
et facere se terrain moveri polliceretur : non quod daemon! tanta esset potestas ut terram
movere aut elementum concutere vi sua valeret, sed quod nonnumquam nequam spiritus
praesciens et intellegens terrae motum futurum id se facturum esse simularet quod futurum
videret. etc.). See further J. E. JB. Mayor's notes on Tertull. apol. 40.

3 Obviously two could play at that game, and of the two the Christians were likely to
compile the bigger score. Cp. the leges novellas ad Theodosianum pertinentes ed. adiutore
Th. Mommseno Paulus M. Meyer Berolini 1905 p. 10 de lud. Sam. haer. et pag. 3. 8 an
diutius perferemus mutari temporum vices irata caeli temperie, quae paganorum exacerbata
perfidia nescit naturae libramenta servare? unde enim ver solitam gratiam abiuravit...nisi
quod ad inpietatis vindictam transit legis suae natura decretum ?

1 E.g. Io. Chrys. in terrae motum etc. i (xlviii. 1027 Migne) eiftere 9eoC dtivafuv,
etdere GeoO <pi\av0p<airiav ; dfoa/Jiiv, on trlvat^e TTJV otKOVfj.£vr)v • <pi\avOpwirlav, STI irlirrovffav
avriiv gffTijtre- K.r.X. (perhaps in allusion to the earthquake which shook Antiocheia
on the Orontes in 396 A.D.: W. Capelle in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iv. 356).

2 E.g. Io. Chrys. ad populum Antiochenum horn. 3. 7 (xlix. 57 Migne) pi) yap OI)K
yStiiHtTO /cwXwrai TO, yfyevr)fL£va 6 0e6s; dXX' dQijKev, iVa TOI)J KarafppovovvTas atirov £v rig
TOV ffvvootiXov <j>6pii> ffutppoveffT^povs fpydcrr^rai, id. in acta Apost. horn. 7. 2 (Ix. 66 Migne)
et fjL^t^vijffOe («>s, ore TTJI* ir6\tv T)uiv Zffeiaev 6 Geos Kal irdvres yffav ffwecrraXn^voi, oOrw rdre
eKeivoi di^Kfivro • ovSels (JTrouXos 97 v, o&Sels irovr)pbs. Kal yap TOLOVTOV (pb[3os, TOIOVTOV TJ BXtyis.
K.T.X. (during the earthquake at Constantinople in 400 or 401 A.D.), id. in Acta Apost.
horn. 41. 2 (Ix. 291 Migne) eiTre yap uoi, ov irtpvffiv Mva^ev 6 0ed$ rty ir6\iv iraffav; rl
dal; of>xl irdvres lirlrb 0c6rt(rMa ^Spa/tot/; /c.r.X. (at Constantinople in 399 A.D.), Philastrius
diversarum hereseon liber 102. i—3 Fabricius (74. i—3 Marx) alia est heresis quae terrae
motum non dei iussione et indignatione fieri, sed de natura ipsa elementorum opinatur,...
quod etiam in huiusmodi rebus indignatio dei et potentia operatur et suam commovet
creaturam conversionis causa et utilitatis quippe multorum peccantium ac redeuntium ad
dominum salvatorem atque creatorem (written c. 385—391 A.D. : M. Schanz Geschichte
der romischen Litteratur Miinchen 1904^. i. 359), Philostorg. eccl.hist. 12. 9 (Ixv. 617 c
Migne) Kal fiXXa 5e roiovrorpoira irdBri rrfviKavra ^ewx/xcifl?;, SeiKvfora py <f>v<riKrj TIVI raOra
vpoe\6eiv a,KO\ovdla, ws 'EXXi^vwi' iraides Xypovviv, dXXd ffeias dyavatcr/iffeus (JidffTiyas
fira<peOr}vai., id. ib. 12. 10 (Ixv. 620 A Migne) 6Yt 5ia<f>6pois ^7rtxet/o^//.affi KaraffKevdfriv
ireiparai TOUS (reuruods /jrfre Sia Tr\i}fj.fj.ijpav vSdruv ffwlffravOai, jttijre irvev/Mirwv frairo\afj.l3-
avofdvuv TOIS Ac6X7rots T^S yijs, d\\a /*ij8^ yijs rtcos (an leg: TIVI?) 6Xwj irapeyK\l<rei, /j,6vr)
Si Ty Oeia yv<i>(i.ri irpbs ^iriffTpo^v Kal 5t6p6<affu> T&V afj.apTavofj.4vuv (published c. 425—
433 A.D.: W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* ii. 2. 1433)*

3 Not so Chrysostom, who in purely rhetorical vein personifies the Antiochene earth-
quake as a herald announcing God's anger (Io. Chrys. in terrae motum etc. i (xlviii. 1027
f. Migne)) and even makes him on another occasion quote Ps. 103. 8 (Io. Chrys. horn,
post terrae motum (1. 714 f. Migne)).

4 H. Knackfuss Raphael trans. C. Dodgson Bielefeld—Leipzig 1899 p. 102.
5 H. Strachey Raphael London 1900 p. 30.
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Fig. 6.
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Philippoi (fig. 6). Above we see the gaol and the gaoler about to
kill himself; below, the earth cracking as a gigantic nude bearded
figure emerges breast-high with scowling forehead and uplifted fists1.
In the Second Part of Goethe's Faust (1827—1832) an earthquake
suddenly disturbs the peace of the upper Peneios. Seismos/rumbling
and grumbling down below,' groans out:

Heave again with straining muscle,
With the shoulders shove and hustle,
So our way to light we justle,
Where before us all must fly2.

He is however conscious that he makes the mountains picturesque,
and claims that by so doing he benefits the very gods:

Apollo now dwells blithely yonder,
With the blest Muses' choir. 'Twas I
For Jove himself, with all his bolts of thunder,
That heaved the regal chair on high3.

Less intelligent, but more intense, and quite refreshingly direct
is the attitude of the modern Greek peasant in regions where the
earthquake is no theme for artistic representation4 or academic
interest. Natives of Zakynthos, when the shock is felt, will cry out
in deprecation 'My God, cease thine anger!5' And the inhabitants
of Arachova on Mount Parnassos fancy that God in rage and fury
'rolls his eyes and is minded to ruin the world, only the Blessed
Virgin beseeches him and stays his wrath6.'

1 E. Miintz Les tapisseries de Raphael au Vatican Paris 1897 p. 20 fig. ( = my fig. 6),
P. Oppe Raphael London 1909 p. 160 f. pi. 115, 2. The cartoons are now in the South
Kensington Museum, the tapestries themselves in the Vatican.

2 Goethe's Faust trans. A. G. Latham London 1908 Part ii. 138.
3 Ib. Part ii. 139. See further F. Piper Mythologie und Symbolik der christlichen

Kunst Weimar 1851 i. 2. 481—489 ('Erdbeben').
* A small marble frieze found on the base of a lararium in the house of the auctioneer

L. Caecilius lucundus at Pompeii (J. Overbeck—A. Mau Pompeji* Leipzig 1884 p. 69 f.
fig. 31 = my fig. 7, C. Weichardt Pompeji vor der Zerstoerung Leipzig s.a. 81 f. fig. 102)
has a relief representing the north side of the Forum. We see thefaf'ode of the temple of
lupiter, flanked by two equestrian statues, with a commemorative arch to the left and an
altar etc. to the right. The slanting forms of the temple and arch have been supposed to
show the dire effects produced by the earthquake of 63 A.D. (M. Neumayr Erdgeschichte
Leipzig 1886 i. 139 cited by C. Weichardt op. cit. p. 82 n.*, W. H. Hobbs Earthquakes
New York 1907 p. 9 fig. 3), but are of course merely due to a careless craftsman who
stood too far towards the right in carving the relief (J. Overbeck—A. Mau op. cit.4 p. 70
' ein unglucklicher Versuch, die perspectivische Verschiebung wiederzugeben' does him
too much honour).

5 B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 34 (9^ tu>v, irdif/e ryv
dpyfi <rov!).

6 Id. ib. i. 34 n. i (yovp\wt>ei ra fudna TOV KTJ 0A' v& ^aXdcrT? TOW K(XT^OV, d\\' T\ Havayia
TOVV TrapaJcaXet KTJ irai)' -TV oiJpyjj T').

D. H.. TLetlet Die. Patronate der Heiligen \j\ta. 1905 p. 86 f. gives a list of saints
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§ 6. Zeus and the Clouds.

(a) Zeus and the Clouds in Literature.

One of Homer's favourite epithets for Zeus is nephelegereta, 'the
cloud-gatherer.' This arresting compound, which occurs eight times
in the Odyssey*- and twenty-eight times in the Iliad*, is in reality

whose business it is to protect their votaries against earthquake. They include: (i) St
Agatha of Catania (Feb. 5), during whose martyrdom in 251 A.D. a fearful earthquake
occurred. (2) St Emygdius of Ascoli (Aug. 5), whose father, a prominent citizen of
Augusta Trevirorum, tried to make him forswear his faith before a heathen altar till the
very ground gave way beneath his feet. Others said that the saint averted an earthquake
from Ascoli, where he was martyred in 303 or 304 A.D. (3) St Justus of Catalonia
(May 28), bishop of Urgel from before 527 until after 546 A.D., whose body was found
uninjured beneath the ruins of a wall that had collapsed above his grave. (4) St Petrus
Gonsalez, better known to Spanish sailors as Sant Elmo (April 15), who died in 1240 A.D.
He was once preaching in the open air near Bayonne, when an earthquake threatened.
The congregation was for fleeing into the town; but the preacher detained it, and all
ended well. (5) St Petrus Paschalis (Dec. 6), bishop of Jaen, who was martyred by the
Moors at Granada in 1300 A.D. Soon after his death the town was plagued with famine,
pestilence, earthquakes, and storms. (6) St Albertus of Trepano (Aug. 7), who died at
Messina in 1307 A.D. and is reckoned as patron of all Sicily, an island much given to
seismic shocks. (7) St Francesco Borgia (Oct. 10), duke of Gandia, who died in 1572 A.D.
In 1625 A.D. he was chosen as a recent and popular saint to protect the new realm of
Granada against earthquakes. (8) St Philippus Neri of Rome (May 26), who died in
1595 A.D. When, on June 5, 1688 A.D., an alarming earthquake visited Beneventum,
Pope Benedict xiii escaped by lying directly under the saint's reliquary. (9) St Franciscus
Solanus of Lima (July 24), who died in 1610 A.D. Seven years before his death he pre-
dicted the downfall of the town Truxillo. It was destroyed by earthquake on Feb. 14,
1618 A.D.

1 Od. i. 63, 5. 21, 9. 67, 12. 313, 384, 13. 139, 153, 24.477 ve<j>e\riyeptTa. Zets (always
at the end of the line). Of these passages two have a noteworthy context: 9. 67 ff.
d' firupff' avefiov Hoptyv ve<f>e\riyep£Ta Zei>s | \ai\airi 0effireal~r), vi>v St ve<p£e<r
7cua»' 6/toO Kal irbvTov dp&pet S' o6pav66ev Pi/£=i2. 3i3ff. upcrev £?rt frfy ave
yeptra Zei)s | Xa/Xairt Oeffircffl-g, <rbv 8£ vffaeffffi Kd\v\f/e | yaiav 6/u.oO Kal irbvrov- dpupei 8'
oiipavbQev i>6%. Much the same is said of Poseidon in Od. 5. 291 ff. w j dir&v ativayev
j/e0Aas, £rd/>a£e 5e irhvTov | XfPffl Tplcuvcu> eXtav • irdffas 8 bpbQvvev dAXas | iravroiuv
dv^fjuav, ffbv de ve<f>£effffi Ka\vi//e | yaiav bfjiov Kal TTOVTOV dptbpei 3' otipat>60ev vtil;, on which
Eustath. in Od. p. 1538, 7 ff. remarks Oeupyrtov on rb <rtivaye pe^Aas ve(j>e\i}yep^ri)v Kal
rbv Hoff€i8(ava etvat viroSijXdi. eTreiSjirep tiSwp uXi? rots vtyecnv, els 6 jneraXa/u/Sdperat 6
Hoereid&v. iiKvei 8e S/aws 6 irotrjTtys rbv ras ve(pe\as ffvvayovra HoffetSu>i>a Kal ve(j)e\i)yep^Tr)v
ffvvB^rws elireiv. aireK\'r)p<Jij6T) yap TOVTO Att ry ironjrtK^ T&V ve<pe\G}v airly.

2 //. i. 511, 517, 560, 4. 30, 5. 764, 888, 7. 280, 454, 8. 38, 469, 10. 552, n. 318,
14. 293, 312, 341, 15. 220, 16. 666, 17. 198, 20. 19, 215, 22. 182, 24. 64 ve(j>e\r)yeptTa
Z«5s (always at the end of the line and, except in 7. 280, n. 318, 14. 293, 17. 198, 20.215,
preceded by irpo<rt<pii)). So h. Dem. 78, h. Ap. 312, also Hes. o.d. 53, theog. 558.

//. 5. 631, 736, 8. 387, 15. 154, 20. 10, 21. 499 Aids ve<pe\ijyep^Tao (always at the end
of the line). So too h. Ap. 96, Hes. o.d. 99, theog. 730, 944.

Nonnos alone places the word in the first half of his hexameter (Dion. 23. 228 f.
(Dionysos to Hydaspes) e*c ve<j>£<av /3Xd<7Ti7<ras £/J.ov Kpovidao TO/CT/OS, | Kal vecpehujyeptTao
Aibs pXdffTy/JM did)K€is; 38. 202 f. ov ve<pt\as "H(/>ai(rros coD yeverrjpos dyeipei, | 06 ve<j>e\t)-

KiK\^ffKerai ola Kpoviuv).
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a pre-Homeric tag1 originally descriptive of Zeus as a rain-making2

magician3. In Greece, as elsewhere4, the primitive rain-maker,
probably clad in a sheep-skin to imitate the fleecy vapours5, mounted
some neighbouring height and did his puny best to allay the mid-
summer heat by calling the clouds to draw their welcome veil across
the sky. This at least seems a plausible inference6 from one curious
Greek custom, the procession of men clad in thick sheep-skins which
on the very hottest day of the year toiled up the slopes of Mount

1 Supra i. 444 n. 6.
2 Hesych. s.irv. ve<f>e\riyeptTa • ve(/>e\r)y€p£n]S, 6 ras i>e<p4\as dyeipuv, o ecrri arvvaOpoifav •

o rovs Sfjifipovs iroiSiv. K\t)TiKr) dvrl evffeias, ve<f>e\oyeptrr]S (M. Schmidt cj. ve<pe\i)yep£Tr)s (?).
Cp. Tzetz. alleg. II. 17. 35 Zei>s 6 ve<f>e\r]yep£TT)s)- rd a&rd, et. Gud. p. 406, 46 ve<j>e\i)-
yeptrao- TOV rots ve<f>4\as dOpoifrvTos, et. mag. p. 601, 55 ve<pe\i)yeptTr)s• 6 T&V veipwv
aOpoiffTiKos Zevs, Favorin. lex. p. 1066, 38 ff. K\rinKa.s €K<j>£peu> dvrl evOeiuv TWV 'ATTIKUV
tffTtv, olov ve(f>e\r)yep&ra Zevs avrl TOV i>e<f>e\r]yep{Tr)S.

3 Supra i. 14 n. i, 758, ii. 258 n. 3, 694 n. o, 695 n. o, 1146^ Cp. Medeia in Ov.
met. 7. 201 f. nubila pello | nubilaque induce.

4 Frazer Golden Bough?: The Magic Art i. 249f., 256 f., 260ff., 275, 323.
5 Theophr. de signis tempest, i. 13 KO.I orav ve<f>£\cu 7r6/cois epiuv O/JLOICU <Sffiv vSup

i. = Arat. phaen. 206 f. iroXXdfa 6' epxo^vuv ver&v vt<pea irpoirdpoiQev | ola fidXiffra
foiKbra ivdd\\oi>Tcu = Plin. nat. hist. 18. 356 si nubes ut vellera lanae spargentur

multae ab oriente, aquam in triduum praesagient, Apul. de deo Socr. 10 atque ideo
umectiores humilius meant aquilo[nis] agmine, tractu segniore[s]; sudis vero sublimior
cursus e<s (ins. P. Thomas)>t, cum lanarum velleribus similes aguntur, cano agmine,
volatu perniciore. Accordingly the Latin poets speak of fleecy clouds as vellera (Verg.
georg. i. 397, Varr. Ata'c. frag. 21 Baehrens ap. anon. brev. expos. Verg. georg. i. 397 (in
the ed. of Servius by G. Thilo and H. Hagen iii. 2. 265, 3 f.),.Lucan. 4. 124 f., cp. Mart.
ep. 4. 3. if., Prosp. Aquit. in psalm. 147. 16 (li. 4200 Migne))—a usage hardly to be
paralleled in Greek.

It is possible that the dappled fawnskin of the Bacchant, trimmed with tufts of white
wool (Eur. Bacch. 111 ff. ffriKrCov r' evSvrh vefipiSuv | trr^ere Aewcorpixfav irKoKdfjuav |
judXXots and Sir J. E. Sandys ad loc.), was intended as a rough imitation of the starry,
cloud-flecked sky, just as the fawnskin of Dionysos himself, bespangled with pearls
(Claud, de quarto cons. Honor. 606 f. talis Erythraeis intextus nebrida gemmis | Liber
agit currus), seems to have borne a cosmic character (R. Eisler Weltenmantel und Him-
melszelt Miinchen 1910 i. 76, 256 n. 4, who cites Nonn. Dion. 40. 577 f. 'Hpa/cX^s 5£ |
dcrrpaly Ai6vvo-oi> dvex^-o-lvucre XITWVI and cp. the vase-painting figured supra ii. 262
pi. xvii).

Attic vases signed by the potter Brygos (c. 505—4756.0.) or attributed to his painter
(lists in Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 106 ff., J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen
Stils Tubingen 1925 p. i75ff.) often show garments decorated with dots (O. S. Tonks
'Brygos: his Characteristics' in Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
1908 xiii. 69, 95, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 460). In view of Brygos' name
with its northern connexions (Bptiyoi, Bptiyes=z$pijyes: see W. Pape—G. E. Benseler
Wb'rterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen* Braunschweig 1875 i. 231, E. Oberhummer
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 920 f.) it is just conceivable that this craftsman was
popularising at Athens a custom which originated in Thraco-Phrygian ritual. But the
hypothesis would be risqude, since dotted garments are not strictly confined to the output
of Brygos (P. Hartwig Die griechischen Meisterschalen der Bluthezeit des strengen roth-
^gurigen Stiles Stuttgart—Berlin 1893 p. 310 n. 4).

6 Supra i. 420 n. 3, where I was perhaps unduly sceptical of O. Gilbert's conclusions.
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Pelion to the sanctuary of Zeus Aktaios on its summit1. And the
sheep-skin of the human magician would be readily transferred to
his divine counterpart2—witness the title of ZeusMetosios, Zeus 'Clad
in a sheep-skin' (melotef. It is, however, reasonable to suppose that
already in Homeric times the word nephelegereta had lost something
of its early import and had taken on a meaning half-religious and
half-picturesque. But worse was in store, for in the fifth century B.C.
it was frankly travestied. Perikles4 as the greatest man of his age
was dubbed Zeus by the comedians5 and figures in a brilliant fragment
of Kratinos, not as nephelegereta, 'the cloud-gatherer/ but as kepha-

1 Supra i. 420, ii. 869 n. 2. 2 Supra i. n ff.
3 Supra \. 164 f. The boundary-inscription of Zeus M^Xcoirios is more accurately

published by F. Hiller von Gaertringen in the Inscr. Gr. ins. v. i no. 48 8pos Aids
M^Xw a-Lov. To the literature there cited add E. Preuner in the Ath. Mitth. 1924 xlix. 144.

4 Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 302.
5 Kratin. Thressae frag, i (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 61 f. Meineke) ap. Plout. v. Per. 14 Sib

Kdl 7raX«> KpaTH'os iv Qpq.rra.iy iralfei irpbs avrbv '6 ffxivoKe<pa\os Zeus ode j irpoo-epxerai
(so M. Fuhr and F. Blass, after C. G. Cobet, for 6 <rx"'o^0aXos Zei>s 55e (I. Bekker and
F. A. Gotthold, followed by A. Meineke, cjj. bSl) irpoffepxerai \ HepiK\eT)s (A. Meineke
cj. 6 HepiK\4ris)) rtpSeiov eiri rov Kpaviov \ e^wv, ^Treidrj rotiffrpa.Kov Trapoixerai.'

Kratin. Nemesis frag. 10 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 85 Meineke) ap. Plout. v. Per. 3 T&V Se
6 fiev Kpartitas...KO.I irdXiv ev Ne/weVer ',u6\', cS ZeDSeVte Kai Ka.pa.it (fiaKdpie vulg.
ri H. Stephani. K. H. F. Sintenis cj. Kapate. A. Meineke cj. Kapaie).'

Telekleides_/a£. incert.frag. 6 (frag. com. Gr. ii. 373 f. Meineke) ap. Plout. v. Per. 3
5e wore (lev birb rwv TrpayfjuiTuv •fjiropy/ji.frov Ka6yjo-6al (pviffiv atirbv & TTJ 5r6Xet

Ta' (cp. Poll. 2. 41 /cat Kapri^apiKov TO TrdQos Tri\eK\eldr]s), Trore d£ ' fibvov etc
Obpvfiov iro\iiv ^avar^XXetv.'

Aristoph. Ach. 530 f. frreuBev bpjri Ilept/cX^s ovX^fj-irios \ riffrpairT (so R. Bentley,
K. W. Dindorf, etc. cp. Plin. ep. i. 20), tftpovra, ^VVSK^KO. rty 'EXXdSa—a passage to which
later writers make frequent allusion (see F. H. M. Blaydes«^/^.).

Com. anon. frag. 307 (Frag. com. Gr. iv. 677 Meineke) ap. Plout. v. Per. 8 ai jueVrot
KU/jLt^Siai TWV rbre SidavKaXuv o~irov5fj re TroXXds /cat /uera yeXuros d0ei/c6rw»' <pui>as eh afirbv
e^ri T£ X67V fM\iffra rty irpoo'dwv/j.la.v (sc. rov '0\v(j.ir[ov) yevtffdai. Sr/XoOirt, ' ppovrav' /*ei>
atrbv Kai lao~Tpa.irTeiv,' 8re driwyopoirj, 'dewbv' 5e lK(pavvbi>...tv y\ib(ro~ri <pepeu>' \eybvr<av.
F. H.M. Blaydes restores 'Seivbv Kepavvbv ovros ev y\6ffo-g Qepei.' A. Meineke prints yKdirry.

Similarly Aspasia was styled Hera by Kratinos (Chirones frag. 4 (Frag. com. Gr. ii.
148 Meineke) ap. Plout. v. Per. 24 ev 6e rais KUfj-ydlais '0/t^aXi; re vea Kai Arji'dveipa. ica.1
irdXt»'"Hpa Trpoffayopetierai. Kparivos 8' avriKpvs iraXXa/crji' ai)r^j' eiprjKev ev TOI^TOIS' '"H/>aj'
re 01 ' A f f i r a f f l a v rlKret. KaTawvyofftivr) (ica.1 Ka,Ta.irvyo(njvriv codd. T. Bergk del. Kai.
A. Emperius cj. "fLarawyoativrj) \ ira\\aKrji> icwdirida,' schol. Plat. Menex. 235 E
p. 923 b 376°. Kparivos Sf 'O^aX^ avrrfv Ka\ei Xeipuaiv, rtipavvov (? rvpavvodalnova. cp.
Hesych. s.v.) Se EvVoXu $/Xots (so A. Meineke for Kpartvoj 5e 'OfMpdXy rtpavvov aiirriv

lpuv ECTToXts $l\ois. T. Bergk cj. Kparw'os Se rtpavvov airrrfv Ka\ei Xetpawrw',
EvVoXis $fXots)• ev Se HpoffTra\Tiois'E\tvr]v a&rijv /caXei- 6 Se Kpartcoj /cai"Hpaj'>

on Kai HeptK\?)S 'OX^irtos irpoffrflopevero) and perhaps by Eupolis (Hesych. s.v.
fJLeya\6<f>Oa\tJi.os, ev6(pOa\/J.os. fj,eya\6<f>uvos. E^?roXty 5^ TTJV "Hpav (Eupol. fab.

incert. frag. 81 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 571 Meineke))), possibly also by Aristophanes (yet
schol. Hermog. irepl TU>V ffro/rewv 72 (C. Walz Rhetores Graeci Stuttgartiae et Tubingae
1833 iv. 186, 14 ff.) Kai ra e<rxr)fMTio-/j.eva- ev ols Set rbv (Jt,eTa.xetpif6(Ji.ei>ov a\\o fj.ev \eyeiv,
&\\o Se Sia TOV tfdovs efitfiatveiv olov rov HepiK\eovs 'OXvptriov K\i)6evTos, eiffyyelrat.

r r j f 'A f fTraa lav KaXeiv may be a mere slip).
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legereta, 'the crowd-gatherer1.' Truth to tell, a parody of the old
appellative can still raise a laugh. Does not Clough in the immortal
Bothie speak of his cheery, cigar-loving friend Lindsay as 'the
Piper, the Cloud-compeller?2'

Of course, on occasion, magic might be employed, not to collect
the clouds, but to scatter them. If for example hail threatened, old-
fashioned farmers had recourse to magicians who chased the clouds
away3 and were known as nephodioktai*. Nowadays magic or ancient
science has joined hands with science or modern magic, and on
many a Swiss hillside may be seen the mortar from which maroons
are fired when hail-clouds are gathering above the vineyard.

Less magical but more majestic is a second stock epithet of the
epic minstrel—kelainephes Kronion, Kronos' son 'of the dark clouds5.'
For, though sundry scholiasts and lexicographers attempt to render
it 'he who gathers the black, or dark, clouds together6' and expound

1 Kratin. Chirones frag. 3 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 147 f. Meineke) ap. Plout. v. Per. 3 rCiv
d£ KWfJLiKuiv 6 /jiff Kparivos 4v Xdpuffi- ' Erdtrts 5e' (<pT]ffl) '/cat irpeo-^vyevfjs Kp6vos (so anon,
for XP°V°S vulgO d\\r}\oiffi fuyevre utyiffTov \ rlKrerov Ttpavvov, \ ov Srj Ke<f>e\r)yeptrav 6eol
Ka\£ov(ri (A. Meineke prints Ka\ov<riv).' I have assumed that Kratinos meant 'collector
of heads, crowd-collector,' but there is of course a further hint at the peculiar shape of
Perikles' cranium, as is clear from the context. With Kratinos, as with Aristophanes
(e.g. supra ii. 2 n. 4, 118 n. 3, 1166 n. 3), word-play tends to produce harmonics.

2 A. H. Clough The Bothie of Tober-na-vuolich 3. 83.
3 E. Fehrle Studien zu den griechischen Geoponikern (2TOIXEIA iii) Leipzig—Berlin

1920 p. 8 cites a text parallel to Geopon. i. 14 from cod. Parisin. 2313 (Anatolios) irepl
XaXdfas dirorpoirriv. i. irXelffra jj.lv Kal &\\a trapd rots dpxalois evptffKerai /Sovjfli^uaTa •
57 re Sid rijs exlSvris Oepairela' Kal i] Sid TOV dff(f>d\aKos' Kal ^ 5ta TWV dvOpibiruv TWV
SitaKOVTdw Td ve(pr) TTJS x&^afjjs' Kal a\\a iro\\d irapd iro\\ois diriOava' d Se evKo\6repa
Kal irdyKoiva Kal etKaTdXrfirTa SOKCI elvai, vwdyouev.

4 Pseudo-lust. Mart, quaestt. et responss. ad orthod. 31 (vi. 1277 c—D Migne) Bt
cet5/to,Tt Qelip al ve$t\ai TOV verbv rrj yy Karaire'uirovffi, Sid rl ras ve<f>4\as ol KaXotiuevoi

dKOvrl^eiv; ToOro tireiSri Kara rds dyias F/oa^as uapTvpets, TOVS verofa elvai 4K rutv eiraoiSdv
diriffTov. Kal ydp aiiTos 6 rwbrtiv irepl TO&TOV tybrrrfffas ryv ep&Ttiaiv, OVK d<p' <5v e6ed<ru
yivofievuv rty Ipdmiffiv ireirolriKas, dXX' dcp' u>v fJKovffas. Clearly the ve<po5iu>KTai claimed
the ability to divert the clouds from their course and to precipitate them as hail or
drenching rain in any desired direction. Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iv. 1466 A quotes
from the Synod, in Trullo can. 61 Kal ol T^X^V Kal elaap/j^vr/v Kal yeved\oyiav <ptavovvTes
Kal ol \ey6pevoi ve<f>o8i(aKTai, from which we conclude that in s. vii A. D. the superstition
was yet living. More, from Latin sources, in Ducange Gloss, med. et inf. Lat. s.v.
'tempestarii, tempestuarii.'

5 The word is a syncopated form of Ke\ai[vo]-ve<j>iris, as was clearly perceived by
Herodian (irepl iraO&v Jrag. 261 (ii. 259, 14 ff. Lentz)a/. et. mag. p. 501, 48 ff., cp.et. Gud.
P- 3Z3) 43 ff-)> though he erroneously regarded the first element in the compound as a verb
Ke\atvta=fj,e\atvu instead of the adjective /ceXeui'oj (yet see Herodian. irepl iraBuiv frag. 595
(ii- 363, 25 f. Lentz) ap. et. mag. p. 59, 6r f.). On the etymology of Ke\aiv6s consult
Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 214 f., Boisacq Diet, ttyrn. de la Langue Gr.
p. 430, Walde Lat. etym. Worterb? pp. 113 f., 179.

6 Hesych. s,v.Ke\aive<pes\..b (M. Schmidt cj. w(?)) Ke\aivd vvvdytav rd ve<f>t), schol. D.
//. 2. 412 Ke\aive<p4s' peKavoveQes, (ttXava vtyt) yvvdyuv irpbs KardirXril-iv.

c. in. 3
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it as meaning 'the rain-maker1,' yet the title itself calls up no such
primitive picture, nor has it quite the same claim as nephelegereta
to be recognised as a poetic heirloom of fixed and unalterable pattern 2.
A point deserving of 'notice is its constant association with Kronion
or Kronides. It is seldom, if ever, used of Zeus pure and simple till
long after classical times. Normally Zeus is kelainephes as being the
son of Kronos ; or, more rarely, both the divine names are dropped
and kelainephes stands as an independent appellative. It looks as
though this particular title had been attached to Zeus in early
Homeric days as affiliated successor of the 'Minoan' storm-god
Kronos3.

According to the Iliad, the three sons of Kronos divided the
world between them and

Zeus' portion was
Broad heaven in the aither and the clouds4.

Zeus sits on the peak of Mount Olympos and, when he is visited by
Hera and Athena, the Horai fling wide a cloudy portal to admit
them :

Then Hera with the lash swift smote the steeds,
And of their own accord the gates of heaven
Groaned, held by the Horai. These are they who keep
Great heaven and Olympos ; theirs the task

To ope the thick cloud or to close the same.
So through the gateway guided they their steeds

Patient o' the goad, and Kronos' son they found

Sitting apart from all the other gods
On the topmost peak of many- ridged Olympos5.

1 Schol. D. //. i. 397 Ke\at,ve<j>ei' ry ras ve<j>£\as /j-eXalvovri, d/J-ppoiroup. Cp. Orion
p. 83, 12 f. KeXawe^j* 6 Zetfs. 6 TO. v£<pt) K\OI>U>V Kai KLVUV, rj peXavoiroiuiv iv r<£ iieiv.

2 At the end of a hexameter we find Ke\ait'£<j>&' Kpoviwi (II. i. 397, 6. 267, 24. 290
(cp. Tzetz. alleg. II. 24. 162), h. Dem. 91, 468, h. Herakl. Leant. 15. 3, h. Diosk. 17. 4,
h. Diosk. 33. 5, Hes. sc. Her. 53), Ke\au>e<p£a Kpoviwva (II. n. 78, h. Aphr. 220),
Tnqvl Ke\atve(pei Kpovluvt (h. Dem. 316), irarpl KeXaivefa'C Kpovluvi (h. Dem. 396).

At the beginning of a hexameter \heformula is Ta\vi Ke\au>e<ptf Kpovldy (Od. 9. 552,
13. 25, but never in the Iliad). Kpovidy is not omitted except by late authors (Maximus
irepl KaTapx&v 605 Zyvl Ke\aive<p£i refers to the planet Zeus and is followed immediately
by a lacuna (see A. Ludwich ad loc.). Tzetz. alleg. Od. 9. 118, 13. 7 (in P. Matranga
Anecdota Graeca Romae 1850 i. 277, 293) Zrjvl Ke\au>e<p£i is more ad rem).

After the caesura Ke\au>e<p£s occurs either in conjunction with other vocatives (//. 2. 412
ZeC KtiSiare, /t^yiore, KeXaivetpts, 22. 178 cS ir&rep apyiictpavve, Ke\tuve<p&) or standing
by itself (//. 15. 46, Od. 13. 147 where Nikanor read StoTpeQts of Artemis (schol. L.T.
//. 9. 538), Anth. Pal. 6. 332. 7 (Adrianos) cited supra ii. 982 n. o). //. 21. 520 *cd8
5' t£oi» irapi rrarpl Ke\aive<t>ei (with variants iriip 'L-qvl Ke\au>e<pei and Kc\a.ive<f>ei trap Zyvi)
is an isolated dative.

3 Supra ii. 554 ff., 601, 845.
4 //. 15. 192 (cited supra i. 25 n. 5), cp. //. 15. 20 (supra i. 25 f.).
5 //. 5. 748 ff. The first half of the passage is repeated in //. 8. 395 ff.
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Similarly Apollon and Iris, when sent by Hera to Mount Ide, discover
Zeus seated on the summit of Gargaron1—

And ringed about him was a fragrant cloud2.

It was on the same mountain-top that Zeus, succumbing to the wiles
of Hera, promised privacy within a cloud:

Hera, fear not: nor god, nor man shall see it;
So thick the golden cloud that I will wrap
Around us, Helios himself could ne'er—
Though keen his radiance beyond all—espy us 3.

And Zeus was as good as his word. The sequel tells how

o'er them spread a cloud magnificent
And golden: glittering dew-drops from it fell4.

Clearly cloudland is characteristic of the sky-god. Later poets
harp on the theme. Aischylos says simply 'the clouds of Zeus5.'
Pindar more suo mints fresh and ringing epithets for Zeus himself —
orsinephfe, 'he that causeth the clouds to rise6,' hypsinephts, 'he of
the towering clouds7,' poly 'nepke'las, 'the many-clouded' ruler of the
sky8. There is a would-be return to Homeric natvete'm the Birds of
Aristophanes, when the Chorus of songsters chant :

Then take us for Gods, as is proper and fit,
And Muses Prophetic ye'll have at your call
Spring, winter, and summer, and autumn and all.
And we won't run away from your worship, and sit
Up above in the clouds, very stately and grand,
Like Zeus in his tempers : but always at hand
Health and wealth we'll bestow, as the formula runs,
ON YOURSELVES, AND YOUR SONS, AND THE SONS OF YOUR SONS9 —

or when Prometheus, much in awe of his Aeschylean persecutor, asks
in a scared tone:

What's Zeus about?
Clearing the clouds off, or collecting them10?

1 Supra ii. 950 n. o.
2 //. 15. 153 dfj.<pl d£ JUT dvbev vt<f>os £<rTe<f>dv<aro.
3 11. 14. 342 ff. 4 //. 14. 350 f. (supra i. 154).
5 Aisch. suppl. 780 fi.£\a.s yevolfj.av Kairvbs v£<f>e<ri yetrovuv Ai6j.
6 Find. Nem. 5. 62 ff. 6 5' eS <pp6.aOi) Ka,r^\vevffhr T£ ol 6pffive<pfy e£ ovpavou \ Zet>s

7 Find. 01. 5. 39 f. O-WTTJP b\f/ive<pts \ ZeO.
8 Find. Nem. 3. 16 f. ovpavov Tro\\we<j>4'\q. Kptovri Myarep.
9 Aristoph. av. 723 ff. trans. B. B. Rogers. Lines 726 ff. run Kof/K dirodpdvTes \

vu <renvw6fji,fvoi \ irapa. raw ve^Xais toffirep xw Zetfs.
10 Aristoph. av. 1501 f. rl yap 6 Zeds iroiei; | airaiBpidfa T&S ve<p£\as r} £vvv£<pei;

3—2
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Latin poets likewise associate the clouds with the sky-god—Statius
for instance speaks of 'cloudy lupiter1'—and the notion passed into
the common poetic stock.

(b) Zeus and the Clouds in Art.

This canonical conception of the sky-god sitting among his clouds
can be illustrated from early imperial art. A fine fresco from
Herculaneum, now in the Museo Nazionale at Naples (pi. iv, fig. 8)2,

Fig. 8.

shows a fair-haired3 Zeus reclining amid the clouds. He wears an
oak-wreath on his head, a reddish4 himdtion round his left shoulder
and both legs, and a sandal on his foot. His right hand grasps a double
lotiform thunderbolt, his left a long sceptre. His face, backed by
a whitish5 nimbus, expresses serious thought, and a small winged

1 Stat. Theb. 12. 650 f. qualis Hyperboreos ubi nubilus institit axes (axe cod. P) |
luppiter et prima tremefecit sidera bruma, | etc.

2 Guida del Mus. Napoli p. 289 no. 1259, Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 32 f. no. 113,
B. Quaranta in the Real Museo Borbonico Napoli 1834 x pi. 23 with text pp. i—3,
E. Braun Vorschule der Kunstmythologie Gotha 1854 p. 10 pi. 15 (= my fig. 8), Welcker
Alt. Denkm. iv. 104 f. ('Jupiter im Wolkenrevier'), O. Benndorf 'Zeus und Eros' in the
Rhein. Mus. 1864 xix. 442—449 with pi., Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 189 ff. (17)
Atlas pi. i, 43, Reinach Rtp. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 9 no. 7, Herrmann Denkm. d. Malerei
pi. 186 (=my pi. iv) Text p. 253.

3 This detail I owe to Miss P. B. Mudie Cooke (Mrs E. M. W. Tillyard), who kindly
inspected for me all the frescoes representing Zeus that are in the Naples collection.

4 B. Quaranta loc. cit. 'un pallio di color bianco livido,' but W. Helbig loc. cit. 'Ein
rothlicher Mantel.'

5 H. W. Schulz in the Bull. d. Inst. 1841 p. 104 'col nimbo bianco,' L. Stephani
Nimbus undStrahlenkranz StPetersburg 1859 p. 13 (extr. from iheMJmoires de F Academie
des Sciences de St.-Petersbourg. vi Serie. Sciences politiques, histoire, philologie. ix. 361 ff.)
' weiss,' W. Helbig loc. cit. ' einen weisslichen Nimbus um das Haupt.'
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Eros appearing behind his right shoulder points downwards to some
cause of interest, not improbably to Ganymedes or some other of
the god's numerous flames1. Above the pair stretches the arc of
a rainbow, beyond which, half-hidden by the clouds, is perched an
eagle looking towards its master. So much is certain. But further,
a comparison of this fresco with 'Apulian' vase-paintings2 or with
the relief by Archelaos of Priene8 raises a suspicion that here, as
there, Zeus is really couched on a mountain-top, say the cloudy
summit of Olympos. Be that as it may, the painter has managed
to combine a variety of Hellenistic motifs—the recumbent Zeus4, the
prompting Eros5, the expectant eagle6—in a fairly consistent and
effective whole.

Somewhat similar is the design that adorned the central medallion
in the barrel-ceiling of Room 60, the famous Volta Dorata, of Nero's
Golden House (fig. 9)7. Here against a circular field of blue is seen

1 F. G. Welcker loc.. cit. p. 104 held that Eros is directing attention to the sceptre of
Zeus, O. Benndorf loc. cit. p. 444 that he is indicating the heart as the seat of the god's
malady. E. Braun loc. cit. had come nearer' to the truth, when he assumed that Eros is
pointing downwards to some human fair.

2 Supra i. 127 fig. 96, i. 128 f. pi. xii.
3 Supra i. 131 fig. 98 pi. xiii.
4 With the works of art recorded in the two preceding notes cp. a numismatic type

supra i. 116 fig. 85. See further Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 161, supra i. 125 ff.
5 The history of the type is worth tracing. Its several stages are enumerated and

exemplified infra Append. Q.
6 Supra i. 34 Frontispiece and pi. i, 35 pi. ii, 42 pi. vi, 131 pi. xiii and fig. 98, 598 n. r

fig- 461, 752 fig- 552."• 15 f- figs- 4—6, 285 n. o fig. i84f., 400n. n fig. 303, 575 fig. 481,
576 fig. 484, 705 fig. 635, 707 figs. 639, 640, 754 n. 2 fig. 694, 771 fig. 735, 798 fig. 761,
833 fig- 793' 895 n- i fig-821, 956 n. o fig. 846, 1125 n. i fig. 951, 1143 fig. 964, 1161
fig. 969, 1230 fig. 1024, 1232 tailpiece. Sometimes the eagle hovers (ii. 708 fig. 643),
or is perched on a cornu copiae(\i. 1225 fig. 1023) or grape-bunch (i. 596 fig. 457) or tree
(ii. 282 n. 2. pi. xix) or on the reins of a car (ii. 285 n. o fig. 180) or in the pediment of
a temple (ii. 285 n. o fig. 186) or on a globe (ii. 95 fig. 54, a, 578 n. i fig. 491 (?)) or holds
a wreath (i. 42 fig. 12, 276 fig. 202 (?), ii. 232 n. o fig. 160 (?), 754 n. 2 fig. 695), or is
duplicated to flank a throne (ii. 754 n. i fig. 693, cp. 1102 n. o fig. 939), or mounts guard
over the regalia (ii. 8n fig. 778), or appears in relief on an altar (i. 713 fig. 528). The
same bird attends upon Sarapis (i. 188 fig. 137) and lupiter Dolichenus (i. 6ir f. figs. 480,
481), and upon emperors who play the part of Zeus, e.g. Domitian (ii. 8n n. 5 fig. 777),
Commodus (ii. 1185 fig. 987), Geta (ii. 1185 f. fig. 988), Caracalla (ii. 1186 fig. 989).

See further K. Sittl Der Adler und die Weltkugel als Attribute des Zeus (Besonderer
Abdruck aus dem vierzehnten Supplementbande der Jahrbiicher fur classische Philologie)
Leipzig 1884 pp. 3—42.

7 P. S. Bartoli—G. P. Bellori Le pitture antiche del Sepolcro de Nasonii nella Via
Flaminia Roma 1680 p. 6 ('/« un foglio si rappresenta la testudine di una Camera
dimsata in ripartimenti di -vari colori, nel cui mezzo in una sfera celeste sono dipinte le
Nozze di Giove, il quale sopra una nubbe, abbraccia Giunone con Amore che scocca verso di
lui uno sir ale. Evvi incontro Pallade, e Mercurio col vaso del? ambrosia1), G. Turnbull
A treatise on ancient painting London 1740 p. 176 pi. 10 {'Jupiter on his Eagle caressing
Juno, probably, because Minerva is there; yet he was wont to receive his Daughter
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Zeus seated on a cloud with a crimson himdtion wrapped about his
legs. He turns to embrace the naked and rather effeminate form of
Ganymedes1, who wears turban-wise his Phrygian cap (?) and has

Fig. 9.

a wind-swept chlamys fluttering from his shoulder. The great eagle,
which has just arrived with the beauteous boy, is already nestling—

Venus very kindly, according to Virgil' (Aen. i. 254 ff.)) from a drawing by Bartoli in
the Massimi collection = my fig. 9, F. Weege in the Jahrb. a. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst.
1913 xxviii. 176 col. pi. 6 ('Auf einer Wolke sieht man Zeus, von dem Adler getragen,
mit einer nackten Frau (oder Ganymed?), vor ihm links die bewaffnete Athena und
Hermes mit einer Schale. Von oben schwebt ein Eros auf das Liebespaar zu'), Reinach
Rip. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 15 no. 2 ('Jupiter, Ganymede, Minerve, Mercure, Eros').

1 Other identifications (see the preceding note) are much less probable. luno would
not have been represented as a naked woman, and Venus could at most claim a parental
kiss. Besides, the eagle spells Ganymedes.



Plate V

A frescoed ceiling from a room in the Golden House: Zeus enthroned in heaven, surrounded by gods, goddesses, Tritons, etc.
Seepage^.
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its wings still spread—beneath the left foot of Zeus, to serve him as
a living footstool. Eros hovers near at hand with welcoming arms.
Hermes in winged petasos and loosely draped chlamys holds up, from
a lower level of cloud, ̂ .phidle—possibly that from which Ganymedes
had fed the eagle1. In the background to the left Athena, equipped
with helmet, spear, and Gorgon-shield, turns her head to address
another goddess imperfectly seen behind her. The painting no doubt
has merits. The choice of subject suits its position of central impor-
tance. The blue circle overhead suggests the sky and helps the
spectator to realise that this is no mountain-top but the heaven above
it2. Hermes' gesture secures uplift3. Detachment from earth is
complete. Yet the composition in general is not very well adapted
to fill the circular space. The fusion of three types—Zeus enthroned,
Zeus on the eagle4, Ganymedes on the eagle—is decidedly awkward.
Hermes' action after all is a little meaningless. And the two
goddesses, perhaps intended for those of the Capitoline triad, are
obviously de trop.

These weaknesses disappear in a third fresco, which again formed
the ceiling-decoration in a room of the Golden House (pi. v)5.
The circular design, according to a sketch of it made by that con-
sistently careful draughtsman P. S. Bartoli, depicts Zeus seated on
a cloudy throne with a himdtion wrapped about his legs, a thunder-
bolt brandished in his right hand, and an eagle perched at his side.
The medallion was surrounded by a triple row of gods and goddesses
with, beyond them, a series of sportive Tritons.

An engraved onyx in my collection (fig. io)6 represents the
whole company of heaven as conceived in Roman imperial times.

1 Infra Append. P. 2 Supra i. 115.
3 Cp. the attitude of Ganymedes himself, not to mention the eagle and the dog, in the

Vatican group after Leochares (supra ii. 281 n. 4).
4 Supra ii. 102 f. n. o figs. 59—64, ii. 462 n. o.
5 J. P. Bellorius et M. A. Causseus Picturae antiquae cryptarum Romanarum, et

sepulcri Nasonum Romae 1750 p. 89 Append, pi. 6 ('Juppiter nubi insidet, proxime
adstante Aquila, dextraque fulmen niinax in hominum exitium torquere videtur : circum-
stant triplici ordine Deorum, Dearumque imagines: quartumque ordinem implent
Tritonum lusus') =my pi. v, Reinach R4p. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 9 no. 5.

6 The stone, which is circular and plano-convex (here figured to a scale of f), possibly
served as a pendant or ear-ring. On such purely ornamental phalerae see E. Saglio in
Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iv. 427. This one is from the Wyndham Cook and Sir
Francis Cook collections. It does not appear in the privately printed Catalogue of the
Wyndham Cook Collection, but was in the Sale of Humphry W. Cook (July 1925), who
inherited from Sir Francis Cook. There is an impression of the same intaglio in the
Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge, no. 472 in the Impressions of Engraved
Gems (Ancient and Modern) got together by John Wilson (1790—1876). It is described
in the MS. Catalogue as 'Jupiter between Juno & Minerva to witness a Chariot Race' !
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The convex circular field is admirably suggestive of a cosmic scene.
Above a thick stratum of cloud sit the Capitoline three. lupiter in
the centre, with a himdtion draped round his knees and over his left
shoulder, has a small twisted thunderbolt in his right hand1 and
a long sceptre in his left. At his right side Minerva, in ckittfn,

Fig. 13- Fig. 14.

himdtion, and helmet, holds a short sceptre in one hand and raises
the other as if she grasped a spear2. At his left side is luno, in

1 The thunderbolt, though present in the position indicated supra ii. 754 ff., is
minimised and liable to confusion with the lines of the arm and hand.

2 Cp. e.g. a terra-cotta lamp of s. iii. A.D., which figures the Capitoline deities all
seated and puts a spear in the raised right hand of Minerva (Brit. Mus. Cat. Lamps
p. 167 no. i no fig. 234). The motif is normal in the standing type of the Capitoline
Minerva (e.g. supra \. 44 fig. 13, 45 fig. 14). The omission of the spear on the onyx may
imply that the pose was modified into a gesture of entreaty or the like (C. Sittl Die
Gebdrden der Griechen und Romer Leipzig 1890 pp. 51, 188 ff.).
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chiton, himdtion, and veil. She too holds a short sceptre in one hand
and with the other extends a patera towards lupiter. The triad is
flanked by a pair of nude beardless wind-gods blowing conch-shells1

as they emerge from the cloudy band. Beneath the clouds Sol in
a quadriga pursues Luna in a biga\ he is distinguished by his
chlamys and radiate crown, she by her arched drapery and crescent.
Lowest of all reclines Oceanus portrayed as an elderly river-god
with water flowing from his urn2. The Capitoline group as here
represented resembles so closely—even to the modified gesture of
Minerva's hand—the same group as it appears on bronze medallions
of Antoninus Pius (fig. n)3 and of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius
Verus (fig. 12)* that we may fairly attribute the intaglio to a period
not much later than the middle of the second century A.D. Similar
in age and motif axz, two, if not three, gems in our national collection5.
Ultimately the deities, seated or standing, are accompanied by their
favourite birds—graphic labelling of the usual sort (figs. 13, I4).6

It is interesting to observe that the whole subject was used with
happy effect in the decoration of a. terra-cotta lamp, now at Berlin
(fig. I5)7, which—to judge from its heart-shaped nozzle—can be
referred to the third century A.D.8

1 F. Piper Mythologie und Symbolik der christlichen Kunst Weimar 1851 i. 2. 437,
H. Steinmetz in the fahrb, d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv. 37 ff.

2 P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 817 f. fig. i, O. Navarre in Daremberg—
Saglio Diet. Ant. iv. 144.

3 Frohner Med. emp. rom. p. 49 fig. (Paris) = Cohen Monn. emp. rom.2 ii. 380 f. no.
1134 fig. (=my fig. u) (Paris) (Minerva 'porte la main droite a sa tete') = E. Aust in
Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 758 fig., Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 16 no. 66 pi. 50, 5 a bronze
medallion of Antoninus Pius (140—143 A.D.) with obv. legend ANTONINVS AVG PIVS p p
TR P cos in (Milan).

4 Cohen Monn. emp. rom.2 iii. 130no. 5 ('AutrefoisM. Carpentier') (Minerva 'porte
la main droite a sa tete') = Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 43 no. 6 pi. 71, 6 (= my fig. 12)
a medallion, in two bronzes, of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus (161—165 A.D.) with
obv. legend IMP ANTONINVS AVG cos ii[i] IMP VERVS cos n (Berlin).

5 (i) a sapphirine chalcedony (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems* p. 143 no. 1257 pi. 18,
Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 44, 48, ii. 215, H. B. Walters Art of the Romans London
1911 pi. 48, 21). (2) a sard (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 143 no. 1258 pi. 18). (3) a frag-
mentary sard, minus the upper part of Minerva (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'2' p. 143 no. 1259).

6 Nos. 7228 and 8889 in the Wilson Collection of Gem-impressions (supra^. 39n. 6).
Scale f.

7 In the Berlin Museum terra cotta no. 871 figured by L. Beger Thesauri Regii et
Electoralis Brandenburgici vol. iii (Coloniae Marchicas s.a.) p. 439 f. fig. H, P. S.
Bartoli—G. P. Bellori Le antiche lucerne sepolcralifigurate Roma 1704 Pt. ii. p. 4 f. pi. 9
(=my fig. 15), H. Moses A Collection of Vases... London 1814 pi. 81 (after Bartoli), cp.
Q. Jahn Archdologische Beitrdge Berlin 1847 p. 83, F. Piper op. cit. i. 2. 435.

8 J. Fink in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1900
p. 685 ff. 'Formen und Stempel romischer Thonlampen' (Class iv), Brit. Mus. Cat.
Lamps pp. xxv, 167 if.
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In Greece and Italy the belief that the gods were enthroned above
the cloud-belt goes back, through a long line of literary tradition, to
Homer and the Homeric Olympos1. Further east even earthly

monarchs laid claim to a like exaltation. Thus Kushana kings of
the Kabul valley, during the first two centuries of our era, issued
numerous gold coins on which their supramundane position was duly
indicated. V'ima Kadphises, son of Kujula Kadphises and conqueror

1 Supra i. 101 f. pi. ix, i and 2.
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of northern India, whose reign ended in 78 A.D.1, appears either half-
emergent from a pile of clouds (fig. i6)2 or sitting cross-legged
upon them as on comfortable cushions (fig. I/)3. Kanishka, his
successor from 78 A.D. onwards4, raises his head proudly above a
thick mass of clouds (fig. i8)5. Huvishka, who probably followed
Kanishka on the throne c. 111—129 A.D.6, repeats the types of V'ima
Kadphises and either emerges half his height above the clouds
(figs. 19, zo)7 or sits cross-legged on the top of them (fig. 2i)8.

Finally, in mediaeval times, the cloud-stratum was stylised into
the nebuly of ecclesiastical9 and heraldic10 art.

Fig. i6. Fig. 18.

Fig. 19. Fig. 20. Fig. 21.
1 E. J. Rapson in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 581 ff., cp.

L. D. Barnett Antiquities of India London 1913 p. 43. V. A. Smith The Early History
of India* rev. by S. M. Edwardes Oxford 1924 p. 271 makes Kadphises ii reign c. 78—
C. 110 A.D.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 124^ pi. 25, 8 and 9 ( = my
fig. 16), L. D. Barnett op. cit. p. 213 f. pi. 5, i.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 124 pi. 25, 7 ( = my fig. 17),
C. J. Brown The Coins of India Calcutta 1922 p. 35 pi. 4, 3 ('the king seated cross-legged
on a couch').

4 E. J. Rapson loc. cit. V. A. Smith op. cit.* pp. 274, 286 makes Kanishka succeed
Kadphises ii and reign c. 120—c. i6oA.D. L. D. Barnett op. cit. p. 42 had placed
Kanishka's reign 58—c. 346.0.

5 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 132 pi. 16, 16 ( = my fig. 18)
and 17.

6 Supra ii. 791 n. 2. V. A. Smith op. cit.* p. 286 ff. dates Huvishka's reign c. 160—
c, 182 A.D. L. D. Barnett op. cit. p. 42 had placed it c. 25 B.C.—c. 2 A.D.

7 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 136 ff. pi. 27, 9 ( = my fig. 19),
ii, 16, pi. 28, 9, V. A. Smith op. cit.* p. 76 coin-pi. figs. 4, 5. Fig. 20 is from a specimen
in my collection.

8 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 145 pi. 28, 10 ( = my fig. 21).
9 Supra ii. 137 n. o pi. viii.

10 O. Barren in The Encyclopedia Britannica11 Cambridge 1910 xiii. 317, A. C. Fox-
Davies A complete Guide to Heraldry London 1925 pp. 79^-) 91 f- ng- 47> G> H> 94-
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(c) Nephelokokkygia1.

It remains to consider in greater detail the most famous con-
ception of Cloud-land bequeathed to us by classical antiquity, the
Nephelokokkygia of Aristophanes' Birds. That remarkable drama
raises many problems, some of which we must attempt to solve.
Why did the poet choose Birds for his theme? Why lay such stress
on the Hoopoe, the Woodpecker, the Cuckoo? Who is Pisthetairos?
Who is Basileia? And what light does the whole fantasia throw on
the relation between Zeus and the Clouds? I begin by passing in
review the relevant incidents of the play.

Two typical Athenians, Pisthetairos and Euelpides, tired of
Athens and its perpetual lawsuits, set out, under the guidance of a
crow and a jackdaw, to seek the hoopoe Tereus. They would learn
from him, since he too had been a man and suffered like troubles,
where they may find peaceful quarters—

Fleecy as a rug and soft to lie upon2.

They want something more comfortable than their own Rock Town,
but scout his suggestions of the Red Sea in the east, Lepreos down
south, Opous up north. Euelpides thinks there is much to be said
for staying where they are, with the Birds. And Pisthetairos is
struck by a grand idea. If Tereus and the Birds would but hearken
to him, they might take possession of the Clouds—why not?—and
transform the very pdlos into a pdlis. This would enable them to
starve out the gods, who could receive no savoury sacrificial smoke
without first paying tribute to them! Hereupon Tereus and his mate,
Prokne the nightingale, summon an assembly of the Birds, a sus-
picious and hostile crowd3.

To allay their fears, Pisthetairos in a persuasive speech develops
his scheme4. He tells them that the Birds were formerly lords of
creation, being of older lineage than Kronos, the Titans, or Earth
herself—witness Aesop's fable of the Lark which, before earth existed,
had to bury her father in her own head5. Clearly then the Birds are

1 The first draft of this section appeared as ''Nephelokokkygia'' in Essays and Studies
presented to William Ridge-way Cambridge 1913 pp. 213—221 with pi. It is here re-
published with considerable alterations and additions.

2 Aristoph. av. 121 f. 3 Id. ib. i—450.
4 Id. #.451—538.
5 This fable, which is of a type still common in the Balkans (cp. M. Gaster Rumanian

Bird and Beast Stories London 1915 p. 236 f. no. 78 'Why has the lark a tuft?', p. 238 f.
no. 79 'Why is the tuft of the lark dishevelled?'), is not found in any ancient collection
of Aisopika. F. de Furia (Lipsiae 1810) fab. 415 and C. Halm (Lipsiae 1860) fab. 211
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more ancient than the gods, and Zeus ought to relinquish his sceptre
to the Woodpecker1. Again, the Birds are the rightful rulers of
mankind. The Cock with his upright tiara was once king of Persia,
and still summons men to their labours2. The Kite lorded it over

merely paraphrase or transcribe Aristophanes. Galen de simplicium medicamentorum
temperamentis et facultatibus n. 37 (xii. 360f. Kiihn) likewise cites Aristophanes and
rightly cp. the ^wirv^idiai KopvSa\\iSes of Theokr. 7. 23 (see O. Crusius on Babr. 72. 20
Kopvda\\bs ovv rd<f>ois iraifav). Ail. de nat. an. 16. 5 (copied by the paroemiographers
Apostol. 7. 74, Arsen. viol. p. 239 Walz s.v. ITT OTTOS "Lvdov ffTopytf) thinks that the Greeks
got their story of the Lark from one told by the Brachmanes about the Hoopoe, a bird
which the Indians deem the right pet for royalty. The story is as follows. A certain Indian
king had a son, whose [two ?] elder brothers grew up lawless and violent.. They scorned
their brother as too young and scoffed at their father and mother as too old. So the
parents took their youngest boy and fled. Their journey was too much for them and they
died. But the boy, far from despising them, split his own head with a sword and buried
them in it. The Sun, who sees all, amazed at this remarkable instance of filial piety,
turned the boy into a beautiful and long-lived bird. On his head is a crest, which keeps
his exploit in memory....An Ogygian length of time has elapsed since the Indian Hoopoe
was a boy and treated his parents thus. A. Hausrath in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi.
1727, i73of. makes it probable that the simple Greek tale is not actually derived from
the more rhetorical Indian tale. Nevertheless the two are so similar that they cannot be
regarded as wholly unrelated. There is of course a superficial resemblance between the
crested lark (e.g. R. Lydekker The Royal Natural History London 1894—95 iii. 420 f.
with fig. on p. 418) and the hoopoe (id. ib. 1895 iv. 57 ff. with col. pi.), and it is reason-
able to suppose that Greeks and Indians, distant cousins by race, elaborated analogous
stories to account for parallel features. But D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek
Birds Oxford 1895 p. 97 is in danger of going too far when he says: 'The Kopvd6s and
?TTO^ (both crested birds) are frequently confused : the very word Alauda is possibly an
Eastern word for the Hoopoe, Arab, al hudhud? This etymology, first found in, or rather
implied by, the Pandectarius Arabicus Matthaei Sylvatici (an Arab commentator on the
Pandectae of Matthaeus Sylvaticus, physician of Salerno, published at Naples in 1474)
quoted by S. Bochart Hierozoicon rec. E. F. C. Rosenmiiller Lipsiae 1796 iii. 115, is
nowadays commonly rejected in favour of a Celtic origin (Plin. nat. hist. n. 121 Gallico
vocabulo, Suet. lul. 24 vocabulo...Gallico, Marcell. de medicamentis 28. 50 p. 299, i
Helmreich Gallice): see L. Diefenbach Origines Europaeae Frankfurt am Main 1861
pp. 219—222, C. W. Gliick in the Jahrb. f. class. Philol. 1866 xii. r66f., A. Holder
Alt-celtischer Sprachschatz Leipzig 1896 i. 75 f., Walde Lat. etym. Worterb.z p. 23.

1 Supra ii. 697 n. o. May we infer that the woodpecker, like the wren (first in
Aristoph. av. 569 fiaffiXefo tar dpxfXos opvis, cp. its later names (icuriklffKos (Aisop. ap.
Plout. praec. gerend. reipubl. 12, alib.), rtipawos (Aristot. hist. an. 8. 3. 592 b 23),
regaliolus (Suet. lul. 81 regaliolum with v.l. regaviolum, on which see De Vit Lat. Lex.
s.v. 'regaliolus'), regulus (farm, dephilomeL 43 in Poet. Lat. min. v. 366 Baehrens),
'kinglet' (C. Swainson The Folk Lore and Provincial Names of British Birds London
1886 p. 25)) and sundry other birds (Plin. nat. hist. 10. 203 dissident...aquila et
trochilus, si credimus, quoniam rex appellatur avium, cp. 8. 90 parva avis, quae trochilos
ibi vocatur, rex avium in Italia, with the remarks of D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary
of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 171 f.), was popularly held to be a king? Keleos the Green
Woodpecker (supra i. 226) was one of the 'kings' at Eleusis (supra i. 211).

2 F. Baethgen De vi ac significatione galli in religionibus et artibus Graecorum et
Romanorum Gottingae 1887 pp. 6, 8, n (somewhat slight). The best account of the cock
in Persian religion is still that of K. Schwenck Die Mythologie der Perser Frankfurt am
Main 1850 pp. 304—307. See also F. Orth in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 2521 fF.
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Hellas: Hellenes grovel yet at the sight of him1. The Cuckoo was
sovereign of Egypt and Phoinike, and his cry sent the circumcised
to reap their plains: young stalwarts still follow their example2.
Tragedy-kings bear a bird-tipped sceptre3. Zeus himself has an
eagle on his head, Athena an owl, Apollon a hawk4. No wonder
men swear 'by the Goose5.'

1 The kite was in general a bird of ill omen (L. Hopf Thierorakel und Orakelthiere in
alter und neuer Zeit Stuttgart 1888 p. 94 f. ('Weihen')), whose advent shortly before the
vernal equinox (Gemin. calendarium: Pisces p. 228, i f. Manitius ei> Si rg tf (March 9)
Ei)86£<{> xe'A"*^et • /cat IKTWOS <palveTai, 6 f. iv d£ rrj K/3 (March 14) Effcri^juoi't IKTIVOS <f>aiveTat •
dpviBtat irvtovffi. yu^xpts tV?;/tep£as, lof. & StrjfX (March 22) KaXXliriry TUV "L\8^<av 6 v6rios
eirtTt\\(ai> M]yei • t/cTtj/oj tpaiverai • jSoptas irvel with the observations of D'Arcy W. Thompson
A Glossary of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 68 f. Cp. Aristoph. av. 713 f.) might well be
greeted by the superstitious with grovelling prostration (schol. Aristoph. av. 501 irpoicv-
\ivdeicr6af £apos dpxofJ-frov (tyxo/dvov cod. R.) f/cTtvos <paiverai et's rty 'EXXdSa. 4tf> if

nvXlvdovrai (wj £irl ybvv. irai^as o$v wy jSacriXet <)>n)<n TO Kv\ivdei<r0<u). tdiov yap
TO yovvirerfiffOai f/irb avdp&irwv. aXXws. (TotisavOpdbirovsdijXoj'OTi. TO 5ta/u.era/3oXV

d£ Kaipov yi.v6p.evov eis /Saa'tXtKi^' lir^Tpeif/e TLfj^v.) ol yap IKTI.VOI. TO iraKaibv Zap Iff'qua.i.vov.
ol irfr-riTes ovv diraXXa7^res rov %et/x,cDj'oj fKvXivSovvro /cat irpoffeKtivovv ai)roi;$. Souid. s.v.
t'/crti/os merely copied this scholion, prefixing the words /cai irapoi/j-ta1 irpoKv\iv5eiff&ai.
iKrlvois. No such saying, however, appears in the paroemiographers). There is no doubt
that Aristophanes has here preserved for us a genuine scrap of ancient folk-custom.
W. Mannhardt Wald- undFeldkulte'2' Berlin 1904 i. 483 adduces an interesting parallel:
'Beim ersten Kukuksruf walzt sich der Meininger, hessische, westfalische Bauer ein
paarmal auf der Erde, um das Jahr hindurch frei von Riickenschmerzen zu bleiben5. (5 Zs.
f. D. A. in, 362, 13. xn, 400. Zs. f. D. Myth, iv, 447. Kuhn, Westfal. Sag. II, 74, 221.)
Gradeso warf sich im alten Griechenland riicklings (Virrios) nieder und walzte sich auf dem
Boden, wer zum erstenmale im Friihling eines Weihen (if/crtj'oj) ansichtig ward6.
(6Aristophan. av. 498ff. c. schol.)' See further Seemann in the Handworterbuch des
deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1933 v. 713, 721 n. 170.

2 We have no reason to think that Egyptians and Phoenicians were specially devoted
to the Cuckoo. But it is likely enough that they regarded his cry in the spring-time as a
signal for returning to work in the fields (cp. J. Hardy ' Popular History of the Cuckoo'
in The Folk-Lore Record 1879 "• 5^ ^0- Aristophanes uses words with a double meaning:
KOKKV suggests at once 'cuckoo' and 'cuckold' (W. Mannhardt 'Der Kukuk' in the
Zeitschrift fur deutsche Mythologie und Sittenkunde 1855 iii. 246 ff. 'Vor allem stand der
kukuk den functionen der zeugung vor.' Etc.); \fsu\ol means both circumcisi and verpi;
irediov is not only 'plain' but also pudendum (schol. Aristoph. av. 507 aXXws. r6 aldotov,
cp. \eifj.ibt>, K^TTOS, Aortus, and the like).

3 E.g. supra i. 251 pi. xxii (Kreon).
4 The type is so unusual that the scholiast ad loc. is reduced to saying Mov elirelv eirl

TOV ffK-ffiTTpov elirev tirl rrjs Ke<f>a\rjs I His alternative explanation &ret5^ eldaBecrav rd afaepw-
jj-tva. €KOffT(f 0e<£ 6pvea 4irl Ke<j>a\r)s idptieffffai. is simply untrue. Hieratic effigies of the sort
are all pre-Hellenic, e.g. the faience goddesses surmounted by snake and lioness (? leopard)
from the temple-repository of ' Middle Minoan iii' date at Knossos (Sir A. J. Evans in the
Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1902—1903 ix. 74 ff. figs. 54—57, id. The Palace of Minos London
1921 i. 500 ff. with col. Frontispiece and figs. 359—362, H. T. Bossert Altkreta^ Berlin
1923 pp. 22, 72 ff. figs. 103—106) or the terra-cotta goddess with a dove on her head from
the small shrine of 'Late Minoan iii' date on the same site (supra ii. 536 fig. 406c). We
need not suppose that such archaic forms had survived into classical Greece. If a bird on
the head was modified into a bird on the helmet, that would lend point enough to
Aristophanes' lines. And of this usage we have some few traces. There was a chrysele-
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phantine statue of Athena with a cock on her helmet, said to be the work of Pheidias, on
the akr6polis of Elis (Paus. 6. 26. 3, cp.-Plin. nat. hist. 35. 54 where the same (?) statue
is attributed to Kolotes the pupil of Pheidias: see further H. Hitzig—H. Bliimner on
Paus. loc, cit.). A bronze formerly in the cabinet of St Germain des Prez represents
Athena wearing a helmet the crest of which is supported by a cock (Montfaucon Antiquity
Explained trans. D. Humphreys London 1721 i. 82 f. pi. 39,19 (' Hermathena'!) = Reinach
Rip. Stat. ii. 276 no. 10). Another bronze at Agram makes her crest-support an owl
(J. Brunsmid 'Monuments du Musee d'Agram' in the Viestnik 1914 \Vjesnik N. S. xiii
1913/1914] p. 212 cited by Reinach Rep. Stat. v. 120 no. 9). A third, in the Bammeville
collection, repeats the motif (W. Frohner Collection de feu M. Joly de Bammeville Paris
1893 pi. 19 = Reinach Re"p. Stat. ii. 278 no. 9).

5 E. von Lasaulx Der Eid bet den Griechen Wurzburg 1844 p. 27 f. and R. Hirzel Der
Eid Leipzig 1902 pp. 96 n. 2, 100 n. 3 collect most of the passages that bear on this
curious practice. From them we learn (a) that Rhadamanthys would not surfer his
subjects to take an oath by the gods, but bade them swear by goose, dog, ram, etc., and
(6) that Sokrates conformed to the same usage, swearing by dog, plane-tree, etc. Cp.
Plat. apol. 21 E, Gorg. 466 c, Phaedr. 228 B, rep. 399 E, Phaed. 98 E VT\ rbv Kfoa, Gorg.
461 A fJLa TOV Ktiva, Gorg. 482 B fj.a rbv K.{JVO. rbv AiyvirTtuv 6e6v, Phaedr. 236 D—E o/j,vvfj,i...
TIJV TC\&TO.VOV TavT^vi.

Sosikrates (on whom see Laqueur in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 1160—1165)
K/wjTi/cd frag. 5 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 501 Miiller) ap. schol. Aristoph. av. 521
5' ofju>vtri: (T&V eiKrj Sai/j.6vuv. 6'ri (F. Dtibner cj. otf) irpwroc ot Swicparifcoi
oCrws duvtivai. Swcrt/c/jdrijs (so J. Meursius and L. Kiister for Sco/c/>dr?7$) yap ev r<£ /3' (so
W. Dindorf for t/3') rQsv Kpr/ri/cwv OVTWS (pr/ffl "'PaddftavOvs 5e ooicei diade^dpevos TTJV
j3affi\eiav 5i/caioYaros yeyevfjffdai. irdvrtav avOp&irtav. X^-yerat 5£ atirbv irp&rov ovS^va eav
opKovs iroieiffOai /card ruiv Beuv, dXX' o/wtfrat /ceXeOcrai "XJnva. Ka.1 Kfoa Kal Kpiov ical ra
Sjitoia") (goose, dog, ram). This is abridged by Souid. s.v. A.d.f/.ir(av O/M>V<TI TOV ~XT\V,
orav f^airarg. TWO. (goose, dog, ram) and s.v. xfjva <5/wiWt (goose, ram).

Schol. Plat. apol. 21 E vy rbv Ktiva.' 'Padafji.dv6vos Spicos euros 6 /card KVVOS rj xyb*
rj Kpiov $ TIVOS &\\ou TOIO&TOV " ols rjv /x^ywros opKos airavn \6yi{> KIJUV, | ^Treira "xfiv
^eous 5' ifflyuv," Kparlvos Xeipwcri (frag, ii (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 155 f. Meineke, who with
T. Gaisford would divide the lines \6yif \ KVUV, not Ktiav, \ gireira)). Kara rodrtav d£
v6/*os dfivvvai., Ivo. fj.i] /caret 6e(av oi opKoi. yiyvuvrai. TOIOVTOI 5£ Kal ol JjUKpdrovs o/wcot
(dog, goose, ram). This is copied by the schol. V.G. Loukian. vit. auct. 16 (dog,
goose, plane, ram), Phot. lex. s.v. 'Pa5a/j.dv6vos Spicos (goose, dog, plane, ram),
Souid. s.v. 'Pada/jidvBvos SpKos (goose, dog, plane, ram), Apostol. 15. 17 (goose, dog,
plane, ram), Arsen. p. 423 f. Walz (goose, dog, plane, ram), and in part by Zenob.
5. 81 (goose, dog), Hesych. s.v. 'Pada/j.dv6vos op/cos (goose, dog) and s.v. •xfiva 6/j.vtietv
(goose), Makar. 7. 49 (ram, swan, vegetables), cp. Append, prov. 2. 91 Evpurldeios
bpKos' fows 6 Kara Kvv6s rj •xrji'os (where E. L. von Leutsch notes: ' Euripides Socraticus
hoc imitatus est') (dog, goose).

Further allusions in Loukian. vit. auct. 16 SO. Kal HTJV 6>j/tfw y£ aoi. rbv tvbva. KOI Tr)v
ir\dravov oCrw raOr' ^Xetf/- fiNHTHS. 'Hpci/cXets rijs droTrtas r(av 6e(av. SO. rl <ri> \tyeis;
oO SoKei ffoi 6 nixav elvai Beds; ovx op$s TOV "Avovfiiv ev AiyinrTfp offos; Kal rbv ev ovpavq
Sefptoi' Kal rbv irapa rots K&TU Ktypfpov; (dog, plane), Icarom. 9 oi 5^ Kara KVV&V Kal
Xyv&v Kal irXardywj' tiribuvvvTO (dog, goose, plane), Theophil. ad Autol. 3. 2 p. 152
Humphry rl d)(p4\r)ffev...'Zi>>KpdTr]v TO 6uv6eii> rbv ictiva Kal TOV xrjva Kal Tr\v irXdravov Kal
rbv KepavvuQtfTa 'Ao~K\riiribi> Kal TO. dai/j,6via a ^Tre/caXetro; (dog, goose, plane), Tert.
apol. 14 taceo de philosophis, Socrate contentus, qui in contumeliam deorum quercum et
hircum et canem deierabat (oak, goat, dog) — a^ nat. i. 10 taceo de philosophis, quos...
nonnullus etiam afflatus veritatis adversus deos erigit: denique et Socrates in contumeliam
eorum quercum et canem et hircum iurat (oak, dog, goat), Athen. 370 A—c (Nik. frag.
n a description of the Kpd^ij) "rjv fjuivTiv \axdvoicri ira\ai6yovoi tvtirov&iv." /wjTrore Se
6 "SlKavdpos fj,dt>Tiv K^K\rjKe TTJV Kpdnfiriv, iepav ovo-av, eirel Kal irap' 'iTrirciva/crt kv TOIS
Idufiois (frag. 37 Bergk4, 40 Diehl) ear* rt Xey6/j.evov TOIOVTOV " 6 8' ^foXio-fluw k^reue rrf>
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TTJV eirTa<j>v\\ov, y QveaKe Havddpni \ QapyrjXioifftv (T. Bergk prints

HavStip-g from his own cj. and TapyijXlourtv from- that of F. W. Schneidewin) eyxvTov irpb
<pap(Ji.aKOv (so Schneidewin for QapudKov). " Kai 'Avdvios 8£ <j>rjffi, (frag. 4 Bergk4, 3 Diehl)
"/ecu ffe iro\\bv dvBp&iriav \ eyu 0iX^w judXwra, val /id TT\V Kpd/jtj3r)v." Kal Ti^Xe/cXei'S^s
Hpvrdveffi (frag. 4 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 368 Meineke)) " val /id rets Kpdupas" e<p-q. KOI
'lEjirlxapfJios tv Tq, Kal Qa\dff<ra (frag. 25 Kaibel) " val /id TO.V Kpdufiav." EtfiroXts BdirTais
(frag. 13 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 451 Meineke) ap. Priscian. de metr, Ter. 23 (ii. 427, 25 f.
Hertz)) "val pa TT,V Kpduftr)y." e86Kei de 'IwviKos elvai 6 op/cos. Kal ov irapddo^ov el Kara
TTJS Kpdufirjs Tives ufjivvov, biroTe Kal Ti-ffvtav 6 KiTteus 6 T^S Srofis KriffTup (apophthegm.
48 Pearson, de vita ttstim. 32 a von Arnim) /u/iotf/iepoj TOV Kara rrjs KWOS opuov ZwfcpdTous
Kal a&rbs wuvve TIJV Ka.irira.piv, cij"E/i7re86j (so Kaibel and J. von Arnim, after C. Mtiller,
for "EuiroSos cod.) <pi)<ru> ev 'Airofj.vrjfjioi'e^fjiaffiv (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 403 f. Miiller) (cabbage ;
dog; caper), Diog. Laert. 7. 32 <S/j.vve dt (sc. Zenon), <pa<rl, Kal Kdirirapiv, Ka.6a.irep
SwK/xiTTjj TOV Kiiva, (dog; caper), Philostr. v. Apoll. 6. 19 p. 232 Kayser irpds ravra
6 Qeffirffflwv, "eyfrerb ns," 1̂7, " SwKpdri^s ' A.0-i)va.los dvbriTos, uxrirep rjneTs, ytpuv, os rbv
Ktiva Kal TOV xVa fal Ti)i> ir\a.TO.vov Qeotis Te i)yeiTO Kal u>fj.vv." ll of>K dv&tjTos," tlirev
(sc. Apollonios), " dXXo Oeios Kal aTeyyus aotpos, upvv yap raOra o^x. ws Oeofc, dXX' 'iva, /tr;
Oeotis 6uvtioi" (dog, goose, plane), Porph. de abst. 3. 16 Zw/cpdrTyj de Kal wuvvev
KO.T afouv (sc. T&V £<p<av), Kal eri irpo avTov'Padd/MvOvs ... Kpijcri 5^ v6aos yv'Padaudvdvos,
opKOV eirayeffBai irdvTa TO. $a. ovd£ 2w/cpdr^j TOV Kijva Kal TOV x^va ^aviis eirai^ev, dXXd
Kara TOV TOV At6s Kal Al/c??? iraida (sc. Rhadamanthys) ^Troietro TOV SpKov, otiSt iralfav
b/J.o8oii>\ovs avTov i-Xeyev TOVS KIJKVOVS (dog, goose, swan?), Lact. div. inst. 3. 20 p. 247,
10 f. Brandt verum idem (sc. Socrates) per canem et anserem deierabat (dog, goose))

Lact. inst. epit. 32 p. 708, 7 f. Brandt quam (sc. religionem) quidem Socrates non modo
repudiavit, verum etiam derisit per anserem canemque iurando (goose, dog), Aug. de
vera religione 2 (i. 1207 B ed.2 Bened.) Socrates tamen audacior cseteris fuisse perhibetur
iurando per canem quemlibet, et lapidem quemlibet, et quidquid iuraturo esset in
promptu, et quasi ad manum occurrisset (dog, stone), Prokop. of Gaza epist. 63 p. 554 f.
Hercher vwl 8t ouvvui 06 TTJV irXdTavov T-TJV 2w«:pdTOUs dXXd Toils \6yovs ai)roi5s, fj.^wu ye
TeTvxnKevai TOV KTiJ/ixiToj (plane), Eustath. in Od. p. 1871, 4 ff. 'PadduavOvs de, <pa<ni>,
vtrep TOV fJ.ii 6ebv 6voud£eiv eirl iraffiv €Ke\fvcre, <f>affi, /card x^0* Ka' KVVOS Kal Kpiov dfivtivai.
ufj.vve de, (paai, XW°- Ka^ Sw/cpdr^s ' dXXos 6^ ru Kpdp.fir)v ' ov f^Xcitras vffTepov 6
6'xXoj oibp-WTai KO.TO, \axdvwv (cp. the late glosses in Souid. s.v. Xaxdvois' OTI
evopKlav eirideiKv^nevoi trpbs \dxava 6/j.vtiovffi, pa TO. \dxava Kal ua TO, Ka\d \eyovTes and
s.v. /J.d TO. \dxava' <ri)ueiov TOVTO irepl opKov' o Kal vvv ^Trtxwptdfet. TroXXol yap irpbs
\dxava 6/j.vtiovffiv, evopKiav firideiKV^/jLevoi. eiux<>>ptd£ei 8' elffeTi Kal rotj e\\oyl/j.ois
'Ap/AeviaKois TO /ud TO. KaXd). OTI de Kal yvvaixes ap-vvov eirl otvtp %evapxos iralfav dt)\oi ev
T(f> "SpKov d' eyu yvvaiKds eis olvov ypdifsu" (leg. ypdipu: Xenarch. irevTa.6\o$ frag. 3
(Frag. com. Gr. iii. 620 f. Meineke) ap. Athen. 441 E, cp. Hellad. ap. Phot. bibl. p. 530 a
15 ff. Bekker, Phrynich. praep. soph. p. 95, 16 ff. I. de Borries) (goose, dog, ram;
goose; cabbage; vegetables; wine?). G. Menage in his note on Diog. Laert. 2. 40
ends a similar string of extracts with a ban mot : ' Cum autem frequenter ei (sc . Socrati)
uxor adversaretur, dissidiumque sit feles inter et canes, Italus quidam, cuius excidit mihi
nomen, Xanthippen per felem iurare scripsit ' !

But we have yet to determine the origin and significance of the oath by goose, dog,
ram, etc. No one nowadays is likely to share the view of Tertullian and Lactantius (locc.
citt.} that Sokrates was deliberately making a mock of the gods by his appeal to some
trumpery substitute. Nor, on the other hand, shall we rest satisfied with the contention of
L. Preller (Preller — Plew Gr. Myth. ii. 130 n. 4) that the said substitutes were originally
sacred trees and animals. The Platonic Sokrates, to be sure, says p.a TOV Kiiva. TOV
AiyviTTiwv debv (Plat. Gorg. 482 B). But then the Platonic Phaidros can retort w Sti/cpares,
padiws ai> Alyviniovs Kal bwoSairoi/s av e0£\ys \6yovs motets (Plat. Phaedr. 275 B). The
Lucianic Sokrates, who identifies the 'dog' with Anoubis or Seirios or Kerberos
(Loukian. vt't. auct. 16), would presumably have interpreted the 'ram' as Ammon.
A mantis like Lampon might swear by the 'goose' as a mantic bird (schol. Aristoph. av.
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521 6 5£ A.dpir<av 0tiTi)s rjv Kal XPWpo\6yos /cat pdvw ... uipvve de Kara TOV xyvos u>s
pavriKov opveov). And a little mythological ingenuity could doubtless discover some spark of
sanctity in the 'plane-tree,' the 'cabbage,' the 'poppy' (Souid. s.v. pa pr/Kuvos x^by'
"val vat pa pr^KUvos xXoiji*" and s.v. vail val pa p-^Kuvos x\6rji>- opKOS eirl x^tvaffpy), and
what not? All the same, there was sound sense in the dictum of ApoLlonios that Sokrates
swore by these things oi/x ws Oeofa, dX\' iva pi] Oeoiis 6pv<uoi (Philostr. loc. fit.). Finally,
we shall not subscribe to the well-meant but unconvincing claim of St Augustine, that
Sokrates' attribution of divinity to natural objects was an expedient intended to deter
men from the worship of artificial objects and to direct their thoughts toward the one
true God (Aug. de vera religione 2 (i. 1207 c ff. ed.2 Bened.) credo, intelligebat qualia-
cumque opera naturae, quae administrante divina providentia gignerentur, multo quam
hominum et quorumlibet opificum esse meliora, et ideo divinis honoribus digniora, quam
ea quae in templis colebantur. non quod vere lapis et canis essent colenda sapientibus,
sed ut hoc modo intelligerent qui possent, tanta superstitione demersos esse homines, ut
emergentibushic esset tarn turpis demonstrandus gradus, ad quern venire si puderet, viderent
quanto magis pudendum esset in turpiore consistere. simul et illos qui mundum istum visi-
bilem, summum deum esse opinabantur, admonebat turpitudinis suae, docens esse conse-
quens ut quilibet lapis tanquam summi dei particula iure coleretur. quod si exsecrarentur,
mutarent sententiam, et unum deum quaererent, quern solum supra mentes nostras esse,
et a quo omnem animam et totum istum mundum fabricatum esse constaret. etc.).

What then, after all, is the explanation of these strange oaths? J. Vendryes Language
trans. P. Radin London 1925 p. 221 observes: 'In many languages oaths undergo a
conventional alteration which allows them to be introduced into the best society; thus,
for example, bigre, atfichtre. The French say: palsam.bleu, parbleu, pargnieu, pardienne
instead of par le sang de Dieu or par Dieu, just as the English turned "By Mary" into
"Marry," "By God's Little Body" into "Odds Boddikins".' Similarly E. Weekley The
Romance of Words London 1912 p. 60: 'In drat, formerly ''od rot, zounds, for God's
wounds, 'sdeath, odsbodikins, etc., there is probably a deliberate avoidance of profanity.
The same tendency is seen in Gogs {Shrew, iii. 2), Fr. parbleu, and Ger. Potz in Potztau-
send, etc.' Accordingly W. A. Becker long since conjectured that x^va m this connexion
was a distorted form of Zrjva (W. A. Becker Charikles^ Leipzig 1854 i. 154 'Es kann
fast scheinen, als ob man ausweichend rbv x7)"0- statt TOV Zrjva gesagt habe, wie auch bei
uns dergleichen Verdrehungen nicht ungewohnlich sind'). The same view was advocated
by K. Lehrs Platos Phddrus und Gastmahl Leipzig 1870 p. 142. R. Hirzel Der Eid
Leipzig 1902 p. 96 n. 2 objects that nobody said vr) rbv Zrjva (despite //. 23. 43 and Od.
2O- 339 °" A"* Zijv', Soph. Track. 1188 opvvp' t-yuye, Zrjv' &xwv tirupoTOV, Phil. 1324
Zrjva 5' opKtov Ka\&, Eur. Hipp. 1025 f. vvv 5' opKibv aoi Zrjva. Kal irtdov X^OPOS | opvvpi
K.T.\.) and consequently nobody would have altered it into vrj rbv x7)"0- But this objection
ignores the fact that in Crete—the very home of Rhadamanthys—oaths were regularly
taken at Dreros byrbv Aijva (Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.2 no. 463 (ib.3 no. 527), 14 ff.
cited supra i. 729 n. 2), at Priansos, Gortyna and Hierapytna by TTT^CI (F. Blass in
Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 301 ff. no. 5024, 59 ff. cited supra ii. 72311.0),
at Hierapytna and one of its colonies by Tfjva (F. Blass ib. iii. 2. 311 f. no. 5039, n f.
cited supra ii. 723 n. o), at Lyttos by Tijva (F. Blass ib. iii. 2. 380 f. no. 5147 b, 5 cited.
supra ii. 934 n. o) and by Zrjva (Michel Recueil cTInscr. gr. no. 29, 13 f. cited supra ii.
723 n. o).

I conclude, therefore, that in Crete, where men swore officially by rbv Aijva or Irrjva
or Tijj'a or Zrjva—so many ways of representing the initial At- in the name of Zeus
(E. Boisacq Les dialectes doriens Paris 1891 p. 153, G. Meyer Griechische Grammatik?
Leipzig 1896 p. 338, C. D. Buck Introduction to the Study of the Greek Dialects Boston
1910 pp. 31, 67, 86)—a popular distortion VT\ rbv x^a arose and was in due course fathered
upon Rhadamanthys. R. Hirzel loc. cit. aptly observes that in Crete people still say
pa rb Oepio, 'by the beast, dragon, giant,' or pa TO xv^6> 'by the sap,' for pa TO 6e6, 'by
God' (A. Jeannaraki [ = A. N. Jannaris] AiSMATA KPHTIKA Leipzig 1876 p. 327 'pa
TO 8epi6, statt pa rb 0e6, bei Gott, dvdXepa statt avaOepa, verflucht etc.,' ib. p. 379 'Da

C. III. A
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The Birds, flattered and fluttered by this speech, are willing to
accept the plan of Pisthetairos, to build a great wall1 round the air,

sich das Wort x^X6s mit dem Worte 0e6s reimt, so sagt man sehr oft /u,a TO x^Xo statt /net
TO deb urn die Gotteslasterung zu vermeiden. Gleichfalls sagt man fj.d TO Oepib, pa TO vi6,
auch didf)oi>Tpos statt Std/foXos (vgl. hole mich der Kukuk)'). Perhaps nfoa in turn was a
substitute for Tcfjva,, if not Kpibv for Kpbvov (supra ii. 548 ff.). But successive links soon
become impossible to trace.

1 The notion of a cosmic wall is found in the teaching of Parmenides (Act. 2. 7. i
(H. Diels Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 P- 335 a n ff., b 8ff.) ap. Plout. deplac. phil.
i. 7 /cat rb irepiexov Se irdcras (sc. rets ore^dpas) Tetxous dlm)v ffrepebv iI'Trdpx6"' an(i aP- Stob.
eel. i. 22. ia p. 195, 7 f. Wachsmuth = H. Diels Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker* Berlin
1912 i. 144, i6f. ical TO irepieyov d£ -irdvas refyovs dlKrjv arepebv birdpxeiv, v<p' $ irvp&bi]s
<?Te<pdvri). It reappears in the Epicureanism of Lucretius (Lucr. i. 73 flammantia moenia
mundi, cp. i. 1102, 2. 1045, 1148, 3. 16, 5. 119, 454, 1213, 6. 123), and as a Lucretian
touch in the poems of Ovid (Ov. met. 2. 401 f. at pater omnipotens ingentia moenia caeli |
circuit) and Manilius (Manil. i. 150!. summaque complexus stellantis culmina caeli |
flammarum vallo naturae moenia fecit, 486 f. qui primus moenia mundi | seminibus struxit
minimis inque ilia resolvit). Hence the imitations of later poets, e.g. Milton Paradise
Lost 3. 721 'The rest in circuit walls this universe,' R. Browning Easter-Day 15 Jin.
' Leaving exposed the utmost walls | Of time, about to tumble in | And end the world,'
Epilogue to Dramatis Persona 3.11' Why, where's the need of Temple, when the walls |
O' the world are that ?'

Analogous conceptions are found here and there in the religious imaginings of the
ancient world. R. Eisler Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt Miinchen 1910 ii. 627 notes
that the cosmic wall figures in a cuneiform text (an astronomical document of 1388.0.
published by J. Epping and J. N. Strassmaier in the Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie und
verwandte Gebiete 1891 vi. 243 Sp. i. 131, 30). The Manichaeans recognised a whole
series of such walls (Epiphan. adv. haer. 2. 66. 31 (iii. 52 f. Dindorf) at de 7iy>o/3oXai
Traaui, 6 'Ii;<roi/s b ev T(j3 /MKpy ir\oi<p, /cai 17 p^Ttip TTJS fw7?s, ical ol 5c65e/ca Ki/jSepj/^Tat, /cat
il irapOevos TOV (fxaros, KCLI 6 irptfffiijTris 6 rpLros b iv T<£ /J,eyd\ij> TrXoty, /cai rb ^Ssv irvevfAa,
Kal rb Tet%os ToO peyd\ov irvpbs, ical rb TCIXOS rou avtftov /cat ToO dtpos /cat ToO tiSaros /cat
TOU ^truOev irvpbs rov fwi'TOj Trpos Tbv niKpbv (puo'Tripa oltcov<riv, &XPa &v T0 """^P KaravaX&ffy
TOV Kbfffiov S\ov ev Troerots irore Zreffiv, <Sv OVK e[*.a.6ov TT]V troabrni-TO, = Hegemonies acta
Archelai 13. 2 (p. 21 f. Beeson) prolationes autem omnes lesus est in modica navi, et
mater vitae et duodecim gubernatores et virgo lucis et senior tertius. unde et maiori in
navi vivens spiritus adhibetur, et murus ignis illius magni, et murus venti et aeris et aquae
et interioris ignis vivi, quae omnia in luna habitabunt, usquequo totum mundum ignis
absumat; in quot autem annis numerum non didici. On this Latin version C. H. Beeson
ad loc. remarks ' eine ziemlich ungenaue Paraphrase' and F. Legge Forerunners and
Rivals of Christianity Cambridge 1915 ii. 326 n. i 'which appears to be'nonsense')—
five in number, according to the fragments in Estrangelo script from Turfan, which
mention one of aithtr, one of wind, one of light, one of water, and one of fire, together
with twelve or fourteen heavenly gates (F. W. K. Muller in the Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1904
Phil. -hist. Classe p. 38 f. frag. M. 98, 7 ff. ' Sie ferner auf zur Grenze und | dem Obersten
des Lichtes fuhrte er hinauf und | aus Wind und Licht, Wasser und Feuer, | welches aus
der Mischung gelautert war, hat er Licht- | Fahrzeuge ? zwei jenes der Sonne aus | Feuer
und Licht mit fiinf Mauern, | einer atherischen, windigen, leuchtenden, wasserigen | und
einer feurigen und zwolf Toren und | Hausern fiinf und Thronen drei und | seelensam-
melnden Engeln fiinf sc. in | der feurigen Mauer, und jenes [Fahrzeug] | des Mond-Gottes
aus Wind und Wasser | mit fiinf Mauern, einer atherischen, windigen | leuchtenden,
feurigen und wasserigen und | vierzehn Toren und Hausern fiinf und | Thronen drei und
seelensammelnden Engeln | fiinf, sc. in der wasserigen Mauer, | hat er gemacht und
angeordnet'). Somewhat similar is the vision of 'the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming
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down out of heaven from God' (Rev. 21. 2, cp. 21. 10), 'having a wall great and high;
having twelve gates, and at the gates twelve angels' etc. (Rev. 21. 12).

Later the church fell to a lower level and was content with would-be scientific
speculation. So Kaisarios, brother to Gregorios of Nazianzos, in his Trevaeis Kal diroKpicreis
(on which see W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Munchen 1924 ii. 2. 1415
n. 6) dialogus \ interrogatio 99 (xxxviii. 964 Migne) TTWS ovv Svvei 6 rjXtos, et /*•}> virb yfjv
tj>ep£Tai; Kal ris r67ros 6 Tds dKTivas avrov aKidtyv; responsio wKwroS^cras rci ovpdvia
TtpfiaTa, Kal virb riva TOIXOV, rb fibpeiov yevbfjievov K\i/J.a, VTrepaveffTurros TOV KaTTTraSo/cwi'
eSd<povs, airoffKidfeTat fiev TTJV dcFTpairty TU>V aKrivuv rais XiS^/icus Kal TOIS vdaffi, T<£ vwep-n

Tepovvri Trieffutf TOV ffTepeib/AaTos, SiaK\(a/j.evuv TWV fiapnapvyiav eirl TO, irXdyta, Kal ry
virepoxii Tjjs x^Pffov rrjv <pav<ru> elpybftevos, Kai'a TIJV irpoeKdoOeurav efabva rfjs irap' i)/juv
Xa/wrdSos and Severianus of Gabala (on whom see Lietzmann in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. iiA. 1930 if., W. Christ op. cit.6 ii. 2. 1467 ff.) de mundi creatione 3. 5 (Ivi. 452 f.
Migne) ^'Xtos dvaTe\\uv Kal ju,e\\tav Svveiv ovx Vlrb yrjv dfoei dXX' i&XO&v T& irtpara TOV
ovpavov Tp^x.ei f k rd fioppiva (fiofipiva cod. Vat. Sir H. Savile cj. J36peia) n^pr], &<rirep inrd
nva Toiixov icpvirrbnevos, fjfi] avfxwpotivT<av r&v {iddrwv (f>avi)i>ai atrov rbv dp&fjiov, Kal rpe-xfi.
Kara, fioppiva (fioppivcL cod. Vat. Sir H. Savile cj. fibpeia) fJ.£pr) Kal KaraXafjifidvei Tr]f
dvaTo\Tfiv. Cp. Kosmas Indikopleustes top. Christ. 4. 189 (Ixxxviii. 1880 Migne) rovro
ird\iv rb ftfyos r^s 7^5, rd tirtKeiva TOV fioppa, etrri TO dotKrjTov, ZvOa diaTpfyovviv dirb
Sfaeus Sid TOV poppa 4iri dvaTo\ds, 6p6bv ws £irl TO/XOII V7rdpx,ov 4v $ •yivbfj.et'os 6 ^Xtos
eis r6 oXXo (dpos avTijs r6 oiKov^evov vvKTa direpydfreTai and the whole structure of the
world as indicated ib. 4. 187 f. (Ixxxviii. 185 A—C Migne) ei's TavTrjv Ti]v yrjv TTJV irtpav
TOV 'i^Keawu iravTaxbOev aKpa TOIS aKpois 6 ovpavbs 6 irp&Tos 6 Ka/j.apoei8i)s o-vvdtSeTai, Kara
fj£v TO SvTiKbv /dpos Kal dvaTo\iKbv TO?%OJ op6[i\os ws avu tufiaivuv evplo~K€Tat., Karot de TO
V&TLOV Kal fibpeiov TOIXOS fj-^v £iros TO KdTudev, £ws '(pavepov Kara TOV TVTTOV OPTOS Ka.fj.dpas-
avuOev S£ vif/T)\6TaTos eXiffffbuevos, ws ^6Xos XourpoO fteydXr), KdTudev ire\/j.a &xovffa> O-VTOS

Kal Kaudpa vvdpx^v. etra Kal Trp&rjv £<pt]/jiev iroXXdKts, TO <TTep4ufj.a /J.^ffa /J.t<rois
/card TO (J^os, crwS^Serat avTif Tq> ovpavy, 'iva yfrwvTai dvo x&Pot dvdyaiov (sic)

Kal KaTdyaiov. ZCTTI 82 6 %w/)os 6 els TOVTCO-TI TO KaTayaiov, ev6a eifflv T] yij Kal TO vSwp Kal
T& Xonri (rroi^eta Kal &<rTpa, 6 K6<rfJi.os oSros dirb Trjs yfjs ?ws TOV <7Te/)et6/iaTos • yfjv fjiev Qyuv
eSaipos, Totxovs de IK TOV irpJiTov ovpavov, o-Teyrfv de Tb <TTepeufj,a' Kal dwb TOV orepeci/uaros
Iwj TTJS Kafidpas TOV irp&Tov ovpavov, xwpos defoepos, TOVTeffTiv 7) (3a<ri\fla Ttav ovpavuv evOa
xal b Aeffirbrris X/wrds dcooras dirb T&V veKpuiv dve\^\vde, Kal ol SlKaioi yitera raOra jne\-
\ovffiv dvievai- ovpavbv fiev iJTOi Tb ffTepeufia exfav e8a<pos, Kal ovpavbv Tbv irpurrov TOIXOVS
Kal ffT^yifv Kauapoeidr). See further a valuable section in R. Eisler op. cit. ii. 619 ff. ('Die
Himmelsmauer,' 'Das Welthaus in der syrischen Kosmographie,' etc.).

The cosmic walls of philosophy, religion, and so-called science presuppose mythopoeic
attempts to explain the construction of the visible world. More frankly mythological is
Pindar's 'road of Zeus' leading up 'to Kronos' tower' (supra ii. 36, 52), which—like its
Celtic counterpart the 'castle of Gwydion' (supraii. 52)—appears to be the poetic survival
of some otherwise forgotten myth.

It seems possible that in the west, if not also in the east, the belief in a celestial city
was partly based upon popular interpretations of cloudland. E. H. Meyer Germanische
Mythologie Berlin 1891 p. 88 f. collects a whole series of relevant folk-names from the
Germanic area. Thus at Glandorf near Iburg in Prussia a black storm-cloud that rears
itself above the horizon is called a grommeltorn or 'rumbling tower' (A. Kuhn Sagen,
GebraMche und Mdrchen aus Westfalen Leipzig 1859 ii. 89 no. 277 a, cp. eund. in the
Zeitschrift fur deutsche Mythologie und Sittenkunde 1855 '"• 37^ 'noch heut begegnet
man nicht selten der bezeichnung grummel- oder grommelthurm fur gewitter'), while on
the Moorhausmoor in Thiiringen the witte t6rn or ' white tower' seen in the sky is a sign
of bad weather (A. Kuhn—W. Schwartz Norddeutsche Sagen, Mdrchen und Gebrduche
Leipzig 1848 p. 458 no. 428, W. Mannhardt Germanische Mythen Berlin 1858 p. 186).
In Oldenburg the northern lights are also known as Turm, the 'tower,' and taken to be a
vivid red cloud (L. Strackerjan Aberglatibe und Sagen aus dem Herzogthum Oldenburg
Oldenburg 1867 ii. 63 f.); in the same locality heavy, white clouds are called Mauern,

4 — 2
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and to demand the submission of Zeus. If he refuses, they will
proclaim a holy war against him and forbid the gods to traverse their
realm in search of fresh amours. A herald will be sent to inform
men that in future all must worship birds before gods—the coot1

before Aphrodite, the duck2 before Poseidon, the sea-gull3 before
Herakles, the wren4 before Zeus. Birds have wings, good evidence

'walls' (id. ib. ii. 64). P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1904 i. 128 f. adduces
French examples. Sailors in the Channel regard certain big black clouds as dangerous and
speak of them as les Chdteaux (id. in the Archivio per lo studio delle tradizionipopolari
v. 521). In Provence black clouds brushing past the horizon are called an emparo or
'wall.' A long stretch of emparo is termed birri, 'ramparts.' A small coloured cloud
rising above these 'ramparts' is dubbed tourello, a 'turret.' A big cloud may tower up
charged with thunder and hail; it is then called tourrougat a 'keep.' Finally, when black
threatening clouds begin to break up, with their towers and ramparts, they are known as
casteu, 'castles' (G. de Montpavon 'Mistral' in Armana Prouven$au 1877 p. 45).

This was at least one reason for the first element in Aristophanes' Nephelo-kokkygia—
a typical 'castle-in-the-air.'

1 0aXi7/>fc, though a derivative of 0aX6s, 'white' (Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr.
Spr? p. 481, Boisacq Diet. e"tym. de la Langue Gr, p. 1013 f.), hints at <pa\\6s (Athen.
325 B /cat 'A.<ppodlrr) <f>a\aplda, ws 'Apio~TO<pdvr)S fv "Opviffi (av. 565), KCIT& ffw£n<pao-u> TOU
$aXXoC, schol. Aristoph. av. 565 effxy/J-driffe 5£ vapd rbv <f>a\\6v) or $a\fjs (J. van Leeuwen
ad loc. cp. Aristoph. Ach. 263): D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek Birds
Oxford 1895 p. 176 is unusually obtuse.

2 This is not religion, but common sense. Athen. 325 B KO.\ ri)v vfjTTav d£ Ka.\ovpAvi}v
Hoffeiduvi rives olxeiovfft, as is clear from the previous clause (cited supran. i), depends on
Aristoph. av. 566.

3 The \dpos is assigned to Herakles merely because of its notorious greed (schol.
Aristoph. av. 557 ro» \dpov did rty ddri<f>ayiav 'H/>a/cXet irpoo-avdirTei, cp. Aristoph. eq.
956, nub. 591).

4 Aristoph. av. 567 ff. K^V Ait 0ih? BafftXet icpibv, jSacrtXeiis effr dpx^os ftpvis, \ $ irporepy
Set roO Atos avrov o~4p(pov evdpxff o~<j>ayid£ei.v. \ ETEAII. yaOrjv fftp<p(p ff<payicL£o/j.£vii)'
"jSpovTCiTW v\iv 6 fityas Zdv" with schol. ad loc. 6pxl\os opvis' dia rds ^totx^as rou Atos
TOV 6pviv iraptKaflev (the clause 5id—irap^a^ev is absent from codd. R.V.). eirXdo-aro rb
ovofia TOV SpviBos. ewel KaTdiHpepijs o Zetis Kal /xotx6s, dia TOVTO 6pxi\ov trapei\r)xev 5ia TOI)$
8pXeis. TO 6£ ff4p<pov i-vopxiv, ws Kpibv tvopxiv. This again is not a case of ritual usage, but
of comic invention. There is no special link between Zeus and the wren beyond the fact
that, as Zeus was BctffiXetfs, so the wren was /3a<riXet;s or /3a<rtXi'<Jvcoj (supra p. 45 n. i). On
the wren as king of birds see further C. Swainson The Folk Lore and Provincial Names
of British Birds London 1886 p. 36: 'The tradition of the sovereignty of the wren over
the feathered race is widely spread. Hence we find the Latin name for the bird to be
Regulus, the Greek /3a<riXto-Kos, the French Roitelet, Roides oiseaux, Roi defroidure, Roi
de guille, Roi Bertatid, the Spanish Reyezuelo, the Italian Reatino or Re di siepe (king of
the hedge), the Swedish Kungs fogel, the Danish Fugle Konge or Elle Konge (alder king),
the German Zaunkonig (hedge king), Schneekbnig (snow king).' E. Holland Faune
populaire de la France Paris 1879 ii. (Les oiseaux sauvages) 288 ff., 301 f. collects a vast
number of such names applied to the wren (both the Troglodytes Europaeus and the
Regulus cristatus) in the various districts of France. It would seem reasonable to suppose
that the kingship in question properly belonged to the fire-crest (Regulus ignicapillus} or
gold-crest (Regulus cristatus). Both species occur in Greece (D'Arcy W. Thompson
A Glossary of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 174) and both on the crown of the head have
a conspicuous streak of reddish orange bordered by bright lemon yellow (good illustrations
in J. L. Bonhote Birds of Britain London 1907 p. 50 f. col. pi. 15). The flame-coloured
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of their divinity, and are obviously competent to harm or help
mankind.

Tereus next invites the two friends into his nest, promising to
find them a magic root1 which will enable them too to grow wings.
Meantime his wife Prokne comes out and together with the Choros
chants \hepardbasts, a brilliant vindication of the claims put forward
by the Birds. It tells the old Orphic tale2, how Eros sprang from the
wind-egg laid by black-winged Night, the egg which split into
Ouranos and Ge, primaeval parents of all the gods. Birds declare
the seasons, birds utter oracles, birds give omens; birds in short are
manifestly divine and must be worshipped as such without more ado.

That conclusion reached, out come Pisthetairos and Euelpides
in their fine feathers and at once set about naming the new town—
no Sparta this, but something splendid and sonorous, say Nephelo-
kokkygia3. Heralds are despatched to gods and men. Euelpides
must lend a hand in the actual building. Pisthetairos will fetch
a priest to sacrifice to the newfangled gods.

The novel foundation of course attracts the usual influx of busy-
bodies—a needy lyrical poet, an itinerant soothsayer, the astronomer
Meton, a pompous commissioner, a statute-seller. At last they are
all got rid of and Pisthetairos quits the stage to sacrifice the goat
within.

Then follows a second pardbasis, in which the Birds appropriate
epithets formerly belonging to Zeus4 and justifiably put a price on
the head of the bird-catcher Philokrates.

crest at any rate accounts for the belief in the wren as a fire-bearer (E. Rolland op. cit, ii.
293 f., C. Swainson op. cit. p. 42).

1 Aristoph. av. 654 &rrt yap TL ptfiov K.T.\. Cp. Ail. de nat. an. i. 35 (many birds use
magic herbs as prophylactics) ol de Swires TO dSLavrov, Hirep oSi> Kal KaXXtTpixov KaXovffl
rives, Horapoll. hierogl. 2. 93 HvOpuirov viro <rra(f>v\^s j3\aj3£i>Ta Kal eavrdf 0e/9enretWra
ftov\6fj,evoi ffTfi/j.ijvai ^irotra faypa<povffi Kal dSlavrov TTJV jSoTdvyv OUTOS yap /3Xa/3e2s biro
<TTa<f>v\rjs ddiavTov airoriOtnevos et's TO eavrov <rr6/m Tre/otoSetfercu, Geopon. 15. i. 19 (birds
place curative herbs in their nests) ZiroTres ddiavTov (so H. Beckh, after Gronovius, for
dfdavTov codd.), Philes de an. propr. 724 aypuffTiv Ziroif* (apparently a blundering tran-
script of Ail. de nat. an. i. 35 or Geopon. 15. r. 19). On the hoopoe liberating its im-
prisoned young by means of a certain herb (Ail. de nat. an. 3. 26 irbav ^/c6/iicre K.T.\.), sc.
the springwort, see S. Bochart Hierozoicon rec. E. F. C. Rosenmiiller Lipsiae 1796 iii.
112 f., D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 56, Frazer
Golden Bough?: Balder the Beautiful ii. 70 n. 2.

2 Supra ii. 1020, 1034, 1050 f.
3 Aristoph. av. 818 ff.
* Ib. 1058 ff". •ijd'r) 'fjLol T<f iravT6irTa (cp. supra i. 459, 461 f., ii. 1130) | Kal iravrapxa

(Aristophanes has in mind Soph. O.C. 1085 f. to> irdvTapxt Oeutv iravT\6irTa Zev) Bvqrol
Trdvres \0tiffovff' e£>KTatais evxals. | iraffav ptiv yap yav dirrei/w, | <rc6fw 5' e&6a\eis Kapirobs |
K.T.X.
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Pisthetairos announces that the sacrifice has proved to be most
auspicious, and a Messenger brings word that the great wall is now
completely built—six hundred feet high and broad enough for two
chariots to pass.

After this, enter Iris. She has been sent by Zeus to bid men
sacrifice to the gods1. But Pisthetairos scares her off with threats
reminiscent of Zeus himself2:

Knowest thou this? If Zeus keeps bothering me,
His halls palatial, yea Amphion's house,
Will I burn down with eagles bearing fire3,
And up against him to the sky I'll send
Six hundred stout Porphyrion-gallinules4,
All clad in leopard-skins. Yet I remember
When one Porphyrion gave him toil enough5.

1 Aristoph. av. 1230ff. Earlier and cruder is the conception of 'the Brygos painter,'
who on a kylix in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 87 ff. no. E 65 Man. d.
Inst. ix pi. 46, i (coloured and gilded), Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei
i. 238 ff. pi. 47, 2, Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de FArt x. 560 ff. fig. 323, Hoppin Red-fig.
Vases i. nof. no. 4 fig., P. Ducati Storia della ceramica greca Firenze s.a. ii. 318 ff.
fig. 242,7. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 176
no. 5) represents Iris ambushed by the Silenoi Echon, Lepsis (Nepsis?), and Dromis (on these
names see Charlotte Frankel Satyr- und Bakchennamen auf Vasenbildern Halle a. S. 1912
pp. 23, 25 ff.) just as she has collected an oxtail from the altar of Dionysos. The scene,
which recurs in abbreviated form on a red-figured skyphos from Nola, now at Berlin
(Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 732 no. 2591, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. p. 294
('Irene' !) pi. 48, Welcker Alt. Denkm. iii. 243 ff. ('Eirene'!) pi. 16, 2, J. D. Beazley
Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 131 (attributed
to 'the Penthesilea painter'), Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 337 f. no. 4, G. von Liicken
Greek Vase-Paintings The Hague 1921 pi. 10, i (cyclographic), J. D. Beazley Attische
Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 276 no. 58), was presumably taken
from some Satyric drama, though hardly from the Iris of Achaios (W. Helbig in the Bull,
d. Inst. 1872 p. 41, F. Matz in the Ann. d. Inst. 1872 xliv. 299 f., C. Robert Bild und
Lied Berlin 1881 p. 28 n. 29) or the Inachos of Sophokles (K. L. von Urlichs Der
Vasenmaler Brygos Wuerzburg 1875 p. 5 on the strength of Soph. Inachos frag. 250
Nauck2, 272 Pearson ap. schol. Aristoph. av. 1203), these plays being of later date
(Furtwangler—Reichhold op. cit. i. 241, L. Sechan £tttdes sur la tragedie grecque dans
ses rapports avec la ceramique Paris 1926 p. 41).

2 Aristoph. av. 1246 ff. ap' ol<r0' 8n Zeus e£ /xe Xv7nj(ret irtpa, \ fjitXaBpa. /j.ev aiirov *ai
(F. Wieseler cj. Kara) d6(J,ovs 'A/A^OPOS | KaraidaX&ffb) irvp<t>6poicriv aterots; J. van
Leeuwen, observing 'alienum hinc est nomen Amphionis, quod ante me sensitqui d6fj.ovs
'OXu/Hiri'ous proposuit,' rewrites Kal a/jL<j>LKlovas d6/j.ovs, cp. Soph. Ant. 285 f. But G. Setti
in the Rivista di filologia 1903 xxxi. 112 f. justly defends the text in view of Soph. Ant.
1155 Ka.5yU.oi> irdpoiKoi KOI Sbpiav 'A/n<plovos = dwellers in Thebes. Aristophanes, according
to his scholiast, is quoting Aisch. Niobefrag. 160 Nauck2. Apparently in that play Zeus
threatened to burn the palace and walls of Amphion, husband of Niobe (H. W. Stoll in
Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 314, K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1946, Gruppe
Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 509, 1251 n. o), whose house had notoriously come to a bad end
(Paus. 2. 21. 10 OUTOS fj-ev 5ij (sc. Homer) rbv O!KOV rbv 'A.fjuf>lovos £K fi&Optav dvarpair^vra
aide). Here Pisthetairos threatens to turn the tables on Zeus by burning his 'palace and
Amphionian walls.' The whole phrase /*{\a.6pa...Kal 56/ious 'A./j.(ptovos must be taken with
the possessive atfroO, sc. Ai6s.
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3 Supra ii. 777.
4 On the irop<f>vpi(>}v or 'purple gallinule' (Porphyrio hyacinthinus or veterum) see

D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 150, A. Newton
A Dictionary of Birds London 1896 p. 591, and the enthusiastic description in O. Keller
Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 209: 'Wenn die wundervoll metallglanzenden
blauen Huhner truppweise durch die reifen goldigblonden Ahrenfelder streifen, entsteht
eine ganz einzige Farbenwirkung.' Dionys. de avib. i. 25 (prose paraphrase in Didot's
Poettz Bticolici et Didactici p. in) 2<m 5e Kal iropfpvplwv dirb rijs XPOL^ Ka\o6fj.evoi>
opveov epvOpbv avT$ rb pd/Ji.<j>os effrt, Kal Kara Ke<pa\fjs fyei wrirep rivd iriXov, biroiovs
ol ro^brai HepffiKol <popov<ri' K.T.\. Despite this warlike appearance, the bird is easily
captured (id. ib. 3. 21 (p. 124 Didot))—a piquant contrast to the Uofxpvpluv of verse 1252,
cp. Mart. ep. 13. 78. i nomen habet magni volucris tarn parva gigantis?

5 The villagers of Athmonon (Steph. Byz. s.v."A0(i.oi>ov) or Athmonia (Harpokr. s.v.
'A0juoj>efo, Bekker anecd. i. 349, 30 s.v. 'ABpovefa, Souid. s.v. 'A0/j.<i}via (sic)), an Attic
deme, identified with the modern Marousi (from Artemis 'Apapveia: see O. Jessen in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1743, K. Wernicke ib. ii. 1380, 1402 with W. Judeich's map
ib.ii. 2204) on the way from Athens to Marathon, declared that Porphyrion, who was king
in the days before Aktaios, had founded a sanctuary of (Aphrodite) Oiipavla in their midst
(Paus. i. 14. 7). From this local legend C. Wachsmuth Die Stadt Athen im Alterthum
Leipzig 1874 i. 413 f. inferred that Porphyrion, the prehistoric introducer of an oriental
cult, was 'identisch mit Phoinix, und gleich diesem Reprasentant der Phonikier.' This
inference, even if supported by the plea that Hop<pvpl<av means the ' Purpurmann'
(E. Curtius Peloponnesos Gotha 1852 ii. 517), is very precarious and has been definitely
rejected by U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Aus Kydathen Berlin 1880 p. 134 n. 57.
There is more to be said for the view (J. Ilberg in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2779) that
Porphyrion's connexion with Athmonon points to his pedigree as the son (Nonn. Dion.
9. 317) or brother (schol. B.L. //. 2. 511, cp. schol. D. //. 2.499, schol. Ap. Rhod. 3. 1094)
of Athamas. It is possible too that Porphyrion's relation to Aphrodite hangs together
with the belief that she was his opponent in the Gigantomachy (schol. Aristoph. av.

553> I252)-
But the outstanding fact is that Porphyrion, like Periphas (supra ii. i i2 i f f . ) , was

a very ancient Attic king. If he was son or brother of Athamas, he too was one of those
kings descended from Aiolos who played the rd/eofZeus (supra ii. 1088, 1122). And his
name, 'the Purple-clad,' may well have been an epithet of Zeus himself (supra i. 56 ff.).
Naevius frag. 20 Baehrens, 10 Vahlen ap. Priscian. 6. 6 (i. 199, r Hertz) calls him
Purpureus (so the second hand in cod. B. pur cod. R. with pureus added in margin by
second hand, purporeus codd. B.H. porpureus codd. G.L.K.), and we have already met
with a lupiter Purpurio (supra i. 58, 782). On this showing, Zeus Iiop<f>vpluf gave rise to
Zeus versus Porphyrion just as Athena 'Ey«-Aa5os (Hesych. s.v.'EyictXados' i] 'A-dtiva)
gave rise to Athena versus Enkelados (Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 69 n. 5 'Nach dem
Giganten ist angeblich Athena £yK£\a8os genannt' inverts cause and effect).

If Porphyrion was thus ab origine a prehistoric king who claimed to be Zeus incarnate,
we can understand better the curious tradition that in the Gigantomachy Zeus inspired
Porphyrion with love for Hera and slew him with a thunderbolt when he made an
amorous attempt upon her (Apollod. i. 6. 2 TLop<f>vpiwv 5£'H/>a/c\et Kara /Adxi)v
Kal'Hpa. Zei>s de atfry iroOov "Upas tvefiaXfv, IJTIS Kai KaTapp-qyvforos avrov TO
Kal j8idfe<r0at 6e\ovros fiotjOovs eireKaXetro' Kal At6j Kepavv&ffavTos avrbv 'H.paK\rjs rofextras

f , Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 63 HopQvpiwvi de Zei>$ "Upas eiriQvfilav e/w/S<i\Xet Kal TOVTOV
rtf Karapp-riyvtieiv "Upas ra ireir\a (robs irfir\ovs codd. sec. class., sc. Johannis

Tzetz.) Togetio-as Kal rov Ai6j Kepavvif irX-r/^avros dvatpei). We can understand also Pindar's
description of Porphyrion as king of the Giants (Find. Pyth. 8. 12 HopQvpluv, 17 jScwtXeuj
FiyavTuv. But see Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 793 n. 18): Typhos and he 'were laid low by
the thunderbolt and by the bow of Apollon' (id. ib. 16 ff. Cp. Claud, carin. min. 52 (37)
Gigantomachia 34 f., 114 ff.).

Representations of the Gigantomachy from the close of the fifth century onwards
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make Porphyrion the main antagonist of Zeus: ( i ) a kylix by the potter Erginos and the
painter Aristophanes, found atVulci and now at Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin
ii. 709 ff. no. 2531, E. Gerhard Trinkschalen und Gefdsse des Koniglichen Museums zu
Berlin und anderer Sammlungen Berlin 1848 i. 3 ff. pi. 2—3 (coloured), Overbeck Gr.
Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 363^ no. 16 Atlas pi. 5, 3 a, 3b, 30, F. Mauser in Furtwangler—
Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 38—-41 pi. 127 ( = my pi. vi), Hoppin Red-fig.
Vases i. 50f. no. i fig., P. Ducati Storia della ceramica greca Firenze s.a. ii. 394ff.
fig. 287, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 589, 600, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasen-
maler des rotfigiirigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 465 no. i), on which the combatants are
grouped in symmetric pairs as on the paryphl of Athena's pe'plos (F. G. Welcker in
K. O. Miiller Handbuch der Archdologie der Kunst* Breslau 1848 p. 639 § 396, F. Hauser
op. cit. iii. 40). (2) An amphora with twisted handles, found in Melos and now in the
Louvre (no. S 1677, F. F. Ravaisson in the Monuments grecs publics par r Association
pour r encouragement des Etudes grecques en France No. 4 1875 p. i ff. fig. r and pis i, 2
= A. Conze Wien. Vorlegebl. viii pi. 7, Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei ii.
193—200 pis 96 ( — my pi. vii), 97 (attributed to the painter of the Talos-vase (supra i.
721 pi. xli)), P. Ducati in \hzjahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1907 x. 256, ib. 1908 xi. 135—
141 figs. 35 a, 35 b, H. Bulle Der schoene Mensch im Altertum'* Muenchen—Leipzig 1912
p. 640 f. figs. 198, 199, P. Ducati Storia della ceramica greca Firenze s.a. ii. 420—423
figs. 301, 302 (first quarter of s. iv B.C.), J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American
M^ise^tms Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 184 (later than 'the Meidias painter'), Hoppin Red-

Jig. Vases ii. 450 no. 3, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 588 f., iii. 234 fig. 584).
(3) Fragments of a krater or amphora from Ruvo, now at Naples (Heydemann Vasen-
samml. Neapel p. 425 ff. no. 2883 (Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth, Zeus p. 371 denies that
Heydemann op. cit. p. 365 no. 2664 belonged to the same vase), O. Jahn in the Ann. d.
Inst. 1869 xli. 184 ff., Mon. d. Inst. ix pi. 6, Overbeck op, cit. p. 369 ff. no. 25 Atlas pi. 5,
8 and 8 a, P. Ducati in the fahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1907 x. 255 figs. 83—85 (photo-
graphs), Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei ii. 195 ff. fig. 72 and figs. 73—75
(photographic), E. Buschor Greek Vase-painting trans. G. C. Richards London 1921
p. 150 pi. 90 figs. 149—151, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 449^ no. 2, Pfuhl Malerei ii.
Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 588, 600, iii. 235 fig. 585), which appears to be more careful work
by the same artist (Furtwangler—Reichhold op, cit. ii. 196). Vases (2) and (3) presuppose
a famous original, probably the Gigantomachy painted inside the shield of Athena
Parthenos (eid. tb.). The semicircular band of bdkchoi, which on vase (3) denotes the
arch of heaven, may well perpetuate the rim of Athena's shield (Sir C. Smith in the
Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1896—1897 iii. 135 ff., Pfuhl op. cit. ii. 588). (4) A red-figured
krattr (amphora?) with volute handles from Ruvo, now at Petrograd (Stephani Vasen-
samml. St. Petersburg i. 2636°. no. 523, G. Minervini in the Bull. Arch. Nap. 1844 ii.
105 ff. pis 5, 6 ( = my pi. viii), 7, i = Reinach Rip. Vases i. 467, i f., Overbeck Gr.
Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 3676°. no. 24 Atlas pi. 5, 4, H. Heydemann Zeus im Gigantenkampf
(Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle i) Halle a/S. 1876 p. 9, P. Ducati in faejahresh. d. oest.
arch. Inst. 1908 xi. 141), which again shows the sky as an arch, yellow-painted and
radiate, but represents Zeus in a four-horse chariot (cp. supra ii. 84 fig. 46) with Nike
as charioteer and Porphyrion already blasted beneath him. (5) The great altar of Per-
gamon (supra i. n8ff. pi. x figs. 87, 88) has as the culminating scene of its eastern side
a magnificent composition, in which Zeus contends with Porphyrion and Athena with
Alkyoneus (H. Winnefeld in Pergamon iii. 2 Atlas pi. 24). Zeus with wide stride
brandishes a thunderbolt in his right hand, while a serpent-fringed aigis, scaly without
and leathery within, is wrapped about his left. Porphyrion, a stalwart stiff-necked giant,
as yet unvanquished, advances his left fist outlined beneath a lion's skin against the aigis.
His eye, of some glittering substance,, was separately inlaid. His legs are serpentiform—
an innovation which dates from the beginning of s. iv B.C. (first on a gilded aryballos at
Berlin (inv. no. 3375) published by H. Winnefeld in the Festschrift fur Otto Benndorf
Wien 1898 pp. 72—74 pi. i, O. Waser in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 690f.
no. 132, 735 f.)—and the left serpent winds up till its head rises above the giant's left



Plate VI

Kylix from Vulci, now at Berlin:
(A) Poseidon attacks Polybotes in the presence of Ge.
(-B) Ares v. Mimon, Apollon v. Ephialtes, Hera v. Phoitos.
(C) Artemis v. Gaion, Zeus v. Porphyrion, Athena v. Enkelados.

See page 56 n. o (i).
[From Furtwangler-Reichhold Griechische Vasenmalerei pi. 127 by permission of Messrs F. Bruckmann A.-G., Munich.]
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Plate VIII

A krattr (amphora ?) from Ruvo, now at Petrograd : the Gigantomachy—Porphyrion blasted by the thunderbolts of Zeus.
Seepage 56 n. o (4).
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The herald sent to men now returns with a golden crown voted
by the states to Pisthetairos; for every one has gone bird-mad and
is eager to obtain wings. Accordingly, in comes a second group of
visitors, bent on getting them,—a father-beater, Kinesias, an informer,
and lastly Prometheus, who wants to know whether Zeus is

Clearing the clouds off, or collecting them1.

He is desperately anxious to escape notice from above and produces
an umbrella, under cover of which he explains that Zeus is ruined
by the Birds' blockade, that the Triballian gods, yet higher up, are
threatening to come down upon him, and that envoys are now on
their way to treat for peace. But the Birds must make no peace
unless Zeus restores the sceptre to them and hands over Basileia,
the 'Queen,' a beautiful girl who keeps his thunderbolts and other
belongings, to be the bride of Pisthetairos.

The envoys in due course arrive—Poseidon, Herakles, and the
uncouth Triballian2. Pisthetairos is busy preparing a savoury stew

shoulder, where it is gripped by the claws of Zeus' eagle (H. Winnefeld in Pergamon iii.
2. 48 ff. Atlas pi. 10 = my pi. ix, Die Skulpturen des Pergamon-Museums in Photographien
Berlin 1903 pi. 15, Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 520 ff. pi. 12, H. Bxille Der schoene
Mensch im Altertum^ Muenchen—Leipzig 1912 p. 599 pi. 296, A. von Salis Der Altar
•von Pergamon Berlin 1912 p. 54 ff. fig. 3, F. Winter Hellenistische Skulptiir (Kunst-
geschichte in Bildern^ I Das Altertum xi—xii) Leipzig 1925 p. 352 fig. 6).

A comparison of these representations will show that Porphyrion is normally (so in
(i), (2), (3), (5)) conceived as a sturdy antagonist, full of fight and seen from the back as
he stands up to Zeus (Hor. od. 3. 4. 54 minaci Porphyrion statu), but that on occasion
(so in (4)) he borrows the type of a vanquished giant (cp. the youthful figure in the centre
of (5)). His leopard-skin or lion-skin is of course parodied in Aristoph. av. 1249 f.
irop<pvpib>vas.. .Trap5a\as evrifj.tJ.frovs.

The giant defeated by Zeus on a red-figured hydria from Vulci, now in the British
Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 149^ no. E 165, Lenormant—de Witte £l. man. cer.
i. 8f. pi. 3, O. Jahn in the Ann. d. Inst. 1869 xli. 183, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus
p. 365 f. no. 20, J. D. Beazley in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1916 xx. 149 no. 9 (assigned to
'the Tyszkiewicz painter'), id. Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge
Mass. 1918 p. 55, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 460 no. 8, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler
des rotfigurigeti Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 116 no. 29. My pi. x is from a'photograph taken by
the Official Photographer), appears to be wearing a wolf-skin (J. Overbeck loc. cit. says
'das Fell eines wilden Thieres, eines Wolfes oder Luchses(?)') and, as he collapses, is
heaving a rock on which is a vine-leaf (Lenormant—de Witte loc. cit. suppose 'une
feuille de platane'). This would constitute an earlier type of Porphyrion, if we could
but be sure that it is he.

1 Supra p. 35.
2 Triballos (on whom see J. Schmidt in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. iioaf.) could claim

some connexion with the Birds, for a Thracian myth told how his granddaughter
Polyphonte had been transformed into an owl (<rri/£), her two sons by the bear—Agrios
and Oreios—into a vulture (yW) and a sort of swallow (?) (\ayus) respectively, and their
maid into a woodpecker (tirvri) (Ant. Lib. 21 after Boios opvidoyovlas ft). Not improbably
Aristophanes regarded T/otl8aXX6s as the north-Greek form of *Tpi-0aXX6j, cp. Souid. s.v.
TpupdXrjs, fpL<pd\r)Tos' 6vo(*.a Ktpiov irapa. 'Api<TTo<f>di>ei with Gell. 2. 19. 6 Naevius in
Triphallo (Com. Rom. frag. p. 27 Ribbeck), Non. Marc. p. 191, 27 f. Lindsay Varro
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and will listen to no proposals, unless Zeus consents to restore the
sceptre to the Birds. In that case, he invites all the envoys to his
feast. Herakles, greedy as usual, jumps at the offer and interprets
in his own sense the Triballian's barbarous growl. Poseidon gives
in, but when Pisthetairos claims Basileia too, is for walking off and
wants Herakles to go with him as the prospective heir of Zeus.
Pisthetairos, however, proves by Attic law that Herakles as a bastard
has no right of inheritance and undertakes to feed him all his days
on 'birds' milk.' Upon this, Herakles agrees to hand over Basileia
and once more puts his own construction on the doubtful utterance
of the Triballian. Poseidon is silenced, and Herakles invites
Pisthetairos to ascend to heaven with them and claim Basileia as
his own. The feast in preparation will serve as his wedding banquet.

The play ends with the appearance of the new bridal pair in
a blaze of glory. The Birds, parting on either hand, greet them with
a chorus of exuberant delight1:

Chor. Back with you! out with you! off with you! up with you !
Flying around

Welcome the Blessed with blessedness crowned.
O! O ! for the youth and the beauty, O !

Well hast thou wed for the town of the Birds.

Great are the blessings, and wondrous, I ween,
Which through his favour our nation possesses.

Welcome them back, both himself and his Queen,
Welcome with nuptial and bridal addresses.

Mid just such a song hymenaean
Aforetime the Destinies led
The King of the thrones empyrean,
The Ruler of Gods, to the bed
Of Hera his beautiful bride.
Hymen, O Hymenaeus!

And Love, with his pinions of gold,
Came driving, all blooming and spruce,
As groomsman and squire to behold
The wedding of Hera and Zeus,
Of Zeus and his beautiful bride.
Hymen, O Hymenaeus!
Hymen, O Hymenaeus!

Triphallo, irepi dppev&TijTos, Charis. i p. 80, nf. Keil Varro...in Triphallo, carm. Priap.
83. 6 Priape, 9 oTriphalle, 15 Priape, and the gloss Tlplairos cited in Steph. Thes. Gr. Ling.
vii. 2479 A. To this there is an ornithological parallel in rplopxos or rpidpxw the
'buzzard' (?) (Plin. nat. hist. 10. 21 triorchera a numero testium, cp. schol. Aristoph. av.
1206 eirei eraipa rjv, frrcu£e r6 rplopxos): see further D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of
Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 170.

1 Aristoph. av. 1720—1765. I quote the lively lyrics of Mr B. B. Rogers, altering a
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Pisth. I delight in your hymns, I delight in your songs ;

Your words I admire.
Chor. Now sing of the trophies he brings us from Heaven,

The earth-crashing thunders, deadly and dire,
And the lightning's angry flashes of fire,
And the dread white bolt of the levin.
Blaze of the lightning, so terribly beautiful,

Golden and grand!
Fire-flashing javelin, glittering ever in

Zeus's right hand!
Earth-crashing thunder, the hoarsely resounding, the

Bringer of showers!
He is your Master, 'tis he that is shaking the

Earth with your powers !
All that was Zeus's of old
Now is our hero's alone;
His the Queen, fair to behold,
Partner of Zeus on his throne,
Now and for ever his own.
Hymen, O Hymenaeus!

Pisth. Now follow on, dear feathered tribes,
To see us wed, to see us wed;
Mount up to Zeus's golden floor,
And nuptial bed, and nuptial bed.
And O, my darling, reach thine hand,
And take my wing and dance with me,
And I will lightly bear thee up,
And carry thee, and carry thee.

Chor. Raise the joyous Paean-cry,
Raise the song of Victory,
lo Paean, alalalae,
Mightiest of the Powers, to thee!

Throughout this splendid exodos Pisthetairos is clearly conceived
as the new Zeus. He is no longer referred to by his old name, but
always by some phrase descriptive of the Olympian king. He comes

Wielding the winged thunderbolt of Zeus1.

The chorus at his approach sing of' the fiery lightnings of Zeus 2,'' the
immortal spear of Zeus3,' etc., and salute their leader himself as

line or two to avoid his rendering 'Miss Sovereignty,' which, I fear, implies a confusion
of/3aff/Xeta, 'queen,' with /SacrtXda, 'kingdom.' That the former, not the latter, word
was intended by the poet is clear from the metre of verses 1537, 1753- The same slip is
made by G. Caramia in his article on Ba<r/Xeia in the Birds of Aristophanes {Rivista indo-
greco-italica difilologia—lingua—antichitd, 1925 ix. 3—4. 51 if. cited by H. J. Rose in The
Year's Work in Class. Stud. 1925-1926 p. 59).

1 Aristoph. av. 1714 7rd\\wi> Kepavv&v, itrepo<t>6pov Aids /SAoy. Supran. 777 ff.
2 Id. ib. 174.6 f. rds re irvp&Seis \ Aids dffrepoTrds.
3 Id. ib. 1749 Aibs a/j.{3poTov ly^os (supra ii. 704 n. 5).
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* having won all that belonged to Zeus1.' The scholiast is puzzled,
and comments on the verse—

He is your Master, 'tis he that is shaking the
Earth with your powers!—

'He means Zeus of course, or Pisthetairos now that he has got
BasileiaV But the meaning of the chorus is quite unmistakable.
When Pisthetairos, bride in hand, is escorted 'to Zeus' floor and
marriage-bed3,' they acclaim him with all the emphasis of a farewell
line as 'highest of the gods4.'

Pisthetairos is Zeus. And Basileia is—who? Scholars ancient
and modern have given a variety of answers to the question5. An

1 Id. ib. 1752 A?a 5e iravra KpaTrjffas \ K.T.\.
2 Schol. Aristoph. av. 1751 6 Zet>s Si;Xoc6Tt, 17 6 neitr^raipos \afiwv T^V JSaffiXelav (sic).
3 Aristoph. av. 1757 f. en-l irtSov Atos | /cai X^x°s yafj.ri\iov.
4 Id. ib. 1765 dawovuv virtprare.
5 (i) Schol. Aristoph. av. 1536 ffufj.aroiroi.ei TTJC l$a<n\eiav avrb TO irpay/j-a ws yvvcuKo.

in defiance of metre (supra p. 59 n. o) made her a personification of Royalty.
(2) Euphronios the Alexandrine grammarian of s. iii.B.C. (L. Cohn in Pauly—

Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1220 f., W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^
Miinchen 1920 ii. i. 150) ap. schol. Aristoph. av. 1536 regarded her as a daughter of
Zeus—probably an inference from Aristoph. av. 1537 ff.

(3) Others held that she dispensed immortality, as Athena in Bakchyl. frag. 45 Jebb
was about to dispense it to Tydeus; and some actually called her Athanasia (schol.
Aristoph. av. 1536). This was perhaps one of the many (Cornut. theol. 20 p. 36, i ff .
Lang) etymologies suggested for Athena (so even in Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr.
S/Wp. ii).

(4) F. Wieseler Adversaria in Aeschyli Prometheum Vinctum et Aristophanis Aves
Gottingae 1843 P- I24 ff- contends that she was Athena, cp. Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. in 'AOijvq.
nvi fiaaiXidi 777 KO.I JSaXevlicg Xe-yo/^cij, ffvyarpl 5e 'Bpovrtov (supra ii. 833 n. 7).

(5) Others cite Dionysios Skytobrachion (E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
v. 673) ap. Diod. 3. 57, who in his romantic vein told how Basileia, a daughter of
Ouranos by Titaia (Ge) and a sister of Rhea (Pandora), brought up her brothers the
Titans and hence was known as the Megale Meter, inherited her father's kingdom, and
ultimately became by her brother Hyperion the mother of Helios and Selene.

(6) Others again equate the Aristophanic Basileia with the goddess worshipped at
Athens under the name EaffiXtj or BatrtXeta (O. Kern in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii.
41 ff., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 1081 n. 5,1521 n. i), whom some take to be a 'Queen'
of Heaven (H. Usener Gbtternamen Bonn 1896 p. 2276°.), some a 'Queen' of the
Underworld (G. Loeschcke Vermutungen zur griechischen Kunstgeschichte und zur
Topographic Athens Dorpati Livonorum 1884 pp. 14—24).

(7) C. Pascal Dioniso Catania 1911 pp. 99—no argues that the Basileia of the play
is ' Queen' of the Underworld and at the same time goddess of the mysteries and of
fertility, in fact a variant of Kore. Marriage with her means death (supra ii. 11636°.).
Pisthetairos the pretender, after a career of hitherto unbroken success, is thus at the last
politely handed over to the other world (E. Wtist in the Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte
der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft 1916—1918 clxxiv. 135).

(8) J. T. Sheppard 'TIS eorw ij Bcurt'Xeict;' in the Fasciculus loanni Willis Clark
dicatus Cantabrigiae 1909 pp. 529—540, after rightly insisting that the solemnity of the
final scene in the Birds implies a clear reference to the sacred marriage of Zeus and Hera,
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Athenian audience in the days of Aristophanes could hardly have
hesitated. The partner of Zeus must needs be Hera. And Hera in
that very capacity was often called Basileia1. Besides, on the present
occasion there was a special reason for picking out just this title and
no other as appropriate to the goddess. For it would seem that the
political circumstances in which the play was first planned prompted
the author to the better part of its nomenclature—Euelpides,
Pisthetairos, Nephelokokkygia, and finally Basileia.

Aristophanes brought out his Birds at the City Dionysia of the
year 414 B.C.2 But B. B. Rogers has shown that in all probability
the play had been 'long in incubation,' indeed that it had been taken

turns aside to the sacred marriage of Dionysos and the /3a0-/Xtova (supra i. 672 n. o, 686,
709 f. pi. xl, 3), and concludes that Ba<r£Xeia is an imaginary goddess, whose name
suggests the consort of the god of comedy. ' Peithetairos, on this hypothesis, recalls to
the audience Zeus, with a touch of Dionysos. Basileia recalls the Basilissa, not without
a touch of Hera' (J. T. Sheppard op. cit. p. 540). The lepoKTjpvt- and the yepapai attendant
on the j3a.ffi\iff(ra. (Dem. c, Neaer. 78) may be found in the messenger of Aristoph. av.
1706 S. and in the conjectural bridesmaids of Basileia. Mr Sheppard's article marks
a real advance in the interpretation of this difficult scene; but—to quote his own words
—' That Basileia has been caught in her true shape at last would be a bold assertion.'

1 Zeus BacrtXei/s is associated with Hera Baff/Xeia in a federal oath of the Phocians
and Boeotians (H. G. Lolling in the Ath. Mitth. 1878 iii. 19 ff. line 14 f. cited supra ii.
731 n. o (i)). Zeus BacrtXetfs at Lebadeia (supra ii. 899 n. 2, 1073 f., 1076) appears to
have had as his consort Hera Ba<riX£s (W. Dittenberger in Inscr. Gr. sept, i no. 3097, i ff.
"H/>a Ea<ri\tSi \ /cat rjj ir6\ei Aej3aS£uv \ ~M.fravdpos Xprjfflfjiov \ te/w/rei/iras TrevraeTijplda \ £K
TWI> idiuv dvtOrjKev \ tepijreuoi^tnjs TT/S yvvaiK&s \ atirov Hapijfftas rrjs 'Ovaffi/J-ftporov—a series
of well-omened names): so Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 78 n. 17, supra ii. 900 n. o. There
was a cult of Hera EcurlXeia at Lindos (P. Foucart in the Rev. Arch. 1867 ii. 30 ff. no. 71,
i3ff. = F. Hiller vori Gaertringen in Inscr. Gr. ins. i no. 786, 136". Tiros 3>Xa(i5'tbs) firov
$\a(vtov) \ A£OVTOS leptws vlbs KvpetVa (cp. Orelli—Henzen Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 5793) Qpa\<nj-
\o\os KXd((Tios) dirb yfrovs reretl/ioj/u.&'os es rb Sieveicts virb r&v \ iv Otols AvTOKparopwv /cat
T&V rrjs | iepas fiov\fjs ffvyK\-/irov doy/j.drui' (sc. senatus consultis), \ tiiraTiKwi> [/cat] ffWK\ij-
TIKWV <rwyev[i)s'] \ "Hpa Ba<rtXe/[a] ^[TTI] ro[0] /3w/*o[0] | rd[s] (a-)i-tj3dc5as ^/c[6<r/n?j(rei']. On
such (7Tt/3d5ey or <rTij8a5eia see A. Wilhelm in the Ath. Mitth. 1892 xvii. 190 f. and
Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 1109, 52 f. n. 36), and perhaps at Sikinos (F. Hiller
von Gaertringen in Inscr. Gr. ins. v. i no. 30, 2 f. in lettering not older than s. iii A. D.
elSos i&v 7ra[p6/uoios £0us "Hp?;s] | /SatrtXe^s); and there was another of Hera BacrtXt's in
Pisidia (A. H. Smith in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1887 viii. 256 f. no. 41, i ff. from Pogla
(Foula) % @ov\i) /cat 6 STJ/J.OS \ erfln^aev Kvpi)\i[av~\ \ 'Ap/u[d]<rrai', [T^V /cat | Te[p]riai>,
M^[S]of[T]os, | 'Apre/A^ovs ywaiica \ vdxfrpova., ytvovs \ rov irpuTetiovTos, \ lepaffa/j.^vr)v 'Hpas
Ba|<nXt8os, drifjuovpyri\ffa(ra.v, apxiaipaffafj.^vr}v, \ Kal -iravra TO. eirl TotJrou | vevo/j,ur/j.£va
Trorfio-a\aav. /c.r.X., cp. Corp. inscr. Gr. iii no. 4367/.).

Literary allusions include the following: h. Her. i ff."H/>?;i'... | dOavdr^v /SacrtXetai'... [
Zijvdj tpiySotiiroto KaffiyvriTyv aXox^y re, Ap. Rhod. 4. 382 /X.T; r6 ye Tra/j,(3a<ri\eia Atoy
TfXtffeiev &KOITIS, Orph. h. Her. 16. 2 "Hpr) (so J. G. J. Hermann for "Hpa) 7raju/3a<7tXeia,
At6s (r\j\\€KTpf /LaaKaipa, 9 /zd/ccu/Ja 6ed, iro\wawiJ.e, ira^/SofffXeta, Prokl. in Plat. Tim. iii.
191, 12 f. Diehl 5ta 5r; TOVTO T( Att ffvvtfrvKTai r) jSacrtXts "Hpa. See further Gruppe Gr.
Myth. Rel. p. 1132 n. 2.

2 Schol. Aristoph. av. argum. i and 2. W. Christ Geschichte dergriechischen Litteratur^
Miinchen 1912 i. 426.
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in hand soon after the production of the Peace in 4211. Now the
events of the period immediately succeeding the peace of Nikias
had turned all eyes towards Argos, which then became the centre

1 B. B. Rogers The Birds of Aristophanes London 1906 p. v f.: 'It is by far the
longest of the extant comedies; and dealing as it does with a subject outside the ordinary
range of the poet's thoughts and language...it is obviously a comedy which must have been
long in incubation, and could not (as was the case with the Peace) have been hastily put
together to meet a particular emergency. Indeed there are not wanting indications from
which we may surmise that it was taken in hand, if not immediately after the production
of the Peace, at all events whilst the mind of Aristophanes was still filled with the topics
and ideas which possessed it while he was engaged in the composition of the earlier play.
In the vagrant Oracle-monger (xpi><rt*o\byos) of the Birds, with his prophecies of Bakis,
his lust for a share of the ff7rXd7X"a, and finally his ignominious expulsion, we cannot fail to
recognize the exact counterpart of Hierocles, the •^prfffjj.oKb^o^ of the Peace. The
description which Cinesias gives of the sources from whence the dithyrambic poets derived
their inspiration is merely an amplification of a sarcasm placed previously in the mouth of
Trygaeus; whilst the whole scheme of the proposed sacrifice on the stage, its preparation,
interruption, and final abandonment, with the allusion to the predatory habits of the Kite,
and to the unwelcome pipings of Chaeris, is substantially identical in the two plays.

So again the two plays have an idyllic character which belongs to no other of the poet's
comedies: the innocent charms of a country life are depicted as they are depicted nowhere
else; in each of them, and in them only, we hear the "sweet song" of the T£TTI£, and in
each it is designated by its Doric name 6 d^ras, the chirruper. Here too, and no-
where else in Aristophanes, the coaxing address w SeCKaKpluv is employed; and although
the Aeschylean phrase %ov6bs liriraKeKrpvuv is found also in the Frogs, yet it there occurs
in its natural place as part of a criticism on the style and the language of Aeschylus, while
in each of these two plays it is introduced, apropos of nothing, in the Parabasis, as the
sarcastic description of a showy military officer. And possibly the germ of the present
drama may be discovered in the determination of Trygaeus fj.er' dpvlOwv & K6pa,Kas
fiadlfeus [cp. av. 155, 753]. Minor coincidences, such as iroSairos TO ytvos, are very
numerous, but are hardly worthy of mention.

So again, although the Athenian dependencies on the coasts of Macedonia and Thrace
were in a chronic state of disturbance, and were giving some trouble at this very time,
yet the advice to the reckless young Athenian to "fly off to Thrace-ward regions and
fight there" would seem more naturally adapted to a time when those regions were the
chief seat of Athenian warfare, than to a time when the entire attention of the Athenian
people was directed to the military operations in Sicily. And the very remarkable verbal
allusions to the History of Herodotus would seem more suitable to a period when that
History was still fresh in the hands and thoughts of the poet and his audience.

But whatever weight may be due to these considerations, the comedy would of course
not receive its final touches until it was about to be sent in to the Archon, in the winter
of 415—414 B.C.'

I have quoted at length the wise words of Mr Rogers because they form the best
reply to an objection raised by E. Wiist in the Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der
klassischen Altertumswissenschaft 1923 cxcv. 151, who urges against me the contention of
A. Ruppel Konzeption und Ausarbeitungder Aristophanischen JfomodienDa.rmsta.dt 1912
' dass der Dichter immer nur 3—4 Monate mit der Ausarbeitung eines Stiickes beschaftigt
war' (E. Wtist loc. cit. 1916—1918 clxxiv. 133). But such a rule was obviously open to
exceptions. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 'Uber die Wespen des Aristophanes' in
the Sitzungsber. d. Akod. d. Wiss. Berlin 1911 p. 4606°., rightly holding that the Kyon v.
Labes trial ofvesp. 894 ff. travestied the Kleon v. Laches trial of the year 425 B.C., infers
that the play was planned three years before its performance in 422 (E. Wiist loc. cit.
1916—1918 clxxiv. 132, 155).
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of more than one new political combination1. The Argives in a sense
held the balance between Athens and Sparta, a fact that the play-
wright fully appreciated2. And at Argos there had been a deal of
wobbling. The successive alliances of the Argives with the Athenians
(420), with the Spartans (418), and with the Athenians again (417)
must have been received at Athens with alternate outbursts of
enthusiasm and disgust. What the Athenian 'optimist,' the Euel-
pides of the moment, really wanted was a staunch and loyal ally,
a 'trusty comrade,' a Pisthetairos*.

More than that. If, while the play was being drafted, popular
attention was thus directed to Argos, it may fairly be surmised
that Aristophanes' castle-in-the-air Nephelokokkygia contained—
inter alia*, no doubt—an allusion to the Argive Mount Kok-
kygion5 with its myth of Zeus the cuckoo6. Aristotle7 tells the story.

1 See e.g. J. B. Bury A History of Greece London 1900 p. 458 ff., W. S. Ferguson in
The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1927 v. 256 ff.

2 Aristoph. pax 475 ff.
3 That this is the true form of the name appears from Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no.

1723 on an architrave of Pentelic marble in the church of St Theodores near the village

of Marousi PIITOKAH* i PISOETAIPO : AOMONEY* (K. Meisterhans
Grammatik der attischen Inschriften*~Q&t\\o. 1900 p. 54). E. Wiist loc. cit. 1923 cxcv. 151
deems this evidence 'nicht zwingend.' He is hard to please.

4 A. Todesco 'KOKKTS' in Philologus 1914—1916 Ixxiii. 563—567 (an article which
Prof. A. D. Nock kindly brought to my notice) thinks that Netf>e\OKOKKvyia was a name in-
vented by Aristophanes (Loukian. ver. hist. 29), in accordance with Greek usage, to denote
a chaos of clouds (av. 178) and a babble of political intriguers (Ach. 598). 'Ganz
verniinftig wiirde auch diese neue Erklarung sein: NefaXoKOKKvyla sei die Idealstadt der
schlauen Feiglinge, welche auf Kosten des Nachsten leben wollen. Wenn man besonders
den Begriff der Schlauheit betont, so sind diese x6Kicvyes die Demagogen, und wir sehen
im Hintergrund die anderen Leute, die Athener, welche Ke-xyvt>res alle Prahlereien ernst
nehmen.'

5 A similar allusion to Argive topography occurs in Aristoph. av. 399 airoOaveiv h
'Opveats, where again the name is selected partly because it suggests birds (opvea) and
partly because the town was uppermost in the thoughts of the people owing to its capture
by Athenians and Argives in 416 B.C. Miss R. E. White (Mrs N. Wedd) in the Class.
Rev. 1904 xviii. roo f. finds the same point in av. 15 f. 8s r&S' l^aa/ce vtpv <f>pd.ffeiv rbv
Typta | TOV Ziro<p', 8j opvis eyfrer £K r&v bpviuv and aptly defends the variation in the use
of the article by citing Thouk. 6. 7 TOI>S iv 'Opveais...ol e*c ruv'Opve&v.

Does the oracle in av. 967 f. d\X' Srav olx-fyrwri MKOI iro\iai re Kopwvai \ ev rafiry TO
Heraty KoptvOov /ecu 'Zucv&vos,—| /c.r.X. refer to the alliance of Argos, whose symbol was
the wolf, with Corinth (K6piv0os—Koptivri) ?

F. Creuzer Symbolik und Mythologte3 Leipzig and Darmstadt 1841 iii. 248 n. 2 saw
that Nephelokokkygia stood in some relation to Mt Kokkygion or Thornax in Argolis
(supra i. 135, ii. 893 n. 2), but thought that the topic might have been suggested to
Aristophanes by the existence of another Mt Thornax near Sparta (supra ii. 893 n. 2).

6 Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 481 contributes an acute surmise : 'Zeus often appears as
a lover in the guise of a bird. As a swan he begot the Dioscuri at Sparta, at Argos it was
said that in the shape of a cuckoo he deceived Hera and won her love on the Mountain of
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the Cuckoo. I venture to guess that these myths, which appear in old Mycenaean
centres, are remains of the Minoan belief that the gods appeared in the shape of birds.'

It must not, however, be forgotten that in the Old Slavonic area there was, or is said
to have been, a fairly close parallel to the cuckoo-Zeus of Mt Kokkygion. J. Grimm
Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 679 cites from the Polish
chronicle of Prokosz the following remarkable account of a Slavic god Zywie: Chronicon
Slavo-Sarmaticum...Procossiied. H. Kownacki Varsaviae 1827 p. 113 'divinitati Zywie
fanum exstructum erat in monte ab ejusdem nomine Zywiec dicto, ubi primis diebus
mensis Maji innumerus populus pie conveniens precabatur ab ea, quae vitae auctor
habebatur, longam et prosperam valetudinem. Praecipue tamen ei litabatur ab iis qui
primum cantum cuculi audivissent, ominantes superstitiose tot annos se victuros quoties
vocem repetiisset. Opinabantur enim supremum hunc universi moderatorem transfigurari
in cuculum ut ipsis annuntiaret vitae tempora: unde crimini ducebatur, capitalique poena
a magistratibus afficiebatur, qui cuculum occidisset.' This chronicle, which professed to
be the work ' Procossii sec. X scriptoris,"1 was denounced by Dobrowski in the Wiener
Jahrbiicher d. Liter, xxxii. 77—80 as a pure fabrication and is described by A. Potthast
Bibliotheca historica medii aevi2 Berlin 1896 ii. 940 as 'Ein unsauberes Machwerk des
Przybys-raw Dyamentowski (saec. xvill).' But J. Grimm op. fit. ii. 679 n. i protested that
Dobrowski had gone too far: the chronicle, though not so old as s. x, 'is at any rate
founded on old traditions.' Partial confirmation of the alleged statements of Prokosz may
be found in those of J. Dlugosz, a canon of Cracow who died in 1480 A.D. and has left
what purports to be an account of the ancient Polish pantheon. According to the careful
critique of A. Bruckner in the Archiv fur slavische Philologie 1892 xiv. i7off. , Dfugosz
did not invent the names of his divinities, but took them from old ritual folk-songs still
current in the fifteenth century, dignifying inferior powers with the rank of gods and
comparing them with the gods of Greece and Rome. Thusyma = Iupiter, Lyada=M.a.rs,
Dzydzilelya=Venus, Afya=Pluto, Pogada=Temperiest Zywye=&zM& vitae, Dzewana=
Diana, Marzyana — Ceres (L. Niederle Manuel de r.antiquite slave Paris 1926 ii. 152).
Other Polish chroniclers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries complete the list by
adding from a similar source the names Lei and Polel, which M. de Miechow Chronica
Polonorum a Lecho usque ad annum MDvi Cracoviae 1521 equated with Castor and
Pollux (L. Niederle op. cit. ii. 153 n. i). The relevant passages in Diugosz are as
follows: lo. Diugossus historia Polonica Lipsise 1711 i (i. 34 A) 'BABA, mons altissimus
supra fluvium Sofa, herbas multiferas germinans, & oppido Zyvviec imminens' (sc. Zywiec
on the Sola, some 40 miles south-west of Cracow), ib. i (i. 376) 'Item Deus vitce, quern
vocabant ZywieC The fuller, but less authoritative, account of Prokosz is quoted, with
various comments, by W. Mannhardt in the Zeitschrift jur deutsche Mythologie und
Sittenkunde 1855 iii. 230, J. Hardy in The Folk-Lore Record 1879 ii. 85, C. Swainson
The Folk Lore and Provincial Names of British Birds London 1886 p. 121, O. Keller Die
antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 66. C. de Kay Bird Gods New York 1898 p. 116 speaks
of ' a goddess Zywie' etc.: he has misconstrued the Latin of Prokosz.

Other considerations, which deserve to be weighed before the testimony of the
chroniclers is rejected, are these. The name Zywye, which is akin to frjv, vivere (Boisacq
Diet. etym. de laLangue Gr. p. 120, Walde Lat. etym. Worterb? p. 846 f., F. Muller Jzn
Altitalisches Wdrterbuch Gb'ttingen 1926 p. 211 f.), recalls the Thracian or Thraco-
Phrygian Erikepaios, whose name was interpreted as meaning faodor-rjp (supra ii. 1024 f.).
Again, the notion that the cuckoo is an ominous bird, which declares to men how many
years they have to live etc., is wide-spread in Europe (see W. Mannhardt loc. cit.
p. 231 if., J. Grimm op. cit. ii. 676 ff., J. Hardy loc. cit. p. 86 ff., C. Swainson op. cit.
p. 115 ff., L. Hopf Thierorakel und Orakelthiere in alter und neuer Zeit Stuttgart 1888
p. i54f., O. Keller op. cit. ii. 66). Typical are the folk-lines of Lower Saxony Kukuk
vam haven, \ -wo lange sail ik leven? (J. F. Schuetze Holsteinisches Idiotikon, ein Beitrag
zur VoIkssittengeschichteHzmbvirg 1801 ii. 363), or those of Guernsey Coucou, cou-cou,dis
ml \ Combien d'ans je vivrai (Sir E. MacCulloch Guernsey Folk Lore ed. Miss E. F. Carey
London 1903 p. 505, P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1906 iii. 200), or those of
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Zeus, seeing Hera all by herself, was minded to consort with her.
To secure her by guile, he transformed himself into a cuckoo and
perched on a mountain, which had previously been called Tkronax,
the 'Throne,' but was thenceforward known as Kokkyx, the ' Cuckoo.'
He then caused a terrible storm to break over the district. Hera,
faring alone, came to the mountain and sat on the spot where there
is now a sanctuary of Hera Teleia. The cuckoo flew down and settled
on her knees, cowering and shivering at the storm. Hera out of pity
covered it with her mantle. Thereupon Zeus changed his shape and
accomplished his desire, promising to make the goddess his wedded
wife. Pausanias1 adds that Mount Kokkygion and Mount Pron over
against it were topped by sanctuaries of Zeus and Hera respectively.
Further2, he brings the myth into connexion with the famous cult
of Hera at Argos. The temple-statue was a chryselephantine master-
piece by Polykleitos. The goddess sat enthroned. On her head was
a band decorated with figures of the Charites and the Horai. In one
hand she held a pomegranate, about which a tale not rashly to be
repeated was told; in the other she had a sceptre surmounted by
a cuckoo, the subject of the foregoing myth. Strabo3 says of this
statue that, though in point of costliness and size it fell short of the
colossal works of Pheidias, yet for sheer beauty it surpassed all
others. Maximus Tyrius4 in a few well-chosen epithets records the

the modern Greek KOVKO uov, KOVK&KL fj.ov, \ /a dpyvpoKovicdKi fj.ov, \ TTOO-OVS XPOVOV$
(J. Grimm op. cit. ii. 676 n. 3). iLtienne de Bourbon, a thirteenth-century Dominican,
states that the cuckoo-oracle was consulted on the first of May (A. Lecoy de la Marche
Anecdotes historiques legendes et apologues tir<<$ du recueil inedit d'£tienne de Bourbon
Paris 1877 § 52 p. 59 f., § 356 p. 315). Prokosz therefore may, after all, be right in what he
tells us of the May-day celebration on Mt Zywiec. His further assertions, that the ruler
of the world was believed to take the form of a cuckoo and that the killing of a cuckoo
was a capital offence, cannot be controlled, but are at least consistent with one another
and not per se wholly incredible. Yet the cautious enquirer would do well to digest what
Seemann in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin — Leipzig 1933
v. 749 — 751 has to say against e.g. W. Mannhardt's attempt to treat the cuckoo as an
animal form of Donar or Fro and C. L. Rochholz' contention that St Gertrude with her
cuckoo was ' eine Stellvertreterin Freyas oder Idunas.'

7 Ax'\s\.ot. frag. 287 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 190 f. Miiller) ap. schol. vet. Theokr. 15. 64 =
Eudok. viol. 414^ cited supra ii. 893 n. 2. ,

1 Paus. 2. 36. 2 quoted supra ii. 893 n. 2.
2 Paus. 2. 17. 4 rb d£ aya\fj.a rijs"B.pas evl 0p6vov KdOyrai ueyeOei ptya, xpwoC fj.ev /cat

f\e<j>avTOs, IIo\ii/cXe/Tou 5e tfpyov- eireffTi M ol ffrtyavos Xdpiras fywv Kal "iipas tireipyao'-
jK&aj, (cai T&V -)(€Lpu>v rrj /j,ev Kapirbv <f>^pei poias, r-rj 8£ ffKrjirrpov. rcb p.ev otv es rijv poiav
— airoppiriTOTepos yap 4ffTiv 6 \6-yos — d<f>eiff6u} //.of tcd/CKvya 5£ £iri T<$ GK-r\irTp($ Ka6rjffBa.i
0airi \tyovTes TOV Ala, Sre ijpa irapOevov rfjs "Spas, es TOVTOV TOV 6pvi6a d\\ayrjvai, TTJV de
are iralyvtov 6r]pao-ai. Supra ii. 893 n. 2.

3 Strab. 372.
4 Max. Tyr. 14. 6 rrjv "Hpav, o'iav HoX^AcXeiTos 'Apyeiois !5«fe, XevK&Xevov, e\e<pai>T&-

el/jiova, J3a<ri\ii<riv, ISpvfjifvqv lirl

C. III.
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effect produced by the ivory arms, the exquisite face, the gorgeous
drapery, the queenly bearing, and the golden throne. Greek and
Roman writers vied with each other in praising the sculptor's
creation. To cite but a single epigram, Martial1 wrote:

Thy toil and triumph, Polykleitos, stands—
Hera, beyond the reach of Pheidias' hands.
Had Paris this sweet face on Ida seen,
The judge convinced, the rivals scorned had been.
Loved he not his own Hera's form divine,
Zeus might have loved the Hera that is thine.

I need not labour the point. The myth was well known, and the
statue immensely famous. What concerns us at the moment is the
fact that the Argive Hera herself was worshipped expressly as Hera
Basileiaz. Aristophanes, true to a long-established tendency of the
mythopoeic mind, has split off the cult-title Basileia and transformed
it into a new and brilliant personality—the quasz-Hera. of Athens3.
This bold stroke of genius4 was necessitated and justified by the

1 Mart. ep. 10. 89.
2 W. R. Paton—E. L. Hicks The Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 p. 88 ff. no. 38,

5 t. =J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 25 ff. no. 6, 5f.=
P. Mullensiefen in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. i. 361 ff. no. 3637, 5 f. = Michel
Recueil d'Inscr. gr- no. 717, 5 f. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 1026, sf. a liturgical
calendar on a marble slab in lettering of s. iv—s. iii B.C. deKdrai, • "H/>at 'Apydai 'EXefat
BcuriXefcu 5d/*|a\tj Kptrd- x.r.X. ('EXe£a = e»' £Xet, 'in the marsh,' cp. Alexis of Samos

frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 299 Miiller) ap. Athen. 572FyAXe£iJ 5' 6 Sd/uos h Seurfyy
"tiptav "SafucLKuv• ' r}\v ev 'Zd/j.y 'A<f>po§trir)v, f/v ol jji£i> tv KaXd/tots ica\ovffiv, ol Se &»"EXei,'
K.T.X., Paus. 8. 36. 6 at Megalopolis AI^/IM/T^OS /caXow^i'^s tv l-Xet pa6s re /cai aXaos.
Hesych. s.v. e\ela (eXet'a cod.)-... /cai"H/>a ev Kijirptf. /cai "A/>Te/iuj iv Me<r<ri}j'T? (Meffki/
cod.). See further O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 2819).

The title as attached to the Argive Hera appears to be of long standing: Phoronh
frag. 4 Kinkel ap. Clem. Al. strom. i. 24 p. 1*02, 23 f. 'OXu/«rid3oj BaviXdijs, |"Hpijs
'Ap7eti/s (context cited supra i. 453 n. 8), Aisch. suppl. 296 f. IIEA. irws ovv reXevrq,
jSairtX^oii' veiKi) rdde; \ XO. fiovv rty yvvaiK %6-qKtv' Apyela ffebs. \ K.r.X., Corp. inscr. Att.
iii. i no. 172, 5 ff. on a taurobolic altar of Pentelic marble, to be dated c. 361—363 A.D.
oCroj KeKpoirlyv ai/xet ir6\u>, OVTOS 4v "Apyei \ vcuerdei, ftiorov fi.vffri.Kbv eu didywv • \ atToOi
yap K\eidovxos %<f>v j8a<rtXi7t5os "H/»;j, | K.T.\., gf. SaSovxos pe K6/9i;j, /3oo-iX[ijf]5os iepd
o-qic&v | "H/>as K\eWpa tfdpwv, fiufiov ZQijice 'Pfy \ K.T.\. = Kaibel Epigr. Gr. no. 822, 5ff.,
9f. = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append, i. 283. 5 ff., 9f. (reading 7 aiirbdi yap /cXetSoOxos £<pv
/ScKTtXijfSos "Hpij$ but 9 Sa5oOx6s /*e K6p^s Bao-tX^j Atoj tepdj yiuav \ K.T.X.). So in Latin Sen.
Ag. 349 ff., Apul. met. 6. 4.

3 There appears to have been no temple of Hera at Athens till the time of Hadrian
(Paus. i. 18. 9), unless we reckon the ruined temple on the way from Phaleron to Athens,
said to have been fired by Mardonios (Paus. i. i. 5, 10. 35. 2).

4 Possibly not so original as we might suppose. I incline to think that Kratinos had
hit upon a very similar idea. He is known to have dubbed Perikles Zetfs (supra i. 280, iii.
32 f., cp. ii. 816 n. i) and Aspasia "Hpa, if not also ftipavvos or TvpavvoSat/JLuv (Meineke
Frag. com. Gr. ii. 61 f., 147 ff., supra iii. 32 n. 5). When, therefore, we read in schol.
Aristoph. av. 1536 ?<m S£ /cai irapa Kpartvy i) BcKriXeia, it is tempting to conclude that
Kratinos spoke of Perikles and Aspasia as the Zeus and the Hera BcurJXeia of Athens.
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whole plot of the bird-comedy. The bird-Zeus was the mate of Hera
Basileia: Pisthetairos must follow suit. The sceptre, of which we
hear so much in the course of the play1, was perhaps directly sug-
gested by the cuckoo-sceptre of the Argive Hera2.

I end by anticipating an objection. Aristophanes (it may be
urged), lover of old-fashioned Athens as he was, would not have
appealed to an Athenian public by thus dwelling on a virtually
foreign cult. Still less (I shall be told) could he have assumed in
his work-a-day audience familiarity with or appreciation of a cult-
statue carved by an alien sculptor for a Peloponnesian town. The
objection may be met, or at least minimised, by the consideration
of a certain red-figured lekythos from Ruvo, now in the British
Museum3, which—if I am not in error—makes it probable that this
very statue was known and admired by ordinary folk at Athens in
the days of Aristophanes. The vase-painting (pi. xi)4, which is
contemporary or nearly contemporary with our play, represents
a frequent subject—the judgment of Paris. To our surprise, however,
the central goddess is not Aphrodite but Hera, who sits on a throne
raised by a lotos-patterned base. As befits a 'Queen,' she wears
a high decorated stephdne and holds in her left hand a long sceptre
tipped by a cuckoo with spread wings. Her feet rest on a footstool,
and beside the further arm of her throne is an open-mouthed panther
sitting on its hind legs5. Advancing towards her comes Nike with

G. Loeschcke Vermutungen zur griechischen Kunstgeschichte und zur Topographic
Athens Dorpati Livonorum 1884 pp. 14—24, followed by O. Kern in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 44 f., would identify the Batr/Xeta of Kratinos and Aristophanes with the
Meter of the Athenian market-place, protectress of the Bouleutlrion.

1 Aristoph. av. 480, 635 f., 1534 f-> 1600f., 1626f., 1631.
2 Cp. Aristoph. av. 508 ff. fjpx01' &' oSru ff(j>68pa rfy ctp%V WOT', ei' Tts Kal j8a<ri\etfoi |

&v rats ir6\effiv T&V 'fM^vtav 'Aya/m^fj-vuv 17 Me^Aaos, | tirl TUIV ffK-ffirrpuv tKaOnjr' opi>is
/J.er^x.i>)v o TI dupodoKoir] with ib. 504 AlytiTrrov 5' a8 Kal QoivlKTis irdarrj^ K(>KKV% j3a<Ti\ei>s yv.
It is important to note that both Egypt (Epaphos, Memphis, Libye, Belos, Anchinoe,
Aigyptos, Danaos, etc.) and Phoinike (Agenor, Kadmos, Phoinix, etc.) play a large part
in the mythology of the early kings of Argos.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 61 no. F 109, Gerhard Ant. Bildw. p. 289 f. pi. 43, Welcker
Alt. Denkm. v. 410 no. 61 pi. B, 3, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Hera p. 140 ff. (B) Atlas
pi. 10, i and i a.

4 The vase, when I first saw it, had been very skilfully repainted so as to appear quite
complete. My friend Mr H. B. Walters kindly had it cleaned for me with ether (Sept. 29,
1910), and thus fixed the exact limits of the restoration. I was therefore enabled to publish in
the Ridgeway volume (supra p. 44 n. i) for the first time an accurate drawing of the design
by that excellent draughtsman, the late Mr F. Anderson. The present plate is reproduced
from his coloured drawing to a larger scale.

6 The panther appears to be a variant of the lion, which on other vases representing
the judgment of Paris precedes (Welcker Alt. Denkm. v. 388 no. 22) or is carried by Hera
(id. ib. v. 398 f. no. 52 pi. B, 2, Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 716 fF. no. 2536,

5—2
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a palm-branch1. In front of her sits Paris; behind stands Hermes;
above are Athena and Aphrodite—all with their usual attributes.
It seems clear that the vase-painter, wishing to give an individual
turn to a common type2, has made Paris award the prize of beauty,
not—as tradition prescribed—to Aphrodite, nor even—as patriotism
might suggest—to Athena, but to Hera, the Hera of Polykleitos.
The rival goddesses are relegated to the far corners of the scene,
and \hechef-d'ceuvre of the sculptor queens it in the centre. Doubtless
the vase-painter showed his ingenuity by treating the pomegranate
in Hera's hand as if it were the apple of discord that Paris had just
presented to the fairest. In short, the vase as a whole forms an
amusing parallel to the epigram by Martial already quoted.

But whether the second half of the name Nephelo-kokkygia was
or was not inspired by the Argive cult, it is certain that the first half
owed much to the common Greek conception of Zeus enthroned
above the clouds. Above them rather than upon them. Prometheus,
arriving in Cloudland, is terribly afraid that Zeus will see him
'from above3.' Hence his ludicrous umbrella. And Pisthetairos,
aspiring to the home and the very couch of Zeus, must needs bear
his bride upwards from the celestial city on pinions that soar to yet
higher heights4. After all, that is as it should be. The clouds, if
strictly described, are of the a/r; and the aer is a lower stratum
than the aithtr*. The realm of the sky-god was rightly pictured by
Homer as

Broad heaven in the aither and the clouds6.

(d) The Clouds personified in Cult and Myth.

From the ritual of Zeus Aktaios we have inferred that in early
days Greek rain-makers clothed themselves in sheep-skins by way

Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Hera p. 141 ff. (M) Atlas pi. 10, 7, Turk in Roscher Lex. Myth.
iii. 1615 fig. 6) and is usually explained as symbolising the sovereignty of Asia (Eur. Tro.
927 f., Isokr. Hel. 41, alib.). These adjuncts recall another statue of Hera at Argos: Tert.
de cor. mil. 7 lunoni vitem Callimachus induxit (perhaps the seated Hera 'NvfKpevo^vt] at
Plataiai, made by Kallimachos (Paus. 9. 2.7)). ita et Argis signum eius palmite redimitum,
subiecto pedibus eius corio leonino, insultantem ostentat novercam de exuviis utriusque
privigni (sc. Dionysos and Herakles).

1 Mr H. B. Walters in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 61 says: 'Before Hera hovers
Iris or Nike, with wings spread,' etc. But, if Nike were hovering in the air, her feet
would point downwards: see e.g. F. Studniczka Die Siegesgb'ttin Leipzig 1898 pi. 3, 19 ff.

2 Cp. P. Gardner A Grammar of Greek Art London 1905 pp. 244—253 = ̂ . The
Principles of Greek Art New York 1914 pp. 297—309.

3 Aristoph. av. 1551 avuOev, cp. ib. i5°9-
4 Id. ib. 1759 ff.
5 Supra i. 101 f. pi. ix, 2.
6 //. 15. 192 (cited supra i. 25 n. 5, iii. 34).
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of copying the fleecy clouds1. Such a usage goes some way towards
explaining another drama of exceptional brilliance2, the Clouds of
Aristophanes ; for he, in common with all the writers of old Attic
comedy, was largely indebted for his choruses to the mimetic dances
of the past3. The Clouds, however, to whom the Aristophanic
Sokrates would introduce his elderly pupil and initiate, Strepsiades,
are not mere masses of vapour that the magician can coax into
sending a shower, but rather august, and indeed divine, personifications
of the same:

Old man sit you still, and attend to my will, and hearken in peace to my
prayer,

O Master and King, holding earth in your swing, O measureless infinite
Air;

And thou glowing Ether, and Clouds who enwreathe her with thunder, and
lightning, and storms,

Arise ye and shine, bright Ladies Divine, to your student in bodily forms4.

Sokrates speaks of them as 'our deities5,' and again as 'heavenly
Clouds, great goddesses6.' Strepsiades, taking his cue, salutes them

1 Supra p. 3 1 f.
2 When first exhibited at the Dionysia of 423 B.C. the Ne0Acu of Aristophanes gained

only the third prize, being beaten by the Hvrivrj of Kratinos and the ~Kbvvo$ of Ameipsias —
a judgment hard to understand. We have the play in part rewritten, a second edition
which was never staged (W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteralur* Miinchen
1912 i. 422 f.), being either 'composed to be read and not to be acted' (B. B. Rogers in his
ed. 1916 p. xii), or planned for performance some time after 421 B.C. (G. M. Boiling 'The
two recensions of The Clouds'1 in Class. Philol. 1920 xv. 83 ff., reported in the Berl.
philol. Woch. Juli 30, 1921 p. 736).

3 So at least I have argued in \he.Journ. Hell. Stud. 1894 xiv. 163 ff. Note that the
choreutai impersonating the Clouds are likened to spread fleeces (mib. 343 et^affiv yow
eplounv ireirTantvoun). Why attention is drawn to their noses (ib. 344 avrai d£ ptvas
fyovffiv), is not quite clear. The schol. ad loc. says eiffe\rj\ij()a.ffi yap ol TOV xopov
irpoffuirela irepiKeifievoi jteyaXas fyovra pivas ical aXXws 7eXota ical dcrx^/J-ova. The sequel
(nub. 346 ff.) of course shows that the Greeks, like other children, formed fancy-pictures
in the sky and took the clouds to be a Centaur, a leopard, a wolf, a bull — in fact, as
Lowell puts it, ' Insisted all the world should see | camels or whales where none there
be ! ' But that is hardly the import of fives. I should rather suppose that the Nephelai
are entirely wrapped in fleeces except for their nostrils. Cp. the use of vefaXri in Greek
(Hesych. s.v. <f>dpi)) and nebula in Latin (De Vit Lat. Lex. s.v. 'nebula' § 9) for a thin,
flowing garment, or of 'cloud' in English for a voluminous woollen scarf (J. A. H.
Murray A New English Dictionary Oxford 1893 ii. 526 s.v. 'Cloud' § 8).

4 Aristoph. nub. 263 ff. trans. B. B. Rogers SO. etcftrjfjLeiv \pr) rbv irpeff^Ttjv (ecu rrjs
et/xijs fKCLKOveiv. | w S&TTTOT' S.va.%, an&rpTjT' 'Ai^o, 6s ?xets T^lv J^" f^er^upov, \ Xa/u.7rpos T'

cre/wai re 6eal T$e<f>e\ai ppovrriffiK^pawoi, | &p6i)T€, <f>dvr)T',

5 Id. ib. 25 2 f. 20. KCU £vyyevt<T0ai rats NefaXcucriv es \6yovs, | rats y/j
bal/j,oaiv •

6 Id. ib. 315 f. 2T. p&v ijpyval nvts tiffiv; \ Sfi. -rJKiffT', dXX' ovpdviai Ne^>Aai, /j.eyd\ai
Oea.1 dvSpdffiv apyols.
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as 'Queens over all1.' Sokrates outdoes even this by declaring that
the Clouds are 'the only goddesses', the rest being pure rubbish2.
Zeus? There's no such person3. But the Clouds themselves are
more orthodox, and in their pardbasis begin by invoking four gods
with whom they are specially concerned — Zeus, Poseidon, Aither
their father, and Helios4. It would seem that Aristophanes, who
throughout the play is presenting the grossest caricature of Sokrates,
has foisted upon him a worship of the Clouds more properly belonging
to Orphic votaries. The comedian of course accounts that way for
Sokrates' nebulous notions and shifty morals5. But the Orphists,
who from of old had been devotees of nature, were perfectly serious.
Their hymns to Zeus Keratinios and to Zeus Astrdpios are im-
mediately followed by another to the Clouds, which is prefaced by
the rubric that the proper burnt-offering to be made is myrrh, and
continues :

Clouds of the air, that nurture the crops, and that roam in the sky,
Parents of rain, driven wide o'er the world by the blasts of the wind,
Brimful of thunder and fire, loud-roaring, of watery ways,
Ye that make horror of sound in the echoing bosom of air,
Rent by the winds or charging amain with a crash and a clap,
You I beseech, that are clad in the dew, and that breathe in the breeze,
Send us the showers to nurture the crops of our Mother the Earth6.

Adoration of the Clouds, though perhaps connectible with other

1 Id. ib. 356f. ST. -xatpere roivvv, w dfoiroivai.' Kalvvv, etirep nvl /caXXy,
p^are Kdpoi <pwv^v, u 7ra///3ao-/Xetai.

2 Id. ib. 365 SO. oSrat yap rot nbvai elffl deal- raXXa 6^ iravr'1 eeri <p\i>ap<K.
3 Id. ib. 366 f. ST. 6 Zei)s 5' i]/uv, <pepe, 7r/>6s rijs Tfjs, ov\ti/j.irios ov 0e6s eariv; | SO.

iroios Zetfs; oft ui) \i]pf)ffeis • 01)6" eari Zetfs. Supra ii. i. Cp. nub. 380 f. ST. Afros; rovrl
fj.' e\e\-/i6ei, | 6 Zei)s oiiK uv, dXX' &VT' atrov Afros vvvl /3a<rtXeiW, 8i8f. ST. ISoA y' iSov
Af ' OXtifJuriov • TTJS Capias- | rbv A/a vofjdfcu>, ovra. TrjKiKovrovl, 827 ST. oiiK Zcrriv, w
QeidnrirlS'i), Zfts. €>EI. dXXa rls; | ST. At^oj /SacrtXefci, rbv Af ^|eX9jXa/f(6s, 1469 ff.
$EI. ISoti ye Ata Tlarptjiov ws d/3Xa'°J e^- I Zeits ydp TIS fort? ; ST. ZffTiv. $EI. o^/c ?or',
otiic, tirel | Afros jSao-iXetfet, rbv A£' ^feXi;Xa/fi6s.

4 Id. ib. 563 ff. vif/i/j-tSovTa (itv 6euv | Zrjva riipa-vvov Is xopov | irptara (Jttyav KiK\^ffKU- 1
r6v re /AeyaffOevi) rpiai\vif]s rafj.lav, | yfjs re /cat aX/x.u/>as 0d\d<T\ffT)s aypiov /j.ox^evr'/iv \ KO.I
fi.eydXij3vvfi.ov yf^Tepov irarep', | Al6epa ffenvftrarov, J3io6p£/j,fj,oi>a TTO.VTWV • | rbv 6' iinrovdifjiav,
5s virep\\d,fJiTrpoi.s cucriffiv Karexei \ yijs irtdov, /J.4yas ev deciis \ ev OvqToiffl re dai/J.ui>. The
antistrophi (595 ff.) invokes Apollon of Mt Kynthos, Artemis of Ephesos, Athena of
the Akropolis, and Dionysos of Mt Parnassos — another quartet of deities likely to be
interested in Clouds.

5 Id. ib. 316 ff.
6 Orph. h. Neph. 21 NE$ON, dvptafjia ff/j-tpvav. i ff. 17̂ 101 (so E. Abel for ijeptoi)

ve<f>e\ai, KapiroTpo<f>oi, otipavbirXayKroi, \ dfJ-fipordKOi, TTVOITJCTIV (so G. Hermann for irvouuffiv)
i\avi>6/j.evai Kara K6<rfji.ov, \ jSpovraiai, irvpbeacai, fpij3po/j.oi, f>ypoKe\ev6oi. (so Hermann for
i>8poice\evOoi), \ rjtpos (so Hermann for aepos) ev ictihirq varayov fipiKude' (so Hermann for
<f>piKd)5ij) i-xovffai, | irveti/j.ao'U' avrlaTraffroi tiridpo/J-dSyv irarayevaai, \ i^/ifis vvv \irofi.<u,

e&irvoot aOpats, | veft/ireiv Kapirorp&ipovs o^|8pous £iri /jLifrtpa yaiav.
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points of Orphic doctrine1 and apt to recrudesce in popular
practice2, was naturally ridiculed as fatuous and futile3. But that was a
reproach which it shared with the highest conception of the Hebrews4.
Christianity itself has cherished, not only the recollection of 'a cloud
that overshadowed them5' and 'a cloud' that 'received him out of
their sight6,' but also the anticipation of'another mighty angel come
down from heaven, clothed with a cloud7,' and the final vision of
'a white cloud, and upon the cloud one...like unto the Son of man8.'

1 The Rhapsodic theogony spoke of the world-egg as 'the cloud' (Orph. frag. 60 Kern
ap. Damask, quaest. de primis principiis 123 (i. 317, i f . Ruelle) quoted supra ii. 1024,
where P. R. Schuster's cj. Kf\u<priv for ve<p£\riv is clever, but improbable). The Justinian
recension of the Orphic AiaOrjKat (Qriph.frag. 245 Kern ap. pseudo-lust. Mart, de monarchia
2. 105 A—B (i. 116 Otto) = pseudo-lust. Mart, cohortatio ad gentiles 15. 15 E (i. 50, 52
Otto)) has the following impressive passage: i3ff. oi55^ TIS e<?0' ?re/>os xuP*-s /J-eyo.\ov
/SpurtXT/os (so Clem. Al. strom. 5. 14 p. 416, 4 Stahlin and most codd. of the cohortatio.
peya\oio &VO.KTOS most codd. of the de monarchia and codd. C. E. of the cohortatio}. |
ainov d' ofy 6p6u- irfpl yap ve<pos etrr^piKTai. | waaiv yap BvijTols Ovrjral Kbpai elalv ev
foffois, | dffdevees 8' ISeeiv Ala rbv iravrtav ueStovra. The Aristobulian recension of the
work (Orph. frag. 247 Kern ap. Aristoboul. in Euseb. praep. ev. 13. 12. 5 = the'Theo-
sophia Tubingensis' of Aristokritos (?) (see W. Christ GeschichtedergriechischenLitteratur6

Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 976) published by K. Buresch Klaros Leipzig 1889 p. 112 ff.) has
line 20 a-ii-Tov 5' of/x 6p6w irepl yap vetpos eo-r^piKTai in a different context. Another passage
of the A.ia0T)Kai (Orph. frag. 248 a Kern ap. Clem. Al. strom. 5. 14 p. 411, 4 and 10
Stahlin = Euseb. praep. ev. 13. 13. 52) invokes the supreme deity 6 8s Kiveis avepovs,
ce$A?7<ri de vavra /caXtfTrreij, and again 12 crbs %etyuwi> \f/vxpa1ffLv eirepxofAevos ve<f>t\aiffiv.
The Aw5e/caeT97/3/5es (Orph. frag. 256 Kern) state that, when lupiter is in Virgo, the year
will bring pestilence etc. Kal Kepavvo[36\oi ve<p£\ai T& ffirtppara KaraKatiffovffi (the MSS.
read Kepavj>oj36\ai and /rara/catftrei. J. Heeg cj. rjSe Kepavvoj36\oi ve<j>t\ai<Kara Kapirbv>
havffav). The same poem elsewhere, in an imitation of Hes. o.d. 504ff., says: TroXXeu
8' oiipavbBev Kal eiraprtes £K vf<t>e\a,<i3v | r^/tos iv6pvvvTO.i. (fnryois Kal S£v5pe<nv aXXois | otipeal
re (T/coT^Xots re Kal avOp&Trwv (Heinsius cj. avOp&irots) epi0ti/j.ois | Tn>iyv\t5fs Kal Hffovrai
apeiStes (Orph. frag. 270 Kern ap. Tzetz. in Hes. o.d. 502).

2 Tert. apol. 24 colat alius deum, alius lovem, alius ad caelum manus supplices tendat,
alius ad aram Fidei, alius, si hoc putatis, nubes numerat orans, alius lacunaria, alius suam
animam deo suo voveat, alius hirci. Cp. ib. 40 caelum apud Capitolium quaeritis, nubila
de laquearibus exspectatis.

3 Hor. ars poet. 230 aut, dum vitat humum, nubes et inania captet, Pers. sat. 5. 7
grande locuturi nebulas Helicone legunto.

4 luv. 14. 96 f. quidam sortiti metuentem sabbata patrem | nil praeter nubes et caeli
numen adorant. J. Rendel Harris St. Paul and Greek Literature (Wooilbrooke Essays,
No. 7) Cambridge 1927 p. 17 f. would correct Col. 2. 23 & 46e\o0pT)ffKfia Kal raveivo(ppoff^vrj
Kal d<pei8iq. (rti/iaros: ' if we restore ev ve<j>e\oOpi]ffKela we shall have an expression capable
of explanation from Aristophanes; the worship of angels is, like the new religion in the
Greek comedy, a worship of the clouds.' Infra p. 432 n. 9. See further Ducange Gloss,
med. et inf. Graec. i. 994 s.v. vecpofj-avrela, who cites from Damask, v. Isid. ap. Phot. bibl.
p. 340 b 13 ff. Bekker the queer tale of the cloud-seer Anthousa, of Aigai in Kilikia, who
saw a cloud like a Goth swallowed up by a cloud like a lion and divined that Asper
leader of the Goths would be slain by Leon.

5 Mark 9. 7. 6 Acts i. 9.
7 Rev. 10. i. Cp. Verg. Aen. 10. 633 f. (luno) caelo se protinus alto | misit agens

hiemem nimbo succincta per auras.
8 Rev. 14. 14.
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For, after all, a cloud may symbolise mystery as well as mystifica-
tion ; and what began as a nimbus may end as a glory1.

Nephele, the personified Cloud, figures in one or two Greek
myths which deserve attention. Pherekydes of Athens (or Leros2),
the earliest Attic prose-writer {floruit 454/3 B.C.), tells the tale of
Kephalos and Prokris in the following form3:

Kephalos, the son of De'ioneus, married Prokris, the daughter of Erechtheus,
and dwelt at Thorai*. Wishing to make trial of his wife, he went abroad—it is
said—and left her for the space of eight years5 while she was yet a bride. After
that, he adorned and disguised himself and, coming to his house thus tricked
out, persuaded Prokris to receive him and consort with him. Prokris, eyeing
his adornment and seeing that Kephalos was a very handsome man, lay with
him. Thereupon Kephalos revealed himself and took Prokris to task. However,
he made it up with her, and sallied forth to the chase. As he did this repeatedly,
Prokris suspected that he had intercourse with another woman. So she summoned
the serving-man and asked if he knew aught of it. The thrall said he had seen
Kephalos repair to the top of a certain mountain and often exclaim 'O Nephele6,
come to me!'—that was all he knew. Prokris on hearing it went to that
mountain-top and hid herself. Then, when she heard him saying the same words,
she ran towards him. Kephalos, seeing her, was seized with sudden madness
and, on the spur of the moment, struck Prokris with the javelin in his hand and
slew her. Then he sent for Erechtheus and gave her a costly burial.

Schwenn7 in a recent discussion of the myth very justly observes
that Nephele here must be a flesh-and-blood personification, not a
mere amorphous vapour. Ovid8 goes off on a wrong tack, when he

1 The nimbus of Christian art has a long history of its own, on which see L. Stephani
Nimbus und Strahlenkranz St Petersburg 1859 pp. i—140 (extr. from the Mfrnoires de
r Acadimie des Sciences de St.-Pitersbourg. vi Serie. Sciences politiques, histoire, philologie.
ix. 361—500), E. Venables in Smith—Cheetham Diet. Chr. Ant. ii. 1398—1402,
H. Mendelsohn Der Heiligenschein in der italienischen Malerei seit Giotto Berlin 1903
pp. i—23 with figs., A. Kriicke Der Nimbus und ver-wandte Attribute in der friihchrist-
lichen Kunst Strassburg 1905 pp. i—145 with 7 photographic pis (= Zur Kunstgeschichte
des Auslandes Heft 35), G. Gietmann 'Nimbus' in The Catholic Encyclopedia New York
1911 xi. 80—83. Older monographs are Behmius De Nimbis Sanctorum (cited by Venables)
and J. Nicolai Disquisitio de Nimbis antiqtioritm, Imaginibus Deorum, imperatorum olim,
&* nunc Christi, Apostolormn o° Maries Capitibus adpictis (Jena) 1699 pp. i—151.

2 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1912 i. 454 f-
3 Pherekyd./hz^-. 77 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 90 f. Miiller) =frag. 34 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 71

Jacoby) ap. schol. M.V. Od. n. 321, cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1688, 20ff.
4 Schol. Od. ii. 321 has ei> ry Goptewi/ (sc. <t>v\rj). F. G. Sturz cj. ev T£ Goptewf

(sc. Sr/fjiij}). C. Miiller, after P. K. Buttmann, would read tv ry QopiKtj.' (sc. Sri/jnf).
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, followed by F. Jacoby, prints iv TTJ 0op<a>^wc.

5 A significant period, one 'great year' (supra i. 540 n. i, ii. 24off.).
6 Codd. M. Va. of schol. Od. ii. 321 read w i/e^Xo, which is accepted by F. Jacoby-

Eustath. in Od. p. 1688, 27 has a ve<j>t\t), and so P. K. Buttmann in schol. Od. n. 321-
C. Miiller prints w Ne0Aa.

7 Schwenn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 218.
8 Ov. ars am. 3. 697 ff., met. 7. 811 ff.





Plate XII

Krater in the British Museum : the death of Prokris.

Seepage 73 n. 5.
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substitutes aura, the cool breeze beloved by the hunter. And
Hyginus1 makes confusion more confounded by importing Aurora
from the myth of Heos. Schwenn, however, has not perceived that
the story as a whole involves a modified mixture of two folk-tale
motifs. J. G. von Hahn2 long since pointed out that Prokris, who
first succumbs to the trinkets of a stranger and later lives with him
as his wife, illustrates one variety of weibliche Kauflichkeit. This has
been crossed with the 'NLe\usme'-formu/as of a mortal man, who is
unfaithful to a more-than-mortal woman and is therefore deserted
by her and punished for his offence. Such stories ultimately go back
to a very primitive type of tale which, according to Sir James Frazer4,
has its roots in a totemic taboo. Be that as it may, it certainly
seems probable that in the original version Nephele the cloud-
goddess bestowed her favours upon Kephalos and was jealous of
his relations to the mortal wife Prokris. Her death was his punish-
ment—a scene graphically portrayed on a red-figured kratir with
columnar handles now in the British Museum (pi. xii)5.

Essentially similar is the myth of Athamas6. He too deserted
the goddess Nephele for a mortal wife, and was punished by a
drought for his desertion. Again the tale has come down to us with

1 Hyg./a£. 189.
2 J. G. von Hahn Griechiscke und albanesische Mdrchen Leipzig 1864 i. 47 gives as

his sixth formula: ' Eine Jungfrau giebt fiir Kostbarkeiten in dreimaliger Steigerung ihre
Reize Preis und verliert dabei ihr Magdthum a) durch Ueberlistung, /3) bewusster
Weise, und muss sich mit dem Kaufer vermahlen.'

3 J. G. von Hahn op. cit. \. 45 second formula: 'Der Mann fehlt, und die nicht zum
Menschengeschlecht gehorende Frau verlasst ihn entweder: a) fiir immer, ohne dass er
ihr zu folgen versucht. b) oder er sucht sie in ihrer fernen Heimath auf und verbindet
sich mit ihr,' C. S. Burne The Handbook of Folklore London 1914 p. 344 no. 2, P. Saintyves
Les contes de Perrault et les recits paralKles: leurs origines Paris 1923 pp. 420—427.

4 Frazer Golden Bough3 : The Dying God pp. 129—131.
5 Brit. Mtis. Cat. Vases iii. 294 no. E 477, Inghirami Fas. fitt. iii. 18 ff. pi. 205,

J. Millingen Ancient Unedited Monuments Series i London 1822 p. 35 ff. pi. 14, Harrison
Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. Ixixf. fig. 14, A. Rapp in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1103 fig. 3,
G. Weicker Der Seelenvogel Leipzig 1902 p. 167 fig. 86, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasen-
maler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 416 no. 7 (attributed to the painter of the
Naples Hephaistos-/£r<zfcy (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 285 f. no. 2412)). My
pi. xii is from a photograph by the Official Photographer. In the centre Prokris collapses
on the mountain-side. She wears a short chit6n, and attempts to pluck the unerring javelin
from her bare breast. As her eyes close in death, a soul-bird escapes from her into the
air. From the right advances her father Erechtheus, wearing himdtion and wreath, one
hand holding a long sceptre, the other outstretched in dismay. On the left stands
Kephalos with chlamys and pttasos. He raises his left hand to his forehead with a gesture
of despair, and rests his right on a club, while he holds his hound Lailaps by a leash. No
other representation of the scene is known.

6 Supra i. 414 ff.
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much admixture and amplification. A. H. Krappe1 has analysed it,
in my opinion successfully, and has shown that it combines, not
only the old Greek belief in the king's responsibility for the crops
and the old Greek custom of sacrificing him or his son in time of
famine, but also a whole bunch of folk-tale motifs—the jealousy of
the heavenly wife ('Melusine2'),the wicked step-mother ('Briiderchen
und Schwesterchen 3'), and the helpful animal ('Einauglein, Zweiaug-
lein und Dreiauglein4').

A curious modification of this union between a mortal man and
the cloud-goddess may be detected in sundry other myths. It would
seem that the ancient mating of man with goddess struck the later
Greeks as blasphemous. They therefore said that such and such
a hero had become enamoured of such and such a goddess, but that
Zeus had substituted for her a phantom made out of cloud. Thus
Endymion, in the Hesiodic poem entitled The Great Eoiai5, was
raised to heaven by Zeus and fell in love with Hera, but was deluded
by a cloud-phantom and cast down to Hades6. Similarly, when
Ixion paid court to Hera, Zeus, according to the usual version7, or

1 A. H. Krappe 'The Story of Phrixos and Modern Folklore' in Folk-Lore 1923
xxxiv. 141—147. Id. 'La legende d'Athamas et de Phrixos' in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1924
xxxvii. 381—389 discusses some remaining difficulties in this complex tale and proposes
(ib. p. 385) to reconstitute its final form as follows: ' Athamas repudie Nephele et epouse
une femme mortelle, qui lui donne plusieurs enfants. Jalouse de sa rivale qu'elle hait,
Nephele provoque une famine, sachant que par ce moyen le fils de sa rivale sera immole
a 1'autel. Pour sauver son enfant d'une mort terrible, la pauvre mere se suicide et
devient une divinite bienveillante.'

2 Supra p. 73 n. 3.
3 A. Aarne Verzeichnis der Mdrchentypen (Communications edited for the Folklore

Fellows by J. Bolte, K. Krohn, A. Olrik, C. W. v. Sydow. No. 3) Helsinki 1910 p. 19 f.
no. 450, J. Bolte—G. Polivka Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Hausmarchen der Brilder
Grimm Leipzig 1913 i. 79 ff. no. u.

4 A. Aarne op. cit. p. 23 no. 511, J. Bolte—G. Polivka op. cit. Leipzig 1918 iii. 60 ff.
no. 130.

,5 A. Rzach in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 1204 f., W. Christ Geschichte der
griechischen Litteratur6 Munchen 1912 i. 123 f.

6 Hes. frag. 160 Kinkel, 148 Rzach, ap, schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 57 ev 5e rats ueyd\ais
'Ho/au X^yerai rbv "Evdvulwa dvevexffrjvai VTTO TOV Aids et'j ovpavdv. epaaOtvra 5£"H/jas eldttiXy
TrapdKoyiffffijvai [rbv gpura (om. H. Keil)] vefaXrjs /cat ^/c/SX^yra KareXOeiv eiVAtSov = Eu-
dok. viol. 344.

7 P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 766 ff., R. Wagner ib. iii. 180 f. The
principal sources are: Find. Pyth. i. 25 ff. euftevfaffi yap irapa KpoviSats \ y\vKbi> eXclw
(jioTOv, /j.aKpbv oi>x vvefneivev 6\/3ov, fnaivo^vais <ppa.fflv \ "Upas ST ipaffffaro, rav Aids efoai
\Axov | iro\vya6£es- dXXd va> ijfipis ei's avdrav f>irepa.<pavov \ upfffv, 36 ff. tirel ve<p£\q. trape-
X^aro, | ^eOSos 7X1/̂ 1) (nedtTruiv, al'dpis dv/ip' \ elSos yap virepoxwrdr^ irptirev ovpaviav (so
A. Boeckh, C. A. M. Fennell, Sir J. E. Sandys with codd. D. E. cett. T. Bergk, followed
byB. L. Gildersleeve and W. Christ, cj. Ovpavidav. T.Mommsen, followed byO. Schroder,
reads QvpavlSa, cp. schol. vet. ad loc. TOV ovpavlov K.p6vov) \ Ovyarfyi Kpbvov' civre 56Xoc
atry 64crai> \ Zrjvbs ira\d/J,ai, Ka\6v Trrj/na. /c.r.X., schol. Ap. Rhod. 3. 6-2 eXe^iras ovv b Zevs
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Hera herself, according to some1, fashioned a cloud-figure, by whom
Ixion became the father of Kentauros2.

An instructive case is that of the hero3 lasion, who lay with

ayvlfa avrbv Kal ayvurBels iipaffOv) Trjs "Upas. 6 5e Zeus ve<f>e\riv o/uwwo-as "Spa Trapa/cot/xt'fet
ai/Tif, Diod. 4. 69 TeXos 5' virb TOV Aids Kara TOVS /J,v6ovs dyvurOeis, r/paffOT) /j.ev T??s"Hpas
/cat Karer6XyU77<re»' virep avvovirias \6yovs iroieiffdai. lireira TOV fJ.ev Ala. etduiXov iroir/o-avTa
TTJs'Hpas ve$t\t)v ^curooretXat, rbv 5k 'I^iova rfj ve<pe\rj fuyevra, yevvrjffai. TOVS dvof^a^o^vovs
"Kevravpovs dvQpuiro<pve'is, 70 rivts de \eyovffi TOI>S IK Ne^A^s Kal 'I!-lovos yevvr/BevTas
KevTavpovs Trpi&rous lirireveii' eirixeiprio~avTas 'IiriroKevravpovs d)t>oiMo~0ai K.T.\., Loukian.
dial. dear. 6. 4 (Zeus to Hera) etdw\ov IK vetpeXifs ir\affafj.ei>oi atfrij croi opoiov . . . irapaKara-
KXlvwfifv avT$ QepovTes /c.T.X. with schol. ad loc. (i. 216 T. Hemsterhuys — J. F. Reitz)
OVTOS de cUiXaoros <3v r/pdff9ri "Upas, 17 av^yyet^-e r<? Ad. 6<d£ (ins. M. du Soul) > SoKi/uafaw
adrbv direiica.<re j>e<j>£\Tjv rrj "Spa, rj p.lyvvra.1. "L£i<av, /cat TTOI« iralda rd /j£v av&p&irov ^-xpvTO.
rh. 5^ iV7rou, a<j>' oS 'IviroK^vravpoi, schol. V. Od. 21. 303 'l^iuv 6 At6s TraTs . . . §ta T^S
eiut>tirov /casias eirelpafe rbv rrjs "Hpas yafiov. i>iroTrTe^<ra<ra 5£ TJ 6eos avfyeyice r<£ Au TTJV
'I!-lovos Xtjffcrav. 6 de ev0vfjio!jjj.ei>os f)J\<fj ird,\iv TOVTO raijrijv 8pa,v 5iaj3d\\ovaav TOI>S ££ ai)roC

IK TWOS 8/j.us eiriTe-)(yr)<reus TTJS 'I^iovos eireipaTo yvd}/j.r)s. ffKoir&v d£ evpe TO
s. ve<f>£\r)i> yap "Spa. irapeiKdffas fi,6vt\v ev ry 0a\d/j.<t> TOV 'I^tovos Kare'XtTrei', 6 de ws
tpidffaro . . . ylveTai 8t e/c TTJS vetp^Xrjs Trais 'I^iovos St0i/r;s ra fjxv /carcirepa nepr] Trjs

^ *yi/> ve<p^\ai ?7T7rots toiKao-f TO, de av&repa. f^py dirb TOV 6fjL<f>a\ov p.exp<- TTJS
ice<f>a\ijs TOV ira.Tpbs 'li-iovos. K.T.\.

1 H.yg.fat>. 62 luno lovis iussu nubem supposuit, quam Ixion lunonis simulac[h]rum
esse credidit. ex ea nati sunt Centauri, Myth. Vat. i. 162 Centauri autem Ixionis et nubis
filii sunt; quae nubes ipsi a lunone in sui forma est opposita, 2. 106 Ixion, Phlegyae
filius, ...lunonem de stupro interpellare ausus est. quae de audacia eius conquesta lovi,
suadente ipso, pro se nubem ei opposuit, cum qua Ixion concubuit ; unde geniti sunt
Centauri, 3. 4. 6 Ixion lunonis coniugium petiit; ilia nubem in speciem suam ornavit,
cum qua Ixion coiens Centauros genuit, schol. C. Eur. Phoen. 1185 o'I£lwv ...tip pure TT?I>
row Aids <pt\iav. 4Tre6vfji.rjo-e yap Tr)s"Hpas Kal \6yovs irpoffriyayev avrfj' i] de 0ed vefaXijv
airrtf irapeKoi/j-iffev fit eavTrjv vxynaTlgovcra, •g di) ffvyKaBevdricras 6 'Ii;iui> 4ireKavxv)o-aTo TTJ
ffwovffiq. (but other scholia on the same line give the more usual account : schol. A. C. M .
8$ A.KO\affTalv(ov Id&v fr/v"Hpai> fjpdffBr) avTrjs- /JLT) (pepovffa, de ^"Hpa rrfv /naviav avTov <f>rjcn
Ttf Ati- ^0' $ dyavaKTrfffas 6 Zevs, /3ov\6nej>6s re yvuvai (so cod. M. So/ct/xacrat codd. A. C.)
el ye d\i)6£s effTiv, direLicaffe TTJ "Hpq, ve<f>£\iiv, T)v Idtav 6 'H-luv, vofj.io~o.s TTJI* "B.pav elvai,
fdyvvrai avTy Kal iroiei iraida di<pvri, TO, fj^ev avOpdnrov eyovTO. rd de 'lirirov, d<p' o5 Kal ol \onrol
Kevravpoi yey6i>acriv, schol. Gu. Bar. OVTOS 6 'Ii;l<av . . . e^wpdOr) TTJS "Hpas epSiv. Oe\ti)v ovv
6 Zevs yvwvai -rbv Ipwra ve<pe\if)i> irapetKafei T-Q "Hp^t, et'j rjv 6p/u.^cras 6 'I^itav drjXov eiroiriffe
rf Ati rbv epwra . . . eK de Trjs irpbs TTJV ve<t>e\Tiv TOV 'I^lovos fjil^eus yiyovev 6 'iTriroKevTavpos,
(te^aXV uev Kal ffTrjffos Kal %eipas dvBpttnrov ex&v, TO de Xonrbv <rwua 'iirirov, K.T.\.), schol.
Loukian. pise. 12 p. 132, 23 ff. Rabe <f>a<rl ydp TOV 'I^lova TTJS "Hpas Ipa<r6fjvai,
SI TTp>"Spa.v xapifrfjitvqv at/rip vetf>e\riv els eavrijv direiKacracrav eav 'I£i'oi»i
a<j> 06 Kal ol K^vTavpot dpxijv Trjs yeveffews eo"nov. Kal TO crvaTTTUfjia els ovo/jia i-Xaflov • Trapa
7dp TO TT/V atipav Kevreiv rbv 'li^lova iirl Trj yeveo~ec K^vraupos r6 dirb TOVTOV e'K\i!j0ri — an effort
of etymological imagination which it would be hard to beat !

But it is a serious mistake to infer from such passages that Hera was a rain- or cloud-
goddess (Wide Lakon. Kulte p. 26 'Eine alte Vorstellung von der Hera als Regen- bez.
Wolkengottin birgt sichin dem Mythos von Hera-Nephele und Ixion').

2 Cp. Aristoph. nub. 346 ve<pe\f]v ~KevTavpig bpalav, supra p. 69 n. 3.
3 There is not the least reason for supposing that lasion was a heroi'sed sky-god

(Gilbert Gr. Gotterl. p. 337 n. i ' Die Verbindung der Dem. mit Jasion. . .stellt diese Ehe der
Erde mit dem Himmelsgotte dar, da beide...hier heroisirt erscheinen,' ib. p. 473 n. r
'ich halte 'lao-'uav fiir einen heroisirten Poseidon larpos') or a form of Zeus (E. Thraemer
Pergamos 1888 p. 102 n. 2 'e 125 wird Jasion, der Buhle der Demeter, von Zeus aus
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Demeter on a. thrice-ploughed field in Crete, became by her the
father of the infant Ploutos, and was thunder-struck by Zeus (fig. 22)*
for his presumption2. This ancient myth, though it had the sanction

Fig. 22.

Eifersucht getodtet. Der Dichter des e ahnt nicht, dass Jasion mit Zeus wesensgleich
ist').

1 G. Kieseritzky 'lasios' in the Strena Helbigiana Lipsiae 1900 pp. 160—163 with fig.
( = my fig. 22) published a fragmentary red-figured krater of late style, from Chersonesos
Taurike, now in the Hermitage at Petrograd, which appears to represent the scene.

A young man ( I A££OS) in oriental garb flings up both arms with a gesture of despair

and looks back in terror towards the left, where just beyond a neighbouring hill Nike is
seen driving the chariot of Zeus (?). On the right sits a bearded god holding a long
staff (trident? sceptre??). Beside him was a goddess, whose arm with its arm-band is
visible leaning on his left shoulder. They are probably Poseidon and Amphitrite. Beneath
the necks of the horses appears the corner of some squared structure. Above it the

letters ...£O£ suggest comparison with the XPY£O£ and PAOTOl, who flank the

chariot of N11<H on a gilded oinochde from Athens, now at Berlin (Furtwangler VasensammL

Berlin ii. 761 f. no. 2661, Lenormant—de Witte EL man. ctr. i. 307 ff. pi. 97, O. Jahn
Ueber bemalte Vasen mit Goldschmuck Leipzig 1865 p. 13 no. 23, T. Eisele in Roscher
Lex. Myth. iii. 2582, J. Toutain in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iv. 518).

On the variants 'laaiuv, 'Ia<riav, 'Idertos, "Ia<ros, see W. Gundel in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ix. 752 f. "Icwnros is not elsewhere attested; but cp. 'Icur<r6s for 'Ia<r<5s, the
Carian town (L. Burchner ib. ix. 785 f.). The suffix -<7os or -ffffos seems to be character-
istic of prehistoric Greece (P. Kretschmer Einleitungin die Geschichte der griechischen
Sprache Gottingen 1896 p. 401, G. Glotz La civilisation tgeenne Paris 1923 p. 440,
A. Debrunner in Ebert Reallex. iv. i. 520 f., J. B. Haley in the Am. fourn. Arch. 1928
xxxii. 144 (full list and map), M. P. Nilsson Homer and Mycenae London 1933 p. 64 ff.
(list and map)).

2 By far the fullest and best account of the myth is that given by W. Gundel in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 752—758.
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of both Homer1 and Hesiod2, and was almost certainly based on
actual agrarian usage3, nevertheless could not escape the charge of
derogating from the dignity of the goddess and was therefore
modified by the later Greeks in one of two directions. Either, as
the logographer Hellanikos4, the historian Idomeneus5, and the
geographer who passes under the name of Skymnos6 agree, the hero
had outraged a statue (dgalma) of Demeter; or, as the rhetorical
mythographer Konon7 preferred to put it, the hero had consorted
with a mere phantom (pkdsma) of the goddess.

Konon's expedient was in all probability suggested byStesichoros'
solution of a similar problem. Having penned an ode about Helene
on the traditional Homeric lines he, like Homer, had lost his eye-
sight. But, unlike Homer, he recovered it when, realising the nature
of his offence, he wrote his famous palinode :

The tale's untrue !
Thou didst not go on board the well-planked ships,
Nor ever earnest to the towers of Troy8.

Od. 5. 125 if. <2s 8' OITOT
evvrj \ vetij) &i TpnroXqj ' ovdt dj)v rjev airvcrros \ Zetfs, os fuv KartireQve

2 Hes. theog. 969 ff. A^yU^Ti;/) jjjkv H\OVTOV iyelvaro Sta Oeduv, \ 'laviuv tfpiai /M-yetcr'
tpaTjj <t>i\t>Tr)Tt. | veu$ ivi rpiir6\y, Epfrri)s fr iriovi 5^/xy, | K.T.\.

3 Frazer Golden Bough*: Spirits of Corn and Wild i. 208 f. compares 'the West
Prussian custom of the mock birth of a child on the harvest-field [ib. p. i5of.]. In this
Prussian custom the pretended mother represents the Corn-mother (Zytniamatka) ; the
pretended child represents the Corn-baby, and the whole ceremony is a charm to ensure
a crop next year.' See also Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 346.

4 Hellamk.. frag: 129 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 63 Miiller) =frag. 23 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 112 f.
Jacoby) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 916 £yevvri<re 5£ (sc. 'HXe/crpwiu'i?) rpeis iratSas, AdpSavoc
rAc eii Tpolav KaroucficravTa, &v nal HoXvdpxri <t>a.ffl X^yeffOai virb rdv eyxupiuiv , /cat
'Her/wi'a, dv 'laffiuva ovofjid^oviri, KCU. <pacrl KepawwOijvai OLVTOV vfiplfrvra dyaX/jia rrjs

Tptrrjv dt Zffxev 'Apuoviav, rjv TjyayeTo Kci5/xos " Kal curb T^S /jLiqTpbs a^r^s
rijs Q^rjs uvofj,dff6ai 'urropei 'EXXdj't/cos & Trpdiry fpuiKwv Kal 'I5ofj.evei/s

[ev irp&Ttf fpwiK&v (pm. K. H. F. Sintenis)]. Cp. Hellanik./ra,^. 58 {Frag. hist. Gr. i. 53
Miiller) = frag. 135 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 139 Jacoby) ap. schol. Od. 5. 125 OUTOS (sc. 6

Kprjj TO y&os, Karoos (so G. Kramer for Kpar(p)tos) Kal Qpovias vibs. ws 5e
os, 'HX^KTpas Kal Atos vi6s. Trap' <p fi6t>(j} pera rbv KO,raK\\jffn,bv evptO-ri ffir^p/j-ara.

o5 Kal A^ijrpos 6 IlXoOros Kara 'HfftoSov (supra n. 2).
5 Idom. frag. 18 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 494 Miiller) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 916 (cited

supra n. 4). F. Jacoby in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 910 says: 'Danach gehort er
friihestens ins 4. Jhdt., wahrscheinlicher erst in hellenistische Zeit.'

6 Skymn. Chi. per. 68iff. (Geogr. Gr. min. i. 223 Miiller) irpbrepov yap etvai <f>acriv ev
Ta&Tri (sc. TT) 1*a[j-o6pQicrj) nv£s \ robs Tpwas, 'HX^Krpas TfKoticrijs AdpSavov | rfjs Xeyoyi/.^j'ijs
'ArXavros 'lacriwf d. re, \ tSv TOV fj.kv ' T_a<rlb)va 5i>o"<r^3?7yu.d. TI | wpa^ai. irepl &f)fM}Tpos \eyova"
&ya\fM Kal \ irXttyri KepavvwOevra dai/jLovlq> Bavelv, \ rbi> AdpSavov 5£ K.T.X. F. Gisinger in
Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 674 f. dates this pseudepigraphic poem c. 100 B.C.

7 Konon narr. 21, writing between 363.0. and 17 A.D. (E. Martini in Pauly —
Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1335), says : AdpSavos Kal 'Idfftav TratSes yffTrjv Aios ££ 'HX^crpas
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Stesichoros now asserted that Greeks and Trojans fought one
another for the sake of a mere wraith (eidolon), in ignorance of the
genuine Helene1. What, in his reconstruction, the genuine Helenewas
doing all the time, we do not know: perhaps she never left Sparta2.
Herodotos3 gives a different turn to the story. According to him,
Helene was stolen from Menelaos at Sparta by Alexandras, driven
by a storm out of the Aegean to Egypt, and there taken from her
paramour by Proteus and kept at Memphis for the coming of her
lawful husband. Euripides in his Helene combines the two versions.
Like Stesichoros, he preserves the innocence of Helene by making
the truant a wraith (eidolon), fashioned of ouranos or cloud or aither
and substituted by Hera for the faithful wife4. Like Herodotos, he
sends the real Helene to Egypt, whither she is conducted by Hermes

Tr)s 'AT\avTl8o$, /cat QKOW 2afj.o6pq.Ktjv TJ\V vrj<rov. dXX' 6 fiev "Idvuv <pdff/j.a
alffxvvai /SouXijtfets eKfoavvuQri, AdpSavos 5£ /c.r.X.

8 Stes. frag. 32 Bergk4, n Diehl, 18 Edmonds ap. Plat. Phaedr. 243 A — B. The
Platonic passage is expounded on allegorical lines by the neo-Platonist Hermeias of
Alexandreia in Plat. Phaedr. p. 75 if. P. Couvreur.

1 Plat. rep. 586 C winrep rb rijs 'EXej^s eZSuXov virb TUV ev fpola Srijirixopis #W
yeveffOai irepifji.dxflTov ayvola TOV d\r)0ovs.

2 The passages relating to Stesichoros' waXivipSia are collected and discussed by
T. Bergk in his note on frag. 32 (Poet. lyr. Gr. iii. 217 — 219 Bergk4). To his biblio-
graphy add R. Hirzel 'Die Homonymie der griechischen Gotter nach der Lehre antiker
Theologen' in the Ber. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1896 xlviii. 290 f.
(the resolution of a self- contradictory mythical figure into self and shade goes back
to Homer, cp. Od. n. 601 ff. for a similar treatment of the ijpus 0e6s (Pind. Nem. 3. 22)),
W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1912 i. 212 ('Den Helenastoff
hat er zuerst in der 'EX&a auf Grund der rein asthetischen, religios indifferenten
homerischen Vorlage, dann in der Ha\iv(f>8ia mit Riicksicht auf die Uberlieferung und den
Glauben der Dorer dargestellt, denen Helena eine Kultgottin war').

That the genuine Helene never left Sparta may be inferred from Dion Chrys. or. 1 1
p. 323 Reiske Kal rbv /j.ev 'Z-rrjalxopov ev TT) ttffrepov (£8rj \eyeiv OTI rb irapdirav o&St
ir'\etjffeiev ^ 'EX^i; oi>Saft,6ffe' aXXoi 8£ rives (sc. Herodotos) ws apiraffOeiri p&t'E\&i) virb
TOV 'A\e^at>Spov, devpo d£ irap' ^/tias ets Atyvtrrov a.<pticoiTo. The schol. Aristeid. iii. 150
Dindorf (A. C. STT/O^XO/DOJ & TTJ 7roii}<m Xey« u)j ^/jira/ccbj TIJV 'EXtvyv 'A\4£avdpos Kal dia
r^s $apov tpx6/j.evos a<f>ripf6ri pev TdiiTijv irapa Ilpwr^ws, IXa/Se 5^ irap' atirov (wap afrrov om.
C.) £v irivaKi rb etduiXov aiiTrjs yeypafji/u^vov, tva optav irapa/Av6oiTO rbv atrov t-pura.
B.D. els 2ri)(rlxopov alvirreTaf \eyei yap eKeivos OTI. eXG&v 6 'A\ti-av8pos evl rai/rjjs TTJS
vfaov, rrjs $dpov, d(prip46ir) irapa TOV HpuTeus Trjv "EXevyv Kal etdu\ov afiTrjs edti-aTO ' /c.r.X.)
and Eudok. viol. 43 = 753 (2Ti)<rixopos de <pt]<nv OTI, diepxofdvov 'A\e!-dv3pov 81 AlytiirTov, d
Hpurevs'1Si\evr)v a<pe\6/j.et>os et5(i>\ov'J$\fvi)s ai>Tip ?8w/ce, Kal oOrws i-ir\ev<rev eis Tpoiav) are
attributing to Stesichoros the Herodotean version plus sundry rationalising additions of
their own. 3. Hdt. 2. 112 — 115.

4 Eur. Hel. 31 ff. (EA.)"H/m 8£ fiefu/tdeiff' oOveK' 06 VIK$ deas \ e^-rjvenufff rA/i 'A\e^av8p<f
^^X7?! I Sldwri 8' oiiK ep.', dXX' bjj.oiuffa.ff ejiol \ et8<a\ov fyirvovv otipavov ^vvdeltr' S.TTO (so
J. J. Reiske for OTTO codd.), | Hpid/j.ov Tvpavvtp waiSl, 582 ff. EA. otf/c ri\9ov £s yrjv fpydd',
dXX' etSuXov •Jfv. \ ME. Kal Tis /SKeirovTa <rci/iar tt-epydfeTat; \ EA. aiflijp, 66ev <n> 9eoTrbvi)T'
l%etj \fxtl' I ME. Tlvos irXdffavTOS Oetiv ; aeXTrra yap \eyeis. | EA. "HpoJ (so Scaliger for
ri/m codd.) StaXXa^/i', ws ILdpis pe ^XajSot, 1135 f. vetpe\av eirl vavfflv ayuv, \ etSu\ov Ipbv
(so K. W. Dindorf for lepbv codd.) "Hpas, 1218 f. 0E. irov 8% Tb iretupOev avTl <rov fpolq,
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at the command of Zeus1. Menelaos, escorting the phantom home
from Troy, arrives in Egypt and is there confronted with the true
Helene. He is desperately puzzled. But, just as he begins to
think himself either a bedlamite or a bigamist, the misty Helene
evaporates2—a sufficiently whimsical situation.

If Euripides' Hera outwitted Paris by making a phantom
Helene of aither, Euripides' Zeus outwitted Hera by means of a
similar trick—witness a curious passage of the Bacchae* in which
Teiresias attempts to explain the story of Dionysos being sewn up
in the thigh of Zeus as due to a verbal confusion of homeros,
'hostage,' with meros, 'thigh':

And dost deride the tale that he was sewn
I' the thigh of Zeus? I'll tell it all aright.
When Zeus had caught him from the lightning-fire
And borne him, babe divine, to Olympos' height,
Hera was fain to cast him forth from heaven.
But Zeus, a very god, met plot with plot:
Breaking a portion of the aither off,
Which rings the earth, he made that same a hostage
Against the strifes of Hera and sent out
Dionysos elsewhere*. Thus in course of time
Man said that he was sewn i' the thigh of Zeus—
Changing the word, since once he served as hostage
To Hera, god to goddess,—such their tale.

KCLK&V; \ EA. ve<pe\-r)s X^-yets dya\fj.'; £s aWep' otxercu. Cp. Eur. El. 1282 f. Zeus 5', ws Zpis
yfroiTO Kal tf>6vos ftporwv, \ dduXov'EXtvTjs e^ire^' & (so A. Nauck for els codd.J'IXtoj'.

On the plot see further A. von Premerstein ' Ueber den Mythos in Euripides' Helene'
in Philologus 1896 Iv. 634—653, A. C. Pearson in his edition of the play (Cambridge 1903)
p. xff., A. W. Verrall Essays on four Plays of Euripides Cambridge 1905 pp. 43—133
('Euripides' Apology. (Jfeien.)'), H. Steiger 'Wie entstand die Helena des Euripides?' in
Philologus 1908 Ixvii. 202—237, V. Pisani 'Elena e 1' etSwXov' in the Rivista di Filologia
1928 vi. 476—499 (summarised in Class. Quart. 1929 xxiii. 215).

1 Eur. Hel. 44 ff. \a/3u>v d4 fjC 'Epprjs ev •jrTirx.a'io'iv alOepos \ ve<p£\-r) Ka\tiif/as, oi> yap
Tnd\t)ff£ /J.ov | Zetis, r6vS' e"s olKov Upwreus idptiffaro, | K.r.X.

2 Eur. Hel. 557 ff. The wraith's disappearance is reported ib. 605 f. AF. fiefiyKev aXoxoj
<T7j irpbs aWepos 7rr(/xas | dp&eTa' d<pavTOS' obpavip 8£ Kpvirrera.1., \ K.T.\., 612 ff. (the wraith
speaking) eyw 5' 4ireidi) XP^VOV ^Mett/' 8<rov /u,' exprjv, \ rb ftopffifiov <rc6<ra<ra, TrdXiv (so A. Nauck
for irartp' codd.) e« oiipavbv | diTret/ttt. Cp. Lyk. Al. 822 (paff^a. irTt)v6v, els aXOpav (pvybv.
Hence later Helene appears fr aidfyos TTTuxats (Eur. Or. 1631, 1636).

3 Eur. Bacch. 286 ff. Kal Karaye\$s viv, ws eveppd<pri At6s | wpf; 5i5a£w a-' us /caXws
^X« r65e. | e?re/ va> rjpiraff' IK irvpiis Kepawlov \ Zei^s, eij 5' "0\v/ji.Trov fip£<
"Hpa va> ^IfleX' ^/c/3aXetV air ovpavov' | Zei!'s 5' avTf.)it]-)(.a.vr]ao.tf ola di] 6e6s. \ p^as
TOV x.Bbv' £yKVK\ovfjL&ov | aidtpos, ^BtjKe r6vS' ov/qpov, e/c5i5oi)s [ Ai6t>vo~ov, "Upas
XP&VV M vu> | /Sporoipa<f>ijvai (so J. Pierson, followed by F. A. Paley, for rpa<pr)va.L codd.)
(f>a<Tiv ev pypip At6s, | ovofn-a. fjieraffT^fravres, on 0eq. Beits \ "H/>£ irod' w/j-^pevo-e, vvvOevres
\6yov with the notes of Sir J. E. Sandys ad loc.

4 Cp. supra i. 707 n. 2 fig. 524 a vase now attributed to ' the Syleus Painter' (c. 480 B.C.)
(Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 438 no. 9, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen
Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 162 no. 23).
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The real explanation of the story is of course very different from
the sophisms of Teiresias. The pretended birth from the thigh of
Zeus1, which from the sixth, if not the seventh, century onwards
is attested by vases2, frescoes3, reliefs4, and other works of art5,

Fig. 23-
1 F. Lenormant in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 6011., H. Heydemann*.Z?/0«j)/W

Geburt undKindheit (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1885) pp. 12—17 (' Schenkelgeburt'),
F. A. Voigt in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1045 f., E. Thraemer ib. i. 1123, Preller—Robert
Gr. Myth. i. 661 f., Farnell Cults of Gk. States v. no.

1 see no probability in the suggestion that Hesych. s.v. S.xapa- ra 07cA?j- KpijTes and
et. mag. p. 45, 16 f. S/capa- TO, crictXri KpTjres. "A/capa" 7r6Xts •rijs'Aa'ias, T/ vvv KaKov/jLtvy
Ni5<r<ra. /c.T.X. (Nysa in Lydia, near which is Acharaka : supra i. 503) imply a localised
myth of the birth of Dionysos from the leg of Zeus.

2 (i) R. Rochette ChoixdepeinturesdePompei Paris 1848—1856 p.76 ff.,with coloured
design on p. 73 (part of which = my fig. 23), published a yellow-ground Corinthian pyxis
of c. 600 B.C., found in a tomb between Corinth and Sikyon, on which he thought
to recognise the earliest extant representation of Zeus bearing Dionysos from his thigh.
This view, accepted by F. Lenormant loc. cit. i. 602 and by E. Thraemer/0<r. cit. i. 1123,
was called in question by H. Heydemann op. cit. p. 4 ('die altkorinthische Vase mit
einfachen Genrescenen'). E. Wilisch Die altkorinthische Thonindustrie Leipzig 1892
p. 49 f. apparently reverts to R. Rochette's explanation (cp. ib. pp. 62 ' " Bakchusgeburt",'
63 'Bakchusgeburt,'97 n.353 ' Bacchusgeburt,' 143 ' diesogenannte Bakchusgeburt'). The
vase is now in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris (P. Milliet—A. Giraudon Vases peints
du Cabinet des Mtdailles 6-= Antiques {Bibliotheque Nationale] Paris 1891 i. pi. 10
ue Classe, ive Serie, E, De Ridder Cat. Vases de la Bibl. Nat. i. 42 ff. no. 94 ' Scene
d'enfantement (?)' etc.). The hair and the girdle of the central figure prove it to be female.
Unless, therefore, we are prepared to hold that Zeus in labour was represented as a woman,
this cannot be he. To left and right of the seated woman are the Eileithyiai. Another
female on the right holds a distaff and spindle, less probably a branch of ivy (?): Klotho?

(2) A black-figured amphora from S. Maria di Capua, likewise in the Bibliotheque

Nationale (no. 219), shows Dionysos (AIO50O5 =Ai6s 0c6s) as a naked boy, with two

torches, standing on the lap of a seated Zeus (supra ii. 273 with fig. 177, infra § 9 (h) ii
(0) (4)).

(3) A red-figured lekythos at Boston (no. 95. 39) is described and illustrated by
J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918
p. 134 ff. fig. 83 ( = my fig. 24): 'Zeus, naked, very tall, his long hair and beard curiously
neat, is sitting out of doors on a stone, which is covered by his clothes, and carefully easing
the small god out of his thigh: his trusted Hermes stands beside him, watching, and
holding his master's sceptre.' The vase is referred by the same authority to 'the
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Fig- 25.
C. IIT.
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Alkimachos painter' of the late archaic period (Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 18 no. 2,
J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 298 no. 25).

(4) A south-Italian vase, now lost, but seen by A. L. Millin at Naples in private
possession ('Vaso che si trova in casa del Sre d. Genn. Patierno, restauratore, alia salita
de' Reggj Studj, n. 63: altezza, palmi i\; diametro, i palmo, 3^ oncie') and drawn for
him (drawing extant in the Cabinet des Estampes of the Bibliotheque Nationale), is
described by R. Rochette Choix de peintures de Pompei Paris 1848 — 1856 p. 81 with n. 4, i
recorded by L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pit. 1861 p. 13, and published by j
F. Lenormant in the Gaz. Arch. 1880 vi. 72 — 74 with two figs, (of which the first = my \
fig. 25). In the upper register is Zeus, seated on a throne with a footstool. He wears a •
himdtion (scaled aigis!:} and a bay-wreath, and holds a thunderbolt in his right hand, an \
eagle-tipped sceptre in his left. From his right thigh emerges a diminutive Dionysos. \
The boy stretches out his arms to Eileithyia, who bends towards him, holding in readiness !

a cloth or garment. Behind Zeus stand a Bacchant (thyrsos) and a Maenad (panther-skin,
torch (?)) — hardly Apollon and Artemis. In the lower register, on rocky ground, is Athena
( Gorgdneion, helmet (?), shield, spear) conversing with two Maenads (tkyrsos, torch) —
hardly Demeter and Hekate. Athena was perhaps made out of a third Maenad (timbrel (?),
thyrsos). The reverse of the same vase depicts the madness of Lykourgos, who brandishes
a club (?) in the midst of four Satyrs. Both designs have been copied ' par une main
singulierement maladroite et inexperimentee'.

(5) A volute-^rfl^r of c. 415 B.C. from Caelia (Ceglie), now at Taranto, fully published
in \hejourn. Hell. Stud. 1934 liv. if^S. pis. 8 and 9 by A. D. Trendall, to whose
kindness I owe my pi. xiii.

(6) A red-figured fragment at Bonn (inv. no. 1216. 19) (Trendall loc. cit. fig. i = my
pi. xiii, 3).

3 Plin. nat. hist. 35. 140 Ctesilochus, Apellis discipulus (but cp. Souid. s.v. 'AireX-
X?)s,...d5eX0ds KTi;<ri6xou> Kal aiJroO ftaypd(pov), petulant! pictura innotuit, . love Liberum
parturiente depicto mitrato et muliebriter ingemescente inter obstetricia dearum. H. Hey-
demann Dionysos1 Geburt und Kindheit (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1885) p. 5 £;
regards this curious effort as 'ein humoristisches oder vielmehr parodisches Bild' and;
would date it c. 300 B.C. See also Miss E. Sellers (Mrs A. Strong) on Plin. loc. cit. i

The precise part played by Zeus in Philostratos' picture of Semele (supra ii. 28, 828)
is not clear (Philostr. mai. imagg. i. 14. 2 f.
irvpbs ve<f>£\t) irepurxovtra ras GiJ/3cu ei's TTJV TOV
K(i5/tou <TT4yi)v pifiyvvrai KUfj-dffavTos eirl rip
'2cp£\i)v TOV AIDS, icai air&\\vTai piv, UK
SoKov/J.ev, 17 Se/iA?;, r/Krercu 8£ Ac6i>y<ros O?/MU
(O. Benndorf cj. ofytcu, < /cal >) vr) Afa irpbs rb
irvp. Kal rb p£v rrjs Se/t^X^y elSos 6,/j.vdpbr

ai iotvris es ovpavdv, Kal al
i q.ffovra.1, b Se Ai6vvffos rijs p
i payetffijs rty yao~r£pa, TO 8£ irvp &X'

XuwSes e/rycifercu <j>oudp6s (C. L. Kayser cj.
tpaidpbv) ai)r6s olov avrfip rts airatTTpdirTuv (so

Fig. 26.

&vTpov TI T$ Aiovfoy ffKiaypa<j>ei iravrbf
i]6iov 'Affffvplov T€ Kal Avdlov /c.r.X.). A.
Bougot Philostrate tancien Paris 1881 p. 265 f.

cites for comparison and contrast a fresco said to have been found in Rome and formerly
owned by Prince Gagarin (Memorie.Romane di Antichita e di Belle Arti ed. L. Cardinal!
Roma 1824—1827 iii pi. 13): Zeus, with gray beard and hair, sits enthroned on a cloud.
His head is surrounded by a halo of rays; his legs are wrapped in an ample wind-swept
himdtion of flame-coloured fabric. His eagle is perched beside him. With his right hand
he grasps a thunderbolt, with his left he reaches towards the undersized babe ('als Em-
bryo gekriimmt,' says Gerhard) of Semele, who half-clad in a yellow robe lies dead on
the couch before him. This painting, accepted without hesitation by E. Gerhard (Hyper-



Plate X I I I

(1) Krater from Ceglie, now at Taranto.

(2) Detail of same vase : the birth of Dionysos.
(3) Vase-fragment at Bonn : the birth of Dionysos.

See page 82 n. o (5 f.).
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boreisch-rbmische Studien fur Archdologen Berlin 1833 i. 105—107, written frqm Rome
on Oct. 8, 1823 after careful inspection of the original) and by F. Lenormant (in Darem-
berg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 601 fig. 677 (=my fig. 26), on the strength of Gerhard's
testimony), was doubted by F. Wieseler (in C. O. Miiller Dcnkmaler der alten famst
Gottingen 1835—1856 ii. 2. 13 pi. 34, 391) and L. Stephani (Nimbus und Strahlenkranz
St Petersburg 1859 p. 14 no. 3 (extr. from the Mtmoires de fAcadfmie des Sciences de
St.-Pttersbourg. vi Serie. Sciences politiques, histoire, philologie. ix. 361 ff.), id. in the
Compte-rendu St. Ptt. 1861 p. 13), and decisively rejected by J. Overbeck (Gr. Kunstmylh.
Zeus p. 418 with n.e 'Man beachte nur den einen Umstand, dass Zeus' Haar und Bart
grau gemalt sind und vergl. Anmerkung 71 zu S. 68.' Yet see infra §9 (h) ii (K) The
superannuation of Zeus) and H. Heydemann (loc. cit. p. 4).

Long. past. 4. 3 elxe 8£ Kal ZvSoQev 6 veto? Atoj/wncwcctj ypa<pds, He/^Xijp riKTOwav,
K.T.\. may or may not be purely imaginary, and in any case says nothing of Zeus.

4 (i) A marble frieze, found in front of the Porta Portese at Rome and now preserved
in the Vatican (W. Helbig Fiihrer durch die bffentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Alter-
tiimerin Rom* Leipzig 1912 i. 168 f. no. 259), has the following scene (Visconti Mus.
Pie-CUm. iv. 165 ff. pi. 19 ( = my fig. 27), A. L. Millin Galerie Mythologique Paris 1811
i. 51 no. 223 (wrongly described) pi. 53, H. Brunn in the Bull. d. Inst. 1858 p. 128,
Welcker Gr. Gbtterl. ii. 580 n. 20, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus pp. 171 no. X, 178,
H. Heydemann Dionysos' Geburt und Kindheit (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1885)
p. 15 f., Baumeister Denkm. iii. 1289 vignette, F. Hauser Die neu-attischen Reliefs
Stuttgart 1889 p. 72 no. 102, id. in the fahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1903 vi. 103 n. 22,
Reinach Rtp. Reliefs iii. 362 no. 2). Zeus, with bent head, is seated on a rock. He leans
heavily, not to say painfully, on his right hand and grasps a long sceptre with his left.
His himdtion is so arranged as to leave bare the further leg, from the upper part of which
emerges the infant Dionysos and leaps with outstretched arms towards Hermes. That
god (pttasos, chlamys, boots, but no caduceus) advances with a panther-skin in which to
wrap the babe. Behind him are three stately female figures bearing long sceptres and
variously interpreted as Eileithyia, Kore, and Demeter (E. Q. Visconti, A. L. Millin, and
S. Reinach locc. citt.), as the Charites (H. Brunn loc. cit.), as Nymphs (H. Heydemann
loc. cit.), or as the Fates (F. Hauser locc. citt.). The identification of the third female with
Demeter is borne out by the bunch of corn-ears held stiffly in her right hand. Heydemann's
conjecture that all three are the Nymphs of Nysa ready to receive their nursling might
claim the support of Nonn. Dion. 9. 16 ff. /caf /UP &rw Apatcdvoio (E. Maass in Hermes 1891
xxvi. 189 n. 2 equates kpa.Ka.vov here with rb ^KOLVOV in the south of Kos (Strab. 657, cp.
Agathem. geogr. 18 (Geogr. Gr. min. ii. 479 Miiller), L. Burchner in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. v. 1646, xi. 1471), and loc. cit. p. 178 ff. explains in like manner h. Dion, i
A/>ctKdi>y, Theokr. 26. 33 iv A/jaKdvy vupbevn. Others have supposed that Nonnos was
alluding to Apaxavov a town and promontory (now Cape Phanart) at the north-east end
of the island Ikaros (Nikaria) (R. Kohler Uber die Dionysiaka des Nonnus von Panopolis
Halle 1853 P- *7 f'> Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 677 n. 5), or to Aptiravov (Trapani) the
promontory in the north-west of Sicily (B. Graef De Bacchi expeditione Indica monu-
mentis expressa Berolini 1886 p. 10 f. n. 15)) Xex^10" fyfo Ko\dvrii> | rnfa" K0\irw0£m
Xa/3u»> Mailtos 'Ep/tijs | fypbdcv veirbntTO- Xoxevo/i^v St Auafy | Trarp^v tirtffijKev
eiruvvfjdi)v TOKCTOIO | KiK\i)ffK<>n> Ai6vv<rov, tirel irodl tpbprov aeipuv | ijie x<a\alvur Kpovilhis
fieppiffbri ftrjpf, | vvffos Sri y\d«rffri 2vpaKOffffL8i xwXds d/cotfei (vv<ros, 'hobbled' (?) might be
akin to Schnur etc., cp. Walde Lot. etym. Wbrterb? p. 530 f. s.v. 'nurus')- | KalOebv
apriXfyevrov t<pi)iuaa.v Elpaijmbrrjv, | Sm ti.iv eii^Sivi irar^p tppd^aro fn)p$ (lines 17,
19—24 are quoted in et. mag. p. 280, 13 ff.). | Kal /uv dxin-X^^oio diatffffovra Xoxefys | T^X«
Kovpov &5a.Kpvv iKoixpiae atyyovos 'E/)/u^j, | Kal (}pt<pos ebicepaoio <pvi)s tvda\ft.a SeX^J'7/s (sc.
horned like the Moon) | wiraffe ffvyartpeaffi Ad/tot; vorafii)L<T(. Nifyt^ats ( = the Hyades: see
H. W. Stoll and W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1812, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel.
P- H35 n- i), | TdtSa Atdj Ko^eiv ffTa<pv\i]K6nov al 8t Xa/3oO<rot | Bd^x"" '̂JX^"*1'7"0' Kai

els ffT&fjia irai56s ^/fd<rri; | ABXt^wv y\ay6e<rffav ai>tp\vev £/c/xd8a /tafwv. But the corn-ears
are ill-suited to Nymphs. Besides, Hauser rightly insists on the points of similarity
between this relief and that of the Madrid///taz/ (infra § 9 (h) ii (17)). Dionysos springs

6—2
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from the seated Zeus much as Nike does on the puteal; and here, as there, the three
females grouped on the right must be the Fates. If so, the corn-ears are a later
modification of the lots held by Lachesis (pace Helbig loc. cit.: ' Indes hat eine erneute
Untersuchung ergebeh, dass an den Ahren von Uberarbeitung keine Spur zu finden ist').
What purpose was served originally by this frieze (Visconti loc. cit.: 'Haut. trois palmes,
un tiers; longueur dix palmes moins deux onces'), and whether it was continued by means
of other figures to the right, we cannot say.

(2) A child's sarcophagus of late Roman date (White marble. Height o"zgm: length
o-69m), in the collection formed by Field-marshal Count Lavall Nugent, was found at
Minturnae (?), was exhibited at the Palazzo Pisani in Venice, and is now preserved in
Tersatto Castle near Fiume. Its front represents the birth of Dionysos in a series of three
scenes separated by herms (E. Wolff in the Bull. d. Inst. 1831 p. 67, C. Lenormant in
the Ann. d. Inst. 1833 v. 210—218, Man. d. Inst. i pi. 45, A ( = my fig. 28), F. Wieseler
in C. O. Muller Denkmaler der alien Kunst Gottingen 1835—1856 ii. 2. 13 f. pi. 34, 392,
Welcker Gr. Gbtterl. ii. 580 n. 20, F. Lenormant in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 602
fig. 679, O. Benndurf in Wien. Vorlegebl. A pi. 12, 8, R. Schneider in the Arch.-ep.
Mitth. 1881 v. 167—169 no. 36, H. Heydemann Dionysos' Geburt und Kindheit (Win-
ckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1885) pp. 8 f., 16 f., P. V. C. Baur Eileithyia (The University
of Missouri Studies \. 4) University of Missouri 1902 p. 86). To the right Semele lies

Fig. 28.

exhausted on a couch, her left hand propping her head, her right drooping as if she held
flowers (Schneider, Heydemann). Beneath the couch a jug and bowl are in readiness for
the bath of the expected infant. Zeus appears above a wall in the background, lays his
left arm on Semele's neck (Schneider, Heydemann), and brandishes a thunderbolt in his
right hand. To the left Zeus sits erect on a chair with a footstool, upon which is set a large
urn. His right hand presses hard on the chair; his left grasps a long sceptre. A winged
goddess, presumably Nike playing the part of Eileithyia (E. Gerhard in the Bull. d. Inst.
1831 p. 67 n. i, followed by Wieseler, Schneider, Heydemann, Baur, was content to
describe her as a winged Eileithyia), touches with her outstretched left hand the right
leg of Zeus, which is bandaged (Schneider, Heydemann), riot bare: the god has been
already delivered. In the centre Hermes, looking round towards Zeus, carries off the
newborn babe to the Nymphs, one of whom is seen reclining behind him (so E. Wolff loc.
cit. C. Lenormant, Wieseler, and Schneider would recognise Gaia).

Similar in type, but with sides reversed, is a fragmentary relief (Luna marble.
Height i'2om : length o'54m) found on the Esquiline in 1874 and now in the Palazzo dei
Conservatori at Rome (C. L. Visconti 'Frammento di rilievo rappresentante la nascita di
Bacco' in the Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1874 ii. 89—96 pi. i, 3 (=my fig. 29),
H. Heydemann op. cit. p. 17, G. Lafaye in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 982
fig. 2884, P. V. C. Baur op. cit. p. 86, Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt. Pal. d. Conserv. Rome
p. 85 Galleria no. 16 pi. 31). Zeus is seated to the left. His left leg, covered by a
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himdtion, uses a globe as a footstool (cp. supra i. 47 ff.). His right leg is bare and is being
bandaged by the same winged goddess (wings
broken away), on whose shoulder he rests his
hand. This relief too perhaps formed part of
a sarcophagus. C. L. Visconti loc. cit. p. 94
describes the work as mediocre and dates it
about the end of s. ii A. D.

A less considerable fragment of the same
design, which has been worked into a patch-
work sarcophagus now in the Loggia Scoperta
of the Vatican, shows the veiled head and
powerful body of Zeus sitting on a rock to the
right and leaning hard on his right hand
(Visconti Mus. Pie-CUm. iv. 269 ff. pi. 37
('le fleuve Ismenus'), A. L. Millin Galerie
Mythologique Paris i8u ii. 20f. no. 429 pi.
109 ('le fleuve Ismenius'), J. G. Zoe'ga in the
Zeitschrift fur Geschichte und Auslegung der
alien JTzm.rf Herausg. von F. G. Welcker 1818
i. 402 f. (first critical account: 'Okeanos'),
F. Matz in the Bull. d. Inst. 1870 p. 70 f. (first
identification as 'Giove nell' atto di sgravarsi
da Bacco bambino'), H. Heydemann op. cit.
pp. 10 n. 28, 12, 17).

H. Heydemann op. cit. p. 15 draws atten-
tion to a lost relief, of which a cast has been
for over a century at Bonn. F. G. Welcker
Das akademische Kunstmuseum zu Bonn*
Bonn 1844 P- I X 5 no- 353 describes it as
follows: ' Eileithyia, die Lende des Zeus vom
Dionysos entbindend. Nur das eine Bein des
Zeus bis an das Knie ist erhalten und ein Fliigel
des Adlers, der iiber ihm schwebte, vielleicht
angstvoll ihn umflatterte [? the wing of a winged
Eileithyia. A.B.C.], und von dem Kinde nur
das Handchen angelegt an dem Knie der

Eileithyia. Hermes, als Kinderwarter der Cotter und insbesondre des Dionysos bekannt,
steht seines Berufes gewartig daneben und sieht aufmerksam und wie verlegen zu.'
R. Kekule Das akademische Kunstmuseum zu Bonn Bonn 1872 p. 113 no. 452 adds: 'Das
Bruchstiick, welches mit dem Relief bei Miiller—Wieseler ii, 34, 392 zu vergleichen ist, ist
in dem jetzigen Zustand mindestens in der Figur des Hermes schwerlich durchaus antik.'

This second series of reliefs is perhaps derived, though not without modification, from
the painting by Ktesilochos (supra p. 82 n. 3). The rebirth of the infant was a subject
admirably suited to a child's sarcophagus and, doubtless, often repeated (cp. supra ii.

309. 4i7)-
5 An Etruscan mirror, of unknown provenance, at Naples (A. Sogliano in the Guida

del Mus. Napoli p. 358 no. 1525), long cited under the misleading name of the 'Patera
Borgia] represents the actual birth-scene in early fourth-century style (A. (H. L.) Heeren
Expositio fragments tabulae marmoreae...Musei Borgiani Velitris Romae 1786 p. 9 n. (c),
L. Lanzi Saggio di lingua Etrusca e di altre antiche d' Italia per servire alia storia
de1 popoli, delle lingue, e delle belle arti Roma 1789 ii. 195—198, Visconti Mus. Pie-CUm.
iv. 3626°. pi. B i, i and 2, A. L. Millin Galerie Mythologique Paris 1811 i. 50f. no. 222
pi. 71, F. Inghirami Monumenti etruschi o di etrusco name Poligrafia Fiesolana 1824 ii.
277—297 pi- 16 (good), id. Storia detta Toscana Poligrafia Fiesolana 1841 ii. 519, 522,
524, 529 pi. 39, i, B. Quaranta in the Real Museo Borbonico Napoli 1839 xii pi. 57 with
text pp. i—5, Gerhard Etr. Spiegel iii. 84—87 pi. 82 ( = my fig. 30), id. Uber die

Fig. 29.
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Gottheiten der Etrusker Berlin 1847 pp. 40 n. (96), 58 n.*) (—Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1845
Phil.-hist. Classe pp. 556 n. (96), 574 n. *)), F. Wieseler in C. O. Miiller Denkmaler der
alien Kunst Gottingen 1835—1856 ii. i. 14 f. pi. 34, 394, A. Fabretti Corpus inscriptionum
Itaticarum Aug. Taurinorum 1867 p. ccxiv no. 2470, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus
p. 187 f. no. (c) Atlas pi. I, 37, H. Heydemann Dionysos1 Geburt und Kindheit
( Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1885) p. 14 f., C. Pauli in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 460 f.).
In the centre sits Zeus (Tinia) wearing a wreath of lilies (supra i. 622 f., 736 n. o, ii. 740)
and a himdtion, which leaves his right leg bare. He leans with his right hand on a long
sceptre surmounted by an eagle (Gerhard wrongly took this to be a Dodonaean dove) and
holds a winged thunderbolt in his left. From his right thigh emerges Dionysos as a nude
baldish infant with a string of bullae across his chest. The child carries in his left hand
a narthex with umbelliferous head (so Heydemann. Gerhard made it a ferule and grape-
bunch ; Visconti, followed by Wieseler, a small peduni) and raises his right to greet
the birth-goddess (Thalna) who, arrayed in Ionic chiton and himdtion with stephdne,
ear-ring, and necklace, stoops forward to receive him. Behind Zeus is a winged goddess
(M\e]an, on whom see W. Deecke in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2481) wearing an Ionic
chit6n with girdle and cross-bands; she too has stephdne, ear-ring, and necklace. She
uplifts a dipper in one hand and grasps an aldbastron with the other (not a pen and
ink-bottle, as though about to inscribe the child's destiny). To the left of the group
stands Apollon (Apulu), his long hair rolled round a fillet, a chlamys over his shoulders,
a bay-branch in his left hand, and a doe behind him. To the right, room is found
beneath the wings of Mean for the infant's cradle or, more probably, swaddling-clothes
(so Heydemann. Inghirami had spoken of a vannus, Gerhard of a mystic cista). The
whole composition, probably derived from some Greek vase-painting, is enclosed between
two purely decorative figures—above, a wild bearded head with streams or streamers
flowing from the mouth (Gerhard thought of Phobos, or of the Dodonaean Zeus!
Visconti saw a lion's head and a snake!!); below, a winged goddess swathed in a himdtion.
Over her runs an inscription, which has lately been read by C. Pauli loc. cit. as

•4A$>ll/1/1[^] AA/^[8V8] Fiifluns Semleal, 'Dionysos son of Semele.' The

reverse of the handle shows a pair of scantily draped dancers, male and female.
C. Lenormant in the Ann. d. Inst. 1833 v- 2I5 & an(i J- de Witte in the Nouv. Ann.

1836—1837 i. 369—371 pi. A 1837, I—2 published two bullae of thin gold foil (diameter
c. if inches), found in a tomb at Vulci and preserved in the Cabinet des Medailles at Paris.
They are both decorated with a repousse" design representing the birth of Dionysos (cp. the
series of sarcophagus-reliefs described supra p. 85 n. o (2)). Zeus with bowed head sits to
the left on a rock (?). 'He wears a himdtion round his loins and over his left shoulder. His
right hand clasps his right knee. His left hand rests on the rock. From his right thigh
emerges the infant god, uplifting both arms. He is received by a winged Athena, clad in
a Doric plplos with long overfold, aigts, and Gorgoneion. Between Zeus and Athena is
a lotiform thunderbolt (?). J. de Witte's description of the scene is full of bad blunders. My
pi. xiv, i is from a fresh photograph by Giraudon. Another gold bulla from Italy, of
third-century work, shows Zeus in labour flanked by two winged Eileithyiai (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Jewellery p. 262 f. no. 2285 pi. 46 with fig. 75 ( = my pi. xiv, 2)).

Lastly, a bronze coin of Nysa Skythopolis, the ancient Beth-Shan and modern Beisdn,
struck by Gordianus Pius in the year 304, i.e. some year between
240/1 and 243/4 A.D., has for reverse type Zeus standing to the
left and the city-goddess standing to the right. Zeus is clad in a
himdtion, which passes like a veil over the back of his head.
His right foot is raised on some uncertain object (? a rock),
while the head and shoulders of the infant Dionysos emerge
from his right thigh. He rests his left hand on a long sceptre and
extends his right towards the goddess. She is dressed in chitdn
and himdtion, and wears a turreted crown and a veil (?). She Fig. , t.
holds a long sceptre in her right hand and the babe Dionysos in
her left. The legend is [N V] CCKV I6PAC and in the exergue [A] T (G. F. Hill in



Plate XIV

(1) Gold bulla from Vulci, now at Paris : Birth of Dionysos.
(2) Gold bulla from Italy, now in the British Museum : Birth of Dionysos.

See page. 88 n. o.
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reflects a very ancient ritual of adoption1. The detail of the sewing
(errdphthai) is probably to be connected with the office of the birth-

the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine pp. xxxvi, 77 pi. 8, 5. Fig. 31 is from a cast kindly
supplied by Dr Hill).

1 So first J. J. Bachofen Das Mutterrecht Baser 1897 pp. 243, 256, 259, though he
confused the issue by importing a reference to the couvade (hence Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel.
p. 904 goes off on a wrong path). Farnell Cults of Gk. States v. 110 keeps a clearer head:
' The old attempts to interpret this as nature-symbolism have failed ludicrously. The first
to strike the right track was Bachofen, who, following the anthropological method,
explained the myth as the reflex of some primitive social institution; but his suggestion
that we have here a divine example of the couvade was not altogether happy, though the
couvade was practised by primitive peoples of the Mediterranean area. The travail of Zeus
is more naturally explained by him as a primitive mode of adoption, wherein the father
pretends to actually \_(sic}~\ give birth to the adopted son; and this would be the natural
method for a people passing from the rule of the matrilinear to that of the patrilinear
descent15. [bWe hear of the same fashion of adoption among the Haidas of North
America who are in the transition-state between the two systems.] Dionysos, therefore,
was accepted and affiliated in this wise to Zeus by some Hellenic tribe who were still in
that stage, and whom we cannot discover, for we do not know whence the story first
radiated, though we may surmise that it arose in Boeotia.' The latter part of this state-
ment, however, will have to be modified by those who accept the recent attempts of
H. J. Rose ('On the alleged Evidence for Mother-right in Early Greece' in Folk-Lore
1911 xxii. 277—291, 'Prehistoric Greece and Mother-Right' ib. 1926 xxxvii. 213—244)
to disprove the existence of mother-right in early Greece.

Frazer Golden BougW: The Magic Art i. 74 f. illustrates 'Simulation of birth at
adoption' from a wide area, including one classical myth: Diod. 4. 39 (from an older
handbook of mythology (E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 674)) irpo<r6er£ov
8' Tifuv TOIS elpyntvois ort IJXTO. TTJV diroOtufftv avrov Zeus "Hpav /j.£i> %-ireuyev vloirorfcraffOai
TOV 'HpaxX^a Kal rd \onrbv els rbv fLiravra xp6vov /UIJT/JOS etfvotav Trap^xecrflcu (irap^effOai
cod. D.), TTJV 8£ T^KvuffLv yeveffBa.1 <pa<rl TOia6Ti)v • TT]v"'B.pa,v avafiaffav £irl (lirl TTJV vulg.)
K\lvi)v Kal TOV 'HpaK\ta irpoo~\al3ofj.frriv irpbs TO <r<2/u.a dia r&v evSvp.a.Ttav a.<peivai irpbs rJ/i/
yrjv, fju.uovfjL^vt)v rty KteqQivty ytveo-iv oirep f-^xpi- TOV vvv iroieiv Totis j3ap/3apovs orav tierbv
vlby iroKiffffai (io&XwvTai, Lyk. Al. 39 6 Sevrtpav TeKovcrav K.T.\. with Tzetz. ad loc. rrjv
"Hpav \tyei- dia TOV K&\TTOV yap ainbv rjyev (tfveyicev cod. a) &s •H/crowa Kal reKvoiroiovufrr).
Cp. three important mirrors which represent Hera suckling a full-grown Herakles: (a) An
early fourth-century mirror in the Museo Civico at Bologna (F. Schiassi Z>e Pateris, ex
sententiaj. T. Biancani sermo Bononiae 1808 pi. 10, Gerhard Etr. Spiegelm. 125 pi. 126
(=my fig. 32), E. Brizio in the Guida del Museo Civico di Bologna Bologna 1882 p. 24
Sezione antica, Sala viii, E Vetrina di fronte, Sezione di mezzo, J. Bayet Hercll Etude
Critique des principaux monuments relatifs a 1'Hercule Etrusque Paris 1926 p. 150 ff.
no. D) shows Herakles as a well-grown youth, with his lion-skin round his neck and a
smooth club at his side, bending forward to be suckled by Hera. She sits on a throne,
the footstool of which is seen in perspective, and holds up her bared right breast to the
hero's lips. Behind her and leaning on her shoulder is lolaos (Gerhard says Ares), with
Mamjrs and lance. The whole is surrounded by a beautiful ivy-wreath; and the reverse
has a frilled ( — rayed) solar (?) head. A similar design on a terra-cotta medallion in relief
was reported by W. Helbig in the Bull. d. Inst. 1866 p. 65 f. It was found probably at
Palestrina and was then in the possession of Castellani. Helbig took the medallion to be a
model for a bulla. But A. Kluegmann in the Ann. d. Inst. 1871 xliii. 21 regarded it with
more likelihood as the centre of a bowl. The group of Hera suckling Herakles was flanked
by two standing youths clad in chlamydes—apparently a duplication of lolaos. (6) A fourth-
century mirror from Volaterrae (Volterra), now in the Museo Archeologico at Florence,
elaborates the subject (G. Korte in Gerhard Etr. Spiegel v. 73—78 pi. 60 ( = my fig. 33),
A. B. Cook in the Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 416 f. fig. 4, J. Bayet op. cit. p. 150 ff. no. E
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pi. 4). In the centre sits Hera on a handsome throne, the seat of which is seen from
below (cp. supra ii. 738 fig. 668), with a footstool. She is attired in an Ionic chitdn and a
himdtion drawn over her head. She has a profusion of trinkets (stephdne, ear-ring,
finger-rings, necklace, bracelet) and is shod with strap-work shoes. Her right hand pulls
forward her himdtion; her left, with spread fingers, presses her naked breast, which is
being sucked vigorously by Herakles. He is a bearded man with a broad fillet on his hair,
a lion-skin round his neck, a short chitdn about his waist, and a knotty club in his right
hand. He leans over the goddess' lap to play the infant's part. To the right of these two
stands Zeus, with himdtion, shoes, and sceptre, signing to a young undraped goddess,
who wears a large necklace with pendants of three drops (cp. //. 14. 183, Od. 18. 298
Tplj\i]va fj-opbevra.) and, like Zeus, displays two leaves stuck in her hair. To the left stands
Apollon with chlamys, bay-wreath, and bay-branch. In the background an older goddess
appears in three-quarter position: she wears a stephdne, a necklace with pendants, and a
himdtion like that of Hera (there is indeed some confusion between the two) drawn over
her head. Behind Hera's throne is an Ionic pillar supporting a tablet inscribed eca:
sren : \ tva : ixna I c '• hercle : | unial : cl\an : Bra : see. The only words at present
intelligible to us, hercle : unial: clan, denote 'Hercules son of Uni (luno)' and certainly
suggest that the inscription is a label explaining the scene rather than a votive dedication
involving other names. They do not of course justify Ptolemy Chennos of Alexandreia
(c. 100 A.D.) in his paradoxical notion that Herakles was the son of Zeus and Hera (Ptol.
nov. hist. 3 p. 186, 28 ff. Westermann ap. Phot. bibl. p. 148 a 38 fT. Bekker rlvos earlv o
ti/j,vos 6 q.86/j,evos £v 6?7/3a£<Hj (I. Bekker cj. 0ij/3cus) ei's 'H/xtfcXla, ev $ X^yet (either read
X^yerai or, less probably, supply the author Marpis 6 Orj/Scuos vnvo-ypaQos from the context
and suppose a direct quotation of the following words) Ai6s Kctl "Hpas vl6s). The whole
composition is enclosed between an upper and a lower band of herring-bone pattern.
Above is a bald Silenos, with pig's ears, drinking from a phidle. He sprawls along the
upper line, and from his incredibly clumsy neck I should infer that the artist had at first
intended him to be an upright head (cp. Gerhard Etr. Spiegel pi. 212) or one of two (cp.
ib. pi. 291, A), but had later altered him into a recumbent figure (cp. ib. pi. 323). Below
is Eros, crouching almost en face, with a bulla slung round his throat and an ovoid object
(egg ? ball ?) in either hand, (c) An early third-century mirror from Vulci, now at
Berlin, introduces some variations and adds names (C. Robert in the Arch. Zeit. 1882
xl. 173, A. Furtwangler ib. 1883 xli. 271, Gerhard Etr. Spiegel \. 72 f. pi. 59 (=my
fig. 34), J. Bayet op. cit. p. 151 ff. no. F}. Herakles (Hercle) sits on a low stool, beardless
but adult and equipped with lion-skin and club. He is about to suck the right nipple of
Hera (Uni), who stoops towards him with bared breast, clasping him with her right hand
and holding a horn (cp. sttpra ii. 347 fig. 241) in her left. Behind Herakles sits Mean
raising two sprigs of olive, bent to form a wreath for the hero. In the background stands
Zeus (Tinia), his head surrounded by two streamers and a lotiform bolt visible at his right
side. He is flanked on his right by Aphrodite (Turan), on his left by Athena (Merva, a
mistake for Menrva) with aigis, Gorgdneion, and shield bearing a star. Below is a large
female head between two stars. These three mirrors clearly postulate a common original,
perhaps a fifth-century fresco, from which is also descended—with sundry important
modifications—a Itkythos of ' Apulian' style found at Anxia (Anzi di Basilicatd] and now
in the British Museum (G. Minervini in the Bull. d. Inst. 1842 p. 160, id. in the Bull.
Arch. Nap. 1842—1843 i. 6 f., id. 11 mito di Ercole che succhia il latte di Giunone Napoli
1854 pp. 1—34 with pi. (extr. from the Memorie della Regale Accademia Ercolanense
Napoli 1853 vi. 317 ff.), Overbeck Gr. Kimstmyth. Hera p. 141 no. L, G. Korte in
Gerhard Etr. Spiegel v. 76 ff., Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 60 no. F 107). Herakles is here
reduced to the proportions of a boy and has lost his lion-skin and club. But that he and
no other is meant appears from the presence of his patroness Athena (aigis, spear), who
offers Hera a lily—not, as Minervini thought, in allusion to the later legend of the Milky
Way (supra i. 624 n. 5), but merely as the favourite flower of the goddess (supra i. 624
n. 2, ii. 515 n. 10) and a fitting reward for her services. Hera herself is a queenly figure,
seated with a floral stephdne on her head and a lily-topped sceptre in her hand. She presses
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goddess Rhapso1, but was presumably stressed as a means of
explaining the obscure appellative Eiraphiotes^. The same etymolo-
gising tendency dates the whole hostage-episode, with its play on

the boy to her right breast, where he drinks his fill. Behind her stands Iris in short chiton
and high boots. She has wings on her shoulders, and a knotted or studded staff by way
of caduceus. She talks with a seated wreath-bearing goddess, who is difficult to identify,—
probably not Peitho (G. Korte), certainly not Alkmene (G. Minervini, H. B. Walters).
This couple is balanced by a standing Eros (wreath, sphend6ne} and a seated Aphrodite
(mirror) on the left. A. D. Trendall cp. a Ukythos of 'early Apulian' style, by the same
hand, at Taranto (my pi. xv, 2), which substitutes Aphrodite and 'EpwrtfXoi for Athena
and Herakles.

It is noteworthy that in the case of Dionysos the simulated birth is from the god (Zeus),
in the case of Herakles from the goddess (Hera). Parallels to both forms of the rite can
be adduced.

1 Supra ii. 184 n. 3.
2 Supra i. 674 n. 2, ii. 957 n. 2. See further O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.

v. 2119 f., Preller—Robert Gr. Myth, i. 661 n. 2, 714 n. 5, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel.
p. 822 n. 4.

Expert philologists have advanced widely different explanations. W. Sonne in the
Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung 1861 x. 103 connected elpaQidmis, Aeolic
ep/oa^ac&rij-s, with the Sanskrit rshabha 'bull,' so that the word would mean 'Befruchter.'
R. Meister Die griechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1882 i. 146 followed suit. W. Prellwitz
in the Beitrdge zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen 1897 xxii. 99 was still inclined
to agree ('Sonne...vielleicht mit recht,' etc.), and F. Solmsen in the Indogermanische
Forschungen 1897 vii. 46 ff. definitely accepted the same view, not only connecting
Lesbian 'E/>/>a0ec6ras, Ionic Eipa^tcfrrTjs, with the Old Indian rfabhds 'bull,' but (after
A. Meillet ib. 1895 v. 328 f.) bringing into relation with them tppaos, which meant either
'ram' (Lyk. Al. 1316 with Tzetz. ad loc.) or 'boar' (Kallim. frag. 335 Schneider ap.
Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 1316, Hesych. s.v. tppaos (so M. Schmidt for tppds cod.)- K/>i6s), and
drawing attention to 'Appdfiaiov rbv Bpo/te/xw, AwyKijffTuv ~M.aKed6vwv fia<ri\ta (Thouk. 4.
83), a man who was roO "BaKxiaSuv y&ovs (Strab. 326)—an obviously Dionysiac group of
names. F. Froehde in the Beitrdge zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen 1896 xxi.
199, while not doubting the possibility of Efyja^icir?/?, 'Eppa^>«6raj being related to the
Sanskrit rsabhd 'bull,' regarded the word as another form of 'E/>£0ios, the goat too being
a 'Verkorperung des lebenerzeugenden Numens des Gottes' (F. A. Voigt in Roscher Lex.
Myth. i. 1079). G. Legerlotz in the Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung 1859
viii. 53 had long since derived Efy>a0icSn7s 'von einem eip-a-(pos=i!p-i-(pos (vgl. <rTpa.Tu!>Tr)s,
T)\i/«t&Ti7j)' and had noted the Laconian cult of Dionysos "E/>i0os. H. Ehrlich ib. 1906
xxxix. 567 f. likewise dwells on the connexion of Dionysos with the goat (supra i. 674 ff.)
and remarks: 'Daher denken Wieseler Philol. 10, 101 und Wide Lakonische Culte
p. 168 an fyi^os, und eine nebenform *tpia<j>os = *etpa<f>os *?ppa0os ware wohl annehmbar.
Da -a.(f>os tiersuffix 1st (cf. £\a0oj d<r/cd\a</>os Ki5d<f>T>) ic6pa.<pos Hes.), konnte man *£0ia0os
auch mit etpuv "listig" (*tpuav; zu errare st. *er-sa eigentlich "der in die irre fiihrt")
zusammenbringen und darin ein altes wort fur den "fuchs" sehen...vgl. auch Philemon
fr. 8g6 II p. 504 K.: oik £or' &\il>iri/il- •}} ptv elpuvrfj tpfoei, \ T] 8' a^0^a<7Tos,...Dieadjectiv-
ischen ableitungen *elpa.<f>io- * eppa<f>eo- bezeichneten dann "das zum fuchs gehorige, das
fuchsfell," und Etpa^wir^s 'Eppa^ewraj ware sozusagen die griechische iibersetzung von
Ba«T(rapeiJj, "demfuchsfelltrk'ger" nach alter uberlieferung, die recht haben kann.' A. Fick
in the Beitrdge zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen 1894 xx. 179 f. cp. Hermes
ffirapyavidrrys (k. Herm. 301), wxavubTTis (ib. 436), Dionysos /SaKX"^1?* (Sapph. frag.
147 Bergk4, 172 Edmonds=Simon.frag: 210 A Bergk4 ap. Him. or. 13. 7), Pan <5p«{frnj$
(Anth. Pal. 9. 824. 2 (Erykios)). As o-irapyavidrnis meant 'wrapped in the ffirapydviov or
"swathing-band",' so e£pa^>ic&ri;s, Aeolic tppafacirras, must have meant 'wrapped in the
*elpa<pioi> or "tufted skin"—a word related to el/>os, Aeolic fypos "wool" as xpvff<*<Plov to





Plate XV

(0 Llkythos of early Apulian style from Anxia, now in the British Museum

Herakles suckled by Hera.
See page 92 n. o and page 94

W Lekythos of early Apulian style, now at Taranto :
Herakles suckled by Hera.

See page 94 n. o.

n. o.
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hdmeros and meros1, as the effort of Prodikos2 or some other fifth-
century sophist, though the particular incident of the aither- phantom,
with its further play on meros, 'portion', is attributable to Euripides
himself3.
•Xpvff6s. Dionysos elpatpuiirrj^ "in the tufted skin" was a kid, cp. Hesych. s.v. elpa.<f>i<J[m>)s • . . .
/cai £pt0os irapa KaKinxnv. [Observe, however, that elpa<f>nbrr)s ' wrapped in a tufted gar-
ment' might equally well, or even better, describe the Bacchant garbed in an artificial
skin (Eur. Bacch. in ff. <rriKTu>v r' evdvra vefipidtav \ ffrtyere \evKOTplxuv ir\OKafJLUv\
/taXXots with Sir J. E. Sandys ad loc.}. A. B. c.]. F. Bechtel Die griechischen Dialekte
Berlin 1921 i. 128 f. approves this derivation, but notes two difficulties: 'Die eine ist die,
dass, wenn 4pfa<j>ioi> die Grundlage des Gottesnamens bildet, dieser bei den Lesbiern die
Gestalt 'Epa0tt6ras haben miisste, da, wie speciell iwepos lehrt, / hinter Consonanten
spurlos untergegangen ist. Man kann ihr mit dem Einwande begegnen, dass die Ver-
dopplung des p die metrische Dehnung der ersten von drei auf einander folgenden Kiirzen
bezeichne, wie in irtppvffiv Theokr. 2936- Nicht beseitigen aber lasst sich die zweite
Schwierigkeit. Nach den Ausfiihrungen Wackernagels Glotta IV 243 f. kommt den
Deminutiven auf -d<pioi> langes a zu, dem im lonisch-Attischen r\ entspricht : ^v\-f)<j>iov im
Corpus der Hippokratischen Schriften und bei Alexis. Also mtisste die Namenform bei
den Lesbiern 'E/>a0«6ras, bei den loniern Ei'p^tc&Ti/s lauten. Hier kann man nur mit
einer auf unsichrer Grundlage ruhenden Hypothese helfen : da das Erscheinen der Lange
in -a<pi.ov von Wackernagel selbst als "Ratsel" bezeichnet wird, darf man vielleicht
annehmen, dass neben ihr die Kiirze gelegen habe, die kein Ratsel sein wiirde.' K. Brug-
mann Griechische Grammatik^ Mtinchen 1913 p. 232 pronounces the verdict: 'Et/so0-
iu>ri)S lesb. 'Eppa<j>euTas...ist zweifelhaften Ursprungs.' Possibly fresh evidence may yet be
forthcoming — from Hittite sources?

The month 'Elpa^uSiv at Arkesine in Amorgos (Inscr. Gr, ins. vii no. 62, 28 = F. Bechtel
in Collitz — Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2 558 f. no. 5371, 28 = Dittenberger Syll. inscr.
Gr.z no. 531, 28, ib? no. 963, 28 e/x \vi\vi ~Elpa<pi&vi) probably corresponds with the Ionic
Lenaion and the Attic Gamelion (J. Delamarre in the Rev. Philol. N.s. 1901 xxv. 180 f.,
W. Dittenberger in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2118 f.).

2 Euripides is said to have been a pupil of Prodikos (v. Eur. i in schol. Eur. i. 2 , 7 f.
Dindorf, Souid. s.v. T&vpiirldris ter, Gell. 15. 20. 4), who was interested on the one hand
in linguistic discussions (E. Zeller A History of Greek Philosophy trans. S. F. Alleyne
London 1881 ii. 489 fi., 512), on the other in the origins of Dionysiac worship (id. ib.
p.482f.).

3 The foregoing paragraph must not be taken to imply that mythical birth from the
thigh always betokens the ritual of adoption. F. Liebrecht Zur Volkskunde Heilbronn 1879
p. 490 f. (= id. in Germania 1860 v. 479 f.) compiles a list of such births from the leg, the
foot, the hand, etc., each of which calls for separate investigation. They include the
following :

(1) A. Kuhn Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks"* Giitersloh 1886 pp. 13 f.,
148 f. draws attention to Aurva, son of Cyavana (son of £ukra son of Bhrgu) by Arushl
daughter of Manu, who was sprung from his mother's thigh (Mahabharata trans. M. N.
Dutt Calcutta 1895 i. <)$ = Mahabh. i. 66. 47 'Arushi, the daughter of Manu, became the
wife of the wise Chyavana,and the greatly illustrious Aurva was born in her, ripping open
her thighs,' ib. 1896 iii. 453 = Mahabh. 3. 314. 17 'O sinless one, you have further heard
how the Brahmanic sage Aurva at one time remaining concealed in his mother's thighs
served the purpose of the celestials.' On Aurva see further S. Sorensen An Index to the
Names in the Mahabharata London 1904 p. 100 f.).

(2) A. Kuhn op. cit.2 p. 149 ff. compares the case of Vena, son of Anga and Sunftha,
who produced Nishada from his thigh and Prthu from his arm (Mahabharata trans. M. N.
Dutt Calcutta 1903 xii 86 = Mahabh. 12. 59. 94 'Vena, a slave of anger and malice,
became impious and tyrannical towards all creatures. The Brahmavadin Rishis killed him
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with Kusha blades inspired with Mantras. 95—96. Uttering Mantras all the while, those
Rishis pierced the right thigh of Vena. Thereupon, from that thigh, sprang a short-
limbed person on earth, resembling a charred brand, having blood-red eyes and black hair.
Those Brahmavadins said to him,—Nishida (sit) here. 97. From him have originated
the Nishadas, viz., those wicked tribes who live in the hills and the forests, as also those
hundreds and thousands of Mlecchas, living on the Vindhya ranges. 98. The great Rishis
then pierced the right arm of Vena. Thence originated a person who was a second
Indra in form' (sc. Prithu). H. H. Wilson Works London 1864 vi. 181 ff. = Vishhu
Purdria i. 13 'And they fell upon the king, and beat him with blades of holy grass,
consecrated by prayer, and slew him, who had first been destroyed by his impiety towards
god....The sages,, hearing this, consulted, and together rubbed the thigh of the king,
who had left no offspring, to produce a son. From the thigh, thus rubbed, came forth a
being of the complexion of a charred stake, with flattened features (like a negro), and of
dwarfish stature. "What am I to do?" cried he eagerly to the Munis. "Sit down"
(nishida), said they: and thence his name was Nishada. His descendants, the inhabitants
of the Vindhya mountain, great Muni, are still called Nishadas, and are characterized by
the exterior tokens of depravity. By this means the wickedness of Vena was expelled;
those Nishadas being born of his sins, and carrying them away. The Brahmans then
proceeded to rub the right arm of the king, from which friction was engendered the
illustrious son of Vena, named Prithu, resplendent in person, as if the blazing deity of
Fire had been manifested. There then fell from the sky the primitive bow (of Mahadeva)
named Ajagava, and celestial arrows, and panoply from heaven. At the birth of Prithu, all
living creatures rejoiced; and Vena, delivered, by his being born, from the hell named
Put, ascended to the realms above.' H. H. Wilson adloc. cites the parallel passage in the
Bhdgavata-purdtia 4. 14. 43—46 with the rendering of E. Burnouf Le Bhdgavata Purdna
Paris 1844 ii. 2. 78: ' Ayant pris cetteresolution, les Richis secouerent rapidement lacuisse
du roi qu'ils avaient tue, et il en sortit un nain. Noir comme un corbeau, ayant le corps d'une
extreme petitesse, les bras courts, les machoires grandes, les pieds petits, le nez enfonce,
les yeux rouges et les cheveux cuivres. Prosterne devant eux, le pauvre nain s'ecria: Que
faut-il que je fasse ? et les Brahmanes lui repondirent: Assieds-toi, ami. De la lui vint le
nom de Nichada. C'est de sa race que sont sortis les Naichadas qui habitent les cavernes
et les montagnes; car c'est lui dont la naissance effa£a la faute terrible de Vena,' ib. 4. 15.
i—6 (ii. 2. 79 Burnouf) 'Maitreya dit: Les Brahmanes ayant ensuite agite les bras du roi
Vena, qui etait mort sans posterite, en firent sortir deux enfants, un fils et une fille. A la
vue de ces deux enfants, les Richis qui expliquent le Veda, y reconnaissant une portion
de la substance de Bhagavat, s'ecrierent, pleins d'une extreme joie: Celui-ci est une
portion de la substance du bienheureux Vichnu, qui est faite pour purifier le monde;
celle-la est une creation de Lakchmt, la compagne fidele de Purucha. De ces deux
enfants, le male deviendra le premier roi; ce sera le Maharadja, nomme Prithu, dont la
gloire et la renommee seront repandues au loin. Celle-ci sera sa royale epouse; douee
d'une taille parfaite et de belles dents, faite pour rehausser les ornements et la vertu elle-
meme, elle sera, sous le nom d'Artchis, inviolablement attachee a Prithu. Get enfant
est sans contredit une portion de Hari, qui est ne dans le desir de sauver le monde; et
cette fille est certainement £ri son epouse devouee, compagne inseparable du Dieu qu'elle
a suivi [sur la terre].' H. H. Wilson op. cit. vi. 182 n. i further remarks: 'The Padma
(Bhumi Khanda) has a similar description [of Nishada]; adding to the dwarfish stature
and black complexion, a wide mouth, large ears, and a protuberant belly. It also
particularizes his posterity as Nishadas, Kiratas, Bhillas, Bahanakas, Bhrahmaras,
Pulindas, and other barbarians or Mlechchhas, living in woods and on mountains.'
A. Kuhn op. cit.z p. 149 f. refers to the Harivamja, a supplement to the Mahabharata,
for the same tale.

(3) Mandhatr, an ancient king, son of Yuvana^va, was born from his father's side.
Yuvanafva, when hunting, had drunk sacrificial butter and so become pregnant (Maha-
bharata trans. M. N. Dutt Calcutta 1896 iii. i^>i = Mahabh. 3. 126. 24—31 <O great king,
as you, being very thirsty, have drunk the water prepared with sacred hymns which was
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filled with the virtue of my religious labours, you must bring forth out of your own body
a son as described above. We shall perform for your sake a sacrifice of wonderful effect,
so that you will bring forth a son equal to Indra. You will not feel any pain at the time
of the delivery. When one hundred years passed away, a son, as effulgent as the sun,
came out by riving the left side of that high-souled king. The greatly effulgent child
came out, but king Yuvanashwa did not die,—it was no doubt a great wonder. Then
greatly effulgent Indra came there with the desire of seeing him. Thereupon the celestials
asked Indra, "What is to be sucked by this boy?" Then Indra gave his own fore finger
into his mouth (to suck), and the wielder of thunder said, "he will suck me." Thereupon
the dwellers of heaven with Indra gave him the name "Mandhatta",' H. H. Wilson
op. cit. London 1866 viii. 267= Vishnu Purdna 4. 2 'When the Munis rose, and found
that the water had been drunk, they inquired who had taken it, and said: "The queen
that has drunk this water shall give birth to a mighty and valiant son." "It was I,"
exclaimed the Raja, "who unwittingly drank the water": and, accordingly, in the belly
of Yuvanaswa was conceived a child. And it grew; and, in due time, it ripped open the
right side of the Raja, and was born: and the Raja did not die. Upon the birth of the
child, "Who will be its nurse?" said the Munis; when (Indra,) the king of the gods
appeared, and said, " He shall have me for his nurse " (mam ayam dhasyati); and, hence,
the boy was named Mandhatfi. Indra put his fore-finger into the mouth of the infant,
who sucked it, and drew from it (heavenly) nectar.'

(4) The Buddha-\i.arita of A-fvaghosha (c. 100 A.D.) narrates the birth of Buddha from
the side of queen Maya: Buddha-\iarita trans. E. B. Cowell i. 25, 26, 29 (The Sacred
Books of the East Oxford 1894 xlix. 5f.) 'At that time the constellation Pushya was
auspicious, and from the side of the queen, who was purified by her vow, her son was
bom for the welfare of the world, without pain and without illness. Like the sun bursting
from a cloud in the morning,—so he too, when he was born from his mother's womb,
made the world bright like gold, bursting forth with his rays which dispelled the dark-

. ness.... As was Aurva's birth from the thigh, and Pr/thu's from the hand, and Mandhat^z's,
who was like Indra himself, from the forehead [but see supra (3)], and Kakshivat's from
the upper end of the arm,—thus too was his birth (miraculous).' The Fo-sho-hing-
tsan-king, a translation of the Buddha-^aarita into Chinese made by the Indian priest
Dharmaraksha (c. 42OA.D.), repeats the narrative: Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king trans. S. Beal
i. r. 9—ii (The Sacred Books of the East Oxford 1883 xix. 2 f.) 'While she (thus)
religiously observed the rules of a pure discipline, Bodhisattva was born from her right
side, (come) to deliver the world, constrained by great pity, without causing his mother
pain or anguish. As king Yu-liu [sc. Aurva] was born from the thigh, as king Pi-t'au
[sc. Prz'thu] was born from the hand, as king Man-to [sc. Mandhatn'] was born from the
top of the head [but see supra (3)], as king Kia-^'^a [sc. Kakshlvat] was born from the
arm-pit, So also was Bodhisattva on the day of his birth produced from the right side;
gradually emerging from the womb, he shed in every direction the rays of his glory.'

(5) F. Liebrecht Des Gervasius von Tilbury Otia Imperialia Hannover 1856 p. 72
notes that, according to an Old French legend, Phanuel once peeled an apple and wiped
the knife on his thigh. The juice soaked into and impregnated his thigh, from which
nine months later a girl—the mother of the Virgin Mary—was born (J. von Lassberg
Einschoen alt Lied von Grave Friz von Zaire, dem Oetfinger, und der Belagerung von Hohen
Zolren, nebst nock etlichen andern Liedern (Constanz 1842) p. 76 f.: ' Sainz fanoel se sist
un Jour | Emmi sa sale ala froideur | Seur vn coulstes de cendaul | II apela son senechaul j
Des pomes li fit apourter | Es melades en veut doner | Ses seneschauz laut apourta | Et
a ses piez sa genoilla [ Trois des pomes et un coutel | Mil en la main sainz fanoel | Ly
rois les prit sy les tailla | Et es melades en dona | Quant ly rois ot taille la pome | De
la seue qui tant fut bone | Entint vn poy a son coutel | Or oiez de saint fanoel | Quant
il vit son coutel moille | De la pome quil ot taille | A sa cuisse le ressuia | Et la seue ly
engenra | Vne mout gentil demoiselle | Qui mout parfut cortoise et belle. || Qvant ly rois
vit la grand meruoille | A cui nulle ne sa peroille | II hamende tous ses amis | Et les
mires de son pais | II ny vint mires tant senez j Ne feciein tant letrez | Qui sehut dire la

C. III. 7
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doleur | De la Jambe lempereur | Tant furent esbahy ly mire | Ly plus saige ne sot que
dire | Quant vint au iour que dieux imit | Sy commen lescriture dit | Ly rois melades
acoucha | Et de la cuisse deliura | Iceille gentil demoiseille | Qui tant fut cortoise et
belle ] Ce fut sainte anne don ie dy | D la meire ihesu nasqui'). Liebrecht loc. tit. thinks
that this may conceivably be 'eine Reminiscenz der Dionysius[.«'c]-sage.' Hardly so.

(6) S. Baring-Gould Legends of Old Testament Characters London and New York
1871 p. 20 f. 'The inhabitants of Madagascar have a strange myth touching the origin of
woman. They say that the first man was created of the dust of the earth, and was placed
in a garden, where he was subject to none of the ills which now afl'ect mortality; he was
also free from all bodily appetites, and though surrounded by delicious fruit and limpid
streams, yet felt no desire to taste of the fruit or to quaff the water. The Creator had,
moreover, strictly forbidden him either to eat or to drink. The great enemy, however,
came to him, and painted to him in glowing colours the sweetness of the apple, the
lusciousness of the date, and the succulence of the orange. In vain: the first man re-
membered the command laid upon him by his Maker. Then the fiend assumed the
appearance of an effulgent spirit, and pretended to be a messenger from Heaven com-
manding him to eat and drink. The man at once obeyed. Shortly after, a pimple
appeared on his leg; the spot enlarged to a tumour, which increased in size and caused
him considerable annoyance. At the end of six months it burst, and there emerged from
the limb a beautiful girl. The father of all living was sorely perplexed what to make of
his acquisition, when a messenger from heaven appeared, and told him to let her run
about the garden till she was of a marriageable age, and then to take her to himself as
his wife. He obeyed. He called her Bahouna, and she became the mother of all races
of men.' The relation of this and similar Malagasy tales to Biblical teaching is discussed
by J. A. MacCulloch in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1912
v. 708 b. F. Liebrecht Zur Volkskunde Heilbronn 1879 P- 49° n-** ( — id> in Germania
1860 v. 479) cites a variant from J. W. Wolf Deutsche Marchen und Sagen Leipzig
1845 p. 599 (on no. 198): 'Die Einwohner von Madagaskar erzahlen, Adam habe stark
gegessen und in Folge dessen einem natiirlichen Bediirfnisse geniigen miissen, was sich
aber gleich im Paradiese durch den Geruch verrathen. Darob sei er vom Teufel verklagt
worden und Gott habe ihn aus dem Paradiese geworfen. Einige Zeit nachher ware
sein Bein aufgeschwollen und man habe ein Jung Ma'dchen heraus geholt, welches er
geheirathet.'

(7) In Norse cosmogony Ymir, ancestor of all the giants, went to sleep, fell into
a sweat, and brought forth a female-child and a male-child from under his arm-pit, while
from the union of his two feet he produced a six-headed son (G. Vigfusson—F. York
Powell Corpus Poeticum Boreale Oxford 1883 i. 66= Vaf\mi§nis-mal i. 31 ' Woden.
Seventhly, tell me, etc., How did this sturdy giant beget sons, since he knew not giantess?
— Wafthr. A maid-child and man-child grew together from under his arm-pit. Foot
begat with foot a six-headed son to that wise giant,' K. Simrock Die Edda"1 Stuttgart
1878 p. it>i = Gylfaginning 5 'Da antwortete Har: Wir halten ihn mil nichten fur einen
Gott: er war bose wie alle von seinem Geschlecht, die wir Hrimthursen nennen. Es
wird erzahlt, als er schlief fing er an zu schwitzen: da wuchs ihm unter seinem linken
Arm Mann und Weib und sein einer Fuss zeugte einen Sohn mit dem andern. Und von
diesen kommt das Geschlecht der Hrimthursen; den alien Hrimthurs aber nennen wir
Ymir'). See further J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883
ii. 559, K. Simrock Handbuch der Deutschen Mythologie5 Bonn 1878 pp. 17, 35,
E. H. Meyer Germanische Mythologie Berlin 1891 p. 145, P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye
The Religion of the Teutons Boston and London 1902 p. 342, P. Herrmann Nordische
Mythologie Leipzig 1903 p. 574.

(8) Persephone Xeipoyovia (Hesych. Xeipoyovia' i) Hepffe(j>6vri) has been variously
explained. I. Vossius in the notes to J. Alberti's edition of Hesychios (Lugduni
Batavorum 1766) ii. 1546 n. 30 asks: 'An quod manuum labore nascantur fruges?'
M. Schmidt in Philologus 1858 xiii. 220 replies: 'Vielmehr Xetpoy&eio, was aus 'Ax«po-
•y&eia entstanden sein konnte; doch hangt vielleicht 'A^eipw mit 'E-yyij/w Eccere Ceres
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Hydria at Queens' College, Cambridge :
Apollon visits the Lesbian oracle of Orpheus.

See page 99 f.
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Phantoms were in fashion. The Platonic Phaidros, perhaps
taking a hint from Stesichoros1 or Euripides2, tells how the gods,
indignant that Orpheus was unwilling to die for love, sent him
back empty-handed after showing him a mere phantom of his wife,
not her very self3.

In this connexion the design on a red-figured hydria in my
possession is deserving of notice (pi. xvi)4. It is Attic work
dating from the last quarter of the fifth century B.C. In the centre
stands a slender, youthful Apollon. He wears a bay- wreath on his
flowing locks and a chlamys with weighted corners over his left
arm. In his right hand he holds a long bay-branch; in his left,
a lyre. Both hands are lowered, and the god looks downwards at
the head of Orpheus, which with parted lips and upturned face is

zusammen [Hesych. s.v. 'Axij/ow ('A%etpw cod.)].' G. J. Vossius De theologia Gentili, et
physiologia Christiana? Amsterdam! 1668 i. 224 = lib. 2 cap. 28, F. Creuzer Symbolik und
Mythologie* Leipzig and Darmstadt 1842 iv. 330, Gerhard Gr. Myth. i. 452, Preller —
Robert Gr. Myth. i. 781 n. 3 take the appellative to describe Persephone as a goddess of
birth. E. Maass De Aeschyli Supplicibus commentatio Gryphiswaldiae 1890 pp. xix,
xxxvi f. suggests that Xeipoyovia must be daughter of a Zeus * ~Keipoy6vos, ' qui ut infans
nascatur manu efficit.' He compares, not only the Zeus AexedrTjs of Aliphera in Arkadia
(Paus. 8. 26. 6 /cat Aios re idptiffavro Aexearou /3ti}[j.6i>, are evravBa. Trjv 'A-Byvav Tei<6vTos) and
the Zeus evuidiv of Nonnos (Dion. 48. 974 f. /cai debs d/j.ire\6eis irarpwov aiWpa fiaivuv |
jrarpi criV evudivi fjurjs Zif/avffe Tpavffas. See further Stephanus Thes. Gr.Ling.\\\. 2532 B),
but also (Zeus) Agamemnon *'0p<ri\ox<>s assumed to account for Iphigeneia '0/pcrtXox/a
(Ant. Lib. 27) and Zeus *"E7ra0os assumed to account for Dionysos 'ETrd^tos (Orph.
k. Lys. Lett. 50. 7 and h. triet. 52. 9 cited supra p. 4 n. o). Id. Aratea Berlin 1892
p. 349 adds : 'Ac fortasse de Dactylorum etymo hac eadem ratione edocebimur quid sibi
velit. Quid? si xeipoyfooi credebantur et digitis placide ventri immissis contrectando
efficere, ut parerent parturientes? Essent igitur Ad/cruXot — AaKrv\oy6voi ____ Coniectura
haec est, nihil amplius.' Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 860 n. 2 concludes : ' Orsilocheia und
Persephone Cheirogonia . . . sind selbst Geburtsgottinnen gewesen, nicht nach (Zeus)
Agamemnon *Orsilochos oder Zeus * Cheirogonos...genannt.' F. Liebrecht locc. citt.
would bring Persephone into line with Prithu (supra (2)): 'Persephone heisst die
Fingergeborene (xetpoyovia.) und deshalb auch wieder aus den Fingern Gebarende.' This
is attractive, but cannot claim the support of any actual myth. The preceding statement
'die Paliken erscheinen als Fingergeburten ' is erroneous, the whole context being pre-
sumably copied from J- J. Bachofen Versuch iiber die Grdbersymbolik der Alien Basel
1859 P- J74 'Darum erscheinen die Paliken auf bekannten Vasenbildern als Finger-
geburt ; darum heisst auch Persephone selbst Xeipoyovia, die Fingergeborne, und deshalb
auch wieder aus den Fingern Gebarende.'

1 O. Kern in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1323, citing A. Hug's commentary on
Plat. symp. p. 43.

2 O. Gruppe in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1158.
3 Plat. symp. 179 D 'Op<f>£a 5e rbv Oldypov dreX?) air^irffj,\f/av e£"Ai5of, <f>dfffJ.a dd^avres

T^J 7wcu/cos ett> fjv riKev, afar)? S£ ov dbvres, 8ri /«iA0a/dfecr0ai Id&Kei, are u>v KiOapydds, /cat
ov ToXfiav Zvena. TOV Zpuros a.troBingaK€i.v uvirep "AX/crjcrrts, dXXd 8ia,wxa.va.a6ai. £&v flffitvat
(Is'AiSov.

4 The vase (height 8| inches) was found in Attike, and was acquired by me in
!933-

7—2
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chanting an oracle from the ground1. Behind Orpheus stands a
young woman, presumably the Pythia. She too looks down, and
holds her right hand with a deprecatory gesture above the head.
She has a beaded fillet and upright bay-leaves in her hair, and she
is clad in & peplos with long overfold and girdle. Behind Apollon
stands another woman, closely swathed in chiton and himdtion,
She also gazes at the head of Orpheus, but with loosened hair and
a look of such obvious distress that we must surely identify her
with Eurydike2. I take the whole design to portray the visit of
Apollon to the Lesbian oracle of Orpheus — a scene graphically
described by Philostratos3 the Athenian early in s. iii A.D. :

'He (sc. Apollonios of Tyana) put in at Lesbos and made his way to the
ddyton of Orpheus. The story goes that once on a time Orpheus here practised
seercraft with pleasure, until Apollon took notice of him. For men no longer
resorted to Gryneion for oracles, nor to Klaros, nor yet to the Apolline tripod4;
but Orpheus alone gave oracles, his head having lately arrived from Thrace.
Wherefore the god came upon him as he was chanting an oracular strain and
said: "Leave my business to me: I have borne long enough with your
singing".'6

Hitherto the only available illustration of this narrative was the
design on a red-figured kylix now in the Lewis collection at Cam-
bridge, published many years ago by G. Minervini (fig. 35) and noted
by A. Furtwangler as Attic work referable to the time of the
Peloponnesian War6. The obverse of this vase shows A pollen's

1 Philostr. her. 6. 4 77 Ke^aXrj yap pera TO r&v yvvaiKuv epyov Is A^<r/3oi>
pfiyp.a rrjs Aeff/3ov tfKijffe Kav Koi\rj rrj yrj ^xprjfffjupdei. 80ev exp&vT& T< atiri? TO, fj.avri.Ka
Aeffpiol re KOI rb aXXo irav Alo\iKbv KO! "laves Alo\ev<ri irpbffoiKoi, x/nprpoi 8e roO pavrelov
roi>rov Kal fs Ba/Si/Xwi'a aveirenirovro. woXXi yap ical & rbv &v<a j3affi\ea i] Ke<j>a\i) ySe,
Ktf/wp re r<p apxulv xp^ff/Jibv evrevdev eKdoOTJvat, \eyerai, "rd/xd, w Kvpe, <rd," K.T.\.

2 The only other possibility would be to regard her as ' the Muse herself that Orpheus
bore,' whether Kalliope or another (O. Gruppe in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1073 f.). But
this is not the type of any known or recognisable Muse.

3 Philostr. v. Apoll. 4. 14 p. 133 f. Kayser. 4 Sc. Delphoi.
5 The concluding words are e^lffrarai ol •%priaiup8ovvTi. 6 6ebs Kal "ir^irav<ro" tyy

"ruv e/juav, Kal yap 5r; (/cat) q.8ovra ffe iicavus r/veyKo." Possibly the original source of the
story (Damis of Nineveh? Maximus of Aigai? see Philostr. v. Apoll. i. 3 p. 3f. Kayser)
had a hexameter passage such as x/)i;(r/ty5oi;»'Tt 6e6s iror etftlffraro Kal irpoireeure | ' iravaai
e/jiwv, Kal ydp <r l/cavus q.dovr rjveyKa' or 'r&v d' ap efuQv — Kal yap <r iKavus ijveyKa—
ireiravffo' But the later oracles of Apollon tend to drop verse for prose (Frazer Pausanias
v. 238). It is curious, if no more, that the words ra epA occur again in the oracle
spoken by Orpheus' head to Kyros the Elder (Philostr. her. 6. 4 rd/id, w K0/>e, <rd.)

6 G. Minervini 'Oracolo di Orfeo e dell' Apollo Napeo in Lesbo: vaso dipinto di
fabbrica nolana' in the Bull. Arch. Nap. 1858 vi. 33 — 39 pi. 4, i (= my fig. 35) held
that on one side Pelops is taking down an oracle pronounced by the head of Orpheus
under the protection of Apollon NaTrcuos (schol. Aristoph. nub. 144), and that on the other
Kalliope has picked up her son's lyre and a second Muse the strap from which it was hung.
Reinach Rip. Vases i. 493, 2 is more cautious : ' (A) La tete coupee d'Orphee rend des
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visit to the oracle of Orpheus' head; its reverse, the finding of
Orpheus' lyre by a couple of Lesbian women (hardly Muses). The

Fig- 35-

new vase also amplifies the oracular visit by the addition of two
women, but lends a far greater significance to them by making one
the devotee of Apollon, the other the wife of Orpheus. And, if that
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is the case, Eurydike must necessarily be present in phantom form—
a figure comparable with the ghost of Klytaimestra as she appears
on more than one Greek vase1. Mr C. T. Seltman further points
out to Jme that both these Orpheus-vases presuppose an interest at
Athens'in the sacra of Lesbos and handle the theme with a light-
"hearted semi-humorous touch understandable enough during the -
Athenian domination of the island in 427—412 B.C.2

Lastly, there is the phantasmal Aeneas, whom luno in Virgil's
epic fashions out of'hollow cloud' and decks with Dardanian armour

oracles, qu'un ephebe (Pelops?) transcrit sur un diptyque en presence d'Apollon (?).
(B) Deux femmes, tenant 1'une la lyre d'Orphee, 1'autre le baudrier auquel elle etait
suspendue.' A. Furtwangler in the Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Berlin 1. 163 ' eine
ausgezeichnete Schale im Stile der Zeit des peloponnesischen Krieges zeigt den
abgeschlagenen Kopf des Orpheus, der singend Orakelspriiche ertheilt, welche ein

Jtingling in ein Diptychon aufzeichnet, wahrend Apollon als
Orpheus Beschiitzer mit ausgestreckter Hand hinter dem Kopfe
steht' is followed by O. Gruppe in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 11771".
fig. 3. But Furtwangler A nt. Gemmen\\\. 247 ff. fig. 139 has more
to say: ' Als Beschtitzer des Kopfes [Ov. met, 11. 50 tt., cp. Stob.Jlor.
64. 14 Phanokles (ed. Gaisford ii. 418 f., Wachsmuth—Hense iv. i.
461 f.)] und Herr des Ortes erscheint Apollon offenbar auch auf dem
Vasenbilde. Auf der Ruckseite derselben Schale scheint die Lyra
des Orpheus in den Handen einer Muse dargestellt, wahrend eine
zweite eine Tame bereit halt, urn die Leier damit als Weihgeschenk

*' zu umschlingen. Das Bild scheint darauf anzuspielen, dass die Leier
dem Apollon geweiht ward [Loukian. adv. indoct. n].' C. Robert ' Das orakelnde Haupt
des Orpheus' in \hejahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1917 xxxii. 146f. fig. i rightly
holds that the vase-painter, like Philostratos, is depicting the myth of Apollon's protest.
See further C. D. Bicknell in \hejourn. Hell. Stud. 1921 xli. 230 pi. 12, H. Philippart in
V Antiquiti Classique 1935 iv. 209 pi. 27, i.

To the gems discussed by Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen iii. 245 f. add a sliced chalcedony
in my collection (fig. 36 scale f), which resembles his i pi. 20, 53 = pl. 22, 5, cp. 6, ii.
100, 107. A chip above the young man's head has been crudely altered by some later hand
into a would-be petasos. See too the Etruscan mirrors figured on my pi. xvii, and a
'Campanian' amphora of c. 450—425 B.C., now in the Musee Borely at Marseille, inter-
preted by Prof. P. P. Jacobsthal, to whom I am greatly indebted for my pi. xviii, as
a youth consulting the oracular head of Orpheus.

1 O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1244 ('Das Schattenbild Klytaimestras'). The
greatest resemblance to our Eurydike is shown by the phantom Klytaimestra of a krater,
from Armento (c. 4208.0.), now in the Louvre (J. de Witte in the Ann. d. Inst. 1847 xix.
413 ff., Mon. d. Inst. iv. pi. 48 = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 132, 2, Overbeck Gall. her. Bildw-
i. 714^ Atlas pi. 29, 7, F. Hauser in Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei ii.
330 ff. pi. 120, 4, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 576, 597 f-, iii. 356 fig. 798,
L. Sechan Etudes sur la tragldie grecque dans ses rapports avec la ceramique Paris 1926
p. 97 ff. pi. i, 2), who likewise occupies a position on the extreme left of the group.

2 Mr Seltman also suspects that the story told by Philostratos about Kyros the Elder
(supra p. 100 n. i) belongs more properly to Kyros the Younger. If the former captured
Babylon in 538, the latter had designs upon it in 401. If the corpse of the one was be-
headed by Tomyris, that of the other was beheaded by Artaxerxes. Confusion might result,
and some points of the story suit the Younger better than the Elder. Be that as it may,
Philostratos' mention of Babylon suggests that he may here be indebted to Damis of Nineveh.

j



Plate XVII

(0 2) (3)
Etruscan mirrors representing the oracular head of Orpheus.

(1) A mirror from Clusium, now in the Casuccini collection (no. 176), Villa Marcianella, Chiusi. The head of Orpheus (3c£QV) looks up from the ground with parted lips, while a young man on the right takes down the oracle (B. Bandinelli in the Mon. d. Line. 1925 xxx.
542—552 fig. io, W. K. C. Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion London 1935 p. 35 f. fig. 6).

(2) A mirror, now in Paris (De Ridder Cat. Bronzes du Louvre ii. 50 no. 1724), of similar design, but without names (E. Gerhard in the Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1861 Phil.-hist. Classe p. 407 f. pi. 2, id. Etr. Spiegel \\\. 275 f., 325 ff. pi. 257 A, B. Bandinelli loc. tit. p. 547 f.).
(3) A fragmentary mirror, formerly in the Borgia collection and now presumably at Naples, which had once a similar design (E. Gerhard Etr. Spiegel iii. 190 pi. 196, B. Bandinelli loc. tit. p. 548).

See page 102 n .o.



Plate XVIII

Early ' Campanian' amphora in the Musee Bore'ly at Marseilles :
a youth consulting the oracle of Orpheus' head (?).

See page 102 n. o.
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in order to lure Turnus from the fight1. The Roman poet probably
based his figment on a passage of the Iliad, in which Apollon rescues
Aineias from Diomedes by carrying off his protege and substituting
a phantom resembling him in person and equipment2. We are not,
however, told that the Homeric phantom was made of cloud; indeed,
it would appear that in genuine Greek myth, as distinct from the
inventions of a Euripides or a Virgil, the cloud-effigy was always
female, since the cloud itself was feminine.

§ 7. Zeus and the Wind.

(a) Men believed to control the winds.

The Greeks, like other imperfectly civilised nations3, credited
certain persons with the power of controlling the winds. At Athens
the Heuddnemoi or 'Lull-winds' had an altar near the Metroon4:
they seem to have been a clan tracing their descent from an
eponymous founder Heuddnemos, who was revered as an angel in
Christian times5. At Eleusis too there was a well-known altar of

1 Verg. Aen. 10. 633 ff. haec ubi dicta dedit, caelo se protinus alto | misit agens
hiemem nimbo succincta per auras, | Iliacamque aciem et Laurentia castra petivit. [ turn
dea nube cava tenuem sine viribus umbram [ in faciem Aeneae (visu mirabile monstrum) |
Dardaniis ornat telis, clipeumque iubasque | divini adsimulat capitis, dat inania verba,
dat sine mente sonum gressusque effingit euntis; | etc. After enticing Turnus to follow him
on board the ship of Osinius, the phantom disappears: ib. 663f. turn levis haud ultra
latebras iam quaerit imago, | sed sublime volans nubi se immiscuit atrae.

2 //. 5. 449 ff. ai>Tap 6 etSu\ov revg dpyvpoTo&s' A.ir6\\iav (interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen.
i. 601 says inadvertently: Aeneas a Neptuno opposita nube liberatur) | curry r' Aiveiq.
faeXov Kal Tet$xecrt Tolov, | a/j.<f>l 8' ap' eiSwXy Tpwes Kal Sioi 'Axaiol | dyovv aXX^Xwi/ d/ji.<pl
ffT^Beffffi fioelas | ao~irldas SVKVK\OVS Xaurtfid re irrepbevra.. W. Leaf adloc. comments: 'The
mention of the "wraith" is not like Homer, nor does it appear on other occasions when
a hero is snatched away by a god. It plays no further part in the action, nor does there
seem to be the least surprise shown at the reappearance of the original Aineias in the
field, 1. 514. Thus 449—453 are probably interpolated; the last two lines come bodily
from M 425—6.'

On heroes etc. wrapped in a cloud and carried off by god or goddess see F. von Duhn
De Menelai itinere Aegyptio Bonnae 1874 p. 38, A. von Premerstein in Philologus 1896
lv. 636, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 996 n. i, 1153.

3 Frazer Golden Bough?: The Magic Art i. 319—331 ('The Magical Control of the
Wind'), The Scapegoat pp. 176, i78fF., Balder the Beautiful ii. 232 f.

4 Arrian. an. 3. 16. 8 Kal Tafcas (sc. Antenor's group of Harmodios and Aristogeiton)
'AOrpalois birlffu irefiarei 'AXtj-avdpos, Kal vvv Keivrai ' KBty-riffiv lv Kepafjieiicy al elKbves,
$ Avipev & iroXiv, KaravTiKpv |tdXt<rra TOV MtjrpQov, <o6 (ins. N. Blancarduspost B. Facii
'non procul')> fiaicpav TU>I> Etidavt/tuv TOV j3<afj.ov' 6Vns dt /ne/iir/jrou ro.lv dea.iv ev 'EXevo-ivi
(G. Loeschcke, followed by J. Topffer, cj. tv 'EXe^n^y. But K. Wachsmuth in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2335 notes other examples of 'EXewrii'i wrongly altered to 'EXeu-
wfcp), olde TOV (so A. G. Roos for T&V cod. A.) T&{i8av£fu>v TOV fiwpbv (B. Vulcanius reads
TOV EtfSai^/tov j3ci>yu.6p) eiri TOV dairfdov 6vTa.

6 Hesych. Ev8dvt/j.os- ayyeKos, irapa 'A6rivaiois, H. Usener G'dtternamen Bonn 1896
p. 259 n. 28 cj. ytvos for #776X05. Alii aliter: see C. Wachsmuth Die Stadt Athen im
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Heuddnemos'L\ and that the Heuddnemoi had something to do with
Eleusinian ritual appears from the title of a speech fathered upon
Deinarchos, viz. 'The Heuddnemoi v. the Kerykes in re the
Basket2'—presumably the sacred basket of Demeter3. At Corinth
there was a similar clan of Anemokoitai or 'Wind-layers/ whose
business was to hush the winds to sleep*. Even in the days of
Constantine Sopatros of Apameia, a pupil of lamblichos5, was
accused of having bound the south winds and so prevented the
corn-ships of Egypt, Syria, and Phoinike from reaching Byzantion:
his enemies actually induced the emperor to order his execution6.

With regard to the precise rites practised by the wind-layer
there is a dearth of evidence. Perhaps the harmful gale was conjured
into a jar7 or bag8. Empedokles of Akragas was surnamed

Alterthum Leipzig 1890 ii. i. 441 n. 3. Mommsen Feste d. Sladt Athen p. 209 n. o con-
cludes : ' Hesych. v. ftvddvefios bleibt uns dunkel. Ob der Glossator J&tddveuos geschrieben,
das fur etfStos dveuos genommen und nach Anleitung von Hebr. i, 7 6 troiuiv TOVS dyyeXovs
aiirov Trveijfj.ara interpretiert hat, oder wie er sonst zu seiner Glosse gelangt ist, lasst sich
nicht sagen.' Hesychios seems to imply that the pagan eponym became a Christian angel
without losing his special function of tempering the wind.

1 Supra p. 103 n. 3.
2 Dion. Hal. de Dinarch. n (=J- G. Baiter—H. Sauppe Oratores Attici Turici 1850

ii. 323 b 9f.) AiaSiKaa-ia. JZtiSave'nwv irpbs KiJ/owcas vireprov Kavws' K.T.\.
3 Infra Append. P, cp. i. 530 n. 2. J. Topffer Attiscke Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 112

would detect 'eine Anspielung auf irgendwelche mit den Heudanemen in Beziehung
stehende liturgische Handlungen' in Hermesianax frag. 2, i7ff . Diehl, 7, I7ff . Powell,
ap. Athen. 597 D 17 re iroXbv ptiffTriffiv (so C. J. Blomfield for TroXv/Mftio-TrjiffLv cod. A.
E. Diehl prints 7roXi></*> fjujo-Tijio-iv) 'EXevffivos irapd ire^av | evao-jjAv Kpv<f>idiv ^e(f>6pei
Xoyltav, | 'Pdpiov dpyiuv dve^tf Siairoiirvtiovva | Ayurirpa • yvuo-rrj 5' Am Kal elv' A'tdy. But
in the crucial line 19 the reading of cod. A. 6pyiuvavepui was corrected by J. G. J.
Hermann into dpyei&vi v6[u$, by C. J. Blomfield into opyei&va vbn<$. Hermann is followed
by Diehl, Blomfield by J. U. Powell: in either case the allusion to wind-laying disappears.

4 Hesych. 'Avefj-OKoirai' ol avt/j.ovs Koifd^ovres. ytvos de roiovT6v (paffiv inr&pxfiv iv
Kopiv6q> = Somd. s.v. 'Avefj-OKoirai, cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1645, 41 f. x/njm/ioi' 5e eis TO
av4/Mvs Troiv^iJ.eva.1 (OJ. 10. 22) Kal rb 'Avep.oKolra,i, y4vos ev E.opli>0(^ avtfiovs KOi^ovr^.

5 O. Seeck in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 1006 f.
6 Eunap. v. Aedes. 41 Kal ol TrdXai fiaffKalvovTes, evp-qK^vat. Kaipbv riyoti[j.evoi KaXXtcrrov,

"dXXa Sc67rarp6j ye," £<pa(rav, "6 irapd. <rov Tifjubftevos Kar^drjcre rods dvtfjiovs di' virepj3o\T]v
crofaas, yv Kal ai/ros eiraiveis, Kal 5i' TIP ert rotj f}atn\elois tyicddrjTai 0p6vois." Kal o
~K.wj>ffTavTlvos ravra. d/coi^(raj Kal ffv^ireiffOeh KaraKoirrjvai Ke\f6ei rbv dvdpa, Kal eylvero
did rovs ftaffKaivovras ravra ffdrrov ^ eXtyero.

7 Cp. the Indian 'jar of the winds' (infra § 7 (b)). It was believed that a toad
eimprisoned in a new jar and buried in the field would safeguard the crops against stormy
weather (Plin. nat. hist. 18. 294 Archibius (on whom see M. Wellmann in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ii. 466) ad Antiochum Syriae regem scripsit, si fictili novo obruatur rubeta
rana in media segete, non esse noxias tempestates). The same remedy served to protect
millet against sparrows and worms (Plin. nat. hist. 18. 158 multi ad mili remedia rubetam
noctu arvo circumferri iubent, priusquam sariatur, defodique in medio inclusam fictili.
ita nee passerem nee vermes nocere, sed eruendam, priusquam metatur; alioquin amarum
fieri, Geopon. 2. 18. 14 'ATroiAiJibs 5^ ^>i\<n (see L. von Schwabe in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. ii. 249, E. Oder ib. vii. 1221 f.), irplv ffKa<f>rjvai TTJV apovpav, <f>pvvov, rovrfori pdrpaxov

VVKTOS irepl avTr)v irepieveyK6i>Ta KaraKXeio-ai ev vKeiiei Kepa.jjna.lif Kal ev
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Alexanemas, 'Averter of Winds1,' or Kolysanemas, 'Preventer of
Winds,' because once, when the Etesian Winds were spoiling the
crops, he had asses flayed and bags made of their skins: these bags
he proceeded to set round the hills and mountain-tops in order to
catch the wind2. His choice of the ass was certainly not accidental,
for at Taras a sacred ass was allowed to run wild till it was sacrificed

Karaxwffat TTJS dpotipas • Karct oe rbv Kaipbv TOV virbpov dvopv^ai TO <r/eeCos, Kal eKJ3a\eiv Trjs
apovpas, iva urj iriKpbs 6 Kapirbs yevtrrai, ib. 2. 18. 15 6 airrds Se 'Airov\r}l'6s <f>W^ TOIS
(nreipofjievois xpTJvat, irapafuyvvvai 6\ly»)v <pa.KTjv <pvo~ei. ydp avriffrarei irpbs TO •%a\eTr6v r(av
ivefuav). And very similar beliefs on French soil are noted by P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de
France Paris 1906 iii. 264 f. In Italy toads are said to spring from the first large rain-
drops of a storm (A. de Gubernatis Zoological Mythology London 1872 ii. 379 n. 2), and
in France to announce the coming downpour by repeated croaks (P. Sebillot op. cit. iii.
260) or leaps (id. ib. iii. 267). In Switzerland a toad crawling across the road betokens
rain (H. Bachtold-Staubli in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—
Leipzig 1933 v. 609). 'Eine "Dreissgenkrote" im Estrich aufgehangt, zieht in Tirol
alle "bosen Winde," an einem Faden in der Stube aufgehangt, im Kt. Bern alle giftigen
Diinste in sich' (id. ib. p. 619).

8 Infra § 7 (b).
1 Porph. v. Pyth. 29 'A\e£dveuos fj.fr r/v TO eirtbvv/jiov 'JZuire8oK\eovs = Iambi, v. Pyth.

136 'AXe^dpe^os fj.ev ov TO 4ir<avvfj,ov 'Efj.ire8oK\£ovs. Cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1645, 42 f. ei's
&irep (supra p. 104 n. 4) 5e£iws \eyeTai dia.Keiff6ai Kal 'EaireSoK\rjs. L. C. Valckenaer in
his note on Eur. Phoen. 120 restored d\e£aveuas as the right reading in Iambi, loc. cit.

2 Timaios/;-«£-. 94 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 215 f. Miiller) ap. Diog. Laert. 8. 60 <p-r\ffl d£ Kal
T//taios & Trj oKTUKaideKaTri /card. 7roXXoi)s Tp6irovs TeOav/MffOai Tbv dvdpa. Kal yap k
Trore <T<f>oSpQs irvevffavTuv ws TOI)S Kapirovs Xv^vaffOai, /ceXei)<7cts ovous 4i<dapijvai
voieiffOai irepl TOVS X6^>ouj Kal TCLS dKpupelas di^Teive irpbs rd ffv\\aj3eiv TO irvevua •
8 ,̂ "K.<a\vffav£[i.a.v K^drjvai. Souid. s.v. airvovs cites the same passage, but reads KwXwd-
ve/jwv. The incident is said to have happened at Akragas (Clem. Al. strom, 6. 3 p. 445,
11 if. Stahlin 'B/ttTreSoK'X'ijs re 6 'AKpayavTivos K<ii\v(rai>£fj.as ^irfK\^Ot]. X^erai 03^ aTro TOV
'A.Kpayat>TOS opovs, irvtovrbs iroTe dvtfjiov .{iapv Kal voff&des rots iyxuplois, d\\a Kal rats
ywai^lv avT&v dyovtas aMov yivo^vov, iravffai TOV avefjLov Sib Kal a^ros ev rots £ire<n ypdtpei
(frag. I l l ) 3 if• Diels)' 7roi5(reis 5'd/co/tdrwj' avtuwv utvos 01 T eirlyalav | 6pvi5jaevoi ffvijTOiffi \
Ka,ra<j>6Lvv8ov<fLv dpotipas- | Kal irdXti', e3r' edtXyada, iraKlvriTa Trve6/J.ara ^ijtreis, Souid. a.v.
d/ii5/cXaf...'E/u,7re5oKX^j... ^(caXeiro o£ KuXvffavtfjias did TO 7roXXoi)s dv£/j.ovs eiriGe^vovs Trj
'A.KpdyavTi ^feXdcrat airrbv, 5opd$ 6v<av TrepiOtvra Trj iro\ei—a note re-inserted with the
variation dv4fwv TroXXoO tiriOeutvov s.v. 'E/tureSoKX^s and thence transcribed s.z>< dopd, where
it is omitted by codd. V.C.). Here and there, in less credulous quarters, we observe a
tendency to minimise the marvel. Plutarch substitutes a practical wall for the bag-magic
(Plout. de curiositate i 6 de tpiiffiKos 'Efn,vedoK\r)s opovs Tivd Sia<T<j>aya fiapiiv Kal voff^ri Kara
T&V iredlwv TOV VOTOV tuirveovffav 4u<ppd^as \oiubv i-do^ei* eKK\eiffai TIJS xi6/3as, adv. Colot. 32
'EjinreSoKX^j de... -rf}v Te x^pav dirr]X\a!-ev dKapirlas Kal Xot/toO, Siafftfxiyas opous aTrOTeixiffas,
Si wv 6 VOTOS els TO irediov uirep^/SaXXc); Philostratos, a passing cloud for the persistent
gales (Philostr. v. Apoll. 8. 7. 8 p. 313 Kayser d/ci?Kows 5e TO. "&nveboK\eovs, 8s ve<t>e\-qs
Avfoxe <f>opdv eir 'AKpayavTlvovs payeiffris)', Hesychios, promise for performance (Hesych.
KuXwap^/Mis • 6 'E/x?re5o«-X^s oCrw fcaXetrai, ws birurxvotiuevos f<p££eiv TOVS dvtuovs). But
the fame of the exploit lasted on into the twelfth century (Tzetz. chil. 4. 524 ff. T£ iratieiv

Kal a6xnoi>s Kal irpoyiv<bo~Keiv irdvTa | GaX^s Kal HvOayopas Te o~tn> T£ 'Ava%ay6pa- |
ijs MeXfrwi/os 6 Kal TLuXvffave'tJ.as).

In the corrupt passage Plout. symp. 8. 8. i Kal Tbv bfjuiivvfjiov efiol TI£ iravo-a/dvy
TlvOayopiKus irepatveiv TO. SbyuaTa ffTeyovaat, <f>pevbs /c.r.X. it is probable that we should read
Ktd TOV bfjuavv/tov euol Tbv Travvdve/jiov (cp. Aisch. Ag. 214 irav<rav£fjiov...6vffias) HvOayopiKus
vapaivetv TO. SbyuaTa ffTeyeiv ?<rw tf>pevbs K.r.X. or the like (see D. Wyttenbach ad loc.).
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to the Winds1. And his employment of bags recalls the methods
used by unsophisticated folk to capture souls2.

The same power of controlling violent winds was ascribed by
the Greeks to Pythagoras, Epimenides, and Abaris3. Indeed, any
and every wonder-worker could claim the prerogative—even
Sophokles4. Nowadays, it would seem, the mere mention of the
great man's name will suffice. In the Macedonian district of
Liakkovikia, during an anemospldda or 'whirlwind,' people often
mutter the charm: 'Alexander the Great liveth, aye he doth live
and reign5.'

(b) Aiolos Hippotades.
A figure interesting in this connexion is that of Aiolos

Hippotades. He appears in the Odyssey* as Lord of Aiolie, a
floating island7 with sheer rocky sides crowned by a wall of un-
breakable bronze. Here he feasted with his six sons, whom he had
united in wedlock with his six daughters. Here too he entertained
Odysseus for a month, at the end of which time he slew an ox, made
a bag of its skin, bound the blustering winds within it, and gave it
as a parting gift to the hero, fastening it with a silver cord on board
his ship. He also supplied him with a west wind to waft him on his
way homewards. But later, while Odysseus slept, his comrades,
under the belief that the bag was full of treasure, untied it and, to
their own discomfiture, let loose the warring winds.

Now Aiolos is said to have been established as keeper, or king,
1 Hesych. dpe/x.(6raj' ovos aQfros (so Salmasius for ovona d0e/cr6s cod.), lepos, rots 'Ave'/uots

6v6p.fvos iv lapavTivois, et. mag. p. 103, 33f. di/e/iw/raj (sic)- irapa fapavrlvois 6 ovos b
Avfaois 6v6fJLevo$. Supra ii. 464. Cp. the sacrifice of asses to Apollon among the

'Tirepfiopeoi 'at the back of the North Wind' (supra ii. 463 f., 494 ff., 843).
2 Frazer Golden Bough5: Taboo pp. 46ff., 52f., 64, 67, 75f., id. Folk-lore in the Old

Testament \\. 5ioff.
3 Porph. v. Pyth. 29 irpop/oijtrets re 701/3 dirapa^aroL ffeiffu&v diafj-vrifj-ove^ovrai airrov

(sc. TOV HvOayopov) Kal \otuwv dirorpoiral o-fiv rdx« Kal dvifMav fiiaiuiv xaXofcDi/ r' eicxvffeus
KaratrroXal Kal KV/JMTUV TroTauluv re Kal OaXaTrlwv direvdiao-/j,ol irpbs ev/juipij rwv eraipuv
Siafiaffiv. iv //eraAa/SovTos' E/wreSoKX^a re Kal 'J&Tri/jifvi5i)v Kal'Afiapiv iro\\axrj tiriTereXeKfrai
TOtavra. K.T.\. = Iambi, v. Pyth. 135 irpoppri<reis re ffeifffiuv dirapafiaroi /cat Aoi/ncD^ diroTpoiral
<riiv rax« Kal aveptav fiiaiuv xaAafGc re yyffeuis irapavrlica Karevv^ffeis Kal KVIMTUIV irora/jluv
re Kal 6a\a<rffi<av direvdtaff/Jiol irpbs etifiapri ru>v eralpuv Siafiaaiv. tav /j,eTa\a/36vTas 'Eytt?re-
doK\£a re TOV' AKpayavrivov Kal '~Eiri/j.evldr)i> rbv K/)^ra Kal"Af3apu> TOV 'Tir€p[}6ptoi> TroXXox^
Kal auroi)s rotaOrd riva eirtrereXe/c^cot. /c.r.X.

4 Philostr. v. Apoll. 8. 7. 8 p. 313 Kayser evv(yf)ffa.s Se 2o0o<cXea TOV 'AOyvaiov, 8j
Xe^erai /cat dvtfiovs Ofhgai TIJS upas irtpa TrvefoavTas. A. von Blumenthal in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 1047 comments: 'Hier hat wohl das Empedoklesbild einge-
wirkt.'

5 G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 250 f. Zij, tfj Kal ̂ aeriXeiJet 6
Me^as 'A\t%av5pos (from A. A. Tova-iov ''H /card TO lidyyaiov Xwpa' p. 79). Possibly
A\t£avdpos has acquired the virtues of'AXefa^as.

« Od. 10. i ff. 7 Infra Append. P (i).
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of the winds by Zeus1. And Aethlios, son of Aiolos, was reputed to
be the son of Zeus2. There is therefore something to be urged for
Usener's suggestion that Aiolos himself was 'a sort of Zeus3.'
Perhaps the same thought occurred to Ovid, when he made lupiter
shut Aquilo in the caves of Aeolia and send forth Notus to cause
a deluge4.

Others, however, have rightly insisted that the Homeric Aiolos
is not as yet fully deified5. Hence his description as 'dear to the
immortal gods6.' Rather, he is a subordinate power, not improbably
a dead tribal chieftain, who lives on in his Otherworld island7 and
is conceived as a superhuman magician, the wind-controller par
excellence. His bag of winds recalls an odd superstition recorded by
Tzetzes and the scholiast on the Odyssey*:

'Artful contrivers and those who write on infamous practices declare that, if
a man flays a dolphin and makes its skin into a bag and then keeps it at home,
he will cause to blow whatever wind he may choose.'

Somewhat similar is Philostratos' account of Indian weather-magic9.
Apollonios of Tyana and his party are visiting the cloud-capped
hill of the Brachmanes, four days' journey from the city Parax :

'And they say that they saw two jars of black stone, filled with rains and
winds respectively. The jar of the rains is opened, if India should be oppressed

1 Od. 10. 21 Ta/j.i7)v avt/juav iroltiae ~Kpovltav, Verg. Aen. I. 52 rex Aeolus, 65 f. divom
pater atque hominum rex | et mulcere dedit fluctus et tollere vento.

2 Paus. 5. 8. 2 elvai yap (paffi Kal 'AtOXiov Alt>\ov, Atos 5e 4iriK\T)<ri.v. It is clear from
the context that this Aiolos was the father of Kretheus. It is an assumption that he was
one with Aiolos Hippotades.

3 H. Usener in the Rhein. Mus. 1898 liii. 346 ff. ( — id. Kleine Schriften Leipzig —
Berlin 1913 iv. 275 ff.) : ' wie eine Art Zeus' (p. 346 ( =p. 276)). We need not, of course,
subscribe to Usener's view that AfoXoj was the 'Zig-zag' lightning of Zeus (cp. Find. 01.
9. 42 aloKofipbvra Aids afoa), or that his six pairs of children were the twelve months of the
year. G. Libertini Le isole Eolie nelF antic kith greca e romana Firenze 1921 p. 6 r f. argues
that Hippotes was a degraded form of Poseidon "Iiririos, Aiolos an ex-appellative of Zeus
(Find. OL 9. 42 alo\ofipbvTa, Orph. h. Zeus 15. 10 aio\6uop(pe) or perhaps rather of
Poseidon, the ever-changeful. 4 Ov. met. i. 262 if.

5 A. H. Keane in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908
i. 255, G. Foucart ib. 1917 ix. 782.

6 Od, 10. 2. 7 Cp. supra i. 239, 243.
8 Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 738 = schol. Od. 10. 2 0cuu yap ol (jnjxavtKol (J. Potter cj.

HayiKol G. F. Thryllitzsch cj. uaOriuariKoi M. C. G. Miiller prints fjuiyoi, but notes:
'Vtrumque tamen, /j.ayoi et ntjxaviKol, bene se habet') Kal ol rd AppijTovpyiKa ypoupovres
ios, eav TIS 5e\(piva iroi-ficrr) aaKov ^Kdeipas avrbv Kal Ixfav va-P' eavrtp, irotijcrei irveiv 8v
ft" |8otfX<HTo aveuov. E. Scheer ad loc. cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1645, 59 f. Trap' oh Kal aderai
o fnj0els TOV A.l6\ov der/cos Se\(f>ivos ftvai dtpua, ib. p. 1646, 8 ff. on de dffKol of> uovov ol
<rwTfjO<as e£ aiy&v Kal fiowv dXXd /cat ££ ertpwv dij\6v eori. de\<f>Tv6s re yap o prjffels affKos
TtreXeffufros etrovv yeyoyrevulvos K.T.\.

9 Philostr. v. Apoll. 3. 14 p. 92 f. Kayser Kal dirru eupaK^vai <t>a<ri iri6<a \idov /u^Xovos
re Kal aviuuv ovre. K.T.\. Euseb. Trpos TOI)S virtp 'AiroXXwft'ou TOV Tvavfas

'lepoicXe'ous \6yovs 22 p. 388 Kayser scoffs at jS/sovrds Kal arfuovs ev ir^otj. But the
incident is by no means incredible.
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by drought, and sends up clouds to moisten the whole country; but if rains
should be in excess, it is shut up and puts a stop to them. The jar of the
winds, I suppose, plays the same part as the bag of Aiolos; for they open the
jar ever so little and let one of the winds blow in season, whereby the country
is refreshed.'

Other parallels to Aiolos Hippotades are collected by Sir James
Frazer1. The closest hails from the Slavonic area:

' It is said that Perdoytus, the Lithuanian Aeolus, keeps the winds enclosed
in a leathern bag; when they escape from it he pursues them, beats them, and
shuts them up again2.'

Certain features in the myth of Aiolos invite further investiga-
tion. His bag full of winds, opened by the prying followers of
Odysseus, bears at least a superficial resemblance to the pithos
or 'jar' containing evils opened by the inquisitive woman in
Hesiod's Works and Daysz, or to the fitthos of Zeus containing
good things opened by the over-curious man in a fable of Babrios4.
The resemblance is increased if, with Miss J. E. Harrison5, we
accept O. Gruppe's6 conjecture that the ptthos in question was that

1 Frazer Golden Sough3: The Magic Art i. 326 f.
2 Id. ib. i. 326 n. 5 after E. Veckenstedt Die Mythen, Sagen und Legenden der

Zamaiten (Litauer) Heidelberg 1883 i. 153. Sir James Frazer adds : 'The statements of
this writer, however, are to be received with caution.'

H. Usener Gotternamen Bonn 1896p. 97: '"Perdoytusgottderkaufleute, voiiperdout
verkaufen " P 27 [i.e. Matthaeus Praetorius Delidae Prussicae oder Preussische schaubilhne
ed. W. Pierson Berlin 1871 p. 27] vgl. SI 91 (18) [i.e. A. Schleicher 'Lituanica' in the
Sitzungsber. d. kais. Akad. d. Wiss.in Wien Phil.-hist. Classe 1853x1. 91 (= extr. p. 18)].
das ist Pardlitojis; nomen agentis vonpardutiverkaufen. Doch Bardoayts Ag[i.e. Kirchen-
agende von 1530 ed. J. Bender in der Altpreussischen monatsschrift \\. 97 f.] unter
Gardoaeten. Ist Perdoytus und seine bedeutung erst von P [i.e. Matthaeus Praetorius]
um der etymologic willeii construiert? vgl. Voigt, Gesch. Pr. i, 593 anm. i [i.e. J. Voigt
Geschichte Preussens Konigsberg 1827 i. 593 n. i Gardetis nacfy Oftermetyer @. 18 ton
gardas etne @cfyaafljeerbe... Perdoytos com SUtyreuf. perdauns serfaufen, im ?etttfcfj. pahrdoht
oerfaufen, -§anbel tretfcen. 8uca3 S)a»ib S3. I. ©. 86 »erflnbevt ben Seamen in Gardiaito «nb
•ijarttnodj @. 142 fcefyaiurtet, baff Gardoaetos unb Perdoytos ein tint berfdbe ®ott fety].'

If Perdoytus was really a wind-god, his name might be related to the Russian
perdeti, Slovenian prdeti, irepSo/xai, etc. (Prellwitz Etym. Wbrterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 362,
Boisacq Diet. £tym. de la Langue Gr. p. 771, Walde Lat. etym. Worterb? p. 569) and
imply a very crude and primitive conception of the wind as ' flatus ventris.'

3 Hes. o.d. 94 ff.
4 Babr. 58. i ff. Zeus h iriOq T& x/j^orct iravTO. ervXX^aj | ZQriKev atfrw irw/ua<ras irap'

dv6pu>TT(j}. | 6 5' dKpcmjs a.v6p<airos el&vai ffiretiduv \ ri iror' yv ev atm^, /cai rd irwfJ.a Kivriffas,\
dirjic' OiweXBetv ourot irpbs Oe&v O'IKOVS, \ Kdicet tr^reffOai rrjs re 7^s &vta <j>e6yeii'. \ /j.6vi) S'
i-/j,eu>ev «XTTIS, rjv /caTetXT^et | r^Okv TO ir&fjia. rofycip £\iris av6p<i)Trois \ fj,6vr) fftiveffrt, riav
ire<pevy6T(>)v ^/ttas | dyaOuv ZicaffTov tyyvufj^vq d&ffeiv. This rewriting of the Hesiodic myth
was obviously prompted by the later estimate of eXn-tj as a good, not an evil.

"or the concept of a celestial store-house or treasury see H. Usener Die Sintfluth-
a^Ln. Bonn 1899 p. 182 ff.

5 Miss J. E. Harrison in thejourn. Hell. Stud. 1900 xx. 99 ff., ead. Proleg. Gk. Rel?
pp. 169 f., 279 ff.

6 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 94, 761 n. 9, id. Myth. Lit. 1908 p. 585 ff.
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of the earth-goddess Pandora opened once a year at the festival of
the Pithoigia for the temporary release of souls. For winds are
notoriously akin to souls1. Indeed, Greeks of the mythopoeic age
would probably have assented to the direct equation winds are
souls. It may even be that the very name Aiolos is cognate with the
Gothic saiwala and the English soul2. The island of Aiolos would
on this showing too be an island of souls3 — a typical Otherworld
island, as we had already seen reason to suspect.

Aiolos Hippotades has both in ancient4 and in modern5 times
been identified with Aiolos, the eponymous ancestor of the Aeolians.
K. Tiimpel6 thinks that the Hesiodic Catalogue1* described the latter

1 See e.g. Rohde Psyche* \. 248 n. i, ii. 122 n. 2, 264 n. 2, K. Tiimpel in Pauly —
Wissowa Real-Enc. \. 2176 ff., R. v.d. Meulen 'Uber die litauischen VeleV in the
Archiv f. Rel. 1914 xvii. 125 ff., L. Weber ' Androgeos ' ib. 1926 xxiii. 249 ff., supra\\. 62
n. i (the Furious Host), and the history of such words as ai>e/j.os, animus, anima; irvori,
wvevfjLa; ^i^xw, i/'ux'J, etc.

2 So R. Koegel in the Gott. gel. Anz. 1897 clix. 655 (relates west-German saiwala
seula sela to cu'6Xos, for *o-cu/6Xos, 'beweglich, regsam,' and cp. Ai'oXos), C. C. Uhlenbeck
in the Beitrdge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 1905 xxx. 305 (accepts
saiwala : al6\os), J. Scheftelowitz in the Beitrdge zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen
1905 xxix. 44 ('got. saiwala "seele": gr. at(f)o\os "beweglich"'), Boisacq Diet. etym.
de la Langue Gr. p. 26 ('eu'oXos "mobile, agite " < * alo\6s < * cu'eXos cf. cuVXov/sosJ. Schmidt
KZ. 32, 324. Cf. got. saiwala " ame ".' Etc.), and as a tenable alternative K. Brugmann —
A. Thumb Griechische Grammatik* Mtinchen 1913 p. 47. See, however, T. von Grien-
berger in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien Phil. -hist. Classe 1900 cxlii.
179, A. Walde in Indogermanische Forschungen 1901 xii. 382 f. and in his Lat. etym.
Worterb.^ p. 669 f. s.v. 'saevus,' W. van Helten in Indogermanische Forschungen 1906
xix. 198; P. Persson in the Beitrdge zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen 1893 xix.

3 G. Gerland Altgriechische Mdrchen in der Odyssee Magdeburg 1869 p. 38 ff.,
F. Hommel Die Insel der Seligen in My thus und Sage der Vorzeit Miinchen 1901, infra
Append. P.

4 Hyg._/a^. I25 ad Aeolum Hellenis filium, cui ab love ventorum potestas fuit tradita.
M. Schmidt ad loc. obelizes Hellenis, remarking 'imo Hippotae? Euripides in his
Melanippe desmdtis (Hyg. fab. 186), if not also in his Melanippe sophe (Greg. Kor. in
Hermog. trepi /Jie868ov Setpirijros 28 in C. Walz Rhetores Graeci Stuttgartiae et Tubingae
1834 vii. 2. 1313. 6 ff.), made Melanippe the daughter of one Aiolos and the mother
of another. Diod. 4. 67 went further in the same direction. His Aiolos, son of
Hippotes and Melanippe, was great-grandson of Aiolos son of Hellen, and in turn grand-
father of Aiolos brother of Boiotos. On these fictitious genealogies see further W. H.
Roscher in his Lex. Myth. i. 192 ff., K. Tiimpel in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1037,
1040, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 398 n. 3, 1323 n. 2.

5 K. Ttimpel in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1040 f.
6 Id. ib. i. 1036, 1039, 1041.
7 ties. frag. 25, i f. Kinkel, 7, i f. Rzach ap. Plout. symp. 9. 15. 2, schol. Lyk. Al.

284, Tzetz in Lyk. Al. 284, exeg. II. pp. 63, 14 f., 134, 22 f. Hermann (printed at the end
of Draco Stratonicensis liber de metris poeticis ed. G. Hermann Lipsiae i8i2)"EAXr/i'os 5'
tyfrovro 0tXo7TToX^uou /ScKTtXjJoj (so schol. Lyk. : for variants see A. Rzach ad loc.) \ Awpos
T£ SoD06s re KO.L AfoXos tirxtoxdp^s. The second line is quoted also by schol. Thouk. i . 3
(p. 5, 20 Hude), and in part by Herodian. irepl pov/ipovs X&fewj 2. 42 (ii. 647, 24 Lentz).
Cp. schol. V. Od. 10. 2, Iambi. -v.Pyth. 242 with schol. ad loc. (p. 197, 2 f . Nauck).
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as hippiochdrmes, 'fighting with chariot and horses,' in obvious
imitation of the patronymic Hippotades applied in the Odyssey to
the former1. And both epithets might conceivably have reference
to the frequent conception of the winds as horses2. I should, how-
ever, prefer to stress another point of contact between Aiolos
Hippotades and Aiolos son of Hellen, I mean the abnormal
endogamic character of the marriage-custom that obtained among
their descendants.

According to Homer, the six sons of Aiolos Hippotades married
their six sisters3. Greeks of the Hellenistic age, perhaps jibbing at
the idea, felt it necessary to invent some explanation. Thus
Parthenios, Virgil's tutor4, making a precis of Philetas' Hermes for
the benefit of Virgil's friend Cornelius Gallus5, told how Odysseus
in the course of his wanderings round Sicily had reached the island
of Meligounis (later called Lipara6) and there fallen in love with
Polymele, one of Aiolos' daughters; how, after his departure with
the bag of winds, she had been found in love-sick plight weeping
over certain spoils of Troy; how Aiolos had reviled the absent
Odysseus and resolved to take vengeance on Polymele; and finally
how her brother Diores, who was enamoured of her, had begged her
off and persuaded his father to give her to him as his wife7.

Now the same peculiar usage occurs again in connexion with
the other Aiolos, eponym of the Aeolians. For he was king of
Thessaly8; and the marriage of brother with sister is expressly
stated to have been an ancient custom among the Thessalians9.
Moreover, Makedon the ancestor of the Macedonians was, in the
opinion of Hellanikos10, a son of Aiolos. Hence the fact that the

1 Supra p. 106.
2 W. H. Roscher Hermes der Windgott Leipzig 1878 p. 107, E. H. Meyer Indoger-

manische Mythen Berlin 1887 ii (Achilleis). 451 ff., H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth.
i. 2691, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 838 f., 1148, H. Steinmetz 'Windgotter' in the
fahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv. 33 n. 5.

3 Supra p. 106. 4 Macrob. Sat. 5. 17. 18 with L. Jan ad loc.
5 Parthen. narr. am. praef. i f.
6 Kallim. h. Artem. 47 f., Strab. 275, Steph. Byz. s.w. Aiirdpa, MeXryowis.
7 Parthen. narr. am. 2, wepl IloXvju^Xqs (Iffropei &i\i)Tas 'Ep/«7 (on which poem see

A. Meineke Analecta Alexandrina Berolini 1843 p. 348 ff., K. Kuiper ' De Philetae Coi
Mercuric' in H. van Herwerden's Album Gratulatorium Trajecti ad Rhenum 1902
pp. 143—149, J. U. Powell Collectanea Alexandrina Oxonii 1825 p. 91 f.)).

8 Apollod. i. 7. 3, cp. Konon narr. 27.
9 Archinos 6eo-<raXiKa frags, i, 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 319 Mtiller) ap. schol. T. Od.

10. 7 apxo-iov 20os, cbj 'Apxtvos (so W. Dindorf for'Apxlvov cod.) tv 0ea-(raXtKors. irpuira
d£ Ato\ov 6j«o/i.TjTp(as /c6pas d.8e\tf>ois ffvvoiiclffai (so W. Dindorf for ffwoiKTJirai cod.). Cp.
schol. B. Q. Od. 10. 7 apxatov £0o$ rb ffvvoudfciv d5eX0ot5s. jcal 6 Zete d5eX<£# otiff-g ffwoucei
Tj/"Hp0. K. T. X. For Archinos see E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 541.

10 Hellanik. frag. 46 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 51 Mtiller) =frag. 74 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 126
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Ptolemies married their own sisters is probably to be explained, not
merely as a concession to Egyptian feeling1, but also as a survival
or revival of a practice proper to an old Macedonian family of
Aeolic extraction. It will be observed that the spelling of the
Ptolemies' name—Ptolematos, not Polemaios—certifies their Aeolic
descent2. Finally, H. D. Miiller sought to prove that Hera was
originally a goddess of the Aeolians3. If so, the conception of her
as sister and yet wife of Zeus may have arisen on Aeolic ground.

Be that as it may, I am disposed to conclude that Aiolos
Hippotades was in pre-Homeric days4 none other than Aiolos

Jacoby) ap. Const. Porphyrog. de thematibus i. i (iii. 48 Bekker) #\Xoi 8' (sc. derive the
name M.aKeSovla) dirb MoKeS^os ToO Ai'6Aoi>, ws 'EXXdiuKos 'lepei&v irp&Tri rSiv £v "Apyei •
'KO.I MaKedovos <TOV (ins. A. Meineke)> Al6\ov, <a<j> (ins. C. Miiller)> o5 (oZ-ru cod.
F., whence C. Miiller prints rovvv) vvv Ma/ce56*'es KaXovvrai, JJIOVOL yuera Mvcr&v rbre
oiKovvres.'

1 This explanation is advanced by Paus. i. 7. i and defended by Miss R. E. White
(Mrs N. Wedd) in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii. 238 ff. For the prevalence of
Geschwisterehe in Egypt see Diod. i. 27, Philon de specialibus legibus 4 (v. 68 Richter);
A. Erman Life in Ancient Egypt trans. H. M. Tirard London 1894 p. 153 f., Sir G. Mas-
pero The Dawn of Civilization^ London 1901 p. 50 f., E. Bevan A History of Egypt
under the Ptolemaic Dynasty London 1927 p. 158. Examples of it there and elsewhere
are collected by Sir J. G. Frazer on Paus. i. 7. i (ii. 84 f.), E. Westermarck The History
of Human Marriage* London 1901 p. 290 ff., P. Wilutzky Vorgeschichte des Rechts Breslau
1903 i. 55 ff., F. v. Reitzenstein Urgeschichte der Ehe* Stuttgart 1908 p. 70 f., H. Ploss—
M. Bartels Das Weib in der Natur- und Volkerkunde™ Leipzig 1913 i. 713, W. H. R.
Rivers in J. Hastings Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 425 b,
F. LI. Griffith ib'. viii. 444 a.

Frazer Golden Bough3: The Dying God p. 193 f. comments: 'On this hypothesis we
can understand why the custom of marriage with a full or a half sister has prevailed in so
many royal families. It was introduced, we may suppose, for the purpose of giving the
king's son the right of succession hitherto enjoyed, under a system of female kinship, either
by the son of the king's sister or by the husband of the king's daughter; for under the new
rule the heir to the throne united both these characters, being at once the son of the king's
sister and, through marriage with his own sister, the husband of the king's daughter. Thus
the custom of brother and sister marriage in royal houses marks a transition from female
to male descent of the crown1 [xThis explanation of the custom was anticipated by
McLennan (The Patriarchal Theory, based on the Papers of the late John Ferguson
McLennan, edited and completed by Donald McLennan (London, 1885), p. 95)]- In this
connexion it may be significant that Cronus and Zeus themselves married their full sisters
Rhea and Hera, a tradition which naturally proved a stone of stumbling to generations
who had forgotten the ancient rule of policy which dictated such incestuous unions, and
who had so far inverted the true relations of gods and men as to expect their deities to be
edifying models of the new virtues instead of warning examples of the old vices2 [2 Compare
Cicero, De natura deorum, ii. 2 6.66; [Plutarch], De -vita et poesi Homeri, ii. 96; Lactantius,
Divin. Inst. i. 10; Firmicus Maternus, De erroreprofanarum religionum, xii. 4].'

2 O. Hoffmann Diegriechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1891 i. 123, 224, ib. 1893 ii. 344 f.,
502 f., id. Die Makedonen, ihre Sprache und ihr Volkstum Gottingen 1906 p. 173,
A. Thumb Handbuc h der griechischen Dialekte Heidelberg 1909 pp. 207, 240, K. Brugmann
Griechische Grammatik* Miinchen 1913 p. 174.

3 H. D. Miiller Mythologie der griechischen Stamme Gottingen 1857 i. 251 ff.
4 E. Forrer ' Vorhomerische Griechen in den Keilschrifttexten von Boghazkoi' in the
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eponym of the Aeolians, a great tribal chief who after his death
was believed by his people to live on in his island of souls. Such
an one might well supply the hero of the Otherworld visit1 with the
souls or winds that he needed to waft him back to Ithake2.

(c) The Tritopatores or Tritopatreis.
The results of the last section throw a new and welcome light

on one of the outstanding problems of Greek religion—the true
character of the mysterious powers known to the ancients as
Tritopatores or Tritopatreis*.

Phanodemos, a Hellenistic historian interested in religious

Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin Marz 1924 Nr. 63 pp. i—22
makes out a strong case for an Aeolian occupation of Pamphylia in Hittite times: p. 10
' Der dritte Name ist der Name des Volkes, dem Tavag(a)lavas angehort; er wird namlich
einmal genannt: a-ja-va-la-as-K6nig und dies ist offensichtlich atpoXos "Aolier-Konig".'
p. 2 r ' Fassen wir zum Schluss zusammen, was uns die Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi an
grundlegenden Angaben liber die Griechen liefern: i. Der Konig des Landes Ahhijava=
'Axaipa. war seit etwa 1330 vor Chr. als Grosskonig und damit als "Bruder" des Haiti-
Konigs anerkannt. 2. Er war zugleich als Vasall des Hatti-Konigs mit Pamphylien
belehnt. 3. Er war ein Ajavalas = Aolier. 4. Ahhijava=Achaia und Lazpas = Lesbos
waren seine Kernlander. 5. Ant(a)ravas = Andreus war rund 1350—1325 vor Chr. Konig
von Ahhijava und Lazbas, vgl. Punkt i. 6. Tava-g(a)lavas = Eteokles war sein Sohn und
Nachfolger seit etwa 1325 vor Chr. 7. Um 1250 vor Chr. vertreibt Attarissijas, Konig von
Ahhija, den Madduvattas, den Fiirsten des siidlichen Kariens.' Etc.

1 Supra i. 239 f.
2 A. D. Fraser 'The origin of Aeolus' in The Classical Journal 1933 xxviii. 364—366

cites inter alia a parallel from the north-east coast of Scotland (D. A. Mackenzie Tales
from the Moors and the Mountains Glasgow 1931 pp. 62—67 'A weather witch, Stine
Veg, supplies a party of fishermen with a collection of winds confined in a water jar whose
mouth is stopped with a wisp of straw. Like the Ithacans, they are a prey to curiosity
and, upon unstopping the jar, are blown back to their starting-point'). Prof. Fraser
concludes : ' The tradition apparently accompanied the Achaeans in their wanderings
from some point near the Baltic to the Mediterranean, while a somewhat different version
was carried by another branch of Indo-European speaking people into the heart of India.'

3 P. Kretschmer in Glotta 1920 x. 41 showed that TpiToirarpeis was originally a verse-
form of TpiToiraTopes ('Wenn Tpiroirdropej in daktylischem Versmaass gebraucht werden
sollte—moglicherweise wurde der Name in Hymnen, Gebeten oder Epigrammen genannt—
so war diese Form mit ihren fiinf Kiirzen selbst bei metrischer Dehnung der ersten Silbe
noch nicht anwendbar und mag daher durch TpiToirarp^ej TptToirarpets ersetzt warden
sein, wobei man die auch im Epos nicht ganz seltene Kiirze vor Muta cum Liquida mit in
Kauf nehmen musste').

The attempt of M. Budimir, a Serbian scholar, to invalidate this conclusion, reported
by L. Radermacher in the Berl. philol. Woch. Marz 4, 1922 p. 199 f. ('Dass diese Form
nur eine epische Bildung aus TpiToirarup sei des Hexameters wegen, wie P. Kretschmer
meint, ist nicht anzunehmen, da Cicero und attische Inschriften, die Prosa schreiben,
ausschliesslich die Form fpiToirarpefc—fpiToirarpets [jzV] kennen. Es ist also auch aus
diesem Grande der Name der attischen ftpa/ces von dem gutburgerlichen Verwandtschafts-
namen rpiToirdrup zu trennen... und die attischen TpiTOTrarpeis haben mit rpiTowaTopts
nichts zu tun'), fails to reckon with the fact that an epic appellative may pass into popular
parlance and acquire ritual (e.g. Fat^oxos: supra p. loff.) or mythical (e.g. 'I<f>iytveia)
importance. The point is one deserving of further investigation.
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antiquities1, states that the Athenians alone offered sacrifices and
prayers to the Tritopatores, when about to marry, for the procreation
of children2. This statement is, in part at least, confirmed by
tangible traces left by the cult in question.

Fig- 37-
Excavations in the Kerameikos at Athens, conducted by A.

Bruckner and G. Oikonomos from February 1909 to September
IQIO3, led to the discovery of an important group of remains in the
angle between the Road to Eleusis and the Street of Tombs. A

1 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1920 ii. i. no n. 3.
2 Phanodem.y^z^. 4 (frag. hist. Gr. i. 367 Miiller) ap. Harpokr. s.v. Tpiroirdropes-...

$av65T]tJi.os Se ev 5" <f>i]ffiv on povoi 'AOyvaioi. fftiovcrl re ical etixovrai adroit virep yevfoeus
valSuv, orav ya^eiv fj.£\\tafftv K.T.\. = Phot. lex. s.v. TptT07rdropes=Souid. s.v. Tptro-
ica.rope3 — et. mag. p. 768, 5 ff. = Favorin. lex. p. 1775, 45 ff.

3 A. Bruckner 'ANASKASAI KEPAMEIKOT' in the IlpaKr. apx- er. 1910
pp. io.i—in with figs, i—3 and pi. A' ( = my fig. 37).

C. III. 8
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broken boundary-stone, found at the north-eastern corner of the
truncated triangle (fig. 37, no. i) and inscribed

[HAB]ATON 'Not to be trodden,'

showed that the spot was taboo1. Behind it were vestiges of a low
circular tomb marked out by large stones. Beyond that in turn was
a four-walled enclosure roughly trapezoidal in shape. In front of its
two eastern corners stood a pair of similar boundary-stones (fig. 37,
nos. 2 and 3), both inscribed in lettering of c. 450—400 B.C.

HOPOZ : HIEPO 'Boundary of the sanctuary
TPIToPATPEoN of the Tritopatreis.

HABAToN Not to be trodden.'

Yet another ancient stone, built into the southern wall of the
precinct, reads:

HIEPoN [TPIToPA]TPEoN ' Sanctuary of the Tritopatreis.'
Here, then, in immediate juxtaposition with the Street of Tombs,
was the simple dbaton of the fifth-century Tritopatreis. Within
a stone's throw of it stood till recently the modern Church of the
Hagia Trias (fig. 37), which by a curious coincidence, if no more2,
recalls the triple character of the local numina.

U. Kohler3 in 1879 published a similar but somewhat later
boundary-stone, which he had copied years before in the Central
Museum at Athens. It is inscribed in letters of c. 400—350 B.C.

OPOZIE 'Boundary of the sanct-

POTPI TO • uary of the Trito-

PATPEAN patreis
H '->•>
> 5-
-< N
^> p~

> ^

1 A. Brtickner loc. cit. p. 104 suggests that the actual apex, where the road forked, was
probably consecrated to Hekate.

2 A. Struck GriechenlandVJien. u. Leipzig 1911 i. 131 f. (supra \. 171).
The Church of the Hagia Trias was removed in 1931. Excavations conducted by the

German Archaeological Institute in the mound beneath it and in some neighbouring areas
proved that the whole site had been used as a cemetery from the Protogeometric period
down to the Byzantine Age (K. Kiibler, R. Eilmann, and W. Kraiker 'Ausgrabungen im
Kerameikos' in ihejahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1932 xlvii. Arch. Anz. pp. 183—208
with plan, sections, and figs., K. Kiibler and W. Kraiker ib. 1934 xlix Arch. Anz.
pp. 196—245 with plan and many figs., E. P. Blegen in the Am.fourn. Arch. 1932 xxxvi.
351—357, H. G. G. Payne in thefourn. Hell. Stud. 1932 Hi. 238, 1933 liii. 269).

3 U. Kohler ' Horosstein der Zakyaden' in the Ath. Mitth. 1879 *v- 2^7»z^- *n ̂  Corp.
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Whether the Zakyadai, whose name does not occur elsewhere,
formed a genos or a phr atria, has been disputed \ But it is clear
that the addition of the last word was meant to limit the circle of
worshippers to members of a specified tribal division, bound together
by real or fictitious community of descent.

The sacrificial calendar from Koukounari in the Epakria district,
which again belongs to the earlier part of s. iv B.C.2, mentions among
the annual rites of Marathon that in Skirophorion before the Skira
a sheep was offered to the Tritopatreis and another to the
Akamantes3, also among the trieteric rites of the same place that
at the same time of year a table was set for the Tritopatreis4. The

Fig. 38.

context in both cases is suggestive of fertility and fertilisation.
P. Maas5 claims that the Tritopateres are again connected with
the Akamantes in an important ritual text of s. iv B.C. found at
Kyrene and first published by S. Ferri in 1927 (fig. 38)6; and

inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 1062 = Michel Recueil tf Inscr. gr, no. 74i = Dittenberger Syll. inscr.
Gr? no. 443 = z#. ib.z no. 925 6'pos le\po 'VpiTofrarptuv \ Za/cua5w[j>].

1 J. Topffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 313 says: ' Die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass
letztere ein -y&os waren, ist meiner Meinung nach mindestens ebenso gross, wie die, dass
sie eine Phratrie bildeten.' G. Lippold in the Ath. Mitth. 1911 xxxvi. 106 n. i decides
for a 7&os on the ground that the ILvppaKidai. (infra p. 118) certainly were such. On the
other hand, U. Kohler locc. citt., U. von Wila.movfilz-Moellend.orff Arista fe/es und Athen
Berlin 1893 ii. 268 n. n, W. Larfeld Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898
ii. i. 187 (' wohl einer Phratrie '), and W. Dittenberger locc. citt. prefer to assume a ^parpta.

2 R. B. Richardson in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1895 x. 220 f.
3 J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 46 ff. no. 266,

30 ff. S/ctjOo^optoDcos • irpo ^icipw 'Trnjvlui. TOL wpa[t]|a oTs AhK Koporp<50wi

hhK lepuffvva. p-f-|. | TptroTrarpeOfft oTs, iep&ffvva hK 'A.K<ifM<ru> \ ols AHh

f-K
4 Id. ib. p. 46 ff. no. 26 B, 51 ff. Z/apo0op:wi'OS> irpo 2icipw TaXiwt /cptis

ifp&ffvva HHj (pptaros Ph- TpiroTraTpeOtrt | Tpdirega \-.
6 P. Maas in the Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1927 xlviii. 1953 ('' AKa/j,avTlwf von Heilig-

ttimern der 'A/cct/taj'Tes?').
6 Reading and rendering are alike in dispute. S. Ferri 'La "Lex Cathartica" di

Cirene' in the Notiziario Archeologico 1927 iy. 91 — 145 with pis. 14 — 17 and a facsimile
(part of which = my fig. 38) § 4, 21 ff. [at] KO. pavrlw ocria iravrl ical ayvwi Kal /3a/3a\w[i •] |
ir\&,i> air avffpuiru Bdrrfw] TW TW 'Apxayfra Ka[l] [ TpiToirarfpuv Kal diro 'Ovv/J-ourru TU
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K. Latte x suggests that these 'Unwearied Ones ' might be either wind-
spirits2 or else a euphemistic3 expression for the dead (kamontes}.

One other example of actual cult has been furnished by the
French excavations in Delos4. Close to the south-east angle of the
great precinct of Apollon, at a spot where three roads meet,
G. Leroux in 1906 uncovered a paved triangular place of small size
(25m by I2m). Towards its southern end was a circular structure of
white marble consisting of curved slabs (o*54m high), which rest on
a raised course of masonry and carry a projecting cornice with
bevelled top (fig. 39). The ring-wall is broken on the north-west
by an aperture (o'8om wide). Inside is a pavement of gneiss, from
which sundry slabs are missing. Above this pavement were found
sherds of coarse vases, a piece of stag's antler, ashes and fragments
of carbonised wood. Below it, excavations pursued down to the

i'] (?), | aw aXXw Siry dvBpuTros $KO,(i.e otf/c bffla ayt>u>[i]' \ rCiv 5£ lap&v 6<rta Travri,
1 (Alia domanda) se (in materia) di oracoli (esista ugual) religio per ognuno% e per il puro
e per 1'impuro, (Apollo rispose) : tranne che (per gli oracoli provenienti) dall' uomo Batto,
quello dell' Archegeta e dei Tritopateres e da Onymastos, quello di Delfi, da qualunque
altro (libro) dove uomini hanno lavorato non vi e religio per il puro (cioe : il puro non e
obbligato a conformarvisi ; oppure : deriva empieta al puro che se ne serva) . In materia
di sacrifici (?) vi e invece ugual religio per tutti indistintamente. '

G. De Sanctis 'Le decretal! di Cirene' in the Rivista difilologia e diistruzione dassica
1927 Iv. 185 — 212 gives §4, 21 ff. [at] KO. fjLavrluv bffia irav-rl /cat ayvui /cat /3a/3aXw[t •] | TrXdv
air avdp&Tru Barr[w] [[rc5]] rw 'Apxaytra /ca[t] \ TpiToirartpuv Kal airb 'Opu/udaTW rcC
AeX0w | dir'dEAXw 8irrj avOpUTros £/ca/ue OUK 6<rla ayvu{<.,~\ | rtav 5e lapuv oerta iravrl, 'Se vi £
liceita sacra di oracoli (presi nelle tombe) e pel puro e per 1' impuro. Salvo che dall'
uomo Batto, 1' Archegeta, e dai Tritopateri e salvo che da Onimasto di Delfi, da altro
(oracolo) ove un uomo mori (cioe dove e un morto) non vi e liceita sacra (di far consulto)
al puro. Di sacrifizi (alle tombe) vi e liceita sacra per tutti. '

U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 'Heilige Gesetze. Eine Urkunde aus Kyrene' in
the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin Phil.-hist. Classe 1927 pp. 155 — 176 prints §4,
21 ff. a? KO. pavrluv 6<ria, iravrl Kal ayv<2i Kal /8a|8aXw[t], | irXdV aTr' avOp&iru, Barrw TW TU>
apxaytra Ka[l] \ TpiTOirarepuv Kal air& 'Ovv/Mffrw r<2 AeX^w [/cai] \ air' dXXw, Sin) avOpuiros
?/ca/*e, OVK 6<ria ayvu[i]. \ ruv 5£ lepuv ocrla iravri, and translates ' Wenn bvla der Seher ist,
ist sie es fur jeden, den Reinen und Profanen; nur von einem Menschen, Battos dem
Konige, und den Urahnen und von dem Delpher Onymastos und jedem anderen, wo ein
Mensch Ruhe gefunden hat, ist keine off La fur einen Reinen ; aber von den Tempeln ist
bffia fur jeden. '

See further G. Oliverio in the Rivista di filologia e di istruzione dassica 1928 Ivi.
222 ff.

1 K. Latte 'Ein sakrales Gesetz aus Kyrene' in the Archivf. Rel. 1928 xxvi. 41 — 51.
2 Cp. Emped.jfrog'. in, 3 Diels Tratfcreu 5' aKa/MT(ai> dv^uv ju&os /c.r.X. , Soph. Track.

112 iroXXa yap w'<rr d/ca/navTos rj VOTOV fj fiop^a rt$ /c.r.X.
3 Supra ii. iii2 n. 7, 1125 n. i.
4 Pending the full publication in D&los vii. 2, there is an interim-report by M. Holleaux

in the Comptes rendus de VAcad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1907 pp. 353 — 356 with a photo-
raphic cut. The general lie of the land can be well seen from the chart in the Bull. Corr.

Hell. 1906 xxx pi. 9; but the only plan hitherto published that marks the sekos of Trito-
pator is that by J. Replat given in Dtfos vii. i opposite p. 2.
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level of the virgin soil discovered not only ashes and charcoal, but
also the bones of small cattle. Trial pits sunk outside the ring-wall
beneath the paving of the triangular place brought similar debris to
light. It was obvious that the cult here celebrated was older than
the construction of the circular edifice. And an inscription (fig. 40)
incised on the inner surface of one of the curved slabs, beneath the
cornice, reads as follows1:

TptroTraTwp ' Tritopator
HvppaKi8S>v of the Pyrrhakidai
AlyiXi&v from Aigilia.'

The first two lines are engraved stoicheddn in careful lettering of

Fig. 40.

c. 400 B.C. The third line is less well cut and appears to have been
crowded, as an afterthought, into the narrow margin left by the
other two. M. Holleaux notes that the Pyrrhakidai were an Attic
genos, familiar to us from Delphic records of the Athenian Pythai's2,
and P. Roussel points out that their archegetes Pyrrhakos is described
as a contemporary of Erysichthon3, who went from Athens to

1 M. Holleaux loc. cit. p. 354: 'Des huit lettres qui la composent, on n'a pu jusqu'a
present dechiffrer surement que la premiere et les trois dernieres.' But P. Roussel 'Deux
families atheniennes a Delos' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1929 liii. 166 ff. (167—179
Pyrrhakidai, 179—184 Erysichthonidai) gives fresh photographs of the monument
(figs, i—4, of which 2 and 4=my figs. 39 and 40) and makes it clear that the inscription
should be read as here printed. He rightly connects the glnos with the Attic deme
AlyiXid (v. Schoeffer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 39 f.). Tpirwn-ctTw/) in the Am.
fourn. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 179 is a mere blunder.

2 See Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.s no. 711 Z?1, 30 f. n. 13.
3 Hesych. IltippaKos' T/'/JWS Ka.T"Epv<rlxOova yeyovus.
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Delos1 and there set up the first wooden statue of Apollon2. On
this showing the circular structure found by Leroux would be in the
nature of a Delian family keroon3. Immediately to the south of it
are the remains of a Byzantine church. Was this another case of
the pagan Tritopatores being replaced by the Christian Trinity?

Putting together these various indications of popular worship,
we perceive that the Tritopatores from the fifth century onwards
had been established at the cross-roads (Kerameikos, Delos), where
a hypaethral enclosure, either trapezoidal (Kerameikos) or circular
in plan (Delos), was set apart for them in a roughly triangular
space. The cult there carried on might be limited to members of
a particular clan (the Zakyadai at Athens, the Pyrrhakidai in Delos)
and involved the sacrifice of sheep etc. (Marathon, Delos). In some
respects, therefore, the Greek Tritopatores recall the Lares
Compitales, who were likewise worshipped at the cross-roads—that
immemorial rendez-vous of family-ghosts4. This disposes us to see
in the former, as in the latter5, ancestral spirits watchful over the
welfare of their descendants.

Literary evidence with regard to the nature of the Tritopatores
follows two lines of tradition, one supporting, the other supple-
menting, the inferences drawn from the monuments.

1 Phanodemos/ra^-. i (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 366 Miiller) ap. Athen. 392 D.
- Plout. ap. Euseb.praep. ev. 3. 8. i.
3 P. Roussel in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1929 liii. 177 : 'D'apres les observations faites

par G. Leroux, un culte etait celebre depuis longtemps sur 1'emplacement ou s'eleva le
monument du Tritopator. Tout le quartier a etc si profondement remanie jusqu'a la
basse epoque romaine qu'il est difficile de determiner 1'aspect qu'il pouvait presenter au
Ve siecle ou precedemment; mais 1'hypothese n'est point exclue qu'il ait jadis fait partie
d'une vaste necropole dont on a retrouve des traces, d'une part dans la region a 1'Ouest
de la partie septentrionale de la rue du Theatre, d'autre part dans la partie Sud-Est du
sanctuaire meme d'Apollon, pres de 1'autel de Zeus Polieus. On imaginerait volontiers
que les Pyrrhakidai eurent la tombe reelle ou fictive d'un ancetre en cette region et qu'au
moment de la purification de 426, on y substitua le monument d'un culte hero'ique.'

Id. Dtlos colonie athenienne Paris 1916 p. 158 n. 5 had already commented on the fact
that a similar structure, discovered in 1912 to the south of the lower reservoir of the
Inopos, was dedicated to the Ntfyt^cu HvppaiciSuiv. In the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1929 liii. 171 ff.
he adds fig. 5 plan, fig. 6 inscription, and fig. 7 restoration of this second monument.

4 See J. A. MacCulloch 'Cross-roads' in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and
Ethics Edinburgh 1911 iv. 330b—335b, R. Wtinsch 'Cross-roads (Roman)' ib. 335 b—
336 b, K. F. Smith 'Hecate's suppers' ib. Edinburgh 1913 vi. 565 a—567 a, Schrader
Reallex? p. 335.

5 Supra ii. 1159 with n. i. See further E. Samter Familienfeste der Griechen und
Romer Berlin 1901 p. 105 ff., id. 'Der Ursprung des Larenkultes' in the Archiv f. Rel.
1907 x. 368—392, A. von Domaszewski ib. 1907 x. 336 f. ( = id. Abhandlungen zur
rbmischen Religion Leipzig und Berlin 1909 p. 1741.), Miss M. C. Waites 'The nature of
the Lares and their representation in Roman art' in the Am. Jour n. Arch. 1920 xxiv.
241—261.
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On the one hand, the Tritopatores are described as remote and
mythical ancestors. The author of the work known as the
Exegetikon, who has been plausibly identified1 with Kleidemos or
' Kleitodemos, the oldest of all writers on the local customs of
Athens2,' and would thus be referable to the middle of the fourth
century B.C.3, stated that the Tritopatores were sons of Ouranos and
Ge, named Kottos, Briareos, and Gyges4. Philochoros, the most
important of the Atthidographers, followed suit with the assertion
that the Tritopatreis were the earliest offspring of Ge and Ouranos,
and the first to begin generation5. Elsewhere he gave a slightly
divergent account. The Tritopatreis were the first of all. At that
time men believed that the earth and the sun, Ge and Apollon as
they called them, were their parents, and that the offspring of these
were Tritoi Pateres6. The meaning of these two passages is not
over-clear. But C. A. Lobeck7 makes it probable that, in Philochoros'
view, the earth fructified by the sun produced the Tritopatreis, who
acting as procreators for the first time thereby became the parents
of all mortal men. Cicero, quoting from a Greek Catalogue of the
gods which seems to have been drawn up in the second or first
century B.C.8, makes Zeus, 'a very ancient king,' the father by
Persephone of the first Dioskouroi—a triad of brothers known as
Anaktes at Athens and named Tritopatreus, Eubouleus, and
Dionysos9. These varying versions agree in attributing the names
Tritopatores, Tritopatreis, Tritopatreus to prehistoric progenitors
of a more or less superhuman sort. It is possible that behind them

1 See A. Tresp Die Fragmente der griechischen Kultschriftsteller Giessen 1914
p. no f.

2 Paus. 10. 15. 5.
3 F. Jacoby in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 591.
4 Harpokr. s.v. TpiToirdropes = Phot. lex. s.v. TpiroTraropes = Souid. s.v. TJOITO-

Trdropes'...6 d£ rb '^riyr)rtKbj> 7roi?J<ras Qdpavov Kal Trjs <f>T)ffiv curroi)s elvai, dvbuara dt
avr&v K&TTOV, 'Bpidpewv ical T6yt)i>. Cp. et. mag. p. 768, roff.^Favorin. lex. p. 1775, 49 ff.

5 Philochor. frag. 3 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 384 Miiller) ap. Phot. lex. s.v. fpiroTrdrup-
TpiroiraTpeis...&i\(>xopos 5£ TOVS irp&rovs £K Trjs Kal Ovpavov, &p%avTa.s 8£ yevtcrews.

6 Philochor. frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 384 Miiller) ap. Harpokr. s.v. Tpiroirdropes =
Phot. lex. s.v. TpiTOTroTopes = Souid. s.v. fpiroiraTopes'.. ,$i\6x°Pos d£ TOVS fpiToirdrpeis
Trdvrtav yeyovfrai irpurovs' rty ii£v y&p yrjv Kal rbv ijXibv <f>r)<ru>, dv Kal 'Air6\\uva r6re
KaXeiv, yovels afrr&v eiriffravro ol rbre 8.vOp<airoi, TOIIS 8' €K roisrwv rpirovs irarfpas. Cp.
et. mag. p. 768, r ff. (Selene substituted for Ge), Favorin. lex. p. 1775, 45-

If this passage is rightly assigned by C. Miiller to the Atthis, it may be surmised in
view of the inscription from Epakria (supra p. 115) that the other passage (supra n. 5)
occurred in Philochoros' treatise on the Attic Tetrapolis (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 410 f. Miiller).

7 Lobeck Aglaophamus \. 761 f.
8 Supra ii. 1135 n. 4.
9 Cic. de nat. dear. 3. 53 cited supra ii. 1135 n. 4.
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all lay the greater authority of Aristotle, who is said to have used
the word tritopdtor in the sense of ' great-grandfather1.'

On the other hand, somewhat to our surprise, the Tritopatores
are identified with, or at least brought into close connexion with,
the winds. Demon in his Atthis (c. 300 B.C.) roundly declared that
the Tritopatores were the winds2—a statement implicitly traversed
by his critic and rival Philochoros3. The author of the Orphic
Physikd, which was attributed (no doubt, wrongly4) to Brontinos5

of Metapontum6, explained that the Tritopatores were 'door-keepers
and guardians of the winds7' and gave their names as Amalkeides,
Protokles, and Protokreon8—a trio well adapted for hexameter

1 Aristot. frag. 376 Rose ap. Poll. 3. 17 6 8£ -irdirirov -rj rJ)0i)s var-^p Trpbirainros,
los 'I<roKpa.TTf)s ' rdxo- S' av TOVTOV rpiTOTrdropa 'AptOTorAi/s KaXoi. H. Steuding in Reseller
Lex. Myth. v. 1209 assumes that the name 'ApKrrorAijs has here displaced that of
' A.pt<FTo<pdvris 6 Bufwrtos—a view put forward by G. Kaibel and U. von Wilamowitz-
Moellendorff (Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 473 n. 4). See further G. Lippold in the
Ath. Mitth. 1911 xxxvi. 106 n. 2 'Ubrigens hat bei Pollux eine Handschriftenklasse
(Ilbei Bethe) Tp nrdrupa. Ebenso Hesych. T p t irarpeis' ol irpuroi, yevvv/uevoi und das 5.
Bekkersche Lexikon (Anecdota Graeca I 307, 16): T p i iron-opes: ol ^v TOVS irpiarovs
dpx^Teras, ol d£ rpirovs dirb TOU Trarp6j, 6 trip e<m irpoiraTnrovs (vgl. Schmidt zur
Hesychstelle). Nun ist r pnrdrup (vgl. r p I irairiros tritavus Corpus Glossariorum
•Latinorum II 459, 31) die Form, die man fur ein Wort mit der Bedeutung irpoira'mros
(dritte Generation vom Vater an) erwarten sollte, und Wilamowitz (Aristoteles und
Athen II 268 Anm. n) hat die Gleichung Trp6irainros = Tptroirdrtap fur grammatisch
unmb'glich erklart. Es ist also sehr gut denkbar, dass das jetzt nur schwach bezeugte
Tpiirarup in der Bedeutung irpbiraTnros bestanden hat und erst in der lexikalischen
Uberlieferung mit T p i T o irdrup, mit dem sich wegen seiner dunklen Etymologic die
Lexikographen viel beschaftigten, zusammengeworfen wurde. Dann wiirde Aristoteles
als Zeuge fttr T p i T o Trdrup ausscheiden. Uber den mutmasslichen Zusammenhang der
Aristotelesstelle vgl. Rose, Aristoteles pseudepigraphus p. 428, 52 (dea-fjioderuv avdicpiffis,
el 'KByvalol elffiv eicartpuOev £K rpiyovlas' [Aristot. frag. 374 Rose ap. Poll. 8. 85]).
But M. Budimir, the Serbian scholar reported by L. Radermacher in the Berl. philol.
Woch. Marz 4, 1922 p. 199, comes to a very different conclusion: 'Demnach kann
rpiToirdrup " tertium pairem, das heisst irpbirainrov" und " eurn cui tertius pater
superest" bezeichnen, ebenso rpiirdrup "eum cui tres patres sunt" (wie rpidvup), was
aber keinen Sinn hat, und wie rpiytpuv rptdovXos trifur triparcus triscurria, den
Erzvater, irpoirdrup, dpxnybs yevfoeus, o TT/otDros dpxriy^Tt]<i.' On which showing
Aristotle's name may stand.

2 Demon frag. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 378 Miiller) ap. Harpokr. s.v. T/>iT07raropes =
Phot. lex. s.v. Tpiro7raro/>ej = Souid. s.v. Tpiroirdropes' A^WP ev ry 'ArOtSi (prjcrlv dvtfi-ovs
elvai rots Tpiroirdropas. Cp. et. mag. p. 768, i = Favorin. lex. p. 1775, 44 f. fpiToirdropes'
Ai}/iwj> dve/J-ovs elvai (ptiffi, and Phot. lex. s.v. TpiTOirdrup- Tj9tron-arpecs ol /J.ev dvtfjiovs, K.T.\.

3 Harpokr. s.v. 'Hertoveta, Souid. s.v. <£tX6xopoj: see E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. v. 142.

4 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 984.
5 Souid. s.v. 'Op<peh (p. 1175, n Bernhardy). 6 Iambi, v. Pyth. 267.
7 Phot. lex. s.v. fpiTOTrdTwp-...& 8t rots 'Optpiicois dv£nui> TratSas is presumably a

blunder for dv^fj-uv 0tfXa/cas.
8 Orph. Qvaindfrag. 240 Abel, 318 Kern ap. Harpokr. s.v. TpiT07rdTopes=Phot. lex.

s.v. TpiTojrdropej= Souid. s.v. TpiroTrdropej•...&> $£ r<p 'Op^wj $v<ruc$ 6i>o/j.d£e<r0(u TOI)S
'A.fj.a\iceldr)v KCLI HpuTOK\4a Kal TlpuTOKptovra (HpuroK^ovra Souid.), Bvpwpoi/s
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verse1. Others went on to compare them with Aiolos Hippotades2,
and in so doing all but reached the only satisfactory solution of the
whole problem.

For, if the Tritopatores on the one hand are ancestral spirits and
on the other hand are winds, that is but another proof of our con-
tention that to nai've Greek thinking winds are souls and souls are
winds8. The Tritopatores, the 'Great-grandfathers,' were naturally
invoked 'for the procreation of children4.' It was they who gave
life to each succeeding generation in the form of wind or breath5.
Nay more, it was they who were the life of each generation. Every
infant lived just because there had entered into its body the breath
or wind that was the soul of some long-buried ancestor6. That — I
take it — was the original function of the Tritopatores, dimly
remembered in fifth-century Athens, but still lingering in the back-
ground of popular belief, and strong enough to assert itself here and
there, in a suburb like the Kerameikos, in a country-town like
Marathon, in a distant island like Delos.

Kal 0i5\a/cas oWas rwi> avfywv. Cp. et. mag. p. 768, 6 ff. = Favorin. lex. p. 1775, 47 ff. ev
8£ rols 'Qp<p£us ^vcriKols TOUS rplrovs Trartpas 'AfM\Ketdr)v, ILpwroKKelav , Kal HpuroKptovTa,
6vpwpoi>s Kal 0i5AaKaj oVras ruv av^wv. Other forms of the names : ' Afj,a\Kei5i)i>
cj. S. Eitrem, ' A./MK\eldi)v Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 738 = schol. Od. 10. 2, ' Afj.aK\eidyv (?)
noted by Lobeck Aglaophamus i. 773 (' Hamaclides'), ' AvaK\ei8ir]v cj. A. Fick, ' A\a\Kei5t)v
cj. L. Radermacher. HpuTOKXij Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 738 = schol. Od. 10. 2. TlptaKptovra (sic]
schol. P. Od. 10. 2.

1 E.g. avtjJMV 5e 6vptapois Kal <j>v\aK€ff<nv < e$£ct0' > 'A/na\K€LSri, HpiaTOK\ei, Hpwro-

3 Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 738 = schol. Od. 10. 2 /cat rotfroi' tveica epvOefoavTo a-urbv (sc.
Ai6\ov rov 'Iirir6rov) SeffirbTiqv elvai tivfyuv. 6/w.oi'ws d£ Kal TOV ' Aju.aK\eL8-r]v Kal Hptt}TOK\rj Kal
HpuTOKptovra, cos {fnjffiv 'Op<f>efc.

s Supra ii. 1039, iii. 109. 4 Supra p. 113.
5 Rohde Psyche3 i. 248 n. i 'Entschlagen wir uns aller Speculation, so erkennen wir

in den Tritopatoren Ahnenseelen, die zu Windgeistern geworden sind und mit anderen
\f/\>Xal (die ja auch vom Windhauche benannt sind) im Winde fahren, von denen, als
von wahren irvoial tyoybvoi [see Lobeck Aglaophamus i. 760], ihre Nachkommen
Hilfe erhoffen, wenn es sich um Lebendigwerden einer neuen ^vx'n handelt. Seelen als
Windgeister sind sehr wohl verstandlich ; bei den Griechen 1st diese Vorstellung nur
vereinzelt erhalten und ebendarum werden solche vereinzelt im Glauben lebendig gebliebene
Windseelen zu besonderen Damonen, die Tritopatoren nicht anders als die Harpyien
(s. Rhein. Mus. 50, 3 ff.).' Cp. B. Schweitzer Herakles Tubingen 1922 p. 72 ff. (sum-
marised by E. Fehrle in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1209 f.), who takes the Tritopatores
to be ancestral spirits conceived as winds (p. 75 f. ' Bei der Begattung tritt sie [sc. TrveO/io]
aus dem Munde der Eltern aus und vermischt sich mit der wachsenden Frucht...Der Name
bedeutet dasselbe wie irpbirairwos It. tritavus = " Drittvater " . . .also einfach Ahne, d/>XTy^™75

des Geschlechts, der "rechte Vorfahr"').
6 On the reincarnation of ancestors in their descendants see E. B. Tylor Primitive

Culture* London 1891 ii. 3 — 5, Frazer Golden Bough*: Taboo pp. 365 — 372. Evidence
drawn from Greek and Roman burial customs, Greek nomenclature, etc. is collected by
F. B. Jevons 'Greek Law and Folk Lore' in the Class. Rev. 1895 ix. 248 f., J. E. King
'Infant Burial' ib. 1903 xvii. 83 f. (supra ii. 1059), Frazer Totemism and Exogamy iii.
208 f.
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So much for the main point. Sundry side-issues have yet to be
settled. If tritopdtor meant strictly a' father in the third (ascending)
generation' and so, more generally, a 'lineal ancestor,' its correlatives
would be represented by such words as tritogents^- and tritokoiire^.
G. Lippold3 has ingeniously suggested that an echo of the prayer
addressed before marriage to the Tritopatores4 may be heard in the
first half5 of the proverbial line:

Grant me a child that is tritogene's, not tritogeneia 6—

in other words, a boy of true descent in preference to a girl of true
descent. In this connexion the old problem as to the meaning of
Athena Tritogene's^ or Tritogeneia* simply solves itself. The epithet

1 Mostly found as an epithet of Athena (infra n. 7).
2 Hesych. TptTO/coi5/>?;- T? Trdvra. <ru»'(re)TAe<rrai T& ei's TOI)S ydfj.ovs- rives de yvrjaia

vapd&os. Cp. eund. rpijTOKOvp^ra^' yvrjfflay yvvaiKas. ol d£ wapOtvovs, from which
L. Dindorf in Steph. Thes. Gr. Ling. vii. 2473 B restored rpiTOKoijpri- ras yvrjcrlas K. r. X.

3 G. Lippold 'TPITOHATPEIS' in the Ath. Mitth. 1911 xxxvi. 105.
4 Supra p. 113.
5 G. Lippold loc. cit.\ 'Die beiden letzten Worte sind vielleicht nur eine spatere

Erganzung, um einen vollstandigen Hexameter herzustellen; derartige Erganzungen sind
bei Sprichwortern und sprichwortlichen Redensarten etwas sehr haufiges (vgl. Usener,
Altgriechischer Versbau 49 if.).' But M. Budimir, as reported by L. Radermacher in the
Berl. philol. Woch. Marz 4, 1922 p. 198, rightly retorts: 'Die Worte "A^? rpiToytveta"
sind kein spaterer Zusatz,...denn sie geben dem Gebet die notwendige Pointe und bilden
mit dem Vorherigen einen Hexameter.'

6 Schol. B. L. T. V. //. 8. 39 rj &TL TpLr-g <p6lvovTos MX^' K^ Trapoi/ula 'irais /not
Tpiroyev7)s etrj, /j.i] rpiToyfreta.' dppevdiSeis yhp al rotaOrat yvvaiKes. The scholiast's explana-
tion of rpiroyeveia is, of course, late and worthless (G. Lippold loc. cit. p. 107 f.), but his
citation of the proverb is important.

P. Kretschmer in Glotta 1920 x. 42 f. 'Wie erklaren sich nun aber hierbei TpiToyevfo
und T/Jiroy^eia?—Das ist eine Schwierigkeit, die im ersten Augenblick uniiberwindlich
scheint; denn rpiroyev^ miisste den in der 3. Generation geborenen bedeuten, und so
konnte der junge Ehemann doch nicht den Sohn nennen, den er sich wiinscht, und auch
die Tochter des Zeus konnte so nicht heissen. Die Losung des Ratsels ergibt sich aus
jenem Prinzip, das Sommer " Kon t ra rb i ldung" genannt hat und das ich kiirzlich in
der Anzeige seines Aufsatzes, Glotta vin 266 f. erortert habe. Nach rpiTOTrdrup, das nicht
mehr wortlich, sondern nur als Stammvater verstanden wurde, wurde rpiroyevris im Sinne
von 'Stammsohn,' rpiroytveia oder rpiTOKofiptj 'Stammtochter' gebildet' (cp. proavus—
pronepos, Grossvater—Grosssohn, grandfather—grandson, etc.).

G. Lippold's attempt in the Ath. Mitth. 1911 xxxvi. 106 to explain the element rpiro-
in T/MTOTraT/Deiy, Tpiroyevfy, Tptroyfreia, fpiTOKOijpfi as = yvfi<rios, yvyvla breaks down through
lack of any etymological cognates.

7 Tpiroyev/js as an epithet of Athena is not Homeric (T. W. Allen and E. E. Sikes on
h. Ath. 4 fpiToyevrj), but becomes fairly frequent in later verse (Bruchmann Epith. dear.
p. 15). The earliest examples of it are Aristoph. eq. 1189 rj Tpiroyev/is (where Tpiroyevfia.
is a not very probable conjecture: see F. H. M. Blaydes ad loc.} and oracl. ap. Hdt. 7.
\\\ — Anth. Pal. 14. 93. 6 fpiroyevei.

8 TpiToytveia is an appellation of Athena, used normally without her name. It is
frequent in Homeric and post-Homeric verse (not, however, in tragedy) (Bruchmann
Epith. dear. p. 15), and occasional even in prose (Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. vii.
2472 c—D).

The significance of the titles fpiroy^veia, fpiToyevfy as applied to Athena is discussed
byT. Bergk in \hzjahrb. f. Philol. ti. Pddag. 1860 Ixxxi. 305—309 = 2'̂ - Kleine philo-
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claims that the goddess was the genuine descendant of Zeus,
Kronos, and Ouranos—a claim whose validity we shall later have
occasion to test.

Again, the use of such a term as Tritopatores to signify a line
of remote ancestors implies the primitive view that 'three' is a
typical plurality1. And the successive 'three' (= many) generations
naturally enough leads to the simultaneous 'three' (= many) gene-
rators. Accordingly, when names are given to the Tritopatores, they
are a triad such as Kottos, Briareos, Gyges2, or Amalkeides,
Protokles, Protokreon3, or Tritopatreus, Eubouleus, Dionysos4.
But this last and latest specification offers quite inadequate support
to S. Eitrem's hypothesis that the Tritopatores were originally, like
the Dioskouroi, two in number, the addition of a third being due to
a mere misconception of their name5.

Misconception, however, of a sort there certainly was, and
indeed still is. For as soon as the prose Tritopdtores became the
poetic Tritopatreis, the way was open for the whole group of Trlto-
names to overlap and get entangled with an entirely different group
of Trito- names, represented by the sea-god Triton, the sea-goddess
Amphitrite, a river Triton, a spring or lake Tritonis, etc. These
names presuppose trtton or the like as an early word for 'water.'
E. Boisacq6, for example, following in the steps of E. Windisch7,
H. Osthoff8, A. Fick9, K. Brugmann10, and H. Pedersen11, relates

logische Schriften Halle a. S. 1886 ii. 653—657, J. Escher Triton und seine Bekampfung
durch Herakles Leipzig 1890 pp. 14—19 ('Tritogeneia und verwandtes'), W. Schulze
Quaestiones epicae Gueterslohae 1892 p. 17? f -> Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 266—2701
Gruppe Gr. Myth. ReL pp. 1143 n. i, 1212 n. 2, 1219 n. 3, M. Budimir 'Atena Trito-
genija i' aticki Tritopatreiji' in the Glasnik zem. Museja 1920 xxxii. 295—328 reported
by L. Radermacher in the Berl. philol. Woch. Marz 4, 1922 pp. 198—203. E. Fehrlein
Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1146—1150 sets out impartially the competing interpretations, but
ends with a non liquet.

1 Supra ii. 893 n. o. 2 Supra p. 120.
3 Siipra p. 121. 4 Supra p. 120.
5 S. Eitrem Die got (lie hen Zwillinge bei den Griechen (Videnskabsselskabets Skrifter. II.

Historisk-filos. Klasse 1902 No. 2) Christiania'i9O2 pp. 60 n. 3, 118, Gruppe Myth. Lit.
1908 p. 628.

6 Boisacq Diet. itym. de la Langue Gr. p. 986.
7 E. Windisch in the Beitrdge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 1877

iv. 268, id. Kurzgefasste irische Grammatik mit Lesestiicken Leipzig 1879 p. 39 § 155.
8 H. Osthoff—K. Brugmann Morphologische Untersuchungen auf dent Gebiete der

indogermanischen Sprachen Leipzig 1881 iv. 195.
9 A. Fick Vergleichendes Wbrterbuch der indogermanischen Sprachen Gottingen 1894

ii4. 137.
10 K. Brugmann Grundriss der -vergleichenden Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen

Strassburg 1906 ii2. i. 298.
11 H. Pedersen Vergleichende Grammatik der keltischen Sprachen Gottingen 19091. 179-
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Triton the god to the Old Irish triath, genitive trethan, the 'sea.'
This formidable array of philologists may be supposed to have
fixed with some certainty the derivation of the names in question.
And their assumption, that a word once existing in common speech
may have survived only in a handful of proper names, is fully
justified by analogous examples1. Confusion between the stems
Trito- and Trlto- undoubtedly modified the meaning of the
appellative Tritog^neia, which ceased to be thought of as 'Great-
granddaughter,' the pendant of Tritopdtor, 'Great-grandfather2,' and
was re-interpreted as 'Born beside the Triton,' a river variously
located in Libya3, Crete4, Arkadia5, Boiotia6, and Thessaly7. This

1 E.g. bach or bache, a variant of beck, in the place-names Bacup, Comberbach, Sand-
bach, etc. (J. B. Johnston The Place-Names of England and Wales London 1915 pp. 120,
til, 431) and the surnames Bache, Batch, Bage, Greatbatch, Huntbach (E. Weekley
Surnames London 1916 p. 53). Similarly Old High German aha, Middle High German
ahe, 'running water' (cp. Lat. aqua), survives as a, aa, ach, ache, etc. in a great variety
of place-names (W. Sturmfels Etymologisches Lexikon deutscher und fremdliindischer
Ortsnamen Berlin—Bonn 1925 p. i).

2 Supra p. 123.
3 This is the usual version in lexicographers, scholiasts, mythographers, etc.: e.g.

Phot. lex. s.v. Tpiroyfvr)s = Souid. s.v. TpLroywris- ij 'AOrjva.' ...r) Sri irapa < r<p (inserui
A. B. C.) > TpLrcavi T<j5 irora/Mp A.ij3iji)s iytvvrjQri, ...?i 4irel irapa Tptruvi eyevero- ...7) ori
dTeXotfaaro ev rif Tplruvi T<£ At/Sthjs irora/ju^. Cp. Hesych. s.v. fpiroyevr^s' eiudeTucus r\
'A.0vjva- ...f) T<£ irapa Tpiruvi, rip rrora/juj). Aififais, f/J.<f>aviff6r}vai, et. mag. p. 767, 40 ff.

a, i] 'A6r]va•...•¥) tin irapa rip fpiruvi Trora/uy yeyovev, et. Gud. p. 535, 32 f.
a, T) 'Adriva, airb rov irora/j-ov, Svov yevvrjOeia-a atreKoiiffa.ro, Orion p. 151, 10 f.
a • iJTOi i) Trapcl r<p 'Splywvi (P. H. Larcher corr. Tpirwvt) irorafup yevvrjOelaa.,

Schol. Aristoph. eq. 1189 everpiT&vurev ...^ ws cbrd Tpiruvos irorafjiov Ai/3tii)s, irap' $
(rfyBri ii 'K6t]va, Eustath. in Dionys. per. 267 OTI i] Tpiruvis, evpeia, \i(i.vt], [tAat] Aij3tjt)s
1\KfT(U' irepi fa Kai TL vrfffiSiov IffTopovaiv elvai. dirb Tatirys 6 fivOos TTJV TpiToyeveiav
'A.6i)vav vapiavofJiAffOai j8ot)XeTat, wj yei>vr)6eiffa.v irepi avT'qv, id. in II. p. 696, 38 f.
(=Favorin. lex. p. I775> 30 f-) ws 5^ /cat &irb rov Iptruvos AtjSt/KoO irora/xoO /caXetrat of/rw
(sc. fpiroytveia), dXXa^oO Sri\ovTai, ib. p. 1265, 7 ff. Tpiroyfreia de KavravOa, ij 'ABrjva. Kal
5i4 rt [i£p ourw /caXetrat, aXXax60t SeSijXwrat. on 5^ Kal irapa rov Ipiruva 7rora/j.ov 7) A$-ts
X^yerai, ws £Kel yevvt]6eiffr)s rrjs 'A6r)vas, pyreov e:s rovro vvv enelvo Kal [ibvov, ws K.r.\.,
id. in Od. p. 1473, u f. fpiroyeveta de...f) e/c Tplrwvos AiftvKov Trora/uoO, schol. A.D. //. 8.
39 ol Se vedyrepoi <pa<ri rrjv irapa T<£ fpiruvi Trora/xy yevvr)0elffa.v, os e<m rrjs Ai/3(;7jy. A fine
effort of scholiastic harmonism will be found in schol. T. (cp. schol. B. L. v.) //. 8. 39

rr\v 'SlKeavov afJLet^ovtrav els iro\\a rrfv fiopQty Zei>s ^ov\b/j.evos trap' eavri^ fyetv
ov o$aai> virb T$p6t>Tov rov KikXwiros- re\eff<popri0et<rris 5c rijs irai56s, 6 Zei)s
s reK&v Siduffi r<£ Tplruvi r$ irorafJ.$ rpttpeiv oOev Tpiroyeveta eKMidtj ws €K

rptuv ffvvav^i]0eicra, "Rpbvrov Atos fpiruvos! This is largely based on Apollod. i. 3. 6—a
passage discussed infra §9 (h) ii (K).

Apollod. I. 3. 6 ws 5£ 6 rrjs yevfoews eveari\ xpovos, TrX^favros avrov (sc. TOV Albs) rr\v
Kt<f>a.\r)v ire\eKei HpofM]0^us r) Kaddrrep aXXot \tyovffii> *H<f>ai<rrov, e/c Kopv<j>r)s, £iri TTOTa/uoO
fplrwvos, 'AOyva ffvv 8ir\ois dveffope, 3. 12. 3 (pa<rl yevvr)6e'i<rav rty 'AOrivav irapa Tptruvi
rptQeffOai, <p Ovydryp r)v HetXXdj, /c.r.X. (quoted by Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 355), Mela i. 36
super hunc (sc. Syrtim minorem) ingens palus amnem Tritona recipit, ipsa Tritonis, unde
et Minervae cognomen inditum est, ut incolae arbitrantur, ibi genitae; faciuntque ei
fabulae aliquam fidem, quod quern natalem eius putant ludicris virginum inter se decer-
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tantium celebrant, Lact. Plac. mStat. Theb.i. 722 Tritone: fluvius vel palus in Libya, in qua
Minerva dicitur nata, sicut Lucanus (Lucan. 9. 354) affirmat. unde Graeci earn Minervam
Tritogeniam vocant, Myth. Vat. i. 124 haec et Tritonia dicitur quia circa Tritonium
lacum dicitur apparuisse in virginal! aetate, 3. 10. i nam quod a Libyca palude hoc
nomen (sc. Tritonia) meruerit, quia illic a caelo descensum et ad caelum ascensum cele-
braverit, poeticum esse constat. nam legitur (Lucan. 9. 354): 'et se dilecta Tritonia (leg.
Tritonida) dixit ab unda.'

Sometimes a rival version is noted : schol. Paris. Ap. Rhod. i. 109 TpiTwm Se q
'AOtjva, Sri fv T£ fpirwvi eyevvijdr] T£ Aij3vK<£. elffl Se Kal aXXoi Svo fpiruves, els nh
Boiwrt/c6s, erepos Se Qe<r<ra\iK6s. Cp. schol. Paris. Ap. Rhod. 4. 1311 (= Favorin. lex.
p. 1776, 5 ff.) TpiTow Se ?r6Xis (R. F. P. Brunck corr. iroTO.fj.bs) AijSifys. ?OTt Se icoi
Botwr/as. vapa 6arept$ Se TOILITUV SoKet yfyevijffOai. ij 'A0Tiva • Sib Kal Tpiroyeveia \eyercu,
interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 2. 171 a Tritone amne Boeotiae, aut a Tritonide palude
Africae, iuxta quam nata dicitur.

4 Diod. 5. 72 fj,v6o\oyovffi Se Kal (sc. as well as Zeus: see Diod. 5. 70 cited supra ii.
190 n. 2) rrjv 'AOijvav Kara rrjv Kp-r)TH)v e/c Atos ev rats irrjyais rod fptruvos iroTa/iov
yevvriOrjvaf Sib Kid T!piToy£veiav 6vo/Jia.ff6ijvai. &TTI de Kal vvv ?rt irepi ras ir-qyas Tai/ras
iepbv ayiov TTJS Oeov rai^T^s, tv y roirtf rty yeveffiv afirijs virdp^ai fj,v0o\oyovffi (for Diodoros'
Cretan sources see E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 678).

Diod. 3. 70 (Ammon hid Dionysos, his son by Amaltheia, in a (Cretan?) cave) irpos S£
ras dirb rijs nyrpvias 'Pe'as ^irt/Soi/Xis 0i^Xa/ca roO 7rot56s /caraoT^crcu rty 'Affyvav, fUKpbv vpo
Totirusv rwv -^pbvwv yijyevT) <paveiffav eirl TOV Tplruvos TTOTCLHOV, Si' dv fpiruviSa TrpoffTjyopev-
orOai (the source here is the 'Phrygian poem' of Thymoites (Diod. 3. 67), on which see
J. Carcopino La Basiliquepythagoridenne de la Porte Majeure Paris 1927 p. 301 ff.).

These Cretan legends are of little or no authority. They were possibly prompted by
the fact that coins of Itanos from c. 460 to the beginning of s. iv B.C. have for obverse
type a sea-god, probably one with the 'Dagon' of Arados (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Phoenicia pp. xx f., i ff. pi. i, i—10, E. Babelon Les Perses Achemenides Paris 1893
p. 123 ff. pi. 22, i—9, id. Monn.gr. rom. ii. 2. 511 ff. pi. 116, 4—18), since the eponym
Itanos is described as a Phoenician (Steph. Byz. s.v. 'lTav6s- ir6\is ev Kpijri;, dirb
'Iravov $oti>iKOS, r) TWV KOU/MJTWJ' evbs fuy&Sos), but in aspect indistinguishable from Triton
(J. N. Svoronos Numismatique de la Crtte ancienne Macon 1890!. 201 ff. pis. 18, 21—37,
19, i—9, Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 3. 895 ff. pi. 244, i—16, Head Hist, num.2 p. 469 f.
fig. 251, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 51 pis. 12, 6—8, 13, i—4, Hunter Cat.
Coins ii. 189, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 499 pi. 241, 3 f., Weber Cat. Coins ii. 532 nos.
4499—4503 pi. 163, Bement Sale Catalogue 1924 ii. 19 no. 1306 f. pi. 45), while from
c. 376 to the middle of s. iv B.C. the sea-god is replaced by the head of Athena, surviving
only as an adjunct on the reverse side (J. N. Svoronos op. tit, i. 204 ff. pi. 19, to—27,
Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 3. 901 ff. pis. 244, 17—20, 245, i—n, Head op. cit?
p. 470, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 52 pi. 13, 5—8, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 189 f.
pi. 42, 8 f., McClean Cat. Coins ii. 499 f. pi. 241, 5—10, Weber Cat. Coins ii. 533f>
nos. 4504 f. pi. 163, 4506—4512 pi. 164, Michailovitch Sale Catalogue 1922 p. 42 no. 629
pi. 24, Bertier de la Garde Sale Catalogue 1923 p. 92 nos. 2276—2280 pi. 64). I show a
representative series, of which fig. 41= J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 18, 23 Paris, fig. 42
= Babelon Monn. gr. rom. pi. 244, 4 Jameson collection, fig. 43 = a specimen, from un-
published dies, in my own collection, fig. 44= Photiades Sale Catalogue 1890 i. 104
no. 1293 pi. 7, fig. 45 =J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 19, 6 de Luynes collection,
fig. 46 = J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 19, 9 Paris, fig. 47 = Babelon Monn. gr. rom.
pi. 245, 4 de Luynes collection.

A somewhat similar deity on an unpublished bronze coin of Karystos in my collection
(fig. 48) is presumably Glaukos, from whom the athlete Glaukos of Karystos traced his
descent (Paus. 6. 10. i). Obv. head of Zeus; rev. KA Sea-god to right, grasping fish
(holed).

5 Paus. 8. 26. 6 'A\i<jrrjpev(ri Se rb /j.ev ovofM TTJ ir6\ei yeyovev dirb 'AXi^pov AvKdovos
TraiSos, lepa Se 'A(TK\i)Triov re effn Kal ' AO-qvas, r}v 6euv fftfiovTai /udXiora, yeveaQai KM.
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irapa aQlffiv atrijv Myovres- Kal At6j re Idp6<ravro Aexedrov (Gedoyn cj.
ffapb* are frravOa TT\V 'A.6jfvav Teic6t>Tos, Kal Kpfyrjv Ka\ov<ri fpiruvlda, rbv eirl

rtS irorajju? rf Tplruvi oliceio6fji.evoi \6yov. K.T.\. (supra ii. 782). W. M. Leake Travels in
the Morea London 1830 ii. 79 with plan on p. 73 identified this Tritonis with a spring on
the north-eastern side of the hill of Aliphera.

Fig. 41. Fig. 42.

Fig. 43- Fig. 44.

Fig- 45- Fig. 46-

Fig. 48.Fig. 47-

6 Paus. 9. 33. 7 pel 8£ /cat wora/nds tvTU\>9a (sc. near Alalkomenai)
i 8£ Tplruva atrto, &TI ri)i> 'Affyvav Tpa<piji>ai irapa irorafjiy fpirwvi iyei \6yos, us

5i) TOVTOV rbv Tplrwva ovra Kal oi)%i rbv At/Si/aw, 6s ^s rty irptis AiyStfij (so F. Sylburg for
A-ipty? codd.) 0d\a<r<rav eiedtduffiv tic TTJS Ipiruvldos X//*i»ijj. See also schol. Paris. Ap.
Rhod. i. 109, 4. 1311 ( = Favorin. lex. p. 1776, 5 ff.), interp. Sefv. in Verg. Aen. i.
I7i> all cited supra p. 126 n. o. The Boeotian towns Athenai and Eleusis (Paus. 9.
24- 2, Steph. Byz. s.v. 'AOijvai) were situated on the banks of the Triton (Strab.
4P7), which W. M. Leake Travels in Northern Greece Cambridge 1835 ii. 135 f.
^entifies with the stream near the village of Sulinari. K. O. Miiller Orchomenos und die
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re-interpretation, a commonplace of classical mythology, is not
expressly recorded till the Graeco-Roman period, though there are
stray hints of it as early as the fifth century B.C.1.

Whether the same confusion of Trito- with Trito- ever brought
the Tritopatores or Tritopatreis into relation with the water-powers
seems to me more problematic. M. Budimir, who claims that the
Tritopatreis had something to do with wells, quotes from the
Epakria calendar certain 'priestly dues on account of the well for
the Tritopatreis2.' Unfortunately—as may be seen from J. von
Prott's edition of the text3—the priestly dues and the well belong
to one clause, the Tritopatreis to another. The two are juxtaposed,
but not connected. Apart from this, Budimir has to fall back on
the somewhat remote analogy of the Vedic god Trita, who sits in
wells and presses soma\

No doubt, the deities of wind and water do draw together in
late classical belief. Horace5 describes the South-wind as the

Mightiest power that Hadria knows,
Wills he the waves to madden or compose.

Minyerz Breslau 1844 p. 349 ff. argued that the 'Ursitz' of Athena IpiToy&eia was
Boiotia, whence the myth spread with the Minyai to Libya. Similarly Farnell Cults of
Gk. States i. 266 ff. holds that Athena Tpiroytveia originated in Thessaly or Boiotia, and
thence passed to Kyrene.

7 Schol. Paris. Ap. Rhod. i. 109 cited supra p. 126 n. o. There are traces of the
name even further north, cp. Steph. Byz. s.v. Tplruvos- irokixviov Maicedovtas.

1 Aisch. Eum, 292 ff. dXX' et're x&pas eV r6irois Ai/Swruc^s (so Auratus for AijSwrurots
codd.) | Tpiruvos d/j.<pl x^/J-o- yeve6\lov ir6pov \ -r'(.6i\<jiv dpObv i) KarripetjiTJ ir6Sa (sc. 'A6r)va),\
K.T.X., Hdt. 4. 180 rotiruv §£ ^xovrat r&v MaxXtfwj' Avfftes- OVTOI Si Kai oi Md^Xves irtptj-
ri]v Tpiruvlda \i(j,vr]v olxtovai, rb (j,£o~ov 5t <r(pi o&pifa 6 TplTWt>...6pTrj 5e ^viavffiy 'KB-qvai^
ai irapOtvoi abr&v Sixa- 5ta<rra<rai ^d^ovrai irpos dXX^Xas \iBoiffi re ical |i/Xot(Tt, r£ avBiyevh
&€$ \tyov<rai TO. irdrpia airoTe\4eii>, Trjv 'K9t\va.ly\v Ka\£o/J,ev. ras 5e a.iro6t>riffKoij<ras TWV
Tra.pOtvwv SK TUV rpuf^druv ij/evdoirapOfrovs KaXtovcn. irplv d£ dveivai a^ras ftdxeffOa-i, rdde
iroieuffi Koivy- irap6tvov rty Ka\\iffTetiovffav fKdffrore KOfffn^ffavres Kvyty re Kopiv6iri Kal
•jravoirXlri 'E\\t]viKy Kal tir ap/xa dvafiipdffavTes wfpidyovffi rty \ifjLvrjv KiJ/cXy. ortoicri dt rb
Trd\ai fKOfffji.eov rds irapOtvovs irplv ij ff<j>i"Ei\\iivasirapoi,Kur(>iji>(u, oiiK %xu flireiv, doK^u 5' we
Alyvirrloiffi 8ir\oi<ri KO<Tfj.£eff6cu avrds'...rrjv 5e 'KQi\vo.ii\v <pa<ri Ho&eLdfavos elvai OvyaT^pa
Kal rijs Tpiruvtdos \ip,vris, icat fuv /j,efjL<p0€iffdv ri T£ irarpl Sovvai euvrriv T<$ Ad, rbv 5e A/a
euvrov fj.iv Trof/i<ra<r6ai Ovyartpa, Eur. Ion 871 ff. /cat r^\v lif fyois ffKoir^Xoiffi Qeav \ Xf/ow^j
T' ivtiSpov fpiruviddos \ ir&rviav a/crap, Aristoph. Lys. 346 ff. Kal <re /caXw (fu^fiaxov,
u \ Tpiroyfrei?, tfv TIS £Kel\vas viroTrifjnrpyoiv avfjp, \ <p£peu> iidwp //e0' TJH&V.

2 M. Budimir reported by L. Radermacher in the Berl. philol. Woch. Marz 4, 1922
p. 202 'ieptiffwa 0/oeaTOS fpiToirarpevin.'

3 The text is given supra p. 115 n. 4.
4 J. Escher Triton und seine Bekdmpfung (lurch Herakles Leipzig 1890 pp. 9—13

('Vorgeschichte des Triton und Ableitung des Namens,' dealing fully with Vedic Trita,
Zend Thrita, etc.), E. W. Hopkins The Religions of India Boston etc. 1895 pp. 104, 431
n. 3, M. Winternitz A concise Dictionary of Eastern Religion Oxford 1910 p. 5^9>
A. A. Macdonell in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1921
xii. 604 b.

5 Hor. od. i. 3. i5f. trans. J. Conington.
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In art, as H. Steinmetz1 pointed out, wind-gods approximate to
the Tritonian type. Lucian2 touches in the portrait ofThrasykles
the philosopher with a few effective phrases:

'Here he comes—beard all a-spread, eyebrows arched, arrogance in the air,
an up-against-Olympos look, the tresses waving over his forehead, a very Boreas
or Triton in the manner of Zeuxis.'

En revanche Triton, blowing a blast with his sonorous conch, easily
takes on the duties of a wind-god. A mosaic3 found in 1833 at Saint
Rustice, north-west of Toulouse, among the ruins of a Roman bath,
represents a huge head of Okeanos4 surrounded by various marine
subjects. These include sea-divinities mounted on Tritons, all
labelled in Greek lettering of the third century A.D.5 Adjacent
bays on the right show Thetis carried by Triton, Panopea by Bdrios;
on the left, Doto by Nynphogenes, Palemon and Ino by Glafikos. The
artist's signature is incomplete—.. .genios Sikiliotes. Here then we
have a genuine Triton wearing a fish-skin as a chlamys, but actually
bearing the name of a wind-god Bor(e)ios. More than that, one
interesting monument made Triton in a sense the ruler of all the
winds that blow. The Horologion of Andronikos Kyrrhestes6, built at

1 H. Steinmetz ' Windgotter' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsck. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv. 35
n. 13, F. R. Dressier in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1203.

2 Loukian. Tim. 54 dXAa ri TOVTO; oti QpaffVK\ijs 6 (f>i\6(ro(f>os oSr6s &TTW ; oti ^v ovv
aXXos' tKirerdcras yovv TOV TTu/yuva Kal rds ofipvs dvaTeivas /cat /3pev6v6fj.ei>6s ri. irpbs avTov
fyxercu, TtravcoSej /JX^Traw, &vaaeffof$r]fj,fros TT]V eirl T£ //.erc67r<p K.bfj.t]v, Ai)roj8ojOeas rty ?)
fplruv, ol'ous 6 ZeO£is i-ypaij/ev.

3 J. de Witte in the Bull. d. Inst. 1834 pp. 157—159, A. L. C. A. Du Mege in the
Histoire et Mtmoires de facadimie royale des sciences, inscriptions et belles-lettres de Toulouse
^34—1836 (Toulouse 1837) iv. 2. 30—51, id. Archlologie pyrtntenne Toulouse 1858
Atlas i pi. 14, Reinach R<*p. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 38 no. i.

4 P. Gauckler in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 2115 n. 10.
5 Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 2519 a T€N IOC || CIM|AIO)|THC, b TTANOTTHA ||

BOPIoC, c 06TIC || TPITCON, d ACOTO) || NYNct>0|r€NHC, TAAYkoC j|
nAAEAACON || I NO).

6 J. Stuart and N. Revett The A ntiquities of Athens London 1762 i. 13—25 with pis. r
(view), 2 (plan), 3 (restoration), 4 (vertical section), 5—9 (architectural detail), lof. (sun-
dials), 12—19 (wind-gods), J. Matz in Baumeister Denkm. iii. 2112—2115 figs. 2365 (chart),
2366 (restoration), 2367 (vertical section), 2368 (plan), 2369 (klepsydra), Harrison Myth.
Man. Anc. Ath. pp. 200—203 fig. 9, Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 6151". fig. 324
(Boreas), Frazer Pausanias ii. 187 f., E. A. Gardner Ancient Athens London 1902 pp. 24,
488—491 (date either s. ii or early in s. i B.C.) with fig., W. Judeich Topographie von
Athen Miinchen 1905 pp. 92 n. n (date s. i B.C.), 333 f. with fig. 41, ib.2 1931 pp. 97,
374 f., Reinach Rep. Reliefs i. 57.

P. Graindor in Le Muste Beige 1906 x. 353 ff. and in Byzantion 1926 iii. 29 ff. notes
the discovery in Tenos, about the year 1906, of a tower like that of the Winds at Athens.
This new tower has an inscription (Inscr. Gr. ins. v. 2 no. 891, cp. A. Rehm in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 2427) which shows that Andronikos, the constructor of both,
was a native of Kyrrhos in Makedonia (not Kyrrhos in Syria) and that the tower at Athens
must be dated in the time of lulius Caesar.

C. III. o
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Athens in the first century B.C. and better known to us as the 'Tower
of the Winds,' was an octagonal structure of white marble containing
a water-clock. The upper part of its exterior was decorated with
eight reliefs of the wind-gods, arranged in accordance with the
wind-rose of Eratosthenes1,—Boreas, Kaikias, Apeliotes, Euros,

Fig. 49.

Notos, Lips, Zephyros, Skiron. And the roof was crowned by the
bronze figure of a Triton, who swung round in the wind and pointed
with his rod to the appropriate deity2.

1 H. Steinmetz De ventorum descriptionibus apud Graecos Romanesque Gottingae 1907
pp. 42 ff., 80, id. 'Windgotter' in \hzjahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv. 34 f.

2 Vitr. i. 6. 4, cp. Varr. rer. rust. 3. 5. 17.
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Fig. 50.

Fig- 51-

9—2
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If Triton thus played the part of Aiolos, can we go further and
maintain that the former, like the latter, was a keeper of souls in
some island of the Otherworld? It must, I think, be admitted that
Tritons on occasion were viewed as protectors of the dead. A stele
of Pentelic marble in the Peiraieus Museum (fig. 49), assigned by
A. Bruckner1 to the end of the second or the beginning of the first
century B.C., represents the dead man standing in an architectural
niche (naiskosT) with his left hand on the head of a Siren at his side.
Below this group are carved in slight relief two bearded Tritons,
wreathed with reeds (?), who confront one another, each blowing a
conch and shouldering a paddle. Why are they there? Bruckner
describes them as 'das mythologische Ornament,' which is true but
not particularly helpful. I take it that Triton with his echoing horn,
like the cock with his lively din2, was believed to keep maleficent
spirits at a distance. And this may well account for the persistent
popularity of Tritons on sarcophagi and other sepulchral monuments
of Graeco-Roman and Etruscan art3. They are often accompanied
by a train of Nereids and sea-beasts, with diminutive Erotes here,
there, and everywhere. I figure a couple of sarcophagi, one made
for a Roman lady in the third century A.D. (fig. 52)*, the other made

1 A. Bruckner in ttieAth. Mitth. 1888 xiii. 377—382 pi. 4 ( = my fig. 49), F. R. Dressier
in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1174 with fig. 13.

2 See E. Baethgen De vi ac significatione galli in religionibus et artibus Graecorum
et Romanorum Gottingae 1887 pp. 20—23 ('De galli vi averruncanti'), P. Perdrizet in the
Revue des ttudes anciennes 1904 pp. 12—17, S. Seligmann Der base Blick und Verwandtes
Berlin 1910 i. 125 f., 319, ii. 82, 120, 140, 151, 153, 155, 311, O. Keller Dieantike Tiervoelt
Leipzig 1913 ii. 141, F. Orth in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 2532 f., Mrs A. Strong
Apotheosis and After Life London 1915 p. 257, C. T. Seltman in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath.
1923—1925 xxvi. icof.

3 F. R. Dressier Triton und die Tritonen in der Litteratur und Kunst der Griechen
und Romer Wurzen 1892/3 ii. 13—23 (§25 'Tritonen (auch Tritoniden) in Reliefs an
Sarkophagen hauptsachlich in Verbindung mit Nereiden, Eroten und Seetieren'), 23—25
(§26 '...in anderen Sepulcralmonumenten'), 26 (§27 'Fischschwanzige Daimonen an
etruskischen Grabdenkmalern'), id. in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1193—1198, 11981"., H99f.

T. L. Shear in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 428 ff. figs. 5—jo reports the finding
of Roman chamber-tombs cut out in the hard clay of a hillside S.E. of Cheliotomylos near
Corinth. One of these, originally constructed towards the end of s. i A.D. (fig. 5=my
fig. 50), had a circular well-shaft (o'95m across, 2-30™ deep) in the floor of its inner
chamber—perhaps to quench the thirst of the departed (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 831
n. i, infra § 9 (d) ii (a))—and was decorated with several paintings. That on the tympanum
of the niche in the S. wall of the outer chamber (fig. 6 = my fig. 51) shows a large kratir
(orange ground, red lines) flanked by a pair of plunging dolphins, above which are two
Tritons (brange and red bodies, greenish-blue tails), each blowing a long reed and holding
a wand. Wavy blue strokes below the dolphins indicate the sea. On the N. wall of the
outer chamber, at the E. end of the grave is a large trident painted on the transverse wall.

4 Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, pi. 207 fig. 196 ( = Reinach Rdp. Stat. i. 95 no. 3) with Texte
ii. 502, Frohner Sculpt, du Louvre i. 405 f. no. 440, F. R. Dressier in Roscher Lex. Myth.
v. 1194 f. fig. 25. A sarcopkagus-iront of Luna marble. Height 0*55™. Length 2-15™.
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about the same time but used for a Christian burial perhaps two
centuries later (fig. 53)1.

The significance of this marine
cortege has been differently conceived
by different critics. F. Buonarroti2 in
1698 held that graceful Oceanic figures
were believed to escort deserving souls
to the Islands of the Blest. His view,
accepted by archaeologists of the
eighteenth century, was extended by
E. Q. Visconti3, who remarked that
sea-processions of the sort were
suggestive of a Bacchic thiasos.
E. Petersen4 caught at the notion and
regarded the riot of sea-creatures as
an attempt to symbolise the joyous
revels of pious souls on entering the
Otherworld. He observed that the
movement of such groups is centri-
petal, not processional, and conse-
quently abandoned the idea of an
escort to the Islands of the Blest. He
failed, however, adequately to explain
why ordinary mortals should -thus
suffer a sea-change. Neither Ino5 nor
Enalos6 is typical of commonplace
humanity. W. H. Roscher7 suspected
that the clue lay in the Samothracian
mysteries. Sundry myths of the

1 C. L. V(isconti) ' Sarcofago con rappre-
sentanza di Nereidi e Tritoni' in the Bull. Comm.
Arch. Comun. di Roma 1873 i. 192—200 pi. 4
(=my fig. 53). Found near the western side of the
large square porticus to the right of the Basilica of
S. Lorenzo at Rome. Height O'65m. Length 2'iom.
The acclamation PROMOTE | HABEAS (for
Promote, aveas) is followed by a Latin cross with spread ends.

2 F. Buonarroti Osservazioni istoriche sopra alcuni medaglioni antichi alF Altezza
serenissima di Cosimo III, gran duca di Toscana Roma 1698 pp. 44, 114.

3 Visconti Mus. Pie-Cttm. iv. 240 ff. pi. 33.
4 E. Petersen in the Ann. d. Inst. 1860 xxxii. 396 ff.
5 Find. Ol. i. 28 ff., cp. supra i. 674. 6 Supra i. 170.
7 W. H. Roscher in the Berl. philol. Woch. Juli 8, 1893 p. 886 f., id. in the

Literarisches Zentralblatt fiir Deulschland 1893 p. 1054^
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Tyrsenian Pelasgoi, who founded these mysteries, told how mortals
were transformed into sea-deities or sea-creatures—witness Ino
Leukothea, Halia, Kombe, Palaimon, Glaukos Pontios, Enalos, and
the Tyrsenian pirates metamorphosed into dolphins. Accordingly
Roscher conjectured that any Samothracian mystic drowned at sea
was said to have become a deity or a denizen of the deep. Hence
the frequency of these 'Samothracian' designs. H. Steuding1 replied
that, if so, we ought to see the deceased himself portrayed as one
of the marine powers rather than his effigy borne aloft in their
midst. The matter is still in dispute. Personally, I am impressed
by F. G. Welcker's2 claim that these sarcophagi are descended from
the famous group by Skopas, of which Pliny3 says:

'But most highly esteemed of all his works is the group in the temple built by
Gnaeus Domitius in the Circus of Flaminius : it comprises Poseidon himself with
Thetis and Achilles, Nereids riding on dolphins and sea monsters or on sea horses,
and Tritons and the train of Phorkos, with sea beasts and a tumult of creatures
of the deep, the whole by the same hand, a wondrous work, even were it that of
a life-time.'

If, as is commonly supposed4, the Scopaic group—almost cer-
tainly a pedimental group—represented the passing of Achilles to
the Islands of the Blest, or more precisely to Leuke or Borysthenis
in the Black Sea5, it is at least legitimate to interpret the scene on
the sarcophagi as that of a safe and superhuman convoy moving
forward6 to some Otherworld island7. And here it will be
remembered that the magnificent stucco-relief, which fills the semi-
dome of the subterranean basilica outside the Porta Maggiore at
Rome, depicts an analogous scene (pi. xix)8. Before us lies a stormy

1 H. Steuding in the Woch.f. klass. Philol. Nov. 29, 1893 p. 1307.
2 Welcker Alt. Denkm. i. 204—206.
3 Plin. nat. hist. 36. 26 trans. Miss K. Jex-Blake.
4 L. Urlichs Skopas Leben und Werke Greifswald 1863 p. 132 ff., id. Griechische Statuen

im republikanischen Rom Wiirzburg 1880 p. tyff . , Overbeck Gr. Plastik^ ii. 19 f., 420,
J. Sieveking 'Der sogenannte Altar de.s Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus' in ttie Jahresh.. d.
oest. arch. Inst. 1910 xiii. 95—101, G. Lippold in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iiiA. 573 f.

3 Fleischer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 53—58, J. Escher-Biirkli in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. i. 240 f., W. Tomaschek ib. iii. 739, Farnell Gk. Hero Cults p. 286, Preller—
Robert Gr. Myth. ii. 1194^

6 This escapes E. Petersen's objection that the movement of the group is centripetal,
not processional (supra p. 133).

7 Mrs A. Strong Apotheosis and After Life London 1915 p. 215 'The dolphins and
marine monsters, another frequent decoration, form a mystic escort of the dead to the
Islands of the Blest, and at the same time carry with them an allusion to the purifying
power of water and to the part assigned to the watery element in Mithraic and solar cults.'
I am not satisfied that we need to assume any such further implications.

8 Good photographs of the relief were published by E. Strong and N. Jolliffe in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 103 ff. pi. 4 and by J. Carcopino La basilique pythagoricienne
de la Porte Majeure Paris 1927 p. 371 ff. pi. 24. Better still is the definitive publication
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sea with threatening breakers. A rock-bound coast looms up on
either hand. From the headland on the right, where a tree is
growing, a veiled woman with a lyre steps down towards the water,
attended by Eros. In front of her a Triton, or perhaps rather a
personification of the Wind, holds a mantle to serve as her ferry-
boat across the flood. On the cliff to the left sits a man, who leans
his head on his hand in an attitude of deep dejection. In front of
him a second and unmistakable Triton turns away, blowing a blast
on his horn. Finally, in the distance is seen a rocky island, on which
stands Apollon holding out his hand as if to welcome the woman.
F. Fornari1, one of the two scholars first privileged to publish this
wonderful composition, saw at once that the subject must be the
last voyage of the soul over the waters of death to the Islands of
the Blest. Much has been written on the relief since then2, and,
though various points of content3 and style4 remain uncertain, it

by G. Bendinelli in iheAfon. d. Line. 1926 xxxi pis. n ( = mypl. xix), 12 (centre), 13 (right
side), 14 (drawing). To photograph well an apsidal relief in such a position is something
of a technical triumph.

1 F. Fornari in the Not. Scavi 1918 p. 49, being part of the initial publication (E. Gatti
and F. Fornari 'Brevi notizie relative alia scoperta di un monumento sotterraneo presso
Porta Maggiore' in the Not. Scavi 1918 pp. 30—39 and 39—52).

2 The bibliography given by J. Carcopino La basilique pythagoricienne de la Porte
Majeure Paris 1927 pp. 388—391 mentions thirty-nine articles, paragraphs, and letters
dealing directly with the basilica. And the end is not yet. The most important accounts
are the following: F. Cumont 'La basilique souterraine de la Porta Maggiore' in the
Rev. Arch. 1918 ii. 52—73, R. Lanciani 'II santuario sotterraneo recentemente scoperto
adSpem Veteran? in the Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1920 pp. 69—84, R. Leopold
' La basilique souterraine de la Porta Maggiore' in the Melanges d! Archtologie et cFHistoire
1921 xxxix. 165—192, G. Bendinelli 'II mausoleo sotterraneo altrimenti detto Basilica di
Porta Maggiore' in the Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1922 pp. 85—126,
H. Lietzmann 'Orphisch-neupythagoraische Katakombenkunst in Rom' in ft&Jahrb. d.
kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1922 xxxvii. Arch. Anz. pp. 348—351, id. 'Der unterirdische
Kultraum von Porta Maggiore in Rom' in the Bibliothek Warburg: Vortrdge 1922—1923
ii. 66—70, J. Hubaux ' Le plongeon rituel' in the Musee Beige 1923 p. 5 ff., E. Strong and
N. Jolliffe 'The Stuccoes of the Underground Basilica near the Porta Maggiore' in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 65 — 111. To these must be added the clear-headed and well-
documented monograph of J. Carcopino op. cit. pp. I—414 with 24 plates and 6 plans, and
finally the sumptuous publication of G. Bendinelli ' II monumento sotterraneo di Porta
Maggiore in Roma' in the Man. d. Line. 1926 xxxi. 601—860 with 54 figs, and 43 pis.

3 It is a priori probable that the conch of the apse represented a myth rather than a
belief. There was therefore something to be said for the suggestion of C. Densmore Curtis
'Sappho and the "Leucadian Leap"' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1920 xxiv. 146—150 that
the stucco portrays 'a well-known story, namely the famous " Leucadian Leap" of Sappho
in her attempt to be freed from her hopeless love for Phaon' (Ov. her. 15. 157—184).
F. Cumont 'La basilica sotterranea presso Porta Maggiore a Roma' in the Rassegna
d'Arte 1921 pp. 37—44 held that this explanation of the scene was possibly compatible
with his own Pythagorean hypothesis. J. Carcopino 'Encore la Basilique de la "Porta
Maggiore"' in the Rev. Arch. 1923 ii. i—23 turned possibility into something very like
certainty by pointing out that the Pythagoreans were much concerned with the myth of
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Sappho and Phaon (Plin. nat. hist. 22. 20 ob hoc (sc. male root of white eryngo) et Phaonem
Lesbium dilectum a Sappho, multa circa hoc non Magorum solum vanitate, sed etiam
Pythagoricorum). E. Strong and N. jolliffe 'The Stuccoes of the Underground Basilica near
the Porta Maggiore' in \hejourn. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 65—111 justly observe (p. 103 f.):
'It is true that Pliny says nothing about the death or leap of Sappho, nothing therefore
bearing on the subject of the apse stucco, yet we may now reasonably assume that the
whole Sappho legend entered into Pythagorean lore, and that M. Carcopino by this
timely discovery has disposed of any doubt as to the Pythagorean character of the basilica,
or as to Sappho's leap being the subject of the apse stucco.' They themselves go further
and, taking a hint from H. Stuart Jones (ib. p. 103 n. 124 a), interpret the relief as a
scene of apotheosis by water (cp. G. Glotz L'ordalie dans la Grtce primitive Paris 1904
pp. 34—50 ('Le saut de Leucade'))—'the root idea of baptism.' See further P. Boyance
'Leucas' in the Rev. Arch. 1929 ii. 211—219—an interesting discussion of Pliny's Candida
erynge = Topy6veiov, /j.u\v, 1/j.fpros, etc. (Dioskor. 3. 11 (24) p. 363 f. Sprengel), aetfaov
(Mart. Cap. 141, where cod. A has Xev/cws with gloss herba albula ut quidam lilium}.

Whatever be thought of this catena of interpretations, it can hardly be denied that
Ovid's description of Sappho and the Leap does fit the design of the relief with remarkable
aptitude. The single tree overlooking the water (Ov. her. 15. 159 f. quern supra ramos
expandit aquatica lotos, | una nemus), Apollon on his rock (165 Phoebus ab excelso,
quantum patet, adspicit aequor), the woman stepping down from the cliff (172 nee saxo
desiluisse time), the personification of wind with a mantle for a boat (177 f. aura,
subito: | et mea non magnum corpora pondus habent), the attendant Eros (i 79 tu quoque,
mollis Amor, pennas suppone cadenti), the lyre carried by the woman (181 inde chelyn
Phoebo, communia munera, ponam),—almost every point in the picture can be paralleled
from the poem.

4 The art-type of Sappho stepping off the rock for love of Phaon was, I think, derived
from the earlier art-type of Aphrodite stepping on to the ferry-boat of Phaon, as shown
by a red-figured kratdr found in 1909 'nella proprieta Tamburini fuori Porta Castiglione'
and now at Bologna (Pellegrini Cat. vas. gr. dipint. Bologna pp. 133—135 no. 288bis

fig. 77 ( = my fig. 54).
Apollon, according to C. Densmore Curtis in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1920 xxiv. 150,

appears to be the Apollon AewcdrTjs of a coin of Nikopolis struck by Trajan (supra i.
345 n. 8).

The dejected man on the rocks to the left has been compared by F. Cumont in the
Rassegna d'Arte 1921 p. 39 with analogous figures on Attic sepulchral stelai.

But much has yet to be done by way of investigating the antecedents of these and other
individual motifs.
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is now generally admitted that the whole design illustrates the
entrance of the soul into the Otherworld as conceived by some
Pythagorean sect in the middle of the first century A.D. But we are
concerned with the Tritons only, who here as on the sarcophagi are
present to control the winds and waves, thereby averting the perils
of the last dread voyage. If on the sarcophagus in the Galleria
Corsini at Rome (fig. 55)1 they are exceptionally equipped with the
thunderbolt of Zeus2, the helmet sword and shield of Ares, the
arrows and torch of Eros, etc., that is tantamount to saying that
Tritons and the like in this connexion are not merely graceful
gambollers but the equivalent of a whole heavenly host.

To sum up, it would seem that the Tritons came to be regarded
as, like the Tritopatores, at once controllers of the wind and guard-
ians of the soul. But this was a matter of similarity, not of identity.
If Tritogeneia meant first 'Great-granddaughter' and then 'Born

Fig- 56.

beside the Triton3,' that was a case of sheer verbal confusion. Nor
have we the right to infer from it a real relationship between the Trito-
patores and the Tritons. And, in the absence of any inward identity,
I find no sufficient reason for thinking that the Tritopatores were
ever outwardly figured as Tritons with fishy tails; still less, for
supposing that they already had the Tritonian type in the sixth
century B.C. Accordingly, I definitely reject the view of Furt-

1 O. Jahn 'Sarcofago della Galleria Corsini a Roma' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1859 xxxi.
27—32, Mon. d. Inst. vi pi. 26 ( = my fig. 55), C. Cavedoni in the Bull. d. Inst. 1860
p. 206, E. Petersen in the Ann. d. Inst. 1860 xxxii. 402 f., 412 n. i, L. Stephani in the
Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1860 p. n n. 2, Matz—Duhn Ant. Bildw. in Rom ii. 368 f. no.
3164, Reinach Rep. Reliefs iii. 223 nos. i—3.

2 E. Vinet in the Rev. Arch. 1853 p. 100 ff. with fig. (=my fig. 56) published a gem-
impression, obtained from T. Cades, which shows a Triton equipped with thunderbolt
and trident. Vinet thought him Aigaion.

3 Supra p. 125.
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wangler1, who gave the name of Tritopatores to the three-bodied
snake-tailed giant of the earliest Hekatompedon at Athens. That
view, though it has commended itself to M. Budimir2, B. Schweitzer3,
and others, seems to me far less probable than the older identifica-
tion of the giant with the 'three-bodied Typhon' of Euripides4.

(d) Zeus Oitrios, ikmenos, Euanemos, Bdreios.
The primitive fancy that winds are the souls of ancestors dead

and buried was followed, and largely superseded, by the more
intelligent notion that winds are atmospheric forces controlled by
a sky-god.

This transition from a lower to a higher view was, it would seem,
facilitated by long-standing local beliefs. The Aeolians held that
the winds were kept by an eponymous forefather Aiolos5, who dwelt
in Aiolie a floating island6 perhaps originally located in the Black
Sea7, like Leuke or Borysthenis the final abode of Achilles8. Further,

1 A. Furtwangler in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe
1905 p. 433 f.

2 M. Budimir ' Atena Tritogenija i' aticki Tritopatreiji' in the Glasnik zem. Muse/a 1920
xxxii. 295—328 (reported by L. Radermacher in the Berl. philol. Woch. Marz 4, 1922
pp. 198—203).

3 B. Schweitzer Herakles Tubingen 1922 p. 72 ff. (summarised by E. Fehrle in Roscher
Lex. Myth. v. 1209 f.), supra p. 122 n. 5.

4 Eur. H.f. 1271 f. rpifftafMTovs \ Tv<pG>vas, where P. Elmsley would not have con-
jectured Typv6vas, had he lived to see the triple monster of the Hekatompedon (supra ii.
805 n. 6) or that of the black-figured kylix at Florence (T. Wiegand Die archaische
Poros-Architektur der Akropolis zu Athen Cassel and Leipzig 1904 p. 76 f. fig. 84 a and b).

6 Supra p. 106 ff. 6 Infra Append. P (i).
7 This is nowhere stated. But the early connexion of Aeolians with Asia Minor

(V. G. Childe The Aryans: A Study of Indo-European Origins London 1926 p. 47 f-.
supra p. in n. 4) and that of Achilles with Leuke (first in the Aithiopis of Arktinos ap.
Prokl. chrestomath. gramm. 2 in Epic. Gr. frag. i. 34 Kinkel—a source referred by
W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1912 i. 63 and 97 to s. viii B.C.)
combine to give the surmise some measure of probability. Later, of course, Aiolie was
located in the west, being identified with one of the Liparenses Insulae. But K. Ttimpel
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1032 ff. makes it clear that this transference from Aegean
to Sicilian waters was the work of Chalcidian colonists.

W. W. Merry in his note on Od. 10. 3 writes: ' May not the whole story of the floating
island with its precipitous sides be a poetical reproduction of the story of some Phoenician
sailors, who had voyaged far enough to the north to fall in with an iceberg? The sheer
face of ice and the glittering summit seem to be perfectly described by the words %d\«ceoi'
rei%os and XIO-O-TJ di>ad^$po/j.e ir^rpri.' When it comes to the interpretation of an ancient
myth, rationalism is usually wrong (supra i. 418). Nevertheless Merry's suggestion should
not be scouted; for a perusal of Append. P will suffice to show that the floating islands
of the Greeks and Romans have almost invariably some foundation in fact. Moreover,
icebergs in the Black Sea are not beyond the pale of possibility. W. B. Carpenter in The
Encyclopedia Britannica9 Edinburgh 1875 iii. 797 says: 'It is reported...that in 401 A.D.
the surface of the Euxine was almost entirely frozen over, and that when the ice broke up
enormous masses were seen floating in the Sea of Marmora for thirty days \Chron. Pasch.
307 B (i. 568 Dindorf)]. In 762 A.D., again, the sea is said to have been frozen from the
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there is good reason to think that Aeolian kings (Salmoneus, Keyx,
Ixion, etc.) were at one time regarded as human embodiments of
Zeus1. Indeed, modern mythology is inclined to conjecture that
Aiolos himself began life as an appellative of the same god2. It
would not, therefore, be surprising to find that in saga expanded
from Aeolian lays a favouring wind was deemed the special gift of
Zeus, or that the cult of Zeus as sender of such a wind persistently
clung to the Aeolian coast-line.

In point of fact both expectations are justified. It is often and,
in my opinion, rightly supposed that the Homeric poems were
essentially the dactylic lays of Aeolian Thessaly put together in
hexameter form by a poet or poets who somewhere on the fringe of
Asiatic Aiolis, not improbably at Chios, used an Ionic dialect with
an inevitable admixture of Aeolisms3. Hence Homer, true to Aeolic

terminal cliffs of the Caucasus to the mouths of the Dniester, Dnieper, and Danube; and
contemporary writers assert that the quantity of snow which fell on the ice rose to the
height of from 30 to 40 feet, completely hiding the contour of the shores, and that on the
breaking up of the ice in the month of February, the masses of it carried by the current
into the Sea of Marmora reunited in one immense sheet across the Hellespont between
Sestos and Abydos [Theophan. chron. i. 670 Classen, Zonar. 15. 7, Glykas ann. 4 p. 5-27
Bekker]. No similar occurrence has been subsequently recorded.' According to Chambers''s
Encyclopedia London and Edinburgh 1923 ii. 206 s.v. 'Black Sea,' 'All the coasts are
high, with good harbours, except between the mouths of the Danube and the Crimea;
there the land is low, and the danger of navigation greatly increased in winter by the
presence of floating ice— The shores from Odessa to the Crimea are ice-bound during
January and February; and although the harbour of Odessa is never frozen up, yet the
drift-ice frequently renders the entrance to it dangerous.' See further Hdt. 4. 28 (cited
Cell. 17. 8. 16, Macrob. Sat. 7. 12. 31), Verg. georg. 3. 349 ff., Strab. 73 and 307, Ov.
trist. 3. 10. 31 f., ex Pont. 3. i. 15 f., 4. 9. 85 f., Sen. H.f. 539 f., Mela i. 19. 115,
Macrob. Sat. 7. 12. 32 f.

8 Siipra p. 135. 1 Supra ii. 1088, 1122 f. 2 Supra p. 107 n. 3.
3 Literature on the subject is cited and in part criticised by W. Christ Geschichte der

griechischen Litter atur* Mlinchen 1912 i. 68 f., K. Witte in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
viii. 2220f., Llibker Reallex? p. 473, P. Cauer Grundfragen der Homerkritik* Leipzig
1921 i. 136—179. The topic is dealt with here and there by D. Mulder 'Bericht iiber die
Literatur zu Homer (Hohere Kritik) ftir die Jahre 1912—1919' in the Jahresbericht iiber
die Fortschritte der klassischen Altertitmswissenschaft 1920 clxxxii. \—164 and 'Bericht
iiber die Literatur zu Homer (Hohere Kritik) aus den Jahren 1920—1924' ib. 1926 ccvii.
i—90, 171—255. I follow the lead of my friend Dr P. Giles in the Cambridge University
Reporter for March 9, 1915 p. 696, as does that trenchant critic T. W. Allen Homer: the
Origins and the Transmission Oxford 1924 p. 103 (who, however, will not admit any
'Aeolic lays'). But see now M. P. Nilsson Homer and Mycenae London 1933 p. 167 ff.,
who argues afresh that the Homeric language is a ' Kunstsprache' and concludes a most
temperate discussion thus: 'We may surmise that the first Ionic minstrels took over
Aeolic epics—but not the songs which we read to-day—perhaps rather mechanically
substituting their own dialect and admitting chiefly such Aeolic stock expressions, words,
and forms, for which metrically equivalent Ionic forms were wanting. As the songs were
constantly rehandled and even new songs composed, the close fusion of Aeolic words and
forms with an Ionic basis was the ultimate result. It is impossible to guess how long a
time such a process may have taken. We can only be certain that it must have been long,
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tradition, recognises Zeus as natural lord and master of the winds.
The Odyssey speaks of ships 'delighting in the fair breeze of Zeus'1

or 'driven by the fair breeze of Zeus2,' and tells how 'Zeus sent a
fair breeze' to certain Phoenician mariners3. Similar expressions
occur in later poetry4, sometimes with special reference to a westerly
gale5 or to the etesian winds6.

Again, Zeus as sender of the fair breeze (pdros) bore the cult-title
Otirios at least as early as 475 B.C. For, writing about that date,
Aischylos makes the suppliant Danai'des appeal to Zeus Curios'3.
They had travelled far and would fain reach the haven of their
desires. Who should waft them on their way, if not the great Argive8

god from whom through Epaphos they traced their descent9?
Zeus Otirios had a sanctuary on the Asiatic side of the Thracian

Bosporos 10. This was known to the Greeks as Huron, the ' Sanctuary '
par excellence^. The tabula Peutingeriana at Vienna, a road-map
of the Roman world drawn and painted at the beginning of the

because the evolving of such an artificial language is a slow process. We have further to
admit that this formation of a traditional epic language took place twice, first in Aeolic
dialect and for a second time in the Ionic dialect, the creation of the fundamentally Ionic
language of Homer with an Aeolic admixture.' Etc.

1 Od. 5. 176 dya\\6fj,fvai Aids otipy.
2 Od. 15. 297 eTreiyo/dvr) Aids otipy. Strab. 350 quotes the passage as reading aya\\o-

fj.tvr] Aids otipy, in which form the line recurs in h. Ap. 427.
3 Od. 15. 475 e?ri 5£ Zei>s ovpov ta\\ev.
4 Ap. Rhod. 4. 1223 f. fjKvOe 8' ovpos \ oKpa^s -rjuffev VTT£K Ai<5s, Tzetz. antehom. 97 es

Siraprijj' 4iraya\\6/j.fvos Aids ijXvOev ovpois.
5 H. Ap. 433 f. rj\6' &t>eftos £t(pvpos /ueyaj at6pios, IK Aids atmjs, | XcfySpos eira,iyi$<av Q

atOtpos, K.T.\.
6 Ap. Rhod. 2. 498 f. rjpi 5' d-njc-iai (so G. W. Mooney with one of the Paris codd.

er-fi<rioi vulg.) avpai direxp&ov , at T' ava. ira<rav j yalav 6/j.us rotijSe Aids irvelovaiv dpusyfj
(A. H. Matthiae's cj. avwyy can claim the support of four Vatican codd.), 2. 524 ff. TOIO
5' ?K77ri | yaiav eiritytxovffiv eT-^criat (so G. W. Mooney for erfffioi vulg.) CK Aids avpai \

7 Aisch. suppl. 591 ff. avrbs 6 trar^p tpvrovpybs o^r6xeip ava^, | ytvovs ird\cu6<f>pwv
n£yas | T£KTUI>, TO irav fj.r)xap, oflpios Zefa.

8 The word ^xaP i° Aisch. loc. cit. hints at the Argive cult of Zeus Mijxavefc (supra
ii. 1144 n. 2).

9 So the context definitely asserts. For detailed proof see the stemmata in Gerhard
Gr. Myth. ii. 234.

10 Arrian. peripl. Pont. Eux. 37 (Geogr. Gr. min. i. 401 Miiller) SK 5e Kvavtuv iiri
To'Ifpov TOV Aids TOU Ot/ptov, tvairep rb or6/m TOV H6vrov, ffradioi reffffapaKovra.

11 Marcian. Heracleens. epit. peripl. Menipp. 7 f. (Geogr. Gr. min. i. 568 f. Miiller)
/card, rbv Qpq,Kiov ~Bi)<nropov Kai TO ord/tia TOU EvS-eivov H6vTov £v TOLS Se^ioij Trjs 'A<rias
yu^/oecric, airep i<rTi TOV Bi^wwc i-6vovs, Keira.1 x.<aplov 'lepbv Ka\otiiJ,evov , fr $ veus ecrri Aids
Otplov irpoo~ayopevbfji,evos. TOVTO 5^ TO x<>>plov d<p€T^pi6v effTi rlav eis TOV HOVTQV ir\e6t>Tuv . . .

airb'Iepov Aids Oiiplov ds'P'fi^av irorranw dirl VTadioi /' = anon. peripl. Pont. Eux. i and 3

(Geogr. Gr. min. i. 402 f. Muller). See further E. Oberhummer in Pauly — Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 752 f. with large-scale map ib. 749 f.
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thirteenth century, but based on an archetype of 130—150 A.D.1,
duly records the place as touts tirius (fig. 57)2. The cosmographer
of Ravenna, whose seventh-century work, perhaps composed in
Greek, is extant in a ninth-century Latin version3, terms it both
leron* and Urion5, while the Italian geographer Guido in 1119 A.D.
borrows from him the name leron* or Hieron1. P. Gilles (Gyllius)
in his learned commentary on Dionysios of Byzantion, whose
Voyage up the Bosporos* he had discovered c. 1549, gives for the
first time a detailed description and history of the spot9. E. D. Clarke
in 1816 notes that a town in the vicinity bears the name Joro or
Joron10. And the Genoese castle at Anatoli Kavaghi is still called

1 M. Schanz Geschichte der romischen Litteratur"*- Miinchen 1899 ii. i. 288 .
2 K. Miller Die Weltkarte des Casfarms genannt Die Peutingersche Tafel: Einleitender

Text Ravensburg 1887 p. 96, id. Weltkarte des Castorius genannt Die Peutinger'sche Tafel
Ravensburg 1888 segmentum ix. 2 (a full-sized reproduction in the original colours, from
which my fig. 57 is taken). Note the proximity, in segmentum ix. 3, of the Ins. Achillis
sive Leuce dicta.

3 H. Funaioli in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.'\ A. 305—310, M. Schanz Geschichte der
romischen Litteratur Miinchen 1920 iv. 2. 126. The Thes. Ling. Lat. Index p. 89 says :
'saec. fere IX ex exemplo graeco saec. vn versa.'

4 Ravenn. anon, cosmogr. r. 17 p. 38, i Finder—Parthey.
5 Id. ib. 5. 9 p. 364, i Finder—Parthey.
6 Guido geogr. 100 p. 529, 21 Pinder—Parthey.
7 Id. ib. 121 p. 548, 13 Pinder—Parthey.
8 A work formerly believed to have been written before 196 A.D. (E. Oberhummer

in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 755), but more probably of later date (H. Berger
ib. v. 971).

9 Gyllius in Dionys. Byz. frag. 47 (Geogr. Gr. min. ii. 57 Miiller) and/ra^s. 58, 59
(Geogr. Gr. min. ii. 75—81 Miiller). The same fragments are printed in the editions of
Dionysios the Byzantine by C. Wescher (Parisiis 1874 p. 27, 5 ff. (Ixxv) and p. 29, 16 ff.
(xcii, xciii)) and by R. Giingerich (Berolini 1927 p. 27, 16 ff. (75) and p. 29, 30 ff. (92, 93))
without the remarks of Gyllius.

10 E. D. Clarke Travels in various countries of Europe Asia arid Africa* London 1816
i. 439 n. 4.
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by the Turks loros Kalessi1. Here on a bold promontory, com-
manding both the sequestered bay of Beuyukdere and the broad

Fig. 58.

waters of the Black Sea, J. Millingen brought to light substantial
remains of Greek architecture, which he attributed to the temple

1 E. Oberhummer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 752.
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(fig. 58)1- These comprise a fine gate way of Parian marble flanked
by two columns some 18 ft high; they rest on a great marble
threshold and are spanned by a lintel 12 ft 6 ins long and 6 ft
broad. Above this rises an archway in the castle-wall, topped by
a Byzantine cross; and finally a marble slab on the right-hand
tower is inscribed with the ancient formula 'The light of Christ
shineth over all2.' It is possible that a large Ionic capital found by
E. D. Clarke on the neighbouring headland of Argyronion came, as
he supposed3, from the same site. Philostratos of Lemnos in the
first half of the third century A.D. describes a picture of the Bosporos,
and bids us notice various details of its coast-scenery 'until we reach
Hieron. And'—he continues—'I think you can see the temple
there and stelai set round it and the beacon at the mouth of the straits,
hung aloft as a signal to ships sailing from the Pontos4.' One at least
of the said stelai5 has come down to us—a marble base found by
J. Spon and G. Wheler on their Levantine tour (1675—1676) in a
house near the church of Kadi-Kioi (Kalchedon), and now preserved

1 J. Millingen in The Illustrated London News for Dec. 12, 1863 p. 592 f. with woodcut
(=my fig. 58). See further Sir J. E. Sandys' n. on Dem. Lept. 36.

2 R. A. S. Macalister The Excavation of Gezer 1902—7905" and 1907—1909 London
1912 p. 357 pi. 104, 3 (tomb 147), p. 366 f. pi. no, 10 (tomb 160), p. 376 f. pi. 118, 16
(tomb 196) and C. M. Kaufmann Handbuch der christlichen Archaologie* Paderborn 1913
p. 606 publish lamps from Gezer, Jerusalem, etc. with the liturgical phrase (pus X/Ho-roO
0&t ( = <palvei) iraffiv ijfj.iv variously distorted, abbreviated, and amplified. Cp. F. Miltner
in \h&Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1929 xxiv Beiblatt p. 175 f. no. 77 fig. 74 ((pus Xpiffrov
<f>alvei iraffiv 4v ofrcy). This legend is accompanied by a stylised form of the seven-branched
candlestick. I add two similar lamps in my possession, one (fig. 59, a, l>, c) said to have
come from Samaria, the other (fig. 60) from Ain el Sultan on the site of Jericho. Such
lamps suggest that the inscription recorded by Millingen had reference to a cresset or
beacon—perhaps the irvpcrds mentioned by Philostr. mai. imagg. i. 12. 5 (infra n. 4) and
handsomely illustrated in the tabula Peutingeriana (supra p. 143 fig- 57).

3 E. D. Clarke op. cit.* ii. 440 f.: ' We there found the capital of a very antient column,
of the Ionic order, not less than two feet and an half in diameter. It had been hollowed;
and it now serves as a vase, near to the residence of the Dervish, who relates the idle
superstitions of the country concerning the mountain, and the giant supposed to be there
buried' \sc. Amykos, as Clarke notes, citing Val. Flacc. 4. 200 gigans. See further
H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 327, K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
i. 2000, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 320 n. 5, 570 n. 2, Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. ii.
842 ff.]. Clarke ib.* p. 441 n. 6: 'During a subsequent visit to the same place, the author
was accompanied by Mons. Preaux, artist in the service of Mr. Spencer Smith, late
Minister at the Porte. Mons. Preaux made a drawing of this Ionic capital; which is now
in Mr. SmitKs possession.'

4 Philostr. mai. imagg. i. 12. 5—Srr' &i> e0" 'lepdv dpiKufieffa. Kal TOV ejcet veuv o?/«u
opq,s Kal o-njXaj, at irepddpvvTai (so C. L. Kayser for ireplSpwrai Lugd. alt. iraptdpvvTai cet.)
afo$, Kal TOV ITTI r<£ <rr6/ttm irvpabv, 6s tfprrjTai (J. J. Reiske and H. A. Hamaker cjj.
yprai) es (frpvKTcapiav TUV ve&v, al ir\£ov<riv IK TOV H6i>Tov.

8 For another see Michaelis in the Arch. Zeit. 1864 xxii. 198—202 pi. 192. This slab
is now at Berlin (Ant. Skulpt. Berlin p. 383 f. no. 945 fig., R. Kekule von Stradonitz
Diegriechische Skulptur* Berlin 1907 p. 173 fig.).

C. III. 10
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Fig. 59, 6.

Fig. 60.
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in the British Museum (fig. 6i)x. It once supported a votive statue
of Zeus Ourios, and still sings his praises in passable elegiacs:

The mariner who sets his sail
For the Blue Eddies, where the gale
Rolls a big breaker on the sand,
Or backward bound for fatherland
Would cross the Aegean—let him call
From poop to Pilot of us all,
Zeus of the Fair Breeze, aye and put
His cakes before this statue's foot;
For here above the watery waste
Antipatros' son Philon2 placed
The god who meets us as we roam
With promise of safe voyage home.

OYPIONEKPPYMNHZTIZOAHrHTHPAKAAElin

IMNAKATAFPoToNHNIZTloNEKFETAZAZ

EITEFIKYANEAZAINAZAPoMoZENOAFoZEIAllN

KAMFYAoNEIAIZZEIKYMAFAPAtAMA0o|.Z

EITEKATAirAIHNFoNToYFAAKANoZToNEPEYNAI

NElZOftTftlAEBAAnNf AlZTAPAPAIoANjQI

fiAEToNEYANTHTONAEIOEoNANTIFATPoYFAIZ

ZTHZE<t>IAnNArA0HZZYMBOAONEYFAOIHZ

Fig. 61.

As to the foundation of this popular cult, tradition was twofold.
Polybios (c. 201—c. 120 B.C.) describing the Asiatic shore of the
Bosporos begins with ' Hieron, at which place they say that lason

1 Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 3797 = Kaibel Epig. Gr. no. 779 = Cougny Anth. Pal.
Append, i. io8 = F. H.Marshall The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British
Museum iv. 2. 156 f. Oxford 1916 no. 1012 with fig. ( = my fig. 61) OCpiov £K irptifj.i'Tjs TIJ
bSiiyriTrjpa KoXeirw | Zijva Kara irporbvuv lariov eKirerda-as- | ef-r' iirl Kvavtas divas 5p6/J,os,
&Qa Ilocreidwv \ Ka/u.irij\ov eiXlffffei Kvpa Trapa if/afiddois, j etre tear' Aiyairjv ir6vrov TrXaKa
vixTTov epevvai, \ velffOta 7"wt5e ySaXwy \f/a.icrTa, impci ^O&VGI. \ c55e rov evdvTijTov del dcbv
'AvTiirdrpov irais \ entire 3?i\uv, dya&ijs fftiju,/3o\ov etiirXo'fys.

2 F. Bticheler in the Rhein. Mus. 1881 xxxvi. 338 ff. identifies this Philon with the
Philon Antas of a sepulchral inscription at Brundisiutn published by G. Fiorelli in Not.
Scam 1880 p. 255, a : Philon | Antas Antipatri | Tyri filius v(ixit) a(nnos) LX | h(ic)
s(itus) | Marcia C. 1. Syntyche. His father, Antipatros of Tyre, was presumably the
Stoic philosopher who died at Athens shortly before 44 B.C. (H. von Arnim in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2516). He in turn appears to have been descended from Antipatros of
Sidon, the epigrammatist, who was born at Tyre (Anth. Pal. 7. 428. n f. Meleagros) and
flourished c. 150—120 B.C. (W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Mtinchen
1920 ii. i. 327). On this showing the inscription from Chalkedon maybe dated at the
end of s. i B.C. or the beginning of j. i A.D. Hence too the poetic merits of Philon, who
perhaps—as Bticheler conjectured—chose to describe Zeus by the rare epithet ffidvrr)TOS on
account of his own name'Arras.

10—2
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on his return from Kolchis first sacrificed to the twelve gods'1.
Pomponius Mela (c. 43/4 A.D.) puts it more curtly: 'The god of the
temple is Zeus, its founder lason2.' But Timosthenes of Rhodes,
who commanded the fleet of Ptolemy ii Philadelphos, makes the
altar to the twelve gods a dedication of Phrixos3. And Dionysios
of Byzantion recognises two sanctuaries, one on the European, the
other on the Asiatic, side of the strait. Of the former he notes:
'They say that here lason sacrificed to the twelve gods'4. Of the
latter he states: 'Hieron, the "Sanctuary," was built by Phrixos,
son of Nephele and Athamas, on his voyage to Kolchis'5. The
founder, then, was either lason or Phrixos. Both attributions amount
to much the same thing. For lason was son of Aison, son of
Kretheus, son of Aiolos; while Phrixos was son of Athamas, son
of Aiolos6. The cult was essentially Aeolian, and Zeus Otirios was
but a later religious manifestation of Aiolos himself.

If Zeus Otirios may thus be traced back to a buried tribal
ancestor, we can understand an otherwise puzzling feature of his
art-type—its markedly heroic character. The Zeus Otirios whose
statue Verres carried off from Syracuse was known to the Romans as
Imperator''\ and is almost certainly represented on a Syracusan coin
as a dignified male figure leaning upon his spear8. As such he
closely resembles the Zeus Strategos of Amastris in Paphlagonia9.
We divine that the old warrior-king, who had led his Aeolians to
victory during life, continued to supply them with favouring winds
after death, and sent the same from his island-home in the Black
Sea.

1 Polyb. 4. 39. 2 Mela i. 101.
3 Timosthenes ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 532 (fi/jLOffOtvys cod. Paris. Ainj.off6frijs vulg.),

cp. Harpokr. s.v. ^0"Iep<5«' (Ti/ioo-flej^j vulg. A^/wxrfl&ijs codd. E.G.), Souid. s.v.'E<f>tepoi>
(leg: e<f> 'lepdv, cp. [Dem.] c. Polycl. 17, 18, 58).

4 Dionys. Byz.frag. 47 (Geogr. Gr. min. i. 57 Miiller).
5 Dionys. Byz. frag. 58 (Geogr. Gr. min. i. 75 Miiller).
6 Stemmata in Gerhard Gr. Myth. ii. 223 f.
7 Cic. in Verr. 2. 4. 128 quoted supra ii. 917 n. o. Cic. in Verr. 2. 4. 129 f. knew of

three statues representing Zeus 0#ptos = Iupiter Imperator: (r) a statue brought from
Makedonia c. 197 B.C. by T. Quinctius Flamininus and dedicated on the Capitol at Rome
(Liv. 6. 29 makes it brought from Praeneste to Rome in 380 B.C. by T. Quinctius Cincin-
natus—an obvious blunder copied by the so-called P. Victor de regionibus urbis Romae
reg. 8. 49 signum lovis imperatoris a Praeneste devectum (in H. Jordan Topographic der
Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1871 ii. 308)); (2) the statue on the shore of the Bosporos;
(3) that stolen by Verres from Syracuse.

The cjj. lovis Imbridtoris (cp. Apul. de mundo 37), Imp. ( — Impuberis!), Temperatoris,
and Induperatoris', recorded by A. Drakenborch on Liv. 6. 29, are all examples of ingenuity
misplaced.

3 Supra ii. 708 fig. 643. 9 Supra ii. 707 figs. 639—641, ii. 918 n. o.
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It is not difficult to imagine the prayers that would be addressed to
this helpful deity. Somewhere in his precinct stood the bronze effigy
of a boy with outstretched arms, about which gathered a variety of
idle tales1. It is probable that a copy of it, if not the original, has
come down to us in the 'Praying Boy' of the Berlin Museum
(fig. 63)2—a masterpiece justly identified3 with the adorans by

1 Dionys. Byz. frag. 59 (Geogr. Gr. min. ii. 78 f.) 'in fano...statua aerea est antiquae
artis, aetatem puerilem prae se ferens, tendens manus. causae multae afferuntur, cur haec
statua sit in hanc figuram conformata. quidam...aiunt audaciae signum esse navigantium,
deterrens temeritatem navigationis periculis plenam, atque ostendens redeuntium salutis
felicitatem et pietatem: non enim sine terrore utrumque est. alii dicunt puerum in littore
errantem aliquanto post venisse quam e portu navis soluta esset, salutisque desperatione
affectum manus ad caelum tendere; pueri autem preces deum exaudientem reduxisse navem
in portum. alii aiunt in magna maris tranquillitate, omni vento silente, nave diu retardata,
nautas inopia potus laborasse; navarcho autem visionem insedisse iubentem ut navarchus
filium suum sacrificaret, non enim alio modo posse assequi commeatum et ventos: navarcho
necessitate coacto et parato puerum sacrificare, manus quidem puerum tetendisse, deum
vero misericordia motum ob absurdum pueri supplicium obque pueri aetatem sustulisse
puerum et ventum secundum immisisse. haec quidem et his contraria, ut cuique placuerit,
credibilia existimentur.' Dionysios' gossiping explanations run from bad to worse. The
third, and worst, works in reminiscences of Agamemnon at Aulis, Abraham and Isaac,
Zeus and Ganymedes!

Gyllius ad loc. cp. Philostr. mai. imagg. j. 12. 3. But the passage (KCU d"Ejows £irl rrj
trerpq. relvei rrjv "Xflpa £s rr)v 0d\arrav, /c.r.A.) alludes to a wholly different figure (B. Sauer
in Philologus 1908 Ixvii. 306 f., H. Lucas in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Altertum 1912 xxix.
119). E. Oberhummer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 752 (' anscheinend dieselbe' etc.)
is definitely wrong.

2 Ant. Skulpt. Berlin p. 2 ff. no. 2 with fig. (bibliography to 1891). Good illustrations
are given by Brunn—Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. und rom.
Sculpt, pi. 283, H. Bulle Der schbne Mensch im Altertum2

Mtinchen und Leipzig 1912 p. 122 pi. 64, F. Winter Kunst-
geschichte in Bildern2 Leipzig (1925) i. 340 fig. 3. See also
Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 483 f. fig. 252, R. Kekule
von Stradonitz Diegriechische Skulptur^'&e^ao. 1907 p. 269 ff.
fig., C. Picard La sculpture antique Paris 1926 ii. 200 with
figs. 82, 229. My fig. 63 is from the Brunn—Bruckmann
photograph, but a fresh restoration of the arms (infra p. 151
n. 4) is needed, which should square with J. D. Ramberg's draw-
ing of the unrestored statue as published by A. Conze in the
Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1886 i. 9 fig. ( = niy fig. 62).

3 L. Stephani Parerga archaeologica St Petersburg 1851 —
1876 no. 2, B. Sauer 'Der Betende des Boedas' in Philologus
1908 Ixvii. 304—310, H. Lucas 'Der betende Knabe des
Boidas' in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Altertum 1912 xxix.
112—123 with pi. of 9 figs., H. Lechat (Boe"das (ou Bo'idas)'
in the Revue des Eludes anciennes 1913 pp. 153—J55'

The history of the Berlin bronze is discussed by A. Conze
' Der betende Knabe in den koniglichen Museen zu Berlin' in
the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1886 i. i—13 with ^
3 figs., id. ' Zum betenden Knaben' ib. p. 223, A. Furtwangler T
'Zum betenden Knaben' ib. pp. 217—219 with fig. ( = my
fig. 64), O. Puchstein 'Zum betenden Knaben' ib. pp. 219— Fig. 62.
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Fig. 63.





Plate XX

A NUBIAN
WORSHIPPER?

EPHESUS

Bronze statuette from Ephesos, now at Queens' College, Cambridge:
a praying Negro.

See i>age 151 «. 4.
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Boi'das1 of Byzantion2, son and pupil of Lysippos3. The boy uplifts
his face towards Zeus and, with hands turned outwards in the
customary attitude of prayer4, asks for the fair breeze to speed him
on his way. This, the most spiritual of all extant Greek bronzes5, is
of course a votive offering, public or private, and stands for the
success of some venturesome quest. One thinks of Pindar's lason6:

A golden bowl he took, and at the stern
Called on the Father of the Sons of Heaven—

Zeus of the Lightning-Lance,
Called on quick waves and winds' advance,

Called on the nights and tracks thro' deep seas driven,
For friendly days and fortune-blest return.

Nevertheless it would be rash to identify the 'Praying Boy' with
lason, or—as L. Stephani suggested7—with Phrixos. He is a
Lysippian modification of an earlier athletic type8. More than that

223; its technique, by E. Pernice in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1908 xi. 223—225
%• 97-

1 H. Lucas loc. cit. p. 118, H. Lechat/<v. cit. p. 154.
2 Vitr. -^praef. 2. s pijn. naff fast. 34. 66, cp. 73.
4 E. Voullieme (sic) QttomoJo veteres adoraverint Halis Saxonum 1887 p. 26 ff. ('De

gestu manuum sublatarum') gives a very full collection of literary passages and con-
cludes : ' Precantes brachiis in eandem regionem ita ad caelum sublatis, ut palmae inter
se aspiciant, eas pariter resupinabant, quo modo ita vertuntur, ut ad caelum spectent.'
Id. ib. p. 36 ff. adds a survey of the monumental evidence and a pi. of the Berlin
' Praying Boy' with arms correctly restored. See also C. Sittl Die Gebarden der Griechen
und Romer Leipzig 1890 p. 305 ff. and the bronze statuette (height 4! ins) of a Praying
Negro, from Ephesos, now in my collection (pi. xx).

5 The interpretation of it as a ball-player about to catch a ball (J. J. Cornelissen
'Archaeologica' in Mnemosyne N.S. 1878 vi. 424—431, W. Raabe The Hunger-Pastor
trans. Arnold London 1885 ii. 34, A. Mau 'Der betende Knabe' in the Rom. Mitth. 1902
xvii. 101—106) is incompatible with the position of the arms (M. Gbepel in the fahrb.
d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1904 xix Arch. Anz. p. 187, id. 'Zum betenden Knaben und
zur springenden Amazone' ib. 1905 xx. io8ff., H. Lucas in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass.
Altertum 1912 xxix. 113) and grotesquely inadequate. Some critics have no souls.

To group the statue as a suppliant with that of a warrior brandishing lance and
shield (A. Herzog Studien zur Geschtchte der griechischen Kunst Leipzig 1888 p. 40, cp.
two bronzes represented on the kjrlix by ' the Foundry Painter' (Furtwangler Vasensamml.
Berlin ii. 593 ff. no. 2294, Furtwangler—Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasenmalereivi\. 81—86
pi. 135, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 454 f. no. i, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des
rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 187 no. 2)), or as Taras with that of a colossal
Poseidon (H. Willers Studien zur griechischen Kunst Leipzig 1914 pp. 125—159 with
pis. 9—13 ('Der betende Knabe vor Poseidon')), is a risky, not to say a reckless, expedient.

6 Find. Pyth. 4. 193 ff.
7 L. Stephani Parerga archaeologica St Petersburg 1851—1876 no. 2

cited by A. Conze in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1886 i. ii
n. 25 and B. Sauer in Philologus 1908 Ixvii. 304 n. i.

8 A. Furtwangler 'Zum betenden Knaben' in the Jahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1886 i. 217—219 with fig. (=my fig. 64) of a
beautifully cut, but badly flaked, cornelian at Berlin (id. Geschnitt. Sterne
Berlin p. 257 no. 6905 pi. 51, id. Ant. Gemmen i pi. 44, 32, ii. 214),
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we do not know. Yet it may be permitted us to wonder whether
the fame of this solitary figure standing with outstretched arms on
the shore of the strait reached the ears of Virgil and prompted one
of the most wonderful couplets in the Aeneid, his description of the
souls on the banks of Acheron:

stabant orantes primi transmittere cursum
tendebantque manus ripae ulterioris amore1.
They stood and prayed to be first ferried o'er,
Yearning with outstretched hands for the further shore.

Be that as it may,, there was inspiration both literal and
metaphorical about Zeus Otirios, and the poets were duly impressed.
The epigram of Philon2 can be capped by another of Meleagros3:

Sea-going ships that thread the Dardanelles
Deep-laden, while the north your canvass swells,
If on the Coan shore ye chance to see
My Phanion looking o'er bright waves for me,
Say this to her, good ships,—Love speeds me fast:
I come afoot, waiting no other blast.
Should you thus bear my message without fail,
Zeus of the Fair Breeze fill your every sail.

Merchants trading with the Euxine introduced the cult of Zeus
Otirios to Delos4, where it acquired an almost cosmopolitan
character. Worshippers from far and near linked the name of this
Zeus with those of their own special deities and recorded their vows
in primis to him. Thus a citizen of Askalon, who had escaped from
pursuing pirates5, attested his gratitude by erecting a neat little
cylindrical altar inscribed in lettering of s. i B.C. (fig. 65)6:

which gives us 'die Vorstellung von einer alteren Stufe derselben Composition.' Scale:
rather less than \.

1 Verg. Aen. 6. 313 f.
2 Supra p. 147.
3 Anth. Pal. 12. 53. i—8 Meleagros. In the last two lines W. R. Paton prints ei'-yip

roOr' eftroiT', e&dyyeXoi (so N. Piccolos for «8 rt\oi cod. with space after eS), at/Tira /cai
Zeiis | otipios {ifjier^pas Trvefoera.1. eis <506ca$. Other emendations are discussed by F. Dtibner
ad loc.

4 P. Roussel Les cultes egyptiens & Delos du 7//e au /er siecle av. J.-C. Nancy 1916
p. 152, id. Delos, colonie athenienne Paris 1916 p. 275.

5 On the prevalence of these pests in the Aegean during s. ii—i B.C. see J. M. Sestier
La piraterie dans Pantiquite Paris 1880.

6 C. Clermont-Ganneau in the Comptes rendus de F Acad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1909
pp. 307—317 with fig., G. Leroux in Delos ii. i. 58 fig. 81 (=my fig. 65). The
altar (height O'53m: lower diameter o'4im), found during August 1907 in a Byzantine wall
to the south of the 'Hypostyle Hall,' is inscribed: Ail Ofipiui /cat 'Ao-Tapnjt IlaXaioTb^t, I
(Clermont-Ganneau here wrongly inserts /cat) 'A.<f>po8lrr)i Ovpavicu, 0eow eTTTj/coots, | Aajuwi'

KaXuvtrtis, | <r«0els aird veiparuv, \ ef>x-fji> and in smaller lettering otf ffe/urbr
atyeiov, VIKOV, /3ooj 0i?Xetas.
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To Zeus Ourios and Astarte Palaistine,
Aphrodite Ourania, Hearers of Prayer,
Damon, son of Demetrios, an Askalonite,

being saved from pirates
(paid) this vow.

It is not lawful here to bring
goat's flesh, swine's flesh, or aught of the cow.

Fig. 65.

The associates of Zeus Otirios are two goddesses, who in function
must have borne a rough resemblance to each other, Astarte
Palaistine and Aphrodite Ouranza. The former appears for the
first time in this inscription : she was perhaps the patron-deity of the
port (lamneia? loppe?) to which Damon's ship belonged, or possibly
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the figure-head of the good ship herself. The latter goddess had a
celebrated temple at Askalon1, Damon's native city.

Dedications to Zeus Oiirios, which date from the closing years
of the second century B.C., have been found in the Egyptian
sanctuary on a terrace to the north-west of Mount Kynthos2.
There two Athenian brothers, about the year 112—111 B.C., erected
a cylindrical base to Zeus Oiirios, Sarapis, [Isis,] Anoubis, Harpo-
krates3. Of greater interest was another dedication4—

To Zeus Otirios on behalf of King
Mithradates Eupator
and his brother
Mithradates Chrestos
and their
fortunes.

The bluish marble slab thus inscribed was discovered, in front
of a small marble pedestal or altar of irregular shape, to the east
of the paved way leading through the precinct5. Mithradates vi
Eupator (120—63 B.C.) was associated in the government of Pontos
first with his mother Laodike and then, for a short while in 111 B.C.6,
with his younger brother Mithradates Chrestos. But being of a
bloodthirsty and cruel disposition he let his mother die in prison
and murdered his brother7. The prayer to Zeus 'of the Fair Breeze'
for one who was heading straight towards family shipwreck sounds
to us almost grimly ironical. A third dedication, by a native of
Velia in Lucania, is a white marble base of the year 107—106 (?)
B.C., which was found on the eastern slope of the Inopos ravine,

1 Hdt. i. 105, Paus. i. t4- 7.
2 A. Hauvette-Besnault 'Fouilles de Delos. Temple des dieux etrangers' in the

Bull. Corr. Hell. 1882 vi. 295—352 with plate u (ground-plan, etc.), L. Biirchner in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2473, P. Roussel Les cultes egyptiens a Delos du IIIK au 7er

siecle av. J.-C. Nancy 1916, id. Dtlos, colonie athenienne Paris 1916 pp. 249—252, id. Delos
Paris 1925 p. 33 f. We still await the definitive publication of this important precinct.

3 P. Roussel Les cultes tgyptiens a Dtlos du III* au 7er sticle av. J.-C. Nancy 1916
p. 152 no. 129 ['A]0i7[j»a7o]/>a[$] K<XI Ae[wvt5ijs] | [pl'A]0rivay6p[ov~\ 'A.0\rivtuoi\ \ AdOfipiui,
2apa7ri[5t, *Lri5i,] | ['A]pojJ/3i8i, 'Ap7roKpdre[t].

4 A. Hauvette-Besnault in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1882 vi, 343 no. 57 = T. Reinach
Mithridate Eupator roi de Pont Paris 1890 p. 457 no. 5 = Michel Recueil d? Inscr. gr.
no. 1160 = Dittenberger Orient. Gr. inscr. sel. no. 368 = P. Roussel Les cultes tgyptiens
a Delos du 777e au 7er siecle av. J.-C. Nancy 1916 p. 156 f. no. 134 Ati O&plm virlp
/3ci(7i[\^ws] | Miffpadarov EtfTraropos | /cai TOU d.5eX0oO atfroO | MiOpaSdrov Xp?;<rroO | Kal TUV
irpayfiaTuv \ afrrwv.

6 The pedestal is K, the paved way V, on the plan (Bull. Corr. Hell. 1882 vi. 301 ff.
pi. n).

6 T. Reinach Mithridate Eupator roi de Pont Paris 1890 p. 457 n. i.
7 Memnon irepl Hpa/cXetas 15 frag. 30 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 541 Muller) ap. Phot.

bibl. p. 230 b i ff. Bekker, Appian. Mtihr. 112.
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below the sanctuary of the foreign gods1. A fourth is a small base
of white marble with a square hole for insertion or attachment. It is
dated to the year 105—104 or 104—103 B.C.2, and was set up by a
citizen of Nymphaion (Eltegen) on the western shore of the
Bosporos Kimmerios3 as a thank-offering to Zeus Otirios, Sarapis,
Isis, Anoubis, and Harphokrates (m-)4on behalf of himself, his son,
and—a noteworthy touch of altruism—all that go down to the sea
in ships.

At a point near the south-west angle of the' Hypostyle Hall'
was found the fragment of a circular altar, bearing a dedication to
Zeus Otirios in letters of c. 100 B.C.5 Lastly, a wall of late date built
against the south wall of the 'Hypostyle Hall' contained a quadr-
angular block of white marble with two square holes for insertion
on its upper surface. The front of the block bore a carefully cut
bilingual dedication of c. no B.C. by the Hermai'stai, Apolloniastai,
and Poseidoniastai to Zeus Otirios or—as his name was translated
by the Roman merchants—lupiter Sequndanus*.

1 P. Roussel in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 426 f. no. 32, id. Les cultes
egyptiens ti Dtlos du III* au /er siecle av. /.-C. Nancy 1916 p. 163 no. 148 (revised
reading) <ri.. \— | ons'EXedr^s] | [Atl] Otfpiwt e[i>x]'5''> I/""'] | [te]
pewj 'A7r[o]XXo[5w]|pov roO 'A7r[o]XXo[5w]!/>ou Kpuirtdov, [K\fi]\8ovxov[v~\TOS [IIo(ret]|5w»'£oi;
TOV [T7jpo]\ffTpaTOv nei[paiewsJ|fa,K[o]/>etfo[i'Tos]|[N]iK/oi'.

2 A. Hauvette—Besnault in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1882 vi. 328 no. 22 = Dittenberger
Syll. inscr. Gr.2 no. 758, ib? no. 1126 = P. Roussel Les cultes tgyptiens & De"los du 7//e

au /er siecle av. /.-C. Nancy 1916 p. 165 f. no. 153 Etfrvxos 'A7roX[X]wi/(4)ou Nv/t^aiY^s] |
we/) eauroO Kal TOV viov Ei)/3o(tf )Xo[v] | Kal birep T&V tr\otfo/j.£vuv iravTuv | Aii Otiptwi,
ZapaTTtSt, "IcrtSt, 'Avotijiidi, 'A.p\</>oKpaTei, Oeoiis ffvvvaois Kal ffv/j.\^d)fjiois, tni ieptws Qeo/J-v/i-
ffrov TOV Qeoyfrov Kv8a6r)vcu£us, \ faKopetiovTos NIKT/OU, | xapivrJipiov.

3 E. H. Minns Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 p. 560 f.
4 Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 559, 12 n., ib? no. 977a, 12 n. points out that the

aspirate properly belonging to the latter part of the Egyptian Harpechrat (E. Meyer in
Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 2746) or Har-pe-chrod (M. Pieper in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
vii. 2410) and recognised in the variants 'Apiroxpara (Inscr. Gr. sept. iii. 2 no. 591, i
Larissa in Thessaly), 'Apiroxpdrei (Inscr. Gr. Deli iv no. 1260, 4, alib.) has here and
elsewhere been transferred to the former part of 'Ap^oKponjj in order to assimilate the
divine name to the frequent termination -Kpdrijs. Further changes produced the normal
'ApiroKpaTys and even the abnormal KapTro/cparijs (E. Sittig in the Zeitschrift fur verglei-
chende Sprachforschung 1913 xlv. 242—245).

5 P. Roussel and J. Hatzfeld in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1909 xxxiii. 510 no. 26 Ait
Qfipttai | TOV AIA (? TOV Aid).

6 P. Roussel and J. Hatzfeld in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1909 xxxiii. 496 ff. no. 16 =
Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 9237

C. Heius T.f. Libo L. Pompilius [L.f.]
Q. Saufeius P.f. Treb. A. Cottius N.f.
L. Veturius P.f. M. Umbricius M.f.
D. Ampius Q. 1. L. Aufidius L.C. 1. Dorot. minor
L. Paconius L.I. Trup. C. Seius Cn. 1. Heracleo
Ti. Maecius L.I. Cn. Tutorius P. 1. Olumpiod.

magistreis de sua pecunia lovei Sequndano.
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This curious title was known already from a passage of
Martianus Capella1, which assigns lupiter Secundanus together with
lovis Opulentia and Minerva to the third of the sixteen regions of
the sky recognised in Etruscan lightning-lore2. Since the series com-
mences with the north, the third division of the first quarter3 would
correspond with the sector N.E. to E.N.E. of our mariner's compass,
and this (north-east by east) is just the direction of a wind blowing
down the Dardanelles. The inscription equating lupiter Sequndanus
with Zeus Ourios explains in fact Capella's epithet, which had
previously puzzled the commentators4.

Moreover, it adds point to a well known phrase of Catullus5.
He is telling how his yacht brought him safely from Bithynia to
Italy in 56 B.C. :

And thence through all the seas that break
She bore her master well,

Whether the breeze her sail would shake
And left or right compel,

Or Jove who followed in her wake
Full on the canvas fell.

The poet's use of lupiter Secundus is obviously a variation on the
more prosaic and technical lupiter Secundanus. The homeward
journey through the Bosporos6 was sped, appropriately enough, by
the god whom we have seen identified with Zeus Curios'1. And the

Fdtos "Htos Ti'roii i«6s At'jS&w, j Aei/Ktos Ho/tTr/Xtoj Aewdou w6s, | KiWros
TioirXlov vlos Tpe[3iav6s, \ ASXos K6rrtoj Neftepiov vi6s, \ Aetf/uos Oi)er6/Hos HoirXtov vi6s, \
M.dapKos 'OfiffptKios MadpKov vl6s, \ A£K/U.OS "AyUTtos Kotvrov, | Aetiicios Aixptdios ASVKIOV ical
Taiov Aup60eos veurepos, \ Aetf/ctoj HaK&vios AevKiov Tptifidw, \ Feuoj D??to? Tvaiov
'Hpa/cX&iH', | Te|8^/)tos Maixios Aeviciov, \ Tvaios Tovr&pios Hoir\iov '0\vfj,iri65upos, \

ol 'Ep/j-aiffToi KO.I 'ATroXAawiaorai nai Htxreidaviaffral (Dessau reads HoatduviaffTcd) \ eic
rQv iditav Ail Qtiplui a,v£di)Ka.v.

1 Mart. Cap. 47 nam lovis Secundani et lovis Opulentiae Minervaeque domus illic
(sc. in tertia regione caeli) sunt constitutae. sed omnes circa ipsum lovem fuerant in
praesenti.

2 C. O. Thulin Die etruskische Disciplin i. Die Blitzlehre Goteborg 1906 p. i6ff.
('Die 1 6 Himmelsregionen '), id. Die Gotter des Martianus Capella und der Bronzeleber
von Piacenza Gieszen 1906 p. 62 ff. ('Das System der 12 Loci,' cp. A. Bouche-Leclercq
U astrologie grecque Paris 1899 p. 280 ff.).

3 Plin. nat. hist. i. 143.
4 See U. F. Kopp's n. on Mart. Cap. 47. He cp. Mart. Cap. 51 sed etiam Liber ac

Secundanus Pales vocantur ex septima (sc. regione caeli).
6 Cat. 4. 1 8 ff. et inde tot per impotentia freta | erum tulisse, laeva sive dextera | vocaret

aura, sive utrumque lupiter | simul secundus incidisset in pedem.
6 The stages marked are Mt Kytoros (nff.), Amastris in Paphlagonia (13), the

Pontos (9), the Propontis (8 f.), Rhodes (8), the Kyklades (7), and the Adriatic (6f.). But
we know that Catullus en route for home made offerings at his brother's tomb in the Troad
(Cat. 65. sff., 68a. 19 ff., 68b. 49 ff., 101. i ff.).

7 Supra p. 155.
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religious interest of the passage lies in the fact that the wind astern
is distinctly conceived as Zeus or lupiter in person. The wind is his
spirit, the spirit—let us say—of a tribal chief, long since dead and
buried, but rightly named Aiolos1.

It is possible that some such conception underlies the remarkable
epithet of Zeus ikmenos^ 'who follows in our wake'2. The Homeric
poems apply this participle exclusively to the euros or 'fair breeze'
sent by Apollon3, Athena4, and Kirke5, which is on occasion per-
sonified and described as 'a good companion'6. But Eustathios goes
further and quotes from an unspecified source the significant
expression 'Zeus ikmenos'"1, perhaps the product of some late epic
poet, who had in mind lupiter Sequndanus or Secundus.

Again, a parallel may be found in the case of Androgeos.
L. Weber8 has drawn attention to the very ancient character of this
mythical figure, whom he believes to have been originally a Cretan
god, transplanted to Attike and there transformed, first into a hero
possessed of chthonian powers, and last into a human prince
affiliated to Minos. I should prefer to invert the sequence god, hero,
man, and to regard Androgeos as ab initio a mortal, heroified after
death and worshipped in the Kerameikos under the name Eurygyes9.
Such an appellative was, not improbably, employed from the out-
set, as a means of avoiding the actual name of the dead10. After all,

1 Supra pp. 141, 148.
2 On the relation of fojuevoj to iVw, iKv£ofj.ai, etc. see Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr.

Spr? p. 195, Boisacq Diet- £tym. de la Langue Gr. p. 370 f., K. Brugmann Griechische
Grammatik^ Miinchen 1913 p. 365, F. Bechtel Lexilogus zu Homer Halle a. d. S. 1914

P- 175-
3 //. i. 479. 4 Od. 2. 420=15. 292, cp. 15. 34f.
5 Od. ii. 6ff. = i2. 148ff.
6 Od. ii. 7 = 12. 149 ZKpevov oSpov t'et ir\t}aiaTLOV, £y9\bv eracpov.
7 Eustath. in II. p. 964, 63 f. odev tf.veiJ.os &TTCU, 6s e£ iK/JLd5os Kal roiai/n?s CXijs rrjv

fffaTaffiv £xei- SOev /cat fa/j.evos ofipos Kal Zetis <pa<ra> fanevos. It is tempting to infer from the
first sentence that Zeus fcjttefos is a mere blunder for Zeus 'Lc/tcuos (infra §8 (c)). But in
view of lupiter Sequndanus or Secundus the inference would be precarious.

8 L. Weber 'Androgeos' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 34—44, 229—251, id.
'Kerameikos-Kulte' in the Ath. Mitth. 1925 1. 145.

9 Hesych. s.v. ITT 'Edpirytiri dyd>i> • Me\T)<ray6pas (Amelesagorasyhz^-. 3 (Frag. hist. Gr.
ii. 22 Miiller)) rov 'Ai>5p6yeui> Eirpvy^v (so Musurus for av8p(ryeov ebptyv cod.) elpijo-ffal
<j>i)ffi rbv Mlvuos, e<p' $ rbv &yS>va rWeffOaKTOv (inserut)>^viT&(piov 'AOfyrjaiv tv rcf
KepaftfiKtj). Kal 'Hffiodos (frag. 106 Flach, 104 Rzach)' Etpvytiris 5' In Kovpos (K. W.
Goettling cj. i-irlicovpos, R. Peppmuller cj. eirlovpos cp. //. 13. 450) 'AO-qv&wv (so
J. G. Hermann for 'Affijvatuv cod.) iepdwv (cp. Od. n. 323). Melesagoras was a legendary
Eleusinian seer (Max. Tyr. diss. 38. 3), on whom was fathered an Atthis perhaps composed
as early as s. v B.C. (E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1822, W. Christ
Geschichte dergriechischen Lttteratur6 Milnchen 1912 i. 454 n. i).

10 Frazer Golden Bough*: Taboo p. 349ff. ('Names of the Dead tabooed'), E. Clodd
Magic in Names London 1920 p. 121 ff. (' Mana in Names of the Dead').
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Androgeos, 'The man of earth'1, might fairly be dubbed Eurygyes,
'He of the broad acres'2. It should also be noticed that the names
Andrdgeos and Eurygyes are Greek, not pre-Greek; which means
that we have to do with a genuine Hellenic, not ' Minoan,' hero. It
is therefore interesting to find that at Phaleron, where he had an
altar, he was worshipped not only as a nameless 'hero'3, but also
more definitely as 'the hero astern'4. This expression might no
doubt be taken to imply that an actual effigy of Androgeos was
fixed on the vessel's poop5, like that of the bifrontal Lithuanian
Wejopatis* or those of the dwarfish Phoenician Pdtaikoi* (figs. 68,69)8.

1 W. Pape—G. E. Benseler Wbrterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen* Braunschweig
1875 i. 87 'Erdmann.'

2 Eid. ib. i. 420 'Breitefeld, wo nicht *Breitwirbel, wie Breitkopf,' F. Hiller von
Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1328 'Der Besitzer des weiten Saatfeldes
(•^7i5a) 1st der Unterweltsgott oder sein heroischer Stellvertreter.' But F. Bechtel—A. Fick
Die Griechischen Personennamenz Gottingen 1894 p. 385 : '-ytirjs zu ytia " Hand"? Vgl.
eyytirj, ytiaXov, eyyva\i£<a. Evpv-ytiris hiess auch 'Avdpo-ye<as (-yqfos?).'

3 Paus. i. 1 .4 &m de (sc. at Phaleron) Kal 'Avdpoyew /Ju^os roO MtVw, /caXetrac 5e
"Hpwoy 'Avdpoyeu de OVTO. foa<nv ots evTiv eiri/J.e\e$ TO. eyx^pio. ffa<p£ffTepov aXXwc eiriffTcurOai.

4 Clem. Al. protr. 2. 40. 2 p. 30, 20 Stahlin rt/uarai d£ TIS Kal ̂ aX^po? /cord Trptifivav
TJfpws with schol. ad. loc. p. 309, 13 ff. Stahlin &a\i>]pftrs XI/M/P TTJS 'Arruojs' 6 Se Kara
•jrpv[j.vas -ijpus 'Avdpoye&s fffriv, vlbs Mlvuos, oCrws 6vofw.ffSels 8ri Kara rds irpvpvas TUV vi)<2v
idpvro. Kal Ka\\ljj,axos e^ 8' TUV AMwv ntnvyrai (frag. 33b Schneider = Afna 4 frag. 3
Schneider, A. W. Mair). '

5 So schol. Clem. Al. loc. cit. (supra n. 4). 6 Supra ii. 445 n. i.
7 Hdt. 3. 37 Zffri yap TOV 'H<t>al<rrov (sc. Ptah at Memphis: supra i. 433, ii. 34 n. i)

rolffi 3>oiviicriioi<n naratKonri ffj,tj>ep£ffTaTov, roi)s oi $otyi/ces iv rrjcrt. irpibprfffL T<Sv
-irepidyovffi. 8s 5£ TOIJTOVS /trj oirwire, <*>de ffijfj.ai'td] • irvy/jLaiov dvSpfo fj.t/j.T)<ris effrl.

The lexicographers place these little figures on the poop, not the prow (Hesych. s.v.
HdraiKoi (so M. Schmidt for IlaTaiVfoi cod., cp. Herodian. irepl Ka.6o\iKTjs irpocrydlas 6
(i. 151, 9 Lentz) Haraiicos, id. irepi 6p6oypa$ias (ii. 424, 18 Lentz) HaraiKos, Theognost.
Byz. can. 326 in Cramer anecd. Oxon. ii. 60, 25 f. UaraiKos)' Oeoi Qolviices, ods tcrrao-t /card
rds TrptifJi.vas T&V veui>, Souid. s.v. IldratKoi' 6eol$ou>iKi.Kol ei> rats Trpifywais ISpvpfroi). But
Herodotos' statement is borne out by the numismatic evidence (infra n. 8).

Pataikos appears to have been the Phoenician form of the Egyptian Ptah (see J. Ilberg
in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1675 ff.) in the misshapen, but negrillo rather than 'embryonic,'
type Ptah-Seker (Lanzone Dizion. di Mitol. Egiz. p. 243 ff. pis. 98, i, 99, i—4, 100,
i—5, 101, 2, Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de fArt iii. 418 ff. fig. 293), which from the eighteenth
dynasty down to Ptolemaic times often occurs as an amulet (A. Erman A Handbook of
Egyptian Religion trans. A. S. Griffith London 1907 p- 76 fig. 51, Sir W. M. Flinders
Petrie A mulcts London 1914 p. 38 pi. 31 fig. 176 a—m, pi. 46 fig. 176 n, /,pl. 47 fig. 176(7.
I illustrate a single and a double amulet of Ptah-Seker, in green glaze, from my collection
(figs. 66, 67)) and presumably served a prophylactic purpose. On Ptah-Seker as a dwarfish
deified ancestor see further H. R. Hall in J. Hastings Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics
Edinburgh 1908 i. 441 b, D. MacRitchie ib. 1912 v. 123 a, 126 a, Sir W. M. Flinders
Petrie ib. 1912 v. 249 a, G. Foucart ib. 1912 v. 855 a, 856 a. Such an apotr6paion would
be useful on land as well as at sea, cp. Hesych. s. iru. Fiyyp&v (so M. Schmidt for Tiyvuv
cod., cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1599, i Tiyypdiv, p. 1880, 64 Tiyp&v'), oi 5£ Tiyuv Hdraiicos
eTrtrpaTr^fios (so J. Selden for TraraiVcos ^TrnraraiVcds rpaTr^fios cod.). oi de Aiytimov 'Hpa»cX^a
and Ei}0paS7js' ILdraiKos eVtTpair^ios (so M. Musurus for iraraiVcds eirtrpaTr^fetos cod.).

8 Double shekels of Sidon, struck in s. iv B.C., show as their obverse type a Phoenician
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war-galley with a small armed figure at the prow (good specimens are Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Phoenicia p. 145 pi. 19, 5, p- 150 pi. 20, 2, E. Babelon Les Perses Achtmtnides
Paris 1893 p. 38 pi. 6, 15, p. 53 pi. 9, i f., id. Monn.gr. rom. ii. 2. 597 f. pi. 121, 7,
601 f. pi. 121, 17, Weber Cat. Coins Hi. 2. 782 no. 8057 pi. 297). But a more certain
representation of the dwarf Pataikos is seen on statures of Arados, struck in s. iv B.C.,
which have for reverse type a galley with a small effigy on the prow (e.g. Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. 6 pi. 2, i, p. 9 pi. 2, ii f., Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 225
pi. 75, ii, E. Babelon Les Perses Achemenides Paris 1893 p. 130 pi. 22, 2o=Perrot—
Chipiez Hist, de FArt iii. 419 fig. 292, Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 2. 523 f. pi. 116, 23 f.,
527 f. pi. 117, 2 and 4. I give Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 2. 5275. pi. 117, 2 ( = my fig. 68)
and a specimen in my possession (fig. 69)). On coins of Arados struck in s. iii—ii B.C. this

Fig. 66. Fig. 67.

Fig. 68. Fig. 69.

is replaced by a figure-head of Athena fighting (Brit. Mus Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. 13 ff.
pi. 3, i, 3—8, 16 f., Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 226 f. pi. 75, 15 f., 228, 231 ff. pi. 75, 20—22,
E. Babelon Les Perses Achemenides Paris 1893 p. 132 ff. pi. 23, i, 3, 5—7, 13, 15—17,
19, 22 f., pi. 24, 4, 7, cp. pi. 24, 16 and 20). Figure-heads of this sort would be gilded
(see F. H. M. Blaydes' n. on Aristoph. Ach. 547 Ha\\a.§lwi> xpvffov^vuv)—a fact which
perhaps explains the comic fragment \pvffl' &TT' airetyda. rots Haraiicois {/j.<f>fpij (frag. com.
anon. 364 (Frag. com. Gr. iv. 695 Meineke) ap. Souid. s.v. dirt(pdov xpvfLov).

Much material with regard to apotr6paia on ships will be found in D. Ruhnkenii
Opuscula varii argumenti, oratoria, historica, critica^ Lugduni Batavorum 1823 i. 412—456
('Disputatio de tutelis et insignibus navium'), C. Torr Ancient Ships Cambridge 1894
pp. 65—69, M. Hoernes Urgeschichte der bildenden Kunst in Europa Wien 1898 p. 383 ff.,
H. Usener Die Sintfluthsagen Bonn 1899 p. 248 ff., Ch. Tsountas in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1899
p. 90 ff. figs. 16—2i = Schrader Reallex? ii. 301 pi. 81 fig. i, J. N. Svoronos in the
Journ. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1914 xvi. 81—152, H. Diels 'Das Aphlaston der antiken
Schiffe' in the Zeitschrift des Vereins fur Volkskunde 1915 xxv. 61 ff., A. Koster
Das antike Seewesen Berlin 1923 p. 58 f. fig. 10 f., p. 64 fig. 18, G. Contenau La civilisa-
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But to my ear it suggests rather that Androgeos unseen followed
the ship's trail and supplied her with a steady breeze, much as Boreas
with puffed cheeks blows along the raft of Odysseus on a grotesque
vase from the Theban Kabeirion (fig. 70)1. In either case it is clear
that in the Ionian, as in the Aeolian, area the wind following aft
might be attributed to, nay more, might be identified with, an
ancestral spirit.

Nor were the Dorians wholly untouched by the same supersti-
tion, for at Sparta there was a sanctuary of Zeus Eudnemos, the
'Giver of a Good Wind2.' But here an obvious difficulty must be

Fig. 70.

met. How comes it that this deity, appropriate to a seafaring folk,
was worshipped so far inland? A reasonable answer is given by
S. Wide3, who observes that beside the sanctuary of Zeus Eudnemos

tion phtnirienne Paris 1926 p. 295 f., L. Deubner in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch.
Inst, 1927 xlii. 180 ff. figs. 12—15, F. Behn in Ebert Reallex. xi. 238 with pi. 60, 242
with pi. 62, 248 with pi. 64.

1 P. Gardner Cat. Vases Oxford^. 18 f. no. 262 pi. 26 ( = my fig. 70), M. Bieber Die
Denkmaler zum Theaterwesen im Altertum Berlin und Leipzig 1920 p. 154 fig. 134, Pfuhl
Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 717. The subject is a parody of Od. 5. 291 ff.; but note
that here the trident is transferred from Poseidon to Odysseus!

2 Gerhard Gr. Myth. i. 169, Welcker Gr. Gotterl. ii. 195, Preller—Robert Gr. Myth.
i. 118, H. Usener Gottemamen Bonn 1896 p. 260, id. 'Gottliche Synonyme' in the
Rhein. Mus. 1898 liii. 346 (=id. Kleine Schriften Leipzig—Berlin 1913 iv. 276), Gruppe
Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 834 n. 9, O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 843.

Eddpe/ios, the appellative of Zeus, = etf^e/ios (Scholl—Studemund anecd. i. 264 f.
'EwtBera Ai6s...no. 38 (37) euTjj^uou, 266'ETT^era Ai6s...no. 37 (38) evyvfyov).

A modern parallel to Zeus Eudnemos may be found in Buenos Aires, 'Good Winds'
(W. Sturmfels Etymologisches Lexikon deutscher undfremdlandischer Ortsnamen Berlin—
Bonn 1925 p. 28). The town owes its name to 'Our Lady of the Favourable Wind'
(A. J. Lamoureux in The Encyclopedia Britannica11 Cambridge 1910 iv. 754 notes that
it was first founded by P. de Mendoza in 1535 as Santa Maria de Buenos Ayres).

3 Wide Lakon. Kulte p. 10.
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stood a shrine of the hero Pleuron1, eponym of Pleuron in Aitolia2,
and infers that the cult of Zeus the wind-god had been brought from
Pleuron, a town adjoining the Calydonian Gulf, to Sparta. I accept
Wide's explanation, but go one step further. When we remember
that Pleuron stood in a district called Aiolis3, it becomes at least
possible that the original 'Giver of a Good Wind' was, in accordance
with Aeolian thinking4, none other than Pleuron the local hero. It
is tempting, though perhaps over- venturesome, to suppose that his
very name meant, or was taken to mean, the 'Wind-Blower5'. Be
that as it may, a happy coincidence led Theokritos, writing in the
Aeolic dialect, to say of his journey from Syracuse to Miletos:

For hither we pray Zeus grant the way with a capful of good wind
(eudnemos) 6.

Zeus Eudnemos, then, like Zeus Oiirios, was on this showing an
Aeolian god evolved out of an Aeolian hero. But though Zeus as
a wind-god thus presupposes the primitive conception of wind as
the soul of a tribal ancestor, we must not imagine that the civilised
Greek of the classical period was mindful of origins. He thought of
Zeus as a sky-god. The wind blew in the aeror lower sky7. Clearly
therefore Zeus was responsible for the wind. Accordingly the
rock-cut inscription from Thera which commemorates Borea-tos* may
well be understood of Zeus Boreaios, god 'of the North Wind.'
Indeed, an altar dedicated to Zeus Boreios has actually come to
light near Seleukeia in Kilikia (fig. /i)9. When Herodes Attikos

1 Paus. 3. 13. 8 TOV Atoptfo'ou d£ 06 /jLaicpav Aids iepbv l<rriv ~Evav^/j,ov, TOVTOV Se ev
nXeupwvos ypifov, yey6va.cn 5£ ot fwddpeta iraides TO. irpbs fJirjTpbs diro Tov.Il\evpu>i>os' Qforiov
y&p TOV A^Sos irartpa'Acribs (so Palmerius for *Apei6s codd. = Asios frag. 6 Kinkel) (p^iaw
ev rots Hirecriv ' Ayfjvopos iraicia elvai TOV IL\evpuvos.

2 Daimachos of Plataiai (on whom see E. Schwartz in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. iv.
2008 L)frag. 8 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 442 Miiller) ap. schol. //. 13. 218, Apollod. i. 7. 7.

3 Thouk. 3. 102, cp. Strab. 464 f. See further G. Hirschfeld in Pauly — Wissowa Real-
Enc. i. 1035 and 1115. 4 Suprapp. io6ff., 140 f., 148, 157.

5 n\evpu>v is certainly a cognate of ir\evpov, irXevpd., 'side', and ir\evpbv, ir\tvpa. are
possiblyrelatedtOTrAeiVw^'lung'^Prellwitz-Sfyw. Worterb. d. Gr.Spr.^p. 374f., F. Muller
Altitalisches Worterbuch Gottingen 1926 p. 345. Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la Langue Gr.
p. 794 disagrees: 'Un rapport avec 7rXet5/«t»'...se Justine mal'). Presumably in the first
instance HXevpuv meant ' Seitler ' (W. Pape — G. E. Benseler Worterbuch der griechischen
Eigennamen* Braunschweig 1875 ii. 1211), but it is conceivable that the name was re-
interpreted as ' Wind-Blower. '

6 Theokr. 28. 5 rvide y&p ir\6ov evavefiov alrffJieBa ?rdp Aios.
7 Supra i. 101 ff. For philosophical views see O. Gilbert Die meteorologischen Theorien

des griechischen Altertums Leipzig 1907 pp. 511 — 539 ('Windgenese').
8 Supra i. 142 n. 10.
9 R. Heberdey and A. Wilhelm in the Denkschr. d. Akad. Wien 1896 vi. Abh. p. 102

no. 182 on a round altar (height i'i7m, circumference 2*27m) in the village of Budshukli,
about a mile from Seleukeia up stream on the right bank of the Kalykadnos Aa j Eopely \
Oeo'5oT[o]s | Alvtov [r]oO | GeoSdrou | ei>x\.'ti\v with facsimile = my fig. 71, E. Maass in the
Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1910 xiii. 121.

C. III. IT
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lost his wife Annia Regilla (160 A.D.), he constructed a precinct
A . . known as the Triopion on the Appian Road1,

Q D _. and there set up the ambitious inscription in
0 O K L I Q_ which Marcellus of Side2 described the lady,
^ ^ ^ & O T 2. neither a mortal nor a goddess3, as dwelling
A I N E O Y i O Y with the heroines in the Islands of the
6 E O A O T O Y Blest4:

E V X I N Zeus bade the Elysian breezes of the West
Fig. 71. Bear that proud consort to her ocean rest5.

Scattered allusions to Zeus as a power controlling the winds may
be found throughout Greek literature, even as late as Byzantine
times. Eumathios Makrembolites6 in his Romance of Hysmine and
Hysminias makes the lovers, eloping from Eurykomis7, pray both
Zeus and Poseidon to favour their voyage:

' So to the harbour we came, and stretching our hands toward the bright sky
said—" Father Zeus, yielding to thee and thy mystic omens we embark on this
journey. Thy son Eros has laid siege to our hearts and is dragging us as his
booty away from our fatherland. And do thou, Poseidon, blow from our back,
not in our face. Oppose not with thy breath the calm breath of Zeus, oppose not
the west wind of Eros, whose well-tempered help has brought us to the haven8.'"

Finally, there is some slight reason to suppose that whirlwinds
(strobiloi by land and dinoi by sea9) were specially connected with
Zeus. His approach at the close of Aischylos' Prometheus Bound10

is heralded by an earthquake, a roar of thunder, spiral flashes of
lightning, spinning dust-storms11, and a windy warfare that confuses

1 K. Munscher in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 936 ff.
2 W. Christ Geschichte dergriechischen Litteratur6 Mtinchen 1924 ii. 2. 678 n. 6.
3 Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 1389 Marcell. i. 43 = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. \. 264. 43

o{> fjiey yap OVIJT-/), dra/a oi;5£ dtaiva T^TUKTCU.
4 Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 1389 Marcell. i. 8f. — Cougny Anth. Pal. Append, i. 264. 8f.

atfTTj 5£ /MeB' •riptpvrjffi v^vaarai \ ei> na.Ka.puv v/iffouriv, 'iva Kpovos 4vj3affL\evei.
5 Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 1389 Marcell. i. 21 f. = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append, i. 264.

2if . Zet>s [i£v es WKeavbv OaXepyv loreiXe yvvaiKO. | afipj7<ri Zefytipoio Ko/ju^efjiev 'HXwfojo'U'.
Marcellus is thinking of Od. 4. 563 ff. Cp. also Hyg. fab. 140 at Latonam lovis iussu
ventus Aquilo sublatam a3 Neptunum pertulit.

6 Eumath. 7. 6. 7 Supra ii. 1141.
8 The passage ends thus: <rv 8', u HoffeiSov, ex. fJ£Ta.<t>p£vov irvev<rov, pr/ /card utruirov

/47j Trpos Tri/eC/ia 7ra>'ei)5ioi' dvTiiri'eiJerotj (sic) Atos, /*'!) wp6s "Epwros £e<pvpov, ols T/ju.etj e&Kpaus
irepl rbv \ifdva, yeyova/j.ev. The sequel shows that Poseidon is not so accommodating: ib.
7. 9 "E/)ws dXX^Xovs (an dXXi^Xots legenduml) ^/tas edov\oypd<f>iiare, ical Zei>s tv OtipcuTi, fty
apiray^iv {jirr/vL^aro' 6 8£ ye Opa<rvs na.1 ciypios ELotreiSaJv opr) KV/J.O.TUV eyeipei Kal irpbs aZviyna
At6j favTiTTvei Kal &\ov SovXoypaQeiov £pUTiKov ^KirXiivei roij KV/J-affif.

9 Epikour. epist. 2. 105 Kal ?ws p.ev yys TOV TrpyffTrjpos Kadientvov ffrpojSiXoi yiyvovrai.
?wj 8£ OdXaTTys 8lvoi airoTeKovvTai. With the context cp. Lucr. 6. 423 ff., O. Gilbert Die
meteorologischen Theorien desgriechischen Altertums Leipzig 1907 pp. 564, 632.

10 Aisch. P.v. 1080 ff.
11 Id. ib. 1085 ffrpo/j-flot. §t KOVIV el\lffffovcriv. Nikephoros Basilakes progymn. 7. 10

(i. 489, 12) orpoV|3os irvevfjiaTuv is a Byzantine (c. 1150 A. D.) echo.
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sky with sea. Aristophanes in the Clouds personifies Dinos in a
manner highly suggestive of Zeus1. Nay more, in the Lysistrate*
he virtually identifies Zeus with the tornado that is to sweep the
perfidious Myrrhine to perdition:

Sweet, sweet, do you call her? Vile, vile, I repeat.
Zeus, send me a storm and a whirlwind, I pray,
To whisk her away, like a bundle of hay,

Up, up, beyond human aid,
And toss her and swirl her, and twist her and twirl her,
Till, tattered and torn, to the earth she is borne,

Astride of an unsheathed blade.

In many parts of the globe whirlwinds have been regarded as
demons or witches or wandering souls3. And not least in modern
Greece, where they are commonly attributed to the Nereids4 or

1 Supra ii. 2 n. 4.
2 Aristoph. Lys. 971 ff. XO. TE. iroiayXvicepd; \ /j.iapa /xtapct drjr. w ZeO ZeC (supra ii.

727 n. 3 (i)), | eW,a.vT-fjv, wffirep rovs ffupofo, \ fteydXy ru0£ /cai irp^ffrrjpL \ ^vcrrp^if/as KO.L
1-vyyoyyvXiffas \ ofyoio fapuv, elra fieOelris, \ ri d£ tptpoir av irdXiv eis T^V yTJv, \ K$T'
Qa.l<pvt)s | irepl TTJV \f/uXi)v irepifiair). I have adopted the translation of B. B. Rogers, but
have altered his rendering of lines 976 and 979. In the parallel passage, thesm. 56 ff., the
diction again suits a whirlwind or waterspout (56 yoyyuXXei, 57 xocu'etf«, 61 <rvyyoyyv\l<ras
Ka.1 <rv<TTpt\l/as, 62 xoave"a'al)i though of course other meanings are attached to every phrase.
It may be suspected that Aristophanes had recently (?4ii B.C.) witnessed some striking
example of a <rrp6j3iXos or Sivos.

3 Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art i. 331 n. 2, J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology
trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 203 (Zio or Ziu}, 229 n. i (the Devil, Herodias,
Pfol), 285 n. i (Ziu or Zio, Herodias), 1883 ii. 632 (Zio, Phol, the Devi], witches), 1888
iv. 1798 (the Evil One), 1799 (witches), 1847 (evil spirits), E. H. Meyer Germanische
Mythologie Berlin 1891 Index p. 353 s.vv. 'Wirbelwind,' 'Wirbelwindselbinnen,'
'Wirbelwindsriesinnen,' P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1904 i. 81 (demon,
Satan, diable), 82 f. (damnes, farfadets, Heroguias, sorcier, loups-garous), 112 (foultot ou
lutin).

4 B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 123 ff. ('Die Neraiden
gelten gemeiniglich auch als Urheberinnen desallesmit sich fortreissenden Wirbelwindes,
we^oo-r/9(5j3iXos,4 (4Auf Zakynthos ist das Wort corrumpirt in aa>e/j.offTpoij<pi\os und
&ve(to<TTpoti<pov\as, auf Kephalonia in dve^opo^ovXas...) welcher in Griechenland zumal
im Sommer haufig ist. In diesem Winde schreiten sie einher, und wen sie auf ihrer Bahn
antreffen, den heben sie auf und flihren ihn mit sich durch die Liifte. Auf Zakynthos sagt
man beim Wehen des Wirbelwindes: "die Neraiden tanzen," xopetiowe TJ 'Avepai'des, und
halt die Kreise, welche derselbe im Staube oder im Sande bildet, fur die Spuren ihrer
Fiisse. Die Kinder werden zu solcher Zeit angstlich gehiitet und nicht aus dem Hause
gelassen. Wer worn Wirbelwinde Uberrascht wird, muss sich ducken, um von den daher
stiirmenden Unholdinnen verschont zu bleiben.5 (5Vgl. die epirotische Sage bei Hahn
Nr. 81, wo ein Madchen, das sich nicht ducken will, von den Neraiden hinweggerafft
wird.) Auch hat man fur diesen Fall bestimmte Beschworungsformeln. In Athen pflegen
alte Frauen bei entstehendem Wirbelwind den Kopf erdwarts zu beugen und leise zu
murmeln: fj^\i ical yaXa. arbv 5p6/u,o tras, d. i. Honigund Milch auf euern Weg!6 (6Pittakis
in der 'E^/it. 'Apx<"oX. 1852, <p. 30, p. 647 s. Derselbe fiigt hinzu, dass dies namentlich
in der Nahe des sogenannten Nymphenhiigels beobachtet werde: ein Umstand, dem eine
dunkle Erinnerung an den ehemaligen Cultus der Nymphen auf der Hohe dieses Hiigels...
zu Grunde zu liegen scheint.) Ganz ahhlich in anderen Gegenden. Auf Kephalonia, im
Bezirk Samos, wird folgender Spruch gesagt, der seine Erklarung in dem hier bestehenden,

II 2
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Nymphs1 or other supernatural agencies2. Indeed, the word Anemos,
'Wind,' is nowadays a frequent synonym of the Devil3. But the
most remarkable parallel to the ancient Greek equation of Zeus
with the whirlwind has yet to be stated. The ^wcabulari^^s sancti
Galli, a vellum manuscript of the seventh or eighth century in the
Library of Saint-Gall4, glosses the Latin turpines, that is turbines,
'whirlwinds,' by the Old High German ziu. If this word has been
rightly transcribed5, it must — as J. Grimm long since pointed

schon oben von mir erwahnten Glauben findet, nach welchem die Oberste der Nera'iden
die Schwester Alexanders des Grossen 1st : Xatpa/xej'ats, /caX6/fap5ais, | //.At «ai ya\a | y' rov
fiaffiXta, TTJV ra/3Xa/ j STTJ if/vx^l T°v jScuriX^ws TOV 'A\ei-avdpov, | /ca/co /XT? fAov /co/Aere.''),
N. G. Polites Hapadoffeis Athens 1904 i. 406 no. 691 Tdv€/j.offt<f>ovvo rtav ISfpaiSuv.

1 J. C. Lawson Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge 1910
p. 150 ('The habit of travelling on a whirlwind, or more correctly perhaps of stirring up
a whirlwind by rapid passage, has gained for the nymphs in some, districts secondary
names — in Macedonia dvefuicais, in Gortynia avepoyafrvdes* (4 II apvao-ffos, iv. p. 765. The
origin of the second part of the compound is unknown.) — which might almost seem to
constitute a new class of wind-nymphs. But so far as I know the faculty of raising whirl-
winds, though most frequently exercised by Oreads, is common to all nymphs').

2 G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 250 f. cited supra p. 106.
3 F. L. W. Schwartz Der Ursprung der Mythologie Berlin 1860 p. 30 n. 2 (' Auch den

Neugriechen ist avefios der Teufel, z. B. entsprechen die Redensarten 0176 eij 8.vefj.ov,
ir-fiyaive et's ave^o? ganz unserem "Geh' zum Teufel"'), B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der
Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 175 (' Sicher ist dieses Wort in einer Anzahl von Redensarten,
wie va ?r£s arbv dve/j.0, aye ffrbv &ve/j.o (Arachoba. Kallipolis), ganz gleichbedeutend mit

4 G. Scherrer Verzeichniss der Handschriften der Stiftsbibliothek von St. Gallen Halle
J875 P- 331 ff- cod- 9!3-

6 On this point there has been divergence of opinion. J. C. H. Biichler SG. 913.
Vocabularius St. Galliauch Worterbuchdesheil. Gallusausdem8.Jahrhundert~Ru\or\.i&f>()
transcribes p. 36 turpines zui and comments p. 81 turbines, turpines, zui? R. Henning Uber
die sanctgallischen Sprachdenkmaler Strassburg 1874 transcribes p. 18, 232 turpines zui and
conjectures p. 57 zui[rbila] 'well eine friihere Handschrift hier am Rande beschadigt war.'
E. Steinmeyer — E. Sievers Die althochdeutschen Glossen Berlin 1895 transcribe iii. 4, 41
Turpines zui, adding the note ' Henning ergdnzte zu zuirbila; mir wenig ivahrscheinlich.'

JL contra]. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 203:
'A remarkable gloss in the old Cod. sangall. 913, p. 193, has " turbines = ziu" (we have
no business to write zui), which may mean the storm of war, the Mars trux, saevus, or
possibly the literal whirlwind, on which mythical names are sometimes bestowed ; so it is
either Zio himself, or a synonymous female personification Ziu, bearing the same relation
to Zio as diu (ancilla) to dio (servus).' Id. ib. i. 285 n. i, a propos of the story that the head
of John the Baptist, when Herodias would have covered it with tears and kisses, blew
hard at her and whirled her off into empty space (Reinardus Vulpes (c. 1150 A.D., ed.
F. J. Mone Stuttgart — Tubingen 1832) i. 1153 f. oscula captantem caput aufugit atque
resufflat, | ilia per impluvium turbine flantis abit) : ' This reference to the turbo (the
whirlwind of his blast), looks mythical and of high antiquity. Not only did Ziu or Zio,
once a deity, become with the Christians a name for the whirlwind, p. 203... but to this
day such a wind is accounted for in Lower Saxony (about Celle) by the dancing Herodias
whirling about in the air.' Id. ib. 1883 ii. 632: 'The OHG. ziu, turbines, we have traced
to Zio, pp. 203. 285.'

Dr B. F. C. Atkinson kindly consulted on my behalf Dr A. Fah, the librarian of
Saint-Gall, who reports (Nov. i, 1928): 'In Cod. Ms. 913 p. 193 lautet die Glosse ganz
deutlich zui nicht ziu.'
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out1—be connected with *Ziu or *Zio the early Germanic sky-
god2, and presumably implies that Ziu in popular fancy took shape
as the whirling wind-storm—a perfect parallel to the case of Zeus.

§ 8. Zeus and the Dew.

(a) The Arrhephoroi.
Like most atmospheric phaenomena, dew had for the Greeks

a certain sanctity. The wide-spread belief that, if gathered on the
first of May (May Day) or the twenty-fourth of June (Midsummer
Day), it beautifies or cures the human body, makes the cattle yield
more milk and butter, multiplies the hay, etc.3, will serve to explain
a somewhat mysterious Athenian rite known as the Arrhephoria*.
The fullest account of this rite is given by Pausanias5, who after
discoursing on the Erechtheion at Athens continues:

'What surprised me very much, but is not generally known, I will describe as
it takes place. Two maidens dwell not far from the temple of the Polias: the
Athenians call them Arrephoroi. These are lodged for a time with the goddess;
but when the festival comes round they perform the following ceremony by night.
They put on their heads the things which the priestess of Athena gives them to
carry, but what it is she gives is known neither to her who gives nor to them who
carry. Now there is in the city an enclosure not far from the sanctuary of
Aphrodite called Aphrodite in the Gardens, and there is a natural underground
descent through it. Down this way the maidens go. Below they leave their
burdens, and getting something else, which is wrapt up, they bring it back.
These maidens are then discharged, and others are brought to the Acropolis in
their stead.'

Now the Arrhephoria took place in the month Skirophorion6,
which corresponds roughly with our June-July. Moreover, there
can be little doubt7 that the name Arrhephoroi means the 'Dew-

1 See the preceding note. 2 Supra ii. 50 ff.
3 J. Brand—Sir H. Ellis Popular Antiquities of Great Britain London 1849 *• 2I^ f->

W. Henderson Folk-lore of the Northern Counties London 1879 PP- ^5> J99 f-» J- Grimm
Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 786 (cp. ib. 1883 iii. 1073,
1888 iv. 1533, 1624), W. Mannhardt Wald- und Feldkulte'*' Berlin 1904 i. 384, 390, 1905
ii. 312, P. Se"billot Le Folk-lore deFrance Paris 1904 i. 94 f., 1906 iii. 84f., 476 f., 479, 490,
Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art ii. 54 (Isle of Man), 67 (Northumberland), 127
(South Slavonia), ib?: Adonis Attis Osiris3 i. 246 f. (Abruzzi), 248 (Spain, Normandy,
Perigord), ib?: Balder the Beautiful i. 208 n. i (Spain, Normandy, Perigord, Abruzzi),
ii- 74 (South Slavonia).

For similar usages at the Parilia (April 21) and on St George's Day (April 23) see
Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art ii. 327 (Ov. fast. 4. 778), 333 (White Russia,
Little Russia, Bulgaria), 335 (Bukowina, Galicia), 339 (Bulgaria).

4 A. E. Crawley in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1911
iv. 700 a—701 a.

5 Paus. i. 27. 3 trans. Sir J. G. Frazer.
6 Et mag. p. 149, 13 f.
7 Some have regarded ' Apprj<f>opta as a clipped form of'Apprjro<f>opia (so schol. Aristoph.

Lys. 642, Hesych. and Souid. s.v, 'A.ppTj<j>opla, et. mag. p. 149, 15, Bekker anecd. i. 446,
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bearers.' Inscriptions show that the earlier form of the word was
Errhephoroi or Ersephdroi rather than Arrhephoroi^ and that the
cognate verb was errhephorein far more often than arrhephoretn*.
This enables us to derive the terms in question from trse or herse,
'dew.' And conformably with this derivation the ancient gram-
marians state, on the authority of Istros of Kyrene (c. 200 B.C.),
that the Ersephoria was a procession for Jirse or Herse, the daughter
of Kekrops2, while Moiris the Atticist (c. 200 A.D.) expressly declares
that the Errhephoroi are 'those who bear dew for Erse, one of
Kekrops' daughters3.'

But, if the business of the Arrhephdroi was only to carry dew,
why did the Greeks make such a song about it? At Athens four
girls of noble birth were elected by show of hands. Of these four
two were chosen to start the weaving of Athena's peplos. Their own
garments were white, and any gold worn by them ipso facto became
the property of the goddess4. The final selection of the girls was
made by the 'king5,' who is known to have had special responsi-
bilities in connexion with the mysteries6. Once appointed, these

28 f., Favorin. lex. p. 287, 53 f., and even L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etym. i. 266). But
this is a piece of false etymology, perhaps occasioned by the fact that the Qefffjuxpbpia in
Pyanopsion were called also ~2,Kipo<j>(>pia. (schol. Loukian. dial. mer. 2. i p. 275 f. Rabe)
and 'Appi)TO<f>6pia (Clem. Al. protr. 2. 17. i p. 14, 4 ff. Stahlin): see Mommsen Feste d.
Stadt Athen p. 510 n. i, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 34 n. 2.

Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 872 f. held that appri<j>6poi. meant' basket-bearers,' the first part
of their name being connected with the root of appixos, ' basket.' This view too has found
defenders, e.g. F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 551. But it is
altogether too hypothetical.

Miss J. E. Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. xxxiv derived the name from Hp<rri, in
the sense of a 'young animal,' and compared the use of dp6ffoi in Aisch. Ag. 141. But
later, in her Proleg. Gk. Rel.1 p. 122 n. 2, she abandoned this ingenious suggestion and
ib.2 p. 131 speaks of ' the Arrephoria or Arretophoria'...' The Arretophoria or Arrephoria.'
See also her Themis* p. 266.

Personally, I see no sufficient reason for discrediting the explicit statements of Istros,
Moiris, etc.

1 K. Meisterhans Grammatikder attischen Inschriften* Berlin 1900 p. 15 n. 67, Gruppe
Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 34 n. 2, F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
vi. 550.

2 Istr.yra^. 17 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 420 Miiller) ap. schol. Aristoph. Lys. 642. The same
thing is said, without a mention of Istros, by Hesych. and Souid. s.v. 'Appyfapla, et. mag.
p. 149, 15 ff., Favorin. lex. p. 287, 52 f.

3 Moir. 141 p. 104 Pierson 'fippif)<p6poi, 'Arri/oDj, al TTJV SpfxTov fapovaai T^"Epa"g' ffra
i\v (ila r(av 'KeKpoirlduv.

4 Deinarch. KO.TCI. TlvOtovJrag. 4 (Orat. Attic, ii. 328a Baiter—Sauppe) ap. Harpokr.
s.v. &ppri(t>opeiv = Souid. s.v. dppi)vo(f>op€iv (G. Bernhardy cj. appT}<f>opelv) = Bekker anecd. i.
446, 18 ff. = et. mag. p. 149, 18 ff

5 Souid. s.v. ^TTic&^aTo- KartXfj-ev, ^e\^|aro. Iffn 5' 'ArTiK6i>. 6 jScwiXeuj ^?r«6^aTO
appyfapovs. olov, Ka/rfKe^ev, l££\l£aro. HXdruv Iv N6/tois (Plat. /egg. 947 c. J. Pierson
wrongly supposed an allusion to Platon the comedian lv T8-/i(rois)=et. mag. p. 362, 38 f.

6 Aristot. 'A0. iroX. 57. i, Harpokr. s.v. ^Tri^eX^r^j TUV fJiv<rT-ripluv (Dem. in Mid. 171)*
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little maids, who were mere children from seven to eleven years of
age1, enjoyed sundry peculiar privileges. They were housed near the
Erechtheion2. They had a tennis-court (sphairistra) on the Akropolis,
which could boast a bronze figure of Isokrates as a boy on horse-
back3. And they were fed on cakes that were specially 'risen'
(andstatoi)*—possibly5 in view of the Arrhephoria, that great ritual
for the proper performance of which they had been set apart. Again,
an Athenian inscription of Hellenistic date (c. 137/6 B.C.) tells how
a certain priest of Asklepios and Hygieia gave his own daughter to
serve as Arrhephoros at the Epidauria6, which had by that time
become a recognised part of the Eleusinian mysteries7. Finally, an
Aeolic inscription from Mytilene, referred to s. iii A.D., commemo-
rates Aurelia Artemisia as 'priestess of the goddesses Etephilai (that
is, Demeter and Persephone8) and Karissai9 and Ersophoros of the
most holy mysteries10.'

1 Et. mag. p. 149, 19 f. rtffffapes de iralSes t-xfiporovovvro KOLT etiy&eiav dppi)tp6poi dirb
h&v fTTToL (dxp1* tvdeKa, cp. Aristoph. Lys. 641 f. en-rot /xev eVi? yeyuxr' etidbs T)ppr)<p6pow • \
elr' dXerpls rj debris ofara rdpzyytn.

2 Paus. I. 27. 3 irapdevoi 5tfo roO vaov rfjs IloXidSos otKovaiv oft icbppu, KaXovffi 8£
'Adrjvaioi <r<f>as dppri<t>6povs' avrai \pi>vov jiieV TWO, Siairav fyovai irapa rrj Qe$, K.T.\.
(supra p. 165).

3 Plout. v. dec. oral. 4 Isocr. 839 c.
4 Athen. 114 A—B rbv dvdffrarov (so J. Pierson for vaarbv cod. P. ed. V. vdffrov edd.

Basil. L.) KoXoti/Atvov, 5s TO?S dpprj<f>6pois yiverai, cp. Souid. s.v. dvdffTaroi, Hesych. s.v.
avdffTCLToi, Paus. Gramm. frag. 94 Schwabe ap. Eustath. in II. p. 1165, 10 f., Favorin.
lex. p. 384, 33 f.

5 Leaven is symbolic of rapid growth in Matthew 13. 33 = Luke 13. 20 f. More often
it is regarded as a type of corruption and therefore forbidden in ritual (e.g. Gell. 10. 15.
19 farinam fermento inbutam adtingere ei (sc. flamini Diali) fas non est). See C. F. Kent
in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1914 vii. 889 a—890 a.
But O. Broneer in Hesperia 1935 iv. 128 cp. Poll. 6. 73 6 yap opOoffTdTys lepov aprov TI
etSos and perhaps rightly assumes that such cakes were of phallic shape.

6 Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i Add. no. 453^, 13 f.=Jnscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 974,
18 f. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 687, 18 f. £5wce §£ Kal rty eavrov 0vyar[tpa

els TO\ | 'ETTtSatfpia dppyQopovffav K.T.\.
7 O. Kern in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 45 f.
8 Hesych. 'Erat^X?;- (so W. R. Paton for 'Er<u..- <f>[\r). cod.) 17 Ilepcre^6vr]. F. Hiller

von Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 712: ' Die 'E-nj^Xeu waren also
Demeter und Kore. Sicherlich bezeichnet sie der Name als freundliche Gottinnen, wie
EfyieHSej u. a. wohlbekannte. Dies wird auch in dem ersten Namenselement enthalten
sein, das zu ?rat Angehorige (vgl. J. Schmidt bei L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etymol. I 374
oben) zu stellen ist; sie beschiitzen also die Sippschaft. Wenn die Form 'Erot^iX^ bei
Hesych. neben dem inschriftlichen 'E-n/^Xa richtig ist, haben wir eine Parallele zu den
gleichzeitig auf Thera vorkommenden Personennamen Uparai- und npar^-yu^^s.'

9 C. H. Oldfather in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1950.
10 F. Bechtel in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. i. 92 no. 232, 3 f. = Inscr. Gr. ins.

ii no. 255, 3 f. Upea,(v) TO.V Otav 'Er^^fXai' /ecu Ka\pL<rffai> Kal €p(o)6<popov T(&)V dyiuTaruiv

Hv(ffT)apiuv. The inscription, which is throughout ill-spelt, actually reads ET 14*1 A AN
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To understand these honours and prerogatives we must, I think,
bear in mind the general similarity subsisting between the Thesmo-
phoriaand the Arrhephoria. The latter, like the former, appears to have
been a ceremony intended to promote fertility1. In theThesmophoria
we have the worship of Demeter and Kore, the two Thesmophoro*.
The Arrhephoros at Eleusis3 and the Ersophoros at Mytilene4 were
at least connected with the cult of the same pair of deities. An
Athenian inscription of Roman date commemorates 'Aristokles'
daughter, who served as Errhephdros for Demeter and Kore5.' Seats
in the theatre at Athens were in imperial times reserved for two
Hersephdroi of Ge Themis (fig. 72)6 and, immediately behind them,

efcH4 r>fo»( B HI 0 (/ni ̂  o c
Fig. 72.

a- OrdoVI. 3 c

F'g- 73-

for two Hersephdroi of Eilithyia at Agrai (fig. 73)7. It would seem,
therefore, that Dew-bearers stood in some relation to Mother Earth;
and it is probable that they were regarded as fertilising agents.
This squares with the fact that their rite took place near the
sanctuary of Aphrodite in the Gardens8. The Thesmophoria too

1 Harrison Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath. p. xxxiv ff., ead. Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 131 ff., ead.
Themis pp. 266, 275, Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 510.

2 Aristoph. thesm. 83, 282, 295 f., 1156, 1230.
3 Supra p. 167, n. 6 f.
4 Supra p. 167, n. 10.
5 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 919 [T^V dewa] 'ApurroK\£ov ippi)<popji<ra<rav Aijyin/vpt KM

K6prji. W. Larfeld Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. I. 304 says:
'in Form einer W[eihung] an Demeter und Kore.' But, for the dative, cp. Moir. 141
p. 104 Pierson (supra p. 166, n. 3).

6 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 318 (with facsimile on pi. i = my fig. 72) epo-jy^opois |3'
\T]ijs QfyiSos in late careless script, W. Larfeld op. cit. ii. i. 266 pi. i.

7 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 319 (with facsimile on pi. i = my fig. 73) ep<rr)(p6pois ft'
Ei\i6ula[s] tv"A7/>eu[s] in late careless script, W. Larfeld op. cit. ii. i. 266 pi. i.

8 Supra p. 165. The precise route followed by the Arrhephdroi is a matter for con-
jecture. If they lived 'not far from the temple of the Polias' and 'lodged for a time with
the goddess' (Paus. i. 27. 3), we may assume that their official quarters were in or near
the Pandroseion. On the occasion of the Arrhephoria they may, no doubt, have quitted
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the Akropolis by way of the Propylaia and the western slope (A. Mommsen Heortologie
Leipzig 1864 p. 447—an idea tacitly dropped by the same writer in his Feste d. Stadt
Athen p. 509). But, in view of the close connexion between Aglauros, Pandrosos, and
Herse (infra § 8 (b)), it is highly probable that the Arrheph6roi went vid the Aglaurion.
If so, their most direct and also most secluded exit would have been, not the poros-
walled stairway in an angle of the north wall -200 ft west of the north porch of the Erech-
theion (J. H. Middleton Plans and Drawings of Athenian Buildings London 1900 pi. i
no. 38), as has been maintained by various critics (W. Dorpfeld in the Ath, Mitth. 1887
xii. 59 pi. i, H. G. Lolling 'Hellenische Landeskunde und Topographic' in I. Miiller's
Geographie und politische Geschickte des klassischen Altertums Nordlingen 1889 p. 351,
Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. 163), but the stairway of later construction which led
(by means of a hanging ladder?) right down into the cave at a point some 50 ft east of
the /<?r0.r-stairway (J. H. Middleton op. cit. pi. i no. 42), as is urged by P. Kabbadias
in the 'E</>. 'A/o^. 1897 p. 26 ff., M. L. D'Ooge (The Acropolis of Athens New York 1908
pp. 10, 297 with plan 7), and O. Broneer in Hesperia 1932 i. 51 f., 1935 iv. 129 with
figs. 14 and 15. C. Belger 'Der Abstiegsweg der Arrhephoren, der Aufstieg der Perser'
in the Berl. philol. Woch. Sept. 25, 1897 pp. 1212—1214 (followed by W. Judeich
Topographic von Athen Miinchen 1905 p. 170 n. 4) is non-committal: ' Wir konnen also
mit unseren Mitteln nicht konstatieren, welchen Weg die Arrhephoren wirklich gingen.'

Equally beset with uncertainties is the other end of their journey. Their destination,
according to Paus. i. 27. 3, was irepi^o\os ev rfj TroXei rrjs KaXovfj.e'vrjs ev K^irois 'A<f>poSirr)s
ou iroppta. But Plin. nat. hist. 36. 16 (probably copying Varro, [? who copied Pasiteles (born
c. 108 B.C.),] who copied Antigonos of Karystos (born c. 295 B.C.), who copied Douris of
Samos (born c. 340 B.C.) : see E. Sellers The Elder Pliny's Chapters on the History of
Art London 1896 p. xlii f.) describes the same Aphrodite as being outside the city-wall:
he speaks of Alkamenes ' cuius sunt opera Athenis complura in aedibus sacris praecla-
rumque Veneris extra muros, quae appellatur'A<f>po5iTrj ev Kyirois. huic summam manum
ipse Phidias inposuisse dicitur.' The discrepancy between ev rrj ir6\ei and extra muros
was explained by C. Wachsmuth Die Stadt Athen im Alterthtim Leipzig 1874 i. 228 f.,
who pointed out that in the time of Pausanias the brick wall of Athens (Vitr. 2. 8. 9) had
been cleared away to make room for the Hadrianic town (the novae Athenae of Corp.
inscr. Lat. iii no. 549 = Orelli Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 511 = Dessau Inscr. Lot. sel. no. 337,
cp. Ael. Spart. v. Hadrian. 20. 4 multas civitates Hadrianopolis appellavit, ut ipsam Kartha-
ginem et Athenarum partem, Phlegon frag. 21 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 607 Miiller) ap. Steph.
Byz. s.v. 'OXv/m-Trleiov• rbiros ev AvyXy, 8i> Krlffavres ' KOyvaioi xPfnfJ-afflv 'ASpiavov vea.s
'KOrivas 'Adpiavas e/ca\e<rcw, us QXtyuv ev 'OXvpiriaduv TrevTeKCudeKaTtp). The precinct, on
this showing, adjoined the garden-quarter on the right bank of the Ilissos (H. Hitzig and
H. Bliimner on Paus. i. 19. 2), and somewhere in that neighbourhood must have been the
natural underground descent, through which the girls went to leave their burdens and
bring back something wrapt up (Paus. i. 27. 3 KO.I di avrov (sc. rov irepij36\ov) icdffoSos
viroycuos ai/To/Mrr/- TOJJTQ Karlao-tv ai Trap6evoi. KO.TU p-e'v 5r? T& (f>epo/J.eva \elirovvtv,
\afiovo-ai Se &\\o TI Ko/tufowti' eyiceKa.\v/j./dvov). The actual chasm or fissure has not yet
been located. But E. A. Gardner Ancient Athens London 1902 p. 251 n. i throws out an
interesting suggestion: 'It seems probable that the shrine in question may have been that
of earth (Ge Olympia), and the cleft may be the same one by which the waters of
Deucalion's deluge were said to have disappeared' (Paus. i. 18. 7 (trri 5e dpxo-Ta ev T£
irepijSo'Xy Zei)s xa^-K°vs Ka^ vao* Kpofon Kal 'P^oj nal rfyevos Fijs (so J. A. Letronne for TTJV
codd. E. Clavier cj. 777$ rty, W. M. Leake cj. rrjs T^s) €TriK\i)ffiv '0\vfji.irlas. tvravOa
Sffov es irijxyv rd H6a<f>os Si^ffTijKe, KO.I \e-yovffi fiera rr)i> eirofji.j3piav rrjv tiri AevKa\i<avos
<rv/j.j3G,ffa.v inroppvyvai T<L{IT$ TO Sdup, e<r{3a.\\ovcri re 4s avro dva irav ^roj aX^tra irvp(av fjL€\iri
fjii^avres (I. Bekker, followed by H. C. Schubart and H. Hitzig—H. Bliimner, cj.
Ha&VTes cp. 5. 15. 10, 9. 39. ir)) .

Recently O. Broneer of the American School at Athens has found on the N. slope of
the Akropolis, E. of the Erechtheion, ' directly below the point where the Acropolis wall
makes the obtuse angle at which are the traces of the Mycenaean postern gate,,' a small
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sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite attested by numerous niches in the rock and two rock-
cut inscriptions dating from the middle of s. V B.C. (Hesperia 1932 i. 31—55 with figs.
i—17, of which fig. 2 gives aground-plan and figs. loand n facsimiles of the inscriptions
on rock B: (i) TOL "E/oori he eoprt \ [r^erpadi Ai<TTa/j.fr[o] \ ~M.ovix<-ov[o]s jj,ev[6s] and (2)
'A^>poS[i]T[ei]). Adjoining the sanctuary, on the west was a small area (Z) which yielded
a Hellenistic relief of Eros; on the east, a cave in which were found a small votive shield
of painted stone and fragments of undecorated shields in terra cotta, also the figurine of a
sleeping babe. North-east of the cave was a space dotted with small stuccoed altars (?) of
various shapes (a—IT), oval, rectangular, triangular, or like a low wall, poorly built and
resting on loose earth. These had carried small stones (phalloif) set upright in mortar—
one was still in situ—and, further east, close to another group of niches (N) was a phaltts
of island marble (id. ib. 1933 ii. 329—417 with pi. xi (extended plan) and figs. I—91, of
which figs. 9, 14, i8 = my fig. 740, b, c, id. ib. 1935 iv. 109—188 with pi. i ( = my pi. xxi)
and figs, i—77, of which figs. 8 and 9 show the 'altars.' See further infra § 9 (h) ii (6)

Fig. 74.

sub fin.}. It is highly probable that the relief-frieze with a procession of Erotes, c. 350—
300 B.C. (Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. p. 453 ff. nos. 1451, 1452 pi. 102), and the relief
of a draped woman, with a child, sitting on a rock with a cave in it (National Museum
no- 3257) came from the same sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite (O. Broneer loc. cit. 1935
iv. 143 ff. no. 17 figs. 33—35 and 36).

As to the bearing of these finds on the Arrhephoria, Broneer loc. cit. i. 52 (cp. iv. 126)
writes: ' The whole action of the ceremony becomes clear if we admit that the sanctuary
just discovered is the peribolos mentioned by Pausanias. Below the underground stairs to
the Aglaurion a modern path leads eastward to the new sanctuary, and it is reasonable to
suppose that the same path may have existed in ancient times, connecting with the rock-
cut irepliraros below. The immense chasm, through which the descent from the Acropolis
began, might well have lent color to Pausanias' weird description of the place. The only
inaccuracy which remains is the impression which the Greek text gives that the subterranean
passage and the sanctuary are immediately contiguous, while actually one must first pass
through the one and thence by a short path reach the other3 (3Doubtless the passage in
the sanctuary itself was somehow used in the ceremony; but until we know how it con-
nected with the cave to the east it is unsafe to make any definite statement about it). It
can hardly be a coincidence that a sanctuary of Aphrodite which fits so well the account
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in Pausanias should be found close to the place where we would naturally expect the
Arrephoroi to have descended. We can only conclude that there were two sanctuaries of
Aphrodite ev Kyirois, a more ancient one, which we have just discovered on the Acropolis
slope, and a later one, with a temple containing the famous statue of Alkamenes, near the
Ilissus.' Broneer ib. p. 53 f. adds: 'The objection will naturally be raised that the text of
Pausanias does not admit of such an interpretation.' He replies that most probably
' Pausanias himself confused the two sanctuaries.' Vix liquet.

Aphrodite fr Kijirots is seldom mentioned by the classical authors. But an inscription
of c. 420—417 B.C. informs us that during the years 426/5—423/2 the expenses of the
Peloponnesian War were in part met by money borrowed from her temple-treasury at a
nominal rate of interest—^^th of a drachme per mnd per day (Corp. inscr. Att. i no.
273 f, 12 f. = Michel Recueil cf Inscr. gr. no. 561, 78 = Roberts—Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii.

299 ff. no. 109, 78 ['A0/>o5£]Ti7S iv K^Vois TTPHPAAPL TOKOS rotrov P|-|[hHh

1 1 I I I C ], cp. W. Larfeld Handbuch dergriechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. i. 44).

Near her temple stood a square herm of Aphrodite, which bore an inscription stating that
Aphrodite Qiipavla was the eldest of the Moirai (Paus. i. 19. 2, cp. Loukian. dial,
mer. 7. i rr/ Ovpaviq, de rrj tv TLtfirois 5d/j.a\u>): some notion of this herm may be had
from the Dareios-/£nz#r (supra ii. 854 pi. xxxviii).

Of Alkamenes' masterpiece we know practically nothing (Plin. nat. hist. 36. 16, Paus.
i. 19. 2, Loukian. imagg. 4, 6). Sundry critics have somewhat carelessly assumed that it
was none other than the herm just mentioned (J. Sillig Catalogus Artificum Dresdae et
Lipsiae 1827 p. 31, H. Brunn Geschichte der griechischen Kunstler Stuttgart 1857 i. 235,
H. Hitzig—H. Blumner on Paus. i. 19. 2). The ablest defence of this view is that put
up by A. Trendelenburg in the fahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1908 xxiii Arch. Anz.
pp. 514—520 (Am. Journ. Arch. 1909 xiii. 494, A. de Ridder in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1910
xxiii. 192, A. J. Reinach ib. p. 321), who cp. the herm from Pergamon inscribed in
lettering of s. ii A.D. e/5ij<rets ' A\Ka/j.£veos | Trept/caXXes &ya\fjia. \"&pfj.av -rbv irpb irvKwv \
elaaro Hepydpios. \ \ yvuffi aavrbv (bibliography in Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople ii.
234 ff. no. 527 fig. and in C. Picard La sculpture antique Paris 1926 ii. 57). But a half-
length herm of Aphrodite (Loukian. imagg. 6 implies arms and hands) dating from the
fifth century would be hard to parallel (? cp. Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, pi. 63415 fig. 1386 c =
Reinach Rip. Stat. i. 347 no. 4 a herm in the Villa Albani on which see J. J. Bernoulli
Aphrodite Leipzig 1873 p. 7). Others have sought to recover the aspect of the lost statue
from the Aphrodite of Melos (Sir C. Walston (Waldstein) Alcamenes and the establishment
of the classical type in Greek art Cambridge 1926 p. 211 'I am inclined to think it not im-
probable that the sculptor of the Aphrodite of Melos was inspired by the Aphrodite in the
Gardens of Alcamenes'), or with more probability from the type of Aphrodite leaning,
sometimes on an archaistic effigy of herself (A. Milchhofer in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch.
arch. Inst. 1892 vii. 208 n. 9, E. Reisch in \hzfahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1898 i. 77f.:
e.g. Ant. Skulpt. Berlin p. 226 f. no. 586 fig.), sometimes on a pillar with a tree in the
background (H. Schrader Phidias Frankfurt am Main 1924 pp. 205—210 with fig. 189 =
Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. no. 1601 pi. 165, S. Wide in the 'E<£. 'Apx- 1910 p. 52 no. 13,
an inscribed votive relief from Daphni on the road between Athens and Eleusis), or
again—and this is the most frequent contention—from the type best represented by the
Aphrodite of Frejus (?) (Mrs L. M. Mitchell A History of Ancient Sculpture London 1883
p. 320, S. Reinach Manuel de philologie classique Paris 1884 ii. 94, id. in the Gazette des
Beaux-Arts 1896 ii. 326—328 = ̂ . Monuments nouveaux de Fart antique Paris 1924 i.
258—260 ('Je pense que ce motif a etc cree par Alcamene, rajeuni par Praxitele et repris
de nouveau par Arcesilas'), A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 412 f., id. in the
fahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1888 iii. 212, id. Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, pp. 19 ft,
82, 275 n. 10, E. von Mach A Handbook of Greek and Roman Sculpture Boston 1905
p. i2i f. pi. 108, H. Bulle Der schb'ne Mensch im Altertum'2 Miinchen und Leipzig 1912
pp. 263 ff., 682 f. pi. 124. Other examples of the type are collected and discussed by
J. J. Bernoulli Aphrodite Leipzig 1873 pp. 86—98 ('Der Typus der ungegiirteten, ihren
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probably included a visit to the goddesses of Cape Kolias, that is,
to Aphrodite and the Genetyllides1. Aphrodite in particular was the
maker of morning dew2; and her altar (figs. 84, 85)3 on Mount

Mantel liiftenden Aphrodite'), S. Reinach 'La Venus drapee au Musee du Louvre' in the
Gaz. Arch. 1887 xii. 250—262, 271—285 pi. 30, A. Conze 'Zur sogenannten Venus
Genetrix' in the Ath. Mitth, 1889 xiv. 199—204 pi. 4, Miss C. G. Harcum 'A statue of
the type called the Venus Genetrix in the Royal Ontario Museum' in the Am.Journ. Arch.
1927 xxxi. 141—152 pi. 7 figs, i—4).

Equally persistent, and hardly more encouraging, have been the attempts made to
discover representations of the Arrhephdroi. Many have identified them with the two
stool-bearing girls on the eastern frieze of the Parthenon (supra ii. H35f. pi. xliv. So
J. Stuart—N. Revett The Antiquities of Athens London 1787 ii. i2f . with ch. i pi. 24
('The young figures are the two Arrephorce, or Canephorre,' etc.), C. O. Miiller Minervae
Poliadis sacra et aedem in arce Athenarum...Gottinga.e 1820 p. 14 ('Puellae sunt erse-
phoroe..., matrona sacerdos Poliadis'), E. Beule L'Acropole tfAthenes Paris 1854 ii. 142
('la grande pretresse re9oit des deux vierges Errhephores les objets mysterieux' etc.),
E. Petersen Die Kunst des Pheidias am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin 1873 p. 304 f.
('Wo finden wir dennimathenischen Cultus iiberhaupt und speciell indemjenigen Athenas,
an welchen hier jeder zu denken gehalten ist, halberwachsene Madchen, wie die beiden
Stuhltragerinnen offenbar sind, die bei hohem Feste eine so bevorzugte Rolle spielen
konnten? Es giebt keine ausser den Arrephoren. Auf diese aber passt alles;' etc.),
Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 211 n. o ('Die beiden Errhephoren sind vielleicht auf dem
Ostfries des Parthenon dargestellt'). See further A. Michaelis Der Parthenon Leipzig 1871
p. 264). Others have seen them in the processional figures of the olive-tree pediment
(T. Wiegand Die archaische Poros-Architektur der Akropolis zu Athen Cassel and Leipzig
1904 p. 197 ff. col. pi. 14, G. Dickins Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum Cambridge 1912
i. 69ff. fig., E. Buschor 'Der Oelbaumgiebel' in the Ath. Mitth. 1922 xlvii. 81 ff. pi. 6.
So J. E. Harrison Primitive Athens as described by Thucydides Cambridge 1906 p. 56 f.
fig. 20 ('We think instinctively of the Arrephoroi'), E. Petersen Die Burgtempel der
Athenaia Berlin 1907 p. 21 ff. fig. 2 (ib. p. 27 'die zwei gleich gekleideten, nicht gleich
geschmtickten Madchen mogen wir Kanephoren nennen, oder aber wegen ihrer Kleinheit
und unentwickelten Formen lieber Errephoren'), G. W. Elderkin Problems in Peridean
Buildings Princeton 1912 p. i3f. (agrees with Petersen)). Others again have recognised
them in the Caryatids of the Erechtheion (E. Beule UAcropole d'Athenes Paris 1854^
254 ('Sont-ce les vierges errhephores... ? Leurs tetes portent-elles le fardeau de 1'architrave
en reminiscence du fardeau mysterieux que leur confiait la grande pretresse ? Tout me le
ferait croire,' etc.), G. W. Elderkin Problems in Peridean Buildings Princeton 1912
p. 14 ff. ('The interpretation of the Caryatids as Arrephoroi is confirmed by a scene (Fig. 5)
on an archaic amphora' (sc. a Boeotian relief-vase from Thebes, now in a private English
collection, published in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1898 xxii. 458 ff. figs. 8—10 pis. 6 and 6 bis
by A. de Ridder, who ib. p. 468f. cp. 'les canephores, et peut-etre les arrhephores')),
H. N. Fowler in J. M. Paton The Erechtheum Cambridge, Massachusetts 1927 p. 235
n. o (non-committal)).

Personally, I suspect that the Arrhephoroi in attendance on Athena were an extremely
ancient institution, dating back to 'Minoan' times and comparable with the two hand-
maidens of the 'Minoan' goddess (Sir A. J. Evans in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv.
n—14 figs. 11—15).

1 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 319^ On Genetyllis and the Genetyllides in
relation to Aphrodite see W. H. Roscher in his Lex. Myth. ii. 1269—1273, O. Jessen in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. H5of., Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 377, 513, Gilbert
Gr. GotterL p. 394, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1356 n. 6.

2 Pervig. Ven. 15 ff. ipsa roris lucidi, [ noctis aura quem relinquit, spargit umentis
aquas. | gutta praeceps orbe parvo sustinet casus suos, | et micant lacrimae trementes de
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caduco pondere (so F. Blicheler, transposing lines 17 and 18, and retaining et codd., for which
E. C. F. Schulze, followed by E. Bahrens, cj. en, while O. Miiller, followed by
T. W. Mackail, cj. emicanf). \ ... umor ille, quern serenis astra rorant noctibus, | mane
virgines (so J. Lipsius, followed by J. W. Mackail, for virgineas codd.) papillas solvit
umenti peplo. Cp. what is said of the planet Venus in Auson. append. 2. l y f . Evelyn
White (p. 410 Peiper) ros unus, color unus, et uuutn mane duorum; | sideris et floris nam
domina una Venus.

A late red-figured hydria from Euboia (Collignon—Couve Cat, Vases d"Athenes p. 589
no. 1852, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 635 fig. 170 (from a sketch by Mrs Hugh Stewart))
shows Eros watering slender flowers that spring from the ground. A female figure with
bare breast (Aphrodite?) directs his efforts. On the left sits a young man with a thyrsos.
On the right stands a young woman with a tympanon. Apparently Aphrodite and Eros
are gardening with a Dionysiac entourage.

Differently conceived but somewhat similar in effect is the design found on a bronze
medallion of Faustina Junior (Brit. Mus. Cat. Medallions p. 16 no. 2 pi. 24, i ('Venus

Fig- 75- Fig. 76. Fig. 77.

Genetrix?...in a garden') = Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 40 no. 13 pi. 68, i ('Venere') = my
fig. 75. The specimen has been retouched). Venus, half-draped, stands to the front, her
right hand raised to hold a small tree, which rises from (behind ?) a base. On the left of her
two Cupids are playing, on the right four more, one of whom leans over the battlements
of a wall or tower. Above it appear other trees. The scene recurs with some variations
on a bronze medallion of Lucilla, daughter of Faustina lunior (Frohner Med. emp. rom.
p. 95f. fig. ( = my fig. 76) (' Venus dans unjardin'), Gnecchitf/. cit. ii. 51 no. n pi. 76, 8
( = my fig. 77) Bologna ('Donna...in un giardino')). A girl is added, filling her pitcher
from a stream in the foreground. These medallions are probably time-serving attempts to
identify first Faustina and then her daughter with Venus. Faustina at least was actually
worshipped along with her husband M. Aurelius in the temple of Venus and the Dea Roma
(Dion Cass. 71. 31 r<$ 8£ Mdpfcy /cat rj; QavffTivri e\l>r)<f>t<raTO i] j3ovX$? (v re T<£ 'k<f>po5ial<p T<£
re 'Pwfj.al(j> elicbvas apyvpas avareOrjvai Kal /Sw^op idpvBijvai, Kal £ir' atirov ird<ras ras K6pas
ras ev r<jS dtrrei ya/j.ovfj,&as fj.era ruv vv/j.<j>l<i)v 0i$ew), and had coins inscribed VENVS, VENVS
FELIX, VENVS GENETRIX, VENVS VICTRIX Or VENERI AVGVSTAE, VENERI FELICI, VENERI
GENETRICI, VENERI viCTRici (Rasche Lex. Num. iii. 921, Cohen Monn. emp. rom.^ iii.
1546°. nos. 226—283). Here are a few examples: fig. 78 from the Vatttier—Collignon
Sale Catalogue 1922 p. 52 no. 980 pi. 35, fig. 79 from the Bement Sale Catalogue 1924
iii. 59 no. 1066 pi. 39, fig. 80 from Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 39 no. 8 pi. 67, 6, fig. 81
from the Levis Sale Catalogue 1925 p. 40 no. 632 pi. 26, fig. 82 from the Bement Sale
Catalogue 1924 iii. 59 no. 1068 pi. 39, fig. 83 from the Hirsch Sale Catalogue 1908 p. 10
no. 117 pi. 7. Since coins of this sort are apt to reproduce previous art-types (e.g. fig. 78
recalls the Aphrodite of Frejus (?), fig. 83 is an adaptation from the Aphrodite of Capua,
and fig. 80 owes something even to the Zeus of Olympia), I incline to think that the
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Eryx (figs. 86, 87)x was 'covered with dew and fresh grass2'—

medallions representing Venus in the Garden presuppose a Greek fresco of Aphrodite ev
K^Troty. The trees, the river, the wall or tower with battlements would all suit the famous
sanctuary beside the Ilissos.

3 Silver lltraiof Eryx, struck c. 480—413 B.C., have obv. EPVMNON (retrograde)

or ERVI<AirlB (partly retrograde) a female figure (Phierodule) sacrificing, with or

Fig. 78. Fig. 79. Fig. 80.

Fig. 81. Fig. 82.

Fig. 84. Fig. 85.

without a phidle, at a lighted altar; the space behind her is sometimes filled by a floral
pattern: rev. a hound beneath a four-spoked wheel, or ivy-branch, or honeysuckle
ornament, once with volutes in exergue (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Sicily p. 62 nos. 6, 7 with
fig. ( = my fig. 84), 8, 9, G. F. Hill Coins of Ancient Sicily London 1903 p. 90 fig. n,
Weber Cat. Coins i. 274 no. 1305 pi. 50, Naville Sale Catalogue 1923 p. 36 no. 878 pi. 26
( = my fig. 85), Head Hist. num.z p. 138).

1 A denarius struck by C. Considius Nonianus c. 60 B.C. shows obv. c • CONSIDI •
NONIANI [| s • c head of Venus Erycina to right, with ear-ring, stephdne, and wreath;
rev. mountain with fortified gateway, inscribed ERVC, below and tetrastyle temple above
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(T. L. Donaldson Architectura numismatica London 1859 P- n°ff. fig. 32, Babelon
Monn. rtp.rom. i. 375 f. fig., M. Bahrfeldt Nachtrdge undBerichtigungen zur Munzkunde
Wien 1897 p. 87, Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. i. 473 nos. 3830 pi. 47, 21, 3831, 3832,
H. Mattingly Roman Coins London 1928 p. 86 pi. 21, 17, Bement Sale Catalogue 1924
iii. 9 no. 126 pi. 5 ( = niy fig. 86)). Fig. 87 is from a specimen of mine. For the extant
remains of ring-walls and temple-platform see C. Hlilsen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi
604 and especially J. Kromayer ' Eryx' in Klio 1909 ix. 461—477 with map and figs, i—4.

2 This striking expression occurs in the remarkable account of Aphrodite's precinct
included by Ail. de nat. an. 10. 50 dvd irav eros Kal rinepav irdffav flt/oi/crt rfj 0e<£ Kal ol
fTTix&pioi Kal 01 !-evoi. Kal 6 fJ.ev /3wj«.6s virb ry otipavip 6 fteyurTos e<m, iro\\u>v d£ 4w avrov
Ka.6ayifofi.evuv Bv/j-druv 8 de iravvinepios Kal £s VVKTO. ^aVrerat. 'etas 5e inroXauTrei., Kal eKelvos
O&K dvOpaKidv, ov o~iro56v, otix rKUKatruv Tpti<j>rj Sa\wv VTro<j>aivei, Spotrov de dvdir\e(j)s ecrri
Kal ir6as veapas, rfirep ovv dvaQtierai Sffai vtiKTes. TO. ye fj.i)v lepeia fKcurTTis dye\r)s avr6fjLaTa
<j>oiT<? Kal T(f /3w/x<£ irapeffTi)Kev, dyei 8e dpa. ai/rd irpumrj /j.ev ij 0e6s, elra rj dvva/Jiis re Kal 7)
TOV OIJOVTOS f3oii>\Ti(ris. K.T.\. We gather that every morning the open-air altar of the
goddess, despite the numerous burnt-offerings of the previous day, was found—or was

Fig. 86.

Fig. 89.

said to be found—overgrown with dewy verdure. Anent this miracle E. Ciaceri Culti e
miti nella storia dell' antica Sicilia Catania 1911 p. 87 notes the beneficent influence of
dew on Sicilian vegetation and adds: 'Nella divina rugiada si vedeva la protezione della
dea; ed e forse degno di rilievo che sino ai nostri giorni nel popolo di Trapani si e serbata
fede alia brezza notturna; onde si e creduto ch' essa scenda come benedizione del cielo
sugli abiti e vestiti che si espongano all' aria aperta durante lanotte*1) (WPitreBibliot.delle
trad. pop. sic. XII (Palermo 1881) p. 261).'

That Aphrodite "EpvKivr) (Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 281 Eryx [Kct/^Tri^os 'Apta-Tuvo^] |
['A]0/3o5£Tcu 'Ejo(v)/ciV[ot], Diod. 4. 83, Steph. Byz. s.v. "Epi/£, cp. Paus. 8. 24. 6 and
Strab. 272. For Venus Erycina see Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. nos. 939, 3163—3165, De Vit
Onomasticon ii. 756, Carter Epith. dear. p. 101, O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
vi. 562 ft".) was in some sense a goddess of vegetation appears also from the fact that on
litrai of c. 413—400 B.C. she is seated with a dove on her hand and a tree behind her
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Sicily p. 62 f. nos. xof. and 12, G. F. Hill Coins of Ancient Sicily
London 1903 p. 136 pi. 9, 10 ( = my fig. 88), Hunter Cat. Coins i. 181 pi. 13, 8, Weber
Cat. Coins i. 275 nos. 1310 pi. 50, 1312 pi. 50, 1313 pi. 50 (= my fig. 89), McClean Cat.
Coins i. 263 no. 2234 pi. 72, 7, Head Hist, num.? p. 138). Note too the frequency of floral
ornaments, volutes, etc. on the various litrai (e.g. figs. 85, 91). The plant \vxvls, 'rose-
campion,' which flourished on Mt Eryx, was said to have sprung from the bath of
Aphrodite after sleeping with Hephaistos (Amerias piforofJUKov ap. Athen. 681 F: on
Amerias see O. Hoffmann Die Makedonen, ihre Sprache und ihr Volkstum Gottingen
1906 p. 2 ff.).

The dove had a special significance in this cult and was in all probability viewed as an
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embodiment of the goddess (F. Diimmler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2765)—witness
Ail. de nat. an. 4. 2 ev'EpvKi rrjs 2t/ceXtas eoprr) effriv, rjv /caXowrw 'Avaydryia 'J&pvKivol re
avrol icai pevroi Kal Saoi ev rrj 2iKe\ia wavy, i} Si atria, rrjv 'A<J>po5irr)t> \eyov<nv evrevOev e'j
Ai/3tir]v awaipew ev raicrde rais ̂ ju^pats. 5o£dfoi;<ri 5e apa ravra ratirrj reK/jLaip6/j.evoi. irepiarep&v
ir\fj66s eariv evravBa Trd/jtv^eiffTov. OVKOVV al fi.tv otix bp&vrai, \eyovvi Se 'Epv/ctcot rrp> Oebv
dopv(popoti(ras cnreXQeiv Adtppura. y&p '' A<f>po8irr)S irepiarepas elvai q.5ov<ri re eKelvoi. Kal
ireirio~reijKa<ri iravres avOpwiroi. 8ie\6ov(rwv Se rjfjiep&v gvvea. niav fj.£v Sianrptirri TTJV upav etc
ye rov ire\dyovs rov Ko/jiifovros eK rijs Ai^iyi/s bpaadai iffweTofj,evt)v, o^% oiav Kara ras aye\alas
TreXetdSas rds XOITTCIS eTvai, irop^vpav 5£, ucrirep o&> rijv 'A(f>podirriv 6 Tijtos Tjfuv 'AvaKpeuv
g.Sei, Trop<t>vptt)v irov \tywv (frag, i Bergk4, 2 Edmonds, 2 Diehl). /cat xPvff<? ^ et'/caoytevy
<f>aveit] dv, /cat rovrb ye Kara rr)v '0/J.tfpov Oebv TTJV avrr/v, rjv ticeivos dva/xeXTret xpvafjv
(II. 3. 64, 5. 427, 9. 389, 19. 282, 22. 470, 24. 699, Od. 4. 14, 8. 337, 342, 17. 37,19. 54,
h. Aphr. 93). ^irerai dt avrij ruv vepiffrepuv ra vetpri r&v \oiiru>v, Kal eoprij ird\iv '
Kal iravr)yvpi$ ret Kara-yt^-yta, eK rov epyov /cat rovro rb ovo/J,a.

Fig. 91. Fig. 92.

With Aphrodite was associated a youthful consort, presumably Eryx her son by the
local king Boutas (Diod. 4. 23, 83, Hyg.fab. 260, Serv. inVerg.Aen. i. 570, 5. 24, 412,
Steph. Byz. s.v. "Epv%, Myth. Vat. i. 53, 2. 156, cp. schol. vet. Theokr. 15. 101) or by
Poseidon (Apollod. 2. 5. ip, Dion Cass. frag. 4. 2 Bekker, Serv. in Verg. Aen. 5. 24,
interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. i. 570, Myth. Vat. i. 94, i. 107, 2. 156, Tzetz. in Lyk/ Al.
866, 958, 1232), rather than Aineias (Diod. 4. 83, Strab. 608, Cic. in Verr. 2. 4. 72,
Verg. Aen. 5. 759 ff., Fest. p. 340 b 3 ff. Muller, p. 458, 31 ff. Lindsay, Hyg. fab. 260,
cp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 5. 760): see F. Dlimmler loc. cit. A rare litra of c. 413—400 B.C.
shows Aphrodite drawing towards herself a naked youth, whom I take to be Eryx
(H. Riggauer in the Zeitschr.f. Num. 1881 viii. 72 f. pi. i, 2 'Sollten wir hier vielleicht
Eryx zu erblicken haben...oder haben wir hier den Nachklang einer frliheren mytho-
logischen Entwicklungsphase des Eros...?,' Imhoof-Blumer Monn.gr. p. 17 pi. A, 19
'figure virile? Head Hist, num.* p. 138 ' wingless Eros'. Fig. 90 is from a specimen in my
collection). Another, of the same period, turns Eryx into Eros—an easy transformation
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Sicily p. 63 no. 13, Weber Cat. Coins i. 275 no. 1311 pi. 50, Head
Hist, num? p. 138. Fig. 91 is from a specimen of mine); and this type is comparable

with that of a unique tetradrachm inscribed IRVKAlUB retrograde (G. F. Hill Coins

of Ancient Sicily London 1903 p. 136 pi. 9, n (= my fig. 92), Head Hist, num.? p. 138).
A further point of interest in the cult was its ancient service of hierodules (Strab. 272

ot/cetrat S£ Kal 6'E/w^ \6<j>os v\f/i)\6s, lepbv ^xuv'A<t>po5lr-r)srin.d3ii.evov diafiepbvrus, lepodotiXuv
yvvaiK&v irXijpes rb Trd\a,i6v, as aveOeaav /car' efi-x^v o't r' £K rrjs Zt/ceXlas /cat e^udev TroXXot'
vwl o' wcnrep avrr/ i] Karoiicla Xenravdpei /cat rb lepbv (so the second hand in cod. B. rj rb
iepbv codd. A. Koraes marked the whole phrase as suspicious. H. L. Jones simply
omits rj), Kal ruv lepuv <rufj.drwv eK\t\onre rb irXijQos) and their later equivalents (Diod. 4. 83,
Cic. in Q. Caecil. divin. 55).

Lastly it should be observed that Eryx, who is described as king of the Elymoi
(Apollod. 2. 5. 10, Dion Cass. frag. 4. 2 Bekker, Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 1232) or Sikanoi
(cp. Paus. 8. 24. 2) or at least of some part of Sicily (Diod. 4. 23, 83, Pans. 4. 36. 4,
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a phrase that reminds us of Demeter Chide, Demeter the 'Grass,' at
Athens1.
Myth. Vat. i. 94, i. 107), not only founded the town and temple of Eryx (Diod. 4. 83,
Myth. Vat. 2. 156), but was also buried on the mountain (Hyg. fab. 260, Serv. in Verg.
Aen. i. 570, Myth. Vat. 2. 156).

All these traits are consistent with the view (R. v. Scala in the Historische Zeitschrift
1912 cviii. 18, Ltibker Reallex? p. 344) that Aphrodite "Etpvidvt} was a mountain-mother of
the ' Minoan' kind, who as such would have her sacred tree and doves and pdredros. In
a long-established cult sundry features may well have been imported from alien sources.
The service of hierodules is suggestive of oriental influence (H. Hepding in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. viii. 1467, D. G. Hogarth in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
Edinburgh 1913 vi. 671 b—672 b), and many scholars have been content to regard this
Aphrodite as a Hellenised form of the Phoenician Astarte (e.g. W. H. Roscher in his
Lex. Myth. i. 396, T. G. Pinches in J. Hastings op. cit. 1908 i. 767 a, L. B. Paton ib.
1909 ii- n8a, W. W. Baudissin Adonis undEsmun Leipzig 1911 pp. 18 f., 23 n. i, 26,
38, 273); even Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 374 dismisses her as 'ganz semitisch.' But the hound
on coins of Eryx should hardly be compared with the sacred dogs of Hephaistos (Hadran)
on Mt Aitne {supra ii. 630): it is simply due to the dependence of Eryx on Segesta,
whose city-badge was a similar hound (C. Htilsen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 603).

The tradition that the eponymous Eryx was defeated by Herakles (Hdt. 5. 43) in a
wrestling-match for the kingdom (Paus. 3. 16. 4 f., 4. 36. 4), or for possession of the bull
which had broken away from the cattle of Geryones (Apollod. 2. 5. 10, cp. Lyk. Al. 866 f.:
see further K. Tumpel in Pauly—Wissowa/?#?/-.£>&:. vi. 604 ff.), appears later in a slightly
different form. Eryx is a wrestler or pentathlete, who challenges strangers and slays
them till he is himself slain by Herakles (Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 866, 958). In any case this
ranges him with Phorbas, Kyknos, Kerkyon, Antaios, Amykos, and other early kings
(I have discussed the series in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 376 ff.), whose primitive rule of
succession is the starting-point of Sir J. G. Frazer's Golden Bough. It is not impossible
that Eryx king of the Elymoi and Virbius the rex Nemorensis belonged to the same
(? Ligurian: C. Hillsen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2467) stratum of the population
of Italy.

1 At the western end of the southern slope of the Akropolis at Athens there was in the
time of Pausanias a joint-sanctuary of Ge ~Kovporp6(pos and Demeter XX6i; (Paus. i. 22. 3
&m 5e KCU Frjs KovpoTp6<pov Kal AiJ/wjrpos lepbv XXdtys. ra 5e 4s rcbs £iruvvfj.ias gffriv atir&v
did&xOTJwu rait lepevffiv 4\0oj>ra es \6yovs). Originally, however, the two cults had been
distinct. The enclosure of Ge Kovporpofos was called the Kovporpofaov, as we knoV from
three boundary-stones, one early (Corp. inscr. Att. iv. i no. 555 c [K]ovpo[T]p6<t>[iov]), the
others later (S. A. Koumanoudes in 'AOfyaiov 1877 vi. 147 f.). Adjoining it was the
shrine of Blaute (Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 411 efoodos irpbs ai)\Kov BXatfrqj Kal |
JLovpoTp6(f>ov &vei\\jji£v\ri T& drffjiwi, cp. Hesych. BXai/ri;- TOTTOS 'A.6-/ivrj<ri and perhaps
Poll. 7- 87 i) 5£ jSXoirnj ffavda\iov TI etSos, Ka.1 rjpus ' A.dfyi)<nv 6 tirl /SXatfrTj- dj^tfij/ce yap
TIS ffKirroTOfios /3Xatfr?7s \ldivov rtiirov : see further O. Kern in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
iii. 560 f. and Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. no. 2565 p. 484 ff. pi. 60 with figs. 231—235,
no. 969 p. 509 pi. 184).

Demeter XX6i? had a sacred table (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. 631,16 ff. = Michel Recueil
d'Inscr. gr. no. 673, 16 ff.=J. v. Prott and L. Ziehen Leges Graecorum sacraeiino. 24,
16 ff. an inscription dating from the early part of s. iv B. c. and admitting of fairly certain
restoration AiJ/u^rpos XXdijs iepe[icu lepe&<rwa: P : 5ewf]|as Kpeuv, wp&v ^/xi^/frew: III :

s: 111: Aa£]|o rptuv KOTV\&V : IC : (f>pvyavtav: 11: tf_irl 8£ rfyv rpairefav K]\U\TJV,
ia-)(lo, r)/j.lKpaipa[v xopSiJs]. Cp. H. Mischkowski Die heiligen Tische im Gotter-

kultus der Griechen und Romer Konigsberg i. Pr. 1917 p. 29) and probably a small
temple (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. 375, 3 ff. an inscription from the end of s. iii B.C.
[a.]v[a.ypa,\(/ai 5e] | rode rb ^<f>iff/j.a TOV •y[/s]o)u/ta[T^a r]|[6]»' Kara Trpvravelav Iv <m}[X7;i
XOI^pet Kal ffrrja-ai. ira[pa~] rbv v\e&v rijs] | Aij/tip-pos. U. Ko'hler in the Ath. Mitth. 1877
ii. 177 pointed out that this vedts was probably that of Demeter XXcfy). A fragmentary

C. III. ' j.2
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inventory of her property at the end of s. iv B.C. is extant (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. 722,
iS = fnscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 1472 B, 39 [AijjU^jrpos rrj[s] X\OTJ[S]). Her priestess
had a reserved seat in the theatre (Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 349 (with facsimile on pi. 3)
(a) Aiy/wjrpofs] XXdy/s in part obliterated by (b) Ato^ajVJroi;. So W. Dittenberger loc. cit.
and W. Larfeld Handbuch dergriechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. i. 266 pi. i).

Her festival in spring, when the fresh verdure began to appear, was an occasion of
jesting and jubilation (Cornut. theol. 28 p. 55, 13 ff. Lang irepi 8e rd Zap ry XXoij Ai^uijrpt
6tiov<Ti fiera iraidids Kai x°-pds, idovres •xXod^ovra, (sc. rbv ffiropov) /cat d<f>9ovias avrois eXiriSa
inrodeiKvtivra). She also received the sacrifice of a ram on Thargelion 6 in the early
summer-time (Eupolis 'M.apiK&sfrag. 7 (frag. com. Gr. ii. 502 f. Meineke) ap. schol. Soph.
O.C. 1600 EuxXoou A^jU,?7T/>os lepov iffri irpbs ryj d/cpojroXet • /ecu EforoXts Mapi/c£ "d\\' e&6i>
Tro'Xews etfU' 8v<rai yap j«.e Set | xpibv XXdij AiJ/wjrpt," evQa dyXovrou Sri /cat /cptds tfl^Xeia rjj
6e£ ratfrr? fltferat (F. Stoecker's cj. ByXeia, though accepted by Mommsen Feste d. Stadt
Athen p. 477 n. 4, does not cure the passage. R. F. P. Brunck prints ov 6-fiXeia /MVOV 8ij
after dverai), OVTU Se rtpdrai <:e/c (ins. J. Lascaris)> TTJS /caret r&v K^TTUV %X6ijs' Ovovvl
re Gap'yTjXtwi'os £/cr?7, Philochoros (in a. frag, omitted by Mtiller) ap. schol. Aristoph. Lys.
835 XXoijs A^/UTjrpos iepdi* ev aKpoiroXet ev $ ot 'AQyvaioi Btiovvi /j,rjv&s Gap-yrjXtwi'os < S~ (z'«J.
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff) >, ws $tX6xopoj 0r/o-«' «V r (Mommsen /o<r. «"/. cj. 0f<n,
T?J ^/CTT; construing 0ap7i7Xtwi/os...T^ %KTy). This sacrifice may have been purificatory (cp.
Apollod. xpovucafrag. 82 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 446 Miiller) ap. Diog. Laert. 2. 44 ^yevvi}^
Se (Sokrates), KaBd <f>T)<nv 'ATroXXoSwpos ej» TOIJ Xpopt/cots, errl'A^tj^tuvos (so C. Miiller for
'A.i//e<f>l<avos codd.) iv T<£ rerdpr^ fret rrjs e^8ofj.rjKOffTfjs efidofjirjs 'OXfyttTrteiSos, 6ap7'»?\iwi'os
?/cr?7, #re Ka0atpov<ri rrjv iro\iv ol'A-Or/vcuoi, Kai TTJV"AprefJi.iv •yevtffOa.i A-^Xtoi <paffiv). Whether
Athens, like Mykonos (infra), made a winter-offering to Demeter XXoij, is not known.

The cult lasted into Roman times (P. Foucart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1889 xiii. 167 f.
no. 4, published more fully by H. G. Lolling in the AeXr. 'Apx- 1889 p. 129 f. no. 4,
a long slab of Pentelic marble with a dedication in red letters of Roman date A^/iipyH
XX6?; i) Upeta. N[t]/co^oi^Xij i) /cat 'IXapa QeoreifJLov e£ 'Ep/ue£oi' av£0r)Ke, cp. Corp. inscr. Att.
iii. i no. 1030, 44 f. "Ep,u,etoi ) Qeorifios Tptf^wj/os | K.T. X. aprfoanisot 166/7—168/9 A.D.),
when Kore was associated with Demeter (H. G. Lolling in the AeXr. 'Apx- 1889 p. 130
no. 5 a small pillar of Hymettian marble, inscribed in red letters of Roman date and
originally used as the base of a statuette Aij/uiyrpt XXo?; | /cat Kopi? | rty KovpoTpo\<f>ov
Eio-iSoT-os | avtOrjKfv \ KO.T' oveipov). A Delphic oracle of s. ii A.D. speaks of their precinct
as the spot where the forefathers of the Athenians first grew corn (O. Kern 'Demeter
Chloe' in the Ath. Mitth. 1893 xviii. 192—198 two fragments of a small slab of Pentelic
marble inscribed (A) $ot]3os 'AOr/vaiois AeX0oi)s I'atw*' rade [elTrei''] | <-ffTiv crot Trap' a/cpos
TrdXews 7rapa[—~ ——,] \ ov Xa6? cri^/ttTras /cXiJtfet 7Xai/Kci[7ri5a'A^iji'^j'or /coi/prji',] | A?JjOw;Tpoj
XXo/ijs tep6j» Ko^[pi?s re /ia/catpas,] | ou irpwrov crrdxvs ev^rfcOi) fetwj' lepdwv (suppl.
H. Diels),] | as irporepoi 7rar[^pes ] | I8piiff\a.vro ]. (B) [ ] cbrapxas | [ ]s
a/yvov | [ T\£-xya,iaw \ [ d]vtovff-r)s \ [ dlpeirrd \ [ roSe Xtitjov tarai.. 'Es
handelt sich um dirapxal (V. 8), um die Erstlinge des Feldes, welche die Athener der
Chloe schuldig sind'). This identifies it with the site of the Boufifytos aporos (Plout. praec.
coniug. 42 'A0r)vaioi rpels dporous iepoi/s &yovfft.' irpwrov £trl Stftpy, rov TrdKaiordrov ruv
ffiropwv {nro/ji.vr)fji.a • detirepov ev rrj 'faplq, • rpLrov inrb iroXiv (so K. O. Miiller for TrtXiv codd.),
rbv KaXov/jievov Rovfyyiov): see C. Wachsmuth in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1097 and
W. Judeich Topographic von Athen Miinchen 1905 p. 256. Other references to Demeter
XX6?7 are Aristoph. Lys. 835 FT. A. irov S' tarlv 6'cms tori; AT. ?rapa ror^s XXoijs, Semos
of Delos (c. 230 v.c.)frag. 19 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 495 Miiller) ap. Athen. 618 D £%xos 5' 6
AijXtos iv T£ wepl iratdvwv <pijffL- '.../cot TTJI* A^/uT/rpa ore fi£v XXoijj', 6r^ Se 'IouXc6 (sc. irpoffTi-
yopevov),' Eustath. in II. p. 772, 6a f. lareov 5e STI oti IMVOV \\orj r) yijOev <pvofj.evvi...dX\a
/cat rf Arjfji^rrip eTrt^ert/cws- XXo'.̂ y 7<xp, <f>a.cn, A^/tijrpos tepov irapa irov rty 'ArriK-^v.

There are one or two indications that the same cult was practised elsewhere in Attike.
At Eleusis a festival XXota was observed in s. ii B.C. (D. Philios in the 'E«p.'Apx- 1890
p. 125 ff. no. 60, 6 ff. = Michel Recueild'Inscr. gr. no. 135, 6 ff. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr.
Gr? no. 661, 6 ff. virep uv aTrayyeXXet 6 drj(Jt,apxos 6 'EXevaiviuv {nrep rwv 6vffi\&v, wv

rots re 'AXc&totj Kai rots XXotots ret re A^/u.ijrpt Kal ret | Kopet /cai rots SXXots ^eo?st ofs
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Perhaps we can go a step further. O. Gruppe1 has conjectured
with much probability that the Arrhephoria was performed on the
night of the Diipolieia, that is, on the occasion of the last full moon
in the Attic year. He recalls the Greek belief—a belief based upon
accurate observation2—that the dew lies thickest on the night of
a full moon3, and Alkman's statement that Herse the 'Dew' was

rarpiov rjv, trwerAeerej' 5e /ecu rrjv T&V \ KaXa/ualwi' Ovcriav K.T.X.). This accounts for Hesych.
XXoto (Meursius cj. XXoeia, A. Meineke cj. XXoeta)- eoprri) airb TU>V ndXirtav (Meursius and
Meineke cjj. Kapiruv). Again, the sacrificial calendar from Koukounari (supra p. 115)
notes among the trieteric rites of Marathon that in Anthesterion a pregnant sow is
sacrificed to 'EXewrijua and another to XX6?? wapd. ra MetStfXoi;, i.e. XXoi? ' next door to
Meidylos' (J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 46 ff. no. 26 B,

48 ff. 'AvdeaTrjpiuivos' 'EXeuow'ai Cs /cuoOcra AA, | iep&ffvva f-|. XXo'iji iraph ra MetStfXoi; 6s

Kvo[(ra] | AA, iep&awa \-, akQiruv etcreiis I I I I , dtvo x[°s"])- In Mykonos a calendar of

c. 200 B. c. fixes Poseideon 12 as the mid-winter day when a fine white ram must be sacrificed
to Poseidon Tefievinis, a white male lamb to Poseidon <E>i5/aos, and two fine sows, one of
them pregnant, to Demeter XXdij (J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti
sacri p. 13 ff. no. 4, 11 ff. = Michel Recueil d''Inscr. %r. no. 714, n ff. = F. Bechtel in
Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 577 ff. no. 5416, n ff. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr.
Gr.3 no. 1024, ii ff. rrji atiTrji yfitpai A^/wjrpi XXoiji ves | Stfo Ko\\io~rfijovffai, r/ er^pa
£y/cifyi[WJ''] v&rory K6irTera[i] \ rfjs tjK<L>fj.ovos. ras 8s j3[ofX]^ K[/DU^]T[W] /uc^yfjpon apxovres |
SidovTiav 6ff<j>vv Kal KwXijv rijs vos r^s cr^pys, dX^irw[i'] [ 5t)o xolviKas, otvov rpeis /cortfX[a]s).

But the real interest of Demeter XXo'?? lies, not so much in the details of her cult, as in
the fact that her very name identifies the goddess with the verdure. Farnell Cults of Gk.
States iii. 33 says of her worship: 'Its chief claim on our attention is that it seems to
reveal a glimpse of the pre-anthropomorphic period when the natural object itself might
be conceived as animate and divine, and the personal deity had not yet clearly emerged;
thus such religious perceptions as "Demeter the Verdure" or "Zeus the Thunder" on the
one hand, and Demeter the Verdure-giver or Zeus the Thunderer on the other, may be the
products of widely different strata of religion.' The second stage is attested partly by the
cult of Demeter Etf^Xoos at Kolonos (Soph. O. C. 1600 f. TOJ 5' Evx\6ov Ai^^pos «s
irpoffo^iov | Trdyov fj.o\ovaai with schol. adloc. cited supra. On the topography of the site
see Sir R. C- Jebb's ed. p. xxxi with map and Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. pp. 389 f.,
392, 402, 405 pis. 124 (photographs) and 125 (plan). The broken base of Pentelic marble
believed by the uncritical K. S. Pittakis to record a dedication to Demeter E^x^o?; {Corp.
inscr. Aft. iii. i no. 191) is now known to contain no such record (U. Kohler in Corp.
inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1415). Her name should be struck out in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
iii. 2347, vi. 884), partly by the poetic usage of such epithets as x^o6Ka/)?ros (Orph. h. Dem.
Eleus. 40. 5 xXo6/ca/37re, cp. Orph. h. Ge 26. 7 r]dvjrv6oi.s xa'/}0l/(ra X^ats)-

1 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 34.
2 X. Landerer 'Zur Meteorologie Griechenlands' in the Zeitschrift fur allgemeine

Erdkunde N. F. 1857 "• ^3 observes: 'Der Thau nach Sonnenuntergang ist so bedeutend,
dass man sich nur einige Augenblicke im Freien aufzuhalten braucht, um die Kleider und
andere hygroskopische Gegenstande durch und durch feucht oder nass zu sehen.'
C. Neumann—J. Partsch Physikalische Geographic von Griechenland mit besonderer
Riicksicht auf das Alterthum Breslau 1885 p. 64 adds: 'In klaren, mondhellen Nachten,
wo die Warmeausstrahlung der Erdoberflache besonders kraftig sich vollzieht, der Boden
und seine Pflanzendecke recht stark erkalten, ist der Thaufall am reicMichsten.' Cp. Aisch.
AS- 12, 335 f-. 560 f.

3 Plout. symp. 3. 10. 3, quaestt. nat. 24, Macrob. Sat. 7. 16. 31. Cp. Theophr. de caus.
plant. 4. 14. 3, Plin. nat. hist. 18. 292, Macrob. 7." 16. 21 and 24. See further W. H.
Roscher Uber Selene und Verwandtes Leipzig 1890 p. 49 n. 198, Nachtrage tiber Selene und
Verwandtes Leipzig 1895 p. 24 f., and in the Lex. Myth. ii. 3147 ff.
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the daughter of Zeus by Selene the 'Moon1.' Now Plutarch, com-
menting on the passage from Alkman, remarks that the meaning
of the poet was as follows : Zeus, the air, under the influence of
Selene, the moon, turned himself into dew2. Plutarch's comment is
a physical speculation of the usual sort3; but it suggests a pos-
sibility. It may be that the dew was regarded as the actual means
whereby the sky-father impregnated the earth-mother. Rain was
certainly so regarded4; and dew was held to be a gentler form of
rain5. Homer says that, when Zeus embraced Hera on the summit
of Ide, 'glittering dew-drops' fell from the golden cloud that en-
compassed them and earth put forth 'the dewy lotus-bloom6.'
Pliny in plainer terms tells us that the planet Venus, called by
others the star of luno or Isis or the Mother of the gods, makes the
earth to conceive by means of generative dew and rouses the
procreative powers of all living things7. Besides, it is a significant
fact that ersen, drsen, drrhen, the Greek word for ' male,' is
obviously related to erse, 'dew8.' Perhaps, then, when the Dew-bearers
brought dew down the underground descent, they were simply
conveying the sacred seed of Father Sky into the womb of Mother
Earth.

And, if so, it may well be that in the 'something wrapt up9',

1 Supra \. 732 n. 5. Gruppe might have added Lucian's whimsical notion that the
Moon-dwellers agreed to pay the Sun-dwellers by way of tribute 10,000 amphorae of dew
(Loukian. ver. hist, i. 20).

2 Plout. de fac. in orb. lun. 25 dib irpbs <r£ Tpt<f>ofJ.ai /taXXop, <3 (f>i\e Qeuv • \tyeis yap ijfuv
ej-yyoijfji.ei'os rauTO TO, 'A.\Kfj.dvos ' Aids Qvydrijp | epva rptfai Kai 2eXdVas [5/os] ' Sri vvv rbv
d^pa KaXeT Kai A£a <$>t]aiv atirbv birb TTJS SeXijpijs Ka.6vypa.iv6ii.evov els Sp6(Tous rpeireffdai.

3 Supra i. 29 f. 4 Infra § 9 (e) i and ft.
6 Plout. quaestt. nat. 24 T; "yap Spicros a<rOevi)s TIS KCU aftpavfy o/t|3pos.
6 Supra i. 154, Hi. 35.
7 Plin. nat. hist. 2. 36 — 38 ending with the words: 'itaque et in magno nominum

ambitu est. alii enim lunonis, alii Isidis, alii Matris Deum appellavere. huius natura cuncta
generantur in terris. namque in alterutro exortu genitali rore conspergens non terrae modo
conceptus inplet, verum animantium quoque omnium stimulat.' Cp. Plout. de Is. et Os. 41
ol Se ToicrSe rots tfrvcriKois Kai ru>v a,ir dqrpoXe^ias /j.a$7ifW,TiKQv &ia ju.ryj'iWes fv<pQva fdv
ohvrai rbv •JjXtaKii' Kbfffj.ov, "Offipiv 6^ rbv <re\T)via.Kbv \tyeff6ai • TTJV fj.tv ya,p GeMy-riv, yovifiav
rb ^>ws Kai vypoiroibv t-xov(rav> f^fi) Kai yovais ftiwj' Kai Qvriav elvai jSXaerTiJo-ein • rbv 5e
^Xtoi' d/cpdry irvpl KeKXypwK&ra 6d\ireu> re Kai Karavalveiv ra <pvbpeva Kai Te^r/X6ra, K.T.X.,
Nonn. Dion. 44. 220 ff. Tola <pvruv taSlva ireiralvet, | pap/j-apvyty Spoffbeffffav

8 L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etym. i. 462, Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.zp. 158,
Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la Langue Gr. p. 83. Cp. Apul. avexfyevos (printed as Anth. Lat.
i. 2 no. 712 Riese: for date see De Vit Lat. Lex. Index p. cxxxi n. (10)) 21 eiaculent
tepidum rorem niveis laticibus.

How are we to explain Souidas' appyvo<popeiv (certified by the order of letters) in the
sense of app7i<f>opetv, epfri)<f>opeiv'> Two manuscripts of Harpokr. s.v. appri<popeiv have the
same reading.

9 Supra p. 169 n. o.
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which they brought back, we should recognise a new-born babe,
the fruit of that momentous union. Dare we call him Erichthonios
'very child of the Ground1'?

i. The birth of Erichthonios.

Where the texts are silent the monuments may be allowed to
speak. A terra-cotta relief of the ' Melian' type, said to have been
found in a grave beyond the Ilissos on the road to Halimous and now
at Berlin2 (fig. 93)3, shows the head and shoulders of Ge emerging
from the ground. She presents the infant Erichthonios to his foster-
mother Athena, who, wearing a helmet but no aigts, approaches from
the left. Kekrops, with snaky tail, faces her on the right: he raises the
forefinger of one hand in token of respect4 and with the other holds
a spray of olive. Stylistic considerations would refer the relief to
the first half of the fifth century, while the four olive-leaves in
Athena's helmet suit some date after the fight at Marathon5. The

1 Not ' gewaltiger Erdherr' (L. Malten Kyrene Berlin 1911 p. 83 n. 4), der 'gewaltige
Chthonios' (id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 351), or der 'gewaltige Herr der
Chthon' (id. in the fahrb. d, kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1914 xxix. 190): see Nilsson Min. -
Myc. Rel. p. 491 n. i. Nor 'Genius des fruchtbaren Erdbodens' (Preller—Robert
Gr. Myth. i. 200. Id. ib. n. i observes that Hermes too is fytx^ios in et. Gud. p. 208,
31 f. tpiofotos 'EpfJiijs Kal x^&'tos 'Ep/xTjj ical £pix86vios = et. mag. p. 371, 51 f. epiotivios 'Ep/uijs
/calx^wos Kal tpix&6i>ios'Epfji.TJs). Nor yet 'good earth'—an unhappy rendering of H. J.
Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928 p. 129, apparently borrowed from
G. Curtius Grundziige der griechischen Etymologie6 Leipzig 1879 P- J44 'Gutland.' Still
less, of course, etymologically akin to Erechtheus (J. B. Bury in the Class. Rev. 1899 xiii.
307 f. *'Epex06x0w'>*'Eptx0<a'' (short form 'Epex0efa)>'Epix&6i>ios (i by false derivation
from ^pi' + x^ovios)): see Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1320 n. 8, supra ii. 793 n. 10.
Confusion arose early and lasted late (el. Gud. p. 207, 26 'Epex0«/s, 6 'E/KX^PIOS, et. mag.
p. 371, 29'Epex0ei5s, b'EpixObvios (so F.G. Sturzfor'EirixQovtos) KaXoi^epos, Zonar. lex.s.-v.
'Epexfletfs- 6 'E/ux06c(os Xeybpevos. Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. lix 'the double
personality, Erechtheus—Erichthonios,' ead. Primitive Athens as described by Thucydides
Cambridge 1906 p. 60 'The name of Erechtheus or Erechthonios' (sic), ]. Escher-Biirkli
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 406 'der Doppelganger des E[rechtheus], Erichthonios,'
440 'Der attische E[richthonios] ist die sekundare Nebenfigur zu Erechtheus').

Cp. Harpokr. s.v. afir^x^oves' 6 d£ Ulvdapos (frag. 253 Bergk4) /cot 6 rty ActwtSa
ireironjKc6s (frag. 2 Kinkel) <f>affiv 'EpixOtoiov Kai"H(pa.i(rTOi> £K 7775 (pavyvai. In Nonn. Dion.
27. 322 Erichthonios is Kovpos...Pathos.

2 No. 2537.
3 E. Curtius 'Die Geburt des Erichthonios' in the Arch. Zeit. 1872 xxx. 51—57 pi. 63

(=my fig. 93), A. Flasch in the Ann. d. Inst. 1877 xlix. 425 f., Friederichs—Wolters
Gipsabgilsse p. 65 f. no. 120, E. Kuhnert in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1578 fig. 2, O. Immisch
ib. ii. 1019 fig., Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. xxix f. fig. 2, ead. Themis'* p. 263 f.
%• 63.

4 C. Sittl Die Gebdrden der Griechen und Rb'mer Leipzig 1890 pp. 162, 179. Cp. supra
"• 735 fig- 666, 736 fig. 667.

5 C.T. Seltman Athens: its History and Coinage before the Persian Invasion Cambridge
1924 p. 103, G. F. Hill in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1926 iv. 130 with
Plates i. 304, q, r.
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design, if genuine1, probably falls within the period 490—470 B.C.
What purpose it served in the grave is more doubtful. Possibly the
rising of the boy from the depths of the dark earth to light and
life was felt to be of good omen for the future of the buried dead2.

Fig- 93-

Be that as it may, vase-painters of the fifth century took this
old art-type and amplified it by the addition of other interested
spectators. A red-figured hydria from Chiusi (?), now in the British
Museum (pi. xxii)3, makes a full-breasted Ge emerge waist-high from

1 P. Jacobsthal Die melischen Reliefs Berlin—Wilmersdorf 1931 p. 96 ff. pi. 75 a notes
that the head, shoulder, and breast of the child, parts of Kekrops' fore-arm and of Athena's
right hand, together with a bit of the base beneath the snaky tail, are due to a restorer
(fig. 21 shows the relief unrestored). After frequent inspection R. Zahn and Jacobsthal
decided 'es endgiiltig fiir eine Falschung zu erklaren, allerdings fiir eine sehr intelligente
und fiir die siebenziger Jahre recht gelungene und gelehrte.' But could a forger over sixty
years ago have been so successful?

2 Cp. supra ii. 417.
3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 159 f. no. E 182, Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb. iii. 3 ff. pi. 151,

Lenormant—de Witte £l. man. cer. i. 287 f. pi. 85, Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt.



Plate XXII

Hydria from Chiusi (?), now in the British Museum :
Ge hands Erichthonios to Athena in the presence of Zeus, Nike, and Hebe (?).

See page 182 ff.
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theground, while Athena, armed with helmet, aigis, and spear, receives
the babe in a striped mantle1. She is confronted, not by Kekrops,
but by Zeus, who, clad in a himdtion of like pattern and wearing
a wreath, stands with his right hand resting on his hip, his left
holding the thunderbolt. Behind Athena, Nike hastens forward
with a large fillet in her outstretched hands. Behind Zeus and
leaning familiarly on his shoulder is a female figure in a long chiton,
over whose head is inscribed the name Oinanthe. The presence
of this Dionysiac name2 led E. Braun3, F. Wieseler4, C. Robert5,
and Sir C. H. Smith6 to interpret the. whole scene as the birth of
Dionysos. But in this they were certainly wrong. The vase cannot
be isolated from others of closely similar design, which beyond all
question represent the birth of Erichthonios. And the name Oinanthe,
accompanied as it is by the word kale, is better explained by
W. Klein7, W. Drexler8, and H. B. Walters9 as a Lieblingsinschrift
of a not very unusual sort10. After all, Oinanthe was a name
occasionally borne by Attic women11. This leaves the youthful

Kunst ii. 2. 17 pi. 34, 401, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 405 f. fig. 127, J. D. Beazley
AttischeVasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 252 no. 4 ('Der Oinanthemaler,'
one of ' Die Manieristen... die Vertreter eines verschnorkelten, archaisierenden Stils, der
gegen Ende der archaischen Periode einsetzt und bis tief in die klassische Periode sich
erhalt' (ib. p. 237)). PI. xxii is from a photograph.

1 Cp. the fragment of an amphora orpelike from Gela (F. Hauser in "Cr&Jahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1896 xi. 190 with fig. 33 a, B. Sauer Das sogenannte Theseion
Leipzig 1899 p. 60 f. fig.), which appears to reverse the design—Zeus (?) on the right,
Athena on the left, of Ge.

2 O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 750 f. records Oinanthe as a Bacchant on a
red-figured krater at Vienna (Gerhard Ant. Bildw. pp. 211, 222 n. 55 pi. 17 Al N O N O H ,
Corp.inscr. Gr. iv no. 8381 OivAvd-r): see now C. Frankel Satyr- und Bakchennamen auf
Vasenbildern Halle a. S. 1912 p. 51 f.), and as a Bassarid, nurse of Dionysos, in Nonn.
Dion. 14. 225 OivdvOr) poS6e<rffa, together with other more doubtful examples.

3 E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1841 xiii. 92 ff.
4 Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst\\. 2. i7pl.34,4Oi ('den kleinen Dionysos,

odergenauer: lakchos').
5 C. Robert Archaeologische Maerchen aus alter und neuer Zeit Berlin 1886 p. 190 ff.

%
6 Sir C. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases \\\. 159 f. no. E 182 ('Type of birth

of Erichthonios... Dionysos?').
7 W. Klein Die griechischen Vasen mit Lieblingsinschriften 2 Leipzig 1889 p. 129.
8 W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 750 f.
9 H. B. Walters History of Ancient Pottery London 1905 ii. 265 n. 5.

10 Id. ib. ii. 265, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 34, iii. 978 (KaXXurrdvOrj /caXiJ),
P- Kretschmer Die Griechischen Vaseninschriflen Giitersloh 1894 p. 79 (FXiww /caXa).

11 F. Bechtel Die Attischen Frauennamen Gottingen 1902 p. 103 cites Corp. inscr. Aft.
ii-3 no. 2124, 3 O I N A N 0 H and no. 4044=A. Conze Die attischen Grabreliefs Berlin 1893
i- 71 no. 313 pi. 77 01 NAN0H. W. Pape—G. E. Benseler Worterbuch dergriechischen
Eigennamen* Braunschweig 1875 ii. 1041 cite also Dem. c. Macart. 36; Polyb. 14. u. i
(a-p. Athen. 251 E), 15. 25. 12, 15. 29. 8 and 10, 15. 33. 8; Plout. v. Cleom. 33, amat. 9.
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goddess on the left anonymous. From her position and attitude I
should judge her to be Hebe1, whose title Z>/«2 might be adduced
as a further justification of her proximity to Zeus3.

A red-figured stdmnos from Vulci, now at Munich (pi. xxiii)4,
repeats the central group of Ge presenting the babe to Athena in the

1 Cp. the pose of Hebe (inscribed) on two kratlres by ' Der Kadmosmaler' (J. D.
Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen StilsTubingen 1925 p. 451), viz. (i)a.kdlyx-
krattr at Petrograd (Stephani Vasensamml. St. Petersburg ii. 339 ff. no. 1807, id. in the
Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1861 p. 33 IF. Atlas pi. 3, i and 2 = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 7, 5 and
6, J. D. Beazley op. cit. p-45i no. 5), figured infra §9(h) ii(0) med., on which H B H standing
furthest to the left rests her right hand on her hip and leans her left elbow on the shoulder of
Hera; (2) a volute-krattr at Ruvo (Jatta collection no. 1093, F. Gargallo-Grimaldi in the
Ann.d. Inst. 1867 xxxix. 160 ff., Man. d. Inst. viii.pl. 42 =Reinach Rip.' Vases i. 175, A.
Baumeister in his Denkm. ii. 890 f. fig. 965, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Apollon p. 426 ff no. 6

Fig-94-

Atlas pi. 25, 5, O. Jessen in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2454 with fig. 5, J. D. Beazley op.
cit. p. 451 no. i) on which HBH, again on the extreme left, stands with her right hand
resting on her hip and her left raised towards the shoulder of Hera (so Overbeck op. cit.
p. 429: Reinach loc. cit. says 'une Me'nade,' while Baumeister loc.- cit. makes her the
mother of Marsyas conversing with [KujS]?^!). Somewhat similar, but unnamed, is the
goddess standing on the left of another krater in the Jatta collection (supra i. 459 n. 5
fig. 318. To the bibliography add O. Benndorf in the Wien. Vorlegebl. 1890—1891
pi. 12, 2), who rests her left hand on the shoulder of a seated Zeus: I took her, perhaps
wrongly, to be Aphrodite.

2 Strab. 382 Ti/xfirat 5' 4v ^XtoiWi /cai St/cucDvt rb TTJS Alas lepov Ka\ov<ri 5' OVTU ryv
"H/ST/P. On Dia as consort of Zeus I have said my say in the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 177 f.,
1906 xx. 367, 377 f., 416, 419.

3 Even if the name Oinanthe be interpreted as belonging to the personage above which
it is placed, she need not be Dionysiac. Athena herself seems to have .been worshipped
at Athens as Oindnthe, the 'Vine-flower,'—an unremarked, but interesting, parallel to
Demeter Chl6e (Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 353 (with facsimile on pi. 3 = my fig. 94)
te/9^a[s *K\9t\v\a.s Obr]di»0i}[$], W. Larfeld Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig
1898 ii. i. 266 pi. i). The epithet, however, is at best uncertain.

4 No. 24i3 = Jahn Vasensamml. Miinchen p. 108 f. no. 345, T. Panofka in the Ann.
d. Inst. 1829!. 392—298, Man. d. Inst. i pis. 10 and n (Reinach Rfp. Vases i. 66, i and
2), Inghirami Vas. fitt. i. 115 ff. pis. 73 and 74, Lenormant—de Witte £l. man. clr.\.
2670°. pi. 84, iii. 34 ff. pi. ii, Muller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst i. 38 f. pi. 46,
2iia and 2ii<5, F. Hauser in Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalereiiii. 95^98 pi.
137 (=mypl. xxiii), Hoppin Red-fig. Vases \\. 32 no. 14, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler
des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 300 no. 16.

J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918
p. 123 f., followed by Hoppin loc. cit., identified this vase as the work of the late archaic
painter Hermonax—indeed as that artist's masterpiece ('Sound and able as Hermonax's
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presence of an interested god, but substitutes Hephaistos1 for Zeus.
In lieu of himdtion, wreath, and thunderbolt Hephaistos has but a
chlamys and a long knobbed staff. Zeus2 himself is accommodated on
the other side of the vase, where he sits on a handsome folding stool,
clad in chitdn and himdtion. In his left hand he holds a lotiform
sceptre; in his right, a metal phidle, which Nike standing before him
has just filled. On the tendrils that spring from the handle-palmettes
are poised four of the daintiest Erotes to be found in the whole range
of Greek art Their presence may be taken to indicate that obverse
and reverse form a single scene and one which has the multiplication
of young life for its ultimate meaning.

Hephaistos is definitely established in the room of Zeus on a
red-figured kylix from Corneto, preserved in Berlin3. This magnificent
vase (fig. 95), which has been attributed to 'the Kodros-painter4,'
fortunately adds names to all the persons concerned. The external
design shows again the familiar type of Ge presenting Erichthonios
to Athena. Behind Athena stands a dignified, not to say Zeus-like,
Hephaistos wearing a bay-wreath on his head and a chlamys over
his shoulder : he holds a long staff in his right hand and rests his

work generally is, he only once shows himself a remarkable artist, and that is not on any
of his signed vases, but on the Munich stamnos with the Birth of Erichthonios'...).

1 So most critics, including Panofka, Inghirami, Jahn, Miiller — Wieseler, Hauser
locc. citt. together with Welcker Alt. Denkm. iii. 422 n. 7, B. Sauer Das sogenannte
Thesdon Leipzig 1899 p. 58 f., etc. C. Lenormant op. cit. i. 276 sees 'Neptune frappant
la terre avec son trident' (trident -head missing!). Gerhard Auserl, Vasenb. iii. 3 n. 2
hesitates between Hephaistos and Poseidon, but ib. p. 5 decides for Poseidon. A. Flasch
in the Ann. d. Inst. 1877 xlix. 427 ff. is for Kekrops or Hephaistos, preferably the
latter; C. Robert Archaeologische Maerchen aus alter und neuer Zeit Berlin 1886 p. 192
n. 2, for Kekrops. E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1841 xiii. 92 f., bent on recognising the
birth of Dionysos (supra p. 183), is forced to interpret the standing god as Zeus.

2 Almost all exponents from Inghirami loc. cit. onwards have identified the seated
personage as Zeus. Yet Panofka loc. cit. says 'Neptune,' and C. Lenormant op. cit. i.
285, iii. 34 ff. ' Jupiter Polieus' or 'Zeus £leutherius ' as a deity akin to ' Neptune £rech-
thee? Jahn loc. cit. is content with 'ein bartiger Mann.' And Miiller — Wieseler loc.
cit. suggest ' Erichthonios als Herrscher und Richter des Landes, neben ihm die Gottin

3 Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 718 f. no. 2537, W. Helbig in the Bull. d. Inst.
1876 p. 205 f., A. Flasch ' Tazza cornetana rappresentante la nascita di Erichthonios' in
the Ann. d. Inst. 1877 xlix. 418 — 446, Man. d. Inst. x pi. 39, i — 3 ( = my fig. 95),
Reinach Rep. Vases i. 208, R. Engelmann in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1305 f. fig., M.
Collignon in Daremberg — Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 986 fig. 1278, Harrison Myth. Man. Anc.
Ath. p. xxx f. with fig. 3.

4 B. Graef 'Die Zeit der Kodrosschale' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst.
1898 xiii. 66, 73, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 153 no. i ('The artist belongs to the first
period of the Free Style and may have been the teacher of Aristophanes'), J. D. Beazley
Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 426 no. 6 ('Sehr feine
Schalen mit Anklangen an Parthenonisches').
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left hand on his side. Behind Ge is Kekrops with serpentine tail.
Beyond Hephaistos we see Herse. Then—for the scene continues—,
other figures likewise moving to the left, Aglauros followed by
Erechtheus, Pandrosos full-front, next Aigeus, and lastly Pallas1.

Fig. 95-

1 Kekrops and his daughters Herse, Aglauros, Pandrosos supplement the theme of
Erichthonios' birth by a suggestion of its sequel, the incident of the basket (infra p. 237 ff.).
Erechtheus, Aigeus, and Pallas are later kings of Athens (Gerhard Gr. Myth. ii. 231
stemma H) 'here, by a pleasant anachronism, interested in the birth of their great
ancestor' (Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. xxx).
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The central medallion has Heos as a winged goddess bearing off
Kephalos.

Finally Hephaistos ceases to be reminiscent of Zeus and
appears in his own right on a krater from Chiusi, now at Palermo, to
be dated c. 400 B.C. (pi. xxiv)1. Ge, who emerges more and more from
the soil, as usual hands Erichthonios to Athena. This takes place
beneath a conspicuous olive-tree, three young shoots of which spring
from the earth in the foreground2. Behind Athena is Kekrops with
coiled tail. Behind Ge Hephaistos, with supported foot3, shoulders

1 T. Panofka in the Bull. d. Inst. 1837 p. 21, E. Braun id. 1838 p. 82 f., id. 'II
nascimento d' Erittonio' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1841 xiii. 91—98, Man. d. Inst. iii pi. 30
(=my pi. xxiv), Reinach Rep. Vases'* i. 113, 4, Lenormant—de Witte £l. man. c/*r. i.
272, 288—290 pi. 85 A.

The reverse design (inset on pi. xxiv) shows Heos in pursuit of Kephalos, one of whose
brothers (Apollod. i. 9. 4 iraides 8£ AtVeris, "A/crw/), $i5Xa«:os, Ke^aXos) escapes towards
the left.

Fig. 96. Fig- 97- Fig. 98. Fig. 99.

2 Possibly the famous olive-tree on the Akropolis, called by the comedians the dor^
e\aia (Poll. 9. 17, Hesych. s.v. dor^ e\ala, Eustath. in Od. p. 1383, 7 f.) or irdyKv<pos
e\ala (Aristoph.fa&. incert.frag. 234 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 1217 Meineke) ap. Poll. 6. 163,
Hesych. s.w. do-rr/ Aa£a and irdyicvijios), together with the /wptai, which were believed to
be offshoots from it (Aristoph. nub. 1005 with schol. ad loc., Istros frag. 27 (Frag. hist.
Gr. i. 422 Miiller) and Aristot.Jrag. 345 Rose ap. schol. Soph. O.C. 701, Apollod. frag.
34 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 434 Muller)=fragr. 120 (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 1076 Jacoby) ap. schol.
Soph. O.C. 705 cited supra ii. 20 n. 4, Poll. i. 241, 5. 36, Bekker anecd. i. 280, 16,
Hesych. s.v. popiai, Phot. lex. s.v. fwplai, Souid. s.v. fj.opiai, et. Gud. p. 398, 23 ff., et.
mag. p. 590, 42 ff., Zonar. lex. s.v. fj-opia, Favorin. lex. pp. 85, 7 f., 611, 31, 1273, 53, 1643,
18 ff.). See further Boetticher Baumkultus pp. 107—in, L. Stephani in the Compte-
rendu St. Pit. 1872 p. 5 ff. with figs, i—4 and Atlas pi. i, Frazer Pausanias ii. 343 f.,

393 f-
The sacred olive appears in various forms on the imperial bronze coinage of Athens

(see e.g. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 96 ff. pis. 16, 7, 8, ri, 17, i, 2, 4—6,
McClean Cat. Coins ii. 365 pi. 211, i, 4, 5, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num.
Comm. Pans. iii. 129 ff. pi. Z, 8, n—19, pi. AA, 16, 21, and for longer series J. N.
Svoronos Les Monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pis. 84, 8, 36—40, 85, 32—37, 87,
15—43, 89, i—25, 90, i—34). Figs. 96—99 are from specimens in my collection.

3 K. Lange Das Motiv des aufgestiitzten Fusses in d. antiken Kunst und dessen
statuarische Verwendung durch Lysippos Leipzig 1879 pp. i—64 with pi., E. Lowy
Lysipp und seine Stettungin der griechischen Plastik Hamburg 1891 p. 9 ff. figs. 4 and 5,
a—c, M. Collignon Lysippe Paris (1905) pp. 71, 116, W. Deonna in L'arche'ologie, sa
valeur, ses mgthodes Paris 1912 i. 278 ff., F. P. Johnson Lysippos Durham (North
Carolina): Duke University Press 1927 pis. 6, 24, 30f.
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his tongs. A couple of little Victories, hovering in the air, offer
wreaths to father and son; for it is as father of Erichthonios that
Hephaistos has at length wholly dispossessed Zeus.

ii. Hephaistos and Athena.

So far we have seen reason to think that the Arrhephoria was
an annual rite in which a couple of Dew-bearers conveyed the very
seed of the sky-god down into the womb of the earth-goddess, and we
have surmised that they brought up thence a new-born babe named
Erichthonios. Moreover, a review of monuments known to represent
the birth of Erichthonios1 has made two points clear—that the
group of Ge handing over the child to Athena was constant from
first to last, and that Zeus as interested spectator was gradually
ousted by Hephaistos. Vases distributed along the fifth century
showed us in succession a Zeus of normal type, a Zeus-like person-
age probably to be called Hephaistos, a Zeus-like personage certainly
called Hephaistos, and a Hephaistos of normal type.

How are these ritual and mythological data to be interpreted ?
I should infer (i) that the rite of the Arrhephoria as performed in
the precinct (of Ge Olympia^ near the Ilissos found apt expression
in the Hellenic myth of Ge and Erichthonios, and (2) that in the
course of the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. the Hellenic myth was
forced (by popular pressure?3) to find room for the long-established
persons of pre-Hellenic cult. Thus Ge the original mother must
hand over her babe to Athena as foster-mother, while Zeus Olympics
the natural consort of Ge Olympia is displaced by Hephaistos the
primitive partner of Athena.

This reading of the story is of course in part conjectural, but it
fits well with certain important facts in the history of Attic religion
and it deserves to be weighed in relation to them.

1 I have excluded from my survey the parallel, but later, series of vases and reliefs,
which represent an Eleusinian (not Athenian) myth—the birth of the infant Ploutos,
handed over by Ge to Demeter. On these see S. Reinach 'La naissance de Ploutos' in
the Rev. Arch. 1900 i. 87—98 (= id. Culies, mythes et religions Paris 1906 ii. 262—272),
Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? pp. 524—526 fig. 151, Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. pp. 487—489,
C. Picard in the Revue historique 1931= pp. i—76 (especially 33—42), id. in the Bull.
Corr. Hell. 1931 Iv. 34—38 pi. 3. 2 Supra p. 169 n. o.

3 The regime of Peisistratos and his successors did much to enhance the prestige of
Athena (see e.g. C. T. Seltman Athens: its History and Coinage before the Persian In-
vasion Cambridge 1924 pp. 40 ff., 46 f., 61, 68, 94 and F. E. Adcock in The Cambridge
Ancient History Cambridge 1926 iv. 63, 66 f.), and pride in the city-goddess would tend
to make men jealous for the credit of her partner Hephaistos (infra pp. 200, 223, 236). The
'Theseion,' if that be his temple (infra p. 223 n. 6), was no unworthy sequel to the
Parthenon.
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Plate XXVI

Painted terra-cotta plaque from Athens :
the Snake-goddess (Athena ?) of late geometric art.

See f age 189 n. i.
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The Athenian Akropolis had from time immemorial been the
home of Athena, a goddess comparable with, if not actually
descended from, the snake-goddess of the early Cretans1. Her

1 This important fact was first firmly grasped and clearly enunciated by M. P. Nilsson
Die Anfange der Gbttin Athene (Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-
filologiske Meddelelser iv. 7) K^benhavn 1921 pp. i—20, id. A History of Greek Religion
trans. F. J. Fielden Oxford 1925 pp. 26—28, id. Min.-Myc. Rel. pp. 417—431. I had
already hinted at it in the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 410 n. 2. See also O. Weinreich in the
Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 61 f., C. Clemen Religionsgeschichte Europas Heidelberg
1926 i. 76 n. 2, 103, 231, H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928
pp. 107, 128.

Others have stressed the connexion between Athena and the 'Minoan' or Mycenaean
shield-goddess. So C. Blinkenberg 'Kretisk Seglring fra seldre mykenisk Tid' in the
Aarbfyger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie 1920 pp. 308—322 fig. i f. and U. von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 'Athena' in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin 1921
pp. 950—965. See too O. Kern Die Religion der Griechen Berlin 1926 i. 24.

E. Kalinka in \hzArchivf. Rel. 1922 xxi. 31 f. regards Athena as ' eine jener vor-
griechischen Muttergottheiten, die sowohl in Kleinasien wie in vielen Landschaften
Griechenlands verehrt wurden.'

In this context we cannot ignore the goddess twice figured on a stdmnosirom. Knossos
found by H. G. G. Payne and published by S. Marinates in faejahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch.
Inst. 1933 xlviii Arch. Anz. p. 310 fig. 19. My pi. xxv is from fresh photographs of the
jar kindly taken for me by J. D. S. Pendlebury. This personage has spirals like snakes
starting from her hips, uplifted hands, and a pdlos on her head—' offenbar eine Gottin,
und zwar eine missverstandene Weiterbildung der spat- und submykenischen Schlangen-
gottinnen von Gurnia und Prinia.' She may be dated c. 700 B.C.

A kindred, but further developed, figure occurs on the remarkable terra-cotta plaque
found by the American excavators of the Agora at Athens and published by Dr T. L. Shear
in The Illustrated London News for Sept. 3, 1932 p. 345 with a col. pi., Y. Bequignon
in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1933 Ivii. 243 f. fig. 7. My pi. xxvi is from a photograph obtained
for me from Dr Shear by E. J. P. Raven, who tells me (Jan. 30, 1934) that a full
publication with a col. pi. is shortly to appear in Hesperia. The plaque (9^x5 ins.,
with two holes above for suspension) formed part of a dump near the base of the
N. slope of the Areios Pdgos^ and was associated with other objects in terra-cotta—
primitive figurines, gaily coloured horses with their riders, votive shields, etc.—also with
' late Geometric' vases and a ' Proto-Corinthian' lekythos. It has therefore been referred
to the latter part of s. viii B.C. and regarded as a votive offering brought from the adjacent
shrine of the Eumenides. It shows a goddess facing the spectator, with raised arms and
spread hands (cp. supra ii. 536 fig. 406, c). Her head and neck are in relief; the rest of
her is on the flat, painted in dull red and blue. She stands between two snakes, rendered
in the same colours amid a vertical framework of lotos-flowers and rosettes. Dr Shear
finds it hard to say whether this unique figure should be interpreted as a snake-goddess
('possibly a survival of the Minoan tradition into later times in Athens') or more definitely
as 'one of the Furies.' Perhaps the spotted transverse garment worn across her chest is
meant for an aigis. If so, she is a primitive pre-warlike Athena. After all, Athena
Topyuvis (Zwicker in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1658) or Fopy& (K. Zeigler ib.
1641 f.) is near akin to the original Topy& or Topy&v. Cp. Palaiph. 31 (32) /cctAoOon 5e
Kqwcuoi TTJV 'AByvav Topydb, &<rirep rr)V "ApreiJ.iv Qpq.Kes (J.ev ~Bfr8iv, KpTJres 5£ AiKrvvav
(S'iKTvvvav cod. x), AaKedaiftovioi 8£ OZiriv. Athena in due course was Christianised and

appears on medieval leaden seals as MP 0Y (sc- MIJTT/P 6eoD) H A 0 H N A I A
rOPrOETTHKOOC {infra § 9 (h) ii (a) subfin.). The Panagia Gorgoeptkoos of modern
Athens has a long and interesting pedigree.
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snakes, her owl1, her olive-tree2, her relations to the priestly king
Erechtheus3, in whose palace she had from the outset been housed4,
are indefeasible proofs of her ancient lineage. Even in the Periclean
age Pheidias' great statue of the Parthenos, with a snake at her
side, snakes round her waist, a snaky aigis over her shoulders, and a
pillar beneath her hand5, still perpetuated the esssential traits of a
'Minoan' prototype6.

Another pre-Greek deity of the Akropolis was Hfyhaistos, whose
name7, equally unintelligible with that of Athena8, presumably

1 Infra §9 (h) ii (\). 2 Supra p. 187 n. 2. 3 Supra ii. 794.
4 Od. 7. 80 f., cp. //. 2. 546 ff. (of later origin? See now J. M. Paton in L. D. Caskey—

H. N. Fowler—J. M. Paton—G. P. Stevens The Erechtheum Cambridge, Mass. 1927
pp. 431—433)-

5 Supra ii pi. xlv (in pocket at end).
6 On coins of the Oxyrhynchite nome showing Athena with the double axe see supra

ii. 625 f. figs. 529, 530. In fig. 100 I add another of these
rare pieces from a specimen, struck by Antoninus Pius,
now in my collection.

7 The various forms of the name "H^cucrros and the
various etymologies proposed for it by scholars ancient
and modern are listed by Gruppe Cult. Myth, orient.
Rel. i. 105 with n. 9, Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 1304 n. 2,
1305 n. i and by L. Malten in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. viii. 340—-342. The latter concludes : 'Eine
Deutung des Namens zu geben, ist zur Zeit noch nicht
moglich; in welcher Richtung sie zu suchen ist, lehrt
die oben dargestellte Entwicklungsgeschichte des

Fie 100 Gottes. Sie ergab zunachst, dass der Gott vorgriechisch
ist; fur vorgriechisch wird der Name H. jetzt auch von

Fick Vorgriech. Ortsn. 66 erklart so wie der lemnische Mosychlos, an dem der Gott in
friiher Zeit festsitzt. Da H. bei den karisch-lykischen Volkern Kleinasiens seinen Ursprung
hat, muss die Deutung im Kreise dieser Sprachidiome gesucht werden. ...Darf man von
der Art des Kults aus einen vorlaufigen Rlickschluss wagen, so liegt es am nachsten, eine
Hindeutung auf das Erdfeuer, die urspriingliche Erscheinungsform des Gottes, auch in
dem Namen zu suchen.' See further L. Malten 'Hephaistos' in the Jahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1912 xxvii. 232—264 with 12 figs.

R. Pettazzoni 'Philoktetes—Hephaistos' in the Rivista di filologia e cT istruzione
classica 1909 xxxvii. 170—189 (criticised by R. Wtinsch in the Archiv f. Rel. 1911 xiv.
576f.) holds that Philoktetes and Hephaistos were originally different forms of the same
#0«-Hellenic deity (their identity had been already asserted by F. Marx ' Philoktet—
Hephaistos' in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Altertum 1904 xiii. 673—685) and that the name
of the former throws some light on the nature of the latter. Philoktetes was healed by
Pylios son of Hephaistos (Ptol. Hephaist. ap. Phot. bibl. p. i52b i3f. Bekker), and the
priests of Hephaistos in Lemnos had curative powers (Eustath. in II. p. 330, 12).
Philoktetes, like Hephaistos, went limping. Philoktetes, like Hephaistos (supra i. 328
fig. 259), wore the/£/w. The pre-Hellenic god, who lies behind Philoktetes and Hephaistos,
was equated by the Phoenicians with their Esmun-Kadmilos. The name Kadm(il)os covers
a Semitic word for ' gold'—Kadmos discovered the gold-mines of Mt Pangaion (Plin. nat.
hist. 7. 197, Clem. Al. strom. r. 16 p. 49, 6ff. Stahlin, cp. Aristot.yhz^. 459 Rose; Strab.
680, Steph. Byz. s.v. 'I\\vpta)—and the names $(\OKT^TT;S and Xp^a-rj both point in the
same direction. Thus Philoktetes = Hephaistos = Kadm(il)os, and we can understand the
equivalence of Hephaistos and Chrysor (supra ii. 715, 1037). In fact, Kadmilos : Kabeiro
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(supra ii. 314 n. o) = Philoktetes : Chryse= Hephaistos (Chrysor) : Aphrodite (xpvffij
Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1367 n. 2).

A. Fick as a great philologist merits a more patient hearing. In his Vorgriechische
Ortsnamen Gottingen 1905 p. 66 he quotes with approval Steph. Byz. s.v. A.T}fu>os...awb
TTJS fj,eyd\r]s ^eyofj.evt]s Geov, ~r)j> Aijfj.v6v <pa,ai' TO-tirr] 5e KO.I Trap6£vovs 6ve<r6a.i and continues:
'Ganz fremdartig klingt auch M6(ri>xAos...ob der Name des Gottes "A^atcrros griechisch
ist, kann man stark bezweifeln, jedenfalls waren die grosse Gottin, der Feuergott und der
Phallos (Hermes) die Hauptgottheiten der Tyrrhener.' In Hattiden und Danubier in
Griechenland Gottingen 1909 p. 46 he returns to the charge : ' Hephaistos gehort durchweg
den vorgriechischen Pelagonen—Pelasgern—Tyrsenern an. Mittelpunkte seines Dienstes
sind Lemnos und Attika. Andere Namen des Gottes sind Palamaon und Palamedes, in
Attika und Phokis heisst er Prometheus, in Boeotien als Wildfeuer Typhaon, dessen
Kampf mit Zeus um die Weltherrschaft [supra ii. 448 n. 2, 731, 826] religionsgeschichtlich
als Versuch der Verehrer des Feuergottes, diesen zum Allgott zu erheben, zu denken ist.
Auch der Name Hephaistos ist wohl pelasgisch; gleichgeformt ist Geraistos, vielleicht
der pelasgische Name des Wassergottes, der als Buhle der Demeter d. i. der Allmutter
entschieden den Pelasgern AAadiens angehort. Die Gottheiten der Pelasger waren also:
Allmutter und Phallos, und die zwei elementaren Feuer- und Wassergotter, denen sich
vielleicht Hermes als Luftgottheit zugesellt.'

8 Attempts to explain the name, which appears in Ionic as 'Ad^vt} 'Adrivaiij, in Aeolic
and Doric as 'Addva'AOavaia., in Attic as 'A6r)i>aia'A6r)i>da 'AOyva, are collected by Preller—
Robert Gr. Myth. i. 185 f., F. Diimmler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2007 f., Gruppe
Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1194 nn. i—5.

The most interesting hypothesis so far advanced is that of another famous philologist
P. Kretschmer. In Glolta 1921 xi. 282—284 he treats the name as Pelasgian or Tyrsenian
and relates it on the one hand to the place-name 'A6a.va. f fa6s 'Attavacros 'Aravacrds
''Arrayaffo6s (Aidan) in Phrygia with the characteristic suffix -aaffos (Sir W. M. Ramsay
The Historical Geography of Asia Minor (Royal Geographical Society: Supplementary
Papers iv) London 1890 p. 136 no. 26, id. The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia Oxford
1895 i. 241 ff., 249 ('Bishops of...Attanassos...Philadelphius TroXews 'A6a.va.o~ov (Athanassi)
Cone. Chalced.^-ji. Christophorus 'A6ava<ro-ov Cone. Nicaen. II 787. Philotheos'AflavcwcroO
Cone. 869 (?)'), ii. 355 ff-, 395 (' Philadelphia 'Arcwcwo-oO..^!'), W. Ruge in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2180), on the other hand to a group of Etruscan (?) words denoting
a ritual vessel of terra cotta (Paul, ex Fest. p. 18, n Mliller Athanuvium est poculi
fictilis genus, quo in sacrificiis utebantur sacerdotes Roman! (W. M. Lindsay p. 17,
9 prints Atanuvium with cod. L. Th. Mommsen in the Ephem. epigr. 1899 viii. 254 n. 2
givesathamilum), Q.Go&.zCorpusglossariorumLatinorum Lipsiae i888ii. 22,25 ff. = 1899
vi. 108 f. Atena elSos iroT-rjpiov offrpdKov (dffTpaictvov?) <$ ol irpvTdveis ev TCUS flwicus xpowrcu,
ii. 47 f. = vi. 108 Atanulus (atnanulus cod. A. Swoboda in his ed. of P. Nigidius Figulus
(Vindobonae 1889) p. 16 n. o cj. athanulus, which is accepted by P. Kretschmer) aytov
(dyyeiov cod. d, Vulcanius cj. o~<pdyiov) lep^tas o~Kevos, Keif/nrjXiov, 1889 iv. 406, 33 = vi. 108
atanulu genus vasis, 1894 v. 591, i8 = vi. 108 atanulum genus vasis, v. 591, 46 = vi. 108
attanabo genus vasis, Nigid. frag. 9 Swoboda ap. Non. Marc. p. 58, 15 f. Lindsay itaque
ex re (acre Scaligeri marg. J. H. Onions cj. aereum) in Saliaribus adtanus (A. Swoboda
cj. attanus) tintinat, id est sonat, Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 5050 (the acta of Augustus'
ludi saeculares, 17 B.C.), 107 and 132 ad atallam fuerunt (followed by a list of the
quindecimviri present. F. Biicheler and K. Zangemeister in the Ephem. epigr. 1899 viii.
254 took atalla to be the diminutive of atana, attana, attanus)) and perhaps to arravov
an Asia Minor (?) word for 'pan' or 'pot' (Hesych. s.w. arrava, drravides, drraviras from
Hipponax/ro:^. 36. 3 Bergk4, frag. 39. 9 Diehl). Kretschmer suggests that the pre-Greek
*S.6a.vov-=&rravov gave rise to 'AOai>a'A6ai>aia as 'eine Topfergottin,' the later Athena
'Epyai>T] (Paus. i. 24. 3 IrpuTOi. per yap 'AOr}vS.v tiruv6/ji.acrav ''Epydvrjv sc. ol 'ABrjviuoi).
Further, he hints that the clay vessel from which the goddess got her name may well have
been regarded ' als Fetisch und Symbol.. .Die Glosse athanulusciyiov tep^ws o~K.evos, Kei/j.-/]\iov
lasst doch fast an ein gralartiges heiliges Gefass denken.'
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Fig. 104. Fig. 105.
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Kretschmer's ingenious speculation could, I think, fairly claim the support of certain
extant types of sacred or ritual vases: (a) Gesichtsurnen or 'face-urns' from the second
city at Troy, c. 2500—2300 B.C. (H. Schliemann Troy and its remains London 1875
p. 34 f. nos. 10—13, id. Ilios London 1880 pp. 290—292 nos. 157—159, 339—345 nos.
227—229, 231—241 (of which 235 = my fig. 102), C. Schuchhardt Schliemann's Excava-

tions trans. E. Sellers London 1891 p. 68 figs. 66—68 ( = myfigs. 103, 105, roi), Perrot—
Chipiez Hist, de I'Art vi. 561 fig. 247, 807 fig. 376, 903 ff. figs. 454, 455, W. Dorpfeld Troja
und Ilion Athen 1902 i. 255—257 pi. 33, i—7 (of which 4=my fig. 104), M. Hoernes
Urgeschichte der bildenden Kunst in Europa3 Wien 1925 pp. 358—362 figs. 5—8, Brit.
Mus. Cat. Vases i. i. 12 no. A 68 pi. 2, E. Pottier Vases antiques du Louvre Paris 1897
p. 4 no. A 4 (i) pi. 5). These urns begin by being distinctly human in appearance. The
upper part, or the lid, has a projecting nose, arched eyebrows, and round prominent eyes.
Mouth, ears, and a peaked cap may also be added. Some specimens have the ears bored
for metal earrings. Others indicate in relief a necklace and a transverse band across the
chest, or make the head support a bowl and the hands a two-handled cup. The body is
rounded and, as a rule, equipped with rudimentary arms, conical breasts, and a flat disk
(navel ? womb ?) occasionally marked with a cross or swastika. Later the jars become
less truly anthropomorphic: the peaked cap turns into a handle, the brow sinks to a
straight line, the eyes dwindle into dots, the arms may be duplicated as a pair of spirals.
Now H. Schliemann was certainly wrong, when in Troy and its remains p. 113 and Ilios
p. 281 ff. he took such vases to represent Athena in the shape of an owl (0ect yhavKUTrts
'ABfyij, infra §9 (h) ii (X)). Similar face-urns, of the Early Iron Age, found in Pomerania,
East and West Prussia, Posnania, Silesia, Poland (J. Schlemm Worterbuch zur Vor-
geschichte Berlin 1908 pp. 173—176 figs, a—i, H. Seger in M. Ebert Reallexikon der
Vorgeschichte Berlin 1926 iv. i. 295—304 pis. no—122, A. Gotze ib. 1926 vi. 384 f.
pi. 96f.), Etruria (J. Martha L'art ttrusque Paris 1889 p. 468 fig. 305, E. Pottier Vases
antiques du Louvre Paris 1897 p. 33 no. 709 pi. 28, Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases i. 2. 250 f.
nos. H 213 pi. 17, H 214 pi. 17, H 215, H 216 pi. 17), and Kypros (Perrot—Chipiez
Hist, de VArt iii. 695 f. figs. 503, 504, and col. pi. 4, J. L. Myres The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Handbook of the Cesnola Collection of Antiquities from Cyprus New York
1914 p. 104 no. 793 fig., p. 113 no. 931 fig.) are purely human in design. Their signi-
ficance is probably apotropaeic. The figure shown is the guardian, who protects the
contents of the urn. At Troy this figure is always female. It is, then, very possibly to
be identified with the city-goddess Athena, but not as y\avKunri$ (M. Hoernes Urgeschichte
der bildenden Kunst in Europd1 Wien 1898 p. 175, ib? Wien 1915 p. 362). A custom
of this sort does not easily die out. A thousand years later those who dug the first shaft-
grave at Mykenai put in a globular vase still decorated with a pair of outstanding breasts
(A. Furtwangler—G. Loschcke Mykenische Thongefdsse Berlin 1879 p. 3 pi. r > T > Perrot—
Chipiez Hist, de VArt vi. 912 fig. 464).

(b) A vase from tomb xiii at Mochlos, which Sir A. J. Evans refers to the 'Early
Minoan iii' period, c. 2400—2100 B.C. (R. B. Seager Explorations in the Island of Mochlos
Boston—New York 1912 p. 64 figs. 32, 34, G. Karo—G. Maraghiannis Antiquites Cretoises
Deuxieme serie Candie 1911 p. viii pi. 10, 6, Sir A. J. Evans The Palace of Minos London
1921 i. 115 fig. 84, O. Montelius La Grece prtclassique Stockholm 1924!. 27 fig. n6a,
n6b=myfig. 106). This remarkable vessel, painted with yellowish white on a dark ground,
represents a female figure wearing a kind of turban and holding her breasts, which are pierced
to serve as spouts. Both Seager and Evans infer that she is a primitive mother-goddess. It is
but a step from this Alma Mater to some of the Cypriote vases noted above (e.g. Perrot—
Chipiez Hist, de VArt iii col. pi. 4 = my fig. 107), which being furnished with a single
spout probably did duty as feeding-bottles for infants. A mother-goddess would be a
wholly suitable type. A late Egyptian (?) specimen in my collection is no less appro-
priately topped by the head of young Horos (fig. 108. Height 4 inches).

(c] Tubular vessels from various cult-centres in Palestine, Crete, and Rhodes. At
Beth-Shan (Beisdn], the Hellenistic Nysa Skythopolis (supra p. 88 fig. 31), the excavations
of the University of Pennsylvania Museum brought to light an earthenware cylinder, from
one side of which projects a crudely modelled head wearing a crown of feathers. This

C. III. 13
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Fig. 106.

Fig. 107. Fig. 108.
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object, found in the Amenophis iii level (1411—1375 B.C.), seems to have been connected
with the cult of the serpent-goddess Astoreth or Anaitis, who at Beth-Shan bore the
Egyptianised name Antit: the head presumably represents the goddess herself (L. B.
Holland in the Am. fourn. Arch. 1929 xxxiii. 198 f. fig. io = my fig. 109). Somewhat
later are the bottomless tubular stands from the same site published by A. Rowe in the
Museum Journal. University of Pennsylvania 1926 pp. 296, 297, 299. I figure one which
has two handles surmounted by birds in the round and windows in its sides penetrated by
snakes in relief (G. Contenau Manuel d1 archeologie orientale Paris 1931 ii. 1049 f. fig. 729
after S. A. Cook in the Palestine Exploration Fund. Quarterly Statement for 1926 p. 30,

Fig. 109. Fig. no.

^. 192 7 p. 74, A. T. Olmstead History of Palestine and Syria New York—London
1931 p. 154 fig. 74). Professor S. A. Cook The Religion of ancient Palestine in the light of
A rchaeology London 1930 p. 98 comments: 'The name Shan (or She1 an) may be directly con-
nected with Shahan or Sakhan, the Semitic name of an old Sumerian serpent deity. Upon a
bowl is depicted an undulating serpent; and a pottery model of a serpent has female breasts,
and a cup below for collecting the milk.' Etc. The burial pithoi from Beth-Shan
(c. 1200 B.C.), which have their upper part adorned with the mask of the dead man or
woman and a pair of rudimentary arms (C. L. Fisher in the Revue biblique Internationale
1923 xxxii. 435 ff. fig. 9, P. Thomsen in Ebert Reallex. ii. 5 pi. i, a, b), are hardly ad rem.
A shrine of 'Middle Minoan' date (c. 2100—1580 B.C.) on one summit of Mt Korakies,
a two-peaked hill at Koumasa in southern Crete, yielded four cylindrical clay vessels open
at the bottom. Two of these have snaky handles formed of four loops vertically arranged
on either side (S. Xanthoudides The Vaulted Tombs of MesarA trans. J. P. Droop Liverpool

13—2
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1924 p. 50 pi. 33, of which nos. 5002 and 5005 = 017 figs, in and 112, G. Karo in
D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig—Erlangen 1925 viip. viii fig. 52,
Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. pp. 90 f. fig. 6, 271 f.). At Prinia in central Crete F. Halbherr
in 1900 found two very similar vessels, one of which has an additional snake coiling
upwards and encircling its mouth, together with a terra-cotta goddess emergent from a

Fig. in. Fig. r i2 .

Fig. 113. Fig. 114.

cylindrical base and the fragmentary arms of another entwined with snakes—clearly the
contents of a small 'Minoan' shrine (S. Wide in the Ath. Mitth. 1901 xxvi. 247—257
figs, i—5 (of which 4 and 5 = my figs. 113 and 114) and pi. 12, Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel.
pp. 269 f., 271, 275, 385). Renewed excavations of the site by the Italians in 1906 led
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to further finds—the head of a terra-cotta figure and another tube-shaped vessel with
vertical loops or handles, a ridge resembling a snake, and oval holes or apertures in the
sides. But the objects associated with the new finds belong to the archaic Greek period
and point to a local survival of the ' Minoan' cult (L. Pernier in the Bollettino cfarte 1908
ii. 455 ff. fig. 11 cited by R. Zahn in K. F. Kinch Fouilles de Vroulia (Rhodes) Berlin
1914 p. 28 and by Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 386). The shrine of the snake-goddess at
Gournia in eastern Crete (supra ii. 538), believed to be of the 'Late Minoan i' period,
c. 1580—1475 B.C., had five tubular vessels still in situ. One, of which the base only
remained, stood on the low plastered tripod. Round it were ranged four others. Three
of these, practically complete, supplement the snaky loops by an extra handle surmounted
by ritual horns; one adds a disk above the horns, another a pair of snakes crossing under
the handle, the third a symbol now missing—possibly a bird (Mrs B. E. Williams in
H. Boyd Hawes, B. E. Williams, R. B. Seager, and E. H. Hall Gournia, Vasiliki and
other prehistoric sites on the Isthmus of Hierapetra, Crete Philadelphia 1908 p. 47 f. pi. 11,

Fig. 115. Fig. 116. Fig. 117.

i i—i3 = my figs. 115—117, L. Pernier in G. Maraghiannis Antiquites Cretoises Vienne
(1907) i p. vii pi. 36, i, 2, and 4, R. Dussaud Les civilisations prthelltniques dans le
bassin de la Mer £gee Paris 1910 p. 200 with fig. 142, G. Karo in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas
zur Religionsgeschichle Leipzig—Erlangen 1925 vii p. viii fig. 51, Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel.
pp. 74 if. fig. 38, 267, 271). Lastly, a tubular vessel, found in Rhodes, probably at
Kameiros, and now in the Antiquarium at Berlin (inv. no. 4563), is of roughly similar
shape. It is 0.285™ highj and again has no bottom. A ribbed handle on either side is
flanked by four bosses and two snakes in relief. Three of these snakes have tongues
serrated like an oak-leaf; the fourth has a tongue small and pointed. The neck of the
vessel is decorated with a number of birds, separately modelled and attached, several of
which are missing. The light brown clay is painted rather carelessly with maeanders,
zig-zags, etc. of dark brown glaze in the geometric style—an indication that here too we
have a 'Minoan' usage surviving into /<w/-'Minoan' times (R. Zahn 'Kultgerat aus
Rhodes' in K. F. Kinch Fouilles de Vroulia (Rhodes) Berlin 1914 pp. 26—34 fig. 13
a, b, and c (= my fig. 118 a, b, and c), E. Ktister Die Schlange in der griechischen Kunst und
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2oo Hephaistos and Athena

belongs to the same language as the place-name Phaistds1. Now
if—as we have argued2—the 'Minoan' earth-goddess (Rhea) had for
consort a 'Minoan' sky-god (Kronos) armed with a double axe, it
is tempting to guess that Hephaistos, whose double axe of bronze
is mentioned by Pindar as a 'holy axe3' and is often figured on sixth-
century vases4, was in the remote prehistoric past the veritable
husband of Athena. On which showing Hephaistos and Athena

Religion Giessen 1913 p. 41 f. fig. 31 (inexact), Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel, pp4 273, 386 f.).
Bottomless vases are in the nature of funnels, and sometimes certainly, as in the Dipylon
cemetery at Athens, conveyed liquid offerings through the earth to the dead below (supra
ii. 1056). It is therefore reasonable to think that the tubular vessels used in the cult of
the 'Minoan' snake-goddess served a similar purpose and prove her to have been ab
origine an earth-mother (R. Zahn loc, cit. p. 34, Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. pp. 271 ff.,
386 f.). However, Sir A. J. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1935 iv. i pp. xii, 138 ff.,
having found in a ' Minoan' house at Knossos three clay tubes with cups attached to their
sides, thinks that these were receptacles for domestic snakes, derived from common
drain-pipes. He offers the same explanation of all the 'snake tubes' mentioned above,
comparing their loops with the looped variety of water-pipe. Ingenious, but far from
convincing.

(d) Hellenistic relief-ware of Graeco-Egyptian style has sometimes by way of prophy-
lactic (?) decoration an emblem or emblems of Athena. I figure three small vases in my
collection, which are made of salmon-coloured unglazed (?) clay and were found at Ephesos.
They exhibit the following designs: (i) on the one side a helmeted head of Athena, on
the other a Gorgoneion of beautiful type (fig. 119. Height 3^ inches); (2) a Gorgoneion
with dishevelled hair and a large six-rayed star beneath an inverted lotos-pattern round
the rim (fig. 120. Height i£ inch); (3) two snakes with crossed tails above a single larger
snake encircling the lower part of the vase (fig. 121. Height 4! inches).

It is perhaps not too hazardous to conjecture that Trojan Gesichtsumen and the like
point backwards to a primitive belief that earthen vessels should take the form of the
earth-mother of whose very substance they were made. Be that as it may, in view of the
varied types of these sacred or semi-sacred vases it is quite conceivable that—as Kretschmer
supposed—Athena drew her name from a clay vessel used in her service, though I should
prefer to conclude that the vessel drew its name from the goddess.

1 I do not propose to treat "H0at<rroy and <t>cu<7r6s as etymologically connected, though
many years ago I toyed with the notion (Class. Rev. 1904 xviii. 85 n. i). I now agree
with Farnell Cults of Gk. States v. 390 n.a: 'There is no vraisemblance in the supposi-
tion.' Platon, who might be cited in its support, though a giant in philosophy, was but
a dwarf in philology (Plat. Crat. 407 c BPM. rl 5e Si] rbv "ILQaiffrov; irrj X^yets;
Si2. $ rbv yevvaiov TOV <f>a.eos 'iaropa tpurq.*; EPM. ZOIKO.. Sfi. oiiKovv OUTOS (icv iravri S?)XoJ
<i>at<rros &v, rb ^ra irpoffe\Kv<rdfjiei'os;). Nevertheless it remains probable that the language
which produced the word Qaurros produced also the word "H^cuoros.

2 Supra ii. 548 ff.
3 Find. Ol. 7. 35 ff. avlx 'A^a&rrou T&x.vauru> \ xaXjceXdiTy ireX^/cei ira\Ttpos 'Affavaia.

KOpvtJMv KO.T aicpav \ avopofoaiff' dXaXa|£ej' tfirep/icUet /3o$ &n&frag. 34 Bergk4, 34 Schroeder
ap. Hephaist. 15. 13 p. 51, 16 Consbruch 6s *rai rvirels ayixp ireX^/cet T^KSTO £av0av
'Affavav (quoted also, less exactly, by Marius Plotius Sacerdos de metris in H. Keil
Grammatici Latim vi. 545, 5). Later writers commonly use the term irt\ei<vs (Apollod.
i. 3. 6, Loukian. dial. dear. 8, Philostr. mai. imagg. 2. 27. i, Nonn. Dion. 27. 324, 42.
250, schol. Plat. Tim. 23 D—E p. 948 a 12), sometimes POVTT\T?I£ in the sense of 'an axe
for felling an ox' (Nonn. Dion. 8. 83, 27. 325, et. mag. p. 371, 41). Cp. the
presented by Hephaistos to Polytechnos of Kolophon (supra ii. 693).

4 Infra § 9 (h) ii (0).
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would be but local equivalents of Kronos and Rhea1. Some such
assumption at least accounts for their persistent juxtaposition in
classical times. Homer's cunning craftsman, who overlays gold on
silver, is 'the man that Hephaistos and Pallas Athene have taught
all manner of art, and full of grace are the works of his hand2.' The
Homeric Hymn to Hephaistos* opens on the same note:

Sing, tuneful Muse, Hephaistos and his craft,
Who with bright-eyed Athena taught mankind
All splendid work on earth, whereas of yore
Men dwelt like brute beasts in their mountain-dens.

Solon's4 description of the artificer owes something to these epic
writers:

Taught by Athena and Hephaistos' skill
Another learns his trade and earns his meal.

Platon5 too with curious frequency insists on the partnership of
Hephaistos and Athena.

Their association is further attested by mythology, art, and actual
cult. If Hephaistos fashioned woman, Athena adorned her—a story
as old as Hesiod6 and brilliantly illustrated by the Anesidora-cup
(pi. xxvii)7.

1 This squares with the fact that in Crete, where Kronos and Rhea bulked big,
Hephaistos (Farnell Cults of Gk. States v. 389 and L. Malten in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. viii. 314^, 341: both rightly attach little weight to Diod. 5. 74 and Paus. 8. 53. 5)
and Athena (U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff in the Sitzungsb. d. Akad. d. Wiss.
Berlin 1921 p. 952. On Athena Kvdwvta see Prehn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi.
2308) were nobodies.

'2 Od. 6. 233 f. 8c "H^atoros StSaev Kal IlaXXas 'Ad-rpri) \ reyvyv iravroir)i>, •xa.plevra. 5e
epya reXetet.

3 H. Heph. i ff. "R<paiffTov K\vr6p.tfnv d«5eo, MoCou Xfyeia, | 8s fn.fr 'AOrivalys
yXavK&iridos ay\aa epya. | avOp&irovs edidal-ev eirl -xQovbs, ot TO irapos irep \ avrpois vaiera-
affKov ev otipe<ru>, rjtire Oijpes.

4 Sol. frag. 13. 49 f. Bergk4, i. 49 f. Diehl aXXos 'AOijvalrjs re /cat 'H^a/orou n-oXv-
Tf-)(ye(i3 | Ipva Saeis 'xeipolv ^uXX^yerai fHorov.

5 Plat. Prot. 321 D (Prometheus) K\^irrei 'H^alarov KO,I 'A6t)vas rr)v ^vrexvov <ro<j>lav
ffdv irvpi (supra i. 324), polit. 274 C irOp fitv wapa Hpo/j.i)0tus, T^XTOU d£ irap' 'H<j>aiffrov KO.I
T^S ffwr£x.vov, Kritias 109 C—D "H^cuoTos 5e KOIVTJV nal 'ABrjva Qtiffiv fyovres, a/j.a ptv

en ratirov irarp6s, a/j,a d£ <pi\o<ro<pi<f QO^ore-xyiq. re eirl TO. aura e\66vres, O£!TW fiiav
TI%IV rrjvSe rrfv x^Pav e^M)j(o-rov ws oiKeiav KO.I irp6<r<f>opov apery Kal (ppovfiffei
i', avSpas de ayadovs e/xirotiJcraj'Tes a.irrb'xflova.s eiri vow ZQevav rijv rijs iro\ireias

rdi;ii>, legg. 920 D 'H<paiffTov Kal 'AOyvas lepbv rb r(av dyfjuovpy&i' yevos, ot rbv filov TJJJUV
S-vyKaretTKevaKain reyyais.

6 Hes. theog. 571 ff., o.d. 60 ff., 70 ff.
7 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 389 ff. no. D 4, A. S. Murray—A. H. Smith White

Athenian Vases in the British Museum London 1896 p. 29 pi. 19, E. Gerhard in the
Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Berlin i. 5—7 pi. i (in gold and colours), Lenormant—
de Witte El. man. ctr. iii. 149 ff., i59f- pi- 44? A. Rapp in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 2057 f.
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fig., Harrison Myth, Man. Anc. Ath. pp. 450—452 fig. 50. PI. xxvii is from a fresh
photograph.

Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei \. 283, followed by Hoppin Red-fig. Vases
ii. 342 no. 22, attributes this kyttx to the '•Meister der Penthesileia-Schale^; Pfuhl
Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 53of., to E. Buschor's ' Pferdemeister.' But J. D. Beazley
Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 129 denies the
attribution, and in his Attische^Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 261
no. 6 describes the vase as in the 'Art des Pistoxenosmalers.'

Found at Nolain 1828 or 1829, this great kylix (height 5 inches: diameter \i\ inches)
passed through the Hope and the Bale collections before being purchased in 1881 for the
British Museum. The exterior is red-figured and shows scenes in the palaistra (?). The
interior has black outlines on a white ground, with inner markings in brown. Anesidora's
chiton and Hephaistos' himdtion are brown with details in purple and white. Athena has
a chiton with a purple girdle, and a dark brown aigts with purple border and Gorgoneion
in white. The head-dresses and the top of the hammer are moulded and gilt on a raised
ground. Substantial parts of the design are missing. The heads of Anesidora and Athena
together with the right arm of the latter have been added in pencil, while part of the

former's chiton has been restored in water-colour. The names are A ©EN A A,

[A]N^IAOPA, HE(DA[l]*TO$ (P. Kretschmer Die Griechischen Vasenin-
schriften Giitersloh 1894 p. 203 f. no. 187, correcting the Corp. inscr. Gr. iv no. 7416).

The moment represented is that described by Hes. theog. 573 ff. £w<re 5£ /cai Kooytija-e
0e& 7\auKW7ris 'A0-/ivr) \ dpyv<p£ri 4<rdrJTf... \ d/j.<pl d£ oi ffT€<f>a.vriv xpvff^r)v Ke<pa.\ri<j>iv
WriK€, | TTJI> airros iroi-rjffe irepucXuros 'Afj.<piyvf)eu j dffKif)<ra.s 7ra\d/Ai)(7t, xapifoju.ei'os Atl trcLTpl.
And the composition as a whole is comparable with that of the Triptolemos-relief from
Eleusis (Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. p. 106 ff. pis. 24 and 25 with bibliography, Brunn—
Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. und rom. Sculpt, pi. 7, Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii.
140 ff. fig. 68, Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 339 no. 3).

' A v r j f f i S & p a , like IlavS&pa, was an epithet of the earth-mother (Hesych. 'Avrjffid&pa,'
i) yfj, 5td TO TOI)S Kapiroi/s dvi&at, id. Hou>dd>pa' i) yij, 8n ra irpbs TO £i)i> iravTO, Swpetrai.
d$' o5 Kal fcidwpos Kal dvr)ffiS<J!}pa = schoL Aristoph. av. 971 HavS&pq. • TT; yrj, eireidi) irdvra
ret irpos TO £vjv BwpeiTai. a<f> 06 (cat freidwpos ical dvrjffidibpa, et. mag. p. 108, 31 'AvrjffiS&pa'
T) yfj, Eustath. in 11. p. 1057, 47 f- fTepoi 5e ^.wSuivijv d\\-riyopowTes ivravOa. TT)I> yrjv <pa<ri
<Tifj,dcr6ai. (ins. A.B.C.)> icapti, r<$ 5<3 S&ffw, ws doTetpav Kal dvriffid&pav /cai feldiapov (cp.
the Dodonaean chant Ta Kctpwoi/s dvlei K.T.\. cited supra i. 524 n. 8, ii. 350 n. i). In
Alkiphr. epist. I. 3 xPVffrov V TV Kal ^ jSwXoj dKlvdwov. ofi fj,a.T7)v yovv dveicnSibpav raiJrijJ'
ovofjidfovffiv 'AOrjvaioi dvielffav d&pa, Si wv effTi ^v Kal ffdafccrOai R. Hercher omits the
second sentence (as a gloss?)). From Ge it passed to her 'offshoot' (supra i. 396 f.)
Demeter, who was likewise empowered yrjs Kapirbv avfiaeiv (h. Dem. 332). Thus in the
Attic deme Phlya the cult of Ge called Me7a\ij 0e6s was supplemented by that of
Demeter 'Avyffid&pa and by that of Kore Hpuroybvy (Paus. i. 31. 4 cited supra ii. 251
n. 2 plus ii. 1066). Demeter'AvrjcriS&pa was perhaps worshipped in Melite, another deme
of the tribe Kekropis (Plout. symp. 9. 14. 4 Kal yap vp.lv (sc. rots MeXtreCow) eon
A^/i^T^p 'Avi}ffid<!>pa), and her appellative figures in the lists drawn up by the grammarians
(Scholl—Studemund anecd. \. i^o'^irWeTO. Aij/Mjr/ms..^ dvqffid&pas, 277 AJ TTJS A^jui/rpoJ
xX^ffeiy ...dvrjffiSdpa, cp. 282 KXijffeis Ai?jtw;r/)os...6j'Tj(rt5(ipa (sic)).

Starting from this fact archaeologists, inprimis C. Robert (Archaeologische Maerchen
aus alter und neuer Zeit Berlin 1886 p. 194 ff. pis. 4 and 5, 'Pandora' in Hermes 1914
xlix. 17—38 with 2 figs.), J. E. Harrison (Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. 451 f., 'Delphika'
in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 232 ff. figs, n, 12, Proleg. Gk. Rel.* p. 276 ff. figs.
67—71), and P. Gardner ('A New Pandora Vase' in \hejourn. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi.
i ff. pi. i), have gone far towards explaining the origin of the Anesidora-type. The story
shapes itself as follows. The ancients seem to have regarded the earliest agricultural
operations of the year as a kind of evocatio, by means of which the earth-powers were
wakened from their winter's sleep and summoned to help the farmer in his work. When
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the ager Tarquiniensis was being ploughed and the furrow was driven deep, up came on
a sudden Tages, a boy in appearance but an old man in wisdom, scared the ploughman
and delivered his auguries to the Etruscans (Cic. de div. 2. 50, Ov. met. 15. 553 ff-: see

Fig. 12-2.

Fig. 123.

further C. Pauli and W. Schultz in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 3 ff.). Similarly in Greek
belief, when the hard earth is broken up by men with mallets or mattocks,—and it must
be remembered that the most primitive form of agriculture was Hackbau (E. Hahn in
M. Ebert Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte Berlin 1926 v. 12 f. pi. n)—up comes Mother
Earth herself in answer to their summons. Her epiphany, though nowhere noted in
literature, is given on a series of vases (C. Robert Archaeologische Maerchen pi. 5,
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But the Anesidora-cup is not the only witness. The fact is that
from the beginning of the fifth century1 onwards classical art shows
a well-marked tendency to bring together the craftsmen's god and
the craftsmen's goddess. A fragmentary design from the outside of
a red-figured kylix painted in the style of Euphronios (fig. I25)2 has
Hephaistos seated with a phidle in his right hand and a double axe
or hammer in his left. By his side stands Athena with helmet, aigis,
and spear. Her hair and bracelet, like his phidle, are in gilded relief,
and suggest that this is no trivial occasion. Equally impressive is the
eastern frieze of the Parthenon (supra ii pi. xliv), which again shows
Hephaistos seated, but this time with Athena seated too. He turns
towards her, as Hera towards Zeus, the pre-Hellenic exactly
balancing the Hellenic pair. A broken relief from Epidauros, carved
in Pentelic marble c. 400 B.C. and now preserved in the National
Museum at Athens (fig. I26)3, has another masterly composition.

A, B, C). Of these I reproduce the earliest, a black-figured Ukythos at Paris (De Ridder
Cat. Vases de la Bibl. Nat. i. 197 f. no. 298, Lenormant—de Witte £l. man. cer. i. 162 ff.
pi. 52, Welcker Alt. Denkm. iii. 201 ff. pi. 15, i, W. Frohner Les Musees de France Paris
J^73 P- 72 (•£) c°l- pl- 22 (= my fig- I22))> which shows the head and lifted hands of Ge
rising from the ground in response to the hammerers, and the most elaborate, a red-
figured hydria in the Louvre (W. Frohner Choix de vases grecs inedits de la collection du
Prince Napoleon Paris 1867 p. 24 ff. pi. 6, id. Les Musees de France Paris 1873 p. 68 ff. col.
pi. 21 = my fig. 123), which transforms the men with mallets into Silenoi with mattocks
and makes Ge emerge from the broken soil as a great white head in three-quarter
position, welcomed by a pair of hovering Erotes and a sudden growth of leaf and
tendril. Such a scene could be easily re-interpreted as the making of a large female
figure, cp. the title of Sophokles' Satyr-play HavSApa ^ <r(J>vpoK6woi (Soph. frag.
441—445 Nauck2, 482—486 Jebb). It was in fact modified to express the making of
Pandora out of earth (Hes. theog. 571 yatys, o.d. 61 yaiav ii5ec Qvpeiv, 70 IK 701775)
or clay (Soph. frag. 441 Nauck2, 482 Jebb Kal irpurov cipxov irrjXbv dpyd^ew -^epoiv,
cp. Apollod. i. 7. 2 HirXaffav, Hyg. fab. 142 ex luto), as may be seen from a red-
figured volute-^ra^r at Oxford (P. Gardner in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. i ff.
pi. i (= my fig. 124), J. E. Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel.2 p. 280 f. fig. 71, C. Robert
in Hermes 1914 xlix. 17 ff. fig.), on which Pandora emerges from the ground quite
in the manner of Ge, and her maker Epimetheus—a somewhat cynical doublet of
Prometheus (supra i. 329 n. 4)—still holds a large-sized mallet; the hovering Eros marks
Pandora as Epimetheus' bride. All the figures named on this vase, Zeus, Hermes,
Epimetheus, Pandora are Hellenic. The British Museum kylix (pi. xxvii) is of interest
because it transfers the Hellenic myth to the pre-Hellenic deities Athena and Hephaistos.
In the process Pandora, re-named Anesidora, becomes less like the emergent Ge, while
the gilded hammer of Hephaistos is less reminiscent of the countryman's rude tool.

1 L. Malten in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 348 cites in this connexion a black-
figured sherd from the Akropolis at Athens noted by W. Dorpfeld in the Ath. Mitth.
1888 xiii. 109 f. But this is not ad rem: see Graef Ant. Vasen Athen p. 67 no. 601 b
pi. 28 ('wahrscheinlich von einer Athenageburt').

2 P. Wolters in the Ath. Mitth. 1888 xiii. 104 f. fig. (= my fig. 125. Scale \], Hoppin
Red-fig. Vases i. 407 no. 18 bis, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils
Tubingen 1925 p. 61 no. 13.

3 A. Furtwangler in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe
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Fig. 126.
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Hephaistos leaning on his staff presents a helmet to Athena, who
stands before him in the pose of the Dresden' Lemnia.' An archaistic
relief from Greece now in the Jacobsen collection (fig. I2/)1 repeats
the motif of Hephaistos presenting the helmet, but combines him
awkwardly enough with an Athena in the l Promachos'-attitude. A
fresh turn is given to the kaleidoscope by the artist who designed
a well-known sarcophagus in the Villa Albani2. A procession of
deities bringing gifts for the marriage of Peleus and Thetis is
1897 p. 289 ff. with fig., E. Reisch in the fahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1898 i. 79 ff. fig. 37
(= my fig. 126), B. Sauer Das sogenannte Theseion Leipzig 1899 p. 248 ff., E. Lowy in the
text to Einzelaufnahmen v. 27 ff. no. 1256, Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. p. 369 ff. no. 1423
pi. 68 with bibliography.

Furtwangler took this relief to represent the Athena Lemnia of Pheidias receiving a
helmet from Hephaistos the natural protector of Athenian klerouchoi in Lemnos. To
account for the relief having been found at Epidauros, he suggested that it may have
decorated the base of a stele bearing some decree of the said klerouchoi.

Reisch and Sauer regard the subject as reflecting the Hephaistos and Athena Hephaistia
made by Alkamenes for the Hephaisteion (the so-called 'Theseion') at Athens. See
further E. A. Gardner in ihejourn. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 6 ff.

Lowy holds that the god is not Hephaistos at all, but a common type of Asklepios.
He thinks that Athena, paying a friendly visit to Asklepios, here doffs her armour in
token of the guest-friendship enjoyed by Athenians at Epidauros, while Asklepios extends
his right hand towards her with a gesture of greeting (cp. an Attic relief of 398/7 B.C.
published by P. Foucart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1878 ii. 37 ff. pi. 10, Collignon Hist, de
la Sculpt, gr. ii. 145 fig. 71, E. Lowy in the text to Einzelaufnahmen v. 2 f. no. 1212).
But the absence of a snake (unless indeed it was added in paint, which is just conceivable)
tells heavily against the identification of the god as Asklepios (contrast e.g. Svoronos
Ath. Nationalmus. no. 2985 pi. 197, i); and his right hand was certainly touching the
helmet, not greeting the goddess.

Svoronos, ingenious as ever, agrees with Lowy in naming the god Asklepios, but
argues that Athena is offering him her helmet and shield. In this we are to see a symbolic
allusion to the events of the year 338 B.C., when Philip after the victory of Chaironeia
marched against Sparta at the head of an irresistible force. In the nick of time Asklepios
came to the rescue from Epidauros (Isyll. F 65 f. Powell, E 60 f. Diehl rots 'Ao-jcXijTrtos
<ij>A0e J3oa06os ^'Emda^pov \ Tifj.(av''HpaK\£osyevedv as0ei5ero &pa Zefc) and appeared
to the boy Isyllos clad in golden armour (Isyll. F 68 f. Powell, E 63 f. Diehl run rijya
iroffreixovTi avvdvTt)ffa.s <rvv oir\ounv | \afjnr6/j.evos xpvfftoiff', 'AffK\airi£). Svoronos surmises
that Athens sent arms to Sparta through the agency of Epidauros, and that this relief was
set up in Epidauros to commemorate the fact as soon as the death of Alexander made an
anti-Macedonian dedication possible. Accordingly he would date the relief c. 322 B.C.,
comparing a very similar relief of that year (Ath. Nationalmus. p. 246 f. no. 1331 pi. 36, i).
The whole hypothesis is clever, but frail.

1 P. Arndt La Glyptotheque Ny-Carlsberg^A\imch 1896p. 31 f. pi. 20, c ( = my fig. 127),
Ny Carhberg Glyptotek i no. 35 pi. 3, E. Reisch in the fahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. .1898
i. 82.

2 G. Winckelmann Monumenti antichi inediti Roma 1767 p. 151 ff. pi. in, G. Zoega
Li bassirilievi antichi di Roma Roma 1808 i. 249 pis. 52, 53, Overbeck Gall. her. Bildw.
i. 201 f. Atlas pi. 8, 8, Mtiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 4. 65 ff. pi. 75, 961, A.
Baumeister in his Denkm. i. 700 f. fig. 759, A. Rapp in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 2733,
Robert Sark.-Relfs ii. 2 ff. pi. i, i, ia, i^, Reinach Rep. Reliefs iii. 143 no. i, W. Helbig
Fuhrer durch die offentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertiimer in Rom3 Leipzig 1913
ii. 436 f. no. 1887.
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Fig. 127.

Fig. 128.
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headed by Hephaistos and Athena, the former bearing sword x and
shield, the latter helmet and spear2. Since the whole composition
is ingeniously built up of pre-existing types3, we must suppose that
Hephaistos and Athena as armourers were already sufficiently
familiar. In this capacity we can trace them further afield. Crude
provincial reliefs from Heddernheim (figs. 128, 129)* show a group

Fig. 129.

1 On the famous fj^dxaipa made by Hephaistos for Peleus (Hes. frag. 110 Flach, 79
Rzach ap. schol. Find. Nem. 4. 95; schol. Find. Nem. 4. 88; schol. Aristoph. nub. 1063;
Zenob. 5. 20, Makar. 5. 86; Souid. s.v. ptya Qpovel p.a.\\ov fj Hrj\efc tirl ry fiaxatpy) see
L. Bloch in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1832 f. Other 'Kc/xuffTorevicTa are listed by Gruppe
Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1309 f. and C. Picard in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. v. 998.

2 Cheiron presented Peleus with a spear made of ash-wood from Mt Pelion (//. 16.
143 i. = ib. 19. 390 f., Cypriafrag. 2 Kinkel ap. schol. A.D. //. 16. 140, Apollod. 3.13. 5.
The schol. A.D. //. 16. 140 adds $curi §£'A.0i)j>iiv/J.£v S-4<rai a$T6,"'H.<f>aiffTov d£ KaTaffKevti<rai).

3 W. Helbig op. cit. ii. 437.
4 E. Maass Die Tagesgotter in Rom undden Provinzen aus der Kulturdes Niederganges

C. III. 14
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of three standing deities—-Volcanus with Minerva at his right hand
and Mercurius at his left—surmounted by busts representing the
days of the week1. Volcanus is here possibly a Roman substitute
for Donar2, Minerva for Holda3, Mercurius for Wodan4. In any
case Volcanus and Minerva patronise arts and crafts, while Mer-
curius encourages trade. A contrast to these poor efforts is provided
by the handsome numismatic types of Rome and Romanised Greece.
Magnificent medallions issued by Antoninus Pius in his own name

Fig. 130.

(fig. 13 >)5 and in that of his wife Faustina the Elder6 portray the
ambitious scene of Hephaistos forging a thunderbolt for the
Thunderer's daughter. She stands before him, her right hand
outstretched to take the bolt, her left resting on her hip. Behind

der antiken Welt Berlin 1902 p. 233 f. with figs. 25 ( = my fig. 128) and 26 (= my fig. 129),
Reinach Rep. Reliefs iii. 526 no. 4, 528 no. 8, Germania Romano, Bamberg 1922 p. xvi

pl- 53> 3-
1 Supra ii. 69 f.
2 Supra ii. 63 n. i. But see on the other side G. Wlssowa in Roscher Lex. Myth,

vi. 367. 3 Supra ii. 65, 66 n. o, 94 n. i.
* Supra ii. 59, 63 n. o, 69, 94 n. i, 386 n. 6.
5 Frohner Mid. emp. rom. p. 65 f. fig., Cohen Monn. emp. rom? ii. 388 no. 1156 fig.,

Stevenson—Smith—Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 916, Kubitschek Rom. Medaillons Wien
p. 3 no. 24 pl. 2, Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 18 nos. 77 and 78 (140—143 A.D.) pl. 52, 4,
18 no. 83 (155 A.D.) pl. 51, 3 (= my fig. 130).

6 Brit. Mus. Cat. Medallions p. 12 no. 6 pl. 17, 3, Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 16
no. 18 pl. 59, i.
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her we perceive shield, snake, and olive-tree—the insignia of the
Athenian goddess. Another medallion of Antoninus Pius (fig. isi)1,
followed by imperial coins of Samos2, Thyateira (fig. I32)3, and
Magnesia ad Maeandrum4, harks back to older models by combining
the pillar of the Partfyenos with the helmet of the ' Lemnia! Yet
another of Antoninus' numerous medallions (fig. I33)5 shows Heph-
aistos holding a hammer and forging a shield on his anvil. Before
him is a helmet set on a tall cippus, behind him a shield, and in the
background uplifted on a pedestal the statue of Athena Parthtnos.
Finally, a white paste of the Graeco-Roman period (s. i B.C.—s. i A.D.)
now at Berlin has the head of Hephaistos eclipsing that of Athena,
both heads being in profile on disks resembling coins6.

Fig. 131. Fig. 132. Fig. 133-

Of greater importance than these artistic variations of a common
theme is the evidence supplied by definite religious usage. Heph-
aistos and Athena appear to have had a joint festival, the
Chalkeia, on the last day of Pyanopsion7 at the very beginning of

1 Frohner Med. emp. rom. p. 51 fig., Cohen Monn. emp. rom.z ii. 384 f. no. 1144 fig.
(= my fig. 131). ~ Head Hist, num.'2' p. 606.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lydia p. 306 pi. 31, 5 (=my fig. 132) Commodus, Hunter
Cat. Coins ii. 469 no. 14 Commodus, Rasche Lex. Num. xi. 946, 947.

4 Imhoof-Blumer Monn. gr. p. 292 no. 92 Maximinus, Rasche Lex. Num. xi. 947,
Head Hist, num.'* p. 583.

5 Frohner Mid. emp. rom. p. 63 f. fig., Cohen Monn. emp. rom? ii. 387 f. no.
1155 ng-» Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 18 no. 82 (152 A.D.) pi. 52, 7 ( = my fig. 133).

6 Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 196 no. 4875 pi. 35, G. Winckelmann
Monumenti antichi inediti Roma 1767 i. 208 ff. ('Ulisse e Telemaco'!) pi. 153.

7 Harpokr. s.v. XaX/ceia •...ra XaX/ceta eoprrj Trap' 'K9vp>aioa < rrj ' h.Qi}vq. (ins. Meur-
sius) > dyo/j^vri Hva.ve\f/i&vos tv-g Kal via, xei/>cii'a£( KOIV/I, judXtara 5£ xaX/ceCcro', wj (pijcriv
' A.iro\\<avios 6 'Ajfapvets (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 313 Mtiller, Apollonios of Acharnai (c. 100 B.C.
according to E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 134 no. 72) irepl T&V 'AO'/ivi)-
fftv eopT&v frag. 3 (Tresp Frag. gr. Kultsckr. p. 99 f.)). $aj'65ij/xos 5£ oftic 'Afli/j'p <j>i)<riv
HyeffOai TTJV toprty d\V 'H^afary (Phanodemos (on whom see W. Christ Geschichte der
griechischen Litteratur6 Munchen 1920 ii. i. no) frag. 22 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 369 Mliller)).

14—2
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winter1. Apollonios of Acharnai, a writer on Athenian festivals,
states that the rite was observed by all the craftsmen, especially the
coppersmiths, of Athens. Souidas remarks that some called it the
Athenaia, while others described it as a festival of the whole folk2.
It was, he adds, an ancient festival once celebrated by all the people,
which had come to be viewed as an affair of the artisans only, since
Hephaistos had wrought bronze in Attike. Phanodemos the
Atticist even denied that Athena had any part or lot in it3. But
here, as V. von Schoeffer* points out, he must have been mistaken,
for this was the day on which the priestesses with the Arrhephoroi
began to weave Athena's peplos*. Moreover, we have no sufficient

5e /cai MecdVSpy 5pa/j.a XaXma. Souid. s.v. XaX/r«a' eopri) 'A6yvrjiru>, a Tives
' A.B'fjva.ia. Ka\ovffu> • ot 5£ HdvSif]/j:OV did TO fiiro irdvruv ayecrffai, XaX/ceia bis' eoprJj apxaLa.
Kal S-rifj,(Ji)dris TrdAat, vtrrepov de virb /j.6vuv ijyeTO T&V rexviTuv, OTI 6 "H<£at(7Tos ev ry 'ArrtKij

etpydo-aro. fan 5£ %vt) Kal v£a rov Hvaveij/Liavos' iv y /cat < at (ins. A.B.C.)>t^peiai
T&V dppi]<f>6puv T&V irtir\oi> didfrovrai, XaXma ter' eoprij Trap' ' A8t]valoi.s K.T.\. (from

Harpokr. loc. cit.}. Souid. XaX/ceta bis is repeated by the et. mag. p. 805, 43 ff. and in
part by Eustath. in II. p. 284, 36 f. Harpokr. XaXxeia is transcribed in extenso by
Favorin. lex. p. 1854, 27 ff.

1 See the diagram supra i. 691 fig. 511.
2 On the connotation of the word wav Syncs see W. Dittenberger 'AIONT20S

AHMOTEAHS' in Hermes 1891 xxvi. 474 ff. citing Zeus HavSr^os (Corp. inscr. Att.
iii. i no. 7, 1 7 f. [TOU Atos TO]V 'E\ev6eptov Kal irpb \ [TOV lepov --- r]oO AIDS rov Ha.vSy[/j.ov\.
Cp. ^wdwz'-autonomous bronze coins of Synnada with obv. head of I6VC TTAN'
AHMOC, rev. CYNNAAGHN IHNf lN Mt Persis(?) (Imhoof-Blumer Choix de

I34- Fig- 135-

monn. gr.1 pi. 6, 194 (= my fig. 134), id. Monn.gr. p. 413 no. 157, Weber Cat. Coins
iii. 2 no. 7181 pi. 256) or C V N N A AGHN Amaltheia holding infant Zeus with goat
at her feet (Imhoof-Blumer Monn. gr. p. 413 no. 158) and imperial bronze coins of
the same town with rev. Zeus enthroned with Nike in right hand and sceptre in left
[ I jEYCTTANAHMOIICYNNAAEnN (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phrygia p. 399
no. 39Domitian (=my fig. 135 from a cast)), Z6VCC TTANAH[MOC] CVNNA-
AGfl N (Imhoof-Blumer Kleinas. Munzen i. 294 no. 14 Nerva, now at Berlin), or
AIA TTANAHAAON CVN N A C I L (sic) (Mionnet Descr. de med. ant. iv. 368 no. 987
Nerva) or C Y N N A A E I C (id. ibid, and Suppl. vii. 622 no. 593 Nerva, after D. Sestini
Descrizione di altre medaglie greche del Museo del Signore Carlo d'Ottavio Fontana di
Trieste Firenze 1829 iii. 80. For the legend see supra ii. 950f. fig. 842 AIA I A A I O N
I A I G I C ) , Head Hist, num? p. 686).

3 Cp. Poll. 7. 105 XaX/ceia eopr-f) kv rig 'ATTI/CTJ ' H^alorov tepd.
4 V. von Schoeffer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 2067.
5 Souid. s.v. XaXjceea bis (cited supra p. 212 n. o)—et. mag. p. 805, 46 f.
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reason to doubt Souidas' statement that the festival itself was
sometimes called the Athenaia1. Indeed, a fragmentary inscription
found on the Akropolis might be held to connect the goddess with
the Chalkeia2. On the whole we are justified in concluding that
the festival was common to both deities, but that Hephaistos
bulked bigger at it than Athena. En revanche, in the Erechtheion,
where Athena Polids had the whole of the eastern chamber, Heph-
aistos was content with a mere altar3. The two obtained full and equal
recognition in the Hephaisteion on the Market Hill4, at the foot of
which the coppersmiths plied their trade5. A decree6 of the year
421/0 B.C. concerning the celebration of the Hephaistia mentions the
sanctuary (?)7 '"of Hephaistos and Athenaia' and enacts 'that the
Council' set up 'the altar for Hephaistos' and 'make his' statue (?)8.

1 Souid. s.v. XoX/ceta (cited supra p. 212 n. o). Souidas' statement is accepted e.g.
by E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 1098, A. Schmidt Handbuch der
griechischen Chronologie Jena 1888 p. 280, Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 314, v. 378 n.b,
C. Robert in the Gott. gel. Anz. 1899 clxi. 531, P. Stengel Die griechischen Kultusalter-
tumer* Munchen 1920 p. 234. It is rejected by V. von Schoeffer in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 2067.

2 Corp. inscr. Att. iv. 2 no. 441 e [ virtp u]v dirayye\[\ovo-i ot wepl rijs Ova-lay
rj]v i-Ovov rois ~Ka\\Kelot.s ,-]avro 8^ Kal «•[. .]/3wc[.]ajT[ot.s , dyaffe]i ri/xel> 8eS6x6at ret
|3o[uXet, ra (t,ev dyaOa S^xeffOai, a <pao~i] yeyoi>fv[ai\ iv rois te[pois ols e8vov e0' vyietai ical
ffUT7ip]iai rrfS re J3ov\ijs xal [rov Silicon ical iralSuv Kal yvvaiKuv] Kal ru>v ffvu/j.dx<>>[v' evai-
Vfffai 5e ~\iv rrjs Oeov rovs iir[l apxovros Kal rbv — av]r(av ZTpar[6]Xa[oi' Kal
crrftpavuffai] %Ka<rrov a\_vr&v ^pwrwi ffreQdvui Kara rbv v6fj.ov evffef}ela\s %veK\_ev TTJS irpds
roiis deovs Kal (f>i\oTift,ias TTJS els rty Po]v\rjv [«ai rbv drj/u.op /c.r.X.]. See H. G. Lolling in
the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin 1888 p. 314 no. 6.

3 Paus. I. 26. 5 t<re\6ov<n 84 etffi fiia/tol, Ho<rei8ui>os, tfi od Kal 'Epex^e? ff^ovfftv %K TOV
(so E. Clavier and R. Person for IK rov codd.) ftavrevparas, Kal rjpwos Bodrov, rpiros d£
'H(paio-Tov. The exact position of these altars, which have perished, is unknown. They
are commonly thought to have stood in the western part of the building: see Sir J. G.
Frazer and H. Hitzig—H. Blumner ad loc., but also J. M. Paton The Erechtheum Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 1927 pp. 484, 491 (locating them 'in the central room or rooms').

Id. ib. p. 484 ff. fig. 206, A—c publishes two thrones for the priest of Boutes (Corp.
inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. i656 = iii no. 302 lepttas \ Botfrou) and for the priest of Hephaistos
(ieptus | 'H<paiffTov), which were originally carved from a single block of Pentelic marble
and are inscribed in lettering of s. iv B.C. The former was found near the Erechtheion;
the latter has been for some time on the terrace of the Hekatompedon. Whether they
ever stood in the theatre of Dionysos is doubtful.

4 Harpokr. s.v. KoXwj^raj.
5 Andok. or. i. 40, Bekker anecd. i. 316, 23 f.
6 Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 46-t-iv. i. 2 no. 35^ = J. v. Prott and L. Ziehen Leges Gr.ae-

corum sacrae ii no. 12 = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 84. Vv. 17 [ ]TO &e[<pa]iffro
Kal res 'AOevalas [ ], 38 f. rov d£ fio/J.bv rot he<f>ai[ffTot. ] | [ ]
TO iroieffdro he j3o\e Ka66ri av avre[i 8oKei ].

7 L. Ziehen op. cit. ii. 54: 'nescio an sermo fuerit de loco certaminis scribendumque
sit iv roi hiepoi rot ro He^cturro Kal res 'AOevaias.' E. Reisch in fo&Jahresh. d. oest. arch.
Inst. 1898 i. 60 had inferred ' dass das Fest dem Hephaistos und der Athene getneinsam gait.'

8 L. Ziehen op. cit. ii. 55: 'v. 38 sq. Kirchhoff acute ita refinxit rov Se fiufjibi> TM
Idpvffarw Kal ra-yaX/ta rb rov 'H0afo-]Toi> iroii)ffaru i] jSouXiJ KT\., quae supple-
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His statue must be taken to include the whole cult-monument; for
another decree1 has preserved the accounts of a state-commission
appointed in the self-same year and charged with the duty of
erecting two statues on a single base in the Hephaistion, which
statues—it would seem—were completed four years later in 416.
The accounts specify a great quantity of bronze as purchased for the

Fig. 136.

menta etsi universa ratio eorum valde probabilis est, tamen certa non sunt.' E. Reisch
loc. cit. p. 61 argues well in support of them.

1 Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 318 +A. Wilhelm in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. Akad. d. Wiss.
in Wien Phil.-hist. Classe 1922 p. 43 pl. + Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 319 (Roberts—Gardner
Gk. Epigr. ii. 316 if. no. ii6}=Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i nos. 370, 371. No. 370, 2 ^irwra-
TCU d"ya\naToiv [̂s TO K]e<pai<rTioi> (list of names). No. 371, 2 ff. x0-^05 &W0[e TO\-
O.VTO. —] | KaideKa ical fju>ai S^jy[a]. Ti[/t]£ [TO raXavro T/u]|iucoj>ra vtvre Spaxf^al. )| Karri-
repos eovtOe & TO av6e/jio[v, roXavrov} \ Kal hefj.t,rd\avTov ical /aval e&cocrt r[pes Kal] | Ae/ju,-
fjofcuov, rb raXayrov SiaKoatov T$iaK\\ovTa dpax/Mv. rifj.4. vacat || fUffObs rots 4pyaffafj.tvois rb
av[0]efj(,ov &vv[b'] \ rtv dffiriSa Kal TOV ireraXov TOV ht[<rT~\epov \ irpo<rp.urQo6£vTov. \\ /jLoXvjSSos
rot dvOtpoi Kal TOIS deff/Aois TOV \ \lOov TO fiaQpo, Kpa.Tevra.1 865eKa, nut. || x<nb\a Kal civdpaices
TOI /*oX[iJ]j8So[t]. || rpoTrefav iroitffavTi. || fJuaObs ^o'O7a76«'T[t] TO [o7]aX/uaTe Kal | ffTt<ravTi Iv

TOI veoi. || K.T.X.
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statues and note that tin was bought for 'the floral ornament
(anthemori) beneath the shield.' Hence E. Reisch1 concludes that the
statues in question were two bronze effigies of Hephaistos and
Athena. Further, since a famous statue of Hephaistos, standing and
so draped as to minimise his lameness, is known to have been made
for Athens by Alkamenes2, and since Athena with her shield sup-
ported on a floral ornament is a type existing in several replicas3

which are held to reflect more or less closely the style of that great

Fig- 137-

sculptor, Reisch not unreasonably attributes the whole group to
him4. B. Sauer6, accepting these results, goes further and attempts a
restoration on paper (fig. 136), which may at least give us some notion
of Alkamenes' group. Athena thus linked with Hephaistos came

1 E. Reisch loc. cit. p. 56 ff.
2 Cic. de nat. dear, i. 83, Val. Max. 8. n. ext. 3.
3 E.g. the Athena of the Musee Cherchel (Reisch loc. cit. p. 64 ff. fig. 33), the

Athena from Crete in the Louvre (id. ib. p. 72 f. fig. 35), the Athena of the Villa
Borghese (id. ib. p. 74 ff. fig. 36).

4 E. Reisch in the Eranos Vindobonensis Wien 1893 p. 21, id. 'Athene Hephaistia'
in ihejakresh, d. oest. arch. Inst. 1898 i. 55—93 with pi. 3 and figs. 32—38.

6 B. Sauer Das sogenannte Theseion Leipzig 1899 p- 246 ff. ('Rekonstruktion') with
fig. on p. 250 ( = my fig. 136).
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to be called by the curious1 appellation Hephaistia*. In 343/2 B.C.
Phanodemos son of Diyllos, jealous as ever for the credit of Heph-
aistos3, proposed a decree4 which directed that a certain 'statue be
dedicated to Hephaistos and to Athena Hephaistia! After this we
hear no more of the temple-deities for a good five hundred years.
But they were still there in Pausanias'5 time:

'Above the Kerameikos and the King's Portico as they term it is a temple of
Hephaistos. Knowing the tale told about Erichthonios, I was not surprised to
find that a statue of Athena stands beside the god; but observing that her statue
has glaucous eyes I recognised the myth as Libyan. For the Libyans say that
she is a daughter of Poseidon and the lake Tritonis and that therefore her eyes
are glaucous like Poseidon's.'

A bronze statue might, as Reisch6 suggests, have had eyes inlaid
with silver; more probably they were of precious stone7 or vitreous

1 E. A. Gardner in \hefourn. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 8 n. i: 'It has been suggested to
me by Mr G. F. Hill that Athena Hephaestia is a title very difficult to parallel in Greek
mythology, if the name be derived directly from Hephaestus; such epithets are more
commonly local in origin, and this one suggests Hephaestia in Lemnos, where there was
a prominent cult of the goddess, attested by coins, and where she was associated in
worship with Hephaestus. He further suggests that the famous Athena Lemnia of
Phidias, whose association with Athenian cleruchs is a mere conjecture, was but another
form of this Athena Hephaestia. In both alike the goddess was represented in her more
peaceful aspect, as patroness of art and handicraft. The suggestion of a Lemnian
association is peculiarly appropriate in a work attributed to Alcamenes, who was himself
a Lemnian.'

A parallel to Athena'H^acor/a is Herakles "Hpatos (Hesych. "Hpaiov 'HpaicX^a). Cp.
perhaps Hera EfywTrta (supra i. 532).

2 Hesych. 'H^cucrr/o • 'AOriva. icai mSAtr T?}y Aiy/woi/. E. Reisch loc. tit. p. 89 ff. fig. 38
(= my fig. 137) recognised the appellative on the fragment of a painted terra-cotta//w#
from Athens, now at Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 784 f. no. 2759,
O. Benndorf Griechische und sicilische Vasenbilder Berlin (1868) p. 18 f. pi. 4, 2, Wien.
Vorlegebl. iii pi. 2. 3), which dates from the latter part of s. v B.C. and is inscribed

AOHNAIA : H4>A[IITIA].
3 Supra p. 2ii n. 7.
4 Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. 114, Michel Recueil cT Inscr. gr. no. 100, Inscr. Gr. ed.

min. i no. 223, Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 227: b, 17 ff. [$a]r6[&;/iios Ai]tfXXou
GuyUCMTaSjjs elirev— | — ava. — ov e\£a6ai r^v flovXty avTlic[a judXa ] A L A . . A — |
— ffrov Kadbn av atfrots doKrji &pia\r ] ava.6e1vai rb re aya | [X/ia — rS>i "H.</>alffT<ai /c]ai
TTJI 'AOrjvai. TTJI 'T3.(f>aurrLai • £Tnyp[aif/ai 5£ rb i^iJ0iayta r68e xai rods /3ovX]euTas irarpbQev KOI
ToO 5^/u.|[oi; Kal OTL ZOvcrav] e<t> V7f[ef]at xal <ruri)piai rrjs j3ou\^s fcai TOV drffiov [rov
'A6rjva.iwv~\. Dittenberger in line 20 restores avatieivai TO re a-ya|[Ayu.a rdi re 'H^atartai
TTJV j8o]i>X[V? f]ai TTJI 'A6t)v(u rrji 'H^atorku.

5 Paus. i. 14. 6. 6 E. Reisch loc. cit. p. 59. Cp. supra ii. 503 n. o.
7 Pheidias made the pupils of Athena Parthenos in precious stone (Plat. Hipp. mat.

290 c rov ovv (-veica, ip^crei, oft Kal rd, /ji£<ra ruiv 6(p6a\/j,u>v e\e<f>dvrii>a elpydffa.ro, dXXa \Wiva,
wj olov r T\V onoiOTifra. rod \i6ov r£ £\{<pavTi e^evpuv;), and his pupil Alkamenes may well
have followed suit. The bronze statuette of a kdre from Verona (height, without pedestal,
6 inches) in the British Museum {Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 17 no. 192 pi. i, A. S. Murray
Greek Bronzes London 1898 p. 28 pi. i Frontispiece, H. B. Walters British Museum:
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Select Bronzes London 1915 pi. 2 with text), archaistic rather than archaic (Miss G. M. A.
Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale University Press 1929 p. 137 with
n§- 523» Miss W. Lamb Greek and Roman Bronzes London 1929 p. 223 pi. 88, a), has
the pupils of her eyes inlaid with crystals of diamond, though the date of their insertion is

Fig. 138.

now regarded as doubtful. I take this opportunity of publishing another small bronze
(height 6-f inches) in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 175 f. no. 960
'Poseidon Hippios'), formerly in the Blacas collection. It represents Poseidon, laureate,
with a chlamys over his left arm and a horse's head on his right hand. His left hand may
have held a trident with the prongs downwards. The pupils of his eyes are garnets. My
fig. 138 is from a photograph taken for me by Mr W. H. Hayles. See also Plin. nat. hist.
37. 66 ferunt in ea insula (sc. Cypro) tumulo reguli Hermiae iuxta cetarias marmoreo
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enamel1. One last allusion to Hephaistos and his partner is made
two hundred and fifty years later by Saint Augustine2. After
detailing the story of Erichthonios, the reputed child of Hephaistos
and Athena, he continues:

'But it must be admitted that men of learning deny the charge and wholly
exonerate their gods. They say this fanciful tale arose from the fact that in the
temple at Athens, which is shared by Hephaistos and Athena, an exposed boy
was found with a snake coiled about him. The snake signified that he would be
famous. Accordingly, since the parents were unknown, his discovery in the joint
temple led to him being called the son of Hephaistos and Athena. Yet,' adds
Augustine with a sudden flash of shrewdness, 'it is the mythical fancy rather than
the alleged fact that accounts for the child's name3.'

There is little doubt that the myth of Erichthonios, whenever
and wherever it originated, had as early as the fifth century B.C.
become attached to the Hephaisteion. Variations on the type of
Athena Hephaistia represent the goddess with a kindly maternal
air, either bearing a basket from which a snake creeps over her
bosom (fig. 139)*, or dandling the infant on her arm (fig. I4O)5.
The myth itself—a crude, not to say ugly, narrative—is told as
follows by Apollodoros6:

'Some state that he (sc. Erichthonios) was a son of Hephaistos and Atthis,
daughter of Kranaos ; others, that he was a son of Hephaistos and Athena on
this wise. Athena came to Hephaistos, wanting him to make weapons. But he,
being forsaken by Aphrodite, fell in love with Athena and began to pursue her.
Thereupon she fled from him. And he, when he drew near to her with much

leoni fuisse inditos oculos e smaragdis ita radiantibus etiam in gurgitem, ut territi thynni
refugerent, diu mirantibus novitatem piscatoribus, donee mutavere oculis gemmas, ib. 37.
186 Adadu...oculus (supra i. 569 n. 4).

1 H. Bliimner Technologic und Terminologie der Ge-werbe und Kunste bei Griechen
und Romern Leipzig 1884 iii. 209 f., 1887 iv. 330. 2 Aug. de civ. Dei 18. 12.

3 Id. ib. sed quoniam Minervam virginem volunt, in amborum contentione Vulcanum
commotum effudisse aiunt semen in terram atque inde homini nato ob earn causam tale
inditum nomen. Graeca enim lingua Ipts contentio, x^cbv terra est, ex quibus duobus
compositum vocabulum est Erichthonius.

4 A statue from Crete in the Louvre (no. 847). Height i-42m. The back, the left
arm, etc. are unfinished. See further P. Jamot 'Minerve a la ciste' in the Monuments
grecs publics par rAssociation pour Vencouragement des £tudes grecques en France Nos.
21—22 1893—1894 pp. 17—39 with heliogravure pi. 12, Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 275 no. i,
E. Reisch in \hejahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1898 i. 55 fig. 32 (head in profile), 72 f.
fig. 35 (after Jamot), E. A. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 6 ff. fig. 2 (=my

fig- I39)-
5 A statue from Frascati at Berlin (Ant. Skulpt. Berlin p. 37 no. 72 fig. (= my

fig. 140)). Height i-82m. Italian marble. Restored: head, neck, right arm with shoulder,
Gorgdneion; also the child's head and arms with the upper part of his body. See Clarac
Mus. de Sculpt, iii. 186 pi. 462 C, fig. 888 E, J. J. Bernoulli Ueber die Minerven-Statuen
Basel 1867 p. 21.

8 Apollod. 3. 14. 6, paraphrased also by Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. III.
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Fig. 139-
Fig. 140.
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ado (for he was lame), attempted to consort with her. But she, being a chaste
virgin, would not brook it, and he dropped his seed on the leg of the goddess. In
disgust thereat she wiped off the seed with wool and flung it on the earth. So
as she fled and the seed fell upon the earth Erichthonios was born.'

This narrative, as appears from a scholion on the Iliad1, was drawn
from the Hekale of Kallimachos2. Its far-fetched etymology is
characteristic of the Alexandrine school. An older version, which
involves a somewhat less fantastic etymon, is attributed by Erato-
sthenes3 to Euripides4, who certainly had leanings toward sophistic
mythology5:

'With regard to the birth of Erichthonios, Euripides tells the following tale.
Hephaistos being in love with Athena was minded to unite with her. But she
turned her back upon him and, choosing rather to keep her virginity, hid herself
in a certain spot of Attike6, which they say was called after him Hephaisteion.
He, thinking to master her by assault, was struck by her spear and let drop his
desire, the seed falling on the earth. Therefrom, they say, was born a child, who
for this reason was called Erichthonios.'

The three derivations of the name Zirzchthonios, which connected it
successively with eros 'love/ erion 'wool,' and tris 'strife,' are of
course all wrong7. But their very variety proves that they are not
an essential element in the tale. It existed before them; for one of
the scenes represented by Bathykles the Magnesian on the throne
of Apollon at Amyklai is described by Pausanias as ' Athena fleeing
from Hephaistos, who is pursuing her8.' Bathykles made the throne

1 Schol. A. D. //. 2. 547.
2 ~K.allim.frag. 61 Schneider. The sequel is preserved on a wooden tablet among the

papyri of the Archduke Rainer in the Royal Library at Vienna (T. Gomperz in the
Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer Wien 1897 vi. 9 f.
col. 2, i ff. = Kallim. Hekale frag. i. 2 Mair, cp. J. U. Powell — E. A. Barber New
Chapters in the History of Greek Literature Oxford 1921 p. 103).

3 Pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 13 X£yei 8£ Kad TUvpiirldris irepl TTJJ yevtvews avrov ri>v
rpbirov TOVTOV "H0at<rroi' epaffOtvra 'A.6r)vas @oti\e<r6<u adrfj (uyfyai, Tijs 8i- dirotTTpetpofj.^^
Kai rty irapOevla-v fw,\\ov alpov/jifrijs %v Ttvi rbirtf TTJS 'ArnKiJs Kpfarreffffai., 8v X£yov<n Kal
air' l-Ktlvov irpocrayopevOrjvat 'Htpaiffreiov (so F. C. Matthiae, followed by A. Olivieri, for
"H^aiarw codd. C. G. Heyne cj. Hfalffriov or 'H^aforov) • 8j (C. Robert cj. odev
A. Nauck cj. 6 <5e) §6£as airrty Kpartfiffeiv Kal tiriBtnevos ir\rryels fiir atfri/s T£ 36part a<fri)ice
rty eiri&v/j,tai>, ^epoju^j/ijs eis rty yrji> T??S <nropas- e£ ^s yeyevfjffOcu \£yov<ri TratSa, 8s £K

4 Eur. frag. 925 Nauck2 ap. pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 13, cp. Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 13,
schol. Caes. Germ. Aratea p. 394, 20 ff. Eyssenhardt, Tertull. de spectac. 9.

5 Supra p. 94 f.
6 J. Escher-Biirkli in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 441 would identify the spot as

Marathon on the strength of Nonn. Dion. 27. 317 ff. Kal <rij, Te\eff<riy6i>ov <f>i\oirdp6eve
vvpfple Fahjs, j ̂ pe/i^eis, "H^atare, Kal ofo dX^ets Mapa^wvos, | TO Oeas &yd/j.ov ya/uov

7 Supra p. 181 n. i.
8 Paus. 3. 1 8. 13 Ka.l'Mi)va St&Kovra &iro<f>etyov<y& £ffTw'"B.4>a.iffTov.
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perhaps in the middle of the sixth century B.C.1, perhaps rather in
its last quarter2, and we have here either—as C. Robert3 suggested
—the record of an ancient Ionic myth concerning Hephaistos' love
for Athena or—as L. Malten4 contends—the first appearance of
the Attic myth in which Erichthonios figured as the earthborn
offspring of Hephaistos' frustrate desire. Bathykles' design cer-
tainly included Hephaistos and Athena; but it hardly justifies us
in inferring the Erichthonios-sequel. Athena pursued by Heph-
aistos was a sixth-century motif, which seems for some time to
have existed independently and later to have been supplemented
by the episode of Erichthonios. Thus an early red-figured amphora
from Bologna (fig. i-4i)5 has on the one side Athena pursued by
Hephaistos, on the other a bearded male with a long sceptre—
presumably Zeus. But Lucian describes a picture in which 'He-
phaistos in love is pursuing Athena, she is fleeing from him, and

Fig. 141.

1 Frazer Pausanias iii. 351.
2 C. Robert in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 136, L. Malten in the Archw f. Rel.

1909 xii. 425, 446. D. S. Robertson in his admirably careful work A Handbook of Greek
& Roman Architecture Cambridge 1929 p. 105 says ' probably in the second half of the
sixth century B.C.'

3 C. Robert loc. cit. iii. 130 no. (20). So too E. Reisch in the fahresh. d. oest. arch.
Inst. 1898 i. 83, B. Sauer Das sogenannte Theseion Leipzig 1899 p. 57, J. Escher-Biirkli
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 441, O. Gruppe in the Berl, philol. Woch. Dez. 19,1908

p. I598-
4 L. Malten in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 349.
5 A. Zannoni Gli Scavi della Certosa di Bologna Bologna 1876 p. 353 pi. 102, 5 (shape

of 'anforetta'), 6 (obverse), 7 (reverse) (of which, 6 and 7 = my fig. 141). Obv.: Hephais-
tos, clad in a chlamys, pursues Athena, who is wearing her aigis and holds her spear in
the right hand, her helmet in the left. Rev.: a bearded male figure ('Giove?') standing
to the right with a long staff or sceptre.
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from his pursuit Erichthonios is born1. Elsewhere he insists that
the pantomime must be familiar with the whole range of Attic
mythology—'all that is told of Athena, all that is told of Hephaistos
and Erichthonios2,' etc. The attempt of Hephaistos on Athena
might no doubt shock those who worshipped the Virgin goddess,
and that sufficiently accounts for the evasive versions of Euripides3

and Kallimachos4. But mythological apologists had facile answers
to all questionings. Athena had been given to Hephaistos but had
vanished at the critical moment5. Athena was Hephaistos' reward
for freeing Hera from the magic throne that he had made6. Athena
was the price paid by Zeus to Hephaistos for his manufacture of
the thunderbolt7, or for his services in cleaving the celestial head8.

1 Loukian. de domo 27 eiro /uerd ra,vrt)v aXXi; ' KBijva, oil \L6os avrtj 76 dXXd ypa<pr)
ird\iv " H.<f>ai<rTos ai/Tyy 5tc6/tet ep&v, j] 8£ (petiyei, KO.K rijs 5tw£ecos '^pi^Obvios ylyverai.

2 Loukian. de salt. 39 KOI 6Va Trepl 'Afliji'as Kal Sera irepl 'H<pat<rTov Kal ' Epi^ovtov,
K.T.X. 3 Supra p. 220. * Supra p. 218 ff.

5 Amelesagoras (on whom see supra p. 157 n. g)frag. i {Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 22 Miiller)
ap. Antig. hist. mir. 12 <j>i\alv yap 'H^a/orp doGeia-tjs Trjs 'Atiyvas ffvyKaraK\ideiffav
at/TTji' dtpaviffOrjvai, TOV de "H<f>ai<TTOv els yrjv ire<r6vra vpoteffOai TO ffirepua, rty 8e yfy
ijffTepov avry dvddovvai 'JZpix66vioi>, K.T.\. (cited infra p. 237 n. 5).

6 Hyg. fab. 166 Vulcanus lovi c[a]eterisque diis solia aurea (so J. Scheffer for soleas
aureas cod. F. T. Muncker cj. also sellas aureas) ex (J. Perizonius cj. nexa) adamante cum
fecisset, luno cum sedisset subito in acre pendere coepit. quod cum ad Vulcanum missum
esset, ut matrem quam ligaverat solveret, iratus quod de coelo praecipitatus erat negat se
matrem ullam habere. quern cum Liber pater ebrium in concilio (B. Bunte cj. concilium)
deorum adduxisset, pietati negare non potuit: turn optionem a love accepit, si quid ab iis
petiisset, impetraret. tune ergo Neptunus, quod Minervae erat infestus, instigavit Vulca-
num Minervam petere in coniugium. qua re irnpetrata in thalamum cum venisset, Minerva
monitu lovis virginitatem suam armis defendit, interque luctandum ex semine eius quod in
terram decidit natus est puer, qui inferiorem partem draconis habuit; quern Erichthonium
ideo nominarunt, quod fyis Graece certatio dicitur, X^WP autem terra dicitur. etc.

7 Fulgent, myth. 2. n Vulcanus cum lovi fulmen efficeret, ab love promissum accepit
ut quidquid vellet praesumeret. ille Minervam in coniugium petivit; luppiter imperavit
ut Minerva armis virginitatem defendisset. dumque cubiculum introirent, certando
Vulcanus semen in pavimentum iecit; unde natus est Erictonius (ericthonius codd. R. D. G.)
[cum draconteis pedibus (only in cod. Marc.)]; eris enim Grece certamen dicitur, rtonus
vero terra nuncupatur. etc. Cp. Serv. in Verg. eel. 4. 62 and georg. 3. 113, Myth. Vat. i.
128, 2. 37, 2. 40, 3. 10. 3.

8 Et. mag. p. 371, 35 ff. Sri 6 Zeus J3ov\6fj.ei'os diroKvijffai £K rov £yKe(pd\ov ai/rov rty
'A.Brjvav edeiro ffwepyov rov irM)£OVTO* Tty Ke<paM)v iva. diroKV^ar) (so F. Sylburg for aTroKvyOfj
codd.)- Kal 5fy \6yovs irpo(r<f>£pei. rif 'HfalffTip irepl TOILITOV. 6 5e"H^at(rros OI)K aXXws ei'Xero
ff-)(Lffa.i. rty Ke<f>a\T)i> rov At6y, el pi) rijv yevvtanevriv dimrapOevetiffei.- Kal i]vi<r^ro 6 Zetfs.
Kai Xa/Sw^ TTJV fiovirXriya rtuvei rrjv Ke(f>a\7)v afirov, Kal tj-fyxerai 7] 'Affrjvd, Kal eireoiuKev
avrrjv 6 H0a«rros tva avyytvrjrau.- Kal tiridi&K<av direffir£pfjii)vei' els rov fjnjpbv T7Js'A6r)vds'
i) 5^ 'A.07)vd Xa/3oi/<ra Zpiov e%efjLa%e TO a-ir^pfn-a Kal fypitj/ev ev TTJ yrj- Kal eytvero IK rijs yrjs
Kal TOV ipLov avBpwiros SpaKovrbirovs, Sj ^KaXetro 'Tbptx66vios avb TOV epiov Kal rrjs •)(dovbs
Xa/Sdw TO ovop.a. ToOro=Nonnos Abbas in Greg. Naz. c. Julian. 2. 27 (xxxvi. 1050 Migne)
printed as Append, narr. 3 p. 359, 24 ff. Westermann=Eudok. viol. ie. The theme is
first handled by Loukian. dial. dear. 8 wore, J ZeO, ftalurpA fioi dirboos tyyvfyras ^5i?
avrfy. K.r.X.
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Such explanations are the expiring efforts of the mythopoeic mind;
but at least they imply that there was something to be explained.
And that something was the startlingly blasphemous, but ancient,
orthodox, and wholly irrepressible, conviction that Hephaistos was
the mate of Athena.

Now the pairing of Hephaistos with Athena has often been
regarded as a mere juxtaposition of two deities drawn together by
their common patronage of the arts and crafts1. And doubtless that
community of interest did much to strengthen their union. But the
root of the matter goes deeper. When we remember that the grouping
together of these two occurs already in Homeric verse2 and Hesiodic
myth3, that it is attested by the ancient pandemic festival of the
Chalkeia4, that it produced the Hephaisteion5, one of the noblest
fifth-century buildings of Athens6, and finally that the cult-statues
of Hephaistos and Athena Hephaistia, in all probability the work of
Alkamenes7, were there worshipped side by side for more than half
a millennium8, it becomes increasingly difficult to resist the impression
that in the remote prehistoric past Hephaistos and Athena were
simply husband and wife9.

1 See e.g. Harrison Myth. Mm. Anc. Ath. p. 119 f., F. Diimmler in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ii. 1991, Farnell Cults of Gk. Stales v. 377 (a more cautious statement: 'his
association in Attica with Athena, which may have been devised originally to connect
some prominent tribe that worshipped him with the national religious polity, was regarded
as the natural fellowship of the divinities of art').

2 Supra p. 200 f. 3 Supra p. 201. 4 Supra p. 211 ff. s Supra p. 213 f.
6 The identification of the 'Theseion' with the Hephaisteion, first mooted by D. Sour-

meles'Arrt/«i2 Athens 1863 p. 165 ff. and P. Pervanoglu 'Das Hephaesteion in Athen' in
Philologus 1868 xxvii. 660—672, was better founded by H. G. Lolling in the Nachr. d. kon.
Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe 1874 p. 17 ff. and B. Sauer Das sogenannte
Theseion Leipzig 1899 pp. n f., 255 ff., and is now the almost universally accepted
opinion (W. Judeich Topographievon Athen Miinchen 1905 p. 325 n. 4, Gruppe Myth. Lit.
1908 p. 507 f., Farnell Cults of Gk. States v. 378). H. Koch and E. v. Stockar, after a
thorough examination of the 'Theseion' and its sculptures, would refer the extant
building to the decade 450—440 B.C. (Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1928 xliii Arch.
Anz. pp. 706—721 with 8 figs., summarised in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 174 f.).
D. S. Robertson A Handbook of Greek &° Roman Architecture Cambridge 1929 pp. 118,
328 dates it c. 428 B.C.

7 Supra p. 215. 8 Supra p. 218.
9 This has been seen with varying degrees of clearness by many scholars, e.g. O. Jahn

Archdologische Aufsalze Greifswald 1845 P- 6° ff., F. L. W. Schwartz Der Ursprung der
Mythologie Berlin 1860 p. 208, id. Indogermanische Volksglaube Berlin 1885 P- I22 f«»
A. Rapp in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 2064, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 27 f., A. R. van der
Loeff De ludis Eleusiniis Lugduni-Batavorum 1903 p. 54, E. Petersen Die Burgtempel
der Athenaia Berlin 1907 p. 89, E. Fehrle Die kultische Keuschheit im Altertum Giessen
1910 p. 188 f.

Ancient systematisers declared that the first Apollon was the son of Hephaistos by
Athena (Cic. de nat. dear. 3. 55 Vulcani item complures: primus Caelo natus, ex quo et
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My own opinion—if I may be allowed to state it with dogmatic
brevity—is this. The Akropolis at Athens was originally called
A thene, a place-name comparable with the pre-Greek Mykene,Pallene,
Mityttne, Priene, etc1. The old singular Ath/ne, thanks to its loca-
tival form *Athenai, gave rise to the new plural AtMnai, just as
Mykene came to be replaced by Mykenai or Thebe ( Thebaigenes} by
Thdbai*. The goddess was named Athene like the rock, because at
the outset she was the rock, a mountain-mother of the usual Anato-
lian sort. In classical times her motherhood, at first perhaps
compatible with renewed virginity3, had passed into perpetual
maidenhood. But the Elean women, tenacious of archaic beliefs4,
when their land was bereft of men, prayed that they might conceive
so soon as they met their husbands, and on their prayer being heard

Minerva Apollinem eum, cuius in tutela Athenas antiqui historici esse voluerunt, Clem. Al.
protr. i. 28. 3 p. 21, 5 f. Stahlm val nty 'Air6\\uva 6 /j,ti> 'ApiffTOT^Xrjs irpurov 'H<f>al<rTov
Kal 'AOijvas (frravOa 5^j ofatri irap0fros i) 'A0r)j>a), Arnob. adv. nat. 4. 14 sed et Minervae,
inquiunt,...quinque sunt, ex quibus prima non virgo, sed ex Vulcano Apollinis procreatrix,
Lyd. de mens. 4. 86 p. 135, 8 f. Wiinsch "H.<paiffroi rfoffapes' irp&Tos Otpavov Kal 'H/tfyas,
-irarijp' Air6\\uvos TOV 'A6r]vatwv apyifytTov, 4. 142 p. 164, 7 f. Wiinsch ' A<TK\t)iriol rpeis
XtyovTcti yevtffBcu- Trp&ros' Air6\\ui>os TOV 'R<pa.iffTov, 8s Qevpe fi,^\-r]v. There is confusion
in Firm. Mat. 16. i quinque Minervas fuisse legentibus nobis tradit antiquitas. una est
Vulcani filia, quae Athenas condidit, etc.). The passage from Clement is printed as Aristot.
frag. 283 in Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 190 Miiller. Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 994 speaks of the
author as ' Aristotelis nescio cujus.' V. Rose Aristotelespseudepigraphus Lipsiae 1863 p. 617
suspects a mistake for Aristokles of Rhodes (second half of s. i B.C.: see G. Wentzel in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 935 f.). But see now R. Miinzel Quaestiones mythographicae
Berlin 1883 p. 20, W. Michaelis De origine indicts deorum cognominum Berlin 1898
p. 47 f., R. Hirzel in the Ber. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1896 p. 309 n. 3.

1 P. Kretschmer in Glotta 1921 xi. 277, Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 419.
2 So K. F. Johansson in the Beitrage zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen 1888

xiii. in ff. followed by K. Brugmann Griechische Grammatik* Miinchen 1890 p. 122.
Particular points are criticised by L. Grasberger Studien zu den griechischen Ortsnamen
Wurzburg 1888 p. 147 ff. and F. Solmsen in the Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachfor-
schung 1893 xxxii. 521 n. i, while A. Thumb in K. Brugmann Griechische Grammatik*
Miinchen 1913 p. 267 pronounces the whole contention 'sehr unsicher.' But the principle
seems sound and is of wide application. Examples near at hand are Coton (W. W. Skeat
The Place-Names of Cambridgeshire Cambridge 1901 p. 8: probably 'A. S. cotum, dative
pi. of cot, a cottage...the prep, tzt (at the) being understood') and Newnham (id. ib. p. 22
and J. B. Johnston The Place-Names of England and Wales London 1915 p. 380 f.: 'an
O.E. dat., "at the new home"').

3 Hera recovered her virginity every year by bathing in the spring Kanathos near
Nauplia (Paus. 2. 38. 2 with Sir J. G. Frazer and H. Hitzig—H. Bltimner ad loc.).
It was perhaps with the same intention that the Argive women once a year took the image
of Athena and the shield of Diomedes (Pallddion) to the river Inachos and washed them
there (Kallim. lavacr. Pall, i ff. with schol. on lines i and 37). On the Athenian Plynteria
as implying a tepos ydfios of Athena see the important discussion by E. Fehrle Die kultische
Keuschheit im Altertum Giessen 1910 pp. 171—177. P. Saintyves Les Vierges Meres et
les Naissances Miraculeuses Paris 1908 pp. i—280 ignores the topic.

4 Cp. supra ii. 823 n. i (Plout. quaestt. Gr. 36).





Plate XXVIII

Votive relief in island marble, found on the Akropolis at Athens:
a husband, with his wife and three children, brings a sow for

sacrifice to Athena.
225 n. i.
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founded a sanctuary of Athena Meter*. And at Athens, though
Athena was Parthenos, yet even in the Parthenon her cult-image
with its snakes and its pillar was, as we have seen2, distinctly

1 Paus. 5. 3. 2. Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 303 comments: 'Athena M^TI;/) need
mean little more than Athena the nurse or fosterer of children, just as the nurses who
reared the infant Zeus in Crete were worshipped under the name of M^repejb

(J'Diod. Sic. 4. 79).' But see K. B. Stark in the Mem. d. Inst. 1865 ii. 243 — 275 and
Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1206 n. 2, who cite Nonn. Dion. 48. 951 ff. (Dionysos entrusts
the babe Bakchos or lakchos, one of the twins borne him by Aura, to Athena as nurse)

dl<ppov \ vyiriov eeWrt ~B6.Kj(ov eir&vvfiov via. TOKTJOS \ 'Ar0£
, \ Etfiet irainra^ovTa.' 6ea 5^ jju.i> 2vdo8i vijov \ IlaXXas dv
iraidl d£ na£6v ope$-e} rbv Iffiracre povvos "E/>ex0ei5

voOov 7X0705 8/jL<f>a.Ki /xafy and Dion Cass. 59. 28 (Caligula named Caesonia's
daughter Drusilla) Is re TO KairiT&Xiov dvriyaye ical & TO. rov Atds yovara u>s Kal iraida airrofi
oSaav dvtOrjKe, Kal rrj 'AOyvq. TiO^veiffOai irapriyy&riffev. An Etruscan statuette of a winged
Athena carries a naked infant (infra § 9 (h) ii (X)).

H. von Prott's dictum in the Archiv f. Rel. 1906 ix. 87 'Die Akropolis-Athena ist
Meter, ihr Opfertier eine trachtige Sau' is justified by an early (first quarter of s. v B.C.)
votive relief of island marble, found to the east of the Parthenon (G. Dickins Catalogue of
the Acropolis Museum Cambridge 1912 i. 118 ff. no. 581 fig., B. Staes in the 'E0. 'Apx-
1886 pp. 179 — 182 pi. 9, Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. i. 380 f. with fig. 196, Perrot —
Chipiez Hist, del' Art viii. 618 ff. with fig. 314, E. Pfuhl in the Ath. Mitth. 1923 xlviii.
132 — 136 fig. 4), in which a family of husband, wife (pregnant), and three children (one
holding a round object, perhaps a disk or ao-irtSiov) bring a sow (Farnell Cults of Gk. States
i. 290, P. Baur in Philologus 1899 — 1901 Suppl. viii. 484, 499, O. Walter Beschreibung
der Reliefs im Kleinen Akropolismuseum in Athen Wien 1923 p. 34 f. no. 48, cp. p. 70 f.
no. 120 (?)) for sacrifice to an archaistic Athena (helmet carved, crest painted). K. Lehmanri-
Hartleben 'Athena als Geburtsgottin ' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1926 xxiv. 19 — 28 fig. i
(=my pi. xxviii) — an interesting article to which my attention was drawn by Mr A. D.
Nock — concludes: 'Es handelt sich also offenbar um einen Bittgang fur eine bevor-
stehende Geburt.' O. Weinreich ib. p. 28 acutely suggests that the 'foolish stories' told by
Euhemeros and Varro with regard to the proverb 5$ rty 'A.6i)vav, sus Minervam (Fest.
p. 310 b 1,8 ff. Mliller, p. 408, 14 ff. Lindsay) in reality gave the atnov for a pig-sacrifice
to Athena.

In this connexion it may be noticed that Niket. Chon. 359 B p. 739 Bekker says of
a colossal statue in the Forum of Constantine at Constantinople — a statue almost certainly
to be identified with the Bronze Athena of Pheidias (W. Gurlitt ' Die grosse eherne Athena
des Pheidias' in Analecta Graeciensia Graz 1893 pp. 101 — 121. E contra S. Reinach in
the Rev. £t. Gr. 1907 xx. 399 — 417) — eZ%e ^ K&irl rots ffrtpvois 6p66riT0ov ov iroiiclXov
alyidudes iir&SviJM. Athena is 6p96riT6os in many archaising reliefs and vase-paintings
(e.g. supra pi. xxviii, E. Schmidt Archaistische Kunst in Griechenland und Rom Miinchen
1922 pi. 8, 1—3, pi. 9, 3, Man. d. Inst. x pis. 473, 470, 476, 47!, 47g, 48, 48a), markedly
so on certain large flat gems of the Augustan period — where however her full breast is
a late Aphroditesque modification rather than an early maternal trait ((i) a sardonyx at
Florence (Reinach Pierres gravies p. 61 no. 55, i pi. 61, Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 39,
29 (=my fig. 144 from a cast), ii. 188 ('Der Kopf ist ohrie Helm' is wrong; the helmet
imitates chevelure), Lippold Gemmen p. 170 (same mistake) pi. 21, 9: (2) a brown sard
formerly in the Marlborough collection (Reinach Pierres gravees p. 117 no. 6 pi. 113,
Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 65, 24 (=my fig. 145), ii. 300)).

2 Supra p. 189. Note also the part played by the priestess, apparently impersonating
the goddess, at Athens (Souid. s.v. alytf ...3) S£ Z^peia 'AO^vrifft, rrjv Itpav alylda (j>ipov<ra,
wpbs ras veoydfwvs dff-ftpx^ro = Zonar. lex. s.v. alyts •...->} 8£ ttpeia. ' KQ"i)vt\<n rty lepav alylda.
(f>4povffa rofis veoyd[n.ovs e'urJipxeTO, cp. Plout. cent. 2. 21 not. crit. [% yovi>] te/oeta rrjv lepav

C. III. 15
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reminiscent of a 'Minoan' mother-goddess. Indeed, when Alexander
the Great struck his magnificent gold coins (figs. 142, H3)1 showing
the head of Athena with a coiled snake on its helmet, we may detect
a last unconscious echo of the Cretan goddess with a snake twined
about her head-dress. What the name Athene actually meant, we
do not know and it is idle to guess. But if any reliance may be
placed on Kretschmer's ingenious comparisons2, the word was
Pelasgian or Tyrsenian and probably hailed from Asia Minor.

Fig. 142. Fig- 143-

Fig. 144. Fig. 145.

Hephaistos too appears to have been Pelasgian or Tyrsenian.
The two chief centres of his worship on Greek soil were admittedly
Lemnos and Athens, both at one time in Pelasgian occupation.
alylSa 'AflijvTjo-t (fttpovcra Ayelpei [airb r^y d/c/DO7r6\ews] d/afa/u^^ Trpos TO iepa (so cod. B ;
words in square brackets added from cod. A)) : supra i. 14 n. i.

1 Hunter Cat. Coins i. 296 ff. nos. 4 — 7 pi. 21, 2 distdtera, nos. 8 — 22, 24 — 35 pi. 21,
31". statgres, no. 36 f. pi. 21, 5 quarter- statures, McClean Cat. Coins i. 5 if. no. 3404
pi. 125, i distdteron, nos. 3405 — 3408 pi. 125, 2 — 5 stateres, no. 3410 f. pi. 125, yf .
quarter-rt^m-, Weber Cat. Coins ii. 57 ff. nos. 2073 — 2078, 2080 pi. 79 statures, nos.
2072, 2079 Pi- 79 quarter-j&tf&w, G. F. Hill Historical Greek Coins London 1906
p. 103 ff. no. 58 pi. 7 stattr. Figs. 142 and 143 are from specimens in my collection.

Hunter Cat. Coins i. 298 no. 23 and McClean Cat. Coins i. 52 no. 3409 pi. 125, 6
stateres have a griffin in place of the serpent. Head Hist- num.'2 p. 226 says 'serpent,
griffin, or sphinx. '

2 Supra p. 191 n. 8.
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Herodotos1, quoting Hekataios2, tells how the Pelasgians, who had
built the wall round the Akropolis at Athens, on being driven out
by the Athenians went and settled in Lemnos. And Thoukydides3

in his description of the Chalcidian peninsula Akte says: 'Most of
the inhabitants are Pelasgians, belonging to the Tyrsenians who
once dwelt in Lemnos and Athens, together with Bisaltai, Krestones,
and Edones.' I agree, therefore, with L. R. Farnell4 who in 1909
expressed himself as follows: 'It is a reasonable hypothesis...that
the presence and prominence of Hephaistos in Attica and Lemnos
is due to the settlement of a Pelasgic population in those localities.'
A. Fick5 in the same year had independently reached the same
conclusion: 'Hephaistos from first to last belongs to the pre-Greek
Pelagonian-Pelasgian-Tyrsenians. Centres of his cult are Lemnos
and Attike—His name Hephaistos too is certainly Pelasgian.'
Further, I accept the common view that Hephaistos was essentially
a fire-god. When Agamemnon and the Greek leaders sacrificed an
ox to Zeus, Homer6 relates how—

Piercing the entrails with spits they held them over Hephaistos.

This is no late rhetorical trope7 or academic allegory8, but an early
animistic usage9. It meets us again rather unexpectedly in Aris-

1 Hdt. 6. 137 with the critical analysis of J. L. Myres in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1907
xxvii. 201 f.

2 Hekat. frag. 362 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 29 M tiller) —frag. 127 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 24
Jacoby).

3 Thouk. 4. 109 with J. L. Myres in thejourn. Hell. Stud. 1907 xxvii. 204 f.
4 Farnell Cults of Gk. States v. 388 f.
5 A. Fick Hattiden und Danubier in Griechenland Gottingen 1909 p. 46 cited supra

p. 191 n. o.
6 //. 2. 426 ffir\dyxva S' ap' d/j.iretpa.VTes i>Trelpexot>"B.(f>aiffTot.o.
7 Apollon. lex. Horn. p. 85, n ff. Bekker "H^atoros'...^?™ 5e roO 7rvp6s 'a"!r\dyxva

S' &p d./j,irelpavTes vwelpexov 'H0aforoio'' 6 5e Tp6?ros ft-eruvvfj-ia, Hesych. s.v."H0at(7TOS'...
ore 5£ fj.eTuvvfju.Kws rd irvp. Later examples (Archil, frag. 12 Bergk4=i2 Hiller—Crusius
= 10 Diehl, Soph. Ant. 123, 1006 f., Kallim. (?) frag. anon. 84 Schneider ap. et. mag.
P- 241, 55 ff-, etc.) are collected by L. Malten in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 329.
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Der Glaube der Hellenen Berlin 1931 i. 20 is in-
adequate: 'Wenn Hephaistos schon in der Ilias B 426 metonymisch fur Feuer gesagt
wird, so ist er kein hellenischer Gott, iibrigens auch eigentlich nicht das Feuer, sondern
der Schmied, der es zu seiner Kunst braucht.'

8 Emped. frag. 98 Diels followed by Zenon frag, in Pearson =169 von Arnim ap.
' Min. Fel. Oct. 19. 10 cited supra i. 29 n. 4, Chrysippos frag. 1076 von Arnim ap. Philo-
dem. jrepi ei}<re/3et'as 12 (H. Diels Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 p. 546 b 20 f.), Chry-
sippos frag. 1079 von Arnim ap. Philon. de provid. 2. 41 p. 76 Aucher, and many later
writers: see L. Malten in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 338 ff. ('Allegorische und
natursymbolische Mythendeutung').

9 P. Cauer Grundfragen der Homerkritik* Leipzig 1923p. 351 'Soist 0X6£ 'H0a£0Toio
...nicht die dem Hephastos heilige Flamme, sondern die Flamme, in der Hephastos
selbst brennt' etc.

15—2
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totle's1 treatise on meteorology. The philosopher compares thunder
to 'the crackle heard in the flame, which some call Hephaistos
laughing, others Hestia, others again their threatening.' Hephaistos,
then, was ordinary fire, the fire that burns and crackles on the
hearth. He was also the jet of flaming gas that leaps like a fountain
from the rocky vent. For not only did such jets give rise to the
Lycian place-names Hephaistion, Hephaistia, or the Mountains of
Hephaistos2, but the lambent flame was worshipped as the very
god. L. Malten3 justly lays stress on the well-informed words of
Maximus Tyrius4: 'For the Lycians Olympos sends up fire, not
like that of Aitne, but peaceful and mild ; and this fire is at once
the place and the object of their cult.' It must not, however, be
forgotten that earthly fire was commonly conceived as stolen or
fallen from heaven5. Hesiod, Aischylos, and others speak of Pro-
metheus' theft6. Homer tells how Hephaistos, flung from heaven by
Zeus because he had dared to help Hera, fell on Lemnos and was
there tended by the Sinties7, or how after his fall (due to the
unkindness of his mother who wanted to conceal her lame offspring)
he was hidden for nine years in a hollow cave by Eurynome and
Thetis8. The descent of Hephaistos on Lemnos gave curative

1 Aristot. meteor, 2. 9 369 a 29 ff. yiverai 5' i) TrXriyi) rbv aiirbv rpoirov, ws irapeiKdaai
uelfrovt. fjiLKpbv irddos, ry & rrj <f>\oyl yivo/j.evy ^60y, ov KaXovffiv ol fi.lv rbv "H0atcrro»'
ye\av, ol Se TTJV 'Eariac, ol 8' diretX^c rotiruv.

2 Supra ii. 972 n. i.
3 L. Malten in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 319, 328, id. in the fahrb. d. kais.

deutsch. arch. Inst. 1912 xxvii. 237.
4 Max. Tyr. diss. 8. 8 Diibner An/dots 6 "OXu/ctTros vvp ^icdidoi, oi>x opoiov r$ Alrvaltj),

d\X' elpyviKov Kal ffvfJ,/j.erpov • Kal effrlv adroit TO irvp rovro Kal lepbv Kal ayaXfta.
5 See e.g. A. Kuhn Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gb'ttertranks* Gutersloh 1886

passim, C. Swainson The Folk Lore and Provincial Names of British Birds London 1886
pp. i6f. (robin), 42 and 124 (wren), P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1906 iii.
156 f. (wren, robin, lark), 159 (swallow), O. Schrader in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909 ii. 39 b, E. Hammarstedt in M. Ebert Reallexikon
der Vorgeschichte Berlin 1925 iii. 279.

6 Supra i. 323 f.
7 //. i. 590 ff., cp. Val. Flacc. 2. 87 ff., Apollod. i. 3. 6, Loukian. de sacrif. 6, Myth.

Vat. i. 128, 2. 37, 2. 40, 3. 10. 4, alib. Anth. Pal. 15. 26. 8 (Dosiadas) juarpopptirTos !
Perhaps fj.a,Tp6ppuri>os cod. points to a compound of fiarpo- with piKvos, cp. h. Ap. 317
7rais 4/j.bs "TJ<f>ai<rTos, piKvbs irbdas.

8 //. 18. 394 ff. Cp. the refuge of Dionysos as described by Eumel. frag, to Kinkel
ap. schol. A.D. II. 6. 131 irap.ayev6fJ.evov 8£ avrbv els rrjv Qpq.Kt]v A.vKOVpyos 6 A
\vn"fio~as "Upas fjdffei, fjeutatri direXai^cei a$Tbv TTJJ yrjs Kal KaffdirTerai ai/rov Kal T&V ri

yap atirf <rvvopyid£ovo-ai. OeyXdry 8£ IXavvopevos fuiffTiyi rbv Btbv
6 5^ virb 8eovs els rfy 6d\aff(rav KO.ra.Mvei., KOA. biro QeriSos viro\afj.pdverai

Kal T&tipw6fj,'t)S. b ovv A.vKovpyos O&K d/JUffdl Svffffe^ffas ISwKe rty e% dvOpuiruv dlKijv
a.<jyr)ped'q yap irpbs TOV Aids rbv 6(f>6a\[ji.6v. rfjs Iffroplas TroXXoi efji.v'fiff$T)0'av,
8^ 6 TTJI/ ~E{ip<airlav Treiroi^/ccbs Ej5/u.7;Xos.
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properties to the soil. Dioskorides1 of Anazarbos, a contemporary
of the elder Pliny, states that Lemnian earth was obtained from
a tunnel in a marshy spot, mixed with goat's blood, moulded,
stamped with the image of a goat, and hence called the goat's seal.
It was drunk in wine as an antidote to poisons, and it countered
the bites of poisonous creatures. Certain persons used it also in
religious rites. And it was good for dysentery. Galen visited the
island twice (162 and 166 A.D.2) to test the accuracy of Dioskorides'
remarks3. On the second occasion he reached the hill near the
town of Hephaistias and observes4 that its burnt colour and barren
nature5 account for the myth of Hephaistos' fall. He found the
priestess scattering wheat and barley on the ground, and performing

A Roman relief of blue-flecked Italian marble, formerly owned by G. Piranesi and
now at Berlin (Gerhard Ant. Bildua. p. 320 f. pi. 81, 6 (=my fig. 146), Ant. Skulpt. Berlin
p. 369 f. no. 912 fig., Reinach Re"p. Reliefs ii. 21 no. i. Height o-28m, length o-84m),
shows Hephaistos, in the garb and with the tools of a smith, falling through mid air.
Above is heaven represented by Zeus with a thunderbolt and Hera with a sceptre (faces
restored) appearing over clouds. Below is a sea-goddess (Thetis? Thalassa??) reclining
with her left arm propped on a pistrix, beneath which are waves. Close by is the rocky
island of Lemnos, on which stands Athena holding a branch of her olive tree—'als auf
attischem Besitze' (Ant. Skulpt. Berlin p. 370). The female figure on the left with
a shield at her feet and a helmet (added by the restorer) in her hand belongs to a different
scene, as does the canopy suspended on the right.

1 Dioskor. 5. 113 p. 778 f. Sprengel ^ §e A^/wfa yevvu^vt] yyj eVrty eV TWOS virov6fj.ov
dvTp&dovs (cp. Plin. nat. hist. 35. 31), dvafapofttvi) airb A-fifJivov rrjs vf)ffov, e'xotfaijs eXciS^
rbirov, K&KeWev e/cXe^erai Kal plyvvTai al'/-icm alyelqi' T)v ol e'Ket dvOpwiroi dvair\dffcrovTes Kal
ff<ppayl£ovres elKovi alybs ff<ppayiSa KaXovffiv alyos. Svva^iv Se £^ei dvTiboTov 6ava<riuuv
(papn&Kuv e^oxpv, -rrivofjievi} <rvv otvq Kal trpo\T)<pOeicra ei-epeiffOai dvayKafci TO. S^Xijrijpta •
apu6£ei Se Kal irpbs rds T<av davafflfJ-wv Ioj36\<av trXriyas Kal diets' fj-lyvvrai. Se Kal dvTiSoTois'
XpuWat 5^ rices Kal els reXerots ai^rij* &m St Kal dvaevreplais xpfow0*-

2 C. Fredrich in the Ath. Mitth. 1906 xxxi. 73 n. i.
3 Galen, irepl Kpdffeus Kal 8vvd/ji.ews r&v airXGiv <papfjt,aK<av 9. I. 2 (xii. 171 Kiihn), cp. irepl

dvriSoTwv i. 2 (xiv. 8 Kuhn).
4 Galen, irepl Kpdffeus Kal dwdfj-eus TWV air\u>v (papfJ-OLKdiv 9. i. 2 (xii. I73f. Kiihn) /cat

TO ye fab TOV TTOLT/TOV \ey6fJLevov (//. i. 593) eirl TOv'H<f>ai<TTOV, Kairireffev ev A^/ai/y, 5ta TTJV
<pticriv TOV \6<f>ov doKti yaoi Tbv (j.vdov eiriffTaffOai. <paiverai yap 0/j.oioTaTOS KeKavfj.evi{) Kara ye
TV XPoav Kal ^la T^> wSep ev avT<£ <f>6eff6ai. els TOVTOV ovv Tbv \6<f>ov TJ re t^peta irapayevo-
/J.^VT), KO.O' oi> £y& Kaipbv eTre^i}v TTJS viqffov, Kal Tiva irvp&v re Kal KpiQ&v dpiO/J-ov eyUj3a,XXov<ra
Ti? 7?7 Kal a\\a TITO, Trorfffacra Kara Tbv eirixupiov <re[3aff/j.6v, eirX^pucrev /iei/ oXiji/ afj-al-av TTJS
•yijs, KO/j-liraffa d' els rijp Trd\iv u>s elirov dpTius eVKei)a<re rets wo\vOpv\riTovs A-rjuvias <r<ppayidas.
£do!;ev ovv fj,oi trvBeadai /j.-f) TI irpoTepov wore Tpdyeiov ^ atyeiov al/M Trj yfj TavT-g myvvf^evov
ev laTopla •jrapei\'ri<pa<riv. e(f> $ irevffei irdvTes ol dKoticravres tye\a<rav, ou% oiTvyovTes avSpes
oVres, dXXot Kal wavv ireirai5evfj.evoi, TO. T' &X\a Kal TTJV eir^wpiov laTOplav airaffav. dXXa Kai
fiifiXtov e'XajSoi' irapd TIVOS avT&v, yeypafi/dvov viro TIVOS T&V ^7rtxwp/wc dvSp&v e^wpoff6ev,
ev (f Tty -x$ri<jiv airacrav edlSaffKe Trjs A-rifjivlas yrjs, o6ev OVK &Kvr]<ra Kayw ireipaBTJvai TOV
(papfMKOv, Sur/jivplas Xaftuv fftppayldas. K.r.X.

5 Cp. Galen, ib, (xii. 170 Kiihn) Kal Sia T^V xPoav evioi Ar/ftviav p.l\rov (sc. 6vo/j,d£ov<riv).
?%ei fj,ev ovv TTJV xP°av TW avTrjv Trj y«,£Xry, dia<pepei 5' afiTrjs T$ /UTJ fj,o\vveiv airTo/j.fvrjv
KaOdirep eKeivtiv, /cat /card ye Tbv \6<pov ev Ty A-fi/jLvq TOV o\ov ovTa Kippbv Trj xpt>a> Ka^' °"
otfre StvSpov COTIV ovTe ireYpa of^re <j>VT6v, jj.ovt\ b' r\ ToiavTi] yrj*
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sundry other rites, after which she filled a whole waggon with the
earth, took it to the town, and made it into the famous Lemnian
seals1. He asked if there was anything in the tradition that the
blood of he-goats or she-goats had been first mixed with the earth,
but was laughed at by those who heard him. One of them, a
prominent citizen of Hephaistias, furnished him with a treatise
setting forth all the virtues of Lemnian earth, and said that he
himself used it in cases of wounds, snake-bites, bites of savage beasts,
poisonous drugs, etc. So Galen, much impressed, got 20,000 of the
seals and did not scruple to try them2. Elsewhere3 he complains
that dangerous imitations of the real seals were put on the market.
Philostratos4 of Lemnos (c. 235 A.D.) informs us that Philoktetes,
when left on the island, was promptly healed by means of Lemnian
earth, a sovereign remedy for madness, hemorrhage, and the bite of
the water-snake. F. W. Hasluck5 has traced the further fortunes of
this specific from the pharmacopoeia of Paulos the Aeginetan6

through medieval7 to modern times. C. Fredrich8 in his valuable
1 Id. ib. (xii. 169 f. Klihn) describes in detail their manufacture: -TO^TI\V yap TOI rty yfjv

•ri ttpeia. \a/j.j3dvov<ra aerd TWOS dirixupiov n/j.rjs, ofi fauv dvo[*.£v(av, dXXa irvp&v Kal KptBGiv
avridido/nevuv rig xwP(V> ico/dfei u£v els rrjv ir6\iv dvatpvpd<rao-a iJdan Kal Trri\bv vypbv epya-
(rafievT) Kal TOVTOV rapd^acra fftpoSpus, elr' edffacra Karaffrijvai, irpurrov fi,ev d<paLpeirb eTrnroXijs
vdcap, eW vir' avrif TO \nrapbv rfjs yrjs \aj3ovffa Kal fj.6vov diroXtTroOera rd v<pip)Kbs \t8ud^s
re Kal if/au/*u>Ses, oirep Kal axp^^rbv ecrriv, &XP1 TOGOIJTOV ^ypalvei rbv \iirapbv irrjXbv dxpis
av els atiffraaiv d<j>iKr)Tai paXaKov Krjpov, Kal rotrov \afj,j3dvov<ra /j.6pia ff/jLiKph rty lepav rfjs
'ApTffudos eTrtj3d\\ei ff<f>payl5a, Kaireira ira\iv Iv ffKiq, j-ripalvei, /J-^XPLS &v aKpifiuis &VLKIJ.OS
dTTOTf\eff0y Kal yfrrjrai rouro dr) rb yLvuffKbp-evov larpois airaffi (pdp/j.aKov ij Arj/ji.via <r<ppayis.

2 In addition to the immediate sequel cp. Galen. ptOodos depairevriK^ 4. 7 (x. 298 Ktihn),
5. 5 (x. 329 Kiihn), irepl dvrefji,^a\\o^vuv (xix. 734 Ktihn).

3 Galen, irepl dvriSoruv i. 2 (xiv. 8 Kiihn).
4 Philostr. her. 6. 2 KaTa\ei<p6rjvai nev yap 4v Aij^y TOJ' Qi\OKTT\Tf)v, 01) nty ^p7]fj.ov T&V

6€paTT€Vff6vT(av, odd' aireppip.(i£vov TOV 'EXXtjviKov-...Ia07jvai 5' avrbv avriKa virb T^S j8c6\oi/
T^S Ari/J.j>ias, 4s rjv \tyerai ireffeiv 6*H<paurTos' TJ d' 6\aiji>ei /j,tt> rots (taviKas v6ffovs, ^Kpayev
d' alfj,a ?(r%et, vdpov d' larai fi.6i>ov drjy/m.a epirerwv.

5 F. W. Hasluck 'Terra Lemnia' in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1909—1910 xvi. 220—230
with 5 figs.

6 Paul. Aigin. de re med. 7. 3 (ii. 203, 20 ff. Heiberg).
7 H. F. Tozer The Islands of the Aegean Oxford 1890 p. 260 'In Western Europe it

was known from an early period as terra sigillata; but the original Greek term sphragis
also found its way into the pharmacopoeias of the West, where it appears in such corrupt
forms as lempniafrigdos, and even lima fragis* (^Alphita, a Medico-Botanical Glossary,
ed. Mowat, in the Anecdota Oxoniensza, pp. 96, 219. The compiler of the Glossary remarks,
1 Lempniafrigdos terra est sigillata.' ' Frigdos' is a corruption of fffipayidos, the genitive
case being used, as Mr Mowat has pointed out to me, on account of the form employed
in a doctor's prescription).' Bartholomaeus Anglicus (s. xiii A.D.) London 1535 Lib. 15.
139, 98 has more to say: 'A serten veyne of the erthe is called Terra Sigillata, and is
singularly cold and drie. And Dioscorides calleth it Terra Saracenica and argentea, and
is somedeale white, well smellynge and clere. The chief virtue thereof byndeth and
stauncheth.' Etc.

8 C- Fredrich 'Lemnos,' in the Ath. Mitth. 1906 xxxi. 72 citing A. Conze Reise auf
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monograph on Lemnos notes that Oriental apothecaries still sell
packets of Lemnian earth, dug before sunrise on August 6 (the
Transfiguration) in the presence of Greek and Turkish clergy, and
guaranteed as genuine by the impress of a Turkish seal1. I may add
that the well-stocked medical cabinet of J. F. Vigani2, the first
Professor of Chemistry at Cambridge, now preserved in the Library
of Queens' College, contains various samples of earth (c. 1700 A.D.)
distinguished on their labels as Terra sigill. Lemnia, Terra sigill.
alb., and Terra sigill. rubr. (fig. 147 a, b, c). Their colours are respec-
tively light red, white, and dark red. The first and third have stamped
in relief the Turkish crescent and star on a shield together with a
bunch of grapes and the legend TERRA SIG(L)A|LEH(H)IA. The

second shows a seven-headed dragon, with wings and a twisted tail,
and reads TERRA '•$%%%%%%. SIGILLATA (?). It may be a rival earth of
alien manufacture. Fredrich holds3 that this whole business of a
Lemnian medicament points backwards to a marriage of the fire-god

den Inseln des Thrakischen Meeres Hannover 1860 p. 121 and G. Pantelides 'Iffropla rijs
vf]<rov A.-?ifJi:Vov Alexandria 1876 p. 47 ff. The Turks think that drinking vessels made of
Lemnian earth render any poison drunk out of them harmless (Conze loc. tit.): cp. Plout.
de red. rat. aud. 9 on pots made of clay from Cape Kolias.

1 Other details are given by P. Belon du Mans Les observations deplusieurs singularitez
& chases memorables, trouve'es en Grece, Asie, Iude"e, Egypte, Arabie, & autres pays
estranges Paris 1555 p. 29 f. (Greek mass celebrated in small chapel of Sotira, after which
the monks fill 'petits sacs de poil de bestes' with the earth, etc.). He figures a selection
of the seals, which bear in Arabic letters the words tin imachton, ' sealed earth' ( = Ann.
Brit. Sch. Ath. 1909—1910 xvi. 222 fig. i, cp. id. p. 230 fig. 5).

2 On which see E. S. Peck in Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society
1934 xxxiv. 34—49.

3 C. Fredrich loc. cit. p. 74: 'Dort oben auf dem Mosychlos loderte ja einst ein
Erdfeuer; der Feuerdamon hauste dort mil der Erdgottin. In der rotlichen Erde sind
beide vermahlt; sie ist Sacrament und daher wirkt sie Wunder: \p<avra.L 5^ rives /cai ei's
reXeras avrfj (Dioskorides, a. a. O.). Wir kommen damit auf uralten Gotterdienst auf
jenem Hiigel, auf eine Verehrung der allnahrenden Erde, die nirgends wieder im aegaei-
schen Meere soviet Getreide spendet wie auf Lemnos, und des Feuerdamons, der ein
Damon der Zeugungskraft ist. w A^/wta "xfltJov KCU TO irayKparts er^Xas 'H^>at<rr6reuKroi'
klagt Philoktet (v. 986).'
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Hephaistos with the earth-goddess Lemnos * (fig. 152)2, consummated

1 Steph. Byz. s.v. ATJ/WOS (cited supra p. 191 n. o) asserts—perhaps on the authority
of Hekataios (H. Diels in Hermes 1887 xxii. 442, Gruppe Gr. Myth, Rel. p. 225 n. 15)—
that maidens used to be sacrificed to this (JxydXr) 0e6s. Since Aristophanes in his Ltmniai
frag. 8 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. uoo Meineke) ap. Phot. lex. s.v. /ue-ydXip 6e6v, cp. Hesych.
s.v. fj.eya\t) 6e6s, uses precisely the same phrase of the Thracian Bendis, who is often
Hellenised as Artemis (e.g. supra ii. 115, 501), it seems highly probable that the Lemnian
goddess was in historic times regarded as a form of Artemis and that goats had come to be
substituted for her girl-victims. This at least would account for the persistent tradition of
goat's blood mixed with Lemnian earth and for the goat as the sacred seal of the local
Artemis.

Moreover, an exact parallel may be found in the story of Embaros who, after promising
to sacrifice his daughter to Artemis MounycMa, substituted a she-goat clad in the daughter's
garments (supra i. 711 n. 9). This is indeed more than a mere parallel. Since Embaros
was the reputed founder of the sanctuary of Artemis Mounychia (Pausanias the lexico-
grapher ap. Eustath. in II. p. 331, 25 ff. 6 5' atfrds Hav<ravtas Ivropei Kal nva "TSfj.j3a.pov
e'irl ei>XT) <ro<plffaa6ai. ISpi/ffaro yap, <f>t)(ri, ~M.ovvvxlas 'Apr^tuSos lepbv • apxrov Se yevoftfrris
ev avT(p Kal virb'AOyvaluv dvat.pe6ela"r)s, Xot/nos eireyevero, 08 aira\\ayr)i> 6 debs exP^^V^crec,
et TIS rty dvyarepa 0£/<m rrj 'Aprefiidi, Bdpos 5£ if) "E/tjSapoj viroa"x6/j,evo$ oCrw Tronjcreti' 4irl
T$ ryv iepufftivrjv rb 76/05 avrov 5ia J3lov i=XeLV> Sia/cooy^cras TT]V Bvyarepa, atiT-rjv /j.£v
air^Kpv\f/ev ev rf aStiry, alya 6£ iffOiJTi. Koa/J.^<ras ws rty Ovyartpa i-Ovffev. 89ev els irapoi/j.iav,
<p~nffL, irepitffTr) '"E/i|3apos eT,' TOVT&TTI vovvex^s, <f>p6vi(ji.os)> who stood in the closest relation

Fig. 148.

to the Thracian Bendis (supra ii. 115), it seems likely that he came from the Thracian
area. And, if so, his name Embaros may well be the would-be Greek form taken by
a name really akin to Imbros. A mountain in Kilikia Tracheia was called Imbarus (Plin.
nat. hist. 5. 93), and A. Fick Vorgriechische Ortsnamen Gottingen 1905 p. 55 a propos of
Imbrasos writes : '"I/tt/3p- ist ein echt karisches Namenwort, wie schon G. M[eyer in the
Beitrage zur kunde der indogermanischen sprachen 1886 x. 193, comparing however imber,
ofj.[3pos, etc.] erkannte, und [P.] Krfetschmer Einleitungin die Geschichte der Griechischen
Sprache Gottingen 1896 p.] 358 [f.] weiter belegt; wir entnehmen daher "I/tt/3pos Gebirg
und Kastell in Karien, die Insel Imbros, "I/j-fipanos der karische Hermes und die karischen
Personennamen"IjtijSpatrtris,"Ijit/3aports und 'I^dp^XSos. Auch in lykischen Personen-, doch
nicht Ortsnamen weist Kr. a. a. o. das Element 'Ip/Sp- nach.'

The further parallel between the sacrifice of Embaros' daughter (bear killed, girl
condemned, goat substituted) and that of Iphigeneia (girl condemned, deer or bear (schol.
Aristoph. Lys. 645, et. mag. p. 748, 2f.) or bull (et. mag. p. 748, 3f.) substituted) is of
course obvious.

2 I figure five imperial bronze coins of Hephaistia. Of these, the first two are from
casts of unpublished specimens now in the British Museum. One has obv. H4>AIC
TI€flN bust of Hephaistos to right, with slight beard, pilos, and chit6n over one
shoulder; rev. Athena, helmeted, standing to left with Nike in right hand, spear in left
(fig. 148). The other has obv. bust of Hephaistos to right, with full beard, ptlos, and
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in early days on Mosychlos, the mountain of volcanic vents1. Be
that as it may, we have in Lemnos ample evidence of the belief
that the fire which leaps up from the ground had erstwhile leapt
down from the sky. Nor in Lemnos only. For what else but this
popular conception underlay the fiery cycle of Herakleitos2, in which
'the way up and down is one and the same3'? The Stoics, influenced
as usual by Herakleitos4, identified Zeus with a single great con-
tinuous fire, which transformed itself into all the vast variety of the
visible world5. In a special sense Zeus was equated with fire in
heaven6, Hephaistos with fire on earth7; and the myth which told

Fig. 149.

Fig. 151. Fig. 152.

chitdn over one shoulder; rev. H4>AIC TI€flN a flaming torch (fig. 149). A third
shows obv, bust of Hephaistos to right, with full beard, piles, and no chitdn; rev.
[HJ^AIClTIGflN a flaming torch between two stars (sc. Kabeiroi or Dioskouroi) (Ant.
Miinz. Berlin Taurische Chersonesus, etc. i. 282 no. 22 fig. (=my fig. 150)). Another has
obv. bust of Hephaistos to right, with slight beard,pttos, and chitdn over one shoulder; rev.
H^GCITjIGnN Athena, helmeted, standing to left with Nike in right hand, spear
in left (Imhoof-Blumer Gr. Miinzen p. 5 no. 2 pi. r, 2 (=my fig. 151)). The last gives
obv. AHM|NOC bust of Lemnos to right as city-goddess, with turreted crown and
veil; rev. H^AIlCTIGflN a flaming torch between hammer and tongs (Imhoof-Blumer
Gr. Miinzen p. 6 no. 4 pi. i, 3 (=my fig. 152), Weber Cat. Coins ii. 141 no. 2489 pi. 95).
See further Head Hist, num.* p. 263.

1 C. Neumann—J. Partsch Physikalische Geographie von Griechenland mit besonderer
Riicksicht auf das Alterthum Breslau 1885 p. 314 ff., C. Fredrich in the Ath. Mitth. 1906
xxxi. 74, 253 ff., id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 1928f.

2 We have more than once found Herakleitos refining upon popular beliefs (supra i.
28 ff., 358 n. 3, ii. 12, 13 n. i, 130 n. 7, 805 n. 6).

3 Herakl./hz^-. 69 Bywater, 60 Diels (cited supra ii. 130 n. 7).
4 Supra i. 29 f., ii. 855 n. 2, 856 n. 9, 858 n. 6.
5 Flout, de fac. in orb. lun. 12 6 de Zeus yfuv OUTOJ oil rrj pfr avrov 0tf(

e<m n^ya irvp fat <rwe%^s, vvvl 5' ixfteirai Kal KeKauirTai /ecu SieffxiHJ-anffTai, irav
yeyovus Kal yiyv6fj.evos tv rats /*ero^o\o?s; = Chrysipposy7'rt§r. 1045 von Arnim.

6 Cornut. theol. 19 p. 33, 12 ff. Lang 6 /j.ev yap aW^p Kal TO diavyts Kal Kadapov irvp Zetfj
ten, TO 5' & Xfrfffei Ka-l fapofuyts "H0a«rros, Herakleitos c/uaest. Horn. p. 40, 9 ff. Soc.
Philol. Bonn. dXX' eirel [ri] irvpbs ofoia dur\T), Kal rd ptv al0tpioi>...£irl TTJS d^wrdrwroO iravTbs
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how Zeus had flung Hephaistos down to Lemnos was taken to mean
that fire terrestrial was derived from fire celestial1. On which showing
Hephaistos might be interpreted as the lightning-flash2—a fitting
end for a god who began with a double axe3. In short, it would
appear that the Stoics by pursuing the plaguy and quite illegitimate

cuwpas ovdev ixrrepovv fyei Trpds TeXetirijra, roO Se trap' r)/juv irvpbs TJ i}\r/, irp6<ryeios oScra,
Sid TT)S viroTpe<poijo"r)s Trap' ?/ca<rra fwTrupouju^cij, Sid rovro rty nev 6%VT&ri)v <p\6ya

&s "JI\i6v re Kal Afa irpoffayopeijei (sc. "0/ixijpos), TO 6 eirl yrjs irvp "H^aioroj', erotynws
aiTT6fj.ev6v re Kal 0-^evviip.evov' K.T.\., Serv. in Verg. Aen. i. 47 physici lovem aetherem id
est ignem volunt intellegi, lunonem vero aerem, et quoniam tenuitate haec elementa paria
sunt, dixerunt esse germana. sed quoniam luno hoc est aer subiectus est igni id est lovi,
iure superposito elemento mariti traditum nomen est=Chrysippos_/ra£-. 1066 von Arnim.

7 Supra n. 6. Cp. Lyd. de mens. i. 8 p. 25, 9 ff. Wtinsch oOev ol fjwOiKol fevyvtiovcri rr/v
A<ppo8iTi)v iroTe fj.ev 'H^a/OTy, r<£ -xjSovli^ irvpi, irore de "Apei.', ry deply, Eustath. in II.
p. 151, 29 ff. ws ^Trt irXeiffTov dt "Htpaicrrov T/ dXX^opt'a rb vvp avrb vott, rovrfori TTJV

^V 0ep/J,6Ti)Ta, Kal rovro rj rb diaKoviKW Kal irepl yi)i> r} TO £K irdOovs ev rots
v, olov TO 4v /cepawots Kal affrpairais Kal TO?J Totoirrois, K.T.X., p. 152,

rb irepl yijv dt)\ov6n, ws epptOy, irvp.
1 Herakleitos quaest. Horn. p. 42, 2 ff. Soc. Philol. Bonn. Arjfju>ov S£ irp&rov

efj^>Bevffe (sc. "Ofj,i)pos) rty viroSe^aiJ^vrjv TO 6eoirpt>fli\'r)Tov irvp' evravffa yap avievrai yqyevovs
irvpbs ai^T6/xaTot ^>X6/yes. 5?;Xot 5e era^ws, OTI TOVTO 0eoppvr6v earn rb irvp, £1; u>v tTnfjveyKev'
K.T.X.

2 Cornut. theol. 19 p. 34f 3 ff. Langpi^^at 5' virb TOV Aios ei's 7171* e£ ovpavov \£yerai
5ta r6 rods TrptiTOus IVws dp^a/j.4vovs xPW^at "fvpl £K Kepawoj3o\iov Kaiofdvy atrip trepirvxew,
fj.i)d£ir<a lirivoiq. rwv irvpltav iTrnre<reli> dwaftfrovs, Serv. in Verg. Aen. 8. 414. Vulcanus...
ignis est, et dictus Vulcanus quasi Volicanus, quod per aerem volet; ignis enim e nubibus
nascitur. unde etiam Homerus dicit eum de aere praecipitatum in terras, quod omne
fulmen de aere cadit. quod quia crebro in Lemnum insulam iacitur, ideo in earn dicitur
cecidisse Vulcanus (cp. Myth. Vat. 2. 40, 3. 10. 4, Isid. orig. 8. n. 39 f.), id. in Verg.
Aen. 8. 454 ' Lemnius' quia in Lemnum insulam, ut diximus, cecidit, [a love praecipitatus
vel] a lunone propter deformitatem delectus, quam aerem esse constat, ex quo fulmina
procreantur. ideo autem Vulcanus de femore lunonis fmgitur natus, quod fulmina de imo
aere nascuntur: quod etiam Lucanus dicit (2. 269, 273) 'fulminibus terrae propior
succenditur aer, pacem summa tenent' (cp. Myth. Vat. 2. 40, 3. 10. 4, Isid. orig. 8. n.
40), Nonn. Dion. 10. 298 ff. (Dionysos speaks to Zeus) <rao 5' ey& irpijffTrjpos avalvo^ai.
aWtpiov Trvp, | 01) vt<pos, oil fipovTijs £0t\u KT^TTOV rjv 8' efleXiJcrTjs, | ''BQalffTip irvphevri.
diSov ffirivffrjpa Kepavvov, Eustath. in II. p. 151, 30 f. (cited supra n. 7), 40 ff. 5td 01)
TroXuwpet & rails &vu, dXXa /cdYw plirrerai airb firj\ov 6e<nreffioio, w's <pr\ai fier' 6\lya 6
TrotTjTijs (//. i. 591). 01) yap <pi\os ^Keivos T£ Ad, a\\a fj.a\\ov rrj /ui;Tpt"Hpa. irados 7ap"Hpaj
6 TOIOUTOS *H0at(7Tos, ^TOI d^pos <rtfyt7rT«/ua, ore (JLJ) 0tXtws %xei ""P^s TOV aWtpa, .̂i?5e Kara
tptiffiv, dXXa Taij yrjffev dvaOvfJ-iaffeffiv (SffTrep (ppayvvftfrr) Trpds TOV Aia ejcTreTroX^otWTCu. Tore
yap ol Kepavvol Kal ol ovcTjTrrol yivovTai Kal etTi aXXo TOIOUTOI' Tip aid f pi tiwrpocrOovv, p. 152,
6 ff. tl- atpos yap a\r)6us Kal 6 TOIOVTOS (sc. irepl yijv) "H^cuoroj, ov fnovov diOTi rj 0X6£ d-fip
effTtv e£a<f>0eis, dXXa Kal OTI T)JV apxJhv eoiKev eis yijv avuffev TroOev e\0eiv, rj Kepavvov wj
efabs Ka,Tevex&evTo^ Kal £ti\<p evffK^avTOS Kal oOrws apx^v Tiva Kal trirepfw. irvpds evdovTos
AvOpuirois TJ Kal Sid TII/OJ fjirixavijs, irupoy ̂  d^pos KaTevexOevTos, K.T.X., Tzetz. in Lyk. Al.
227 'A.-r j fJ j 'a i ( j} irvpl' OTTO KepawojSoXou devdpov (cp. Diod. i. 13} ev 'E\\i)i>iKaTs x^P0-1* &
A^/wy ?rpc6Tws evp£9i) TO' Te irvp Kal al oirXovpytai, Kd0<as ev Ty irepl Xiov KTlcreus 'JS\\aviKbs
IffTopellva pi] KOTO rrXoTos TIJV IffToplav eire%epyafd)/j.e0a=He\la.uikosfrag: 112 (Frag. hist.
Gr. i. 60 Miiller), frag. 71 b (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 125 Jacoby, who however starts the
fragment with the words ev A.-riuvip irp&rws K.T.X.). W. Mannhardt Die Korndamonen
Berlin 1868 likewise treats Hephaistos as a 'Blitzgott.'

3 Supra p. 200.
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method of allegorical conjecture had come curiously near to divining
the original significance of Hephaistos.

Hephaistos and Athena—if I am right—were at first the sky-
father and the mountain-mother of a Pelasgian or Tyrsenian race,
which had its prehistoric home in Asia Minor. And in the rude
tale of their attempted union I should detect a popular survival of
their old Asiatic myth. The earliest allusion to it is a propos of a
sixth-century craftsman from Magnesia on the Maiandros1. That
may be accident. But it can hardly be accidental that the closest
parallels to the myth are found on Mount Agdos in Galatia2 and
among the peasants of the Caucasus3. All the evidence, linguistic,
religious, mythological, really points in one direction—towards Asia
Minor as the cradle of both deities alike.

The worship of Hephaistos and Athena, proper to the Pelasgian
or Tyrsenian population of Athens, was complicated by that of
other gods and goddesses as soon as Hellenic settlers entered
Attike. An influx of Aeolians, who had swarmed off from Thessaly
and settled on the north bank of the Ilissos4 (let us say, with
Periphas as their king5), brought with them from Mount Olympos
the cult of Zeus Olympics and Ge Olympia. With Ge Olympia was
in all probability connected the rite of the Arrhephoria and the
mythical birth of Erichthonios6. These purely Hellenic powers
never quite dispossessed their Pelasgian predecessors, who in the
sixth and fifth centuries recovered something of their former prestige
thanks to the Panathenaic policy inaugurated by Peisistratos7.
Hence the gradual intrusion of Athena and Hephaistos into
representations of a myth, which was strictly concerned with Ge as
fructified by the fertilising dew of Zeus8. Erichthonios, instead of
being the child of Zeus by Ge, is the child of Hephaistos by Ge9 or,

1 Supra p. 220 f. 2 Supra ii. 969 n. 4.
3 Miss E. M. Dance, in an unpublished treatise {An Analysis of the Orphic Myths 1933

p. 12 f.) which she kindly allowed me to read in type-script, compares the myths of Mithras
born of a rock (F. Cumont in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1953), Agdistis, and
Hephaistos with A. Dirr Kaukasische Marchen (Marchen der Weltliteratur) Jena 1922
p. 182: 'Ernes Tages wusch Satana ihre Hosen und breitete sie auf einem Steine zum
Trocknen aus. Da kam Uastyrdji und sagte: "Deine Hosen kommen mir nicht aus",
naherte sich und liess seinen Samen auf sie ausstromen. Davon wurde der Stein, auf
dem die Hosen lagen, schwanger.' After nine months Satana split the stone and a
child, the hero of the Marchen, came forth.

4 Stipra ii. 1123, iii. 169 n. o. 5 Supra ii. 1121 ff.
6 Supra pp. 169 n. o, 188. 7 Supra p. 188 n. 3. s Supra p. 188.
9 Isokr. 12 Panathenaicus i26'E/Mx#oi'ios fj.ev yap 6 0&s £f 'H^awn-ou /cat Fijs K.T.X.,

Paus. i. 2. 6 irartpa. 5e 'Epixffovltp \tyovffiv a.v6p&ir<av (j£v otidtva elvai, yovtas 5£"H0a«rroj'
Kal Trjv, cp. Kallim. Hekale frag. i. 2, 7 Mair (supra p. 220 n'. 2) ws SrjQei> v<t> '&<f>ai<TTip
rtnev Ala and Nonn. Dion. 41. 63 f. cited infra p. 237 n. i.
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more often, of Hephaistos by Athena. But to the last an occasional
poet describes him as his father's 'dew1.'

(b) The Daughters of Kekrops.

The three daughters of Kekrops were Aglauros, Pandrosos, and
Herse. All of them alike bore names suggestive of the dew.
Aglauros denotes 'the Sparkling One2'; Pandrosos, 'the All-
bedewed'; HZrse, quite simply 'the Dew3.'

The oldest accessible version of their myth is that given, perhaps
as early as s. v B.C.4, by Amelesagoras in his Atthis*-.

1 Kallim. Hekale frag. i. 2, 2 f . Mair dXXd e IlaXXas | rijs (lev &rw S-r)t>ai(b)v d<j>rj
dp[6~\<rov 'H<pal<rToio, \ K.T.\., Nonn. Dion. 41. 63 f. otf TTJTTOV aypiov efyov 'Epext^os (by
confusion with Erichthonios : supra p. 181 n. 2), 6v reKe Talijs \ atfXa/a vv^Qetaas ya.fj.iTiv

2 The simplest and most satisfactory derivation of"Ay\avpos is from 017X016$ (* 07X0/65 for
* dya-y\af-6s : see Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.* p. 4) and the common suffix
-/jos. Nik. ther. 62 uses &y\avpos, 'sparkling,' as an epithet of rivers, and ib. 441 as an
epithet of a snake.

H. Usener Gotternamen Bonn 1896 p. 136 f. inferred from the masculine ending that
A-yXaupos was a compound of cly(a)X- (a7dXXew, aya\fj.a) and atfpa : ' eine gbttin heiterer
luft, hellen himmels,' cp. 'Ay\a'ta. A. Fick in the Beitrage zur kundeder indogermanischen
sprachen 1901 xxvi. 112 similarly derives "AyXavpos from dyXaos + atfpa. (taking ayhavpbs
wdvdpoffos epa-tj to have been a dactylic line or half-line, 'die bei heiterer luft...alles
betraufelnde...bethauung'). E. Maass ' Aglaurion' in the Ath. Mitth. 1910 xxxv. 337 — 341
does the same, but holds that aflpa (connected with d^p) was an old word for 'water'
(hence dVoupos 'mountain-torrent,' Hesych. eiratipovs- rota xei^dppous TroTO/tofa, Hes.
theog. 353 IlXijf atipij re Ta\a^aijpri r as Nereids, and perhaps ayavpos ' abundant, affluent '),
which came to mean 'moist, cool air' and so 'breeze.' On this showing "A.y\avpos would
be a water-nymph (cp. //. 2. 307 dy\at>v Sdup, Horn. ep. 4. 7 dy\abv...i)8up) and 'A.y\atipiov
a Nymphaeum.

Mommsen Feste d, Stadt Athen p. 7 n. 3 thinks that *A.y\avpos may refer to the dew
('blinkende Tauperlen'), but proposes no etymology.

In any case " A.y\avpos, not *A.ypav\os, is the inscriptional form (K. Meisterhans
Grammatik der attischen Inschriften? Berlin 1900 p. 83 n. 712). Both are found in literary
texts (J. Toepffer in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc'. i. 826). "Aypav\os seems to have been
taken by popular etymology from an epithet of Pan, to whose flute the Dew-sisters danced
(Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 1196 n. 3 sub fin., 1394 n. 4).

3 Supra pp. 1 66, 179 f. 4 Supra p. 157 n. 9.
5 Amelesagoras frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 22 Mliller) ap. Antigon. hist. mir. 12

' Afj£\T)ffay6pa.$ de 6 'A6r)vaios 6 TTJV 'ArOlda ffvyyeypaip&s off <f>t)ffi Kop&vqv irpofflirracrOai irpbs
rty aKp6iro\iv, otiS' fyoi &v flweiv ewpa/cws o^Set'j. aTrodlduffiv de ryv alrlav /J.vdiKus. tjrqalv
yap 'H0a/OT<fj SoOeterris rijs 'AOrjvas ffvyKO.TO.K\i6elffa,v afiTTjv d<f>aviffBijva.i., rbv de "Htpaurrov
et's yTJv ireabv-ra. irpoteffOai rb ffirep/j.a, rty 81 yrfv HxrTepov afiry dvadovvai 'T&pi'xdbviov, 6v
Tp4<peiv rty 'AOifvav Kal etj Klffrrjv KaOetp^cu /cat irapa04ff6ai rats K&cpcuros iraurlv, ' AypwfrKtp
Kal Havdpoffty Kal "Epco?, /cat ^TrtTdfat fir) dvolyetv rrjv Kiffrrjv, ?wj av aim; t-\6rj. d(piKOfj.^vr)t> de
els neXXi^j' <t>epeu> opos, IVa Upvpa irpb rijs d/cpo7r6Xecoj Troir^ffrj, ras §£ Kticpoiros Ovyarepas raj
dtio,"Aypav\oi> KalUdvSpo<rov, rty KLffTTjv dvoi^ai Kal Ideiv Spd/covras 5(5o Trepl rbv 'EpixObviov
Ty de 'A0r)vq. (feepo^ffy rb &pos, 8 vvv KaXeirat Av/cajSijrros, Kop&vriv tfrqaiv diravrrjffai Kal
elireiv on 'Eptx^owos ev tf>avep<f, TTJV de aKovffacrav pi\pai rb opos Sirov vvv fffri, TTJ de
dia TTIV KaKayye\lav elirelv ws et's a.Kpdiro\iv ov Oe/J.i$ avrfj effrai. d<piKeff&ai.
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'Amelesagoras of Athens, author of the Atthis, asserts that no crow flies to

the Akropolis and that nobody can claim to have seen one so doing1. He adds
a mythical explanation. He states that, when Athena was given to Hephaistos,
she lay down with him and vanished2. Hephaistos fell to earth and spent his
seed. The earth afterwards produced Erichthonios, whom Athena nurtured and
shut up in a basket and entrusted to the daughters of Kekrops—Agraulos,
Pandrosos, and Herse—charging them not to open the basket until she
returned. She then went to Pellene3 and fetched a mountain to serve as a
bulwark in front of the Akropolis. The daughters of Kekrops, two of them,
Agraulos and Pandrosos, opened the basket and saw two snakes coiled round
Erichthonios. As Athena was carrying the mountain, which is now called
Lykabettos, a crow—he states—met her and said "Erichthonios is exposed."
She on hearing it threw down the mountain where it now is, and told the crow
as bearer of evil tidings that never thereafter would it be lawful for it to go to
the Akropolis.'

1 Andron of Halikarnassos frag. 16 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 352 Miiller) =frag. i (Tresp
Frag. gr. Kultschr. p. 67 f.) ap. Apollon. hist. mir. 8'AvSpwv kv ry 8' T&V irpbs $i\iirirov
Bvffi&v' Kop&vy ev TTJ 'ArTiKrj ets rty dKp6iro\u> o68e/j,la ectiparat elffep^o^vr], KaOdirep ovde
ev IId0y irepl TO. Ovpiii/jLara rd rijs ' A(ppo8iTir)s /ma e(j>iirTafj.&r) (supra ii. 783 n. 3), Plin.
nat. hist. 10. 30 ab arcturi sidere ad hirundinum adventum notatur earn (sc. cornicem) in
Minervae lucis templisque raro, alicubi omnino non adspici, sicut Athenis, Ail. de nat. an.
5. 8 Kop&vri 8£ es rty' AOrjvatwv o,Kp6iro\iv O$K Sariv tirifiard, cp. Ov.am, 2. 6. 35 armiferae
comix invisa Minervae, Hyg. fab. 166 hae cum cistulam aperuissent comix indicavit {on
the crow as a typical informer see O. Keller Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 103 f.).

Some modern travellers accept as true the statement that crows avoid the top of the
Akropolis (R. Chandler Travels in Greece Oxford 1776 p. 54 'Crows, as I have often
observed, fly about the sides of the rock, without ascending to the height of the top').
But such avoidance cannot be 'due simply to the height of the hill' (D'Arcy W. Thompson
A Glossary of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 99). Rather, the site is too rocky to furnish the
crows' accustomed food. Besides, it is still tenanted by plenty of owls (on the war of owls
v. crows see Aristot. hist. an. 9. i. 609 a 8 ff., Antigon. hist. mir. 57 (62), Plout. de inmdia
et odio 4, Ail. de nat. an. 3. 9, 5. 48, Souid. s.v. &\\o y\ati!;, dXXo Kop&vr) tpOtyyerai, Zenob.
i. 69, Diogenian. 2. 16, eiusd. cod. Vindob. i. 31, Greg. Kypr. i. 39, Makar. i. 80,
Apostol. 2. 32, Arsen. p. 44 Walz. Cp. A. de Gubernatis Zoological Mythology London
1872 ii. 245 f. ('The Owls and the Crows'), D'Arcy W. Thompson op. cit. pp. 46, 98,
H.T.Francis—E.J. Thomas fdtaka Tales Cambridge 1916 p. 2i3ff. ('The Owl as King')).

2 Supra p. 222.
3 Pellene, an ancient city of Achaia, ' stands on a hill which rises at the summit into

a sharp point. The top is precipitous and therefore uninhabited' (Paus. 7. 27. i. But
see Sir J. G. Frazer ad loc.). 'At the entrance into the city is a temple of Athena built of
native stone. The image is of ivory and gold: they say that it was made by Pheidias
before he made the images of Athena in the Akropolis of Athens and at Plataiai. The
people of Pellene also say that there is an ddyton of Athena running down deep into the
earth under the pedestal of the image, and that the air from this ddyton is damp, and
therefore good for the ivory' (id. 7. 27. 2). The statue is shown on imperial bronze coins
of Pellene (Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. ii. 91 f. pi. S, 10, Frazer
Pausanias iv. 183 f. fig. 25, H. Hitzig—H. Bltimner on Paus. 7. 27. 2 with Mtinztaf. 5, 4,
Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 36 ('not by Pheidias'), G. M. A. Richter
The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks New Haven, Yale University Press 1929
pp. 161, 173).

Amelesagoras' mention of Pellene is borne out by Kallim. Hekale frag. i. 2, n Mair
inavev 'AxattSa. But Kallim. frag. 19 Schneider ap. et. mag. p. 160, 30 f.
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Euripides, who likewise mentions the two snakes placed by Athena
as guards over Erichthonios 1, further hints at the fate of the maidens :
having opened the ark they must needs perish and stain the rocky
cliff with their blood2. Apollodoros3 is more explicit:

'Athena, wishing to make him (sc. Erichthonios) immortal, reared him in
secret without the knowledge of the other gods. She laid him in a basket and
entrusted it to Pandrosos, daughter of Kekrops, forbidding her to open the
basket. But Pandrosos' sisters out of curiosity opened it and saw a snake coiled
beside the babe. Then, as some say, they were destroyed by the snake itself, or,
as others declare, by reason of Athena's anger they were driven mad and flung
themselves down from the Akropolis.'

According to Hyginus4, the sisters maddened by Athena hurled

i) fj.ev deprd£ov<ra neya. Tpti<f>os 'Tiftifapov \ avrvpov eiffavefiaiv — points rather to Pallene, the
promontory of Chalkidike (Plin. nat. hist. 4. 36 oppida Pallene, Phlegra. qua in regione
montes Hypsizorus, etc.), and this suits better the position of Lykabettos (N.E. of the
Akropolis). See further Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 498 n. r. Pellene-^Akte (?)
-*• Akropolis and Pallene->- Lykabettos-*- Akropolis were alternative versions of the myth.

1 Eur. Ion 21 ff. Ktivy yap jj Aibs Kbpt) \ <j>povp& wapafetigacra <j>ij\aKe <r<a/j,aros | diffffw
dpdKovre irapdevois 'AyXavplffi | diducri ff&fav • o6ev 'E/>ex#ef 5cus eri (so J. Barnes for eicei
codd.) | pottos rls tarw oQeaiv ev x/wtnjXtiTots | rpf<peiv reKv1 (on which custom see ib.
1427 ff. with the remarks of E. Klister Die Schlange in der griechischen Ktinst und
Religion Giessen 1913 p. 113 n. : 'so haben diese Schlangen zweifellos eine apotropaische
Bedeutung, die Kinder vor Unheil zu schlitzen; es scheint aber hinter dieser Sitte als
tieferer Kern die sehr alte Vorstellung verborgen zu sein, wonach eigentlich zwischen
Schlange und damonischem Kind kein grosser Unterschied besteht,' cp. Sosipolis at Elis
(Paus. 6. 20. 4 f., supra i. 58, ii. 1151)) Zeus Sosipolis at Magnesia on the Maiandros
(supra i. 58) if it be he who on a coin of the town is seated above a basket and snake
(supra i. 153 fig. 128, O. Kern in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1894 ix. Arch.
Anz. p. 81), the snake born and suckled by Klytaimestra in her dream (Aisch. cho. 526 ff.),
and the modern Greek custom of calling an unbaptised child dpaicos, dpaKovras or Spdicaiva,
SpaKovXa, SpaKOvrurffa according to sex (C. Wachsmuth Das alte Griechenland im neuen
Bonn 1864 pp. 34, 62, W. Mannhardt Wald- und Feldkulte^ Berlin 1905 ii. 64, Harrison
Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 331 n. 2)).

2 Eur. Ion 267 ff. ION IK yijs irarpbs vov irpbyovos efiKaffrev Trarrfp; | KP. 'Epix^dvios
ye- TO Se yfros fj.' owe (i^eXet. | IflN ^ Kal <r<p' 'AOdva yijOev e^aveiXero; [ KP. es irapOevovs
ye ^etpas, otf reKovffa viv. | ION diduffi 5', uxrirep (A. Kirchhoff cj. alcrirep) ev ypa<f>fj
vofd^ercu | KP. KeK-/>o7r6s ye atij^eiv iraialv of>x bptifievov. | ION iJKOvffa. \vffai irapdevovs
Tevyos tfeas. | KP. roiydp Oavovyai <Tic6ire\ov •yp.a.^av irerpas.

3 Apollod. 3. 14. 6 (continuing the passage cited supra p. 2i8ff.) rovrov 'AOrjva Kpti<f>a.
rSiv &\\(i>v Oeui> erpe<j>ev dddvarov 6t\ovffa Troirjffai, Kal KaraOeiffa abrbv els KiffTijv H
rfj K^Kpoiros TrapaKareOero (eiriKareQero cod. P.), aTreiirovcra Trjv Kiffri^v dvoiyeiv. al
d8e\(j>a.l T^J IIa»'8p6(rou dvoiyovffiv viro irepiepyias Kal Bedavrai T£ fipe<f>ei irapeffTre
(C. G. Heyne cj. irepieffireipantvov) SpaKOvra, Kal, wy p.ev evioi \eyovaw, iir' atirov
tjffav TOV SpaKOvros, ws Se ^tot, 5t' 6pyr)v 'AOrivas ffjif^aveis yevb^evai Kara rrjs

4 Hyg./o^. astr. 2. 13 eum dicitur Minerva in cistula quadam ut mysteria contectum
ad Erechthei filias detulisse et his dedisse servandum ; quibus interdixit, ne cistulam
aperirent. sed ut hominum est natura cupida, ut eo magis appetant, quo interdicatur
saepius, virgines cistam aperuerunt et anguem viderunt. quo facto, insania a Minerva
iniecta, de arce Atheniensium se praecipitaverunt. anguis autem ad Minervae clipeum
confugit et ab ea est educatus.
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themselves from the citadel at Athens, while the snake fled for
refuge to the shield of Athena and was reared by the goddess. But
the same author elsewhere1 informs us that the maidens, when
maddened by Athena, hurled themselves into the sea. The tale was
popular, and later writers repeat it with other unimportant variations2.
Under the empire the versions degenerate till Fulgentius3 (c. 500
A.D.) makes the fateful basket entrusted 'to two sisters, Aglauros
and Pandora'! Even Ovid4, following some Hellenistic source
(Nikandros?)5, and himself followed by a prpse compiler misnamed
Lactantius Placidus6, rewrites the whole narrative in absurd romantic
vein.

Miss J. E. Harrison7 in an ingenious but hardly convincing
passage claimed that the story of the Kekropides was invented to
account for the ritual of the Arrhephoria. It may indeed have been
an aetiological myth; for the Athenians are said to have performed
mysterious rites for Agraulos and Pandrosos, who had sinned in
opening the chest8. But it was the Kallynteria and the Plynteria

. fab. 166 (continuing the passage cited supra p. 222 n. 6) quern Minerva cum
clam nutriret, dedit in cistula servandum Aglauro Pandroso et Hersae Cecropis filiabus.
hae cum cistulam aperuissent comix indicavit (supra p. 238 n. i) ; illae a Minerva insania
obiecta ipsae se in mare praecipitaverunt.

The same alternative versions were given in the case of Aigeus' suicide (K. Wernicke
in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 954, Gruppe Gr. Myth. ReL p. 31 n. 13). The attempt
to harmonise them was a failure (Nikokrates frag. 2 {Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 466 Mliller) ap.
schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 831 NiKOKpdnjs 5£ <pi)(r<.i> &TI airb Afy^ws KaTaKpij^viffavTos eavrbv airb
rijs aKpoir6\e<as els rty 6d\affo~av. ofiK eS. TTO\I> yap d,7r^xet V a,Kp6iro\is TTJS 6a\dffo~ris

2 The literary evidence was diligently collected and arranged by B. Powell Erich-
thonius and the three Daughters of Cecrops ( Cornell Studies in Classical Philology xvii)
Ithaca, New York 1906 pp. i — 7, 56 — 63.

3 Fulgent, myth. 2. n (continuing the passage cited supra p. 222 n. 7) quern Minerva
in cistam abscondidit draconeque custode opposite duabus sororibus Aclauro et Pandorae
commendavit.

* Ov. met. 2. 708 — 835.
5 W. Vollgraff Nikander und Ovid Groningen 1909 i. 118.
6 Lact. Plac. narr. fab. 2. 12 Athenis virgines per solemne sacrificium canistris

Minervae ferunt pigmenta (B. Powell op. cit. pp. 5 n.a, 40 n.b cj. figmenta) : inter quas
a Mercurio eminens specie conspecta est Herse Cecropis filia. itaque adgressus est
sororem eius Aglauron, precatusque ut se Hersae sorori suae iungeret. at ilia cum pro
ministerio aurum eum poposcisset, Minerva graviter offensa est avaritia eius, ob quam
cistulam etiam traditam sororibus eius custodiendam adversus suum praedictum aperuisset :
Invidiae novissime imperavit earn sororis Herses exacerbare (so A. von Staveren, after
Giselin, for sorori Hersae exacerbavit cod.) fortunio : diuque excruciatam saxo mutavit.

7 Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. xxxiiff., cp. ead. Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 133, ead.
Primitive Athens Cambridge 1906 p. 50 f.

8 Athenag. supplicatio pro Christianis i p. i Schwartz 6 5e'A0rji'cuos'Epex0et Hoffei8u>vi
0tf« Kcti 'A.ypati\ip'A6r)vq. [/raJ reXeras /ecu yuvoTiJpia ' ABr/vaioi ayovffiv (seel. E. Schwartz)]
Kal ILavdp6fftf, at frofnio-Oya-av acre/Set? dvoi^affai rty \dpvaica. Athenagoras, like Ameles-
agoras (supra p. 237 f.), makes Agraulos and Pandrosos the guilty sisters. J. Toepffer in
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rather than the Arrhephoria that were connected by the ancients
with the life and death of Agraulos1 or Aglauros2. And naturally
so ; for the Kallynteria fell on the nineteenth, the Plynteria probably
on the twenty-fifth of Thargelion, and modern meteorological records
taken in the Botanical Garden at Athens show that heavy dews
begin to fail in May, are lacking throughout June, July, and August,
and begin to return in September3. In mythological parlance,
Aglauros, 'the Sparkling One/ dies. Her death was associated with
the Plynteria, a very ill-omened day in Thargelion (May — June).
Three weeks later, in the middle of Skirophorion (June — July), when
the dew was rarer still, it became necessary to fertilise Mother
Earth, not only with white clay (sktros) used as a manure, but also
by means of a ceremonial dew-bearing. This was done in the
Arrhephoria, as we have already seen.

Closer investigation4 makes it probable that Aglauros, Pandrosos,
and Herse were not originally a triad of sisters. Of the three,
Aglauros appears to have been the eldest and most venerable.
Euripides speaks of them all as 'the Aglaurid maidens5' or, again,

Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 828 identifies these reXeras KM /JLvyr^pia with the opyia...
a,ir6ppt)Ta performed by the Praxiergidai at the Plynteria (Plout. v. Alk. 34).

Bekker anecd. i. 239, 76". Aenrvo<p6pos- eopTvjs oVo/ua. AetTrvo<f>opia yap effTi TO
Seiirva rais KeKpoiros Ovya/rpacriv "Epffy Kal Havdpdffy Kal 'Aypa&Xtp. £<ptpeTo dt TroX
Kard. TWO, [WffTiKov \6yov. Kal TOVTO tiroiovv ol vo\\oi' 0iXort/Atas yap efyeTo is discredited
by K. F. Hermann Lehrbuch der griechischen Antiquitdten Heidelberg 1832 i § 56, 12 and
Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 284 n. 4 (' Herse und Aglauros mochte man als erste
Ersephoren ansehen, und da die Ersephoren im Pyanopsion den Peplos zu beginnen
batten {supra pp. 166, 212], so ward die diesem Monat angehorige Speisung, welche
den Oschophoren gait [Philochoros ap. Bekker anecd. i. 239, n ff.], fur die Ersephoren
in Anspruch genommen'). But see J. Toepffer in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 829 and
infra p. 242 n. 10.

1 Phot. lex. s.v. Ka\\vvT^pia Kal IlXwr^pia- eopr&v ovb^ara- yivovrai uev afirai
Qapyr)\iuivos ^vos, IvaT-g /j.^v tiri O£KO. Ka\\vvr^pia, devrtpa d£ (pOivovros ra
ra fji£v HXwTiqpia (fnjcri 5ia <rb /j.€Ta> TOV Odvarov rfjs'Aypatihov Ivrbs eviavrov fj,rj
<ras lepas> £<r0rJTas- eW o&rta ir\v6eicras ryv dvonacriav \afieiv r(vart\v- ra 8£ JLaXXwrripia,

OTI irpdmi SoKet ij "Aypav\os yevo^vrj iepeia rods deoiis Koa-fj-ijffai • did Kal KaXXwnjjOia atirrj
airtdeiZav • Kal yap TO <Ka\\tveiv> Koapeiv Kal \a/j,irptiveiv iffrlv. The words inserted are
due to S. A. Naber, who cp. Bekker anecd. i. 270, i ff. OTTO TOV Ka\\foeu> Kal Koff^etv
Kal \ap.wptivei.v. "AypavXos yap tipeia. irptliTi) yevofj-iv-q TOI)S 0eofis eK^fffJ^ffe. Ii\WT^pia d£
Ka\eiTai Sta TO jnera TOP OavaTOV TTJS 'AypatiXov ev6s evtavTov /*•}? ir\v()i}i>ai Tas lepas £<r6i)Tas.

2 Hesych. s.v. HXwrfpia' eopri] 'Aff^vijini', f[v eirl TTJ 'Ay\a>jpov r^s K^/cpoTros Ovyasrpbs
Tifirj ayovffiv.

3 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 8 n. 2, cp. infra § 9 (h) ii (e).
4 Miss J. E.Harrison 'The Three Daughters of Cecrops' in the Journ. Hell. Stud.

1891 xii. 350 — 355 was, so far as I know, the first to attempt any general investigation
of the subject. She was followed by H. Usener Gotternamen Bonn 1896 p. 135 ff. And
he, by B. Powell Erichthonius and the three Daughters of Cecrops (Cornell Studies in
Classical Philology xvii) Ithaca, New York 1906 pp. i — 86 figs, i — 12.

5 Eur. Ion 23 irapOfrois'AyXavplffi (cod. P, supra p. 239 n. i).

c. in. 1 6
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as 'the three daughters of Agraulos ( Aglauros .?) ' 1, and later writers
state that their mother Agraulos or Agraulis2 had for sire Aktaios3

or Aktaion4. But this duplication or distortion of her name is, of
course, a mere genealogist's device. In unsophisticated times there
was but one Aglauros, she whose precinct lay beneath the steep
northern side of the Akropolis5. Here the Athenian youths
assembled to swear that they would fight till death on behalf of
their country6. This solemn oath took a curious and unexpected
form. The young soldiers swore that they would regard wheat,
barley, the vine, and the olive as the boundaries of Attike, deeming
their own all the tamed and fruitful earth7. The emphasis thus
placed on earth as 'fruitful' (karpophdros) recalls the rock-cut
inscription of Ge Karpophoros still legible on the summit of the
Akropolis8. It is, indeed, probable that Aglauros herself was, to
begin with, none other than the earth-goddess 'Sparkling9' with
the dew which enabled her to bring forth in their season corn and
oil and wine. And on these things human life depended. Demeter
Kourotrophos, 'Who rears the young,' was worshipped, and rightly
worshipped, in the precinct of Aglauros10.

1 Eur. Ion 496 'A.ypa£\ov (A. W. Verrall prints 'A7\ai;pov) fc6pcu rplyovoi.
2 Euseb./rae/>. ev. 4. 16. 2 Trj'AypatXy TTJ K&cpoTros Kal v{i^i\s 'A-ypauXiSos.
3 Apollod. 3. 14. 2 K&cpot/' 5£ y-fj/j-as TTJV 'A/craiou Kbpyv "AypavXov iraiSa IJL& Zffxev

' Epv<rix0ova, os Srewos juer)JXXa£e, Bvyar^pas 8£"Aypav\ov "Eper^p Hdv8p<xrov, Paus. i. 2. 6
a.Tro6av6vTos Se 'AKraiov K^/cpo^ e/cS^xerai rty dpxV dvyarpl ffvvoiK&v 'Auralov (cp. i. 14. 7),
Ko.1 ol yivovrai Bvyartpes u£v"}&po~i) Kal *Ay\avpos Kal Hdvdpoffos, vlbs St'EpvffixOw.

4 Skamon of Mytilene (s. iv B.C., according to F. Jacoby in Pauly — Wissowa Real-
Enc. iii A. 437) frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 489 f. Miiller) ap. Phot. lex. and Souid. s.v.
QoiviK-fiia, 7/>d/i/xaTa, cp. Apostol. 17. 89 (Kd/JL<av, 'A.KTalovos, 'AyXatiprjv, 'A/cralova), makes
Aktaion the father of Aglauros, Herse, Pandrosos, and Phoinike. See further J. Toepffer
in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc.'\. 1212.

5 Paus. i. 18. i, cp. Eur. Ion 497 f.
6 Dem. de fals. leg. 303, Lykourg. in Leocr. 76 f., Philostr. v. Apoll. 4. 21 p. 141

Kayser. The oath is quoted by Poll. 8. 105 f., cp. Stob.^for. 43. 48 p. 14, 7 ff. Hense.
Philochor. frag: 14 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 386 Miiller) ap. Ulpian. in Dem. de fals. leg.,

303 (p. 95 b 32 ff. Baiter — Sauppe) "A7pauXos Kai"E/xr77 Kal Hdvdpoffos Ovyartpes K^/cpoiros,
us <j>i)cru> 6 $i\6xopos. \tyovffi 5e on iro\£/u.ov ffv/j.j$dvTOS Trap' 'AOyvalots, ore 6 E(5/toXiros
Iffrpdrevffe Kara 'Epex^ws, Kal fjMjKvvo/dvov rofrrov i-xpri<rev 6 'Air6\\wv &Tra\\a"fT/i<reffOai.,
£&v TIS dv£\ri eavrbv virtp rrjs ir6\e<as. i} rotvvv *Aypav\os eKovaa af/Trjv tl-edtaKev els Oa.va.rov
tppii/se yap eavrty £K rov reixpvs. ftfa a7ra\\ay&Tos TOV TTO\£/J,OV iepbv virtp ro&rov Iffrj)-
ffavro atrfj irepl TO. UpoirtKaia rijs 7r6Xews ' Kal iiceiffe u>p.vvov ol tyrjfioi /x^XXoi'Tes tfrtvai ds

7 Flout, v. Alcib. 15 oil /*V dXXot Kal rrjs 7775 awefiotiKevev avr^x^Oai. rots 'A6t)vatoi.s,
Kal TOV & 'Aypa6\ov irpo^a\\6fLtvov del rots ttjyfifiois OOKOV ipy<f fiefiaiow. 6fj.vvovffi. yap
Spots xptfffaa'@al TVS 'ATTiKrjs irvpois, Kpidcus, a/J.ir£\ois, e'Xalat?, ofaelav iroielo~6ai di8a<rK6-
fjwoi TTJV rjfjiepov Kal Kapwo<pt>pov. Cp. Cic. de rep. 3. 15 Athenienses iurare etiam publice
solebant, omnem suam esse terram, quae oleam frugesve ferret.

8 Supra ii. 21 n. 4. 9 Supra p. 237 n. 2.
10 Corp. inscr. Alt. iii. i no. 372 (with facsimile on pi. 4) Kovporp6<pov |
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Pandrosos too had a sanctuary of her own1, called the Pandros-
eion2, immediately adjoining the Erechtheion at its western end3.
Here grew the sacred olive4, beneath which stood the altar of Zeus
Herkeios*. And, just as the youths of Athens in the fourth century
B.C. swore in the precinct of Aglauros that they would defend their
country and preserve the fruitful earth6, so in the first century B.C.,
when about to take the field, they offered a sacrifice on the Akropolis

A?J/M7(r)pos, W. Larfeld Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. i. 266
pi. i (note the proximity of no. 371 Aenrvo<j>6po[is], cp. supra p. 241 n. o). Hesych. s.v.
Kovporp60os ' iraidoTp6<pos. {>(j> ertpwv i] Aij/i^TTjp.

1 Paus. i. 27. 2 T$ vaip §£ TT)S ' Adyvas Havdpoffov vabs ffwexijs ^<m.
2 (i) Corp. inscr. Alt. i no. 322 a 44 f. and 63, 69 f. = Michel Recueil d' Inscr. gr.

no. 571 i 44 f. and ii 63, 69 f. = Roberts—Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii. 318 ff. no. 117 i 44 f.
and ii 63, 69 f. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 372 i 44 f. and ii 171, 177 f. — L. D. Caskey
in J. M. Paton The Erechtheum Cambridge, Mass. 1927 p. 276 ff. no. 2 i 44 f. roV KIOVOV
TOP errl TO Toi%o | r? irpbs TO Ilavdpoffeio and ii 63 eirl TOV TOIXOV TOV irpbs TO IIai'5po(7e(io),
69 f. eirl TOV TOIXOV TOV Tpbs \ TO Ilavdpoffeio (409/8 B.C.). Cp. Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 321,
43 f. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 373 i 43 f. = Caskey loc. cit. no. 8 A, 43 f.

(2) Corp. inscr. Att. iv. i. 3 p. 148 ff. no. 321 2, 19 f., 27 f. and 3, 6, iv. i. 2 p. 74 ff.
no. 321 iii 31 ff. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 373 ii 74 f., iii 114 f., 127 f., v 251 ff. =
Caskey loc. cit. no. 10 i 19 f. [4irl rot ro/xot T]OI irpbs r|[o Ilavdpoffeio], ii 27 f. eirl TO[/U
7rp]6s TO Ilavdpoffeio \ aleTbv, 40 f. epyaffias TO \ [irpbs] TO Ha[y8poffeio af]eTo, no. ii iii
31 ff. diacpapxffo,v\Ti TO, peTaKibvia, TeTTapa ovTa, rd | irpbs TO Ilavdpoffeio (409/8 B.C.).

(3) Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 829, n = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2. i no. 1654 b 34
= Caskey loc. cit, no. 28, 36 Kara TO Havdpoffeio[v] (405/4 or 395/4 B.C.).

3 J. M. Paton The Erechtheum Cambridge, Mass. 1927 pp. 119—127 ('The Pan-
droseum') and Index p. 669.

4 Supra p. 187 n. 2.
3 Philochor./nz^-. 146 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 408 f. Miiller) op. Dion. Hal. de Dinarch. 3

iv Se TV evdTTj <pt\si (sc. b $t\6xopos)' 'rou 5' eviavTov Tovdl (307/6 B.C.) 5teX0oWos, er^pou
d' elatovTOS, ev aKpoiroXei o~r)fieiov eytveTO TOIOVTO. ictiuv els TOV TTJS IloXtdSos i/e(bc elffe\6ovffa,
KO.I dvffa els r6 Uavdpbffiov, eirl TOV |3w/*6«' avafiaffa TOV 'Ep/cet'ou Aids roc virb Trj e\ata
Ka.Teicei.TO. iraTpiov d' effTl TOIS 'AByvaiois Ktiva fir] dvafiaiveiv els d/cpOTroXw'.' The topo-
graphical bearings of this passage are discussed by J. M. Paton op. cit. p. 747 f. On the
cult of Zeus 'Ep/cetosor M.eo~epiceios (schol. B.L.T. //. 16. 231, Hesych. s.v. M.eff£pK(e)iov)
see O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 686 f. Plout. quaestt. Rom. in,
a propos of the rule that the ftamen Dialis must neither touch nor mention a dog or a goat,
says (pafflv eviot /t^re T?}J 'A.6t)vai<av dicpowoXews evifiaiveiv Kiiva /w}re TTJS AiyXtwK irfffov, 5ia
Ti]v efji<f>avi) fj.L£iv K.T.\. Similarly dogs would not enter the island of Sygaros (Plin. nat.
hist. 6. 155), nor the temple of Hercules in the Forum Boarium at Rome (supra ii. 783).
Any dog that entered the market-place at Argos during the days called dpvyides was killed
(Klearch. frag. 79 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 327 Miiller) ap. Ail. de nat. an. 12. 34, cp. Athen.
99 E—F fjiij Kal Ttva Kvvo<f>6vTiv eopTrjv iroiijffdifj.eda dvTl TTJS irap' 'Apyeiois eTureXov/Aei'^s)—
a custom explained by the story that dogs had torn to pieces Linos the son of Apollon
by Psamathe daughter of Krotopos (Konon narr. 19). S. Bochart Hierozoicon rec.
E. F. C. Rosenmiiller Lipsiae 1793 i. 781 ff., L. Hopf Thierorakel und Orakelthiere in
alter und neuer Zeit Stuttgart 1888 p. 55 ff., and F. Orth in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
viii. 2573 ff. collect facts bearing on the significance of dogs in ancient religion. And
Frazer Golden Bough*: Taboo p. 13 n. 6 has a parallel to the avoidance of dogs drawn
from the Kafirs of the Hindoo Koosh.

6 Supra p. 242.

16—2
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'to Athena Polids and to the Kourotrdphos and to PandrososV It is
reasonable to infer that Pandrosos, like Aglauros2, was only another
name for Ge3. Kourotrdphos too was, at Athens, an epithet of the
same goddess4. Ge Kourotrdphos was worshipped near the western
approach to the Akropolis5, and Souidas6 dwells on the importance
of her cult:

'They say that Erichthonios was the first to sacrifice to her on the Akropolis
and to build her an altar, in gratitude for Earth having reared him. He also
made it customary that those who sacrificed to any god should sacrifice first
to her7.'

Details are of interest. When a cow was sacrificed to Athena, a
sheep was first sacrificed to Pandrosos8 or, as others would have it,

1 Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. 481, 58 f. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. i. -2 no. 1039 iii
58 f. (attributed to the period 83—73 B.C., though W. Larfeld Handbuch der griechischen
Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. i. 145 says 48—42 B.C.) 6/u[otas 5£ /ca]i ra e^irrir^pia ev
aKpo\7r6\€i rffi re 'ABrjvai TTJI Uo\i<idi Kal rfjt Kovp[orp6]<pui Kal rrji UafSpocrfwi KCL]L e/caXX-
lepycrav.

2 Supra p. 242.
3 This conclusion was anticipated by Miss J. E. Harrison in the Journ. Hell. Stud.

1891 xii. 352: ' Pandrosos... is none other than a form of Ge Themis, who is but the earlier
aspect of Demeter Thesmophoros.'

4 Aristoph. thesm. 299 Kal rfj KovpoTpocpy [7-17 Trj (this gloss was expunged by P. P.
Dobree, cp. the schol. dre Trj yfj e'ire T# eerta)]. See further B. Prehn in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. xi. 2215, who cites Solon frag. 43 Bergk4 ap. Chorik. p. 107 Boissonade
ravra §17 ffov rijs TroXews ra yv (a planar a, rp> at Koival rov @iov Bepdiraivai yr) re Kal 6d\affffa
rois eavrfjs eKarepa S&pois afiptivei- yij (j.ev yap rots evoiKovfiv eirlararai <j>epeiv Sea rlKrovfftv
wpai, {nrrta re iraffa Kal KaOeLnevrj, Kal rb rov SoXowos, '\Lirapri Kovporpo<j>os'' 6d\arra Se
K.T.X., Prokl. in Plat. Tim. iii. 144, 4 ff. Diehl oCrw Si) Kal atirri (sc. TI yfi) Swdfj-eis ?xei

Troi.Kt\as, Kal ws /J.ev (rpo(pbs' rty re\e<novpybv fjujmeirai rd^iv, Kad' yv Kal irdrpiov'A.dr)vaiois
' Kovporpo<pov' aiirriv i>[u>elv Kal ' avycriS&pav,' is Kal avielffav ra <pvra Kal ra ffa /col
rp£<fx>v<rav, K.r.\., et. mag. p. 529) 5° f- KopeffOfjvai • ori ~K.ovporpo(f>ov rty yfy /caXoOeri, Kal
rbv eK radr-ris Kapirbv ~K6pr)v, K.T.\., and A. R. Rangabe Antiquitis hetteniques Athenes
1855 ii. 746 no. 1083 KaXXfos 'AyaBdpxov.. TTJI Kovporp6<pui (an inscription noted by
K. S. Pittakis 'a 1'entree de 1'Acropole,' but now lost).

5 Paus. i. 22. 3 (cited supra p. 177 n. i) with Sir J. G. Frazer and H. Hitzig—H.
Blumner ad loc.

6 Souid. s.v. Kovporpo<j)03' irat5oTp60oj (cp. Hesych. s.v. Kouporpo^os). Kouporpfajtos
Tij. ratir-g Se 6v<rai <f>affi irp&rov 'Epixffoviov ev aKpoiroXei. Kal fiufibv IdpfaaffOai, 'X.dpiv
dirodiddvra rrj F'g ruv rpo<f>eiuv ' KaTaarija'ai 8£ i>6jjufj.ov TOUS Otiovrds rivi 0e<£ ra.tirrj irpoOiieiv.
P. Stengel Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig und Berlin 1910 p. 31 n. 5 holds that this
irpoBvpa consisted in an offering probably of grain, possibly of blood, but hardly of a
prescribed animal, and in any case must not be confused with the sheep for Pandrosos
(infra n. 8).

7 Cp. Plat. com. $db)i> frag. i. 7 f. (frag. com. Gr. ii. 674 f. Meineke) ap. Athen.
441 F irpCora fJLev tyol yap Kovporp6<f><p irpoBtierat | irXaKoCs evop'x.ijs, fytvXos eyKtipwv, /c.r.X.

8 Philochor. frag. 32 (Frag. hist. Gr i. 389 Miiller) ap. Harpokr. s.v. eirifioiov'
AvKovpyos ev rf irepl T^S lepeias (frag. 4 Sauppe). ^tXoxopos 5' ev j3' (jnjalv OVTUS' ' eav dt
ris rrj KQfivq. Ofty flow, avayKatbv e<m Kal rfj Havdpoaw (sc codd. B.C.P.Q. vavS&pa cod.
A. ed. Aid. and the epitome Harpokr.) Otieiv ou>, Kal e/caXe?ro rb 00/Aa eirifioiov.' 6fj.oiws
Kal 2rd<j>v\os ev a rwv irepl 'A.6r)vuv (frag. 6 (Frag: hist. Gr. iv. 506 Mtiller)).
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to Pandora, this preliminary sacrifice being known as epiboion^-.
Pandrosos had a circular garment called poddnychon? or podonychos*.
Her priestess4, according to Pollux5, wore the same sacred attire.
But Photios6 and Souidas7 are apparently alluding to the same
vestment when they state that the protdnion is a small himdtion worn
by the priestess and from her transferred to the man slaying the
victim. They add that it was named protdnion because Pandrosos,
or Pandora, with her sisters was the first (prote) to make woollen
raiment for men. The etymology, as usual, is naught, but the rite
of the transferred garment is of value as providing a parallel to the
custom implied by the peplos-scenz on the eastern frieze of the
Parthenon 8.

The case of Herse is different. She is definitely a personification
of the Dew, and as such must be comparatively late. Hence, though
Athenian youths swore by Agraulos9, who indeed heads their list of
witnessing deities10, and though Athenian women might swear either
by Agraulosu or, less frequently, by Pandrosos12, nobody swore by
Herse13. Nor had she, unless we can credit an unsupported state-
ment of Ovid14, any sanctuary set apart for her. Again, Athena—

1 Souid. s.v. tiriftoLov ' 8rav TIS rrj 'Adyva tOve fiovv, %6ve Kal rfj ILavS&pq. oiv pera /Sods'
Kal ^KaXeiTo r6 00/J.a Mftoiov. Favorin. lex. p. 701, 7 ff. combines Philochor. frag. 32
(supra p. 244 n. 8) with Souidas' 6iv pera jSoos, adding de suo Kal eirijioiov rb ttrl rrj
6vofi.£vri ^ot dvopevov.

2 Phot. lex. s.v. irod&vvxov (iravSdivvxov cod.)' ivO^s -rijs Kavdp6<rov /ci>K\ore/>iJs.
3 Hesych. s.v. irodibvvxos (irod<i>vvfji.os cod.) • tffdty lepd TTJS Ilavdpoffov.
4 Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1160 (a broken base of Pentelic marble found on the

Akropolis) [6 5^]os — | — Atjuoxdpov | [ 0]vyartpa \ [itpeiav (?) IIai']5po<rou, cp. ib.
no. 1369 (a round base of Hymettian marble found on the Akropolis) 'A.y\atpov ttpea
QeiSoorrpdrr) \ 'Ereo/cX^ouj A.Wa\ldov 0vydrt)p.

5 Poll. 10. 191 el 5£ j8oi/\et Kal &\\a TUV lepuv cncev&v, ?<7Tt (t£v v<f>affna,Ta, KaXelrai 5t
Iffrpiavov, irporoviov, rifilnirpov. irod&vvxoi' i) iffOfa T^S lepelas TTJS Havdpdffov.

6 Phot. lex. s.v. irporoviov i/u-arlSiov o 17 itpeta a/JufntvvvTai' eiriTlfferai 8£ diri> rrjs
iepelas T£ ff<parTot>Ti' irpOTovtov 5^ tK\irj0i) 6'rt irpihrti TLdvSpoffos fjxra r(av dSe\</>uv
KaTeffKetiaffe rots dvOp&wois rty e/c TUV eplwv 4ff0i)Ta. This hangs together with the attempt
to derive 'Ept-x^oVtos from ipiov (supra p. 220).

7 Souid. s.v. irpoTOviov • iftarldiov 5 Itpeta dfjuftifrvvrai' eirirl&eTai 5^ aTro rijs lepelas rip
<T(pa.TTOVTi' irpOTOviov 8£ eK\^6r) 8n irpdrr) HavSupa fjtera TUV dSeX^w*' KareffKetafff TOIS
dvffptbirois TTJP £K ru>v epiuv tffffijra.

8 Supra ii. 1136 (pi. xliv).
9 Supra p. 242 f.

10 Poll. 8. 106 'Co-ropes 6eol, "A.ypav\os, 'EvvdXios, 'Apy*, Zefc, Qd\\ci>, A |̂c&, 'Rye/ibvy.
11 Aristoph. thesm. 533 oti TOI /ta ri)v"Aypav\oi> (R. F. B. Brunck cj. *A.y\avpov), w

yvvaiKcs, e3 tppoveire with schol. ad loc. Kara (so I. Bekker for £K codd.) rijs 'Aypati\ov
£/jj>voi>, Kara 8£ rrft Hav5p6<rou ffiravidrrepov, Kara S£ rijs *E/wijs ovx efipT^Kafjiev.

12 Aristoph. Lys. 439 f. ei rapa. vt) rijv HdvSpoffov Tafrrri nbvov | rty x€^p' ^Tt/SaXets,
eirixeffet iraroi//te»'os with schol. thesm. 533 (quoted supra n. n).

13 Schol. Aristoph. thesm. 533 (quoted supra n. ii).
14 Ov. met. 2. 737 ff. pars secreta domus ebore et testudine cultos | treshabuit thalamos,
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originally an earth-goddess1 or mountain-mother2—absorbed into
her all-prevailing cult the worship of both Aglauros and Pandrosos,
and was occasionally called Athena Aglauros* and Athena Pdn-
drosos*; but she never came to be equated with Herse. We may,
then, subscribe to Usener's opinion that Herse is later than
Pandrosos, Pandrosos than Aglauros, the three names being pro-
gressively clearer expressions for a single religious idea5.

Aglauros6 and Pandrosos7, if not Herse also, were—we have
seen—intimately associated with a goddess dubbed Kourotrdphos,
What better guardians could Athena have found for the infant
Erichthonios? Perhaps they fed him, shut up in the basket, on dew8.

Some support for this surmise might be found in the myth that
the Muses fed Komatas, shut up in a chest, on honey9, or in the
tale of Meliteus, son of Zeus by the nymph Othrei's, who through
fear of Hera was exposed in a wood, but was there fed and fattened
by bees10. For honey, as W. H. Roscheruhas well shown, was held
by most Greeks and Romans to be a sort of dew, which fell from
the sky on trees and flowers and was thence collected by the bees.

Another case of confinement and dew-diet is that of Tithonos.
Herse, some said, became by Hermes the mother of Kephalos12.
Kephalos, they added, was carried off by Eos, the 'Dawn,' to Syria

quorum tu, Pandrose, dextrum, | Aglauros laevum, medium possederat Herse. Supra
p. 240 Ovid's three thalami may be derived from the internal arrangement of the Erech-
theion, modified to suit Roman readers familiar with the Etruscan temple of lupiter
Capitolinus.

I Supra p. 200 n. o. 2 Supra pp. 224, 236.
3 Harpokr. s.v. "Ay\avpos (&ypav\os codd. A.C.M.Q. But the alphabetical order

requires &y\—)• rj Ovyar^p K^K/)OTTOS. ?<m §£ xai 4Tr&vv[JLov 'A.6r)vas, Athenag. supplicatio
pro Christianis i p. i Schwartz (cited supra p. 240 n. 8).

4 Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 439 Ovyarepes K^C/JOTTOSI ldvSpoffos Kal'A.ypati\i>) (R. F. P. Brunck
cj. "Aypav\6s). IK rijs RavSpbffov 51 ical i] 'A.6r]i>a Havdpovos /caXeirat.

5 H. Usener Gotternamen Bonn 1896 p. 139.
6 Supra p. 242. 7 Supra p. 244.
8 It is on record that Herse, Pandrosos, and Agraulos had a popular festival called

Deipnophoria, at which a dinner was served for them with much pomp in accordance with
a mystic tale (siipra p. 240 n. 8); and it is known that certain Deipnoph6roi occupied a
seat in the theatre adjoining that of the Kourotrdphos worshipped in the sanctuary of
Aglauros (supra p. 242 n. 10). But of the nurture supplied by the Kekropides to their
kouros nothing explicit is said.

9 Theokr. 7. 78 ff. with schol. adloc.
10 Ant. Lib. 13 (after Nikandros erepoiotineva. 2).
II W. H. Roscher Nektar und Ambrosia Leipzig 1883 PP- 9' 13ff-> CP* W. Robert-

Tornow De apium mellisque apud-veteres significatione Berolini 1893 p. 75 ff«
12 Apollod. 3. 14. 3. Hermes' union with Herse is hardly older than the Hellenistic

age (supra p. 240 nn. 4 and 5). In Hyg. fab. 160 he becomes the father of Kephalos by
Kreousa, daughter of Erechtheus. Other pedigrees are noted by A. Rapp in Roscher
Lex. Myth. ii. 1089 ff. and F. Schwenn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 217 f.
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and there begat Tithonos the father of Phaethon1. Some such
sequence of mythical events must have been known to the painter
of the red-figured kylix from Corneto, now at Berlin (supra p. 186
fig- 95); f°r> whereas on the outside of the cup Herse witnesses the
birth of Erichthonios, on the inside Heos is carrying off Kephalos.
Be that as it may, we are concerned with the fortunes of Tithonos.
The Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite (s. vi (?) B.C.2) says that, when
Tithonos despite his Zeus-given immortality began to get gray-
headed, Eos refrained from union with him, but tended him in her
halls with food and ambrosia (i.e. honey) and, as downright old age
crept upon him till he could not stir, shut him up in a chamber
(thdlamos], where his voice flows on unceasingly3. The poet is hinting,
discreetly enough, at a tale that later writers tell with more directness.
When Tithonos grew so old that he rolled himself round in a wool-

Fig- 153.

basket or a basket-cradle (liknori) and slept like a baby (fig. 153)*,
the goddess transformed him into a cicala (tettix^f. Confusion

1 Apollod. 3. 14. 3. But the parentage of Tithonos is variously given. He is also
described as the son of Laomedon (//. 20. 237) by Strymo (schol. A.B.D. //. n. i, Tzetz.
in Lyk. Al. 18) or Trymo (schol. V. //. 20. 237) or Rhoio (schol. and Tzetz. in Lyk.
Al. 18).

2 W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichle der griechischen Literatur Miinchen 1929 i. i.
240. See further T. W. Allen—E. E. Sikes The Homeric Hymns London 1904 p. 197 f.

3 H. Aphr. 2i8ff.
4 E. Gerhard Uber die Lichtgottheiten auf Kunstdenkmalern Berlin 1840 pp. 8, 16

pi. 4, 4 (id. Gesammelte akademische Abhandlungen und kleine Schriften Berlin 1866 i.
149, 347 pi. 8, 4)=my fig. 153, J. Schmidt in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1029 fig. 4 an Etruscan
relief in stamped gold foil, found at Vulci, then in the Campana collection, and later at
Petrograd (?). It represents Eos pouring the contents of a jug (?) over Tithonos, who lies
on a concave couch or cradle.

5 Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 18 d6d.va.Tov 5£ r6v fiBwvdv Trot^craera ^ireXaflero iroifjffai Kaldy^pa}.
y^pdffavTa 5e TOCTOVTOV us iv raXdpa KO.I \lKvu (Eudok. viol. £20 has us (v raXdpu teal
\IKV(J}, -fjroi Kuvi<i>) adrbv Trepi<rTpe(f>6fj,evov diKrjv /3pe<f>v\\lov KaOetiSeiv els r^rnya /uer^SaXei',
Eustath. in Od. p. 1528, iff. \rjpoi (X^/oet? A%>ot?) 5£ 6 /j,v6os irepl Tidwvov, ical Sri Sid.
7%>as ev raXdpy i) KaprdKq T<£ S^Xou/^y 4v TOIS rov KU/U.IKOV ^KpefMadi), us av
(paivoiro TOIS TroXXoiS, ^ €t's r^TTiya fjieTe/3\i/)(>r).
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between the liknon and the kernes1, which figured in similar rites2,
may account for the late tradition that the couch of Eos and
Tithonos was on Kerne3, an island off the west coast of Libye or,
as mythographers and poets declared, at the ends of the habitable
earth4. Two points appear to justify the comparison of Tithonos
with Erichthonios. We have seen5 that Athena, wishing to make
Erichthonios immortal, kept him as an infant in a basket (pi. xxix
and fig. 154)°. Similarly Eos, bent on making Tithonos not only
deathless but ageless, tended him like a babe in a basket7. Again, we

1 For the \IKVOV see Miss J. E. Harrison 'Mystica Vannus lacchi' in \hzjourn. Hell,
Stud. 1903 xxiii. 292 ff., ib. 1904 xxiv. 241 ff., ead. 'Note on the Mystica Vannus lacchi'
in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1903—1904 x. 144 ff., ead. Proleg. Gk. Rel? pp. 401 ff.
('Dionysos Liknites'), 517 ff. ('The Liknophoria'), H. G. Pringsheim Archdologische
Beitrdge zur Geschichte des eleusinischen Kulls Miinchen 1905 pp. 29—38, Kruse in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiii. 536—538, W. Kroll ib. xiii. 538—541.

For the ictpvos, D. Philios in the 'E^.'Apx- r885 pp. 171—174, ib. 1906 pp. 197—212,
R. C. Bosanquet in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1896—1897 iii. 57—61 ('The so-called
Kernoi'), H. von Fritze in the *E0. 'A/>x- 1897 pp. 163—174, K. Kourouniotes 'KEPNOl'
ib. 1898 pp. 21—28, O. Rubensohn 'Kerchnos' in the Ath. Mitth. 1898 xxiii. 271—306,
L. Couve in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 822—825, E. Pernice in the fahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1899 xiv. 69—72, B. Staes in the 'E0. 'A/>x- 1901 pp. n—21,
J. N. Svoronos in \hzjourn. Intern, d' Arch. Num. 1901 iv. 169—191, R. M. Dawkins in
the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1903—1904 x. 220—223, H. G. Pringsheim op. tit. pp. 69—78,
S. Xanthoudides 'Cretan Kernoi' in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1905—1906 xii. 9—23,
Leonard in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 316—326, C. D. Bicknell in \hzjourn. Hell.
Stud. 1921 xli. 231.

The two utensils are confused by the schol. Plat. Gorg. 497 C p. 913 a 42 K^pvos & ri>
\LKVOV ryyovv TO irrfiov 4ffriv. S. N. Dragoumes in the Ath. Mitth. 1901 xxvi. 46 infers from
Poll. 4. 103 rds de iriva,Kt8as &pxpvvro owe olda e?r' eirl irivaKUV etre irlvaicas fapovres' r6
yap Kepvo<pbpov opTcnt***- old' on. \licva. % fffxaptdas fopovres' nipva. d£ ravra ^/caXetro that
0v/MaT-/ipiov and \(KVOV had both come to be identified in popular parlance with the old
mystic ictpvos.

2 Ammonios of Lamptrai irepi /Sw/^wp Ka.1 Bvvi&v frag. 6 (Tresp Frag. gr. Kultschr.
p. 96) ap. Athen. 476 E—F, Polemon of Ilion irepi TOV Alov Kyolovfrag. 2 (Tresp Frag. Gr.
Kultschr. p. 87 f.) ap. Athen. 4780—D. See further Harrison Proleg. Gk. Ret.2 p. 159,
Leonard in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 317 f.

3 Lyk. Al. i6ff. with Tzetz. ad loc., cp. 1084 with schol. and Tzetz. ad loc.
4 C. T. Fischer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 315 f.
5 Supra p. 238.
6 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases w. 243 no. E 372 a red-figured pelike from Kameiros showing

(a) Athena and Erichthonios, who sits up in his basket to greet her. The wicker lid
(cp. Ov. met. 2. 554) is off, and from the rock (Akropolis) rise two spotted snakes (Eur.
Ion 23 cited supra p. 239 n. i), one bearded, one beardless, (b) Two draped figures
moving to the right, probably Aglauros and Herse, but possibly two youths by mistake
of the artist (so Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. xxxii). See further R. Engelmann in
the Ann. d. Inst. 1879 ^ 62 ff. pi. F, id. in Roscher Lex. Myth. \. 1306 f. fig.,
H. Heydemann in the Ann. d. Inst. 1879 M- II2 ff-> Harrison op. cit. p. xxxi f. fig. 4,
J. A. Hild in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 808 fig. 2766, Reinach Rep. Vases \. 342, 2.
Existing illustrations being inadequate, I have given both a photographic plate and a
development of the design by Miss E. T. Talbot.

7 Supra p. 247.





Plate XXIX

Pelike from Kameiros, no* in the British Museum :

(a) Athena finds Erichthonios in * basket guarded by two snakes.
(£) Aglauros(?)andHerse(?)rnafc°

Seepage 248 n. 6 wA page 249 fig. i54.
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have conjectured that the Dew-sisters fed the infant Erichthonios on
dew1. So with Tithonos. Eos fed him on ambrosia, that is honey2,
a species of heavenly dew3. Moreover she changed him into a
cicala4, and that little creature was popularly believed to subsist on
dew5. The transformation was apt, for the cicala, once more like
Erichthonios the 'very child of the Ground6', was notoriously
earth-born7 and the traditional badge of an autochthonous Ionian
people8 (figs. 158—i6i)9. It may even be surmised that Tithonos

1 Supra p. 246. 2 Supra p. 247. 3 Supra p. 246.
4 ~Hel]a.uikosfrag: 142 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 64 Miiller) =frag. 140 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 140

Jacoby) ap. schol. A.B. Gen. n. //. 3. 151, Hieronymos of Rhodes (c. 290—2308,0.:
Daebritz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 1563) ap. schol. B.L.T. //. n. i, Eudok.
viol. 920, and Eustath. in II. p. 825, 43 ff., schol. A.B.D. //. n. i, Eustath. in II. p. 396,
33 ff., Kleaichos frag. 20 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 309 f.) ap. Zenob. 6. 18, Plout. i. 68, Append.
4. 68, Apostol. 16. 57, Arsen. viol. p. 447 Walz, Phot. lex. s.v. liOwvov yypas, Souid. s.v.
Karayypdffais fiduvov fiapfrrepov, Serv. in Verg. georg. 3. 328, in Verg. Aen. 4. 585, 7. 188,
interp. Serv. in Verg. georg. i. 447, Myth. Vat. i. 139, 2. 194.

J. T. Kakridis 'TI612NOS' in the Wiener Studien 1930 xlviii. 25—38 makes it
probable that the transformation of Tithonos into a tettix kept in a cage was an early
myth, purposely ignored by the author of h. Aphr. 218 ff., but presupposed by certain of
his phrases (231—238) and resuscitated by later writers. See also F. Dornseiff 'Der
homerische Aphroditehymnos' in the Archivf. Rel. 1931 xxix. 203 f.

5 Hes. sc. Her. 393 ff., Aristot. hist. an. 4. 7. 532 b 10 ff., 5. 30. 556 b 14 ff., Theokr.
4. 16, Anacreont. 32. 3 Bergk4, 32. 3 Hiller—Crusius, Verg. eel. 5. 77, Plin. nat. hist.
n. 94, Ail. de nat. an. i. 20, Philes de an. propr. 500.

In Loukian. Icaromen. 13 Empedokles, speaking as an inhabitant of the moon, says
(TiToD/xcu Bpoaov.

6 Supra p. 181.
7 Plat. symp. 191 c, Anacreont. 32.16 Bergk4, 32.16 Hiller—Crusius, Plout. symp. 2. 3.

3, schol. Hermog. (cited infra p. 251 n. o). See further Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 797 n. 6.
In point of fact the cicala lays its eggs in the ground (Aristot. hist. an. 5. 30. 556 a 29 ff.,
Plin. nat. hist. n. 93. O. Keller Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 401) and remains
for a long period in the larval state (Aristot. hist. an. 5. 30. 556 b 7 rerrryo^rpa, Plin.
nat. hist. ii. 93 tettigometra. R. Lydekker The Royal Natural History London 1896
vi. 193 fig.), so that it would easily be regarded as earth-born.

8 Asios frag. 13, 4 f. Kinkel ap. Athen. 525 E—F (Samians visiting the precinct of
Hera) %atrat 5' jjupevvr' dvep.<f xpvcr^0^ ^ Seff/totj, | xpfaeicu 5£ ic6pv/J.pai e?r' avrewv
remyes us, Aristoph. eq. 1331 88' eiceivos (sc. the Athenian Demos) bpav remyotpopas,
dpxa-ttp (rx^/tari \a/jarpbs with schol., nub. 984 dpxdid ye ical AwroXiciiS?; /cat reTrlywv
dvdfMeffra with schol. &\\w ol dpxai6raroi TUJV 'A.07]vaiuv r^rriyaj xpvffovs & rots TWV

ir\4yij.affiv elxov, Sidri ol r^myes /j-ovaiKol oVrej avdiceiVTai T<$ 'Air&\\uvi., 6s rjv
rfj ir6Xet and schol. R. robs r^rrtyas Trap£\af}ev, ^TreiS^ ol TraXcuol /caret TJ]V dvaTrXoKty

TWV rpixuiv XPvff$ exp^vro r^myi, reKft/fipiov did rb <patveff0ai OTL a.i>Tt>x9oves elev, Thouk.
i. 6 KOI 01 irpefffiijTepoi avrois (sc. the Athenians) ruv evSa.ift.bvuv did rb dfipodlairov oti TroXi>s
Xpovos e'lreidi) x""wvds re \ivovs eirarfiffavro (popovvres ical •x.pvffuiv rerrLyuv fvepa-ei, KpwfttiXov
dvado^j/J-evoi TUV ev rfj Ke(pa\y rpix^v d(f>' ou Kal 'I<J>i><ai> rotis Trpefffivrepovs Kard TO £vyyeves
eirl TroXi) afrrrj i] ffKevi] Kar^xev, Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 645, 12 = Inscr. Gr. ed. min.
ii—iii. 2 no. 1377, 13 (an inventory of the Parthenon 399/8 B.C.) [xpwrtSta Sid\i6a (rifyi/ui]Kra
irXwOluy Ktt.1 rerrlyuv, C. Curtius Inschriften und Studien zzir Geschichte von Samos
Ltibeck 1877 p. 10 ff. no. 6, 50 ff. pi. i = Michel Recueil d1 Inscr. gr. no. 832, 50 ff. (an
inventory of the Samian Heraion 346/5 B.C.) yvvi] eirl /Scares i-v\lvov, x«|pes irpbaiawov
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irboes \L0ivoi, avr-rj fyet rerriyas eTTixpvffovs, ev\elwei \ r&v rerriywv rpiwv Kal r&v evtaidiuv
(which incorporates the revised readings of U. Kohler in the Ath. Mitth. 1882 vii. 371 f.),
Herakleides Pontikos (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 200 n. o Miiller) ap. Athen. 512 c Kopvpftovs
d' avadovfjievoi (sc. the Athenians) r&v rpi-x&v xpwoCs rerriyas irepl rb /jLerwTrov Kal ras K6fj.as
(T. Birt cj. Kbf>pa.s) e<pbpovv paraphrased by Ail. var. hist. 4. 22 KopvfijSovs S£ ava8ov/j.evoi
rwv ev ry Ke(f>a\Tj rpiy&v, xpv<rovs evelpovres avrals rerriyas Kal Kofffj.ov a\\ov irpbffOerov
irepiaTrr6fJievoi xPvffov irpoijeo-av, Verg. dr. 126 ff; ergo omnis cano residebat cura capillo, |
aurea sollemni comptum quem fibula ritu | crobylus et (so Nic. Loensis (anon. cj. Crobyliae)
for Corpsele cod. A. Corpselle cod. H. Corpselae cod. R. Corselle cod. L. E. Bahrens
prints Scaliger's cj. Cecropiae) tereti nectebant dente cicadae, Loukian. navig. 3 ot irpoyovoi
T)fj.wi> (sc. Athenians), ols £§6icei KO\OV elvai Ko/j,dv TOI>J yepovras, dvadov/jievovs Kpuj3v\ov
virb rerriyi xpwf dveiXrjfJifievov. K.T.\., Clem. Al. paed. 2. 10 p. 220, n ff. Stahlin Kal
Kpwfiv\ov, 5 4fj,Tr\oKr)s ecrriv eloos, dvedovvro (sc. Athenian magistrates) xPvff^v evep<rei
rerrlyuv Koff/JiovfJLevoi, rb yyyeves &s d\t)()us dweipoKa\la Kivaidias evSeiKVLi/jLevoi., Tertull.
de virg. vel. 10 debebunt enim et ipsi aliqua sibi insignia defendere, aut pennas Garamantum
aut stropulos barbarorum aut cicadas Atheniensium aut cirros Germanorum aut stigmata
Britonum, schol. Hermog. in C. Walz Rhetores Graeci Stuttgartiae et Tubingae 1833 iy<

70 n. 3 Ven. Kal ira\iv i-Oos TJV 'Ad-^vrjtri Temyo<j)ope1v rCsv einrarpidtav roi/s ?rat5as, 8 Kal
IJ-^XP1 /f>/JI'&v Stecrcbfero Kal TO dpxatdTepof, us 0ou/cu5t5?/s tprjffl KpiafitiXov avadeiffffai TUV 4i> rf,
K€(j>a\rj Tpix&v, ib. 79 n. 40 Par. ad marg. r^mya* tybpovv ol AOyvaioi xpwrovs, &TTI 5' 6
TSTTI^ deff/u.6s TIS £wl rfjs Ke<pa\rjs 2/jnrpoffOev eyKaOifi/jievos' ol d' a\\oi eirl rov rpa-x^ov, ov ol
eiriai]fJ.oi £<pbpovv Kpu/36\ov avadotifievoi • KpufitiXos d4 ecrrt TrXo/cij rpix^ e*s 6 î!> Xi^youffa, els
•fjv 6ia rb <5|i) e/c0ep<5yu.e^os 6 T^TTL^ fftivdetrftos f,v ruiv Tpix&v, wcrre ffvffrrjvai Kal JJ.T] SiaXvdijvai
rrjv 7T\OK-r]f fftifAJ3o\ov d' riv avrois 6 T£TTI% TOV elvai avrdx^ovas Kal jjLov<riKoi>s ry rov
r£mya Kal atiroxftova elvai Kal [tovcriKdv, Prokop. of Gaza epist. 18 Kal yap <re vvv liriQvu&v
apxaiQ ffx^f^ari remyo(p6pov Ideiv Kexw0- TV OaXdrrri K.T.\., Hesych. s.v. rernyo<f>6pas'
'ArriKol e^Trl r&v rrjs Ke<f>a\ijs rpi%wf elpov x/autroOs rtmyas (elpopevtav xpwotis reras cod.
N. I. Schow cj. elpov. Musurus corr. xPvff°v* rerrtyas), Isid. orig. 19. 30. 3 Athenienses
enim cicadas aureas gerebant partim in vertice, nonnulli in fronte, Phot. lex. s.v.
remyo<j)bpoi • ol 'A-8t)valoi.' rerriyas yap e<f>bpow xPv(ro^s ff^f^po\ov rov yriyeveis elvai.'
QovKvdidr)S d K.r.\., Souid. s.v. rernyo<f>bpoi' (after transcribing Phot. loc. ctt.)...r) ori
/jLOvinKoi. /j-ovviKOS yap 6 rerr^. yyyeveis de, 5t6rt Kal 'E/>ex0eus 6 olKiffrTjs rwv 'AOyvuv dirb
rijs yys erexOt), id. s.v. rerriyuv &vdfj.e<rra = schol. R. Aristoph. nub. 984 (cited supra),
Tzetz. chil. i. 232 f. TroXXy xPvffV KaraSerov el^e (sc. Euphorbos, cp. //. 17. 52) rj]v
Tr\oKa/u8a | Kal Koffcrvfiov (an legendum Kocrvfj-jSov'?) Kal KpufMXov Kal rerriyo<poptav, Eustath.
in II. p. 395) 33 ff. ol de tiarepov etiyeveis 'A.6t)vaioi TrpayfiariKuis rerri^iv ecre/Jivvvov eavrotis,
remyo<p6poi. ovres' rtmyas yap tyopovv xpvffovs, cl>s Kal QovKvdldr/s (pijffiv, els fftftfioXov rov
yrjyeveis elvai.

The name KepK&irr) applied to a small species of tettix (Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iv.
1476 A—B) is noteworthy on account of its possible relation to Ke/t/so^ (cp. P. Kretschmer
in Glotta 1913 iv. 309).

9 Various views have been taken in modern times with regard to the precise nature of
these ttttiges:

(i) W. Helbig in the Bull. d. Inst. 1874 pp. 61—63, id. 'Uber die goldenen Cicaden
der alten Athener' in Commentationes philologae in honorem Theodori Mommseni Berolini
1877 PP- 616—626, id. in the Rhein. Mus. 1879 xxxiv. 484—487, id. Das homerische
Epos aus den Denkmalem erldutert Leipzig 1884 p. 169 f., ib? Leipzig 1887 p. 246 put
forward the view that they were gold spirals wound round the hair. F. Studniczka
'Krobylos und Tettiges' in \hefahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1896 xi. 248—291, com-
bining Helbig's hypothesis with that of A. Conze 'Krobylos' in the Mem. d. Inst. 1865
ii. 408—420, maintained that ttttiges were gold spirals wound round the back-hair
(krobylos) to keep it in position. This view was advocated also by H. Lechat in the
Rev. £t. Gr. 1897 x. 342—344, id. 'Xpvo-eoi rerriyes' in the Revue des etudes anciennes
1899 PP- T9—22i who noted that such metallic spirals in the hair might produce a sound
reminiscent of the cicala, and by A. Boulanger in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. v. 164.
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Similarly L. Kjellberg 'Zur Temyofopia der alten Athener' in Eranos 1909 ix. 164—175
explained the tettiges as threads of thin bronze or gold twined in the hair and rustling
like an Aeolian harp in the wind. W. Bremer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 2124
concludes that they were thin gold leaves sewn on to a fillet or soldered on to a metal
band.

(2) F. Hauser 'Tettix' in \h& Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst.
1906 ix. 75—130 would identify the tettix with \hestlengis,
a gold diadem covering the front hair (kroby"los}. This hypo-
thesis roused much controversy. An attack by E. Petersen
ib. 1906 ix Beiblatt pp. 77—86 elicited a reply by Hauser
'Tettix ii' ib. 1907 x Beiblatt pp. 9—32, and a renewed
attack by Petersen in the Rhein. Mus. 1907 Ixii. 540 ff.
called forth a further reply by Hauser 'Tettix in' in the
Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1908 xi Beiblatt pp. 87—96.
Another opponent of Hauser was W. Bremer Die Haartracht
des Mannes in archaisch-griechischer Zeit Giessen 1911 p.
60 ff., id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 2121 ff. The
reader is inclined to quote~' Katy-did, Katy-didn\tJ etc.

(3) Meantime the old view that the tdttiges really were
golden cicalas can claim the support of much archaeological
evidence. H. Schliemann Mycenae London 1878 p. 176 nos.
259, 260 ( = my fig. 155) illustrated two out of 'ten golden
grasshoppers with chains' from the third shaft-grave: these
he took to be ' ornaments of the breast or hair'; Stai's Coll.
Mycenienne: Athenes p. 20 nos. 77, 78 calls them, with less
likelihood, 'des jouets d'enfants.' Sir A. J. Evans, however,
in ihefourn. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 55 with fig. 52, 4 points
out that these pendants are 'intended for chrysalises' and
compares a better-marked chrysalis-bead of gold (ib. fig.
47 = my fig. 156) found by A. J. B. Wace in a chamber-
tomb (no. 518 of the Kalkani cemetery) at Mykenai
(A. J. B. Wace in The Times Literary Supplement for Oct.
26, 1922 p. 684, id. in The Illustrated London News for Feb.
24, 1923 p. 300 fig. 4, id. 'Chamber Tombs at Mycenae' in
Archaeologia 1932 Ixxxii. 87 no. 76, 194 pi. 38). L. Stephani
in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1877 p. 28 ff. Atlas pi. 2, 15
(= my fig. 157 : scale c. f, F. Hauser in the Jahresh. d. oest.
arch. Inst. 1906 ix. 89 f. fig. 30) published a small gold
pendant representing the larva of a cicala, which was found
in the fourth barrow of the 'Seven Brothers' group near
Temrjuk on the Sea of Azov, a tomb dating from s. v B.C.
(E. H. Minns Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 p. 210,
M. Rostovtzeff Iranians &* Greeks in South Russia Oxford

Fig- 155-

Fig. 156.

Fig- 157-
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1922 p. 53 f.). F. Studniczka in \hsjahrb. d, kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1896 xi. 282
n. 201 cites another from the Bull. Sardo iii. 21, cp. P. Wolters in the Arch. Zeit. 1884
xlii. 7 n. 12.

A more satisfactory t&tix in the form of a gold brooch (length -Old™) came from the
earliest Artemision at Ephesos (D. G. Hogarth Excavations at Ephesus London 1908
p. 98 pi. 4, 33 and pi. 3, 3 (= my fig. 158 : scale f)). Another ##&p-brooch of gold was
found by A. N. Skias in a cave of Pan and the Nymphs, known as Lychnospelia, on
Mt Parnes at the depth of half a metre below the surface (A. N. Skias in the TipaKT.
apx- er. 1900 p. 40, 'Funde' in the Ath. Mitth. 1900 xxv. 456, R. C. Bosanquet in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. 350, and finally K. Rhomaios in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1906 pp.
89—96 fig. i (=my fig. 159: scale ^)). The pin has a ring at one end and originally
worked on a metal axis between two other rings attached to the upper part of the

Fig. 158. Fig. 159.

Fig. 160. Fig. 161.

insect's body. The other, pointed, end of the pin was caught by the hook on the lower
part of the body. The axis having dropped out or been broken, the owner, lest he should
lose the little gold pin, had twisted it up as best he could through the other two rings.
A couple of tettiges in gold foil, sent by Count Peroffsky in 1852, were figured in the
Antiquitts du Bosphore cimmtrien S'-Petersbourg 1854 i. 155, iii pi. 22, 20 (= my fig. 160:
scale ^) and 21 (= my fig. 161: scale •£), ib. ed. S. Reinach Paris 1892 p. 69 pi. 22, 20 and
21, cp. L. Stephani in the Melanges grtco-romains tire's du Bulletin historico-philologique
de FAcadtmie Imptriale des Sciences de St.-Pttersbourg St.-Petersbourg 1855 ii. 215, id.
in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1870 p. 54 n. 2, E. Beule Fouilles et decouvertes, resumes et
discutees en vue de Fhistoire de fart Paris 1873 ii. 411, V. Duruy Histoire des Romains
Paris 1883 vi- 4*3 &&• (OI" no- 2°)> T. Schreiber in the Ath. Mitth. 1883 viii. 272,
F. Studniczka in ihejahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1896 xi. 282 fig. 13 (of no. 20).
Fibulae of late Roman and early mediaeval date found in Hungary again represent the
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cicala, though with less approximation to nature (F. Studniczka in the fahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1896 xi. 283 f. fig. 15 (= my fig. 162)).

On the whole it may be concluded that the tlttix of Thouk. i. 6 was a golden fibula
shaped like a cicala, that being the traditional, perhaps the tribal, badge of Ionian
autochthones.

We are not, therefore, surprised to find that the tlttix occurs as a private badge on
tetradrachms of Athens with two monograms struck c. 229—197 B.C. (Hunter Cat. Coins

Fig. 162.

ii. 59 no. 73 pi. 34, 6, nos. 74, 75, J. N. SvoronosZw monnaies tfAthenes Munich 1923—
1926 pi. 37, 6—15) and again on tetradrachms and drachms with the names of the
brothers Lysan[dros] and Glaukos issued in 159 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc.
pp. xliii, 62, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 64 no. 114, J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 48, 21—31. On
the date see J. E. Kirchner 'Zur Datirung der athenischen Silbermiinzen' in the
Zeitschr. f. Num. 1898 xxi. 82, J. Sundwall Untersuchungen iiber die attischen Munzen
des neueren Stiles Helsingfors 1908 p. 96, Head Hist, num? p. 383. Fig. 163 is from
a specimen in my collection). On bronze pieces the tettix is sometimes a 'symbol' ((i) obv.
head of Athena Parthenos; rev. owl on amphora (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 78
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nos. 525, 526, J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 71, 17, 18 and pi. 79, 38—42). (2) 0<5z>. head of
Athena Parthtnos; rev. statue of Apollon at Delos by Tektaios and Angelion (supra ii.
232 n. o fig. 161. To the bibliography there given add J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 56, 26,
27 and pi. 80, 8—14. Fig. 164 is a further specimen from my collection)), sometimes
a 'type' ((i) obv. head of Artemis; rev. cicala (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 87
Pi- J5> 9, J- N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 107, 28—35 and 42—45. In fig. 165 I append a
specimen of mine). (2) obv. cicala; rev. owl on thunderbolt (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Attica etc. p. 85 pi. 15, 5, J. N. Svoronos^/. cit. pi. 107, 50—54, cp. Hunter Cat. Coins
ii. 74 no. 201 pi. 34, 17). (3) obv. cicala; rev. amphora and branch (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Attica etc. p. 88 nos. 618—620 ('palm'), 621—626 ('branch'), J. N. Svoronos op.

Fig. 163.

Fig. 164. Fig. 165. Fig. j66.

Fig. 167. Fig. 168.

cit. pi. 107, 55—69. Fig. 166 is from a specimen in my collection). (4) obv. cicala; rev.
quiver and bow (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 88 no. 627, J. N. Svoronos op. cit.
pi. 107, 7o—74). (5) obv. cicala; rev. letter, monogram, or simple type (J. N. Svoronos
op. cit. pi. 18, 26, 38, 106, 117 (?) kdllyboi}}.

A creature with such a record behind it would serve as an excellent amulet to keep
off mischief (L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1860 p. 91, 1864 p. 130 f., 1865
p. 84, 1869 p. 130, 1877 pp. 28—31, 91, 1880 p. 99 f.). Two engraved chalcedonies of
early Roman date at Berlin show cicalas equipped with shield, sword, lance, etc. (Furt-
wangler Geschnitt. SteineBerlin p. 239 nos. 6524 and 6523 pi. 45, id. Ant. Gemmen ipl.
29,41 ( = my fig. 167) and43 ( = my fig. 168), ii. 144). Prophylactic virtue probably attached
to the terra-cotta models of the te"ttix, of which sundry specimens are extant. One from
Tanagra, in our national collection, has its upper side coloured black, with markings in
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red, on a white slip (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 83 no. B 72 fig. 17 = 017 fig. 169
(scale ^), O. Keller Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 404 fig. 125). Another, in my
possession, is a child's rattle and by means of a pellet within makes a noise more or less
resembling that of its original (fig. 170: scale ^). A phidle mes6mphalos by the potter

Fig. 169.

Fig. 170.

Sotades, now at Boston, has perched upon its central boss a most life-like tittix in pale
terra cotta (W. Froehner Collection van Branteghem Bruxelles 1892 no. 159 pi. 35,
H. B. Walters History of Ancient Pottery London 1905 i. 445 pi. 40, r, Perrot—Chipiez
Hist, de I'Art x. 722 fig. 395, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 428 no. i fig., J. D. Beazley
Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 129). Was this
prophylaxis or a practical joke?
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was ab origine a personification of the cicala1, and that he bore
a name which was primarily onomatopoeic2. In any case Tithonos

1 The personification of the cicala is by no means an unexampled effort of the imagina-
tion. The Laconian town Tainaros was called 'the seat of Tettix' because it had been
founded by Tettix the Cretan (Hesych. s.v. T£myos edpavov). When the Naxian Kalondas,
surnamed Korax, had killed Archilochos in battle, he was bidden by the Pythian priestess
to go to 'the dwelling of Tettix' and appease the soul of Archilochos. 'The dwelling of
Tettix' meant Tainaros because Tettix the Cretan had come thither with his ships, founded
a town, and dwelt beside the psychopompeion (Plout. de ser. num. mnd. 17, cp. K^.. frag.
80 Hercher ap. Souid. s.v. 'Apxi'Xoxos). O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 402 rightly
infers from Archil, frag. 143 Bergk4 ap. Loukian. pseudolog. i r^mya TOV irrepov
<Tvvei\7)<f>ais that the poet had spoken of himself as a ttttix, and this lends the needed point
to the anecdote.

A folk-tale from Naxos says that the cicala (6 r^iV^t/cas), the ant, the bee, and the
spider were brothers and sisters. Their mother lay dying and bade them all come to receive
her blessing. The bee alone came. So her mother wished that she might make wax for
the saints and honey for men. The rest were cursed. The spider should spin all night and
unravel her web by day. The ant should drudge the year through and eat but a single
grain. The cicala should chirp, chirp till he burst (N. G. Polites ILapaSoo-eis Athens 1904
i. 194 no. 352, ii. 943, O. Dahnhardt Natursagen Leipzig and Berlin 1910 iii. 468). In
northern Greece the cicala is held in greater honour—witness G. F. Abbott Macedonian
Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 60: ' The farmers of Macedonia out of the newly ground corn
make a large thin cake, which they take to the village fountain or well. They sprinkle it
with water and then distribute it among the bystanders, who in return wish them " a happy
year." This cake is called "Grasshopper-Cake" (rftr^/ao'/cXt/co), and is supposed to be
a kind of offering to their favourite insect. The following rhymes express the insect's
satisfaction at the sacrifice: 'AwHfere, Bepifr-re K-rj 'ptva. K\(KI. Kavere, | Kat pl£re TO 's TTJ
fipvffi va Trdu i>d TO Trdpu, \ N& Kctrtrw vd TO </>aw /mft) /J.e TO. iraidia pov, Na ir£ff(a vd TreGdvw2.
[2 A. A. Tovo-iov, "'H /card TO Hdyyaiov Xa>/>a," p. 47] " Thresh and mow and make a cake
for me. | Throw it into the fount that I may go and fetch it, | And sit and eat it with my
children, | And then lay me down and die." '

A popular Tuscan song tells how the grasshopper (grillo} married the ant. After the
wedding he became first a greengrocer and then an innkeeper, but finally went bankrupt,
beat his wife, and died in misery (A. de Gubernatis Zoological Mythology London 1872
ii. 48 f.).

See further B. Laufer Insect Musicians and Cricket Champions of China {Anthropology
Leaflet 22) Chicago 1927 (reviewed in Folk-Lore 1928 xxxix. 112: 'A champion cricket
is looked on as the incarnation of a great warrior or hero of the past, and fetches the price
of a good horse. If he has won many victories, his burial will be in a small silver coffin,
for good luck, and in the neighbourhood of his grave excellent fighting crickets are expected
to be found in the following year').

The main objection to my view is that the evidence directly connecting Tithonos with
the cicala is not older than s. v B.C. See, however, h, Aphr. 236 ff. and infra n. 2.

2 Names for the cicala regularly involve a reduplicated / or k together with an z-sound
(O. Keller Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 406). So with the ancient Greek T£TTI%,
TSTTiyoviov, TiTiyoviov (L. Dindorf in Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. vii. 2091 A—D), /c££u>s
(Hesych. /a'£ios- T^TTI£), K[KOVS (Hesych. K[KOVS- 6 vtos T£TTI%. It is just possible that in
h. Aphr. 237 f. TOV d' y TOI <pwvri pel ao~ireTOS, ovd£ TI KIKVS | i-ffff', o'irf Trdpos Zffxev evl

fd\e<rffu> the choice of the word KLKVS was determined by a reminiscence of
Neither Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 686 (A. Rapp in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1263) nor

J. Schmidt in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1025 is convincing), the modern Greek T^iT^ipas or
Tf)77"f'W>aS) T#7-ft/ccw, and the Latin cicada with its derivatives (G. Korting Lateinisch-
romanisches Worterbuch Paderborn 1901 p. 238 notes Italian cicala, cigala, Lombard
sigada, Proven5al cigala, French cigale, Spanish cigarra, chicharra, Portuguese cigarra, etc.

C. III. 17
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and adds: 'Nach gewohnlicher Annahme soil die Benennung der "Cigarre" (span. ptg.
cigarro, ital. sigarro, frz. cigars m.) auf span, cigarra zuriickgehen, wegen einer gewissen
Ahnlichkeit des Tabakrollchens rait der Cicade, sei es in Gestalt oder in Farbe.' Cp.
E. Weekley An Etymological Dictionary of Modern English London 1921 p. 303). But these
imitative formations are apt also to have an z'w-sound, as in the modern Greek Tffti>TfrKas,
TfarfrKas, ro-lvrfrpas (Prellwitz Etym. Wbrterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 458), the Macedonian-
Roumanian chincala (Korting loc. cit.), and the Latin verb fritinnire (Suet. frag. p. 252, i
Reifferscheid cicadarum fritinnire (frintinnire cod. \.fretinnire alii codd.), F. Buecheler—
A. Riese Anthologia Latina* Lipsiae 1906 i. 2. 248 no. 762. 35 et cuculi cuculant et rauca
cicada fritinit), late Latin frintinnire (Ducange Gloss, med. et inf. Lat. s.w. 'baulare,'
' frintinnire').

The same variation meets us in the case of the hero, whose name TZflwcos, Tithonus
appears in Etruscan as TinBun or TinBn (C. Pauli in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 971 f.,
J. Schmidt ib. v. 1021, 1029). A mirror from Chiusi (?), published by E. Gerhard in the
Arch. Zeit. 1852 x Anz. p. 160, ib. 1857 xv. Anz. p. 71*, id. Etr. Spiegel iv. 22 f. pi. 290
( = my fig. 171), E. Hiibner in the Bull. d. Inst. 1857 p. 165, H. Brunn ib. 1859 p. 109,
A. Fabretti Corpus inscriptionum Italicamm Aug. Taurinorum 1867 p. ccxviii no. 2513 bis,
shows TinBun and Qesan as a pair of lovers flanked by Memrun (Memnon) on the right
and La\s\a (W. Deecke in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1903) on the left. Another, owned and
published by Gerhard Etr. Spiegel iii. 217 f. pi. 232 ( = my fig. 172), Fabretti op. cit.
p. ccxvii no. 2506, has a similar scene in which TinBn (S. Bugge in W. Deecke Etruskische
Forschungen und Siudien Stuttgart 1883 iv. 34 notes that Deecke read \tinBn |, and
A. Furtwangler itinBu (adding 'der erste Strich kann allerdings auch zu der Randeinfas-
sung der Inschrift gehdrt haben')) is embraced by Evan (Gerhard read Efan ( — Evan),
comparing Efas (=Evas) as the name of Memnon in Etr. Spiegel iii. 218 f. pi. 235, i.
C. Friederichs Kleinere Kunst und Indiistrie im Alterthum Dusseldorf 1871 p. 60 no. 70,
W. Helbig in the Bull. d. Inst. 1878 p. 84 f., and S. Bugge loc. cit. p. 35 ff. accept Evan,
on which goddess see W. Deecke in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1440, E. Samter in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 838 f. W. P. Corssen Ueber die Sprache der Etrusker Leipzig 1874
i. 260, 820 and W. Deecke in K. O. Miiller Die Etrusker Stuttgart 1877 i2. 481 propose
\Q^san; but there is no trace of an initial d) with Tvamii (Gerhard read Tfami (= Tvami)
or Tsami, Fabretti Tiami; Bugge loc. cit. p. 34 f. hazards tiasii for *$6i&aios, i.e.
Achilles) standing on the right and QeOis seated on the left.

There is some reason to think that the Etruscan TinQun is still remembered by the
peasants of north Italy. C. G. Leland Etruscan Roman Remains in Popular Tradition
London 1892 p. 122 states that the Romagnoli regard Tituno or Tifuno as 'the spirit of
thunder,' and ib. p. 215 asserts that, when it hails, people invoke Tituno or Tignia. If his
information be reliable (supra ii. 421 n. o), it is possible to suppose that the -in- of TinBun
led to confusion with the Etruscan Tinia. Be that as it may, Tinia, like TinBun, is
grouped with Qesan and QeBis on a mirror now in the Vatican (E. Braun in the Bull. d.
Inst. 1837 pp. 73—80, Mus. Etr. Gregor. i pi. 31, i, Gerhard Etr. Spiegel iv. 5. 44
pi. 396 (=.my fig. 173), Fabretti op. cit. p. ccxv no. 2477), which presumably represents
Zeus supplicated by Heos and Thetis (supra ii. 734, 753 n. 3 (3)). Leland op. cit.
pp. 75—78 claims that Qesan too has survived as Tesana, 'the Spirit of the Dawn,' and
quotes a popular poem in which she appears as a dream to a sleeping contadino and
promises to help him when he is weary.

More ingenious, but also more speculative, are the suggestions of S. Bugge Das
Verhdltnis der Etrusker zu den Indogermanen und der vorgriechischen Bevolkerung
Kleinasiens und Griechenlands ed. A. Torp Strassburg 1909 p. 229 ff.:—'HiOuvbs was
a pre-Greek Anatolian name, borne e.g. by a brother of Priam (//. 20. 237). A cuneiform
tablet found at Eyuk in Kappadokia mentions a town Tintunia, perhaps to be located
in Armenia rather than in Asia Minor (E. Chantre Recherches archSologiques dans I'Asie
occidentale. Mission en Cappadoce 1893—1894 Paris 1898 p. 45 ff. no. i, loTi-in-tu-u-ni-ia).
With this agrees the form tinBuny which the Etruscans may have brought with them from
their early home ip Asia Minor. Tintunia (for * Tinthonia) is to tinQun as 'AiroXXuvla.

17—2
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had by Eos a son Memnon; and here too the dew-connexion re-
appears. When Memnon was slain by Achilles, his mother Eos
wept for him, and in the morning dew-drops we still see her tears1.

Aglauros, Pandrosos, and Herse were alike associated with Zeus.
Their mother was the daughter of Aktaios2; and Aktaios is a cult-
epithet of Zeus3. Possibly Zeus Aktaios, Zeus 'of the Point,' was
at one time worshipped on the high ground of Akte overlooking
the harbours of the Peiraieus4. More probably he drew his title
from Akte, the old name for the whole promontory of Attike5, which
indeed represents an earlier Aktike6. Pandrosos, again, stood in
close relation to Zeus. In the Pandroseion was his altar7; and,
though we must not with O. Gruppe8 assume the existence of a
Zeus Pandrosos, yet we may feel sure that here Zeus the sky-father,

to 'Air6\\(av. On this showing tinBun was the god or godlike hero of Hittite-speaking
Cappadocians. Memnon as son of Tithonos implies that Tithonos was known in Anatolia.
Tithonos founded Sousa on the Choaspes (Strab. 728, Diod. 2. 22, cp. Hdt. 5. 53, 7. 151,
Paus. 4. 31. 5) and was worshipped as a god by the Susians (Souid. s.v. Zoricrior OVO/M
%0vovs. T&V veKpbv Ko-iiaavres ol 2oi5<rw>i ra dcrra K0fj.l£ovffi T$ ira/rpl fiQuvy). Further,
Tithonos was a personification of the day (ft. mag. p. 758, 27 f. 1i6uv6s, T) ij^pa- irapa
rb Ti6a<r6s rb <rrnj.a.ivov rb T/yiiepos [Etymology at its worst! A. B. c.]). Now it seems that
the Etruscan stem tin- denoted both the ' day' and the ' daylight-god' tinia or Una, the
equivalent of Zeus or lupiter (S. Bugge op. cit. p. 190 f.). Accordingly, HWtav6s pre-
supposes an Anatolian form in which in before 6 became a nasal * (z). The Etruscan
inscription on the wrappings of the Agram mummy speaks of the Dawn of the Day-god
(G. Herbig in C. Pauli Corpus Inscriptionum Etruscarum Lipsiae 1919—1921 Suppl. i
(liber linteus Zagrabiensis) col. v, 19 Qescm-tin$ with pi. 5 : see further C. Pauli in Roscher
Lex. Myth. v. 676 f.). This makes it certain that tinBun associated with Besan, the Dawn
(supra fig. 171), involves the syllable tin- 'day.' The termination -Bun is of doubtful
origin, but may be a combination of 6 the enclitic article with the suffix -un (cp. -uvo- of
TifloH^s). The schol. A.L. //. n. i equates TiflowiSs with Tirei? and both with Apollon.
"Elrav [«V]...scheint mir ebenfalls vorgriechischen Ursprungs und auf dieselbe Grund-
wurzel wie TiBuv6s zuruckzugehen.' C. Pauli in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 971 f. is likewise
inclined to accept an original connexion between TinBun, ^ivff&v, fWwvbs, Tituno on
the one hand and Tinia, Tignia on the other. But the whole edifice is a house of cards.

1 Ov. met. 13. 62 if., Stat. silv. 5. i. 34 f., interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. i. 489. Cp.
O. Puchstein Epigrammata Graeca in Aegypto reperta Strassburg 1880 no. 18.

2 Supra p. 242 n. 3. 3 Supra ii. 869 n. 2, 904 n. 2.
4 Supra p. 238 n. 3.
5 Eur. Hel. 1673, Lyk. Al. 1339, Strab. 391, 397, Harpokr. s.v. 'A/criJ (Favorin. lex.

p. 102, 43 ff.), Apollod. 3. 14. i, Steph. Byz. s.v. 'A.KT-/I, et. mag. p. 167, 51.
6 Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr* p. 22 ''ATTIK^ = *'AKTIK^.' But W. Judeich

in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2184^ had already derived'ArTt/oJ 'ofTenbar gleich
'A/cTtio?' from 'A/criJ and had cited in support, not only the lexicographers (supra n. 5),
but also the marm. Par. ep. i p. 3 Jacoby and Strab. 397 (cp. Paus. i. 2. 6), in both of
which the precise form 'A/crt/ciJ occurs.

7 Supra p. 243 n. 5.
8 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 29 n. 6, un n. i, 1217 n. 3. Id. ib. p. 29 says:

' urspriinglich wohl "Allbetauer."' But irdv5po<ros is at least as likely to be passive as
active in meaning.
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who distilled the fructifying dew1, had as his consort Pandrosos the
earth-mother 'All-bedewed.' Lastly, Herse was for Alkman the very
daughter of Zeus2.

(c) Zeus Brrhos, Brsaios, Ikmatos, ikmios, Aphrios.
In view of the foregoing sections we are not surprised to find

that Zeus had sundry titles characterising him as the god of dew,
moisture, and the like.

It seems probable that £rrhos, an obscure name for Zeus quoted
by Hesychios3 from some unknown source, meant simply the 'Dew.'
Zeus, as Plutarch4 put it, turned himself into dew. If so, his
appellation will be connected with those of the Athenian Errhephdroi5,
the Lesbian Ersdphoros*, and the Attic Apollon Ersos1. Another

1 Even the honey-dew (supra p. 246) came from Zeus. When in summertime a cold
night was followed by a hot day, and consequently trees and plants were found to be
coated with a sweet exudation (§/>o<r6/*e\c, dep6/j.f\i), Greek farmers exclaimed: 6 Zeis
£;8/)e£e /tAt (Galen, irepl rpoipuv Svvdfj-eus 3. 39 (vi. 739 Kiihn)), Virgil says of lupiter:
mellaque decussit foliis (georg. i. 131). See further infra p. 498 ff.

2 Supra i. 732 n. 5, iii. I79f.
3 Hesych. "Eppos- 6 Zetfj. M. Schmidt is silent. J. Alberti, who records the guesses

of G. Soping (cp. Hesych. 'Epvfj.6s- Zerfs) and J. J. Reiske ('An fferus?'), is not particu-
larly helpful.

4 Supra p. 180. 5 Supra p. 166. 6 Supra pp. 167 n. 10, 168.
7 About an hour's walk to the north-east of Vari (Anagyrous), some 2gom above the

sea, near the top of one of Hymettos' southern spurs—a height known formerly as
Kapsdla but now as Sptlaion—is a very remarkable cave, first thoroughly explored in
1901 by members of the American School at Athens. The best map of the neighbourhood
is in E. Curtius and J. A. Kaupert Karten von Attika Berlin 1904 Blatt 8 (Vari) with
Text by A. Milchhofer Berlin 1889 iii. i6f. The official reports of the excavation were
published by C. H. Weller in the Am. fourn. Arch. 1903 vii. 263—288 (description) with
pi. i (plan) = my fig. 174, pi. 2 (sections)=my figs. 175,176, and figs, i—10, M. E. Dunham
ib. 289—300 (a score of inscriptions), Miss I. C. Thallon ib. 301—319 (marble reliefs)
with pis. 3—9, Miss L. S. King ib. 320—327 (vases) with pi. 10 and figs, i, 2, 328—334
(terra cottas) with pi. u, Miss A. Baldwin ib. 335—337 (coins), S. E. Bassett ib. 338—
349 (lamps) with pis. 12—14 and figs, i—5. The cave consists of an outer and an inner
grotto, the former with a series of interesting rock-carvings and -cuttings, the latter dimly
lit and containing a cold spring of water said to be ' Ka0a/m/c6.' The excavators failed to
find any prehistoric remains. The evidence pointed to two periods of more or less con-
tinuous resort, c. 600—c. 150 B.C. and c. 300—c. 400 A.D. Inscriptions prove that during
the earlier period the cave was devoted to the worship of the Nymphs, Pan, Charis, and
Apollon £rsos or Htrsos. Lamps etc. show that during the later period it was adapted
for Christian usage.

We are concerned only with the shrine of Apollon, which is hewn out of the rock at
the spot marked e on the plan (fig. 174). This shrine was arranged in two levels, each
divided into halves by a low partition. The floor of the upper niche has a couple of
D-shaped cavities (for libations or votive gifts? Cp. supra i. 140). The lower divisions
lack such receptacles, but may have had fitted into them a pair of similarly concave stones.
Two little holes on the left of the upper level, with corresponding holes on the right,
perhaps imply pillars supporting a roof as a protection against the drip of water, which
is here constant. Small fluted columns—two fragments were found—may or may not
have been the pillars in question. Legible till lately was the rock-cut inscription
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APOAAflNOZ • EPZC (Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 430 'Air6\\uvos "Ep<roi>, Inscr. Gr.
ed. min. i no. 783 'A.irt>\\uvos j "Epo-o, E. Curtius and J. A. Kaupert Atlas von Athen
Berlin 1878 p. 30 description with pi. 8, i sketch by F. Adler ( = my fig. 177), H. Blumner
Technologie und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Kunste bet Griechen und Romern Leipzig
1884 iii. 217 fig. 25, T. Schreiber Atlas of Classical Antiquities ed. W. C. F. Anderson
London 1895 p. 15 pi. 8, 5, C. H. Weller in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1903 vii. 270 f. fig. 5
photo, fig. 6 sketch, M. E. Dunham ib. p. 296 no. 14'Air6\\ut>os • "Eperou). This is usually
transcribed "E/wrou, but A. Boeckh in the Corp. inscr. Gr. i no. 456 h prints 'Epao

Fig. 174.

and H. van Herwerden Appendix lexici Graeci suppletorii et dialectici Lugduni Batavorum
1904 p. 90 assumes a nominative "Epo^s or "Ep<7os (id. Lexicon Graecum suppletorium et
dialecticum^ Lugduni Batavorum 1910 p. 587 gives'Epcroj ("E/xnjs ?)). H. Stuart Jones in
the new ed. of Liddell and Scott, Oxford 1929, has '"Ep<ros...perh. cf. "Eppos.5 To the
left of the shrine is a crude carving of a stone-cutter, who bears a hammer or pick and
a square and is inscribed twice with the name Archedemos (Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 787
Apx^&j/uos. | 'Apxedrifws.). Inscriptions found elsewhere in the cave describe him as
Archedamos of Thera (ib. no. 786 ['A]px^6aAios | [A]o Oepcuos), who being possessed
by the Nymphs was bidden to adorn their grotto (ib. no. 788 'Apx^ij/uos 6 0|i;patos 6
pv/i$|6\i77rros (f>pa8\ac<ri. ~SvfjLtf>ov T\avTpov &;T;p-y|<i£aTO = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append, i. 48),
planted a garden for them {Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i nos. 784/785 a 'Apx^5a/w>s ho Gepjatos
KO.WOV Ni5|/*0atj e<f>tiTfvo-ev = a. sixth foot plus a complete hexameter), and constructed a
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dancing-ground (ib. nos. 784/785 b ' Apxtd[a]fji,os ho Qep\aios Kal x°P°v

ex\<ToiK[od6]/&e<rev=a. sixth foot plus the first half of a hexameter 'plus a complete hexa-
meter). The date of Archedemos is uncertain. C. H. Weller places him c. 400 B.C. But
his vagaries of dialect, lettering, and metre seem to me to indicate a much later (Hadrianic?)
period, when archaisms were in fashion.

Fig. 176.

In addition to the deities already mentioned there was the seated goddess, whose rock-
cut effigy and omphatts are still to be seen at the point marked ft on the plan (fig. 174. Cp.
the sectional drawing in fig. 175). Her headless torso has been twice portrayed (E. Curtius
and J. A. Kaupert Atlas von Athen Berlin 1878 p. 30 pi. 8, i sketch by F. Adler
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Fig. 177.

Fig. 178.
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title of kindred origin preserved by Hesychios1 is perhaps Ersaios,
Zeus 'of the Dew.'

Keos was once so well watered that, like certain others of the
Kyklades2, it was known as Hydroussa*. Hither came Aristaios, one

( = my fig. 178), C. H. Weller in the Am. fourn. Arch. 1903 vii. 267 ff. fig. 4 photo) and
is variously interpreted as Isis (R. Chandler Travels in Greece Oxford 1776 p. 150 'Isis,
the Egyptian Ceres,' J. C. Hobhouse (Lord Broughton) A Journey through Albania? London
1813 i. 403 'supposed to represent Isis, the Egyptian Ceres,' E. Dodwell A Classical and
Topographical Tour through Greece London 1819 i. 553 'probably a statue of Isis') or
Demeter (L. Ross Reisen des Konigs Otto und der Kbniginn Amalia in Griechenland
Halle 1848 ii. 76 'vielleicht einer Demeter') or Kybele (A. Milchhofer in theAtk. Mitth.
1880 v. 217 'offenbar...Kybele,' L. Bloch in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 531. This would
agree with the lion's head carved in the rock at £ on the plan (fig. 174). See also A. Rapp
in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1642, 1644) or Rhea (A. Milchhofer in E. Curtius and
J. A. Kaupert Karten von Attika Berlin 1889 Text iii. 16 'Rhea?').

On the whole I conclude that the seated divinity is an earth-goddess, very possibly Ge
herself, who here as at Delphoi (supra ii. 169 ff., 231, 239, 1216, cp. ii. 258 pi. xvi) had
her omphalos. Further it would appear that deeper in the cavern, just where there was a
perpetual drip of water, the Greeks established the cult of Apollon £rsos or Hlrsos, the
'Dew'-god,—Apollon, rather than Zeus, in deference to the omphalds. C. Wordsworth
Athens and Attica London 1836 p. 198, ib.'A London 1855 p. 170, was not very wide of
the mark when he wrote: 'Ersus...appears to have been venerated here, as the beneficent
power to whose influence—-shed like dew (tpffij) upon the earth,—all rural produce in its
infant state, the tender blade, the opening blossom, and the young firstling, were alike in-
debted for their preservation and increase.' More succinctly let us say that down here, in
the dark womb of mother earth, Apollon Ersos with his gentle moisture impregnates Ge
for the benefit of mankind. And, if so, then the cave at Vari furnishes a noteworthy parallel
to the Ersephoria (supra p. 165 ff.) at the underground descent (of Ge Olympiad supra
p. 188) beside the Ilissos.

Finally, if—as seems probable—the cave at Vari was the actual spot on Mt Hymettos
to which the infant Platon was taken by his parents for a sacrifice to the rustic powers
(Ail. var. hist. 10. 21 on TOV HXdrwva TJ HepiKTi6vr) i<f>eptv iv rats &yxd\ais' OVOVTOS de

> 'T/«7TT<p rots Motffftus $ rais Nifyt0cuj, ol /u£j» Trpds TIJV iepovpylav 3jo-av, i)
ILXdruva ev T<US Tr\i)ffiov fjLvpplvais Savelais otfercus teal irvKvais. KaOevSovTi 5e

e<T|U.ds jU.eXiTTWj' 4v rots xefXecrti' auroO KaOlffavai virrjdov, rijv TOV IlXdruvos evy\urTiav
jj,avT€v6/j,evai evrevBev, Olympiad, v. Plat. p. i, 14fF. Westermann /cod yevvriOtvra TOV
H\aT<ava \a^6i>Tes ol yoveis j8/»^0oj 6Vra Tede'iKaffiv iv Tip 'T/u.?jTT<£, fiovXo/Jifvoi virep aiiTOv
TOIJ ^m Beats ILavl /cai Nifyt0a« KaJ 'Aw6\\uvi Nojuiy Ov<rai, Kal Keipevov aiirov yu^Xirrat
irpoffeXOovo-ai irew\r)pd!Kao-u> atirov rb ffrd^a, Kr/piwv /JL£\ITOS, 'iva. a\T)6£s irepl afiTov ytvrjTai TO
'TOV KO! dirb 7\c6(T(njs /uAiros y\VKtuv ptev avdrj' (11. i. 249)), it may be that the honey found
on the babe's lips was accepted as the divine dew vouchsafed by the deities of the cavern.

1 Hesych. 'J&pyaios • dtpios Zevs (cp. supra i. 30, ii. 351 n. o, 808 n. o (o)). A. Meineke's
cj. 'Epoutos is commonly approved and squares with Hesych. epcraia-...6poo~&Sr) and epo-ali)'
Spoo~&5r)s. If this is right, Nonnos had the sanction of cult-usage, when he made Semele
dream of herself as a fruit-tree in a garden ' Drenched by the nurturing dews of Kronos'
son' (Dion. 7. 146 vi<j>6fi,evov Kpovitavos a,e£i<f>tiToicnv e^pcrcus).

2 Andros (Plin. nat. hist. 4. 65 Hydrusam). Tenos (Aristot. frag. 553 Rose, 595
Rose2 ap. Plin. nat. hist. 4. 65 Hydrusam, Steph. Byz. s.v. Tiji>os'...'T8povffo-a, Eustath.
in Dionys. per. 525 "TSpovo-a). Cp. an island off the deme Aixone (Strab. 398 'fdpovffffa :
see further L. Burchner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 79), etc. (Gruppe Gr. Myth.
Rel. p. 749).

3 Herakl. Pont. frag. 9. i (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 214 Mviller) 'T8/>o£!<ra, Plin. nat. hist. 4.
62 Hydrusam, Hesych. s.v. 'Tdpovo-a.
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of the great culture-heroes of Greece, who learnt the care of sheep
and oxen from the Nymphs and of bees from the Brisai. But
drought befell the island, for the Etesian Winds failed and plants
and animals suffered1. At this point the narrative as told by
Herakleides of Pontos, the pupil of Aristotle2, breaks off abruptly.
It is continued by Apollonios of Rhodes3. Aristaios by his wisdom
averted disaster. Gathering together the Parrhasian folk of Lykaon's
lineage (presumably Arcadian settlers in Keos4), he made a great
altar for Zeus Ikmaios, Lord 'of the Damp5,' and sacrificed on the
mountains both to the star Seirios and to Zeus son of Kronos.
Thereupon Zeus sent the Etesian Winds to blow for forty days and
cool the earth. Hence the Cean custom that priests offer burnt-

1 Herakl. Pont. loc. cit.
2 Aristot./ra^-. 511 Rose2.
3 Ap. Rhod. 2. 5196°. \iirev 5' oye irarpbs e<j>er[4ij | $6li)v, ev de K^y Karevdffcra.ro, \abv

dyeipas | Ilappdffiov, rolirep re AvKaoi>6s elffi yeveffX-ris, | Kal fiwfjibv iroiijcre fjieyav Albs
'lKfj.aioio, | lepd r eS Zppel-ev ev otipeaiv dffrepi Kelvy | 2eipl<p avr£ re KpoviSy Ad. roio d'
eKtjri | yaiav eiriif/ijxov<ru' ertfcriat eK Aibs aSpai (supra p. 142 n. 6) TJ(j.ara reffffapaKOvra'
Key d' ?TI vvv leprjes | dvroXeuv irpotrapoide Kvvbs proven. 0vr[\ds. So Theophr. de -vent. 14
el de TTOT e^Xnrov Kal 'Apicrralos avrovs di»e*caX^<raTO 0i/<ras.T&s ev K^y Ovcrias rt$ Ad
Kciffdirep /j,v0o\oyovcri, K.r.X. and more fully Clem. Al. strom. 6. 3 p. 444, 30 ff. Stahlin
ird\iv icrropovffiv "EXXijves eK\eiir6i>rii>v wore ruv ertiffLwv dvefjiwv 'Apicrrcuov ev "Key Ovcrai
'iK/ialy (so L. C. Valckenaer for IcrO/j-lui cod. L.) Ai^ • jroXX^ yap rjv <j>Qopd, (/>\oyfji.<p
Siairi/J.irpaft,ev(ii>v iravriav Kal STJ Kal ruv a.va\l/^xelv T°vs Kapirotis eluObruv &vep.<av JJ/TJ
irve6vr<av'<6 de (ins. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff)>p$i8{w$ atirofo dveKa\£ffaro. Cp.
Hyg. poet. astr. i. 4 praeterea Canicula exoriens aestu Ceorum (so B. Bunte for eorum
codd. D.G.N.) loca et agros fructibus orbabat et ipsos morbo adfectos poenas Icaro cum
dolore sufferre cogebat, quod latrones recepissent. quorum rex Aristaeus Apollinis et
Gyrenes filius, Actaeonis pater, petiit a parente, quo facto calamitate civitatem posset
liberare. quern deus iubet multis hostiis expiare Icari mortem, et ab love petere, ut, quo
tempore Canicula exoriretur, dies XL ventum daret, qui aestum Caniculae mederetur. quod
iussum Aristaeus confecit et ab love impetravit ut etesiae flarent. quas nonnulli etesias
dixerunt, quod quotannis certo tempore exoriuntur (£ros enim Graece annus est Latine);
nonnulli etiam aetesias (so A. van Staveren for etesias codd., dirb rov alrelv) appellaverunt,
quod expostulatae sunt ab love et ita concessae.

4 A. Pridik De Cei insulae rebus Dorpati Livonorum 1892 pp. 19—21 would dis-
credit this notion of an Arcadian settlement in Keos (' Quod veteres scriptores Aristaeum
aut cum Parrhasiis ex Arcadia venisse aut postea in Arcadiam se contulisse narrant,
collegerunt nimirum ex Aristaei Jovisque cultu et Ceis et Arcadibus communi'). F. Hiller
von Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 853 is less sceptical (' Indessen hat eine
Wanderung von Arkadern nach Keos an sich nichts Unwahrscheinliches; auch an der
ionischen Wanderung nahmen nach Herodt. I 146 'Ap/tdSes Iie\affyol teil').

5 Schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 522 'iKftalov Se Aids lepbv effrlv ev K^y, rovreffri Aitypov,
eveKev rys iKfiiASos Kal rijs TTVOTJS r&v dvepuv. So cod. Par. The vulgate has Atds
'iKftaioio. eveKa rfjs iKfidSos. ev rjj Ky (sic) de ecrriv lepbv Albs iK/jialov, rovreffri du&ypov.
eirel a?rtos yeyove rrjs MOT)* rQ>v dve/juav. K. Manthos thought he could locate the temple
of Zeus Ikmaios at a place called piKpa. 'EXXiji/t/cd, near 'EXX^wKet between loulis and
Karthaia. There were remains of Cyclopean walls, which had been used as a quarry for
building two neighbouring churches, one being that of the Taxiarchai (Inscr. Gr. ins.
v. i no. 543).
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sacrifice before the rising of the dog-star. The poet's allusion to
Arkadia and Lykaon suggests that the altar of Zeus Ikmaios
resembled that of Zeus Lykaios on the summit of Mount Lykaion1.
We do not, however, hear that in Keos, as in Arkadia2 and Elis3, a
starving populace, when famine stared them in the face, resorted
to the desperate expedient of human sacrifice. Milder methods had
come into vogue. The priest of Zeus Lykaios made rain-magic with
an oak-branch4. And Aristaios, after sacrificing a bull, poured a
libation of honey on the altar of Zeus Ikmaios^—a libation
thoroughly appropriate to the god that sent refreshing dew6.

Aristaios, then, was famous as a culture-hero. But admittedly7

he was more than that. As early as 474 B.C. Pindar8 identifies him
with Zeus Aristaios or with Apollon Agreiis and Nomios—high
gods of field and fold. Cheiron, foretelling to Apollon the destiny
of Kyrene's son, says that Hermes shall receive him from his mother
and bring him to the fair-throned Horai and to Gaia:

And they shall set the babe upon their knees,
And nectar and ambrosia take, and these

Upon his lips let fall,
So make him once for all

A power that shall endure—
Zeus and Apollon pure,

A present help to men upon their way,
Of flocks a guardian sure,

Agreus and Nomios named of some to-day,
Of others Aristaios, as they pray.

1 Supra i. 81 ff. 2 Supra i. 70 ff., 654.
3 Infra § 9 (g) Molpis.
4 Supra i. 76, 87, infra § 9 (a) iii.
5 Nonn. Dion. 5. 269 ff. Kal irvpl ffeipidovra Karetivaffev dcrrtpa Maip-qs, \ Kal Atos

1/CjU.cuoto ffv&Sea fiun&v dvdif/as | afywiTi raupefy y\vKepi)v eTrexetfaro XoijSTjp | TroiKtXa
0otTaX£>js girifidifua. Supa fieXiffffTrjs, \ TrX^tras d/3pa /ct/;reXXa jueXi/cpijTov KVKCUVOS- \ Zei)s Be
var^p ijicovo'e Kal ul^os via. yepalpuv \ v^ft^ev dXefiKtl/cwi' avi^uv favriirvoov aflprii>, | 'ZeLpiov
al0d\6evTos dvaffTt\\ui> irvperoio. \ etWrt vvv K^ipvKes 'Apurraloio Ovr)\T)s | yaiav dva^x-
ovffiv 'Erija-iat £K Aids aSpat, \ oirir&re Trot/ctXc/Sorpus d^erat oti/as dir&pr).

6 Hesych. s.v. iK^aala- b &dpo<ros &-fip, vypcurla. In Paus. i. 32. 2 L. C. Valckenaer
cj. fiufws'lKfjMXtov Aios, but Si;/taX^oi; codd. is right (supra i. 121, ii. 4, 897 n. 6).

7 E.g. Schirmer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 547 ' ein Gott der Urbewohner Griechen-
lands,' Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 455 'eines Schutzgottes' etc., F. Hiller von
Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 852 'die ehemalige Bedeutung dieses einer
sehr alien und urspriinglichen Entwicklungsstufe angehorenden Gottes,' Smith—Marindin
Class. Diet. p. in 'an ancient divinity' etc., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1710 ' Wetter-
gott,' E. Thramer in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1913
vi. 546 a 'an ancient Thessalian deity' etc., H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology
London 1928 p. 144 'a rustic deity.'

8 Find. Pyth. 9. 112 ff. (quoted supra i. 372 n. 8).
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Pindar appears to be weaving together a warp and a woof of diverse
origin. The one tradition, which we may call Boeotian since it was
found in Hesiod, equated Aristaios with the pastoral Apollon1.
The other, which is rather Arcadian, identified him with Zeus2.
This is the version accepted by Kallimachos when, wishing to ascribe
a noble pedigree to Akontios of Keos, he makes him descended
'from the priests of Zeus Aristaios Ikmios3' Later writers repeat,
with less precision, this twofold claim to divinity4. We are left
wondering whether Aristaios was a god who had faded into a hero,
or a mortal who had put on immortality.

And here we must take into account an attractive hypothesis
advanced by L. R. Farnell5, who observes that A ristaios means' sprung
from Ariste* and that Ariste was an appellative of Artemis6: 'His

1 Hes. frag. 98 Flach, 129 Rzach op. Serv. in Verg. georg. i. 14 Aristaeum invocat,
id est Apollinis et Cyrenes filium, quern Hesiodus dicit Apollinem pastoralem.

2 Interp. Serv. in Verg. georg. i. 14 huic opinion! (sc. that Aristaios went from
Thebes to Keos and thence to Sardinia) Pindarus refragatur, qui eum ait de Cea insula
in Arcadiam migrasse ibique vitam coluisse: nam apud Arcadas pro love colitur, quod
primus ostenderit qualiter apes debeant reparari, ut ait poeta de hoc ipso Aristaeo
'tempus et Arcadii memoranda inventa magistri [ pandere' (Verg. georg. 4. 283 f.).

3 Kallim. aitia 3. i. 32 ff. Mair KoSpetdijs <rtf 7' avuOev b irevOepfc, atfrotp 6 Ke?os | yau-
j8p6s 'ApiffTalov [Z^vos d$' lep< £ > uv \ 'iKft-lov, ol<rt fn£jji\r)]\ev €TT' otipeos anfi&veffviv \
irp-r)tiveiv xa\[e]7rr)j' Matpav dvepxofJ.tvi)!', \ aireio~6ai rb 6' drf/jLa irapal Ai<5s, $ Te ffau < t >
vol | ir\yo-o~oi>Tai \ivtais opTvyes ev ve<pt\ais. In line 33 the papyrus has yanj:lpoo~apio~Taioy. .
Tio<raf±<p'iep<av with/* of an<t> apparently crossed through. A. S. Hunt in The Oxyrhynchus
Papyri London 1910 vii. 27 no. ion prints U. von Wilamowitz-MoellendorfFs cj.
X?} < IT > os a/J,<f>' lepun>, but ib. p. 63 admits that XIJITOS ' cannot actually be read.' A. W.
Mair did well to prefer A. E. Housman's [Zijjj'ds d.0' lep < 4 > ui>. The form 'Iicfdov, in-
stead of the usual 'iKftalov, is metri gratia.

4 Schol. Find. Pyth. 9. 112 rbv 'Apiffraibv rives 'ATT^XXwi'a, rives de Kal 'Aypta, 115 a
lariov OTI TOV 'Apiaraiov 5ta TO rijv KTi)voTpo<t>la.v Kal Kwyyeffiav evprfKevai. 'Aypea, Kal
N6j«toj', Ata Kal 'Air^XXajpa irpoff'>)y6pevov, schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 498 Kal /ca,Ta,KaXeo'<i/*e»'os
TOI)S trrifflas Zeus 'Apurraios eVXi^ Kal 'A7r6XXwi/ 'Aypebs /cat N6/«os (cod. Par. has 5tot de TO
ajtriov yev&Oai T&V eYijo'twj' (leg. erijaltav) Ze^s'Apcoraios IK\^OI} Kal 'Air6XXwj' 'Ayvievs (stc)
Kal N6/*ios), Athenag. supplicatio pro Christianis 14 p. 15 Schwartz Keioi 'Apicrraiov (sc.
Wpvvrai 6eov), riiv aiirbv Kal Ma Kal 'Airo\\<a vo^ovres. Cp. Diod. (probably from
Timaios: see E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 676) 4. 81 Sia Se TTJV ei>xPrlffT'
lav Ti)i> £K TOIJTUV TU>V evprifidruv TOI)S evepyeTijOtvras av9p<j>irovs Ttfj.ija'ai rbv 'Apurralov
IffoOtois nuais, /ca0ct Kal rbv &i&vv<rov, 82 dio Kal irapa rots Kara rty 'SiKeXiav oiKOVffi
dia<pepovT<as tpaffl Tifj,r]&ijvai, TOV 'ApiffTaiov ws 0eov, Kal fj.a\ur6' virb TUV (rvyKO/Ju^ovTUv TOV
T^S ^Xa/as KapTrov, Paus. 8. 2. 4 tirtl TOI Kal Oeol TOTS eyivovTo ^ avOp&iruv, of y£pa Kal ^s
Tode ITI txmiffiv ws'ApLffTaios K.T.\.

Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 2364, 2 (Karthaia) T$ 'Air6\\(av[i] 'Apio-Tai[(jj] was a misreading
amended ib. p. 1071 = Inscr. Gr. ins. v. i no. 545, a TWI 'Air6\\uvi deKdT-qv.

5 Farnell Gk. Hero Cults p. 49 ff.
6 Paus. I. 29. 2 KaTiovffi d' es afrrrjv 7rep£j8oX6s e'ffTiv'Aprt/j.iSos Kal %bava 'ApiffTris Kal

KaXX£<TT»js • (is fJ.ev eyu SOKUI Kal buoXoyel TO. ?TT^ ra TlAu^xa (so A. Hecker for ffair<f>ovs
codd., cp. Paus. 8. 35. 8),T^s'Apr^iS6s elaiv eTriKXiyerets affrat, \ey6fJLevov de Kal d\\ov ts auras
\6yov eiSis virep^ffofMi. Perhaps we catch an echo of the other version in Hesych. s.v.

. Kal i) ev T£ KepafJi.(e)iK$ iSpu^j/^'E/cdr^, yv Zvioi'ApTefuv \eyovffiv.
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name implies a powerful goddess and her son. Are we transported
back once again to the domain of Cretan religion, with its great
goddess and youthful companion-god?' Artemis certainly bulked
big in Keos. She had a sanctuary at loulis, as we gather not only
from the myth of Ktesylla1 but also from extant inscriptions2.
Her head appears on bronze coins of the town struck in s. iii B.C.3

And her name at least is perpetuated by that of Saint Artemidos,
the Cean protector of ailing children4. If, then, we may assume that
in Keos, as at Athens, Artemis was Artste, it is possible to plead
that Aristaios was a theophoric name5 attached to her pdredros*—
possible, but precarious.

On the whole, I am disposed to see in Aristaios another example
of those early kings of Greece (Agamemnon, Amphiaraos, Trophonios,
Asklepios, etc.), who bore the title of the sky-god because they were
regarded as his human embodiment7. Hyginus—was it only a lucky

1 Ant. Lib. i (after Nikandros erepoiotpeva book 3) Hermochares of Athens saw
Ktesylla, daughter to Alkidamas of loulis, as she danced round the altar of Apollon at
Karthaia on the occasion of the Pythian festival. Falling in love with her, he inscribed an
apple and let it drop in the precinct of Artemis. Ktesylla picked it up and read thereon
a vow to marry Hermochares of Athens. Thereupon, moved by modesty and anger, she
flung the apple away. When Hermochares pressed his suit, Ktesylla's father consented
and, laying hold of the bay-tree, swore by Apollon to that effect. But after the Pythia
Alkidamas forgot his oath and gave his daughter to another. The wedding was at hand,
and the girl was already offering her sacrifice in the precinct of Artemis, when Hermochares
indignant at losing his bride burst in. Ktesylla was smitten with love for him and, helped
by her nurse, eloped with him by night to Athens, and there married him. Fate ordained,
however, that she should die in childbed, because her father had broken his word. When
she was being carried out to burial, a dove flew up from the bier and the body of Ktesylla
vanished. Hermochares consulted the oracle about it and was bidden to found at loulis
a sanctuary of [Aphrodite (seel. J. G. Schneider)] Ktesylla. The Ceans still worship her
—the men of loulis calling her Aphrodite Ktesylla, the rest Ktesylla Hekaerge.

Ov. met. 7. 368—370 is likewise indebted to Nikandros (cp. E. Oder De Antonino
Liberali Bonnae 1886 pp. i ff., 42 ff., M. Schanz Geschichte der romischen Litteratur^
Miinchen 1899 "• I- 2I9)-

The tale of Hermochares and Ktesylla is paralleled by that of Akontios and Kydippe
(C. Dilthey De Cattimachi Cydippa Leipzig 1863, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 237 f.).

2 Michel Recudl d" Inscr. gr. no. 787 = Inscr. Gr. ins. v. i no. 617 ('fragmentum
deforme lapidis communis, olim in casa G. F. Depastae in regione Aiao-Ato? roO 'Ofta
inaedificatum')'Apr^/j.iSo\s iepbv in lettering of J. iii B.C.

Corp. inscr. Gr. ii Add. no. 2367 = Lebas—Foucart Peloponnese no. 1786 = Inscr. Gr.
ins. v. i no. 618 (' lulidis in arce') [ ] s '1&irl<ppot>os ical ol iraiSes 'Apr^/tt[S]t.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 96 pi. 22, 15 and 16 f., Hunter Cat. Coins ii.
204 no. i, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 518 no. 7247 pi. 245, 23, Head Hist, num.2 p. 484.

4 Supra i. 172.
5 Examples of the name as borne by men are collected in W. Pape—G. E. Benseler

Wbrterluch der griechischen Eigennameri* Braunschweig 1875 i. 128 and in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 859.

6 Supra ii. 294 ff.
7 Supra ii. 1069 f. Zeus'Aya/j.e/j.vuj>, 1070 ff. Zeus 'A/u0idpaos, 1073 ff. Zeus

or fpofidvios, 1076 ff. Zeus'Acr/c\9j7rt6s.
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guess?—dubs him 'King' of the Ceans1. Diodoros, probably drawing
upon Timaios2 (c. 346—c. 250 B.C.), is aware that he left descendants
in Keos, and states that in Sardinia he begat two sons called
Charmos and Kallikarpos3. The well-omened4 jingling names are
suggestive of a Dioscuric pair. Finally, Aristaios, identified by the
poets with Zeus5, appears as a Zeus-like head, bearded and often
laureate, on Hellenistic coins of Keos (figs. 179—182)° and of the

Fig. 179. Fig. 180.

Fig. 181. Fig. 182.

Fig. 183. Fig. 184.

Fig. 185. Fig. 186.

. poet. astr. 2. 4 (quoted supra p. 166 n. 3).
2 Supra p. 268 n. 4. 3 Diod. 4. 82.
4 With Xcfpjocoj cp. Find. Pyth. 9. 64 dvdpdtrt •x&piJ.a, <pi\ois of Aristaios himself.
6 Supra p. 267 f.
6 Brit.Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 89 pi. 21, i—5 ' Aristaeus ?,' Hunter Cat. Coins

ii. 203 pi. 43, 14 'Zeus (Aristaios),' Weber Cat. Coins ii. 557 nos. 4632—4634 pi. 168
' Aristaeos,' McCle"an Cat. Coins ii. 518 pi. 245, 26 f. 'Aristaeos,' Head Hist, num.'2-
p. 482 f. ' Aristaeos represented like Zeus.' Rev. K EI or K EI fl N Seirios. I figure two
bronze coins in the Leake collection and two in the McClean collection.
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Cean towns loulis (fig. 183)*, Karthaia (figs. 184, 185)2 and Koresia
(fig. i86)3.

In this connexion a word must be added on a Thessalian cult
about which we are very imperfectly informed. Three out of the four
tetrarchies of Thessaly recognised a month Aphrios*, which belonged
to the second half of the year6 but cannot as yet be more nearly
defined. B. Keil6, K. Tiimpel7, and J. W. Kubitschek8 held that its
name implied the worship of Aphreia9, a clipped form of the
Thessalian Aphrodite. But N. I. Giannopoulos has done good service
by publishing a couple of inscriptions from Pherai, which afford a

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 96f. pi. 22, 18 'Bearded head,' Hunter Cat.
Coins ii. 204 nos. 2—4 'Zeus (Aristaios),' McClean Cat. Coins ii. 518 pi. 245, 24
'Aristaeos,' Head Hist, num.2 p. 484 'Aristaeos.' Rev. IOYAI6 or IOYAI Bee. My
fig. 183 is from a silver didrachm, now in the British Museum, published by W. Wroth in
the Num. Chron. Third Series 1891 xi. 129 no. 25 ' Aristaeus,'which reads IOY and has
in the field a dog's head and H.

- W. M. Leake Numismata Hellenica London 1856 Insular Greece p. 6 'Jupiter,'
McClean Cat. Coins ii. 516 no. 7234 (my fig. 184), Head Hist, num.? p. 483 'Aristaeos.'
Rev. KAP0A Seirios.

McClean Cat. Coins \\. 517 pi. 245, 17 (my fig. 185) ' Bearded head.' Rev. Grape-bunch.
3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 94 pi. 22, 8 'Aristaeus?,' Weber Cat. Coins ii.

559 no. 4645 pi. 169 'Aristaeos,' Head Hist, num.2 p. 484 'Aristaeos.' Rev. KOPH Star.
My fig. 186 is the Weber specimen.

Agreus on autonomous and imperial bronze
coins of Korkyra has a more distinctive type—
a bearded god clad in a long chitdn and hold-
ing a cornu copiae (e.g. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Thessaly etc. p. 155 pi. 25, 7 f., p. 159 fF.
pi. 26, 4, 6, Hunter Cat. Coins \\. 21 pi. 32,
4 and p. 22 no. 57, McClean Cat. Coins ii. p-j^ zg»
282 pi. 191, 9 and 12, Head Hist, num?
p. 328). Obv. Zeus Kdsios (supra ii. 906 n. 3 fig. 823) or Head of emperor. I figure a
specimen in my collection.

4 Hestiaiotis: Aiginion (Inscr. Gr. sept, ii no. 323, i fj.rj[vbs 'A<£]/>£[ot/]), Chyretiai
(ib. no. 349 b, 4 'A(<p)plov). Pelasgiotis: Azores (ib. no. 1295 a, 5 /j.r)vds'A<pptov), Gonnos
(ib. no. 1042, 13 f. 'A\<ppiov), Larissa (ib. nos. 542, 9 fjuqvos 'A<ppio[v~], 544, 2 f. rty
Sev\[r^]pav e^dfj.'rjfoi', ii 'A<pply, 546, 16 vovnij(vlq.) 'Aippiov, 547, 7 fj,(ijv0s) 'A<pplov, 556,
10 f. [M97]M* 'A.(ppt[ov], 568, 4 /MJPOS 'A<ppo8ig-tov? ('(='A<ppiov) lectio incerta': p. 320
''Kipplov legit Rensch'' and ''A<j>po5l(rios nihilest; v*A<ppios'). Thessaliotis: Pharsalos (ib.
no. 256 b, n 'A<p[plov?]).

5 Ib. no. 544, 2 f., ii (supra n. 4). 6 B. Keil in Hermes 1885 xx. 630.
7 K. Tiimpel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2724 and 2796.
8 J. W. Kubitschek ib. i. 2724.
9 J. Franz in the Ann. d. Inst. 1842 xiv. 136 ff. no. i published a metrical inscription

from Gallipoli (Kallipolis) on the Thracian Chersonese, of which a revised transcript was
given by J. H. Mordtmann in the Ath. Mitth. 1881 vi. 260 ff. beginning 'Ap<peiijs vliji
Teret[^j']oj' iepbv dffTV | dpxo-luv 'tSpvpa K.T.\. Kaibel Epigr. Gr. no. 1034 printed the
poem from Franz' copy, but omitted the opening word as an obvious error. Later, in Hermes
1884 xix. 261, he suggested that 'Ap(j>d-r)s might be a stone-cutter's slip for 'A0p«'^j in the
sense of 'A<ppoyevelas. Lastly B. Keil ib. 1885 xx. 630 supported Kaibel's suggestion by
noting the month *A<ppios, which according to him implied a Thessalian 'A<ppia to match
the Thracian 'A<ppela.
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more likely explanation. Both are engraved on marble stelai topped
by a small pediment. The first to be found read AIA<pPIOY, which
Giannopoulos1 shrewdly interpreted as a dedication (in dialect2)
'to Zeus Aphrios! Various scholars shook sapient heads over this
new-fangled epithet3. But all doubts as to its authenticity were dis-
sipated when Giannopoulos produced a second inscription from the
same town, containing the god's name in full—AIIA^PIOY, 'to
Zeus Aphrios^!

It remains to determine the sense of Aphrios, and that is no easy
task. Indeed, we are reduced to pure conjecture. I should assume
derivation from the Greek aphrds, 'foam.' Significance might attach
to bubbles on the local spring5, froth on the river, foam on the sea,
and any or all of these things might be attributed to the action of the
sky-god. An Indian story tells how Indra—the thunder-god who

1 N. I. Giannopoulos in the AeXriov &i\apxalov 'Eraipetas "OOpvos 1901/2 p. 47, id. in
the 'E0. 'Apx- 1913 P- 220. Height o'38m, width 0-25™.

2 For -ou = -(f in Thessalian see e.g. A. Thumb Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte
Heidelberg 1909 p. 242 and in greater detail F. Bechtel Die griechischen Dialekte Berlin
1921 i. 179.

3 A. I. Spuridakes in the AeXr/ov $i\apxaiov 'Ertupe/as "OOpvos 1901/2 p. 24 no. 19
('E0. 'ApX' 1913 P- 220) took Aia<f>plov to be the tomb 'of Diaphrios.' A. Jarde and
M. Laurent in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1902 xxvi. 385 no. 93 read Aia<j>piov, but left it
without interpretation. A. Rutgers van der Loeff in the Ath. Mitth. 1904 xxix. 220 n. i
and O. Kern in the Inscr. Gr. sept, ii no. 452 incline to accept Giannopoulos' view. But
Kern ib. prints AiaQplov because J. von Prott thought it ' vielwahrsckeinlicher als Aia0ptot>.'

4 N. I. Giannopoulos in the 'E0. 'A/9%. 1913 p. 219 f. no. 4. Height o'84m, width o'35m.
6 At Pherai this would be the fountain of Hypereia (F. Stahlin Das hellenische Thes-

salien Stuttgart 1924 p. 107 with fig. 5 chart of Velestino (Pherai)), who appears on silver
drachms (W. Froehner Collection Photiades Pacha: Monnaies grecques Paris 1890 p. 14
no. 165 pi. i (=my fig. 188), Head Hist, num.2 p. 307. Obv. Head of the nymph

Fig. 188. Fig. 189.

Hypereia crowned with reeds; behind, lion's head spouting water. Rev. 4>EPAIOYN
Hekate, with two torches, on galloping horse; in the field, a wreath containing the
name AZTOMEAON) and hemidrachms of s. iv B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Thessaly
etc. p. 48 pi. 10, 15 bad, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 222 pi. 175, 25 worse, F. Imhoof-Blumer
in the Journ. Intern, of Arch. Num. 1908 xi. 65 cp. 75, Head Hist, num? p. 307.
Fig. 189 is from a specimen of mine. Obv. Head of Hekate, wreathed with myrtle;
behind, torch. Rev. 0EPAIOYN The nymph Hypereia, in chit6n and himdtion,
placing her right hand on a lion-head fountain; in the field, a wreath containing
the name AZTO. Cp. M. Leumann ''Aoro- fur 'Apiaro- auf thessalischen Inschriften'
in Glotta 1929 xviii. 65 f.).
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conquered the demons of drought1—swore to the Asura Namuki2

that he would slay him neither by day nor by night, neither
with staff nor with bow, neither with the palm of the hand nor with
the fist, neither with the wet nor with the dry. So he killed him in
the morning twilight by using as a thunderbolt the foam of water3.

1 A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology Strassburg 1897 p. 54.
2 Id. ib. p. 161 f. concludes: 'The etymology of the name is according to Panini

(6> 3> 75) na-muci, "not letting go." In that case it would mean "the demon withholding
the waters"12 (12Cp. KUHN, KZ. 8, 80).' F. Max Miiller Vedic Hymns Oxford 1891
p. in says : 'na-muk, not delivering rain.'

3 The Satapatha-Br&hmana trans. J. Eggeling Part V (The Sacred Books of the East
xliv) Oxford 1900 p. 222 f. 12. 7. 3. r ff.: ' i. By means of the Sura-liquor Namuki, the
Asura, carried off Indra's (source of) strength, the essence of food, the Soma-drink. He
(Indra) hasted up to the Asvins and Sarasvatt, crying, "I have sworn to Namuki, saying,
'"I will slay thee neither by day nor by night, neither with staff nor with bow, neither
with the palm of my hand nor with the fist, neither with the dry nor with the moist!"'
and yet has he taken these things from me: seek ye to bring me back these things !"
2. They spake, "Let us have a share therein, and we will bring them back to thee."—
"These things (shall be) in common to us," he said, "bring them back, then!" 3. The
Asvins and Sarasvati then poured out foam of water (to serve) as a thunderbolt, saying,
"It is neither dry nor moist"; and, when the night was clearing up, and the sun had not
yet risen, Indra, thinking, "It is neither by day nor by night," therewith struck off the
head of Namuki, the Asura. 4. Wherefore it has been said by the Rishi (Rig-veda
S. vui, 14, 13 [cited infra]), "With foam of water, Indra, didst thou sever the head
of Namuki, when thou wert subduing all thine enemies." Now, Namuki is evil: having
thus, indeed, slain that evil, his hateful enemy, Indra wrested from him his energy, or
vital power.'

W. H. D. Rouse 'Baldur Story' in The Folk-Lore Journal 1889 vii. 61 notes the
Taittirya Brahmana i. 7. i. 7 ('He moulded this foam of the waters: that, you know,
is neither dry nor wet. It was dawn, the sun had not risen: that, you know, is neither
day nor night. He cut off his head with the foam of the water in this world').

M. Bloomfieldin the Journal ofthe American Oriental Society 1893 xv. 155 ff. collects
other allusions: 'At Ramayana iii. 30. 28 (Bomb.; iii. 35. 94 Gorresio) we read:..."Khara
fell down slain...as Vrtra was slain by the thunderbolt, as Namuci by the foam." At
Mahabh. ix. 2436:..."the lord Vasava, perceiving a fog, cut off his (Namuci's) head with
the foam of the waters." Nllakantha in his commentary on Mahabh. i. 7306 ff. (Calc.;
i. 197. 31 Bomb.) says:..."just as when Namuci was to be slain (Indra's) thunderbolt
entered into the foam of the waters"...* (*A variation of this story at Mahabh. v. 318—330
tells how the great Rsis had promised Vrtra that they would not slay him with anything
dry or wet, with a stone or wood, with a knife or arrow, neither by day nor by night.
This promise was kept until at dawn one day Indra saw "foam in the sea similar to
a mountain"; this along with his thunderbolt he threw upon Vrtra; Visnu entered the
foam and slew Vrtra...). Mahldhara at VS. x. 33 says: "the Acvins and Sarasvati gave
to Indra a thunderbolt in the form of water-foam. With that Indra cut the head of
Namuci." And at xix. 71 :..."with the foam of water did you take off the head of the
Asura Namuci." Sayana at RV. viii. 14.13: "Indra...cut off his head at the junction of
day and night, with foam, which is different from dry and wet. This purport is set forth
in this verse: O Indra, with the foam of the waters, turned into a bolt, did you take off
the head of the Asura Namuci." The Brahmanas are more explicit. At MS. iv. 3. 4 we
have:... "having spread a fog at sunrise, he cut off his head with the foam of the waters."...
The Pane. Br. xii. 6. 8 has :..."he cut off his head at dawn before the sun had risen with
the foam of the waters. For at dawn before the sun has risen: that is neither night nor
day; and foam of the waters: that is neither wet nor dry."'

C. III. 18
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Sir James Frazer1, who cites the tale as a parallel to the myth
of Balder, adds: 'The foam of the sea is just such an object as
a savage might choose to put his life in, because it occupies that
sort of intermediate or nondescript position between earth and sky
or sea and sky in which primitive man sees safety. It is therefore
not surprising that the foam of the river should be the token of a
clan in India2.'

The Greeks apparently looked upon foam as one manifestation
of the sky-god's seed, and thus in a manner akin to dew or rain.
Nonnos3 states that Hephaistos, when enamoured of Athena,

Shot forth the hot and self-sped foam of love.

The same poet elsewhere4 tells how a dolphin once carried Aphro-
dite to Kypros,

What time the gendering dew of Ouranos,
Down-streaming with his manhood's gore, gave shape
To the foam of childbed and brought forth the Paphian.

The Orphic Rhapsodies5 used similar language in narrating the
birth of Aphrodite from the foam that arose when the seed of Zeus
fell into the sea. Both incidents of course involve the nai've deriva-
tion of Aphrodite from aphrds*. But the idea of seminal foam is as

Bloomfield ib. further contends that this legend of Indra and Namuki gave rise to
a class of magical practices in which demons were routed by means of river-foam, called
'river-lead,' or some surrogate such as lead, iron-filings, and even the head of a lizard.
See e.g. Hymns of the Atharva-veda trans. M. Bloomfield (The Sacred Books of the
East xlii) Oxford 1897 p. 65 f. i, 16. i—4 with p. 256, The Satapatha-Brahmana trans.
J. Eggeling Part iii (The Sacred Books of the East xli) Oxford 1894 p. 92 5. 4. r. 9 f.

1 Frazer Golden Bough3: Balder the Beautiful ii. 280 f.
2 E. T. Dalton 'The Kols of Chota-Nagpore' in Transactions of the Ethnological

Society of London 1868 New Series vi. 36—again cited by Frazer Totemism and Exogamy
i. 24 ('the foam of the river is an Oraon totem and not to be eaten by the clansmen'),
ii. 290 ('The Amdiar will not eat the foam of the river').

3 Nonn. Dion. 13. 179 BepfjAv ateovrlfav aiirbffffVTov d<t>pbi>'T&ptJ>T<ai>.
4 Id. ib. 13. 439 ff. own-ore yap yovbetrffa Kardppvros &p<revi \tdp<$ | Qtipavit) pbpQwae

Xexcfoop dtppbv e^p<rr) | Kal Ha<plyi> iSdive, K.T.\.
6 Orph. frag. 183 Kern ap. Prokl. in Plat. Cratyl. p. no, 236°. Pasquali (quoted

supra ii. 1029).
6 Modern adherents of this time-honoured view include the following:
(1) L. Meyer Vergleichende Grammatik der Griechischen und Lateinischen Sprache*

Berlin 1884 i. 2. 641 ''A^o-St-rij ("die im Schaum leuchtende (?)"),' ib. 990 ''A$po-5iri?
(eigentlich "im Schaum glanzend" oder "im Gewolk glanzend"?),' id. Handb. d. gr.
Etym. i. i6of. from dtppb-y ' foam'+a participial form of the root dt 'to shine' (cp.
Sanskrit su-dtti), '"im Schaume glanzend."' So also H. Hirt Der indogermanische
Ablaut Strassburg 1900 p. 99 §364 'idg. deja "scheinen"...'A0po8iTi7.' I pursued the
same will-o'-the-wisp in the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 177.

(2) L. v. Schroeder Griechische Goiter und Heroen Berlin 1887 *• 7^ assumes an
Indo-Europaean *abhraditd or *abhraditi from Sanskrit abhra 'cloud' (d0p6$) + the root
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dt 'to hasten' (Siov, blevdai, etc.) ' "im Gewolk sich bewegend, im Gewolk dahineilend
oder fliegend."'

(3) P. Kretschmer Die Griechischen Vaseninschriften Gutersloh 1894 p. 156 n. i
''AtppoSlrT) enthalt in seinem ersten Teil unzweifelhaft dippos, in seinem zweiten wahr-
scheinlich *68iTr), das sich zu odirrjs verhalt wie ra^it] zu ra.fj.iijy,' id. in the Zeitschrift fur
vergleichende Sprachforschung 1895 xxxiii. 267 'A.<f>p-odlnj "Auf dem schaume dahin-
wandelnd." So F. Diimmler in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2773 "auf dem Schaum
hinwandelnd," O. Kern Die Religion der Griechen Berlin 1926 i. 206 "die auf dem
Schaume wandelnde" ('Sehr anschaulich dazu E. Oberhummer, Die Insel Cypern I,
S. io8ff.').

(4) Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1348 n. 2 suggests ' A^po-dirrj from d<j>pos + *dt<a
(Siatvu, diepos) 'wetted with foam,' cp. Anacreont. 53. 30 ff. Bergk4 xapoTTTjs 6V e/c
OaXdffffijs | dedpoffUftfryv ~K.v6i?ipriv \ g\6x,ev<re TTOVTOS d(j>p<p, Himer. or. i. 20 fri rbv

Others treat the name as non-Greek (e.g. A. Fick Die Griechischen Personennamen 2

Gdttingen 1894 p. 439 'Der Name 'AQpoSlrri ist wohl kaurn griechisch' etc.) and
advocate a variety of Semitic etymologies (listed by K. Tiimpel in the fahrb. f. class.
Philol. Suppl. 1880 xi. 680 f. and Gruppe op. cit. p. 1348 n. 3). A couple will serve as
examples, or at least as warnings :

(i) E. Roth Geschichte unserer abendldndischen Philosophie Mannheim 1846 i. 263 with
n. 452 and L. Preller Griechische Mythologie"2- Berlin 1860 i. 263 note the Semitic aphrodeth,
'dove' (Aramaic IWIS, Phoenician with article (sic) HTIIBS). This is to some extent

approved by K. Tiimpel loc. cit. and by E. H. Meyer in the Gb'tt. gel. Anz. 1888 p.
138. See further W. Muss-Arnolt A Concise Dictionary of the Assyrian Language Berlin
1905 ii. 827 s.v. 'purldu,' 'a bird,' C.^ezol^Sabylonisch-assyrisckes Glossar Heidelberg
1926 p. 226 s.v. 'puridu, puriddu, piridu,' 'e. Vogel,' W. Gesenius Hebrdisches und
aramdisches Handworterbuch iiber das alte Testament™ rev. F. Buhl Leipzig 1915 p. 657
s.v. "VlS [pered] (derived from farad 'to flee' — ass. paradu probably 'to flee,' puridu

'leg' [properly 'goer'] — in Hebrew = 'mule'), J. Levy Neuhebrdisches und chalddisches
$

Worterbuch Leipzig 1889 iv. 101 s.v. fTV"!3 f. [paridhah] (arab. jujj [farid] syn. mit

TlS [peredh] 'ein Stiick von dem Taubenpaar, das(nach Lev. i, 14 fg.) geopfert werden

soil, einzelne Taube.' But all this fails to justify the initial 'A- of 'A.<f>podirr].
(2) F. Hommel ' Aphrodite- Astarte ' in the fahrb. f. class. Philol. 1882 xxviii. 176

contends that 'AQpodiri) is a direct loan-word from the Phoenician form Ashtoreth : ' das
sh dieses wortes (wie auch seiner babylonischen nichtsemitischen urform Ishtar) wurde
dem folgenden t in der aussprache moglichst angeglichen, so dasz dieselbe eher ABtdreth
als Ashtdreth lautete; das wird unwiderleglich bewiesen durch die form A6tar bei den
Sudarabern, welche...die Astarte von Babylonien entlehnten. auf diese aussprache des sh
in Ashtoreth wie engl. th nun griindet sich meine identification: bekannt ist, dasz in
etymologisch verwandten, um so mehr aber in lehnwortern, urspriingliches 6 (sprich wie
engl. th) durch/, in alter zeit wohl auch ph (griech. 0) ersetzt wurde2 (2wer mir entgegnet
dasz tj> in altester zeit noch nicht den laut / gehabt habe, den verweise ich darauf, dasz
aus Aftdreth — die Griechen hatten ja tiberhaupt kein /— schon des anklangs an &(j>pos
halber ganz ungezwungen Aphr6teth werden konnte, ja muste. fur fremdes / war der
nachstliegende griechische laut eben nur <j>) ; vgl. nur russisch Fedor aus griechisch
Qeodupos. die Griechen horten nun Ashtoreth wie Apht6reth, was mit einer bei lehnwortern
so iiberaus haufigen metathesis umgestellt wurde zu Aphrdteth — 'AQpodiTij. ' Id. Aufsdtze
und Abhandlungen arabistisch-semitologischen InhaltsW&nch&n. 1892 i. 34 n. i 'Auch die
Griechen horten ja Ashtoret (vgl. Ishtdritu neben Isthar und zur Lange Namtdru aus
Namtar) als Afltoret, da sie (vgl. russ. Marfa aus Martha) Aphtoret und weiter Aphrotet
(' A.<t>po5lrri) draus machten.' Id. Ethnologie und Geographie des alten Orients Miinchen
1926 p. 1040 adheres to his view ''A^podlr-q aus Attoret (Astarte, Mittelform Afrotet)'
and cites in support H. Grimme in Glottct 1925 xiv. 18 with n. i. See also Schrader
Reallex? i. 168, who cp. as a doubtful parallel ytyvpa = a Semitic gesur.

18— 2
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old as Hesiod1, reappears in fifth-century science2, and quite con-
ceivably accounts for the existence of Aphrios as an appellative of
Zeus.

On the whole, I incline to accept Rommel's hypothesis that 'A<f>podirri (F. Blass in
Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 239 ff. no. 4952 A, 27 'A<f>op(d)trav = Ditten-
berger Syll. inscr. Gr.s no. 527^, 27 'A<f>poSLrav in an oath from Dreros in eastern Crete,
c. 220 B.C., quoted supra i. 729 n. 2) really was a Greek attempt to pronounce Astoreth
and at the same time to make sense of a foreign name by assimilating the first part of it to
d<f>pos. G. Meyer Griechische Grammatik* Leipzig 1896 p. 246 n. i summarises the
process: 'F. HoMMEL...nimmt die Entwickelung AS(6reth * A6t6reth (sudarab. ABtar)
* Aftdreth und daraus mit Metathesis im Anklang an dcppos Aphroteth an.'

See further V. Costanzi 'Zeta "A<f>pios e il nome 'AQpodirr)' in the Atti d. r. accad. di
sci. di Torino 1913—1914 xlix. 315—321.

1 Hes. theog. 190 ff. (supra ii. 447 n. 8). This and many other literary allusions are
collected by L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1870—1871 p. n ff.

Late chroniclers, by way of providing an eponym for the Africans, personified the
Hesiodic aippos and put together the following pedigree:

Kronos = Philyra

Aphros = Astynome Cheiron
forefather of the
Aphroi

Aphrodite

So Sex. lulius Africanus (c. 200 A.D.) ap. Kedren. hist. comp. 150(1. 28 Bekker), lo.
Antioch. (i.e. Malalas, s. vi)/rag: 4. 4 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 542 Mliller), cp. the Chronicon
Paschale (early in s. vii) 36 D—37 A (i. 66 Dindorf) which speaks of 6 "A<j>paos, oaru
eyyfjie T^V ' AffTwonyv e'/c rijs Aa/cep/as vrj<rov (K. Tiimpel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
i. 2796). On this whole genealogy see supra ii. 693 n. 4.

2 Diogenes of Apollonia frag. 6 Diels ap. Aristot. hist. an. 3. 2. 512 b 8 ff. avrai 5£
(sc. al 0\lj3es) ffire/j/xartrtSes Ka\ovvrai. TO S' aZjwa TO pev iraxfrraTOV VTTO TUV ffapKud&v
eKiriverai' virepf3d\\ov Se ets roiis TOTTOUS rotfrous \eirrbv (cat 6epp.ov Ka.1 d<pp(ades ylverai, cp.
Clem. Al. paed. i. 6 p. 119, 2 ff. Stahlin Tivts 6£ ical TO <rir£piJ.a. TOV fyou d<f>pbv elvai TOV
atfW.T05 Kar' o{i<riai> vwoTidevTai, 8 5^ Trj ifufrfrrtf TOV appevos Otpfiri ir
Okv 4Kpnri£6fJ.evoi' tl-a<ppovTai. KO.V TCUJ o-irepiMTlffiv (L. Dindorf cj.
erat <f>\e^lv tirrevOev yap 6 'AiroXXwj'tanjs Aioytvrjs TO, d<f>podlffia K€K\T)ff6ai )3oiyXerat. The
same idea is found in the medical writers, e.g. Galen, wepl xpefas raw ev avdp&irov v&fjiasn
fMplwv 14. 9 (iv. 183 Kiihn) airro d£ r6 ffiripfw. irvevpaTuidts ivTi /cat otov a<ppw8es, id. irepl
o"jr£pfj.aTos i. 5 (iv. 531 Kiihn) <n> yap (sc. Aristotle) els 6 /caXws et/cacras d<pptf TO yirtpfia.,
Vindician. frag. Bruxell. de semine i (in M. Wellmann Fragmentsammlung der griech-
ischen Arzte Berlin 1901 i. 208, 2 ff.) Alexander Amator veri (sc. 4>iXaX^?js) appellatus,
discipulus Asclepiadis, libro primo De semine spumam sanguinis eius essentiam dixit
Diogenis placitisconsentiens... 3 (ib. p. 210, 8ff.) Diogenes autem Apolloniates essentiam
< seminis > similiter spumam sanguinis dixit libro physico: etenim spiratione adductus
spiritus sanguinem suspendit, cuius alia pars carne bibitur, alia superans in seminales
cadit vias et semen facit, quod < non > est aliud quam spuma sanguinis spiritu collisi. It
occurs also in theological and exegetical authors such as Cornut. thtol. 24 p. 45, 3 ff. Lang
'A<f>po8lTi) 5^ Iffnv if ffwdyovffa, TO appev Kal TO #77X11 Swa/xts, raxa 5ta T& d<f>p<*}dri ra ffirtp-
juara TU>V tywv elvai ro^ripi iaxijKvia TTJV 6t>o/j.affiai>, schol. Eur. Tro. 990 TIJV 'A<j>podiTr)v
€TV/J.o\oyovffii> ol (i£v irapa rbv d<ppov Tbv iv TTJ ffvvovaia, ol Se K.T.\., Isid. orig. 8. 11.77 quod
autem Saturnum fingunt Coelo patri genitalia abscidisse et sanguinem fluxisse in mare,
atque ex spuma maris concreta Venus nata est, illud aiunt quod per coitum salsi humoris
substantia est, et inde 'A<j>podlT?iv Venerem dici, quod coitus spuma est sanguinis quae ex
succo viscerum liquido salsoque constat.
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That, however, is guesswork, and other guesses are almost
equally permissible. For instance, philologists have shown that
aphros is related both to ombros, 'rain/ and to ntyhos, nephele, 'cloud1.'
We might, therefore, without deserting the Greek area, conjecture
that Zeus Aphrios was originally a Thessalian rain-god or cloud-god.
Further evidence is much to be desired.

(d) Zeus Thaulios.

Some twenty minutes west of Pherai (Velestino)> on the right
bank of a small torrent known as Michali-Revmo?', A. S. Arvanito-
poullos located a large and important cult-centre. Since 1919 he
has been at work, helped latterly by Y. Bequignon and P. Collart of
the French School, uncovering the area and determining its history3.
No fewer than six successive epochs are involved. The site was
already occupied in neolithic times—witness numerous sherds and
a marble idol. Then came a 'Mycenaean' sanctuary4, evidenced

The widespread beliefs attaching to ' cuckoo-spit' are not unworthy of attention. The
name is popularly given to a mass of froth concealing the larvae of certain insects. One of
the main genera of the cercopidae or frog-hoppers is labelled aphrophora, and one of its
species is aphrophora spumaria (R. Lydekker The Royal Natural History London 1896
vi. 195 f. with figs.). J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883
ii. 682 says: ' The froth on willows, caused by the cicada spumaria, we call kukuks-speichel,
Swiss guggerspeu, Eng. cuckoo-spit, -spittle, Dan. giogespyt, but in some cases witch's
spittle, Norweg. trold-kiaringspye.' E. H. Meyer Germanische Mythologie Berlin 1891
p. in, hproposof the cuckoo as a 'Gewittervogel' notes: 'Sein Speichelverktindet Regen
und hilft gegen Ausschlag' (after K. Bartsch Sagen, Mdrchen und Gebrduche aus
Meklenburg Wien 1880 ii. 175). P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1906 iii. 303
' D'apres un vieil auteur, les cicades et grillons naissaient du crachat et escume de 1'oyseau
appele cocu ou coucou' (after E. Rolland Faune populaire de la France Paris 1879 "•
(Les oiseaux sauvages) 98, who cites Jean de Luba (leg, Johannes de Cuba) Ortus sanitatis).
J. Jonston Thaumatographia Naturalis Amstelodami 1665 p. 351 'Cicadas ex cuculorum
sputo nasci scripsit Isidorus' is alluding to Isid. orig. 12. 8. 10 cicadae ex cuculorum nas-
cuntur sputo. See further C. Swainson The Folk Lore and Provincial Names of British
Birds London 1886 p. 122, who states inter alia that 'In Devonshire, boys take the
insects in the spittle for cuckoos in their early stage.'

1 Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.2 pp. 68, 311, Boisacq Diet. ftym. de la Langue
Gr. pp. 106, 666, WaldeZatf. etym, Worterb?^. 378s.v. 'imber,' Muller Altital. Worterb.
p. 162 s.v. 'emfris.'

2 Was Zeus here as elsewhere (supra ii. 894 n. 3) superseded by St Michael?
3 Until the official account of this interesting excavation has been published, we must

be content with the very inadequate preliminary reports. See the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1920
xliv. 396, 1921 xlv. 529 f., 1923 xlvii. 524, 1924 xlviii. 482, 1925 xlix. 458—460 fig. 3,
19261. 562 f. fig. 9, A. J. B. Wace in ihe^burn. Hell. Stud. 1921 xli. 273, A. M. Woodward
ib. 1924 xliv. 275, 1925 xlv. 224f., 1926 xlvi. 246 f., 1927 xlvii. 256f., id. in The Year's
Work in Class. Stud. 1924—1925^. 68, \h&Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1922 xxxvii
Arch. Anz. p. 247, 1925 xl Arch. Anz. p. 328, 1926 xli Arch. Anz. p. 429 f., 1927 xlii
Arch. Anz. p. 389 f.

4 Jahrb. d. kais. detttsch. arch. Inst. 1926 xli Arch. Anz. p. 429, cp. Bull. Corr. Hell.
1923 xlvii. 524 and A. M. Woodward in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1926 xlvi. 246.
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by terra-cotta figures and vase-fragments. Next, a necropolis of
the 'geometric' period. Over a score of graves, rectangular in shape,
built of and covered with large stone slabs1, were but poorly
furnished; they contained a few vases, small bronzes, and iron
weapons. The cist-graves had, however, been left undisturbed by
later builders. Immediately above them was placed the Hellenic
temple, or rather a sequence of three Hellenic temples. The first,
which appears to have been constructed, in part at least, of timber2,
dated from s. vii B.C., to judge from the fragment of an early Doric
capital. To it belonged a mass of votive offerings in bronze, silver,
gold, ivory, and other materials3. These had been deposited in two
bothroi or favissae, one about n-5om to the south, the other to the
west of the temple: the contents of the latter were thrown in with
the earth as filling for a retaining-wall of the next temple. The
offerings included many bronze animals (horses, cocks, geese, etc.),
a bronze handle in the form of a griffin's head, the bronze statuette
of a warrior4; gold and silver ornaments of 'orientalising' date;
an Egyptian head of good style, scarabs with bogus hieroglyphs;
terra-cotta figurines of kdrai seated or standing, some being frag-
ments of almost life-sized figures, sundry types of kodroi, statuettes
of sick or deformed persons, several ex-voto effigies of hands and
feet; carved ivory seals and couchant beasts recalling those from
Sparta5. The second temple, built c. 550—500 B.C. and burnt
c. 400 B.C., is represented by many architectural remains found
underneath the south-east corner of its successor. Here were four
Doric columns in poros with fragments of archaic Doric capitals
and frieze-blocks in the same material, showing traces of painted
stucco—all used as foundations of the latest edifice6. Within the
temple was the base of a bronze statue, inscribed in lettering of
450—400 B.C. '[? Strongyljion made me7.' Parts of a female statue
in marble were also found, half life-sized and of good fifth-century
work8. The third temple was erected in the first quarter of s. iv B.C.

1 Details in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1925 xlix. 459 f.
2 Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1926 xli Arch. Anz. p. 429, D. S. Robertson

A Handbook of Greek <§r= Roman Architecture Cambridge 1929 p. 65 n. 3.
3 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1923 xlvii. 524.
4 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 562 with fig. 9.
5 A. M. Woodward in \hzjourn. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 275.
6 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1925 xlix. 460 with fig. 3.
7 A. M. Woodward in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1926 xlvi. 247 n. 26 f ]iov /*'

^7roteff[e»']: 'The discoverer would restore the name Strongylion.'
8 Id. ib. p. 247.
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and in its turn destroyed by fire c. 200 B.C. It was approximately
26-5Om long by 16-82™ broad. On the east side the stylobate is
preserved, with the two lower steps of white local marble. The
building itself was a hexastyle peripteral temple of the Doric
order. Its columns, Q{poros coated with stucco, carried an entabla-
ture of which portions have come to light. Among them may be
noted a marble metope with the relief of a lion killing a bull1; also
various fragments of the cornice with carved and painted decora-
tion2. To the east of the temple are the foundations of six struc-
tures differing in date: one at least of these seems to have been
a natskos, the rest bases or altars of rectangular plan, built of pdros
in massive blocks. The finds comprise many pedestals and frag-
ments of statues, bronze phidlai for libation, and broken vases
ranging as late as s. iii or s. ii B.C. Of greater moment are the
inscriptions. There are ten bronze plaques preserving the terms of
twenty-five laws or proxeny-decrees. There is the fragment of a
decree in the Thessalian dialect. And there are other records of
interest3. For instance, five large and five small pieces of inscribed
stelai, which include a fresh dedication to the Thessalian goddess
Enhodia*. Finally, in post-classical times the temple-area was used
as a Christian cemetery.

It would seem, then, that from the neolithic age down to our
own era the spot was in some sense holy ground. It is not, however,
quite obvious what deity or deities were here worshipped by the
Greeks. On the one hand, the prevalence of female terra-cotta
figurines in the archaic period points to the possibility that the
sanctuary was then devoted to a female divinity5. On the other
hand, A. S. Arvanitopoullos, on the strength of certain inscriptions
actually found at some distance from the temple, believes that it
wasthecult-centreofZeus Thatilios, Perhaps it may be suggested that
at Pherai, as at Larissa6, the cult of Zeus was associated with that

1 A. M. Woodward in \hefourn. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 224, id. in The Year's Work
in Class. Stud. 1924—1925 p. 68.

2 A. J. B. Wace in \h&Journ. Hell. Stud. 1921 xli. 273.
3 E.g. a dedication in large letters <rra<ra»'ro /c.r.X., the formula ev^a^va. nal KO.TO.-

TVXOVO-O. (Bull. Corr. Hell. 1924 xlviii. 482 with n. 4, A. M. Woodward in thefourn.
Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 225).

4 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1924 xlviii. 482, A. M. Woodward in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1925
xlv. 224 f. For 'EvoSla as an appellation of Artemis, Hekate, and Kore see O. Jessen in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2634 f.

5 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 562, A. M. Woodward in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1927
xlvii. 257.

6 Supra ii. 1155 n. 4.
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of Enhodid*-, whose head indeed appears on the coinage of the town
(fig. IQO)2. Her ritual—if we can trust a tale told by Polyainos3—
might require the sacrifice of a choice bull with gilded horns, fillets,
and blue gold-spangled draperies.

Zeus Thatilios undoubtedly had a cult at Pherai. A votive stele
of marble, found there by Arvanitopoullos4, has a small pediment

Fig. 190.

Fig. 191.

1 A dedication to Enhodla at Pherai was published by P. Monceaux in the Bull, Corr.
Hell. 1883 vii. 60 no. 14 (Vehstind) KaXXfoXeia | HapueviffKov \ 'EpoSiai et^aufrr).

2 A silver drachm struck by Alexander of Pherai (369 — 357 B.C.) has obv. head of
Hekate Enhodia to right inscribed ENNOAIAS, rev. AAEE lion's head (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Thessaly etc. p. 47 no. 17 (wrongly described) pi. 10, 13, Head Hist, num."*
p. 308). Fig. 190 is from J. Hirsch Rhousopoulos Sale Catalogue p. 88 no. 1446 pi. 19, on
which see K. Regling ' EN NOAIA' in fa&Journ. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1905 viii. i75f.

3 Polyain. 8. 43 TTJS 'IwviKrjs diroiKias 4s TJ]V 'Affiav d<j>iKOu£vtjs TOIS 'Epuflpaj Kar^ovviv
eiroA^uet Kvwiros TOV Kodpid&v ytvovs. 6 Oebs i-xpijcrev airrip ffTpaTtjybv Trapct QeffvaXuv XajSetV
TT)V ttpeiav TTJs'EvoSias- 6 5£ irpe<rj3ei5erai irpbs Qe<r<ra\ovs ical fujv^ei rb \byiov TOV Oeov. ol
dt %ire(j.\l/av a'urf TTJV Upeiav rrjs deov ~Kpv<r&/j.i)v. aCrij, <papfj<a.KU!v ?/t7retpos oucra, ravpov ti~
dy£\ris fJ.4ytffTov icai Kd\\iffTOV ffv\\a^ov<ra, TO, p.£v K^para Karexpfouo'e Ka.1 -rb crto/^a /care-
ic6<r/J.r}<re (TT^jU.jU.a<rt Kal •xjpvffoira^TOis a\ovpyi<ri icai /uerot rijs rpo<prjs
<j)dp/j.aKov gSwicev afrry <payeiv rb d£ fia.pfj.aKov atir6v re rbv ravpov
airrov ftaviovpyeiv ^/teXXej/. ol p.ev 5r) iroX^ytctoi avreffTparoTrtSevov, •}) 8£ ev 8^e
fita/ibv irapaOeiffa Kal 6'cra irp6j ffvfflav, ^/c^Xeutre irpoffdyeiv rbv ravpov. 6 5e vwb TOV (pappdicov

fj.£voi> opwvres Kal (pepbfievov Is TO eavT&v crTpaTbiredov dirb TTJS 6v<rias T&V ivavTltav ws dyaBbv
ffr)/j.eiov Kal olibvi<T/j.a atffiov £d£l-avTO Kal (rv\\af36vTes Ka\\iepov<n TOIS Beats Kal TUV Kpeutv
^Karros <j)i\OTifj.cas tdalaavTO a>s daipoviov Kal 6eias lepovpyias (teTaXayxdvovTes. avrlKa STJ
irav TO ffTpaToiredov virb pavias Kal irapatypofftivris e^lffTaTO' irdvTes aveirifttav, bieOeov,
aveffidpTiav, Tas <f>v\aKas dv4\€iirov. XpvffdfM) raOra ISovffa rbv "Kvuirov eK^Xeuffe Sid, T&XOVS
birXlffac TTJV ffTpaTidv Kal TOIS iro\e(ji.iois eirdyew afubvaaOai /j,$) owafifvois. O£!TW 5ij KvuiTros
dve\uv airavTas e/cpdrijo-e TTJS "Sipvdpalwv ir6\ews ueyd\T)s re /cat etSaluovos. It can hardly be
doubted that this curious recital has borrowed more than one trait from the Thessalian cult
of Enhodla.

4 A. S. Arvanitopoullos in the Ilpa/cr. dp\. er. 1907 p. 152, id. in the'E0. 'Apx- 1908
p. 36, 1910 p. 407 f.
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above, a space left blank for a painted portrait below, and in the
middle a Thessalian1 inscription:

All 'To Zeus
0AYAIOY Thaulios:

A second stele from Pherai, published by N. I. Giannopoulos
(fig. 191 )2, bears a relief representing a stile with pediment, akroteria,
and central disk3, beneath which is the fragmentary inscription:

AIIOAYAI[OY] 'To Zeus Thauli[os].'

Fig. 192.

Yet another dedication to the same god has recently been found at
Pherai, but is still unpublished4.

Zeus Thaulios was worshipped also at Pharsalos5. Above the
springs of the Apidanos, in a quarter called Tampachana, rises a
fair-sized hill commanding a wide prospect6. Remains of isodomous
masonry suggest that the place was fortified in ancient times7. The

1 Supra p. 272 n. 4.
2 N. I. Giannopoulos in the 'E</>.'Apx- 1913 P- 218 fig. 3 ( = my fig. 191) Pherai no. i

Ad Qav\t[ov]. Height o-37m, breadth 0-2 im.
3 Supra i. 292 ff.
4 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1925 xlix. 460, A. M. Woodward in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1926

p. 247.
5 A. S. Arvanitopoullos in thellpaKT. apx- er. 1907 pp. 151—153 (''lepw AiosGai/Xtoi;').
6 F. Stahlin Das hellenische Thessalien Stuttgart 1924 p. 138 fig. 9 gives a small plan.
7 Id. ib. p. 136 reports that he found on this hill ( 'auf dem Hiigel der Fatihmoschee

an der Apidanosquelle') prehistoric sherds and one of geometric date. He conjectures that
it was the site of Phthia, the town of the Myrmidones.
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rocky surface of the hill-top has been so worked as to leave out-
standing sundry breast-shaped knobs, meant presumably to fit into
corresponding hollows on the under side of votive bases. One such
patch of tooled rock at the north-eastern edge of the summit exhibits
a carefully incised dedication

AlOAYAlJll 'To Zeus Thatilios'

by certain 'kinsfolk of Parmeniskos1.' The hill (fig. 192) is crowned
by an old Turkish mosque2, founded — so it is said — centuries ago on
the site of an older church. The minaret fell and could not be set up
again till a cross was fixed on its highest point. So here the Turks
must needs reverence the cross! This mosque is built of ancient
materials : many statue-bases, architectural blocks, and a very early
Doric capital of pdros are still to be seen in its walls. A trial excava-
tion west of the mosque proved unproductive. But the inhabitants
aver that here inscriptions and marble statuettes and numerous
coins have come to light. Again, in the quarter of Pharsalos known
as Koloklompas3 N. I. Giannopoulos4 found an altar inscribed in
lettering which dates from the latter part of s. iv B.C. :

AIO* OAYAIOY 'Of Zeus Tkaiilios!

The appellative has been traced further afield5. Hesychios gives
Tha&mos (?) or ThaMos as a title of the Macedonian Ares6, and
Thaulia as the name of a festival held by Kteatosrand the Dorians 7.
Lastly, the clan Thaulonidai at Athens had an eponymous ancestor
Tkatilon, who figures in a myth relating to the cult of Zeus Polietis*.
It looks as though ThaMos, Thatilios, Thatilon had been in early
days a divine epithet used by more than one Greek community.

1 A. S. Arvanitopoullos in the IIpaKr. dpx* «r- 19°7 P- I52 Ai(i) OavX/wi —
T&V Trepl HapfievlffKOv. Cp. KaXXfrcXeta | liapnevLffKov (supra p. 280 n. i).

2 See the view in the Ilpa/cr. dpx- er. 1910 p. 177 fig. i ( = my fig. 192).
3 F. Stahlin Das hellenische Thessalien Stuttgart 1924 p. 143 n. 10.
4 F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Hermes 1911 xlvi. 154, N. I. Giannopoulos in the'E0.

Apx- 1913 P- 218 n. t.
5 SeeV.Costanzi 'ZeusThaulios' \n\h.e Athenaeum Pavia 1913 i. 406 — 411 andO.Hofer

in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 533 — 535.
6 Hesych. QoO^os (O. Hoffmann Die Makedonen, ihre Sprache and ihr Volkstum

Gb'ttingen 1906 p. 94 n. 127 cj. GaCXXos. F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Hermes 1911 xlvi.
154 cj. GatfXtos, which is better) T) GaOXos' "A/oijs MaKeSi^ios (so M. Schmidt for McuceSoi'fos
cod. Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iv. 263 B, against Hesychian usage, cj. Ma/re8oviKws.
Musurus cj. Ma/ce5o<ri).

7 Hesych. OatfXia (so Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iv. 257 A for GauXfa cod.)- eopr^
[fapavrivoi (referred to the preceding gloss by J. V. Perger)] dxtfeura inr& Kredrou (I. Voss
cj . CTT' 6/cTaeToOs) • trap 8 xal ffavXlfeiv < <f)a<rl (ins. T. Hemsterhuys) > X^-yew TOVJ Awptets.
Even thus emended, the gloss remains obscure. The allusion to Kteatos (? the son of
Molione (supra ii. 1015 n. 8)) is not found elsewhere, and perhaps postulates

8 Infra § 9 (h) ii (5).
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With regard to its original meaning nothing is known. Con-
jectures have been advanced by W. Tomaschek1, F. Hiller von
Gaertringen2, F. Bechtel3, and F. Solmsen4. But none of these is
convincing. I venture therefore to add to their number the sugges-
tion that Thatilios denotes ' god of the Dew,' being in fact a word
akin to the German Tau, the Dutch dauw, and the English dew*>.

1 W. Tomaschek in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. Akad, d. Wiss. in Wien Phil.-hist. Classe
1894 cxxx Abh. ii. 55 (from the root 0v-, 'stiirmen').

2 F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Plermes 1911 xlvi. 156 considers the possibility of
connexion with 0<iXXco, 0<xXX<5s, 6aXi5<ria, but rightly observes that the au of 0ai5\ios, GatfXwf
is quite incompatible with the a: a of rtOaXa,: Oa\£6w.

3 Id. ib. cites a suggestion of F. Bechtel: ' Nur als einen Einfall will es Bechtel gelten
lassen, dass Qa&\<av den Toter bedeute: 0av-, zu combiniren mit germanischem dau im
gotischen daups, ahd. tot, nhd. todt. Dann wiirde GariXow dasselbe wie (3ov<f>6vos,
Qaff\ia=l3ov<f>6via sein, und Zeus QatfXioj der Gott, dem die Bot>$6i>ta gelten. Sachlich
diirfte hiergegen nichts einzuwenden sein; das Verschwinden des Wortstammes im
taglichen Sprachgebrauche der Griechen ware ein Beweis fiir das hohe Alter der religiosen
Sitte und Vorstellung.'

4 F. Solmsen 'Zeus Thaulios' in Hermes 1911 xlvi. 286—291 criticises Bechtel's view:
' So verfiihrerisch die Deutung erscheint, so erheben sich doch gegen sie lautliche Bedenken
von gotischer Seite her. Neben daujjs "tot" dauftus "Tod" namlich steht hier di-wans
"sterblich." Dessen -iw- geht auf -eu- zuriick, also muss...das -au- von daiips daufrus
alteres -ou- fortsetzen, und damit lasst sich das -av- von GatfXtos usw. schlechterdings nicht
vereinigen.' Solmsen further propounds a conjecture of his own: ' Qav\- kann sich Laut
fur Laut mit -dav\- decken, dem zweiten Bestandteil des lydischen, genauer lydisch-
phrygischen Namens KocSatfXas. Uber das eigentliche Wesen dieser Figur belehrt uns
der bekannte Hipponaxvers'Ep/x^ Ktivayxa, \_leg. /cwayxaL MijtcwoTl KcwSauXa' (Hipponax
frag, i Bergk4, 4 Diehl, 45 Knox). On this showing QatXwv would denote 'Throttler'
('Wtirger'), GcuSXia 'the Throttling-festival' ('Wiirgefest'), and 6ai)Xtos the god served
with such rites. Sacrifice effected by, or at least accompanied with, strangulation appears
to have been an early institution: Solmsen adduces the bull-dragging for Poseidon
'EXiKcipios (//. 20. 403 f. cited supra i. 506 n. i), the bull-hanging for Athena at Ilion (supra
i- 533 nS- 406), the slaughter of a bull for Poseidon at intervals of five and six years
alternately, on the top of a pillar made of ' mountain-bronze' (? brass) and inscribed with
the laws, by the natives of Atlantis (Plat. Critias 119 c—E), and the yearly hanging of a
young kid for Aspalis Ameilete Hekaerge in the precinct of Artemis at Melite in Phthia
(Ant. Lib. 13 after Nikandros frepoiotipeva 2). Analogous cases are mentioned by
W. Robertson Smith Lectures on the Religion of the Semites* London 1927 p. 343 n. 3.
But, unfortunately for Solmsen's view, Thaulon is expressly said to have slain his ox with
an axe (infra § 9 (h) ii (8)).

6 A. Fick Vergleichendes Worterbuch der Indogermanischen Sprachen* Gottingen 1876
ii. 388, Prellwitz Etym. Wbrterb. d. Gr. Spr.z p. 183, Boisacq Diet. £tym. de la Langue
Gr. p. 342 f.

If it be objected that the Macedonian Ares OaOXos (supra p. 282) can hardly have been
a dew-god, we must remember that at Athens an early myth made Ares the husband of
Agraulos the dew-sister (Hellanik./?•#,§•. 69 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 54 Miiller) =frag. 38 (Frag,
gr. Hist. i. ugjacoby) ap. Souid. s.v."Apeiosirdyos = et.mag. p. 139, 14 ff. = Bekker anecd.
i. 444, 8ff., cp. Paus. r. 21. 4, Apollod. 3. 14. 2: see K. Tiimpel in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ii. 650, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 32, 1204 n. i, Farnell Cults of Gk. States
v. 402). It is by no means certain that Ares was ab origine only a war-god, and Makedonia
is the sort of place in which we might expect to find traces of wider functions.
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§ 9. Zeus and the Rain.

(a) Rain-magic,

i. Rain-magic in modern Greece.
Rain-making by means of magic, with some admixture of prayer,

is practised even nowadays in the less frequented parts of Greece.
Mr J. C. Lawson1 tells us that in Thera (Santorini] he found the
local rain-maker high busy with her spells:

' I chanced one day upon a very old woman squatting on the extreme edge
of the cliff above the great flooded crater which, though too deep for anchorage,
serves the main town of the island as harbour—a place more fascinating in its
hideousness than any I have seen. Wondering at her dangerous position, I asked
her what she was doing; and she replied simply enough that she was making
rain. It was two years since any had fallen, and as she had the reputation of
being a witch of unusual powers and had procured rain in previous droughts, she
had been approached by several of the islanders who were anxious for their
vineyards. Moreover she had been prepaid for her work—a fact which spoke
most eloquently for the general belief in her; for the Greek is slow enough (as
doubtless she knew) to pay for what he has got, and never prepays what he is
not sure of getting. True, her profession had its risks, she said; for on one
occasion, the only time that her spells had failed, some of her disappointed clients
whose money she had not returned tried to burn her house over her one night
while she slept. But business was business. Did I want some rain too? To
ensure her good will and further conversation, I invested a trifle, and tried to
catch the mumbled incantations which followed on my behalf. Of these however
beyond a frequent invocation of the Virgin (ILavayia pov) and a few words about
water and rain I could catch nothing; but I must acknowledge that her charms
were effectual, for before we parted the thunder was already rolling in the
distance, and the rain which I had bought spoilt largely the rest of my stay in
the island. The incantations being finished, she became more confidential. She
would not of course let a stranger know the exact formula which she employed ;
that would mar its efficacy: she vouchsafed to me however with all humility the
information that it was not by her own virtue that she caused the rain, but
through knowing "the god above and the god below" (TOC ava> deb KOI TQV Karat
$eo). The latter indeed had long since given up watering the land; he had
caused shakings of the earth and turned even the sea-water red. The god above
also had once rained ashes2 when she asked for water, but generally he gave her
rain, sometimes even in summer-time.'

The names of Zeus and Poseidon have long since passed into
oblivion3. But, in view of this remarkable confession, who shall say
that their memory does not in some sense linger yet ?

1 J. C. Lawson Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge 1910
p. 49 f. Supra ii. 829.

2 In the drying-up of the springs and in the rain of ashes Mr Lawson sees an allusion
to the great eruptions of 1866, which were graphically described to him by the old crone.

3 Supra i. 165.
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Better known is the rain-magic of northern Greece and the
Balkans. In times of prolonged drought a girl is dressed up in
flowers and, with a troop of children at her heels, is sent round to
all the wells and springs of the district. At every halting-place she
is drenched with water by her comrades, who sing this invocation1:

Perperik, all fresh bedewed,
Freshen all the neighbourhood ;
By the woods, on the highway,
As thou goest, to God now pray:
O my God, upon the plain,
Send thou us a still, small rain;
That the fields may fruitful be,
And vines in blossom we may see;
That the grain be full and sound,
And wealthy grow the folks around;
Wheat and barley
Ripen early,
Maize and cotton now take root;
Rye and rice and currant shoot;
Gladness be in gardens all;
For the drought may fresh dews fall;
Water, water, by the pail;
Grain in heaps beneath the flail ;
Bushels grow from every ear;
Each vine-stem a burden bear.
Out with drought and poverty,
Dew and blessings would we see.

At Shatista in south-west Makedonia the song is alliterative2:
Perperuna perambulates
And to God prays :
' My God, send a rain,
A right royal rain,
That as many (as are the) ears of corn in the fields,
So many stems (may spring) on the vines,' etc.

Similarly on the island of Imbros a girl dressed up with leaves and
1 Text in T. Kind Neugriechische Anthologie Leipzig 1844 i. 18. Translation in

L. M. J. Garnett—J. S. Stuart-Glennie Greek Folk Poesy London 1896 i. 60 f. (in part
cited by Frazer Golden Bough3: The Magic Art i. 27af.). For variants see A. Passow
Popularia carmina Graeciae recentioris Lipsiae 1860 nos. 311 Hepirepid, 312 Hepwepovva,
313 Hepvepovva. (all from Thessaly and Makedonia), G. F. Abbott Songs of Modern Greece
Cambridge 1900 p. 190 f., id. Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 pp. 118—120,
W. Mannhardt Wald- und Feldkulte'2' Berlin 1904 i. 328 f., J. C. Lawson Modern Greek
Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge 1910 pp. 23—25. Cp. O. Schrader in
J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909 ii. 40 b.

2 Text and translation in G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 119
Hepirepovva irepirarei \ Kj) rbv 6eb irepiKa\el- \ '0^ pov, j8/>^£e fua Ppoxti, | Mt
fiaaiXiicfi, | "Ocr affraxva 's ra xtap&Qia, \ T6<ra Kotircrovpa 's T' &farf\ia,} K.T.\.
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flowers goes round the village and at every house is drenched with
water, while her comrades sing1:

The Walker walks her ways
And God the Lord she prays.
God, send the rain
On us again,
That strong the corn may grow
And strong the laddies too.

The name Perperid has many variations. At Kataphygi it has been
corrupted into Piperia, 'Pepper-tree2':

Piperia, dew-collecting piperia, etc.

In Zagorion, a district of Epeiros, it has become Papparofina,
'Garden-poppy,' and the chief actor in the ceremony must be largely
dressed in poppies3. Other forms used by the Greeks are Perperina*,
Perperitsa5, Purperouna*, Purpirouna*. In Bulgaria we hear of
Preperuga or Peperuga*; in Wallachia, of Papelugd* or Papaluga™:

Papaluga, climb into heaven,
Open its doors,
Send down rain from above,
That well the rye may grow.

E. Gerard11 gives the following account of Papaluga:
'When the land is suffering from protracted and obstinate droughts, the

Roumanian not unfrequently ascribes the evil to the Tziganes [sc. gypsies], who
by occult means procure the dry weather in order to favour their own trade of
brick-making. In such cases, when the necessary rain has not been produced
by soundly beating the guilty Tziganes, the peasants sometimes resort to the
Papaluga, or Rain-maiden. This is done by stripping a young Tzigane girl quite
naked, and dressing her up with garlands of flowers and leaves, which entirely
cover her, leaving only the head visible. Thus adorned, the Papaluga is conducted
round the village to the sound of music, each person hastening to pour water

1 Text and translation (by R. M. Dawkins) in M. Hamilton Greek Saints and their
Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910 p. 120 llopirar^pa iropirarei, \ Kal 6eov wapaicaXei \
Ktpiov, 0e ,̂ | Bp^e jiuct Ppoxn, \ Na dj-fyovv TO. ffirdpta,, \ Nd, dttfv' ra ira\\iKdpia.

2 G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 119.
3 J. C. Lawson Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge 1910

p. 24 (after Lamprides Zayoputicd p. ryaff.) .
4 B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 30.
6 Id. ib., J. C. Lawson op. cit. p. 24.
6 T. Kind 'EpayySia TTJS v4as 'E\\dSos Leipzig 1833 p. 13, J. Grimm Teutonic Mytho-

logy trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 594, W. Mannhardt Wold- und Feldkulte^
Berlin 1904 i. 328 f.

7 W. R. S. Ralston The Songs of the Russian People* London 1872 p. 228.
8 W. R. S. Ralston op. cit? p. 228, W. Mannhardt op. cit? i. 329.
9 W. R. S. Ralston op. cit? p. 229.

10 J. Grimm op. cit. ii. 593 n. 2, W. Mannhardt op. cit? i. 329.
11 E. Gerard The Land beyond the Forest Edinburgh and London 1888 ii. 13.
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over her as she passes. The part of the Papaluga may also be enacted by
Roumanian maidens, when there is no particular reason to suspect the Tziganes
of being concerned in the drought. The custom of the Rain-maiden is also to be
found in Servia, and I believe in Croatia.'

Sir James Frazer1 notes:
' In Roumania the rain-maker is called Paparuda or Babaruda. She is a gypsy

girl, who goes naked except for a short skirt of dwarf elder (Sambucus ebulus]
or of corn and vines. Thus scantily attired the girls go in procession from house
to house, singing for rain, and are drenched by the people with buckets of water.
The ceremony regularly takes place all over Roumania on the third Tuesday
after Easter, but it may be repeated at any time of drought during the summer.'

In Dalmatia those who take part in the procession are called
Prporushe and their leader Pripats* or Prpats*. The origin of the
word Perperia has been much discussed. It is often derived from
a Slavonic root meaning 'to flutter' and taken to denote a 'butterfly4.'
Butterflies were believed to spring from dew-drops5, and this would
suit the opening words of the rain-song: 'Perperia, all fresh bedewed,'
etc.6 But a butterfly, even if we identify it with the soul7, has no
essential connexion with the present form of rain-magic. More
probable by far is Mr J. C. Lawson's8 contention that perperia (for
periporeict] began by meaning any 'procession round' the village,
then acquired the special force of'procession in time of drought/

1 Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art i. 273 f. (citing inter alias W. Schmidt Das
Jahr und seine Tage in Meinung und Brauch der Romanen Siebenbiirgens Hermannstadt
1866 p. 17).

2 W. Mannhardt op. cit? i. 330, Frazer op. cit. i. 274.
3 W. R. S. Ralston op. cit? p. 228, Frazer op. cit. i. 274.
4 F. Miklosich Etymologisches Worterbuch der slavischen Sprachen Wien 1886 p. 243

s.v. perpera, perperica, Old Slav. *prepera, *preperica. Cp. B. Schmidt Das Volksleben
der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 30 n. 4: 'Die bisherigen Erklarungsversuche befriedigen
in keiner Weise, und es lohnt nicht sie anzufiihren. Auch kann schwerlich zur Deutung
des Namens Oikonomos' Mittheilung a. a. O. [S. K. Oikonomos in Bretos' 'EOvucbv
'S./Mepo\6yioj> v. J. 1868, p. 107] beitragen, wonach man in Thessalien die aus den Puppen
der Seidenraupen auskriechenden Schmetterlinge irepirtyia (rd) und—die weiblichen—
ire/jirep^au nennt.'

5 Plin. nat. hist. n. 112, cp. Aristophanes of Byzantion hist. an. epit. t. 36 p. 8,
joff. Lambros (cited supra ii. 646 n. o).

8 A. Passow Popularia carmina Graeciae recentioris Lipsiae 1860 no. 311. i f .
Hepirepia 6po<ro\oyia \ dp6<ri(re rijv yeirovid.

7 Supra ii. 645 n. 4, J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London
1883 ii. 829, E. H. Meyer Germanische Mythologie Berlin 1891 pp. 63, 113, P. Sebillot
Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1904 i. 190, 1906 iii. 332 f., Schrader Reallex? ii. 326.

8 J. C. Lawson op. cit. p. 24: 'But the most general, and, as I think, most correct
form is irepirepla (or irepirepela). With the ancient word irepirepeta, derived from the Latin
perperus and used in the sense of "boasting" or "ostentation," it can, I feel, have no
connexion; and I suggest that it stands for irepiiropeia, with the same abbreviation as in
irepirarta for irepiirarw, " walk," and subsequent assimilation of the first two syllables.' Etc.
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and lastly became the title of the leader in that procession. The
Macedonian Perperodnd1 and the Imbrian Porpatera^ are both
expressly said to 'go their round.'

Another Bulgarian name for the chief performer is Djuldjul,
corresponding with the Serbian DodolcP. The Serbian usage is as
follows. A girl called the Dodola is stripped naked, but so wrapped
up in grass, herbs, and flowers that nothing of her can be seen, not
even her face. Escorted by other girls, she then passes from house
to house. Before each house her comrades form a ring. She stands
in the middle and dances alone. Out comes the goodwife and
empties a bucket of water over her. But still she keeps dancing and
whirling, while her companions sing4:

To God doth our Doda call, oy Dodo oy Dodo le!
That dewy rain may fall, oy Dodo oy Dodo le!
And drench the diggers all, oy Dodo oy Dodo le !
The workers great and small, oy Dodo oy Dodo le!
Even those in house and stall, oy Dodo oy Dodo le!

Sometimes they sing, not a prayer for rain, but a rain-charm of
a simple order5:

We go through the village,
The clouds go across the sky;
We go faster,
Faster go the clouds;
They have overtaken us
And wetted the corn and the vine.

Or:
We go through the village,
The clouds go across the sky;
From the clouds fell a ring,—
Our leader seized it.

At Melenik in Makedonia, where the surrounding rustics speak
Bulgarian, the corypheus is saluted as Ntountouti*:

Hail, hail, Dudule,
(Bring us) both maize and wheat,
Hail, hail, etc.

It should be added that, whereas in Serbia and Bulgaria the
principal part in this performance is always assigned to a girl, in

1 Supra p. 285 n. 2. 2 Supra p. 286 n. i.
3 W. Mannhardt op. tit? i. 329 f.
4 J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 593 f.
5 W. R. S. Ralston op, cit.2 p. 228, W. Mannhardt op. tit? i. 330, Fra'zer Golden

Bough3: The Magic Art i. 273.
6 G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 119.
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Makedonia and Dalmatia it is given to a boy or a young
unmarried man1. The name Dodola is unfortunately of unknown
origin2.

As to the significance of the rites here noticed, W. Mannhardt3

held that the leaf-clad girl personifies vegetation, and his lead is
followed by Sir J. G. Frazer4 and Mr J. C. Lawson5. W. R. S.
Ralston 6, however, regarded her as representing the earth, and so do
B. Schmidt7 and G. F. Abbott8. The two lines of explanation are
not widely divergent; indeed, they practically coincide. For in
Greek lands the corn-mother seems to have been but a differentiated
form of the earth-mother9. Accepting Ralston's interpretation, I
think it not improbable that the girl clad in greenery, who is sup-
posed to catch a ring falling from the clouds10, really plays the part
of the Earth married to the Sky amid a mock shower of fructifying
rain11. Be that as it may, this at least is clear, that the drenching of
the maiden with water is intended as a rain-charm, potent enough
according to the principles of imitative magic, and that the company

1 B. Schmidt op. cit. i. 30 n. 3, W. R. S. Ralston op. cit? p. 227 f., J. Grimm op. cit.
ii. 593 f., G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 118 ff., W. Mannhardt
op. cit? i. 328 ff.

2 For guesses see J. S. Stallybrass in J. Grimm op. cit. ii. 594 n. 2 ('Slav, dozhd is
rain, and zhd represents either gd or dd; if this be the root, dodo-la may be a dimin.'),
W. R. S. Ralston op. cit? p. 229 ('The name of Dodola is by some philologists derived
from doit' = to give milk, Dodola being looked upon as a bountiful mother, a type of
teeming nature. Others connect it with Did-Lado, from the Lithuanian Didis = great,
and Lado, the Slavonic Genius of the spring').

I risk yet another suggestion—Hellenic, not Slavonic. F. Bechtel in the Nachr. d.
kon. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe 1890 pp. 29—31 and in his recent
work Die griechischen Dialekte Berlin 1921 i. 64 has established the fact that the Aeolic
name for Demeter was A.w-/j.dTrjp, with a clipped form Awis (first restored by J. G. J. '
Hermann in h. Dem. 122 for 5u>s fyioty' ovo/j.' tori of cod. M.). R. Meister Die griech-
ischen Dialekte Gottingen 1882 i. 75 had already cited in this connexion the place-names
\&Tiov ireoiov and Awdd}i>ij. O. Hoffmann Die Griechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1893 ii.
374 f. concludes that the North Achaeans in general originally worshipped the goddess
under the title Awyudr^p. On this showing Dodona was the town of Aw5w, a reduplicated
*Aw, cp. Sim(m)ias of Rhodes (c. 300 B.C.) op. Steph. Byz. s.v. AuSuvrj-. ..Si/u/^as
6 'P65ioy ' Zr;vos 25os KpoviSao fidicaip' vTredti-aro AwSci.' The same reduplication might,
I conceive, account for the Serbian Dodo, Dodola, etc.

3 W. Mannhardt op. cit? i. 331.
4 Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art i. 272, 274 f.
5 J. C. Lawson Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge

1910 p. 25.
6 W. R. S. Ralston, op. cit? p. 228, infra p. 290 n. i.
7 B. Schmidt op. cit. i. 31.
8 G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 120.
9 Supra i. 396 f.

10 Supra p. 288.
11 Infra § 9 (e) ii.

C. III. TQ
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of maidens moving through the village is in like manner what it
definitely claims to be—a cloud-charm1.

Similar in character, but more obviously suggestive of a wedding,
is the May-day ceremonial of the Kledona. Miss M. Hamilton2

(Mrs G. Dickins) says of it:
'In Thessaly in the district of Karankunia3 the day is dedicated to the

blessing of the wells and springs, and the festival is called the Kledona*, which
means omens. Little girls go round singing in bands of five during the early
morning, the smallest being dressed as a bride. Two carry a water-vessel, and
the other two are bridesmaids. From the vineyards they take twigs, and drop
these into the vessel along with tokens from the youths and maidens of the place.
Then they visit all the wells and pour in half of the water, afterwards refilling
the vessel, while they sing a petition for blessing on the waters and crops.'

I am indebted to Professor A. J. B. Wace for the following descrip-
tion of the rite as performed by the Vlachs at Midsummer:

'In the summer of 1910, while travelling in South-west Macedonia, I had the
opportunity of seeing how the girls of the. Vlach (Macedo-Roumanian) village of
Samarina celebrated the festival of the Nativity of St. John the Baptist on
24th June (O.S.) with the custom of the klidhone^ (sing, klidhona) and other

1 Supra p. 288. W. R. S. Ralston op. cit? p. 228 : 'The people believe that by this
means there will be extorted from the "heavenly women"—the clouds—the rain for
which thirsts the earth, as represented by the green-clad maiden Dodola.' Frazer
Golden Bough*: The Magic Art i. 275 : 'The words of the Servian song...taken in con-
nexion with the constant movement which the chief actress in the performance seems
expected to keep up, points \sic\ to some comparison of the girl or her companions to
clouds moving through the sky. This again reminds us of the odd quivering movement
kept up by the Australian rain-maker, who, in his disguise of white down, may perhaps
represent a cloud1 (1See above, pp. 260 sq. This perpetual turning or whirling movement
is required of the actors in other European ceremonies of a superstitious character. See
below, vol. ii. pp. 74, 80, 81, 87. I am far from feeling sure that the explanation of it
suggested in the text is the true one. But I do not remember to have met with any other).'
Whatever the explanation of the nutter, the flutter accounts for the confusion of Trept-
iropeia, irepirepeia, Trepirepia, 'procession' (supra p. 287 n. 8), with irepwtpia, irepireplvais,
'butterflies' {supra p. 287 n. 4).

2 M. Hamilton Greek Saints and Their Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910 p. 164.
3 'Eoria 1890 p. 268.
4 M. Hamilton op. cit. p. 158 on St John's Eve: ' The consultation of oracles belongs

to the magic of the Eve. The usual ceremony in Greece is called kledonas, which is
worked by the vepb d/«X?7ro—speechless water. A water-vessel is filled at the spring and
carried to the house by some maiden without speaking. Into it are thrown tokens of all
kinds, which are drawn out next morning, and from them each forms his conclusions as to
future fortunes. Usually it is merely a case of marriage-questionings on the part of the
village girls.' Etc.

5 Prof. Wace appends a brief bibliography including L. M. J. Garnett—J. S. Stuart-
Glennie The Women of Turkey and their Folk-lore The Christian Women London 1890
p. 20 ('The procession of the Perperuda...\s, also an institution among the Vlach
women...The third Thursday after Easter is the day chosen for this propitiation of the
Water Deities.' 'The ceremony of the Klithona, observed by the Greeks on St. John's
Eve, is also performed by the Vlach youths and maidens under the same name, but with
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observances. On the eve of the festival (the evening of June 23rd O.S.) the girls
collected in bands and went about the village singing songs from conduit head to
conduit head, putting water in the crock containing the klidhone and pouring it
out again. Finally, atjthe last conduit visited, the water is left in. The klidhone are
trinkets, one contributed by each girl and tied up a with flower or sprig of basil
or some other herb, so that each can easily recognise her own again, and are
placed in an earthenware crock. The trinkets remain in the water over night;
and the next day after church the bands of girls collect together again and go
about the village with one of their number dressed up as a bride called Romand,
singing songs as before and with the crock containing the klidhone. In the
evening about sunset they go to a retired spot just outside the village, and joining
hands and singing suitable songs pour away the water and take out the klidhone

Fig- 193-
one by one. They tell fortunes by the condition of the trinkets : for instance, if
one has gone yellow, the omen is good; if black, the omen is bad. It seems possible
that the dressing up of agirl as a bride and the visiting of the conduits is connected
with a rain-charm1. This is in brief the custom at Samarina ; but it was difficult

slight differences of detail'), p. 120 ff. (the Klithona on St John's Eve in Thessaly and
Makedonia, Perperia during drought in the same districts), G. Weigand Die Aromunen
Leipzig 1894 ii. 130 (Pirpiruna or Dudula in South Roumania, etc.), 136 f. no. 80
(a Pirpiruna-song in Vlach with German rendering), G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore
Cambridge 1903 pp. 53—57 (a minutely careful account of 6 K\ridovas on St John's Eve
and Day in Makedonia, with text and translation of the songs appropriate to the occasion),
Cosmulei Datiui, Crediute, si Superstitii Aromdnesti, p. 42 (St John's Day brides etc.
among the Vlachs).

P. Carolidis Bemerkungen zu den alien kleinasiatischen Sprachen und Mythen Strassburg
i. E. 1913 p. 142 f. ('Das Fest des KX-fidovas') gives a good account of the festival as
observed in western Asia Minor, in the Aegean islands, and in some parts of European
Greece on June 24, the Birthday of St John the Baptist.

1 Prof. Wace translates the Pirpiruna-song from G. Weigand op. cit. ii. 136 no. 80
(Krusevo) 'Pirpiruna \ saranduna \ give rain, give, | that the fields may grow, | the
fields and the vineyards, | the grasses and the meadows.'

IQ 2
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to get any detailed information as the girls, especially the older ones, are shy,
and only the smaller girls go through their observances in the light of day. The
others prefer the screen of night, which shelters them from the prying eyes of
the boys.'

G. F. Abbott1 points out that this picturesque custom, which is now
little more than a pastime, had once a serious purpose. Behind the
water-jar with its sprigs of basil and talk of sweethearts lies the
old-world endeavour to bring about fertility. The hydromancy pre-
supposes rain-magic; and the little girl in her bridal veil, who goes
the round of the conduits, is—if I am not much mistaken—the
playful and unconscious representative of Mother Earth herself.

Another group of festivals that imply rain-magic is characterised
by much mutual drenching of the celebrants with water, salt or
fresh. For instance, off the coast of Lykia lies Megiste (Kastellorizo\
an island destitute of springs and exposed to serious droughts.
Miss M. Hamilton2 (Mrs G. Dickins) has given a graphic account
of the way in which its inhabitants keep the festival of Saint
Elias (July 20):

'St Elias is considered lord of rain, and at the time of his festival in July a
great amount of reciprocal drenching takes place. For many days before the
feast the children throw each other clothed into the sea, and get drenched head
to foot; they go round the roads calling aloud r' af 'Ai'a, making the saint's name
their cry, and drag along everyone whom they find dry. This they do with the
impunity which comes from ecclesiastical support. On the feast-day no one can
gO' dry through the streets, and sponge-fishers even drag people from their
houses to the sea. The whole village is drenched as if with rain.'

Miss Hamilton3 justly compares the chief celebration in Kypros:

'At Pentecost the seaports, such as Larnaka and Lemesso, are frequented
by large assemblies of country people. Every one bathes in the sea, where they
call it the Holy Shore ("AYos TtaXos). Then they take little boats and sail near to
the shore all day long, amusing themselves with music and such pleasantries as
mutual drenchings. It is unlucky not to get wet on this day, and they have the
custom of sprinkling water all over their houses also. In inland districts they
go to rivers and springs, and bathe and splash each other. The festival is
officially called the Deluge (Kara(cXvo-/ios), but in common talk the islanders
speak of it as the festival of Aphrodite, for they cherish the memory of the god-
dess of Paphos.'

1 G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge 1903 p. 53.
2 M. Hamilton Greek Saints and Their Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910

p. 123, cp. p. 20. Ead. in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1906—1907 xiii. 354 (cited supra i.
182 f.).

3 M. Hamilton Greek Saints and Their Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910
p. 153 f. (after A. Sakellarios To, Kv7r/>ia/cd Athens 1868 i. 702), cp. p, 124.
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Dr J. Rendel Harris1 has drawn attention to analogous rain-charms
practised throughout Armenia and Syria:

'Amongst the Armenian people it is the custom, on a particular day in the year,
to throw water over one another. The day of this exercise is the Feast of the
Transfiguration, and the festival itself is called by the name of Vartevar.
Although in its modern form the custom of water-throwing is little more than a
sport of boys, the evidence is abundant that the throwing of water was originally
a religious exercise, and that it goes back to very early times. Its religious
character is attested by the fact that in the Armenian Churches there is an asper-
sion of the people by the priests on the Transfiguration festival; while the boys
are throwing water out of doors the priests are throwing water indoors The
custom can be verified all over Armenia; we found it at Moush, at Pirvan, at
Egin, at Harpoot, at Ourfa, and practically in everyplace where we made enquiry
... we were told that at Sivas, Erzeroum, and some other places, it was the custom
to let a pigeon fly, in remembrance of NoatiL. This is not done at Egin, nor could
we verify it in other places visited. At Aintab we found that they not only threw
water over one another, but that they made a special point of throwing water
upon the graves—Upon enquiry from the Jacobite Syrians as to whether
they had a Vartevar like the Armenians, the reply was in the affirmative, only
they differed from the Armenians in keeping the custom upon the Feast of
Pentecost instead of the Transfiguration—The more intelligent amongst the
Armenians said that they thought the custom had come down to them from the
worship of Anahid, which preceded their conversion to Christianity.'

Dr Rendel Harris3 further notes that at any time of drought the
Armenians may have recourse to the primitive practice of making
a puppet and immersing it in water:

'At Egin, when rain is wanted, the boys take two sticks in the form of a
cross, and with the addition of some old clothes and a cap they make a rain-
dolly. This figure they carry round the town, and the people from the roofs of
the houses throw water on it. They call the dolly the "Chi-chi Mama," which
they interpret to mean "the drenched mother." As they carry the dolly about

1 J. Rendel Harris in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 429 f. ('Annual Rain-Charm'), M. Hamilton
Greek Saints and Their Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910 p. 121. Vartevar, pace
Rendel Harris, is certainly derived from the Armenian vart, 'rose,' and must be regarded
as a survival of the ancient Rosalia (P. Carolidis Bemerkungen zu den alten kleinasiatischen
Sprachen und Mythen Strassburg i. E. 1913 pp. 139 ff., 178 ff., M. P. Nilsson in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. i A. mi ff., cp. Journ. Hell. Stud. 1900 xx. n ff.).

2 F. Macler in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i.
804 b: ' The festival of the Transfiguration (Vardavar) is called the Festival of Roses,
after an old heathen festival which was celebrated on the same day. On the day pre-
ceding this festival, the commemoration of the Tabernacle of the Jews is held. On that
day people sprinkle each other with water when they meet in the streets ; and in certain
provinces of Armenia pigeons are set free, either in recollection of the Deluge, or as a
symbol of Astlik, the Armenian Venus.'

Was the famous type of Noah in the ark on coins of the Phrygian Apameia Kibotos
(literature supra ii. 6ro n. 9) occasioned by a local festival of this sort?

3 J. Rendel Harris in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 431 f. ('Occasional Rain-charms'),
M. Hamilton Greek Saints and Their Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910 p. 121.
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they ask, "What does Chi-chi mother want?" The reply is, "She wants wheat,
doulgour" (cracked wheat), &c. "She wants wheat in her bins, she wants bread
on her bread-hooks, and she wants rain from God." The boys take up contributions
at the rich houses. At Ourfa the children, in times of drought, make a rain-bride,
which they call Chinche"-gelin. They say this means in Turkish "shovel-bride."
They carry the bride about and say, "What does Chinche-gelin want?" "She
wishes mercy from God; she wants offerings of lambs and rams." And the
crowd responds, "Give, my God, give rain, give a flood." The rain-bride is then
thrown into the water. At Harpoot they make a man-doll and call it " Allah-potik."
I cannot find out the meaning of the last half of this name. The doll is carried
about with the question, "What does Allah-potik want?" "He wants rain from
God; he wants bread from the cupboard; he wants meat from dish; he wants
boulgour from bins; salt from the salt-cellar; money from the purse." Then they
all cry out, " Give, my God, rain, a flood." At Trebizond, as we were told, they
make a rain-dolly. The children dress it up as a bride and veil its face. They
ask money from the people. I was unable to find out whether the dolly was
thrown into the sea, which is what one would expect from parallel cases.'

Professor R. M. Dawkins1 and Miss M. Hamilton2 (Mrs G.
Dickins) have shown that the universal Greek custom of immersing
the cross and blessing the waters at Epiphany is not merely an
ecclesiastical commemoration of Christ's baptism in the Jordan but
also a popular rain-charm of the usual mimetic kind. Professor
Dawkins3 observes:

'At Epiphany a priest goes in procession to a spring, river, cistern, or to the
sea, and immerses a cross three times. At the same time a white dove is released.
The cross is fetched out by a man who dives for it.'

Miss Hamilton4 records numerous local varieties of the custom.
A few samples will suffice:

'At Athens an imposing procession goes from the church of St. Dionysios to
the large reservoir on the slope of Lykabettos, and the bishop there performs
a ceremony similar to that at the Piraeus. Some of the city churches, too,
celebrate the Blessing of the Waters, either within their walls or outside on an
erected shrine. The seaports and island towns have great celebrations. At Syra,
the chief commercial island, an urn of water is first blessed in the church, and
then a procession marches down to the harbour, where all the boats and steamers
are waiting. After the ceremony is finished, the ships are free to sail away. At
Nauplia also the ceremony is interesting, and it differs in a few respects from
the preceding. The archbishop in full regalia proceeds to the harbour, and amid
a great assembly throws in the wooden cross, to which no ribbon is attached.
The local fishermen, as divers, are stripped ready to find it, and a struggle

1 R. M. Dawkins in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 214.
2 M. Hamilton Greek Saints and Their Festivals Edinburgh and London 1910

pp. 112—127 ('Epiphany. The Blessing of the Waters and its connection with Rain-
charms').

3 R. M. Dawkins loc. dt.
4 M. Hamilton op. cit. p. naff .
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ensues among them. When the cross is successfully found, all the surrounding
people are sprinkled with the water. The successful diver has the right of visiting
all the houses of the town to levy a contribution on that day. He may gain a
large sum of money thereby, and sometimes companies are formed on the
agreement that all the members shall share in the profits of the successful one.
This commercial spirit prevails at Phaleron also.

The village of Lytochoro1 in Thessaly gives an elaborate and curious version
of this ceremony. The name of Sichna is given to the festival, on account of the
tall standards used. Each church of the district possesses one of these Sichna
with a gilt cross at the top, and on the Eve of Epiphany they are conveyed to
the two central churches of the town. During the vigil which is held all wait for
midnight, when the heavens are believed to open and the Holy Spirit descends
upon the head of Christ. Then at dawn they leave the churches, taking the ikons
of the saints and the flags and standards, and go to the river Lakkon to baptise
the cross and bless the water. The priests line up on the banks, and round about
are half-naked divers as at Nauplia. On the rising ground stand the citizens.
At sunrise a song is sung calling on St. John to baptise the Christ Child, and
a priest prays. Then three times the tall standards are bent and dipped in the
water, and three times they are raised in the air, in imitation, it is said, of the
trees by the Jordan banks. It is a common belief that all trees on Epiphany Eve
bow down in adoration of Christ....

To continue the Sichna. The cross itself is cast into the river, and the divers
struggle for it. The successful diver returns to town and gathers up contributions
from the houses. All drink of the holy water, and after general blessings they
march back in procession to the two churches, where Benediction is held. Next
day the Sichna are restored for another year to their respective churches.

In Samos2 Epiphany is celebrated in the following way. All the women
send on Epiphany morning a vessel full of water to the church, and the priest
blesses the water. The same day a servant is sent into the fields with this
blessed vessel to sprinkle the ground and the trees, singing meanwhile the song
of Christ's baptism.'

An Epiphany song from Imbros connects the Jordan water used
for baptism with the rain which blesses the earth3:

'There came the day of lights and baptisms. There came great rejoicings and
our Lord. Down to the river Jordan went [leg. Down by the river Jordan was
sitting] our Lady the Panagia. She took water and washed herself, and with
a gold kerchief dried herself, with the Gospels in her arms and the censer in

1 TLapvaffffbs, 1882, p. 582.
2 2a/j.ia,Kd, p. 48 [?E. Stamatiadis Sa/xicwcci].
3 M. Hamilton op. cit. p. I26f. citing StfXXoyos ix. 341 *H\6ave rd 0wro K' ol (fiwricrfjLoi \

K' TI xapals [neydXais r' At(f>&Tr/ /j.as. \ Kdrw 's rov 'Opddvrj rbv iroTO.fi.ta> \ Kdrrav rj Kvpd
Has r) Havayia \ "Eiraipve vepdKi Kal evi/3ovrav \ Kal XPverf pavS-fihi' ff<f>oyyi^ovrav \ Me rd
Evayyf\ia 's ryv dyica.\id \ Kal rd ffvfuarotipia 's rd 8aKrv\a \ Kal rbv ayio Fidvvri trapa-
Ka\ei. | "Ayio Fidvvrj AiKpfrrr) Kal irp6Spofj,e, \ Ativaffai Kal v&veis Kal irpodpoftas \ Aid vd
/SctTTTtVfls rbv Nib ~Kpiffr6. \ Fid KovroKapr^pei ws TO irovpvb \ Fid vdvat/3<a [? dvafialvui] 'irdvu 's
rov ovpavb | Fid vd p^ia 8p6(ro /C(£TW 's rrjv 777 | Nd dpo<r0TJ 'Afi&rrjs ^ rr/v Kvpd \ Na 8po<r9oi/v
i] [leg. ol] /3p&mj pe rd vepd \ No, Kara irpavvovv [leg. KaraTrpavvovv] rd foti£ov\a \ Koi vd
Karaw^ffovv rd Fei8u\a.
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her hands, and she called on St. John: "St. John, Lord and Forerunner, thou
art mighty; thou savest and goest before to baptise the young Christ." "Wait for
the dawn that I may go up into Heaven, and may throw down refreshment on the
earth, that our Lord with our Lady may be refreshed, that the springs and waters
may be refreshed, that the flocks may prosper and the idols fall."'

Even more explicit is another song from the neighbourhood of
Mount Olympos, which represents the baptism in Jordan as
accompanied by a deluge of rain1: '

'At the river Jordan, the holy place, the Lord is baptised and saves the whole
world. And a dove came down, white and feathery, and with its wings opened;
it sent rain down on the Lord, and again it rained and rained on our Lady, and
again it rained and rained on its wings.'

ii. Rain-magic in ancient Greece.

No description of a ceremony exactly resembling the rites of
modern Greece has come down to us from classical times. But
points of similarity are not wanting. Thus we have seen reason to
conj'ectirre that the early Greek rain-maker, probably clad in a
sheep-skin to copy the fleecy clouds, worked his magic on the
nearest hill2. Some such ritual was, we thought, presupposed by
the Homeric epithet nephelegerfaa? and by the Aristophanic chorus
of Cloud-maidens4, if not also by the Orphic hymn that bade the
Clouds send showers to fertilise Mother Earth5.

Usage, no doubt, differed from place to place. In Rhodes the
Telchines are said to have been charlatans who by their magical
arts could produce at will clouds, rain, hail, and snow. Unfortunately
no details of their procedure are on record6.

At Krannon in Thessaly drought was cured by the shaking of
1 M. Hamilton op. cit. p. 127 citing ILapvaffcrbs, 1882, p. 580; Laspopoulos, "OXv/«ros

Kal ol K&TOIKOI atrov:—J^rbv 'lopSdvri irora/J.6, ffrbv ayio rbv TOTTO \ b Ktfptos /3a$Tiferai Kal
<ri&f' 06X0?' TO KofffM. | Kal Karaj3dv' jjua TrtpSiKa, acrirpri Kal ir\ovfjLTTi.ff/j.£vr) \ /j.£ \leg. /«]
TO. (prepd rrfs dvoiXT& icai fip^xei TOV dtpevrri \ icai irdXiv ^ava^p^xeral Ka' ^P^Xel r^lv Kvpd
ri)s | /cat ird\u> £avaf}ptxeTat *a* /Wxet Ta <prepd Tys.

2 Supra pp. 31 f., 68.
s Supra p. 30 ff. Cp. i. 14 n. i.
4 Supra p. 69 f.
5 Supra p. 70. Cp. Orph. h. Not. 82 NOTOT, 6v/jiLafJi.a \ifiavov. i ff. \a.i$ypbv injS^a

SC typos vypoir6pevTov, \ uwei'cus irrepiiyeffaL dovoti/Jievov &0a. KO! ivQa, \ 2\dois ffiiv vf(f>e\ais
voriais, 6/J.ppoio yeva.px.o-' \ TOVTO y&p eK Ai6s etrri fftOev ytpas ifepfxpoiTov, \ opfiporbKovs
ve<f>£\as el; typos £s (so E. Abel for ets) x^oj/a v^fjuretv. | roiydp rot \ir6fj.eff0a, fj,dicap, iepolffi
Xa-ptvTa | Tr^u.Treti' KapiroTp6<f>ovs opfipovs iirl (ArjTtpa ydiav.

6 Zenon of Rhodes frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 175 Miiller) ap. Diod. 5. 55 \tyovTai
5' oSroi (sc. ol Te\xwes) Kal yoiiTes yeyovtvat Kal irapdyeiv ore J3o6\oivro vefyt] re /cat 6/Uj8poi/s
/cat xaXdfas, O/AOIWS 5^ Kal xLOva e^X/cea^af raura 5^ Kaddirep Kal TOVS (jAyovs woieiv
laropovffiv. aXXdrretr^at (aXXdrreti/ codd. C.F.G. ex silentio Wesselingi) 5e /cat ras
idias /wojO^ds, /cat eivai (pOovepovs ev T-Q dida<TKa\ig. TWV rtxv<»>v.
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a bronze car and the recital of a prayer for rain. Coins of the town
show this car, always with an amphora or a fluted bowl resting upon
it, and often with a raven or two perched on its wheels1.

At Eleusis the first formal act of the yearly festival was the
proclamation, on Boedromion i62, 'To the sea, initiates3!' On hearing
this, the assembled multitude hurried down to bathe in the nearest
salt water. Passing through a gate, which adjoined the Dionysion4

in the south of the town and is possibly to be identified with the
Itonian Gate5, they made their way to two lagoons called the
Rheitoi, sacred to Demeter and Kore respectively6. More than one
notorious incident was connected with their wholesale immersion.
It was said7 that Phryne, who habitually wore a clinging chitdn and
scorned to use the public baths, nevertheless at the Eleusinia and
at the Poseidonia laid aside all her garments, loosened her hair,
and stepped into the sea before the whole concourse of people—a
sight which inspired Apelles to paint his Aphrodite Anadyomene*.
Again, it was remembered that in 339 B.C., when the initiates had
gone down to purify themselves in the sea, a shark carried off one
—some said two—of their number9. This curious happening,
whether fact or figment, seems to have provoked imitation. For we
are told10 that on another occasion, when an initiate was washing a
pig in the harbour of Kantharos at the Peiraieus, a shark seized
and bit off the lower half of his body. The Eleusinian bathe has
been commonly regarded as a rite of purification11, and as such

1 Supra ii. 831 ff. figs. 788—792. S. W. Grose in the McClean Cat. Coins ii. 203
no, 4566 pi. 171, 20 ( = my fig- 791) says oddly 'insect on r. wheel.'

2 Plout. deglor. Ath. 7, v. Camill. 19, v. Phoc. 6, Polyain. 3. ii. 2.
3 On a\o5e, /W^OTCM see Mommsen Fested. Stadt Athen pp. 207, 214 ff., 244, Harrison

Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 152 f., P. Foucart Les mysteres d'&levsis Paris 1914 p. 314 rL,
P. Stengel Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer Mlinchen 1920 p. 182.

4 Corp. inscr. Att. iv. i. 2 no. 53 a, 34 ff. = Michel Recueil <f Inscr. gr. no. 77, 34
ff. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 550, 34 ff. = z6.3 no. 93, 34 ff. (Attic decree of
418/7 B.C.) Kal res rd<f>po Kal TO iidaros Kpareiv TO iy Atoj TOV fua-()offd\fjievov, OTr6<rov &TOS pet
TO Aiofvfflo Kal TOV TTV\OV I(t) d'XoSe £\jx}ve\a.\tvo<riv ol #I)OTCU.

5 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 215 n. i, P. Foucart op. cit. p. 315.
6 Paus. i. 38. i, Hesych. s.v. 'P«ro/, Phot. lex. s.v. 'Petrd (citing Soph. frag. 936

Dindorf, 1089 Jebb), et. mag. p. 703, 13 f., Favorin. lex. p. 1617, 7 ff.
7 Athen. 590 F.
8 Overbeck Schriftquellen p. 349 ff. nos. 1846—1863, A. Reinach Textesgrecs et latins

relatifs a Phistoire de la peinture ancienne Paris 1921 i. 332 ff. nos. 425—445 (id. ib.
p. 332 n. i dates the incident 'avant 340').

9 Schol. Aischin. in Ctes. 130 p. 45 a 8 ff. Baiter—Sauppe.
10 Plout. v. Phoc. 3.
11 So already schol. Aischin. in Ctes. 130 p. 45 a n f. Baiter—Sauppe Ka,Te\66vTuv

TUV fjLvo-T&v eirl TT\V Bd\ao-ffav tirl r6 Ka6ap9rjvai, cp. Hesych. s.v. 'PeiTol-...o6ev TOUS
Xovrpotis ayvlfeffffai TOVS Oiavovs.
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compared with Christian baptism1. Other views, however, might be
defended. G. Glotz has shown that to be plunged in the sea was
a not infrequent form of popular ordeal2. Mrs A. Strong and
Miss N. JollifFe have much to say on 'Apotheosis by Water3.' But
in any case the resemblance of the ancient to the modern custom
of a communal dip makes it probable that the opening rite at
Eleusis, which came 'at the end of the long drought of summer and
before the first rains of autumn4,' served the purpose of a powerful
rain-charm.

Again, on the closing day of the mysteries, Boedromion 23 5,
two top-shaped bowls of terra cotta known as the pletnochoai or
' flood -pourers' were first filled and then turned upside down, one
towards the east, the other towards the west, with the addition of a
mystic formula6. Since Kritias or Euripides in his Perithous*
described these plemochoai as emptied into a cleft in the ground, it
may fairly be suspected that at Eleusis as at Athens8 an attempt
was made to fertilise Mother Earth by means of an obvious rain-
charm. What the mystic formula was, we do not know. Possibly it
consisted in the enigmatic saying konx, oinpax, the meaning of which
is still to seek9.

1 E.g. Tertull. de bapt. 5 certe ludis Apollinaribus et Eleusiniis (so Fulvius Ursinus
for Pelusiis) tinguuntur idque se in regenerationem et impunitatem periuriorum suorum
agere praesumunt, Clem. Al. strom. 5. n p. 373, 23 f. Stahlin OVK aTreiKorus apa Kal
T&V /j.vffTr)plui> TCiv Trap "EXXTjcrtj/ &pXeL ^v T& KO.6a.paLa, Kaddirep KO.I rot's /3ap/3d/>ois rb
\ovrp6v. K.r.X. See further F. M. Rendtorff Die Taufe im Urchristentum Leipzig 1905,
H. Windisch Taufe und Sunde im dltesten Christentum Tubingen 1908, R. Reitzenstein
Die Vorgeschichte der christlichen Taufe Leipzig-Berlin 1929.

2 G. Glotz L'ordalie dans la Grece primitive Paris 1904 p. n ff. ('Les ordalies par
la mer').

3 E. Strong and N. Jolliffe in thefourn. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 103 ff.
4 E. O. James in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1918

x. 563 a.
5 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 242 ff.
6 Athen. 496 A — B IIAHMOXOH. trKevos Kepa.fj.eovv /Se^/St/cwSes edpalov Tiffvyrii ° KOTV-

\iffKov evioi. Trpoffayopeijovinv, cos <pfj<ji Hafjwf>i\o$. xp&vrai. de ai/ry ev 'EXeww'i rrj re\evralg.
r(av ij.varr]pi<av i)/ji^pa, -r\v Kat d?r' aurou Trpocrayopeijovffi IIX»;/ttox6as' ev y 5tio TrX^/to^oas
ir\iflpd}ffavTes, T^V pjev irpbs dvaroXas, TTJV d£ irpbs dtiffiv d,vi<TTafJi,evoi avarpeirovo'iv, ewiXeyovres
pi](nv /j.vffTiK'/iv. (ju>r)/jLovei!>ei Se avruv Kal 6 rbv TLeipidovv ypaifsas, eire K/wr/as effrlv 6 rijpavvos
•rj Ei^ptTTiS^s (frag. 592 Nauck2), \eyuv oCrws' "tva Tr\-r}fj,oxoas rdffd' els x06viov |

7 Supra n. 6.
8 Supra pp. 1796°., 1 88.
9 Hesych. Koyi;, 6/j.ira% (C. A. Lobeck cj. KOJ^ 6fj.oius, 7rd|)- eiriij>wvi)/ji.a T

Kal rrjs diKaffriKrjs ^-f)<f>ov ^xos> ^s <> 7"^s K\e\f/tidpas. irapa de 'ATTIKOIS j8Xo^. The witty
polemic of Lobeck Aglaophamus i. 775 — 783 hardly suffices to establish his emendation
(which is printed as a certainty in both editions by M. Schmidt) and in any case should
not absolve us from the duty of seeking an explanation for the formula. I should infer
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But there is more definite evidence than this of a rain-ritual at
Eleusis. Hippolytos1 (c. 235 A.D.) mentions 'the great unspeakable
mystery of the Eleusinians hye kye', that is "rain—conceive." And
Proklos2 (438s A.D.) states that 'at the Eleusinian rites they looked
up to the Sky and shouted hye, "rain," then down to the Earth and
added kye, "conceive."' The words have at once the directness of
primitive thought and the jingle of primitive magic*. Dr L. R.
Farnell5 is right when he comments:

'This genuine ore of an old religious stratum sparkles all the more for being
found in a waste deposit of neo-Platonic metaphysic. The formula savours of
a very primitive liturgy that closely resembled the famous Dodonaean invoca-
tion to Zeus the sky-god and mother-earth; and it belongs to that part of the
Eleusinian ritual "quod ad frumentum attinet6."'

For, if the culminating act of the mysteries was the exhibition to
the initiates of a corn-ear reaped in silence7, we can well believe
that rain-magic was essential to the performance.

from Hesychios' gloss that /co-yf, 6p.ira^ or the like was a purely onomatopoeic phrase—
'splosh, splash!'—meant to imitate the sound of falling rain-drops. This might fitly
terminate the naive rain-magic of the 'flood-pourers.'

F. M. Cornford's 'Koy^ov ird^, "Sound the conch—enough'" (Harrison Proleg. Gk.
Rel? p. 161 n. 2) is open to Lobeck's objection: 'quid ab Hierophantae persona magis
alienum esse potest, quam hoc ludicrum vocabulum Pax? quod non minore audientium
risu exceptum fuisset, quam si hodie aliquis sacrae cathedrae orator pro eo quod in fine
concionis pronunciari solet Amen, diceret Bast a !'

1 Hippol. ref. haeres. 5. 7 p. 146 Duncker—Schneidewin TOVTO, $>i\clv, earl T& p,£ya.
Kcd dpprjTov 'EXewni'twj' /j.va'T^piov f)e Ktie.

2 Prokl. in Plat. Tim. iii. 176, 26 ff. Diehl 8 dij KO.I ol Oecr/nol TUIV 'AOyvaluv elS6res
irpofferarTov ovpavf KO,I yrj irporeKe'iv TOI)S yd/J,ovs, els 5£ TOIJTOVS fiXeirovres Kal ev TOIS
'l&\evffiviois Upon, els fJ^ev TOV oiipavov a.vafi\£trovTes efiouv 'Se' (so C. A. Lobeck for we
codd.), KaTa,j3\£\//avTes de «'s rrjv yrjv TO ' n c t f e ' (so C. A. Lobeck for ictfte codd. Q.D.), dia
TOIJTWV ws irarpbs Kal /jnrjTpos rfy yeveviv elvai vdvruv yiv&ffKovTes. Infra § 9 (e) ii.

3 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteralur6 ii. -2. 1059.
4 See R. Heim ' Incantamenta magica graeca latina' in the fahrb. f. class. Philol.

Suppl. 1893 xix. 544 ff. (citing e.g. Varr. rer. rust. i. 2. 27, Verg. eel. 8. 80f., Pelagon. 19,
Marcell. de med. 15. ii) and, for a modern parallel, supra i. 413 n. o.

The relation of such an 'uralte Wunschausdruck' to actual prayer is considered by
F. Schwenn Gebet und Offer Heidelberg 1927 pp. i—8 ('Ein Stuck der Liturgie von
Eleusis').

5 Farnell Cults of Gk. States iii. 185.
6 Aug. de civ. Dei 7. 20 in Cereris autem sacris praedicantur ilia Eleusinia, quae apud

Athenienses nobilissima fuerunt. de quibus iste (sc. Varro, cp. frag. 140 Funaioli) nihil
interpretatur, nisi quod adtinet ad frumentum, quod Ceres invenit, et ad Proserpinam,
quam rapiente Oreo perdidit; et hanc ipsam dicit significare fecunditatem seminum...
dicit deinde multa in mysteriis eius tradi, quae nisi ad frugum inventionem non pertineant.
Farnell op. cit. iii. 358 gives a misleading reference and an erroneous text.

7 Hipp. ref. haeres. 5. 8 p. 162 Duncker—Schneidewin (cited supra ii. 295 n. 2).
Farnell op. cit. iii. 183 n.a takes the phrase iv iriuirrj to go with the words before it, not
with those after it, but admits that its position in the sentence is against him and can only
plead that 'Hippolytus is not careful of the order of his words.' The same view had long
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ago been expressed by C. Lenormant in the Mdmoires de I'Academic des Inscriptions
1861 xxiv. i. 374 f., who was followed by S. Reinach in D Anthropologie 1903 xiv. 356 f.
('1'epi de ble, pre'sente en silence a la foule assemble'), Frazer Golden Bough'6: The
Magic Art ii. 139 n. i (eirideiKpfores rois tiroirTetiovffi TO /u^yct Kal OavaaffTov Kal TeXetiraroi'
^TTOTTTIKOV £K€I /u.vffT'/ipiov fv ffiuiTy, reOepifffttvov ffrdxvv (so punctuated by Duncker—
Schneidewin)), P. Foucart Les mysteres d'£leusis Paris 1914 p. 434 (' Cette explication
me parait beaucoup plus satisfaisante, et je n'aurais pas hesite a 1'adopter s'il ne fallait
admettre dans la phrase de saint Hippolyte une construction fautive. Apres tout, mieux
vaudrait s'y resigner, si Ton y gagnait une interpretation plus conforme au mode d'enseigne-
ment qui fut en usage dans 1'initiation'). S. Reinach, however, in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1906
xix. 344 n. i pointed out that 'le silence est tres souvent necessaire a 1'accomplissement
de rites comme celui de couper une plante sacree': accordingly in his Cultes, mythes et
religions Paris 1906 ii p. xi he renders '1'epi de ble, moissonne en silence.' Classical
scholars in general have concurred in this opinion, e.g. Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 549
'an ear of grain reaped in silence,' M. P. Nilsson A History of Greek Religion trans.
F. J. Fielden Oxford 1925 p. 108 'the reaping of a few ears in silence,' J. M. Edmonds
Lyra Graeca London 1927 iii. 517 'an ear of corn reaped in silence.'

With regard to the significance of the rite, we are ill informed and widely diverse
hypotheses have been propounded:

(1) The context in Hippolytos asserts that the Athenians in their Eleusinian usage
were following the lead of the Phrygians, who spoke of God as 'a green ear reaped'
(supra ii. 295 n. 2 x^0€P°" o~Tdxvv reOepurp&ov). The allusion is to a Naassene hymn
describing Attis in very similar terms (supra ii. 296 n. 4 x^oeP°" o-rdxvv a/MjOfjrra, cp.
Firm. Mat. 3. 2 amare terram volunt (sc. Phryges) fruges, Attin vero hoc ipsum volunt
esse quod ex frugibus nascitur, poenam autem quam sustiriuit hoc volunt esse, quod falce
messor maturis frugibus facit: mortem ipsius dicunt, quod semina collecta conduntur,
vitam rursus, quod iacta semina annuis vicibus reconduntur (C. Halm cj. renascuntur.
K. W. A. Reifferscheid cj. redduntur. C. Bursian cj. recidivantur)). But Attis never
had any footing at Eleusis; and Hippolytos' attempt to find an Eleusinian counterpart of
him ends in a sentence probably defective and certainly obscure (Hippol. ref. haeres. 5. 8
p. i62f. Duncker—Schneidewin 6 8£ ardxvs ovr6s e<m Kal irapa 'ASrivalois 6 irapa rov
dxapaKTijplffrov <p<affTrjp r^Xetos /u^yas, Ka.66.irep aiJros 6 lepo<j>dvTr)s, of>K AiroK€Ko/j.fji,€t>os /u,ev,
us 6 "Arris, eiivovx^^vos 5e 5to nwvelov Kal iraffav trapriTififjL^vos ri)v ffapKiKty y£ve<ru>,
VVKTOS iv 'EXeucrm v-nb TTO\\£ irvpl re\uv ra /j.eyd\a Kal App^ra fjivffT^pta pof /cat K^Kpaye
\fryw ' lepov Ire/ce irttrvia Kovpov Bpi/j.u B/)t/«,6j',' TovrtffTiv foxvpa IffX^pov).

(2) According to F. B. Jevons, the corn-ear exhibited at Eleusis implies a corn-totem
in the remote past. ' Originally every ear of corn was sacred to the tribe which took corn
for its totem....Then some one particular ear or sheaf of ripe corn was selected to repre-
sent the Corn-Spirit, and was preserved until the following year, in order that the
worshippers might not be deprived during the winter of the presence and protection of
their totem. The corn thus preserved served at first unintentionally as seed, and suggested
the practice of sowing; and even when a larger and proper stock of seed-corn was laid
in, the one particular sheaf was still regarded as the Corn-Mother, which, like the Peruvian
Mother of the Maize, determined by her supernatural power the kind and quantity of the
following harvest. In Eleusis this sheaf was dressed up as an old woman (supra i. 397
n. 4), and was preserved from harvest to seed-time in the house of the head-man of the
village originally, and in later times in a temple. This sheaf was probably highly taboo,
and not allowed to be touched or even seen except on certain occasions....This manifesta-
tion of the Corn-Goddess afforded not merely a visible hope and tangible promise that
the sowing of the seed should be followed by a harvest of ripe corn, but in itself constituted
a direct communion with the deity...' (F. B. Jevons An Introduction to the History of
Religion* London 1902 p. 364 ff.). 'When, then, we find that in later times an ear of
corn was exhibited, we may fairly infer that it was an ear of corn which was exhibited in
the primitive agricultural rites, and that it was originally the embodiment of the Corn-
Goddess' (id. ib? p. 381). Cp. S. Reinach Cultes, mythes et religions Paris 1906 p. xi
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'Recourant aux textes, nous y trouvons une trace certaine non seulement du culte, mais
de 1'adoration et de 1'exaltation (au sens chretien) de 1'epi de ble.'

(3) Elsewhere Reinach treats the corn-ear as the offspring of a priest and a priestess,
representing Zeus and Demeter, whose union ensured the fertility of the soil by means
of sympathetic magic (S. Reinach in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1906 xix. 344 'Get epi que montre
1'hierophante represente, a mon avis, le produit du mariage du pretre et de la pretresse
qui constitue un des actes mystiques les plus importants du rituel; le pr£tre et la pretresse,
dans cet episode, figurent le dieu celeste et la de"esse chthonienne—en langage mytho-
logique, Zeus et Demeter—dont 1'union assure la fecondite des champs'). A very similar
account of the rite is given by Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 548 ff. and Frazer Golden
Bough?: The Magic Art ii. 138 ff., who further equate the corn with the child Brimos.
Now the union of Zeus and Demeter, impersonated by the hierophant and the priestess,
is certainly attested by several late authorities (Tertull. ad nat. 2. 7 cur rapitur sacerdos
Cereris, si non tale Ceres passa est? (J. Topffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 94 n. 4
thinks that here Demeter is not to be distinguished from her daughter), Clem. Al. protr.
2. 15. i ff. p. 13, 2 ff. Stahlin (cited supra i. 392 n. 5), Arnob. adv. nat. 5. 20 f., 37 (cited
supra i. 393 n. o), Asterios bishop of Amaseia (dated c. 330—c. 410 A.D. by W. Christ
Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 1429) horn. 10 encomium in
sanctos martyres (xl. 3248 Migne) ov Ke<f>d\aiov TTJS crijs Gprjo-Keias TO, ev 'EXeww't /twn^pia
/col drjfjios 'Am/cos teal T) 'EXXds waff a. crwaipei, 'Iva re\€O"y /uarator^ra; ofiK e/cet TO /cara/Sdcnoj/
rb ffKoreivbv ical at ffefwal rov lepo<j>dvTov irpbs TTJV ifyeiav ffvvrvxiai jJibvov irpbs p.bvt]v; o&x
ai Xoy«7rd5es ff/Sfrvvvrai, /cat 6 7roXt)s /cat dvapi6fj.i)Tos dijfjios rrfv ffurr/ptav atirtav elvai vofj,i-
fovcrt rd ev rep ffKOTty irapa raw Mo irpaTT6fj.et>a; schol. Plat. Gorg, 4970 p. 913 a 37 ff.
^reXetro de roCro /cot Arjo'i /cot K6pi}, on TOJ>TI\V fj.ev IlXotiTUV apirdgeie, A^ot de /jnyeirj Zetis •
ev ofs iroXXd plv eTT/odrrero alffxpd, dXtyero d£ /c.r.X., Psellos riva irepl dai/j.6vwv do!-d£'ovo~ii>
EXX^ves; p. 39f. (cited supra ii. 132 n. 2)). It is probable that in early days this union
was a real one, the hierophant having actual intercourse with the priestess, but that later,
it became merely symbolic, the hierophant using an application of hemlock as an antaphro-
disiac (Hippol. ref. haeres. 5. 8 p. 164 Duncker—Schneidewin cited s^^pra p. 300 n. o (i),
with the remarks of Frazer Golden Bough?: The Magic Art ii. 139 n. i). But though the
ceremonial marriage of the hierophant (Zeus) with the priestess (Demeter) has some claim
to be regarded as fact, yet it must be admitted that not one of the ancient writers called in
evidence describes the offspring of this marriage as an ear of corn. At most we can say
that in the Sabazian myth Zeus became by Deo Brimd or Demeter the parent of Phere-
phatta or Kore (supra i. 392 ff.). It might also be maintained—the hypothesis is not
extravagant—that Kore was at Eleusis represented by a bunch of wheat-ears, possibly
arranged in the form of a corn-daughter or harvest-maiden (supra i. 397 n. 4 pi. xxviii).

(4) F. M. Cornford 'The 'ATTAPXAI and the Eleusinian Mysteries' in Essays and
Studies presented to William Ridge-way Cambridge 1913 pp. 153—166 likewise identifies
the Te0fpio-/j.evov ffTdxyv with Kore. His argument may be briefly resumed as follows.
The dirapxai or 'first-fruits,' sent by the Greek states to Eleusis, were in accordance with
ancestral custom stored in underground granaries (P. Foucart in the Bull. Corr. Hell.
1880 iv. 225 ff. line 10 ff. pi. 15 = Corf, inscr. Att. iv. r. 2 no. 27 b, 10 ff. = Michel
Recueil d'lnscr. gr. no. 71, 10 ff. = Roberts—Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii. 22 ff. no. 9, 10 ff.
= J. v. Prott and L. Ziehen Leges Graecorum sacrae ii no. 4, 10 ff. = Dittenberger Syll.
inscr. Gr.3 no. 83, 10 ff. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 76, 10 ff. (an Athenian decree off.

'423/2 B.C. found at Eleusis) ot'/coSo/wo-ot de <ripbs Tpes 'EXewrti'jt /caret rd irdrpta hoiro ai>
doKei TOIS ktepowoiots /col rot ap{x\Lr\^KTOvi firiredeiov evai airb TO dpyvpto TO TOIV deoiv. rb\y
de Kci\\pirbv 4vBav0oi efi/3d\\ev Abv ai> irapaXdjSocri. irapa rov de/j.dp[xov], \ dwdpxeo-Qai 5e /cat
TOS xo-ivi/tdxoy /caret rai/rd"). Such a granary might be called (dyapov (Hesych. s.v.
fteyapa, Phot. lex. s.v. pdyapov, Eustath. in Od. p. 1387, 17 ff.) or <f>peap (h. Dem. 99
Hapdevitf <ppea.Ti, Paus. i. 39. I <j>peap..?Av0iov KaKot/jLevov, i. 38. 6 <j>peap...Ka\oi!/fji,evoi>
Ka\\txopoi> (cp. h. Dem. 272), [which, however, were wells for water. A.B.C].). The
purpose of the custom was ' to put these specimens of grain that was to be used for seed
into fertilising contact with the sacred store' (p. 163). In the autumn, at the Eleusinia,
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the dirapxai were taken up from the subterranean store-house. The best part of them,
made into a pelanos, was offered in sacrifice, the rest would be sold (the Athenian decree
already quoted continues 36 ff. Qfev 8£ dirb pev TO ire\avo KaQori av 'Ev/j,o\iri5ai
[£Xffhe]\[yo]vTai, rpirroiav de fibapxov xpvffbKepov TOIV Qeolv keKa[rtp]\\ai d]irb TOV KpiBov
Kal rov irvpov Kal TOI TpurroX^ttot Kal TOI [#e]|oi Kal Tei 6edi Kal TOI Eu/36Xoi hiepelov
heKaaroi r£\eov Kal \ ret 'AOevatai /36V xpwoKepov • rets 6t ctXXas Kpidas Kal Trupos dir\odoiJL4vos
TOS Aiepoirows jiera res /SoXes dvaOfyaTa ava.nO£v\ai TOIV Oeoiv, iroteffafjitvos harr av TOI
SttMi TOI 'A.6evaiov doK€\i, Kal £iriypa,<pev rots dva0€fj.ao-iv, hbrt dirb TO KapirS res dirapxe\s
avedtOe, Kal heX\£vov TOV dirapxbfJLevov)—presumably not to be eaten, but to be mixed with
the grain for sowing. The dirapxai thus became veritable 'starting-points' of the /ctf/cXos
yevtffeus. All this was aptly expressed in mythological parlance. Kore is carried off and
wedded to Plouton in his underground abode. ' She re-emerges as the potential mother
of the new crop' (p. 163). And 'When we are told that the final revelation to the
Eleusinian epoptae was a ffTdxvs re0epur/u6'os,...is it possible that we may see in this
ffTdxvs the epiphany of Kore herself as represented by the dirapxai ?' (p- 162). Lastly,
the 'redistribution of the dirapxai...is reflected in the myth of Triptolemos, charged by
Demeter with the dispersal of the seed-corn to all the civilised world' (p. 164).

(5) Count Goblet d' Alviella Eleusinia Paris 1903 pp. 71—73 holds that the nature
of the deities worshipped at Eleusis facilitated the coming of higher hopes for a future
life. Demeter received into her bosom both the sown corn and the buried dead. She
would extend her protection not only to the former but also to the latter—witness their
name Ai/yU^rpetoi (Plout. de fac. in orb. lun. 28 Kal TOI)S ce/cpoi)s 'A.6i<]vaioi ATj^rpei'ouj
tbvofjLafrv Tb irahaibv). Kore too, the very personification of the sown corn, descended
every autumn into the underworld only to come up again in the springtime young and
fresh as ever. Thus the grain was taken as a fit emblem of human existence, and in
Attike was sown on graves (Cic. de legg. 2. 63 nam et Athenis iam ille mos a Cecrope, ut
aiunt, permansit, ocius terra humandi: quam cum proximi iniecerant, obductaque terra
erat, frugibus obserebatur, ut sinus et gremium quasi matris mortuo tribueretur, solum
autem frugibus expiatum ut vivis redderetur). Similarly in Egypt Osiris or the Osirised
dead was assimilated to wheat or barley germinating in the earth when watered from
above. Indeed it seems likely that in s. ix—viii B.C. such Egyptian beliefs found their
way to Eleusis, lending point and precision to the hopes already inspired by the Greek
agrarian cult. ' Le rite final de 1'epoptie, c'est-a-dire la presentation de 1'epi de ble,
moissonne en silence, que 1'hierophante exhibait aux neophytes comme le dernier mot des
Mysteres, ne constituait, sans doute, a 1'origine, qu'un rite agricole; il n'y avait rien a y
changer pour en faire un symbole de palingenesie humaine' (p. 72)-

(6) P. Foucart, the father of this Egyptising hypothesis, in his final work on the
subject Les mysteres d'Eleusis Paris 1914 p. 432 ff. would identify the cut corn, not with
Kore, but with Dionysos, who had of old been associated with Demeter (Plout. quaestt.
de Arati signis frag. 7. i Diibner ap. schol. Arat. phaen. 1068 5ib Kal ol iraXatol Tbv
kibvvffov Trj At]/j.^Tpa ffvyKa6i£p<i}ffav, aiVtrr<5/xe^oi Tb ybvipov TTJS iiypbTtjTos) and at Eleusis
played Theos to her Thea (but see, for other possibilities, O. Hofer in Roscher Lex.
Myth. v. 536—539. A.B.C.), he being the Greek equivalent of Osiris as she of Isis
(P. Foucart op. cit. p. 90 ff.). On this showing the presentation of the corn-ears to the
Eleusinian mystics was a rite derived from Egypt, where harvesters were wont to set up
the first ears reaped, beating their breasts before the sheaf and calling aloud upon Isis
(Diod. i. 14 (Mtprupiov d£ <f>£pov<ri. Trjs evpfoews TWV eiprj/^vuv Kapir&v Tb Ti}poti/J.fvov irap
avTOts e£ dpxatuv PO/U^OV ?rt yap Kal vvv /caret Tbv depiofjibv TOI)S irp&TOvs du-riBtvTas ffTdxvs
6£iras Toiis dvOptairovs KbitTea&ai. ir\T)<rlov TOV Spdy/aaros Kal rrf> *lo~iv dvaKaXeiaOat, Kal
TOVTO irpaTTCiv TifjLT]v aTTcWyttopTcij T^ 0e<f5 TUV evpirjfj.€v(i>v Acara Tbv e'£ dpxys rfjs evptffews
Kaipbv, cp. Firm. Mat. 2. 6 f. defensores eorum volunt addere physicam rationem, frugum
semina Osirim dicentes esse, Isim terrain, Tyfonem calorem: et quia maturatae fruges
calore ad vitam hominum colliguntur et divisae a terrae consortio separantur et rursus
adpropinquante hieme seminantur, hanc volunt esse mortem Osiridis, cum fruges recon-
dunt so K. W. A. Reifferscheid for reddunt cod. J. F. Gronovius cj. condunt, F. Oehler
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cj. reriduni), inventionem vero, cum fruges genitali terrae fomento conceptae annua
rursus coeperint procreatione generari. pone hanc veram esse sacrorum istorum rationem...
cur plangitis fruges terrae et crescentia lugetis semina?) as they mourned for Osiris,
probably in the dirge called Mavepus (A. Rusch in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 1048 ff.).
Foucart pursues the theme of corn as an emblem of Osiris, and draws attention to the
curious 'Osiris beds' found in 1905 by the late Theodore Davis, in a tomb dating from
the reign of Amenhotep iii (1412—1376 B.C., according to H. R. Hall), and now preserved
in the Museum at Cairo (T. M. Davis The Tomb of louiya and Touiyou London 1907 p. 45,
J. E. Quibell Tomb of Yuaa and Thuiu Le Caire 1908 p. 35 no. 51022 pi. 16, p. 36
no. 51023). Quibell says of no. 51022: 'This object consists of a wooden frame, on
which was laid a papyrus mat: over this was stretched a double cover of coarse cloth,
stitched down the side: on this a bed of clay was placed, of the shape of the body of
Osiris, and in it barley planted. When the plants had grown to a height of about
o m. 15 cent, a doubled cloth was laid over them and the whole was lapped round with
a series of strips of cloth'; etc. My fig. 195 is from a fresh photograph. Similarly in
1898—1899 V. Loret found in the tomb of Maherpra, fan-bearer under Hatshepsut (reign
1501—1479 B.C., according to H. R. Hall), a frame of cedar-wood, on which is stretched
a thick mat of reeds covered by three layers of linen. On the linen is drawn in black ink
the profile of Osiris (i.42m high). The contour is filled in with a mixture of earth, barley-
grains, and a gummy fluid. The grains had sprouted to a length of 6—8 centimetres
(G. Daressy Fouttles de la valise des Rois Le Caire 1902 p. 25 f. no. 24061 pi. 7 = my
fig. 194, A. Wiedemann 'Osiris vegetant' in Le Museon Nouvelle serie 1903 iv. in —
123, H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig—Erlangen 1924 ii—iv p. vii
fig. 115). Again, in the 'Innermost Treasury' of the tomb of Tut-ankh-Amen (1360—
1350 B.C., according to H. R. Hall) the late Earl of Carnarvon and Howard Carter dis-
covered 'a mock figure representing the regermination of Osiris' (H. Carter The Tomb of
Ttit-ankh-Amen London 1933 iii. 39, 61 pi. 64, A and B). Carter says: 'This object...
comprises a wooden frame moulded in the form of that god, hollowed out, lined with linen,
filled with silt from the Nile bed, and planted with corn....This was moistened; the grain
germinated, and the inanimate form became green and living; thus symbolizing the resur-
rection of Osiris and of the deceased. This life-size effigy was completely wrapped in linen
winding-sheets and bandaged in the like manner as a mummy.' Foucart further notes that
in the Saitic period an Osiris-figure made of Nile-mud and filled with corn-grains was
occasionally placed between the legs of the mummy: the sprouting of the corn would
typify the resurrection of the god (A. Erman Die agyptische Religion Berlin 1905 p. 188,
id. A Handbook of Egyptian Religion trans. A. S. Griffith London 1907 p. 187).

(7) This aspect of Osiris-worship has been more fully exploited by Sir James Frazer
and Prof. A. Moret. PVazer Golden Bough*: Adonis Attis Osiris3 ii. 89 ff. describes
inter alia the decoration of a chamber dedicated to Osiris in the Ptolemaic temple of Isis
at Philai (cp. supra ii. 773 n. o): ' Here we see the dead body of Osiris with stalks of
corn springing from it, while a priest waters the stalks from a pitcher which he holds in
his hand. The accompanying inscription sets forth that "this is the form of him whom
one may not name, Osiris of the mysteries, who springs from the returning waters'"
(Champollion Le jeune Monuments de FEgypte et de la Nubie Paris 1835 i. 6 pi. 90
south wall of the hall of Osiris (second and third registers = my fig. 196), Lanzone
Dizion. di Mitol. Egiz. p. 705 f. pi. 261, 31 f., E. A. Wallis Budge Osiris and the
Egyptian Resurrection London—New York 1911 i. 58 fig., A. Moret Kings and Gods of
Egypt New York—London 1912 p. 846°. fig. 7 f. pi. u, id. in J. Hastings Encyclopedia
of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1917 ix. 75b, id. Le Nil et la civilisation egyptienne
Paris 1926 p. 104 fig. 23, H. Haas op. cit. p. vii fig. 155). Frazer op. cit. ii. 89 n. 2
adds: 'Similarly in a papyrus of the Louvre (No. 3377) Osiris is represented swathed as
a mummy and lying on his back, while stalks of corn sprout from his body' (Lanzone op.
cit. p. 801 f. pi. 303, 2 (=my fig. 197)). A. Moret La mise a motf du dieu en Egypte
Paris 1927 deals in detail with 'La passion d'Osiris, dieu agraire' (p. 17 ff.), 'Rites de
la moisson' (p. 19 ff.: illustrations of Diod. i. 14; evolution of the Osirian fetish sfaf,

C. III. 20
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'that which is drawn along,' later mert 'bride' or mert stat, from a portable granary (?)),
'Les larmes d'Isis et la crue' (p. 31 f.), 'Rites des semailles' (p. 32 ff.)> 'Fecondation de
la terre par des statues' (p. 35 ff.), with an appendix 'Sur le culte particulier de la gerbe
en Egypte' (p. 54 ff.: corn-maidens in ancient and modern Egypt, after Miss W. S.
Blackman 'Some occurrences of the Corn-aruseh in ancient Egyptian tomb paintings' in
the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 1922 viii. 235 ff.). Now Frazer op. cit. ii. 89 f.
expressly compares the corn-stalks that represent the resurrection of Osiris on Egyptian
monuments with the reaped ear of corn exhibited to the worshippers at Eleusis. But he
nowhere makes the mistake of supposing, as Foucart did, that the latter custom was
derived from the former. They were analogous rites, that is all.

(8) Thus the way is left clear for the conclusion enunciated years ago by Dr L. R.
Farnell. All the evidence, he says, goes to prove that among the sacred things
reverentially displayed at Eleusis there was a corn-token. ' And,' he continues, ' it may
have also served as a token of man's birth and re-birth, not under the strain of symbolic
interpretation, but in accordance with the naive and primitive belief in the unity of man's
life with the vegetative world' (Farnell Cults of Gk. States iii. 184). N.B. the occasional
use of Ka\dfj,rj in the sense of 'old, withered body' (Od. 14. 214 f., Aristot. rhet. 3. 10.
1410 b 13 ff-, Anth. Pal. u. 36. 5 f. (Philippos), Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 6. 250.
3 ft.=oracl. ap. Polyain. 6. 53, Loukian. Alex. 5).

Fig. 197. ^

In this connexion special interest attaches to two finds from the west of the classical
area and to one literary record in the east.

An Apulian amphora, formerly in the Barone collection, then in the Museo Campana,
and now at Petrograd (Stephani Vasensamml. St. Petersburg \. 241 ff. no. 428), has the
following designs: A (i) Zeus, with Hermes as charioteer, in a car drawn by four horses,
and Dionysos (wrongly restored) in a car drawn by two panthers or lynxes, enter the
Gigantomachy, led by a Fury between them, (ii) Within a herdion, surrounded by con-
ventional figures bearing garlands and gifts, are seen five stalks of bearded wheat.
B (i) A young warrior is wreathed by Nike between two of his companions, (ii) A
domestic scene of man, woman, and maid—perhaps the homecoming of the successful
warrior. The vase has been published and discussed by G. Minervini Monumenti antichi
ineditiposseduti da Raffaele Barone Napoli 1852 i. 99 ff. (mystical interpretation) pis. 21
and 22, i—5 ( = my pi. xxx), F. Lenormant in the Gaz. Arch. 1879 v. 31 ff. with 2 figs,
(follows Minervini), id. in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 1066 fig. 1308 ('Adoration
des epis a Eleusis'!), Farnell Cults of Gk. States iii. 216 f. pi. iii, b ('the first-fruits
or oblations consecrated to the local Apollo or Demeter or Persephone'), R. Pagenstecher
Unteritalische Grabdenkmaler Strassburg 1912 pp. ix fig., 100 (E. Fehrle cp. A. Dieterich
Mutter Erde Leipzig—Berlin 1905 p. 48 f.), P. Wolters 'Die goldenen Ahren' in the
Festschrift fur James Loeb Mtinchen 1930 pp. 123—125 figs. 13 and 14 (photographic) (the
old Attic custom of sowing grain on the fresh-made grave, cp. Demetrios of Phaleron ap.
Cic. de legg. 2. 63 nam et Athenis iam ille mos a Cecrope, ut aiunt, permansit, ocius terra
humandi: quam cum proximi iniecerant, obductaque terra erat, frugibus obserebatur, ut
sinus et gremium quasi matris mortuo tribueretur, solum autem frugibus expiatum ut vivis
redderetur). The point to notice is that, in the lower register of the obverse, the herdion
instead of containing the customary representation of the dead (H. B. Walters History of



Plate XXX

An amphora at Petrograd :

(1) A herdion containing five stalks of bearded wheat, flanked by conventional figures bearing garlands and gifts.
(2) A young warrior, wreathed by Nike, between two companions. A domestic scene (his homecoming?).
(3) The whole vase. (4) Head of Kore. (5) Palmette.

See page 306 n. o (8).



Plate XXXI

Three gold ears of barley found in a grave near Syracuse
and now in the Loeb collection at Murnau.

See page 307 «. o.
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The Eleusinian formula hye kye occurs in an extended version
on the inner surface of three curved terra-cotta blocks, which together
made up a well-mouth outside the Dipylon gate at Athens1. This

Ancient Pottery London 1905 i. 476 f. fig. 106, ii. 158) substitutes a small crop of wheat.
Cp. an Apulian hydrfa in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 175 no. F 353) on
which the herSion contains a large acanthus-plant in lieu of a stele, and an Apulian kratir
formerly in the Coghill collection (J. Millingen Peintures antiques de vases grecs de la
collection de Sir fohn Coghill Bart Rome 1817 p. 42 f. pis. 49 and 51, 2, Reinach Rep.
Vases ii. 17, i and 18, 2) on which the herdion has within it nothing but a bay-branch.

In a grave near Syracuse was found (c. 1900) a veritable triumph of the goldsmith's art,
which I am able here to re-publish (pi. xxxi), thanks to the kind offices of Dr A. H. Lloyd.
It has already been figured by S. P. Noe The Coinage of Metapontum (Numismatic
Notes and Monographs No. 32) New York 1927 p. 9 and, more adequately, by P. Wolters
'Die goldenen Ahren' in the Festschriftfilr James Loeb Munchen 1930 pp. in—129 pi.
16 and figs, i—15, id. 'Gestalt und Sinn der Ahre in antiker Kunst' in Die Antike 1930
vi. 284—301 pi. i and figs, i—10, who refers it to the fourth or third century B.C. The
jewel itself, now in the Loeb Collection at Murnau, consists of three superb ears growing
on a single stalk. Wolters, accepting the opinion of Prof. G. Gentner, says: 'Dargestellt
sind Weizenahren; wahrscheinlich die des Binkel- oder Igel-Weizens, Triticum compac-
tum...Heutigen Tags werden noch verschiedene Varietaten in Sizilien gebaut. Moglich
ware allerdings auch, dass ein besonders kurzahriger Hartweizen vorlage, von dem
hauptsachlich die Varietat Triticum durum affine, ebenfalls in Sizilien gebaut wird; sie
ist vermutlich identisch mit dem irvpbs Tpiwvcuos Theophrasts und heisst im heutigen
Sizilien Timilia oder Tremilia.' Sir R. H. Biffen, however, has informed me (Jan. 14,
1930) that these gold ears are barley, not bearded wheat, and certainly not a cross
between the two. He notes that some details in the arrangement of the shields at the
base of the ear are not true to nature. And he adds that the ears represented on Greek
coins are regularly, not wheat, but barley (e.g. the hordeum hexastichon on coins of
Metapontum (F. Imhoof-Blumer and O. Keller Tier- und PJlanzenbilder auf Miinzen
und Gemmen des klassischen Altertums Leipzig 1889 p. 54 pi. 9, i, p'. 56 pi. 9, 24, p. 58
pi. 9, 35)). In any case we are at once reminded of the 'golden harvest' sent by the
Metapontines to Delphoi (Strab. 264 oOs ourws dwo yeupyias eirrvx^cra^ (f>ao-iv ware Otpos
Xpvcrovv ev AeX0o?s avaOeivcu). This, though very different in intention, must have been
very similar in technique.

Finally, it is not, I think, irrelevant to compare a well-known incident in the Gospel
narrative. When certain Greeks, proselytes of the gate attending a Jewish festival, came
to Philip of Bethsaida saying 'Sir, we would see Jesus,' Philip sought out Andrew and
together with him told Jesus. Thereupon Jesus made answer: 'The hour is come, that
the Son of man should be glorified. Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a grain of
wheat fall into the earth and die, it abideth by itself alone; but if it die, it beareth much
fruit' (John 12. 20 if.). The Master here hints at his own impending Passion as the
supreme example of the law that Life must be reached through Death. That much is
certain. But, in view of the fact that the fourth Gospel was written primarily for Greek
readers, it is further probable that these profound words were meant to convey some
message specially appropriate to the Greeks. And, if so, it is at least possible that the
symbolism employed aimed at recalling the great lesson taught by the hierophant to the
mystics of Eleusis.

1 F. Lenormant Monographie de la Voie Sacrte iLleusinienne Paris 1864 p. 85 ff. no.
30, id. in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 573, E. Pettier ib. n. 682 (first recognition of
Men), P. Perdrizet in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1896 xx. 78 ff. no. 2 (with facsimile of the in-
scription. 'H. de chaque brique, om>42; ep., om'O4; diametre probable du puits,
om'8o; h. des lettres, de om'O5 a om'O7. Sur le bord superieur de chaque brique, deux
lettres rapprochees 3>X').

20 2
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deeply incised inscription reads :

P 6 P X K E

6 IIdv, o Mi]v, x<itpeTe Nuv<^at fcaAai. ve, Kve, UTrep^ue1.
Pan, Men, and ye fair Nymphs, all hail ! —
Rain ! Conceive, conceive abundantly !

The association of Men with Pan and the Nymphs is noteworthy.
The same triad appears on a votive relief of Pentelic (?) marble found
in or near Athens (fig. IQS)2, which might almost serve as an illustra-

Fig. 198.

1 A mistake for virtpicve. H. Giintert, however, in his interesting treatise Uber Reim-
•wortbildungen im arischen und altgriechischen Heidelberg 1914 p. 217 f. holds that
fartpXve was a new formation from x^w on the analogy of iie Kt;e and under the influence
of /c^xurat, xur6s, etc. In any case we can hardly infer, with F. Lenormant, that this
word formed part of the original Eleusinian formula.

2 P. Perdrizet in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 77 f. no. i fig. 5, W. Drexler in Roscher Lex.
Myth. ii. 2731 with fig. 10, Stais Marbres et Bronzes: Athtnes'* p. 248 f. no. 1444,
Einzelaufnahmen no. i2482 = no. I25410 w^tn Text v. 22 f. by E. Lowy, Svoronos Ath.
Nationalmus. p. 443 no. 1444 pi. 72 ( = my fig. 198).
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tion of our text For it arranges the divinities in the same order—
Men in the centre between Pan on the left and a sample Nymph on
the right. Pan and the Nymphs are natural protectors of grottoes,
springs, and the like. Men is present partly because he was assimi-
lated to Hermes \ partly because in his own character of moon-god2

he would be responsible for the dew3, which in Attike meant so
much to the cultivator of the thirsty ground. We may take it, then,
that the owner of this particular well sought to ensure his water-
supply by a silent and undemonstrative invocation of appropriate
deities, coupled with the old magical cry' Rain! Conceive, conceive
abundantly!'

That cry was addressed to the divine Sky above and to the
divine Earth below. No names were used, but it is probable that
these powers had long been anthropomorphic. I should venture to
identify them with the nameless Theos and Thea of Eleusinian
inscriptions4, who elsewhere emerge into clearer light and more

1 Supra ii. 285 n. o. 2 Supra i. 193 fig. 142, 642 fig. 501, 731 fig. 540.
3 W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2765.
4 (r) An Athenian decree of c. 423/2 B.C., found at Eleusis, mentions in line 38 (cited

with context supra p. 302 n. o (4)) gifts TOIV 6eoiv (sc. Demeter and Kore), T/jiTrroX^oiy,
T<£ 0ey, rrj Oe£, rq> Etf/SoAy, ry 'AOrjvata.

(2) The votive relief of Lysimachides, found in 1885 during the excavation of the
'Ploutonion' at Eleusis (D. Philios in the 'E0. 'A.px- 1886 p. 19 ff. pi. 3, r, A. Bouche-
Leclercq in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1008 fig. 4380, Farnell Cults of Gk. States
iii. 135 f., 258 pi. i, Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. p. 554 ff. no. 1519 pi. 88, Reinach
Rip. Reliefs ii. 412 no. 2), renders in the'style of 350—300 B.C. a Totenmahl or hero*
feast inscribed (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1620 b) 6eat 6ewt | A-VfinaxtSys avtOyKe. The
dead man, here represented as a chthonian Zeus (cp. Zeus Epiteleios Philios supra ii.
1162 f. fig. 970), holds rhytdn and bowl. His consort, the chthonian goddess, has
apparently a hypothymis or garland for the neck. Beside them are seated the Eleusinian
deities Demeter (sceptre) and Persephone (wreath with leaves added in paint, pair of
tprches burning). Demeter's seat is round and consists in four courses of stone, perhaps
meant for the well-mouth of Kallichoron (Kallim. h. Dem. 15, Nik. ther. 486, Apollod.
1.5.1).

(3) The fragmentary relief of Lakrateides, the greater part of which was found on the
site of the same 'Ploutonion' (D. Philios in the 'E0. 'A.px- 1886 p. 24 ff. pi. 3, 2, O. Kern
in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 3, 4 n. i, R. Heberdey 'Das Weihrelief des Lakrateides aus
Eleusis' in the Festschrift fur Otto Benndorf Wien 1898 pp. in—116 pi. 4 (collotype of
fragments), H. von Prott in the Ath. Mitth. 1899 xxiv. 256—266 (on 0e6s, 6ed at
Eleusis), J. N. Svoronos in \hejourn. Intern, a" Arch. Num. 1901 iv.487—507 pi. I H'—K'
(restoration = my fig. 200), D. Philios 'To &v 'EXeuo-tvi AaKpareldiov dvayXv^ov' in the Ath.
Mitth. 1905 xxx. 183—198 with two figs, and a careful line-drawing of the fragments
( = my fig. 199), Farnell Cults of Gk. States iii. 135 ff. pi. 2, Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 348 no. i,
A. W. Lawrence Later Greek Sculpture London 1927 pp. 46, 124 pi. 79, id. Classical
Sculpture London 1929 p. 310), was dedicated c. 100—90 B.C.—the dedicator being
presumably the thesmothe'tes of 97/96 B.C. (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 1047, 41 Aa/cparefSyjs
SwoT/odToi; 'Iicapiefa, cp. the Pytha'iste"s of 106/105 B-c- m Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 955,
7 = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 711 Z>2, 7 Sc&rrpaToy AaKpareidov 'I[K]a/>iei5s). It
bears an inscription, which has been variously completed, (a) R. Heberdey loc. cit. p. 115 :
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specific function as Zeus and Ge. Eubouleus was ab origine an
appellation of the former1, Demeter and Persephone a bifurcation
of the latter2.

Other evidence of rain-magic in Attike is of very doubtful
value, though it may be granted that in a district notoriously ' light-
soiled3' the rain-maker must sometimes have been in request.

[AaKpareidtjs 'Zuffrpdrov 'lKapi]evs lepevs Qeov Kal Qeas Kal Eu/3oi'Xe'w[s Kal Aio7eVovs] Kal
TU>V [ffvfji^(l}fjJ]eav TOV | ['ABtjvaiwv dtf/j,ov evep]yeTuv virep eavTov Kal T&V vuv SaxrrpaVfoii Kal
Aioi>v<rio]v Kal TTJS [yvvatKo^s Aiow0-£|[aj (filiation, deme) Kal TTJS 0v]yarpbs xaPlffr'flPLOV

Ai^tTjrpi Kal TL6pr)[i Kal 6e]uk /cat 6e[at Kal E()]/3oi;Xe? | aveOyKev. (b) J. N. Svoronos lot:, cit.
pi. IH'-—K': [Aa/c/3aTei5?;s Swcrrpdrou 'Lax,/>i]et)s lepevs Qeov Kal Qeas KOI EtfjSciAew^ Kal
A~fifj.rjTpos] Kal raw [aXX&w ouo^fj^uv TOI)|[TOIJ Oe&v TUV eavrov evep]yeTwv virep eavrov Kal
TU>V vwv ~2,<a<rTpaT\ov Kal Aiovvffto]v Kal T??S [/5£aj yvvaiKo]s Aiovvo~i\[as Kal KXeoOj TTJS
eavruv OvjyaTpbs xaPla"7"nPL01' AIJ/WJT/M Kal K6pi;[i Kal 6e]wt /cat 6e[ai Kal "AiSrji Ei}]/3ouXei |
ave6f]Kev. Svoronos p. 495 adds that the fourth line may have started with Kal T/otTrroX^wt,
for which there would be space above the head of Kleo. (c) D. Philios in the Alh. Mitth.
1905 xxx. 186: [Aa/f/mretSijs SwoT/oarou 'Lca/>i]eiij lepevs Qeov Kal Geas Kal Etf/3ovX^w
[s ] Kal T&V [ffvup&fj.Juv TOV \ [.... Oeuv r&v eavrov eveplyeruv virep eavrov Kal TWV
v&v SwerT/)dr[oi; Kal Aiovvcrio]v Kal TTJS [yvvaiKb]s Aiovvffi\[as rfjs (filiation, deme, e.g.
KXe/rou 'iKapiews) 0u]yarp6s -xapiffr-fipiov Mmyrpi Kal K6pr/[t Kal 6e]wt Kal 6e[at Kal
Ei5]|8ovX« | dveff^Kev. The centre of the relief is occupied by an assemblage of the
Eleusinian powers. Theos (Geos), in the guise of Zeus, is seated, sceptre in hand, on a
throne, the arm of which rests on a small Sphinx. Thea (Ged), a matronal figure, lifting
the back fold of her ptplos, stands at his side. Further to the left, Plouton (W^ov\r<av)
leans on a sceptre and looks toward the group of Kore and Demeter. The former stands,
holding a pair of torches. The latter sits, with a veil over her head. Her left hand holds
a sceptre; her right, a bunch of corn-ears. These she presents to Triptolemos
(Tpt7rr6Xe|/to[s]), who receives them as he sits on his serpent-car. In the background is
seen the dedicator (A.aKparel5-rjs \ SWO-T/X£TOU | 'iKapiefa). The remaining persons are
harder to identify. Those who take them to be divine regard the long-haired youth on the
right as Eubouleus bearing a vine-branch in one hand, a torch in the other, the female
behind Demeter as a personification of Eleusis (so O. Kern in the Ath. Mitth. 1892 xvii.
127, R. Heberdey loc, cit. p. 116), and the boy carrying myrtles in front of her as lakchos
(A. N. Skias in the 'E0. 'A.p%. 1901 p. 34) or Ploutos (R. Heberdey loc. cit. p. 116). But,
in view of the fact that Eubouleus (see D. Philios in the Ath. Mitth. 1905 xxx. 188 ff.)—
not to mention Ploutos—is sufficiently represented by Plouton, there is more to be said
for the view (J. N. Svoronos, D. Philios) that the flanking figures are purely human and
belong to the family of Lakrateides—Sostratos with vine-branch and torch on the right,
Dionysia and her son Dionysios with myrtles on the left.

(4) Two lists of Athenian officials, dating from the period 117—129 A.D. (W. Larfeld
Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. i. 334), mention as kosmeth or
'marshal' of the epheboi (F. Preisigke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1490 fF.) a certain
priest of Theos and Thea ((a) Corp. inscr. Gr. i Add. no. 274 b, 46°. = Corp. inscr. Att.
iii no. 1108, 4 fF. Ko(<r)/j,ri\Te6ot>Tos iepews GeoO Kal Qeas THl(pt])t>a(iov) ILaiavliews.
(b) Corp. inscr. Gr. i no. 274, 3 ff.= Corp. inscr. Att. iii no. 1109, 3 ff. KOIT/IMJT^S | e^^div
lepevs Ge|ou Kal Qeas ~Eilp^va.i\os ~) Haiavievs (on ~) as an arbitrary sign for an identical
patronymic see Larfeld op. cit. Leipzig 1902 ii. 2. 535 f.)).

M. P. Nilsson in the Archivf. Rel. 1935 xxxii. 81 ff. supports the usual identification
of 6 6e6s and TJ 0ed with Plouton and Persephone.

1 Supra i. 669 n. 2, 717 n. 3, ii. 131, 258 n. 3, 259 n. o, 1076, 1105.
2 Supra i. 396 f.
3 Thouk. i. 2, Alkiphr. epist. 3. 35, schol. Aristoph. Ach. 75.
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Miss J. E. Harrison's1 recognition of a rain-making scene on a
'Dipylon' jug from Athens (fig. 20 1)2, though plausible, is far from
certain3. And little importance can be attached to Marines' state-
ment that Proklos was an adept in Chaldean charms, who by spinning
his iynx aright caused a downpour and so freed Attike from drought 4.

Lastly, the lapidary tradition perpetuated a belief (originating
when and where?) that polished green quartz or 'plasma,' if worn
during religious rites, would conciliate the gods and ensure a good
shower on the thirsty fields5. A stone resembling water might well
cause water to fall.

Fig. 201.

1 J. E. Harrison in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1908—1909 xv. 322 n. i, ead. Themis^
p. 76 ff. fig. 10 (b).

2 J. P. Droop in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1905—1906 xii. 81 ff. fig. 2 b ( = my fig. 201).
3 Supra i. 512 n. o. I was there inclined to accept Miss Harrison's hypothesis. But

it is undeniably frail. The alleged rattles are perhaps not rattles at all; and, if they are,
they may represent thunder rather than rain (C. Clemen in the Archiv f. Rel. 1914 xvii.
157 f.). The shield need not be on the altar; and, if it is, the scene may be one of
Pattddion-worship, or even of mere hoplolatry (cp. supra ii. 544 ff.).

4 Supra i. 264 n. 6.
5 Orph. lith. 267 ff. (supra i. 357 n. 4) Kal yXatpvpyv KOfJ-icras eapoxpoov (Salmasius cj.

dep6xpooi>, cp. Plin. nat. hist. 37. 115 Persae aeri similem, quae ob id vocatur aerizusa,
Dioskor. 5. 159 (160) p. 818 Sprengel XWos fa<rins...aepifav, Dionys. per. 724 -rjepoecrirav
taffiriv, Psell. de lapidum virtutibus p. 17 Bernardus T\ taffiris... £ori d£ ris Kal depoeid-ris.
But Aglai'as of Byzantion 7r/>osrds dpxouevas viroxfofis 19 Dubner (in the Didot ed. of the
Poetae bucolici et didactici Parisiis 1851 p. 97) describes haematite as \l0os eiapnjrT/s, cp.
schol. Nik. eiapiTrjs Xi'0os (Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iii. 196 D)) a'i KCV icuririv | Ifpd TIS
pefj?, fj.a.KO,piav laiverai r/rop, | Kat ol KapcpaXtas ve<f>t\ai.s Kopeffovaw dpoijpas- \ ij8e yap

ayei vo\vv oufipov dpotipais. Similarly in the epitome entitled 'Op<f>e<as \i0iKa
a p. 141, 15 ff. Abel At'0oj faffiris, 6 /cat Tracrt irp6dr)\os. xp-ficrifjios d£ Kal euros, us

(paffi, raij dpotipats irpos ev(popLav. d\\d Kal ver6v, ws \tyovaiv "EXX^jj/es, ef dvoufiplas
Kardyeiv eirl ras auras dtivarai Kal airorpeireiv 4iri\ri\f/las, Ka0u>s Kal ol \oiirol /j.aprvpovffi and
in Damigeron de lapidibus 13 p. 173,19 ff. Abel Lapis laspis — Perfectus est tantum con-
secratus et caste portatus iste lapis. Imbrium enim est perfector et invocatus imbres facit.
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iii. Rain-magic in the cult of Zeus.

Primitive rain-magic was in Greece commonly taken up into the
cult of Zeus. The epic appellative nephelegereta implies that already
in the second millennium B.C. Zeus was conceived as a rain-making
magician1. And a like inference may be drawn from his constant
epithet aigwchos*. Indeed, in more than one passage of the Iliad
we can detect a literary reminiscence of the weather-maker's devices;
for instance, in Agamemnon's ominous words—

The day shall come when holy Ilios,
Priam, and Priam's folk (stout spearman he),
Shall be destroyed, and Zeus the son of Kronos,
Seated on high, dwelling in light divine,
Shall shake his darkling aigts at them all,
Wroth for this guile3.—

or, later, in the poet's description of the righting over Patroklos—
Then Kronos' son caught up his tasselled aigis,
Gleaming, and hid Mount Ide under cloud,
Lightened and thundered and made quake the ground4.

Clearly, to shake the aigis is to cause a storm—a thoroughly magical
procedure.

If it may be assumed that such poetic phraseology was founded
on cult-usage, the actual rain-maker was probably the priest of Zeus
impersonating his god. It is tempting to interpret in that sense
a curious statement in the Aeneid. Virgil, concerned to derive
Roman antiquities from Greece, is hinting apparently at a supposed
connexion between the Arx and the Arcades'*, when he makes
Evander say to Aeneas apropos of the wooded Capitol—

This grove, this hill with leafy top some god—
We know not who6—inhabits. My Arcadians
Believe that they have seen the very Jove
Oft shake the darkling aegis in his hand
And call the rain-clouds7.

1 Supra i. 14 n. i, iii. 30 ff., 296. 2 Supra i. 14 n. i.
3 //. 4. 164 ff. Zfffferai ypap or S.v WOT' 6X16X7; "IXtos ip-Jj | /cai Hplauos /cat Xaos ^u'jUMeMw

n/ua/uuo, | Zevs 54 <r0i KpovtSys v\l/ifryos, aiWpt val&v, \ airr&s tiriffrei-gffiv epepvty aiyiSa
Traffi | rijffd' dTrarris Koreuv. Cp. //. 15. 229 f. where Zeus lends his aigis to Apollon and
says: dXXa <ri/y' 4v \eipeffffi Ad/3' aiyida Ovffavdecraav, \ ry (with variant rty) /«iX' evurffeiuv
<j>o^eiv rjpuas'Axeuofa.

4 //. 17. 593 ff. KO.I T&T' &pa Kpovl5i]s 'e\er' alytSa ffvcravbeffcrav \ /Jiapfji.ap£>)i',*ldriv Se
KO.T& ve<j>teffffi. KoXvtyev, \ affTpatftas 5e judXa fieyaX %KTVire, rrjv (Zenodotos read yijv) 8e
rivals.

5 Solin. i. i quam (sc. Romam) Arcades quoniam habitassent in excelsa parte mentis,
derivatum deinceps, ut tutissima urbium arces vocarentur.

6 Supra i. 711 ff. (Vediovis, the youthful lupiter).
7 Verg. Aen. 8. 351 ff. 'hoc nemus, hunc,' inquit, 'frondoso vertice collem, | quisdeus
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Virgil may, of course, be drawing upon sources no longer acces-
sible to us. And presumably he was familiar with the fact that in
Arkadia the priest of Zeus Lykaios regularly made rain for his
neighbours1. Pausanias, speaking of the spring Hagno on Mount
Lykaion2, says:

'If there is a long drought, and the seeds in the earth and the trees are
withering, the priest of Lycaean Zeus looks to the water and prays; and having
prayed and offered the sacrifices enjoined by custom, he lets down an oak branch
to the surface of the spring, but not deep into it; and the water being stirred,
there rises a mist-like vapour, and in a little the vapour becomes a cloud, and
gathering other clouds to itself it causes rain to fall on the land of Arcadia3.'

It would seem then that on Mount Lykaion the magical practice
was preceded by a prayer, which—as M. H. Morgan4 has observed—

incertum est, habitat deus; Arcades ipsum ) credunt se vidisse lovem, cum saepe
nigrantem | aegida concuteret dextra nimbosque cieret.' Serv. ad loc. ' ipsum credunt se
vidisse lovem' in hoc scilicet nemore. sane ad illud adludit quod primi dicuntur lovi
templa [et rem divinam] fecisse—[Aeacus enim primus in Arcadia templum lovi constituisse
dicitur]—nee enim longe sunt a love Olympico: unde eos dicit lovem vidisse, et quod ipsi
sunt irpo<rt\rivot, ut [ait] Statius 'Arcades astris lunaque priores' (Stat. Theb. 4. 275):
licet dicat Sallustius Cretenses primos invenisse religionem, unde apud eos natus fingitur
luppiter (Sail. hist. 3. 60 Dietsch, 63 Kritz. Cp. Myth. Vat. 3. 3. 9).

J. Escher-Biirkli in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 842 comments: 'Arkadische
Siedler an der Ktiste Latiums gehoren immerhin in den Bereich der Moglichkeit,' cp.
Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 196, 202 f. But H. Last in The Cambridge Ancient History
Cambridge 1928 vii. 364 f. and H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928
p. 311 rightly recognise that the whole story of Evander on Italian soil is a piece of
pseudo-mythology based on misleading etymologies (Palatinus — Pallanteion, Lupercalia =
Lykaia, etc.).

1 Supra i. 65, 76 f., 87.
2 On the identification of this spring see Frazer Pausanias iv. 383 and Bolte in Pauly—

Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 2210. It is now known as Kop/res—a name given to small stone,
or more often wooden, troughs, through one of which the water at present runs. The
inhabitants of the district declare that here there was once a regular river (vepb 7rora/u),
but that, when the son of Hellenopoula was drowned in it, they dammed it up with twelve
woolly fleeces and twelve caldrons, each caldron having forty handles. When in 1903
K. Kourouniotes was digging beside the spring, they believed that the water would burst
out again. He found near by the ruins of a large ancient cistern ('E<£. 'Apx- *9°4 P- i5«).
Perhaps we have here a lingering belief in the water-magic of the sacred spring.

3 Paus. 8. 38. 4 trans. Sir J. G. Frazer.
4 M. H. Morgan ' Greek and Roman Rain-Gods and Rain-Charms' in the Transactions

and Proceedings of the American Philological Association 1901 xxxii. 95: ' The prayer,
though offered by the priest of Zeus, was obviously offered not to Zeus, but to Hagno, the
nymph of the spring (wpoffev^anevos ej TO OSwp). The sacrifice (/cat 0i5eraj) may have been
offered to Zeus, but Pausanias gives us no information on this point.'

When Diotima as priestess of Zeus Lykaios (supra ii. 1167) postponed the plague at
Athens for a decade by means of prayer (schol. Aristeid. p. 468, 15 if. Dindorf ^ 5e
Aiorfyia 'Upeia yiyove rov AvKatov Atds TOV £v 'ApKaSia. aCrj; 5e, fjLe\\oti(n)s rijs vbaov, 779
QovKvdidys /i^/w^rai, eiri<rK-f)irTeiP rots 'A.6r)vaiois, evfafJL&r) tK&\vaev avrrjv eiae\6etv (so cod.
B. iire\0elv cod. D.) tiri 5^/ca try), she must be assumed to have prayed to her namesake
deity. See further T. Zielinski in the Archiv f. Rd. 1906 ix. 43.
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was apparently directed to that old-world sanctity, the sacred
spring.

Similarly in Thessaly magic was eked out by prayer. When the
men of Krannon in time of drought shook their bronze car, they
likewise 'prayed the god for rain1.' And 'the god' concerned was
almost certainly Zeus.

c
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Fig. 202.

1 Theopomp. frag. 85 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 292 Miiller) =frag. 267 (Frag.gr. Hist. ii. 593
Jacoby) ap. Antig. Karyst. hist. mir. 15 ev 5£ Kpdvvtavi r^s 9erra\£as 5i)o <f>ao~lv povov elvai
Kdpaicas • dio Kal eirl T&V irpo$-eviG>v (so A. E. von Locella for irpo^vwv) T&V avaypa.<po(j,&<av rb
irapa/rrjfiov rfjs 7r6\ewy (KaOdwep eyrlv 26i.iJ.ov irS.<ri irpotfTrapciTiOfrai.) viroypa.<povTO.i. 5i)o ic6pa.Kes

a\Kov, Sia TO /j.r]d^TTOT£ ir\elov$ TOIL/TUP utfiOai. ij d£ ctjitafa irpoffirapaKeiTUi dia
atrtav—^vov y&p fous av Kal TOVTO (pavelt]—• Zffriv avrois < afJLa^a (ins.

F. Jacoby) >- avaicei/aitvri %ct\K^, -fjv Srav avx/tos rj (relovres SSup airovvTai -rbv 0e6v, Kal <paai
yiveffffai. rotirov 5£ n Ifti&Tepov (F. J. Bast cj. Idiairepov) 6 Qe6iro/ji.Tros \£yei' tfiyo'lv yap
?ws TOTLITOV Siarptfieiv avrovs ev rfj (so F. Jacoby for r<£) Kpdvvuvi ?ws av roi)s veorroits
^KveoTTetitruiTiv, TOVTO 5£ iroifaavTas TOI)S pfcv veorrovs KaTaXelireiv, atfTovs d£ dwi&ai (so
C. Miiller for avitvai.). Cp. Steph. Byz. s.v. Kpdvuv. Supra ii. 831 ff. figs. 788—792,
iii. 296 f.
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Other cults that gave the sanction of religion to the rites of rain-
magic were the worship of Zeus Aktawson Mount Pelion in Thessaly
and the worship of Zeus Polieus on the Akropolis at Athens. The
ritual of the former presupposed a procession of rain-makers clad in
sheep-skins by way of copying the clouds1. The ritual of the latter
included the significant action of the Hydrophoroi, who poured water
over axe and knife at the Dipolieia2.

The vitality of such usages is amazing. I conclude with an
instructive example noted by Sir A. J. Evans3 in the Balkans:

' Ibrahimovce itself is a small Bulgarian village, but it contains a monument of
antiquity, interesting in itself, and of greater interest in its connexion with a local
cult which has at least all the superficial appearance of being a direct inheritance
from Roman times. Lying on its back on the village green was a large block,
which proved on examination to be a Roman altar, erected to Jupiter Optimus
Maximus, by an yEdile of a Colonia, of which we learn no more than that its
name began with CO... , who was also Duumvir of the Colony of Scupi.

'To my astonishment, I learnt that this monument of Roman municipal piety
towards the "cloud-compeller" is still the object of an extraordinary local cult.
I was informed by one of the inhabitants that in time of drought the whole of
the villagers, both Christian and Mahometan, with a local Bey at their head, go
together to the stone, and, having restored it to its upright position, pour liba-
tions of wine over the top, praying the while for rain. The language of the
villagers is at present a Slavonic dialect, and the name of Jove was as unknown
to them as the inscription on the stone was unintelligible. Nevertheless, it was
difficult not to believe that in this remote Illyrian nook some local tradition of
the cult of Jupiter Pluvius had survived all historic changes.'

(b) Prayers to Zeus for rain.

Marcus Aurelius* has preserved the Athenian equivalent of our
prayer ' In the time of Dearth and Famine.' It runs as follows:

Rain, rain, dear Zeus,
On Athens' tilth and Athens' plains*.

1 Supra pp. 31 f., 68 f. 2 Infra pp. 583, 603 ff.
3 Sir A. J. Evans in Archaeologia 1885 xlix. i. 104 f. fig. 48 ( = my fig. 202), id.

in \hejourn. HelL Stud. 1925 xlv. 19 n. 44.
4 Marc. Ant. comment. 5. 7 ei^ 'Aff i jvaluv• *T<roi>, fiffov, S. </)l\e ZeO, Kara rrjs dpotfpas

TTJS ' A6i)valwv Kal T&V TreSluv. -IJTOL oft 5ei etixeaOai, y otfrwy, aTrXws Kal e\ev0fyus. On the
rhythmical arrangement of the prayer see T. Bergk Poetae lyrici Graeci* Lipsiae 1882
iii. 684, E. Norden Die antike Kunstprosa Leipzig 1898 i. 46. Bergk loc. cit. cj. Kara. rrjs
apotipas T7}s ' A.0i)val<ai> Kal TWV Hedialuv. J. M. Edmonds Lyra Graeca London 1927 iii.
516 prints KO.TO. ri}s apovpas rrjs 'A6i)v(av \ Kal < Kara >rrjs liediuv (^Tiedituv, cp. ILeipaius).

The address w <f>t\e Zev is appropriate to a simple, not to say primitive, prayer (supra
ii. 1167. Cp. also Strattis Qolviffffai frag. 2 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 781 Meineke) ap. Poll. 9.
123 f. fW rjXios fi£i> irelOerai rots waiSlois \ &TO.V \£y<aviv "££ex'j w 0iA* ifjXie " = Zonar. lex.
s.v. ^xeiv an<i Aristoph. N^o-ot frag. 4 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. mo Meineke) ap. Souid. s.v.
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A parallel to this was published by A. Korte1. Near Tschukur-
hissar, a village in Phrygia, he found an inscribed marble stele now
used as the doorstep of a house. The inscription (fig. 203), so far as
it can be restored, gives us three or four passable hexameters and is
dated in the consulship of Salvius lulianus and Calpurnianus (sic]
Piso, that is, in 175 A.D. We may render it:

Wet thou the ground
That with thick crops and corn it may abound.
Zeus Kronos' son, thus Metreodoros prays
And victims fair before thine altar slays.

i&iiiimiJ^ N K A P n A f • n z B P : §®

'SHJUHTPEOAAPOZErnAITOMAIKPO

MAAZEYAM<t>lTEOIZBAMOIZINETTHP

PATA0YMATAPEZAN

Z A A B I A I O Y A 1 A N A K A I K A

A T T O Y P N I A N A T T E 1 2 A N I Y

TT AT O IZ
Fig. 203.

Alkiphron, a later contemporary of Lucian2, pens a graphic little
sketch of an Attic village distressed by lack of rain. His description
takes the form of a letter from Thalliskos to Petraios :

'The drought is now on. Not a cloud above the horizon. What we want is
a real downpour ; for the absolute dryness of the soil* shows the fields to be
suffering from thirst. It would seem that our sacrifices to the Rain-god have
been addressed in vain to deaf ears. And yet all the inhabitants of our village
fairly vied with each other in their offerings. We contributed, according to our
ability or our abundance, one man a ram, another a he-goat, a third a boar. The
poor man brought a cake, the poorer still a pinch of frankincense. Nobody could
manage a bull, since we who occupy the thin-soiled part of Attike are not well
off for cattle. However, the money we spent has done us no good. It looks as

T°v "n^<-ov and Eustath. in II. p. 881, 42 ff. X^£ew &pa \ uxrirep T& -iraiSl' "£([ex'i <S
0tX' T7\ie." Athen. 619 B i) d£ eis 'Air6\\uva ydi] <j>i\i]\ias, us TeX6«XXa (frag, 2 Bergk4)
ira.piffTT)ffiv. In Aristoph. vesp. 88 <pi\r)\iaffT'/is there is of course a sly reference to Philo-
kleon's second childhood).

1 A. Korte in the Ath. Mitth. 1900 xxv. 421 f. no. 33 [/3p^xe 7<"]a", | Kapiru [8ir"]us
xal 4v]i ffTO.-)(tieffai re0^\i}. \ T[avr]d, |ye] MijTpeiSSwpos eyia Mroficu, Kpo[v~\l5a ZeO, |

reois pwfjutiffiv eir-fippara 8^/J.a.Ta ptfav. 2aX^w 'Iov\iavw ical Ka\irovpviavu> lleiawvi
(a would-be ablative absolute on the analogy of the Latin formula).

2 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 826.
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though Zeus has turned his attention to foreigners and is neglecting the folk at
home1.'

Of course the god that could send the rain was also the god that
could stop the rain. An epigram by Asklepiades of Samos (s. iii B.C.)
tells how a lover, wet to the skin at his loved one's door, appealed
to Zeus for a cessation of the deluge2.

(c) The relation of rain to Zeus.
Apart from general phrases such as 'Zeus rains3,' 'Zeus drizzles4,'

1 Alkiphr. epist. 3. 35 avxAtds Ta "vv- ovda/jLov ve<pos virep yrjs atperai. Sei Se ei
rjv yap ras dpovpas rb Kard^pov rfjs /SwXou delicvv<ri. fudraia. rjfuv, u>s ZOIKC, Kal dvyKoa

rt£ 'Teriif). Kalroi ye e% afjiiXXr/s eKa\\iepr/ffa(i.ev irdvres oi TTJS /CC^MJS olKr/ropes, /cat
&s ixaffTOS Swdfteus r) rrepiovffias el%e crvveiffr/vtyKa/jie]', 6 fiev Kpiov, 6 Se rpdyov, 6 Se Kdirpov,
6 TreVijs irbtravov, 6 Se £ri ireveffrepos \i(3avwTov xovfy°vs' ravpov Be ovSels, oil yap eviropia
^offK-ujfjidruvrifuv rrjv \eirr6yeuv TTJS 'ATTIKTJS KaroiKOvffiv. dXX' ovSevo<pe\os r&v SaTravrmdrtav •
ioiKe yap irpbs erepois ZOvfcriv 6 Zeus uv T&V rySe d/Me\eiv.

2 Anth. Pal. 5. 166. 5 f. (Asklepiades) rfjde (J. F. Diibner cj. r<p 5t H. Stadtmuller
cj. iraiSl) roffavr' ^)36i;<ra fiefipeyn&os- ' axpi rlvos, Zev ; \ Zev <pi\e, ffiyqcrov Kavrbs tpav

' Supra ii. 1167 n. 4. Cp. Anth. Pal. 7. 533. i (Dionysios of Andros) /coi A« KO.\
/j.e Sidfipoxov 06 pty 6\iff6eiv, where 'Zeus ' means rain and 'Bromios' wine.

3 //. 12. 25 f. (supra ii. i n. 4), Od. 14. 457 f. ve 5' apa Zeds \ irdvvvxos, Hes. o.d.
415 f. (supra ii. I n. 4), 488 f. TTJ/UOS Zevs Cot rpiry f/fAaTi /j.t]8' diroXtfyoi, \ /tiyr' ap'
vireppd\\ui> |8o6s 6ir\Tjv /*i?r' diro\eliruv , Alkai. frag. 34. i Bergk4, 157. i Edmonds, 90. i
Diehl tiei (A. Hecker cj. vl<pei, J. M. Edmonds cj. vetiei) ptv 6 Zefa ap. Athen. 430 A,
Theogn. 25 f. otide yap 6 Zevs | o#0' iiuv irdvreffff' dvddvei otfr' dv^xuv (quoted by Apostol.
4. 14 d, cp. E. Legrand — J. Chamonard in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1893 xvii. 286 f. no.
8() = Monumenta Asiae Minoris antiqua iv. 14 f. no. 49 (c] a round pillar of white marble
at Atli Hisar near Synnada recording, in letters of s. iii A.D., the dedication of a statue
of Kynegia, wife of Gera(i)os, who had transferred to the temple of N^os 'H/ra/cX?;? an
aterbs, reconstructed by her husband, to serve as a protection against rain : 4 ff. /cat
a(7]erd> | £8upr)ffaTO ?r6Xi ri> irore tdpevov elcra Ttpaos, vuv 5' \ els v£ov ijyaye 'HpaKXtrjv Atbs
ilovros (would-be hexameters !), Liban. apol. Socr. 78 (v. 57, i ff. Foerster) dXXa rov Aids
oi>x OOPTOS Kal TrdXiv %!-<a rov fierplov fiowfjiev us dducoij/j.evoi Kal ri TTOI&V dinaios av yv irepi
T-TJV yrjv XtyofJiev. /cat ratfras rds Karriyopias OVK yyvbet Qtoyvis o Meyapetis. K.T.\.), and
perhaps Menand. frag, incert. 306 (Frag. com. Gr. iv. 299 Meineke) ap. Non. Marc.
p. 387, 40 f. (but see supra ii. 3 n. 2).

Cp. Aristoph. nub. 1278 ff. Kareurt vvv, \ irbrepa voplfas Kaivbv del rov Ata | ijeiv Odwp
eicdffTOT, rj rov i)\ioi> \ ZXiceiv Karudev ravrb rovO' vdup ira\iv; Silenos of Chios (on whom
see F. Jacoby in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 56) frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 100 n.*
Miiller, Frag.gr. Hist. i. 211 f. Jacoby) ap. schol. E. M. T. Od. i. 75 StX^s 5£ 6 Xtos
ev devrepy 'M.vOiKuiv'IffTopiuiv — &m Se 5i5o piftXta — 'AyriicXeidv ifnjffi rr\v 'Odvffirtws iiyrfpa
tyittnova bbeiiovffav irapd rb N^ptroc, Strep e<rri rr)s 'I^d/cijs opos, ijffavros iroXi> TOV Aids iJir'
dywlas Kal <f>6j3ov KaraTreffov<rav rbv 'Oovfffffa diroreKelv , KOI did rovro rwur-rfs rr)s 6vofj,a<rlas
ruxetj', 4iretdi) Kara rty bSbv vffev b Zetis (a story repeated by Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 786,
Eustath. in Od. p. 1871, 21 ff., Eudok. viol. 61, 727, and 918, Natalis Comes myth. 9. i
(p. 934 ed. Parisiis 1605), cp. schol. Vind. 56 Od. i. 21), Paus. i. 24. 3 'eari 5e Kal F^s

tKerevoftn/s vcral oi rbv Aia, e'ire atrois ofjifipov Sei/aav 'Affrfvaiois, eire Kal rots iraffiv
ffvfn.f:lds a^xM^s (supra ii. 21 n. 4).

4 Philostr. v. Apoll. 4. 45 p. 164 Kayser (Apollonios recalls a Roman girl to life) Kal
etre ffTriv6rjpa rrjs ^vx^s evpev iv afrrfjj 6s d\e\r/6ei robs Oepairetiovras — X^erat ydp, ws ^e«(£fot
(jiev b Ze6s, i) Se dr/j.l£oi dvb rov irpoffdiTrov — etT5 direfffi-rjKvlav rijv ^vx^v dve0a\tf/e re Kal
&ve\afiev, apprfros r) Kard\rj\f/is roisrov yeyovev OVK e/j.ol fn6vij>, dXXa /cat rots Traparvxovffiv.
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'the shower of Zeus1/ 'water from Zeus2/ etc. there is good evidence
to prove that the Greeks of the historical period regarded rain as
essentially connected with this god. Philosophers and grammarians
even made a misguided attempt to derive his name in its dialect
form Detis3 from the verb deilein, 'to moisten/ because he moistened
the ground with his rain or gave living creatures the dampness
without which none could live4.

1 Aids 8/j.^pos: II. 5- 91, u. 493, 12. 286 (of snow), Od. 9. in, 358, Hes. o.d. 626,
676, Find. Isthm. 5. 49 (of hail), Aristoph. ran. 246, Theokr. 17. 78, Nonn. Dion. 3. 215,
42. 292, 47. 591. Cp. Liban. monod. de tempi. Apoll. Daphn. 9 (iv. 318, 2 ff. Foerster)
dXX' oi;5£ 6 Ze&s ofj-fipuv yvias &xuv vdup d<j>?JKev eirl rrjv <f>\6ya Kal ravra, AvS&v rrore
jSacriXei dvffTvxfi<ravTi (7/8eVas irvpdv; copied by his pupil lo. Chrys. in S. Babylam, c.
lulianum, et c. gentiles 20 (xlix. 564 f. Migne).

2 Hdt. 2. 13 et [IT] e'tfeX^uei <r<j)i tieiv 6 0eos dXX' avxfJ-V SiaxpavQcu, \I/JL£ ol "EXXijces
aipeOrfffovTai • 06 yap dtf ff<t>l ecrri i!5cm>s ovdepia a\\r] diroffTpoipri O'TI ̂  etc rov Aids fiowov,
Plat. legg. 761 A T&V €K Aids fiSdruv, 844 A TO. e« Aids l6vra...vdfj.aTa, Critias in C TO /car'
tviavTov HSup ttcapiroiJTo e/c Ai6s, Theophr. hist. pi. i. 6. 5 eViftyTei 5e /j.a\\ov rb va/j-aTidiov
iiSup r) TO £K TOV Aids, 7. 5. 2 dyaOd d£ rd 4K Ai6s (sc. vdara), 8. 7. 3 TO, va/JLaridia ffv/jupepeiv
/j,a\\ov afirois T&V £K Ai6s, caus. pi, i. 19. 5 yivo/uievuv vddruv e/c At6s, 2. 6. i eirl TUV iic
AIOJ vddrow, 3. 8. 3 Sid ryv ffirdvyv T&V en At6s (sc. {iddrun>), 3. 9. 5 fj.i] ivi^ivo^vtav T&V
£K At6s (sc. iSdruv), Ap. Rhod. 2. Ii2of. TO 5e [wplov £K Aios C5wp | \rj^ei> d'/u,' ifcXty, Plout.
quaestt. nat. 2 dpa o$v KOV<J>(>V Iffri TO £K AIOJ i/Swp /cai de/)(35es, Kal weti/tari /j,efjiiyfj^vov
odtjyeiTai re /cat dvatr^/jLTreTai TO^^WS ets TO <f>vrbv VTTO \ewT6ri)TOS;

3 Supra ii. 344 n. o. Cp. F. H. M. Blaydes on Aristoph. Ach. 911 ?TTW Aei^s.
4 Cornut. theol. i p. 3, lof. Lang irapd S<£ TIGI Kal Aei>s \tyerai, rdxa dirb TOU Setieiv

TTJV yfiv -fj /jieraSiSbvai rols fw<rt fwTt/c^j (ffw^ariKfjs codd. X. L.) iKftddos, et. mag. p. 409,
2 f. rj irapd TO detiw TO [}ptxu> Seijffw, Aeiis Kal Zetfs- Wnos Yd,/) 6 ^e6s (ol/nos ydp veTov
cod. V.), Eustath. in II. p. 153, 34 f. 5et)w TO /3ptxu &£vs Ka'1 ZeiJs 6 d^p. On the summit
of Mt Tmolos was a place called IWat Aios 'TeT/ou and later Aetfcrioi', whence K. Tiimpel
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 281 inferred the existence of an appellative Aei5o-tos =
'T£nos; but see supra ii. 957 n. 2.

The notion that the name of Zeus implies moisture has been revived in modern times.
I possess the abstract of a paper written by Prof. T. G. Tucker of Melbourne and dated
June 3, 1912, but not—so far as I know—published, in which the following propositions
were advanced. Religion begins with the obtaining of food and drink. Where there is
insufficient moisture, there is not enough to eat. Hence the earliest religious efforts of
Mediterranean man aimed at rain-making, or rather water-getting. His numina were
practically all concerned with human maintenance—the Earth-mother and her cognates
with the food-supply, the rest with the water-supply. *Djeus in particular was the
' Moistener,' the 'Wetter,' not the 'Shiner' \supra i. i ff . , I4ff., 776], cp. dtfepos
'wet,' difaivu 'I moisten.' Thus Ilav-diwv is the equivalent of Hdv-dpo<ros; the festivals
Aia, Hdvdia, Aidcria, AuiroXia all involved rain-making ceremonies (as did the 'Torij/Ma,
from *vffTT?ip = *v5-T'/ip, 'rain-maker,' in spite of Athen. 95 F—96 A 6Yi 5' OVTWS 'A(ppoSlTjj
us BtieTai (tapTvpei KaXXt/ta%os (frag. iooh no. I Schneider) r) Zi)v6§oros iv IffTopinois UTTO-
fu>-fji^a<TL (frag. 2 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 183 Jacoby)) ypd<f>uv w5e- "'Apyetoi 'A^podlry $v
Otiovcri, Kal i) eopTr) /caXeirai 'TffT^pia"); and Iu(p)piter (Diespiter) stands beside the
fountain-goddess luturna (Diuturna [Latte in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1349]).
Various cult-epithets of Zeus are cited in support of this interpretation, not only*'0/i/3/)ios,
'Tories, 'IK/MUGS, but also Ndios (cp. vana [supra i. 369 n. 2, ii. 351 n. o, 869 n. o]),
Havofjufxuos ('of the Voice' [supra ii. 1097 n. 2, 1211], but originally 'of the Rain.' The
composite root *enebh- has for Ablaut-grades *nebh-, *ombh-, *mbh- in v^os, o>0aX6s,
d0/>6s. The 6(MJ>a\6s was a 'rain-gathering' stone, cp. 8(j.ppos), 'OXifyiTrios ("OXv/xiros meant
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But, though rain was always referred to Zeus1, its exact relation-
ship to him was variously conceived.

'Cloud-collector,' so that ve<f>e\~nyf(t€Ta. Zetis in a sense ^vas the mountain — just as the
Mexican rain-god Tlaloc was also Mt Popocatepetl. The Mysian flute-player Olympos
[P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 860 ff.] whistled for the wind. A Cretan
Olympos was 'teacher' of Zeus [Ptol. Hephaist. ap. Phot. bibl. p. i4jb 38 f. Bekker] in
control of the rain-power. On this showing Td 'OXifywria would be ceremonies of cloud-
gathering), MaifidKT-ris (not 'Raging' [Plout. de cohib. ira 9 did Kal T&V 6e(av rov /SacrtXea
MeiXixiov, 'AGrjvaioi 8£ Mcu/x.dKTT;*', ofytat, jraXoOtrr rb oe KokaffrLKov eptwdioes Kal daifj.ovi.K6v,
oft ffeiov de otd£ 'OMfiiriov, Harpokr. s.v. MaifiaKTrjpidjv • ...&v6[MffTai fie dirb Aids Meu/udKTOv.
Mat/id/rr^j 5' farlv 6 ev6ovcriwdr)s Kal Tapa.KTi.K6s, ias $>t\vi AiKri/iax'foys (Avffifj.dx'ns cod. Ven.)
(Lysimachos of Alexandreia frag. 22 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 341 Miiller)) ev T$ irepl TUIV
' A.6^v>]ffi fJ,t)v&v dpjchv de \afj.j3di>ov7os TOU xei/j.uvos tv rointf ry i*.t)vi 6 dijp TapdTTeTai Kal
fjifTapoXty foxei = Somd. s.v. Matyita/cT^/)tc&j'. Aliter Phot. lex. s.v.

de dirb Trjs /u.ai/ad|ews Trjs trepl TTJV afi.ire\ov ftaifidl-avTes ydp, 8 IffTiv opfrf
d/jLireXov Kal olvov ^Trolrjcrav. H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2242 f. notes

that the 'Raging' god might be appeased (Hesych. Moi/wl/mys • MetXt'xios, Ka0d/><nos) and
cp. Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 77, 12 ff. cited supra \. 176 n. 2], but 'Giving Increase.'
The root *mak- meant 'enlargement' (fj,aKp&s), 'increase,' 'benefit,' 'blessing' (ndKapes
6eoi = 8uTrjpes eduv, cp. made esto). The reduplication is of a common type (5cu5dXAw
etc.). Zeus Mat^d/cr^s was probably developed from human */j.ai(j.axTT)pes, whose rain-
making rites *fj.aifj.aKT^pta gave their name to the month 'M.aifj.aKT^pniii'. With this *mak-
goes <f>apfj,aKol for *</>ap'T-fj.aK-oi, 'promoters of bearing (or produce),' cp. $ep<re<J>6veia.
The by-form *magh is found in w^w*} [Zeus Mijxa"ei^: supra ii. 1144 n. 2, infra
§ 9 (h) ij, Maius the month of increase, lupiter Maius [Macrob. Sat. i. 12. 17 sunt qui
hunc mensem ad nostros fastos a Tusculanis transisse commemorent, apud quos nunc
quoque vocatur deus Maius qui est luppiter, a magnitudine scilicet ac maiestate dictus.
See further Link in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 613 f.], etc.), $a\a*c/)6s (Zeus $aXa/cp6j
[supra ii. 875 n. 2, 1226] or rather $d\aKpos was god 'of the Swelling Tips' on plants,
fruit-trees, oaks, and beeches. The compound 0aA- + a«pos has for its first element the
<pa\- {fbhal- *bhl-} of 0dXi;s, 0aAX6s (the 'growth-making,' a magic instrument), etc., as
in the case of Hermes $a\di>6riS [Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1606 Av<nK\rjs NawX^ous |
['E]/yie? $aXa*'0« dvtOrjKev, where however the god's epithet may be 3?a\avdefa, an ethnic
from Mt Phalanthon in Arkadia: see O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2237], who
makes the flower or bloom of things to grow, cp. Hesych. 'Epi<p>j\\iov (A. Meineke cj.
'Epi<pv\\oi>)- Tbv 'Air6\\wi>a Kal Tbv 'Ep/tc^), AatpticrTios (If this title of Zeus [supra ii. 899
n. i, 904 n. i] had anything to do with XaQfoafiv, 'to devour,' it meant 'who enables
men to gorge,' not ' who gorges himself ; but the connexion is somewhat doubtful). It is
contended also that N//OJ (later Ne//ci? [but this is merely a Byzantine mis-spelling]), the
attribute of Zeus, meant 'Bearing' or 'Winning' — originally what the season 'brings' or
'bears' for you, what you 'win' or 'carry off' in the way of produce, — being thus in form
akin to fretxai [Boisacq Diet. itym. de la Langue Gr. p. 251 notes that the root enek- had
reduced forms enk- and nek-, cp. Walde Lat. etym. Worterb? p. 506 f. s.v. 'nanciscor']
and in sense comparable with Fors, Fortuna (fero) [supra i. 272].

Prof. Tucker's reading of Greek religion is simple and so far attractive. But the
etymologies on which he relies vary in value from the certain (e.g. "0/j.fipios) or highly
probable (e.g. Ndtos) to the highly improbable (e.g. o;u0aX6s) or impossible (e.g. "O\v/j,iros),
and I doubt whether any tenable position can be constructed out of such miscellaneous
materials.

1 E.g. Eur. Tro. 78 f. (cited supra ii. i n. 6), Hdt. 2. 13 irv66nevoi yap (sc. ol A-lytirrioi)
ws iieTai irdffa i] X^P'"! T&v 'EXX^pw*', dXX' oti TroTafioiffi ApdfTai /card irkp rj a<f>eT£pi), 2<paffav

"EXX^pas i//ev<r0£iTas KOT£ e\iridos fJ.eyd\ir)S KOKWJ treivfyreiv. TO de tiros TOVTO e0£\ei \4yeiv
us, el p/n eOeMfffei. <r<pi tieiv 6 deos dXX' atxP-V diaxpHurffai, Xtytiy ol "E\\rjves

C. III. 21
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Matron, a parodist of Homer in the days of Alexander the
Great1, dubbed it 'the child of Zeus2.'

Orphic writers spoke of it as 'the tears of Zeus3.' Ovid's story

ov ydp 5ij o~<f>i eo~ri vSaros ovSeftla a\\y diro<rrpo<f>i) on (jrfi e/c TOV At6s fjLovvov, Isokr. Bus. 13
rdv yap ofji^pwv Kal ruv aii\jj.uv rois (*ev aXXots 6 Zei)s raplas effrlv, CKeivwv 5' 'eKavros
(sc. r(av Alyvirriuv) dpijtorepuv rovruv avrbs avrtjj Kvptos KaOetrr-riKev, Theophr. char. 18
Jebb Kal el iroi-^ffeiev 6 Zeus C5w/> TO, tv rrj yrj jSeXr^w eVeffflat, 22 Jebb Kal T<j? Aii dyavaKretv,
ot; 5t6rt ovx vet, dXXa 5t6rt vtrrepov. See further M. H. Morgan ' Greek and Roman Rain-
Gods and Rain-Charms' in the Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological
Association 1901 xxxii. 83 ff.

In the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 175 and in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 267 I drew attention to
the remarkable term ffiviov vdwp used for 'rain-water' in the magical papyri (C. Wessely
Griechische Zauberpapyrus von Paris und London Wien 1888 p. 26 pap. Par. 222 ff. =
K. Preisendanz Papyri Graecae magicae Leipzig—Berlin 1928 i. 78 no. 4, 222 ff. a lecano-
mantic prescription ffKe'if/is' eireiddv irore /SotfXet | ffK^affdai irepl Trpayfj,drwv, \a[3&v ayyos
Xa\Kovv, | 1} \eKdvrjv r] <f>id\ii]v, o'lav edv /Soi^Xr;, /3dXe tidup | —£av fj.ev TOI>S eirovpavlovs 6fovs
/cX^fjj, Irfviov, | iav Se TOVS e'TTiyelovs, 6a\affffioi>, tav d£ "Offipiv i) rbv | "2idpa,tnv, vordfuov,
eav 5^ ve^Kvas, wttyalov—/care'lxwj' tirl rots y6va<ri cr/ceOos, eiriftaXwv i:\aiov 6n.<f>d\Kivov Kal cri)
avrbs iwiKinrruv ev T£ dKebei \eye rbv | X67o^ rov viroKei/Aevov Kal irpo<TKa\ov, dv jSoi^Xet
6e6v, | Kal tirep&ra, irepl ov d^Xeis, Kat diroKpiO-^fferal ffoi | Kal epei o~oi wepl irdvT<ai>. /c.r.X.,
C. Wessely Neue griechische Zauberpapyri Wien 1893 p. 41 pap. Lond. 629 f. (F. G.
Kenyon Greek Papyri in the British Museum London 1893 i- 83 ff. no. 121 omits the
fragment) 0-jceXX' i[<r]xa8a y <J>OIVIKOS ocrra 7 i>iKO\ao'J | /cat apr a7/^[ar]a y Kat frviov uSaros
/cai K... in a list of magical ingredients). H. van Herwerden Lexicon Graecum suppletorium
et dialecticum21 Lugduni Batavorum 1910 p. 628 says rightly '£ijviov (= Slov, i.e. opppiov)
tiSup,' but would have done better to print 'Zi^viov iidup' with a capital letter as Dr H.
Stuart Jones prints it in the latest edition of Liddell and Scott. The choice of the new
form Zfytov in preference to the older and better-established Atop [supra i. 3 f.] probably
implies the usual attempt to connect Zetis, Zijva, etc. with ffiv [supra i. n n. 5, 28 n. 8,
ii. 259 n. o, 855 n. 2], Rain as the seminal fluid of the sky-god was indeed aqua viva
(M. Ninck Die Bedeutung des Wassers im Kult undLeben der Alien Leipzig 1921 p. 25 ff.
See also S. Eitrem Opferritus und Voropfer der Griechen und Romer (Videnskapssels-
kapets Skrifter. II. Hist.-Filos. Klasse 1914 No. i) Kristiania 1915 p. 115). Z^vtoi' tidup
would have the further merit of rounding off fitly a hexameter verse.

1 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Munchen 1920 ii. i. 204, E. Diehl
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 2298 ff.

2 Matron frag. 2. 3 f. (Corpusc. poes. ep. Gr. ludib. i. 91 Brandt) ap. Athen. 640
fioXplvas 6', at Ztjvbs '0\v/j.irlov elviv doiSol (G. Kaibel cj. yeveffKif or veoffvoi, U. von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff cj. eduS-ft. But A. Ludwich with more probability reads dotSij,
which C. B. Gulick renders 'theme of Olympian Zeus's song'), | as tv xfyffu Bptye Atos
irats affireros ofj,j3pos, | /c.r.X. Cp. Eustath. in //. p. 1053, 10 ff., who after quoting the
same passage from Matron continues ev TOI^TOIS yap Aids vlbv rbv verbv elir&i' trwreXet rt es
TO voetv -irorafj.bv Ainrerrj rbv e| verov, dv Zei)s drip SoKei yevvdv. Eustathios appears to be
hinting at an etymological connexion between berbs and ui6s.

3 Clem. Al. strom. 5. 8 p. 360, 10 ff. Stahlin o$xl Kal 'TZiriytviis (a grammarian of the
Alexandrine age, on whom see L. Cohn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 64 f.) iv T<£
irepl rf}s 'Qp<j>£us Tronjirews rd I5id£ovra Trap' 'Qp<pel £Kri.9£nev6s (pr)ffi..."ddKpva Atos" rbv
Spppov df)\ovv, K.T.X.; =Orph./nz<£-. 253 Abel, 33 Kern. Similarly the Pythagoreans called
the sea Kpbvov ddKpvov (Aristot. frag. 191 Rose (196 Rose2) ap. Porph. v. Pyth. 41,
Plout. de Is. et Os. 32, Clem. Al. strom. 5. 8 p. 360, 20 f. Stahlin): supra ii. 557 n. i.

The Esthonians speak of a ' "Wind mother," who "weeps" when the rain falls during
a storm, and "dances" in whirlwinds' (U. Holmberg Finno-Ugric Mythology Boston
1927 p. 232).
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that the Kouretes sprang from a heavy rain-shower1 is paralleled
by the anonymous statement that they sprang from the tears of
Zeus2. And Herakleitos the Stoic (s. i A.D.?3) interprets the blood-
rain sent by Zeus in the Iliad* to portend the death of Sarpedon5

as the tears, not indeed of Zeus, but of the aither*—which amounts
to the same thing7.

Artists of Roman date represent rain as falling in large gouts or
drops from the hand of Zeus. A bronze coin of Ephesos, issued by
Antoninus Pius, shows Zeus enthroned on Mount Koressos, with a
thunderbolt held in his left hand and a shower descending from his
right upon the recumbent figure of Mount Peion8. To the example

Fig. 204. Fig. 205. Fig. 206.

in the British Museum (supra i. 134 fig. 100) must be added others
in the Cabinet des Medailles at Paris (fig. 204)9 and in the Lobbecke
(fig. 2O5)10 and Greau (fig. 2o6)u collections—all apparently from the
same dies. Again, an engraved chalcedony of the Graeco-Roman

1 Ov. met. 4. 281 ff. te quoque, nunc adamas, quondam fidissime parvo, | Celmi, lovi
largoque satos Curetas ab imbri | ... | praetereo. The section is discussed by W.Vollgraff
Nikander und Ovid Groningen 1909 i. 141. See also O. Immisch in Roscher Lex. Myth.
ii. 1598.

2 Schol. Plat. symp. 960 b 26 ff. awb TUV ~K.opvj36.VTUv, ol Kal rpo<peis Kal (pv\aKes Kal
diddffKa\oi TOV Aios elvai fjt,v0o\oyovvrai. TIV<-$ 8e robs avTobs rots Kovpyffiv elvai. <j>aalv.
elvai 5e Kal rrjs 'P&s owadovs, dirb T&V TOV AIOJ SaKpviav yeyev^^vov^ ' uv dpiO/j.bv ot fnev
ff, ol Si: i \eyovffiv. Cp. schol. R. Aristoph. vesp. 8 reXerTj 8^ TIS fy TUP Kopv^avTuv.
Ivioi 8£ ort airb T&V Saicpvwv TOV Aibs iy&ovTO, irdvres 5e 6fj,o\oyovffi TTJS "P^as /J.<£v oiradovs
avToi/s yeyovfrac, ^y\a/cas 5^ TOV Ai6s.

3 C. Reinhardt in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 508.
4 //. 16. 458 ff. 5 Infra p. 478.
6 Herakleitos the Stoic quaest. Horn. p. 64, i ff. Soc. Philol. Bonn. TOVTOV drj T&V

<f>6viov 6fji.ppov d\\r)yopiKtas elirev atfftpos ddicpva, Aids n& otf—a/rXawrros yap—, CK de TUV
virepdvu Tdirwv wffjrepfl 0pi?jvois pffuy/jifrov KaTappaytvTos verov.

7 Supra i. 27 ff. 8 Supra i. 134, ii. 962 n. 2.
9 O. Benndorf Forschungen in Ephesos Wien 1906 i. 56 fig. 186 (= my fig. 204).

10 A. Lobbecke in the Zeitschr.f. Num. 1890 xvii. 10 no. 2 pi. i, 17 (= my fig. 205),
O. Benndorf op. cit. i. 56 fig. i8a.

11 H. Cohen Description desmedaillesgrecques de M.J. Greau Paris 1867 no. 1767 pi. 4,.
O. Benndorf 0/. cit. i. 56 fig. i8d (= my fig. 206).

21 2
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period, formerly in the Castellani collection and now in the British
Museum (fig. 207)*, has Zeus in a car drawn by a pair of eagles.
His left hand holds one of the reins, his right lets fall a shower of
drops. Above and below are Sagittarius and Pisces, which—as
H. B. Walters2 observes—stand for two of the rainy winter months.
The god so figured would presumably have been called lupiter
Ptuvius3 or Pluvialis* by the Romans. No other certain representa-

Fig. 207. Fig. 208.

tion of him is known5. But it is probably he who appears on the
column of Marcus Aurelius in connexion with the campaign against
the Quadi6 (174 A.D.).

For our knowledge of that famous episode we are mainly
1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems p. 92 no. 591, ib? p. 144 no. 1267 pi. 18. See also O. Keller

Thiere des elassischen Alterthums in culturgeschichtlicher Beziehung Innsbruck 1887
p. 275 'wo Zeus mit zwei Adlern fahrt372 wie der Jehova des Psalmisten, der im Wetter-
Sturm mit Keruben (Greifengespann) einherf ahrt373 [373 Psalm 18, n]' with p. 452 n. 372.
My fig. 207 (scale ^) is from a cast kindly supplied by Mr H. B. Walters.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 144.
3 Tib. i. 7. 25 f. te (sc. Father Nile) propter nullos tellus tua postulat imbres, | arida

nee Pluvio supplicat herba lovi. The last five words are cited, but wrongly attributed to
Ovid, by Sen. nat. quaestt. 4. 2. i. Stat. Theb. 4. 758 f. tu (sc. Hypsipyle) nunc ventis
Pluvioque rogaris | pro love. Anth. Lat. 395. 46 Riese (in a description of December)
Pluvio de love cuncta madent.

4 Corp. inscr. Lat. ix no. 324 = Orelli—Henzen Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 5641 = Dessau
Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 3043 (found at Naples) lovi | Pluvia[li]. See further Preller—Jordan
Rom. Myth? i. 190 n. 2, Wissowa Rel. Kult. Rom? p. 120 n. 10.

5 Babelon Monn. r£p. rom. i. 426 fig. describes the obverse design of a denarius
struck by L. Cornelius Lentulus c. 49—47 B.C. at Ephesos (?) as 'Tete nue et barbue de
Jupiter Pluvius a droite' (my fig. 208 is from a cast of the specimen in the British Museum).
But this description, presumably suggested by the fact that the reverse type shows the
cult-statue of Artemis Ephesia, is highly conjectural. And other conjectures have been
made. Morell. Thes. Num. Fam. Rom. i. 120 pi. Cornelia 3, 6 says: 'Caput senile
barbatum Herculis, ut credidit Ursinus, Jovis Olympii, ut sentit Vaillantius, ut nobis
videtur, Jovis Eleutherii sive Liberatoris.' H. A. Grueber in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom.
Coins Rep. ii. 467 pi. no, 15 has merely: 'Head of Jupiter r., with long beard.'

Equally illusory is the coin said to bear the legend ZEYC OMBPIOC (Rasche
Lex. Num. iv. 1222, xi. 1261)—perhaps a misreading of ZEYC OAYMTTIOC.

6 On this great Germanic tribe see the monograph of H. Kirchmayr Der altdeutsche
Volkstamm der Quaden Wien 1890 (pp. xv, 173 with 13 figs.) and L. Schmitz in Smith
Diet. Geogr. ii. 689, M. Schonfeld Worterbuch der altgermanischen Personen- und Volker-
namen Heidelberg 1911 p. 181 f. s.v. 'Quadi,' Ltibker Reallex.* p. 878, R. Much in
Hoops Reallex. iii. 431 f. s.v. ' Quaden.'
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dependent on the account given by Cassius Dio (c. 210—222 A.D.),
or—to speak more strictly—on an abridged version of it made by
the monk loannes Xiphilinos of Trapezous for the Byzantine
emperor Michael vii Parapinakes (1071—1078 A.D.). The epitome1

reads:

'So Marcus subdued the Marcomani and the lazyges after many hard
struggles and dangers. A great war against the people called the Quadi also fell
to his lot and it was his good fortune to win an unexpected victory, or rather it
was vouchsafed him by Heaven. For when the Romans were in peril in the
course of the battle, the divine power saved them in a most unexpected manner.
The Quadi had surrounded them at a spot favourable for their purpose and the
Romans were fighting valiantly with their shields locked together; then the
barbarians ceased fighting, expecting to capture them easily as the result of the
heat and their thirst. So they posted guards all about and hemmed them in to
prevent their getting water anywhere; for the barbarians were far superior in
numbers. The Romans, accordingly, were in a terrible plight from fatigue,
wounds, the heat of the sun, and thirst, and so could neither fight nor retreat, but
were standing in the line and at their several posts, scorched by the heat, when
suddenly many clouds gathered and a mighty rain, not without divine interposi-
tion, burst upon them. Indeed, there is a story to the effect that Arnuphis, an
Egyptian magician, who was a companion of Marcus, had invoked by means of
enchantments various deities and in particular Mercury, the god of the air, and
by this means attracted the rain2.

[This is what Dio says about the matter, but he is apparently in error,
whether intentionally or otherwise; and yet I am inclined to believe his error
was chiefly intentional. It surely must be so, for he was not ignorant of the
division of soldiers that bore the special name of the "Thundering" Legion,—
indeed he mentions it in the list along with the others3,—a title which was given

1 Dion Cass. *ji. 8—10 trans. E. Gary.
2 Dion Cass. 71. 8 ...vetpy iro\\a ^al<pvr)s ffw^Spa/j-e Kal i^erdj iro\i)s OVK dOeel

KaTeppdyr)- Kal ydp rot \6yos £%el 'A.pt>ov<j>iv nva fj.dyov Alyijirnov ffvv6vra rig Mct/>/cy
ctXXovs T£ Tivas dai/j,ovas Kal Tbv'EpfJiijv rbv dtpiov Sri ^dXtcrra /Myyaveiais Titrlv tiriKa\fra(r6ai
Kal 5t' afouv rbv opfipov 4iri<rTrd(ra<r6ai.

3 Ib. 71. 9 olfJLai 8£ TO ir\£ov eKiav Kal TTWJ yap oS, 6'orts ofiK "qyvbei rb rdyfj.a TUV
arpaTiuT&v rb Kepavvofit>\ov Idius KaXotiftevov (4v yap ry ruv \oiirwv KaTa\6y(j! Kal avrov
[UHlfiovefai), oirep K.T.\. The reference is to 55. 23 Kal rb dud&arov rb ev KairiraSoKia TO
Kepavvo(j>6pov. But neither Kepavvotybpov, 'bearing a thunderbolt,' nor Kepavvo^oXov, 'hurling
a thunderbolt,' is a correct rendering of the Latin epithet leg. xil fulminata (E. Ritterling
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 1710), which must mean either ' struck by a thunderbolt'
(Thes. Ling. Lat. vi. 1533, 10 ff.) or 'hurled like a thunderbolt, quick as a thunderbolt'
(ib. p. 1531, 48 ff.). The latter interpretation, which is commonly assumed as correct (cp.
Rufin. hist. eccl. 5. 5. 4 legionem...vocitatam...fulmineam, anon, notitia dignitatum in
partibus orientis 38. 14 (ed. O. Seeck Berolini 1876) praefectus legionis duodecimae
fulmineae (fulminecodd. C. V.fulminae codd. P. M.fu/mmatae edd.)), is supported only
by Stat. silv. i. 7. 93 ff. sic natum Nasamonii Tonantis | post ortus obitusque fulminates |
angusto Babylon pretnit sepulcro with F. Vollmer's note ad loc. The former is in accord
with the normal usage of fulminatus, and presupposes that on some definite occasion the
legion was literally struck by lightning—a manifest token of divine favour (supra ii. 8 ff.
22 ff., 33 ff.).
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it for no other reason (for no other is reported) than because of the incident
that occurred in this very war1. It was precisely this incident that saved
the Romans on this occasion and brought destruction upon the barbarians*
and not Arnuphis, the magician; for Marcus is not reported to have taken
pleasure in the company of magicians or in witchcraft. Now the incident I have
reference to is this: Marcus had a division of soldiers (the Romans call a division
a legion) from Melitene; and these people are all worshippers of Christ. Now
it is stated that in this battle, when Marcus found himself at a loss what to do
in the circumstances and feared for his whole army, the prefect approached him
and told him that those who are called Christians can accomplish anything
whatever by their prayers and that in the army there chanced to be a whole
division of this sect. Marcus on hearing this appealed to them to pray to their
God; and when they had prayed, their God immediately gave ear and smote the
enemy with a thunderbolt and comforted the Romans with a shower of rain.
Marcus was greatly astonished at this and not only honoured the Christians by
an official decree but also named the legion the "Thundering" Legion. It is
also reported that there is a letter of Marcus extant on the subject. But the
Greeks, though they know that the division was called the "Thundering" Legion
and themselves bear witness to the fact, nevertheless make no statement whatever
about the reason for its name.

Dio goes on to say that] when the rain poured down, at first all turned their
faces upwards and received the water in their mouths; then some held out their
shields and some their helmets to catch it, and they not only took deep draughts
themselves but also gave their horses to drink. And when the barbarians now
charged upon them, they drank and fought at the same time; and some, becoming
wounded, actually gulped down the blood that flowed into their helmets, along
with the water. So intent, indeed, were most of them on drinking that they
would have suffered severely from the enemy's onset, had not a violent hail-storm
and numerous thunderbolts fallen upon the ranks of the foe. Thus in one and
the same place one might have beheld water and fire descending from the sky
simultaneously; so that while those on the one side were being drenched and
drinking, the others were being consumed by fire and dying; and while the
fire, on the one hand, did not touch the Romans, but, if it fell anywhere among
them, was immediately extinguished, the shower, on the other hand, did the
barbarians no good, but, like so much oil, actually fed the flames that were
consuming them, and they had to search for water even while being drenched
with rain. Some wounded themselves in order to quench the fire with their
blood, and others rushed over to the side of the Romans, convinced that they
alone had the saving water; in any case Marcus took pity on them. He was
now saluted imperator by the soldiers, for the seventh time ; and although he
was not wont to accept any such honour before the senate voted it, nevertheless
this time he took it as a gift from Heaven, and he sent a despatch to the senate.'

This passage together with other ancient allusions to the same
event has in modern times given rise to a lively, not to say acri-
monious, controversy2. The upshot of the matter appears to be as

1 In reality the name goes back to the time of Augustus (see D. Vaglieri in Ruggiero
Dizion. epigr. iii. 335, E. Ritterling in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 1710).
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follows. A certain historic happening lent itself to two different
interpretations, the one Christian, the other pagan, in character. The
kernel of fact was the rescue of the Roman army from dire straits
by means of a timely rain-storm, which on the one hand refreshed
the fainting legionaries and on the other did serious damage to the
enemy. The dramatic escape of his troops was expressly mentioned
by the emperor in a letter to the senate and was by him attributed

2 I subjoin a.precis of the positions taken up by the various disputants:
E. Petersen 'Das Wunder an der Columna M. Aurelii' in the Rom. Mitth, 1894 ix.

78—89 collects and criticises most of the evidence for the alleged miracle. He cites as
literary sources Apollinarios ap. Euseb. hist. eccl. 5. 5. 4, Tertull. apol. 5, ad Scap. 4,
Dion Cass. 71. 8—10 (including Xiphilinos, who is followed by Zonar. epit. hist. 12. 2
and Kedren. hist, comp, 250 c—D (i. 439 Bekker)), lul. Capit. v. M. Ant. philos. 24. 4,
Euseb. chron. p. 172 Schoene (—Chron. Pasch. 260 D—261 A (i. 486 f. Dindorf) and
vers. Armen. ann. Abr. 2188), Themist. or. 15 p. 191 B, Oros. 7. 15. 7—n, Claud, de
VI cons. Honor. 339 ff., and a forged letter of M. Aurelius (printed as an appendix to
lust. Mart, (ed.3 J. C. T. Otto lenae 1876 i. i. 246 ff.). Recent texts by A. Harnack in the
Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin 1894 p. 878 ff. and by J. Geffcken in the Neuejahrb.
f. klass. Altertum 1899 iii. 253—269). Dion's account (helpful rain, renewed fight, hail
and thunderbolts destroying the foe) is distinguished from the Christian version, in which
(i) lightning plays as big a part as rain, (2) both being due to the prayers of Christians in
the Twelfth Legion, (3) hence called /ce/>awo/36Xos; (4) a letter of M. Aurelius recognises
these services of the Christians and (5) prohibits their persecution. Since Apollinarios
gives (2) and (3), but not (4) and (5), and since the legio fiilminata had already acquired
its name under Augustus, it is clear that Aurelius' letter either never existed or existed
only as a Christian forgery. Granted, however, that (4) and (5) are an addition to the
story, we have yet to reckon with (-0 + (2) + (3) as an independent version. Dion and
Themistios are in general agreement, though the latter makes the emperor Antoninus
Pius, not M. Aurelius, and says that he had seen the incident represented in a ypa<p^i
(Themist. loc. cit. /ecu elSov ey<l> 4v ypa.<f>rj elKova rod fyyov, TOV fjxv afiTOKpdropa irpo(revx6/Jievov
ev Trj <f>d\ayyi, TOVS ffTpambras Se TO. Kp&vq T<jj 6/x/Spy inroTi6£vTas KCLL 4/j.Trnr\afJ,^vovs TOV
vd.fj.aTos TOV Oeoo-doTov). Now this ypa.<j>r) may well have been the extant column of
M. Aurelius. In short, it appears that both Dion and Themistios are describing the
column, but describing it wrongly. The Romans were not catching the rain in order to
drink it, but using their shields as umbrellas in the attempt to protect themselves against
it. The winged god, hovering like a cloud, is a simple personification of Rain, comparable
with Ovid's Notus (infra p. 333) and not at once suggestive of any figure in Greek or
Roman mythology. The Christians, accepting him as a mere personification, would further
note the cruciform shield-signs of the legionaries and misinterpret the attitude of the
barbarians, kneeling to prevent the Romans from crossing the river, as that of Christians
at prayer. Finally, in the adjacent scene of enemy-defences fired by a thunderbolt they
would see the punitive lightning and its effect upon the foe.

A. Harnack 'Die Quelle der Berichte liber das Regenwunder im Feldzuge Marc
Aurel's gegen die Quaden' in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin 1894 pp. 835—882
adds to the list of sources Landolfus Sagax hist. Rom. 8. 144 p. 314 Droysen (in the
Monumenta Germaniae historica. Auctores antiquissimi. Tomus ii Berolini 1879)= to/.
miscell. 10. 16 p. 217 Eyssenhardt, who c. 1000 A.D. copied out Orosius; Nikephoros

Kallistos Xanthopoulos hist. eccl. 4. 12 (cxlv. 1004 B ff. Migne), who writing early in
s. xiv is, like Kedrenos, indirectly dependent on Eusebios (K. Krumbacher Geschichte
der byzantinischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1897 p. 291); Souid. s.v.*A.pvov(pis, who in part
at least follows Dion; and—of more importance—oracl. Sib. 12. 187 ff. Geffcken, a
passage composed c. 250 A.D., and Greg. Nyss. or. in xl mart. 2 (xlvi. 757 c ff. Migne),
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who seems to be preserving a Cappadocian oral tradition of the same event. Accordingly
Harnack constructs the following stemma:

Letter of M. Aurelius to the Senate Melitenian tradition

Gregory of Nyssa

Nikephoros

Apollinarios, who was bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia and probably wrote only one or
two years after the event, Tertullian, who composed his apologeticus in 197 A.D., and
Dion, an exact contemporary of Tertullian, are independent of each other, but all three
go back to a genuine letter of the emperor to the Senate—a document used by the author
of the extant forged letter. Tertullian implies that this genuine letter, perhaps ironically,
spoke of the prayers of the Christian soldiers as having brought down the rain (apol. 5 at
nos e contrario edimus protectorem, si litterae M. Aureliigravissimi imperatoris requirantur,
quibus illam Germanicam sitim Christianorum forte militum precationibus impetrato imbri
discussam contestatur). Christians of the east soon quoted the letter, putting their own
construction upon it, and Dion half-polemically retorts with the story of the mage
Arnouphis. Later writers refer to the prayers of the emperor himself. Petersen's hypothesis
of the scene on the column as misconceived both by pagans and by Christians is un-
acceptable ('die Uberlieferung, wie sie Apollinaris, Tertullian und Dio bieten, kann nicht
auf die bildliche Darstellung zurtickgefiihrt werden'). We are forced to admit the
historicity of the thirst which brought the Roman army into dire straits, the sudden relief
effected by a rain-storm, the prayers of the Twelfth Legion, the Christianity of part of
that Legion, the letter of the emperor, and its mention of the prayers of the Twelfth Legion.

L. D(uchesne) ' Le miracle de la Legion Fulminante' in the Bulletin critique 1894 xv.
476 and P. H. Grisar 'II prodigio della legio fulminata e la Colonna di Marco Aurelio'
in La Civilta Cattolica 1895 i- 202 ff. are in substantial agreement with Harnack.

A. von Domaszewski 'Das Regenwunder der Marc Aurel-Saule' in the Rhein. Mus.
1894 xlix. 612—619 would completely discredit the Christian tradition. He holds with
Petersen that the column shows, not the rescue of the Roman army from death by thirst,
but the bursting of a thunderstorm. He notes that the column places this storm at the
beginning of the war, whereas the Christian tradition places its marvel at the close; and
that all the legions had the lightning on their shields and the eagle on their standards
simply as a symbol of lupiter Optimus Maximus, protector of the army. He contends
that Apollinaris was no contemporary of M. Aurelius, but as like as not was Eusebios
himself (!); that during the war with the Marcomanni the legio XII fulminata was
stationed in Melitene to guard the crossing of the Euphrates; and that, to judge from
sepulchral inscriptions of s. iii, no Christians would have been likely to enlist voluntarily
in the Roman army. Finally, he accepts Petersen's conclusions with regard to the origin
of the whole legend.

K. Weizsacker Einleitung zu der akad. Preisverteilung, Tubingen 6. Nov. 1894 also
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agrees with Petersen. Dion Cass. 71. 10 was in part a Christian forgery by Xiphilinos.
Had the emperor's letter really ascribed the miracle to the prayers of Christians, the sequel
would have been very different. The figment was but a Christian anticipation of final
victory.

A. von Domaszewski 'Die Chronologic des bellum Germanicum et Sarmaticum
166—175 n. Chr.' in the Neue Heidelberger fahrbiicher 1895 v. 123 returns to the
charge—'Dies ist das Kriegsjahr 171, und in dieses Jahr fallt das Regenwunder. Ein
echter Bericht daruber ist bei Dio erhalten 71, 8. Er ist an falsche Stelle ins Jahr 174
geriickt, um der sicher christlichen Interpolation des Capitels 71, 10 willen.' Ib. n. 2
'Von Kampf oder Abwehr ist keine Rede, so wenig bei Dio 71, 8. Es betet niemand.
Der Wolkenbruch ist ein Naturereignis. Der Regengott ist Notus, genau wie Ovid ihn
schlildert' \sic\.

Th. Mommsen 'Das Regenwunder der Marcus-Saule' in Hermes 1895 xxx. 90—106
steers a mid course between Skylla and Charybdis. The alleged marvel is neither pure
fiction (Petersen and Domaszewski) nor absolute fact (Harnack). Domaszewski's chronology
is wrong: the miraculous rain must be dated in the summer of 174, not 171. Equally
wrong is Domaszewski's assumption that Dion Cass. 71. 10 is a Christian interpolation.
The imperial letter cited by Tertullian was genuine and did actually tell—though without
Dion's extravagant rhetoric—how a great thunderstorm saved the Romans, man and
beast, when they were perishing of thirst, and did much damage to their foes. This
reliable literary tradition agrees well enough with the scene represented on the column.
The lightning is there omitted because the principal agent was the rain, and the rain
appears as a divine figure intervening to rescue the Roman host (' Die Darstellung des
Regengottes ist eine so eigenartige und so ungewdhnliche, dass der Bildhauer unzweifelhaft
damit die officielle Auffassung des Vorganges, den Regen irapa. 0eov hat zur Anschauung
bringen wollen. Wenn die Blitze vermisst werden, von denen der Kaiserbrief wahr-
scheinlich auch sprach, so ist die Ursache einfach die, dass, wenn als leitende Gottheit
der Jupiter fulminator dargestellt worden ware, der Regen zur Nebensache werden musste
und das Wunder seine Sonderart eingebiisst hatte'). The emperor attributed his victory to
God (Dion Cass. 71. 10 ws ical irapk 0eou Xapfiavui', Euseb. chron. p. 172 Schoene= Chron.
Pasch. 261 A (i. 487 Dindorf) opfSpos £K TOV 0eoO tytvero), not to a specific god, and made
no mention of Christian prayers. Later writers particularised according to their own
beliefs. Pagans would naturally think of magic (Lamprid. v. Ant. Heliogab. 9. i per
Chaldaeos et magos) and suggested Arnouphis (Dion Cass. 71. 8f., Souid. s.v.'A.pvovfas)
or lulianus (Souid. s.vv. " A.pvov<pis, 'lovAiaj^s (i. i. 1007, 14 ff. Bernhardy)). Christians
of course thought otherwise. Tertullian supposes an answer to the prayers of Christian
soldiers (apol. 5 Christianorum forte militum precationibus impetrato imbri). Apollinaris
was really an early writer (not a mere invention of Eusebios, as Domaszewski would have
it), but one of little credibility—witness his blunder about the origin of the name
KepawofibXos (Euseb. hist, eccl. 5. 5. 4: supra p. 325 n. 3, p. 326 n. i).

E. Petersen resumes the fight with a second article, ' Blitz- und Regenwunder an der
Marcus-Saule' in the Rhein. Mus. 1895 1. 453—474, adding three photographic cuts. He
now admits that he was mistaken in regarding the Christian tradition with all its five
points (supra p. 327 n. 2) as having arisen merely from a misunderstanding of the column.
He does not deny the existence of an imperial letter, but treats the one cited by Christian
authors as a forgery (' Nur den Brief, auf welchen sich die christlichen Autoren, besser
sofern sie sich darauf beziehn, habe ich ftir gefalscht erklart'). He launches a sharp
attack against both the method and the results of Harnack's investigation, and he
certainly scores some successes. For instance, according to Euseb. chron. p. 172 Schoene
•vers, Armen, ann. Abr. 2188 and Hieron. in Euseb. ann. Abr. 2189 M. Aurelius was not
present in person at the rain-storm, but only his legate Pertinax, and this is borne out
by the evidence of the columnar relief. Petersen goes on to give a more exact description
of the scenes on the column. He shows that the Romans were represented first as suffering
from drought, then as drinking, and later still as trying to protect themselves against the
storm, while their foes were overwhelmed by the flood. The notion that the enemy was
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simultaneously struck by lightning was prompted by another incident, recorded by lul.
Capit. v. M. Ant. philos. 24. 4 and portrayed on the column, the destruction of a wooden
tower by a thunderbolt. Euseb. hist. eccl. 5 . 5 - 2 spoke of a single flash (O-KIJTTTOS) before
the rain, as does Xiphilinos ap. Dion Cass. 71. 9 (Kepawbs). But Dion Cass. 71.10 already
turns this into numerous flashes (icepawol O$K 6\iyoi) with the downpour. And Greg. Nyss.
or. in xl mart, 2 (xlvi. 760 A—B Migne) has both /SpopreU el-aifftovs...Kal derpairiLS QXoy&deis
and also r&v ffK^vrdiv ryv ff\ive"xeia.v amid a deluge of rain. Tertullian, the Sibylline oracle,
and Themistios mention the rain only, thereby preserving the true tradition. Themistios'
ypatpil may have been the extant column, but was probably some more accessible
representation now lost.

Next appeared the great official publication E. Petersen—A. von Domaszewski—
G. Calderini Die Marcus-Saule auf Piazza Colonna in Rom Mtinchen 1896 with text and
two vols. of 128 photographic pis. (supra ii. 106 n. i). In the text Petersen sketches the
history of the column (pp. i—20), Mommsen traces the course of the war against the
Marcomanni (pp. 21—28), Calderini deals with the architecture of the column
(pp. 29—38), Petersen describes its sculpture (pp. 39—104), and von Domaszewski—
still differing from Mommsen in regard to chronology—discusses the historical and
geographical aspects of the relief (pp. 105—125). On pis. 17, B + i8, A the enemy's
siege-tower, struck by a thunderbolt, collapses, while the emperor looks on at the
fallen foe. On pis. 22, A, 15 + 23, A ( —m7 pi- xxxii) the Romans, advancing in the forma-
tion known as agmen quadratum, are overtaken by the rain-storm. The cattle in their
midst are thrown into confusion: one ox has fallen, another springs over it. A soldier
in the uppermost row raises hand and eyes to heaven; and next moment down comes the
rain. Another soldier, behind the artillery-wagon (carroballista), is giving his horse a drink.
We gather that here it is a case of heat and thirst rather than of hostile attack, and that
the rain is helping the Romans. It does not, for artistic reasons, reach those in the fore-
ground ; and most of those in the top tier are raising their shields to serve as umbrellas
(nos. 22, 23), not buckets. But one man at least (no. 20) is drinking the rain. Then
comes the personification of the storm, a bearded pathetic face recalling that of Neilos in
the Vatican. From his hair and beard, from his outstretched wings and arms, as in Ovid's
conception of Notus (met. i. 264 ff.), the rain is streaming, to the detriment not of the
Romans but of the enemy. In the mountain-gorges we see horses struggling with the
flood—ra flood not actually shown—or collapsing in it, while barbarians great (no. 40) and
small (nos. 38, 41) lie dead and weapons are swept into a heap. On pis. 20, 5 + 21, A one
of the soldiers (no. 6) has his helmet decorated with a griffin in relief, from which detail
von Domaszewski (p. uaf. with fig.) infers the presence of the legio XV Apollinaris, a
Cappadocian legion. The inference is brave. However that may be, the treatment of the
whole episode is realistic. We must certainly conclude that the Roman army was parched
with thirst and relieved by a sudden downpour, which proved too much for the foe.

J. Geffcken ' Das Regenwunder im Quadenlande' in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Altertum
1899 iii. 253—269 begins by passing in review the previous disputants in this 'antik-
moderne Streitfrage' (pp. 253—258) and ends by reconstructing the probable course of
events (pp. 258—269). M. Aurelius himself witnessed the 'Blitzwunder,'his general the
' Regenwunder.' The emperor wrote to the Senate a straightforward unrhetorical letter,
in which he made no mention of Christians. Apollinaris was the source of Euseb. hist,
eccl. 5. 5. i—4 (apart from one Eusebian gloss 8tA ir/orews ££ eicelvov /cal els Sevpo
ffweffTt&oTjs). He gave a wrong explanation of the legio fulminata, but a right account of
the single lightning-flash followed by the rain. An antichristian ripost attributed both
flash and rainfall to the prayers of the emperor (lul. Capit. v. M. Ant. philos. 24. 4 fulmen
de caelo precibus suis contra hostium machinamentum extorsit suis pluvia impetrata, cum
siti laborarent, oracl. Sib. 12. J96ff. Geffcken ovbravfi-eyn a^a. Oeoio \ odpavoOev TrpoQavy
Kai T' iivdpas xa\K.OKOpv(TTds | Tpvxpfievovs vdxreie di eixfefiiipr /3a<rt\^os • | atrip yap 6ebs
ovpdvios p.d\a vdvO' iiiraKoteei- \ ei^ayu&y (so G. Alexandre for e6i-d(ji.evos codd. Q.V.H.)

(Wilamowitz cj. Ppt&i) irapaicatptov (so C. Alexandre for irdpd. Kaipbv codd. Q.V. H.)
v i)5wp). Dion, a superstitious narrator and himself the author of a book on dreams
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to divine interposition1. Later tradition went further and busied
itself over an attempt to discover whose prayers had been thus
signally answered. Christians asserted that it was the prayers of
converts from Melitene belonging to the 'Thundering' Legion2.
Pagans retorted that it was the prayer of the emperor himself,
whose piety was well-pleasing to the 'Thunderer,'3 or else the

and portents (Dion Cass. 72. 23: W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur*
Mlinchen 1924 ii. 2. 796 n. 11), referred the rain to the magic arts of Arnouphis. Christians
retorted with the assertion that the emperor had prayed, yes, but had prayed in vain. If
it be asked where this statement is made, Geffcken points us to the forged letter in which
M. Aurelius says ^ferdcraj oSv tpavrbv /cat TO Tr\rjdos rb f/j.bi> irpbs rb fj.4ye6os T&V J3apf}dpui>
Kal 7ro\efjiiuv KaTtdpapov els rb Geois e^eer^at TraT/xjJois • d/ueXotf/nej'os Se bir' atir&v Kal TTJV
o-revox^piav f*ov dewptfaas TTJS 5wd/itews irapeicdXeffa TOVS Trap' rnuv \(yo(j.frovs 'KpiffriavoAs,
K.T.\. This document, sometimes dated as late as s. xii A. D., belongs to a much earlier
period: it perhaps emanated from Asia Minor at the beginning of s. iv ('Auf Kleinasien
deutete Mommsen hin, hier mag es, Galerius' Edikt benutzend, in der bosen Zeit
entstanden sein, als Licinius mit neuer Verfolgung drohte, als das Schicksal der 40
Legionare den christlichen Osten erregte, als Konstantin die Gebele der Geistlichkeit fur
sich in Anspruch nahm—ein letztes Stuck Apologie angesichts der letzten grossen
Gefahr')—a hypothesis consistent with its diction and structure, not to mention an apparent
allusion to its contents in Rufin. hist. eccl. 5. 5 tradunt historiae cum siti eius (sc.
M. Aurelii) periclitaretur exercitus aestuantem et quaerentem quid facto opus esset,
reperisse in legione quadam milites Christianos. Euseb. chron. p. 172 Schoene ( = Chron.
Pasch. 260 D—261 A (i. 486 f. Dindorf) and vers. Armen. ann. Abr. 2188) followed
S. lulius Africanus rather than Apollinaris: hence his omission of the story as to the name

'legio fulminata. Gregory of Nyssa too omitted that story, but believed that the soldiers
came from Melitene. His account (or. in xl mart. 2 (xlvi. 757 c ff. Migne)) was not, as
Harnack claimed, a local tradition, but a rhetorical and in part ridiculous amplification of
Dion's description. The pagans too could exaggerate. Themistios, Gregory's contemporary,
professes to quote the very words of the imperial prayer (or. 15 p. 191 B avaaxuv ria xetpe
6 j8a<nAei>s vpbs rbv ovpavbv, ratirri, £$•>}, 7-17 xelpl T'pofiTpetj/dfj.'rjv ere Kal iK^Tevffa rbv farjs
dorijpa, y faty oiiK &<pei\6/Jir]v, cp. or. 34. 21). Claudian, the last of the heathen to tell the
tale, after describing the storm in a crescendo of high-falutin' phrases (de VIcons. Honor.
342 ff. laus ibi nulla ducum; nam flammeus imber in hostem | decidit; hunc dorso
trepidum fumante ferebat | ambustus sonipes [!]; hie tabescente solutus | subsedit galea
liquefactaque fulgure cuspis | canduit [!!] et subitis fluxere vaporibus enses [!!!]) attributes
these remarkable effects either to Chaldaean magic or, preferably, to Marcus' blameless
life—a conclusion more improving than impressive.

In fairness to British scholarship it should be added that, long before the start of this
continental controversy, a full list of the sources had been got together and critical notes
appended by H. Fynes Clinton Fasti Romani Oxford 1850 ii. 23 ff.

1 So Th. Mommsen (supra p. 329 n. o). Cp. Dion Cass. 71. 8 iierbs jroXds O&K affeel
Kareppdyrj, 71. 10 ld&-a.T6 re avrb arc Kal irapa 6eov Xafjifidvuv, Kal ry yepovvia eireffreiXev,
Euseb. chron. p. 172 Schoene (= Chron. Pasch. 261 A (i. 487 Dindorf) 6fj.^pos £K rov Qeov
tytvero and vers. Armen. ann. Abr. 2188 pluvia missa est (venit a Deo)), p. 173 Schoene
(= Hieron. in Euseb. ann. Abr. 2189 pluvia divinitus missa est).

2 Apollinarios ap. Euseb. hist. eccl. 5. 5. 4, Greg. Nyss. or. in xl mart, i (xlvi. 757 C ff.
Migne), Xiphilinos ap. Dion. Cass. 71. 9, Kedren. hist. comp. 250 c—D (i. 439 Bekker).

3 lul. Capit. v. M. Ant. philos. 24. 4 (supra p. 330 n. o), oracl. Sib. 12. 196 ff. Geffcken
(supra p. 330 n. o), Themist. or. 15 p. 191 B (supra pp. 327 n. 2, 331 n. o), Claud, de VI
cons. Honor. 349 f. seu, quod reor, omne Tonantis | obsequium Marci mores potuere
merer!.
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incantation of some magician in the imperial retinue, Arnouphis
the Egyptian1 or lulianus the Chaldaean2. But it can hardly be
maintained that the great commemorative column, which aims at
furnishing a realistic representation of the incident, figures either
the God of the Christians or the Hermes Aerios (Thoth3) invoked by

1 Dion Cass. 71. 8f. (supra p. 325 n. 2), Souid. s.v, *Apvov<f>is, Eudok. viol. 177.
2 Souid. s.w."Apvov<f>is, 'lovXtopfa (i. 2. 1007, 14 ff. Bernhardy). Cp. Lamprid. v. Ant.

Heliogab. 9. i (supra p. 329 n. o), Claud, de VI cons. Honor. 348 f. Chaldaea mago seu
carmina ritu | armavere deos.

3 The Egyptian Thoth from the time of Herodotos, if not earlier, had been equated
with the Greek Hermes (Hdt. 2. 67, 2. 138. More explicitly Aristoxenos of Tarentum
irepl dpi0/j,i>)TiKfjs frag. 81 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 289 Miiller) ap. Stob. eel. i prooem. coroll.
6 p. 20, 8 f. Wachsmuth Alyvimoi St'Eppou <pa.(riv evpr)/j.a, ov KaXovo-i Q&O). He appears
in late Greek mystical and magical texts as Hermes T/>ioy^yt<rros (supra ii. 611) with Tat,
a shortened form of his Egyptian name (W. Kroll in Pauly—Wissowa Keal-Enc. viii. 792,
G. Roeder in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 862), as his son (supra ii. 943 n. o. Hermes
Trismtgistos Kopir) Kbapov ap. Stob. eel. i. 49. 44 p. 387, i f. Wachsmuth = Stob. Herm.
exc. 23. 32. 6 (i. 458, 24 f. Scott) dXX' yv ai5r£ 5id§t>xos 6 Tar, vibs 6/u.oO Kal irapaX^irTUp
TUIV (j.a6t)(ji,dT<>}t> TOVTUV (A. Meineke cj. TOVTOV or would insert 'Ep/toC before b/j.ov.
W. Scott inserts TOVTOV after 6>oO and omits TOVTUV)). On the Egyptian antecedents of this
title fpifffJL^yiffTos see R. Pietschmann Hermes Trismegistos nach agyptischen, griechischen
und orientalischen Uberlieferungen Leipzig 1875, W. Kroll in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
viii. 793, P. Boylan Thoth the Hermes of Egypt Oxford 1922 pp. 118 f., 129, 182, W. Scott
Hermetica Oxford 1924 i. 5 n. i.

The appellative 'Aepios is not elsewhere used of Hermes; but it might easily be attached
to him in his capacity of faxoirouirbs, since it was common Pythagorean doctrine that the
aer was full of souls (Diog. Laert. 8. 32 elval re iravra rbv de'pa ^vx&v e/MrXewp • Kal Tavras
dai/*ovds re Kal TJpuas 6vo/jui£eff6ai.' ...eifs re TOVTOVS ylveydai TOVS re KaOapfiovs Kal diro-
Tpoiri.afffj.ovs navriK-qv re iraffav Kal KXydbvas Kal ra 6/j.oia, Philon de gigantibtts i of)s &\\oi
0iX6cro0ot datfiovas, ayy£\ovs MwuV^j e'iudev 6vo/j,d^eiv \f/v%al dt eiVi Kara TOV Mpa irer6-
ftevai). The Testament of Benjamin, a Greek translation of a Hebrew or Aramaic original
dating from s. i B.C. (W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Mtinchen 1920 ii.
!• 583 f-), calls Beliar TO Mpiov irvevfM (Test. Benj. 3. 4 p. 217 Charles 6 yap ^o/Soifytei'os
rov Qebv Kal dyairui' rbv ir\r)<rlov (so cod. c. codd. a. b. d. e. f. g. and S -1 add avrou) virb
rov irveij(j.aTos (so cod. c. TOV aepiov Trvetfyiaroj codd. b. d. e.f. TOV ivaepiov irvevnaTos
cod. g) TOV Ee\iap ov StivaTai v~\7iyijvai). And a passage in the late Platonic epinomis shows
how readily such daemonic powers might be associated with Hermes (epinom. 984 D—E
/nerd 5e TOVTOVS Kal virb TOVTOIS effjs Safytofaj, tepiov Se (D. F. Ast cj. Mpibv n) ytvos, ̂ xov Zdpav
Tplrtjv Kal ^ffTjv, r^s ep/wiveias atTiov, e^%a?s Ti/j,av /j,d\a XP€&V XaPtv TW fv<pT?i/j.ov diairopetas).

In this connexion we may venture to compare Eph. 2. 2 Kara TOV aluva TOV Kbanov
TOVTOV, Kara TOV apxovTa TTJS e^ovcrLas TOV depo?, roO irvev/j.aTOS TOV vvv evepyovvTOS ev ro?s
viols TIJS direiffelas and 6. 12 irpbs ros dpxds, irpbs ras £i;ov<Tias, wpbs TOVS KOfffJLOKpdTopas TOV
CTKOTOVS TOVTOV, irpbs ra irvev^aTiKa TTJS iroi>r)plas ev rots tirovpaviois with the wording of
a fourth-century invocation of Hermes: 'Eppij Koa-/noKpdrwp, e»>KdpSie, KVK\C <reXi^j'^s, |
ffTpovytiXe Kal TeTpdyuve, \6ytav apxty^Ta y\dxra"r)s, | TretOoSiKaioffvvf, x^afJ-vd'll<f>t>P€> ifTijvo-
Tr^SiXe, | alOtpiov dpbuov elXiaauv virb Tdprapa yalir)s, \ irve^oros r/"'oxe, K.r.X. (F. G. Kenyon
Greek Papyri in the British Museum London 1893 i. 78 no. 46, 401 ff. = K. Preisendanz
Papyri Graecae magicae Leipzig—Berlin 1928 i. 194 f. no. 5, 401 ff., cp. A. Dieterich
Abraxas Leipzig 1891 p. 63 ff., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1339 n. 4, F. Legge Forerunners
and Rivals of Christianity Cambridge 1915 i. 98 ff.). The same hymn in a third-century
papyrus reads iravroKpdTwp instead of Kofffj.oKpdT(ap (Kenyon op. cit. i. 105 no. 121, 668 ff.
= Preisendanz ii. 30 no. 7, 668 ff.). Ephesos had long been a hot-bed of magic (supra ii.
410 n. o 'E^eVia ypdfj.iJ.aTa).
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Arnouphis. We should rather suppose that the sculptor was en-
deavouring to personify and portray the actual rain-storm. Details
of his new artistic type were presumably borrowed from Ovid's1

description of the South Wind as a winged figure with water
streaming from his beard and pinions. But the face is that of lupiter,
and in view of the close parallelism between the column of Marcus
Aurelius and the column of Trajan2, which in a like position had
placed lupiter fulminant8, we are practically compelled to identify
this novel personage with lupiter Plttvius*.

Rain, then, was conceived sometimes as the child of Zeus,
sometimes as the tears of Zeus, sometimes as water falling from the
hand of Zeus—a conception which the Romans shared with the
Greeks. One other image is notorious. Aristophanes in a line already
cited5 spoke of rain as the water of Zeus passed through a sieve.

Fig. 209.

W. Scott Hermetica Oxford 1924 i. 32 n. i, with Frontispiece, describes a sectile
pavement at the west end of the Duomo in Siena, which shows Hermes Mercurius Tris-
megistus \ contemporaneus Moysi. Hermes is here an elderly man with long hair and
beard. He wears a high pointed hat or mitre and hands an open book to a turbaned
Egyptian (?) in the presence of a hooded Italian (?). But we have no reason to think that
the Hermes invoked by Arnouphis would have been represented as a winged deity with
rain dropping from his pinions. ' Gnostic' amulets, e.g. fig. 209 from a specimen in my
collection (material, bloodstone: scale f-), give variations of the usual type.

1 Qv.met. i. 264 ff. madidis Notus evolat alis, | terribilem picea tectus caligine voltum. |
barba gravis nimbis; canis fluit unda capillis; | fronte sedent nebulae; rorant pennaeque
sinusque. | utque manu late (lota cod. e1) pendentia nubila pressit, | fit fragor: hinc (et
codd. A.e.X.) densi funduntur ab aethere nimbi. The rain-god of the column bears so
close a resemblance to Ovid's .Notus that A. von Domaszewski did not hesitate to call
him by that name (supra p. 329 n. o). The source of met. i. 244—312 is unknown
(W. Vollgraff Nikander und Ovid Groningen 1909 i. 104).

2 E. Courbaud Le bas-relief remain a representations historiques Paris 1899 P- I^s ^
3 Supra i. 60 fig. 34.
4 This is in fact the common identification (e.g. W. Ramsay in Smith Diet. Biogr.

Myth. i. 441, Reinach Rtp. Reliefs i. 300. no. 235.).
5 Aristoph. mib. 373 Katroi. irp&repov rbv Af' a\r]dus ^f^v Sia KOffnivov ovpelv (supra ii. 2).
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The line in question is put into the mouth of Strepsiades, an old-
fashioned and simple-minded peasant, and must not be discounted
as a mere Aristophanic jest. At most Aristophanes has combined
two separate notions current among the lower classes in his day.

That rain was explained as Zeus making water is likely
enough. Not only is this homely notion common to the un-
sophisticated folk of Asia1 and Europe2 in general, but it survives

1 G. W. Steller Beschreibung von dem Lande Kamtschatka Frankfurt und Leipzig
1774 p. 64f. 'den Regen erklaren sie ebenmassig, dass es der Urin von Billutschei
und seinen Geistern, denen Gamuls ware, wo aber der Billutschei genug uriniret,
so ziehe er ein ganz neues Kuklanke oder Kleid von Rospomak-Fellen, wie ein
Sack gemacht, an, weil nun an diesem Staatskleide Fransen von roth gefarbten
Seehund-Haaren und allerhand bunten Riemlein Leder, so glauben sie sicher-
lich, sie sahen selbes in der Luft unter der Gestalt des Regenbogens: die Natur
nun in dieser Farben-Schonheit zu imitiren, zieren sie ihre Kuklanken mit eben
dergleichen bunten Haaren aus, welche Mode also aus der kamtschadalischen
Physik und dem Regenbogen seinen Ursprung hat cited by W. Schwartz in the
Zeitschrift fur Ethnologic 1875 vii. 403 'Den Hagel (sic) erklaren die Kamtschadalen
ebenmassig, dass es der Urin von Billutschei (dem Himmelsgotte) ware.' U. Holmberg
in The Mythology of all Races: Finno-Ugric, Siberian Boston 1927 p. 444 states, on the
authority of N. P. Pripuzov, that 'Both the Yakuts and Buriats call the rainbow also "the
urine of the she-fox.'"

I. Goldziher Mythology among the Hebrews and its historical development trans.
R. Martineau London 1877 P- 73 f- 'The clearest evidence of a worship of the rainy sky
and the storm among the Arabs is furnished by the name Kuzah, to which storms and
rainbows were attributed \ib. pp. 169, 423].... But it is probable that this name Kuzah
is derived from the signification "mingere," which belongs to the corresponding verb
(used specially of beasts), and that it is due to a mythological conception of the Rain.'
R. Eisler in Philologies 1909 Ixviii. 132 n. o and in his Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt
Miinchen 1910 ii. 385 n. o, accepting this derivation, would connect Kuzah with the
Idumaean god Kofe [Joseph, ant. lud. 15. 7. 9 Kocrro/Sa/aos ry y&ei ptv 'ISou/x.a?os,
a£tc6/x,aTos TUV irp&ruv irap' atfrois /cat irpoy6vuv lepa.revffdvTdt)v r<£ Kof^- Qebv 5e TOVTQV
'I8ov/ji,aioi vofj.i£ov<nv with the remarks of C. Steuernagel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
xi- JSSSli the Syrian Zeus Kd<rios [supra ii. 906 n. 3, 981 n. i, 985 n. i], and a variety
of place-names. The same ingenious scholar in Philologus 1909 Ixviii. 131 n. 60 writes

of the Arabian god Hobal: ' M. E. ist er vor allem als Derivat der ̂ /bala, jabulu, = " pissen,"
iibertr. "regnen" aufgefasst worden (cf. bul, mabbul="Flut" bab. bubbulu aus wubbulu
[Meissner], arab. "wabl" Regenguss und, nach Hommel [F. Hommel Aufsatze und
Abhandlungen arabistisch-semitologischen Inhalts Miinchen 1901 iii. i. 473] "balasuhail"
= "Sternenurin" — Regen; endlich "bul" als Bezeichnung des achten, bab. "Fluch des
Regens" genannten Monats I Kon. 6 38 und auf kyprisch-phoenizischen Inschriften CIS
I 86 a). Hobal, der "Pisser" wttrde den Mondgott (vgl. die Zischlautaussprache von Sin
= Mond, als A Sin ="Urin" in den Nerabinschriften, als Buchstabe B> = ([durch das
abnehmende Mondsichelzeichen ausgedriickt, Hommel Grundr. 100) als Beherrscher von
Wasser, Regen und Flut bedeuten.' Etc., etc.

2 W. Mannhardt Roggenwolf und Roggenhund Danzig 1865 (ed. 2 1866) p. 10 has
collected instances from Germany and France. Thus in the Oberpfalz, when it rains for
long together, people say 'Nu pissen sie da oben all wieder' (F. X. von Schonwerth Aus
der Oberpfalz. Sitten und Sagen Augsburg 1859 ui- 2O)- ^n tne Tirol St Medardus, since
his festival on June 8 often brings rain, is called 'Heubrunzer' (I. V. Zingerle Sitten,
Brauche und Meinungen des Tirokr Volkes^- Innsbruck 1871 p. 157 no. 1336). In Picardy
too' Saint Medard est un grand pissard' (O. Freiherr von Reinsberg-Diiringsfeld Das Wetter
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among the modern Greeks in particular, at least in out-of-the-way
places1.

The mention of the sieve also points to a popular conception2,
which appears to have left its traces on more than one language of
the Indo-Europaean family3. It can indeed be exactly paralleled
from modern phraseology. The Greeks still say ' It's drenching with
the sieve'4 or 'God is drenching with the sieve/5 and use the proverb
' God's sieve has big holes.'6 In the district of Parnassos it is believed
that Borras, the north wind, possesses a sieve with which he prepares
and sifts the hail. Notos, the south wind, has skin bottles, which he

im Sprichwort Leipzig 1864 p. 141). At Cologne, if it rains on July 13, 'Margriht hat en
de Nosz gepess.' Elsewhere on the Rhine, if it rains on June 10, ' Margarete pisst in die
Niisse.' In the former case the rain will last four weeks; in the latter, a fortnight, and
will spoil the nuts (Id. ib. pp. 146, 154). So in the Mark district, if it rains on June 22,
'Siinte Magdelena pisset in de Nuete' (J. F. L. Woeste Volksiiberlieferungen in der
Grafschaft Mark Iserlohn 1848 p. 61).

1 B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 31 illustrates Aristoph.
nub, 373 by certain locutions heard at Arachova near Delphoi. When it rains, people
there say Karovpdei 6 0t6s. When it rains hard or continuously, they say T<rotip, ryotip,
rcrotip (pnomalop.}, KaTovp&vras 6 6ibs pas ffdir<ri ( = effdiriffe) 'er hat uns faulen gemacht,'
d. h. ganz eingeweicht). Even more remarkable is the parallel adduced by N. G. Polites
Ar}/J.<adeis fj.treapoKo'yiKol uvdoi (extract from Ilapva<rff6s) Athens 1880 p. 20: ''Eiri crwexovs
Kal dStaXelirrov ftpoxfy ol xvdai6repoi \tyovffiv dffTei'£6/j.fvoi " Karovpdei 6 Qe6s" • tv ' Apaxibpy
p.d\iffTa irpoffTiOtacrt "/j.e TO KOffKivov"1 (1N. 'EXX. dp. 35). 'Ep "HL&rffiivlq. 6 TOIOVTOS Kaipbs
KaXeirai "KarovpXias" Kal dXXaxov "KarovpXijs."'

2 F. L. W. Schwartz Der Ursprung der Mythologie Berlin 1860 p. 7 first drew
attention to this.

3 O. Schrader in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909
ii. 4Ob: 'In Greece the phrase Zei)s #« is used for "it rains," which, when traced back
to an older stage of the language, can only mean "The father (heaven) presses grapes"
(Skr. sunffmi "I press," s6ma, "the pressed," "the soma drink"). It is also customary
to charm the rain by an offering of honey, where the rain which drops on the trees and
branches is likened to honey. Exactly corresponding to these ideas we find in India the
belief that by letting the soma, which itself is called a son of the rain-god Parjanya, drip
through the strainer, rain is enticed to fall. Thus the very fact that the man "presses"
the juice on the earth, incites or rather compels the god in heaven to "press," i.e. to
cause the rain to fall (cf. [E. Windisch in the Festgruss an Rudolf von Roth zum Doktor-
Jubilaum 24. August 1893 Stuttgart 1893 p. 140 f., H. Oldenberg La religion du Ve"da
Paris 1903 p. 392, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 819]).' Id. in Schrader Reallex? ii. 227:
'Eine mythologische Vorstellung liegt vielleicht dem griech. tiei, beros zugrunde (vgl.
tochar. A. Wz.su-, swas "regnen,"swase" Regen,'B.suwam "esregnet", swese"Regen."
Sie gehoren zu scrt. su-, suntfmi "keltere," spez. den Soma (scrt. stfma-, vgl. auch ahd.
sou, lit. sywas "Saft", scrt. savd- "Kelterung"). Das homerische Zei)s ffet kann daher
ursprunglich nur bedeutet haben: "der Himmel keltert", indem die Erzeugung des
Regens auf gleiche Stufe wie die Auskelterung des idg. Rauschtranks (Mets,...) gestellt
wurde, eine Vorstellung, die in dem Verhaltnis zwischen Soma und Regen dem vedischen
Altertum noch durchaus lebendig ist.' Etc.

4 N. G. Polites A??/*t65etj ftere<apo\oytKol (jiSffoi (extract from Hapvaffo~6s) Athens 1880
p. 18 TO p^X"et P* T° KbffKlVO.

5 Id. ib. 6 Qe&s rd p"f[X.vei (it rd pep/Aon (a large-sized sieve).
6 Id, ib. TO pe/jLudvi rov QeoO ^xet (*fyd\ais
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flings through the clouds into the sea, fills with water, carries up to
the sky, and empties in turn on the earth through sieves of varying
size. His finest sieve produces a drizzle, his ordinary sieve rain, his
wide-meshed sieve heavy rain, while his skin bottles poured out
all at once cause a regular deluge1. The interval between ancient
and modern times may be bridged by a passage from Michael
Psellos, who states that in his day (s. xi A.D.) most people ignorantly
supposed rain to be water strained by God through a sieve-like sky2.
In view of this long-lived superstition it is probable that a primitive
Greek rain-charm consisted in pouring water though a sieve3. And
that may well have been one reason for the use of a sieve4 in
divination (koskinomanteiaf'. In any case the matter calls for

1 Id. ib. after N. 'EXX. dp. 35.
2 Psell. wpbs yuaflijrds dytteXoOfras p. 150 f. Boissonade TOITOVTOS yap auxM°J ffoifoias tirl

TOV Kad' r)fj,as /3tou ey&ero, /cat O#TW iraVres eirl TTJV TOV d/J-adeffTdrov ra.'uT'rjv ewia'Tri/j.'riv
KOIV&S ffvvrjXdOijffav, ware TOI)S 7roXXoi)s otecrBai /UTJ /ecu rbv verbv SK ruiv vecpuv KaTapprjyvvadai.,
dXXd, /cara rb 'RparoffOtvovs Xey6fJ.evov KbaKivov, diaTeTprjffOai rbv otipavbv, tcdiceWev rats
Xepcrlv diroOXipovTa < rbv Oebv > TO Bdup Sit]6eiv. 'The sieve of Eratosthenes' was an
arithmetical table for the discovery of prime numbers (F. Hultsch in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ii. 1094, G. Knaack ib. vi. 364) and is here merely a learned allusion brought
in by association of ideas. J. F. Boissonade ad loc. says justly: 'aptius et opportunius
poterat alludere Psellus ad cribrum Strepsiadae.'

3 E. O. James in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1920
xi. 506a quotes modern parallels from the Ainus, Russian peasants, Buddhist monks, etc.
(after Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art i. 251 and 285).

4 On ancient sieves see E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 1568 figs.
2070—2072, Forrer Reallex. p. 736, H. Bltimner Technologic und Terminologie der
Gewerbe und Kilnste bei Griechen und Romern Leipzig—Berlin 1912 i2. 49 ff., J. Hoops
in his Reallex. iv. 171 f., Hug in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1483 f., Schrader
Reallex.'2' ii. 389 f. pi. 96.

5 G. Pictorius Villinganus 'De speciebvs magiae caerimonialis, qvam goetiam vocant,
Epitome' in H. Cornelii Agrippae ab Nettesheym Opera Lvgdvni s.a. (1531 ?) i. 472 cap.
xxi ' Hvc etiam Coscinomantia scribenda venit, quse daemone vrgente, per cribrum diuina-
tionem suscitari docet, quis rei patratae author sit, quis hoc commiserit furtum, quis hoc
dederit vulnus, aut quicquid tale fuerit. Cribrum enim inter duoru astantium medios
digitos, per forcipem suspendunt, ac deieratione facta per sex verba, nee sibi ipsis, nee
aliis intellects, quse sunt: DIES MIES IESCHET, BENEDOEFET, DOVVINA, ENITEMAVS,
dsetnonem in hoc compellunt vt reo nominato (nam omnes suspectos nominare oportet)
confestim circumagatur, sed per obliquum instrumentum e forcipe pendens, vt reum
prodat: iconem hie ponimus [= my fig. 210-]. Annis ab actis plus minus triginta, ter huius
diuinationis genere sum ipse vsus, primo furti patrati causa: secundo propter rete, vel
casses quibus aues capiuntur a quodam inuido mihi diflectos. Et tertio amissi canis mei
studio, vbi semper pro voto aleam cecidisse comperi, in posterum tame quieui, timens ne
daemon veritate quae praeter naturam, in me vsus fuerat, os mihi subliniret & amplius
seducendo illaquearet. Hanc diuinationetn casteris arbitrabantur veriorem, sicut etiam
Erasmus scribit in prouerbio: Cribro diuinare.' The charm here quoted probably belongs
to that 'crazy assemblage of formulas no longer understood even by the reciter himself...
obviously debased learned materials, taken from Mediterranean collections which may
well go back to the magic-saturated last days of the Roman Empire' (A. Haggerty
Krappe The Science of Folk-lore London 1930 p. 189). On this showing it would be
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the debris of a late Latin incantation, say Deus meus lesu Christe, \ benedicta fiat
divinatio ista or some such jingle: possibly the enigmatic ENITEMAVS contains the neo-
Latin terns, 'sieve' (Schrader Reallex.^ ii. 390), which is a loan-word of Germanic origin
(Dutch terns, teems, provincial English terns, temse, tempse (J. O. Halliwell A Dictionary
of Archaic and Provincial Words London 1901 ii. 857 'Temse A sieve North.'), French
(amis (A. Brachet An etymological Dictionary of the French Language* trans. G. W.
Kitchin Oxford 1882 p. 379)). J. Prsetorius De Coscinomantia, Oder vom Sieb-Lauffe
diatribe curiosa Curise Variscorum 1677 devotes 86 small quarto pages to a collection and
discussion of earlier authorities, e.g. C i 'Delrio [M. Delrio Disquisitionum Magicarum
libri sex Lugduni 1612] p. 606. KOffKivo^avrda, qvse usurpata veteribus (Theocrito [3. 31],
Luciano [Alex, p.], Polhtci\_T. 188].) unde & Adag. cribro divinare. Cribrum imponebatur

Fig. 210.

forcipi, forcipem binis digitis compraehendebant, & elevabant, & prasmissis conceptis verbis
subjiciebant nomina eorum, de qvibus suspicabantur zosfurtu, vel aliud occultum crimen
patrasse: eum vero judicabant ilium; qv6 nominat6 cribrum tremebat, nutabat,
moveabatur [sic], vel convertebatur: qv. qvi digitis forcipem tenebat arbitratu suo
cribrum movere non potuerit. Qvod formulam Pictorius proponat verborum pronuncian-
dorum, fecit inconsulte: qvod ei sit usus ter^ & qvod eventum certum prsedicet, fecit
impie & mentitur pollicendo.' Here and there Prsetorius reports local usage, e.g. Cs 'in
Polonid hunc habent morem patrium qvod tot Schedulas sumant, qvot personas in
suspicione habent, & singulis inscribant singula nomina, imponantqve cribro, & hoc
superimponant cupse cum aqva repletse: ubi hinc maxime omnes schedas oportet madidas
fieri, sed illam tamen, non, dicunt, qvae verum Reum sustinet inscriptum: hanc enim
haud tingi aqva ferunt.'

Apart from this monograph, which is tough reading, the topic has been handled by
A. Bouche-Leclercq Histoire de la divination dans Vantiquite Paris 1879 i. 183 (slight),
J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 iii. 1108 f. (''sieve-
driving,' 'sieve-turning,'1 'sieve-running,' 'sieve-chasing,' 'sieve-dance'), ib. 1888 iv. 1635
('sieve-running'}, C. Kiesewetter Die Geheimwissenschaften Leipzig 1895 pp. 375—377
(examples from ss. xvi and xvii), Frazer Golden Bough^: Balder the Beautiful i. 236,

C. III. 22
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further enquiry, as it has important bearings on both ritual and
mythology1.

(d) .Rain as water poured through a holed vessel or sieve,

i. The holed vessel in Egypt.

On the west bank of the Nile, south of Memphis, lay the town
of Akanthos, famous for its sanctuary of Osiris and its magnificent
grove of Theban acacias2. Here, according to Diodoros3, it was the

W. R. Halliday Greek Divination London 1913 pp. 219, 221 n. 3 ('sieve and shears'),
E. Fehrle 'Das Sieb im Volksglauben' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1916—1919 xix. 547—551
(especially p. 549 f.), E. O. James in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
Edinburgh 1920 xi. so6b ('sieve and shears,' etc.), A. Marmorstein ' Das Sieb im Volks-
glauben' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1922 xxi. 235—238 (Rabbinic sources), Boehm s.v.
'Koskinomantie' in the Handwdrterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1932
v. 323—328 (ancient and mediaeval usages: modern practices will be dealt with s.v.
'Sieblauf'). The classical evidence is most compactly put by Ganschinietz s.v. 'Koskino-
manteia' in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1481—1483, Hug s.v. ''Kfariavov' ib. p. 1484,
Gunning s.v. 'Kosko'$. pp. 1484—1486. Infra § 9 (d) iv.

1 The essential facts are indicated by Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 831 f.
Several Christian saints have a sieve as their attribute. M. and W. Drake Saints and

their Emblems London 1916 p. 215 connect it with St Benedict (March 21), St Amalberga
(July 10), and St Hippolytus (Aug. 13). Greater detail will be found in C. Cahier
Caracttristiques des saints dans Fart populaire Paris 1867 i. 276 ('Crible, tamis, etc.'):
' SAINT BENOIT DE NoRCiA...Pres de lui un crible brise. Saint Gregoire le Grand raconte
que sa nourrice ayant emprunte un crible en terre cuite, et 1'ayant brise par megarde,
1'enfant retablit cet instrument dans son integrite premiere. Les hymnes et proses en
1'honneur du saint ne manquent guere de rappeler ce premier miracle d'un homme qui en
fit tant d'autres....' Id. ib.: 'SAINTE AMALBERGE, vierge; 10 juillet, v. 772....On lui
met parfois en main un tamis4 [4AA. SS. Jul. iii. 80], ou je crois bien pouvoir signaler un
simple rebus; car elle possedait la terre seigneuriale de Temsche sur 1'Escaut, dont le
nom est en latin Tamisia, et Tamise en fra^ais. Sur cette espece d'armes parlantes, qui
d'ailleurs ne disaient pas grand'chose a la population flamande de 1'endroit, on aura
construit plus tard 1'historiette que voici: Les gens de Temsche (Tamise) se plaignaient
a la sainte d'etre reduits a une seule fontaine, laquelle se trouvait au milieu d'un champ
dont le proprietaire leur creait toutes sortes d'embarras. Pour terminer une bonne fois les
contestations, Amalberge se rendit a la fontaine, armee d'un tamis qu'elle remplit d'eau;
puis transportant le contenu dans un lieu plus accessible, elle y renversa 1'eau qu'elle
avait apportee de la sorte. En ce nouvel endroit s'etablit une source qui donnait plus
d'eau que 1'ancienne, mais 1'autre tarit immediatement. On dit que cette fontaine est
celle qui se voit aujourd'hui pres d'une petite chapelle dediee a sainte Amalberge, et qui
est visitee par beaucoup de pelerins a cause des guerisons qu'elle procure5 [5Reinsberg-
Dliringsfeld, Calendrier beige, t. II, p. 31, sv.].' See further.S. Baring-Gould The Lives
of the Saints Edinburgh 1914 iii pi. opposite p. 388 (St Benedict with the broken sieve at
his feet, after Cahier), vii. 263 f. (St Amalberga at Temsche, where an annual procession
is held in her honour on the third day in Whitsun week).

2 Strab. 809, Ptol. 4. 5. 25, Steph. Byz. s.v."A/ccw0os. See further R. Pietschmann in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1148.

3 Diod. I. 97 iv [ntv yap 'Aicavff&v ir6\et, irtpav TOV NeiXoi) KOTO, TTJV Aifivriv dirb crradiuv
eicaTbv (cat etKOffi rfjs M^ti^ews, iridov elvai TfTpi)/u.ti>ov, els &v TUV ieptutv e^Kovra /cat
TpiaKOcrlovs naO' eKdo-TH]t> rjfj.epav v§up <p£petv ets O.VTOV e/c TOV NeiXoir TTJV 5£ (r-f]v re vulg.)
Trepl TOV"OKVOV (so H. Stephanus for ovov codd.) pvOoirodav deiKWffOat. ir\T)<riov Ka.Ta.riva.
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custom for three hundred and sixty priests to empty Nile-water day
by day into a holed pithos\ presumably one priest was told off for
the task every day in the year. Diodoros' statement was almost
certainly transcribed from Hekataios of Teos or Abdera, whose
account of Egypt was composed under priestly influence in the time
of Ptolemy i Soter (323 — 285 B.C.).1 It would seem, then, that early
in the Hellenistic age the Egyptians, rightly or wrongly, claimed to
be keeping up a religious custom strictly comparable with the
mythical water-carrying of the Danai'des2.

Alongside of this Egyptian rite we may place a story, which can
be traced back to the fourth century A.D.3 and connected with the

s p,ev evos dvdpds dpXT)v a"xpiviov p.a.Kpav, iro\\wv S' fK
TUV oiriffb) (oTTiaBev codd. secundae classis) Xvdvrwv TO irKeKO^vov.

1 E. Schwartz in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 670 f., F. Jacoby ib. vii. 2758 f.
2 Infra § 9 (d) ii (a).
3 Rufin. hist. eccl. i. 26 iam vero Canopi quis enumeret superstitiosa flagitia? ubi

praetextu sacerdotalium litterarum — ita etenim appellant antiquas Aegyptiorum litteras —
magicae artis erat paene publica schola. quern locum velut fontem quendam atque
originem daemonum in tantum venerabantur pagani, ut multo ibi maior celebritas quam
apud Alexandrian! haberetur. sed de huius quoque monstri errore, cuiusmodi originem
tradant, absurdum non erit paucis exponere : ferunt aliquando Chaldaeos ignem deum
suum circumferentes cum omnium provinciarum diis habuisse conflictum, quo scilicet qui
vicisset, hie esse deus ab omnibus crederetur. reliquarum provinciarum dii aeris aut auri
argentive aut ligni vel lapidis vel ex quacumque materia constabant, quae per ignem
procul dubio corrumperetur. ex quo fiebat, ut ignis locis omnibus obtineret. haec cum
audisset Canopi sacerdos, callidum quiddam excogitavit. hydriae fieri solent in Aegypti
partibus fictiles undique crebris et minutis admodum foraminibus patulae, quibus turbida
aqua desudans defaecatior ac purior redditur. harum ille unam cera foraminibus obturatis
desuper etiam variis coloribus pictam, aqua repletam statuit ut deum. et excisum veteris
simulacri, quod Menelai gubernatoris ferebatur, caput desuper positum diligenter aptavit.
adsunt post haec Chaldaei, itur in conflictum, circa hydriam ignis accenditur, cera, qua
foramina fuerant obturata, resolvitur, sudante hydria ignis extinguitur, sacerdotis fraude
Canopus Chaldaeorum victor ostenditur. unde ipsum Canopi simulacrum pedibus perexiguis
adtracto collo et quasi suggillato, ventre tumido in modum hydriae cum dorso aequaliter
tereti formatur et ex hac persuasione velut deus victor omnium colebatur. sed fecerit haec
fortasse aliquando Chaldaeis, nunc vero adventante sacerdote Dei Theophilo nullus
profuit sudor nee ceris fraus obtecta subvenit : vastata sunt omnia et ad solum deducta.

Rufinus' narrative is repeated in Greek by Souid. s.v. KavwTroj- 6 ev AlyvirTQ.
&s \6yos, XaAScuot TOV tdiov 6eov, oirep (pairep cod. E.) effrl TO vvp, dtroae[i,vvvovTe
irepi.e<t>epov wore TOIS ffeois iraff&v (ira<ri cod. E. ed. Med.) TU>V lirapxiiav avf
TOV viKwvra e'Keivov irapa TTOLVTUV vo/u.lfeff8ai 6e6v. TWV /JLSV oSv &\\(ai> eirapxi&v ol Beol dirb
XO.\KOV 17 dpytipov rj l-tiXov 77 \L0ov "fj aX\r;s TOiafrnjs i)\r)s eTuyxavov Idpvfi&ot, •}] §£ TOiaiiTi]
ti\i} ewxepws virb TOV irvpbs oie<p9elpeTo- clVre iravTaxov TO wvp dvayKalus VLKO.V. TOVTO
dKotieras 6 lepetis TOV Kavdnrov (so codd. A. V. TOV Kavuirov lepevs vulg.) iravovpybv TI
TOIOVTOP ^ve9vfjt.^fftj. vdpiai & rots jutpeffi TTJS AiyviTTOV el&Oafft yiveffffai 6ffTpa.Kivai, Tptfffeis
tXOVffat Xe?rrAs ffwexels, werre did TWV Tpfoeav iitelvuv TO Te6o\(a/J.tvov vd<ap 8iv\i£o(i.evov
dirodl5o(r6ai Ka6ap<j}Ta.TOV. dx TOVTUV TU>V vSpi&v fjilav Aa/Saw 6 TOV Kai»c67rov lepevs Kal ras
Tpjjffeis tueivas diroQpdgas Krjptf Kal dia<f>6pois ^uypatf>^<ras (dta^'uypa^a'as dia<j>6pois cod. E.)
Xp&fMffi, 7rXijpc6ffas vSaTos erffTi)a'ev wy Oebv Kal aTrore/u.wj' ira\aiov dyd\(naTos TIJV KetftaMfv ,
oirep ^XtyeTO M.eve\dov Tivbs Kv^epv-fjTov yeyei>ijo~6ai, eirifJ-eXas giriOels ripfwaev avTrjv T<$

22 - 2
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town of Kanobos or Canopus near the most westerly mouth of the
Nile1. The Chaldaeans—we are told—endeavoured to prove that
their god, Fire, was superior to all other gods by subjecting cult-
images of bronze, silver, wood, stone, etc. to the action of fire and
pointing triumphantly to the result. They were, however, outwitted
by the priest of Kanopos. He took a terra-cotta strainer, such as
were used by the Egyptians for clarifying muddy water, that is to
say a hydria with many small holes in it, stuffed these holes with
wax, painted the surface of the jar with various figures, filled it with
water, and set it up as a god. He completed his work by cutting off
the head of an old image, regarded as the helmsman of Menelaos2,
and fixing the same carefully on the top of his jar. The upshot of
these preparations was that, when the Chaldaeans came and kindled
a fire round the hydria, the wax melted, the jar appeared to sweat,

Fig. 211. Fig. 212.

and the water issuing forth from the holes put out the fire of the
unbelievers ! Hence the figure of Kanopos has tiny feet, a thin neck,
a body swollen like that of a hydria, and a rounded back.

This curious narrative can be illustrated by certain amulets of

d-ydX/wm. wapeyevovTO /ierd ravra ot XaXSator avfi<j>6r] TO trvp, KO.I 6 Kypbs Si' ov at rpijcreis
erfryxavov ireippay/Ji^vai die\v€TO. rrjs 5e vSpias ZSpc&enjs /cal TO iidup Sid TWV rp-ffcretav
e/Cj8aXXoi5or?7S, efffievvvTO TO irvp. ovrta re Trj iravovpyiq. TOV ie/>&os 6 Kdvwiros (Kav&irov TOV
cod. E.) TU>V XaXSaiW pi/cTjrijs aveoelxOt)- ical dirb r6re \oiirbv ws Ofbs £TI[JMTO.

The same tale, compressed, recurs in Kedren. hist. comp. 325 c (i. 570 Bekker) IffTtov
on XaXScwoi TO Trvp wj iravTUv avaiperiKov fftfiovTCU, /cal vdvTas TOVS (T. Hopfner prints TUV)
'EXX^pwj' ffeovs Ka.T4dpafj.ov. irpo<rT)\Oo>> 8t Kal Ttp Kdj/wiros (sic) lepei, ical a^r6s nrjxo.vdTal TI
TOIOVTOV els Ttiirov dyaXfuaTos boplav offTpaKlvyv KaTaffKevcuras Tpr)<rets inrtOriKe \eirrds, as

Kal XP&JJMTI Ka\\tj>as, TraXatoO aya\fj.a.To$ dirore/tuij' Ke<t>a\r)v Kal £<pa.p/j.6ffas
eii(f>vu>s, Kal ry irvpl Trpoaayay&v ij\ey^ev afiTOv T^\V lff\iiv, KO.TO. fUKpbv dia TOV

1 H. Kees in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1869 f.
2 H. W. Stoll and W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 948 f., Gruppe Gr. Myth.

ReL pp. 698 n. i, 1569, G. Roeder in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1870, Preller — Robert
Gr. Myth. ii. 1301 n. i.
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roughly contemporary date, published long since by J.Chiflet1(fig. 211)
and A. Capello2 (fig. 212). Kanopos, from whose perforated body
thin jets of water are streaming, is here associated with the pentagram3

1 J. Chiflet Miscellanea Chifletiana Antverpiae 1657 vi- X34 P^ 2S %• IO3 ( — mY
fig. 211), Montfaucon Antiquity Explained trans. D. Humphreys London 1721 ii. 233
pi. 51 no. 15 (redrawn from Chiflet).

2 A. Capello Prodromus Jconuussculptilmm Gemmarum, Basilidiani, Amulectici,atque
Talismani generis de Musseo A. C. Venetiis 1702, Montfaucon Antiquity Explained trans.
D. Humphreys London 1721 ii. 239pi. 53 no. 20 (redrawnfrom Capello = my fig. 212).

3 During the last twenty years the pentagram or pentalpha has been the subject of
much fruitful investigation. F. Hommel in R. Eisler Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt
Miinchen 1910 i. 304 n. 5 shows that the old Babylonian ideogram AR [F. Hommel
Ethnologie und Geographie des alien Orients Miinchen 1926 p. 1021 'besser ar zu um-
schreiben'] or UB meaning 'steps of heaven' (UB — tubkati) or 'space' (P. Jensen Die
Kosmologie der Babylonier Strassburg 1890 p. 165 ff., J. Hehn in the Leipziger semitische
Studien 1907 ii. 5. 7) is represented in a fragmentary archaic votive inscription on the
relief of a lion couchant (V. Scheil in the Delegation en Perse: Mfmoires Paris 1900 ii. 66

'Texte du Lion,' line 16) by the pentagram N/V and on the obelisk of Manistusu (sign

no. 115 in Scheil's list) by a pentagram with open top S/V". Hommel further points out

that already in the Gudea inscriptions we find the ideogram consisting of five cunei jy{',

< ' »_»>
whose recumbent form * pxT must have given rise to the old Babylonian UB ^ 1^ .

"V" '
p—&—

F. X. Kugler in Klio 1911 xi. 489 f.: ' p*-p—- (5) ist Ideogramm fur nadu "erheben,

verherrlichen," na'idu "erhaben, hehr," tant attu "Erhabenheit, Majestat." Die 5 ist in
erster Linie das Symbol der iiberirdischen, gottlichen Wiirde und Vollkommenheit, der
gloria divina; erst an zweiter Stelle bezeichnet sie die konigliche Majestat. Es ist sehr
wahrscheinlich, dass diese Bedeutung der 5 sich von den 5 Planeten ableitet, zumal die-
selben nach babylonischer Ansicht iiber der Fixsternsphare ihre Bahnen gehen und die
vor/uglichsten Verkiindiger des gottlichen Willens sind (Diodor, II, 30...). Wie 5, so
bedeutet auch das Ideogramm UB: na'ddu, tanattu, driickt also gleichfalls den Begriff

" Erhabenheit" aus. Und merkwiirdigerweise ist die archaische Form von UB: ^Oy dem

pythagoreischen Pentagramm ganz ahnlich. Ausserdem bezeichnet UB auch tupku, kibratu,
ursprtinglich = kosmischer Raum (vgl. ub-da tab-tab-ba "vier Himmelsgegenden"). Dies
alles legt den Gedanken nahe, dass die kosmische Zahl 5 des Pythagoraer mil der baby-
lonischen Auffassung der 5 nahe verwandt ist.'

A. Jeremias Handbuch der altorientalischen Geisteskultur Leipzig 1913 p. 99 f.: ' Neben
der Vierteilung [sc. des Kreislaufes] findet sich eine Fiinfteilung, die aus der Hinzuziehung
des Planeten DIL. BAT—Venus zu erklaren sein diirfte....Das kosmische Zeichen der
Fiinfteilung des Kreislaufes ist das Pentagramm. Das Pentagramm erscheint in der

Gestalt xV unter den Zeichen der "protoelamischen" Urkunden2 (2Deleg. en Perse vi,

Nr. 887, S. in) und auch in altbabylonischen Inschriften3 (3Z.B. bei Samsuiluna als
UB. DA. TAB. TAB. BA, Cun. T. xxi, PI. 50, col. iv, 3) mit dem Lautwort UB =
kibratu und tupku, dessen kosmischen Sinn wir S. 50 besprachen4 (4Das Vorkommen in
elamischen Inschriften beweist nicht, dass das Pentagramm elamisch ist im Gegensatz zu
sumerisch-babylonisch...). In einer der protoelamischen Urkunden3 (5Deleg. en Perse

vi, S. in, Nr. 878) ist es ^Cp* geschrieben, Abb. 123 erscheint es stilisiert auf einem

altbabylonischen Monument neben Istar [sc. Sieges-Relief des Ko'nigs Anubanini (vor
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2400 v. Chr.)]....Das Pentagramm als planetarisches Zeichen ist in der ganzen Welt als
Schutzmittel gegen die bosen Geister in Gebrauch, als Drudenfuss, Pentalpha, Alpenkreuz,
salus Pythagorae. In alten Kirchen gilt es als Riegel gegen Damonen (vgl. Otte, Kirchl.
Archaeologie8 I, 479). " Das Pentagramma macht mir Pein."' [See further S. Seligmann
Der bbse Blick und Venvandtes Berlin 1910 ii. 10 (with fig. 23), 234, 251, 254, and
especially 293 f. (with figs. 212, 213). I append a few numismatic examples: ( i ) A silver
stater of Melos, struck in s. v B.C., has obv. a pomegranate with traces of two leaves,
rev. AA/AAICN a pentagram (R.Jameson in the Rev. Num. iv Serie 1909 xiii. 192
no. 13 pi. 5, 13 (=my fig. 213), Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 3. 853f. pi. 241, 21, Head
Hist.num.9p. 892). (2) Bronze coins of Pitane, struck in s. iv B.C., have obv. the head of

Zeus Amman, rev. PI, PITA, PITAN, (1ITAN AIAN or the like and a penta-
gram with central pellet (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Mysia p. 171 f. pi. 34, 5 ( = my fig. 214),
6—8, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 286 no. i, McClean Cat. Coins iii. 72 pi. 267, 8, 9 f.,
Weber Cat. Coins iii. i. 125 nos. 5237—5240 pi. 191, Anson Num. Gr. vi. 87 hos.
969—972 pi. 19, Head Hist, num.1 p. 537). Under the empire the pentagram is placed

Fig. 213. Fig. 214. Fig. 215. Fig. 216. Fig. 219.

on a shield (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Mysia p. 172 pi. 34> 9 ( = my fig. „,.), IO> McClean

Cat. Coins ,„. 73 pi. 267, u, Imhoof-Blumer Monn. gr. p. 258 no ,45S id. Kletnas.
Mnnzen , . 32 no. ,, Anson Num. Gr. ii. 92 no. ,019 f. pi. 21, vi. 87 no. 973 f., Head
Hut. num.- p. 537) or used as a symbol (Imhoof-Blumer Gr. Miinzen p. 95 no. 186).
3) Bronze corns of Nuceria (Nocera) in Bruttii, struck c. 350-270 B.C. or later, have obv.

the head of Apollon, laureate, to right, rev. NOYKP INHN, NOYKPI NHN,
a horse standing to left with a pentagram beneath it (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 369
no. i, \\ebcr Cat. Corns i. 229 no. not pi. 42, Babelon Cat. Monn.gr. de Luynes i. 150
no. 779 pi. ,8, Garrucci Men. It. ant. p. 168 pi. 1,6, 29, Head Hist, num.* p. 10*.
fig. 216 .s from a specimen in my collection). (4) Undae of central Italy in cast bronze
have *fc. a club with pellet in field, rev. a pentagram with pellet in centre (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Corns Italy p. 59 nos. 29-31, Garrucci A/on. It. ant. p. 22 pi. 42 6 ( = my fig. 217)
L. A. bydenham Aes grave London 1926 pp. 83 f., .05 no. 117 pi. ,3, 7 (regards the
pentagram as obv the club as rev., type), or obv. a swastika in relief, rev. a pentagram
deeply mcised (Sydenham op. cit. p. ,05 n. ,). A semunda of the same region has obv.
a scallop-shell, rev. a pentagram with pellet in centre (Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 22

4l' ' (u=m>" fig< 2'8)' Sydenham °P- «'-p. 105 no. n8 (regards the pentagram
as otv., the scallop-shell as rev., type)). (5) The pentagram occurs as a symbol
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and a variety of magical marks, including 01 and perhaps scattered
letters of the word Hygieia*.
also on coins of Aesernia (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 67 no. 5), Beneventum (ib.
Italy p. 68 no. i fig.), Teanum Sidicinum (ib. Italy p. 126 no. u), Velia (ib. Italy
p. 315 no. 102), Bruttii (ib. Italy p. 321 no. 22), the Mamertini (ib. Sicily p. in
no. 30), Syracuse (ib. Sicily p. 190 no. 322), Leukas (ib. Corinth, etc. p. 131 no. 75
pi. 36, 5), Rhodes (ib. Caria, etc. p. 246 no. 173), Seleukos i in Alexandrine empire
of the East (ib. Arabia etc. pp. cxliii, 187 f. pi. 22, 4 (= my fig. 219)), Kyrene (ib.
Cyrenaica p. 6r no. 292 pi. 26, i), and Rome (Babelon Monn. rip. rom. i. 25, 48, 49,
101 (gens Acilia], ii. 282 no. 140 (gens Papia). Rasche Lex. Num. vi. 827.]

F. Dornseiff Das Alphabet in Mystik undMagie Leipzig—Berlin 1922 p. 84 n. 3:
'Das Pentagramm ist Ideogramm fiir "Weltraum."' Id. ib. goes on to connect the Baby-
lonian pentagram and heptagram with Pherekydes' Trepre'ju.i'xos and e7rr(fyU.u%os.

S. A. Cook in his important book The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of
Archaeology London 1930 p. 213 f. collects examples of the pentagram as a Jewish symbol:
' It is found at (a) Nerab, (£) Gerar, (c) a jar-handle from Ophel, and a curious type with
Hebrew letters in the angles found at (d) Tell Zakariya, (e) Gezer, and (f) Ophel7.
(7(a) Syria, ix. 306; (V) Petrie, p. 19, pi. xliii. no. 10; (c) P. E. F. Annual, iv. fig. 202,
no. 5; (d) Bliss and Macalister, pi. Ivi, no. 44; (e) Q.S., 1904, p. 211 sq., Macalister,
Gezer, ii. 209, fig. 359, and (f) Annual, iv. p. 191, fig. 203, no. 7. Cf. also the late inscribed
(Arabic) stone from Latron (Q-S., 1919, p. 174)-) The legend has been acutely taken to
be Shelemau, and identified with the Shelemiah of Neh. xiii. 13*. ^So Albright, J.P.O.S.,
vi. 100 sq.) The Pentagram is also used as a potter's mark2. (2Bliss and Macalister,
pi. xxix. no. 42; cf. pi. Ivi. no. 53 (from Tell Sandahannah, ib., p. 122 sq.), Gezer,
pi. cxc. no. 59.)' Etc.

Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie Decorative Patterns of the Ancient World London 1930 pi. 48
has a short comparative series of pentagons from Egypt, Asia Minor, Crete, Greece, Italy, etc.

1 6 was a character, which would commend itself to all who dabbled in Egyptising
magic. As a letter, it was the beginning and end of Thoth (4rvfj.o\oyia TOV dX0a/3?7roi>
printed in et. Gud. p. 597 Qrjra. vdOev eTV/J,o\oyeiTai; Trapd TO Qu>6' 6w0 8k Xe'-yerai TO
TreVaXoj' (cp. K. B. Hase in Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. vi. 10090) TWV irdXaiuv ieptwv).
As a numeral, it stood for the great Egyptian ennead (F. Dornseiff Das Alphabet in
Mystik und Magie Leipzig—Berlin 1922 p. 23). As a symbol, it represented the universe
(Philon Bybl. frag. 9 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 571 ff. Miiller) ap. Euseb. praep. ev. i. 10. 51
?rt /Jity ot AlyvTTTiOi dirb TTJS avTrjs evvoias TOV Koo-fiov ypd<povTes irepupepi) KVK\OV aepoeidij
Kal Trvpwjrbv %a/>d<r<rou(Ti, /cat //eVa rera/teVop 6<piv lepaK6fJLOp<pov, Kal &m r6 irav ffxfj/J-a wj
TO irap T/fuv Brjra, TOV (i£v KVK\OV K6o-p.ov fjirjvtiovTes, TOV 5e neaov 6<piv crvveKTiKov TOVTOV
Ayaffbv Aaipova <rt]/j.alvovT€S (supra ii. 1127 f.) = Lyd. de mens. 4. 161 p. 177, 16 ff.
Wtinsch OTI ffxwdTuv 6 KIJK\OS reXei^raroj'' odev AlyvirTioi TOV Kocrp,ov ypd<f>ovTes irepKpepfj
KIJK\OV depoeidrj Kal Trvpwvbv xapaTTOvo'i Kal p^ffov TeTapfrov 6<j>iv lepaKo^optpov, oiovel
ffvveKTiKov 'Aya06v Aaifiova' /cat ^<rn rd Trav ffXTJfJ-a- wj TO irap' TJ/MV 0. Dornseiff loc. cit.
cp. schol. Dionys. Thrak. p. 321, 37 and 488 Hilgard QiJTa OTI TOV TTOLVTOS Btaiv /utyLtetrat'
•f] Se TOV iravrbs Ottris 4ffTiv 6 ovpav6s, 8s r6 re KVK\OTepts fyei Kal TOV Sia /jL^ffov &t;ova T-fj
KO.TO. fj^ffov x.a.pa.KT'ripiffOfVTa /taKpg.. Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 1341 had already quoted et.
mag. p. 441, 36°. Qr/Ta TO ffTOixelov, Trapa TO T-TJV Beo-iv TOV iravTOS /anneiffBai' T/TOL TOV
ovpavov rd KVK\OTep£s ?XOV (KVK\oTfpov cod. V. marg.), Kal TOV 6ia fdo-ov a^ova T-fj KOTO, TO
/j,&ov fiaKpg, < avd\oyov (ins. Lobeck) > e^6'- Add et. Gud. p. 262, 45 ff. QT/TO,, ftprjTai,
OTI TTJV TOV Tracros 0tffiv /itjUetrot. TJ 5^ rou wavTos Oecris ovpavds ^<rrt, 8y r6 re KD/cXore/)es
Hx.wv Kara (leg. Kal) TOV did /tteVou SL^UVO. (leg. d$-ova) TTJ /card, rijv petr-riv OVO-TJ /j.aKpg,
< dvdXoyov %x€L (inserui) >. xaPaKT'nPla'6ev ovv ofJrws, ei'/c6rws /cat eotKviav ZXafifv

6vofj.a<rlav). That 0 was the initial of OdvaTos and was itself transfixed with a dart (schol.
Pers. sat. 4. 13, Isid. orig. i. 3. 8, i. 23. i, cp. Pers. sat. 4. 13, Mart. ep. 7. 37. i f.,
Auson. ep. 87. 13 Peiper, Rufin. apol. adv. Hier. 2. 36 (xxi. 615 Migne), Sidon. carm.
9. 334 f. See also Sir J. E. Sandys Latin Epigraphy Cambridge 1919 p. 62 with n. 2)
is hardly adrem: an infelix littera would be out of place. 2 Supra i. 109 n. 3.
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The story of Kanopos implies the local cult of an actual man,
who died and was buried near the river-mouth. As a dead man he
would of course be identified with Osiris, and—from the position of
his grave—with Osiris as god of the Nile1. Nile-water was in fact
regarded as the very seed of Osiris2 and credited with generative
and fertilising powers of the highest order3. Apparently the divinised
Kanopos was represented by a terra-cotta strainer full of Nile-water.
Its holes were caulked with wax. Its surface was painted with
divers figures. And its neck was completed by the addition of a
human head. This peculiar, but not impossible, image must have
served some practical purpose; and it lies near at hand to conjecture
that in the hottest weather4 the wax would melt, the image would
stream with water5, and a fertility-charm of exceptional potency
would automatically protect the neighbourhood from drought. The
alleged rencontre with the Chaldaeans is on this showing a later
moralising version of the previously existing rite6.

1 Heliod. 9- 9 fleoirXaoToOert TOV NeiXop Alytiimoi /cal KpeiTT6vuv Tbv ptyiffTOv ayovffiv,
dvTlfJU.iJ.ov ovpavov TOV iroTafibv ffefivyyopovvTes, ola dij 6£%a vufieTuiv /cal WTUV deplwv Tyv
dpovfitvriv avTois apSovTa /cal els eVos del reray^vus eirofJ-flpifavTa. /cal ravrl fj.fr 6 TTO\VS
\etas. a S' eK0eid£ovffiv, eVceti/a. TOV elvai /cal ffiv dvSp&irovs, rty vypas re /cal i-rjpas ovcrlas
ffvvoSov alrtav /-tdXiora voplfrvffi, ra S' aXXa trroixela TOVTOIS (rvvvirapxew re /cal ffwava<paiv-
effQai \tyovres (an \£yov<n?) /cal T^V /mev vypdv, rbv NeiXov, Oarepav 8k T-TJV yyv rrjv airr&v
ifj.<t>alvew. /cai raurl /J,ev dy/jioffietiovffi, Trpbs d£ rods fjivtrras "Iffiv rty Trjv /cal "Otripiv rbv
NetXoi' /carayyAXoucrt, T& irpdynara. rois 6v6fji.acri /j,erd\afj.^dvot'Te$. On this equivalence of
Osiris and the Nile see further Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 1573 n. 5, 1580 n. 8.

2 Supra ii. 482 n. o, infra n. 6.
3 Aisch. suppl. 853 ff. fi^iror' ?5ot/xt trd\iv \ dX0e0-i/3oioj> ijdtap, \ ZvOev &e£t>fj,evov \

$d><t>vrov alfia fiporolai 0dXXei with schol. 854 TO faoiroiovv TCL 0p£fj./j,aTa, 1j i-vTifiov,
fn,eTa<f>opiKus. \tyei 8t < rb > TOV FfelXov and 856 dppevoyovov yap Tb vdwp TOV Ne/Xou'
oOev Zei>s iriiav freicev "Apea. This exploit of Zeus is unrecorded elsewhere. Is the
reference to the Egyptian Ares of Papremis (Hdt. 2. 63, cp. 2. 83)? Other allusions to
the fertilising virtues of Nile-water are collected by R. Wagner in Roscher Lex. Myth.
iii. 93.

4 Heliod. 9. 9 /cal ydp irws ffvvtire<re /cal ra NetXwa r6re TTJV fieylffT-riv Trap
eopTTjr 4i>e<rTi)Kfvai, /cara Tpoirds fJ^v raj Oepwas ytidXurra /cal ST' dpx~n" Trjs a#£i}<re«s 6
£/*<j>alvei Te\ov/j,^vr]v, /c.T.X. On the NetX(^a see R. Wagner in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 91.

5 Sweating or weeping statues, whether ancient (e.g. Cic. de div. i. 74, 2. 58, lul.
Obs. 31, Loukian. de dea Syr. 36 (supra i. 585), cp. supra ii. 428) or modern (e.g.
P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1907 iv. 165), are fiXXos X6>os.

6 W.Weber Drei Untersuchungen zuragyptisch-griechischenReligion Heidelberg 1911
pp. 42, 48 (summarised by G. Roeder in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1872 f.) comes
to the conclusion that the god Kanopos was a local type of Osiris-Neilos worshipped at
the mouth of the Nile. Osiris was hidden inside the jar in the form of Nile-water, which
is known to have played a considerable part in late religious rites (e.g. Flout, de Is. et
Os. 36 of; fj.6vov Se Tbv TSeiXov dXXd TCO.V vypbv dir\us 'QcrlpiSos diroppoty Ka\ov<ri' ical TUV
lepuv del irpoirofj-irevei TO vdpetov tirl Tipy TOV 0eoC). More exactly, according to Weber,
Kanopos was the Osiris-Neilos of fresh water: Set-Typhon, his opponent, stood for





Plate XXXIII

The so-called ' Canopic jars ' of Egypt, surmounted by the heads of the
four children of Horos :

(1) A typical set (A. Erman Life in Ancient Egypt London 1894 p. 306).
(2) A set in veined alabaster, now at Queens' College, Cambridge.

See page 345 n. i.
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The nearest parallel to the effigy of Kanopos is to be found, not
in the so-called 'Canopic jars' used to contain the viscera of the
deceased and commonly topped by the heads of the four children
of Horos1, but in certain remarkable simulacra, which may be seen

the salt water of the sea, which as the river sank forced its way up the river-bed. Thus
the old conflict between Osiris and Set was interpreted at Kanopos as a struggle between
the river-water and the sea-water. When the priests of Kanopos found fresh water
streaming into their holy vessel, they celebrated with joy the finding of Osiris. Weber
seeks support for his reconstruction in Plout. de Is. et Os. 39 (Typhon's drought attacks
and masters the moisture that generates and nurtures the Nile. Typhon's ally is the
Queen of the Aithiopes, i.e. south winds that master the etesian winds, which were
driving the clouds towards Aithiopia and so bringing rain to increase the Nile. Typhon
and his ally send a weakened and lowered river to the sea—a fact represented by the
enclosure of Osiris in his coffin. This happens in the month Athyr, when the nights
grow longer and daylight declines. The priests then drape a gilded cow in a black
himdtion of fine linen—the cow representing Isis or the earth—and exhibit it for four
days from the i;th of the month [ = Nov. 13—16: see Frazer Golden Bough*: Adonis
Attis Osiris3 ii. 84]. But on the ipth they go down by night to the sea, and the drapers
(oroAioTcd) and priests bring out the sacred ark (iciem;) containing a golden casket
(Kipdmov), into which they pour drinkable water. A shout is raised by the people present,
who cry that Osiris has been found! Then they mix fruitful soil with the water (rijv
Kapirifj-ov (Xylander and others cjj. yfjv KdpirifJ.ov) <f>vpuo~i r$ SSart), add costly spices and
incense, and mould a little moon-shaped image (fj,ijvoei.Ses AyaXfidnov), which they clothe
and adorn, thereby indicating their belief that these deities are essentially earth and
water).

1 E. A. Wallis Budge The Mummy Cambridge 1893 pp. 194—201 states that four
such jars were regularly employed by the Egyptians to contain the principal intestines of
the dead. They were dedicated respectively to the man-headed Mestha or Amset, the
dog-headed Hapi, the jackal-headed Tuamautef, and the hawk-headed Qebhsennuf. These
four gods of the dead are described as the children of Horus or the children of Osiris and
themselves stood under the protection of four goddesses, viz. Isis, Nephthys, Neith, and
Selket or Serqet. G. Elliot Smith—W. R. Dawson Egyptian Mummies London 1924
pp. 144—147 ('The Canopic Jars') point out that down to the end of the eighteenth
dynasty the jars had human heads, but that later they were made to resemble the four
children of Horus (human, hawk, jackal, ape), the liver being protected by Imsety, the
stomach by Duamutef, the lungs by Hapy, and the intestines by Qebeh-snewef. A. Erman
Life in Ancient Egypt trans. H. M. Tirard London 1894 p. 317 describes and ib. p. 306
figures (= my pi. xxxiii, i) a typical set of the four jars. PL xxxiii. 2 is from a set, made of
alabaster, in my possession. See also H. R. Hall in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics Edinburgh 1911 iv. 459b, A. H. Gardiner The Tomb of Amenemhet London
1915 p. 113. In no case is there any justification for the current term 'Canopic.'

Forrer Reallex. p. 392, without citing his authority, says that such jars served ' zur
Aufbewahrung des Nilwassers und der Mumieneingeweide.' In this connexion note
Aristeid. or. 48. 362 (ii. 485 Dindorf) p6voi 8% <ai> fopev Alytiirnoi icepd/jua ttdaros uo-irep
&\\oi otvov TTi/MrXao-t, Kal £x°V(n rptuv Kal rerrdpuv tr&v ZvSov Kal In ir\ei6vwv Kal T$
Xpfo<i> <refj.v&i>ov<nv, (Sffirep ^/uets rbv otvov. % Kal rotirov <fyfi<rei TIS alriov flvai 6'ri e£ o^ptav
afl|erai; In view of the fact that corpses or parts of corpses, e.g. the head, are frequently
drenched with water as a rain-charm (Frazer Golden Bough3: The Magic Art i. 284 ff.,
J. Rendel Harris in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 431 ('At Ourfa...we were told that in dry seasons
they dig up the body of a recently buried Jew, abstract the head and throw it into the Pool
of Abraham')), it is presumably possible that ordinary intestine-jars may on occasion have
been used for the same purpose; but evidence is lacking.
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on the imperial coinage of Alexandreia (figs. 220 — 232). R. S. Poole1

said of them :
'The Canopi represent Osiris and I sis, Osiris being probably Sarapis. The

Canopus of Osiris is of two forms, (i) draped and wearing the atef-crown, which
consisted of the .crown of Upper Egypt, between two plumes, above the rams'
horns [fig. 220 2J ; and (2) adorned with figures and wearing the crown with disk
and plumes above the ram's horns with uraei [figs. 221 3, 222, 224*, 2235]. The
Canopus of Isis is draped, with a uraeus in front of the body of the vase, and
wears the headdress of cow's horns and lunar disk [fig. 225°]. These types
cannot as yet be further discriminated. The two headdresses of Osiris are
indiscriminately used by the ancient Egyptians, and therefore we cannot assign
them to particular forms. No doubt in Alexandrian usage they designated such
forms, or they would not occur together in one coin-type [figs. 226 7, 227 8, 228,
229°, 230 10, 232 n].'

These joint representations show the two 'Canopi' of Osiris set
on a couple of cushions and facing us upon a garlanded base

The 'Canopic' shape might be given to a variety of gods and goddesses. J. G. Milne
in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. 286 — 290 published a limestone stile in the Ghizeh
Museum (no. 9267), which on each of its four faces had a sunk panel with reliefs, flanked
by a verse quotation, below the panel a row of ' Canopic ' figures, and lower again a metrical
inscription: (a) A helmeted bust with a circular shield and crossed spears beneath it,
flanked by //. 5. 31, then from right to left 'Canopi' of Osiris, Horus, Isis, Nephthys(P),
and the lines et'/xt [t,h &? ieprjs ffrpaTiTJs SirXoiffiv dpuy6s \ Kalffapos tv iroXe/xots ij5' "Apeos
6epdiruv \ TroXXci 5' ev e£<re/3^e<r((r)t 6eCov Zpyois /j.en6yt)K[a~\ | ffd}fj.ari /cal d^mp, yfip_a,o[s oiJJ/c
dXtyuv | otiveic' eTraLv[^]<ravTes CTT' etirdKroio [/3/oio] \ \yov\v re crao<f>poffijv'r)[v T' dffrol
eireK\£iffav]. (b) A helmeted bust with a sea-horse beneath it, flanked by Od. 9. 528, then
'Canopi' of Thoth, Amon, Mut, and in lieu of an epigram //. 15. 187 — 191. (<:) A
helmeted bust with an eagle on a thunderbolt beneath it, flanked by //. 2. 412, then
'Canopi' of some missing deity, Shu, Tefnut, Hathor, and the lines eh Kaitrap, neyas
avroKpdrup, els icolpavos £<rrw, | els /3a<nXet5s, $ !5w/ce Kp6vov iraij dyKvXo/J-rir'rjs (sic — an
adaptation of//. 2. 2O4f. On s\ichformu/ae see E. Petersen EI2E QEOZ Gottingen 1926
passim)- \ Zrjva fj-tyav Kpovidr/v tyifrvyov dpyuc^pavvov], \ [. . .] a/ta irpo<j>pov[ ......... ~\irov

jSapi/KTUTToi' 'Evvofflyaiov \ fftiv re Kf\aive<p(^)a Trpoff^-rfv 'AtSriv aSd/Mffrov). (d) A helmeted
bust (?) with a doubtful creature beneath it, flanked by lettering now lost, then 'Canopi'
of Ra, Atum, Nut, and the lines "A7/>tos Iffridei /car' £TOJ dls Srifnov airavra \ Uavbs
6peffffiv6/ji.oLO KO.T elXcnr^vas &oi(3oio, \ &vdpe 5i)' &pxpvTas Ka\€<av Kar&e'ffvose'KaaTOv \ [rov
r e^dvovs iep-^as ̂ w[^e] "Xjo&v re <rvv^p[yovs] \ ets eKarbv Sis irav[rbs 6/uw]s \vKdj3avTos [dyrj\]ai.
The stele dates from the end of s. i B.C. and comes from Alexandreia. F. LI. Griffith
suggests ' that the underlying idea is probably astrological : thus, the opposite sides (4) and
(2) are headed by Ra and Thoth for Sun and Moon : (i) has Osiris, possibly for the planet
Jupiter, and the lost figure in the front of (3) may have been Geb, the planet Saturn. To
each of these leaders were then added his usual associates in Egyptian religious tradition.'

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. Ixvii f.
2 Ib. p. 75 no. 625 pi. 18 (=my fig. 220, from a cast) Hadrian.
3 Ib. p. 32 no. 268 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 221, from a cast) Vespasian.
4 Ib. p. 91 no. 775 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 222, from a cast) Hadrian. Fig. 224 is from a

specimen in my collection, likewise struck by Hadrian.
3 Ib. p. 289 no. 2214 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 223, from a cast) Gallienus.
6 Ib. p. 75 no. 633 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 225, from a cast) Hadrian.
7 Ib. p. 54 no. 452 pi. 1 8 ( = my fig. 226, from a cast) Trajan.
8 Ib. p. 75 no. 632 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 227, from a cast) Hadrian.
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Fig. 220.

Fig. 223.

Fig. 221.

Fig. 224.

Fig. 222.

Fig. 225.

Fig. 226. Fig. 227. Fig. 228.

Fig. 229. Fig. 230. Fig. 231.

9 Fig. 228 is from a specimen in my collection (Hadrian [L] I H) = 133—134 A.D. Cp.
Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 92 no. 779 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 229).

10 Ib. p. 134 no. 1133 pi. 18 ( — my fig. 230, from a cast) Antoninus Pius.
11 Ib. p. 134 no. 1134 pi. 18 ( = my fig. 232, from a cast) Antoninus Pius.
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(fig. 226), or more often confronting each other (figs. 227—231), some-
times with a flaming thymiaterion between them (fig. 230) or housed
in a common shrine with papyrus-headed columns (fig. 2311), or
finally upborne side by side on the spread wings of an eagle(fig. 232)2.
The numismatic 'Canopi' of Osiris resemble the legendary effigy of
Kanopos more closely than do the ordinary 'Canopic' jars, and
that in two respects. For one thing, there can be no doubt that
the Osirian ' Canopi' were definitely worshipped as deities. For

Fig. 232.

another, they were not only surmounted by a human head, but also
decorated with various figures. It is even possible that the series
of dots seen on the Osiris-'Canopi' (figs. 224, 228, etc.) were holes
stuffed with wax like those of Kanopos himself.

A further possibility is deserving of mention. Since Nile-water
was in effect the equivalent of snow and rain, the Nile was popularly
regarded as in some sort a copy of the sky3. Parmenonof Byzantion4

(s. iii B.C.) ventured to equate the river-god with the sky-god, when
he penned a choliambic address to—

'Nile, Zeus of the Egyptians.'

1 Ib. p. 102 no. 877 pi. 28 ( = my fig. 231) Hadrian. Cp. Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 453
no. 365 Hadrian, 481 no. 544 L. Verus.

2 An engraved cornelian at Florence shows the Canopus of Isis carried by a female
griffin, which rests its right paw on a four-spoked wheel (A. F. Gori Museum Florentinum
Florentiae 1731 i pi. 58, 9, Reinach Pierres Gravees p. 33 no. 58, 9 pi. 29).

3 Heliod. 9. 9 (cited supra p. 344 n. i).
4 Athen. 203 C ubvos yap cos a\r)0u>s 6 xpv<ropp6as Ka\ov/J.evos NeiXos fjiera rpo<j>uv

atpdbvuv Kal xpwbv aid[idr)\oi> Kara<p£pei, aKivduvus yeupyov^evov, us iraaiv QapK&v
avOpibirots, olKtjv TpnrroX^u.ou (supra i. 222 f., 227) Tre/jnr6/j.evov els iraaav yrjv. dibirep avTbv
Kal 6 Bufdprios Tronjr^s Hap/jt&uv eiriKdXovfjiei'os "AlyfarTie ZeO," <f>t](rl, "NetXe." Cp. schol.
vet. Find. Pyth. 4. 99 r4fi.evos Kpovida- TOV NeiXoc Upovidav [rfnjfflv], ws Hapfj.frW
"AlytiiTTie ZeO N«Xe." ava.Xaryeu' yap TOIS TOV Aids 8fj.[3pois rb TOV Ne£Xoi> vowp, Kal ua-irep
a.vTiaTpo<t>bv TWO. TOVTOV T^J Au eTvai.

A coin of Alexandreia already figured (supra i. 361 fig. 277) equips Zeus with the
cornu copiae of Neilos.
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At Silsilis {Djebel Selseleh), on the right bank of the Nile in Upper
Egypt, a stele was found bearing an inscription flanked by two
reliefs—on one side a sacred tree, on the other a bull and a young
man holding a torch or stick in his left hand1. This was 'the
salutation of Leonidas the helmsman to Neilos Zeus called Nephotes
the Greatest' and is dated in the year 106/7 A.D.2 Now Nephotes, as
A. H. Sayce3 pointed out, is a Grecised form of the Egyptian
Neb-pet, ' Lord of Heaven/ There was, moreover, a long-standing
belief that the Nile was a celestial river4, and sundry mythographers
identified it as such with Eridanos or Okeanos5. Kanobos the
helmsman gave his name to a star6 appearing low down beneath
this constellation7. It is therefore quite conceivable that the rounded
body of Kanopos was treated as a guasi-sky, and that the figures with
which it was adorned were those of stars or constellations. Support
for the conjecture is not far to seek.

If Kanobos was thus identified with Osiris, his wife Theonoe8

or Eumenouthis9 seems to have been equated with Isis. In this
connexion a small Nolan amphora once belonging to the Museo
Vivenzio must be taken into account. An old drawing here re-
produced (fig. 23 3)10 shows the two sides of the vase as one continuous

1 C. R. Lepsius Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien Berlin 1849 — ̂ 59 xii. 82
no. 1 88 (inscription only).

2 A. H. Sayce in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1894 vii. 297 f. no. ix (inscription only) = Ditten-
berger Orient. Gr. inscr. sel. no. 676 =F. Preisigke Sammelbuch Griechischer Urkunden
aus Agypten Strassburg 1915 i. 7 no. 23 TO Trpoa-\K^vi}fji.a [A.e]\uvidov K.v$e\pvi]Tov Nel\ov\
Aios ica\ov[fji£vov] \ Nefidrov TOV \ [/i]eyto-TOv. \ L i' Tpai'avov Kat\[<ra]pos TOV Kvplov. Sayce and
Dittenberger assume that Kvpiepv/irov NetXou should be taken together as ' helmsman of the
Nile.'

3 A. H. Sayce loc. cit., cp. B. P. Grenfell — A. S. Hunt — D. G. Hogarth Fay Am Towns
and their Papyri London 1900 p. 255 no. cv Col. ii, 14 Nefotian(us).

4 Supra i. 349 n. 2.
5 Supra ii. 1025.
6 Plout. de Is. et Os. 22.
7 Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 32 Canopos, whose source (see W. Christ Geschichte der griech-

ischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1920 ii. i. 248 n. 4) was pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 37
Kctj/wjSos.

8 Konon narr. 8 TO, irepl Ilpwre'ws roC Alyinrrlov /ww/rews, 06 i] Ovydryp Qeot>6r) epacrOeicra,
Kapcti/3ou (yv S' euros Kv^epv^Tfis Meve\dovTov Tpyou (D. Hoeschel cj. 'Arptus)) dTroTiryxdvei '
K.T.\.

s Epiphan. ancor. 106 (i. 209 Dindorf ) 'Kdvuftds re 6 ~M.ei>e\dov Kv^epf^njs ical i) TOIJTOV
}/ 'Evfj.evovBls iv 'A.\el-a,v8pda re6afAfj.tvoi rt/xuij'rai irpbs r-g ox&fj rfjs 6a\dff<rr)s, diro

10 G. Patroni Vast dipinti del Mtiseo Vivenzio disegnati da Costanzo Angelini nel
M£)CCXCVIIIRomz and Naples 1900 p. 5 pi. 29, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 279 f.
%. 70 ( = my fig. 233).
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design. The obverse gives a scene from Greek cult; the reverse,
a corresponding scene from Egyptian cult. In the one case we have
the evocation of the Greek earth-goddess: she starts up at the very
feet of a youth, who has just struck the ground with his mattock1.
In the other case a bearded and somewhat deformed man with
a staff in his right hand is consulting a ' Canopus.' The jar, as on
sundry Alexandrine coins (fig. 225) and gems of imperial date2, has

Fig. 233.

its cover shaped like the head of Isis. It is decorated with two
stars—a feature in which it is not unique3; for Isis was the 'Queen
of Heaven' and wore a robe glittering with stars4. It is surrounded
by rosettes and circles, the meaning of which is doubtful. The
object lying on the ground between the Isis-jar and the worshipper
is (if we may put faith in Angelini's drawing) probably not a spiked
crown5, but cult furniture of some sort. It might conceivably be the

1 C. Robert Archaeologische Maerchen aus alter und neuer Zeit Berlin 1886 pp. 179—
202 ('Die Ruckkehr der Kore') pis. 2—5 (especially pi. 5, A and C), J. E. Harrison in
ihejaurn. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 232 ff., 1900 xx. 105 ff., ead. Proleg. Gk. l?el.2pp. 276 ff.
('The Anodos of the Maiden Earth-goddesses'), 639 f., Themis'* p. 416 ff. On evocations
see further W. Headlam in the Class. Rev. 1902 xvi. 52—61.

2 W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 471 f.
3 A. F. Gori Gemmae antiquae ex thesauro mediceo etprwatorum dactyliothecis Florentiae

exhibentes tab. C etc. Florentiae 1731 i. 49 pi. 59, 2 = Reinach Pierres Gravies p. 33
no. 59, 2 pi. 29, cp. C. W. King Antique Gems and Rings London 1872 ii. 46 pi. 7, 9
('Canopus, with the head of Athor, flanked by two Asps; on the belly of the vase is the
solar disk').

4 Apul. met. ii. 2 regina caeli, n. 4 per intextam extremitatem etin ipsa eius planitie
stellae dispersae coruscabant earumque media semenstris luna flammeos spirabat ignes.
See W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 433 ff. and R. Eisler Weltenmantel und
Himmelszelt Miinchen 1910 i. 69 f.

5 So G. Patroni op. cit. p. 5, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Jfe/.2 p. 280.
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mountain-emblem of HA, one of the most ancient gods of the
Delta, whose priest purified the king at his coronation with the
' waters of all-satisfying life1.' But I incline to think that rosettes,
circles, and guasi-crown are merely loaves and cakes set out before
the goddess. In any case the Egyptian scene balances the Greek
scene; for Isis too was an earth-power2—indeed Plutarch says that
the Egyptians spoke of the earth, when flooded and fructified by
the Nile, as 'the body of Isis3.' That a Greek potter should thus
combine home ritual with foreign ritual is certainly exceptional4,
but not altogether surprising. If an early Ionic hydria could repre-
sent the sacrifice of Bousiris with some approach to Egyptian
vraisemblance*', a late local Italian (?Oscan) amphora may well
have reflected the growing familiarity of the Greek world with the
observances of the Delta. In after days Egyptian spells came to be
much valued in Greek lands6. But this vase has a special interest
as affording the earliest extant Greek or ^z-fz-Greek representation
of a 'Canopic' divinity.

The Vivenzio vase, after being drawn by Angelini in 1798,
disappeared from view. But thirty years later Raoul Rochette
published an amphora of remarkably similar aspect (fig. 234)7—so
similar in fact that it must be the self-same vase—and this in 1865

1 See the important paper by P. E. Newberry ' Two Cults of the Old Kingdom' in the
Ann. Arch. Anthr. 1908 i. 24 ff.

2 W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 442 ff.
3 Plout. de Is, et Os. 38 ws Se NeZXoj' 'Offipidos diroppo^v, oflrws "IcriSos <rw/za yrfv ^xovffi

Kal vo/j.i£ovffiv, 01) iravav dX\' i?s 6 NetXos tiriflaivei crirep/j.aivwv Kal /xtypifyc.ei'os.
4 R. Hackl ' Mumienverehrung auf einer schwarzfigurig attischen Lekythos' in the

Archiv f. Rd. 1909 xii. 195—203 with 3 figs. (Am. fourn. Arch. 1909 xiii. 498 with
fig.) publishes a black-figured likythos at Munich (height o'i7m: provenance unknown),
which in the clear but slightly careless style of c. 500 B.C. shows three men prostrating
themselves with gestures of grief before and behind a narrow vertical oblong, covered with
a network- or trellis-pattern and surmounted by a male head in profile with wreath (?) and
pointed beard. The men wear loin-cloths only: two cloaks are hung in the background.
Leafy sprays are visible to left and right of the pillar-like figure. Hackl argues that this
figure cannot be a herm (no arm-stumps, nofhaltts), nor yet a Dionysos Perikionios (tree-
stem or pillar usually clothed, Dionysos-mask above adorned with vines), but must be the
mummy of some Greek, who dying in the Delta was embalmed and lamented by his friends
in Egyptian fashion (irpoffKtivyffis, loin-cloths)—possiby as a divinised Osiris-Dionysos.

5 Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei i. 255 ff. pi. 51, Pfuhl Malerei u.
Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 179 ff. iii. 35 figs. 152, 153, M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale
University Press pp. 126, 134, 163 figs. 214, 257. Supra i. 513 n. i with fig. 381.

6 Loukian. philops. 31.
7 Raoul-Rochette Monumens inddits cTantiquit£ figurte Paris 1833 P- 3^9 ff- pl> 64

( = my fig. 234). The learned author interprets the vase-painting as a combination of two
analogous scenes—' necyomancie homerique' (Odysseus evoking the soul of Antikleia) and
'TO iieKvo/j.avre'iov' near Cumae (Diod. 4. 22, Strab. 244) at which Demos or Chores is
consulting the oracle of a 'Canopic ' jar.
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passed from the Pourtales collection1 to a permanent home in the
British Museum2. It is a red-figured amphora of late, coarse style,
and is officially stated to have come from the Basilicata in South
Italy. Its design is identical with that of the Vivenzio vase, apart
from the fact that the decorative details about the' Canopus' (stars,
rosettes, circles, 'crown') are now missing. Mr H. B. Walters, how-
ever, who kindly examined the vase afresh on my behalf, reports
as follows (May 15, 1911):

'F 147. R.-Rochette's publication seems to be fairly adequate and accurate.
I should like to know if there is any record of the history of this vase before it
came into the Pourtales collection, where it evidently was about 1825—1830.

Fig. 234.

It must surely be the same as the Vivenzio vase though Miss H[arrison] hasn't
realised the fact. As to the stars and circles I can only suppose they were
restorations which were subsequently removed. I had no knowledge of the
Vivenzio publication when the Catalogue was made.
P.S. Since writing the above I have again carefully examined F 147, and find
the marks as given by Miss H[arrison] are all there, but very faintly engraved
in the varnish. I doubt if they are original. There is also a crown on the other
side of the vase, not given in the drawing. Any way this proves its identity
with our vase.'

1 T. Panofka Antiquitts du cabinet du comte Pourtales-Gorgier Paris 1834 P- 72

pi. 22. Id. in the Ann. d. Inst. 1829 i. 302 f. (Gaia emerges, disturbed by a grave-digger:
a father views with grief the 'Canopic' jar of his dead child).

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 71 no. F 147. Mr Walters takes the subject to be
' Probably a representation of digging a spring' (' (a) Bearded male figure.. .looking.. .towards
a Canopic jar resting on a plinth, which terminates in a female head, (b] Part of the same
scene: A female figure... (probably representing the Nymph of a spring)... extending r. hand
to a beardless male figure...'). The explanation is unconvincing.



Plate XXXIV

Amphora from the Basilicata, now in the British Museum :
( i a—!^) Evocation of the Greek Earth-goddess.
(2 a—2b) Consultation of an Isiac 'Canopus.'

Seepage 349 ff. with figs. 233, 234.
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Finally Mr F. N. Pryce has furnished me with recent photographs
of the four figures (pi. xxxiv), on which the faint markings have
been added in white paint.

The use of holed vessels as a rain-charm agrees well with what
we know of Libyan beliefs concerning the sky. According to
Herodotos, the Libyans who planted the followers of Battos beside
the fountain of Apollon at Kyrene addressed them in these words :
' Men of Hellas, here it is fitting for you to dwell, for here the sky is
bored through1.' My friend and colleague the late Dr A. Wright
pointed out that this description furnishes us with an answer to the
conundrum propounded by Virgil's Damoetas:

Say in what lands—and be my great Apollo—
There is a hole in heaven three ells across2.

Eustathios takes Herodotos' words to mean that the sky resembled
a reservoir, which though sound elsewhere was holed over Libye
and so dropped abundant rain to the advantage of Libyan vegeta-
tion3. It would seem then that the Libyans thus naively accounted
for the torrential rain, which in point of fact commonly falls at
Kyrene during the rainy season from the middle of November
onwards4. It is also noteworthy that, according to Theophrastos,
the wood near Kyrene sprang up as the result of a heavy pitchy
rain, and that silphion had been produced for the first time from

1 Hdt. 4. 158 Avdpes "EXXyves, tvffavra itfuv £iriT-fi8eov oiK^eiv frOavra yap 6 ofipavbs
rtrpriTCU.

On the analogous Semitic conception of 'the windows of heaven' (Gen. 7. n, 8. 2,
2 Kings 7. 2, Is. 24. 18, Mai. 3. 10) see I. Benzinger Hebraische Archaologie* Leipzig
1927 p. 163.

It is possible that some such significance was attached to the louver or circular opening in
the dome of the Pantheon at Rome. For the coffered ceiling of that remarkable structure
(Durm Baukunst d. Rom? p. 550 ff., especially fig. 645. A fuller bibliography will be
given infra p. 441 n. 7), spangled with rosettes or stars (?) of gilded bronze (Durm op.
cit? p. 565, W. J. Anderson—R. P. Spiers The Architecture of Ancient Rome rev. by
T. Ashby London 1927 p. 81), must have produced and been intended to produce much
the effect of a miniature sky (cp. supra i. 751 f., ii. 354 f., 360 f., 1150).

2 Verg. eel. 3. 104 f. die quibus in terris—et eris mihi magnus Apollo—| tris pateat
caeli spatium non amplius ulnas. Wright's solution of this well-known problem (in the
Class. Rev. 1901 xv. 258) appears to me much more probable than either of those advanced
by Serv. ad loc. (the grave of Caelius, the well at Syene-—the former the guess of a would-
be wit, the latter a pedantic attempt to improve upon the claims of Libye), let alone the
follies recorded in J. Conington's note.

3 Eustath. in II. p. 742.- 22 ff. 6 5t irepl nva AifivKty y9jv TfrprjffOai rbv ovpavbv (pdfievos
&\\(as yi)TroviKu>s ereparei5(raTO. I0l\ei yap elweiv rbv o&pavbv ws oia Kai TWO. dei-aftevty eV fi£v
ratj aXXats yalais effreyavuffQai, irepl 62 rbv roirov ticelvov olov ffwrerp^ffffai us berbv avxvbv

Oai xal ap&eiv ra em irpbs rpotpifLttT-rfra,.
4 See H. Stein on Hdt. 4. 158, and A. W. Lawrence on Hdt. 2. 14, 22, 3.10, 4. 185.

C. III. 23
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a similar shower of pitch1 seven years before the date (c. 611 B.C.2)
of Kyrene's foundation3.

ii. The holed vessel in Greece.

The custom of pouring water into a holed pithos or hydria by
way of a rain-charm has left traces of itself, not only in the rites and
myths of northern Egypt, but also in those of Greece. Nor is this
to be wondered at, if—as I incline to surmise—the said custom
belonged to a race, which at an early date occupied both regions,
the Graeco-Libyans or Libyo-Greeks postulated by Sir W. M.
Flinders Petrie4. It is even permissible to use less general terms and
to refer the practice to a particular tribe, the Daanau or Danauna,
who along with other maritime allies are known to have attacked
the kingdom of Rameses iii at a date shortly after 1200 B.C.5 For
there can be little or no doubt that this tribe has been correctly
identified with the Danaoi6 of Homer; and they in turn cannot be
separated from their eponym Danaos7, or his daughters the Danaides,
whose water-carrying furnishes the best parallel to the alleged ritual
of Akanthos in Lower Egypt8.

1 Theophr. hist. pi. 3. i. ^f., decaus.pl. i. 5. i, Plin. nat. hist. 16. 143, 22. 100.
2 L. Malten Kyrene Berlin 1911 p. 190 ff., H. C. Broholm in Pauly—Wissowa Real-

Enc. xii. i ^ S f .
3 Theophr. hist. pi. 6. 3. 3, Plin. nat. hist. 19. 41. The schol. Aristoph. eq. 894

states that Aristaios, son of Apollon and Kyrene, was the first who discovered how to
cultivate silphion and to produce honey.

4 W. M. Flinders Petrie in thejourn. Hell. Stud. 1890 xi. 276 f.
5 Supra \. 362 f. To the authorities there cited add H. R. Hall in the Ann. Brit.

Sch. Ath. 1901—1902 viii. 184, id. The Ancient History of the Near East London 1913
p. 380ff., id. in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1924 ii. 2835., A. J. B. Wace
ib. 1923 i. 177, F. Hommel Ethnologie und Geographie des alien Orients Mlinchen 1926
pp. 28 f., 1001. The Egyptian texts are collected and translated in H. T. Bossert Altkreta1

Berlin 1921 pp. 50, 54 ff.
6 D. D. Luckenbill 'Jadanan and Javan (Danaans and lonians)' in the Zeitschrift fur

Assyriologie 1913 xxviii. 92—99, L. B. Holland 'The Danaoi' in Harvard Studies in
Classical Philology 1928 xxxix. 81 ff.

The latter loc. cit. p. 83 n. i is tempted 'to see some connection, in name at least,
between the Danuna and Dan—Perhaps Danite sea-farers [Judges 5. 17] were in the
service of the Philistines and migrated with them,—the tribe disappears from later Hebrew
history,—or possibly one section of the Philistines occupied territory that had belonged
to Dan, and so were called Danuna.' Such speculations are rash, though far less so than those
of the Abbe E. Fourriere concerning 'the emigrant tribe of Dan' (discreetly abbreviated
in the Transactions of the Third International Congress for the History of Religions Oxford
1908 ii. 183, cp. the same writer in the Revue d^exegese mythologique vii no. 39 pp. 313—
3i8).

7 Bemhard in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 952—954, O. Waser 'Danaos und die Dana'iden'
in the Archiv f. Rel. 1899 ii. 47—63, id. hi Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2094—2098.

8 Supra p. 338 f.
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(a) Water-carrying in the myth of the Danaides.

The story of the Danaides is told as follows by Apollodoros1.
Danaos and Aigyptos were twin-brothers. Belos, their father, settled
Danaos in Libye, Aigyptos in Arabia. Aigyptos, however, conquered
the Melampodes and named their land Egypt after himself. The
two brothers had, by various wives, a numerous progeny—Danaos
fifty daughters, Aigyptos fifty sons. They became rival claimants
to the throne; and Danaos, fearing the sons of Aigyptos, at
Athena's instigation put his daughters on board a ship2, which he
devised for the purpose, and fled. He touched at Rhodes, where he
set up the image of Athena Lindia*. Thence he came to Argos,
and Gelanor the Argive king abdicated in his favour4. < Having
thus become master of the country, he named the inhabitants Danaoi
after himself5. > The country was then suffering from a drought;
for Poseidon had dried up its springs, being wroth with Inachos for

1 Apollod. i. i. 4, cp. schol. //. i. 42, Hyg. fab. 168—170. For variants see
K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1005 f., O. Waser ib. iv. 2087 ff., 2094ff.

2 So also schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 4 ctXXot 8£ \eyovcri (/J.&TOI <j>a.<rl cod. Paris.) Aavabv
diWKOfJLevov virb AlytiirTov irpwrov KaraffKevdaat. (sc. vavv)' oBev /ecu Aavats eAcXi^r;. Hyg.

fab. 168 tune primum dicitur Minerva navem fecisse biproram in qua Danaus profugeret
follows schol. A. D. //. i. 42 ical viroOe^vris 'AOrjvas atfry vaw irpGjros /carecr/ce^ctcre Trjv
K\r)6eiffav ws airb TOV api6/J.ov r&v Bvyartpuv af/rov irevrriKOVTOpov.

3 On whom see a valuable paper by C. Blinkenberg 'La deesse de Lindos' in the
Archivf. Rel. 1930 xxviii, 154—165 with figs, i—it.

4 On the succession of Danaos to Gelanor see Paus. 2. 16. i and the interesting omen
in Paus. 2. 19. 3f. (wolf kills bull = Danaos deposes Gelanor, and founds sanctuary of
Apollon Atf/aos). Plout. v. Pyrrh. 32 locates the omen near Pyramia in Thyreatis, and
speaks of Gelanor as driven out by a <TT<£<m. Interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 4. 377 makes
Apollon give an oracle to Danaos ' ut profectus ubi invenisset taurum et lupum inter se
pugnantes, spectaret exitum pugnae, et si taurus vicisset, Neptuno templa construeret; si
vero lupus, Apollini delubrum sacraret. sed cum Danaus lupum videret vicisse, Apollini
Lycio templum dedit.' This famous encounter is commemorated on a late autonomous
bronze coin of Argos, which has obv. the forepart of a wolf to the right, rev. H PAKAE
I[T]OY the forepart of a bull to the right. This is usually described as 'running'
(P. Gardner) or 'charging' (S. W. Grose), but may rather be moribund (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Peloponnesus p. 147 pi. 28, 9 ( = my fig. 235), McClean Cat. Coins ii. 460 pi. 232,
31, Head Hist, num.2 p. 440).

, - Fig- 235-

5 These words were added to the text of Apollodoros by B. Aegius in the editio princeps
J555 from the concluding sentence of schol. A. D. //. i. 42 avrbs 5£ Kpar-^aas T^S
' eauroO roiis evoiKOvvras Aapaou? &i>6fj.a.ffev. lffTopei'Airo\\66(apos fr /3'.

23—2
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declaring that the land belonged to Hera1. Danaos therefore sent
his daughters to seek for water. One of them, Amymone by name,
while going on this errand, shot at a stag, but hit a sleeping
Satyr, and was saved from his embraces by the appearance of
Poseidon. To him she yielded; and he showed her the springs at
Lerna. Meantime the sons of Aigyptos came to Argos, demanding
the restoration of peace and a marriage with their fifty cousins.
Danaos, who distrusted these professions and bore a grudge on
account of his exile, agreed to the proposals and distributed the
damsels by lot. The names of grooms and brides are duly recorded2.
Danaos made the wedding-feast, but secretly supplied his daughters
with daggers. They, when their bridegrooms fell asleep, slew them
all, with a sole exception—that of Hypermnestra, who saved
Lynkeus for respecting her virginity3 and was for that reason
imprisoned by Danaos. The rest of his daughters buried the heads
of their bridegrooms at Lerna and performed funeral rites over the
bodies in front of the city4. They were purified themselves, at the
bidding of Zeus, by Athena and Hermes. Danaos subsequently
bestowed Hypermnestra upon Lynkeus, and offered his other
daughters as prizes in a gymnastic contest5.

The tale thus told is long and clearly composite. It is not
difficult to pick out certain parts of it and to bracket them as being
mythical accretions or embellishments of no central significance.
The explanation of the Argive drought as due to Inachos' partisan-
ship of Hera was hardly an original feature, at least of this story6.
The incident of Amymone, the Satyr, and Poseidon is an obvious

1 'A6r)vas codd. C. G. Heyne cj."H/>os, cp. Paus. 2. 15. 5. 2 Cp. Hyg.fab. 170.
3 So also schol. //. 4. 171, schol. Find. Nem. 10. 10. But schol. Eur. Hec. 886 pia dt

libvq TVUTUV 7) 'Twep/AvrfffTpa i<pdffa.TO TOV Avyictws, dird rrjs /u/|ews didOetrtv tffxrjicvia irpbs
afir6v assigns a love-motive, which—as C. Bonner in Harvard Studies in Classical
Philology 1902 xiii. 132 points out—is as old as Aisch. P.v. 865 f. fjdav 8£ iraidwv fyepos
6t\%ei TO ny | KTeivai fftivevvov, K.T.\. and is further supported by the pleading of Aphrodite
in Aisch. Danaides \frag. 44 Nauck2 op. Athen. 600 A—B].

4 Others agree that Danaos deposited the heads of the Aigyptiadai in Lerna (Zenob.
4. 86, Apostol. 10. 57, Arsen. -viol. p. 334, Hesych. s.v. Atpvri KO.K&V, Phot. lex. s.v. A^pvij
Oearuv, Souid. s.v. Ktpvy ffearuv). But, according to Paus. 2. 24. 2, the sons of Aigyptos
were murdered at Lerna, and their wives cut off the heads to show their father that the
deed was done. The headless trunks remained at Lerna, but the heads were buried in a
tomb on the left of the road leading up to the Argive akrdpolis.

5 So too Pind. Pyth. 9. 112 ff. with scholl. adloc., Paus. 3. 12. 2. Hyg.yo^. 170 makes
Lynkeus, after Danaos' death, present Abas, who had been the first to inform him of it,
with the shield dedicated by Danaos to Hera. Lynkeus then consecrated the games held
quinto quoque anno and known as affirls £v "Apyei. The Danaides after their father's
decease married Argive husbands.

6 Its proper setting is given by Paus. 2. 15. 5.
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excrescence1. The catalogue of one hundred names reads like a
didactic (Hesiodic?) addition2. And the suitors' race was not the
only method of rounding off the tale3.

But, subtractis subtrahendis, the residue of the myth has been
handled in more ways than one. F. G, Welcker4 took the Danaides
to be the fifty weeks of the year—an opinion that remained his own.
K. Schwenck5 had suggested that they were the fifty moons which
composed the cycle of the Olympian festival; and this notion, since
with a little ingenuity it could be made to fit the case of other
fifties6, especially the fifty daughters of Endymion and Selene, and
even the fifty daughters of Thestios, found considerable favour and is
still hardly extinct7. Symbolism of another sort, topographical
rather than chronological, appears in the picturesque but highly
improbable view of L. Preller8. Making the most of a few particular
cases—Amymone, Physadeia9, Polydora10—he argued that all the
Danaides were fountain-nymphs of the Argolid. The Aigyptiadai,
descendants of the mighty Aigyptos (that is, of the Nile), could then
be explained as torrents and rivers, which in winter rushed headlong

1 H. D. Miiller Mythologie der griechischen Stamme Gottingen 1861 i. 50, C. Bonner
in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 142—144.

2 They are interestingly discussed in Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. ii. 267 f. C. Robert
argues that the list preserved by Apollodoros goes back to an epic source, probably to
Hesiod (hence the epic character of the names, their epic prosody, often their Ionic dialect,
and their suitability to hexameter verse. Peculiarly Hesiodic is their use of alliteration
and even rime), but that the list given by Hyg.fab. 170, which has only 22 or perhaps 23
names in common with Apollodoros, is derived from some prose author (hence such names
as Themistagora, Demarchus, Demophile, Pamphilus].

3 C. Bonner in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 162 f. shows that the
suitors' race (Pind., Paus., Apollod.) and the Dana'ides' punishment in the Underworld
(Hyg., etc.) ' belong to distinct traditions which are not easy to reconcile.' Id. ib. p. 133
holds that the latter version squares with that of schol. Eur. Hec. 886 (perhaps cp. Ov. her.
14. 115—118), in which Lynkeus avenges his brothers by slaying Danaos and all the
Danaides except Hypermestra.

4 F. G. Welcker Kleine Schriften zurgriechischen Literaturgeschichte Bonn 1867 v. 50.
5 K. Schwenck in the Rhein. Mus. 1856 x. 377 ff.
6 W. H. Roscher Die Zahl 50 in My thus, Kultus, Epos undTaktik der Hellenen und

anderer Volker, bes. der Semiten (Abh. d. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1917
xxxiii. 5), Gruppe Myth. Lit. 1921 p. 283.

7 A. Schmidt Handbuch der griechischen Chronologic Jena 1888 p. 48 ff. ('Sagen,
welche die Ftinfzigzahl der Monate personifiziren'), J. E. Harrison in the Class. Rev. 1898
xii. 141, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 956 n. 5, F. M. Cornford in Harrison Themis'1' p. 231 f.

8 L. Preller Griechische Mythologie Leipzig 1854 ii. 33 ff.
9 Schol. Kallim. lavacr. Pall. 47. Cp. schol. A. Eur. Phoen. 188 $vaa (so W. Dindorf

for <t>Tj<ra. cod.). In Euphor. frag. 19 ap. Steph. Byz. s.v. "Ao-jSwros A. Meineke would
correct <j>vyddeiau> to 4>wd5eta»' (Analecta Alexandrina Berolini 1843 p. 55, but see ib.
p. 402).

10 Pherekyd. frag. 23 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 74 M tiller) =Jrag. 8 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 61
Jacoby) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 1212, Ant. Lib. 32 (after Nikandros erepowvfj^viav a').
See further O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2642 f.
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like importunate suitors, but in summer sank low or were dried up
altogether, their head-waters cut off by the local nymphs. Thus
decapitated they were buried in the Lernaean marsh, where alone
moisture yet lingered. Preller's explanation, accepted as sound by
Bernhard1, N. Wecklein2, O. Waser3, etc. and described as 'Ein
geistvoller Erklarungsvorschlag' by C. Robert4, is of course open to
serious objections, which have been forcibly put by C. Bonner5 and
G. A. Megas6. Nor is the case materially strengthened, if, with
V. Henry7, we pronounce the Danaides to have been rain-goddesses.

These attempts at explanation, however ingenious, must be dis-
carded. There is more to be said for the folk-tale comparisons made
by L. Laistner and C. Bonner. Laistner8, who regarded the race of
the Argive suitors as the most important feature of the myth and
combined it with the endless labour of the Danaides, took the whole
story to exemplify the following mythical formula:' A water-carrying
field fairy is freed from an enchantment by a man who, in order to
accomplish her deliverance, has to perform some feat involving
bravery, strength, or endurance, as well as mortal danger in case of
failure9/ The Danaides are enchanted maidens, nymphs of the rain
or the dew. The endless water-carrying is the magic spell. The sons
of Aigyptos fail to free them, and lose their own lives in consequence.
Now Laistner's comparison is not only forced and far-fetched, but—
as C. Bonner10 points out—definitely vitiated by taking for the
original core of the myth two different and alternative endings to it!

1 Bernhard in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 950.
2 N. Wecklein in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe

iSgsii. 397 ff.
3 O. Waser 'Danaos und die Danaiden' in the Archivf. Rel. 1899 ii. 47—63 and in

Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2087 if., 2094ff.
4 Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. ii. 266. Cp. H. J. Rose .4 Handbook of Greek Mythology

London 1928 p. 284 : ' The persistent connexion of the Danaides with water makes it not
unlikely that they are in reality fountain-nymphs.'

5 C. Bonner in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 146 ff. notes that
'the use of /re^aXiJ, meaning source, is very scantily attested' (Hdt. 4. 91, cp. Strab. 377.
Latin caput and Modern Greek K€fj>a\dpi are quoted in support); that Paus. 2. 24. 2 gives,
apparently as a genuine Argive myth, a very different account of the decapitation (supra
p. 356 n. 4); that the alleged invention of wells by Danaos or his daughters does not
prove the latter to have been spring-spirits; that the numeral fifty is not necessarily an
indication of a nymph-like nature, but rather suggestive of a folk-tale family; that the river
of Egypt, though known to Homer as AtyvirTos, is already NeiXoj in Hes. theog. 338; etc.

6 G. A. Megas 'Die Saga von Danaos und den Danaiden' in Hermes 1933 Ixviii.
415—428 (see infra Addenda).

7 V. Henry in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1892 v. 284—289.
8 L. Laistner Das Ratsel der Sphinx Berlin 1889 i. 283—292.
9 C. Bonner in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 161.

10 Id. ib. p. 162 f.
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Nevertheless Laistner deserves credit for suggesting1 that the
incident of Lynkeus being saved by his bride was borrowed from
some other folk-tale such as an Icelandic version2 of the Hop o' my
Thumb formula3. Acting on this hint, C. Bonner4 went further and
reached the conclusion that the whole episode of the Danaides
murdering the Aigyptiadai was comparable with a folk-tale still
current in Greece5 and in many other parts of Europe from the
Caucasus to the Pyrenees: ' A band of brothers lose their way in
a forest, and take refuge in the hut or cavern of an ogre or witch.
The youths pass the night with the daughters of their host. The
youngest and shrewdest of the brothers suspects that treachery is
intended, and by a trick, such as an exchange of head-dress or
a shifting of positions6, causes the ogre to cut off the heads of his
own daughters. Thus the youths escape7.' Sundry variants of the
folk-tale assimilate it more closely to the Greek myth, for instance
the Icelandic version mentioned above8 in which a captive maiden
warns the visitors of their danger, or again a Milanese version9 in
which the father of the youths is their companion and himself
suggests the stratagem. Nevertheless it is distinctly unfortunate for
Bonner's hypothesis that in the folk-tale all the brothers escape and
all the sisters are killed, whereas in the myth all the brothers but
one are killed and all the sisters escape10.

The foregoing criticisms must not be taken to imply that both
Preller and Bonner were wholly off the track. The former at least
saw that the Danaides had some essential connexion with water.
And the latter maintained with success that their myth bore much

1 L. Laistner op. cit. ii. 88 f.
2 J. C. Poestion Isldndische Mdrchen Wien 1884 p. 297 ff. no. 36 ('Thorstein, der

Hauslerssohn').
3 C. S. Burne The Handbook of Folklore London 1914 p- 346 no. 13 ('Hop o'1 my

Thumb type. i. The parents, very poor, desert their children. 2, The youngest child
leads the rest home several times, but at last fails to do so. 3. They fall into the power of
a supernatural being, but the youngest robs him and they all escape').

4 C. Bonner in Transactions of the American Philological Association 1900 xxxi. 30 ff.,
id. in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 149 ff. Cp. Gruppe Myth. Lit.
1908 p. 447 f.

5 J. G. von Hahn Griechische und albanesische Mdrchen Leipzig 1864 i. 75 ff. no. 3
('Von dem Schonen und vom Drakos'), ii. 178 ff. (four variants, and notes).

6 J. Bolte—G. Polivka Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Hausmarchen der Briider
Grimm Leipzig 1913 i. 124 n. i.

7 C. Bonner in Transactions of the American Philological Association 1900 xxxi. 31.
8 Supra n. 2.
9 V. Imbriani La Novellaja Milanese Livorno 1877 no. i.

10 C. Bonner in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 151 notes, however,
that in schol. Eur. Hec. 886 Lynkeus avenges his brothers by slaying all the Danaides but
Hypermestra (supra pp. 356 n. 3, 357 n. 3).
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resemblance to a folk-tale1. But I do not think that either Preller
or Bonner sufficiently realised the complexity of the story. Symbolists
on the one hand and folklorists on the other largely ignored its
legendary, not to say historical, basis. This factor of legend was
indeed suspected in 1893 by W. Schwartz2, who urged that the
myth of the Danaides, like that of the Argonauts3, was a mariner's
or merchant's epos4. But suspicion became virtual certainty, when
it was perceived that the Danaoi of Homer were none other than
the Daanau or Danauna of Egyptian records5. And the ground thus
won was still further consolidated by L. B. Holland in I9286.

1 J. Vurtheim Aischylos* Schutzflehende Amsterdam 1928 p. 17 prefers to speak of it
as a Pelasgian saga: ' Das Sagenmotiv kennt die beiden streitenden Briider; der eine hat
Sb'hne, der andere ebensoviele Tochter. Eine Ehe wiirde den Hader beendet haben,
aber die Schonen mochten ihre Vettern nicht. Auch die Zahl fiinfzig ist in der Sage
gegeben: Priamos' Haus kannte sie. Dann folgt der Mord, und hier denkt man gleich
an ipya. Aij/wta. Auch die lemnischen Weiber toteten ihre Manner (Herod. VI, 139
[138]); auch hier geschah es auf pelasgischem Gebiete; auch hier war eine, die den Mord
nicht vertibte und eine Ausnahme bildete. Diese Jungfrau—Hypsipyle—wurde schuldig
erklart, wie in Argos Hypermestra. Fast mochte man von einem pelasgischen Sagenmotiv
reden; denn bringen nicht lemnische Pelasgen mit eigener Hand die athenischen Frauen
um, bei denen sie bereits Kinder gezeugt hatten (Herod. VI, 139 [138])?' It may be
conjectured that the Lemnian myth has been partially assimilated to the Argive. The
resemblance of the two was already remarked by F. G. Welcker Die Aeschylische Trilogie
Prometheus Darmstadt 1824 p. 594 f.

2 W. Schwartz in the Jahrb. f. class. Philol. 1893 xxxix. 101 ('es ist die Danaiden-
sage...ein schifferepos wie die Argonautensage, man konnte fast sagen ein handelsepos'),
cp. 105 ('etwa um 900, eher vorher als nachher, musz demnach unsere sage entstanden
sein, die einer "der austreibungen griechischer seehandler und -rauber aus Agypten ihren
ursprung verdankt').

3 On the historical element in the myth of the Argonauts see now the admirable
treatment of Miss J. R. Bacon The Voyage of the Argonauts London 1925 p. 107 ff. (ib.
p. 168 'In its original form the Argonaut story was a narrative of a real voyage in the
Euxine Sea, made by Minyans of Thessaly in the late fourteenth or early thirteenth
century B.C.').

4 O. Waser in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 2089 aptly quotes E. Meyer Forschungen
zur alten Geschichte Halle a.S. 1892 i. 79. The context runs : ' Wir sind, und mit Recht,
gewohnt, die " hesiodeische" Poesie als unmittelbare Vorgangerin der Logographen zu
betrachten; aber die Danaiden stehen den letzteren mindestens ebenso nahe—wie sie
denn auch durch das starke Hervortreten des genealogischen Elements mit Hesiod sich
eng berlihren—und zeigen, dass auch die " homerische " Poesie der allgemeinen Stromung
Rechnung getragen hat. Das Interesse an Landern und Volkern, an der Erweiterung der
geographischen Kenntnisse, an Urgeschichte und Wanderungen bildet den Inhalt der
Danaiden wie der Schriftstellerei des Hekataeos; ihm verdankt das Epos die grosse
Wirkung, die es nicht formell aber durch seinen Inhalt erzielt hat. Gleich zu Anfang
boten die Schicksale der lo die Gelegenheit dazu. lo konnte von Argos nach Aegypten
nur auf dem Landwege gekommen sein, musste also so ziemlich die ganze im siebenten
Jahrhundert den Hellenen bekannte Welt (mit Ausnahme Italiens) durchwandert haben.
So konnte das Epos gewissermassen einen Abriss der Geographic geben.7

5 Supra p. 354.
6 L. B. Holland 'The Danaoi' in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1928 xxxix.

59—92.
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Epic tradition, which not improbably rested on Argive folk-
memory, associated Danaos and his daughters with the discovery of
a water-supply. This trait, and it alone, is involved in our earliest
reference to their myth. The Iliad speaks of Argos as polydipsion,
'very thirsty1,' and Euripides calls it dipsian...chthdna, a 'thirsty
land2.' Both phrases presumably allude to the fact that the streams
Inachos (Panitza) and Charadros (Xerias\ which traverse the Argive
plain, run dry for the greater part of the year3, so that there is need
to make up for their lack of water by means of irrigation. But
ancient critics, finding Argos well-watered and fertile, were perplexed
by the Homeric epithet4. Eustathios5 finally offers us a choice of
explanations: 'Either because the Greeks thirsted for it6; or because
the myth says that it was once ill-watered but afterwards became
well-watered, when Poseidon caused the springs at Lerna to burst
forth through his love for Amymone,the namesake of the Amymonian
Waters7 at Argos; or it may be on account of the Danaides, who
came from Egypt and taught the digging of wells, as Hesiod8

observes—
Waterless Argos Danaos made well-watered.'

Strabon9, without naming the author, cites another version of the
line, in which the 'Danaan maids' take the place of Danaos:

Waterless Argos Danaai made well-watered.

It appears, then, that a Hesiodic line mentioned Danaos as the cause

1 //. 4. 171, cp. Hesych. s.v. Styiov"Apyos, Eustath. in Dionys. per. 419.
2 Eur. Ale. 560.
3 G. Hirschfeld in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 730.
4 Strab. 370 irepl 5e T&V /j.vOevofj.tvwv irt)yujv eipijrai, SIOTI ir\d<rpara iroirjTuv ttrrl'

Tr\dff/J.a §£ Kal rd "Apyos avvopov—Beol d' aS 6£aav " Apyos avvSpov (A. Meineke accepts
T. Tyrwhitt's cj. "Apyos avvopov tbv Aavaal Oeaav "Apyos Zvvopov, cp. Strab. 371 quoted
infra n. 9)—TTJS re xdpas Koi\r)s oCffijs ical iroTa.fi.ols 8iappeo/j.frT)S Kal £\?7 /cat Xl/jivas
irapexo/^"'ns, xal TTJS ir6\eus e6iropovfj.&iris i/oaai Qpedriav TTO\\UI> Kal tiriiroXaiuv. at-nuwTcu
dr] rfjs a,Tr&Ti)s TO "Kat nev eXeyx^Tos iro\vdli//iov "Apyos tKoinrjv" (II. 14. 171). TOVTO 5'
•fJTot dfTi TOV TTO\vir66i)Tov KeiTai, ^ xupk r°v ^ Tro\vl\f/ioi>, /f.r.X.

5 Eustath. in II. p. 461, 3 ff., cp. schol. T., schol. B. L., and schol. A. D. //. 4. 171,
Souid. s.v. iro\vdi\f/iov, et. mag. p. 681, 4 ff.

8 A desperate guess of Aristarchos (Hesych. s.v. 8tyioi> "Apyos quoted infra n. 8, cp.
Athen. 433 E).

7 Eur. Phoen. 188 f.
8 Hes. frag. 47 Kinkel, 24 Rzach "Apyos avvopov 4bv Aavabs woiijffev tvvdpov, cp.

Hesych. s.v. Styiov "Apyos' 'Hfflodos n&v r6 avvopov, 'Apiarapxos d£ TO vo\vir69ijTOv (Si^f/dv
yap TO eirLirodeiv) %-virb Aids y3ejSXa(/i)/t^o^ • tyai yap TO jSXd^at. M. Schmidt in his ed.
min. tentatively suggests the insertion of 'H\i65w/>os (?) after the word 'H<rio8os.

9 Strab. 371 "Apyos avvopov tbv Aavaa.1 Ofoav "Apyos Zvvopov, cp. ib. 370 quoted
supra n. 4.
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of Argos' fertility, while a variant and perhaps later1 reading spoke
of the 'Danaan maids' rather than Danaos himself.

It is not unreasonable to contend that this ancient tradition was,
in the main, true. Immigrants from Egypt—let us say the Danauna
—came by sea via Rhodes and settled at Argos. They called them-
selves Danaoi—a name which would be appropriate to desert-dwellers
if, as Herakleides of Kyme2 asserted, it really meant the 'Dry' or
' Parched ones.' But etymology is capable of a volte-face, and modern
scholars have maintained that Danaoi should rather be connected
with the Sanskrit ddnu meaning 'fluidity, dampness, drops3.' Be
that as it may, Gelanor the reigning king of Argos was, owing to

1 W. Schwartz in the Jahrb. f. class. Philol. 1893 xxxix. 105 infers that " Apyos
avvdpov ebv Aavaal Geaav" Apyos frvdpov is a later recension of Hesiod's line from the fact
that *Apyos is repeated as a mere 'flickwort.' It might be added that Aavaal, though a
metrical necessity, is a somewhat unsatisfactory substitute for AavatSes.

" Herakleides of Kyme (a contemporary of Philip ii of Macedon: see F. Jacoby in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 469 f. no. 42) frag.z (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 97 Miiller) ap.
et. mag. p. 247. 41 ff- 8ava.Kfis vofjiiff/tares iariv 8i>o/u.a fia,pf$a.fHKbv, ir\£ot> 6j3o\ov, d rois
veKpois ev rots ffT6/j.aa-iv €Tl8e<rav...e'(pr)Tai de davcucujs, 6 rails davaois l^.pa\\6fn.fvos' Savaol
yap ol veicpol, TOIT&TTI fypoi, dava yap ra %i)p<i. 'HjOa/cXetS^s fv rip devrtpip rCbv HepcriKUV.
Opinions have differed as to the trustworthiness of davabs = frpbs. Gruppe Gr. Myth.
Rel. p. 831 accepts the equation; J. Miller in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2093 rejects
it. The word dav6s, 'dry,' remains unexplained (L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etytn. iii. 224).
I would suggest confusion with d-qvaLbs, 'ancient,' in its Doric form davaios (Aisch. Eum.
845, 879).

3 V. Henry in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1892 v. 284 ff. Cp. H. Usener Gotternamen Bonn
1896 p. 206: 'Unter den bezeichnungen, welche die hymnen des Rigveda fur den von
Indra bekampften damon anwenden, erscheint auch Ddnu, theils mit Vrtra oder Ahi
zusammengestellt, theils fur sich, und in patronymischer fortbildung Danava. ...Einmal...
wird Danava sichtlich identificiert mit Vrtra. Die mehrzahl Danavds kommt im Rigveda
noch nicht vor, wohl aber zweimal im Atharvaveda, und heir bereits gleichbedeutend mit
den Asuren, der allgemeinen bezeichnung der bosen damonen. Diesem plur. Danavds
entsprechen die gr. Aavaot auf das vollkommenste, ausgenommen die quantitat der ersten
silbe. Aber derselbe iibergang zur kiirze hat sich im Sanskrit vollzogen; schon im
(^atapathabrahmana wird das grundwort danu, obwohl der hochton auf diesem vocal ruht,
mit a angewandt, und so bei spateren durchweg. Noch begreiflicher ist die ktirzung in
der fortgebildeten form Danavds als wirkung des vorgeschobenen hochtons. Man versteht
jetzt das gebet des alten Chryses rivtiav Aavaol tya ddicpua (A 42).' On the Danavds see
further H. Jacobi in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909 ii.
8o9a, id. ib. 1911 iv. 39Oa—392a, A. A. Macdonell ib. 1921 xii. 6ioa. As to Danu, id.
Vedic Mythology Strassburg 1897 p. 158 says: 'Vrtra's mother is called Danu and is
compared with a cow (i, 32). This name seems to be identical with the word ddnu,
which is several times used .as a neuter meaning "stream" and once as a feminine to
designate the waters of heaven. The same term is applied as a masculine, apparently in
the sense of a metronymic, to Vrtra or the dragon (2, 12 ; 4, 30), as well as to the demon
Aurnavabha (2, n), and to seven demons slain by Indra (10, 120). The regular
metronymic Danava is used five times to designate a demon combated by Indra and
doubtless identical with Vrtra. Indra cast down the wiles of the wily Danava (2, ii), he
struck down the snorting Danava (5, 29), to release the waters (5, 32).' Infra
p. 366 n. 4.
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a season of drought1, forced to abdicate; and the chief of the new-
comers took his place. Why? Because he or his women-folk suc-
ceeded in getting water and so saved the Argive crops.

L. B. Holland2 has argued with much cogency that this dynastic
change corresponded with the transition from shaft-graves to tholos-
tombs. The shaft-graves, on his showing, belonged to the Achaioi,
the tholes-tombs to the Danaoi. He even ventures upon an approxi-
mate dating of the events3:

'The marble chronicle from Paros, compiled in Athens in the third century
B.C., probably from older official Athenian documents,...specifically states that
the penteconter of Danaus arrived in the year 1510—1509 B.C.* Archaeology
shows that the change from the "shaft-grave" to the "tholos-tomb" dynasty at
Mycenae occurred about 1500 or a little earlier, and that the great fortification
walls, with the Lion Gate and the existing court and megaron of the palace there,
were all built about I4oo5. Since these dates agree so perfectly with the tradi-
tional dates for the coming of the Danaans and the "founding" of Mycenae by
Perseus6, is it not reasonable to accept the traditions as substantially historical?'

The people who dug the rectangular shaft-graves (the Achaioi?) dug
also rectangular wells. Two such were found by A. J. B. Wace7 cut
in the soft rock at Mykenai, one by the north-western angle of the
'Warrior Vase House,' the other below its eastern wall: neither of
them can be more recent than the beginning of the 'Late Helladic
iii' period. But the people who constructed the far more elaborate
thdlos-tombs (the Danaoi?) may fairly be credited with the intro-
duction of tholoid reservoirs or wells, whether carved out of the
native rock like the bottle-shaped cisterns of later date to be seen
on the site of Melite at Athens8, or lined with concentric courses of
masonry like the beautifully built and still serviceable Fountain of

1 This is not actually stated in our sources (supra p. 355), but is implied by the
sequel (Apollpd. 2. i. 4).

2 L. B. Holland 'The Danaoi' in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1928 xxxix.
74 f.: 'Collating these literary traditions with the archaeological evidence at Mycenae,
we should naturally equate the rulers of the fifteenth to the twelfth centuries, the tholos-
tomb kings, with the Danaoi; the earlier shaft-grave dynasty would then be Achaioi,
whose tribal ancestors first occupied the land at the beginning of the Middle Helladic
period, "long before human memory" to classical Greeks; and the still earlier inhabitants,
the Aegean people of Early Helladic days, might be the Pelasgians whose scattered
remnants still persisted in historic times.'

3 Id. ib. p. 78.
4 [Marm. Par. ep. 9 p. 5 Jacoby.]
5 [A. J. B. Wace in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1921—1923 xxv. 13, 245 f.]
6 [Paus. 2. 15. 4.]
7 A. J. B. Wace in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1921—1923 xxv. 85 pi. i, nos. 53

and 46.
8 E. Curtius and J. A. Kaupert Atlas von Atken Berlin 1878 p. 18 ff. description, with

plans but no sections, W. Judeich Topographic von Athen Miinchen 1905 p. 347.
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Bourina in Kos1. The underground chamber of bronze in which
Akrisios king of Argos imprisoned his daughter2 has been aptly
compared by W. Helbig3 and others4 with the bronze-decorated
tholoi of the Argolid. And, in view of the connexion presumed to
exist between such tholoi and the Danaoi, the name of Akrisios'
daughter, Danae, is significant.

F. Chabas5 the Egyptologist half a century since proposed to
equate the Daanaou, not with the Danaoi, but with the Daunioi;
and this equation, though it has not attracted much notice in recent
times6, raises further questions of considerable interest. To begin
with, it seems possible that the Daunioi were nothing but a branch
of the Danaoi, which crossed over from northern Greece to southern
Italy. According to Festus7, Daunus was an Illyrian chief, who
quitted his own land and settled in Apulia. His provenance suggests
that *Danf-aoi, a name with true Illyrian suffix8, became by legi-
timate compensatory lengthening *Daun-aoi, whence Datinioi, its

1 L. Ross Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln des dgdischen Meeres Stuttgart—Tubingen
1845 iii. 131—134 with section, id. in the Arch. Zeit. 1850 viii. 241—244 pi. 22, i plan,
2 section, id. Reisen nach Kos, Halikarnassos, Rhodos und der Insel Cypern Halle 1852
p. 16 f., G. Humbert in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 1229 figs. 3140 section, 3141
plan, R. Herzog Ko'ische Forschungen und Funde Leipzig 1899 pp. 159—161, id. in the
Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1905 xx Arch. Anz. p. 13 ('Die Bauart des ganzen,
einheitlichen Baus 1st aus sich schwer zu datieren. Ich mochte ihn immerhin nicht fur
vorgriechisch halten, sondern frtihestens den thessalischen Einwanderern zuschreiben'),
L. Biirchner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1477. K. Sudhoff Jfos und Jfnzdos M.\inchen
J927 P- 32 ff- %s- T section and plan, 2 section.

2 Supra i. 414, infra § 9 (e) iii.
3 W. Helbig Das honierische Epos aus den Denkmalern erldutert^ Leipzig 1887 p. 440.
4 H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 947, J. Escher-Burkli in Pauly—Wissowa

Real-Enc. iv. 2084.
5 F. Chabas Etudes sur Fantiquite' historique'* Paris 1873 pp. 250, 281, 292, 295, 312.
6 H. R. Hall in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1924 ii. 276.
7 Paul, ex Fest. p. 69, i f. Miiller, p. 60, 15 ff. Lindsay Daunia Apulia appellatur a

Dauno, Illyricae gentis claro viro, qui earn, propter domesticam seditionem excedens
patria, occupavit. The Illyrian connexion reappears in Ant. Lib. 31 (after Nikandros
erepoiov/j-evuv j8') Avicdoi>os TOV a$T6xOoi>os eytvovro TrtuSes 'Idirvl; /cal Aafoios Kai IIei»/c£rios.
ovroi \abv dGpolaavres d<piKOvro rrjs 'IraXfas irapa TT]V 'ASplav • e£e\<f<rewTes 5£ robs &Tav6oi

s ASffovas atirol KaOiSp^Otjffo.v. t)v d£ TO wXeov aiiToisTrjs ffrparia,^ ^TTOIKOV, 'I\\vpiol'
Ttot (so cod. P. Berkelius cj. 'IXXu/woi icai ~Me(r<rdirioi, O. Schneider cj. 'I\\vpiol

Me<7«rd7riot or 'IXXu/uoJ Mea-ffairtov or [ 'IXXvpioL,'] Meffffdirioi, E. Oder cj. ['IXXu/stoJ,] < ot >
~M.e<rffdirov, E. Martini cj. ['IXXu/no/,] <ot>Me<7(rel7riot). ?7rei<Ta>(so G. F. Unger for
tirel cod. P.) 8£ rbv ffrparbv a/u.a /cal rty yijv efjApiffav rpi'xJO Ka-i tivb/JLaa'av a)s tKdffTois
•f)ye(j,6vos <6vofj.a (ins. F. Biicheler) > el^e Aawfous /cal Ileu/ceT/ouy Kal ~M.effffairlovs • K.T.\.
Cp. also Steph. Byz. s.v. Aativiov iroXts'IraX/as...^^ KOI Aavviov relxos, ir6\is &pq,Ki)S

8 So Dr B. F. C. Atkinson, who from his great and as yet unpublished work on
Illyrian names has kindly furnished me with the following examples: Annaus (Corp.
inscr. Lat. i2 no. 2198, v no. 8288 Aquileia) Annaua (ib. v no. 1072 Aquileia) Annauos
(ib. v no. 8973 Aquileia), Avallaus (ib. iii no. 4558 Vindobona), Batauus (ib. iii no.
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normal form in Greek writers. Had Virgil tradition behind him,
when he made Danae found Ardea1, the capital of Turnus the son
of Daunus2? Danae—Daunus may be more than a mere assonance.
But, if the Daunioi were really akin to the Danaoi, we might look
to find the former like the latter associated with the irrigation of a
waterless region. In point of fact the Roman poets do emphasise
the arid character of Daunia. Horace3 speaks of it as the land

Where Daunus, scant of water, ruled
The rustic tribes.

And Ovid4 mentions
the parched fields

Of lapygian Daunus.

That the Daunioi, like the Danaoi, constructed tMfos-tombs is a
possible, though precarious, inference from a few lines in Lykophron 5.
This writer of prophetic rigmarole sets out to tell how the Daunioi
shall bury alive certain Aetolian envoys, sent to recover the quondam.
possessions of Diomedes6:

Within a darksome grave that savage folk
Shall hide them, living yet, in the inmost nooks
Of a hollow passage. Aye, for them the Daunites
Shall build a tomb, with never a funeral rite,
Roofed over by a pile of rounded stones.

But whether the Daunioi had tholoid wells, we cannot even conjec-
ture. Surviving examples of the type on Italian soil are the

4890 Virunum), Cariaus (ib. v no. 3922 Arurnates near Verona), Cnodauus (ib. iii no.
10954 Mursella in Upper Pannonia), Licaus (Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 2577 Dalmatia)
Liccaus (Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 26528 Rome, ix no. 42 Brundisium) Liccau...(ib. iii no.
3224 Lussonium), Lomoliauus (ib. v no. 450 Piquentum), Opiauus (ib. iii nos. 10121,
13295 Dalmatia) Opiaua (ib. iii no. 2900 Corinium), Hdrpaos (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no.
312, 37 A6du\toi>Ta Harpdov TLaiova [cp. the silver coins of Paionia, struck c. 340—315 B.C.,
with legend PATPAOY (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Macedonia, etc. p. 2 f. figs., Hunter
Cat. Coins i. 348 pi. 24, 8, McClean Cat. Coinsii. 81 f. pi. 137, 12—20, Head Hist, num?
p. 236 f. fig. 149)]), Quasannaus (Corp. inscr. Lat. v no. 3463 Verona), Ridaus (ib. iii
no. 5905 Raetia), Temauus (ib. i2 no. 2195 near Aquileia) god of the river Timavus in
Venetia, Tizaos (cited by F. Ribezzo La lingua degli antichi Messapii Napoli 1907 p. 6
from Manduriae in Calabria), Virrazts (Corp. inscr. Lat. v no. 3842 a Verona). Add 2ava6s
or liavauv ir6\ts, a town in Phrygia near Laodikeia (W. Pape—G. E. Benseler Worter-
buch der griechischen Eigennamen3 Braunschweig 1875 ii. 1338).

1 Verg. Aen. 7. 409 f., Serv. in Verg. Aen. 7. 372, 410.
2 O. Rossbach in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2234.
3 Hor. od. 3. 30. ii f. qua pauper aquae Daunus agrestium | regnavit populorum.
4 Ov. met. 14. 510 f. lapygis arida Dauni | arva.
5 Lyk. Al. 1061 ff. TOI>S 5' els epenvbv guvras w/ATjoral rdtpov | Kptyovffi Kot\7js fr fJ.vx.ots

diaff<t>dyos. \ TOIS 8'dicrtpiffTOV ffrjfw. AawtTai veicpwv \ ffr^<rovffi. x<affT<p rpoxudty Karijpeipts.
6 Tzetz. in Lyk. AL 1056. The story is told, with some variation (Brundisium, not

Daunia), in lust. 12. 2. 7 ff.
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Tullianum at Rome1 and—perhaps one should add—the well-
chamber at Tusculum2. In neither case have we the slightest reason
to connect the structure with the Daunioi. It cannot, therefore, be
claimed that the role played by the Daunioi in Italy answers to that
played by Danaos and his daughters in Greece.

But here a further possibility has to be faced. If the Danaoi
were indeed Illyrian *Dan^-aoi, and if the Daunioi were a branch
of the same stock transplanted to Apulia, we can hardly avoid the
conclusion that both tribal names are akin to that of the great river
Ddnuvius (Danube), which in turn—as O. Schrader3 points out—is
certainly related to the river-names Ddnapris (Dnieper) and
Ddnastris (Dniester), and probably to the Thracian Sdn-danos, the
Thessalian Api-danos, the Italian Eri-danos, and the Celto-Ligurian
Rho-danos, if not also to the Scythian Tdnats. Ddnuvius and its
cognates must moreover be connected with the Avestan ddnu-,
'river,' and the Ossetic don, 'water' (whence Don, the modern name
of the Tdnais}. On this showing, the Danaoi and the Daunioi both
bore a name that meant the 'River-folk' or 'Water-folk.' That, one
imagines, would have signified, at least primarily, the folk that dwelt
along the River or beside the Water. Secondarily such folk, since
they lived beside the water-ways, might be expected to know the
ways of water, and would thus come to be regarded as good water-
magicians or experts m irrigation. Now it is commonly admitted
that the name Ddnuvius is of Celtic origin4. And, this being so, it

1 H. Jordan Topographic der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1882 i. i. 158, 284,
453 ff-> 5°5 ff-> J885 i. 2. 323 ff., O. Richter Topographic der Stadt Rom? Miinchen 1901
p. 80 f., S. B. Platner The Topography and Monuments of Ancient Rome Boston 1904
pp. 92, 240ff. fig. 57, H. Kiepert et C. Huelsen Formae urbis Romae antiquae^ Berolini
1912 pp. 66, 142, W. J. Anderson—R. P. Spiers The Architecture of Ancient Rome rev.
by T. Ashby London 1927 p. 2 f. (comparing early cisterns on the Palatine (ib. pi. 3, i,
G. Cozzo Ingegneria romana Roma 1928 p. 169 pi. 38 fig. 77)), D. S. Robertson A Hand-
book of Greek & Roman Architecture Cambridge 1929 p. 337, S. B. Platner—T. Ashby
A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929 p. 99 f.

2 L. Canina Descrizione delF antico Tusculo Roma 1841 p. 123 pis. 14—16, Sir W. Gell
—E. H. Bunbury The 7^opography of Rome and its Vicinity London 1846 p. 430 ff. with
3 figs., R. Burn Rome and the Campagna Cambridge 1876 p. 379, T. Ashby in Papers of
the British School at Rome 1910 v. 6 p. 357 ff. pi. 30, 2 (photograph of the chamber), id.
The Roman Campagna in Classical Times London 1927 p. 169 f.

3 Schrader Reallex? i. 329 ' Lateinisch-keltisch Ddnuvius, ahd. Tuonouwa, slav.
Dunavu verbinden sich mit aw. ddnu- "Fluss", osset. don " Wasser", das sicher auch in
Danapris (Dniepr) und Danastrus (Dniestr), sowie vielleicht auch in dem thrakischen
San-danus, dem thessalischen 'Airi-dav6s, dem italischen 'Hpi-8at>6s und dem keltisch-
ligurischen Rho-danus (vgl. auch den skythischen Tdpatj?) anzunehmen ist.' See also
W. Sturmfels Etymologisches Lexikon deutscher und fremdldndischer Ortsnamen Berlin—
Bonn 1925 p. 41 f. s.v. ' Don.'

4 C. G. Brandis in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2105 .'In der That ist aber, was
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lies near at hand to surmise that the whole group of congeners
stands in some relation to the Celtic Tuatha De Danann1, the 'Folk
or Tribes of the goddess Danu2,' a curious title more suggestive of
men than gods3. In fact, it begins to look as though, far back in
the Middle Bronze Age, some proto-Celtic4 tribe or tribes had
traversed Europe along the great river-routes and appeared at places
as widely separated as Argos and Ireland5, nay more, that this
adventurous race, everywhere expansive and intrusive6, had pushed
on to the very confines of Egypt Nor is that a fantastic impossibility.
After all, if in the third century B.C. Celts could force their way into
the heart of Asia Minor and leave a permanent population in Galatia,
for aught we know, in the second millennium B.C. their ancestors

heute allgemein angenommen wird, der Name D[anuvius] keltischen Ursprungs (Gl i ick-
Keltische Namen bei Caesar 92. Much Deutsche Stammsitze 63) und kam von den
Kelten, die ja auf beiden Seiten des Stromes lange genug wohnten, zu den Romern.' Cp.
H. d'Arbois de Jubainville Les Celtes Paris 1904 p. 7 'le nom occidental et celtique
Danuuios, mot qui semble proche parent de 1'adjectif irlandais dana, "intrepide, hardi,"
dont derive aussi en Irlande un nom de la mere des dieux.' But the supposed connexion
of Danuvius with the Irish dana, ' brave,' is in the nature of a red-herring. Our latest
authority, Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. i. 763, says: 'da- oder de-
"flussig, fliessen." Ai. da-na- n. "die beim Elefanten zur Brunstzeit aus den Schlafen
quellende Fllissigkeit," dd-nu- n.f. "jede traufelnde Fliissigkeit, Tropfen, Tau" [supra
p. 362], av. dd-nu- f. "Fluss, Strom," osset. ofo/z" Wasser, Fluss" Hierher auch kelt.
Danuvius "Donau." Liden Arm. St. 73 f. m. Lit. M. Forster Zfslav Ph. I i ff.'

1 H. d'Arbois de Jubainville Le cycle mythologique irlandais et la mythologie celtique
Paris 1884 pp. 140 ff., 220 ff., 253 ff., 266 ff., C. Squire The Mythology of the British
Islands London, Glasgow and Dublin 1905 pp. 48, 71, 72, 77, 230, alib., J. A. MacCulloch
in J. Hastings Encyclopcedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1910 iii. 282 bf., id. The
Religion of the Ancient Celts Edinburgh 1911 p. 63 ff., alib.

2 C. Squire op. cit. pp. 50f., 252 f., J. A. MacCulloch in J. Hastings op. cit. iii. 285 bf.,
id. The Religion of the Ancient Celts pp. 63, 67 f., 103.

3 C. Squire op. cit. p. 230 'In the Tuatha De Danann are variously found Gaels,
Picts, Danes, Scandinavians, Ligurians, and Finns.' But the prevailing view (d'Arbois,
Squire, MacCulloch, etc.) is still that the Tuatha De Danann were gods, not men. The
question cannot here be discussed; but we should note their frequent association with
burial-mounds (s{d) conceived as underground palaces.

4 Since 'Celtic' is a term of linguistic rather than racial significance, it might be safer
to say simply' Aryan' or 'Indo-Europaean.' But I mean to imply that the descendants of
this tribe were of Celtic speech. The Germans have coined Urkelten (E. Rademacher in
Ebert Reallex. vi. 282 'Sie konnen als Urkelten bezeichnet werden, als K[elten] noch
nicht, da ein wichtiger Bestandteil noch fehlt: die Vermischung mit Urnenfelderleuten
alpiner Rasse').

5 S. Muller Urgeschichte Europas Strassburg 1905 p. 74 f. fig. 55 f. prints in impressive
juxtaposition the section and ground-plan of the ' Treasury of Atreus' with those of the
Bronze-Age tumuhts of New Grange in County Meath, Ireland.

6 V. Gordon Childe The Aryans London 1926 p. 200 ' The victorious expansion of
the Nordic culture, whatever its origin, is the dominant fact of European prehistory from
2500 to IOOOB.C.'
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may have penetrated yet farther south1 and as Danauna have
occupied, at least for a time, some portion of the Egyptian coast.

Returning now to the myth of Danaos and the Danaides, we
are in a position to understand better the early Hesiodic line—

Waterless Argos Danaos made well-watered2.

A tribe that bore an Illyrian name3 and at one time dwelt as
'River-folk' or 'Water-folk' along the banks of the Danube4 would
be just the right tribe to cure a 'very thirsty5' land of its drought.
The Danube itself was at a later date believed to gather clouds and
cause incessant rain6. The fact that the Danaides bulk bigger in the
myth than the Danaoi is, however, suggestive of magic rather than
scientific irrigation; and here there were various possibilities. To
begin with, Danaos son of Belos was a twin7; and twins are
notorious as rain-makers8, especially if their father is, like Belos9, a

1 Ib. ib. p. 24 'The only certain result that has emerged as yet is that there was
a centum element somewhere within the Hittite realm just after 1500 B.C. About that
date the Taurus ranges seem to have represented in a sense a frontier between satem and
centum Indo-European speech.'

2 Supra p. 361 f.
3 Supra p. 364.
4 Supra p. 366.
5 Supra p. 361.
6 Lyd. de magistr. 3. 32 p. 121, i ff. Wiinsch irepl 8e rr}i> QpaKiav eiXotifievos atro(3d\\ei

/J.& (sc. 6 "lor/jos) irapa rots tirixuplois TO Zftirpoffdev ovoua, Aavotifiios /uera/cXi^e/j • O£)TW 5£
abrbv ol Qpyices eKaXeffav, SI&TI tiri <ra> irpbs apKrov 6prj Kal OpaffKiav avep.ov ffwve<j>r]s
o di)p £K TTJS VTroKei/jifrris r(av vyp&v d/j-erpias ff")(ebbv did iravrbs dTTOTeXotiftevos atnos CLVTOLS
ffvvexovs eiroftfipias dTroreXeiffOai voftlferai, Aavotifiiov d£ rbv i>e(pe\o<j>6pov ^KCIVOI KaXoucri
irarpLus. Kal ravra pev irepl TWI> irora/j.u>v ws iv irapeKfidffei Kara 'Zafj,u<vi>Kov rbv
'Pwaalov IffTopiK^v, 8s irpos AtoKX^riavoc Kal Ta\epiov rbv ytpovra trepl iroiKiXuv £r)Tr)/j.aTUv
die\ex6i]- The reference is presumably to Serenus Sammonicus, an antiquary who wrote
rerum reconditarum libri (Macrob. Sat. 3. 9. 6) under Septimius Severus (193—211 A.D.) :
see M. Schauz Geschichte der romischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1905 iii. igof., H. Funaioli
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i A. 2129 ff. loannes Laurentius the Lydian has placed him
a century too late.

7 Supra p. 355.
8 Frazer Golden Bough'2' i. 91 f., ib? The Magic Art i. 262 ff., J. Rendel Harris The

Cult of the Heavenly Twins Cambridge 1906 p. 26 ff., E. S. Hartland in J. Hastings
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1921 xii. 498a. Especially noteworthy in
its bearings on the myth of the Danaides is the practice of the Baronga in south-east
Africa. When a drought threatens, the women strip and put on girdles and head-dresses
of grass, or short petticoats made of the leaves of a certain creeper. Thus attired they go
from well to well, cleansing the well-holes of mud. They must also repair to the house of
a woman who has given birth to twins (such a woman is called Tito, ' Sky'; her twins
are Bana ba Tilo, 'Children of the Sky' [supra ii. 434]) and drench her with water, which
they carry in little pitchers. Then they go on their way shrieking loose songs and dancing
immodest dances, which men may not witness. They also pour water on the graves of
their ancestors in a sacred grove, and on the graves of twins who are regularly buried
near a lake (Frazer and Rendel Harris locc. citt.}.

9 On Belos see K. Tiimpel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 259^
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sky-god1. Again, O. Gruppe2 detects a rain-charm3 in the tradition
that the heads of Aigyptos' sons were buried by Danaos' daughters
at Lerna4 or dropped into the spring there as offscourings (apo-
kathdrmata) by Danaos himself5. Lastly, we note the side-issue or
inserted tale that Poseidon showed Amymone the Lernaean springs
in consequence of her union with him6. I am disposed, therefore, to
conjecture that the wholesale endogamic marriage of the Danaides
with the Aigyptiadai was regarded as a most potent fertility-
charm 7.

So far little or nothing has been said about a point which to the
later Greeks and to the Romans after them became the point of the
whole story—I refer of course to the punishment of the Danaides in
the world below. Here they must for ever carry water to fill a holed
pithos, and so atone for the murder of their cousins8. This water-
carrying on the part of the Danaides cannot, however, be traced back
in literature beyond the pseudo-Platonic Axiochos*, which betrays
Epicurean influence10 and has been assigned to the Alexandrine

1 Supra \. 756 n. 6. But see also W. Robertson Smith Lectures on the Religion of the
Semites* London 1927 p. 93 ff., S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light
of Archaeology London 1930 pp. rgof., 2i6ff.

2 Gruppe Myth. Lit. 1908 p. 338.
3 J. Rendel Harris in Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 431 ('Occasional Rain-charms'): 'At Ourfa

...we were told that in dry seasons they dig up the body of a recently buried Jew, abstract
the head and throw it into the Pool of Abraham.' O. Janiewitsch 'Durstige Seelen' in
the Archiv f. Rel. 1910 xiii. 627 cites several examples of Russian peasants in time of
drought pouring water on the corpse or grave of one who had committed suicide or who
had been hanged, such persons being held responsible for the lack of rain. On the dry,
thirsty dead see further O. Immisch 'AAIBANTES' ib. 1911 xiv. 449—464 and two
interesting articles by J. C. Lawson 'IIEPI AAIBANTflN' in the Class. Rev. 1926 xl.
52—58, 116—121. Supra p. 362 n. 2, infra p. 440 n. 9.

4 Supra p. 356.
5 Zenob. 4. 86, Apostol. 10. 57, alib. (supra p. 356 n. 4).
6 Supra pp. 356, 357.
7 Frazer Golden Bough?: The Magic Art ii. 97ff. ('The influence of the sexes on

vegetation') notes that parents of twins sometimes exercised a fertilising influence (in
Uganda on the plantains (ib. ii. 102), in Peru on the beans (ib. i. 265 f., ii. 102 n. i)), and
collects many cases in which the intercourse of the sexes, promiscuous or otherwise, was
and is believed to quicken the growth of the crops.

If I am right in my interpretation of the myth, it is easy to see why Danaos cast
Hypermestra into prison. She had saved Lynkeus because he spared her virginity (supra
P- 356): the love-motive was merely a poetic recasting of the prosaic fact (supra p. 356
n- 3)-

8 Bernhard in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 949 ff., C. Bonner in Transactions of the American
Philological Association 1900 xxxi. 28, 34 ff-, id. in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology
1902 xiii. 136 f., 154, 164 ff., O. Waser in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2089^

9 Plat. Axioch. 371 E Zvda. %wpos affeftutv xai Aavatdwv vdpetai dreXets.
10 A. Brinkmann 'Beitrage zur Kritik und Erklarung des Dialogs Axiochos' in the

Rhein. Mus. 1896 Ii. 441—455, Rohde Psyche9 ii. 247 n. i, W. Christ Geschichte der
griechischen Litteratur6 Milnchen 1912 i. 704 n. 8.

C. III. 24
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age1; nor in art beyond the great Under-world vases of 'Apulian'
style2, which belong to the second half of the fourth century B.C.3

And in the myth as related by Apollodoros there is no question of
punishment except for the one Danaifd who did not slay her lover!4

Whence—we may ask—came the idea that the Danai'des deserved
to be punished ? And what above all is the significance of their
somewhat peculiar punishment?

(j8) Water-carrying in connexion with marriage.

In attempting to answer these questions we must first turn our
attention from mythology to ritual. Athenian custom prescribed
that, when a wedding had been arranged and the wedding-day had
come, the bridegroom must bathe in water from the fountain of
Kallirrhoe—Enneakrounos, as it was styled at a later date5. The

1 W. Christ op. cit.s Miinchen 1920 ii. i. 53.
2 Infra p. 423 ff.
3 P. Ducati Storia della ceramica greca Firenze 1922 p. 457,, E. M. W. Tillyard The

Hope Vases Cambridge 1923 p. i2f., cp. M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting New Haven
(Yale University Press) 1929 p. 294.

4 Supra pp. 356, 369 n. 7.
5 The situation of this fountain has been the subject of long and lively debate. Till

the closing decade of last century it was commonly held (see e.g. W. Smith in Smith
Diet. Geogr. i. 292 ' The Fountain of Callirrhoe, or Enneacrunus') that Kallirrhoe was the
spring, which flows from the foot of a broad ridge of rocks crossing the bed of the Ilissos
due south of the Olympieion, and that it was re-named Enneakrounos, when fitted with
nine pipes by the Peisistratidai (Thouk. 2. 15 /cat 7-77 Kp^vg rrj vvv (j.£v TWV Tvpdvvwv oCrwj
ffKeva.ff6.vruv '^weaKpovvtp KaXov^v-y, TO 5£ ird\ai <f>avep(av T&V iryyiav ovff&v 'Ka\\ipp6ri
divo/J.afffjL€vri exeivol re tyyvs otiari ra Tr\elffTov #£ia i\pu>vTO, /cat vvv &TI diro TOV dpxalov irp6
re yafjMcwv /cai & a\Xa T&V iepwv vofn.i£eTa.i ry CSart xprjffOai). The name Kallirrhoe still
attaches to this spring. But an excavation by A. N. Skias in 1893 failed to discover any
evidence of Peisistratid construction (E. A. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1894 xiv.
226), and the excavator concluded that the modern Kallirrhoe was neither Kallirrhoe nor
Enneakrounos (T. Homolle in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1893 xvii. 624).

Meantime W. Dorpfeld, as the result of excavations carried out from 1891 to 1894, was
able to show that in antiquity several natural springs rose at the foot of the Pnyx hill, that
here at least seven tunnels and six cisterns (still containing water) had been cut in the rock,
that one large cistern immediately above the site of an ancient fountain was built of
polygonal masonry dating from s. v or vi B.C., that a great rock-cut conduit which could
be traced from the upper valley of the Ilissos along the southern slope of the Akropolis
probably ended at this cistern, and that two sets of water-pipes diverging from it, made
of a yellowish clay with a red glaze inside, exactly resembled those of Eupalinos' aqueduct
in Samos and could therefore be dated to s. vi. Hence Dorpfeld concluded that Kallirrhoe
was the name originally given to the open springs on the Pnyx hill, that these when
enclosed with masonry and formed into a fountain with nine jets by Peisistratos were
re-christened Enneakrounos, and that the old name Kallirrhoe was from s. v onwards
transferred to the spring on the Ilissos (W. Dorpfeld in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 444 f.,
1892 xvii. 92 f., 439 ff., 1894 xix. 143 ff., 504 ff., id. ''H 'Evvedxpovvos icai 17 KaX\ipp6r}'
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water had to be fetched in a pitcher by the next of kin, a boy1 who,
like the vessel that he bore, was called a loutrophdros or 'bath-
carrier2.' The bride too had her bridal bath fetched from the same
fountain by a female loutrophoros*. And in both cases, according to
Photios4, the bath-water was brought on a car drawn by a yoked

in the 'E0. 'Apx. 1894 pp. i—10, id. in the Berl. philol. Woch. Aug. 28, 1907 pp.
940—945). Ddrpfeld's conclusions have been widely accepted (e.g. by J. E. Harrison
Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath. pp. 87—91, Primitive Athens as described by Thucydides Cambridge
1906 pp. in—131, 153—158, and by W. Judeich Topographic von Athen Miinchen
1905 pp. 179—185), and embodied in the final publication by F. Graber 'Die Enneakrunos'
in the Ath. Mitth. 1905 xxxi. i—64 with 32 figs, and 3 plans.

But Dbrpfeld's hypothesis, however attractive, is far from being unassailable. Sir
James Frazer, after a patient hearing of both sides, can sum up thus: ' On the whole the
evidence of all ancient writers except Pausanias goes to show that the names Callirrhoe
and Enneacrunus were always applied to one and the same spring, and that this was the
spring in the bed of the Ilissus which still bears the ancient name of Callirrhoe' {Pausanias
ii. 116). Twenty-one years later W. Kroll, despite the fact that Graber's persuasive article
had appeared in the interim, again pronounces the same verdict (in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. x. 1669—1672 'Daher muss man denen Recht geben, die wie neuerdings noch
[A.] Mal inin [Hat Dorpfeld die Enneakrunos-Episode bei Pausanias talsdchlich gelbst
oder auf welchem Wege kann diese gelost werden? Wien 1906 pp. i—35, cp. id. Zwei
Streitfragen der Topographie von Athen Berlin 1901 pp. 21—43 ' Die Enneakrunosepisode']
und [E.] Pfuhl [in the Gbtt.gel. Anz. 1907 clxix.] 472 die Dorpfeldsche Hypothese
ablehnen, wahrend Jude ich Topogr. von Athen (Miinchen 1905) 179 und Baedeker
Griechenland5 29. 37 sich ihr angeschlossen hat. Ungelost bleibt nach wie vor das Ratsel
der Pausaniasstelle. Vgl.FrazerPaus.il 112'). It amounts to this. Dorpfeld is justified
by the spade. But the literary evidence is almost all against him; and at any moment
discoveries might be made on the Ilissos-bank. Supra ii. 1116 'the later Kallirrhoe'
follows the view of A. N. Skias.

1 Harpokr. s.vv. \ovrpo<f>bpos /cat \ovrpo(popetv • %6os yv rot's -yci/uoi/cri \ovrpd fj.era.irefj.ir-
evOai eavrots Kara ryv TOV ydfj.ov r)fj.tpav, eirefj.wov 5' eirl ravra rbv eyyvrara yevovs iralda
appeva, /cat OVTOI e\ovrpo<j>6povv. eOos §£ rjv /cai r&v dyd/nuv a.irodo.vbvr(>3v \ovrpoip6pov eirl r6
jj,v7J/u.a etplvravOai- rovro 5£ rp irais vSpiav t-xwv- ^7« irepl rovrwv t\elvap-)(os %v re T<p Kara
QeoSbrov Kai ev rrj Kara Ka\\iffdevovs<el<T (ins. P. J. de Maussac) >0776X^0 (Deinarch. or.
82 frag, i Baiter—Sauppe and or. \^>frag. 5 Baiter—Sauppe). on S£ TO \ovrpa tedfjufrv
CK rijs vvv pev 'EvveaKpotivov Ka\ovfji.£vi)s Kprivys, irp6repov 8e KaXXippbrjs, $i\o<rTf<pavos (so
M. H. E. Meier for IIoXucrT^aj'os, cp. Athen. 331 D—E) ev r$ irepl Kprjv&v <f>t)(fl. ntfjuiyvrai
de rov £6ov$ ol KW)iw/co£ = Souid. s.w. \ovrpo(p6pos /cai \ovrpo<j>opeiv, who omits to mention
his sources. Favorin. lex. p. 1192, 27 ff. copies out Harpokr. loc. cit.

2 Hesych. s.v. \ovrpo<p6pos' icvplus fiev i] i/Splay rols waXatotj e/s ra \ovrpa dirovev(e/j)ti-
/j-ev-ri (so M. Schmidt for Musurus' airovefji.oij.evii). en&Kovv o£ oCrw /cat rbv tjtepovra ra \ovrpd.
•ijdr) Se /cat iraffa v$p[e~\ia. Srepoi 5{, eirei eire^irov els rovs ydpovs \ovrpo^>6povs, /cat rots
dyd/j.oi.s diroBavovffi. rb airb eirolovv (id. s.v. \ovrpo<p6pa &jyi]' rds vdplas rotj diro6avov<ru>
dydfj,ois eirffnirov. eirefjurov Se /cai (ets) rovs "ydpovs), cp. Phot. lex. s.v. \ovrpo<f>6pov' rb
dyyelov olov y vSpia' /cai \ovrpo<f>6pos 6 faptav ^ i) (pepovo-a TO \ovrp6v, Bekker anecd. i. 276,
23 ff. \ovrpo<p6pos' 6 ev rrj TOV yduov yutpq, irefj.ir6iJi.evos irals irapa&Kevdffai rols ya/jLOVffi rb
\ovrpbv. \ovrpo(popei 6 rty vSpiav %\<>)v irals /cai virifperdiv ev r<p \ovrp<j} rols ya(j.ov<ru>.

3 Poll. 3. 43 (quoted infra p. 372 n. 2).
4 Phot. lex. s.v. \ovrpd' eQos earl KOfjilfciv tirl fevyos (leg. fruyovs, cp. Steph. Thes. Gr.

Ling. iv. 19 B) rats yaftovfjifrais /cat rots yafwvaiv £<f>epov Se TO fj.ev ird\aibv airb TIJS
''Evveaicpovvov Xeyofj^vys Kpfivifs vSup' vvv iravrbBev \ovrpo<j>6povs els TOVS ydpovs eirep-irov
/cai \ovrpo(pbpov eirerldeffav rots dyd/jiois eirl ruv Tdtpuv.

24—2
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pair of animals. The custom was observed in other places besides
Athens: at Thebes the water was drawn from the river Ismenos1;
elsewhere from any convenient source2.

If a man died unmarried, his relatives still performed the 'bath-
carrying' for him and—we are told—set up over his tomb the
representation of a boy with a pitcher3, known as a loutrophdros*.
Similarly, if a woman died unmarried, a girl with a pitcher, that is
to say a female loutrophdros, was erected over her tomb5. But, since
no such statues or reliefs or paintings have come down to us, the
testimony of the old grammarians has been discredited6. Other
ancient authorities, however, state that pitchers called loutrophdroi
were placed over those who died unmarried7, or that black pitchers
called 'Libyans' were set upon their tombs8. And these statements

1 Eur. Phoen. 347 f., Plout. de exsilio 16.
2 Poll. 3. 43 tcaXovvrai 5e Kal 5£§es vviupinal Kai ffrtyavos Kal oroXi}. Kal \ovrpd TIS KO/JLI-

A.B^vq<n fi.ev £K rrjs Ka\\ipp6ijs elr' avOis 'J&vveaKpotivov /cAijfletoTjs,
oOev Kal T&XOI ' ^/caXetro de ravra Kal vv[n<j)i.Ka \ovrpd, cp. Phot. lex. s.v.

\ovrpd (supra p. 371 n. 4).
3 Harpokr. s.vv. \ovrpo<j>6pos Kal Xovrpcxpopew (quoted supra p. 371 n. i) = Favorin.

lex. p. 1192, 27 ff., cp. Souid. s.vv. \ovrpo<p6pos Kal \ovTpo(popeit>. Hesych. s.vv. \ovrpo<f>6pa
&yyrj, \ovrpo<f>6pos (quoted supra p. 371 n. 2).

4 Bekker anecd. i. 276, 27 ff. \ovrpo<j>6pos ev r$ fj.v/ifji:ari eTri/cetrcu (cp. Dem. adv. Leoch.
30 quoted infra p. 373 n. i)- £0os TJV 'AOfyjiffi rots dydpois dwo0avovffi \ovrpo<f>6pov eirl TO
fJLvijfj.a KaOiffrdveiv. TOUTO S^ rjv 7ra?s {iSplav fyuv, fie X/^ou ireironj/j.tvos.

5 Poll. 8. 66 T&V 5' dyd/J-wv \ovrpo</>6pos ry /it'ij/uart i<pi<TTO.TO, K6pnj dyyeiov ?xol;cra

vdpo<f>6poi>, bdpiav fj irpdxovv T) Kptavcrbv rj KaXiriv. rijv Si tyiffTanfryv eiKbva, eiVe \ovrpo<t>6pos
etrj etre aXXi; rts, 1-irLaTrifj.a. 'Itraios /c^/cXij/cej' (Isaios dirapaffr)(j.a frag. 31 Baiter—Sauppe).

6 A. Herzog 'Eine Lutrophoros' in the Arch. Zeit. 1882 xl. 131 ff. supposes that
Harpokration and Pollux are confusing the marriage-rite (boy or girl carrying pitcher)
with the funeral-rite (pitcher set up on tomb). Furtwangler Samml. Sabouroff Vasen
pi. 58 f. p. 3 n. i regards Herzog as over-sceptical. But Nachod in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. xiii. 2098 says with some justice: 'diese Erklarungen (sc. of Pollux and Harpo-
kration) beweisen nur, wie wenig die spaten Lexikographen von solchen Gebrauchen
noch wussten.'

7 Eustath. in II. p. 1293, 8 ff. Kal rots irpb ydfj.ov 5e reXevruffiv i] \ovrpo(f>6pos, <j>affiv,
tireriBfTo KaXiris els ivdeij-iv TOV Sri a\ovros T& vv/j.fpiKa Kal ayovos aireuri (context cited
infra p. 396 n. 3).

8 Hesych. s.v. XijStfas (L. Dindorf in Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. v. 277 B cj. Af/3i»os)'
ras fj.f\alvas vdplas, tirl TOIS ra^ots rideftfras. The name probably refers in primis to the
black colouring of these pitchers (Nachod in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiii. 2099 admits
' Das ziemlich lange Festhalten an der sf. Bemalung,' but demurs to Pfuhl Malerei u.
Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 342 'der technische und teilweise auch stilistische Archaismus der
schwarzfigurigen Lutrophoren und panathenaischen Amphoren hat unklinstlerische,
religiose Griinde'). But there is, to my thinking, an Aristophanic touch about the phrase,
which suggests a secondary allusion to libations (XtjSdj etc.), if not also a tertiary allusion
(see e.g. supra ii. 2 n. 4) to the Libyan custom of pouring water into a holed jar {supra
pp. 338 f., 354. Note also the grave of Antaios, shown at Tingis in Mauretania: it was a
hill resembling a man lying on his back ; and it was said that, whenever a hole was made
in it, rain fell till the hole was filled up again (Mela 3. 106)).
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can fortunately be confirmed, at least in part, both by literary1 and
by monumental evidence.

Over some of the graves in the ' Dipylon ' cemetery at Athens
stood a huge sepulchral jar, measuring from three and a half to
nearly six feet in height2. Such jars might be krat$resz, but were
more often four-handled* or two-handled amphorae*. They are
regularly decorated with scenes representing obsequies or funeral
sports, and — an important feature — they have either no bottom or
a bottom with a hole left in it6. A. Bruckner and E. Pernice, after
a careful study of the subject, came to the conclusion that the jars
were holed in order that libations might filter through the earth
beneath and so reach the dead7. This may well be8. Yet A. Milch-
hofer9 was certainly right when he claimed kinship between the
' Dipylon ' amphorae and the black-figured or red-figured loutrophdroi
of later Athenian times — vases of an elongated and graceful shape,
from ten to forty inches in height10, usually furnished with a hole
through the bottom, and painted with scenes of prdthesis or of
marriage-rites according as they were intended to play their part at
a funeral or a wedding. Surviving specimens of the loutrophdroi, listed
by Nachod11, range in date from the last decade of the sixth century

1 Dem. adv. Leoch. 18 ou iro\\^S^xP^vV^a"r€P01' •••'^IPPi'>a"'"llff€l' o'A.pxto.Sris, Kal
rdv J3iov diroWos TOV MeiSuX/Sou &ya/J.os wv. rt roi'rou ffyfjieTov ; \ovrpo<t>6pos e<f>£ffTt)Kev iirl
T(J> TOV 'ApxidSov ra.<t>tf, 30 Kal i] \oirr po<popos f<p4ffTr)Kfv tiri rip TOV 'Apxtadov /xpij/icm.

2 Perrot — Chipiez Hist, de F Art vii. 55 ff., 158 ff., F. Poulsen Die Dipylongrdber und
die Dipylonvasen Leipzig 1904 p. 103 ff. , Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 61 ff., 69 ff.

3 E.g. G. Hirschfeld in the Ann. d. Inst. 1872 xliv. 142 ff. no. 41, Man. d. Inst. ix
pis. 39, i (coloured), 40, i, Perrot — Chipiez Hist, de FArt vii. 56 ff. figs. 5 — 7, 159 f.
fig. 42, Collignon — Couve Cat. Vases d Athenes p. 48 ff. no. 214 pi. 12.

* E.g. S. Wide in \hzjahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1899 xiv. 201 ff. no. 22 fig.
69, Collignon — Couve Cat. Vases d' Athenes p. 42 f. no. 200 pi. i r , Pfuhl Malerei u.
Zeichnung d. Gr. iii. i fig. 10.

5 Supra ii. 1056 with fig. 911.
6 Perrot — Chipiez Hist, de FArt vii. 60.
7 A. Bruckner— E. Pernice 'Ein attischer FriedhoP in the Ath. Mitth. 1893

xviii. 155.
8 See the important monograph of G. P. Oeconomus De profusionum receptaculis

sepulcralibus Athenis 1921 pp. i — 60 with 17 figs, (especially p. 22 ff. 'Vasa funebria
perforata,' p. 33 ff. 'Sepulcra perforata,' p. 37 ff. ' Sepulcra tubum exhibentia').

9 A. Milchhofer in the Ath. Mitth. 1880 v. 177 f. Cp. Furtwangler Samml. Sabouroff
Vasen pi. 58 f. p. 2, A. Bruckner — E. Pernice in the Ath. Mitth. 1893 xviii. 144 ff.,
F. Poulsen Die Dipylongrdber und die Dipylonvasen Leipzig 1904 p. 19, Nachod in
Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. "xiii. 2100 f.

10 A. Herzog 'Eine Lutrophoros' in the Arch. Zeit. 1882 xl. 136 n. 6.
11 Nachod in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. xiii. 2100 records 25 loutrophdroi, of which

he assigns 5 to the last decade of s. vi, 7 to the first third of s. v, 5 to the middle of s. v,
8 to the last third of s. v. See also Graef Ant. Vasen Athen p. 128 ff. nos. 1144 — 1198
pis. 68 — 70, H. B. W[alters] in the Brit. Mus. Quart. 1928 — 1929 iii. 42 f. pi. 24 a, b,
R. H[inks] ib. 1930 — 1931 v. n f. pi. 4. a, b.
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Fig. 236.

* 1

Fig. 237.







Plate XXXV

Loutrophbros in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York:
(1) Whole vase showing mourners with loutrophbros above, mourners

&\. prbthesis below, and subsidiary zones of lions and horsemen.
(2) Detail of same vase.

See page yj^ n. i.
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to the last third of the fifth century B.C. (pi. xxxv, figs. 236—239)1.
A point connecting them with the ' Dipylon' amphorae* is that some
early examples have their handles adorned with snakes3, while many
have rims and handles marked with a snaky pattern4. The usage of
loutrophdroi lasted on into the fourth century, and late examples,
made on a smaller scale, acquired a third handle under the influence
of the three-handled hydria*. Other evidence of the shapes taken
by fourth-century loutrophdroi may be found in the magnificent
series of marble stelai yielded by Attic graves6. These extend in

1 W. Zschietzschmann ' Die Darstellungen der Prothesis in der griechischen Kunst'
in the Ath. Mitth. 1928 liii. 17—47 pis. 8—18 includes useful lists of Attic black-figured
loutrophdroi (pp. 40—43 nos. 44—83) and Attic red-figured loutrophdroi (p. 44 f. nos.
95—117). The finest example of the former is that in New York published by G. M. A.
Richter in the Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 1928 xxiii. 54—57 figs, i—3
and dated c. 525 B.C. My pi. xxxv is from the official photograph, kindly lent by
Mr C. D. Bicknell. I also figure :

(a) Three broken specimens found together at Trachones near Athens and now at
Berlin (Furtwa'ngler Vasensamml. Berlin i. 371 ff. nos. 1887—1889, G. Henzen in the
Ann. d. Inst. 1843 xv. 276 ff., Man. d. Inst. iii pi. 60 (a composite drawing, of which my
ng- 236 a, b is apart), O. Benndorf Griechische undsicilische Vasenbilder Berlin 1877 p. 6
nos. 3—5). The main design on each vase is a black-figured prdthesis, with mourners on
the neck and animal-zone or horsemen below.

(b) A vase in the Louvre (CA. 453) (M. Collignon 'Loutrophore attique a sujet
funeraire' in the Man. Piot 1894 i. 49—60 with figs, i and 2 and pis. 5—7, Perrot—Chipiez
Hist, de FArt x. 674 ff. figs. 365, 370, 371, Corf. vas. ant. Louvre iii i c pi. 56, i—3
( = my fig. 237 a—c) with text p. (45) by E. Pettier). The main design is a red-figured
pr6thesis, with red-figured mourners on the neck and black-figured horsemen towards
the foot. J. D. Beazley in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1910 xxx. 67 no. 35, id. Attische
Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 71 no. 19 assigns the vase to the
Kleophrades painter ('Schiller des Euthymides'), cp. Leonard in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. xi. 803 no. 35 ('Zeitgenosse des Euphronios oder Euthymides').

(c} A vase from Athens, now at Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 645 ff.
no. 2372, id. Samml. Sabouroff^zs.&'o. col. pis. 58 main subject, 59 ensemble (=my fig.
238). The body-design is a red-figured bridal procession, with an elongated female figure
on either side of the neck.

(d) A vase found at Athens and now in the Schliemann collection (P. Welters
'Rotfigurige Lutrophoros' in-the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 371—405 figs. 2 ( = my fig. 239)—4
and col. pi. 8). The main design is a red-figured scene of dedications at a sepulchral stile,
the dead man being apparently represented as an equestrian statue.

2 Supra ii. 1055 fig. 911. 3 Supra pi. xxxv. 4 Supra pi. xxxv and figs. 236—239.
5 P. Wolters in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 p. 384 nos. 31 and 34, Nachod in Pauly—

Wissowa Real-£,nc. xiii. 2099 f.
A last term in the series may perhaps be found in a fluted hydria of red ware from

Kourion in Kypros, formerly in the Pierides collection and now in mine (fig. 240 a—d.
Height: 14^ inches). This vase too has no bottom to it, and is further pierced under its
three handles by three holes, the purpose of which is not clear (? to prevent contents
rising above the level of the handles, even if foot were blocked).

6 Nachod loc. cit. p. 2099 notes: 'Conze Att. Grabreliefs Taf. 56. 92. 100. 131. 216.
232« 3^7—375 (rundplastisch); Taf. 53. 130. 144. 195—197. 200. 203. 216. 224—225. 271.
282—290 (Reliefstelen); Taf. 379—382 (Kioniskoi mit Reliefs nach 317 v. Chr.).' See
also P. Gardner Sculptured Tombs of Hellas London 1896 p. 113 ff. pi. 4 f.
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Fig. 238. Fig. 239.
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Fig. 240.
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Fig. 240.
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Fig. 241. Fig. 242.
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stately sequence from the close of the fifth century down to the year
317 B.C., when Demetrios of Phaleron passed a sumptuary law that
no monument should be erected on a grave-mound but a small pillar,
not exceeding three feet in height, or a table-like slab, or a bath-
basin1. Accordingly we see loutrophoroi in the round, sometimes
quite plain and presumably painted (fig. 242) 2, sometimes exquisitely
carved with a profusion of motives — vegetable (fig. 243)8, animal
(fig. 244)*, human (figs. 244, 25o)5, divine (fig. 245)* — and further

1 Demetrios of Phaleron irepl ri)s 'A.0-^vi]<n vopoOefflas (Diog. Laert. 5. 80) frag. 9
(Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 963 f. Jacoby) ap. Cic. afc legg. 2. 66 sepulcris autem novis finivit
modum : nam super terrae tumulum noluit quid statui, nisi columellam, tribus cubitis ne
altiorem, aut mensam, aut labellum : et huic procurationi certum magistratum praefecerat.
The columellae, of which there is a large collection in the National Museum at Athens
(the tallest specimen, that of Poplios Memmios Syntrophos, measures i*63m in height, or
i'76m inclusive of its rough end) and very few elsewhere (e.g. that of Thrason in the
British Museum (E. L. Hicks The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British
Museum i. 144 Oxford 1874 no. 87, Corp. inscr. Gr. i no. 658, Corp. inscr. Att.
iii. 2 no. 1747 Qpdffuv \ QpacrvQuvros \ Kucvvvefa in lettering of 100 — 50 B.C. A. Conze
Die attischen Grabreliefs Berlin — Leipzig 1911 — 1922 iv. 18 no. 1793 gives bibliography
and photograph)), are usually of Hymettian marble. They are cylinders that taper slightly
towards the bottom, and were either stuck in the ground or inserted in a holed stone
socket. Near the top they have a projecting collar, which sometimes shows traces of
fillets painted in red. The mensae are solid plinths, oblong in plan, with upper and lower
mouldings. They originally served as bases for sepulchral vases or stelai (A. Bruckner
Der Friedhof am Eridanos Berlin 1909 p. 99 f. fig. 64 three mensae still supporting
portions of marble vases on their flat tops, A. Conze op. cit. iv. 1 4 f. no. 1 769 a mensa
decorated, exceptionally, with a loutrophdros in relief on the front and traces of a stele let
into the top). The labella are best represented on a South Italian hydria at Bari (inv. no.
1369, A. Conze op. cit. iv. 6 f. with fig. (=my fig. 241)), as no complete examples have
come down to us. But numerous short fluted pillars with spreading foot, obviously basin-
stands, are known. See further A. Conze op. cit. iv. 5 ff.

2 From the Elgin collection, now in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture
i. 325 no. 683, E. L. Hicks The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British
Museum i. 151 Oxford 1874 no. 105, Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 3239, A. Conze op. cit.
Berlin 1906 iii. 364 no. 1715 pi. 367, 2 ( = my fig. 242)). The circular plate on the top is,
as usual, missing. The roughened foot was meant for insertion in a stone base. Details
must have been added in colour. And there was presumably a painted design, to which
the name 4>AIAIMOZ • N A Y K P A T I T H Z inscribed on both sides in neat fourth-
century lettering has reference. White marble. Height I '035™.

3 Still in situ outside the Dipylon at Athens (C. Curtius in the Arch. Zeit. 1871 xxix.
30 no. 76, Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 3754, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1893 i. 49 no. 208 pi.
56 ( = my fig. ,243)). On the left side of the p&ros base is inscribed 'Hy-firup \ Ki)<pi<roS<l}po
(sic) : on the vase, over the man, 'Ry^rup ; over the woman, HafjupiXi]. Under the
relief is a strip painted red. White marble. Height i *54m-

4 Fragment found at Spata in Attike, now at Constantinople (Mendel Cat. Sculpt.
Constantinople ii. 91 f. no. 335 fig., A Milchhofer in the 'Ath. Mitth. 1887 xii. 92 no.
49, A. Brueckner Ornament und Form der attischen Grabstelen Strassburg 1886 p. 35
no. 2, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1906 iii. 367 no. 1730 pi. 374 ( = my fig. 244), Reinach Rep.
Reliefs ii. 177 no. i). The handle is formed by zpistrix with dragon's head, spiky body,
and fish's tail. On a large leaf is a young Satyr dancing to the left with a chlamys thrown
loosely round him. He raises his right hand, which is open, and lowers his left, which
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Fig- 243.
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adorned with a sepulchral subject (fig. 243). Or, again, we have
loutrophoroi in low relief represented, with varying degrees of
complexity, on upward tapering tombstones (figs. 246—25O)1 and,

holds a lagobolon. Pentelic marble. Height 0*57m. The same type recurs in A. Conze
op. cit. Berlin 1906 iii. 367 f. nos. 17303 and 1731, cp. 1732.

8 G. A. S. Snijder 'Une representation eschatologique sur une stele attique du ive

siecle' in the Rev. Arch. 1924 ii. 37—45 pi. 3 has proved (i) that the youthful figures on
the handles mentioned supra n. 4, with which must be grouped those of the relief shown
infra fig. 250, are not mere mortals, but dancing Satyrs as conceived in the second half
of s. iv B.C.; and (2) that they are present, not as purely decorative features, but as

Fig. 244. Fig. 245.

significant symbols of the Dionysiac faith (p. 43 f. ' Sans doute, leur caractere symbolique
n'est pas accuse; mais un "bon entendeur," c'est-a-dire un initii comprenait sans hesiter
leur langage. Us expriment a la fois 1'espoir et le voeu que le jeune defunt...soit re9u, sous
les traits d'un bienheureux Satyre1 ('Cf. Dieterich, Nekyia, p. 78), dans le thiase de
Dionysos et les champs frequentes par les bienheureux2 (2Suivant VAnthologia Palat., vii,
37, on voyait sur le tombeau de Sophocle un Satyre tenant a la main un masque. On se
demande si c'etait seulement une personnification du drame et non pas une allusion a
1'ordre d'idees etudie dans cet article...).').

6 Fragment found ev Otaet. Mopo/xjuaTi drf/mov ^<j\rjs, now in the National Museum at
Athens (no. 2546) (A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1906 iii. 369 no. 1733 a pi. 375 ( = my fig. 245)).
The handles enclose two crudely worked Sirens beating their heads and breasts. Pentelic
marble. Height o'52m.

1 (a) Found near the church of Hagia Trias in the Kerameikos at Athens (R. Schoell
in the Bull. d. Inst. 1870 p. 146 ff. no. 4, Kaibel Epigr. Gr. no. 34, Corp. inscr. Alt. ii.
3 no. 2339, Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 2. 48, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1906 iii. 295 no.
1357 pi. 285, i ( = my fig. 246)). The akroterion or pediment of the sttle is missing. The
decoration of the loutrophoros was doubtless eked out in paint. Right and left of the
vase, from above downwards, runs a four-lined epigram, which U. Kohler transcribes
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Fig. 246. Fig. 247.
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Tr6rvi[a S]w0/>o<n;j''>7, 0vya.[r]ep [jieya\6<ppovos Ai'SoCs, | irXeiffra <re Tifj.r](ras evir6\f/J.6v re
'Aper-/iv || K\eldri/Aos Me\irei;s KXetSij/JLiSov evOdSe Keirai | [f^]Xos TTCIT/H - /x?? -----
Hymettian marble. Height i'4Om.

(£) From Athens, now the property of Trinity College, Cambridge (J. Stuart —
N. Revett The Antiquities of Athens London 1830 Supplement by W. Kinnard p. 17 f.
pi. 2, 4, A. Michaelis Ancient Marbles in Great Britain trans. C. A. M. Fennell Cambridge

Fig. 248. Fig. 249.

1882 p. 270 Cambridge no. in, Kaibel Epigr. Gr. no. 49, Corp. inscr. Alt. ii. 3 no.
1994, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1900 ii. 214 no. 1006 pi. 195, 3 ( = my fig. 247)). The sunk
relief on the vase shows an older man, who wears a himdtion, advancing from the left to
clasp the hand of a younger man, who has a chlamys round his arm. Each man is
accompanied by a dog. The flat cornice of the pediment is inscribed [TZvd^KpiTos
H A I A I O I (?) (P- P. Dobree),. . .AIAIOZ (K. O. Miiller), [01 NJAIOI (?) (A. Boeckh),
ABAIOK?) (A. Conze), AEAIOI (A. Michaelis), [EITJEAIOS (U. Kohler). On
the stele, above the vase, is the epigram 4v6d.de TOV Tract)* aperrfs £trl r^p^a, /j.o\6vra\
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[E]v6vKpiTov Trarpia
Trodeivov

e/<a\v\[/e <pi\ov xal irarpi, KO.ffi[y]vriTCus re
7ra<r[t] re eraipoiffiv avvrpotpov r/Xt/a'as. Pentelic marble. Height i'i2m.

(<:) From Tovdi near Ambelokipi, now in the National Museum at Athens (A. Milch-
hofer in the Ath. Mitth. 1888 xiii. 355 no. 693, Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1810,
A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1906 iii. 293 no. 1350 pi. 283 ( = my fig. 248)). The rounded
akroterion is decorated with finely wrought dkaiithos-\Qz.v&s, palmettes, and central lotos-

Fig. 250.

bud (symbol of resurrection). The highly ornamental lotitrophoros has a tainia slung from
its handles. Above the vase is the inscription 'Apio-royeiruv \ NiKt'ou | 'AXuTreKrjdev.
Pentelic marble. Height o'95m.

(d) Found to the west of Kalyvia Kuvaras, now in the National Museum at Athens
(A. Milchhofer in the Ath. Mitth. 1887 xii. 283 no. 181 pi. 9, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin
1900 ii. 904 pi. 178 ( = my fig. 249), Reinach Rtp. Reliefs ii. 409 no. 3). The akroterion
shows in relief a Siren beating her head and breast. The handles of the loutrophoros
terminate below in inverted ducks'-heads (swans'-heads?), and must have been finished in
colour. The sunk relief on the body of the vase represents a woman with long hair, in

C. III. 25
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finally, on the downward tapering pillars prescribed by Demetrios
(fig. 251)1.

chiton and himdtion, bringing a tainia to tie on a large one-handled loutrophoros.
Beyond it are seen a second woman with long hair, who is followed by a third woman,
both similarly clad. White marble. Height rjS1".

Fig. 251.

(e) Fragment found in the northern corner of the harbour (C. Curtius), 's roO Kov/^ovtrij
(S. A. Koumanoudes), and now in'the Museum at the Peiraieus (C. Curtius in Philologus
1870 xxix. 697, A. Brueckner Ornament und Form der attischen Grabstelen Strassburg
1886 p. 35 no. i, Corp. inscr. Alt. ii. 3 no. 2463, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin 1906 iii. 294
no. 1354 pi. 284 ( = my fig. 250), Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 409 no. 4. The dancing Satyrs
enclosed by the handles of the loutrophoros resemble those described supra p. 380 n. 4
and p. 382 n. 5. Above the vase, in letters not earlier than 300 B.C., is inscribed
'ApioTOTA^s | 'ApicrTo/xei'oi/s | HepyafffjOev. White marble. Height i'56m.

1 Found near the church of Hagia Trias in the Kerameikos at Athens (Corp. inscr.
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Ceramic evidence further assures us that a loutrophoros might be
carried by a mourning maiden in the funeral procession (fig. 23/)1,
and set up on the summit of the grave-mound — a custom traceable
from the early fifth2 to the late fourth century (fig. 253)3. Again, we
Att. iii. i no. 1981, A. Conze op. cit. Berlin — Leipzig 1911 — 1922 iv. 16 no. 1778 pi. 379
( = my fig. 251)). The sunk relief shows an ornamental lotttrophoros, with akrottria on
its rim and a tainla slung from its handles. Above it, in lettering of imperial date, is
inscribed 'A.iro\\65upos \ 'Z&rov | 'Papvotiffios. Hymettian marble. Height i'36m.

1 From a red-figured loutrophdros, dating from the first third of s. v, in the Louvre
(supra p. 375 n. i (6)).

2 Supra ii. 1056 ff. fig. 912.
M. Mayer in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 310 n. 2 and P. Wolters ib. p. 389 f. with fig.

( = my fig. 252) draw attention to an early yellow-ground tikythos, from Eretria, at Athens

i.«'?>

Fig. 252. Fig- 253.

(Collignon—Couve Cat. Vases d'Athenes p. 330 no. 1061), on which, behind a woman
with a basket of funeral offerings, is a large amphora set on a rectangular base and
decorated with a cavalier in black-figured technique. The black figure and the long
handles strengthened with struts indicate that the amphora is of terra cotta.

3 Extract from the reverse design of a red-figured amphora, careless in style, found
at Ruvo, now at Naples (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 204 no. 2147, R- Pagen-
stecher Unteritalische Grabdenkmdler (Zur Kunslgeschichte des Atislands xciv) Strassburg
1912 p. 27 f. pi. 13, a, id. in the Rom. Mitth. 1912 xxvii. 103 n. i, G. P. Oeconomus De

profusionum receptaculis sepulcralibus Athenis 1921 p. 25 f. fig. 4 ( = my fig. 253)). As is
often the case, the vase shown resembles in shape the vase upon which it is painted.
Pagenstecher rightly infers from the black figure that the vase shown is of terra cotta,
not metal, and observes that its foot is firmly planted in the grave-mound.

Oeconomus op. cit. p. 27 f. fig. 5 cp. the obverse design of a red-figured neck-amphora,
careless in style, found at Nola, now in Petrograd (L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu
St. Ptt. 1866 p. 38 no. 25 with fig. on p. 67 ( = my fig. 254), id. Vasensamml. St. Peters-
burg ii. 220 no. 1598). Between two Ionic columns, on which are perched a soul-bird
(Siren), and an owl, is seen a large one-handled jug half-sunk in the ground.

25—2
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gather from vases that a loutrophoros might be borne by a young girl
in the bridal cortege (fig. 255)1, or decked with myrtle-sprays (fig.
256)2 and set beside a pair of similarly decked lebetes (figs. 257, 258)3,

1 A red-figured loutrophdros at Athens (Collignon—Couve Cat. Vases d' Athenes p. 391 f.
no. 1225), assigned to 'Der Frauenbadmaler' (J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des
rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 431 no. 6), who flourished c. 430—4206.0. (M. H.
Swindler Ancient Painting New Haven: Yale University Press 1929 p. 193), has (a) a
wedding procession, in which the bride (bowed head, myrtle-wreath above, Eros hovering
near) is preceded by a young girl bearing a Ioutroph6ros and accompanied by women with

Fig. 254.

torches to the sound of the double flute; (b) a conversation between two women, of whom
one holds up a decorated coffer (T. Sc(h)reiber in the Ann. d. hist. 1876 xlviii. 333 ff.,
Man. d. Inst, x pi. 34, i ( = my fig. 255), O. Benndorf in the Wien. Vorlegebl. 1888
pi. 8, 2,, P. Wolters in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 381 no. 18 with fig., Reinach Rip.
Vases i. 206, 3, M. Collignon in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1318 fig. 4558).

2 A fragmentary .three-handled vase, of red-figured technique, found at Athens
(P. Wolters in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 382 no. 21 with fig. ( = my fig. 256)), shows
among other bridal preparations a woman holding a three-handled loutrophoros, which
has a row of white dots round its shoulder and three sprigs of myrtle in its mouth.

3 (a) A red-figured pyxis from Athens, now in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Vases iii. 366 f. no. E 774, Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmakrei i. 289 pi. 57, 3
(=my fig. 257), C. Lecrivain in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1649 %• 4862, Hoppin
Red-fig. Vases \. 346 no. 4, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils
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which presumably contained water for the bath of bride and bride-
groom1.

Tubingen 1925 p. 429 no. 2), attributed—first by Furtwangler—to 'Der Eretriamaler,'
who flourished c. 430—4208.0. (M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting New Haven: Yale
University Press 1929 p. 193), depicts preparations for a wedding. These include a one-
handled, black-figured loutrophdros, visible behind a rouge-pot of alabaster (?) on a coffer,
while two black-figured bridal lebetes are set on stands near by—all three vases being
similarly adorned with myrtle-sprays.

(b) A red-figured epinetron or 6nos by the same painter, from Eretria, now at Athens
(Collignon—Couve Cat. Vases oT Athenes p. 503 ff. no. 1588, P. Hartwig in the 'E0. 'Apx-
1897 pp. 129—142 pi. 9—10 (of which the second half=my fig. 258), C. Lecrivain in
Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1649^ %• 4863' Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 345 no. i,
Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 567, 570, iii. 220 fig. 561, J. D. Beazley Attische

Fig. 255-

Fig. 256.

Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 429 no. i), again introduces a black-
figured loutrophdros and a pair of black-figured llbetes on stands, decorated with sprigs
of myrtle by women, while the bride and the bridal bed are seen through the open door
of the thdlamos.

1 A black-figured amphora from Kameiros, now in the British Museum (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Vases ii. 131 no. B 197 pis. 5 ( = my fig. 259) and 6), and sometimes attributed to
Amasis (L. Adamek Unsignierte Vasen des Amasis Prague 1895 p. 41 ff., Hoppin Black'
fig. Vases p. 43 no. 22. Aliter G. Karo in thefourn. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 138), has for
its obverse design the nuptials of Zeus and Hera (R. Foerster Die Hochzeit des Zeus und
der Hera (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Breslau 1867) p. 276"., H. B. Walters in the Brit.
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Fig. 258.

Fig. 259.
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What is the meaning of these customs, and why should a ceremony
performed at a wedding also be performed, or at least imitated, at
the burial of a bachelor or spinster? A typical case may serve to
point the question. Here, for example, is a stele in the Ny Carlsberg
collection (fig. 26O)1. Hippon, son of Agonippos, has died unwed

Fig. 260.

Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 12 Type C). The deities, from left to right, are Apollon, Zeus and
Hera, Dionysos, Aphrodite, Poseidon, Artemis, Hermes. Aphrodite carries on her head
a llbes, of which A. de Ridder in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1001 says: 'il con-
tenait sans doute 1'eau lustrale.' Cp. the black-figured hydria published by Gerhard
Auserl. Vasenb. iv. 85 f. pi. 313, where the llbes rests on the head of a torch-bearing
goddess.

1 F. Poulsen in \h&Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. 7nsf. 1913 xxxviii Arch. Anz. p. 61 f.
no. 4 with fig. 5, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek i no. 227 a Tillseg pi. 4 ( = my fig. 260). The
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and will leave no children to carry on the proud tradition of knightly
names1. His mother Philostrate, seated in the foreground, looks
with steadfast gaze at the young man's face, while she clasps his
hand for the last time. His father, a bearded figure with furrowed
forehead, stands in the background leaning on a staff and lays
a detaining hand on the lad's shoulder. And in the centre of the
little gable above their heads is carved in low relief the wedding-
vase. Now, how is this seemingly inappropriate addition to be
explained?

Is it to be regarded as a pathetic reminder of all that might have
been? Hardly so. That would be modern, not ancient, sentiment.
The Greeks did not care to be reminded of their sorrows2, and we
never find in their graveyards such a poignant symbol as a broken
column. M. Collignon3, taking a more practical, not to say prosaic,
view, holds that the vase commemorates the 'chthonian bath'—
a final act of the obsequies, in which water for washing the dead
was brought to the tomb4. But, if so, we are left wondering how
a rite once common to all the dead ever came to be restricted to
those that died unmarried.

More to our purpose is an explanation advanced by Sir J. G.
Frazer5:
' It may be suggested that originally the custom of placing a water-pitcher on the
grave of unmarried persons...may have been meant to help them to obtain in
another world the happiness they had missed in this. In fact, it may have been
part of a ceremony designed to provide the dead maiden or bachelor with a spouse
in the spirit land. Such ceremonies have been observed in various parts of the

inscription on the cornice is I T H A N A r f l N I P P O P El PAEYI *l AOZTPATH.
The termination of 'AyuviTTiro points to a date in the first half of s. iv B.C. Pentelic marble.
Height i'40™,

For the loutrophoros thus placed Poulsen cp. the stele of Silenis, daughter of Myiskos,
at Berlin (no. 1492, R. Kekule von Stradonitz Die Griechische Skulptur* Berlin—Leipzig
1922 p. 186 f. with fig., Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 40 no. 3), which has for akroteria a
Siren flanked by a loutrophoros on its right and a Sphinx on its left.

1 Aristoph. nub. 63 f. See further F. Bechtel Die historischen Personennamen des
Griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit Halle a. d. S. 1917 pp. 219—226.

2 Hdt. 6. 21.
3 M. Collignon in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1319.
4 Hesych. s.v. x^ovia \ovrpd- TO, rots pe/cpots tirifapbueva. e/cdju.ijw yap eiri TOI^S

rd0oi;s \ovrpd and Souid. s.v. %06»'ta \ovrpd- ra rots veicpdis 4m<t>epofJi.et>a. IKO^OV yap
e«'s robs Ta<j>ovs \ovrpd — Zenob. 6. 45, cp. Diogen. 3. 92 (^TTI ras rackets), Greg. Cypr. cod.
Leid. 3. 35, Makar. 8. 82, Apostol. 18. 25, Arsen. p. 475, Favorin. lex. p. 1865, 37 ff.
See further Soph. El. 84, 434, Eur. Phoen. 1667 (\oivpd); Aisch. cho. 129 (x^>"t|8as);
Kleidemos frag, i (Frag. gr. Kultschr. p. 406°. Tresp) ap. Athen. 409 F—410 A and
Eustath. in Od. p. 1401, 8ff. (dTro^i/ijtia). Kleidemos directs: opu£ai fibOvvov irpbs effirepav
rov ffififJUtTos. Hireira vapa TOV p66vvov irpbs effirtpav /SX^Tre, ttdup Kardxee \tyuv rdde-
Vfuv dir6vi(i./u,a ols x?h Ka' °*y 0^M'*- ^ireira. avffis /j.<jpov

5 Frazer Pausanias v. 389 ff.
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world by peoples who, like the Greeks, esteemed it a great misfortune to die
unmarried.'

The examples quoted in support of this explanation prove beyond
all doubt that post mortem marriage is or has been a widely prevalent
custom.

But marriage with whom? O. Schrader, who more than once
attacked the problem1, summarised his contentions as follows2:
' I t is only by comparing the Greek customs with those of other Aryan peoples
that we can discover the meaning of this custom. We then find that the placing
of the bridal \ovTpo<j)6pos on the grave of unmarried people represents the
symbolical preservation of a custom...still very wide-spread among the Slavonic
races...a ceremonial imitation-marriage was celebrated at the graves of unmarried
men and maidens, during which a bride or a bridegroom was there and then
assigned to the dead person* (*Remains of this custom are found also in
Germany; for in Hesse the coffins of single men who have died must be
accompanied by " wreathed girls," who must wear mourning for four weeks, etc.
(cf. [C.] Hessler [Hessische Landes- und Volkskunde Marburg 1904 ii. 152])). The
third and last stage of the custom under discussion is presented to us in the
accounts of the Arabs regarding the oldest Slavonic and Russian conditions of
life. According to them, not only...was the wife of the dead married man given
to him as a companion in death, but the single man too was, after his death,
married in regular fashion to a young girl, who also was therefore doomed to
die (cf. Mas'udi, Les Prairies d'or, ed. Barbier de Meynard, Paris, 1861—1865,
ii. p. 9, n. 7). One of these "death-weddings" is described in detail by the Arab
Ibn Fosslan (text and translation ed. by C. E. Frahn, St. Petersburg, 1823 [See
now Miss H. L. Lorimer 'A Scandinavian Cremation-Ceremony' in Antiquity
1934 viii. 58—62, an article which includes a fresh and full translation made from
the text of Ahmad bin Fudhlan by Miss C. Waddy]). But it follows from isolated
traces that the custom of the wife dying along with her husband was prevalent
also in Greece in prehistoric times (cf. Pausanias, ii. 21. 7), and in the story of
the Trojan maiden Polyxene, sacrificed at the grave of Achilles, there exists
also on classical soil a case of the barbarian custom of "death-marriage".'

Thus, on Schrader's showing, the death of a bachelor or spinster
once involved the provision and actual killing of a human consort —
a grim practice, which had indeed left lasting traces of itself in
mythology, but in real life had long since decayed into a mimetic
ceremony and thence into the mere symbolism of the marriage-vase.

Mr J. C. Lawson3 viewed the matter from a somewhat different
stand-point. He too regarded the loutrophoros-nte as implying that

1 First in his monograph Totenhochzeit Jena 1904 pp. i—38, then in his book Sprach-
vergleichung und Urgeschichte* Jena 1906, 1907 i. 2 T 9 f . , ii. 335 n. 3, 532, lastly in his
Reallex?\\.. 558—561 s.v. 'Totenhochzeit.'

2 O. Schrader in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909 ii.
22b— 23a.

3 J. C. Lawson Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge 1910
pp. 556, 560.
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a definite marriage awaited the dead bachelor or spinster. But he
treated it as one out of many facts tending to establish the important
conclusion that, in Greek belief, every man might look forward to
becoming the groom of Persephone, every woman to becoming
Hades' bride1:
' Custom past and present, ancient literature, modern folk-song, all agree in their
presentment of death as a marriage into the house of Hades.'

To me it seems that the opinions of Schrader and Lawson are
not mutually exclusive. It may well be (though the evidence for it
is slight2) that in prehistoric times the dead bachelor demanded—
like Achilles (?)—a bride to keep him company. And, when this
savage custom had dwindled into a set of merely mimetic rites and
symbols, it may well have left behind it the feeling that the pre-
maturely dead must needs be married somehow in the world beyond
the tomb. If so, the great wave of oriental influence which swept
the Mediterranean c. 600 B.C.3 and the subsequent (or consequent?)
growth of Greek mysticism very possibly intensified a latent belief
in the divinity of the dead. The Egyptian identification of the
mummified man with Osiris4 is at least paralleled by the Orphic
declaration:

Happy and blest one, a god thou shall be in place of a mortal5.
1 Supra ii. 1164 n. i.
2 See the objections raised by P. Stengel in the Woch. f. klass. Philol. Mai 3, 1905

pp. 489—491 and by F. Kauffmann in the Zeitschrift fur deutsche Philologie 1907 xxxix.
i38f. and answered by O. Schrader Sprachvergleichung und Urgeschichte3 Jena 1906, 1907
i. 220 n. i, ii. 335 n. 3, 532. Stengel loc. cit, p. 490 n. 3 aptly quotes Loukian. de luctu
14 7r6<roi...Kai ird\\a.Klda.s...£TriKaT£<r<f>a!;a.v...<j}s xp^a'o/^j'ots ticei Kal airo\atiffovcnv avruv
/cdrw ;

3 Supra ii. 769 f.
4 See e.g. A. Erman A Handbook of Egyptian Religion trans. A. S. Griffith London

1907 p. 95 ff., H. R. Hall in J. Hastings Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh
1908 i. 44Ob—443a, A. M. Blackman ib. 1920 xi. i32a~b ('Identification with Osiris'),
Frazer Golden Bough3: Adonis Attis Osiris3 ii. 16 ('Thus every dead Egyptian was
identified with Osiris and bore his name'). Supra p. 343.

5 One of the gold tablets from Orphic graves of s. iv—iii B. c. near Thourioi (supra ii.
118 n. 2) gives the verse tfX/Jie Kal fiaicapiffTt, 0ebs 8' Z\oyi avrl fiporoio (Inscr. Gr. Sic. It.
no. 641, i, 14 f., G. Murray in Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel.z p. 667 no. 5 (with facsimile),
H. Diels Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker3 Berlin 1912 ii. 176 Orph./rag. 18, ro, Orph.

frag. 32 c, 10 Kern), which seems to have been spoken by the mystagog6s or hierophdntes
of Persephone (so J. H. Wieten De tribus laminis aureis quae in sepulcris Thurinis sunt
inventae Amstelodatni 1915 p. 118). Another tablet of the same date and provenance
substitutes the prose formula 0ebs ey\tvov e£ dvOp&irov (Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 642, 4f. ,
G. Murray loc. cit. p. 662 no. 3 (with facsimile), H. Diels op. cit.3 ii. 177 Orph. frag. 20,
4, Orph. frag. 32 f, 4 Kern). Cp. yet another, of s. i or more probably s. ii A.D., from
Rome, which has the would-be hexameter Kai/ciXi'a ^KOvvSelva, vbfj.ui \ Wi 5ia yeyuva
(G. Murray loc. cit. p. 672 no. 8 (with facsimile) reading ffia for Sia, H. Diels op. cit.3 ii.
I76f. Orph. frag. 19*, 4, Orpin, frag. 32 g, 4 Kern).
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Final felicity for the divinised, but unmarried, dead would be felt to
imply a marriage-union in the house of Hades. The Orphic initiate
in fact carried with him to the tomb, engraved on a golden tablet,
the assurance that he had become the very consort of Despoina1.
And such hopes in less tangible form were certainly entertained by
wider circles2.

But, if the sepulchral loutrophoros is thus reducible to a nuptial
loutrophoros, we have yet to enquire what meaning attached to them
both. Eustathios3, though he does not reach a satisfactory solution
of the problem, at least goes some way towards one.

'The ancients,' he says, 'treat river-water as something solemn....Bridegrooms
had their bath fetched from a river as an omen of fertility....And over those that

died before marriage the so-called bath-carrying pitcher was set, to show that
the deceased took his departure unbathed of the bridal bath and unfertile
withal.'

This insistence upon the idea of fertility is right. Water-carrying,
whether for the married living or for the unmarried dead, was
a fertility-charm of a simple and intelligible sort. As such it can be
paralleled by a variety of popular customs4. But the employment
of a holed vessel for the purpose justifies us, if I am not mistaken,
in defining the fertility-charm more nearly as a rain-charm. Rain,
as we shall have occasion to note5, was the very means by which
Father Sky impregnated Mother Earth.

1 Supra i. 650 n. o, ii. 119 n. 2, 132 f.
2 Supra ii. 1163 f.
3 Eustath. in II. p. 1293) 6ff. ol oe TrctXcuoi ffefiv^vovffi. TO Trorci/uoc vypbv, Kal raOra

A^o^res. rb \ovrpbv eK Trora/ttoO ro?s vvn,<f>lois £KO/j.t£ero, oi(avi£o/j.£vois rb ybvifj-ov. Sib Kal Zvop'xa.
ft.fj\a lepevov, uxrirep T<£ Hoffeid&vi, o#rw Kal rois Trora^ois ei's ras Trriyds. y6vifj.a yap Kal TO.
appeva. Kal rois irpb yduov 8£ reXevruffiv r/ \ovTpo<j>6pos, (pacriv, eirerldeTO KaXTrtj ets t-vdei&v
TOV on &XOUTOJ ret vvfJL<ptKa Kal ayovos aireifft, (supra p. 372 n. 7).

4 F. von Reitzenstein in the Zeitschriftfur Ethnologic 1909 xli. 67if. , apropos of
' Der Fruchtbarkeitszauber,' writes: 'Neben Waldern habenwir oben besonders Brunnen
und Weiher oder—pars pro toto—Gef asse mit Wasser als Kinderheimat erkannt. Dement-
sprechend ist der Wasserzauber in der verschiedensten Form, besonders als Brunnenzauber,
sehr weit verbreitet. Am dritten Tag nach der Hochzeit geht z. B. die griechische Braut
noch heute an vielen Orten zum Brunnen, aus dem sie mit eigenem Gefass Wasser schopft
und verschiedene Esswaren und Brotkriimchen hineinwirft, wahrend zugleich ein Rundtanz
darum vollzogen wird5 (5 [I. von Dtiringsfeld und O. von] Reinsberg-Diiringsfeld [Hoch-
zeitsbuch Leipzig 1871] S. 59). Bei den slavischen Volkern findet dieser Zug zum Brunnen
entweder vor oder nach der Eheschliessung statt' [with examples from Croatia, Bulgaria,
Esthonia, etc.]. See also Frazer Golden Bough3: The Magic Art ii. i59f. ('Water-spirits
conceived as bestowing offspring on women').

5 Infra p. 452 ff.
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(7) Water-carrying in connexion with the mysteries.

Water-carrying in a holed vessel reappears in connexion with the
mysteries. Polygnotos in his famous fresco of the Underworld
(painted shortly after 458 B.C.1) represented certain women bearing

Fig. 261.

water in broken pitchers: one of them was in the bloom of youth,
the other advanced in years; and an inscription common to them

1 So A. Reinach Textes Peint. Anc. i. 86 n. i, 90 n. o followed by Miss M. H.
Swindler Ancient Painting New Haven: Yale University Press 1929 p. 202 n. 20.
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both set forth that they were of the uninitiated. Further, the same
picture showed a pithos, an elderly man, a boy, and a couple of
women — one young, the other elderly. They were all bearing water ;
but the old dame's pitcher seemed to be broken, and she was
emptying into \h&pzthos such water as was left in her crock. Pausanias1,
who saw the fresco in the Cnidian Lesche at Delphoi, adds: 'We
inferred that these persons also were of the number of those who
held the Eleusinian rites of no account.' In thus connecting the two
groups of water-carriers and assuming one label for the lot Pausanias
was almost certainly correct2. An approximate arrangement of the
contiguous figures may be seen in C. Robert's clever reconstruction
(fig. 26i)3.

Platon in his Gorgias (written between 399 and 388 B.C.4) like-
wise states that in Hades the uninitiated carry water in a sieve to
a holed pithos*. Indeed, their punishment became proverbial6, and
can be illustrated from more than one extant vase-painting.

1 Pans. 10. 31. 9 ff. at 5£ virep rijv Hev6effl\eiav <pepovo~a.i fj.ev elffiv C5u'/> ev Kareaybffiv
offrpaKois, 7re7ro/??Tcu de TJ fjtev i-ri upaia rb elSos, i) 5£ ^5?? TTJS ri\iKlas irporfKovaa- loia /j,ev
oi) ovdev eiriypafjifjia eirl etcarepq, r&v yvvatK&v, ev noting d£ eariv eirl d/j.<por£pais elvai ff(j>as
r&v ov /j.efji.vr]fjLev(av yvvaiK&v. (10) dvurepu rovruv effrlv i) A.VK&OVOS KaXXicrraj Kal Nojida
re Kal i] NtjXews lirjpia- ...perk de TTJV KaXXt<7rw /cat offai avv eKelv-g yvvaiKes, Kpynvov re
<rx?7;U,<i ^crrt ^ai 6 AtoXou ~2lov<f>os fouxrai wpbs rbv Kpujfja/bv jSta^/uevos rr)v Trtrpav. (n) tan
5k KCU trldos iv IT? ypa.Q'fj, TrpefffitiTris 52 tivdpUTros, 6 5e ^TI Trats, Kal yvvaiKes, vta ptv virb
(so F. G. Welcker for eirl codd.) ry irtrpa, irapa 5t rbv irpeafitirt]v toiKvta ^KeLvy rr/v
r)\u<iav oi ph aXXot <j>tpOvres tidwp elcrl, rrj 5^ ypat Karea%0ai rr/v &8piat> etVdcrets- Sffov de Iv
ry dffrpdKy \oiirbv T\V rov fJSaros, eKX^ovcrd e<rriv aBOis 4s rbv irldov. er€KfMaip6/j.e6a 8' tlvai
Kal TOVTOVS r&v ra dpibfj.eva'T&Xevffivi (H. Hitzig — H. Bliiirmer cjj. ra'EXevffivi) ev ovdevbs

" C. Banner in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1902 xiii. 166 'The circumstance
that the intervening figures are said to have been on a higher level than the first group
removes all difficulties in the way of bringing the two groups of d/ni^roi together. '

3 C. Robert Die Nekyia des Polygnot (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1892) p. 68
with lithographic pi., drawn by H. Schenck (part of which = my fig. 261).

4 W. von Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Mtinchen 1912 i. 670.
5 Plat. Gorg. 493 A — C feat rovro dpa ris nv0o\oyu>v KO/J.I//OS dv/ip, fows 2tKeX6$ rts ?}

'IraXi/eo's, Trapdyuv r<p 6v6/j.ari. did rb viOavov re Kal iriariKbv w^o/ttacre irldov, rovs de dvo-fyrovs
dfiwfirovs- r&v 5' dyuuijrwv rovro rys $VXT)S 08 at eiri&vfj.iat etcrt, rb aKoKaarov avrov Kal ov
arreyavbv, ws rtrprj/jifvos etri irldos, did rrjv dir\7)ffriav direiKaffas. roiivavriov Si) ovrbs trot, cJ
KaXXkXets, evdeiKvvrai ws ru>v ev "AtSou — rb deiS^s 5rj \eyuv — ovroi dQXi&raroi av elev oi
d/J-vyroi, Kal <j>opolev els rbv rerpfifjievov iriffov tidiap erepif roiotirq rerpr)/j.evi{i KOOKlvtf, rb Se
KOffKivov apa \eyei, ws e<f>r) b irpbs £fj.e \eytav, rijv ^V~XT]V eivai' TTJV 6e tywxriv KOffKivip direiKaffe
rrjv r&v dvo^ruv ws rerpT)it£vt}v, are of> dvva/j,evi}v yreyeiv di' dirurriav re Kal \ftBv)v. Cp. rep.
363 D — E rovs 5£ dvofflovs a5 Kal ddiKovs els injXbv riva Ka.ropvrrov(nv ev"Aidov Kal Koanlvip
voup dvayKafoviri <f>epeiv. The ' Sicilian or Italian ' of the former passage is probably
Philolaos or some other Pythagorean, e.g. Archytas (E. Frank Plato und die sogenannten
Pythagoreer Halle (Saale) 1923 pp. 90 f., 298 ff., 364 n. 219, P. Frutiger Les mythes de
Platon Paris 1930 p. inf.). The 'mud' of the latter passage is definitely Orphic (A.
Dieterich Nekyia Leipzig 1893 p. 75 n. o, Rohde Psyche* i. 313 n. i, J. Adam on Plat.
rep. 363 D).
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An archaic black-figured amphora, formerly in the Canino

collection and now at Munich1, has for obverse design (fig. 262)2 four
winged souls emptying pitchers into an enormous pithos partly sunk
in the earth: the presence of Sisyphos rolling his stone up a hill
shows that the scene is laid in the Underworld, as does the reverse
design (fig. 263.)8 of Herakles dragging off a two-headed Kerberos.
Both sides of the vase may be indebted to some sixth-century fresco,

6 Zenob. i, 6 aTrArjoToj irldos' ...X^yerai jap OVTOS 6 iriOos ev"AiSov elvai ovStiroTe
jj.evosm Traffxovffi 6e irepl avTbv al ru>v a.^vr)Tiav \f/vxat~ KCLI Kopai 5^, as Aavafdas \eyo\xriv,
ir\ripovffai ev Kareayoffiv ayyelois $6wp Trpbs avrbv <ptpov<ri Terprj/J.frov, Apostol. 6. 79 (is
TeTpij/J-evov trlOov avr\eis- ...ical yap (ivOetiovaw £v"Ai8ov rods d(7€j3e?s els iridov TerprHJitvov
ai>T\eiv. ird<rxov<ri 5£ irepl TOVTOV al r&v 'A/j.tivrov (leg. dfj-v/iTUv) \j/vxal. /cat icbpai Se •f)Tredavai
(cp. codd. B.V. on Zenob. 2. 6 yeypairrai 5£ rif irlOip 'A/J-V^TUV • \tyovrai d£ ai Kopai
•ffiredaval, rovrtcTTiv acrOevels, Trapa TO airedov. More probably 7)ircdaval conceals the true
reading (?) wapOtvoi? ifj iraWes Aavaov ??)), at Kal Aavaides Ka\ovvrai, &vT\ov<rai Vdwp els TOV
TriOop, Souid. s.v. &Tr\ij(fTos irldos' b £i>"Aidov, 6 TeTpfifdvos...diri> TOV irepl Tas Aavatdas (itiOov,
irap' offov avi/j.wffai ticeivai Udup els iridov gj3a\\ov. irdffxovffi de irepl TOVTOV TOV irlOov al
TUV a^vffrtav \f/vxai ( = id. s.v. els reTpijfj.4vov iriOov dvT\etv), id. s.v. els TOV TeTpr/fjievov•
\elirei, irlOov avT\elv...Kal yci,p fjLvffevovffiv ev"AiSov TOVS dffepeis els TrlGov TeTptifj-evov dvT\eiv.

1 Jahn Vasensamml. Miinchen p. 49 f. no. 153.
2 Inghirami Fas. fitt. ii. 56 ff. pi. 135, E. Gerhard Uber die Flilgelgestalten der alien

Kunst Berlin 1840 pp. 5 n. 3, 17 pi. i, 8, Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii.
4. 40 pi. 69, 866, A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 1924 fig. 2040, W. H. Roscher in his
Lex. Myth. i. 952 with fig. on p. 950, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Jfel.2 p. 616 f. fig. 164, ead.
Themis* p. 529 f. fig. 151.

3 Inghirami loc. cit. pi. 136.
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not recorded in literature, but very possibly illustrative of Orphic
teaching1.

Again, a black-figured lekythos, which was found in 1820
beneath the feet of a skeleton buried on the slope of Monte Saraceno
near Ravanusa in southern Sicily and is now preserved in the Museo
Nazionale at Palermo (pi. xxxvi and fig. 264)2 depicts men and
women hastening to empty vessels of various shapes into a huge

Fig. 263.
1 The late Orphic poem /car<ij3a<ny els "AiSov (on which see A. Dieterich Nekyia

Leipzig 1893 pp. 1-28 ff., 136 ff., Ganschinietz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 2400 f.,
O. Kern Orphicorum fragmenta Berolini 19-22 pp. 304—307, W. Christ Geschichte der
griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 984 n. 7) may well have had metrical fore-
runners; and Orphic influence is already traceable at Athens in s. vi B.C. (L. Malten
'Altorphische Demetersage' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1909 xii. 417 ff.).

2 T. Panofka in the Arch. Zeit. 1848 ii. 284 ff. ('eine Parodie des Gemaldes des
Polygnot...sovfo\\\ der Scene in der Erauen und Jiinglinge als Hydrophoren sick einem
grossen Pass nahern zur Anspielung auf die Strafe der Danaiden, Sterbliche darstellend,
die wahrend ihres Lebens die Mysterien nicht achteten, als der Fabel des Ocnos'),
H. Heydemann ib. i87oxxviii. 42 f. no. 22 with pi. 31 (= my fig. 264) ('Wir haben
eine Parodie der Danaiden und des Oknos vor uns'), A. Furtwangler in the Jahrb. d.
kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1890 v Arch. Anz. p. 24 f. ('eine sehr ernste Darstellung....Es
sind eben noch nicht die Danaiden..., sondern allgemeine Bilder der Seelen und ihrer
Pein, weshalb auch nicht auffallend ist, sie auch mannlich gebildet zu finden. Ferner ist
Oknos mit dem Esel dargestellt,...'), Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 617 f. fig. 165
('emphatically not Danaides...but "Uninitiated".... The ass and...Oknos'), Pfuhl
Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 311 ('Schwerlich mit Recht hat man...eine Mythen-
parodie in dem Unterweltsbild...finden wollen.... Die allzu schmachtigen Korper und
grossen Kopfe, einzelne lange Nasen und drollige Bewegungen wirken zwar in diesem
Zusammenhang auch auf den geschulten Betrachter leicht komisch, sind aber schwerlich
so gemeint'). PI. xxxvi is from a photograph kindly supplied to me by Profs G. M.
Columba and E. Gabrici.



Plate XXXVI

Lekythos from Monte Saraceno, now at Palermo :
the uninitiated in the Underworld, together with Oknos and his ass.

See page 400 f. with jig. 264.
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S before planted deeply in the ground. Here Oknos and his
ass1 serve to fix the locality. The lively and humorous rendering of
the whole scene makes it difficult to resist the impression that there
is present an element of intentional caricature. And if so, the artist
was conceivably inspired by some actual pre-literary performance
of a mimic or comic sort, though when and where escapes us2.
Be that as it may, of these two vases the first probably, the second
certainly, shows the penance of the uninitiated in general, not that
of the Danai'des in particular.

The same may perhaps be said of a splendid ' Apulian' krattr,
which came to the Munich collection from a grave near Canosa3.
This famous vase dates from the second half of s. iv B.C.4 and is

Fig. 264.

1 A. Furtwangler loc. cit. rightly interpreted the lame ass and the lame driver looking
stupidly at the sticks, which have fallen from his pack, by a reference to Apul. met. 6. 18
iamque confecta bona parte mortiferae viae contiwa^eris (so J. van der Vliet for con-
tinuaueris codd. F. 5. g. contingueris codd. <fr. g (man. rescript.).) claudum asinum
lignorum gerulum cum agasone simili, qui te rogabit decidentis sarcinae fusticulos aliquos
porrigas ei; sed tu nulla voce deprompta tacita praeterito (a variant version of Oknos and
his ass). F. Boll 'Oknos' in the Archivf. Rel. 1916—1919 xix. 151 —157 holds that this
curious figure originates in a ' Traumphantasie' of the sort known as ' Behinderungstraum'
(cp. //. 22. 199 ff. ( = Verg. Aen. 12. 908 ff.), 23. 99 ff., Enn. ann. frag. 28. 6 ff.
Baehrens). He cites (after A. Grtinwedel in the Original-Mittheilungen aus der ethno-
logischen Abtheilung der konigl. Museen zu Berlin 1885 i. 42, W. H. D. Rouse in
Folk-Lore 1890 i. 409, Frazer Pausanias v. 377 f.) a Buddhist parallel from the seventh
dream of the king of Kosala (Jataka Tales edd. H. T. Francis and E. J. Thomas
Cambridge 1916 p. 84 f.: ' "A man was weaving rope, sir, and as he wove, he threw it
down at his feet. Under his bench lay a hungry she-jackal, which kept eating the rope as
he wove, but without the man knowing it. This is what I saw."' Etc.).

2 O. Gruppe and F. Pfister in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 43 f. discuss the appearance of
the Underworld in the comic and satyric drama of s. v B.C.

3 The same grave yielded the Medeia-^nz/tfr, described and illustrated supra i. 251 f.
pi. xxii.

4 Supra p. 370.

C. III. 26
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decorated with an essentially Orphic1 design (pi. xxxvii) 2. Hades,
sceptre in hand, sits on a sumptuous throne in his nether palace,
while before him, holding a cross-topped torch, stands his bride
Persephone. Round them are grouped the stock denizens of their
realm. To the right appear the judges of the dead—the kingly
figure of Aiakos, Triptolemos wreathed with the springing corn of
Eleusis3, Rhadamanthys with hoary hair and a brow furrowed by
thought4. Above these is Dike, who executes their sentence. She
guards with drawn sword Peirithoos ; for he must remain a prisoner,
though his friend Theseus, thanks to Herakles, is about to return
to the upper air5. Below we see Herakles himself dragging a three -

1 The Orphic character of this and similar vases from south Italy was justly emphasised
by Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 599 ff. ('Orphic Vases of Lower Italy'). See, however,
the discussion of the point by E. Kuhnert ' Unteritalische Nekyien' in ft&Jahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1893 viii. 104—113, A. Milchhoefer '" Orphisch"-Unterweltliches'
in Philologus 1894 liii. 385—399, E. Kuhnert 'Orpheus in der Unterwelt' in Philolagus
1895 liv. 193—204, andW. K. C. Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion London (1935)
pp. 187—191.

2 Jahn Vasensamml. Munchen p. 273 ff. no. 849, A. L. Millin Description des
Tombeaux de Canosa Paris 1816 p. 4 ff. pis. 3—6 (inadequate, but often copied e.g. by
E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1837 ix pi. i=Reinach Rep. Vases i. 258, 4, Inghirami
Vas. Jitt. iv. 121 ff. pis. 392—395, Mtiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst i. 54 ff.
pi. 56, 275 a—c, A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 1928 f. pi. 87 fig. 2042 B and fig.
2042 C, O. Benndorf in Wien. Vorlegebl. E pi. i, Harrison Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath.
p. cxlv ff. fig. 38), Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei \. 47—54 pi. 10 (= my
pi. xxxvii), P. Ducati Storia della ceramica greca Firenze 1922 ii. 457 ff. fig. 330, Pfuhl
Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 576, 718.

3 Supra p. 299 n. 7.
4 The three judges of this vase have been variously identified:

Tantale Cronos Rhadamanthe (A. L. Millin op. cit. p. 22 f.)
Lynceus Kronos Rhadamanth (F. Creuzer in the Heidelbergische

Jahrbucher der Litteratur 1817 ii. 798)
Tantalo Crono Radamanto (Inghirami op. cit. iv. 124 f.)
Rhadamanthys Kronos Minos (E. Gerhard in the Arch. Zeit. 1843 i. 202)
Rhadamanthys Aeakos Minos (C. O. Miiller op. cit. i. 55)
Minos Aiakos Rhadamanthys (A. Winkler Die Darstellungen

der Unterwelt auf unteritalischen Vasen
Breslau 1888 pp. 10, 25)

Minos Triptolemos Rhadamanthys (Harrison op. cit. p. cxlvi f.)
Aiakos Triptolemos Rhadamanthys (Furtwangler—Reichhold op. cit.

i.48)
Eaco Trittolemo Radamanto (P. Ducati op. cit. ii. 458).

An analogous group on the vase from Altamura (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel
p. 510 ff. no. 3222, infra p. 423 n. 2 (2)) is inscribed TPIOPTOAEMOZ, AIAKOZ,
[PAAA]MANOYZ. The only reasonable doubt is, therefore, whether on our vase the
series should be called A + T + R o r R + T + A. I have followed Furtwangler and Ducati,
though with some hesitation.

5 Variants of the myth are collected and discussed by Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 470
n. 3, id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 1079f., z'̂ - m Roscher Lex. Myth. vi.
42 f., Sir J. G. Frazer on Apollod. 2. 5. 12, and Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. ii. 703—706.
W. Deonna ' Thesee assis dux Enfers' in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1931 xliv. 361—367 studies the
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Krater from Canosa, now at Munich :
Orpheus leads a family of initiates into the presence of Hades and Persephone whose palace is surrounded by the stock denizens of the Underworld.

See page 401 ff.
[From Furtwangler-ReichhoM Griecliische Vasenmalerei pi. 10 oy permission of Messrs F. Bruckmann A.-G.- Munich.]
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headed1 Kerberos away from Hekate and her torches towards some

folk-lore motif ot the immobilised hero and thinks that it may have originated in dream-
phenomena [cp. //. 22. 199 f.] ultimately occasioned by paralysing fear.

1 Both in literature and in art there was a natural tendency to make the monster more
monstrous still. Heads could always be multiplied, and tails turned into snakes. It must,
however, be borne in mind that a dog with fifty or a hundred heads could hardly be
visualised unless, as Acr. and Porphyr. in Hor. od. 2. 13. 34 long since suggested, the
heads were those of snakes. Similarly J. P. Postgate in his preface to M. Breal Semantics
trans. Mrs H. Cust London 1900 p. xviiff. (id. in the Class. Rev. 1905 xix. 412) argues
that such polycephalism connotes a frill of serpentine heads, like those of Typhoeus
(J. Schmidt in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1429^) or the Hydra (Bolte in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ix. 45 f.).

Hes. theog. 767 ff. gives the dread hound of the under-world god a tail and two
ears, presumably therefore one head. But the same author (according to F. Jacoby ed.
Berolini 1930 p. 87, a rhapsode of s. vii—vi!) ib. 310 ff. describes ravening Kerberos, the
bronze-voiced hound of Hades, as fifty-headed. Hor. od. 2. 13. 34^, perhaps in imitation
of Find. frag. 249 Bergk4 ap. schol. A.B.V. //. 8. 368 (though schol. Hes. theog, 311
suggests some confusion with the Typhos of Find. Pyth. i. 16 or the Typhon of Find.
frag. 93 Bergk4 ap, Strab. 627), makes him a beast with black ears and a hundred heads.
Aristophanes more than once paints Kleon as a Kerberos (eq. 1017, 1030, pax 313) whose
head was fringed by a hundred flatterers with flickering tongues (vesp. 1029 ff. =pax 751 ff.).
Hor. od. 2. 19. 29 ff. mentions Kerberos' tail and his ' three-tongued mouth,' trilingui \ ore
— a curious phrase, which does not mean (as A. F. Naeke supposed) a single mouth with
three tongues, or a triply forked tongue, in it, but (as J. C. Orelli—J. G. Baiter—
W. Hirschfelder urge) three mouths with a tongue in each. Horace was pleased with the
conceit, for he repeats it in od. 3. n. 15 ff., where the hound has a hundred snakes about
his head and a 'three-tongued mouth,' ore trilingui—again a precious description of the
three-headed type (face S. Eitrem in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 272). Soph. Track.
1097 ff., normal in this as in so much besides, calls him"AtSoi; rpiKpavov (r/ctfXcwc'... | oeivys
'Exldvris 0/j^ctyita, and Eur. H.f. 24 f. jS^/Siy/c' es"At5ou rbv rpiff^narov K<UV<L \ 4s 0ws dvd^uv,
611 Kal Brjpd y £s <j>u>s TOV rpiKpavov ijyayov, 1277 f."Atdov iru\u.'pbi> Ktjva rplicpavov es ipdos ]
6'7rws tropetiffai/A follows suit. Latin writers in general settled down to the belief that he
was three-headed (Cic. Tusc. i. 10 triceps apud inferos Cerberus, 2. 22 (in a rendering of
Soph, loc, cit.) tricipitem...Hydra generatum canem, Verg. Aen, 6. 417 latratu...trifauci,
Tib. 3. 4. 88 cui tres sunt linguae tergeminumque caput, Prop. 4. 7. 52 tergeminusque
canis, Ov. trist, 4. 7. 16 tergeminumque canem, met. 10. 2if . villosa colubris | terna
Medusaei.-.guttura monstri, Sen. H.f. 787 ff. saevus...Stygius canis | qui trina vasto capita
(R. Peiper cj. latera) concutiens sono | regnum tuetur, Oed. 594 triceps...Cerberus, Sil. It.
6. 629 triplicis monstri, Stat. Theb. 2. 53 f. Letique triformis | ianitor, silv. 3. 3. 27
tergeminus custos, Hyg. fab. 151 canis Cerberus triceps, Aug. de civ. Dei 18. 13 triceps
inferorum canis, Fulgent, myth. i. 6 tria habere capita). Hence he was Tpucdprjvospar
excellence (Loukian. philopatr. i, cp. pseudolog. 29). But the title Tpuctpfiepos, which
frequently figures in late sources (Serv. in Verg. Aen. i. 133, Fulgent, myth, i. 6, Myth.
Vat. i. 92, i. 102, i. 108, 2. n, 2. 154, lo. Malal. chron. 3 p. 62 Dindorf, Kedren. hist,
comp. 81 c (i. 143 Bekker), Souid. s.v. K6pij, Tzetz. chil. 2. 751, Kosmas of Jerusalem ad
carm. Greg. Naz. index 64 (xxxviii. 676, cp. 493, Migne)), is of less certain interpretation:
the rationalists at least took it to mean merely a dog of monstrous size.

On the 'ring of Nestor,' a handsome gold signet found by a peasant in the largest
th6los-\xftt\b at Kakovatos ?foov& the Pylian Plain, Sir A. J. Evans claims to detect'the
solitary glimpse that we possess of the Minoan Underworld, and of the admission of the
departed into the realms of bliss' (Sir A. J. Evans in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv.
43—74 figs. 42, 44, 45, 55 (=my fig. 265 : scale f), pi. 4, 2 intaglio, col. pi. 5 restoration
as fresco (!), id. The Palace of Minos London 1928 ii. 2. 482 fig. 289, 1930 iii. 145—157
figs. 94, 95, 96, 104, col. pi. 20 A, S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1925 ii. 302 f. fig. 16,

26—2
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P. Couissin ib. 1926 ii. 81 f. (is sceptical of 'le Hades avec Hermes psychopompe et
Cerbere, et 1'arbre sacre qui rappelle de si pres I'ulmus opaca de Virgile2 (2 En'fide, vi,
283)'), J. Charbonneaux in the Rev. Et.. Gr. 1926 xxxix. 100 fig. i, Nilsson Min.-Myc.
Rel. pp. 549—556 (compares the ' Tree of Life' in the garden of the Hesperides protected
by the snake Ladon, but thinks that the whole ring 'may merely represent some cult
scenes performed in an open-air sanctuary beneath the shadow of an aged tree')). The
chief feature in the design is an old, leafless tree, with wide-stretched boughs, springing
from a mound, on which couches 'an animal, apparently intended for a dog.' Here Sir
Arthur sees a parallel to the Scandinavian world-tree, the ash of Odhin's steed, Yggdrasil,
whose roots were gnawed by the serpent Ni'Shoggr (K. Simrock Handbuch der Deutschen
Mythologie5 Bonn 1878 p. 36ff. ('Die Weltesche'), J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans.
J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 796 ff., 1888 iv. 1331, 1536f., E. H. Meyer Germanische

Fig. 265.

Mythologie Berlin 1891 p. 81 ff., H. M. Chadwick The Cult oj Othin London 1899 p. 73 ff.,
P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye The Religion of the Teutons Boston and London 1902
p. 347 ff., E. Mogk in the Grundriss der germanischen Philologie'2 Herausgegeben von
H. Paul Strassburg 1900 iii. 379f., id. in Hoops Reallex. iv. 573, P. Herrmann Nordische
Mythologie Leipzig 1903 p. 588 ff. ('Der Weltenbaum'), R. M. Meyer Altgermanische
Religionsgeschichte Leipzig 1910 p. 474 ff. ('Yggdrasil'), J. A. MacCulloch in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909 ii. 7o8b, S. G. Youngert ib. 191 r iv.
i78a~b, Miss E. Welsford ib. 1917 ix. 253b, Miss N. Kershaw (Mrs H. M. Chadwick) ib.
1921 xii. 252b, 254a, 257b, P- A. Munch Norse Mythology New York 1926 pp. 6f., 30,
289, A. H. Krappe Mythologie universelle Paris 1930 p. 204 ('L'arbre mondial, le fameux
frene Yggdrasil, qui en est la colonne centrale, n'est au fond que 1'arbre autour duquel les
anciens Germains aimaient a construire leurs maisons'). See further the monographs of
E. Magnusson Odin's Horse Yggdrasill London 1895 pp. i—6^ = id. Yggdrasill Offins
Hestr Reykjavik 1895 pp. i—64, S. N. Hagen 'The origin and meaning of the name
Yggdrasill' in Modern Philology 1903—1904 i. 57—69, A. Olrik 'Yggdrasil' in Danske
Studier K^benhavn 1917 pp. 49—62. F. Magnusen Eddalaren og dens Oprindelse
Kjobenhavn 1825 iii pi. i attempts a picture of Yggdrasil, which is reproduced as a coloured
Frontispiece in Bishop Percy's trans, of Mallet's Northern Antiquities ed. I. A. Blackwell
London 1859). He also cites the 'Tree of Paradise' described c. 1500A.D. in a metrical
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paraphrase of Genesis and Exodus by Georgios Choumnos of Chandax (Candia) in Crete
(F. H. Marshall Old Testament Legends from a Greek poem on Genesis and Exodus by
Georgios Chumnos Cambridge 1925 p. 24 ff. 4. 71 ff. Keldfv Sfvdpov iro\\d \f/i\bv <rt/ua irpos
TO iroTdfi.iv, | oTroC TTJV Eva? ed6\e\pev 6 o0is <rro Kd\d/j.iv. \ K'ijffav 6epid iraffa Ao-yT/s dypia
Kal TpiyvpL'fa. | avTovvov TO if/t\bv Sevdpbv, &TTOKOVT&, arty f>Lfav- \ apaxviafffJievov rjTove TO
(j>\ov5n> Tovwireff^evov, \ TJTOV i-epbv Tra.VTfpitfj.ov, rot $t;\Xa fjLa8iff/J.evov. \.. .f3\eirei res p£fes
TOV devdpov, fj-ecra TTJS irapa.8eiffov, \ Kal avTOvves KCITW ^eirepvovv crra (3d6r] T?}S dfivffffov. \ KOLI
evav TraiddKiv (pacncioTov els TTJV Kop<pijv TOV devdpov, \ ws V/ITTLOV f}i£av6fji.evov iicXeyev SLxos
(jieTpov, ' Hard by the river-banks there rose a tree exceeding tall, | Wherewith the serpent
had deceived his (sc. Seth's) mother to her fall. | Wild beasts of every tribe and kind were
gathered all around, | About the roots of that high tree they couched upon the ground.
The bark had fallen to the earth o'erspun with spider's weft; | The tree was dry and
desolate and of all leaves was reft. | .. .There in the midst of Paradise he looked at the tree's
roots, | Down to the bottom of the abyss its fibres deep it shoots. | And lo ! on the tree-
top a babe, and swaddling bands he wears. | That babe incessantly did weep unmeasurable
tears'), and compares for some details the Arab fable of Kalila andDimna [of which a
Greek version was made c. 1080 A.D. by Symeon Seth: K. Krumbacher Geschichte der

Fig. 266.

byzantinischen Litteraturi Mtinchen 1897 pp. 615, 617, 896] (Kalila and Dimna, or the
Fables of Bidpai trans. W. Knatchbull Oxford 1819 p. 80f. cap. 4 'I therefore compared
the human race to a man, who, flying from a furious elephant, goes down into a well; he
suspends himself from two branches, which are at the brim of it, whilst his feet rest upon
something projecting out of its sides, which proves to be the heads of four serpents
appearing out of their holes; at the bottom he discovers a dragon with its mouth open
ready to swallow him if he should fall; and raising his eye towards the two branches, he
sees two rats, one white and the other black, which are incessantly gnawing their stems';
at the same moment his attention is arrested by the sight of a bee-hive, and beginning
eagerly to taste the honey, he is so taken- up with its sweetness, that he forgets that his
feet are resting upon the serpents, that the rats are gnawing the branches to which he is
hanging, and that the dragon is ready to devour him, and thus his inconsiderateness and
folly only cease with his existence,' cp. lo. Damask, (more probably a Greek monk loannes
writing c. 600—650 A.D. in the ancient Palestinian monastery of S. Sabas: see
K. Krumbacher op. cil.^ p. 888) z>. Barlaam et loasaph 12 (xcvi. 976 A—c Migne,
p. i86ff. ed. H. Mattingly)). A harvest of relevant material is garnered by U. Holmberg
in the Annales Academitz Scientiarum Fennicte Series B xvi. 3 (' Der Baum des Lebens')
Helsinki 1922—1923 pp. i—157 with 50 figs, and in The Mythology of all Races: Finno-
Ugric, Siberian Boston 1927 pp. 333—360 with pi. 42 and figs. 13—15. See also supra
ii. 88 n. 3. Sir A. J. Evans concludes: 'The hound that on the ring is seen acting as
guardian of the World Tree may legitimately be regarded as the Minoan forerunner of
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Cerberus.' If so, on a ring which Evans would refer to the period ' Late Minoan i a' (c.
1550—1500 B.C.) Kerberos has but a single head.

H. B. Walters in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii. 296 f. draws up a list of 49 vases
representing the subject of Herakles and Kerberos. Of these—

1 Corinthian skyphos shows Kerberos with i head and a frill of snakes.
2 ' Caeretan' hydriai show . . . 3 heads and a frill of snakes.
i Attic black-figured vase shows . . 3 heads.
i Attic black-figured vase shows . . 2 dogs' heads and i snake's head.

31 Attic black-figured vases show . . 2 heads.
5 Attic red-figured vases show . . . 2 heads.
i Attic red-figured vase shows . . . i head.
6 'Apulian' vases show . . . . 3 heads,
i relief-vase shows . . . . . 3 heads.

I illustrate the main ceramic types: (i) the Corinthian skyphos from Argos (A. Conze in
the Arch. Zeit. 1859 xvii. 34 ff. pi. 125, 30 (half of which = my fig. 266), $b, 3 = Reinach
Rip. Vases i. 389, i, 2, 5, A. Furtwangler in RoscherZ**. Myth. i. 2205, O. Immisch$.
ii. 1121 with fig. i. Hades, threatened with a stone by Herakles, springs up from his
throne in alarm and leaves Persephone to face the intruder, whom Hermes has conducted
in safety past the entrance of the underground palace and its ravening watch-dog). (2) a
' Caeretan' hydria (E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre 2me Serie Paris 1901 p. 66 no.
E 701, A. Conze in the Ann. d. Inst. 1859 xxxi. 398 ff., Mon. d. Inst. vi pi. 36 ( = my
fig. 267) = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 153, 3, F. Dlirrbach in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant.
iii. 98 fig. 3771. Herakles brings Kerberos to Eurystheus, who takes refuge in \asptthos).
(3) an Attic black-figured amphora from Aigina, now in the British Museum (H. B. Walters
in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii. 2926°. fig. 6 (=my fig. 268). Herakles, escorted by
Hermes, drags Kerberos from the palace of Persephone. The monster has 2 heads, a
leonine mane, and a snaky tail). (4) the 'Apulian' krater from Canosa (supra pi. xxxvii).

On coins there is a like variation. An electrum state~r of Kyzikos, struck c. 450—400
B.C., shows two heads, with a collar round either neck, and a snaky tail (B. V. Head in
the Num. Chron. New Series 1876 xvi. 284 pi. 8, 24, W. Greenwell 'The electrum
coinage of Cyzicus' ib. Third Series 1887 vii. 116 f. no. 141 pi. 6, 3, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Mysia p. 31 pi. 8, 2 (=myfig. 269), Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 2. 1443 f. (wrongly
described) pi. 176, 8 (cp. ib. 9 a similar hekte at Paris), Head Hist, num.'2 p. 525). A
unique silver drachme'(?) of some Etruscan town, now in the British Museum, has for
reverse design a three-headed hound with a snaky tail (F. Bompois 'Drachme inedite
frappee dans 1'Etrurie' in ihzRev. Arch. 1879 "• 2^—3^ with fig., Garrucci Mon. It. ant.
p. 49 f. pi. 71, 30 (= my fig. 270), Sarnbon Monn. ant. It. i. pi. i, 21, Head Hist, num?
p. 15). Bronze coins of Italy inscribed RVB and possibly issued by the gens Rubria
(J. Millingen Considerations sur la numismatique de fancienne Italie Florence 1841 p. 233,
Imhoof-Blumer Monn. gr. p. 13 no. 50) have obv. bearded head of Hercules with club,
rev. three-headed Cerberus (Garrucci Mon. It: ant. p. 59 pi. 77, i and 2 (=my fig. 271),
Babelon Cat. Monn. gr. de Luynes i. 6 no. 18 pi. i). Similarly bronze coins of Capua
have obv. beardless head of Hercules with club, rev. three-headed Cerberus (Garrucci Mon.
It. ant. p. 8,8 pi. 86, 28, Head Hist, num.'2 p. 35). At Sebastopolis in Pontos, a town so
devoted to Herakles that it was also known as Herakleopolis (W. Ruge in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ii A. 956), Caracalla struck a bronze piece with rev. Herakles, wearing lion-skin
and grasping club, as he drags after him a three-headed Kerberos (Imhoof-Blumer Gr.
Miinzen p. 57 no. 68 pi. 5, 4 Berlin, Waddington—Babelon—Reinach Monn. gr. tfAs.
Min. i. 104 no. 15 pi. 15, 3 (= my fig. 272) Berlin). Other renderings of the same scene
on bronze coins of Germe (Head Hist.num.^-p.6^0) and Saittai in Lydia (Imhoof-Blumer
Kleinas. Munzen i. 182 no. i pi. 6, 14). See further Rasche Lex. Num. ii. 477 f., Suppl.
i. 1738 f., Stevenson—Smith—Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 454 f., F. Gnecchi in the
Rivista italiana di numismatica e sdenze affini 1916 xxix. 38 ('Cerbero').

The variation in gem-types is even greater. A cornelian scarab in the British
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Museum, early Ionic rather than Etruscan in character (A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex.
Myth, i. a 212 fig.), shows Herakles carrying off the Delphic tripod: the hero is accompanied
by Kerberos, a hound with a single head, snakes starting from his back, and a snaky tail
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'21 p. 75 no. 620 pi. n, Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i. pi. 8, 9, ii.
38, Lippold Gemmen pi. 38, 13 p. 173 ('Archaisch (italisch-griechisch)'). My fig. 273 is
after Lippold: scale ^). A cornelian scarab of late Etruscan style, formerly in the
Durand collection, gives the hound three heads (E. Braun in the Bull. d. Inst. 1839
p. 103 no. 38, Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i. pi. 18, 49 (=my fig. 274: scale f), ii. 90,
Lippold Gemmen pi. 83, 6 p. 180). Another Etruscan scarab, of the same material and style,
now at Berlin, shows the three heads facing, not in profile (Imhoof-Blumer and O. Keller
Tier- und Pftanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Gemmen des klassischen Altertums Leipzig

Fig. 269.

Fig. 271. Fig. 272.

Fig. 273. Fig. 274. Fig- 275-

p. 151 f. pi. 25, 36 ( = my fig. 275: scale f), Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin
p. 27 no. 263 pi. 5), and yet another, of the same description, in the British Museum,
makes Herakles lead Kerberos by a triple leash fastened to a collar on each of his three
necks (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 89 no. 723 pi. 12, A. S. Murray and A. H. Smith in
The Encyclopcedia Britannica u Cambridge 1910 xi pi. 2, 48, H. B. Walters The Art of the
Greeks London (1906) pi. 93, 17). But a fourth scarab of the same sort, likewise in the
British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Jewellery p. 258 f. no. 2273 fig. 73, 19 pi. 46 = Brit.
Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 105 no. 895 fig. 42, 19. My fig. 276 is from a cast: scale f), and a
convex chalcedony of early Roman date in the Berlin collection (Furtwangler Geschnitt.
Steine Berlin p. 104 no. 2153 (cp. no. 2154 paste) pi. 19, id. Ant. Gemmen i pi. 29, 2
(=my fig. 277: scale £), ii. 143) give the hound two heads only. A sardonyx of late
imperial style at Berlin (Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 322 no. 8792 pi. 62
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(— my fig. 278 : scale f) and a jasper of like kind in the British Museum (Imhoof-Blumer
and O. Keller Tier- undPftanzenbilder auf Munzen und Gemmen des klassischen Altertums
Leipzig 1889 p. 151 pi. 25, 35 (= my fig. 279: scale f)) figure him with a canine body,
but three serpentine heads.

It would thus appear that Kerberos started with one head, and that in Attic art he
normally has two, but that in old Ionic art he had already acquired three, and that this
threefold type ultimately prevailed. J. P. Postgate in M. Breal Semantics trans. Mrs H.
Cust London 1900 p. xx ff. rightly insists on his snaky adjuncts (for which see especially
0. Immisch in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1133 (citing Hekataios frag. 346 {Frag. hist. Gr.
1. 27 Miiller) =frag. 27 (Frag.gr. Hist. i. 14 Jacoby) ap. Paus. 3. 25. 5 'ExaTtuos ytv 6
Mt\i7<rtos \6yov evpev eiKora, otpiv 0i)<ras eirl Tati/dpy rpa<prjvai Seivov, K\-n)6rjvai 82 "AiSov
ictiva, &TI <-5ei TOP drj^ff^vra. reOvdvai Trapavrlica VTTO rov lov' KO! TOVTOV tyi) rbv 8<piv virb
'HpaK\eovs axOfyai Trap' EvpvffOta) and S. Eitrem in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 274),

Fig. 276.

Fig. 278. Fig. 279.

but ib. p. xxiv wrongly explains his double and treble heads ('Let us hazard a conjecture.
May not the double head of the ivuuv "AiSov, the ianitor Orci, whose duty it was to keep
the threshold of the lower world from being trespassed on from either side, be compared
to the double aspect of the god of the doorway, upon which his triple head is a later
refinement to symbolize the rplodos or forking of the ways, the one leading to Elysium and
the other to Tartaros [Plat. Gorg. 524 A]?'). We should rather conceive of the duplication
and triplication as early efforts at multiplication, implying intensified power to watch and
to bite.

Single, double, and treble heads are found again in the case of Orthros or Orthos, the
hound of Geryones (O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1217 f.), who had the same
mother as Kerberos, viz. Echidna (id. ib. iii. 1215), and appears in fact to have been his
doublet.

At this point we must note the ingenious view of M. Bloomfield 'The Two Dogs of
Yama in a New Role' in the Journal ofthe American Oriental Society 1893 xv. 163—172,
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id. Cerberus, The Dog of Hades Chicago 1905 pp. i—^41, id. in J. Hastings Encyclopedia
of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1910 iii. 3i6a—3i8a. This eminent philologist revived
an idea originally put forward by F. Wilford in Asiatic Researches London 1799 iii. 408 f.
('Yama, the regent of hell, has two dogs, according to the Purdnas, one of them, named
CERBURA and SABALA, or varied', the other SYAMA, or black; the first of whom is also
called Trisiras, or with three heads, and has the additional epithets of Calmdsha, Chitra,
and Cirmira, all signifying stained, or spotted:... the CERBURA of the Hindus is indubitably
the CERBERUS of the Greeks') and later supported by numerous scholars including
A. Kuhn (in the Zeitschrift fur deutsches Alterthum 1848 vi. 125 ff. (equating Sdrameyas
with 'Eppeias, 'Ep/wjs) and ' Namen der milchstrasse und des hollenhunds' in the Zeilschrift
fur vergleichende Sprachforschung 1853 ii. 311 ff. (accepting A. Weber's cydma and cabala,
cavara, karvara^Ktpfiepos)), F. Max Mtiller (in the Transactions of the Philological Society
for 14 April 1848 (Kerberos = sarvarl 'night'), id. in the Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende
Sprachforschung 1856 v. 149 ff., id. Chips from a German Workshop"* London 1868 ii.
185 ff., id. The Science of Language London 1891 ii. 595 ('Kerberos and Orthros'), id.
Contributions to the Science of Mythology London 1897 ii. 627 ff. ('Kerberos')), A. Weber
(Indische Sttidien Berlin 1853 ii. 295 ff. (cydma 'scheckig' and cabala 'schwartz,' later
cavala, glossed karbura = JL£pfiepos), id. The History of Indian Literature trans. J. Mann
and T. Zachariae London 1878 p. 35 (babala = Ke/>|8e/>os), id. in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad.
d. Wiss. Berlin 1895 p. 848 f. Cabala = Ke/>/3epos)), M. Breal (Hercule et Cacus Paris 1863
p. 122 f. (accepting A. Kuhn's dog Sdrameya = the god 'Ep/tte/aj, 'Ep/i^s and A. Weber's
Carvara=Ktpf)£pos)). Gruppe Cult. Myth, orient. Rel. i. 114 summarises their case thus.
In a prayer interpolated into the earliest collection of Veda and in several of the more
recent Vedic poems (see especially Rig- Veda 10. 14. 10—12) Yama is invoked to protect
the deceased from the two spotted four-eyed dogs of Sarama, watchers that with wide
nostrils and ravening mouths roam the world as dark messengers of death. These dogs
in the Rig- Veda have no names, but in later Indian writings are called respectively cyama
'the Black' and cabala 'the Motley'—epithets presumably drawn from the aforesaid
passages of the Rig- Veda. The dictionary of Amara [Amarasimha Amarakosha~\ gives also
karvura, karbura, karvara as meaning 'dappled,' and this according to Kuhn was the
form from which cabala arose. Karvura, Karbura is to be compared with KepjSepos. See
further Monier Williams A Sanskrit-English Dictionary Oxford 1872 p. 995° ('sdrvara...
darkness—[cf. probably Gr. KfyjSepos]'), J. van den Gheyn Cerbere. Etude de mythologie
comparee Bruxelles 1883, E. W. Hopkins The Religions of India Boston etc. 1895
p. 132 n. 3 ('KfyjSepos (=Cabdla} = Cdrvara'1), Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 408 ('Kerberos,
der " Bleiche," cp. Hesych. s.v. K^pfiepos- icivdwos. rdprapos. c&xpo's. ical Ktiuv nfyas aSov
(Tpiicdpyvos)). Doubts are expressed by H. Oldenberg La religion du Veda Paris 1903
p. 459 n. 3, Rohde Psyche* i. 306 n. o, A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology Strassburg 1897
P- T73> J- P- Postgate in the Class. Rev. 1905 xix. 412, Schrader Reallex? ii. 561
(' Jedenfalls haben sich alle sprachlichen Gleichungen wie griech. Kfy/Sepos = scrt. cdrvara-,
cabala- (Beiname eines indischen Totenhunds), griech. TapTapos = scrt. taldtala- (spater
Name einer bestimmten Holle), griech.'Ep^«'as = scrt. sarameyd- (von den Hunden der
indischen Totenwelt gesagt), griech. M^ws = scrt. mdnu- u.a., von denen man friiher
auf das Bestehen derartiger und zwar schon sehr ausgebildeter idg. Toten- und Hollenreiche
geschlossen hat, als hinfallig erwiesen').

Uncertainties abound ; but on the whole I incline to accept as probable the following
conclusions: (i) The two hell-hounds of Yama, at first nameless, then called Cyama
'Black' and Cabala 'Motley' (cp. fdrvara 'dappled, dark'), came to be viewed as Night
and Day respectively, and even as Moon and Sun (F. Max Miiller Contributions to the
Science of Mythology London 1897 ii. 628 f. 'Thus in the Kathaka-samhita xvii, 14, it is
simply stated that the two dogs of Yama were day and night. And in the Kath.-brahmana
we read : "Sabala, the speckled, is the day, Syama, the dark, is the night."... Sometimes
these two dogs represent not only day and night, but even sun and moon — Thus we read
in Ath.-veda vi, 80:—"He (the sun) flies through the air, looking down upon all beings,
we desire to do homage with havis to thee (who art) the majesty of the heavenly dog."...
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But the moon also was called the heavenly dog. In Sat.-br. XI, i, 5, i, we read: "He
(the moon) is the heavenly dog; he watches the animals of the sacrifice."' See further
M. Bloomfield in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1910 iii.
3i7a~b). (2) The name Ktppepos is akin to fdrvara 'dappled, dark.' But we can hardly
suppose that Kerberos and Orthros formed an original pair resembling the dogs of Yama.
And that for two reasons. In the first place, Kerberos and Orthros belong to different
myths, and are brought together only by a pedigree-making rhapsode of the seventh or
even sixth century B.C. (Hes. theog. 309 fF. "Op6ov /j.ev irp&Tov KVVO. yeivaTO Fripvovrji- \
devTepov aSrtj ZTIKTW di^xavovt oft TI <f>a.reibv \ Ktpfiepov avtijoriji', 'Aideu KVVO. xa^-Keo~
<f>b>vov, | /c.T.X. with the comments of F. Jacoby ed. 1930 p. 87). In the second place,
if Kerberos corresponds with (Cabala (cp. fdrvara), he ought to be the dog of daylight.
And, if Orthros is analogous to Cyama, he should be the dog of darkness. But, of the
two, Kerberos is the more suggestive of darkness, and Orthros of dawn. Accordingly
I infer that the Greeks had but one hell-hound—Kerberos, of whom Orthros or Orthos
was a mere variant or doublet.

Kerberos is still remembered by the peasants. At Koiliomlno, a village in Zakynthos,
B. Schmidt Griechische Marchen, Sagen und Volkslieder Leipzig 1877 pp. 1786°., 266 f.
heard a song containing a graphic description of the three-headed hound that keeps guard
over the dead (no. 39. 13 fF. Charon says £%&> OXTOO £y& o~Kv\i, ir' ov\ovs ^as /x,as <£uXdet,

idrj, rapaferat Kal 6£\et via /x.e <pdy. \ elvai &KV\1 rpiietydXo, TTOV /ccu'et era <p(aria, \
ovvTepd Kai Ti)v <5pd uaKpva. \ pydvei 0wrid '(f> TO. paria TOV, dirb rb ffrbfia

Xd/3pa, 1 i] y\u>ffffd TOV elvai /j.aKpvd, rd dbvria TOV etvai pavpa. \ icy avTas Trewdet, rd 5<Wta
TOV r eVa fit r d\Xo <r/cace, | ffdv vd iJTOwa e/cet KOVT&. <f>dj3poi wov TreXejcaye). Schmidt's
suspicion that this song was not an ' echtes Volkslied' (id. Das Volksleben der Neugriechen
Leipzig 1871 i. 245 n. 2) is countered by J. C. Lawson Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient
Greek Religion Cambridge 1910 p. 99 f., who notes (a) that in a folk-tale from Zakynthos
the hero, enamoured of the Mistress of Earth and Sea (ra?) icupas rcr?? 7175 /cat r<r^ tfaXdtf-tnjs),
has to obtain the skin of the three-headed snake and the crest (?) (TO /c6/c/caXo, literally
'bone') that it wears on its heads (B. Schmidt Griechische Marchen, Sagen und Volkslieder
pp. 796°., 227 no. 7 'Die Herrin iiber Erde und Meer' translation of an unpublished text,
J. C. Lawson op. cit. pp. 91 fF. summary and identification of 17 Sto-iroiva with Demeter, 99
'This is Cerberus without doubt; and if the story calls him "serpent" rather than "dog,"
ancient mythology and art alike justify in part the description'); (b) that in an Albanian
tale from Rifa the hero, who descends into the Underworld to get a golden hair from the
Beauty of the Earth, finds her guarded by a three-headed hound that sleeps neither by
day nor by night (J. G. von Hahn Griechische und albanesische Marchen Leipzig 1864
ii. U2fF., 310 no. 97 'Das Haar der Schonen der Erde' translation of an unpublished
text, J. C. Lawson op. cit. p. 97 ' "the beautiful one of the earth"...can be none other
than Persephone'); (c) that a traveller in Makedonia, teste G. F. Abbott, heard recently
of a three-headed dog belonging to Charos (J. C. Lawson op. cit. p. 100). Further,
B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen i. 245 n. 2 observes: 'ebenso kennen die
Romanen einen Hollenhund (vgl. Schuller Volksthuml. Glaube und Brauch I, S. 13,
Anm. 41). Der Name des Kerberos selbst kommt vor bei Georgillas OapemKOJ' Trjs'P65ov
v. 213 Wagn., eine Stelle, die mir librigens nicht recht verstandlich ist [E. Georgillas TO
OavariKov TTJS 'J?6Sov (Oct. 1498 A.D.) 210 fF. (W. Wagner Carmina Graeca medii aevi
Lipsiae 1874 p. 39) TroXXoi <r£ (sc. Charos) fwypa^iJcrcKni' Kal KdOeaai eirdvu— | d/u/ir; e-ya)
Btapuvrd (re eZ/xcu 8id v' diroffdvu, | /cat &> ffKiaarbv Tpofjido-ta ere—vd Vat ffdv TOV Tpop.dpxWt \
lirdvu els TOV K£pj3epov ffa.Ta.vo8ia/3o\dpX'rl''i | irpdffuirov <~evoxdpuyov, Kop/J-lv Kal OVTO, irpayna, \
juerd yvfjLvd rd irpdTffa ffov, vd VTJ 8tv atbvei ypd/j.(ia, \ TOIS ev/Aopfaais Kal /rdXXi; ffov rd
txeis /SafftXetd ffov, \ KpaT&v iraffl\oy' appara Kal ju£ rd dptiravd o~ov]. Endlich sei noch an
ein Lied bei Passow n. 467 b erinnert, das ich indessen auch nicht fur ein wahres Volkslied
halte, wo v. 16 die Worte ST^V K&\aaiv 4irdr)ffev (?) r) ffKv\a TT) ^v\i\ TTJS schwerlich
anders als auf den Hollenhund bezogen werden konnen (vgl. Pass. Ind. Verb. p. 633 u.
S<ci5Xa ['canis Tartari']), wiewohl die Art seiner Erwahnung seltsam genug ist [A. Passow
Popularia carmina Graeciae recentioris Lipsiae 1860 p. 350 no. 467 b 6 &ITIO-TOS pe'os (after
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T. Kind) 1 1 ff. $rr«\e Kai aybpave rb fpnifto <pap(J.dict,, \ arty Kdpepd TTJS ro/3aXe, ff(f>a.\i<TrriK€
(jLOvdx'n, | n£aa ffrty Kovira rd/3aXe fie rdffij y\rjyupdSa, \ TO arjKUffe KO.I roirive ffdv vairtve
Xovfj-dSa,. | yu.£s 0T<us eiKOffirfffffepais e^yiJKfv i] ^vx"f) TIJS, | orV Ko\a<ri.v tirdrjffev 17 cnctfXa
TTJ ^vx1} TTJS, | eirtcav TIJS /cai TO, jitaXXia aTrd TTJC K£<pa.\-f] T?JS].'

On the hound as chthonian see K. Dilthey in the Arch. Zeit. 1873 xxxi- 83 f- (Erinyes,
Keres, etc. as hounds), G. Loeschcke ib. 1877 xxxv. 137 (the hound of Erinys), W. H.
Roscher in the Abh. d. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil. -hist. Classe 1897 xvii. 3. 25 — 50
('Die Beziehungen des Hundes zu den Damonen des Todtenreiches'), Rohde Psyche5 ii.
83 n. 3 (Hekate as KvvoK^<f>a\os (Hesych. s.v. 'E/car??s 8,ya\na, Bekker anecd. i. 336, 31 ff.,
cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1714, 42 f.) or Kixav (Kallim. frag. iooh. 4 Schneider ap. Eustath.
in Od. p. 1714, 43 ff., cp. Bekker anecd. i. 336, 33 ff. ; pap. Par. 4. 14325. Preisendanz
Kvpla 'ExaTij,... | eivoola, ictiuv fj.£\au>a), identified with Kerberos (Lyd. de mens. 3. 8 p. 42,
41". Wtinsch oOev Kal K£pj3epoi> avTyv olovel Kpeii)j36pov ol voir)ral irpoffayopetiovcriv). Hekabe,
metamorphosed into a bitch, was one of Hekate's hounds (Lyk. Al. 1 1 74 ff. , cp. frag.
lyr. adesp. 101 Bergk4, 31 Diehl ap. Dion. Chrys. or. 33 p. 20 Dindorf), [if not rather —
as her name indicates — originally a form of Hekate herself (P. Kretschmer in the Zeit-
schrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung 1895 xxxiii. 467 n. i , Prellwitz Etym. Worterb.
d. Gr. Spr? p. 133, F. Bechtel Lexilogtis zu Homer Halle a. d. S. 1914 p. n6f. See
further E. Sittig in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 2661 f.)]), O. Keller Die antike
Tier-welt Leipzig 1909 i. 137 f. (Hekate, Hekabe), 140 (Kerberos), F. Orth Der Hund
im Altertum Schleusingen 1910 pp. 35, 35f., ^i. = id. in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc.
viii. 2577 f., 2578 f., 2580 f. (Hekate, Hekabe, Kerberos), S. Eitrem ib. xi. 274 ff.

G. Loeschcke Aus der Unterwelt Dorpati Livonorum 1888 pp. i — 12 with fig. argues
from the fragment of a Clazomenian sarcophagus in the British Museum (not in A. S. Murray
Terracotta Sarcophagi Greek and Etruscan in the British Museum London 1898, but
published by F. Winter in Ant. Denkm. i. 34 frags. E pi. 46, 3, copied by P. Perdrizet
in the Revue des Etudes anciennes 1904 p. 14 fig. 2 and thence by C. T. Seltman in the
Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1923 — 1925 xxvi. 93 fig. 3), which represents a boy holding in
either hand a hen between two bitches flanked by cocks, that the Greeks like the Indians
recognized two dogs of the Underworld. But dogs and cocks may be merely apotropaeic.

S. Eitrem in Pauty — Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 274 f. thinks that the conception of the
soul of the dead as a hound (e.g. Pythagoras in Xenophanes frag. ^ Diels ap. Diog. Laert. 8.
36) had deep and wide-spread roots on Greek soil. He cites in this connexion, not only
Hekate [S/cuXa/uris (Orph. h. Hek. i. 5), cp. Artemis S/ciAaKtYis (Orph. h. Artem. 36.
12): see further B. Kockin Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. ih'A. 619] and Skylakeus [Quint.
Smyrn. 10. 147 ff. tells how Skylakeus, returning alone from the Trojan war to Lykia,
was stoned by the mothers and wives of his comrades, how his cairn adjoined the
precinct and tomb of Bellerophontes at Tlos, and how at the behest of Apollon he was
later honoured as a god. Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 804 n. 3 assumes an 'Apollon
Skylakeus'], but also the Cretan Zeus 2/ctfXXjos [Steph. Byz. s.v. ~2,KtiK\iov, 6pos KPTJTTJS.
ol irapoiKovi>Tes 2/ctfXXtor S/«5XXios yap 6 Zei)s adroit Tifnarai, %v6a <pa.fflv airoOeffOai robs
KovpTjTas fj.era TUV fSiraprtarwi't TOP A/a. Salmasius' cj. KopvpdvTWv may be right, pace
Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 1146 ff. who defends ^vaprtaruv^'ZirapTuiv. Zeus S/ctfXXios is
apparently one with the Zeus 2/ci5Xioj invoked by Gortyna, Hierapytna, and Priansos
(supra ii. 723 n. o)] and the Coan Dionysos %Kv\\lras [W. R. Paton — E. L. Hicks The
Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 p. 77 ff. no. 37, 45 f., 58 f., 63 = P. Miillensiefen in
Collitz — Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. i. 357 ff. no. 3636, 45 f., 58 f., 63 == J. de Prott
Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 19 ff. no. 5, 45 f-, 58 f., 63 = Michel
Recueil d'Inscr. gr. no. 716, 45 f., 58 f., 63 = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 1025
(ritual calendar of c. 300 B.C.), 45 f. AIOP&TWI [2/c]|[i;XX^T]ai x°'lP°s Ka* fyrfos, 58 f.
Aiovtjffwi S/ci/XX/Tcu xofy>os [/cai] | [fy]t0os, 63 [Atari a ui] ^Kv\\lra[i xolpos KOI £pi0oj]]. J. N.
Svoronos too in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1893 pp. 3 — 8 ('Ze£s UTTO KWOS rpe<p6/jLevos') pi. i, i ff. and
in the Bull. Corr, Hell. 1894 xviii. 116 would relate Zeus S/ct5Xtos to o-fctfXXos, ovrtfAaf,
o-/ct5Xa, contending that coins of Kydonia (id. Numismatique de la Crete ancienne M&con
1890 1. 104 pi. 9, 22 - 26, IO7 pi. IO, 2, IO9 pi. IO, IO, III ff. pi. IO, 12 - 14, 21, 26,
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Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 3. 1029 ff. pi. 261, 5—8, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc.
p. 28 ff. pi. 7, 4, 7, 15, Hunter Cat. Coins\\. 179 ff. pi. 41, 8 (= my fig. 280), n, 12 (=my
fig. 281), 14 (= my fig. 282), McClean Cat. Coins ii. 492 f. pi. 239, 9, 13, Weber Cat.
Coins ii. 521 f. nos. 4437, 4446 pi. 161, Head Hist, num.'-1 p. 463 f. fig. 247) have
for reverse type, not Miletos, son of Apollon by Akakallis daughter of Minos,
suckled by a wolf (Rasche Lex. Num. ii. 1134 'lupa infantem lactans, vel cerua est,
Mileto vbera praebens.' Ant. Lib. 30 (after Nikandros erepoiov^vuv /3') TOVTOV TJ
'A/ca/caXXlj dfiffatra MIPW ei;£(3a\ei> eis rrjv iiXrjv, Kai avrbv ^TrKpoiruvres Xikoi fiovKrj
' Air6\\uvos £<J>U\O.TTOV ical upeyov Trapa jttepos ya\a), nor yet Kydon, the eponymous
founder of the town, suckled by a bitch (so first W. Wroth in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Crete etc. p. xxxiii, followed by most modern authorities. Wroth notes that Kydon, like
Miletos, was a son of Akakallis by Apollon (Steph. Byz. s.v. JLvdwvta, cp. schol. Od. 19.
176. Schol. vet. Theokr. 7. 12 c p. 83, i f. Wendel says, by Hermes, cp. Alex. Polyhist.
frag. 32 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 231 f. Miiller) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 1492), though
admittedly ' no legends of his infancy are related in the Authors'), but Zeus nurtured by a

Fig. 280. Fig. 281.

Fig. 282.
Fig. 283.

hound—a contention insufficiently supported by the thunderbolt, which on certain speci-
mens (e.g. fig. 281) appears as a symbol beside the type. W. Aly in Philologus 1909
Ixviii. 430 n. 8 proposes to connect Zeus S/ci/XXtos of Crete, Dionysos 2Ki>XXfras of Kos, and
S/cvXXfys the mythical diver of Skione (Hdt. 8. 8) with S/ctfXXa. This amounts to the same
thing, if Skylla was early interpreted as <rKt;Xa£ (Od. 12.85 ff. &/0a 5' evl SfaJXXij valet Seivbv
\e\aKvia' | T?)S tfroi (pcavrj (j.£v oari) o~Ku\a,Kos veoyiXijs | yiverai, ain-r) 5' avre TT^Xwp KO.KOV •
/c.r.X.) and perhaps represented as a dog (on a clay seal-impression of the Middle Minoan
iii period (1700—1580 B.C.) from Knossos published by Sir A. J. Evans in the Ann.
Brit. Sch. Ath. 1902—1903 ix. 57 f. fig. 36 (— my fig. 283 : scale f) and da capo in his
Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 697 f. fig. 520 as 'Prototype of Skylla'). Even in her
later semi-human form she remains essentially connected with dogs (O. Waser Skylla und
Charybdis in der Literatur und Kunst der Griechen und Rb'mer Zurich 1894 p. 78 ff.
I figure a few characteristic examples: (a) a 'Melian' relief from Aigina now in the
British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 135 no. B 374, E. Vinet in the Ann. d.
Inst. 1843 xv. 194 f., Man. d. Inst. iii pi. 53, 2, P. Jacobsthal Die melischen Reliefs
Berlin—Wilmersdorf 1931 p. 54 f. no. 71 pi. 34 (= my fig. 284). Height 4! ins. Length
7 ins.), (b) A silver tetradrachm of Akragas, struck 413—406 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Sicily p. 12 no. 61 fig., McClean Cat. Coins i. 239 pi. 65, 13, Imhoof-Blumer and
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O. Keller Tier- und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Gemmen des klassischen Altertums
Leipzig 1889 p. 74 pi. 13, 4 ( — my fig. 285), Head Hist, num.* p. 121). (c) A hydria of
' Campanian' style from Apulia, now in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat, Vases iv.
109 no. F 218, Lenormant—de Witte £l, man. dr. iii. 87 ff. pi. 36 (= my fig. 287),
J. E. Harrison Myths of the Odyssey London 1882 p. 186 pi. 51, O. Waser in Roscher
Lex. Myth. iv. 1046 fig. 12). (d) A denarius struck by Sex. Pompeius Magnus c. 38—36
B.C. (Babelon Monn. rep. rom. ii. 352 f. figs., Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. ii. 563 f.

Fig. 284.

Fig. 286.

nos. 18—20 pi. 120, 13—15, G. F. Hill Historical Roman Coins London 1909 p. 126 ff.
no. 79 pi. 13. Fig. 286 is from a specimen in my collection). It should be noted that other
tetradrachms of Akragas replace Skylla by a large fish (Head Hist, num.* p. 121. Imhoof-
Blumer and O. Keller <?/>. cit. p. 44 pi. 7, 3, after E. v. Martens, say ' Polyprion cernium,
ital. cernia' [our 'stone-bass']. S. W. Grose McClean Cat. Coins i. 239 pi. 65, 14, after
Sir A. E. Shipley, says 'a Gurnard, Genus Trigla') perhaps called cr/ctfXXos or cr/ctfAXa (?),
but not to be confused with the cncvKiov or' dog-fish' (H. Bonitz Index Aristotelicus p. 686 a
37 ff.), and that the ' Campanian' hydria attaches to her the head of this fish in lieu of a
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exit pointed out to him by Hermes. On the left Sisyphos, lashed
by an Erinys, vainly pushes his great stone up a hill. On the right
Tantalos suffers perpetual terrors on account of an overhanging
rock, which threatens to crush him1. At their feet flows the river
Acheron, with a duck pecking here and there and asphodel growing
dog's head). Indeed, it is not impossible that S/ctfXXa ab initio meant 'Dog' (O. Waser in
Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 1071, J. Schmidt in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 658. Cp.
Hesych. s. w. KtfXXcr <TKi5Xa£ (so I. Voss for /ctfXXas. /«5Xa£ cod.). 'HXetoi and <TKIJ\\OV • rty
Ktiva, \tyovo~iv, et. mag, p. 72O> I9 f- fftfXos' Kvplus tirl KWOS veoyvov • dirb, TOV ^Tricrx^f
iirl TO i>\a.KTfiv, <r/ctfXa£ TIS uv. *fi/9os = Zonar. lex. s.v. <r/ctfXXos=Favorin. lex. p. 1663,
1 8 ff. (reading, rightly, ffx&\a.l- TIS wv) and Tzetz. chil. 6. 482 r6 d£ KcwSotfXijs AvSt/cujj

TOV ffKvKoirviKT-riv \£yei with schol. ad loc. in Cramer anecd. Oxon. iii. 351, 5 ff. citing
Hipponax frag. 4 Diehl, 45 Knox "E>pM Kvvdyxa MfloworJ Kav5av\a (cited also by Tetz.

Fig. 287.

in //. p. 843 Bachmann)), and that as a mythical monster she was 'eine Abart des
Totenhundes' (Piaster Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 166). Be that as it may, E. Maass in Hermes
1891 xxvi. 188 derives Dionysos SKi/XX/raj from ovctfXXot 'die Hunde, besonders die
Seehunde, von denen die griechischen Gewasser wimmelten,' cp. W. Aly in Philologus
1909 Ixviii. 430 n. 8. But that Zeus S/ctfXXtos had anything to do with dogs is at best
a remote possibility. And Dionysos S/cuXXfras is explained with far greater probability by
W. R. Paton—E. L. Hicks The Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 p. 86, H. Dibbelt
Quaestiones Coae mythologae Gryphiswaldiae 1891 p. 62 f., Nilsson Gr. Feste-p. 306, who
quote Hesych. <ricv\\is' K\tifji.aTis — Favorin. lex. p. 1663, 18.

1 The literary evidence for Tantalos is most fully collected by J. E. Hylen De Tantalo
Upsalise 1896 pp. i—129. But the best survey of all our sources is that given by W. Scheuer
in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 75—86. See also E. Thraemer Pergamos Leipzig 1888 pp.
84—99 ('Tantalos'), S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1903 i. 172—-177 ( = id. Cultes, mythes
et religions Paris 1906 ii. 177—182), Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 277 f. (helpful), H. J. Rose
A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928 pp. 81, 97 (slight).

It is within the bounds of possibility that Tantalos began his career as an actual man.
G. Poisson'Tantale, roi des Hittites ' in ihefiev. Arch. 1925 ii. 75—94 seeks to identify him
with Todhalijas (S. A. Cook in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1923 i. 236: ' The
name of Tidal of Goiim ("peoples, hordes") [Gen. 14. r, 9] may be the Hittite Dudkhalia,
known in the thirteenth century'), and R. J. H. Jenkins, accepting Poisson's identifica-
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tion, urges that Pelops son of Tantalos may well have been an Achaean prince of the
East-Achaean empire, who as a Hittite vassal would be called the 'son,' i.e. the servant,
of the great Hittite king.

Tantalos' grave was shown in two localities, both Hittite centres. He had a shrine at
Polion in Lesbos (Steph. Byz. s.v. 116\{<w, ev AeV/fy r6iros, STTOV TO ypyov TavraXov), where
a mountain bore his name (Steph. Byz. s.v. TacraXos, opos AeV/3ou, cnro TavraXou). The
mountain has not been identified with certainty (L. Biirchner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. xii. 2116), but is probably the height near Cape Plagids on which stands the modern
Polls (id. ib. xii. 2131), despite the reported absence of ancient remains (A. Conze Reise
auf der Insel Lesbos Hannover 1865 p. 50 pi. i map). Again, Tantalos had a famous
grave on Mt Sipylos in Lydia. In view of Paus. 2. 22. 3 roC 5e \eyoufrov At6s re elvat Kal
nXovrovs (wXyTovs cod. M. \TJTOVS codd. Vab. M. La. R. Pa., the last two with TT\OVTOVS
in marg. Supra i. 156 n. 13) IS&v olda ev ZiTrtfX^ ratpov 6£as &l-iov and 5. 13. 7 UeXoTros d£
Kal TavraXov rrjs Trap' rjfjuv eVot/c^frews er^eta eYi Kal Is r65e \etwerai, favraXov [t£v \i/ju>ri re
air' afirov Ka\ovp.evi} (cp. 8. 17. 3) /ecu OVK a<pavi)S ra<pos, IIAOTTOJ de ev ZtTrtfXy (i,ev 8p6vos
/c.r.X. (supra i. 137 ff., ii. 956 n. 2) Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 607 justly concludes:
'Tantalos is a real king, with a real grave. Pausanias...mentions no cult, but a grave so
noteworthy would not be left untended.' It must also be remembered that the bones
preserved in a bronze cista (?) close to the tomb of Pelasgos in the precinct of Demeter
IleXaffyls at Argos were by some taken to be those of Tantalos (supra ii. 1144 n. 2).
P. Friedlaender Argolica Berolini 1905 p. 74 with n. 17 holds that Tantalos was originally
connected with Lesbos, later located 'a poeta aliquo' on Sipylos, and never had any
substantial existence in the Peloponnese.

Tantalos in Greek times became almost a doublet of Atlas (F. Creuzer Symbolik und
Mythologie* Leipzig and Darmstadt 1836 i. 9 'einem Atlas des Morgenlandes,' G. Dumezil
Le festin d'immortality Paris 1924 p. 91 'Ai/as, ou 1'on a depuis longtemps devine un
doublet de Tantale? cp. ib. p. 121, J. Karst Die vorgeschichtlichen Mittelmeervolker
Heidelberg 1931 p. 433 'Der "Phryger-Lyder" Tantalos ist eine Doppelfigur des
hesperidischen Atlas'). How this happened is far from clear. Conceivably the Lesbian
mountain Tantalos was locally regarded as a sky-pillar, and the place Polion mistakenly
connected -with polos, the 'sky.' If so, Tantalos supporting Polion might be suggestive of
Atlas bearing his polos (Aisch. P.v. 430, Eur. frag. 594 Nauck2 (Kritias frag. 18 Diels)
ap. Clem. Al. strom. 5. 6 p. 350, 13 Stahlin and schol. Aristoph. av. i79 = Souid. s.v.
TroXoj, Ov. fast. 5. 180). A parallel is afforded by Tanagra: here was a tomb of Orion,
a Mt Kerykion on which Hermes was born, and a place called Polos where Atlas sat to
ponder the things under the earth and the things in heaven—Atlas 6s re 8a\air<rr)s | iraffrjs
ftfrffea ol8ei>, l%« Se re KIOVCLS abrbs \ paicpas, at •yaldv re Kal obpavbv afjupls ?xovfflv (Paus. 9.
20. 3 citing Od. i. 52 ff.). Another reason likely to assimilate Tantalos to Atlas is that
both names were of kindred significance (W. Scheuer in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 82
'TcbroXos wird allgemein gestellt zu den Wurzeln reX-, raX-, rXi?-, deren Grundbedeutung
"heben, aufheben, tragen" ist. Also ist der Name herzuleiten von roXaw ~ rX^pat
"tragen"; ra\- ist zur Intensivform redupliziert worden. Demnach lautete die Form
urspriinglich TciXraXos "der Trager" (nicht "der viel Duldende", sondern wohl eher
"der das Himmelsgewolbe StUtzende"...), wobei dann das erste X durch Assimilation an
Dentale (r, 6) zu v geworden ist. ...Zu Ta^raXos gehort etymologisch auch der Heros^ArXas
(a intensivum und der Stamm rXa-), also "der schwer Tragende."' Cp. A. Pick Die
Griechischen Personennamen^ Gottingen 1894 p. 410, Boisacq Diet. etym. de la Langue
Gr. p. 938, Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. i. 739).

Accordingly, Euripides tells how ' Tantalus, the reputed son of Zeus, hangs suspended
in mid air, quailing at the crag which looms above his head' (Or. 5 ff. trans. E. P.
Coleridge), and makes Elektra sigh 'Oh! to reach that rock which hangs suspended
midway 'twixt earth and heaven, that fragment from Olympus torn, which swings on
chains of gold in ceaseless revolution, that I may utter my lament to Tantalus my fore-
father, who begat the ancestors of my house' (Or. 982 ff. trans. E. P. Coleridge). The
schol. Find. Ol. i. 91 a (p. 38, 6 ff. Drachmann) claims that in these passages Euripides,

C. III. 27
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on either bank1. In sharp contrast with these doleful surroundings
is a group of three persons approaching the palace. They are not
mythical characters at all, but just a typical human family—father,
mother, and child2. The father sets a myrtle-wreath3 on his brow

as disciple of Anaxagoras, is referring to the sun, and the schol. A.B.M.I. Eur. Or. 981
agrees with him. That may be so (Diog. Laert. i. 8 ouros e\eye rbv ijXiov pudpov elvai.
Sidirvpov Kal fuel fa rijs He\oirovv/)o~ov ol St $<x<n favraXov, 11 rbv de'Avaj-aybpav elirelv
us oXos b ovpavbs €K \i6cav o~vyKeoi.ro • ry a<po$pq, S£ irepi$ivf)G~ei ffvveffrdvai Kal dveBevra
Karevex^rio'effOai. K.r.X., cp. Joseph, c. Ap. 2. 265, Harpokr. s.v. 'Ava£ay6pas, Plout. de
plac. phil. 2. 20 and Stob. eel. i. 25. 3a p. 209, 21 ff. Wachsmuth = H. Diels Doxographi
Graeci Berolini 1879 P- 349 a 6 f., b 6 f., Olympiod. in Aristot. meteor, p. 17, 19 ff. Stuve).
In any case, the notion of Tantalos terrified by the rock about to fall is'a moralising
version of Tantalos as supporter of the sky and involves the old-wdrld dread of a collapsing
heaven (supra ii. 54 ff.). Morality bulks bigger still in John Banyan's allegory of Christian
under Mount Sinai. Nonn. Dion. 18. 32 TdvraXov riepo<poiTriv (the Count de Marcellus
wrongly accepted C. F. Graefe's cj. i]irepoirevT-f)v) and 35. 295 f. ofos dX^r^s ] TdpraXos
yepofoiTos is trying by means of a single allusive epithet to recall both Pind. OL i. 58
ev(j>poffvvas dXdrat and Eur. Or. 7 dept. TTOTCITCU. The epithet is of course modelled on
Homer's r}epo<po'iTis ''Epivvs (II. 9. 571, 19. 87).

The change from the world above to the world below probably hangs together with
the conception of Tantalos as a Giant or Titan (M. Mayer Die Giganten und Titanen in
der antiken Sage und Kunst Berlin 1887 p. 88 f., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 277, 434 n.
2, W. Scheuer in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 78, H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology
London 1928 p. 97 n. 12). As such, he was buried beneath Mt Sipylos (J. E. Hylen De
Tantalo Upsalise 1896 pp. 44 ff., 54), and S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1903 i. 172 ff.
( = id. Ctiltes, mythes et religions Paris 1906 ii. 177 ff.) explains the Homeric description
of Tantalos agonising among the shades (Od. ii. 582 ff.) by reference to local conditions
(Demokles of Pygela or Phygela (s. v or iv B.C.) frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 20 Miiller)
cited by Demetrios of Skepsis (s. ii B.C.) ap. Strab. 58 fJii/j-v^o-Kerai de irpbs ravra TU>V virb

\eyo/j.evwv, o~eifffj.ofa rivas /J.eyd\ovs rovs /J.ev irdXai irepl AvSlav yevo/u.evovs Kal
ftexpt- TTJS Tpuddos Iffropovvros, vtp' u>v Kal Kw/jiai Kareirbdijcrav Kal 'SlirvXos KareffTpdtpi],

Kara TTJV TavrdXov fiao-ikeiav, Kal el; eX&v (S. Reinach cj. v\u>v) Xfyxcai eyevovro, TTJV de
Tpolav eireKXvo-e KV/J.O., id. 579 Kal rd irepl ZiVvXoj' 5£ Kai rty dvarpoirty avrov /j.G8ov ov del
rideffBai'...dKoveiv 5' eo~ri Kal rCov TraXatwj' o~vyypa(f>euvt old <pt)ffiv b rd A.vSia ffvyypdifsas
I£dv0os, dniyoijfjievos, oTai ^terajSoXaJ KaTevxpv TroXXd/cu rr}v %wpai> ravrrjv, uv efj.vrja'8'rifj^v
irov Kal ev rots irpbaBev (ib. 49)=Xanth./r^. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 36 f. Miiller), cp. Plin.
nat. hist. 2. 205, 5. 117). Reinach concludes: 'Le roi Tantale est 1'eponyme de la ville
de Tantalis. Cette ville fut engloutie dans un lac a la suite d'un tremblement de terre qui
ebranla toute la montagne du Sipyle. Done, 1'image funeraire de Tantale pouvait le
representer dans un lac, ayant de 1'eau jusqu'au menton et cherchant vainement a se
raccrocher a des branches d'arbres; ou elle pouvait le figurer sous des rochers du Sipyle
prets a 1'ecraser sous leur masse. Ces deux images ont du exister et les supplices de
Tantale, tels qu'ils sont decrits par les textes et reproduits par les monuments de I'epoque
classique, ne sont que des traductions de ces formules graphiques beaucoup plus anciennes.'
But it is dangerous to assume that the details of a Greek myth originated in the misunder-
standing of an earlier representation, if no example of such a representation has come
down to us.

1 Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei i. 49 (' der Styx oder der Acheron. An
dem Uferrande spriessen Pflanzen, wobei wohl an Asphodelos zu denken ist, und Enten
suchen ihre Nahrung').

2 This is well argued by Furtwangler op. cit. i. 48 with n. 3.
3 Cp. Plat. rep. 363 c effTe<pavu(nevovs (of Orphic mystai feasting in Hades). The

initiate at Eleusis wore a myrtle-wreath, perhaps as prospective consort of a chthonian
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as he turns unconcernedly to his wife, who is followed by her little
son with his toy. They are in fact the souls of the blest, Orphists
who can claim intimacy with 'the Mistress, the Queen of the
Underworld1'; and Orpheus in person, making music on his kithdra,
conducts them into her presence2. Led by him, they have escaped
the 'well-spring to the left of the house of Hades3,' from which the

deity (supra ii. 1165 n. r), the di>d5e<ris ical o-re/^tarwj' eiride<ris being the penultimate stage
of initiation (supra ii. 1168 n. 3).

1 Supra ii. 132 f.
- Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei i. 48 f.
3 A gold tablet of s. iv—iii B.C., found at Petelia on the east coast of Bruttium and

now in the British Museum (G. Kaibel Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 638, Cougny Anth. Pal.
Append. 6. 102, Michel Recueil dInscr. gr. no. 1332, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 573 ff.,
G. Murray ib. p. 659^, H. Diels Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker* Berlin 1912 ii. 175
(Orph. 'Altbezeugte Fragmente' 17)- See also supra ii. 118 n. 2), is engraved with a

HfTWA A YTH lAEYftHftlfH K Y/ArJJWPA f£i

irap

Fig. 288.

textj(fig. 288 is the facsimile published by D. Comparetti in ti\& fount. Hell. Stud. 1882
iii. 112 'slightly larger than its real size') printed by O. Kern Orphicorum Fragmenta
Berolini 1922 p. 104 f. ('Fragmenta veteriora' 32 a) as follows:

5' 'AtSao do/twv eir' apiffrepa Kp^v\t]v,
ai>T7)i Xei/K^j* etrrt)Kvlav Kvirapiffvov \
rrjs Kfffivijs fiijSi a-x,e$bv e/UTreXoo-etas. |

ei^/jijcrets 5' ertpcut, rijs Mvt]/J.off6vt]s dirb Xi/uj/ijs |
^vxpbv f)5wp irpoptov $tfXa/ces S' e
elireiv T^s iratj el/ju. Kal Otipavov
ai/rap 4fi.\ol ytvos ovpaviov rode S' tare Kal avroi.

S' ei/j^l] aO\t) Kal diro\\v/Ji.ai • dXXa SOT' ai\f/a
irpopt\ov rijs My^yuoo-

10 /cai)r(o/) (r(o)t d&ffovffi \ irieiv ffeiifs dir(b Kp
Kal TOT' lireir' a(\\oiffi f*.f()') T)p&e\ff<nv dvdi;ei(s.)
.......... tr]s TO 8eiy . . . 16 litt. . . . j 6avdff6{ai}
........ rod' Hypa\f/(a2 .................. [
TcryXws?3 elira. ITKO'TOS d/ji.<pi.Ka\v\fsas.

1 Suppl. Goettling, dir(b X£/*)j»ijs Franz. 2 %vpaij/(a suppl. Diels, Zypaif/(e (sc.
Compfaretti]. 3 TO /cX^os ( = notitia) Ol[ivieri]. Sententia versuum 12 — 14

obscura; tentamina invenies ap. [A.] Ol[ivieri Lamellae aureae Orphicae Bonn 1915

P- 13]-

27 - 2
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The Otherworld landscape, here described in language of haunting beauty and profound

significance, includes the palace of Hades, with a white cypress Standing beside it, and
a fountain on either hand. The soul must avoid that on the left—the water of Lethe—and
beg a draught from the other, the water of Mnemosyne. Guardians are set before it; but
he is to challenge them boldly with the words:

I am the child of Earth and starry Sky.
Sky-born—ye know it of yourselves—am I.
Now parched with thirst I perish; cool the cup
Of Memory's water—let me drink it up.

At this the Guardians will suffer him to drink from the fountain divine, and thereafter he
shall live as a king among heroic peers.

The same scenery appears in the Celtic Elysium—the palace, the silver apple-tree
beside it, the shining well with its five streams (Folk-Lore 1906 xvii. 144 ff.). Much the
same is implied by the quests undertaken in south-European ' Expulsion' Tales—the
golden seat, the apple-tree beside it, the Dancing Water with its formidable guardians
(supra ii. 1016). Nay more, the self-same landscape furnishes not a little of the imagery
in The Revelation of St John—the throne of God, the tree of life, the river proceeding out
of the throne (Rev. 2. 7, 22. i ff.). All such pictures, if I am not mistaken, presuppose in
a more or less sublimated form the essential features of the old-world king, as Sir James
Frazer first descried him. He is the local champion, the strongest man of the district,
who is prepared to defend his title against all comers. He is found at an appropriate
centre, beneath a sacred tree, beside a sacred river. He must keep up his strength by
feeding perpetually upon the fruit of his tree. He fights, indeed, with a branch of it in
his hand. And if he feels faint with the effort, there is the magic water gushing at his
feet. Last but not least, he is a divine personage, at once mortal and immortal, a priestly
king, a kingly priest. In such an one we recognise not only the Orphic votary, but the
Otherworld visitant, the folk-tale hero, and 'him that overcometh.'

As to details, the Xeu/CT/ Kvirdpiffvos is hardly to be explained as a white-poplar
(D. Comparetti Laminette orfiche Firenze 1910), despite the name (Xeifo?;) and chthonian
associations of that tree (supra ii. 467 ff.). One recalls, by way of warning, Joshua Barnes'
comment on Eur. Hel. 384 ' figura Leaenae, i.e. Ursae,' or for that matter Sir John Sandys'
note on Eur. Batch. 1017 'It is highly probable that by the "lion" in these passages a
panther is really meant'! That Kvirdpicr<ros was not used at random appears from its
recurrence on the three gold tablets of s, ii B.C., found at Eleuthernai in Crete and now
in the Museum at Athens (A. Joubin in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1893 xvii. 121 ff., T. Gomperz
ib. p. 124, J. L. Myre[s] ib. p. 629, F. Blass in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2.
245 no. 4959 a, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel.z p. 574, G. Murray ib. p. 660 f., H. Diels Die
Fragments der Vorsokratiker^ Berlin 1912 ii. 176 (Orph. 'Altbezeugte Fragmente' i7a),
A. Olivieri Lamellae aureae Orphicae Bonn 1915 p. 14^, O. Kern Orphicorum Fragmenta
Berolini 1922 p. 105 f. ('Fragmenta veteriora' 32 b)), of which the archetype as restored
by Olivieri runs: ' ofyai afios ^yib ical ci7r6XXu/ncu.' 'dXXd Trie fj.fj.ov \ Kpdvas aJ.eva.ta eirl 5e£t<£,
rij(i) Kv<pdpio~o~os. \ T/S 5' effl; [TTW 5' i<rl;~\' 'Fas uto's r)/j.i /cat 'ftpavu dffrepoevros.' But why
should a cypress be described as Xeu/c^? F. Lajard Recherches sur le culte du cypres pyra-
midal Paris 1854 PP- 1566°., 311 f., observes that the oracular trees of the Sun and Moon
consulted by Alexander the Great in Prasiake are said to have been cypresses (pseudo-
Kallisthenes hist. Alex. Magn. 17. 27 ff. Kroll /cat elo~riveyKav -rifias «fj nva ira.pd5ei.o~ov,
eV0a...T7'Xtos Kal [17] aeMjvt) iv fj,£ff<{> rod TrapaSeicrov• t Kara 5£ atrotis tf>povpa...lepbv j]\Lov
Kal ffeKfyris. 8tio 5£ v)v SevSpa, ra Trpoeiprjutva, a TJV TrapaTrXrJeria /ciiTrap/<rerots.../a5/cXy 5e r\v
8&5pa [ra irpoei.pr)fj.eva] Tra.p6fi.oia. rrj ev Atytiirrip ftvpofiaXdvy, Kal 6 Kapirbs 8/j.oios. vpoo"ny6-
pevov de TO fjiev appeviKbv dppevuv \oyifffj,6v, rb d£ 6ij\VKbv BrfXeiuiv ovofia d£ yv rov evbs
17X10$, TTJS 5£ $r)\etas ffe\7)vr), (a) %\eyov ry ISia (fxav-g fiovOov ^u.aoO<7ai. ravra d£ TrepiefitpXijTO
Sopas iravroluv (Qtipluv), rb fjiev appev appfruv rb Se 6ij\v 6i)\e<.u>v. Trap' atrois S£ (ridr/pos
ov% fiirrjpxev otire xaX/c6s otire Kafffflrepos oCre TrijXos (eij) ir\do~iv. epov d£ fpwr&vros rives
at Sopal SOKOVO-IV elvat, e^ffav \e6vrwv Kal irapdd^ewv. OVK ^eari de tide rd<f>ov &xelv e^ f-'h
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TOV TOV ij\lov /cat rijs (reXiyj'Tjs (iepea). irepLJ3o\ats de £%p(avTO rCiv 6rjpluv rats dopdis, cp. lul.
Val. 3. 24 ff.), that the Florentine priest Jacopo di Carlo in his poem Alessandro Magno
or Alessandreide describes the Sun-tree as having leaves red like burnished gold, the
Moon-tree as having them white like pure silver (canto 10 ed. Venezia 1627 'L' arbor del
Sole le sue foglie hauia | Rosse si come lo oro lustrante; | Quello della luna bianche le
tenia | Si come argento chiare, candidante'), and that in Chinese—according to the
Sinologue Stanilas Julien—the pyramidal cypress is called pe, the 'white' tree, because,
while other trees turn towards the south, it alone turns towards the west and white is the
western colour. Lajard concludes that the XewJ; Kvirdpiffffos was ' a la fois symbole de la
lune et embleme funeraire' (op. tit. p. 312). O. Gruppe in ttue.Berl.philol. Woch. Jan. 27,
1912 p. 105 f. makes no such attempt to link up Europe with Asia, but is content to say:
'Zwar nicht von der Farbe ihres Laubes, wohl aber nach dem weissen Stamm.' Another
line of explanation is suggested by the fact that the tablets mentioning Kvtpdpiffvos hail
from Eleuthernai. Coins of the town show Apollon flanked by storax-trees (supra ii. 491 f.
fig. 377)5 which bear some resemblance to the pyramidal cypress but, like the Xetf/ci;, have
a white under-surface to their leaves (Steier in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv A. 65 ' das
Blatt des S[torax]-Baumes...langlich, lederartig und unterseits weissfilzig ist'). Hence
O. Gruppe's conjecture that on Greek soil Xefai] was a surrogate of oriypaf (supra ii. 492).
Yet another possibility would be to suppose that the \evKy Kvirdpt<T<ros was in fact the East
Indian species Cupressus glauca (J. Lindley—T. Moore The Treasury of Botany^ London
1884 i. 362, The Encyclopaedia Britannica11 Cambridge 1910 vii. 694), or the Cupresms
nivea (R. Thompson—W. Watson The Gardener's Assistant"* London 1900 i. 2. 330).
On the whole, however, it seems most likely that the tree of the tablets was a miraculous
cypress,its peculiarity consisting in its assimilation to that other Borderland tree, the white-
poplar. It would thus come into line with such marvels as the silver apple-tree of the
Celts or the twelve-fruited tree of The Revelation.

On the waters of Lethe and Mnemosyne see an interesting section in M. Ninck Die
Bedeutung des Wassers im Kult und Leben der Alien Leipzig 1921 p. 104 ff. together with
the comments of W. Kroll in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 2141—2144. It seems to me
probable (a) that the two fountains of the Petelia tablet were an Orphic conception (Orph.
h. Mhem. 77. 9 f. dXXd, fj-dKacpa Bed, (jujffTais ^vfifuriv eireyeipe | evitpov reXer^y, \fi6rjv 5' dirb
T&vS' (so G. Hermann for r&v codd.) dir6ire/j.ire), traceable back to the time of Pindar
(PinA. frags. 129, 130 Bergk4 ap. Plout. de occulto viv. 7 Kairoi rrjs ye 86l-r)s Kal TOV efratt
<pbau> (D. Wyttenbach cj. <j>uffei evo-efiwv %wpos. I should prefer <pa<ri /tercet? or the like)
euaep&v -x&pov, 'rot<rt Xd/wret' /c. r. X., KOI irora/moi Tives fifcXvorot Kal Xeibt 8iapp4ovo-i, Kal
diarpifids eyovcriv ev fj,v^/j.ais Kal \6yois TWV yeyovoTW Kal OVTUV, irapaTrt/MirovTes avrovs Kal
ffvvbvres. < > r) de rpirt} T&V dvoo~lus flefiiw^TWv Kal 7rapav6uuv 656s effnv els £/>ej36s
rt /cat (3dpa0pov <&0oucra rds \f/vxas, ' evBev TOV aireipov epetyovTai ffKftTov \ fiXrjxpol 5vo(pepas
VVKTOS iroTa/j-ol,' Sex&pevoi Kal dvoKptiirTOVTes dyvolq. Kal XTJ^I? TOUS KoXafoju,^ous), (b) that this
conception presupposes a folk-belief in two contrasted fountains of Death (Forgetfulness)
and Life (Memory) (cp. Theopomp._/ro,o-. 76 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 289 ff. Miiller) =frag. 75 c
(Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 551 f. Jacoby) ap. Ail. var. hist. 3. 18 rivers of "RSovfi and Atfm; near
Anostos in the land of the Meropes, Theophr. ap. Plin. nat. hist. 31. 19 springs called
KXaluv and PeXwi' near Kelainai in Phrygia, Mela 3. 102 springs causing death from
laughter and restoration to health in one of the Fortunatae Insulae, Plin. nat. hist. 2. 231
in Carrinensi Hispaniae agro duo fontes iuxta fluunt, alter omnia respuens, alter obsorbens,
Isid. orig. 13. 13. 5 in Sicilia fontes sunt duo, quorum unus sterilem foecundat, alter
foecundam sterilem facit. in Thessalia duo sunt flumina: ex uno bibentes oves nigras fieri,
ex altero autem albas, et ex utroque varias (from Plin. nat. hist. 31. 13), 7 in India Siden
vocari stagnum, in quo nihil innatat sed omnia merguntur. at contra in Africae lacu
Apuscidamo omnia fluitant, nihil mergitur (from Plin. nat. hist. 31. 21 f.), 10 in Epiro
esse fontem, in quo faces extinguuntur accensae et accenduntur extinctae. apud Garamantes
fontem esse ita algentem die ut non bibatur, ita ardentem nocte ut non tangatur (supra i.
368)—a list which could easily be lengthened), and (c) that the said folk-belief was itself
an extension of the very ancient (and originally oriental?) belief in the Fountain of Life
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water of Lethe can be seen gushing. These happy ones have no
sorrows to forget. But beside that fountain the vase-painter has
placed another family—Megara and her murdered boys. Despite
the bandages bound tightly about them, the blood still trickles from
the wounds inflicted by their father in his madness. No wonder
that they linger beside the waters of oblivion. Finally, on the
brink of the infernal river is an object interpreted by A. Furtwangler1

as a large sieve with many holes in its upper surface. Rather,
perhaps2, we should see in it the mouth of a \>\<gpithos, sunk in the
soil and riddled with holes. The context in which it is found favours

(A. Wiinsche Die Sagen vom Lebensbaum undLebensivasser Leipzig 1905 pp. 71—90 'Das
Lebenswasser in seiner eigentlichen Bedeutung in den verschiedenen Kulturreligionen,'
90—104 ' Das Wasser des Lebens als Zauberbrunnen in den Marchen der Volker'). Local
appropriations and adaptations of the idea are found at Lebadeia (Paus. 9. 39. 8 ivravBa
8ij Xjtcjj Trieiv avrov A^Or/s re (i5w/> Ka\o^fj,€vov, 'iva \-fi8r) ytvyTal ol irdvruv a r^ws €(ppbvri£e,
Kal tirl rtfde a\\o afidis 05w/> iriveiv Mv-quofffoys' dirb TOIJTOV re /j.vq/j.ove6ei ra 6<j>6frra ol
Kara^dvTi, Plin. nat. hist. 31. 15 in Boeotia ad Trophonium deum iuxta flumen Hercynnum
e duobus fontibus alter memoriam, alter oblivionem adfert, inde nominibus inventis, Isid.
orig. 13. 13. 3 in Boeotia duo fontes alter memoriam, alter oblivionem affert), at Ephesos
(E. L. Hicks The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum iii. 2.
221 f. Oxford 1890 no. 600, a 2 f. [ra iepd TOV ira.VTOKpa/r]opos 6eov AIOVIJO~O[V] | [/cai Albs
Have\\]riviov Kal 'Hcpalcrrov, c 28 f. [Mi/]e£a(s) y\.eva[v6pos] [AiJ]097S 'AXe£ This
inscription, discovered by J. T. Wood on the site of the great theatre, gives a list of persons
who on a certain occasion in honour of Dionysos, Zeus Have\\-/ivios (?= Hadrian: supra
ii. 1120 f. n. o) performed a mystic play, taking the parts of Mneia, Lethe, etc.: see
W. Quandt De Baccho ab Alexandri aetate in Asia Minore culto Halis Saxonum 1913
p. 265 ff.), and perhaps in Lusitania, where the river Limia (the modern Lima) was
identified with Lethe (Strab. 153, Appian. Iber. 71 f.) or Oblivio (Mela 3. 10, Plin. nat.
hist. 4. 115 (112), Flor. i. 33. 12, Liv. perioch. 55, cp. Sail. hist. 3. 44, Sil. It, i. 235 f.,
13- 555> J6. 476 f.), if not also in Kyrenai'ke, where the river Lethon was similarly
explained (Lucan. 9. 355 f., Solin. 27. 54).

O. Kern in Hermes 1916 li. 555 infers from lines 6 f. of the Petelia tablet that the
mystic, though a child of Gaia as well as Ouranos, claims to be essentially o&pdvios and as
such contrasted with the x^otri01 (Orph. h. Tit. 37. 6 ff. £% {ip.£wv yap irdffa Tr^Xei yeve^
Kara Kdfffitov. \ v/itas KiK\ri<rK(a fJ.i)viv xaAeirV diroTT^nireiv, \ d rts dirb -xjSovluv irpoy6v<av
oiKoiffi ireXdffOri). Id. ib. 1917 hi. 475 interprets in the same manner the epigram on
a temple of the Meter Theon at Phaistos (F. Halbherr in the Museo Italiano di Antichita
Classica 1890 iii. 735 f. no. 183, E. Maass in the Ath. Mitth. 1893 xviii. 272 ff., K. Wernicke
ib. 1894 xix. 290 ff., E. Maass Orpheus Mtinchen 1895 p. 309 ff., G. de Sanctis in the
Man. d. Line. 1901 xi. 542 ff. with a facsimile (the inscription is not earlier than s. ii B.C.),
F. Blass in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 360 no. 5112) 0av/j.a fdy' dvOp&Trois
irdi>T(i3i> ndrrip Trp(o)diKvvri' \ TOIJ bffiois nlvxjrr)Ti Kal ot yoveav birtxovrat' \ K.T.\. ('die
ihren Ad el (ihre Abstammung von Uranos) nachweisen konnen').

1 Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei i. 50.
2 This explanation is dismissed by Furtwangler op. cit. i. 50 n. i (...'noch das Fass

der Danaiden, das im Boden stecken musste, auch nicht das umgekehrte Fass, das ganz
andere Form haben nitisste'...). But the analogy of the Munich amphora (supra p, 399
fig. 262) and of the Palermo lekythos (supra p. 400 pi. xxxvi) affords the strongest pre-
sumption that the doubtful object is really meant for the mouth of a great jar buried in
the ground. And how else should the vase-painter have indicated that it was leaky except
by the naive expedient of adding dots to represent the leaks?
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the supposition that by means of it the artist wished to suggest the
pains awaiting any who would not undergo initiation into the
Orphic mysteries1.

Other 'Apulian' vases of a similar kind substitute the Dana'i'des
with their hydriai for the aforesaid pithos 2. For example, a fine krater

Fig. 289.

1 The allusion may, of course, be to the punishment of the Danaides. But if so, one
or more of them would surely have been shown beside the pithos, as on the vases mentioned
in the next paragraph.

2 (i) Hermitage (Stephani Vasemamml. St. Petersburg 1.12$ ft. no. 424, Raoul-Rochette
Monumens intdits cTantiquite figuree Paris 1833 p. 179 n. 3 pi. 45, E. Gerhard in the
Arch. Zeit. 1844 ii. 223 f. pi. i3 = Reinach Rip. Vases i. 355, O. Benndorf in the Wien.
Vorlegebl. E pis. 4 and 5, r). Six Danaides with their pitchers—four of them hasting from
right to left, the fifth and sixth seated with two mirrors and a casket.

(2) Naples (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 510 ff. no. 3222, U. Kohler in the
Ann. d. Inst. 1864 xxxvi. 283 ff. pi. ST, i, 2, A/on. d. Inst. viii pi. 9 = Reinach Rtp. Vases
i. 167, O. Benndorf in the Wien. Vorlegebl. E pi. 2, A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 1927
fig. 2042 A). Three Danaides, seated and standing, who hold their pitchers, but give no
sign of haste.

(3) Karlsruhe (Winnefeld Vasensamml. Karlsruhe p. 99 ff. no. 388, E. Braun in the
Ann. d. Inst. 1837 ix. 219 ff. pi. H, x—5, Man. d. Inst. ii pis. 49, 5o = Roscher Rep.
Vases i. 108, F. G. Welcker in the Arch. Zeit. 1843 i. 177 ff. pi. n, C. Scherer in Roscher
Lex. Myth. i. 1805 with fig. on p. 1809 f., O. Benndorf in the Wien. Vorlegebl. E pi. 3, i).
One of the Danaides, listening to Orpheus, holds her empty pitcher (Hor. od. 3. ir. 22 f.,
Ov. met. 10. 43 f.), while two others—one of whom originally carried a hydria in her
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from Campania, now in the Hermitage collection (fig. 289)\ shows
four Danai'des sitting or standing on the further bank of the
Acheron. They have their hydriaivf\.\h them, but seem more intent
on talking together or surveying their charms in a mirror than on
drawing water from the river. A fifth sister, busier than the rest,
empties her vessel into a large unburied pithos.

Comparable with these 'Apulian' vases both in subject and in
style, and referable to approximately the same period (350—
300 B.C.2), is a limestone relief from Apulia now in the Glyptothek
at Munich (fig. 290)3. It probably formed the left-hand half of a
frieze decorating the plinth of a natsfeos-tomb at Tarentum4. In the
centre of the extant portion sit Hades and Persephone. On the left
stand two Danai'des emptying their pitchers into a large half-sunk
jar. On the right Hermes hastens towards Herakles, whose lion-skin
flutters in the breeze. Beyond the break would come Kerberos,
Erinys, and other familiar figures of the Underworld.

(8) Conclusions with regard to the myth of the Danai'des

In view of the foregoing evidence, both literary and monumental,
E. Rohde5 and A. Dieterich6 drew the following conclusions. The
mysteries and marriage are analogous, for both involve rites of
lustration. Those that neglect such rites in the world above must
perform them in the world below. Hence on the one hand the
uninitiated, and on the other hand the unmarried, are bound to carry

lowered left hand (J. Overbeck in the Arch. Zeit. 1884 xlii. 261)—stand idly by, facing
in the same direction.

(4) Naples (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 8i6ff. no. 709 in the Santangelo
collection, O. Benndorf in the Wien. Vorlegebl. E pi. 3, i, P. Hartwig in the Arch. Zeit.
1884 xlii. 260 f. pi. i8 = Reinach R£p. Vases i. 455, i). One of the Danai'des, leaning at
ease on a rock as she chats with Erinys: above her head is seen a pithos with pointed base.

(5) Infra n. i.
It should be noticed that, where Orpheus is present ((2), (3), (4)), the Danai'des are

idling; where he is absent ((i), (5)), some at least of them are at work.
1 Stephani Vasensamml. St. Petersburg i. 233 if. no. 426, G. Minervini in the Bull.

Arch. Nap. 1854 "*• 49 ff- ?!• 3 = Reinach Rtp. Vases i. 479, O. Benndorf in the Wien.
Vorlegebl. E pi. 6, 2.

2 Supra p. 370.
3 P. Wolters in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1914 xxix Arch. Anz. p. 453 f.

(no. i) with fig., id. Fiihrer durch die Glyptothek Konig Ludwigs I. zu Munchen Mtinchen
1922 p. 38 no. 494 with fig. ( = my fig. 290). Cp. A. W. Lawrence Later Greek Sculpture
London 1927 p. 54 pi. 90, b for 'a limestone version of the floral decoration common on
painted Apulian vases.'

4 R. Pagenstecher Unteritalische Grabdenkmdler (zur Kunstgeschichte des Auslandes
xciv) Strassburg 1912 p. 22.

6 Rohde Psyche^ i. 326—329.
6 A. Dieterich Nekyia Leipzig 1893 p. 70 n. r.
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water themselves after death, or at least to have it carried for them
by others. The Danaides undergo this/<?.f/ mortem penalty because
they died unmarried.

The explanation advanced by Rohde and Dieterich is not, in
my opinion, altogether satisfactory. It assumes that the Danaides
were typical spinsters1. But this is not the case. They were duly
married to the Aigyptiadai, and Hypermnestra was the only one of
them who retained her virginity2. Rather, their marriage was, as I
have suggested3, in the nature of a fertility-charm, the operation of
which would be hindered, indeed absolutely nullified, by the guilt
that they incurred through murdering their husbands. The guilt
of murder would suffice to bring drought upon the land. Thebes,
for instance, stricken for the unavenged death of king Lai'os, is
described as—

Blighted in fruitful buds and grazing kine,
Blighted in throes of barren womanhood,
While, lo, the fiery god, the fever dread,
Has fallen and makes havoc of the town4.

If the Danaides thus frustrated an all-important fertility-charm,
they deserved to be punished. And the punishment meted out to
.them consisted, appropriately enough5, in the perpetual performance
of a similar charm6.

1 Somewhat different, but exposed to a like objection, is the view taken by H. J. Rose
in the Class. Quart. 1925 xix. 148: 'the half-married are clearly in a very parlous state,
belonging neither to one class nor to another, and therefore in a tabu condition, from
which they can release themselves only by fulfilling the rite they have begun. This,
doubtless, is the reason why in Hades we find not only the Danaids, who on the most
plausible explanation of their punishment spend eternity in trying to get married, but
also a host of unhappy lovers, who have nearly all this in common, in Vergil1 (lAen. vi.
444 sqq.), that at the time of their death they were betwixt and between in some way or
other.'

2 Supra p. 356. 3 Supra p. 369.
4 Soph. 0. T. 25 ff. Similarly when Lykourgos, king of the Edonoi, slays his son

Dryas in a frenzy-fit, his land remains barren and, according to an oracle, cannot recover
its fertility till he himself be put to death (Apollod. 3. 5. i, supra i. 75). Again, when
Orestes kills Klytaimestra and is acquitted of the deed, the Erinyes (suj>ra ii. 206 n. 2
with fig. 146, a) threaten to bring a blight upon the land (Aisch. Eum. 778 ff.).

5 There is, of course, no need to bring in the far-fetched symbolism of the schol.
Aristeid. p. 158, I2f f . Dindorf ru>v 8£ Aavatdwi* 6 rerprj/^vos irldos (sc. aiViYrercu) rb
fuqiroTe Tairras fiera rbv <f>6vov rlav (piXraruv rty &va,^'xovffav rai/ras IK TTJS avdpyas
KTidefJ-ovias X^P1" ""*/>' ttXXaw Tvyx6-veLVi ^fafft yevo^vas VTrfarovs dia TO &yos, Ka.1 fj.rj5afji.60ev
Tatirr)v ir\i)pov/j,^vt]v ebpeiv.

6 In the Swiss canton of Valais it is believed that old bachelors, when they die, are
bound to live in a certain place and there spend their time bringing up sand from the
Rhone in baskets with holes in them (E. L. Rochholz Deutscher Glaube und Brauch im
Spiegel der heidnischen Vorzeit Berlin 1867 i. 155, Haberland in Globus 1878 xxxiv. 205
cited by O. Waser in the Archiv/. Rel. 1899 ii. 61).
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iii. The holed vessel in Italy.

In the preceding sections it has been argued that certain phrases
and beliefs current among the modern and Byzantine Greeks1, taken
together with the wording of a well-known Aristophanic verse2,
point backward to the existence of a primitive rain-charm, which
consisted in pouring water through a sieve3. It has been suggested
that such a custom would fitly explain the use of a sieve in divina-
tion4 and of a holed vessel in various myths, rites, and doctrines — the
water-carrying of the Danai'des5, the nuptial and sepulchral loutro-
pkoroi*, and the punishment of the uninitiated in Hades, who are
doomed to bear water in broken pitchers, or in a sieve to a leaky
pithos 7.

Now it seems a priori probable that the same ancient fertility-
charm was at one time practised in Italy as in Greece. But that this
was actually the case, cannot be proved. At most we may suspect
that the usage underlies a few proverbial phrases and popular
traditions.

Plautus8, for example, makes a slave say to a lover, who is
moping for his mistress :

Unless you weep for her with tears of silver,
That which you claim to prove by these your tears
Is worth no more than rain-drops caught in a sieve.

Doubtless this is, as it is commonly assumed to be, a proverb for
futile effort after the unattainable. But whether Plautus was here
simply writing Latin or — as is certainly possible — translating from
a Greek original (say, by Menandros9), we have no means of
deciding10. In either event the form of the expression is peculiar and

1 Supra p. 335 f. 3 Supra ii. 2, iii. 333 f. 3 Supra p. 336.
4 Supra p. 336 n. 5. 5 Supra p. 355 ff.
6 Supra p. 370 ff. 7 Supra p. 397 ff.
8 Plaut. Pseud, icoff., where for the vulgate 'non pluris refert quam si imbrem in

cribrum geras' G. Gotz and F. Scholl, following the cod. Ambros., read 'legas.'
9 M. Schanz Geschichte der romischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1898 i. 53.

10 There are several Greek variants of the proverb, but all of Roman or Byzantine
date: (i) Plout. prcrv. 8 Koiridvtp (!5«/> dvrXeis, Makar. 5. 20 KOffKivt^ dvrXeis' tirl rG>v
dvqviJTWS ical ndrriv irovotivruv. (2) Plout. prov. 50 KOffKlvy <f>tpeis tiSup, Apostol. 9. 91
Ko<riciv({> tidwp (ftpei- twl r&v ddvvdruv, Souid. s.v. Ko<rKu>ri66v (Loukian. Tim. 3, e£ist.
Saturn. 2^)...Kal Trapoifj.ia- KOfficlvq 05w/> irepuptpeis. twl rS>v dSvvdruv. (3) Loukian.
Demon. 28 'oti doKei V/MV,' £<f>if], 'w <f>i\oi, 6 fnev erepos roinav rpdyov dfj,4\yeiv, 6 d£

A similar locution substitutes a net for a sieve : (4) Plout. prov. 31 irapa Si/crtfois
/cojuifets, Georgides gnomologion in Boissonade anecd. i. 29 SIKT^ KO/jitfav OSup 1) ir\lv6ov
Tr\tiveu> etiirerts, ^ KdKiav irouaStiaav \pt>v<p tro\\£ ev dvOpdirov ^vxv ^t-eXew dwarbv ;

Both images are already combined in Sen. de benef. 7. 19. i 'reddere est' inquit
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may well have been derived from the rain-charm aforesaid. For,
when men had once begun to distrust the magician and his magic,
a charm to produce rain might easily pass into a proverb for labour
wasted in the attempt to compass impossibilities.

Further, a typical impossibility of this sort would furnish the
ideal test for an early ordeal1, since the performance of it implies
the manifest interposition of the gods in favour of the accused. Thus,
when the Vestal Tuccia was charged with violation of her vows, she
proved her chastity by successfully carrying water in a sieve from
the river Tiber to the house of Vesta in the Roman Forumz. The
event, which is said to have occurred in the year 235 B.C.3, has
repeatedly furnished artists with a theme. Count Clarac4 published
a couple of marble statues representing Tuccia with her sieve, one
in the Museo Chiaramonti5, the other at Dresden6. Montfaucon had
previously made known a statuette belonging to a M. Boisot and
an engraved gem from the cabinet of M. de la Chausse7, not to
mention a print communicated by Baron Grassier8, all of which
portrayed the same subject with minor variations. M. P. Levesque
de Gravelle was able to figure another gem illustrating the scene9.
There are, however, grave doubts as to the authenticity of any of
these representations10. They appear to be nothing but modern

' accepturo tradidisse. quid enim ? si cui vinum debeas et hoc ille te infundere reticulo
iubeat aut cribro, reddidisse te dices ? aut reddere voles, quod, dum redditur, inter duos
pereat ?'

1 Rohde Psyche* i. 327, E. Fehrle in the Archiv f. Rel. 1916—1919 xix. 550.
On trial by ordeal among Greeks and Romans see K. H. Funkhanel ' Gottesurtheil

bei Griechen und Romern' in Philologus 1847 "• 3^5—402, R. Hirzel Der Eid Leipzig
1902 pp. 182—219, G. Glotz L'ordalie dans la Grece primitive Paris 1904 pp. i—136,
P. Vinogradoff in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1917 ix.
52ia~b (Greek), A. C. Pearson ib. 528*—529b (Roman).

2 Dion. Hal. ant. Rom. 2. 69, Val. Max. 8. I absol. 5, Plin. nat. hist. 28. 12, Tert.
apol. 22, Liv. epit. 20, Aug. de civ. Dei 10. 16, 22. n (after Varro).

3 Plin. nat. hist. 28. 12 anno urbis DXVlill (so codd. V (?). E. DCVIIII cod. R., followed
by D. Detlefsen.—vm codd. d. T.). Liv. epit. 20 supports the earlier date.

4 Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, iv. 359 f. pi. 771 figs. 1918, 1921, Reinach Rep. Stat. i. 456
nos. i, 2.

5 Amelung Sculpt. Vatic, i. 780 no. 686 pi. 84.
6 H. Hettner Die Bildwerke der koniglichen Antikensammlung zu Dresden^ Dresden

188.1 no. 168.
1 Montfaucon Antiquity Explained trans. D. Humphreys London 1721 i. 40 pi. 14

nos. 21 and 22.
8 Id. ib. London 1725 Suppl. i. 39 pi. 6 no. 4.
9 M. P. Levesque de Gravelle Recueil de pierres gravies antiques Paris 1732 i pi. 88

(Pierres de Stosch p. 434 no. 170), Reinach Pierres Gravees p. 77 no. 88 pi. 77.
10 In both the statues published by Clarac the sieve is a restoration: they may have

portrayed priestesses carrying baskets (Clarac loc. tit.). The statuette and gems figured by
Montfaucon and Levesque de Gravelle do not inspire confidence, and seem to have vanished.
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restorations or copies, just conceivably based upon some genuine
antique which has since disappeared.

The probability that a holed vessel was formerly used as a rain-
charm in Italy would be strengthened, if it could be shown that the
Italians ever believed rain to fall through a hole or holes in the sky.
Unfortunately direct evidence to that effect is altogether wanting,
and indirect evidence is at best disputable. Nevertheless certain
facts connected with the mundus and the manalis lapis at Rome
appear to presuppose some such belief.

The mundus^ was an underground dome or tholoid structure,

Lippold Gemmen pi. 159, 7—9 p. 186 are eighteenth-century works by L. Pichler and
G. Pichler. The cut that appears even in the third edition of Smith—-Wayte—Marindin
Diet. Ant. ii. 943 has no more authority: it is a redrawing of Crassier's print (supra p. 428
n. 8) as seen in a mirror, i.e. with right for left and left for right.

Morell. Thes. Num. Fam. Rom. \. 239 f. pi. Licinia 2, 5 and Rasche Lex. Num. x.
450 would detect Tuccia on the reverse of a semis struck by P. Licinius Nerva, which
shows a woman on the prow of a ship holding something. Babelon Monn. rep. rom. ii.
i29f. no. 8 fig. says 'tenant une patere.' H. A. Grueber in Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins
Rep. ii. 275 fig. is non-committal ('female figure standing r.').

1 During the last decade there has been much discussion of this difficult topic. The
disputants include the following:

E. Taubler 'Roma quadrata und mundus' in the Rom. Mitth. 1926 xli. 2x2—226
(Roma quadrata was the early settlement on the Palatine surveyed as a templum with its
decimanus extending from the supercilium Scalarum Cad to the summa Sacra Via. The
mundus, an opening to the lower world, enclosed hy a square stone wall, formed the
centre of this Roma quadrata. When the Palatine settlement was enlarged into the city
of the Four Regions, Rome ceased to be quadrata in the original sense, but antiquarians
perpetuated the old name for the new foundation. Summary and criticism in the Am.
/ourn. Arch. 1927 xxxi. 494), id. 'Terremare und Rom' in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb.
Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1931/2 Abh. ii especially pp. 43—63 (the mundus was
the central point of Roma quadrata, a templum or sacred square on the Palatine:
it is therefore comparable with the ritual pits within the square Terremare settle-
ments).

S. Weinstock 'Mundus patet' in the Rom. Mitth. 1930 xlv. in—123 (most ancient
authors speak of the mundus as connected with cult-usage: Ovid and Plutarch alone
associate it with the legend of Rome's foundation by Romulus. Mundus must be carefully
distinguished from Roma quadrata: there was no mundus on the Palatine—Boni's find
was a mere cistern—nor is there the least reason to connect mundus with templum either
square or round, with the ritual pits of Terremare villages, with the dedication of
boundary-stones and the like. There was a mundus on the Comitium at Rome, and
another at Capua (Corp. inscr. Lat. x no. 3926, infra p. 438 n. 5). The mundus was
essentially a pit in sacro Cereris (schol. Bern, in Verg. eel. 3. 105, infra p. 438 n. 5), the
said sacrum being a small chamber built to contain it. Analogous structures are noted
by F. Studniczka 'Altare mit Grubenkammern' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1903
vi. 123—186. But the Ceres in question need not be the old Roman goddess: she might
be the Latinised Demeter; she might be an Etruscan deity—F. Ribezzo in the Ri-vista
Indo-Greco-Italica di filologia, lingua, antichita 1928 xii. 89 draws attention to Etr.
mutna="sepolcro, cassa, ossuario"), id. ib. 1932 xlvii. 120 n. i (criticises Taubler's view
that Roma quadrata was not identical with mundus, nor yet the special name of the
Palatine settlement, but originally the square or templum round the mundus, and hence
applied to the Palatine town. Weinstock reaffirms his belief that the mundus must be
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sought neither on the Palatine, nor in Terremare, and that its sacred functions—Ovid and
Plutarch notwithstanding—had nothing to do with the foundation of Rome).

L. du Jardin 'Mundus, Roma quadrata e lapis niger' in the Rendiconti della Pontificia
Accademia 1930 vi. 47 if. (mundus and Roma quadrata were originally on the Palatine,
but, when built over by Domitian's palace, were removed to the Comitiuiri).

H. J. Rose ' The Mundus' in Studi e Materiali di Storia delle Religioni 1931 vii.
115—127 (largely in agreement with Weinstock puts forward the following contentions:
'(i) The word mundus, in the sense of a pit or underground shrine of some kind, is
probably not Latin. (2) So far as we know, it was applied to at least two underground
structures in Rome, one in the Comitium, the other of unknown locality, which were, or
had been, used for wholly different rites. (3) Neither of these had anything to do with
Roma Quadrata, or with the lapis manalis. (4) Neither of them had anything to do with
the so-called mundus found on the Palatine in 1914. (5) The connection of either
with the pit to be found in terremare is possible, but unproved').

W. Kroll 'Mundus' in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi. 560—564 (the mundus was
a chthonian cult-centre, probably close to the Comitium. It was a circular pit opened thrice
a year, on days that were all comitiales, for the emergence of souls of the dead (cp. the
Greek Anthesteria: supra i. 687)—no concern of Ceres or any other deity. The lapis
manalis of Festus (infra p. 432) must have been the famous lapis manalis outside the
Porta Capena (infra p. 432 ff.) and should not—with E. Samter in the Archiv.f. Rel. 1922
xxi. 332 f. and in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 784—be assumed to have closed the
mundus. Weinstock and Rose rightly rejected the identification of this mundus with the
Roma quadrata of the Palatine and doubted the analogy of the Terremare pits. As to
etymology, the Etruscan goddess munfiux (E. Fiesel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi.
643 f., infra p. 439 n. 2) is better ignored. P. Kretschmer suggests connexion with German
Mund, Gothic munps).

L. Deubner 'Mundus* in Hermes 1933 Ixviii. 276—287 (Q\.fast. 4. 821 ft. describes
three successive rites: (i)fruges thrown into a deep fossa] (2) earth from the neighbouring
soil likewise thrown in; (3) an altar placed above the filled-in fossa and kindled. The
parallel in Plout. v. Rom. n proves that Ovid's pit was the mundus. Ovid's altar above
the pit is due—as C. O. Thulin Die etruskische Disziplin iii (Gb'teborgs Hogskolas
Arsskrift 1909 i) p. 20 saw—to contamination with the rites of Terminus. Ovid's earth
thrown in was another accretion wrongly connected by him with the mundus: the clods
really symbolised Rome's mastery over all the neighbourhood (Lyd. de mens. 4. 73 p. 124,
21 ff.). Ovid's fruges thrown in were a gift to chthonian powers made at the moment of
founding the town. Kroll and Weinstock dismiss this association of the mundus with the
founding of a town as an antiquarian figment. Deubner sees no ground for their scepticism:
town-foundations, the planting of boundary-stones, the erection of buildings, all involved
breaking into the earth and the earth-powers must in each case be propitiated by gifts.
Ovid does not definitely state that the nnmdus was on the Palatine; but he is speaking of
Romulus as the founder of Rome, and everyone knew that Romulus' foundation was on
the Palatine. Weinstock wrongly refuses to admit the real existence of a Palatine
mundus. Plutarch errs in locating Romulus' mundus on the Comitium. Probably there
was a mundus there; but, if so, it was the mundus of a new foundation—the Etruscan
town of Four Regions (Plout. v. Rom. i r brings the experts from Etruria). Deubner
thinks it likely that this mundus on the Comitium, though described by Plutarch as
(36&pos KVK\orepr]s, should be identified with the quadrangular pit for offerings in the Grave
of Romulus: Plutarch may well have blundered here also and attributed to the mundus
on the Comitium the shape of the mundus on the Palatine. As to the phrase munduspatet,
that refers to the Palatine mundus. Weinstock misunderstands schol. Bern, in Verg. eel.
3. 105 mundus in sacro Cereris: this might mean, not a mundus in a small chamber built
to contain it, but a mundus in the sacred precinct of Ceres; more probably, however, it
was a mere guess of the scholiast or his source. Roma quadrata too was on the Palatine
and had something to do with the founding of the town (Fest. p. 310, 35 ff. Lindsay,
infra p. 436 n. o). Thulin op. cit. p. 20 n. i already compared it with the quadrangular
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concerning which M. Porcius Cato—the jurist perhaps rather than
his more famous father1—in his Notes on Cases of Civil Law remarks:
'The mundus gets its name from the "sky" above our heads; indeed
in shape it resembles the sky, as I have been able to ascertain from
those who have entered it2.' Another jurist C. Ateius Capito, the
consul suffectus of 5 A.D., in his work On Pontifical Law* states that
thrice a year, on August 24, October 5, and November 8, the mundus
was left open4. Festus adds that the lower part of it was consecrated
to the Di Manes and kept closed except on these days, when their
secrets were brought to light5. Varro emphasises the solemn
character of the said days: 'When the mundus is open, it is as
though the gate of gloomy underworld gods were left ajar. Hence
it is taboo, not only for a battle to be joined, but even for a military

templa of the Terremare settlements. F. von Duhn in Ebert Reallex. ii. 286 remarked
that their east-to-west trench had five pits in it containing sherds, pebbles, mussel-shells,
and animal-bones—'sacrale Dinge, die mit der Inauguration der Siedelung und dem, was
die Romer spater mundus nannten, in Zusammenhang stehen werden,' etc. Taubler was
justified therefore in emphasising the resemblance of Roma quadrata and the mundus to
the Terremare templa and their pits. Weinstock again was over-sceptical).

My own account of the mundus, which was penned before I had read any of the fore-
going articles, is in the main compatible with Deubner's cautious and convincing
conclusions. Deubner keeps clear of the manalis lapis, and ignores Boni's alleged
mundus. Perhaps he was Wise. At any rate I alone must bear the responsibility of
conjecturing that the mundus on the Palatine was originally the Bronze-Age tholos of
a Palatine king, and of seeking a parallel to it on the adjacent Capitol.

1 See H. Jordan in his ed. of M. Porcius Cato (Lipsiae 1860) p. cv, F. P. Bremer
lurisprudentiae antehadrianae quae supersunt Lipsiae 1896!. 21, H. Funaioli Grammaticae
Romanae Fragmenta Lipsiae 1907 p. 14.

a Fest. p. 154 b 33 ff. Miiller, p. 144, 17 ff. Lindsay qui quid ita dicatur sic refert Cato
in commentaris iuris civilis (frag. 18 Funaioli): ' Mundo nomen inpositum est ab eo mundo,
qui supra nos est: forma enim eius est, ut ex is qui intravere cognoscere potui, adsimilis
illae.'

3 P. Jors in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1906.
4 Fest. p. 1541$ 30 ff. Miiller, p. 144, 146°. Lindsay Mundus ut ait Capito Ateius in

lib. vi. Pontifical! (frag. 2 Funaioli), ter in anno patere solet, diebus his: postridie
Volkanalia et ante diem < ill. Non. Oct. et ante diem>vi. Id. Nov. The lacuna is filled
from Paul, ex Fest. p. 156, i Miiller, p. 145, 13 f. Lindsay. Cp. Fest. p. 1420: 22 ff.
Miiller, p. 126, 46°. Lindsay Cereris qui mundus appellatur, qui ter in anno solet patere :
vim Kal. Sept. et in Non. Octobr. et vi Id. Novembr. Qui velf enimf (so cod. W. ideo
cod. X. etiam ed. princ. Ursinus cj. omni. I should prefer inde A. B. C.) dictus est quod
terra movetur.

5 Fest. p. 157 a 4 ff. Miiller, p. 144, 21 ff. Lindsay eius inferiorem partem veluti con-
secratam Dis Manibus clausam omni tempore, nisi his diebus qui supra scripti sunt, maiores
c .. .. m (K. O. Miiller cj. censuerunt habendam); quos dies etiam religiosos iudicaverunt
ea de causa, quod quo tempore ea, quae occultae et abditae religionis Deorum Manium
essent, veluti in lucem quandam adducerentur et patefierent, nihil eo tempore in republica
geri voluerunt. itaque per eos dies non cum hoste manus conserebant : non exercitus
scribebatur: non comitia habeba < ntur: non > aliud quicquam in republica, nisi quod ultima
necessitas admonebat, administrabatur.
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levy to be held, for a soldier to set forth, for a ship to weigh anchor,
for a man to marry and procreate children1.'

The mundus, then, was in some sense the gate of the Underworld.
But Paulus epitomizing Festus, himself the epitomator of Verrius
Flaccus2, says that the portal of Orcus, through which souls of
the dead (Manes] streamed3 up to join the living (ad superos
manarenf), was known as manalis lapis*. Unless we are to suppose
that Rome boasted of rival entrances to the nether regions, we are
driven to conclude that this manalis lapis was a single stone by
which the mouth of the bottle-shaped mundus was corked or stoppered.
Paulus obviously connects the word manalis both with Manes, 'the
dead,' and with manare, 'to stream.' The former connexion is
possible5, but improbable; the latter alone is valid. He continues6:
'They used the term manalis lapis also of a certain block (petra"*},
which was outside the Porta Capena close to the temple of Mars8.
When in time of severe drought they dragged this block into the
City, a shower immediately followed9, and since the block streamed

1 Macrob. Sat. i. 16. i6ff. nam cum Latiar, hoc est Latinarum sollemne, concipitur,
item diebus Saturnaliorum, sed et cum Mundus patet, nefas est praelium sumere : quia nee
Latinarum tempore, quo publice quondam induciae inter populum Romanum Latinosque
firmatae sunt, inchoari bellum decebat, nee Saturni festo, qui sine ullo tumultu bellico
creditur imperasse, nee patente Mundo, quod sacrum Diti Patri et Proserpinae dicatum est:
meliusque occlusa Plutonis fauce eundum ad praelium putaverunt. unde et Varro ita
scribit: ' Mundus cum patet, deorum tristium atque inferum quasi ianua patet: propterea
non modo praelium committi, verum etiam dilectum rei militaris causa habere, acmilitem
proficisci, navem solvere, uxorem liberum quaerendorum causa ducere, religiosum est.'

2 Supra ii. 1170.
3 Cp. Mart. Cap. 160 Manes...qui parentum seminibus manaverunt.
4 Paul, ex Fest. p. 128, ^ff. Miiller, p. 115, 6ff. Lindsay Manalem lapidem putabant

esse ostium Orci, per quod animae inferorum ad superos manarent, qui dicuntur manes.
Manalem vocabant lapidem etiam petram quandam, quae erat extra portam Capenam iuxta
aedem Martis, quam cum propter nimiam siccitatem in Urbem pertraherent, insequebatur
pluvia statim, eumque, quod aquas manaret, manalem lapidem dicere.

5 Ernout—Meillet Diet. ttym. de la Langue Lat. p. 557: ' Pour la formation, cf.
finislftndlis; funisjfunalis etc.'

6 Supra n. 4.
7 A petra might be either a natural rock or an artificially shaped block of stone. Cp.

Fest. p. 206 b ii ff. Mtiller, p. 226, 12 ff. Lindsay, id. p. 206 £ 23 ff. Mtiller, p. 226, 23 fF.
Lindsay.

8 O. Richter Topographic der Stadt Rom^ Miinchen 1901 p. 345 f., H. Jordan—
C. Hlilsen Topographie der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3. 213 f., H. Kiepert
et C. Huelsen Formae urbis Romae antiquae* Berolini 1912 p. 24 f., S. B. Platner—
T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929 p. 327 f.

9 Cp. Paul, ex Fest. p. 2, 12 f. Miiller, p. 2, 24 ff. Lindsay Aquaelicium dicitur, cum
aqua pluvialis remediis quibusdam elicitur, ut quondam, si creditur, manali lapide in
urbem ducto. Since rain was sent by lupiter, the old magical rite was attached to his cult
(Petron. sat. 44. 18 antea stolatae ibant nudispedibus in clivum, passis capillis, mentibus
puris, et lovem aquam exorabant, itaque statim urceatim plovebat: aut tune aut nunquam:
et omnes redibant udi tanquam mures, Tert. apol. 40 denique cum ab imbribus aestiva
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hiberna suspendunt et annus in cura est, vos quidem cotidie pasti statimque pransuri,
balneis et cauponiis et lupanaribus operantibus, aquilicia lovi immolatis, nudipedalia
populo denuntiatis, caelum apud Capitolium quaeritis, nubila de laquearibus exspectatis,
aversi ab ipso et deo et caelo, cp. de ieiun. 16 sed et omnem Taireii>o<j)p6vr)<Tiv ethnic!
agnoscunt. cum stupet caelum et aret annus, nudipedalia denuntiantur, magistratus pur-
puras ponunt, fasces retro avertunt, precem indigitant, hostiam instaurant). The stone
was drawn by the priests (interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 3. 175 'manabat,' fluebat. hinc et
lapis manalis quern trahebant pontifices, quotiens siccitas erat, cp. Varr. ap. Non.
Marc. p. 877, 8 ff. Lindsay (cited infra p. 435 n. i ) ) , and was perhaps drenched with
water as a magical or ^<7«'-magical cure for the drought (Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 268 f.). Why
this particular stone was chosen, we do not know. Was it the sepulchral sttle of some
once famous Etruscan water-finder (Varr. Menipp. frag. 444 Blicheler ap. Non. Marc,
p. 97, 16 Lindsay at hoc pacto utilior te Tuscus aquilex) or rain-maker (Frazer Golden
Bough3: The Magic Art i. 310 n. 4)?

G. Wissowa in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 310, id. Rel. Kult. Rom? p. 121
approves the connexion of aqua-elicium with lupiter Elicius propounded by O. Gilbert
Geschichte und Topographic der Stadt Rom im Altertum Leipzig 1885 ii. 154 and accepted
by E. Aust in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 658, id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2366 f.,
d espite the objections of M. H. Morgan 'Greek and Roman Rain-Gods and Rain-Charms'in
the Transactions of the American Philological Association 1901 xxxii. 100 ff. (especially
p. 105 f.). I was formerly attracted by this view (folk-Lore 1904 xv. 269), but am now
satisfied that lupiter Elicius was essentially a lightning-god, not a rain-god (pace J. B.
Carter De deorum Romanorum cognominibus Lipsiae 1898 p. 42, P. Perdrizet in Darem-
berg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 710). He had an altar on the Aventine (Varr. de ling. Lat.
6. 94) founded by Numa, whom he had instructed in lightning-lore (Liv. i. 20). About
this altar an odd tale was told by Valerius Antias (frag. 6 Peter ap. Arnob. adv. nat.
5. i, cp. Ov. fast. 3. 285 ff., Plout. v. Num. 15). Numa, at the advice of Egeria, posted
a dozen chaste youths in ambush beside a spring, from which Faunus and Martius Picus
were wont to drink, and further mixed much wine with the water. The gods drank deep,
fell into a stupor, and were bound fast by the young men (Sir J. G. Frazer in his note on
Ov. fast. 3. 289 regards the incident as 'probably modelled on' the ruse by which Midas
captured Silenos). Faunus and Martius Picus were thus forced to disclose to the king the
means by which lupiter could be enticed from heaven to earth. The king thereupon
offered sacrifice on the Aventine, enticed lupiter to come down, and pressed him to
reveal the right method of expiating thunderbolts. 'With the head...,' said lupiter:
'...of an onion,' added Numa. 'With a human...,' said lupiter: '...hair,' put in Numa.
'With a living creature,' said the god : 'With a sprat,' concluded the king. And so sur-
rogates for the head and hair of a live man were found in an onion, a hair, and a sprat
(apparently the 'hair' suggested a small fish, cp. the use ofrpixis, rpixio-s, rpix'^iov, etc.),
which things continued to form the ingredients of a lightning-spell (Plout. v. Num. 15)
(in the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 269 and 270 n. i I have discussed the similar mitigation of
human sacrifice to Dis and Saturn (Varr. ap. Macrob. Sat. i. 7. 28 ff., i. ii. 48 f., cp.
Dion. Hal. ant. Rom. i. 19) and to Mania (Macrob. Sat. i. 7. 34 f.)). lupiter returned to
heaven in a 'gracious' mood and the place was called Ilicium in consequence (Plout. v.
Num. 15 KO.I TOV fj.ev 6ebv a7re\0etv ?Xew yev6fjievov, rov d£ r6irov 'IXluiov air' eiceivov
irpo<rayopev6rjvai). Later, however, he slew with a thunderbolt Numa's successor, Tullus
Hostilius, who had made some slip in the due performance of these rites (L, Calpurnius
Piso frag. 10 Peter ap. Plin. nat. hist. 2. 140 and frag. 13 Peter ap. Plin. nat. hist. 28.
14, Liv. i. 31, Aur. Viet, de viris illustr. 4. 4).

Since the wooded slope of the Aventine (A. Merlin L'Aventin dans Fantiquitf Paris
1906 p. no) was 'black with the shade of the ilex'' (Qv.fast. 3. 295), I conjectured years
ago (Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 270, ib. 1904 xviii. 365 f.) that lupiter Elicius should rather
be lupiter Ilicius, god 'of the Oak' (ilex, iliceus, ilignus, iligneus). Prof. Goldmann
tells me that he had independently hit upon the rendering Elicius, 'of the Oak.' He
kindly drew my attention to a paragraph by H. Schuchardt in the Zeitschrift fur romanische

C. III. 28
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with water they called it manalis lapis? Once more we hear of
manales lapides or petrae in a suggestive context. Fulgentius.
(c. 480—550 A.D.1) in his Explanation of antiquated Phrases asks
what manales lapides are, and answers: 'Labeo2, who expounded the
Etruscan lore of Tages and Begoe(?)3 in fifteen volumes, has the
following observation: " If the lobes of the liver prove to be coloured
like red arsenic, then you need to trail the manales petrae'' These
are blocks which the ancients used to draw like rollers round their
boundaries with a view to curing a dearth of rain4.' G. Wissowa
denounced the extract from Labeo as a forgery5, but there is no
real ground for doubting the accuracy of Fulgentius' explanation.
It is quite possible, indeed highly probable, that the manalis lapis
outside the Porta Capena was an old sepulchral pillar of the Etruscan
sort6: the via Appia, bordered with tombs, skirts the hill on which
stood the temple of Mars7. Similarly the manales petrae mentioned

Philologie 1903 xxvii. 105 f. Schuchardt there quotes with approval the contention of
W. Meyer-Lubke 'Zur kenntnis des altlogudoresischen' in the Sitzungsber. d. kais.
Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien Phil.-hist. Classe 1903 cxlv. 5. 7 ff. 'Die grundform ist eilex,
woraus lat. ilex, umbrisch, volskisch, paelignisch, marrucinisch *elex,'' etc. and recalls
his own previous statement in Der Vokalismus des Vulgdrlateins Leipzig 1866—1868 ii.
77 ' die romanischen Formen ein eilex voraussetzen.' See now Walde Lat. etym. Wb'rterb?
p. 377 f. ('ilex...daneben dex\>€\ Gregor von Tours und in Glossen (s. Ernout El. dial,
lat. 156); die Formen der rom. Sprachen sind auf * elex zuriickzufuhren..., das als
Dialektwort eine Gdf. *eilex erwiese, oder auf *ilex (Cuny IF. xxvi, 21 ff.); ftir letztere
Form, die allerdings im Widerspruch zu der (nach Cuny der lebendigen Sprachefremden?)
dichterischen Messung ilex steht, spricht auch mak. if\a£ (recte fXe|, s. Hoffmann Mak.
42) "ilex," das (gegen Kretschmer Einl. 164) aus dem Lat. stammen wird, und das von
Cuny verglichene zweite Glied vongr. aly-l\u\f/; esliegt ein voridg. Mittelmeerwort vor')
and Ernout—Meillet Diet. etym. de la Langue Lat. p. 452 ('Les langues romanes attestent
aussi un doublet elex, sans doute d'origine dialectale, cfr. M.L. 4256, Einf.5, p. 148').

1 Sir J. E. Sandys A History of Classical Scholarship2 Cambridge 1906 i. 242.
2 G. Wissowa in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 1351 'Cornelius Labeo, antiquarisch-

theologischer Schriftsteller der spateren Kaiserzeit, wichtig als Vermittler alterer romischer
Gelehrsamkeit an die christlichen Apologeten und an spatere Compilatoren.'

3 G. Wissowa ib. iii. 194.
4 Fulgent, expos, serin, ant. 4 [quid sint manales lapides.] Labeo, qui disciplinas

Etruscas Tagetis et Bacitidis (so R. Helm for bacittidis cod. P. Bacchiridis cod. 5R.
bacurtidis cod.- •§. Baaetidis codd. $. 3). baaccidis cod. E. baacidis cod. B. G. Wissowa
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-'Enc. ii. 2723 reads Bachetidis ('so der eine Gudianus, andre
Hss. Baccitidis, Bachidis, Bagidis u.a.')) quindecim voluminibus explanavit, ita ait:
'fibrae iecoris sandaracei coloris dum fuerint, manales tune verrere opus est petras,' id est
quas solebant antiqui in modum cilindrorum per limites trahere pro pluviae commutandam
inopiam.

6 G. Wissowa in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2723, iii. 194, iv. 1354. Cp.
F. Skutsch ib. vii. 219 f. and C. O. ThulinZ>/£ etruskische Disciplin i Die Blitzlehre Gote-
borg 1906 p. 2. But see also M. Schanz Geschickte der romischen Litteratur Miinchen
1920 iv. 2. 202.

6 Durm Baukunst d. Etrusk? p. 128 fig. T4i, supra i. 53 n. i.
7 H. Kiepert et C. Huelsen Formae urbis Romae antiquae"1 Berolini 1912 tab. i.
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by Fulgentius were in all probability Etruscan tomb-pillars or
boundary-stones1, which in time of distress would be trundled
round the area under their especial protection. Finally, Varro
informs us that aquae manale meant a small water-jug2. The term
had an interesting history, and seems to have been re-interpreted as
a basin for the hands in the aquimanile or aquiminarium of Christian
ritual3.

Early in 1914 Commendatore Boni, digging on the Palatine
under the north-eastern part of the peristyle of the domus Augustiana,
discovered a tholos, which he identified with the mundus. This
identification was promptly accepted by T. Ashby4, O. L. Rich-
mond5, A. L. Frothingham6, and others7 on grounds that seem
prima facie plausible8. Ashby reports9: 'a chamber with a bee-hive
roof was found, the sides of which are lined with blocks of
cappellaccio (a soft tufa); in the centre of it a circular shaft descends
to two underground passages cut in the rock...which diverge but
(after forming a right-angled triangle with a hypotenuse of 12 metres)
meet again in a rock-cut domed chamber, half of which has been
destroyed by Domitian's foundations.' Some further details are given
by Richmond10 and L. A. Constans11, but so far no complete ground-
plan or section has been published.

1 Supra i. 53, ii. 1090.
2 Varr. frag. 198 Funaioli ap. Non. Marc. p. 877, 7 if. Lindsay 'urceolum aquae

manale vocamus, quod eo aqua in trulleum effundatur. unde manalis lapis appellatur in
pontificalibus sacris, qui tune movetur cum pluviae exoptantur; ita apud antiquissimos
manale sacrum vocari quis non noverit? unde nomen illius.'

3 E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 346, Smith—Cheetham Diet. Chr.
Ant. i. 134, A. Mau in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 310 f., W. Henry in F. Cabrol
Dictionnaire d* archeologie chretienne et de liturgie Paris 1907 i. 2647 f.

4 T. Ashby in The Times for Jan. 8, 1914 p. 5, id. in The Year's Work in Class. Stud.
1914 p. 12 f.

5 O. L. Richmond in ihzjourn. Rom. Stud. 1914 iv. 225 f.
6 A. L. Frothingham in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1914 xviii. 317.
7 See now H. M. R. Leopold in the Mededeelingen van het Nederlandsch Historisch

Instituut te Rome 1921 i. 45—61 (—id. 'II "mundus" e la "Roma quadrata"'in the
Bullettinodifaletnologia italiana 1924 xliv. 193—206),W. Kroll' Mundus und Verwandtes'
in the Festschrift fur Universitdts-Professor Hofrat Dr. Paul Kretschmer Wien—Leipzig
—New York i926pp. 120—127, G. ~L,\\$\ La Zona Archeologica di Roma^oma. 1925 p. 208
(id. The Classical Monuments of Rome and its Vicinity trans. G. Bagnani Roma 1929 i.
235, 242 with fig. 57, 6, 284 f. with fig. 70).

8 H. J. Rose, however, in Studi e Materiali di Storia delle Religioni 1931 vii. 134 f.
argues that Domitian, being 'pious to the point of religiosity,' would never 'have allowed
his architects to build over, far less break into, a monument so venerable and at the same
time so ill-omened as the mundus Cereris.'

9 S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929
P- 347-

10 O. L. Richmond in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1914 iv. 226: 'The Commendatore

28—2
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Now a priori a tholoid structure underground might be one of
three things—a granary, a well, or a tomb. And arguments are not
wanting in support of each identification.

K. O. Miiller1 long since drew attention to Plutarch's2 account

found that the ancient "mundus" had been excavated at the augural centre of the hill, on
the true summit, and that the direction of the caverns followed the lines of "cardo" and
" decumanus." Domitian covered it with indestructible concrete several feet thick, over
which was his area Palatina. The position is to the east of the Apollo temple. It is
thought that the mouth had been covered over and disused not later than the fourth
century B.c—In 1913—1914 the excavators discovered over the round mouth of the
ancient " mundus" on the Palatine a square depression, and a rectangular block of specially
hard stone fitting one half of it. There were fragments of a second such block near by.'

Richmond naturally claims that these facts confirm his restoration of Fest. p. 258 b
5 ff. Miiller, p. 310, 35 ff. Lindsay Quadrata Roma in Palatio ante templum Apollinis
dicitur, ubi reposita sunt, quae solent boni ominis gratia in urbe condenda adhiberi, quia
saxo < mundus > munitus est initio in speciem quadratam. eius loci Ennius meminit cum
ait (ann. i frag. 75 Baehrens, frag. 3 Steuart): 'et tquis est eratf Romae regnare
quadratae' (E. Baehrens and the latest editor Miss E. M. Steuart both accept C. O. Miiller's
cj. qui and Salmasius' cj. se sperat—a brilliant combination involving the change of but a
single letter. J. Vahlen2 prefers M. Hertz' cj. qui sextus eraf). Sir J. G. Frazer in his
note on Qv.fast. 4. 821 (p. 386 n. 3) says : 'Perhaps we should insert locus after Quadrata
Roma or after saxo to correspond with munitus.' But Richmond's emendation is more
atrractive.

11 L. A. Constans in the Comptes rendus de I'Acad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1914
pp. 109—in : 'M. Boni a trouve...une voute a tholos, faite d'une superposition de blocs
quadrangulaires, ouverte, et inclinee vers le midi, en telle sorte qu'elle ne forme pas une
circonference parfaite. La s'ouvre un nouveau puits, creuse dans le tuf; au fond de ce
puits, a 12 metres au-dessous du niveau du sol, deux couloirs bifurquent: 1'un, le plus
etroit, est droit; 1'autre, plus large, est coude, au bout de quelques metres, a angle droit,
en telle sorte qu'il rejoint 1'extremite du premier, determinant avec lui un triangle
rectangle dont 1'hypotenuse, formee par le couloir etroit, a une douzaine de metres de long.
M. Boni imagine que lorsqu'on portait dans le mundus, grenier sacre,les grains, premices
de la saison, on allait par le couloir large et revenait par le couloir etroit. On suivait la
marche inverse quand on voulait chercher du grain dans le mundus pour les semailles.
Ces deux couloirs aboutissent 1'un et 1'autre a une chambre circulaire, tout entiere taillee
dans le tuf, avec une coupole haute au sommet de laquelle un trou circulaire laisse voir le
jour; sur les parois, des ouvertures a sommet formant angle aigu semblent etre 1'acces
d'autres couloirs. Une banquette est menagee a une assez grande hauteur en face de
1'aboutissement des deux couloirs. Les couloirs et la chambre circulaire sont tapisses d'un
enduit argileux: a la rencontre du sol et des parois, le tuf est taille de fafon a former une
baguette arrondie; M. Boni pretend que, d'apres un texte de Columelle \de re rust, i. 6],
ce serait une particularite de la construction des greniers, destinee a eviter des angles ou
des animaux pourraient faire leur nid. Le mundus en question se trouve a peu pres sous
Pemplacement du tr6ne imperial, dans le fond du tablinum du palais des Flaviens—
M. Boni pense qu'au-dessus du mundus, et non dans la Regia, devait etre le sanctuaire
de Mars, protecteur de Pagriculture: les Saliens auraient conserve les armes sacrees dans
la chambre a tholos du premier etage. On a recueilli au cours des fouilles un objet conique
en bronze, avec des ornements en fer, formant douze lignes, qui rayonnent a partir du
sommet. M. Boni y voit un casque.'

1 K. O. Miiller—W. Deecke Die Etrusker"* Stuttgart 1877 ii. 100.
2 Plout. z». Rom. 9 'Pufj.ti\os ptv o&v rty Ka\ov[dvr]v 'Pu>/J.r)v Kovadp<iTir]v, faep ^erri

Terpdytavov, ZicTiffe, Kal iKeivov ifiotiXero iroXigeut rbv T&TTOV, 'Poywj 5£ xuplov TI rov '
Kaprep&v, 8 di eKeivov'/jifr &vo/ji.dff6r)''Pf(ji,uviov, vw St'fiyvdpiovKa\etTai.... n 6
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of the foundation of Roma Quadrata and inferred from the casting
of first-fruits into the pit1 that the mundus was the larder or store-
house of the new city. W. Warde Fowler urged that, if it was used
for storing grain, we can see why it should have been opened on
August 24 2. That date 'follows the Consualia [Aug. 21], a festival
which almost beyond doubt has reference to harvesting, and
immediately precedes the Opiconsivia [Aug. 25], which almost as
certainly represents the storage of the grain as completed3.' Warde
Fowler further conjectured that on August 24 'the seed-corn for
the autumn sowing was separated from the rest of the grain, and
deposited in an underground storing-place4/ the mundus. Since the
rough old-fashioned wheat called far was sown throughout October5,
whereas the better wheat called triticum was not to be sown till
after the setting of the Pleiades^" (on or about Nov. 9), the other two
days for the opening of the mundus — October 5 and November 8 —
are equally intelligible. When the city ceased to be a practical
centre of agriculture, and the Etruscans established their dominion
in Rome, 'the mundus took on a new meaning connected with the
Etruscan ideas of a nether world7' and the lapis manalis was
wrongly linked with the Manes. The transition would be facilitated
by the fact, duly noted by Sir J. G. Frazer, that 'the spirits of the
dead are often supposed to watch over or further the growth of the
crops: that is why the firstfruits are often presented to them8.'
ev TTJ 'Pe/Atavig, 6A\j/a.s TOV 'PwfJtov 6fjt,ov KO.L TOI>S rpotfreis, $Ki£e TTJV irbXiv, £
fj.erairefji:\l/dfjtevos fodpas lepois Tiffi Oeffftois Kal ypd^affiv v<j>i]'yQvi»£vo\)s &ca<rra Kal SidaffKOvras
ucrirep & TeXerfj. f360pos yap wptiyt] irepi TO vvv Kofninov /cwcXorepiJs, airapxal re irdvruv,
oVois v6(jU{> /j,fv ws KoXoZs expwiro, 0i;aei 8' ws avayKalois, airertOrjffav &Tav(ta. Kal rAos, ^£
•rjs a<f>iKTO yrjs 2ica<rros 6\iyr)i> Koplfav fioipav, IjSaXXoc els raura Kal ffwe/JLtyvvov. KdXoCeri 5e
rbv I366pov TOVTOV <jj Kal rbv o\vfj.irov 6vop.ari. fwvvSov. elra (Sffirep KIJK\OV K£vTp<p Trepitypaif/av
rty ir6\u>. K.T.\.

1 I take it that ()60pos . . . tiptiyr) irepi TO vvv KO/JLITIOV /cvAcXorepifc means ' a round hole
was dug in the neighbourhood of what is now called the Comitium,' not 'a circular trench
was dug round what is now called the Comitium.' A. L. Frothingham in the Am.Journ.
Arch. 1914 xviii. 315 and, apparently, Sir J. G. Frazer in his note on Ov. fast. 4. 821
(p. 386) mistranslate the passage.

2 W. Warde Fowler The Roman Festivals London 1899 p. 211 f.
3 Id. 'Mundus Patet' in the Jottrn. Rom. Stud. 1912 ii. 26 = id. Roman Essays and

Interpretations Oxford 1920 p. 26.
4 Id. in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1912 ii. 27 = ̂ . Roman Essays and Interpretations

Oxford 1920 p. 27.
5 Plin. nat. hist. 18. 205 far Septembri extremo usque in idus Octobres, alii post hunc

diem in kal. Novembres.
6 Verg. georg. i. 219 ff., cp. Colum. de re rust. 2. 8.
7 W. Warde Fowler in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1912 ii. 29 = 2^. Roman Essays and

Interpretations Oxford 1920 p. 29.
8 Id. in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1912 ii. 30 n. \ = id. Roman Essays and Interpretations

Oxford 1920 p. 32 n. o.
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Warde Fowler's explanation of the mundus as essentially a sub-
terranean granary for the seed-corn commended itself to Professor
F. M. Cornford, who worked out an interesting parallel in Eleusinian
usage1. Boni too regarded the mundus that he found on the
Palatine as the sacred granary of early Rome and sought to elucidate
its arrangements on that assumption2. This granary-hypothesis,
which obviously suits the name Cereris mundus used by Festus3,
Apuleius4, etc.5 and can at least be made to fit the accounts of
Quadrata Roma given by Festus6 and Plutarch7, is in fact the
accepted solution of the problem.

Still, it must be borne in mind that other thdloi on the Palatine
are beyond question in the nature of early cisterns8, and that the

1 F. M. Cornford 'The 'ATTAPXAI and the Eleusinian Mysteries' in Essays and
Studies presented to William Ridgetvay Cambridge 1913 pp. 153—166. The seed-corn first
buried in an underground granary (ffipbs, cp. Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 83, 10 ff.
(c. 423/2 B.C.) cited supra p. 301 n. o (4)) and then taken out for sowing = Descent and
Ascent of the Corn-maiden or Kore (supra ii. -295 n. 2).

2 Supra p. 436 n. 11.
a Supra p. 431 n. 4.
4 Apul. apol. 13 magis piaculum decernis speculum philosopho quam Cereris mundum

profano videre.
5 On the schol. Bern, in Verg. eel. 3. 105 p. 774 Hagen (in the fahrb.f. class. Philol.

Suppl. 1867 iv) alii specum in Sicilia angusto ore, profunda altitudine, per quam rapta
est Proserpina aDitepatre. alii 'mundum' insacro Cereris, et caelurn pro' mundum' positum
dicunt (cp. Philarg. expl. in Verg. eel. 3. 105 p. 68 Thilo—Hagen) see S. Weinstock in
the Rom. Mitth. 1930 xlv. ii4f., L. Deubner in Hermes 1933 Ixviii. 283, supra p. 430 f.
n. o. Cp. the Corp. inscr. Lat. x no. 392 6=Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 3348 (Capua)
. . . icuria M. f. sacerdos | Cerialis mundalis | d. s. p. f. c. (de sua pecunia faciundum
curavit).

6 Supra p. 436 n. o.
7 Supra p. 436 n. 2. There is an important discrepancy here between Plutarch and

Ovid. Plutarch places the mzmdus, into which at the foundation of the city first-fruits and
earth were thrown, somewhere in the neighbourhood of the later Comitium. Ovid puts
his corresponding fossa on the Palatine (fast. 4. 815 alter adit nemorosi saxa Palati—
821 ff. fossa fit ad solidum, fruges iaciuntur in ima | et de vicino terra petita solo. | fossa
repletur humo, plenaeque imponitur ara, | et novus accenso fungitur igne focus). It is
usually assumed that Plutarch has blundered. But A. L. Frothingham in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1914 xviii. 316 f. notes 'the transfer to the Comitium of so many of the sacra and
traditions of the Palatine' and concludes: 'When the city of the Four Regions was
established and the new classification of the population was made that is associated in one
tradition with the famous augur Attus Navius, it is reasonable to suppose that the founding
of the new and larger urbs of Rome with its single and extended pomerium, centring in
or near the Comitium, would be celebrated by a new mundus in the centre of the new
urbs. It is curious that it is precisely with Attus Navius that tradition connects the
transfer from the Palatine to the Comitium of the Ficus Ruminalis of Romulus and Remus,
and also with him the establishment of the puteal or circular sacred enclosure in the
Comitium. It seems probable that when Plutarch wrote, the old mundus of the Palatine
had long ceased to be used, and may even have been forgotten; and that in speaking of
the mundus as in the Comitium he was not making any blunder.'

8 Supra p. 366 n. i.
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rock-cut chambers and channels of Boni's mundus could, not
unreasonably, be explained as a somewhat more extensive reservoir1.
Besides, such an explanation would make sense of the manalis lapis.
The well-mouth would be appropriately closed by a 'streaming stone.'
More than that. Recent philologists2 derive the word mundus, both
adjective and substantive, from a root meaning 'damp, wet, moisten,
wash.' They suggest that mundus the adjective denoted successively
'watered, washed down, clean, clear, neat,' and that mundus the
substantive continued the series 'neatness, adornment, order, cosmic
order, world.' But on this showing it is thinkable that mundus the
substantive at an early stage in its history meant 'place washed
down, cistern' or the like, being perhaps a Reimwortbildung to pair

1 So S. Weinstock in the Rom. Mitth. 1930 xlv. 121 with n. 3. Viewed in this way,
some of the details mentioned supra p. 436 n. 11 become more understandable, e.g. the
'ouvertures a sommet formant angle aigu' in the walls of the 'chambre circulaire.'

2 Walde Lat. etym. Worterb? p. soif. 'mundus, -a, -urn "schmuck, sauber, reinlich,
nett," womit identisch mundus "Putz der Frauen; Weltordnung, Weltall," vgl. gr.
KWyUos "Schmuck" und "Welt": wenn mit altem u, so wohl zu ahd. muzzan, mhd.
mutzen "schmlicken, putzen" (Vanicek 211...) und vielleicht weiter nach Schulze Qu.
ep. 170 mit a 3 (s. auch Persson De orig. gerundii 75 [Niedermann IA. xvm, 81]) zu gr.
fitidos "Nasse" usw. (vgl. mulier), mit einem Bedeutungsverhaltnis wie zwischen nhd.
lauter und gr. /cXtffw "splile." Eine genauere Gleichung ergibt sich aber bei der
Annahme, dass mundus nach dem Kompositum immundus fur lautgesetzliches *mondos
eingetreten sei (Niedermann a. a. O.; vgl. dipundius: pondus): ai. manddyati "schmiickt
(Vanicek a. a. O.), lit. mandagus "anmutig, anstandig" (Niedermann).' Walde—Pokorny
Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. ii. 250 (cp. ib. p. 251) 'Aus einem *mu-dnos (-d- zur
Wzerw. meu-d-; vgl. xu-Scwoj: x^w, got. giutan) in der Bed. "gewaschen" deutet Schulze
Qu. ep. 170 mit Anm. 3, KZ. 45, 235 (s. auch Vf. LEWb.2 s.v.) auch lat. mundus
"schmuck, sauber, rein, nett" Subst. "Putz der Frauen; Weltordnung, Weltall"; kaum
nach immundus fur *mondos eingetreten und zu ai. mandayati "schmiickt (doch s. Uhlen-
beck Ai. Wb. 211) und lit. mandagus "anmutig, anstandig" (doch s.u. mendh- "einen
Sinn worauf richten") nach Niedermann JA. 18, 81. Von ders. Wzf. meu-d- in dieser
Bed. wohl auch ahd. muzzan, mhd. mutzen "schmticken, putzen" (s. Vf. aaO.).'

See, however, F. Muller Jzn Altitalisches Wdrterbuch Gottingen 1926 p. 277 ff., who
distinguishes 'mundus•<**m6u(e)ndos orbis—Schon die Alten stellten es zu movere: Varro
LL. 6, 3, Paul. 125 L., Isid. 3, 2, 8; 13, i, i' and '•mundus, -i, "sauber, rein:
schmuck" — Zur W. meu( + ax)- "waschen," also *mu-ndo-s altes Gerundiv oder
*mud-no-s...-w\e x^-^avos: X^w (Schulze QE. 170 ff., 469, KZ. 45, 235), vgl. Isid. n, i,
138 : quod eo (sc. lotto) lota id est munda vestimenta efficiantur... [Wenn < *mud-no-s, dann
zur erweiterten W. tneu + d-: gr. (ivSpos "feucht," /j.6dos M. "Nasse," air. muad" Wblke,"
ndl. motregen "feiner Regen," li. mdudyti "baden"].—Hierher und identisch mundus, -i
M. "Schmuck," seit Fest., nicht rom.; genau wie d. Schmuck : schmuckS Ernout—
Meillet Diet. ttym. de la Langtte Lat. p. 608 f. likewise separate mundus the adjective
from mundus the substantive meaning 'world,' but identify mundus the substantive
meaning 'adornment' with the latter, not with the former, 'a 1'imitation du gr. K&jytos.'
They sum up: ' Pas d'etymologie claire. L'hypothese d'une origine etrusque a etc avancee
(une deesse munOvx, mun&x, munQu, dont le role est de parer et d'orner figure sur
plusieurs miroirs etrusques; v. Deecke, dans Roscher, Lexicon, n, 2, p. 3231). Sur le
groupe de mundus, voir Kroll, Festschr. Kretschmer, p. 120 sqq., qui conclut par un
"non liquet."'
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with fundus1. The mundus on the Palatine may in fact be a religious
survival, perpetuating the equipment of a primitive homestead.

Neither the granary- nor the well-hypothesis will quite adequately
explain the dreadful sanctity that in Roman belief attached to the
Palatine mundus or justify its description as 'the jaws of Pluto2',
'the gate of gloomy underworld gods3', and 'the portal of Orcus4'.
These expressions point rather to a third possibility. Was the
mundus originally neither a granary, nor a well, but a tomb—say the
Bronze-Age tholos of the Palatine king? As such it might fairly be
dubbed mundus by a later generation and held to imitate the
celestial vault5. Offerings of food and other necessaries brought to
the buried king might in Italy as in Greece lead to his grave being
deemed a thesauros* and even, in post-regal times, being treated as
a real or symbolic store-house for the seed-corn of the community7.
Lastly, the stone that formed the apex or finial of the tomb would
doubly deserve its name manalis. For, while some would think of
the Manes8 returning from the Underworld to help their people in
distress, others might remember that to open up the grave of a
buried king was one method of inducing a deluge of rain9. In short,

1 Not included as such by H. Giintert Uber Reimiaortbildungen im Arischen und
Altgriechischen Heidelberg 1914. J. Vendryes 'La famille du latin mundus "monde"' in
the Mfmoires de la socUti de linguistique de Paris 1914 xviii. 305—310 regards mundus
as a dialect-form of fundus (' C'est d'un ancetre commun *~dundo- que mundus et fundus
seraient sortis On peut d'abord recourir a 1'hypothese d'une distinction dialectale et d'un
fundus rural oppose a un mundus urbain; mais ce mundus urbain lui-meme est peut-etre
d'origine etrangere (ombrienne?)' etc.), and both as related to a Celtic *dubno- preserved
in the Irish domun 'world,'the Gallic Du&notalos, Dubnocovieros, Dumnoiix, etc. But all
this is highly speculative.

2 Supra p. 432 n. i. 3 Id. 4 Supra p. 432 n. 4. 5 Supra ii. 1150.
6 In the epitaph on Cn. Naevius preserved by Gell. i. 24. 2 I should take Orcho

traditus thesauro to mean 'handed over to Orchus as store-house.' F. Skutsch would
render 'handed over to Orchus for a treasure,' cp. dono dare. E. Bahrens in Poet. Lat.
min. vi. 296 attributes the epigram to M. Terentius Varro and prints his own cj. Orcho
traditus thesaurus ('coffer,' i.e. coffin). Cod. Buslidianus gives orchi and thesauri. Hence
the restorations Orci traditus thesauro (possible) and Orctno, Orcio, Orcivo traditus
thesauro (highly improbable): see De Vit Lat. Lex. s.v. ' Orclnus.'

The term Orjcravpbs as applied to the tk6los-tombs of Greece is criticised by Perrot—
Chipiez Hist, de I'Art vi. 356 f., Frazer Pausanias iii. 126, H. Hitzig and H. Bllimner
on Paus. 2. 16, J. L. Myres Who were the Greeks? Berkeley, California 1930 p. 382, and
many others. 7 Cp. Sir J. G. Frazer on Qv.fast. 4. 821 (p. 390).

8 On the Manes I have said my say in Folk-Lore 1905 xvi. 293 ff.
9 Frazer Golden Bough*: The Magic Art i. 284—287 ('Making rain by means of the

dead'), supra p. 369 n. 3.
A striking case is that of Antaios king of Mauretania: Mela 3. 106 hie Antaeus regnasse

dicitur, et signum quod fabulae clarum prorsus ostenditur collis modicus resupini hominis
imagine iacentis, illius ut incolae ferunt tumulus: unde ubi aliqua pars eruta est solent imbres
spargi, et donee effossa repleantur eveniunt. Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb. ii. 105 n. 75,132 n. 18
and K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2340 think that the myth of Antaios
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the assumption that the mundiis was a prehistoric tomb is found to
cover the whole spread of usages connected with it in historic days.
Nor have we far to look for a somewhat analogous case. Adjoining
the Palatine was the Capitol, and we have already seen that in the
Capitoline temple, side by side with lupiter on his throne, stood an
ancient grave -stele or boundary-stone1, which was viewed as an
appanage of the sky-god and in art portrayed as a blue globe resting
on a square plinth2—a mundus of the celestial sort. Roman writers
called it the stone of Terminus 3. But such a stone, at its erection, had
the blood of a burnt sacrifice along with incense, corn, honeycombs,
wine etc. placed in the hole prepared for it4. In other words, it was
treated as the tombstone of a man and received the offerings normally
brought to the Manes5. Nor is the notion of an early tomb on the
Capitol beyond the pale of possibility. The story of Aulus' head dug
up on that very spot is more than a mere piece of bad etymology6.

In this connexion it is impossible to ignore that most impressive
of all Roman temples, the Pantheon7. For its amazing dome, while

has borrowed this trait from the myth of Kyknos (Hes. sc. Her. 472 ff. K.VKVOV d'av Kiji^
Gdirrev Kai Xoos diretpuv, \ o'i p ^771)5 vaiov ir6Xias K\SITOV /SeuriXiJos | ... roO 5e rdtpov Kal
afj/ji' diSes iroLrfffev "Avavpos \ 6f^j3p(f> xet/x,e/>£y irM]9w TUS ydp /J.LV ' ATroXXuv | AijroV'Siys
•typwf', Sri pa K\eiras e/car6yU/3as | SoTts 1X701 HvOoide filf) er^XewKe doKetiuv). But the resem-
blance between the two stories is remote.

1 Supra i. 53. 2 Supra i. 42 pi. vi. 3 Supra i. 53 n. 5.
4 Siculus Flaccus in the Groin, vet. i. 141 Lachmann cum enim terminos disponerent,

ipsos quidem lapides in solidam terram rectos conlocabant proxime ea loca in quibus fossis
factis defixuri eos erant, et unguento velaminibusque et coronis eos coronabant. in fossis
autem [in (om. cod. G.)] quibus eos posituri erant, sacrificio facto hostiaque inmolata
adque incensa facibus ardentibus, in fossa cooperti ('an cooperta?' K. Lachmann) san-
guinem instillabant, eoque (eis qui cod. B.) tura et fruges iactabant. favos quoque et
vinum, aliaque quibus consuetude est Termini (terminis codd. E.G.) sacrum fieri, in fossis
adiciebant. consumptisque igne omnibus dapibus super calentes reliquias lapides conloc-
abant 'adque ita diligenti cura confirmabant. adiectis etiam quibusdam saxorum frag-
minibus circum calcabant, quo firmius starent. tale ergo sacrificium domini, inter quos
fines dirimebantur, faciebant.

5 H. B. Smith in Smith— Wayte—Marindin Diet. Ant. i. 893 f. See also E. Samter
(supra ii. 1090).

6 Supra ii. 290 n. o. See now A. Blanchet ' Pierres gravees representant la legende
du Capitole' in the Rev. Arch. 1925 ii. 248—256 figs, i—6, and W. Deonna 'Orphee et
1'oracle de la tete coupee' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1925 xxxviii. 44—69 (many parallels
ancient, medieval, and modern).

7 L. Beltrami // Pantheon (results of investigation in 1892—1893, with plans and
drawings by P. O. Armanini) Milano 1898 pp. i—75 pis. i—5, H. Jordan—C. Htilsen
Topographie der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3. 581—589, H. Kiepert et C.
Huelsen Formae urbis Romae antiquaez Berolini 1912 p. 29, W. J. Anderson—R. P.
Spiers The Architecture of Ancient Rome rev. by T. Ashby London 1927 pp. 77—82
pi. 41 f. and fig. 19, S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient
Rome Oxford 1929 pp. 382—386, D. S. Robertson A Handbook of Greek 6° Roman
Architecture Cambridge 1929 pp. 246—251 pi. r6f. and fig. 104 f.
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obviously comparable in shape with the mundus, seems to have
been in the nature of a vast imperial heroion*- 'built for the glorifica-
tion of the gens lulia, and...dedicated in particular to Mars and

Fig. 291.
1 In some respects the closest parallel might be found in the Philippelon at Olympia

(Paus. 5. 20. 9f., cp. 5. 17. 4), on which see F. Adler in Olympia ii. 128—133 pis. 79—
82, E. N. Gardiner Olympia Its History &> Remains Oxford 1925 pp. 131—135 figs. 41,
43—45-
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Venus, the most prominent among the ancestral deities of that
family1.' So much, indeed, is clear from Dion Cassius' account2:

'Also he (sc. Agrippa3) completed the building called the Pantheon. It has
this name, perhaps because it received among the images which decorated it the
statues of many gods, including Mars and Venus; but my own opinion of the name
is that, because of its vaulted roof, it resembles the heavens. Agrippa, for his
part, wished to place a statue of Augustus there also and to bestow upon him
the honour of having the structure named after him ; but when the emperor
would not accept either honour, he placed in the temple itself a statue of the
former Caesar and in the ante-room statues of Augustus and himself.'

Fig. 292.
1 S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929

382.
2 Dion Cass. 53. 27 r6 re Hdv6eioi> <l3vofi-a.fffi.ivov eferAetre- Trpocrayopfverat df OVTU

orL ToXXwc deuiv eimvas ev rots dyd\/j.affi., r£ re rov "Apews Kal r$ rijs 'A<ppodirrjs,
v, ws Se eyui vo/j.ifa, on Oo\oei5es ov r<£ ovpavf trpoatoiKev. rj^ovX^OTj /j.£v ovv 6 'Ayptir-

iras Kal rbv Avyovffrov frravffa Idpvffat, r-f/v re rov Zpyov 4irlK\ri<riv af/ry dovvou • pr) Se^a^vov
5^ O.'UTOV /jLrjStrepov ^/ce? [j£v rov irportpov Kaiaapos, ei> Se T<JJ irpovdqi rov re Avyovvrov Kal
eavrov dvSpidvras ^ffrrjffe trans. E. Gary.

3 Opinions differ as to the character and general aspect of Agrippa's Pantheon.
In 1892 the architect G. Chedanne, from careful examination of the consoles etc. in the

existing portico, concluded that Agrippa's building was a decastyle, peripteral hall,
originally facing south and covering the whole space now occupied by the Piazza del
Panteon (H. Jordan—C. Hiilsen Topographic der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907
i. 3. 589). Further, by means of brick-stamps taken from many parts of the extant
rotunda, he showed that this was constructed by Hadrian in 120—124 A. D. (ti>. p. 587 n. 81).

Subsequent investigations have been held to establish the following points: ' (i) that
the temple built by Agrippa consisted of an oblong cella with a portico of ten columns
facing the south; (2) that in front of this temple, viz., on the south side, was an immense
circular piazza, of which a portion of the enclosing wall concentric with and contiguous to
the rotunda has been found ; (3) that this circular piazza, was uncovered, as its pavement,
found 8 feet below the floor of the Pantheon, sloped downwards from the centre to the
circumference3 (3 It is probable that this piazza was surrounded with a portico, the founda-
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The resemblance of the whole edifice (fig. 291)1 to the sky would be
enhanced by its ceiling coffered with bronze flowers2 or stars
(fig. 292)3, and perhaps also by its seven niches tenanted—if
Mommsen's conjecture is sound4—by the seven gods of the week

tion walls of which were uprooted when the rotunda was built); (4) that the rotunda was
built on the site of the circular piazza, some 7 or 8 feet above the pavement of the same;
and (5) that at a subsequent period Agrippa's temple and its portico were taken down and
rebuilt at a higher level, to form the portico of the existing Pantheon facing north. In
rebuilding the portico it was made octostyle instead of decastyle, the eight columns of the
front resting on what must have been the rear wall of Agrippa's cella. The entablature,
with the inscription on the frieze, and the pediment also belonged to Agrippa's temple'
(W. J. Anderson—R. P. Spiers The Architecture of Ancient Rome rev. by T. Ashby
London 1927 p. 79 f.).

Recently, however, the pendulum has swung back. G. Cozzo Ingegneria romana Roma
1918 pp.255—297 ('La costruzione del Pantheon') with pis. 96—ii7figs. 185—2i4argues
that the Pantheon of to-day is essentially the structure raised by Agrippa in 27 B.C.; that
its original entrance was on the south through a great outer hall; that later this hall
became part of the Thermae, the rotunda-entrance being then transferred to the north;
and lastly that the solid projection and porch of the Pantheon were added, perhaps in the
time of Septimius Severus, on the site of a quite separate pre-Agrippan building.

D. S. Robertson A Handbook of Greek &* Roman Architecture Cambridge 1929 p. 248
& propos of Cozzo's view concludes: 'This bold theory, which is supported by many
arguments of detail, could perhaps be adapted to fit a Hadrianic date for the rotunda, but,
even so, it seems very unlikely that it will win general acceptance.' Id. in the Class. Rev.
1934 xlviii. 229 demurs also to F. Granger's contention, 'most fully explained in
/". R. I. B. A. 26 November 1932,...that the Pantheon is a huge sundial, designed to
show the summer solstice by the passing of the sun's rays through the centre of the
imaginary sphere of which the dome forms the upper half.'

An item of evidence hitherto, I think, unnoticed may be found in the fresco-work
illustrated above (fig. 292). Wall-decoration of the 'Third Pompeian Style' (c. 25 B.C.—
c. 50 A. D.) might well be inspired by Agrippa's Pantheon, a recent architectural triumph
just finished in 25 B.C. No doubt, the ^^/-architecture of the 'Third Style' was often
fantastic and unreal. Still, the occurrence of this novel and striking motif demands some
explanation. It is fittingly explained, if we admit that Agrippa's building was a domed
structure like its Hadrianic successor.

1 C. E. Isabelle 'Les Edifices Circulaires et les Ddmes Paris 1855 p. 53 f. pi. 18 ( = my
fig. 291), D. S. Robertson A Handbook of Greek &> Roman Architecture Cambridge
1929 pi. 17.

2 W. J. Anderson—R. P. Spiers The Architecture of Ancient Rome rev. by T. Ashby
London 1927 p. 81: 'The coffers of the vault were all gilded with bronze flowers in the
centre, and M. Chedanne found the bronze bolts in the vault.'

3 A. Mau Geschichte der decorativen Wandmalerei in Pompeji Berlin 1882 p. 414 pis. 13
and 14 ( = my fig. 292 : scale J) from the right side-wall of the tablinmn in'the house of the
banker L. Caecilius lucundus (v. i. 26), id. Fiihrerdurch Pompeji6 bearbeitet von A. Ippel
Leipzig 1928 p. 54 ff. fig. 19. The design shows a spacious dome as seen from below.
Seven concentric rows of lacunaria in diminishing perspective lead the eye up towards the
zenith of a cupola crowded with whitish stars on an imbricated ground of dull blue and
purple. The whole rests on a widely spaced Ionic colonnade, and is cleverly illuminated
by slanting shafts of sunlight. The Ionic columns, the concentric lacunaria, the stars, and
the imbricated cupola are all suggestive of the Pantheon.

4 H. Jordan—C. Hiilsen Topographie der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3.
581 n. 6 r : 'Mommsens Vermuthung, in den sieben Nischen hatten die sieben Planeten-
gotter gestanden, hat, wenn man an das jetzige Pantheon denkt, viel Bestechendes,
begegnet aber Schwierigkeiten fiir das ursprlingliche,' S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topo-
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Saturnus, Sol, Luna, Mars, Mercurius, lupiter, Venus1. Now at the
very summit of this great rotunda, at a height of 43'2Om (144 ft.)
above the coloured pavement, was a circular opening some 9m

(29 ft.) across, surrounded by an ornamental cornice of bronze.
Through that opening rain fell, and still falls, unheeded. Is it
fanciful to suggest2 that such an arrangement of the louver3 points
to, or at least accords with, a long-standing belief that rain
habitually fell through a hole in the sky?

iv. The holed vessel elsewhere.

An analogous Semitic conception, the 'windows of heaven'
(^rubboikhashshamayi-ni), has been mentioned in a foot-note4, but is
deserving of fuller treatment5. The Hebrew phrase is rendered by
some the 'lattices of heaven6,' and the late Dr A. Wright reminds
us 'that in Egypt and Libya the open windows of the harem are
regularly fitted with lattice work containing minute perforations7.'
The transition in meaning from a window to a sieve8 was therefore
not difficult. Hence we may explain the vulgate version of an
obscure passage in the Old Testament: 'He made darkness a hiding-
place round about him, sending waters from the clouds of the skies
as through a sieve9.' Hence too Theodoret in s. v A.D. could
describe God as 'raining from the clouds...and separating the drops
and letting them fall now in fine rain, now in copious streams, and
parting as it were with a sieve the offspring of the clouds10.' The
graphical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929 p. 382 f.: ' Mommsen's conjecture that
the seven niches were occupied by the seven planetary deities is attractive, and Hiilsen is
now in favour of it.'

1 Supra ii. 69!". 2 Supra p. 353 n. i.
3 I have already touched upon ceilings made to represent the sky in the case of

Babylonian palaces (supra i. 262 ff.), Egyptian tombs (supra i. 752 n. i), Mycenaean th6loi
(supra ii. 1150, iii. 364, infra 458), Greek temples (supra i. 751, 752 n. i) and porticos (siipra
i. 752 n. o), Roman arches (supra ii. 354 ff., 359 ff.), temples, and palaces (supra i. 751 n. 8).
The subject could readily be expanded into a monograph (R. Eisler Weltenmantel und
Himmelszelt Miinchen 1910 has shown the way and collected much relevant material); for
such treatment, losing its significance, passed into the repertory of renaissance and modern
decorative art. To give but a single instance, the hall of Queens' College, Cambridge, has
a timbered roof painted blue and spangled with stars of lead-gilt round its central louver.

4 Supra p. 353 n. i.
5 See S. R. Driver on Gen. i. 6. The views of the early church fathers are collected

by J. A. Letronne 'Des opinions cosmographiques des peres de 1'eglise, rapprochees des
doctrines philosophiques de la Grece' in the Revue des deux mondes 1834 i. 6i6f.

6 So Prof. A. S. Peake on Is. 24. 18.
7 A. Wright in the Class. Rev. 1901 xv. 258. 8 Supra p. 335 ff.
9 2 Sam. 22. 12 ( = Ps. 18. n) posuit tenebras in circuitu suo latibulum, cribrans aquas

de nubibus caelorum.
10 Theodoret. de providentia 1.34 (Ixxxiii. 572 Migne) ij<av e/c ve(f>S>v...Ka.l ras

Siaicplvtaif Kal vvv ptv fffuicpas octets vvv 5£ peydXas ical Kpovvydbv <j)epo(j,4vas KCU oUv
KOffKLVff Siaip&V T&V V€<j>G>V T&S (b&ivaS.
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alleged examples of rain-charms in Scripture1 do not, however,
illustrate the actual usage of a holed.vessel or sieve2.

A remarkable instance of rain-making through a celestial sieve
is recorded by Major S. C. Macpherson in his account of the
Khonds' religion. A great Janni with two smaller priests and some
of the principal elders address the following prayer to the rain-god
Pidzu Pennu:

' Oh, give us abundant rain, enough to melt the hill-tops. Go and fetch water
for us, if need be, by force or fraud, from the stores of your friends the gods of
rain. Bring it in brass vessels, and in hollow gourds, and resting on the sky
above our land, pour the water down on it through your sieve until the sambur,
unable to live in the forests, shall seek shelter in our houses, and till the soil of
the mountains shall be washed into our valleys3.' Etc.

In the Finnish Kalevala Louhi, the lady of the north country
Pohjola, prays thus:

Maiden of the Clouds, Mist-Maiden,
Scatter from thy sieve the cloudlets.
And the mists around thee scatter,
Send the thick clouds down from heaven,
Sink thou from the air of vapour,
O'er the broad lake's shining surface,
Out upon the open water,
On the head of Vainamdinen,
Falling on Uvantolainen4.

Over a great part of Germany we find the recognition of a
supernatural and commonly beneficent being called Frau Holda
(Hulda, Holle, Hulle, Holl, etc.5). She is a sky-power of some sort6 ;

1 D. B. Stade Biblische Theologie des Alien Testaments Tubingen 1905 i. 190.
2 A. Marmorstein 'Das Sieb im Volksglauben' in the Archivf. Rel. 1916—1919 xix.

235—-238 shows that the sieve plays a considerable part in Rabbinic literature and popular
Jewish custom.

3 W. Macpherson Memorials of Service in India. From the correspondence of the
late Major Samuel Charters Macpherson, C.B. London 1865 p. 355 ff., E. O. James in
J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1918 x. 564*.

4 Kalevala trans. W. F. Kirby 42. 338 ff. According to the Hon. J. Abercromby The
Pre- and Proto-historic Finns London 1898 i. 306f. (cp. ii. 341 f.), 'The daughter of
nature (luontd), Udutar, and the sharp maiden Terhetar sifted mist in a sieve at the end
of a misty promontory, thereby giving origin to fevers and pleurisy.'

In Languedoc it is said that the Drac or water-spirit has hands pierced like a sieve
(F. Liebrecht Des Gervasius von Tilbury Otia Imperialia Hannover 1856 p. 135 n. cited
by F. L. W. Schwartz Der Urspritng der Mythologie Berlin 1860 p. 7 n. i).

5 J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 265—272
('Holda is the kind, benignant, merciful goddess or lady, from hold (propitius)'...'by the
side of our dame Holde there are also holden, i.e., friendly spirits, a silent subterranean
people, of whom dame Holde, so to speak, is the princess'), 1888 iv. 1367 f., E. H. Meyer
Germanische Mythologie Berlin 1891 pp. 272 ff. ('Der Mythus der deutschen Wolken-
gottm'...'Frau Holda, Holle, Hulle, Wolle, Wulle, Holke? von hold, g. hulj>s freundlich,
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for, when it snows, she is making her bed and the feathers fly1. She

geneigt oder an. huldr verborgen, woftir die jedenfalls wesensverwante dan. norweg.
Hulla, Huldra, //«/rt>rspricht'...'Wahrscheinlich gehort auch die engl. Madame Gould
hieher, eine weisse Frau, die auf einem Pfluge sitzt und ihr Haar kammt (§ 366. [W.]
Henderson Notes [on the Folk-lore of the Northern Counties of England and the Borders
London 1879 p.] 330 [ff.])'), 282 ff. ('Der Friihlingsmythus von der Erlosung der weissen
Frau'), E. Mogk in the Grundriss der germanischen Philologie'* Herausgegeben von
H. Paul Strassburg 1900 iii. 278 f. ('Deutscher Volksglaube des spaten Mittelalters und
der Gegenvvart weiss von einer Frau Holda oder Holle und Perchta zu erzahlen, die mit
ihren Scharen durch die Liifte fahren, besonders zur Zeit des grossen winterlichen Seelen -
festes sich den Menschen zeigen und sie bald belohnen, bald bestrafen' 'Nun findet sich
fiir die seelischen Wesen neben unhold schon fnihzeitig der Name holden. Die Wasser-
geister erscheinen als Wazzerholde, Brunnenholde ([J. Grimm Teiitonic Mythology trans.
J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 268 with n. 3]), als Hollen erscheinen die Zwerge
([A.] Kuhn Sagen[, Gebrduche und Marchen aus~\ Westfal\en Leipzig 1859] I, 193f.,
200 u. 6ft.), uberhaupt die Seelen Verstorbener (ebd. II. i24)'....'Uberall sehen wir auf
germanischem Gebiete den engsten Zusammenhang zwischen den Holden und den Seelen
der Verstorbenen, und wir brauchen deshalb das holdam des Correctors des Burchard von
Worms nicht in unholdam ([F. Kaufifmann 'Dea HluSana' in Beitrcige zur Geschichte der
deutschen Sprache und^ Literatur 1894 xviii. 150]) zu andern, wo es von der Schar der
nachtfahrenden Damonen heisst "quam vulgaris stultitia holdam vacant [leg. vocat]."
Dies kolda gehort aber etymologisch zu ahd. helan "verbergen" und beriihrt sich so mit
an. hel, unserem Holle. Demnach sind die Holden von Haus die Unterirdischen, die
nacli dem Tode noch ihr Wesen treiben. Wie das sprachliche Verhaltnis dieser zu den
Unholden gewesen ist, diinkt mich noch nicht geniigend aufgeklart. Aus dieser Schar
der Holden ist nun in spater, vielleicht erst in christlicher Zeit und z. T. unter dem
Einflusse fremden Volksglaubens eine Flihrerin entstanden, der die Volksphantasie das
nomen proprium aus dem Kollektivbegriff geschaffen, die aber im Laufe der Zeit die von
ihr gefiihrten Wesen zuriickgedrangt hat. Das ist die Frau Holle oder Holda unserer
Marchen und Sagen'), id. in Hoops Reallex. ii. 556f. s.v.' Holden; Frau Holda, Holle,'
R. M. Meyer AltgermanischeReligionsgeschichte Leipzig 1910 p. 114 (Frau Holle as 'eine
Kollektivierung' of the Holden, originally 'freigewordene Seelen Verstorbener'), P. A.
Munch Norse Mythology rev. M. Olsen, trans. S. B. Hustvedt New York 1926 p. 310
('The name of the Huldre or Hill-Lady, huldr, probably comes from at hylja, "to hide,"
'' to cover." The Germans are conversant with a somewhat similar being, Holle, Frau Holle,
Mutter Holle or Holde, whose name appears at an early period to have been associated
with the adjective hold, Old Norse hollr, "kind," "amiable," "friendly"....Our Huldre,
on the contrary, bears a name which linguistically has always been kept distinct from the
adjective hollr''}.

6 See, however, A. H. Krappe Etudes de mythologie et de folklore germaniques Paris
1928 p. 101 ff., id. The Science of Folk-Lore London 1930 p. 90 ('Dame Holle is an old
chthonic divinity, the Teutonic parallel of the Greek Persephone and the Roman Bona
Dea and at the same time a divinity of the fertility of the soil. Wherever her procession
passes the fields will produce twice their usual harvest'), id. Mythologie universelle Paris
1930 pp. 196 ('Hel, apparentee a Holda, est une ancienne deesse de la terre, 1'equivalent
exact de la Persephone hellenique. Seulement, son aspect purement chthonien et sinistre
a prevalu sur ses qualites plus aimables. Dans le cas de Holda, d'autre part, les deux
aspects de son caractere, 1'affable et le terrible, se sont maintenus dans la tradition. Ce
qui est encore plus interessant, de meme que sainte Agathe vint prendre la place de
1'ancienne Persephone chez les populations mediterraneennes, sainte Lucie prit celle de
la Holda germanique'), 252 ('la Holda germanique (dont le nom est derive de 1'adjectif
hold}'}.

1 J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 267 f., where
parallels are cited to Hdt. 4. 7 and 31.



also haunts lakes and fountains, where she may be seen at noon
as a fair white lady1. In the Harz district it is believed that, between
eleven and twelve o'clock at night, she carries water in a vessel
without a bottom2. Or again, in the same locality she appears as a
black woman with two buckets that have no bottom to them3.

The motif of the holed bucket is worked into the German folk-
tale of ' Master Awl' (Meister Pfriem}9'. This tells how a shoe-maker,
who grumbled at everything, once dreamt that he was knocking
loudly at the door of heaven. Saint Peter let him in, provided he
gave up his grumbling ways and found fault with nothing inside.

'So he went in, and walked up and down the wide expanses of heaven. He
looked around him, to the left and to the right, but sometimes shook his head, or
muttered something to himself. Then he saw two angels who were carrying away
a beam. It was the beam which some one had had in his own eye whilst he was
looking for the splinter in the eye of another. They did not, however, carry the
beam lengthways, but obliquely. " Did any one ever see such a piece of stupidity ?"
thought Master Pfriem; but he said nothing, and seemed "satisfied with it. "It
comes to the same thing after all, whichever way they carry the beam, straight
or crooked, if they only get along with it, and truly I do not see them knock
against anything." Soon after this he saw two angels who were drawing water
out of a well into a bucket, but at the same time he observed that the bucket
was full of holes, and that the water was running out of it on every side. They
were watering the earth with rain. "Hang it5," he exclaimed ; but happily recol-
lected himself, and thought, "Perhaps it is only a pastime. If it is an amuse-
ment, then it seems they can do useless things of this kind even here in heaven,
where people, as I have already noticed, do nothing but idle about." He went
farther and saw a cart which had stuck fast in a deep hole. "It's no wonder,"
said he to the man who stood by it; "who would load so unreasonably? what
have you there?" "Good wishes," replied the man. "I could not go along the
right way with it, but still I have pushed it safely up here, and they won't leave
me sticking here." In fact an angel did come and harnessed two horses to it.
"That's quite right," thought Pfriem, "but two horses won't get that cart out, it
must at least have four to it." Another angel came and brought two more horses;
she \leg. he] did not, however, harness them in front of it, but behind. That was
too much for Master Pfriem, "Clumsy creature," he burst out with, "what are
you doing there? Has any one ever since the world began seen a cart drawn in
that way? But you, in your conceited arrogance, think.that you know everything
best." He was going to say more, but one of the inhabitants of heaven seized

1 J. Grimm op. cit. i. 268.
2 H. Prdhle Harzsagen, gesammelt auf dem Oberharz Leipzig 1854 p. 155 quoted by

A. Kuhn Sagen, Gebrduche und Mdrchen aus Westfalen Leipzig 1859 i. 203.
3 H. Prohle op. cit. p. 135 quoted by A. Kuhn op. cit. i. 203.
4 Kinder und Hausmdrchen gesammelt durch die Briider Grimm. Grosse Ausgabe6

Gottingen 1850 ii. 4i4ff. no. 178 ('Meister Pfriem'), Grimm's Household Tales trans.
M. Hunt London 1901 ii. 279ff. no. 178 ('Master Pfriem') with the note ad loc. (ib.
p. 457 f.).

5 ' A lie Hagel!' platzte er heraus.
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him by the throat and pushed him forth with irresistible strength. Beneath the
gateway Master Pfriem turned his head round to take one more look at the cart,
and saw that it was being raised into the air by four winged horses. At this
moment Master Pfriem awoke.5

J. Bolte and G. Poh'vka1 in a thorough-going commentary on
this tale regard it as composed of two distinct elements—an early
legend involving symbols of fruitless labour, and a popular story
about an impudent fellow who pushed his way into heaven. They
trace the former element back to a date c. 800 A.D., when it is found
in a Greek legend of Saint Arsenios the Great2, ex-tutor of Arcadius
and Honorius (c. 334—449 A.D.). This anchorite saw in a vision
three successive symbols of human vanity—(i) an Ethiopian trying
to lift a pile of wood, but adding logs to his burden instead of sub-
tracting them from it; (2) a man baling water out of a pit into a
cistern, which had holes in it; and (3) two men on horseback
carrying a pole between them, but endeavouring to enter the door
of a sanctuary side by side, because neither of them was willing to
let the other enter first.

Such symbols for labour lost may occur singly and give rise to
proverbial phrases. Thus the Germans say:

Wasser in ein locheriges Pass schbpfen*.

Wasser in ein sy bee kin schbpffen^.
Wasser schopfen mit einem Siebe".

Often the emptying of a lake or pool with a sieve is an im-
possible task laid upon a human by a superhuman being. In a folk-
tale from Haute-Bretagne Blue Beard bids a man, who enters his
service, drain a pond with a sieve6. In another from central Germany

1 J. Bolte—G. Polivka Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Hausmarchen der Brilder
Grimm Leipzig 1918 iii. 297—305, especially p. 302 f.

2 Acta Sanctorum edd. Bolland. Julius iv. 626 E—F ('Vita S. Arsenii anachoretas'
3. 19) Ka.dt)[n£vov ovv avTOV eis rb K€\\tov ^A0e <j><i>i>i] \£yovo~a airr$' ' Aevpo, Sei^u o~oi rd
fpya T&V dvOpitnruv.' /cat dvao-Tas QrjKOev, Kal dirty eyKev avTbv els rbirov Tivd /cat i-dei^ei?
at/rip A.Wioira. K^TTTOVTO, £i/\a /cat TTOIOVVTO. ((xaprlov (leg. (popTiov) f-tya, iirelpa^e 5e /3a<rrd<rai
avrb Kal OVK ijSvvaTo, /cat avrl TOV apai e£ atrov aireXd&v ird\iv f-KOirre £i/\a Kal Trpofferldi]
TV (puprly (leg. (popTty). Kal irpofias 6\iyov eSei^ev atfry riva 'uTTdpevov firl Xd/c/coi; Kal
avrXovvra fldwp ^ ai)roO Kal /j,eTaj3d\\ovTa et's Sf^a^ev^v rerpvirrt^vriv Kal rb afrrb iidup
eKX^ovffav. Kal -ird\n> \tyei airrif- 'Aevpo, Sel^u croi.' Kal Geupei lepbv Kal 860 dvdpas
Ka&iju^vovs I'TTTTOIS /cat /SaffrdfavTas !-u\ov ir\ayi<as Zva Kara TOV ev6s. fjOeKov 8e 8ia rijs
7n)Xi;$ TOV lepov el<re\6fiv Kal OIIK •fjdfoai'TO 8td TO elvai TO !-v\ov avr&v ir\dyiov OVK
iTaireivwae 5£ afobv (leg. d' tavrbv) b ets biriffu (leg. etj dirlffu) TOV &\\ov evtynai. TO %v\ov
fir' evffelas Kal 8ia TOVTO fyeivav tl-w TTJS irv\i]S. tirtiOeTO ovv b 'Apo~£vios TI rf raOra; Kal
tpptOrj avTQ K.T.\.

3 K. F. W. Wander Deutsches Sprichworter-Lexikon Leipzig 1876 iv. 1833 no. 794.
4 Id. ib. no. 795. 6 Id. ib. no. 799.
6 P. 5e" billot in the Revtte des traditions populaires 1894 ix. 168, id. Le Folk-lore de

France Paris 1905 ii. 460.

C. III. 29
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the ghost of a dead woman is put under a ban to empty a pool with
the same utensil1. In an English tale a girl is ordered by her step-
mother to fill a sieve at the Well of the World's End, and succeeds
in so doing thanks to the advice of a friendly frog:

'Stop it with moss and daub it with clay,
And then it will carry the water away2.'

The performance of manifest impossibilities3 was throughout the
middle ages held to be a signal proof of divine favour or at least of
superhuman powers. As late as 1209 A.D. the Poles were confident
of victory because a certain sorceress (Pythonissd) marched at the
head of Duke Wlodislaus' army bearing water in a sieve4.

In general it may be maintained that the frequent connexion of
witches with sieves5 depends on the belief that witches are rain-
makers, and that rain can be made by pouring water through a
sieve. It is not, however, easy to cite unequivocal evidence of a sieve

1 E. Sommer Sagen, Mdrchen und Gebrauche aus Sachsen und Thiiringen Halle 1846
Sagen no. to quoted by A. Kuhn Sagen, Gebrauche und Mdrchen aus Westfalen Leipzig
1859 i- 2°4-

2 J. Jacobs English Fairy Tales3 London 1898 p. 215 ff. ('The Well of the World's
End') with note on p. 260 ('The sieve-bucket task is widespread from theDanaids of the
Greeks to the leverets of Uncle Remus, who, curiously enough, use the same rhyme: "Fill
it wid moss en dob it wid clay." '). 3 Cp. supra p. 428.

4 C. G. Hoffmann Scriptores rerum Lusaticarum Antiqui & recentiores Chronica
Montis Sereni Lipsise & Budissse 1719 iv. 62 Anno MCCix Conradzts orientalis Marchio
Lubus castrum soceri sui Wlodislai Ducis Polonise, propter multas quas ab eo patiebatur
injurias, obsedit. Wlodislaus vero obsidionem vi solvere volens collecto exercitu copioso,
Marchioni mandavit, se ei altera die congressurum. Vespere autem diei praecedentis
Oderam fluvium cum suis omnibus transgressus, improvisus supervenire hostibus moliebatur.
Unus vero eorum, qui Supani dicuntur, vehementer ei ccepit obsistere, monens ne tempus
pugnse statutum prseveniret, quia hoc factum nullius rectius, quam infidelitatis posset
nomine appellari. Quem cum Dux timiditatis argueret, & fidelitatis, qua ei teneretur,
commoneret, respondit: ego quidem ad pugnam pergo, sed scio me patriam meam de ccetero
non visurum. Habebat autem (sc- Wlodislaus) Ducem belli Pythonissam quandam, quse
de flumine cribro haustam nee defluentem, ut ferebatur, ducens aquam, exercitum prse-
cedebat, & hoc signo eis victoriam promittebat. Nee latuit Marchionem adventus eorum,
sed mature suis armatis & ordinatis occurrens, forti congressu omnes in fugam vertit,
Pythonissa primitus interfecta. Ille etiam Supanus viriliter pugnans cum multis aliis
interfectus est. J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 iii.
mi f.

Cp. J. Michelet Origines de droit fran$ais cherchles dans les symboles et formules du
droit universel Paris 1837 p. 350 'Les Indiens croient qu'une vierge peut serrer 1'eau en
pelote, ou la porter dans un tamis.'

5 A. Kuhn—W. Schwartz Norddeutsche Sagen, Mdrchen und Gebrauche Leipzig 1848
p. 262 f. no. 293 with n. on p. 501, A. Kuhn Sagen, Gebrauche und Mdrchen aus
Westfalen Leipzig 1859 i. 18 no. 22, F. L. W. Schwartz Der Ursprung der Mythologie
Berlin 1860 p. 7 n. i, E. H. Meyer Germanische Mythologie Berlin 1891 pp. 78, 90, 123,

135, 175-
On sieve-superstitions in general see supra p. 336 n. 5 and G. F. Abbott Macedonian

Folklore Cambridge 1903 pp. 96, 101, 219 n. 2.
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being actually used in a rain-charm within the confines of Europe.
Perhaps the clearest case is one quoted by Sir James Frazer1:

'In 1868 the prospect of a bad harvest, caused by a prolonged drought,
induced the inhabitants of a village in the Tarashchansk district to dig up the
body of a Raskolnik, or Dissenter, who had died in the preceding December.
Some of the party beat the corpse, or what was left of it, about the head,
exclaiming, "Give us rain!" while others poured water on it through a sieve.'

The last stage in the history of such a conception is reached,
when it ceases to be serious and becomes merely jocular. Verbally
there is not much to choose between the threat of the witch in
Shakespeare's Macbeth—

But in a sieve I'll thither sail2—
and the performance of Edward Lear's Jumblies—

They went to sea in a Sieve, they did,
In a Sieve they went to sea3.

Yet the two are poles asunder. Three centuries have intervened
and brought with them the momentous change from belief to
disbelief.

(e) Rain as the seed of Zeus.
i. Zeus identified with rain.

That rain was regarded by the Greeks as the water of Zeus, we
have already seen4. It may next be shown that Zeus himself was
thought to descend in the falling shower and thereby to fertilise
Mother Earth.

Euripides speaks of rain as 'Zeus-drops' in the opening lines of
the Helene:

See the fair virgin streams of Neilos, who—
Instead of Zeus-drops—waters all the plain
Of Egypt, fed by the white melting snow5.

Similarly Greek magical papyri found in Egypt refer to rain more
than once as 'Zeus-water6.' These curious adjectival phrases are

1 Frazer Golden Bough3: The Magic Art i. 284.
2 Shakespeare Macbeth i. 3. 9.
3 E. Lear Nonsense Songs and Stories1 London and New York 1889 p. 25.
4 Supra p. 333 f.
5 Eur. Hel. i ff. (cp. Aristoph. thesm. 855 ff. and Aristeid. or. 48. 334 (ii. 442 Dindorf))

Nei'Xtw fji^v atSe Ka\\nrapOevot poai, | Ss avrl Mas faKados AlytTrrov vtSov | \evicfjs raKeioT/s
Xi6vos vypaivei ytias. See further supra p. 348 f.

6 Supra p. 322 n. o. The Paris papyrus appears to date from s. iv A.D. (F. G. Kenyon
The Palaeography of Greek Papyri Oxford 1899 p. 115 f., K. Preisendanz Papyri Graecae
magicae Leipzig—Berlin 1928 i. 64). On Zfyioi> tidup consult also R. Wiinsch in the Archiv
f. Rel. 1913 xvi. 634, S. Eitrem Opferritus und Voropfer der Griechen und Romer
(Videnskapsselskapets Skrifter. II. Hist.-Filos. Klasse 1904 No. i) Kristiania 1915 p. 106
n. 3, T. Hopfner Griechisch-dgyptischer Offenbarungszauber. Seine Methoden Leipzig 1924
p. 117 ff.

29—2
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noteworthy, because they seem to imply that Zeus was in a very
special sense connected with, perhaps even identified with, the rain
that fell from the sky.

Direct identification of Zeus with the rain is, however, a product
of philosophizing thought, and is not expressed in literature till
Roman times. Thus Varro writes: 'These same deities, sky and
earth, are lupiter and luno; for, as Ennius puts it,—

There is the lupiter for me: the Greeks
So name the air. He's wind and cloud, then rain,
From rain turns cold, then once again thin air.
Yes, the same things are lupiter just because
He helps both mortal crowds and all the beasts1.'

Again, Arnobius makes a hypothetical opponent explain away the
pagan belief in a union between lupiter and Ceres by saying that
'lupiter' really means the rain and 'Ceres' the earth—an easy method
of allegorical interpretation, which he goes on to apply to other
cases also2.

ii. Zeus descends in rain to fertilise the earth.

More genuinely Greek is the conception of rain that occurs in a
beautiful passage of Virgil's Georgics. The poet is describing the
spring-time:

Spring helps the leafy grove ; spring helps the wood;
Spring makes Earth swell and crave the seeds of birth.
Then the omnipotent sire, the Burning Sky,
Into the bosom of his joyous wife
With fruitful rain comes down, and mightily
Himself commingled with her mighty body
Nurtures all life that thence originates3.

1 Ennius frag. 507 Bahrens ap. Varr. de ling. Lat. 5. 65 idem hi dei Caelum et Terra
lupiter et luno, quod ut ait Ennius: ' istic est is lupiter quern dico, quern Graeci vocant
aerem, qui ventus est et nubes, imber postea, | atque ex imbre frigus, ventus post fit, aer
(Bahrens cj. tenuis post fit aer) denuo. | haec (L. Spengel cj. haece) propter lupiter sunt
ista quae dico tibi, | qua mortalis atque urbes (Bahrens cj. aeque htrbas) beluasque omnis
iuvat.' The etymon 'lupiter...qua...iuvat' is untranslatable.

2 Arnob. adv. nat. 5. 32 itaque qui dicit: cum sua concubuit luppiter matre, non
incestas significat aut propudiosas Veneris complexiones, sed lovem pro pluvia, pro
tellure Cererem nominat. et qui rursus perhibet lascivias eum exercuisse cum filia, nihil
de foedis voluptatibus loquitur, sed pro imbris nomine ponit lovem, in filiae significatione
sementem.

3 Verg. georg. 2. 323 ff. With 325 f. turn pater omnipotens fecundis imbribus Aether j
coniugis in gremium laetae descendit cp. eel. 7. 60 lupiter et laeto descendet plurimus
imbri. Similarly pervig. Ven. 59 ff. eras erit quom primus Aether copulavit nuptias | vel
pater totum creavit vernis annum nubibus: | in sinum maritus imber (ib. 4) fluxit almae
coniugis, | unde fetus mixtus omnis aleret magno corpore—a passage containing obvious
echoes of Virgil.
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Virgil's description, according to J. Conington1, was evidently
suggested by certain lines of Lucretius:

Lastly rain perishes
When downward dropped by the sire, the Burning Sky,
Into the bosom of mother Earth2.

Lucretius in turn, according to H. A. J. Munro3, may have had
in view a remarkable fragment from the Danaides of Aischylos, in
which Aphrodite says:

The pure Sky yearns to pierce the soil, and Earth
Yearns likewise for that wedlock. Whereupon
Rain falls from the bridegroom Sky and wets the Earth;
And she brings forth her brood for mortal men—
Grass for their sheep and grain, Demeter's gift,
While trees from that same watery brilliance grow
Their fruits to fullness. And I help them all4.

But indeed the thought was a commonplace in classical poetry5.
Euripides in words often cited by ancient writers expresses it thus:

Earth yearns for rain, whenever her parched field
Lacks moisture and a drought destroys the corn.
The great Sky filled with rain is fain to fall
Into the Earth through Aphrodite's might.
Soon as the two are one, they generate
And nurture for our sake all things whereby
The race of mortal man may live and thrive6.

1 J. Conington on Verg. georg. 2. 325.
2 Lucr. i. 250 f. postremo pereunt imbres, ubi eos pater Aether | in gremium matris

Terrai praecipitavit. Cp. the Lucretian colouring of a fine passage in Colum. de re rust.
10. 204 ff. maximus ipse deum posito iam fulmine fallax | Acrisioneos veteres imitatur
amores | inque sinus matris violento depluit imbre. | nee genetrix nati nunc aspernatur
amorem, | sed patitur nexus flammata cupidine tellus. | hinc maria, hinc montes, hinc
totus denique mundus | ver agit: etc. (note 218 rerum causas).

3 H. A. J. Munro on Lucr. i. 250.
4 Aisch. Dandides frag. 44 Nauck2 ap. Athen. 600 A—B and Eustath. in II. p. 978,

25 ff. epq. nev ayvbs odpavbs rpuffai (H. Grotius cj. rprjffai., B. Heath cj. xpwcrai) xQbva, \
%puj 8e yaiav \ap.^dvei ydpov rvxflv • \ o/u/3pos 5' air' fiivarripos (so A. Nauck for efodevros
Athen. efivdovros Eustath.) ovpavov ireff&v \ £5ewe (so B. Heath for &cwe codd.) ycuav
T) di T//crerai fipoTOis \ fJ.'fjKuv re /3o<r/caj /cat fliov Arj^rpiof \ d£i>dp<ai> oir&pa (so J. A.
Hartung for dtvdpav TIS upa. codd. J. G. J. Hermann cj. devSpwns (apa) d' £K vori^ovros
ydvovs j rA.et<5j eo"rt. TuvS' £yu irapalnos.

5 Plout. amator. 24 oCrw yb.p epav onfipov ydiav oi Trot^rai \4yov<ri. /cat 777$ ovpavhv.
6 Eur. frag. 898, 7 ff. Nauck2 ap. Athen. 600 A, Stob. eel. i. 9. i p. in, 17 ff.

Wachsmuth, Eustath. in II. p. 978, 22 ff., alib. e/>£ p£v opfipov ya.7, Srav ^ijpbv Trt$ov\
aKapirov avxfufi vorlSos frSeus ^Xtl' 1 ̂ W ^' ° ffe/j.vi>y o&pavfa irXypotifjievos \ 0/J.fipov ireaeiv et's
yaiav 'A<ppodiTi)S tiiro' \ orav 8£ (rvfJLfJiixOyTov £s ra-vrbv dtio, \ <f>iiovffiv ijfuv (riKTOVfft fjuv i.e.
rinTovffiv TJIUV Stob.) irdvra Kal rpi<f>ovff (ical fKTp£<pov<r' i.e. Kdicrptipovcr' Stob.) a/ta, | Si
<av (&6ev cod. P. Stob. oGtv /cat cod. F. Stob.) fipbreLov $y re /cat tfaXXet 7^01. Cp.

. frag. fab. incert. 440 Meineke ap. schol. Hes. theog. 138 epfj. p.£v ofufipuv ycua.
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An equally famous passage from the Chrysippos of the same poet
expands the idea:

Mightiest Earth and Burning Sky of Zeus—
He was the sire of men and gods alike,

And she from him received
The pelting watery drops

And mortals bare, bare too both blade and beast,
Wherefore aright we deem her mother of all.

Yea, and the things that spring
From Earth to Earth return,

But such as grow from seed aetherial
Home again go to the very height of heaven.

Nothing that lives shall die,
But, scattered now by this and now by that,
Put on fresh forms of immortality1.

Vitruvius informs us that Euripides took these views—views which
left a lasting trace on the poetic thought of Rome—from the
philosopher Anaxagoras2. But if so, it is merely one more case of
Greek philosophy starting from the premises of folk-belief3. And
that belief I take to have been that the rain falling from the sky
was in very truth the seed of the sky-god.

Nowhere, perhaps, is this put more simply than in Proklos'
commentary on the Timaios of Platon. After remarking that
Orpheus speaks of the Earth as the first bride and of her union
with the Sky as the very first marriage4, he proceeds: ' The ordinances
of the Athenians were aware of this, when they bade the preliminary
marriage sacrifice be offered to Sky and Earth. It was with the
same intent that at the Eleusinian rites they looked up to the Sky
and shouted hye, "rain," then down to the Earth and added kye,
"conceive": they realised, in fact, that all things spring from Sky
and Earth as from a father and a mother5.'

1 Eur. Chrysippos frag. 839 Nauck2 ap. Sext. adv. mus. 6. 17, Philon. de incorr.
mundi n, de mundo n, alib. Tata, neyiarr) ical Aibs AiO-fjp, \ 6 nev dvOpiairuv KO.I 6eu>v
yeveruip, \ i) d' {iypoj3b\ovs (J. Toup cj. vyp6f}o\os) ffraybvas vorias \ irapaSe^afji^vr] riKret
Ovrjroijs, | riKrei pordvyv (E. Mliller cj. fSordvav for J3opdv codd.) <j>v\d re 6r)p(av \ 86ev
OVK ddiKtas | /j/firrip irdvTWv vevofuffrai. \ %wpei 5' 6iri<ru \ rd fj.et> £K yatas Qtivr' eh youav, \
ra 5' air' aWeplov ^Xaarbvra yovrjs | els oi/pdviov irdX.iv rjXGe irb\ov \ Ov-gffKei 5' ovdev TWV
yiyvofdvuv, \ Sia.Kpiv6/j.evov 5' aXXo wpbs &\\ov \ /ji.op<f>rjv erepav dw^dei^ev. This passage was
translated by Lucr. 2. 991 ff. (cp. ib. 5. 318 ff.) and paraphrased by Pacuv. Chryses frag.
6 Ribbeck. Supra i. 26.

2 Vitr. 8 praef. i. See also Act. 5. 19. 3 = H. Diels Doxographi Graed Berolini 1879
p. 430 a 10 ff., id. Die Fragmente der Vorsokratikerz Berlin 1912 i. 398, 9 ff.

3 Supra \. ii, 27 ff., 282 n. 7, 310 f., 357 n. 4, ii. 222 n. i, 505 n. i, 672 n. i, 805
n. 6, 1132 n. 3, etc. For a fine expansion of the theme see Prof. F. M. Cornford's
stimulating book From Religion to Philosophy London 1912.

4 Qrph.frag. 112 Kern ap. Prokl. in Plat. Tim. 40 E (iii. 176, 10 ff. Diehl).
5 Prokl. in Plat. Tim. 40 E (iii. 176, 26 ff. Diehl) cited supra p. 299 n. 2.
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iii. The myth of Danae and analogous myths.

The belief enunciated in the foregoing paragraph explains more
than one incident belonging to an early stratum of Greek mythology1.

Thus it was as a fall of golden rain that Zeus visited Danae2. Apart
from a few stray allusions3, the oldest version of her myth is that
given by Pherekydes of Athens, an ancient logographer who drew
from epic sources4. His narrative is preserved by the learned scholiast
on Apollonios Rhodios in the following form5:

' Pherekydes in his second book tells how Akrisios married Eurydike, daughter
of Lakedaimon. They had a child, Danae. But when her father consulted the
oracle about male offspring, the god at Pytho replied that a son would be born,
not to him but to his daughter, and that he himself would be slain by that son.
Thereupon Akrisios returned to Argos and made an underground chamber of
bronze in the courtyard of his house6. Here he brought Danae with a nurse,
and kept watch over her lest she should give birth to a son. But Zeus was
enamoured of the maiden and poured from the roof in the likeness of gold. She
received it in her bosom; and Zeus manifesting himself had intercourse with
the maiden7. They had a son, Perseus. Danae and the nurse reared him
unbeknown to Akrisios. But when Perseus was three or four years old, Akrisios
heard the voice of the child at play, and sent his servants to fetch Danae and
the nurse. The latter he slew. The former with the child he brought to the
altar of Zeus Herketos, and asked her privily whence came the boy. She said
"From Zeus." He did not believe it, but put her and the boy into a chest, shut
the lid, and cast it into the sea. They drifted to the island of Seriphos, and
there Diktys the son of Peristhenes when fishing with a net (diktyorf) drew them
to land. Then Danae begged him to open the chest. He did so, and on hearing
who they were took them to his home and brought them up as his own kith
and kin.'

1 Supra p. 364. See now M. P. Nilsson The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology
Cambridge 1932 p. 41 f.

2 H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 946—949, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 187
n. 6, J. Escher-Blirkli in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2084—2087, Preller—Robert
Gr. Myth. ii. 229 ff., H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928 pp. 272, 284
n. 61.

3 //. 14. 319 f., Hes. sc. Her. 216 ff., Hekat. frag. 358 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 29 Miiller)
=frag. ii (Frag.gr. Hist. i. 13 Jacoby) ap. Herodian. irepl p,ov. Xe£. p. 912, 25 f. el d£

TIS \eyoi Kal i) Aaca oCrws etptjrai Trap' 'E/cara^, " rrj Aavg. /4<ryerat Zetfs," /c.r.X.
4 Precise date uncertain: see W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen

Literatur Miinchen 1929 i. i. 711 n. i.
5 Pherekyd. frag. 26 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 75 Muller) =frag. 10 (Frag.gr. Hist. i. 6r

Jacoby) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 1091. Cp. Eudok. viol. 40, Favorin. lex. p. 98, 43 ff.,
and the other secondary authorities cited by J. Escher-Blirkli in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. iv. 2085.

6 6 5£ avax<ap-i]ffas ets "Apyos 6d\aft.ov iroiei xa^K°w iv TIJ aflXij TTJS ohclas Kara 77)5,
evQa K.T.X.

7 epaaOds d£ Zei>s rrjs iraiSos fK TOV 6p6<pov xPvff<? TapaTrXiJcnos pel. r) d£ vvoSextTat ry
KO\Tri{), Kal fK<f>r]vas avrbv 6 Zet>s rrj iraid
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The myth combines the episode of the golden rain with that of
the floating coffer—a folk-tale motif which we have already had
occasion to notice1. Both subjects are represented (figs. 293, 294) on a
red-figured krater'vci the Hermitage2, found at Caere and attributed
to the 'Foundry Painter3' or to the 'Triptolemos Painter4.' In either
case the artist must have been at work between 490 and 470 B.C.5,
a period when the relations of Athens to Persia might well quicken
Athenian interest in the story of Perseus. The obverse shows Danae
sitting at the foot-end of a richly decorated couch and looking up
in amazement as the long brown drops descend upon her. Mirror
and sdkkos hanging on the wall imply that this is her private bower.

The reverse gives the moment when the carpenter with mallet
and bow-drill (?)6 is putting the last touches to the chest, and

In Soph. frag, incert. 1026 Nauck2, 1127 Jebb ap. Clem. Al. strom. 5. 14 p. 401,
10 ff. Stahlin (quoted by Euseb. praep. ev. 13. 13. 38) Zeus as consort of Danae is
Xpva6(M>p<pos. Was it a confused subconscious reminiscence (see the Class. Rev. 1902 xvi.
258 ff.) of this epithet that led Lyk. Al. 838 to call Perseus rov xpv<roira.Tpov n6p(j>vov?

1 Supra ii. 671 n. 4. See also A. Taylor ' Aussetzung im Boot' in the Handworterbuch
des deutschen Mdrchens Berlin—Leipzig 1930/1953 i. 155 f.

2 Stephani Vasensamml. St. Petersburg \\. 281 f. no. 1723. To the bibliography given
supra ii. 1155 n. 9 no. (r) add J. E. Harrison & D. S. MacColl Greek Vase Paintings
London 1894 p. 25 (Brygos) pi. 34, i and 2, P. Perdrizet in Daremberg—Saglio Diet.
Ant. iii. 706 fig. 4229. My figs. 293 and 294 are reproduced from E. Gerhard Danae ein
griechisches Vasenbild (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Berlin xiv) Berlin 1854 pp. I—10 with
col. pi. But note the express statement of Stephani op. cit. ii. 282 'Von der angeblich
vorhandenen Namensbeischrift des Akrisios ist auch nicht die leiseste Spur zu bemerken'.

3 P. Hartwig Die griechischen Meisterschalen der Bliithezeit des strengen rothfigurigen
Stiles Stuttgart—Berlin 1893 p. 395 f. ('Der Meister mit dem LieblingDiogenes'), J. D.
Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 94. So
also Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 458 f. no. 17 and R. Zahn in Furtwangler—Reichhold—
Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei ii. 271 n. i.

4 J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 152 f. no.
14, p. 186.

6 M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 192.
6 Opinions differ as to what the carpenter is doing. G. P. Campana in the Bull. d.

Inst. 1845 p. 216: 'e intento alia sua opera adoperandosi col trapano a formare un foro
nella cassa all' oggetto di chiuderla e di connetterla col coperchio, il quale scorgesi ancora
semiaperto e prossimo a calare.' R. Rochette Choix de peintures de Pompti Paris 1853
p. 192 (the vase is described p. 189 ff. and the reverse figured pp. 181, 225): 'qui, penche
en avant sur le cojjfre, est tout occupe a y pratiquer, a 1'aide de la tariere ou du foret
qu'il fait mouvoir de ses deux mains, un trou propre a y ajuster le couvercle.' Gerhard
op. cit. p. 2 : 'beschaftigt, mit beiden ausgestreckten Handen, deren eine einen Stab halt,
etwa ein durch senkrechte Unterlage getragenes Schloss einzupassen.' Welcker Alt.
Denkm. v. 280: ' Er setzt mit der Linken einen langlich viereckten Stopsel mit einem
schmaleren Ende auf den Kasten und halt daran mit der rechten, wie anpassend, einen
unten und oben eigen zugeschnittnen Stab, fast von der ganzen Lange der Breite des
Kastens, etwas schrag liber diesen hin. Es muss diess, obgleich der Mechanismus selbst
unbekannt ist, eine Art festen Verschlusses bedeuten,' etc. with n. 7 ' Bohren eines Lochs
...scheint nicht ausgedriickt zu seyn : auch ist der Deckel, in welchen es gebohrt werden
mlisste, aufgesperrt. Dieser Nebenumstand ist vollig unklar.' Stephani op. cit. ii. 282:
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Fig. 293.

Fig. 294.
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Akrisios bids him close the lid upon the protesting mother and
her unheeding child1. The starry decoration of the chest was perhaps
traditional, for it occurs with equal insistence on other representations
of the same scene (pi. xxxviii, figs. 295 \ 296*). Indeed, it is tempting
to conjecture that the star-spangled coffer was, by those who first
designed it, felt to be the equivalent of a gilded coffin8, fitting
sequel of the star-spangled vault in which Akrisios had confined
his daughter.

A red-figured oinochoe in the Louvre again has Danae sitting
alone and looking upwards at the shower that falls upon her4. But

'scheint mit einem Maasstab die Grosse der Lade zu messen.' Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth.
Zeus p. 412: 'mit einem in seinen Einzelheiten unaufgeklarten Apparat an dem Kasten
arbeitet, entweder Maass nehmend...oder den Verschluss herrichtend.' H. de Villefosse
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. v. 120 with fig. 453: 'un menuisier creuse un trou dans
une des traverses du coffre en bois' etc., cp. H. Heydemann 'Zur Danaevase (No. 1723)
der Petersburger Ermitage' in the Arch. Zeit. 1872 xxx. 37 f., who makes out a strong
case for regarding the disputed tool as a ' Drillbohrer' or '"wimble*—Campana's original
interpretation.

1 There is a further difference of opinion as to whether mother and child are standing
behind the chest (Welcker op. cit. v. 279) or already within it (R. Rochette<?/. cit. p. 191,
Gerhard op. cit. p. 2, Stephani op. cit. ii. 281 f., Overbeck op. cit. Zeus p. 412). The
former view is supported by the analogy of a red-figured stdmnos from Caere now in the
Hermitage (Stephani op. cit. ii. 139 ff. no. 1357. Bibliography supra ii. 1155 n. 9 (2).
My fig. 295 is from the Man. ed Ann. d. Inst. 1856 pi. 8) and a red-figured hydria at
Boston (Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston 1914 xii. 6 fig., J. D. Beazley
Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 51 f. (attributed
to the ' Painter of the Diogenes Amphora') fig. 32 = my pi. xxxviii, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases
i. 206 no. i, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. in
(attributed to the Painter of the Munich Amphora 2303): both vases belong to the decade
490—480 B.C. and involve the same personnel—Akrisios, the carpenter, Danae, Perseus,
the nurse (hardly Eurydike). The latter view relies on another red-figured hydria at Boston
(P. Hartwig in the Man. Piot 1903 x. 55—59 pi. 8, R. Engelmann in the fahresh. d.
oest. arch. Inst. 1909 xii. 166 fig. 75, J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American
Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 162, id. Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils
Tubingen 1925 p. 364 no. 5 (attributed to the 'Danaemaler')), on the fragment of a red-
figured 'bell-krate'r (?) formerly in Deepdene (E. M. W. Tillyard The Hope Vases Cambridge
1923 p. 81 no. 137 pi. 22 'Danae and Perseus in the chest....The fragment dates about
450 B.C. Beazley approaches it to the work of the Painter of the Boston Phiale'), and on
the vase recorded in the following note.

2 A red-figured kotyle of 'Italiote' style (J. D. Beazley Greek Vases in Poland Oxford
1928 p. 73 n. o) from Nola, now at Naples (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 479 f.
no. 3140, A. de Jorio in the RealMuseo Borbonico Napoli 1825 ii pi. 30, 4 ( = my fig. 296)
with p. 3 f. (Astyanax hidden in a tomb by his mother Andromeda sic), E. Gerhard in
the Arch. Zeit. 1844 ii. 268 f. (Tenes and Hemithea), R. Rochette Choix de peintures de
Pompti Paris 1853 p. 196 (Perseus and Danae), J. Overbeck ' Uber die Lade des Kypselos'
in the Abh. d. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1865 iv. 612 (24) no. 12 (Tennes
and Hemithea), E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 362 fig. 454 (Tennes and
Hemithea)). i

3 //. 24. 795 /cal T& 76 (sc. dffrta) itpvael-riv es \dpvaKa GfjKav e\6vres. The word
can mean 'coffin' as well as 'coffer.'

4 Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 407 no. 2. Unpublished.



Plate XXXVIII

Hydria at Boston :
The carpenter completes the chest in the presence of Akrisios, Danae,

and the nurse holding the infant Perseus.

See page 458 n. i.
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an aryballos of late, crude style, found in Kyrenaike and now in
London (fig. 297)*, complicates the scene by the addition of Eros
moving away with a gesture of encouragement on the right, and an
attendant woman—presumably the nurse of Pherekydes' narrative—
struck with wonder on the left. The painter has here used actual
gilding to denote the golden drops.

Nikias of Athens, an artist who flourished c. 350—300 B.C.2 and
was famous at once for his careful rendering of women and his skilful
chiaroscuro*, must have found in Danae a congenial subject. Tiberius
is said to have dedicated this masterpiece, along with the same
artist's Hyakinthos, in the temple of Augustus at Rome4. Not

Fig. 296.

improbably5 Danae was depicted sitting on the nuptial couch and
receiving the gold in her lap, as she did in a painting described by
Terencee(or by Menandros whom Terence copied7). Martial's epigram

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 351 f. no. £711, Overbeck Gr, Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 407
no. 3. Hitherto unpublished. My fig. 297 is from a photograph kindly supplied by
Mr F. N. Pryce.

2 A. Reinach Textes Peint. Anc. i. 286.
3 Plin. nat. hist. 35. 130 f.
4 Plin. nat. hist. 35. 131.
5 A. Reinach op. cit. i. 288 n. i.
6 Ter. Eun. 583 ff. dum adparatur, virgo in conclavi sedet | suspectans tabulam

quandam pictam ; ibi inerat picturahaec, lovem | quo pacto Danaae misisse aiunt quondam
in gremium imbrem aureum. | egomet quoque id spectare coepi: et qui consimilem luserat |
iam olim ille ludum, inpendio magis animus gaudebat mihi, | deum sese in hominem con-
vortisse atque in alienas tegulas | venisse clanculum per pluvium fucum factum mulieri. |
at quern deum! qui templa caeli summa sonitu concutit. | ego homuncio hoc non facerem ?
ego illud vero item feci ac lubens.

7 M. Schanz Geschichte der romischeii Litteratur* Miinchen 1898 i. 82.
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Fig. 297.
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on a picture of Danae1 may well refer to the work of Nikias, with
which the poet must have been familiar. But certainty is unattainable.

Variations on the same theme occur in Pompeian art2. The
simplest and finest of these, which—I should suppose—perpetuates
the scheme of Nikias with the addition of a conventional3 landscape
background, is a fresco from the Casa di Pansa (fig. 298)*. Danae,
recumbent, is half-draped in a purple garment. Zeus is represented

Fig. 2
1 Mart. ep. 14. 175 Danaepicta. cur a te pretium Danae, regnator Olympi, | accepit,

gratis si tibi Leda dedit ?
2 F. Knatz Quomodo Persei fabulam artifices Graeci et Romani tractaverint Bonnae

1893 p. 7 gives a list of four paintings, which—along with others of more doubtful inter-
pretation—are figured in Reinach Rip. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 10 nos. 2, 4, 7 and p. n no. i.

3 Hardly to be explained from Hyg. fab. 63 Acrisius earn in muro lapideo praeclusit.
4 Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 34 no. 115, G. Bechi in the Real Museo Borbonico

Napoli 1825 ii pi. 36, i ( = my fig. 298) with text pp. 2—4, Roux—Barre Here, et Pomp.
iii Peintures ie Serie p. 5?f. pi. 122, W. Zahn Die schonsten Ornamente und merkwiird-
igsten Gemdlde aus Pompeji, Herkulanum und Stabiae Berlin 1829 i pi. 68, i (inexact
—see Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 407 f. no. 4).
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only by the golden drops that fall from the sky upon her bare body.
Another fresco, in the Casa della Regina Margherita (fig. 299)1, shows
Danae seated on a couch within her chamber. She has a golden
fillet in her hair, a bosom-band round her breast, and wrapped about

Fig. 299.

her right leg a himdtion, which she lifts with both hands to catch
the descending shower. Side by side with her on the same couch

1 E. Petersen in the Rom. Mitth. 1900 xv. 167 f. with fig. 4 (in half-tone), Herrmann
Denkm. d. Malerei pi. 187 (=my fig. 299), Text p. 254 f., cp. A. Mau Fiihrer durch
Pompeji^ Leipzig 1928 p. 43 (Reg. v. 2. i).
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sits a youthful beardless (?) Zeus with golden bay(?)-wreath, long
sceptre, and reddish violethimdtion— a kingly presence, but illogically

Fig. 300.

combined with the rain into which he had transformed himself.
Perhaps he is to be thought of as not yet made manifest; for he
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does not look at Danae, nor Danae at him. A third picture, from
the Casa della Caccia, now at Naples (fig. 300)1, imports fresh motifs.
The advent of the god is symbolised by a great winged thunderbolt,
which falls upon a neighbouring block. Danae—to match a pendant
figure of Leda2—stands erect, while a hovering Eros shoots the
golden rain at her out of a big amphora on his shoulder. These

Fig. 301.

innovations are none too happy. The painter, however, had an eye
for colour: the heroine's hair is dark, her snood rosy-red, her fluttering

Wandgem. Camp. p. 35 no. 116, B. Quaranta in the Real Museo Borbonico
Napoli 1835 xi pi. 21, 2 with text pp. i—3, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 408 no. 5
Atlas pi. 7, i, Mtiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. i. 66 f. pi. 6, 6, Guida del Mus.
Napoli p. 342 f. no. 1444, Herrmann Denkm. d. Malerei pi. 188 (= my fig. 300) Text
p. 256, cp. A. Mau Fuhrer durch Pompeji6 Leipzig 1928 p. 251 (Reg. vii. 4. 48).

2 A point noted by Herrmann op. cit. p. 256 n. i.

C. III. 30
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himdtion yellow with green lining and deep violet shadows. Yet
another fresco, in the House of M. Gavius Rufus (fig. 301)1, unites
the standing Danae and the hovering Eros with the youthful (?)
seated Zeus in a novel, but thoroughly unsatisfactory, whole.

Zeus changing himself into a lapful of gold in order to win his
innamorata was a subject not likely to escape the notice of comedians,
rationalists, and moralising expositors. Terence (or Menandros?)2

already makes capital of the situation. Latin poets, both Greek3 and
Roman4, follow suit. Prudentius at the beginning of the fifth century
talks roundly of the crafty god turning himself into hard cash
(nummt*)5. Indeed, the gibe had long been a commonplace with the
Christian fathers6 and is the accepted explanation of belated alle-
gorists7. Small wonder, then, that Renaissance and /w/-Renaissance
art perpetuated the libellous tradition8. Titian harped on the theme

1 Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 454, Sogliano Pitt. mur. Camp. p. 21 no. 75, Overbeck
Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 602 Atlas pi. 7, 2 ('Nach Zeichnung Marianis vom Original')
( = my fig. 301), Herrmann Denkm. d. Malerei p. 254 f. fig. 76 ('nach einer Zeichnung im
romischen Institut'...'von L. Schulz'), cp. A. Mau Fiihrer durch Pompeji® Leipzig 1928
p. 74 (Reg. vii. 2. 16).

2 Supra p. 460 n. 7.
3 Anth. Pal. 5. 30. 5 f. (Antipatros of Thessalonike), 5- 32. i f. and 5. 33. i f.

(Parmenion), 5. 216. i ff. (Paulus Silentiarius).
4 Hor. od. 3. 16. i ff. with Acr. and Porphyr. ad loc., Aetna 90, Ov. am. 3. 8. 29 ff.,

Petron. sat. 137. 9, Mart. ep. 14. 175 (quoted supra p. 462 n. i), Sulpic. Luperc. de
cupiditate 7 f. (Poet. Lat. min. iv. 108 Baehrens), Rutil. Namat. de reditu suo i. 360 (Poet.
Lat. min. v. 17 Baehrens).

5 Prudent, c. Symm. i. 78 et nummos fieri et gremium penetrare puellae-
6 Tert. apol. 21 amatorem in auro conversum Danaidis with J. E. B. Mayor ad loc.,

Lact. div. inst. i. n Danaen violaturus aureos nummos largiter in sinum eius infudit, haec
stupri merces fuit, Epiphan. ancor. 105 (i. 208 Dindorf) TT/>OS Aowaiji' Se x/weros eylvero, iVa
ira.p6£vov a&<ppoi>a, 0a\a/j.evo[i.tvi]i> (pOeipr/. \pvabs 52 ticeivos OI/K rjbfoaro yevtffOat irore, d\\a
76175 uv dia xpvcrov dwpodoKwv TJ\V irapOevov •fiira.Tijcre, Hieron. adv. Rufin. 3. 4 (xxiii. 481 A
Migne) habes enim, per quod Danaes est victa pudicitia, Aug. de civ. Dei 18. 13 ( = Isid.
orig. 8. n. 35) vel Danaes per imbrem aureum adpetisse concubitum, ubi intellegitur
pudicitia mulieris auro fuisse corrupta, Fulgent, myth, i praef. 20 nee imbre mendaci lusa
[Danae] virgo cantatur, i. 19 dum et Danae imbre aurato corrupta est non pluvia, sed
pecunia, Columbanus (abbot of Luxeuil and Bobbio, died 615 (?) A.D.) carm. 3. 61 ff. (in
M. H. Goldast Paraeneticorum veterum pars i Insulae, Ad lacum Acronium 1604 p. 54 f.)
Femina ssepe | Perdit ob aurum | Casta pudorem. | Non louis auri | Fluxit in imbre,
Sed quod adulter | Obtulit aurum, | Aureus ille | Fingitur imber.

7 Bruttius frag, i (Hist. Rom. frag. p. 375 f. Peter) ap. lo. Malal. chron. 2 p. 34 f.
Dindorf = the Chronicon Paschale 38 c—D (i. 69 Dindorf), Myth. Vat. i. 157, 3. 3. 5.
Cp. an anonymous twelfth-century poem in rime headed hie ostendit, qualiter Jupiter
corrupit Danen [sic] in specie auri (printed from cod. Vat. Christ. 344 by W. Wattenbach
in the Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alterthum 1875 xviii. 457—460) st. 26 Gutta super virginem
labitur aurata, | in qua dei facies erat transformata; | ymbribus est interim turris irrorata, |
et hiis sua fraudibus fraus est tunicata.

8 J. Addison Classic Myths in Art London 1904 pp. 39—46.
On the other hand, F. Piper Mythologie und Symbolik der christlichen Kunst Weimar
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and attempted several variations of it. At Naples1 Cupid raises
a deprecating hand as he escapes across the foot of the couch. At
Madrid2 and Petrograd3 the face of Jove is half-seen amid the clouds
and an attendant duenna tries to catch some of the gold in her
apron. At Vienna4 (fig. 302) the god's face again peeps through the
clouds, while the old crone holds an alms-dish to take the collection.
Finally, Van Dyck's Danae at Dresden5 (fig. 303) extends her arms
towards a shower, not only of coined money, but of chains, rings,
and trinkets. So the heroine, who began by adorning a tale, ends
by pointing a moral.

Little is added to our understanding of the myth by other repre-
sentations of it in ancient art6. A fine Roman mosaic, found at
Palermo in 1869 and dating perhaps from the early part of s. ii A.D.,
figures side by side three amatory exploits of the sky-god7: on the
left he woos Antiope as a Satyr (supra i. 735 fig. 541), on the right
he courts Leda as a swan, and in the centre he falls as a golden
shower upon Danae (pi. xxxix)8. Another great mosaic, at OuledAgla

1847 i. 155 f. draws attention to the Defensorium inviolaiae virginitatis b. Mariae mrginis,
a work compiled by the Dominican Franciscus de Retza (professor of theology at Vienna
in 1388), in which various classical parallels to the immaculate conception are adduced
and illustrated: ' So erscheint in dem einen Bilde die Danae hinter einem vergitterten
Fenster stehend, wie sie von den goldenen Strahlen des Halbmqndes beschienen wird,—
mit der Unterschrift: Si Dana(e) auri pluvia praegnans a Jove claret, | Cur spiritu sancto
gravida virgo non generaret.' See F. Jacobs—F. A. Ukert Beitrdge zur dltern Litteratur
oder Merkwilrdigkeiten der Herzogl. offentlichen Bibliothek zu Got ha Leipzig 1835 i. 112
(leaf T fig. i of this xylographic work).

1 J. A. Crowe—G. B. Cavalcaselle The Life and Times of Titian? London 1881 ii.
119 ff., J. Addison op. cit. p. 41 ff., C. Ricketts Titian London 1910 pp. no f., 115, 130
pi. roo, O. Fischel Tizian: des Meisters Gemalde* Stuttgart (1930) pis. 130 and 131
(detail), Reinach Rip. Peintures vi. 199. Painted for Ottavio Farnese in 1545.

2 J. A. Crowe—G. B. Cavalcaselle op. cit? ii. 227 ff., C. Ricketts op. cit. pp. 92, 130 f.,
134 pi. 127, O. Fischel op. cit.5 pi. 186, Reinach op. cit. ii. 724, i. Painted for the Prince
of Spain in 1554.

3 J. A. Crowe—G. B. Cavalcaselle op. cit? ii. 229 f. with pi., J. Addison op. cit. p. 41,
C. Ricketts op. cit. p. 132, O. Fischel op cit? pi. 187, 2, Reinach op. cit. ii. 724, 2.

4 J. A. Crowe—G. B. Cavalcaselle op. cit? ii. 229 f. ('perhaps not carried out without
assistance from Cesare Vecelli, or Girolamo'), J. Addison op. cit. p. 40 f. ('The finest, in

' modelling, chiaroscuro, and atmosphere'), C. Ricketts op. cit. p. 132 ('perhaps by Orazio'),
O. Fischel op. cit.& pi. 187, r. Fig. 302 is from the Kunsthistorische Sammlungen des
allerhb'chsten Kaiserhauses: Die Gemalde Galerie Alte Meister Wien 1896 p. 55 no. 174
with pi.

8 J. Addison op. cit. p. 44 f. Fig. 303 is from H. Knackfuss Van Dyck London 1899
p. 40 with fig. 27.

8 F. Knatz Quomodo Persei fabulam artifices Graeci et Romani tractaverint Bonnae
1893 p. 7 f.

7 H. Heydemann in the Arch. Zeit. 1869 xxvii. 38—40.
8 J. Overbeck in the Ber. sacks. Gesellsch, d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1873 p. 126 pi. 2

(part of which = my pi. xxxix).

30—2
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Fig. 302.

Fig- 3°3-
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(Equizetum?)1 in Mauretania Sitifensis, again shows a series of the
canonical amours: Zeus with Ganymedes and eagle occupies the
middle of an oblong composition, being flanked on the left by the
swan with Leda (mostly missing) and the Satyr with Antiope, on
the right by the golden rain with Danae and the bull with Europe
(fig. 304)2-

Intaglios with their smaller field have room only3 for the isolated

Fig. 304.

1 P. Gauckler in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 2109. But see H. Dessau in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 324.

2 S. Gsell in the Recueil des notices et memoires de la Societe archlologique du dtparte-
ment de Constantine Constantine 1892 xxvii. 230 ff. with pi. (part of which = my fig. 304)
after a large col. pi. from a water-colour drawing by M. Orengo, id. Les monuments
antiques de VAlgtrie Paris 1901 ii. 108 no. 41, Lt. Bernard in the Bulletin archeologique du
Comite des travaux historiques et scientifiques Paris 1906 p. 7 pi. 12, 3, F. G. de Pachtere
Inventaire des mosaiques de la Gaule et de I'Afrique: Algerie Paris 1911 no. 319, Reinach
Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 10 no. i.

3 A cornelian at Florence (A. F. Gori Museum Florentinum: Gemmae antiquae
Florentiae 1731 i. 109 f. pi. 56, 4 'ex Mus. Med.' = Reinach Pierres
gravtes p. 32 no. 56, 4 pi. 28, Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt.
Kunst ii. 26 f. pi. 3, 48 (reversed) =my fig. 305) is justly condemned
by Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 411: 'Es ist ja Thatsache, der
Stein ist in seiner Echtheit noch nicht bezweifelt worden, ja selbst
von einem so strengen Kenner wie Stephani unangefochten geblieben
und dennoch scheint er Nichts als ein Pasticcio zu sein, zusammen-
gesetzt aus einer gedankenlosen Copie der kauernden Aphrodite,
einer Reminiscenz des Juppiter Pluvius der Antoninssaule, einem
Ledaschwan, den vielleicht grade der Blitz als den verwandelten Zeus
bezeichnen soil, und endlich einer viereckigen Badewanne, fur welche Fig. 305.
schwerlich ein antikes Vorbild nachweisbar ist und dessen garstige grade Aussenflachen
der Steinschneider vergebens durch etliche knopfformige Rosetten aus der Werkstatt des
Meisters Drechsler zu beleben versucht hat.'
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figure of Danae receiving the celestial shower. A silver ring at
Boston, Greek work of s. v B.C., shows her standing with upturned
face as she holds out her himdtion to catch the falling drops: behind
her is inscribed her name (fig. 306) \ A fifth-century scaraboid of
red jasper with white stripes, formerly in the Tyszkiewicz collection
and now likewise at Boston, makes her sit the while on a two-
cushioned bed (fig. 307)2. An amethyst from the cabinet of Baron
von Gleichen has her, almost nude, in the attitude of a crouching
Aphrodite, raising her hands to the small rounded rain-drops
(fig. 3O8)3. And a fourth-century chalcedony of unknown ownership

Fig. 306. Fig. 307. Fig. 308.

Fig. 309. Fig. 310. Fig. 311.

1 Lippold Gemmen pi. 47, i ( = my fig. 306) p. 175-
2 Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 61, 36, ii. 275, Lippold Gemmen pi. 47, 3 (=my

%• 307) P- 175.
3 P. D. Lippert Dactyliothek Erstes Mythologisches Tausend Leipzig 1767 p. 12 no. 28,

Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 27 pi. 3, 48** ( = my fig. 308), Overbeck Gr.
Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 409 Gemmentaf. 5, 4, Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. i.
67 pi. 6, 7.
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leaves the drops to our imagination, but gives us a Maenad-like
Danae sitting on a stool, with bare breast and wide-flung mantle,
as she turns her face towards the sky (fig. 3O9)1. The last two gems
attest the all-pervading influence of such popular types as those of
Doidalses' Aphrodite and Skopas' Maenad.

Finally, a bronze coin of Argos, struck by Hadrian (fig. 311)2,
represents Danae seated on a throne, her head thrown back, her
breast bared, and her garment held wide in the same significant
manner.

The episode of the floating coffer found its highest expression,
not in art3, but in literature 4. Simonides of Keos, perhaps in one of
his threnoi^, limned the scene with exquisite skill6:

When in the well-wrought chest
She felt the blowing wind and moving mere,

She cowered in tearful terror and
Round Perseus cast a loving hand:

'Child, I am sore distrest.
But thou, a baby-boy, art slumbering here
In this same comfortless bronze-bolted bark,
Stretched out 'neath starlit night and the blue dark.
The brine that passes higher than thy hair
Thou heedest not, nor dost thou even hark
The whistling wind; but lo, thou liest there
To the crimson cloak turning thy forehead fair.
If terrors had been terrible to thee,
Thy tiny ear had listened unto me.

But now sleep babe, sleep surging sea,
Sleep all our trouble infinite.
Yet, Father Zeus, some better plight

Send; and if overbold this prayer I pray,
Forgive each wrongful word I say.'

1 Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 14, 25, ii. 68 ('Wohl Danae?'), Lippold Gemmen
pi. 47, i ( = my fig. 309) p. 175-

G. Sangiorgi in the Rom. Mitth. 1933 xlviii. 284—288 pi. 48, 4 ( = my fig. 310)
publishes an oval carbuncle, on which is engraved another half-draped Danae, leaning
on a pillar and holding out the upper part of her garment to catch the shower. Good
work of c. 300 B.C.

2 Brit. A/us. Cat. Coins Peloponnesus p. 148 pi. 28, 11, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. i. 41 pi. L, 49. My fig. 311 is from a cast.

3 Supra p. 456 fif. See further F. Knatz Quomodo Persei fabulam artifices Graeci et
Romani tractaverint Bonnae 1893 pp. 8—10.

4 P. Schwarz De fabtila Danaeia Halis Saxonum 1881 p. lof.
5 W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichtedergriechischen Literatur Munchen 1929 i. i. 516.
6 Simon, frag. 37 Bergk4, 13 Diehl, 27 Edmonds. I follow the text given by H. Weir

Smyth (frag. 13) ed. London 1900. O. Schroeder 'Die Klage der Danae' in Hermes
1933 Ixviii. 358 f. discusses the metre.
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Simonides' verses are of course merely a poet's elaboration of
a mythical theme. But the Greek mind, even in the fifth century B.C.,
passed readily from myth to moral; and the tale of Danae, like
many another1, could on occasion be made the vehicle of serious
thought2. Later, it was not without its influence upon Christian
legends3.

1 For an instructive example see W. Stechow Apollo und Daphne Leipzig—Berlin
1932 pp. r—76 with 34 pis. 2 Supra p. 466 f.

3 A. Wirth Danae in christlichen Legenden Wien 1892, reviewed by C. Schmidt in
the Gott. gel. Anz. 1892 pp. 867—889 who agrees (p. 877) that the Danae-myth has
influenced the legends of S. Irene and S. Barbara. Cp. Acta Sanctorum edd. Bolland.
Antverpige 1680 Maius i. 721 F (Synaxarium ex Menologio JTISSU Basilii Imperatoris
collecto Mai. 5) Wp^vr},^ roG XpicroO Mdpri/s, r}i> 0vydrir)p AiKivvlov "BaffiXiffKov e$[i.op<j>os
dt virdpxov(ra, aireK\eicr67i irapa, rov irarpbs avrrjs tv irtipyq u^T/X^J, If ITU>J> ovira., pera
dovXiduv Sttca Kal rpiwv tv <g edidd'x.O'ri inrb deiov 'A.yy£\ov rcb [ivff'rftpia. TOV GeoO. K.T.\.
(When baptised by Timothy, a disciple of S. Paul, she broke up her idols and cast them
down. Her father in anger bound her to a wild horse, which bit off his arm but did not
hurt her. Etc.), ib. Antverpise 1680 Maius ii. 4? 'celebrata Constant!nopoli,' F. G.
Holweck A Biographical Dictionary of the Saints St. Louis, Mo. 1924 p. 508 ('a Byzantine
martyr of the first century. According to a worthless legend she was instructed by angels
and baptized by S. Timothy; she converted her parents, for which reason she was be-
headed by command of the Propraetor Ampelianus at Ephesus, under Domitian or Trajan.
Her relics were brought to Constantinople, where she once had three churches and was
highly venerated. She may be identical with the "Irene" of Lecce and Southern Italy.
The Greeks call her "Megalomartyr"....F[east] 5 May, full office in the Greek Church'),
N. Nilles Kalendarium manuale utriusque Ecclesiae Orientalis et Occidentalis CEniponte
1896 i. 152, 1881 ii. 413 n. o. S. Baring-Gould The Lives of the Saints Edinburgh 1914
xv. 25 ff. Dec. 4 ('S. BARBARA, V.M. (A.D. 235)....Usuardus and Ado in their martyro-
logies make S. Barbara a martyr in Tuscany; Metaphrastes says she suffered at Heliopolis;
Baronius, in the Roman Martyrology, sets her down as a martyr at Nicomedia. One
authority is just as right as the other, for S. Barbara is a wholly mythical personage.
There was once upon a time a very wealthy and noble Greek named Dioscorus, an
idolater, who had a daughter so beautiful in face and form that he shut her up in a
tower, very lofty and inaccessible, so that no man might see her, and that thus she might
be kept out of mischief. According to one account, however, he allowed her to take
lessons of masters, of advanced age, or, no doubt, of disagreeable appearance.' Her father,
before departing on a long journey, built her a bath at the basement of her tower with
two windows high up in the wall. On his return he was indignant to find that Barbara
had insisted on the workmen making a third window. Taking these windows as her text,
she preached to him the mystery of the Trinity. Dioscorus was furious; but, when he
attacked her with his sword, the rock opened and received her into its bosom. After-
wards, directed by a wicked shepherd, her father found her and haled her by the hair to
the chief magistrate, Marcian. When she refused to sacrifice to the gods, Marcian had
her stripped and beaten, torn with iron combs, and hammered on the head. Juliana,
a girl who pitied her, was arrested and treated in the same manner. Marcian then had
the breasts of Barbara cut off, and gave orders that she should be led naked round the
town. But Christ, in answer to her prayer, came from heaven and clothed her. Marcian
finally gave sentence that Barbara and Juliana should be executed with the sword. ' On
reaching the destined place, her father cut off her head, and Juliana suffered likewise.
A flash of lightning fell and consumed Dioscorus, another flash reduced Marcian to a
smoking ash-heap. Accordingly S. Barbara is held to be the patroness of firearms, and
is invoked against the lightning') with pi. of S. Barbara after the painting by Hans
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All this, however, does not help us to grasp the original signifi-
cance of Danae and her golden shower. Recent investigators have
attempted to explain the myth in terms of sun or shooting stars.
Thus Sir James Frazer1 writes:

'It has its counterpart in the legend which the Kirghiz of Siberia tell of their
ancestry. A certain Khan had a fair daughter, whom he kept in a dark iron2

house, that no man might see her. An old woman tended her; and when the
girl was grown to maidenhood she asked the old woman, " Where do you go so
often?" "My child," said the old dame, "there is a bright world. In that bright
world your father and mother live, and all sorts of people live there. That is
where I go." The maiden said, "Good mother, I will tell nobody, but shew me
that bright world." So the old woman took the girl out of the iron house. But
when she saw the bright world, the girl tottered and fainted; and the eye of God
fell upon her, and she conceived. Her angry father put her in a golden chest and
sent her floating away (fairy gold can float in fairyland) over the wide sea3. The
shower of gold in the Greek story, and the eye of God in the Kirghiz legend,
probably stand for sunlight and the sun.'

Sir James goes on to quote other legendary examples of impregna-
tion by the sun4. But he does not meet the obvious objection that

Holbein the elder, one of the wings of the altarpiece of S. Sebastian, now in the Pinako-
thek at Munich, N. Nilles op. «'/. i. 341, 464 f., 486, ii. 606, M. and W. Drake Saints
and their Emblems London 1916 p. 16.

But it should be observed that neither the tower of S. Irene nor the tower of
S. Barbara was an underground structure of bronze or iron, and that the sequel did not
in either case involve the motif of the Floating Coffer. The Danae-myth was but one
ingredient of the hagiographer's stirabout.

1 Frazer Golden Bough*: Balder the Beautiful i. 74.
2 [For the same variation from bronze to iron see supra i. 632 n. 3 (the sky), 719 n. 2

(Talos). Alluding to Danae, Prop. 2. 20. nf. has 'in te ego et aeratas rumpam, mea
vita, catenas, | ferratam Danaes transiliamque domum' and Loukian. Tim. 13 says ei>

ffiS-rjpqi rif OaX&fjup icaOdirep rty Aavdrjv irapffevfijeffdai (id. dial, marin. 12. i
ev es ^aX/coOi' nva 6d\afJLOi> e/u/3aXct>i'). Cp. Nonn. Dion. 8. 136 ff. ov Aavdrj

ira.pia.ve r6 detirepov uenos Zetfs, | dXXa aid^po^poio (an ffidr)pop6<poio legendum ? A. B. C.)
fiera ff^p'nyiSa. peXdOpov \ ^en<poijAvq xPvcr^ol(ri yd/nois vavriXXero v6[ii.<j>r) (but id. ib. 47.
543 ff. -)(aXKO(p6pov (C. F. Graefe cj. xa^KOP^><i>ov) ^ I pv&zo irapdeve&vos, OTTJJ Acted?;* Sia.
K6\irov | xP^ffeov ofifipov ?xeve yo-fJLOK\6iroi> vtrios Zetfs), Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 838 Aava/ri, rjv
'Aicplffios 6 irari)p <riSr]povv Trotijcras fldXa/woc 4v£K\et<rev'STr<*)s roirrtf Ttprpdwy /J-eivr} irapffevos.]

3 W. Radloff, Proben der Volkslitteratur der tiirkischen Stdmme Siid-Sibiriens, iii.
(St. Petersburg, 1870) pp. 82 .sy. E. S. Hartland The Legend of Perseus London 1894 i.
139—142 gives the story at greater length, drawing upon the same source.

4 Frazer Golden Bough*: Balder the Beautiful i. 74 f.
Classical parallels are not wholly wanting. E. Norden Die Geburt des Kindes

Leipzig—Berlin 1924 p. ijSf. draws attention to Asklepiades of Mendes frag. 2 {Frag,
hist. Gr. iii. 306 Muller) op. Suet. Aug. 94 (cp. Dion Cass. 45. i) in Asclepiadis Mendetis
(C. Muller, after Voss, cj. Menditae) Theologumenon libris lego, Atiam, cum ad sollemne
Apollinis sacrum media nocte venisset, posita in templo lectica, dum ceterae matronae
dormirent, obdormisse; draconem repente irrepsisse ad earn pauloque post egressum; illam
expergefactam quasi a concubitu mariti purificasse se j et statim in corpore eius extitisse
maculam velut picti draconis, nee potuisse umquam exigi, adeo ut mox publicis balineis
perpetuo abstinuerit; Augustum natum mense decimo et ob hoc Apollinis filium existi-
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Danae is invariably said to have been impregnated by a golden
rain, and that rain is not a very natural description of sunlight or
the sun.

L. Radermacher1 contends that the Greeks believed in impreg-
nation by a falling star. In support of his contention he quotes the
story told by Nikephoros Skeuophylax2 about Saint Theodoros
Sykeotes, archimandrite of Galatia and bishop of Anastasiopolis
(590—613 A.D.)3. His mother Maria kept a public hostelry at
Sykeon, where she met the magistrate Kosmas. On the night of her
child's conception, a glittering star fell from the sky and entered her
womb, symbolising—says the pious Nikephoros—the purity of his
actions. The Greek life of the saint4 and its Latin version5 both
vouch for the miracle. On the strength of this, and of sundry modern

matum. eadem Atia prius quam pareret somniavit, intestina sua ferri ad sidera
explicarique per omnem terrarum et caeli ambitum. somniavit et pater Octavius, utero
Atiae iubar solis exortum (cp. Rev. 12. i ff.), Konon narr. 33 Kal ws 6 2/jui<p6s TWOS r(av
et> MtX?;<riois tvdb^uv OvyaT^pa yafjiei, Kal avr-r) TiKTOvaa bpq. o\f>u> rbv i)\i.ov afar) did TOV
ffT6fj.aTOS etVSiWa 8ia TTJS yaffTpbs Kal T&V aidoitav Sie^e\0eiv • /cat fy TO tipaua rots udvTe<nv
ayaObv. Kal £re/ce Kbpov, Bpayx01' ^TO TOV bveipov /caXeWcra, on 6 17X105 ai/r??s did TOV
Ppayxov (an fipbyxov? A.B.C.) Sie^fjXOe. Kal -f)v b TTCUS KaXXwros dvOp&irtav, Kal avrbv
i<t>i\i]ffev fpavffels 'Airo\\u>v, evpuv iroi/JiaivovTa £vda /3w/j,bs 'Air6\\uvos <&i\lov 'iSpvTai.
L. Radermacher in the Archivf. Rel. 1927 xxv. 218 notes also Artemid. oneirocr. 2. 36
ijXios atrb dvaToXvjs avi<rx.tav \afjnrpbs Kal KaOapbs Kal KaTadv6/j,evos ets ovffiv dyaBbs iracrw
ols fj£v yap irpd!-eis wpoayopevei •... ols de iraiduv yovqv r)\iovs yap Kal TO, dppeviKa T^Kva oi
yoveis inroKopLfyuevot. Ka\ov<ri, ib. ij\ios Iv Trj KOITT; Tivbs KaTaKel/j,evos Kal direi\uv vbffov
fj.eydXtjv Kal <f>\eyfj.ovas trpoayopevei, \tyuv d£ TI dyaObv rj didovs einropias ecrri fffifj-eiov,
TroXXots oe Kal vl&v yeveffiv Trpoirjybpevffev. Add Achmes oneirocr. 166 p. 127, 26 ff. Drexl
« 5e tdy, OTL 6 ^Xtos ^rot 6 SiffKos dafj\6ev ev T(p oiKtp avTov, ei ptv ecrrt /3a<nXetfs, yevvfoei
y3a<rtX^a, et 5e (ityiffTos •% TOV KOLVOV, v\f/w07iffeTai Kal xctjOTjo-erat, rdxa Kal jSatrtXefai' vvod^eTai.
See also Soph. frag. dub. 1017 Nauck2==frag. 752 Jebb "HXt', otKTipois eat, \ <ov ot> ero^ol
X^oi^trt yevvriTTjv 6tu>v | </cat> iraT^pa -jravTUv ap. anon, afe Arati interp. p. 28, 17 ff.
Maass (supra i. 461 n. 7). Dreams, visions, and philosophemes may equally rest on a basis
of popular belief. 'Happy is the bride the sun shines on.'

1 L. Radermacher 'Danae und der goldene Regen' in the Archiv j. Rel. 1927 xxv.
216—218.

2 Nikeph. Skeuophylax encomium in S. Tkeodorum Siceotam 5 (Analecta Bollandiana
Bruxellis 1901 xx. 254) TOIOVTWV e/c^Ocra yfvvr)T6p<av i) TOVTOV yevvrirpia old Tiva irpo<f>-fiTi]v
'lepeuiav Iv vrjdvi irpoffS^xeTai eK /tijTpas ayiafbfievoi' Kal T(j5 06^5 Trpoff(f>6pus d<f>iepov/j.evov.
KaO' yv yap VVKTO. ry ffvvevv^ Tr\t]ffia<Taffa Tbv iro\vTi/jLOv txelvov fj.apyaplTt)v vireo^aTO, dffrfp
ovpat>66ev ^Xiajcaw dffTpdirTwv /j.ap/Jiapvya'is TTJV TavT-qs vrjdvv inreurtpxeTai, TO KaBapbv ^Kfivov
rlav Trpd^ewv (rv/AjSoXiKws alvLTTOfievos. /c.r.X.

3 K. Krumbacher Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur2 Mtinchen 1897 p. 191, cp.
E. Venables in Smith—Wace Diet. Chr. Biogr. iv. 933. F. G. Holweck A Biographical
Dictionary of the Saints St. Louis, Mo. 1924 p. 960 says 'Anastasiopolis (Dara) in Galatia':
but S. Frankel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2150 locates Dara (Anastasiopolis) in
Mesopotamia.

4 Th. loannes ^Lv-qfiela dyio\oyiKa 1884 p. 361 ff.
6 Acta Sanctorum edd. Holland. Antverpise 1675 Aprilis iii. 34 A (Eleusius'sive Georgius

•v. S. Theodori Siceatce 3) concepit mulier ex eo, & in quiete stellam vidit ingentem & claram,
e ccelo in uterum suum descendere.
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superstitions about meteors1, Radermacher suggests that Danae's
golden rain was essentially just a fine display of shooting stars. His
suggestion would indeed account well for the curious persistence
with which stars appear in connexion with Danae's coffer2. But
shooting stars, after all, were a phenomenon familiar enough to the
Greeks, and were never confused by them with rain, golden or
otherwise.

Looking further afield we find that ordinary rain is sometimes
credited with procreative powers. H. H. Bancroft3 in his account of
the Pueblo religion describes the birth of 'the great leader, teacher,
and god Montezuma':

1 L. Radermacher in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien Phil.-hist. Classe
1916 clxxxii. 3. 69 (Basileios, Bishop of Seleukeia in Isauria c. 435—460 A.D., de vita ac
miraculis D. Theclae i. 10 (Ixxxv. 581 A Migne) notes that S. Thekla attended her yearly
festival at Seleukeia, and that any one who on the vigil of the feast kept watch upon the
heights above Dalisandos might see her cross the sky in a fiery chariot (dpa irvplvq ap/j-an
iitf/ov TOV d^/ooj )Se/3cuwcraj' (leg. /3e/3w<raj>) re TTJV TrapOivov KO! 8i<f>pT)\a.Toi)ffa.v, cp. //. 5. 745 ff.,
8. 389 ff.)), A. Wuttke Der deutsche Volksaberglaube der Gegenwart'2 Berlin 1869 p. 183
(in Germany, Switzerland, etc. a shooting star implies the death of a man), id. ib^ p. 94
(in Oldenburg 'jBoviste sind ausgebrannte Sternschnuppen...u. machen die Kiihe
brlinstig...'), W. Gundel Sterne undSternbilder im Glauben des Altertums undder Neuzeit
Bonn—Leipzig 1922 p. 29^ ('Die Griechen bezeichneten einzelne Sternschnuppen als
Bocke und Geissen, und die Deutschen sahen besonders in den Kometen, aber auch in
den Meteoren, Schlangen und das damonische Fabeltier, den Drachen'), N. G. Polites
Ay/jubdeis neretapoXoyiKol pvOoi (extract from Napvaffffos) Athens 1880 p. 12 (''0 \aos
iriarftiei &TI STTOU KarcnrLirTei Kepavvbs crxwar^ocTai \l6oi, 0avfj.ao-iovs KeKTrj^voi t'5t6Tijras,
oi)s KaXei aarpoirekeKia. rj doTpoTrAe/ca' K.T.\. Supra ii. 506, 844).

On shooting stars in relation to souls see further the beliefs and practices adduced by
J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 722, iii. 917 n. o,
1888 iv. 1506, 1801, P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1904 i. 48—51, N. G. Polites
Uapa86<reis Athens 1904 ii. 860 (n. on no. 273), W. D. Wallis in J. Hastings Encyclopedia
of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1918 x. 37ib, J. Bolte—G. Polivka Anmerkungen zu
den Kinder- u. Hausmdrchen der Brilder Grimm Leipzig 1918 iii. 234 (n. on no. 153
'Die Sterntaler'). 2 Supra p. 458.

3 H. H. Bancroft The Native Races of the Pacific States London 1875 iii. 175 n. o
(after Fremont). E. S. Hartland The Legend of Perseus London 1894 i. 136 n. 3 regards
this version as more primitive than that given by A. W. Bell in The Journal of the
Ethnological Society of London New Series 1868—69 i. 25of. 'Two good-sized ruins are
situated near the Pima villages; one is known as Casa Montezuma, the other as Casa
Grande.... Long ago a woman of exquisite beauty ruled over the valleys and the region
south of them. Many suitors came from far to woo her, and brought presents innumerable
of corn, skins, and cattle to lay at her feet. Her virtue and determination to continue
unmarried remained alike unshaken; and her store of worldly possessions so greatly
increased that, when drought and desolation came upon her land, she fed her people out
of her great abundance and did not miss it, there was so much left. One night, as she
lay asleep, her garment was blown from off her breast, and a dewdrop from the Great
Spirit fell upon her bosom, entered her blood, and caused her to conceive. In time, she
bore a son, who was none other than Montezuma, and who built the large casas and all
the other ruins which are scattered through the land. After instructing his people in the
arts of civilization he departed for the south and then disappeared.'
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'His mother was, it is said, a woman of exquisite beauty, admired and sought

after by all men, they making her presents of corn and skins and all that they
had; but the fastidious beauty would accept nothing of them but their gifts. In
process of time a season of drought brought on a famine and much distress;
then it was that the rich lady showed her charity to be as great in one direction
as it had been wanting in another. She opened her granaries and the gifts of
the lovers she had not loved went to releave the hungry she pitied. At last with rain,
fertility returned to the earth; and on the chaste Artemis of the Pueblos its touch
fell too. She bore a son to the thick summer shower and that son was Montezuma.'

The same story is current among the Pimas of California, the
Mojave of the Rio Colorado in Arizona, and the Apaches1. Indeed,
the belief in conception through magical contact with water is of
world-wide distribution2.

We are justified, then, in the surmise that Danae's golden shower
was but a mythical expression for the rain whereby the sky-god
fertilises the earth. But what of Danae herself? She is hardly to be
regarded as an earth-goddess, for she has no cult. Rather she is a
heroine, whose name stands in obvious relation to that of the Danaai
or Danctides*. Her myth too is in some points analogous to theirs.
If Akrisios, king of Argos, imprisoned Danae in an underground
chamber to safeguard her virginity, his action bore an odd
resemblance to that of his forefather Danaos, likewise king of Argos,
who had imprisoned Hypermestra, the one Dana'id that remained
a virgin4. And if Zeus descended upon Danae in the form of a
golden rain, we cannot forget that the Danai'des stood for the
performance of a mimetic rain-charm5. It may well be that Danae's
complex tale6 includes at least one episode of an aetiological sort,
and that the princess secluded, drenched with rain, and even sent
adrift in a coffer was a mythical prototype of actual human
happenings.

1 E. S. Hartland Primitive Paternity London 1909 i. 24, citing [E. J.] Payne
[History of the New World called America Oxford 1892] i. 414 n. 4 and [J. G. Bourke]
in the fourn\al of] Am[erican\ F\plK\-T\pre 1889] ii. 178. E. J. Payne loc. cit. says:
'Exceptionally, as in the beautiful legend told by the Pima Indians concerning the
inhabitants of the deserted Casas Grandes, the maize-spirit appears as an actual mother of
mankind. They describe her as a maiden living in isolation, unmoved by the addresses of
suitors, and giving maize to the hungry Indians in times of dearth. One day, as she lay
asleep, a raindrop fell on her naked bosom, and she became the ancestress of the maize-
growing Pueblo Indians.' J. G. Bourke loc. cit. tells the Mojave myth: 'This Earth is a
woman; the Sky is a man... the Earth was asleep and a drop of rain fell upon her
causing conception... two gods were born in the west... They were Ku-ku-matz and his
brother, To-chi-pa.'

2 E. S. Hartland The Legend of Perseus London 1894 i. 1130°.,- 133 ff., id. Primitive
Paternity London 1909 i. i2f., 23 ff.

3 Supra p. 364. See also A. H. Sayce in faejourn. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 162.
4 Supra p. 356. 5 Supra p. 368 f. 6 Supra p. 455 f.
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Be that as it may, two similar epiphanies of the sky-god are
recorded by Pindar, whose knowledge of the details of mythology
was equalled only by his appreciation of their beauty. The poet in
an Isthmian ode1 asks his native town of Thebes on what local scene
her memory most delights to dwell. On the birth of Dionysos (at
whose nativity Zeus rained ambrosia2)?

Or when at midnight in a snow of gold
Thou didst receive the greatest of the gods,

What time he stood
Before Amphitryon's door
And wooed Amphitryon's wife
To bear him Herakles.

Again, in an Olympian ode3 Pindar speaks of Rhodes —
Where once the mighty king of the gods,

With golden snow-flakes rained upon the town,
When by Hephaistos' craft
The crown of the Father's head
Was cleft by a bronze-wrought axe,

And lo, Athena leapt to light
And cried aloud with a far-carrying cry —
Whereat Heaven shuddered, ay and Mother Earth.

Pindar does not expressly assert that Zeus was in this wondrous
shower. But that such was the original concept is almost certain ;
for another Rhodian tale made Zeus consort with the earth-born
Himalia ' by means of rain4.'

1 Find. Isthm. 7. i if. rlvi T&V TTO/HK, w fM.KO.ipa. Q-qfla, \ KO\UV eirix^pi^v /taXtcrra 6vp.bv
rebv | eC(ppavas; ?j pa xa^-KOKP^TOV ^dpedpov \ Aa/Mirepos avli<' efipvxalrav | &vrei\as
Ai6vvcroi> ; 77 xPvffV f^etrov^KTiov vltpovra. 8e£a/*eW rbv (ptprarov Oe&v, | birbr' 'Afi^irp^uvos ev
Qvptrpois | ffraOeis a\oxov fjt,£TTj\0€v "H.paK\elois yovals; with schol. vet. 5 a. r} xPVffV
neffOV&KTiov : 77 ore rb fteffovtiicTiov XPvffV KO/raffra^ovra ed££w rbv r(av Oe&v ^apxov Ala.
b. aXXwj. Idius \£yei rbv Ala vffai xpvffov, rjvlKa tfilyvvro ' A\Kfj,^vri • r? rot tirl Aavarjs

2 Supra ii. 275 n. 12. Infra §9 (i) Zeus Hyes.
3 Find. 01. 7. 34 ff. ZvOa. wort j8p^%e Oe&v [)affi\et>s 6 pfyas xPvff^ais vi4>&8c<r<ri ir6\iv, \

avtx' ' A.<t>aiffrov r^xva-l^-v \ 'X.a^Ke^arV Tf^Kei irartpos 'AOavata KopvQav Kar' &Kpa.v \
avopofaaur' a\d\a£ei> virepfidicei pog.- [ Otpavbs 5' Ztppi^t va> /cat Tata paTi)p. The schol.
vet. ad loc. (63 a, 63 b, 64 Drachmann) and Strab. 654 f. wrongly supposed that Pindar
was embroidering //. 2. 670 ical ff<piv 6e<rirtffioi> irXovrov /car^xei/e Kpovluv (Gruppe Gr.
Myth. Rel. p. 1212 n. 2, L. Radermacher in the Archivf. Rel. 1927 xxv. 216). With the
sequel in Find. Ol. 7. 49 f. nelvois 6 ft£v (sc. Zei/s) %a.v6av dyay&t' ve<p£\av \ iro\vv Cere
Xpvffdv cp. Philostr. mai. imagg. 2. 27. 3'Po8fois Si \4yerai. xpvff^ ^ otpavov peCcrat /cat
diair\rj<rai fftf>ui> raj oWaj Kal rovs ffTevu-iroi>s vetpfKyv eh afoofc p^favTos rov At6s K.T.\.
See further for this favourite theme Strab. 655, Aristeid. or. 43. 546 (i. 807 Dindorf),
Menandros irepl liriSeiKTiKuiv 3. 2 (ix. 200 Walz), Liban. or. 31. 6 (vii. 10 Foerster),
progymn. 9 vitup. 6. 3 (viii. 312 Foerster), epist. 351. u (x. 330 Foerster), Himer. eel.
13. 34, \GV\.frag. epist. 2908.

4 Diodoros, probably drawing upon Zenon of Rhodes (W. Christ Geschichte der
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A similar belief underlies the statement of Ovid that the
Kouretes were 'sprung from an abundant shower of rain1,' if not
also the tradition preserved by the same author that at Corinth
'in the far past mortal bodies were born of rain-begotten mush-
rooms2.'

(f) Ominous rain sent by Zeus,

i. Rain of blood.

At critical moments Zeus expressed his mood by sending some
abnormal shower. Specially ominous was the fall of blood-red rain.
The Iliad makes it the prelude to a battle between Achaeans and
Trojans :

Then Kronos' son sent evil strife among them
And from aloft, out of the burning sky,
Let fall drops dank with blood; for he was fain
To hurl to Hades many a valiant head3.

Again, when Sarpedon the Lycian was about to be slain, Zeus—

Shed gouts of blood upon the ground to honour
His own son, whom Patroklos was to kill
In fertile Troyland far away from home*.

The Hesiodic author of the Shield (c. 650—600 B.C.5) has a similar
description of the fight between Herakles and Kyknos:

griechischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1920 ii. r. 217) who is named in the context (frag, i
(frag. hist. Gr. iii. 175 f. Miiller) ap. Diod. 5. 55 f.), had said yei>t<rdai 5£ Kar& TOV
Kaipbv TOVTOV ev rciis 7T/30J £w fitpeffi rijs vijffov TOVS K\r]6tvras yiyavras (E. Bethe cj.
i'-ycijras) • 6're STJ KCU Zei>s \eyerai /cara7rejroXe/«?/cws Tirana? epaadrfvai /tuas T&V vv/j.<f>uv
'IjWaXias 6t>otJi.a£o/j.fr'r)s, ical rpeis 6% avTrjs reKvuffcu iraidas, 'Zirapraiov (v.l. Hapralov),
~K.p6vt.ov, Ktfroj'. Hence in Clem. Rom. horn. 5. 13 (ii. 184 A Migne) Eif/u.^ TTJ yyyevei
ev 'P6d<{} 5td, o/u/3/3ou <rvv?j\6ev, e| 77$ Hapyatos, Kpovios, KIJTOS A. Schwegler corrected
Etya^ to 'l/J.a\lq,.

1 Ov. met. 4. 282 quoted supra p. 323 n. i.
2 Ov. met. 7. 391 ff. tandem vipereis Ephyren Pirenida pennis | contigit (sc. Medea),

hie aevo veteres mortalia primo | corpora vulgarunt pluvialibus edita fungis.
This singular tradition perhaps implies the folk-etymology of Mwrip'cu from p.iiKt)s

(W. Pape—G. E. Benseler Worterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen* Braunschweig 1875
ii. 958). Note especially Paus. 2. 16. 3 rJKovira 5e KOI ws 8i\j/G>vTi (sc. r$ Ile/Kret) tirrjKOev
dve\£ff0ai 01 ptiKrjTa SK TTJS yrjs, pvevros 5£ ttdaros iri&v KCU. T)ff6els Mv/cijj'as ?^ero TO 6vofj.a T£
Xvpiy—an obvious piece of folk-lore. The inhabitants of prehistoric Mykenai might well
pass for the earliest race of men. On the mushroom's womb see Plin. nat. hist. 22. 93
vulvam enim terra ob hoc prius gignit, ipsum postea in vulva, ceu in ovo est luteum. nee
tunicae minor gratia in cibo infantis boleti.

3 //. n. 52 ff.
4 //. 16. 459 ff., cp. Min. Fel. Oct. 23. 4 lovem narrat (sc. Homerus)...Sarpedonem

filium, quoniam morti non poterat eripere, cruentis imbribus flevisse. Supra p. 323.
5 H. G. Evelyn-White Hesiod: The Homeric Hymns and Homerica London 1914
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With fearsome battle-cry

They closed; and wise Zeus, thundering aloud,
Let gouts of blood drop from the very sky—
War's signal to his own high-hearted son1.

Silius Italicus, therefore, is following in the beaten track, when he
makes lupiter portend the death of Marcus Marcellus (in 208 B.C.)
by the downfall of blood-drops from a clear sky2. With other writers,
Greek, Roman,and Byzantine, the portent passes into a commonplace
and Zeus or lupiter is ignored3. The same prodigy was repeatedly
chronicled during the dark ages4. It has, indeed, attracted the

p. xxvi. W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen Literatur Miinchen 1929
i. i. 271 argues for a date nearer to 600 than to 500 B.C.

1 Hes. sc. Her. 382 ff.
2 Sil. It. 15. 363 ff. with N. E. Lemaire's note ad loc.
3 I subjoin in tabular form the time and place of each fall of blood-rain recorded by

classical writers:

718 B.C. At Rome and at Laurentum after the murder of the Laurentine ambassadors
and of Titus Tatius (Plout. v. Rom. 24).

214 At Rome in the Forum Boarium (Liv. 24. 10).
194 At Rome in the Forum, in the Comitium, and on the Capitol (Liv. 34. 45).
184 At Rome for two days on the Area Volcani (Liv. 39. 46. lul. Obs. 59 = 4

under the date 183).
183 At Rome for two days on the Area Concordiae (Liv. 39. 56, lul. Obs.

59 = 4)-
i8r At Rome on the Area Volcani and on the Area Concordiae (Liv. 40. 19. It

seems probable that the portents of 184, 183, 181 were in reality the same
occurrence variously dated).

172 At Saturnia in Etruria for three days (Liv. 42. 20).
169 At Rome by day on the temple of Fortuna Primigenia (Liv. 43. 13).
166 In the territory of Praeneste (lul. Obs. 71 = 12).
134 At Amiternum (lul. Obs. 86=27).
128 At Caere (lul. Obs. 88 Lycosthenes).
114 (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 147, Lyd. de ostent. prooem. 6 p. 13, 2 f. Wachsmuth).
106 (lul. Obs. 101 = 41).
104 At Luna in Etruria (lul. Obs. 103=43).
102 Round the river Anio (lul. Obs. 104 = 44).

52 At Rome (Dion Cass. 40. 47).
43 At Rome (Cic. de div. 2. 58, cp. Ov. met. 15. 788).
37 At Aspis on the north coast of Africa (Dion Cass. 48. 52).
30 In Egypt portending the subjugation of its inhabitants (Dion Cass. 51. 17).
54 A.D. At Rome (?) portending the death of Claudius (Dion Cass. 60 (61). 35).
68 In the Alban territory portending the death of Nero (Dion Cass. 63. 26).

399 Before the downfall of the eunuch Eutropius (Claud, in Rutrop. 2. 41).
4 The following list will suffice:

541 A.D. In France (Sigebertus Gemblacensis chronographia ed. L. C. Bethmann in
G. H. Pertz Monumenta Germaniae historica Hannoverae 1844 viii
(Scriptores vi). 317).

570 In Italy, when the Lombards under Alboin invaded the land (C. Lycosthenes
(K. Wolffhart) Prodigiorum acostentorum chronicon Basileae 1557 P- 308).
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attention of serious scientists1, who point out that it reposes
upon a substantial basis of fact2. Thus we get the usual diminuendo
of classical religion—the definite naming of Zeus or lupiter, the
vaguer concept of God or Heaven, the mediaeval portent, the modern
scientific phenomenon.

583 In France (Gregorius Turonensis historia Francorum 6. 14 (Ixxi. 387 A—B
Migne, cp. hist. Franc, epit. Ixxi. 603 A Migne)).

594 . In Italy (Paulus Diaconus de gestis Langobardorum 4. 4 (xcv. 540 A Migne)
'in regione Brionum' = Brescia (?). There may be some confusion here
with the portent listed under the date 869).

782 At Constantinople (?) (C. Lycosthenes (K. Wolffhart) op. cit. p. 335).
786 In England (J. Wolf Lectiones memorabiles et reconditae^ Francofurti ad

Moenum 1671 i. 510 'Sanguis de coelo, anno 786 in Anglia profluxit').
860 At Balkh in Central Asia (Kazwini and Elmazen quoted by Silvestre de Sacy

Chrestomathie Arabe Paris 1806 iii. 526 f., E. F. F. Chladni Ueber Feuer-
Meteore, und fiber die mit denselben herabgefallenen Massen Wien 1819
p. 362).

869 At Brescia in Italy for three days (J. Twinger von Kb'nigshofen Konigshovens
Chronik p. 104. H. Barlandus Historica Coloniae 1603 p. 16 states that
this portent happened at Brixen= Brescia. The date, however, is differently
reported. B. Platina Storia delle vite de' Pontefici Venezia 1761 ii. oo
places it shortly before the death of Hadrian ii, which occurred in 872:
'Poco innanzi, ch' egli morisse piove sul Bresciano tre giorni sangue.'
J. Wolf op. cit. ii. 308 says: 'Narrant historiographi, quod circa annum
873. plurima se exhibuerint mundo monstra & prodigia. Nam in Italia, in
civitate Bressa, integri tridui spacio continue pluit sanguine.' C. Lyco-
sthenes (K. Wolff hart) op. cit. p. 356 has under the date 874: ' Anno
Ludouici imperatoris decimonono, in Italia Brixiae tribus diebus & tribus
noctibus sanguis de ccelo pluisse dicitur').

990 In the days of King Robert (P. Gassendus Viri illustris Nicolai Claudii
Fabriciide Peiresc, senatoris Aquisextiensis, vita Quedlinburg 1706 p. 118 f.
'Itemque quod memoratur temporibus Regis Robert! sanguine pluisse,
circiter finem lunii; adeo ut' etc., cp. Erasmus Francisci Der Wunder-
Reiche Uberzug unserer Nider-Welt, oder Erd-umgebende Lufft-Kreys
Niirnberg 1680 p. 736).

See further C. Lycosthenes (K. Wolffhart) op. cit. pp. 416, 611, 627, 631, 632 (?), 647,
J. Jonstonus Thaiimatographia naturalis Amstelodami 1665 p. 122. Haydn's Dictionary
of Dates'^ London 1910 p. 1151 f. notes a few recent cases (red rain with sand falls in
Italy and Vienna, 10 March 1901: red dust with rain falls in Cornwall, end of January
1902: blood-rain, due to insects (Carabus coccinella), falls in Hamburg, 24 May 1902:
red dust, traced to the Sahara, falls in rain over the whole south of England, 21—23
February 1903).

1 First in the field was C. G. Ehrenberg 'Passatstaub und Blutregen' in the Abh. d.
berl. Akad. 1847 Phys. Abh. pp. 269—460 with tables and 6 col. pis. This admirable
monograph includes a chronological list of all comparable phenomena.

2 Stegemann ' Blutregen' in the Handiabrterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—
Leipzig 1927 i. 1445—1447 with bibliography (Reddish dust from the Sahara, composed
of silicic acid, argillaceous earth, iron- and copper-oxides, is sometimes swept by strong
winds into the upper regions of the air and carried over southern or even northern Europe,
with or without an admixture of rain: the water evaporating, there remains a deposit of
reddish or yellowish dust. Again, bees and butterflies, when quitting the chrysalis, leave
behind them some drops of blood. Finally, masses of red seaweed and 'Wundermonade'
may also occasion a precipitate of red liquid).
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There was an awful rainbow once in heaven:
We know her woof, her texture; she is given
In the dull catalogue of common things1.

Different in character is a mystic and possibly Orphic anthropo-
gony quoted by Julian2 in his Letter to a Priest—

'the saying of the gods, which has been handed down to us by the theurgists of
bygone days, to wit that, when Zeus was ordering all things, there fell drops of
sacred blood, and that from these sprang the race of men.'

This rather isolated notion seems to have arisen, in some more or
less philosophical milieu*, from an attempt to combine two passages
of Hesiod. In the Theogony*, when Kronos mutilated Ouranos,
Gaia received the blood-drops and in due course gave birth to the
Erinyes, the Gigantes, and the nymphs called Meliai, 'Ash-trees.'
In the Works and Days* Zeus produces the men of the Bronze Age
from meliai, 'ash-trees.' It followed, or seemed to follow, that the
men of the Bronze Age were sprung from the blood-drops of
Ouranos himself. Alkaios too and Akousilaos, presumably re-
membering that Phaiakia was named Drepdne after the drepanon or
'sickle' used by Kronos6, had claimed that the Phaeacians likewise
were sprung from the blood of Ouranos7.

1 J. Keats Lamia 231 ff.
2 loul. frag, epist. 292 A—B ... et's rty T&V Oewv (f>^/j.i)v, $ irapad^dorai dta TUV dpxaiuv

jjfj.lv Oeovpy&v, u>s, ore Zeds e/c60/u« TO, irdfra, ffraybvuv a"ip.a.T05 iepov irecrovff&v, e£ <£v irov
TO TOW av6ptj3Trw> /3\a<mJ<reie ytvos. Miss W. C. Wright in the Loeb edition (London 1913)
renders: ' when Zeus was setting all things in order there fell from him drops of sacred
blood.' But the words 'from him' are not in the Greek and may be misleading.

3 The clause ore Zeus ^Koo>iei TCI iravra. recalls the phraseology of Anaxagoras (frag. 12
Diels ap. Simplic. in Aristot.phys. p. 156, 26 Diels irdvra Ste/coovxijcre voOs, ib. p. 177, 5,
cp. Plat. Phaed. 97 B—c, Philodem. wepl euere/Setas 4a = H. Diels Doxographi Graeci
Berolini 1879 p. 532 b 4 ff., Diog. Laert. 2. 6, etc.), who moreover held that plants and
animals had arisen from seed dropped by the sky upon the ground (Theophr. hist. pi.
3. i. 4, Eirenaios adv. haer. 2. 14. 2 (vii. 751 A Migne)).

4 Hes. theog. 154 ff.: supra ii. 447 n. 8.
5 Hes. o.d. 143 ff. That theog. 187 was early brought into connexion with o.d. 145

appears likely from theog. 563, where the right reading /xeXfijicrt (codd. D. E.) has the
curious variant /ueXfottrt (codd. F. K. L.) with schol. /j.e\toi<ri 8£ ifroi rots dv&pdnrois T) Sri
CK M£\£<£J> (ytvovro VV/JL^&V 17 on yevvd}/j.evoi ippiirrovro birb ro?s /ueXfcus, 8 «rri Slvopots.

6 Supra ii. 448 n. o.
7 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 991 f. (ws 5£ /cot atrol \ ai'/xaros Qtipavioio ytvos <i>ahjKes Zcunv)

AKovffiXaos Iv rfj Tpiry (frag. 29 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 103 Muller) =frag. 4 (Frag. gr. Hist.
i. 49 Jacoby)) (pyffiv Sri £K rijs eKrofiijs rod Ovpavov pavidas 4vex^^"ai avvtwevev, rouT^crrt
ras ffTa.y6vas, Kara rrjs yrjs, e'£ wv yevvr)0ijvai rovs Qalaicas' ol de (sc. Hes. theog. 183 ff.)
TOVS Tiyavras. Kal'A\Kcuos (frag. 116 Bergk4 ('Nescio an 'A\KfjiAv sit legendum') =frag.
96 Edmonds (e.g. <&aiaices 6ppdvvuv ffTaybvwv yfros)) 5£ X^-y« TOVS $a£a<cas ^X€tv TO 7^0$ e/c
T&V ffTayovuv TOV Qvpavov.

C. III. 3I
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ii. Rain of stones.

Equally portentous was the rain of stones, which in early times
men attributed to the direct intervention of the sky-god1.

A good example is "furnished by La Crau, a large plain in the
south of France, occupying the western portion of the department
Bouches-du-Rh6neV The name Crau is said to have come from a
Celtic stem meaning 'cairn' or 'heap of stones3,' being akin to our
own word 'crag4.' The arid surface of this plain is in fact covered
with boulders and has been described by a French authority as a
'veritable mer de cailloux5.' Strabon6 calls it the 'Stony Plain';
Pomponius Mela7, Pliny8, Solinus9, and Martianus Capella10—not to
mention later writers11—the 'Stone Fields.' Attempts to explain
along scientific lines such an enormous outcrop of stones were made
by Aristotle and by Poseidonios. The former12 thought them thrown

1 J. F. Cerquand Taranis lithobole (Mtmoires de I1 Acadimie de Vaucluse 1880)
Avignon 1881 argued for the recognition of an Indo-Europaean god, who was at once a
hurler of stones and wielder of a hammer, the hammer being a later substitute for the
stone. As evidence of such a lithobolic deity in Gaul Cerquand quoted Aisc\i. frag. 199
Nauck2 (infra p. 483 n. 3) and, more doubtfully, Paus. 10. 23. i ff. But see Reinach
Bronzes Figure's^. 159 ff. Other stone-throwers (Talos, Minotaur, Kyklops) are possibly
solar or stellar (supra i. 720 f., ii. 491 n. o (6)).

2 P. Joanne Dictionnaire gfographique et administratif de la France et de ses colonies
Paris 1890 i. 1147 ff. with view and map, Lippincotfs Gazetteer of the World Philadelphia
1893 p. 1585.

3 G. Korting Lateinisch-romanisches Worterbuch Paderborn 1901 p. 277 no. 2580
('kelt. Stamm [crauc-], crSc-, kegelfbrmiger Haufe...; auf diesen Stamm gehen
vielleicht zurlick prov. Crau, Name eines Kieselfeldes bei Aries, cratic, steinig,
unfruchtbar'). See, however, Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. i. 477,

»• 573-
4 F. Diez Etymologisches Worterbuch der romanischen Sprachen* Bonn 1887 p. 556.
5 P. Joanne op. cit. i. 1147, cp. ib. 1148 'Ce plan raboteux de galets avait etonne les

anciens, comme il surprend auj. les voyageurs que le ch. de fermene d'Arles a Marseille.'
6 Strab. 181 f. ytterali) yap TTJS Ma(r<raX/ay ical rGiv ^nr/SoXwi' TOV '~Po5avov iredLov tarl rijs

0aAd,TT»js 8ie)(ov ets eKarbv ffraSiovs, roffovrov 5e KOLI TTJV did/j,€Tpov, KVK\OT€pes r6 crx^yna'
/caXeiTcu 5£ AiB&Ses aird TOV <ni^e/3?;/c6Tos. neffrbv yap effri \t6uv -xfipoirKtiOuiv, K.T.\.

7 Mela 2. 78 alioqui litus ignobile est, Lapideum (lapideus cod. A, whence Keune in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 777 'vielleicht 1st campus ausgefallen') ut vocant, in quo
Herculem contra Alebiona et Dercynon (so C. Bursian for albiona et bergyon cod. A. But
see O. Gruppe in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 997) Neptuni liberos dimicantem
cum tela defecissent ab invocato love adiutum imbre lapidum ferunt. credas pluvisse, adeo
multi passim et late iacent.

8 Plin. nat. hist. 3. 34 Campi Lapidei, Herculis proeliorum memoria, 21. 57 Lapideos
Campos in provincia Narbonensi.

9 Solin. 2. 6 in Liguria quoque Lapidaries Campos, quod lovi eo (j<r. Hercule)
dimicante creduntur pluvisse saxa.

10 Mart. Cap. 642 ex cuius laboribus in Liguria Campi Lapidarii sunt appellati, quod
eodem dimicante saxis ferunt pluisse caelum.

11 Cited by Keune in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 777.
12 Aristot. ap. Strab. 182.
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up by earthquakes of the type termed brdstai1. The latter2 held
that they were a sort of beach resulting from the solidification of a
previous lake. But Aischylos3 in his Prometheus Unbound had
given a mythical explanation of the scene, which concerns us more
closely. Prometheus, telling Herakles of the route from the Kau-
kasos to the Hesperides, had said:

Then shalt thou come to the undaunted host
O' the Ligyes, where, fighter as thou art,
Thou shalt have fights enow. For here Fate bids
Thine arrows fail thee; nor shalt thou avail
To get a stone from the ground—the ground is soft.
Howbeit Zeus, in pity for thy plight,
Will send a cloud to cover the whole land
With rounded stones, thick as the snowflakes fall.
These hurling, thou shalt thread that Ligyan host.

The incident appealed to certain astromythologists of the
Hellenistic age as providing a plausible account of that much-
disputed constellation Engonasin or Ingeniculus4. In the northern
hemisphere, midway between Lyra and Corona, Draco and Ophiu-
chus-, appears a male figure on bended knee. The Babylonians had
named him ilu kamti, 'the fettered god,' and had regarded him as
one of the seven astral powers called da--ik AN.KI, 'Breakers of
Heaven and Earth5.'. It is tempting to suppose that some trans-
mitted memory of Mesopotamian lore led to the identification of
him with Prometheus chained to the Kaukasos, or again with Ixion
fastened to his wheel6. The neighbouring constellation Corona

1 Aristot. de mundo 4. 396 a 2 f. 2 Poseidon, ap. Strab. 182.
3 A\sch..frag. 199 Nauck2^/. Strab. 183. Cp. Dion. Hal. ant. Rom. i. 41 8-rjXol5e rbv

ir6\e/j,ov r6v8e r&v apxaiu>v iroirjruv AiVx^Xos 4v TlponyOei \vo(j.et>(j). ireTroiyrat. yap atrip 6
Hpofjw)0ebs 'HpaK\ei ra re d\\a irpo\£y<at> ws %Kacrr6v [avrip\ n ffvfjt,^<reffdai ?/te\\e Kara r}\v
ivl Tr)pv6vriv ffrpareiav, Kal Si) Kal Trepl rov AiyvffriKov iroXtftov, wj ov pySios o ayu>v Zffrai
dir)yoijfj,fvos ' ra 8£ voiri/j.ara c?5e £%et K.T.\.

On the Ligurians in general see now the critical survey of A. Berthelot ' Les Ligures'
in the Rev. Arch. 1933 ii. 72—120 ('La Ligurie historique'), ib. 245—261 ('Les ante-
cedents des Ligures' including 'A. L'hypothese nordique. Mythologie: Les Ligures,
Vambre et Kyknos'' and 'B. L'hypothese panitalique. Les Ligures en Italic centrale'),
261—303 ('Les conjectures toponymiques').

4 A. Rehm in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. \. 2563—2565 devotes a succinct article to
this constellation, including its various names, identifications, descriptions, etc. See also
F. Boll Sphaera Leipzig 1903 pp. 100—104 and Index p. 555.

5 A. Jeremias Handbuch der altorientalischen Geisteskultur Leipzig 1913 p. 128, id.
in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 1,488 f., citing Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, &c.,
in the British Museum London 1910 xxvii pi. 45, 22 ff. (K. 4129) omens from births.

6 Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 6 hunc etiam nonnulli Ixiona brachiis vinctis esse dixerunt, quod
vim lunoni voluerit adferre; alii Promethea in monte Caucaso vinctum, schol. Arat.
phaen. 74 oJ 5£ Hpofj.t)0£a \£yov<Tu>.. .ru>& dt'Il-lova atirbv \tyovffiv elvai.

31—2
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might pass in the former case as the ring of Prometheus1, in the
latter as the wheel of Ixion2. These, however, were stray opinions
of doubtful date. More persistent is the idea that Engonasin was a
nameless sufferer—toiling, says Aratos3, at some unknown task;
tired and mournful, says Cicero4; weary and pitiable, says Germani-
cus5. Teukros of Babylon (c. 100 A.D.)6 went so far as to call him
Talas7 the Man of Sorrows.

Others attempted to identify the kneeling
figure with a definite mythical suppliant or the
like and in so doing took further constellations
into account. Araithos of Tegea (s. iv B.C.)8 made
him out to be Keteus, son of Lykaon and father of
Megisto (=Kallisto), lamenting the transforma-
tion of his daughter into Ursa Maior and be-
seeching the gods to restore her to him9.
Hegesianax (c. 200 B.C.)10 saw Theseus raising
the rock at Troizen beneath which lay his father's
swordu (fig. 3I2)12: Lyra could then be viewed as

1 Supra i. 329 n. o.
2 A. Rehm in F. Boll Sphaera Leipzig 1903 p. 149 n. 4 and in Pauly—Wissowa

Real-Enc. v. 2564.
3 Arat. phaen. 63 ff. ryS afiTov poytovri KvXlvderai dvdpl tot/cos | etdwXov. TO pev ofiris

dfj.<pa.S6v elireiv, \ odd' OTIVI Kpe/J-aTai Keivos irbvtg, dXXci, fuv aOrws \ E1TONASIN

Fig. 312.

the lyre of

4 Cic. de nat. dear. 2. 108 defessa velut maerentis imago (a rendering of Arat. loc. cit.
= Cic. Arat. 65 Nobbe).

5 Germ. Arat. 74 succiduis genibus lassum et miserabile sidus, 633 miserabiie sidus.
6 Teukros of Babylon was an astrologer who at the end of j. i A.D. wrote Trepl TUV

irapavaTe\\6vT<j)i>, a work dealing with horoscopes (W. Christ Geschichte dergriechischen
Litteratur* Mtinchen 1920 ii. i. 416, 448).

7 F. Boll Sphaera Leipzig 1903 p. 278 f 0e6s ns /cara/c^aXa Kelftevos, /caXecrcu de TciXas,
/coi jt6/>a£ \j/atiei afrrov TTJS Ke<pa\rjs codd. T.R. (two MSS. of Rhetorics, an Egyptian
astrologer of s. vi, who has preserved extracts from Teukros irepl rwc 5w5eKa faSiuv).
Teukros as a native of Babylon appears to perpetuate the old Babylonian tradition of a
'fettered god.'

8 E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 374.
9 Araithos frag. I (Frag, hist, Gr. iv. 318 Miiller) ap. Hyg. poet. astr. 2. i Araethus

autem Tegeates historiarum scriptor non Callisto, sed Megisto dicit appellatam, et non
Lycaonis, sed Cetei filiam, Lycaonis neptem; praeterea Cetea ipsum Engonasin nominari,
ib. 2. 6 Araethus autem, ut ante diximus, hunc Cetea Lycaonis filium, Megistus patrem,
dicit; qui videtur, ut lamentans filiam in ursae figuram conversam, genu nixus palmas
diversas tendere ad caelum, ut earn sibi dii restituant.

10 F. Stahelin in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 2602 ff., F. Jacoby ib. vii. 2604 ff.,
W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 ii. i. 217 f.

11 Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 6 Hegesianax (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 525 Jacoby) autem Thesea dixit
esse, qui Troezene saxum extollere videtur, quod existimatur Aegeus sub eo ellopium
(allopium cod. D. J. Molsheym cj. Pelopium. Heinsius, with more genealogical justifica-
tion (see Gerhard Gr. Myth. ii. 231), cj. Cecropium. B. Bunte says: 'fortasse legendum
est ellopum ex Gr. ?XXo7roj' (quidl}. But, if Ellopia was a district in northern Euboia
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extending as far as Chalkis (R. Philippson in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2438), it may
be that we should keep Ellopium to denote a sword 'of true Ellopian bronze.' A.B.C.)
ensem posuisse, et Aethrae Thesei matri praedixisse, ne ante eum Athenas mitteret,
quam sua virtute lapide sublato, potuisset gladium patri referre. itaque niti videtur, ut
quam altissime possit, lapidetn extollat. hac etiara de causa nonnulli lyram, quae proxima
ei signo est collocata, Thesei esse dixerunt, quod ut eruditus omni genere artium, lyram
quoque didicisse videbatur. idque et Anacreon (frag. 99 Bergk4, 121 Edmonds) dicit:
d7%oO S'AfyeWeco 09j<r&>s iffrl Xfy»7, schol. Arat. phaen. 74 $ Qr/ffta.

12 Theseus raising the rock was a subject in vogue with artists for some five hundred
years. The hero is regularly represented with bent knee, a modification of the archaic
Knielauf. His attitude is awkward, and even unreasonable, on an Etruscan scarab of
banded sardonyx at Vienna (R. von Schneider Album auserlesener Gegenstdnde der Antiken-
Sammlung des Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses^Nizn. 1895 pi. 40, 3, Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen \
P'- I7»55( — myfig'3i2 : scalef),ii.8s. Inscribed These), more natural on a relief from Trysa,
to be dated c. 420—410 B.C. (O. Benndorf—G. Niemann Das Heroon von Gjolbaschi- Trysa
Wien 1889 p. 173 pi. 19, ii ( = my fig. 314), Reinach R£p. Reliefs {.459), on a small pedi-
mental relief surmounting a stele of Hymettian marble inscribed c. 136—133 (?) B.C. with a
decree in honour of the Troezenian Telesias (Corp. inscr. Att. iy. i no. 458 b, W. Larfeld
Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. 1.139, F. von Duhn in the Arch.
Zeit. 1877 xxxv. 171 f. no. 104, Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. pi. 217, 5), and on Roman
mural reliefs in terra cotta referable to the period c. 30 B.C.—c. 140 A.D. (G. P. Campana
Antiche opere in plastica Roma 1842—1851 pi. 117, Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 398
no. D 594 pi. 39, H. von Rohden—H. Winnefeld Architektonische rdmische Tonreliefs der
Kaiserzeit Berlin 1911 i. 98, ii pi. 12 ( = my fig. 315). Inscribed 0CC60yC = 9(»?)<r^ous.
Beneath the rock lie the shield, the sheathed sword and the quiver (?) of Aigeus. Aithra
points to them). A marble relief from Ostia, now in the Villa Albani, has a similar
rendering of the scene complicated by the presence of other onlookers (G. Winckelmann
Monumenti antichi inediti'* Roma 1821 ii. 130 pi. 96, Einzelaufnahmen no. 1126 with
Text iv. 35 by W. Amelung, Reinach R£p. Reliefs iii. 146 no. i, W. Helbig Fiihrer durch
die dffentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertiimer in Rom 3 Leipzig 1913 ii. 45 5 f. no. 1924),
and so has a white marble tripod-base from Mt Gerizim, now at Constantinople, Attic
work of Roman date (Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople ii. 385 ff. no. 638 fig., O. Brendel
in thzjahrb. d. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1932 xlvii. 202 f. fig. 2 ( = my fig. 316) inscribed 0?;<reus |
yvupi<Tfj.ara. Theseus raises the rock in the presence of Aithra and two maids). Pausanias
c. 150 A.D. saw on the Akropolis at Athens a bronze statue of Theseus pushing up an
actual rock, beneath which were the shoes and sword of Aigeus (Paus. i. 27. 8). This
curious work of art is shown on imperial bronze coins of Athens (E. Beule Les monnaies
d'Athenes Paris 1858 p. 397 f. fig., Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 105 pi. 18, 8,
Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 145 f. pi. DD, 2, J. N. Svoronos
Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 95, 25—36, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 366
no. 5963 pi. 211, ii. Fig. 313 is from a well preserved specimen
in my collection). At Troizen too, where the original rock of
Theseus was to be seen (Paus. 2. 32. 7 cited supra i. 519 n. 2, cp.
Kallim. Hekale frag. 66 Schneider, 20 Mair kv /xec yap Tpoi^rjvt
Ko\ovpairi virb irerpy \ OrjKe avv apirideffffi), the same type reappears
on bronze coins of imperial date (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Pelopon-
nesus p. 167 no. 20 pi. 31, 5 Commodus, p. 168 no. 24 Geta,
no. 25 pi. 31, 9 Philippus lunior, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. i. 49 pi. M, 11 Commodus, Weber Cat. Coins ^,.
ii. 487 no. 42 58 Caracalla). See further F. Wieseler' Die erhaltenen
Denkmaler mit Darstellungen der Troezenisch-Attischen Sage von Aegeus, Aethra und
Theseus, soweit diese die zu Troezen vorgefallenen Ereignisse betrifft' in the Nachr. d.
kon. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe 1886 pp. 65—72 (numerous other gems
and pastes representing Theseus and the rock are listed ib. pp. 69—71) and H. Steuding
in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 680—682 fig. i.
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Fig. 314.
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Fig. 316.
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Theseus1. The vicinity of Lyra justified two other interpretations—
Thamyris at the knees of the Muses who had blinded him2, and
Orpheus slain by the women of Thrace for intruding upon the
Dionysiac rites3.

But such attempts too often involved a misconception of the old
starry schema. E. Bethe4 has done well to urge that Engonasin was
first represented on some Ionic globe of the sixth century B.C. as
an anonymous man in the attitude of Knielauf dear to archaic art5.
Hence Aratos' professed inability to expound 'the mysterious
phantom6.' Hence also the total absence of attributes both in the
detailed descriptions given by Aratos7, Hipparchos8, Ptolemaios9,
and in the clearly cut relief that adorns the Farnese globe (fig. 31/)10.
Since, however, the attitude of Kmetaufwas frequently employed
by early artists to express the energetic action of Herakles11, it was

1 Our earliest evidence for the lyre of Theseus is the krat£r of Klitios and Ergotimos,
c. 600—550 B.C. (supra i. 481 n. 9). Next in date is the fragment of Anakreon, c. 530 B.C.
(supra p. 485 n. o). Theseus with the lyre seems to have been an Ionian rival of the better
known lyre-playing Herakles (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 500 n. i).

2 Hyg. poet. astr. i. 6 alii autem Thamyrim a Musis excaecatum, ut supplicem ad genua
iacentem dicunt, schol. Arat. phaen. 74 aXXot Qdfj.vpiv.

3 Hyg. poet. astr. i. 6 alii Orphea a Thraciis mulieribus interfici, quod viderit Liberi
Patris initia. Supra i. in n. i, ii. 121 fig. 76 with n. 3.

4 E. Bethe 'Das Alter der griechischen Sternbilder' in the Rhein. Mus. 1900 Iv.
426 f.

5 Supra i. 204 n. 4, 296 fig. 219, ii. 544 fig. 419, 731 fig. 663, etc.
W. Deonna Dtdale Paris 1930 p. 249 'Certaines attitudes memes, qui jadis paraissaient

anormales, sont justifiees par la chronophotographie2...et cette course "agenouillee" est
1'attitude exacte du saut, le corps etant saisi au moment ou il se ramasse sur lui-meme pour
franchir 1'obstacle3' (id. ib. nn. 2 and 3 adds a useful bibliography).

6 Arat. phaen. 270 dwevOtos flddi\oio.
7 Arat. phaen. 63—70.
8 Hipparch. in Arati etEudoxiphaen. comment, i. 2. 6 Manitius with the translation

of Sir T. L. Heath Greek Astronomy London & Toronto 1932 p. 119.
9 Ptol. syntaxis mathematica 7. 5 (ii. 52 ff. Heiberg) with the translation of K. Manitius

Leipzig 1913 p. 36 f.
10 J. B. Passeri Atlas Farnesianus marmoreus insigne vetustatis monumentum com-

mentario inlustratus Florentiae 1750, Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, v. 25 ff. pi. 793 fig. 1999 A =
Reinach Rip. Stat. i. 468 no. i, Miiller—Wieseler Denkm, d. alt. Kunst\\. 4. 13 f. pi. 64,
822, E. Vinet in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 527 fig. 615, A. Furtwangler in Roscher
Lex. Myth. i. 711 with fig. on p. 710, A. Baumeister in \us, Denkm. i. 224 f. fig. 175 (from
a photograph), Guida del Mus. Napoli p. 169 no. 579. But these publications are all
eclipsed by the careful study of G. Thiele Antike Himmelsbilder Berlin 1898 pp. 19 ff.
(' Die Neapler Statue'), 27 ff. ('Der Globus des Hipparchos') with figs, i—7 and pis. 2—6.
My fig. 317 is from Thiele's pi. 6.

11 E. Schmidt 'Der Knielauf in the Miinchener archdologischeStudien Miinchen 1909
p. 309 fig. 28, p. 312 fig. 31, p. 313 fig. 32 (Herakles attacking Centaurs on a bronze plate
from Olympia (A. Furtwangler in Olympia iv. 101 no. 696 pi. 38), on a 'Laconian' dtnos
in the Louvre (O. Puchstein in the Arch. Zeit. 1881 xxxix. 219, 240 pi. n, i and pi. 12,
i = Reinach Rtp. Vases i. 433,8 and 435, 6), on an Ionian amphora at Munich (Sieveking—
Hackl Vasensamml. Miinchen i. 103 no. 836 fig. 106)). A modification of this attitude
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easy to equip the nameless figure with club and lion-skin and to
make him fight the snake of the Hesperides (Draco), as was done
by Eratosthenes and his followers1 (figs. 318, 3I9)2, or to imagine
him groping for stones in his contest with the Ligyes, as was done by
other Alexandrine scholars3. Both interpretations occasioned further

Fig. 318.

Hercules
Fig. 319.

persists even in the posture of Herakles crouching to shoot in the eastern pediment of the
temple of Aphaia in Aigina (A. Furtwangler Aegina Miinchen 1906 Text p. 250 ff. figs.
206, 208, Atlas pi. 95, 86, id. Beschreibungder Glyptothek Konig Ludwig"1 s I. zu Munchen?
Miinchen 1910 p. 112 ff. no. 84, P. Wolters Filhrer durch die Glyptothek Konig Ludwigs
I. zu Miinchen Miinchen 1922 p. 20 fig. A. 86): see A. Kalkmann in the fahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1895 x. 65 ff., 74, pace E. von Mach A Handbook of Greek and Roman
Sculpture Boston 1905 p. 88.

1 Pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 4, cp. ib. 3, Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 6.
2 Fig. 318 is from a twelfth-century MS. of Germanicus at Madrid (cod. Matrit. A 16

fol. 56' published by G. Thiele Antike Himmelsbilder Berlin 1898 p. 145 fig. 62). Fig. 319
is from the edition of Hyginus printed by Erhard Radtolt at Venice in 1485 fol. dv.

3 Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 6 Aeschylus autem in fabula quae inscribitur TLpopyBetis \v6pevos
(stipra p. 483) Herculem ait esse, non cum dracone, sed cum Liguribus depugnantem.
dicit enim, quo tempore Hercules a Geryone boves abduxerit, iter fecisse per Ligurum
fines; quos conatos ab eo pecus abducere manus contulisse et complures eorum sagittis
confixisse, sed postquam Herculem tela deficerent, multitudine barbarorum et inopia
armorum defessum se ingeniculasse multis iani vulneribus acceptis. lovem autem misertum
filii curasse ut circa eum magna lapidum copia esset, quibus se Herculem defendisse et
hostes fugasse. itaque lovem similitudinem pugnantis inter sidera constituisse, schol. Arat.
phaen. 74 (wrongly attached to the description of Ophiuchus) &\\oi 8£ <t>a.<rl rives avrbv
elvai rbv "£Lpa.K\{a rots AfjSwt (A. Rehm in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2564 makes the
obvious correction Alyvffi) iro\e/j.ovvTa. £iri\nr6i>TUi> ai/rf TUV Toj-evfAQTUv tiri j6fv
\[0ovs /3a\elv, oOi ai)r<£ Zei/s vaev
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Fig. 320.

Fig. 321.
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misunderstandings. Herakles grasping his club was confused with
Bootes grasping his lagobolon—witness the Carolingian paintings
(figs. 320, 321) in the codex Vossianus*-. Herakles throwing stones
was equated with the stone-thrower Talos2, whose name bore a
convenient resemblance to that of the sufferer Talas3. It was altered
by some wiseacre into Tantalos4, the hero who lived in dread of the
falling rock, and by some fool of a copyist into Taos the Peacock5!
A final muddle, prompted perhaps by Tantalos under his rock,
perhaps by Herakles fighting his snake, produced the name Atlas6.
Modern sky-charts are content with the label Hercules. But rival
claimants have been numerous, as may be seen from the appended
stemma :

The Fettered God
(Babylonian Original)

Keteus
(Araithos of Tegea;

s. iv B.C.)

Thamyris Orpheus
Theseus

(Hegesianax
C. 200 B.C.)

Herakles v. Draco Herakles v. Ligyes

s. Hi B.C.)

Talas
(Teukros of Babylon

c. IOOA.D.)

Talos
(Antiochos of Athens

s. ii A.D.)

Atlas Tantalos Taos

1 A ninth-century MS. of Germanicus at Leyden (cod. Voss. Lat. qto 79 fol. 6V Hercules
( = my fig. 320) and fol. i2v Bootes ( = my fig. 321) published by G. Thiele Antike Him-
melsbilder Berlin 1898 p. 93 fig. 19 and p. 96 fig. 22).

2 By Antiochos of Athens (s. ii A. D.), author of a famous astrological poem Thesaiiroi,
of which one fragment in hexameters is quoted by the astronomer Palchos (s. v A. D.) and
other parts survive in an old prose paraphrase given by various MSS. (W. Christ Geschichte
dergriechischen Litteratur^ Mlinchen 1924 ii. i. 678). See further F. Boll Sphaera Leipzig
1903 p. 279, who restores TdXws from TaXds piirruv \idov cod. V3 and rac6s cod. A.

3 Supra p. 484.
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Having thus seen that certain anonymous Alexandrines used
the Aeschylean myth of Zeus sending a rain of stones to Herakles1

as a plausible explanation of Engonasin, we must next enquire
whether the myth itself was a mere figment on the part of an
imaginative poet or an episode strictly in accordance with popular
classical belief. And here I shall at once cite a remarkable parallel
recorded by Livy2 as having taken place in the reign of Tullus
Hostilius (672—640 B.C.):

'After the defeat of the Sabines, when King Tullus and the whole Roman
state were at a high pitch of glory and prosperity, it was reported to the king
and senators that there had been a rain of stones on the Alban Mount. As this
could scarce be credited, envoys were dispatched to examine the prodigy; and in
their sight there fell from the sky, like hail that the wind piles in drifts upon the
ground, a thick shower of stones. They thought too that they heard a great voice
issuing from the grove on the mountain-top, which bade the Albans offer sacrifices
after the fashion of their fathers: these they had in fact given over to oblivion,
as though they had forsaken their gods along with their country, having either
adopted Roman rites or in anger at their fortune, such as men sometimes
feel, abandoned the worship of the gods. The Romans also, in consequence of
the same portent, undertook an official nine days' celebration, whether so
commanded by the divine voice from the Alban Mount—for this too is handed
down—or on the advice of soothsayers. At all events it remained a regular custom
that, whenever the same prodigy was reported, there should be a nine days'
observance.'

The great voice heard from the grove on the mountain-top was
that of lupiter Latiaris, whose temple on the summit of the
Alban Mount3 (Monte Cavi^} was the earliest religious centre of the

4 Schol. Arat. phaen. 74 oi 5£ ToiraXoc.
5 F. Boll op. cit. p. 278 with n. i.
6 F. Boll op. cit. p. 260 f. in view of Si Kifyt/3a\a /cai drXds (leg. "ArXas) cod. V3. ' Die

Schilderung eines Gottes mit ausgebreiteten Armen passt durchaus zu den Darstellungen
des Atlas, wie etwa der Kolner Bronce (abgebildet bei Thiele S. 26) oder dem Trager
des Globus Farnese.'

1 Supra p. 483. The Hercules Lapidarius worshipped in the neighbourhood of Nikaia
\Nizza, Nice) (Orelli Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 1011 = Corp. inscr. Lat. v. 2 no. 7869 a small
pedestal, found near the monastery of S. Ponzio and thence transferred to a vineyard
adjoining the Cappuccini of Nizza, inscribed HERCVLI [ LAPIDAR! | ALMANI|CENSES | p)
is hardly to be connected with this myth, but may be a local variety of Hercules Saxanus,
the god 'of Quarries' (De Vit Onomasticon iii. 354, 355), on whom see now the exhaustive
article by Keune in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii A. 266—307.

2 Liv. i. 31 trans. B. O. Foster altered.
3 A. Nibby Analisi storico-topografico-antiquaria della carta de' dintorni diRoma Roma

1837 i. no—119 ('Albanus Mons'), G. B. de Rossi 'Ricerche archeologiche e topografiche
nel monte Albano' etc. in theAnn. d. Inst. 1873 xlv. 163 ff. ('Tempiodi Giove Laziale'),
168 ff. (' Cabum. Cabenses') with pi. RS, M. S. de Rossi' Scavi e studii nel tempio di Giove
Laziale sul monte Albano' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1876 xlviii. 3:4—333 with col. pi. Q,
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Latins1. And, since the Alban Hills were certainly prehistoric
volcanos, which even in historic times continued to give intermittent
proof of their smouldering fires2, it is permissible to suppose that a

C. Hulsen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. \. 1309—1311 with map, G. Tomassetti La
campagna Romano, antica, medioevale e moderna Roma 1910 ii. 190—230 ('Albano
Laziale'), G. Giovannoni 'Monte Cavo. Esplorazioni nell' area del tempio di Giove
Laziale' in the Not. Scavi 1912 pp. 382—384. .

4 C. Hulsen loc. cit. 'die hochste Erhebung des vulkanischen Albanergebirges, jetzt
Monte Cavi (weniger correct Monte Cavo), 954 m. iiber dem Meer.'

1 H. Last in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1928 vii. 348.
2 SirW. Gell The Topography of Rome and its Vicinity'2 London 1846 p. 38: 'Albano

has been at different periods subject to earthquakes; these, however, have hitherto been
productive of no serious mischief. Shocks were felt here in the year 1829, and in many
of the villages around. After continuing for a considerable period, during which they
were at times repeated as often as thrice in one day, they ceased in the autumn. The
strange stories then current among the people, of flames breaking forth from a chasm,
and of trees withering from volcanic effluvia, give an air of probability to the showers of
stones and other prodigies, said to have occurred in ancient times on the Alban Hill.
These phenomena may be referred to the volcanic nature of the mountain, which, at the
time that they are said to have happened, was so much nearer the epoch of its vigour and
activity.'

C. Daubeny A Description of active and extinct Volcanos, of Earthquakes, and of
Thermal Springs'* London 1848 p. 169 f.: 'To the south of Rome the whole of the
country for several miles round Albano abounds in volcanic appearances. Amongst the
mountains in this group are several lakes which appear originally to have been craters,
as for instance that of Albano, Vallariccia, Nemi, and Juturna, to which we may add,
intermediate between the Alban mountains and the Anio, the Lake of Gabii, noted for
a particular variety of Peperino called the Gabian stone, and the singular hexagonal one
of Cornufelle, near Frascati, supposed by Gell to be the Lake Regillus....In proof that
the volcanic action had not entirely ceased even in modern times, I may state that Pliny
\tiat, hist, i. 240] mentions a report which had reached him as to the ground round the
lake [of Ariccia or Vallariccia] being hot enough to set fire to charcoal; and Livy [22. 36]
notices a shower of stones that fell there, as well as the bursting out of a warm spring,
having its water mixed with blood, which Heyne supposes to have been bitumen t (tHeyne,
Opusc. Acad. vol. ii. p. 263). There are indeed some passages in ancient writers, which
might lead us to suppose a volcano to have existed among these mountains even at a
period within the limits of authentic history, for Livy [25. 7] notices a shower of stones
which continued for two entire days from Mount Albano during the second Punic war,
and Julius Obsequens in his work "De Prodigiis" [98 = 38] remarks, that in the year [641]
A.U.C. [=113 B.C.] the hill appeared to be on fire during the night....These accounts
indeed, if not confirmed by other testimony, might be rejected as fabulous, but they may
perhaps suffice to establish the comparatively modern date at which the volcanic action
continued, when viewed in connexion with the physical structure of the lake itself....This
however, and the other lakes above-mentioned, if even they be considered as volcanic
craters, are but the dependencies and offsets, as it were, of the great extinct volcano, the
traces of which still remain upon the summit of the Alban hills.'

To these contentions E. H. Bunbury in Smith Diet. Geogr. i. 92 opposes a dogmatic
denial, difficult to accept: 'Numerous prodigies are recorded by Roman writers as
occurring on the Alban Mount: among these the falling of showers of stones is frequently
mentioned, a circumstance which has been supposed by some writers to indicate that the
volcanic energy of these mountains continued in historical times; but this suggestion is
sufficiently disproved by historical, as well as geological, considerations.'
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fall of pumice or scoriae thrown up from some re-opened vent would
be viewed as an omen directly indicating the will of lupiter.

Later showers of stones1, ashes2, or the like3, though on occasion

1 217 B.C. Hot stones fell from the sky at Praeneste (Liv. 22. i).
216 A rain of stones on the Aventine at Rome and at Aricia (Liv. 22. 36).
215 A rain of stones round the temple of luno Sospita at Lanuvium (Liv. 23. 31).
212 A rain of stones for two days on the Alban Mount (Liv. 25. 7).
211 A rain of stones at Eretum (Liv. 26. 23).
207 Stones fell from the sky at Veii, and again there was a rain of stones on the

Armilustrum at Rome (Liv. 27. 37).
194 A rain of stones in the territory of Hadria (Liv. 34. 45).
188 Showers of stones on the Aventine (lul. Obs. 56 = 2).
186 A rain of stones in Picenum (lul. Obs. 59 = 4).
169 A rain of stones at -Reate (Liv. 43. 13). At the close of the same year stones

fell simultaneously in the ager Romanus and in the ager Veiens (Liv. 44.18).
152 A rain of stones at Aricia (lul. Obs. 77 — 18).
94 A rain of stones on a farm of the Vestini (lul. Obs. 111 = 51).
52 Infra n. 3.
41 A rain of stones (C. Lycosthenes (K. Wolffhart) Prodigiorum ac oslentorum

chronicon Basileae 1557 p. 228).
897 A.D. A rain-storm followed by the fall of white and black stones at Ahmed-dad

near Koufah (an Arabic MS. of Ibn-al-Athir quoted by E. Quatremere
Mtmoires gtographiques et historiqnes sur V Egypte, et sur quelques contrtes
voisines Paris 1811 ii. 487).

So far as Italy is concerned, the decreasing number of entries rather suggests that this
particular form of volcanic activity had petered out before the beginning of our era.

2 87 B.C. A rain of ashes at Athens (Paus. 9. 6. 6).
473 A.D. A rain of fiery dust or ashes at Byzantion (Kedren. hist. comp. 350 C (i. 614

Bekker), Glykas ann. 4. 264A (p. 489 Bekker), Zonar. 14. i (iii. 253
Dindorf). Theophan. chronogr. p. 103 (i. 185 Classen) refers this rain
of fiery dust to the year of Leon i's death, which he places in 466 A.D.
C. Lycosthenes (K. Wolffhart) op. tit. p. 296 dates it in the second year
of Leon i, 462 A.D. (!), cp. Nikephor. eccl. hist. 15. 20 (cxlvii. 60 B ff.
Migne). Prokop. de Bell. Goth. 6. 4. 27 and Marcellin. Comes thron.
ann. 472 (li. 931 C Migne) attribute the fall to an eruption of Vesuvius.
The menologium Basilianum for Nov. 6 p. 170 (cxvii. 147 A-B Migne)
says that the ashes fell glowing hot and burnt up ir&vra. T& Qvrd).

3 214 B.C. A rain of chalk at Cales (Liv. 24. 10).
194 A rain of earth on several occasions at Rome (Liv. 34. 45).
190 A rain of earth at Tusculum (Liv. 37. 3, lul. Obs. 55= i).
172 A rain of earth at Auximum (Liv. 42. 20).
167 A rain of earth at Anagnia (Liv. 45. 16, lul. Obs. 70=11).
166 A rain of earth at many places in Campania (lul. Obs. 71=12).
133 A rain of earth at Ardea (lul. Obs. 86= 27 a).
101 A rain of clay on the Aventine at Rome (lul. Obs. 104 = 44 a).
98 A rain of white chalk in the theatre (lul. Obs. 107 = 47).
52 At Rome 'many thunderbolts, many clods, stones, shards and blood went

flying through the air' (Dion Cass. 40. 47).
50 A rain of baked tiles at Rome (Plin. nat. hist. 2.147, cp. Lyd. de ostent.prooem.

6 p. 13, I2f f . Wachsmuth KarqvexO'nffa.v 5£ wXivOot iro\\dicis 6irTai xal
/rtJj/is, ucrirep eiri ZTJVWVOS TOV KO.&' i]/j,at).

860 A.D. Blood-red dust fell from the sky at Byzantion ([Georg. Monachos] chron.
5. 3. 15 (ex. 1048 c—1049 A Migne)).
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attributed to divine agency1, are more often recorded as a purely
anonymous portent.

iii. Rain of food.

Another form of abnormal shower is the alleged fall of actual
food from the skies. Thus in the book of Exodus* it is stated that
the children of Israel on entering the wilderness of Sin, between
Elim and Sinai, were distressed with hunger:

'Then said the LORD unto Moses, Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for

.you3 At even ye shall eat flesh, and in the morning ye shall be filled with bread ;

and ye shall know that I am the LORD your God. And it came to pass at even,

that the quails came up, and covered the camp : and in the morning the dew lay

round about the camp. And when the dew that lay was gone up, behold, upon

the face of the wilderness a small round thing, small as the hoar frost on the

ground4....And the house of Israel called the name thereof Manna : and it was

like coriander seed, white ; and the taste of it was like wafers made with

honey5.'

This timely provision of tamarisk-droppings6 and migrating quails7

made a profound impression upon the people and is the subject of
repeated allusions by other writers throughout the canon8. Indeed,
it came to be regarded as frankly miraculous: e.g.

1 Paus. 9. 6. 6 X^yercu 5e /cat 'ABijva.iois Seat rf<f>pav b 8eb$ eviavrig irpbrepov irpiv TJ rbv
Trf>\ep.ov rbv eirax^vra virb 2tfXXa TO. fj^ejaXa, fffiuriv eveyiceiv irad-rj/jiara., Prokop. de bell.
Goth. 6. 4. 27 teal wore fj.tv <j>a,<nv iv Bv^avrt^ tiwrecrovaav (sc. the ashes from Vesuvius)
otirtas eKir\rj^ai robs ratfrTj av&p&Trovs uxrre Travdri/nd ££ tKflvov Si) /cat es r65e rov xpovov
\irals eviawiois el;i\dffKe(r6a.i rbv 6ebv gyvwffav, /c.r.X., Georg. Monachos chron. 4. 209. i
(ex. 7560 Migne) {</> ov (cn/yuetoj') etyavi) iv r£ ovpai><£ t>e<j>£\r) ffa\iriyyoei57]s iirl i](i.tpas //,
/cat ffiroSbv £j3pe£e ev ~K.II. ffinda.^^ TO irdxos- TUIV yiip ve^uv wj irvp bpufj.evwv eS6/cet irvp
peeiv. dia roOro irdvruv \iTavev6vTuv, ry <t>i\a.v6puir(q. TOV Qeov eff^^ffOtj /cat et's K&VIV yttere-

cp. Nikephor. eccl. hist. 15. 20 (cxlvii. 61 B Migne) vecf)t\i) yap ffd\viyyos <rxwa

tirl ii/JLepas reffffapaKovra WTTTO' r/yt/ca /cai <riroSbs av<a6fv ve-riffOt] rrj Kwj'O'ra^-
rivov, <; wore (inserzti) > wcrei iraXatcrT^i' viri-p T&V Kepd/jLuv Ka,6eivai, els irvp ruv ve<pdiv
a\\oiuOtvTUV • 8 5^ ffti/j-fioXov cucpaupveffTaTOV fy TTJS Sffov ofiirw tffeadai /teXXoi/cr^s 7riy>/caias •
6're irdvTes abv Tp6/J.<f) l^ibvre^, SvffwirowTes ijffav Qe6v, \eyovres, Hvp 4irL
a<pavl£eiv rjv povXofjitvq 0ey. <t>i\a.i>0pd>ir<iJS 5£ Kivn)6frrus (leg. KivriOevr

2 Ex. 16. i ff.
3 Ex. 16. 4.
4 Ex. 16. 12—14.
3 Ex. 16. 31.
6 A. Macalister in J. Hastings A Dictionary of the Bible Edinburgh 1900 iii. 236

('Manna'), N. McLean and S. A. Cook in T. K. Cheyne—J. S. Black Encyclopedia
Biblica London 1902 iii. 2929-—^2931 ('Manna').

7 G. E. Post in J. Hastings A Dictionary oj the Bible Edinburgh 1902 iv. 179 (' Quail'),
A. E. Shipley, S. A. Cook, T. K. Cheyne, and C. Creighton in T. K. Cheyne—J. S. Black
Encyclopedia Biblica London 1903 iv. 3989—3991 ('Quail').

8 Num. ii. 6ff., 31 ff., Deut. 8. 3, 16, Josh. 5. 12, Neh. 9. 20, Ps. 105. 40, 106. 15,
John 6. 31 f., 49, 58, Heb. 9. 4, Rev. 2. 17.
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'Yet he commanded the skies above,
And opened the doors of heaven;
And he rained down manna upon them to eat,
And gave them of the corn of heaven.
Man did eat the bread of the mighty :
He sent them meat to the full.
He caused the east wind to blow in the heaven:
And by his power he guided the south wind.
He rained flesh also upon them as the dust,
And winged fowl as the sand of the seas:
And he let it fall in the midst of their camp,
Round about their habitations.
So they did eat, and were well rilled;
And he gave them that they lusted after1.'

'He rained down manna.../ 'He rained flesh also....' It maybe
doubted whether classical authors can furnish a complete parallel to
the Hebrew tradition. There is, however, reason to think that the
same naive belief in food, at first let fall by the sky-god, and later
simply dropping from the sky, long haunted the imagination of
Greeks and Romans alike.

W. H. Roscher2, in a dissertation published half a century since,
succeeded in proving two relevant points. In the first place, the
Greeks and Romans, the Indians, the Germans, and the Finns all
held that honey falls as a dew from the sky3 on trees and flowers,
and consequently viewed it as a sort of celestial diet. In the second
place, ambrosia, the gods' food, and nektar, the gods' drink, (or vice

1 Ps. 78. 23—29.
2 W. H. Roscher Nektar und Ambrosia Leipzig 1883 pp. 13—22 and 22—33.
3 Hence the names de/>6/*e\i (Amyntas/?•«£•. i (Script, hist. Alex. Mag. p. 135 Mliller)

— frag, i (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 627 Jacoby) ap. Athen. 500 D, Galen, vepl rpoQ&v Swd/^ews
3. 39 (vi. 739 Kiihn), cp. Verg. georg. 4. i aerii mellis caelestia dona), dpo<r6/j.e\i (Galen.
loc. dt., cp. Verg. eel. 4. 30 roscida mella, Plin. nat. hist. 16. 31 rores melleos e caelo, ut
diximus (ib. n. 30), cadentes), ^\i aypiov (Diod. 19. 94, Matthew 3. 4, Souid. s.v. ditpls),
vov fif\L (Polyain. 4. 3. 32, cp. Ail. de nat. an. 15. 7 Herat y'lvduv yrj Sia TOV ypos /J.£\ITI
vypf).

A curious story is told by Hadrianus Junius (Adriaan de Jonghe) in his Animadversa
Roterodami 1708 p. i7of. (lib. 3, cap. 9): 'Locum accepi fuisse in regno Neapolitano,
prsestantissimi mellis aerii (quod aypiov fi,t\i Suidas, aepiov Galenus, vulgus hominum
Manna nominat a voce Hebrsea Man, quse generice donum significat) proventu nobilem,
quern Neapolitani reges perpetuo muro claudendum curaverant, incertam ob causam, sive
uberior proventus atque inde opimus reditus, sive purior ejus collectio eos hue stimulavit:
quacunque tandem de causa denegato illius contactu, cceleste illud /ecu dioirerts donum in
universum cadere desiit: mox quum jussu Regum interrupta fuisset muri series, denuo
labi affluenter, & a pube rustica colligi passim coepit. Repetitur iterum magno studio
cingendi loci propositum, sed temerarium: siquidem circunquaque prseclusa muri lorica,
stetit melleus ille imber, neque manavit amplius, donee, dissipata disjectaque macerise
illius crate, libero ingressu potitus rusticus ccetus, avidissime defluvium illud mannse
colligere permissu regum potuit.'
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versa1), were originally identical, both being forms of the self-same
substance honey. This identification is borne out by etymology :
a-mbrosia, the 'non-mortal' food2, and nek-tar, the 'death-van-
quishing3,' or perhaps rather ne-ktar, the 'not-dead4/ are obvious
equivalents.

1 Athen. 39 A olda 5' on 'Ava^avdpLS-rjs (fab. incert. frag. 7 (Frag. com. Gr. iii. 198
Meineke)) TO vetcrap ov irorbv, dXXd Tpo<f>T)v elvai \4yei Betav 'TO vexrap effdiii) trdvv \ /j-drruv
Siairivta r' dfji^pofflav /cat ry A« | diaKovu /cat ff€fj,v6s el/j.' e/cdorore | "Hpp \a\&t> /cat Ktf7rpi5t
TrapaKaOrffjievos.' /cat'AX/c/u,dc (frag. 100 Bergk4, 88 Edmonds, 3 Diehl) dt <f>rj<n 'roveicTap
tfS/xei/at' ai'Tovs- /cat 2a7r0u> (frag. 51 Bergk4, 146 Edmonds) 5^ tprjcriv 'd/u.j8pocrias p.ev \
Kparrjp e/c^/cparo, | 'Ep,u,as 5* 'f\ev oXiriv \ 6eoTs olvoxorjcrai.' Eustath. in Od. p. 1632, 61 ff.
abbreviates this passage of Athenaios. The same conception underlies Eur. Hipp. 748 ff.
Kprjvai T' d/u./3/>6<riat x^OVTCLt- I ZTJCOS (W. Dindorf cj. Zavbs) /j.e\d6piav irapa /cotrats, | IV' a
fiioStapos (so L. C. Valckenaer from 'iva /3t65w/>os cod. A. &»' 6\j8t65wjOos vulg.) af^ei £a6ea
"XQ&v ev8a.ifj,oi>iav 0eois.

2 Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.2 p. 32, Boisacq Diet, tlym, de la Langue Gr.
p. 134, Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. ii. 276, cp. Schrader RealUx?
ii. 139.

3 So Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Sfr.z p. 308 ('*«£/! (Tod; lat. nec-em, s.
+ tar "iiberwindend," ai. tara-s, s. reipu. Also in der Bedeutung armlich wie d/
In dieser Deutung habe ich mich mit Jac. Grimm Dtsch. Mythologie I, 294 (necem
avertens) beriihrt'), Boisacq Diet. £tym. de la Langue Gr. p. 660 f. ('<*«£/l-"mort, f."
(cf. Lat. nec-etn et voy. s.v. V^KVS) + -rap "qui triomphe de," cf. skr. tard-h zd. -tara-
"qui triomphe de" (: skr. tdrati "traverser, franchir, surmonter, vaincre," lat. tr-ans)
= "dju/3po(r^"'), Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. ii. 326 ('veK-rap
" Gottertrank" ("*Tod iiberwindend,"...)').

4 H. Giintert Kalypso Halle a. S. 1919 p. i6r ff. is dissatisfied with the solution of the
problem advanced by Prellwitz and now commonly accepted ('Aber mit dem zweiten
Kompositionsglied steht es nicht zum besten; man verweist auf ai. -tard-, aw. -tara-
"iibertreffend, besiegend," zu ai. tdrati "setzt iiber, gelangt hiniiber, iiberwindet, rettet,"
oder auf ai. ap-tilr "die Wasser besiegend "; ich wiirde schon lieber auf ved. -trd "zer-
storend" als zweites Kompositionsglied hinzeigen, das im griechischen Auslaut als -rap
erscheinen miisste und von dieser Stellung aus verallgemeinert sein konnte. ...Aber auch
der Zerlegung von vticrap in v^K-rap "necem superans" haftet meines Empfindens etwas
"Gemachtes" an, es fehlt ihr die innere Uberzeugungskraft. Dazu kommt, dassdie Silbe
-rap nur durch Heranziehung weit entfernter Formen einigermassen gedeutet werden
kann'). Accordingly, he proposes a new and undeniably attractive explanation ('Ich
mochte daher einen neuen Deutungsversuch vorlegen, der hinsichtlich der Bedeutung der
Etymologic GRIMMS ebenbiirtig ist, aber den Vorzug hat, nur mit im Griechischen selbst
iiblichen Wortformen auszukommen: ich will namlich ve-Krap zerlegen. ve- = idg. *ne ist
die Vollstufe der Negation, die wir in so iiblichen Formen, wie lat. ne-scio, ne-fas, n'-
unquam, n'-ullus, ne-scius, ne-cesse, ne-cessarius, nemo aus *ne-hemo. ...Im Griechischen
selbst ist ve- erhalten bei vokalischem Anlaut, da sonst das alte ne- durch ov ersetzt wurde;
vgl. oC rts, OVK I6t\w: lat. nolo. In solcher Kontraktion aber war ve- nicht durch ov zu
ersetzen, und so begegnet es in Fallen wie i^Xeiys, vf)vefj.os, cij/ceoros, v-r/yperos, vtivvfjios,
vrjXiTTovs..., vrjfjLepTris, vrjTrios. Sohst kann ve- also nur in Wortern mit undurchsichtiger
Bedeutung von der Ersetzung durch ov verschont geblieben sein; ein solcher Fall ist
meiner Ansicht nach veKrap, aus dem wohl schon die Griechen den Stamm veK- "Tod"
in veices, vticvs, re/epos herausgehort haben werden. Der zweite Teil dieses also sehr alter-
tiimlichen Kompositums, dessen eigentliche Bedeutung die Hellenen nachwei si ich selbst
nicht mehr kannten, gehort in tiefstufiger Stammesgestalt nach dem Hauptton zu horn.
Krepea. "Beigabe an Tote." Hesych. glossiert /crapes- vexpoi, /cat d/cT^ptoroi• oi ara^ot.
Ferner gehoren hierher /creptfw, horn, /crepeifw rivd "jem. die letzte Ehre erweisen,"

C. III. 32
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The facts on which these fancies rested are partly botanical,
partly entomological. On the one hand, a sweet, sticky exuda-
tion, usually caused by a superfluity of sap, is to be found
during hot weather, in small drops resembling dew, on the leaves
of sundry trees and herbs1, especially the oak2, the ash3, the

a "Totenfeier, Leichenbestattung." Daher ist auch did-Kropos, der Beiname des
Hermes in seiner Eigenschaft als ^vxoTro/x7r6s heranzuziehen [supra ii. 384 n. o]. 12 397
sagt der Totengott zu Hektor: iraryp 84 pol eon IIoXtf-KTwp [supra ii. 384 n. o]. Dies ist
also deutlich ein redender Name fur Hades, dem alles Irdische anheimfallt, wie iroXvStyfjiwv,
TroXvoV/CTijs usw [supra ii. 1113 n. o (2)]. Wenn es an der Stelle weiter heisst: d$mos
fj.ev o y' effrl, so erinnert man sich an UXotfrfaw [supra i. 503 f., ii. 385 n. o]. TO ve-Krap
"Nicht-totsein" ist also mit dpfipoffia vollig gleichbedeutend. d-KT^pioToi sind &ra<f>oi,
solche, die nicht bestattet werden, liber die der Hades also keine Macht hat, und dies
Wort deckt sich mit d-Odvaroi. '

1 M. J. Berkeley in J. Lindley — T. Moore The Treasury of Botany2 London 1884
i. 596.

2 Theophr. frag. 190 Wimmer ap. Phot, bibl, p. 529 b 16 ff. iriirrei. Se rb CK TOV depos
jjLf\i Kal eirl ri]i> yrjv Kal fwl rd irpoffrvxovra TWV tf>vTUv. eupiffKerai. 8k /wiXtoTa eirl roTs
0tfXXois rrjs Spuds Kal 4irl<.Tciis (inserui A. B. C. ) > T?)S $iXt5pas, Sibn TrvKvoTtira 2xel TaOra
Kal eviKfjui effri. del 5£ /n^re TeXeJws elvai i-i)pd, 'iva, /wj et's ai/rd eXKy, ^re fj.avd, 'iva fj.r) Sdr/ •
ravra de Kal ^viK^a Kal irvKvorrjTa ^xet> Ta (so F. Wimmer for TO codd.) Se T^S <f>i\ijpas Kal
y\VKtJTriTa. ?xet °^ 7rws "h At^trTa (so F. Wimmer for n£\iff<ra codd.) otKelkxrlv nva irpbs ri]v
Spvv, id. hist. pi. 3. 7. 6 (palvtrai d' oSv Kal 6 fieXiTddys ovros xv^s ^K T°u atpos firl ratrri
(sc. rrj dpvt) fj.a\urTa irpoffl^eiv, Diod. 17. 75 &TTI 5e Kal devSpov irapa TO?J ^7%w/)^ots (sc. TOIS
'TpKavols) irapairX^ffiov Spvt Kara rijv eiri<p6.veiav, drd Se r&v <j>ti\\(i}v diro\eifiov yu.^Xf Kal
TOVTO rives ffvvdyovres da\j/i\i) TTJP diroXauo'tj' ai/roC 7rotoC«'Tat = Curt. 6. 4. 22 frequens arbor
faciem quercus habet, cuius folia multo melle tinguntur: sed, nisi solis ortum incolae
occupaverint, vel modico tepore sucus extinguitur (cp. Ex. 16. 21), Plin. nat. hist. 16. 31
constatque rores melleos e caelo, ut diximus, cadentes non aliis magis insidere frondibus
(sc. quam roboribus). Honey dripping from the oaks is a characteristic of the golden age
(Verg. eel. 4. 6 redeunt Saturnia regna; j ...30 et durae quercus sudabunt roscida mella,
georg. 1.131 mellaque decussit (sc. lupiter) foliis, Tib. i. 3. 45 ipsae mella dabant quercus,
Ov. met. i. n if. iam flumina nectaris ibant, | flavaque de viridi stillabant ilice mella).
But Hes. o.d. 232 f. o6pe<ri 8e SpOs | d/c/oi; ^v re tptpei J3a\dvovs, fj,effcnf) Se /xeXicrcros refers
rather, as Tzetz. ad loc. saw, to beesnests in hollow oak-trunks (pseudo-Phokyl. i7i f f .
Bergk4, I7 i f f . Diehl, Hor. epod. 16. 47, Ov. am. 3. 8. 40). Anth. Pal. 9. 72. if. (Anti-
patros) eiJ/coXos 'Ep/uetas, w voifUves, tv Se ydXaKTi | xatpw^ Kal Spvtvy ffirevSdfufvos
(A. Hecker and F. Dtibner would read ffirei>8ofj.£vois. H. Stadtmiiller: 'malis fort.
Trei66fji.evos conlato Antipatri Thess. versu 93, 4 (dXiyip ireitfo/iecoj \ij3dvtp) ') /j,4\iTi is of
doubtful interpretation.

3 A. Kuhn Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks^ Giitersloh 1886 p. 121
ventures to connect /^Xt 'honey' with fj,e\ia 'ash-tree,' citing in support the Hesychian
glosses (teXlai- nt\i<r<rai. ij Sopara, ^ Xo7Xa' and M6^1? uffirep /j.£\i- eZSoj SfrSpov, SOev rd
/jitXiTa. But in the latter gloss N. I. Schow cj. /ueXfr; us (II. 13. 178) for /teXiifas cod. and
A. Meineke cj. /xeX&lca (sc. 86para) for /JitXira cod. Hence M. Schmidt (ed. 1861) prints:
jueXfy cos1 uffirep /teXi(o). eI5os d&Spov, oOev TO, fie\fiva (S6para). W. H. Roscher Nektar
und Ambrosia Leipzig 1883 pp. 9, 16 accepts Kuhn's conclusions, which — though far from
impossible — have not found favour with recent philologists (Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d.
Gr. Spr.z p. 288, Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la Langue Gr. p. 624, Schrader Reallex? i. 270,
Walde — Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. ii. 692).

More weight attaches to a northern parallel. The ancient Scandinavian world-tree was
an ash (askr Yggdrasils), from which trickled a bee-nourishing dew named 'honey-fall'
(huntings fall). See K. Simrock Handbuch der Deutschen Mythologie Bonn 1878 p. 38,
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lime1, and some sorts of reeds2. On the other hand, certain insects,
such as the aphides, secrete a sugary liquid, which is often spread
in a shiny layer over the upper surface of leaves3. Both saccharine
substances are known to us as 'honey-dew4,' to our neighbours as
miellat5 or Honigthau*.

G. Vigfusson—F. York Powell Corpus Poeticum Boreale Oxford 1883 ii. 635, J. Grimm
Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1883 ii. 796, E. H. Meyer Germanische
Mythologie Berlin 1891 p. 8r, F. Eckstein in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aber-
glaubens iv. 290.

1 Theophr._/raf. 190 Wiminer (quoted supra p. 498 n. 2) rrjs <t>i\tipas.
More than fifty years ago my brothers and I, as boys in our father's garden, used in the

heat of summer to creep under the green translucent shade of some over-hanging lime-
boughs, and I well remember tasting the sweet sticky liquid with which the leaves were
coated.

2 Sen. epist. 12. 2. 4 aiunt inveniri apud Indos mel in arundinum foliis, quod aut ros
illius coeli aut ipsius arundinis humor dulcis et pinguior gignit, Philostr. her. 20. 43
Tpt<t>ovai d£ (sc. al 'A/wifii'es) TO, ^p^f] ydXaKrl re <popj3ASwi> iirwtav Kal Spbirov Kriplots, 17
fj.4\iTos 8iKr)v tirl roi)s ddvaKas TUV Trorau&v ifdvei, Ail. de nat. an. 15. 7 tfercu ij 'IvS&v 777
5tot TOV rjpos julXirt vypf, Kal £ri ir\tov i] Ilpcurluv X<*}Pa> Sire/) oSv e[LiriwTov rats ir6ais Kal
TCUS ruiv e\ei<ai> KaXduuv x6/j.ais vofids rots /3ovo-l Kai rots Trpofldrois irap^xfi BavfiaffrAs, Kal rd
/jitv ffia effTiarai rjSlo-rriv T-fivde effriaffiv (paXiffTa yap evravBa ol volets ayovffiv avrd,
Kal fj.a\\ov rj 8p6o-os TJ y\VKeia Kd6r)rai irecroP<ra), avdecrrig. d£ Kal rd f(pa TOI)S
d/J.t\yov<n yap irepiyMKiarov yd\a, Kal 01) Stovrat dvaful-ai. ai)r<p /J.£\i, oirep ovv
"EXXijces. But Plin. nat. hist. 11.14 melliginem (sc. faciunt apes) e lacrimis arborum, quae
glutinum pariunt, salicis, ulmi, harundinis suco, cummi, resina is dealing with vegetable
exudations, not supposed dew. And anon, peripl. mar. Erythr. 14 (Geogr. Gr. min. i.
267 Muller) ^apTiferat d£ ffwrfOws Kal dirb r&v 2aw rbirtav, rrjs 'ApiaKrjs Kal Bapvydfav,...
//.eXi TO KaXdfjuvov rb \ey6/J.evov (rdKxapi refers to sugar-cane.

3 R. Lydekker The Royal Natural History London i896vi. 198'The sticky substance
known as honey-dew, which is often spread in a shiny layer over the upper surface of leaves,
is, in most cases, nothing but the liquid dropped by the crowds of plant-lice living above
on the under side of other leaves.'

4 The Encyclopedia Britannica™ London 1929 xi. 715 'The exudation of a nectar-like
or saccharine fluid is a function exclusively of flowers but may be found as a secretion or
excretion on all parts of various plants which occur above ground. A sweet material,
manna, is produced by leaves and stems of a species of ash, and nectar-secreting glands
are found on leaves, petioles, stipules, bracts and even on the outer surfaces of corollas
and calyces of various plant species. The origin of nectar-secretion manifested specially
by flowers among the several parts of plants has been carefully considered by Darwin, who
regards the saccharine matter in nectar as a waste product of chemical changes in the
sap—The secretions or excretions of nectar from parts of plants other than the interior
of flowers are commonly called plant honey-dews.

' Another important source of sweet liquid for honey-bees is the excretions of many
species of sucking insects, these being called insect honey-dews to distinguish them from
normal plant secretions. Various orders of Hemiptera form this material which is eagerly
gathered by bees, but only when no supplies of nectar are available....'

Ib. xi. 717 'HONEY DEW, a secretion consisting of exudations of sugar from the leaves
of various trees under certain atmospheric conditions. It is usually the result of a superfluity
of sap, but may also be produced by the puncture of certain insects (Aphides, q.v.)—'

5 Lagrandeencyclopedic Paris (1898) xxiii. 956 s.v.' MIELLAT, MIELLEE ou MIELLURE.'
6 J. Grimm—W. Grimm Deutsches Wb'rterbuch Leipzig 1877 iv. 2. 1793 s.v. 'Honig-

thau' ('von blattlausen herriihrt').

32 — 2
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Country folk in the second century A.D., when they observed
such honey-dew on the leaves, would say with a smile ' Zeus has been
raining honey I1' And what they said in jest, their forefathers had
said in earnest. Hence the curious belief that Dionysos was called
Hyes because at his begetting 'Zeus rained ambrosia upon him2 '—
a point to which we shall recur3.

But if honey, why not honey-cakes? Why not dainties of all
sorts? The comedians caught at the notion. Pherekrates4 in his
Persians (towards the close of s. v B.C.5) imagines a happy land in
which rivers of black broth with rich spice-nuts and best barley-bread
shall flow from the springs of Ploutos, all ready to be ladled up,—

While Zeus rains wine, well-smoked and fine, in one tile-drenching sputter
(A bathman's souse), till every house massed grapes and cheese-cakes clutter,
And soup all hot and Lord-knows-what goes gurgling down the gutter.

Nikophon, a later contemporary of Aristophanes6, in his Sirens
pictures a similar scene, but omits the name of Zeus:

Then let it snow with meal,
Drizzle with loaves, and rain with lentil-soup;
Let broth roll tit-bits all adown the streets,
And cake invite us to consume itself7.

From such classical Utopias it is not a far cry to the mediaeval
1 Galen, irepl rpofy&v Swdfieus 3. 39 (vi. 738 ff. Kiihn) r; rwv rpo<j)£>v vXtj irao~a

Sevpo Sirrols ytveffi irepi\-i]<p0eio-a, rb /j.ev erepov avru>v eK <f>vrCav elxei T° St erepov eK f&w
eKartpas 5' avr&v da^dipiffrai rb ne\i. ylverai uev yap tirl rois <pv\\ois rwv (f>vru>v, e<rri Se
afire x^Aos avrwv, afire Kapir6s, afire popiov, d\\' bfwyeves /j.ev rats 8p6ffois, ofi /jity afire
<rvvex&s ofi6' dfjiolus e/ceiVais ytverai Sa^iX^s. olSa S£ irore Otpovs &pa ir\elo~rov oaov etrl rois
ru>v StvSpuv Kal dd/j.vuv Kal rivuv fiorav&v tf>v\\ois evpeOev, (is virb r&v yewpy&v \tyeo~6ai
Trai£6vrwv, '6 Zevs £/3pe£e /j.e\i.' irpoyyeiro S£ i>v% ^ev ev^vx^, ws ev Oepei, (Bepovs yap TJV
upa ryviKavra,) 6epiJ.T] Se /cat l^pa /cpatrts depos eirl rrjs Trporepatas... Trap' -rjniv /J.ev ovv ffiraviws
ipaiverai rovro yi.v6fji.evov, Iv be T<£ opei r<£ AtiSdi'y Ka6' 'eK.o\.o~rov Iros OVK bXtyov. <ao~re
eKireravvvvres eirl yrjs bepnara Kal o-elovres ra StvSpa S^xovrai rb diroppeov dv' avruv Kal
Xi5rpaj Kal Kepdjua irXijpovffi rov /t^Xtros. 6vo/ji.d^ovffi S' avrb Spoff6/J.e\L re Kal dep6/j.e\i
(supra p. 496 n. 3). 7rp6S7jXos fitv ovv ri V\T) rrj yeveaei rov /tt^XtTos b/j.oyev/]s rts oScra rats
Sp6o~ois, K.r.\. Supra p. 261 n. i.

Galen's statement that on Libanos men spread skins upon the ground to catch the
honey-dew may throw some light on Judges 6. 36 ff., where Gideon says to God: ' If thou
wilt save Israel by mine hand, as thou hast spoken, behold, I will put a fleece of wool on
the threshing-floor; if there be dew on the fleece only, and it be dry upon all the ground,
then shall I know that thou wilt save Israel by mine hand,' etc.

2 Bekker anecd. i. 207, 26 ff. (quoted supra ii. 275 n. 12). 3 Infra § 9 (i).
4 Pherekr. Persai frag, i (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 315 ff. Meineke) ap. Athen. 269 c—E.

The relevant lines are 6 Zevs 5' iSwv otvq Katrvia Kark rov Kepd/j.ov J3a\avev<rei, | dirb ru>v Se
reyQv dx^rol fiorpvuv fiera vaffriffKuv iroKvrvpwv | bxerevffovrai 6epjj.(p o~vv ervei Kal

5 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1912 i. 411 f.
6 Frag. com. Gr. i. 256 Meineke.
7 Nikoph. Seirenes frag. 2 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 851 Meineke) ap. Athen. 269 E veuptrt

fj.ev d\<f>irois, | ^a/ca^rw 5' aproiffiv, verta S' ervei- | fw/ios 8ta ru>v bdQv KV\ivSeiru Kp4a-
ovs eavrbv 4<rOit
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Land of Cokaygne1 in its English2, French3, Italian4, or Teutonic
varieties5. A frequent element in these Wonderlands is the fall of

1 On the derivation of the name see F. Diez Etymologisches Worterbuch der romanischen
Sprachen5 Bonn 1887 p. 114, F. Kluge Etymologisches Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache*
Strassburg 1899 p. 229, G. Korting Lateinisch-romanisches Worterbuch^ Paderborn 1901
p. 249, E. Weekley^w Etymological Dictionary of Modern English London 1921 p. 322,
R. Plate Etymologisches Worterbuch der franzosischen Sprache Berlin—Bonn 1931 p. 69.

2 J. E. Wells A Manual of the Writings in Middle English 1030—1400 Yale University
Press 1916 p. 228 f. 'THE LAND OF COCKAYGNE...consists of 95 short couplets of 1250—
1300 in MS. Harley 913 f. 3. The MS. was written probably between 1308 and 1318,
at latest before 1325... possibly...from a lost French source.' Bibliography ib. p. 798 f.
The text was first published by G. Hickes Linguarum Vett. septentrionalium thesaurus
grammatico-criticus et archteologicus Oxonise 1705 i. 231—233, then e.g. by T. Wright in
M. Haupt—H. Hoffmann Altdeutsche Blatter Leipzig 1836 i. 396—401, and with revised
readings and useful notes by E. Matzner Altenglische Sprachproben Berlin 1867 i.
147—152-

Similar fancies crop up here and there in much later verse (cp. T. Crofton Croker
The Popular Songs of Ireland London 1839 P- 7^ 'Then let it, ye powers, | Rain whisky
in showers,' or T. Hood's ' I've heard about a pleasant land, | Where omelettes grow on
trees, | And roasted pigs run, crying out, [ "Come eat me, if you please"').

3 E. Barbazan Fabliaux et contes despoetes franfois des xi, xii, xiii, xiv et xve siecles^
Paris 1808 jv. 175—181 ('C'est li fabliaus de Coquaigne. Manuscrits, n03 7218 et 7615'),
especially vv. 96—roo 'Troisfois i pluet en la semaine | Une ondee de flaons (sc. "tartes,
gateaux") chauz | Dont ja ne cheveluz ne chauz (sc. "chauve") | N'iert destornez, jel' sai
de voir, | Ainz en prent tout a son voloir.' This thirteenth-century French poem is copied
in a Dutch version 'van dat edele lant van Cockaengen' (R. Priebsch in the Tijdschrift
•voor nederl. taal- en letterkunde 1894 xiii. 185—191), where it rains flat cakes and pancakes
(J. Poeschel in H. Paul—W. Braune Beitrdge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und
Literatur 1878 v. 413).

In M. A. Le Grand's comedy Le roi de Cocagne acte i scene 2 (composed in 1718, ed.
Paris 1742 ii. 146) Bombance declares: 'Le pigeonneau farci, 1'alouette rotie, | Nous
tombent ici bas du Ciel comme la pluye.'

4 The earliest allusion occurs in one of the Carmina Burana (ed. J. A. Schmeller
Stuttgart 1847 P- 254) entitled Confessio Goliae, which was written at Pa via c. 1162—1164
by a wandering cleric and addressed to Reinald von Dassel, Archbishop of Cologne
(W7. Giesebrecht in the Allgemeine Monatschrift fur Wissenschaft und Literatur 1853
p. 364). The author states: ' Ego sum abbas Cucaniensis et consilium meum est cum
bibulis et in secta Decii voluntas mea est.' But the first detailed description is found in
Boccaccio's Decamerone. G. Boccaccio The Decameron trans. J. M. Rigg London 1920 ii.
187 (Eighth day, Novel iii): 'Chiefly in Berlinzone, in the land of the Basques. The
district is called Bengodi [sc. ubi bene gaudetur], and there they bind the vines with
sausages, and a denier will buy a goose and a gosling into the bargain; and on a mountain,
all of grated Parmesan cheese, dwell folk that do nought else but make macaroni and
raviuoli1 ( JA sort of rissole.), and boil them in capon's broth, and then throw them down
to be scrambled for; and hard by flows a rivulet of Vernaccia, the best that ever was drunk,
and never a drop of water therein.' Dr H. Meier draws my attention to A. Bertarelli
Vimageriepopulaire italientte Paris 1929 pp. 50 fig. ('Le Pays de Cocagne des femmes.'
Rome. Taille-douce vers 1650) and 51 fig. ('Description du Pays de Cocagne.' Taille-
douce coloriee au pinceau, de Remondinia Bassano. xviiie siecle).

5 F. Kluge Etymologisches Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache^ Strassburg 1899 p. 341
'Schlaraffe M. seit dem 17. Jahrh. fiir alter nhd. (16. Jahrh.) Schlaura/e, das noch im
18. Jahrh. (z. B. Maaler der Sitten n 193) begegnet: aus dem seit dem 14. Jahrhundert
bezeugten und kaum alteren mhd. slur-affe (: sluder-affe) M. "iippig lebender, gedanken-
loser Miissigganger, Schlaraffe" (bei Maaler 1561 Schluraff"fast schlafferig Mensch") zu
mhd. slur "Faulenzerei, faule Person" sowie zu schleudern und schlummern, Ursprgl.
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comestibles in a shower from the sky. The gap between ancient and
modern examples is filled, on the one hand, by folk-tales that tell
of eatables and drinkables falling like rain1, on the other hand, by
would-be historical happenings2, sometimes susceptible of a scientific
explanation, sometimes exaggerations or distortions of residual facts.
war slur-affe Schimpfwort wie friihnhd. Gahnaffe, Maulaffe und Rotzaffe. Die erste
ausfuhrliche Schilderung des seit dem 15. Jahrh. erwahnten Schlaraffenlandes hat Hans
Sachs 1530 in einem Schwank gegeben' [E. Goetze Samtliche Fabeln und Schwanke von
Hans Sachs Halle a. S. 1893 i. 8—u no. 4 'Das Schlauraffen Landt' in 108 short riming
lines]. For other early references to Schlaraffenland'see J. Poeschel in H. Paul—W. Braune
Beitrdge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 1878 v. 416 if., J. Bolte—
G. Polivka Anmerkungen zur den Kinder- u. Hausmdrchen der Briider Grimm Leipzig
1918 iii. 248 ff. Grimm's Household Tales trans. M. Hunt London 1901 ii. 229 f. no. 158
' The Story of Schlauraffen Land' is taken from a German poem of the fourteenth century
(printed from a Strassburg MS. by M. Haupt—H. Hoffmann Altdeutsche Blatter Leipzig
1836 i. 163—165 in 63 short riming lines). In this topsy-turvy country e.g. 'sweet honey
flowed like water from a deep valley at the top of a high mountain.' A. Alsleben Johann
Fischarts Geschichtklitterung (Gargantua) Halle a. S. 1891 p. 143 (cap. 6) 'In dem Land
kan ich nicht meh bleiben, der lufft thut mich in Schlauraffen treiben, drey meil hinder
Weihenacht, da seind die Lebkuchenwand, Schweinepratentrom, Maluasirpronnen,
Bachschnittbach, Bachfischbach, Eyer im Schmaltz fiir Hartz und Gummi da die
Taubenschlag mauler gepraten Wachteln fangen, die dem Bauren uber Nacht im gefass
geruhet haben, da der Milchramregen, der Zuckererbsen Hagel, der speisold vund
schlaflon regieret, O der Pratwtirst Zaun, honiggips, fladendacher, welche die Weinhelden
vorsturmung des vollen Bergs sehr verschantzen,' etc. Fischart's Gargantua was first
printed in 1575. My pi. xl is from the Bilderkatalog zu [M.] Geisberg: Der deutsche
Einblatt-Hohschnitt (a woodcut printed by W. Strauch, Nilrnberg). The book was kindly
lent to me by Dr H. Meier. Cp. Reinach Rep. Peintures ii. 753, 2 (a painting by
Breughel le Vieux, now at Berlin).

1 See the tales cited by J. Bolte—G. Polivka Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Haus-
marchen der Briider Grimm Leipzig 1913 i. 527 f.

2 Athen. 333 A—B oTScc 5e Kal TroXXa^oO vffavTa TOV Qebv Ixdf'fft' &aivlas yovv iv
Sevrfyy Upvrdveuv 'Epeoiwj' (frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 294 Miiller), cp. Eustath. in II.
p. 35, 16 f.) 4v ~Keppovri<T(j3 <f>t)<rlv tirl rpeTs T//u^pas uerat TOV 0ebv ix&tias. Kal $v\apxos d' £v
rerdprri (frag. 4 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 335 Miiller) = frag. 4 (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 163 f.
Jacoby), cp. pap. Oxyrh. xv no. 1801 col. ii, 43 f. [...]. arts a/rpiScurf. ]/?[.] . ar/>a
[ ] | /ecu $v\apxos ev TT? 5 [ ]) eupaKfvai rivets Tro\\axov rbv 6ebv
vffavTa Ixftvai, TroXXdjus 8e KO.I irvpols TOV af>Tou 0-Vfj.palvovTos Kal eirl ^arp&^uv (P. P.
Dobree cj. yvptvois for irvpois and would omit Kal lirl fiaTpdxuv. F. Jacoby prints
fTToXXaxoO Tbv Bebv iiffavTa 2%0tferi] ** iroXXdKis 5e Kal yvpivois TOV avTOV (rvpfiaivovTos Kal
eirl /Sarpcixwj'. But K. W. Dindorf rightly retains the manuscript readings). 'HpaK\el8i)s
yovv b AeyujSos ev Ty KO.' TU>V IffTopiSiv (frag. 3 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 168 Miiller), cp.
Eustath. in II. p. 35, 17 ff. and Appian. Illyr. 4) 'ireplTyv Haiovlav Kal AapSavlav fiaTpd-

s,' <t>^<rlv, ' virev b 6eb$ Kal TOffovro avTu>i> eytveTo TO Tr\fj6os ws rots oinias Kal rois bdovs
ras per ovv irpc5ras ^yuepas KTeivovTes TOVTOVS Kal criry/cXeiocres ras ofalas

us d' ovdtv ijvvov, dXXa rcl re aKfvfi eirXypovro Kal jtierdi T&V £8eo~udTuv
evpiffKovTo ffvveif/dfjievoi Kal ffwoirTdifj-evoi ol jSdr/saxoi Kal irpbs rotrrois oCre (so K. W.
Dindorf for ov§£ codd.) ro?s vda<riv •TJV xpijffOai o^re roi)s ir68as tirl T^V yqv Oflvai. o~vff(re-
ffupev/j^vuv avT&v, evo'x\ov[i.evoi de Kal VTTO r^s TUI> TeTeXevTrjKbTtav 65/n^s, £(pvyov TTJV
X&pav.' To the same effect Agatharch. de mari Erythraeo 59 (Geogr. Gr. min. i. 151
Miiller) ap. Phot. bibl. p. 453 b 30 f. Bekker Kal fidTpaxoi, 8 ytyove irepl TOVS AtiTapidTas,
Diod. 3. 30 rods 5e Ka\ov^vovs Ai)roptciras /Sdrpa^oi TJ]V dpx^yovov ffuffTaviv ev rots v4<f>effi
Xo/u/Sdi'oi'res Kal irlwTOVTes dvTl TTJS crwij^ows i/'e/cdSos ifiiaoavro rets 3rctrp/5as KoraXtTretj' Kal

K aTa<f>vyeiv els TOVTOV TOV TOTTOV eV y vvv KaGidpvvTai. But Theophr. frag. \ 74. i Wimmer
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Schlauraffenlandt, ' The Country of Cokaygne,'
from a woodcut printed by W. Strauch of Nuremberg.
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ap. Phot. bibl. 527 b 17 ff. Bekker shrewdly observes diXXa de irpovirdpxei (dv, ^(patverac
dt dia rods v€Toti$, Uffirep ot re /co^Xiai /cat oi fjuKpol /Sdrpaxoi' ofi yap VOVTO.I, us rives

v, dXXct irpotpaivovTai [ibvov, Kara, yrjs Svra irpbrepov, Stct TO elffpeiv rb vdup els ras
atrruv.

Cp. the beliefs noted by J. Jonston Thaumatographia Naturalis Amstelodami 1665
p. 123 'At in Amelandia [one of the west Frisian Islands], quse ranam nullam patitur,
ranis pluisse, ex Pr&ceptore nostro Clarissimo Domino Menelao Vinsemio Med. D. in alma
Frisiorum Profess, accepimus'' (with context), P. Sebillot Le Folk-Lore de France Paris
1904 i. 70 f. 'dans le Bocage vendeen, le cerne \sc. l'arc-en-ciel] enleve 1'eau des etangs,
et tombe en produisant une pluie de poissons Q. de la Chesnaye in the Revue des
traditions populaires 1902 xvii. 138]; en Basse-Bretagne, quand il a bu 1'eau des etangs,
il produit parfois des pluies de grenouilles ou de petits poissons [L. F. Sauve in Mflusine
1884—85 ii. 13],' O. Keller Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1913 ii. 603 'Im Sch'wabischen
sagt man sprichwortlich : Wenn's Krotten ( = Kroten) hagelt,' H. Bachtold-Staubli in the
Handwb'rterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1930/1931 iii. 125 ff. 'Die
oft in Scharen dem Wasser entsteigenden jungen Frdsche gaben Veranlassung zum
Glauben an den F.-Regen—Der Glaube ist heute noch lebend; in Westbohmen meint
man, dass, wenn die Sonne Wasser zieht, sie auch die kleinen Frosche mit hinauf ziehe,
die dann als F.-Regen wieder aufdie Erde fallen' citing C. von Megenberg Das Buck
der Natur ed. H. Schulz Greifswald 1897 p. 59 cap. 2. 10 'Hier und da beobachtet man,
dass es kleine Frosche und Fische regnet. Ausserdem sieht man den Thau und den Reif
und wilden Honig aus der Luft fallen,' p. 65 f. cap. 2. 16 'Zuweilen regnet es auch kleine
Frosche oder Fischchen. Dies ereignet sich dann, wenn der wasserige Dunst bei seinem
Uebergang in Wasser dieselben Eigenschaften besitzt wie der wasserige Samen, aus dem
die Frosche oder Fische entstehen. Die Kraft der Gestirne erzeugt dann aus dem dazu
geeigneten Material die Thierchen und giesst Leben in sie hinein. Ich rathe Dir aber
nicht, die Fischchen zu verspeisen, denn sie sind von grober Art und giftig,' C. Gesner
Thierbuch ed. C. Forer Zurich 1563 p. 167 b \Epitome quatuor librorum Conradi Gesneri
Lipsise 1605 p. 40 'Alise (sc. ranse) per tempestates ex acre deiiciuntur, & dioTrerets
cognominantur.'...'Alise dinrerels (rectius qua dioirerets) Cselitus vel cum pluuia demissse,
In nubibus enim procreatse decidunt'], E. Rolland Faune populaire de la France
Paris 1881 iii. 68 'En hollandais, on appelle les tetards donderpaddetjes par suite du
prejuge qui veut qu'ils prennent naissance dans les airs et tombent a terre au moment des
orages—Nemnich,' J. Grimm—W. Grimm Deutsches Worterbuch Leipzig 1878 iv. i. 252
s.v. 'Froschbrut,' 254 s.v. ' Froschregen,' 1893 viii. 520 s.v. 'Regenfrosch,' A. John Sitte,
Brazich und Volksglaube im deutschen Westbohmen Prag 1905 p. 221 f. = p. 233 'Wenn
die Sonne " Wasser zieht," so zieht sie auch die Froschlein mit hinauf, die als Froschregen
wieder zur Erde fallen (Tachauer Heimatskde. S. 169),' p. 236 'Die nach einem warmen
Regen herumhiipfenden kleinen Frosche denkt man sich vom Himmel gefallen (Karlsbad—
Duppau),' F. Schonwerth Aus der Oberpfalz. Sitten und Sagen Augsburg 1857—T^59 "•
54 no. 6, J. V. Grohmann Aberglauben und Gebrduche aus Bohmen und Mahren Prag—
Leipzig 1864 p. 82 no. 586, G. Strafforello Errori e pregiudizii volgari confutati colla
scorta della scienza e del raziodnio* Milano 1911 p. 60 f., A. P. T. Paracelsus Genevse
1658 i. 123 a—b 'Aiunt, pluere ranas. Id qut fiat, intelligite.' etc., ii. 312 b 'Dicendum
iam porro etiam de generatione est ilia, qua interdum ranse, vermes, aut viuentia animalia
alia e sublimi deiiciuntur & inueniuntur.' etc.

I add two recent examples. The Daily Telegraph Saturday 17 March 1934 p. 11:
'The inhabitants of Pistoia, a Tuscan hill town forty miles from the sea, were amazed to
find red rain falling. It contained small fishes swept up from the sea by the gales.' The
Cambridge Daily News Tuesday 13 March 1934 p. r : 'Cambridge is still puzzling over
the showers of fish which fell on the Market-place on Monday morning and Monday
afternoon. On two distinct occasions it was found small fish of the stickleback breed,
and anything up to two inches in size, were scattered about the cracks in the cobbles on
Market-hill....At least one of the fish found on the Hill was alive this morning and
browsing around in a jar in a private laboratory in the town. Others were taken away
by passers-by or by interested students of natural phenomena....No one apparently saw
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The Land of Cokaygne was represented, not merely by mediaeval
tales1 of a far country where viands of the choicest sort were to be
had for the asking, but also by popular customs in which a deter-
mined effort was made to get there and feast to heart's content.
Thus at Naples the name Cuccagna* was given to a yearly merry-

the fish actually fall, but when the sun dried up the water which filled the crevices
between the cobbles after the heavy showers, it was found that a large number of small
fish were lying there. Some were silver, some red, and some of an entirely different
colour. With them was found a small quantity of vegetation...one stallholder recalled
that three years ago he had a similar experience on the road between Foxton and
Shepreth, when a multitude of small frogs suddenly descended. The Superintendent of
the Cambridge Botanical Gardens also recollected a similar experience with minnows
and tadpoles on the Bath—London road some years ago.'

In speaking of fish, frogs, and meal as dropped from the sky, Athenaios and his
sources used throughout, not the name Zefa, but the vaguer term 6 6ek. The Roman
historians omit even that acknowledgement of the divine, when they record—

(1) a rain of flesh:

461 B.C. (Liv. 3. 10, Dion. Hal. ant. Rom. TO. 2, Nepotian. epit. Val. Max. 7. 5,
Plin. nat. hist. 2. 147, Lyd. de ostent. prooem. 6 p. 13, 3 ff. Wachsmuth
at Rome.)

(2) a rain of milk:

274 B.C. (Oros. 4. 5. i.)
209 (Liv. 27. u.)
194 (Liv. 34. 45 Interamnae lac fluxisse with many variants, for which see A.

Drakenborch adloc. J. F. Gronov cj. Nare amni.)
163 (lul. Obs. 73=14 Gabiis.)
130 (lul. Obs. 87 = 28 Romae in Graecostasi.)
125 (lul. Obs. 90=30 in Veiente.)
124 (lul. Obs. 91=31 in Graecostasi.)
118 (lul. Obs. 95 = 35.)
117 (?) (lul. Obs. 96 = 36 Praeneste.)
114 (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 147.)
106 (lul. Obs. 101 = 41 in agro Perusino et Romae locis aliquot.)
104 (lul. Obs. 103 = 43 in Lucanis.)
95 (lul. Obs. 110=50 Caere.)
92 (lul. Obs. 113 = 53 Romae.)

(3) a rain of oil:
125 B.C. (lul. Obs. 90 = 30 in Veiente.)

1 These have been collected and discussed by J. Poeschel 'Das Marchen vom
Schlaraffenlande' in H. Paul—W. Braune Beitrdge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache
undLiteratur 1878 v. 389—427 (universal belief in a happy childhood of mankind : Greek
reign of Kronos and its parodies, in which distant age becomes distant place e.g. India:
Romance-languages postulate a definite' wunschland,' the Latin Cucania, Italian Cuccagna,
Spanish Cucana, French Coquaigne, Cocagne: German Schlaraffenland points the moral),
A. Graf Miti, Leggende e Superstizioni del Media Evo Torino 1892 pp. 229—238 ('II
Paese di Cuccagna e i Paradisi artificial^}, E. Schmidt Charakteristiken Zweite Reihe
Berlin 1901 pp. 51-—70 ('Das Schlaraffenland' with verse-quotations), J. Bolte 'Bilder-
bogen des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts' in the Zeitschrift des Vereins fiir Volkskunde 1910
xx. 187—193 ('Das Schlaraffenland' with a woodcut of 1575—1600), J. Bolte—G. Polivka
Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Hausmarchen der Briider Grimm Leipzig 1918 iii. 244—
258 ('158. Das Marchen vom Schlauraffenland'—a full account of all European versions).

2 J. Poeschel loc. cit. 1878 v. 409 f., J. Bolte—G. Polivka op. cit. iii. 248.
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making, which has been traced back to the early part of the
sixteenth century1: on the last Thursday before Lent a pyramid
stacked with poultry, sausages, and eatables of every kind was taken
in procession through the streets and, on reaching the big market-
place, was handed over to the mob, which scrambled for the prize.
In Spain a similar celebration was called Cucana*: comestibles and
other things were fastened to the very top of a tall well-soaped pole,
up which competitors clambered to the amusement of all. The same
sport, which in Italy is known as the Giuoco delta Cuccagna*, was
introduced into France in 1425, and thenceforward the mat de
cocagne became a frequent feature of public festivities4. It seems
never to have obtained much footing in Germany, where its
equivalent was to be found in such rites as the thirteenth-century
Oralat Magdeburg5. But it was certainly the ancestor of our own
Greasy Pole6, still a favourite item on the programmes of provincial
regattas. Indeed, it is not a little curious to reflect that a ceremony,

1 Cp. Hans Sachs 'Sturm des vollen Bergs,' a poem of 1536, in E. Goetze Hans
Sacks Samtliche Fabeln und Schwanke Halle a. S. 1893 i. 138—141 no. 43.

2 J. Poeschel loc. cit. 1878 v. 410, J. Bolte—G. Polivka op. cit. iii. 248. See also the
Diceionario de la Lengua Castettanapor la Real Academia Espanola^ Madrid 1914 p. 302°
'Cucana...f. Palo largo, untado de jabon o de grasa, por el cual se ha de trepar, si se
hinca verticalmente en el suelo, o andar, si se coloca horizontalmente a cierta distancia
de la superficie del agua, para coger como premio un objeto atado a su extremidad. ||
2 Diversion de ver trepar por dicho palo.'

3 A. Hoare An Italian Dictionary Cambridge 1925 p. ig6b 'Cuccagna/. ...Giuoco
della —, climbing a greasy pole for a prize fastened at the top of it.'

4 Lagrandeencyclopedie Paris (1890) xi. 755 s.v. 'COCAGNE'...'Un termetres employe,
mat de cocagne, designe un mat rond, lisse et eleve, plante en terre, dresse pendant les
rejouissances publiques; il porte a son sommet des objets de toutes sortes, des prix qui
appartiennent a celui ou ceux qui parviennent a grimper jusqu'en haut sans secours. Ce
mat est soigneusement savonne, ce qui complique encore la difficulte des ascensions. Ce
divertissement populaire a etc, il semble, introduit pour la premiere fois a Paris en 1425,
ainsi qu'on le voit par le Journal d'un bourgeois de Paris sous Charles vii1 [A. Potthast
Bibliotheca Historica Medii Aevi* Berlin 1896 i. 686 f.], Dictionnaire de FAcadtmie
Francatse8 Paris 1932 i. 250 s.v. 'COCAGNE'... 'Mdt de cocagne, Mat rond et lisse, plante
en terre, au haut duquel sont suspendus des prix qu'il faut aller detacher en grimpant
sans aucun secours. On plante ordinairement des mtils de cocagne les jours de fete publique."1

5 J. Grimm—W. Grimm Deutsches Worterbuch Leipzig 1873 v- J98o s.v. 'Krales'...
les musz aus Niederdeutschland gekommen sein. dort hiesz gral m. ein fest, -wie es z.b. die
Magdeburger schbppenchronik [A. Potthast op. cit? Berlin 1896 ii. 1002 f.] um 1280 als in
Magdeburg gefeiert schildert... denn bei jenemfeste, z.b. in Magdeburg, bildete den mittel-
punkt ein auf einer Elbinsel errichteter bau, der gral, in dem helden hausten und zum
kampfe daraus hervor kamen, eine darstellung des graltempels, gedacht als inbegriff aller
herlichkeit; der name des kleinods gral gieng dabei auf das gebaude uber, das ihm diente.
eigen bei FISCHART 'den Gral oder Venusberg besuchen' Garg. 414 Sch. ...er ist da in
Italien gedacht?

6 The Spanish Cucana was sometimes, like our Greasy Bowsprit, a pole projecting
horizontally above the water (supra n. 2).
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which began as a serious attempt to climb up into heaven and share
the food of the gods, should end as a comic failure to carry off the
coveted ham.

iv. Pyre-extinguishing rain.

On sundry occasions Zeus by means of a timely rain extinguished
a pyre and saved the life of a victim.

A case in point is furnished by the myth of Alkmene, at least
in its later and fully developed form. The Homeric Nekyia includes
among the list of dead heroines Alkmene, the wife of Amphitryon,
who became by Zeus the mother of lion-hearted Herakles1. An
excerpt from the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, now serving as
proem to the Shield of Herakles^, gives further detail3. Amphitryon
might not consort with his wife till he had avenged the death of her
brothers, who had been slain by the cattle-raiding Taphians and
Teleboans. Meantime Zeus quitted Olympos, and came by way of
Typhaonion (the mountain of Typhon4) and the top of Phikion (the
mountain of the Sphinx5) to Thebes, where he lay with Alkmene.
The self-same night Amphitryon returned from the fighting, and
likewise consorted with his wife. Thereafter she bore twins, Herakles
the stronger to immortal Zeus, Iphikles the weaker to mortal
Amphitryon.

Thus far the myth is a typical tale of Boeotian6 twins. The
extra birth, abnormal and hard to understand, was regarded as due
to the action of some god7. And since Amphitryon as king stood
in a special relation to Zeus8 and even bore a name suggestive of
the lightning9, it was natural to assume that the god in question was
Zeus, and to view the superior twin as his son, the inferior10 as that
of the human father.

1 Od. ii. 266 ff.
2 Hes. sc. Her. argum. A p. 101, i f. Rzach rijs 'Atrirtdos i) dpxn ev T<£ rerdprqi

KaTa\67<j) <f>{perai /J^XP1 ffrix^" v /caJ S"'. See W. Christ Geschichte der grieckischen
Litteratur^ Miinchen 1912 i. 125, A. Rzach in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 1215.

3 Hes. sc. Her. i—56. 4 Cp. Hesych. fv<f>ioi>- opos Botcortas.
5 Apollod. 3. 5. 8, Steph. Byz. s.v. &lKeiov, Hesych. s.v. &IKIOV, Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 7,

1465. On <£££, ace. f>t/ca (Hes. theog. 326), as the Boeotian form of S0fy£ see R. Meister
Die griechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1882 i. 267.

6 The Boeotian character of the N£kyia and of the Catalogue of Women is rightly
emphasised by J. A. K. Thomson Studies in the Odyssey Oxford 1914 p. 24 ff.

7 J. Rendel Harris The Cult of the Heavenly Twins Cambridge 1906 p. 7, E. S. Hart-
land in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1921 xii. 496a~b.

8 Supra ii. 1074, 1088.
9 Supra ii. 1072. Christodoros' expression'A.n<f>iTpti<av §' rlffrpairrev (Anth. Pal. i. 367)

is a coincidence, but no more.
10 Supra ii. 445 ff.
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The story passed early into the repertory of the mythographical
artist as well as into that of the mythological poet. The famous
Chest of Kypselos, dedicated at Olympia not later than 582 B.C.
when the dynasty of the Kypselidai came to an end1, represented
Zeus in the form of Amphitryon offering gifts to Alkmene. He,
clad in a chiton, was bearing a cup in his right hand, a necklace in
his left; she was taking hold of them both2—a simple, significant
group3. Pindar more suo adds one glittering touch. The epiphany
of the god at midnight was accompanied by a snow of gold4. Neither
the gifts nor the snow-storm should be dismissed as meaningless
adjuncts. Hedna, 'bride-presents,' in general were the proper pre-
liminaries of an epic union, and this cup in particular was an heirloom
of divine origin5. The golden downpour here, as elsewhere, betokens
the advent of the impregnating sky-god.

But the theme lent itself to further elaboration. Apollodoros6,

1 Frazer Pausanias iii. 600.
2 Paus. 5. 18. 3.
3 A sixth-century sttle of bluish marble at Sparta (M. N. Tod and A. J. B. Wace A

Catalogue of the Sparta Museum Oxford 1906 p. 132 f. no. i figs. 26, 27, A. Conze—
A. Michaelis in the Ann. d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 33 ff. pi. c, K. Botticher in the Arch. Zeit.
1871/72 xxix. 46 ff., G. Loeschcke De basi quadatn prope Spartam reperta Dorpati Livo-
norum 1879 p. i ff., Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. i. 236 f. fig. 113, Overbeck Gr. Plastik*
i. 127 f. fig. 2i, Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de I'Art viii. 445 ff. figs. 219—221) is decorated
with reliefs, one of which was interpreted by Loeschcke loc. cit. as portraying Zeus and
Alkmene. But his interpretation, though adopted by K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. i. 1576, is highly precarious.

4 Supra p. 477.
5 Anaximandrosyraf. x (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 67 Mtiller) =frag. i (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 160

Jacoby) ap. Athen. 498 B—c states that this ffKtiir(f>os had been given by Poseidon to his
son Teleboes, by Teleboes to Ptereleos, and that Amphitryon had claimed it as his share
of the booty. Cp. Athen. 474 F (Macrob. Sat. 5. 21. 3, Eustath. in Od. p. 1423, 176°.)
ap-x<ut>Ta,Tov d' larl iror-ripiov rb Kapx^ffiov, ef -ye 6 Zeiis 6/c«Ai5cras 'AX/c/tiJj'ij ?5w/ce dupov auro
rrjs ju/£ews, ws QepeKtidris (frag. 27 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 77 MtiX\er)=frag. 13 (Frag. gr. Hist.
i. 63 f. Jacoby)) iv rfj devrtpa 'urropei Kal 'HpbSupos 6 'H/>aK\ec6r?7s (frag. 3 (Frag. hist. Gr.
ii. 29 Mliller)=/ra^. 16 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 219 Jacoby)). Plaut. Amph. 256 f., 530f. makes
it the golden patera in which king Pterela used to drink. Charon of Lampsakosyra^. r i
(Frag. hist. Gr. i. 35 Miiller) ap. Athen. 475 B—c says that the S&raj given to Alkmene
by Zeus was still shown at Sparta in his day (second half of s. v B.C.). On cups as royal
heirlooms see supra i. 406 n. 3. Other alleged relics of Amphitryon were the {MXa/toj built
for him at Thebes by Trophonios and Agamedes (Paus. 9. 11. i with inscription (Cougny
Anth. Pal. Append. 3. 108. i—3)) and a tripod dedicated by him in the sanctuary of
Apollon Isme'nios at Thebes (Hdt. 5. 59 with inscription in Cadmean letters (Anth. Pal.
6. 6)), cp. a tripod dedicated by him to Apollon on behalf of Herakles in a relief of Roman
date (L. Stephani Der ausruhende Herakles St. Petersburg 1854 pi. i, i, id. in the Compte-
rendu St. Pit. 1873 p. 2286°., O. Jahn Griechische Bilderchroniken Bonn 1873 pi. 5,
Reinach R£p. Reliefs iii. 140 with inscription (Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 1293 = Cougny Anth.
Pal. Append. 3. 1260)).

6 Apollod. 2. 4. 8.
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in all probability1 following Pherekydes of Athens {floruit 454/3 B.C.2),
re-tells the story thus:

' Now before Amphitryon reached Thebes, Zeus had come by night and, making
that one night three times its length3, had taken upon him the likeness of
Amphitryon and bedded with Alkmene and related to her what had befallen the
Teleboans. But Amphitryon, when he arrived and saw that he was not welcomed
by his wife, enquired the cause. She told him that he had come the night before
and slept with her; and he learned from Teiresias that her bedfellow had been
Zeus. So Alkmene bore two sons, Herakles—the elder by one night—to Zeus,
and Iphikles to Amphitryon.'

1 Sir J. G. Frazer Apollodorus London 1921 i. 175 n. o quoting Pherekyd. frag. 27
(Frag. hist. Gr. i. 77 Miiller) =frag. 13 {Frag.gr. Hist. i. 63 f. Jacoby) ap. schol. //. 14.
323, schol. Od. n. 266. Cp. Athen. 474 F (supra p. 507 n. 5).

2 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur® Miinchen 1912 i. 454 f.
3 Apollod. 2. 4. 8 TTJV [da.v Tpnr\affidffas vtiKTa. But Apollod. epit. E has rty fiiav V^KTO.

irevTair\a(rido-as 77 icard Tivas Tpnr\a<rid<ras, oJ Kal did. TOVTO Tpieo-irepov d%iouo~i \eye<r6ai TOV
'HjoaicX&t. Cp. Lyk. Al. 33 Tpieo-irtpov AAwTos with Tzetz. ad loc., Anth. Pal. 15. 26. n
(Dosiadas) rpieffirepoio KavTas, and other passages noted by Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. vii.
2428 D; also the variant phrase rpurtXrjvos in Nonn. Dion. 25. 242 f. ad\a [i£v 'HpaK\rjos,
ov ypoffev dffdvaTos Zeus | ' A X K f j L - f / v i j s Tpi<re\r)vov efxciw Trai5ocnr6pov evvr/v, Anth. Pal. 9.
441. 3 (Palladas) 'AXe£//ca/ce Tpi<r£\i}ve. The protracted night, once accepted, of course
tended to grow longer and longer: see e.g. Plaut. Amph. 112 ff. MERC, et meus pater nunc
intus hie cum ilia cubat, | et haec ob earn rem nox est facta longior, | dum cum ilia, quacum
volt, voluptatem capit, 268 sos. credo ego hac noctu Nocturnum obdormisse ebrium,
275 ff. sos. neque ego hac nocte longiorem me vidisse censeo | . . . | ... | credo edepol
equidem dormire Solem, atque adpotum probe, Prop. 2. 22. 25 f. luppiter Alcmenae
geminas requieverat arctos, | et caelum noctu bis sine rege fuit, Ov. am. i. 13. 45 f. ipse
deum genitor, ne te (sc. Auroram) tarn saepe videret, | commisit noctes in sua vota duas,
her. 9. 9 f. at non ille velit, cui nox—sic creditur—una [ non tanti, ut tantus conciperere,
fuit, trist. i. 402 noctes cui coiere duae, Sen. Ag. 853 ff. magnus Alcides cui lege mundi j
luppiter rupta geminavit horas | roscidae noctis celeresque iussit | tardius currus agitare
Phoebum | et tuas lente remeare bigas, | pallida Phoebe, 870 f. violentus ille | nocte non
una poterat creari, Here. Oet. 1701 f. (cited infra p. 517 n. o), de brev. vit. 16. 5 inde etiam
poetarum furor fabulis humanos errores alentium, quibus visus est lupiter voluptate con-
cubitus delenitus duplicasse noctem, Hyg. fab. 29 qui tarn libens cum ea concubuit, ut
unum diem usurparet duas noctes congeminaret, ita ut Alcimena tarn longam noctem
ammiraretur, Mart. Cap. 157 ut in ortu Herculis geminatae noctis obsequium...vim
numinis approbavit, Hieronym. c. Vigilant. 10 (xxiii. i. 364 A Migne) tune fateberis, quod
nunc negas, et tuum nomen, qui in Vigilantio loqueris, libere proclamabis, te esse aut
Mercurium propter nummorum cupiditatem, aut Nocturnum (al. Nocturninum), juxta
Plauti Amphitryonem, quo dormiente, in Alcmenae adulterio, duas noctes Jupiter copulavit,
ut magnae fortitudinis Hercules nasceretur, Diod. 4. 9 (cp. Euseb./r0£/. ev. 2. 2. 17) TOV
yap Ala fji.ury6fji.evov ' AXKfi^vy TpiirXafflav rrjv vtiKTa iroirjaai, Kal r$ ir\-f)6ei. TOV irpbs TYJV
iraiSoTroiiav dvaXwOtvTos XP°VOV irpoffr)fj.7Jvcu TTJV virepfidMiv Trjs TOV 'yevvrfd-qffOfJL^vov pdifj.^,
Stat. Theb. 12. 299 ff. da mihi poscenti munus breve, Cynthia, si quis | est lunonis honos;
certe lovis improba iussu | ter noctem Herculeam—, veteres sed mitto querellas, Loukian.
dial. dear. 10. i EPM. w "HXie, ftr/ tXdffys T^/jiepov, 6 Zetis ^fft, /ttiyS^ atipiov (lyd^ ^s T/JI'TJ/J'

v, dXX' &dot> (neve, Kal TO /ierafi) /j.la TIS Z<TTU vvl; fiaicpd- K.T.\., schol. T. //. 14. 324
d£ TOV Ala ffvyKoift-^^fvov 'AX/c/x.^1'?/ ireiffai TOV "H\tov fj/r) dvaTeiXai tirl Tpeis r)(*,£pas •

66ev £iri Tpeis vvKTas ovy/coinr/Bels avry 6 Zeus TOV "Tp^ffirepov" 'Bjoa/cXe'a eirotrjffev, Orph.
Arg. n8ff. irpwro 5e e!5a filt)v 'Hpa/cX^os Oeloio, | ov T^Kev 'A\K(j.rii>ri Zrjvl Kpoviuvt
fjLiyeiira, | tfnos ore Tpiffffrjv fj.tv AeiVero Set'/otos aty\riv | 'HAtos, SoXiX'? ^' lirefj.aieToifdvTo6ev
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This tale was perhaps that dramatised by Sophokles in his
Amphitryon*, and it reappears with some variation in the works of
later mythographers2.

Euripides, the great innovator, substituted a more romantic
version. Of his play, the Alkmene, we have little direct knowledge.
A few tantalising fragments, like stray bits of a jig-saw puzzle, show
us a dense growth of ivy writh nightingales singing in it3—a pine-
torch fetched by somebody from somewhere4—rescue from a
desperate plight by the help of heaven5—day and dark night
bringing many things to birth6—again a reference to the gloom of

6p<f>vi), Lact. Plac. in Stat. Theb. 12. 301 (cp. Myth. Vat. 2. 148) ne adventu diei con-
cubitus minueretur voluptas, iussit luppiter illam noctem triplicem fieri, qua triplices cursus
Luna peregit. The Christian Fathers, bent on aggravating the enormities of Zeus, even
turned three into nine: Clem. Al. protr. 2. 33. 3 p. 24, 14 fif. Stahlin et's o<rov S' A^Xa/cep
affeXyelas 6 Zei)s ticeivos 6 IJLST' 'A\KfAr?ivr]s roiroiyras ridviraOi^ffas WJKTO.S- otideyap at vi5/crej at
tvvea. ry aKoKAffry patcpal (away 8£ H/jLiraXiv 6 /3/os dnpaffia /Spa^tis yv), 'iva Si] rjfuv TOV
aXeZlKcucov <nretpr) 6e6v, Arnob. adv. nat. 4. 26 quis ilium (sc. lovem) in Alcmena novem
noctibus fecit pervigilasse continuis? non vos?...ille noctibus vix novem unam potuit
prolem extundere, concinnare, compingere, etc., Kyrill. c. lulian. 6 p. 196 (Ixxvi.
800 A—B Migne) yeypa<j>6w de KO.1 'A\K/J^vi), /*e<?' ijs ras ivvta Starer^Xe/ce WL>KTO,S 6 Kal ev
rots ayav alffxpois K6pov irelpav OVK %x<s>v.

The successive steps in this mythical extension appear to have been as follows:
c N i g h t= r night, longer than usual.
I Night + Night = 2 nights.
I Night + (Day) + Night = 3 nights.
1 Night + (Day) + Night + (Day) + Night = 5 nights.

Night + (Day) + Night + (Day) + Night + (Day) + Night = 7 nights.
I Night + (Day) + Night + (Day) + Night + (Day) + Night + (Day) + Night = 9 nights.

The terms rptfoirepos, Tpio^Xiycos would be justified by the third step, when the sun ceased
to shine for one day and so produced three continuous nights. See further A. Winter
Alkmene und Amphitryon Breslau 1876 p. 34 ff. and K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. \. i572f.

1 K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1573.
2 In Hyg. fab. 29 and interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 8. 103 Oichalia appears in place of

the Teleboans.
According to C. B. Lewis Classical Mythology and Arthurian Romance Oxford 1932

p. 295, 'Try as we may, we cannot avoid the conclusion that stories of classical mythology
had penetrated everywhere in the early Middle Ages... and the transformation of Uther
into the likeness of Gorlois in order that he might consort with Igerna...is a reminiscence
of the story of Zeus, who assumed the likeness of Amphitruo in order to deceive Alcmena'
(id. ib. p. 252 n. i after J. D. Bruce The Evolution of Arthurian Romance from the
Beginnings down to the Year fjoo Gottingen—Baltimore 1923 i. 135, 145)—a passage
quoted with approval by H. J. Rose in Folk-Lore 1933 xliv. 24.

3 Eur.'A\Kn.-/ii>r)frag. 88 (Trag. Gr. frag. p. 386 Nauck2) ap. schol. Aristoph. ran.
93, Souid. s.v. Xf\id6vwv /j-ovveia.

4 Eur.''AXuc/MH frag. 90 (Trag. Gr. frag. p. 386 Nauck2) ap. Poll. 10. 117.
5 Eur.'AX/c/«H frag. 100 (Trag. Gr. frag. p. 388 Nauck2) ap. Stob.JZor. in. 7 (ed.

Gaisford iii. 355, ed. Hense v. 1005).
8 Eur. 'A\Kfu/i»rifrag. 101 (Trag. Gr. frag. p. 388 Nauck2) ap. Stob./or. 98. 22 (ed.

Gaisford iii. 249, ed. Hense v. 833).
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night1—and of course the usual crop of moralising maxims. These
scattered hints have been put together with the utmost acumen by
R. Engelmann2, who supplements them from two important sources,
on the one hand Paestum and Campanian vase-paintings, on the
other hand the plays of Plautus.

I begin with the vases, since they are the earlier. A be\\-fcrat£r,
found at Santa Agata dei Goti and now in the British Museum, was
painted by the ceramic artist Python (c. 320 B.C.3) with the following

Fig. 322.

1 Eur.'A\K(j.'/it>r) frag. 104 (Trag. Gr. frag. p. 389 Nauck2) ap. Hesych. s.v. a/j,o\ybv

2 R. Engelmann in the Ann. d. Inst. 1872 xliv. i—18, id. Beitrage zu Euripides. I.
Alkmene Berlin 1882 pp. i—20 with 2 figs., id. Archaologische Studien zu den Tragikern
Berlin 1900 pp. 52—63 with figs. 18, 19.

3 On Python see G. Patroni La cerarnica antica nell' Italia meridionale Napoli 1897
pp. 65—70 figs. 40 and 41, F. Hauser in Furtwangler—Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasen-
malerei iii. 60, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 719, M. H. Swindler Ancient





Plate XLi

A krater from Santa Agata dei Goti, now in the British Museum :
Alkmene rescued from a fiery death at the hands of Amphitryon

and Antenor by the intervention of Zeus.

See page 510 ft.
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design (pi. xli)1. Alkmene sits as a suppliant on an altar, a handsome
structure built with fenders and a triglyph-frieze. In front of it is
stacked a pyre of round logs. Amphitryon on the right and Antenor
on the left are even now firing the logs with torches. But at the last
moment Alkmene raises her hand to Zeus, whose figure, closely
resembling that of Amphitryon, is visible in the upper air. In answer
to Alkmene's cry Zeus sends an instant storm. Two thunderbolts

Fig. 323.

Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 295. He was successor and imitator of Assteas
(f- 350—320 B.C.).

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 72 f. no. F 149, A. S. Murray 'The Alkmene Vase formerly
in Castle Howard' in the_/i?«rw. Hell. Stud. 1890 xi. 225—230 with i fig., col. pi. 6
(obverse) and pi. 7 (reverse) ( = my pi. xli and fig. 322), C. Dugas in Daremberg—Saglio
Diet. Ant. v. 653 fig. 7320, P. Ducati Storia delta ceramica greca Firenze s. a. ii. 444 ff.
fig. 321, Hoppin Black-fig. Vases p. 452 f. no. i, Corp. vas. ant. Brit. Mus. iv E. a pi. i,
2 a (reverse) and 2 b (obverse) with text p. 3 f. by A. H. Smith and F. N. Pryce.
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have already fallen, one beside Amphitryon, the other at the feet of
Antenor. Moreover, two Hyades from above are drenching the pyre
with streams of water from their hydriai. And (a remarkable trait1)
the black air thick with white raindrops is spanned by a rainbow
of reddish purple and white. The presence of Aos, the dawn-
goddess, who holds a mirror in the top right-hand corner, marks the
time of day and seems to promise a fairer future. An amphora
from Capua, also in the British Museum, repeats the scene with
some modifications (fig. 323)2. Alkmene on the altar raises both
hands, appealing to Zeus, who is not seen. Antenor approaches
with a torch in either hand: Amphitryon is omitted. Over both
figures in the foreground extends a rainbow painted in three colours,
red, white, and black, while the Hyades, as before, are employing
their hydriai to extinguish the flames. These attendant nymphs
furnish an interesting case of adaptation from an earlier art-type.
Python, wanting to represent the extinction of a theatrical pyre,
recalls the cremation of Herakles3 as shown in Satyric drama. An
Apulian krater from Ruvo, formerly in the Caputi collection (fig. 3 24) *,
has Herakles in full vigour stepping on to the chariot of Nike, who
will drive him up the slopes of Olympos. Above, the gods are
represented by Aphrodite and Eros. Below, the blazing logs are
drenched by three damsels, perhaps fountain-powers^. And a
dancing Silenos sufficiently indicates that the scene is taken from
some Satyr-play. A pelike at Munich (fig. 325)6 in the style of 'the
Kadmos Painter' (c. 420—410 B.C.7) gives the fire consuming the

1 This appears to be the earliest naturalistic representation of a rainbow in ancient art.
For another remarkable rendering see supra p. 36 f. pi. iv.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 99 no. F 193, R. Engelmann 'Vaso della collezione
Alessandro Castellani' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1872 xliv. i—18 pi. A (part of which = my
fig. 323), Reinacb Rip. Vases i. 328, 2, Corp. vas. ant. Brit. Mus. iv E. a pi. 6, 7 a (obverse)
and 7 b (reverse) with text p. 5 by A. H. Smith and F. N. Pryce.

3 Supra ii. 903 n. 2.
4 T. Avellino in the Bull. Arch. Nap. Nuova Serie 1855 iii. 173 pi. 14 ( = my fig. 324),

Reinach Rep. Vases i. 481, G. Jatta Fast italogreci del signer Caputi Napoli 1877
no. 260, H. Heydemann Vase Caputi mil Theaterdarstellungen (Winckelmannsfest-Progr.
Halle ix) Halle 1884 p. n n. 28, H. Bliimner in Baumeister Denkm. i. 307 with fig. 323.

5 S. Reinach loc. cit.: ' les Hyades apportent de 1'eau pour eteindre le bucher.'
6 Jahn Vasensamml. Miinchen p. 127 f. no. 384 (now no. 2370), J. Roulez 'Mort et

apotheose d'Hercule' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1847 xix. 263—278 pi. o (reverse), Man. d. Inst.
iv pi. 41 (obverse) = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 130, 9 and 10 (obverse), 274 (reverse),
H. Heydemann Vase Caputimit Theaterdarstellungen (Winckelmannsfest-Progr.Halle In]
Halle 1884 p. 10 f., F. Hauser in Furtwangler—Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei \\.
254—257 fig. 91 (reverse), pi. 109, 2 (obverse = my fig. 325), J. D. Beazley Attische
Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 452 no. 3.

7 M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 193.
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hero's breastplate. On the left two Silenoi, Skopas1 and Hybris2,
are stealing his club and lance. On the right two water-nymphs,

1 Notnen omen. Cp. supra i. 709, ii. 461 n. o.
2 H. Heydemann Satyr- undBakchennamen (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle v) Halle

1880 p. 25, C. Frankel Satyr- und Bakchennamen auf Vasenbildern Halle a. S. 1912
pp. 28 f., 68.

C. III. 33
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Arethousa1 and Premnousia2, are quenching the fire with their
hydriai. Above, that is beyond3, the pile is Herakles himself, a
youthful bay-wreathed form, borne off to Olympos in the chariot of
Athena. Behind such a vase in turn lies the more serious representa-
tion of the myth. A late Attic krater published by E. Gerhard
(tig. 326)* makes Philoktetes carry off the quiver and arrows from
the pyre, while a mere handmaid5 does her best to put out the
flames6. Above, Nike drives the hero up to the pillared palace of
Olympos7. Hermes leads the way towards a seated Apollon, and
Zeus—it must surely be he8—waits in the background to welcome
his divinised son.

1 R. Wagner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 679 ff., W. Aly ''Apt0ov<ra' in Glotta
1914 v. 57 f. (rejects the connexion with (Lpdu asserted by Herodian. irepl JJLOV. Xe£. i. 13
(ii. 919, 28 ff. Lentz), Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Ap£0ov<ra, and accepted e.g. by G. Hirschfeld in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 679, in favour of relation to dptaicu, cp. /3e/3pc60w—j3t/3pci(r/cw
and the like).

2 Hesych. H/oe/wowr/a • Kpfyr) ev r^'ArriK-g.
3 F. Hauser in Furtwangler—Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei ii. 256 points out

that the ground-line beneath chariot and horses together with the tree behind them quite
excludes the notion of 'Luftfahrt—Also auch hier wieder Kavalier-Perspektive' (cp.
id. ib. p. 252).

4 Gerhard Ant. Bildw. p. 275 pi. 31, H. Bliimner in Baumeister Denkm. i. 307
fig. 322 ( = my fig. 326), Turk in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2328 no. (3) fig. i, F. Hauser
loc. cit. ii. 256 with fig. 90.

5 Yet Gerhard loc. cit. says: 'die Nymphe des Oeta.'
6 Wine was used to quench the ashes (//. 23. 237 f., 250 f., 24. 791 f., Verg. Aen. 6.

227, Stat. silv. 2. 6. 90 f.)—a practice prohibited by Numa (Plin. nat. hist. 14. 88, cp.
Cic. de legg. 2. 60). But the usage was certainly not a matter of mere luxury. Wine was
presumably employed on account of its life-giving properties (supra ii. 1025 Dionysos
'HptKeiratos^fwoSoT^p. Cp. our whisky for usquebatigh = Irish uisge beatha, 'water of life,'
or the French eau-de-vie). Also its red colour would be a surrogate for blood (supra \.
58 n. 2, ii. 522 n. 2. See now E. Wunderlich Die Bedeutung der roten Farbe im Kultus
der Griechen und Rbmer Giessen 1925 pp. i—116 and a review by S. Eitrem in Gnomon
1926 ii. 95—102), and ashes steeped in it would in a sense be revitalised. Was this the
reason why, even in palaeolithic times, skulls and other parts of skeletons were overlaid
with iron oxide (G. Wilke s.v. 'Ockerbestattung' in Ebert Reallex. ix. 156 f.: 'Oder
endlich—und diese Erklarung ist am wahrscheinlichsten—man wollte dem bleichen Toten
durch den Ocker die Farbe und belebende Kraft des Blutes wiedergeben und ihm dadurch
ermoglichen, als "lebender Leichnam" (s.d.) weiter zu existieren')?

7 Supra i. 114.
8 The dignified bearded figure with chlamys and ptiasos has been variously explained.

Gerhard Ant. Bildw. p. 275 says: ' hinter ihm ein Mann in Reisetracht zunachst fur seinen
Waffengefahrten Jolaos uns gilt.' J. Roulez in the Ann. d. Inst. 1847 xix. 271: 'Je
prefere regarder ce personnage barbu comme la personnification du mont OEta, ou bien,
avec M. Gerhard, comme lolas? Turk in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2329: 'ein Berggott.'
But a mountain-god pure and simple would rather have been recumbent (e.g. supra i. 116
n. 8 fig. 85, ii. 962 n. 2 with i. 134 fig. 100), or at least seated (F. Imhoof-Blumer in the
fahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1888 iii. 289 f. pi. 9, 18 ( = my fig. 327) a bronze coin
of Laodikeia on the Lykos (Plin. nat. hist. 5. 105 appellata primo Diospolis), struck by
Caracalla and now at Berlin, which shows a kneeling woman (Rhea?) offering her child
(Zeus?) to a seated mountain-god in the presence of a nymph (Adrasteia?); id. ib. p. 291

33—2
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So much for the evidence of the vases. They portray the crisis

of the drama, when Alkmene appeals from Amphitryon to Zeus,
and a helpful thunderstorm extinguishes the pyre. But Plautus'
Amphitruo at once clears up the antecedents of the scene and
provides it with a satisfying sequel. Hercules, returning in triumph
to Thebes, first rebukes his wife for her chilling reception of him1

and afterwards attempts to punish her for supposed infidelity by
bursting into the house and killing her on the spot2. Just in the
nick of time Alcumena, already in travail with twins, calls on the
gods to aid her; whereupon—

Roar, rumble, crash, and thunder:
Sudden, swift, strong the wonder3.

The whole house reels and glitters as though it were made of gold4,
lupiter has come to the rescue of Alcumena; and Amphitruo falls
senseless to the ground. Finally, as deus ex mackina, the god explains
the situation and all ends well. Plautus' comedy, based of course
on a Greek exemplar, almost certainly preserves the main outline of
f. no. i pi. 9, 20 a bronze coin of Skepsis, struck by Caracalla, which has the judgment of
Paris taking place before a seated mountain-god): see
further F. Wieseler 'Einige Bemerkungen iiber die
Darstellung der Berggottheiten in der classischen
Kunst' in the Nachr. d, kon. Gesellsch. d. Wiss.
Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe 1876 pp. 53—85. I fall
back therefore on the view expressed a century since
by F. G. Welcker in E. Gerhard Hyperboreisch-
romische Studien fiir Archdologie Berlin 1833 i. 303
(=Welcker Alt. Denkm. iii. 300) 'der Gott auf der
andern Seite scheint Zeus zu seyn.' Zeus is elsewhere
represented with a chlamys (supra ii. 731 fig. 663, 744
fig. 682, 745 pi. xxxi, 746 figs. 685, 687, 689, 690 and
pi. xxxii, i), though, hardly worn like this, and never
with a pttasos* The peculiar garb implies some con-
fusion with Hermes—perhaps a changed intention on

Fig. 327.

the part of the vase-painter. Was the ground-line originally a caduceus ?
In Sen. Here. Oct. 1695 ff. the Chorus ask whether Hercules, when about to be burnt

on the pyre, did not pray to the gods above or think of calling upon lupiter. Philoctetes '
makes answer: 'iacuit sui securus et caelum intuens | quaesivit oculis, arce an ex aliqua
pater | despiceret ilium, turn manus tendens ait: | "quacumque parte prospicis natum
pater, | te, te precor quern nocte conmissa dies | quaesivit (leg. creavit cp. supra p. 508 n. 3.
A. B. c.) unus,...spiritum admitte hunc, precor, | in astra...vocat ecce iam me genitor et
pandit polos" '

A. S. Murray in theybwra. Hell, Stud. 1890 xi. 227, after citing Apollod. 2. 7. 7
/CCUO/^CTJS §£ TTJJ irvpas X^yercu v4<f>o$ {/woffrav /x,erd (Bpovrijs afirbv els otpavbv a.vairen^a.1,
shrewdly observes: ' One might say of him (sc. Herakles), "he came in a storm and went
in a storm," and if that view of his life was current in antiquity we could understand the
impulse of Euripides to do for the birth of Herakles what Sophocles had done for his
death.'

1 Plaut. Amph. 705 f. 2 Id. ib. 1048 ff.
3 Id. ib. 1061 f. 4 Id. ib. 1095 f.
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the Euripidean Alkmene. Indeed, in another play Plautus actually
uses Euripides' title as a synonym for a prodigious storm1, and
makes Labrax threaten to burn alive Palaestra and Ampelisca who
have taken refuge on the altar of Venus2,

Accordingly we may without reservation accept Engelmann's3

view that the argument of the Alkmene was as follows. Amphitryon,
angered at the reception given to him by Alkmene, resolves to take
vengeance on her. She flies for sanctuary to an altar, followed by
him and his friend Antenor. Instead of dragging her away from the
altar, they proceed to sacrifice her upon it. They build a pyre of
wood in front of it and fetch torches to kindle it. Alkmene in her
extremity appeals to Zeus, who comes to her aid, hurling his
thunderbolts and sending a tempest of rain to put out the fire.

One further point. Vases and comedies alike prove that the
original purpose of the golden shower, still discernible in Pindar's
ode4, was completely misconceived by later Greeks and Romans.
Pindar made Zeus come to Alkmene 'at midnight in a snow of gold,'
just as he consorted with Danae5 or Himalia6. Python used the
downpour merely as a convenient method of putting out the fire: his
Hyades might be well-drilled members of a modern fire-brigade.
Plautus, or his Greek source, transforms the procreative shower into
a punitive thunderstorm, and works in the Pindaric gold as a touch
of unearthly glamour.

Another example of a pyre extinguished by timely rain occurs in
the story of Kroisos, king of Lydia. According to Herodotos7,
when the Persians captured Sardeis, Kyros built a great pyre and

1 Plaut. rud. 86 non ventus fuit, verum Alcumena- Euripidi.
2 Id. ib. 761 ff.
3 Supra p. 510 n. 2. See further the admirably careful chapter of L. Sechan Etudes

sur la tragtdie grecque dans ses rapports avec la ctramique Paris 1926 pp. 242—248
('Alcmene') with pi. 5 and fig. 73. He holds with Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. ii. 614
that, in Euripides' version, Amphitryon's wrath was roused, not by the coldness of
Alkmene, but by her all too apparent infidelity. He also insists, in view of Plaut. rud. 86,
that the Euripidean thunderstorm was represented on the stage rather than reported by
a messenger. And, with regard to the contention of N. Wecklein in the Sitzungsber. d.
kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1890 i. 39 that, whatever Aischylos might
have done, Euripides would not have tolerated an actual apparition of Zeus, he remarks:
'Zeus n'apparait jamais, en effet, dans aucune tragedie subsistante d'Euripide non plus
que, d'ailleurs, dans les ceuvres conservees d'Eschyle et Sophocle. Mais ce peut etre a
un pur effet du hasard.' For Zeus on the theologeion in Aisch. ^fvxoffTaala see supra ii.
734 n. 3, and for Zeus in Phrynich. Il^/xrat (?) supra ii. 853 f. pi. xxxviii.

4 Supra pp. 477, 507. 8 Supra p. 476. 6 Supra p. 477.
7 Hdt. i. 86f. See also O. Meiser Vom Ende des Konigs Kroesos Speyer 1907

pp. i—43, P. Soedel De fabellis ad Croesum pertinentibus Gottingae 1911 p. i ff.,
F. Hellmann Herodots Kroisos-logos Berlin 1934 p. 103 ff.
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placed upon it Kroisos bound with fetters and twice seven Lydian
boys beside him. On hearing Kroisos recall the warning of Solon,
Kyros repented of his purpose. But the fire was already kindled,
and his servants tried in vain to stay the flames. Kroisos as a last
resource called upon Apollon,'and suddenly in a clear and windless
sky clouds gathered and a storm burst and there was a deluge of rain
insomuch that the pyre was put out.' Now this, though romantic
enough and edifying to boot, was from a strictly theological stand-
point all wrong. Apollon had no business to control the weather:
that was the essential prerogative of Zeus1. Herodotos' account,
admittedly drawn from a Lydian informant2, perhaps the logo-
grapher Xanthos (465—425 B.C.)3, has points in common with the
narrative of Ephoros4 as preserved by Diodoros5 and was certainly
the main6 source of the long rhetorical description given by
Nikolaos of Damaskos7. Ktesias too, though he says not a word
about the pyre, like Herodotos makes much of Apollon's aid8.
Bakchylides, however, an older contemporary of Herodotos, in an
ode which commemorates Hieron of Syracuse as victor in the
chariot-race at Olympia (468 B.C.)9, puts a somewhat different
complexion on the whole affair. Here it is not Kyros who dooms
Kroisos to the pyre, but Kroisos who, on witnessing the sack of
Sardeis, bids a pyre be built in front of his palace and of his own
will mounts thereon with his wife and daughters. Here, again,
Kroisos' appeal, though obscurely worded, is addressed to Zeus

1 Supra ii. i if.
2 Hdt. I. 87 X^yerat vtrb Avd&v.
3 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1912 i. 454.
4 E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 679.
5 Diod. 9. 34.
6 F. Jacoby Frag. gr. Hist, iic p. 252: 'zweifelhaft nur, ob das auftreten der Sibylle

(vgl. F 67, 2) und die erwahnung Zoroasters (§ 12), die allein nicht aus Herodot genom-
men oder entwickelt sein konnen, als " antiquarische gelehrsamkeit der hellenistischen
zeit" (E. Meyer Gd A I 503) anzusehen sind. Zoroaster kam bei Xanthos vor (Diog. L. I 2;
mbglicher weise also auch bei Ktesias); und was hier von ihm gesagt wird, passt nicht
schlecht fur einen lydischen autor, der die wichtigkeit seiner heimischen geschichte iiber-
treibt.' Etc.

7 Nikol. Damask, frag. 68 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 406 ff. Miiller) =frag. 68 (Frag. gr.
Hist. ii. 370 ff. Jacoby) ap. exc. de virtut. i. 345, 19 ff.

8 Ktes. frag. 29. 4 (p. 46 Mtiller) ap. Phot. bibl. p. 36 b 7 ff. Bekker SITUS re ctXotViys
TTJS 7r6Xews 717)65 TO tv rrj TroXei lepbv TOV ' AtroXXuvos Kara<f>f^yet 6 Kpo?<ros, Kai us rpls £v T^J
le/3<£ TreSri0els virb Kifyjou Xtferai rplrov dopdrwy, Kairoi <r<j>payl8(>}v Tip iepf firiKfi/u.&uv ical
ro&Ttav TIJV <pv\aKTjv Ol/Sdpa 4/j.ireiri<rTevfj.£t>ov dvus re ol <rvv8o6/JLei>oi Kpcu'cry ras Ke^aXds
airertnvovTO &* Karairpo8id6vTes \6e<r6ai Kpotow /cai 6n dva\r}<f>0eis ev rots /3a<rtXei'ots Kal
SeOfis a<rtf>a\tffTepov, fipovruv Kal (TKTJITTUV iirfvf^Bfvruv, Xi)erai ird,\iv, Kal r&re /*6X« birb
Kvpov cupierai.

9 Bakchyl. ed. Jebb p. 194 ff.
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rather than to Apollon: lifting his hands to the high heaven the
king exclaims—

O Spirit of surpassing might,

Where is the gratitude of the gods,
And where is Leto's lordly son?1

In the event it is Zeus who sends the saving storm:

He spake, and bade a softly-stepping thrall

Kindle the wooden pile. The maidens shrieked,
And up they threw their hands
To pray their mother's aid,

A fate foreseen being bitterest of all.
But, when the shining strength

Of that dread fire
Would spread apace,

Zeus brought a black cloud over it
And quenched the yellow flame2.

After which we are told that Delos-born Apollon carried off the
aged king to the Hyperboreoi and there caused him to dwell with
his daughters as a reward for his generous gifts to Pytho3. So, even
in the earlier version of Bakchylides, Apollon plays a noteworthy
part, as was but fitting in view of the previous relations between
Kroisos and the Delphic oracle4. Yet the actual rain-sender is Zeus
—-a fact remembered for centuries5. The famous amphora at Paris
attributed to the painter known as Myson (fig. 328)6 carries the story

1 Bakchyl. 3. 37 ff. vrrtpfiie daiftov, \ irov Oe&v tffTiv x&pis; \ irov 5e Aarotdas aval;;
2 Id. 3. 48 ff. 3 Supra ii. 465.
4 Hdt. i. 46—55, 92, 8. 35 f., Diod. 16. 56 (PTheopomp. frag. 184 (Frag. hist. Gr.

i. 309 Mttller)), Strab. 420 f., Plout. v. Solon. 4, v. Sull. 12, de Pylh. orac. 16, de sera
num. wind. 12, Paus. 10. 8. 7, Athen. 231 E—F, pseudo-Kallisth. hist. Al. Mag. i. 45. 2
(p. 52, 10 ff. Kroll), Anth. Pal. 6. 60. 3f. (Palladas), 14. 12, Tzetz. chil. i. 196". Kroisos
also made valuable gifts to the oracle of Apollon at Branchidai (Hdt. i. 92, 5. 36). On
the recognition of Apollon by the Persian kings see G. Radet La Lydie et le monde grec
au temps des Mermnades (687—546) Paris 1893 p. 256f.

5 Liban. or. 60. 9 (iv. 318, 2 fF. Foerster) d\\' ovde 6 Zei)s S/jL^puv yvlas ^xwv vdup
d<prjicev 4irl ryv <f>\6ya /cat ravra AvS&v wore /ScKnXet dvffTvxtfo'a-i'Ti (T/SeVas irvpdv; (cited
by lo. Chrys. or. de S. Babyla c. Julian, et gentil. 19 (xlix. 563 Migne), schol. Eur. Or.
165 &v (sc. TOV Kpolffov) et /J,r) b Tievs otKrelpas d^rjKfv vSup twl rty <j>\6ya, rax &v djrw\c6\et,
Zpyov irvpbs yev6fj.evos. Cp. Boeth. de cons. phil. i. 2 pros. 34 ff. nesciebas Croesum regem
Lydorum Cyro paulo ante formidabilem mox deinde miserandum rogi flammis traditum
missO caelitus imbre defensum? Myth. Vat. i. 196 subito tanta pluvia exorta (2. 190
facta) est, ut ignis extingueretur.

6 E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre 3me Serie Paris 1922 p. 201 f. no. G 197 pi. 128
(obverse and reverse). See also the due de Luynes 'Cresus' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1833
v. 237—251, Man. d. Inst. i pis. 54 (obverse) and 55 (reverse) = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 85
(obverse) and 87, i (reverse), Inghirami Fas. Jitt. iv. 30 ff. pis. 319 (obverse) and 320
(reverse), Welcker Alt. Denkm. iii. 481^—487 ('Krosos auf dem Scheiterhaufen') pi. 33
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back to the decade 500—490 B.C.1 and is in general agreement with
the poem of Bakchylides2, but drops no hint either of Zeus or of

Fig. 328.

(obverse), A. Baumeister in his Denkm. ii. 796 f. fig. 860 (obverse), A. H. Smith in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii. 267 f. fig. i (obverse), F. Hauser in Furtwangler—Reich-
hold Gr. Vasenmalerei ii. 2776°. figs. 97—100 and pi. 113, i (reverse) and 2 (obverse
= my fig. 328), Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de VArt x. 638 ff. fig. 355 (obverse), Hoppin Red-

jig. Vases ii. 209 no. 16, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen

1925 p. 97 no. i. Inscribed KROESO£=Kpo(<:)(7os, EV0VMOS=E0%«>s, etc. (Corp.

inscr. Gr. ivno. 7756). With the name Etffluyitos cp. Xen. Cyrop. 7. 2. 29 d/coi^as 5' 6
KOpos TOIL'S \6yovs avrov tdaijfj.a.a'e /ttev rfyv evGvfjiLav, K.T.\.

1 M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting'Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 191.
2 H. Stuart Jones in the Class. Rev. 1898 xii. 841"., J. E. Harrison ib. 1898 xii. 85,

R. C. Jebb in the Melanges Henri Weil Paris 1898 p. 237, A. H. Smith in the Journ.
Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii. 2671".
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Apollon. The same is true1 of an engraved gem in the cabinet of
Monsieur le Comte Chandon de Briailles2, of which by the courtesy
of Mr C. T. Seltman I am enabled to figure
an impression (fig. 329)3. According to the
very late Vatican mythographers4, Kroisos
subsequently boasted of his escape and was
rebuked by Solon. The same night he dreamt
that Zeus drenched him with water and that
the Sun dried him. His daughter Phania
explained the dream to mean that her father
would be crucified and so exposed to the
effects of rain and sun—a fate which ulti-
mately overtook him at the hands of Kyros5.

Fig. 329.

A third case of a pyre opportunely extinguished by rain is to
be found in the Love Stories of Parthenios6, who writes in the first
century B.C.7 and is professedly quoting from local histories by
Theagenes8 and Hegesippos9. Sithon, king of the Odomantoi, had
a beautiful daughter Pallene, to win whose hand men came from
far and near. At first Sithon bade each suitor take the girl and
fight him—the unsuccessful fighter to be slain. In this way he slew
many; but, when his strength failed him, he resolved to give his
daughter in marriage. He bade two suitors, Dryas10 and Kleitos,
fight each other—the successful fighter to receive both the kingdom
and the bride. Now Pallene herself was in love with Kleitos, and an
old servitor of hers bribed the charioteer of Dryas to omit the linch-
pins of his master's chariot11. Thus Dryas was thrown, and slain

1 Unless indeed the sign £ in the field is meant for the initial of Zeus, or for a thunder-
bolt falling in response to the king's uplifted hand. But neither suggestion is probable.

2 At La Cordeliere, Chaource (Aube). 3 Scale f.
4 Myth. Vat. i. 196, 2. 190. The Thes. Ling. Lat. Index p. 74 dates Myth. Vat. i

'post Isidorum' and Myth. Vat. 2 'post mythographum I.5
5 The mythographers, as A. Mai and G. H. Bode ad locc. saw, are transferring to

Kroisos the fate of Polykrates narrated in lldt. 3. 124 f.
6 Parthen. narr. am. 6. i ff. The story is told, with slight variations, by Konon

narr. 10. Nonn. Dion. 48. 90 ff. makes Dionysos beat Pallene in a wrestling-match and
afterwards slay Sithon with a blow of his thjrrsos. In Theophil. ad Autol. 2. 7 we should
perhaps read 'Apiadveis dirb T^S Ovyarpos Mfrw yvvaiK&s Si Aiovfoov < IlaXXi^eij diro
HaXXi^s> 'iraiSbs warpo^lXas' rrjs /uxOelo"ns Aiovticry '£v tiop<f>fj yv/jivddi'• Qeariets K.T.\.
(see the Class. Rev. 1894 viii. 246 ff.).

7 W. Christ Geschichte dergriechischen Litteratur* Mtinchen 1920 ii. i. 322 ff.
8 Theag. MaKeSoviicdfrag. n (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 510 Miiller).
9 Hegesipp. HaXXyviaicdjrag. i (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 423 Miiller).

10 On the name Aptfas as implying the cult of an oak-Zeus in northern Greece see the
Class. Rev. 1904 xviii. 80 ff.

11 An obvious doublet of the Myrtilos-myth at Olympia (supra i. 225 n. 4).
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by Kleitos. Sithon, perceiving his daughter's guile, made a great
pyre and placed upon it the body of Dryas. He was about to slay
Pallene as well, when a divine apparition1 was seen and a sudden
deluge fell from the sky. Thereupon he changed his mind, gave a
wedding-feast to all the Thracians present, and suffered Kleitos to
marry his daughter. We are not here told that the rain was due to
Zeus, the agency of the god being vaguely implied, not definitely
expressed 2.

There were, therefore, mythical antecedents to a miracle recorded
in the Acts of Paul and Thekla*. According to this romantic
narrative — one section of a much longer document, the Acts of
Paul, originally drafted by an Asian presbyter before the close of
the second century A.D.4 — Thekla the daughter of Theokleia, a
woman of rank at Ikonion, was betrothed to a young noble named
Thamyris, but becoming a convert to Paul was filled with zeal for
virginity. Thamyris brought both Paul and Thekla before the

\ According to Konon narr. 10, Aphrodite visited all the townsfolk by night and
saved the girl from her doom.

2 The words of Parthenios are : <pavrdfffi.aros 5e Oeiov yevofievov Kal et-airivaius vSaros
el- ovpavov TroXXoO KarappayevTos fiereyvta re Kal yd/tots dpetrdfj-evos rbv irapbvra, BpaKuv
ofuXov e<j>lt\<n T<£ KXeirtf rrjv Kbpr)v dyecrGai.

3 Ada Pauli et Theclae 20 — 22 Tischendorf rrjs Se u*$) diroKpivou.evr)s, i) fj-yrrip avrfjs
dv^Kpayev (dveKpal-ev cod. C.) Xeyovffa KardKotte rty avofj,ov, Kard/caie ryv avvfutpov peffov
Oedrpov, 'iva irdcrai at virb rovrov 5i5ax#et<rcu <t>ofiv)Qu)ffi.v yvvaiKes. Kal 6 iiye/j-uv eiraOev
fieydXas, Kal rbv fj-ev ILavXov ^pa7eXXc6(ras ZfiaXev ££w r^s ir6\ews, ri]y Se QfaXav enpivev
KaTaKafjvai (Kar^Kpivev irvplKavffrov cod. G. ). /cal etifftws 6 rjyf/Jiwv dtriei (aTr^X^ej' cod. G.)
tirl TO Otarpov • 6 de irds 6'^Xoj t^fjXOev tvl TTJV Beuplav 0^/cX^s (et's rfv dvdyKyv TTJS 6eas
cod. G.). r) 5£ us dfJLvbs 4v ^p'/ifMf irepiffKoirel TOV voifj^va, oiirus eKeivt] rbv IlaOXoj' ^fijTei.
Kal ^u,j3X^aera ds rbv o^Xoc tdev (leg. elSev) rbv xtipiov Kaff'/i/ji.fvov ws IlauXoj', Kal elirev 'flj
dvwofi.ov-fiTovfj.ov otfcnjs ijXflep IlaOXos 0edffaff6ai fit. Kal irpoaetxfv avrtf drevifovffa- 6 de
els ovpavoiis dviei (dirlei 6eupovfft)s avTrjs cod. G.). al 8£ iraiStfficai Kal irapdevoi ijveyKav TO.
|i^Xa (^Xa Kal xbprov cod. G.) 'iva. QeK\a KaraKarj. us Se el<TTJ\6ev (elffrivexO'n cod. C. elff^-xjSij
cod. G. ) yvfjLV^i, eSdKpvffev b riyenuv Kal eOa6fj,a<rev rrjv eir avrrj ovvafi.iv (eirl rip /cdXXet avrrjs
Svva.fi.iv codd. A. B. 8vvafj.iv TOV /rdXXouj avrijs cod. G. ). effrptaffav ok ra l-v\a ol S-f)fj.ioi

ijvai (KO! eirerpeij/av avr-Q eiriffivai. cod. B.) Trj wpq.' ^ 5£ rvirov (rravpov iroiriffa.ft.evT)
TWV j-v\<av • ol Se v<pr)\l/av. Kal fj.eyd\ov irvpbs \d/j.i//avTos ovxTJ\j/aTo avTrjs1 byapOebs
xvurffels rjxov viroyaiov e'lroirjffev, Kal ve<pe\t) av&Oev e'lreffKiavev VSaros TT\iripi)s Kal
j, Kal e^exvOri irdv rb KVTOS (leg. KVTOS), <as iroXXovs Kiv8vveu<rai TOV ajroffaveiv Kal

TO ifvp o-fieff6T)vai, rty Se Q^KXav ff<a6rjvai.
4 Tertull. de bapt. 17. See further J. Gwynn in Smith — Wace Diet. Chr. tfiogr. iv.

882 — 896 and, for more recent criticism, W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6

Munchen 1924 ii. 2. 1203 f.
The pyre-extinguishing rain recurs in a modified form at Nikomedeia in connexion

with the martyrdom of SS. Adrian, Natalia, and others (304 A.D.) . S. Baring-Gould The
Lives of the Saints'* Edinburgh 1914 x. 116: 'According to the orders of Maximian, the
bodies of the martyrs were placed on a pile of wood to be burnt, but they were so many
that the burning was not perfectly carried out, and a heavy rain during the night having
extinguished the smouldering pyre, the Christians were able to recover the remains of the
martyrs before they were completely reduced to ashes.'
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judgment-seat of the proconsul Kastelios, and, when Thekla would
give no answer to his interrogation,

'her mother cried aloud "Burn the lawless girl, burn the unmarried maid in
the midst of the theatre, that all the women taught by this man may be afraid."
The governor, deeply moved, scourged Paul and cast him out of the city, and
ordered Thekla to be burned. He then went straight to the theatre, and all the
multitude came out to see Thekla. She, like a lamb in the desert looking round
for its shepherd, sought to see Paul. In the crowd she saw the Lord seated in
the guise of Paul and exclaimed " Lo, when I can endure no longer, Paul has
come to behold me!" And she fixed her eyes on him, till he went up to heaven.
But now the girls and virgins brought logs to burn Thekla. She came in stark
naked, whereupon the governor burst into tears and marvelled at the power that
rested upon her. The executioners strewed the logs for her to mount the pyre.
She made the sign of the cross and set foot on the logs, while the attendants
kindled them below. A great fire blazed up, but did not touch her. For God in
his mercy caused an underground rumbling, and a cloud full of water and hail
overshadowed her from above, and poured forth all its contents insomuch that
many persons were like to be drowned, and the fire was extinguished, and
Thekla was saved.'

Finally, a downpour, if not in time to save life, might at least
indicate divine disapproval of the victim's death. When Britannicus,
poisoned by Nero, was being carried to a pyre hastily built on the
Campus Martius, so fierce a rain-storm fell that the common folk
held it to portend the anger of the gods at a crime which most men
were prepared to excuse. So Tacitus1. Dion Cassius2 adds lurid
detail: Nero, to hide the ravages of the poison, had smeared the
body with gypsum; but, as the procession passed through the
Forum, the heavy rain washed off the gypsum and left the tell-tale
discoloration for all to see.

In Egypt the place of Zeus the rain-god was taken, as we have
had occasion to note 3, by the Nile, which in Hellenistic times was
actually worshipped as Neilos Zeus. Hence in the novel by
Xenophon of Ephesos4 (s. ii or iii A.D.5), when the hero Habrokomes
is condemned by the governor of Egypt to be burnt alive, the pyre
in answer to his prayers is extinguished by a miraculous rise of the
river Nile.

1 Tac. ann, 13. 17. 2 Dion Cass. 61. 4.
3 Supra p. 348 f. 4 Xen. Ephes. 4. 2.
5 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 810 n. 3

assigns the work, with some hesitation, to the half-century 250—300 A.D. But J. U.
Powell New Chapters in the History of Greek Literature Third Series Oxford 1933 P- 254
n. 3 is content to place it between 98 A.D. and 263 A.D.
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(g) Zeus Ombrios.
Lykophron in his Alexandra speaks of Elis as—

the rock of Molpis,
Whose body was cut up for Zeus the Showery1.

This enigmatic allusion is expounded as follows by the scholiast
and by Tzetzes2. Elis once suffered from a prolonged drought, till
the inhabitants consulted an oracle and were bidden to offer Zeus
a human sacrifice. The victim was to be a boy of noble parentage.
Thereupon a young Elean named Molpis volunteered for the post.
No sooner was he slain than a copious rain fell. So the Eleans in
memory of the event set up a sanctuary of Zeus timbrios, 'the
Showery,' in which was to be seen a statue of Molpis.

Is this to be taken as serious fact or sensational fiction ?
F. Schwenn3 in his monograph on human sacrifice among the
Greeks and Romans simply ignores the case of Molpis. But the
antiquarian lore of Alexandrine scholars was in general trustworthy,
and we have already found traces of human sacrifice in the cult of
Zeus at Lyttos in Crete4, of Zeus Atabyrios in Rhodes and Sicily5,
of Zeus Laphystios in Thessaly6 and Boiotia7, of Zeus Ithomdtas in
Messene8, and of Zeus Lykaios in Arkadia9. Indeed, it is precisely
in connexion with Zeus that such primitive traits were likely to
linger. For the rain-supply, vital to every early community, was
given or withheld by him. It was on account of a persistent drought
that Athamas proposed to sacrifice Phrixos and Helle, and after
their escape was himself all but immolated at the altar of Zeus10.
Again, it was when the crops failed and famine stared them in the
faceu that the Arcadians had recourse to human sacrifice at the
sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios, whose priest was official rain-maker for

1 Lyk. Al. I59f. M6Xiri5oj ir^rpav, \ rov Zijvl SairpevOfrros ' Oy«/3/>£<;j Sii/j-as. With
irtrpav cp. Paus. 6. 24. 5 ?<m 5£ Kal nvijfjM rip Hvppuvi ov ir6pp<a rov 'HXeluv eurrew
II£rpa fdv T(f XUP^V ro foona, Xeyerai <5e (ins. F. L. Abresch)> ws i] Utrpa drjfio^ eit)
TO apx<uov.

? Schol. Lyk. Al. 160 avxpov Karaffxbvros r}ji'THXii> expijerfli; <r<pa.yiaff<u avrotis iiri Ty
iraverei roO ai/xnov iraida etiyevij, Kal lff(f>a.ylatrav eKovra, M.6\iriv TIVCL \ey6fJLevov, Kal evfftus
eppdyr) i>er6s' oi 5e'H\e?oi eiroiijerai' '0/jt,^pLov Atdj lepbv, ev $ £<mv avdpias rov M6X7rt5os.
M6Xffi5os ovv ir^Tpav TT\V *T3.\tv <pr)<nv, K.r.X. =Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 160 M6X?rts ydp TIS
'HXeios evyevijs atix/uoO KaraffX^VTos rty 'HXtj/ £K xpi)(T/j.ov aKrjKOw iravOrjvai r&v af/xf^ov
evyevovs vtov cr<f>ayia,ffOtvTos ry Ail atfrds eavrov ZdwKev els fftyayty Kal efi&^us <r<payiaff0£vTos
ippTj-i) uer6s. 'HXetot 5^ lepbv 'Q/Mpplov At6s eiroii)ffa.v, ev $ IWarat /cat dvSptas M6X?rt5os.
M6X7ri5os ovv irfrpav TJ/P 'HX/c <j>i)ffiv, K.T.\.

3 F. Schwenn Die Menschenopfer bei den Griechen und Rdmem Giessen 1915 pp. i—
202.

4 Supra i. 652 ff. 5 Supra ii. 924 n. o. 6 Supra ii. 904 n. i.
7 Supra i. 4i4fF., ii. 899 n. i. * Supra ii. 890 n. 6. 9 Supra i. 70 ff.

10 Supra i. 415 f. n Supra i. 76.
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the district1. It may well be, then, that in Elis too the same
desperate means were on occasion adopted to propitiate the reluctant
rain-god. And if in Arkadia King Lykaon was said to have served
up his son or his grandson as a dish at the table of Zeus2, we can
hardly rule out the possibility that Molpis' body was likewise cut
up in the rites of the Elean Zeus Ombrios. His noble birth3 and
his well-omened name4 would make him a most suitable victim.
Perhaps in Elis, as in Arkadia6, blood-guiltiness was avoided by the
expedient of a communal meal.

On Mount Parnes in Attike stood an altar at which sacrifices
were made, sometimes to Zeus Ombrios, but sometimes also to Zeus
Apemios*, the god 'who Saves from Harm7.' Mount Hymettos too
had an altar of Zeus Ombrios*. And a large round base of marble,
found in 1900 on the site of the Agora at Corinth, still bears in late
lettering part of an elegiac couplet in which one Heliodoros honours
Zeus Ombrios9. To these or other such monuments Plutarch is
alluding, when he protests that the abolition of food would involve
the abolition of agriculture, and asks what would then become of

1 Supra i. 76, iii. 315. 2 Supra i. 78 f.
3 Cp. Lamprid. v. Heliog. 8. i cecidit et humanas hostias lectis ad hoc pueris nobilibus

et decoris per omnem Italiam patrimis et matrimis, credo ut maior esset utrique parenti
dolor.

4 F. Bechtel—A. Fick Die Griechischen Personennamen^ Gdttingen 1894 pp. 211, 401,
F. Bechtel Die historischen Personennamen des Griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit Halle
a. d. S. 1917 p. 323 f. MoXiris occurs as an actual name in Thera (Inscr. Gr. ins. iii
no- 337» 5 MoXirios *cai KXew... 'A<f>(p)odi<riav in lettering of s. ii B.C., Collitz—Bechtel
Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 154 no. 4700, 5). For MoX7ra76pijs at Abdera see Append. P
fig-

5 Supra i. 76, 80. 6 Supra ii. 897 n. 6.
7 On the strength of this Attic cult A. Boeckh in the Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 2374, 6f.

read AevKoXlwv TOUJ | ofifipovs <-(/>vyev 4y AvKtapeias els 'A07jvas wpb[s Kpavaj6v (Palmerius cj.
irpt>[Tepov]), Kal TOU Ai6[$ To]0 'Q[fj,pptov 'Am;]/ii|TJoi; TO ipbv ld[p^ffar]o [KGU] TO, trw/jpia
tQvvev—a reading defended by J ( = Hans). Flach Chronicon Parium Tubingae 1884 p. 3
n. 7. But R. Chandler's restoration Atd[s TO]V '0[Xi/Ut[7ri]oi; (cp. Paus. i. 18. 8) is rightly
accepted by Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 121 n. 3, F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Inscr.
Gr. ins. v. i no. 444, 6 f., and F. Jacoby Das Marmor Parium Berlin 1904 p. 4.

8 Supra ii. 897 n. 5, 1226. The inscribed 'Geometric' sherds found by the Americans
near the top of Mt Hymettos have now been published by C. W. Blegen in the Am.
fourn. Arch. 1934 xxxviii. 10—28. No. I fig. i is a small one-handled cup incised
Ni[K6]5e/uos $[.... ]t5es Karainjyov Aeo[.... ]5es epi No. 11 fig. 5 is a small bowl scratched
with the start of an abecedarium A&A Nos. 13 and 14 fig. 6 are parts of a small cup

incised AM and PP and X, perhaps from another alphabet. No. 15 fig. 7 is the lower

portion of a small jug inscribed on its bottom AA££, probably for Ta(l)ijs. These
inscriptions, of c. 750 B.C., hardly suffice to determine the name of the deity concerned.
But the connexion of Zeus Ombrios with Gaia is not impossible (Paus. i. 24. 3 F^s
dya\fji.a ZKerei/ot/tnjs v<ral ol rbv A/a, K.T.X.).

9 Inscr. Gr. Pelop. i no. 1598 [-~ -^ -~ Af] "Ofifipiov ('B)\i6dupos, | [-^ -~
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the altars and sacrifices of Zeus Ombrios, Demeter Proerosia, and
Poseidon Phytdlmios1. Zeus timbrios here heads the list of
agricultural deities : it was doubtless in that capacity that he was
worshipped.

Gods that sent rain, wherever they were recognised, were apt to
be identified with Zeus timbrios. Examples may be drawn from
Phrygia, India, and Palestine.

Phrygia had a legend of the flood2, which has come down to us
in two somewhat different versions. Zenobios, who taught at Rome
under Hadrian and published an epitome of the proverbs collected
by Didymos (s. i B.C.3) and Tarraios4, states that 'the tears of
Nannakos' was a phrase used of ancient happenings or of persons
making loud lamentation—
' for Nannakos was a king of Phrygia, as Hermogenes asserts in his Phrygian
History**, before the days of Deukalion. Having foreknowledge of the deluge
that was to be, he gathered all men into the sanctuaries and made supplication
with tears. Herodes6 the iambic poet says

"Though I should weep the tears of Nannakos7."'

Stephanos of Byzantion (s. v A.D.) in his account of Ikonion pursues
the story further:
' They say that there was a certain Annakos, who lived for over three hundred
years. His neighbours asked an oracle how long his life would last. The answer

1 Plout. sept. sap. conviv. 15.
2 F. Lenormant Les Origines de Vhistoire d'apres la Bible Paris 1880 i. 440—442

(Apameia Kibotos, Ikonion, Mt Baris, etc. attest a Phrygian tradition of the deluge fused
later with a Judaeo-Christian account), T. Reinach Les monnaies juives Paris 1887 p. 71 f.
= id. Jewish Coins trans. M. Hill London 1903 pp. 61—63 pi. u (a Phrygian myth fused
with Jewish tradition), E. Babelon 'La tradition phrygienne du deluge' in the Revue de
Vhistoire des religions 1891 xxiii. 174—183 (the supposed Phrygian myth was not original,
but merely a Jewish tradition brought to Apameia by Jewish settlers under the early
Seleucid kings), H. Usener Die Sintfluthsagen Bonn 1899 pp. 48—50 (already in the
time of Agrippa and Augustus Asia Minor was overrun by Jews, whose Noah displaced
the local Nannakos or Dardanos), A. Reinach Noe Sangariou Paris 1913 pp. i—95
(apropos of a Thasian epitaph N6ij | ^ayyapiov \ yvv-f] argues that a Phrygian water-power
'Na-Nana-Nae-Noe' was daughter of ' Nannakos-Annakos,' hero of the Phrygian flood.
When the latter was confused with 'Henoch-Noah,' the former became ' Notra, fille de
Not'), Frazer Folk-Lore in the Old Testament i. 155—157 ('I confess that the arguments
adduced in favour of an aboriginal flood legend at Apamea appear to me to carry little
weight, resting rather on a series of doubtful combinations than on any solid evidence').

3 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Munchen 1920 ii. i. 432.'
4 Souid. s.v. Ziyj^/Sios.
6 Hermog. irepi Qpvylasfrag. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 524 Mtiller).
6 Herond. 3. 10 K^V ra Ncwrd/cov (cAa&rw with W. Headlam ad loc.
7 Zenob. 6. 10 s.v. r& Newcd/coi; (cod. B reads dirb Navvdicov eirl TUV ff<f>6Spa ira\aiuv

Kai dpxaiuv. NdvvaKov yap iraXaibv Kal dpxaiov jSacrtX^a yevtffBai Qpvywv £v Hiffivovvn
(sic) Kal I6rj allots KaTaffrfffao-Oai' Kal ravra \£yeiv a foots TA dirb NavvdKov). Cp. Makar.
2. 23 s.v. dirb Nawdfcov, 8. 4 s.v. T& firl TSavvdKOv, Souid. s.vv. 'SdvvaKos, ret dirb Navvditov,
and ret NavvdKov K\av<rofj.ai.
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given was that, when he died, all men would be destroyed. The Phrygians
hearing it made great lamentation. Hence the proverb " to cry as in the days
of Annakos" used of those who mourn overmuch. When the flood came in
Deukalion's time, all were destroyed. But when the ground was dry again, Zeus
bade Prometheus and Athena to make images of clay, and calling upon the
winds he bade them to breathe upon all these and so bring them to life. The
place got its name Ikdnion from the fact that the "images" were designed
there1.'

It seems probable that neither of these versions was wholly
independent of Jewish tradition. Indeed, Buttmann2 more than

Fig. 33i-

Fig. 332- Fig- 333-

a century since concluded that Annakos, who lived for over three
hundred years, was none other than Enoch, who reached the age of
three hundred and sixty-five3. And it is easy to surmise that the
nasalised form of the name, Ndnnakos, arose under the influence of
Noah. Be that as it may, the popularity of the Hebrew story is
sufficiently established by the remarkable coins of Apameia Kibotos4

1 Steph. Byz. s.v. "Lubviov. Cp. et. mag. p. 470, 55 ff.
2 P. Buttmann Mythologus Berlin 1828 i. 176, citing W. Baxter 'Philological letters'

in Miscellaneous Tracts on Antiquity London 1779 i. 206.
3 Gen. 5. 23.
4 H. Leclercq in F. Cabrol Dictionnaire d'arcfaologie chrttienne et de liturgie Paris

1907 i. 2. 2513—2518 figs. 825—827 discusses these coins and ib. pp. 2521—2523 appends
a full bibliography of them, which ranges from O. Falconerius Dissertatio de numo
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issued by Septimius Severus (fig. 33O)1, Macrinus (fig. 331)2, and
Philippus Senior (figs. 332, 333)3. The design unites two consecutive
scenes. On the right, an ark inscribed NOE floats on the waters of
the flood. Its lid is open, and from it Noah and his wife look out.
Upon the lid perches the raven, and towards it flies the dove with
an olive-twig in its claws. On the left, Noah and his wife stand on
dry ground, uplifting their hands in gratitude to God for their
escape. This pictorial type4 presupposes some famous original,
perhaps a frescoed Stoa5, perhaps an illustrated Pentateuch6.

But, though Jewish influence was undeniably strong at Apameia,

Apamensi Deucalionei diluvii typum exhibente Romae 1668 down to modern times. It
will suffice to cite Eckhel Doctr. num. vet? iii. 132—139, F. W. Madden 'On some coins
of Septimius Severus, Macrinus, and Philip I., struck at Apameia, in Phrygia, with the
legend Nfl€ ' in the Num. Chron. Second Series 1866 vi. 173—219 pi. 6f., Sir W. M.
Ramsay The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia Oxford 1897 i. 2. 669—672 ('The Legend
of the Flood in Apameia') pi. 2, i f., H. Usener Die Sintftuthsagen Bonn 1899 pp. 48—
50 fig. i, E. J. Pilcher in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology 1903 xxv.
2506°., B. V. Head in Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phrygia pp. xxxix, 101 no. 182, id. Hist,
num? p. 666 f. fig. 313, C. F. Keary and C. Babington in Smith—Cheetham Diet. Chr.
Ant. ii. 1272 f. with pi. i, i. Supra ii. 610.

1 F. W. Madden in the Num. Chron. Second Series 1866 vi. 194 f., 198 pi. 6, i
( = my fig. 330) from the specimen in the Cabinet des Medailles at Paris, with rev. legend
eniAr nisio eeiovAPTeMAr AHAMenN and Nn[e].

2 F. W. Madden loc. tit. pp. 195 f., 198 pi. 6, 2 ( = my fig. 331) from the specimen
in the Imperial Cabinet of Antiquities and Coins at Vienna, with rev. legend ATTAMGn
N and Nn[€].

3 F. W. Madden loc. cit. pp. 196—198 pi. 6, 3 ( = my fig. 332) from the specimen in
the Waddington Collection, now in the Cabinet des Medailles-at Paris, with rev. legend
6TTMA VP AA 6EANAP OVBAPXIATT AM6HN and Nfie. My fig. 333 is a
fresh drawing made from a cast of the specimen in the British Museum (supra p. 528 n. 4).

4 C. Lenormant in C. Cahier—A. Martin Melanges d'arcktologie, d'histoire et de
Ittterature Paris 1853 iii. 199—202 pi. 30 publishes a 'sculpture dans les catacombes de
Rome,' which repeats exactly the two juxtaposed scenes of the coin-type. E. Babelon in
the Revue de fhistoire des religions 1891 xxiii. 181 and Sir W. M. Ramsay The Cities
and Bishoprics of Phrygia Oxford 1897 i. 2. 670 are impressed. But H. Leclercq in
F. Cabrol Dictionnaire d' archiologie chrttienne et de liturgie Paris 1907 i. 2. 2513 says :
' malheureusement il n'existe rien de pareil et la planche xxx du tome me des Melanges
d"1 archlologie ne represente pas du tout une Sculpture dans les catacombes de Rome, mais
le type de la medaille d'Apamee agrandi. M. Babelon y a etc trompe.' Cp. F. W. Madden
loc. cit. p. 206 ('The other drawing is an enlarged copy of the type on the coins, and not,
as stated, a drawing from the catacombs').

5 Sir W. M. Ramsay The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia Oxford 1897 i. 2. 432
('pictures in some public buildings'), 670 n. 3 ('Either a wall-painting or a scene in low
relief), B. V. Head in Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phrygia p. xxxix ('probably a copy of some
painting at Apameia'), id. Hist. num.z p. 666 ('probably copied from some painting in
the city').

6 V. Schultze Altchristliche Stddte undLandschaften Giitersloh 1922 ii. i. 455 ('Man
hat vermutet, dass ein Gemalde in einem offentlichen Gebaude, etwa in einer Stoa, die
Vorlage abgegeben habe; naher liegt, an einen illustrierten Pentateuch zu denken, der
also Text und Bild zugleich bot').

C. III. 34
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it remains at least possible that the Jews had there fastened on
native names and myths, adopting or adapting them to suit their
own tradition. The town was called Kibotos, apparently the
Grecised form of some Phrygian name, whose significance escapes
us1. Another coin of Apameia, struck by Hadrian, shows (figs.
334—337)2 Marsyas with cornu copiqe and flutes seated in a
rocky grotto: beneath him water streams from an inverted vase;
above him are several chests and the legend kibotoi. F. Imhoof-
Blumer3 cites this coin-type in support of G. Hirschfeld's* con-
jecture that Apameia was nick-named Kibotos on account of its
commercial importance5. To me it seems more likely that Kibotoi

Fig. 334- Fig- 335- Fig. 336- Fig. 337-

was the name of some local festival6. But, whatever be the
explanation, Jewish settlers would be quick to discover an allusion
to their own ark and would probably claim that it had grounded
on some neighbouring mountain7. Again, we may conclude that

1 Sir W. M. Ramsay op. cit. i. 2. 671, V. Schultze op. cit. ii. i. 456 n. 2. ? cp.
Klpvpa in Phrygia (supraii. 771).

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phrygia pp. xxxix, 96 nos. 155 pi. n, 10 (=my fig. 335 from
a cast) and 156, no. 157 pi. n, n ( = myfig. 336 from a cast), no. 158 pi. n, 12 ( = my
fig. 337 from a cast), McClean Cat. Coins iii. 235 nos. 8771 pi. 308, 15 and 8772.
Imhoof-Blumer Kleinas. Miinzen i. 211 no. 19 pi. 7, n ( = my fig. 334), Weber Cat.
Coins iii. 495 no. 7036 pi. 250, Head Hist, num.2 p. 666.

3 Imhoof-Blumer op. cit. i. 211.
4 G. Hirschfeld 'Kelainai—Apameia Kibotos' in the Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1875 Phil.-

hist. Classe 1.15. His view, rejected by E. Schiirer Die Prophetin Isabel in Thyatira
1892 p. 54 and Sir W. M. Ramsay The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia Oxford 1897
i. 2. 671 n. 2, is accepted as 'perhaps' correct by B. V. Head in Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Phrygia p. xxxii and in Hist, num.* p. 666.

5 Strab. 576'ATTci/ieia ^ KijSwros \eyo/^vi} /cat Aao5£/c«a, al'ire/o elffl /Jtyiffrai T&V Kara
rty Qpvylav ir6\ewv, 577 'AirdfJieia d' e<rrlv ifj.ir6piov ju^ya rrjs ISius \eyoidvris 'Affias,
Sevrepevov pera rty </E$e<70»'.

G. Hirschfeld loc. cit. p. 15 n. 4 remarks: 'Es 1st auffallend genug, dass der nordlich
gelegene turk. Ort Sandykly dasselbe bedeutet: sandyk heisst Kiste.'

L. Grasberger Studien zu den griechischen Ortsnamen Wiirzburg 1888 p. 117 notes
that an artificial harbour at Alexandreia was called Kij3wr6s (Strab. 795).

6 For numismatic parallels see supra i. 534 n. 8. Our own Boxing Day is roughly
analogous.

7 Cp. oracl. Sib. i. 261 ff. Geffcken &rTt & TI $pvyii)s tir' iprelpoio fieXaimis | ri\lfia.Tov
opos' 'Apapar 8£ KoXerrat, | &TT apa <rw0i}<7e<70at iir' a&T$ irdvres
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a genuine Phrygian flood-myth underlies the story of Priasos,
which Nonnos1 relates as follows. When Zeus Hyetios flooded the
plain of Phrygia with his showers and submerged both oak-trees
and thorn-brakes, Priasos left his water-logged home and went
off to the land of Aonia (sc. Boiotia), avoiding the deadly rain
of Zeus. But amid strangers he ever shed tears as he thought of
the Sangarios and longed for his familiar spring. At length Zeus
Hypatos quelled the flood and drove the waters back from the peaks
of Sipylos, while Ennosigaios with his trident turned the whole
stream into the depths of the sea. Then Priasos hastened to quit
the soil of Boiotos and hied him back to his native land. His
strong arm supported his aged father in the flood, and Zeus the
Great in return for his piety brought him in safety from a watery
grave — Zeus whom men call Brombios. The meaningless title brings
us up with a jerk. It is taken by C. F. Graefe, H. Kochly, and
A. Ludwich from the manuscripts' Brbnbios. But there can be little
doubt that Count de Marcellus was right in restoring the appellative
of Zeus Ombrios, ' the Showery.'

Strabon 2 states that, according to 'the historians' (Kleitarchos?)3,
the Indians reverenced Zeus timbrios, the river Ganges, and local
divinities. He is presumably fitting a Greek name to Indra, son of
Dyaus, who fought Vrtra, the demon of drought, and released the
waters pent up by him4.

•roi>T($ fji.eyd\T) 5e trod}] KaraOtifjuos rjev \ Zvda 0X^/3es /j.eyd\ov Trora/j-ov Ma/xrtfov (J. Geffcken
cj. Mapfftiov TTOTttyHoto) ir£<pvKai>. | T$de Kifiwros t-fieivev Iv tyrfkoiffi, napfyois \ \ri^dvT(av
vddruv, r6re 5' av ird\iv ovpav60i irp6 \ deo-ireffit] peydXoio 6eov 7rd\u> faxf ffxiivfi | rolov
tiros' "Nwe ir€<t>v\ayi*£ve iriffre diKCue, \ fla/xraAewj ££eX0e ffbv vttcrt Kal re Saftapri | Kal
vti/J:<f>ais rpurffais Kal irX^irare yaiav aira<rav \ av^6/j,evoi" K.T.\. The first hint of this
location is given by Sex. lulius Africanus (on whom see supra ii. 695 f.) ap. Synkell.
chron. 22 A — B (i. 38 f. Dindorf) T\V d£ eruiv e^aKOfflwv 6 Nwe, ore 6 /caTa/cXvo>t,6s eyfrero.
ws 5e ?X?j£e r6 (!5wp, ^ KtjSwros IdptiBir] tin. ra Spy 'Apapdr, dnva tcr/j-ev £v KapQiq,, nvts de tv
KeXatvais rrjs &pvylas elvai (patriy eldov 5^ rbv r6irov eKdrepov K.T.\. =Kedren. hist. comp.
10 D (i. 20 Bekker) 6ri ra oprj'ApapaT fofjtev ev IlapOiq. rijs 'Apftevlas elvai- rivts 6£ Qcuriv,
fr KeXat^ais TTJS $pvylas. See further Sir W. M. Ramsay The Cities and Bishoprics of
Phrygia Oxford 1897 i. 2. 670 — 672.

1 Nonn. Dion. 13. 522 — 544. Within this short passage we get the sky-god called
successively T^rtoj Zetfj (522), Z^s (529), ZeiVlVaTos (534), Zei>s Mtyas (543),
(leg. Ofippiov) (544).

2 Strab. 718 \tyerai Se Kal ravra irapa TUI> (rvyypafowv, on atfiovTai p.£v rb
Aia 'IvSol Kal rbv Tdyyrjv irorafjibv Kal roi>s tyxupiovs datpovas.

3 So E. R. Bevan in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 422. Cp.
Kleitarch. frag. 17 (Script, hist. Alex. Mag. p. 81 Miiller) = Kleitarch. frag. 20 (Frag.
gr. Hist. ii. 748 Jacoby) ap. Strab. 718.

4 E. W. Hopkins The Religions of India Boston etc. 1895 p. 104, A. A. Macdonell
Vedic Mythology Strassburg 1897 p. 58 ff., H. Jacobi in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1909 ii. 804, A. B. Keith Indian Mythology (The Mytho-
logy of all Races vi) Boston 1917 p. 133 f. Supra p. 273 n. 3.

34—2
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In this connexion space must be spared for a few words regard-
ing the Zeus-types of early Indian coinage. Diodotos ii, satrap of
Baktriane, c. 261—250 B.C. struck for his suzerain Antiochos ii
Theos of Syria both gold statures and silver tetradrachms (fig. 338)
bearing as obverse type his own portrait, and as reverse his canting
badge—Zeus fulminant1. The god strides from right to left with
a thunderbolt in his uplifted hand, an aigis on his outstretched arm,
and an eagle at his feet. On attaining independence, c, 250 B.C.,

Fig- 339-

Fig. 340.

Diodotos ii continued to issue gold and silver coins of the
same types (figs. 339 and 340), but of course substituted his own
name for that of Antiochos2. The Zeus-type proved popular and

1 G. Macdonald in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 436 f., 464
pi. 2, ii gold staffr, 12 silver tetradrachm, both in the British Museum. Cp. C. Seltman
Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 229, 234, 308 pi. 54, 8 ( = my fig. 338) British Museum.

2 G. Macdonald loc. cit. i. 436, 464 pi. 2, 13 silver tetradrachm, 14 gold stat£r, both
in the British Museum. Cp. P. Gardner in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic
Kings pp. xxf., 3 pi. I, 4 and 5 ( = my fig. 339) gold stateres, pi. i, 6 ( = my fig. 340)
and 7 silver tetradrachms, 8 silver stater, Head Hist, num? p. 836 fig. 364, R. B. White-
head The Pre-Mohammedan Coinage of Northwestern India (Numismatic Notes and
Monographs No. 13) New York 1922 p. 13 pi. i, i gold stater, 2 silver tetradrachm,
C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 234, 308 pi. 54, 9 British Museum.
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was repeated, perhaps by Demetrios i c. 190 B.C.1, certainly by
Agathokles c. 150 B.C. (figs. 341, 342)2 and his contemporary
Antimachos i Theos (fig. 343)3.

The type itself was a Hellenistic modification of the old Hellenic
striding Zeus4. By displacing the eagle on the hand of the god it
had found room for the aigis, which in those days of intensive

Fig- 343-

1 G. Macdonald loc. cit. i. 450 f., 465 pi. 3, 9 silver tetradrachm in the British Museum:
AIOAOTOY snTHPOITI.

2 G. Macdonald loc. cit. i. 450, 465 pi. 4, i silver tetradrachm in the British Museum:
BAIIAEYONTOZ ATAGOKAEOYI AIKAIOY. Cp. P. Gardner in the Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings pp. xxviii, 10 pi. 4, 2 (=rny fig. 342 from an
electrotype) and p. 164 pi. 30, 5 (=my fig. 341) silver tetradrachms, both now in the
British Museum, R. B. Whitehead op. cit. pi. 3, 2 silver tetradrachm in the British
Museum.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings pp. xxviii f., 164 pi. 30, 6 (=my
fig- 343)-

* Supra ii. 739 ff>
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Homeric study had become one of his most essential attributes—
witness e.g. Zeus fighting Porphyrion on the great Pergamene
frieze (pi. xlii)1 or such lesser works as the Zeus from Kyrene

Fig- 344-

GRANDE 8ASAMENTO

DELLA bTATVA Dl GIOVE

Fig- 345-

1 H. Winnefeld in Pergamon iii. i. 50 ff. Atlas pi. 24 ( = my pi. xlii), Die Skulpturen
des Pergamon-Museums in Photographien Berlin 1903 pi. 15, C. Robert 'Die Gotter in
der pergamenischen Gigantomachie' in Hermes 1911 xlvi. 247 ff. fig. 8, A. von Salis Der
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(fig. 346) * and its counterpart from Falerio (Fallerone] in Picenum

Altar -von Pergamon Berlin 1912 pp. 54—57 fig. 3, W. H. Schuchhardt Die Meister des
grossen Frieses von Pergamon Berlin—-Leipzig 1925 p. 44 ft. pi. 22. See also Overbeck
Gr. Plastik* ii. 270 f. with fig. 198, B, Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 520 ff. pi. 12,
C. Picard La sculpture antique de Phidias a fere Byzantine Paris 1926 ii. 243, G. Roden-
waldt Die Kunst der Antike <Hellas und Rom> Berlin 1927 pp. 57, 687 with fig. 442.

The same subject, but without the aigis, is already found on the Gigantomachy-
amphora with twisted handles, from Melos, now in the Louvre (no. S 1677) (bibliography
supra ii. 435 nn. 4 and 5, iii. 56 n. o). This handsome vase, attributed by Furtwangler
to the Talos Painter (Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei ii. 193 ff. pis. 96 (=my
pi. vii) and 97), is referred by Beazley to the /<?.tf-Meidias period (J. D. Beazley Attic
Red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 184), but even so
must be more than two centuries earlier than the Pergamene frieze.

Vase and frieze presuppose a common original, perhaps the Pheidiac painting inside
the shield of Athena Parthtnos (supra ii. 435 n. 5).

1 E. Ghislanzoni' Statua di Giove ed iscrizione onoraria agli imperatori Adriano ed
Antonino Pio rinvenute in Cirene' in the Notiziario archeologico 1916 ii. 193—216 pis. i
(groundplan of temple of Zeus etc. = my fig. 344), 2 (sections and bases=my fig. 345), 3
(statue of Zeus=my fig. 346), 4 (upper part of do.), G. Bagnani in thejburn. Hell. Stud.
1921 xli. 238—241 pi. 18, i (statue of Zeus), 2 (statue of Athena), L. Mariani 'Zeus
Aigiochos' in the Notiziario archeologico 1922 iii. 5—18 figs, i (statue of Zeus), 2 (upper
part of do.), 3 (headless statue of Zeus in the Banco di Roma, transformed into a Perseus by
the addition of a heroic head), 4 (torso of do.), 5—7 (head of do.), 8 (torso from Fallerone),
9 (statue from Atfih in the Cairo Museum), 10 f. (upper part of do.), C. Picard La sculpture
antique de Phidias cl Fere Byzantine Paris 1926 ii. 429, 451.

On a terrace south of the Akropolis at Kyrene the Italians, in Aug. 1915, excavated
the ruins of a temple overthrown by an earthquake in the second half of s. iv A. D. The
temple, a tetrastyle prostyle building of the Corinthian order (2om longx 12'So™ wide),
contained the remains of an oblong mosaic pavement and a large statue-base (3'6om wide x
i*5Om deep) set against the back-wall of the cella. On the pavement lay the figure of
Zeus, broken but almost all there. The same site, in 1861, had yielded two female
figures, a Hera(?) and an Athena (R. Murdoch Smith—E. A. Porcher History of the
Recent Discoveries at Cyrene London 1864 p. 106 nos. 120 and 121). The three together
appear to have formed the favourite Capitoline triad (supra i. 45 fig. 14, 60 f. fig. 35, 781
fig. 566). Zeus now stands in the Museo di Bengasi (E. Ghislanzoni loc. cit. p. 211 fig. n);
his partners, in the British Museum (A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture ii.
255 nos. 1478 and 1479).

Zeus, an imposing statue (2*i8mhigh) in crystalline Parian marble, wears his aigls like
a chlamys over the left shoulder. His raised left hand rests on a long sceptre; his lowered
right held a thunderbolt, as attribute rather than weapon. A tree-trunk (oak?) at his
side and an eagle at his feet complete the figure, which should be regarded as an original
of late Hellenistic times. Two inscriptions were found on the statue-base. One, of 138 A.D.,
occupies the broad side with a dedication to Hadrian and Antoninus Pius: atiroKpfoopi
~Ka.lffoi.pi., OeoO Tpaiavbv HapOiKov \ vlu, 0eoO Nepova vlwvu, Tpaiavw 'ASptavu 2e$a<TT[w], |
avroKpdTopi TO j3', dp%iepet peylffTW, 8r)fjiapxi\KT}s ££ovfftas KJ3', {nr&T<a TO yr, iraTpl iraTptdos, |
ffWTjjpi Kol KTlffTtj, Kal afrroicpdTopi Tirw A.l\l(a KaL\<rapi 'AvTtavelvw, vlu 'Adpiavov Se/SaaroO, j
i) Kvpyvaluv ir6\is KofffMjOeiffa I^TT' atiTov \ Kal TO[I]J ayd\fi.affu> (E. Ghislanzoni loc. cit.
p. 197 fig. i gives a photographic facsimile, cp. ib. p. 205 fig. 8. G. Bagnani loc. cit.
p. 238 has an inaccurate transcription). The other, on the narrow end of the base, reads
Zyvlwv | Z-qvluvos (E. Ghislanzoni loc. cit. p. 200 fig. 2)—sculptor ? magistrate ? priest ? in
any case a well-omened name (cp. supra ii. 921 n. o). Bagnani loc. cit. p. 241 concludes:
' My own theory is that when the temple of the Capitoline Triad was built or extensively
restored by Hadrian, the people of Cyrene took as cult images a Zeus and an Athena of
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Fig. 346.
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(fig. 347)1. Zeus as conceived by the great cameo-artists of the
Hellenistic age (pis. xliii, xliv and fig. 348)2 wore an oak-wreath

Fig- 347-

the same late Hellenistic sculptor which stood in different buildings in Cyrene but were
both of suitable size.... To complete the Triad they executed a statue of Sabina and
dedicated the whole to the glory of the Emperor who had shown such signal interest in
their welfare.' L. Mariani loc. tit. p. 10 fancies 'un' intenzionale somiglianza del Dio
rappresentato coll' imperatore.'

1 G. De Minicis in the Ann. d. Inst. 1839 xi- 21—23 (<un Apollo Libico'?), Man. d.
Inst. iii pi. 2, 3a ( = my fig. 347), Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 247f. (b.) ('so wird
auch hier an einen Imperator im Zeuscostum, nicht aber an den Gott selbst mit der Aegis
zu denken sein'), Reinach Rip. Stat. ii. 108 no. 5, id. in the Rev. Arch. 1921 i. 155
('torse du Jupiter de Falerone, du meme type a 1'egide que le Jupiter recemment decouvert
a Cyrene'), Einzelaufnahmen no. 816 with Text iii. 38 by W. Amelung ('Die Figur wird
ursprunglich den Kopf eines romischen Imperators getragen haben').

2 A splendid Arabian sardonyx of two layers, whitish grey on opaque black, found at
Ephesos towards the close of the eighteenth century, is now preserved in the Archaeological
Museum of the Ducal Palace at Venice. It shows a majestic bust of Zeus, in three-quarter
position, wearing oak-wreath and aigis. Furtwangler noted the Scopaic character of the
design, but reached the right conclusion—'Ein herrliches Werk gewiss hellenistischer
Zeit.' This is borne out by the abundant curling tresses of the head, its expression of
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round his head and an aigis over his left shoulder. Even the

inward effortless triumph, and the pictorial quality of the whole (Miiller—Wieseler Denkm.
d. alt. Kunst ii. 2 f. pi. i, 5, Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. ii. i. 36
pi. 3, 7, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 243 ff. Gemmentaf. 3, 3, Furtwangler Ant.
Gemmen i pi. 59, 8 ( = my pi. xliii: scale ^), ii. 266, iii. 155, Lippold Gemmen pi. 2, 2
(enlarged) p. 168).

Hardly less remarkable is a cameo of mottled green malachite, now in my collection
and here published for the first time (pi. xliv: scale \). Zeus appears as a noble full-face
Head, again wearing an oak-wreath (with three acorns) and a scaly aigis (in deeper green).
This masterpiece may be placed somewhat later in the Hellenistic age than the sardonyx

Fig. 348.

above recorded, though earlier than such degenerate works as the mask from Otricoli in
the Rotunda of the Vatican (Overbeck op. cit. Zeus p. 74 ff. no. i Atlas pi. 2, i f.), the
bust from Pompeii in the Museum at Naples (id. ib. p. 82 f. no. 13 Atlas pi. 2, 3f.), or
the colossal head at Florence (id. ib. p. 86 f. no. 17 Atlas pi. 2, 5 f.). Malachite, obtained
from mines between Suez and Sinai, was known to the Egyptians at a very early date
(G. F. Kunz The Curious Lore of Precious Stones Philadelphia & London 1913 p. 97),
and amulets made of it have been widely credited with protective and curative powers
(S. Seligmann Der base Blick und Verwandles Berlin 1910 ii. 30, id. Die magischen Heil-
undSchutzmittelStuttgart 1927 p. 261, cp. p. 282, W. M. Flinders Petrie Amulets London
1914 p. 52, Sir E. A. Wallis Budge Amulets and Superstitions Oxford 1930 p. 318).
Pliny speaks of it as highly prized for making seals (Plin. nat. hist. 37. 114), though extant
examples seem to be of the greatest rarity. Possibly malachite, like 'plasma' (supra i.
357 n. 4), was a rainy stone and as such deemed appropriate to Zeus.

Later still (s. ii B.C.?) and of much less merit is a grandiose circular sardonyx of three
layers, now at Petrograd, which represents Zeus as a profile head with exaggerated frontal
furrow and occipital curve: oak-wreath (one acorn) and aigis as before (Overbeck op. cit.
Zeus p. 2436°. Gemmentaf. 3, 4, L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1881 p. 77 ff.



Plate XLIII

A sardonyx cameo from Ephesos, now in Venice :
Zeus with oak-wreath and aigis.

Seepage 537 n. i.





Plate XLIV

A malachite cameo, now at Queens' College, Cambridge :
Zeus with oak-wreath and aigis.

See page 538 n. o.
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Fig- 349-
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human Zeus was not complete without at least some hint of the
aigts*.

Demetrios i, the son and successor of Euthydemos i, expanded
the kingdom of Baktria to include the Indus valley2. About 190 B.C.
he struck silver tetradrachms (fig. 35o)3 bearing on the obverse his
own bust, on the reverse Zeus standing with thunderbolt and
sceptre. The Greek legend of the one side is translated by the
KharoshthI legend of the other. And it is at least possible that the

Fig. 350.

figure of Zeus the storm-god was intended as the Greek equivalent
of the ancient4 native god Indra. The reverse subject was repeated
half a century later on the silver coins of Heliokles, both those
struck in Baktria with a Greek legend and a purely Greek type

Atlas pi. 5, i (photograph of gem = my fig. 348, a: scale ^) and 2 (photograph of cast),
Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen iii. 158 fig. 112, Lippold Gemmen pi. 3, i (enlarged) p. 168.
My %• 348' ^ (scale ^) is from a cast by T. Cades Collezione di N° 1400 Impronti delle
migliori pietre incise, si antiche, che moderne, ricavati dalle piu distinte Collezioni cono-
sciute delF Europa ima Classe, A 18).

It should be added that all three cameos owe something to the ever-popular type of
Alexander, especially the thick neck, the upward glance, and the leonine hair above the
forehead. If Alexander was figured in the likeness of Zeus (supra i. 57, 279), Zeus in turn
borrowed an occasional trait from Alexander (see e.g. the Alexander-like Zeus in the Casa
dei Vettii (supra i. 57 n. 4)). The ancients played on the parallel (supra i. 6f.).

1 E.g. supra ii. 811 n. 5 (Domitian?), 1194 (Nero, Domitian, Nerva).
A bronze statuette in the Fouquet Collection—of which several replicas are extant

(Reinach Rip. Stat. v. 311 no. 7, 312 nos. i, 4, 5, 6)—shows Alexander the Great wearing
the aigis as his chlamys (P. Perdrizet 'Un type inedit de la plastique grecque' in the Man.
Piot 1913 xxi. 59—72 figs, i—7 pis. 4 and 5 ( = my fig. 349). See further I. I. Bernoulli
Die erhaltenen Darstellungen Alexanders des Grossen Miinchen 1905 pp. H2f. fig. 38,
i26ff. pi. 9, i, 133 f. pi. 8, 3, C. C. Edgar 'A statue of a Hellenistic King' in the fourn.
Hell. Stud. 1913 xxxiii. 50—52 (Ptolemy ii Philadelphos ?) pi. 2).

2 Strab. 516, citing Apollodoros of Artein.ita.frag. 5 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 308 f. Mliller)
—a historian dating from the first half of s. i B.C. (W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen
Litteratur* Miinchen 1920 ii. r. 399, 412 n. 2). See also G. Macdonald in The Cam-
bridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 4446°.

3 R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 317 f. no. 2 pi. 14, 2,
C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 p. 234 f. pi. 56, 3 (=my fig. 350): BASI AEflZ
A N I K H T O Y | AHMHTPIOY = Mz^ra;oya aparajitasa \ Demetriyasa. The coin is
in the British Museum.

4 Supra i. 190 n. 3, 741 n. 4.
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(fig. 351)1 and those struck in India with a bilingual legend2 and
a slightly orientalised type. The latter coins have for obverse
design the king's bust3, wearing sometimes a helmet marked with
the head and wing of Medousa4, sometimes a helmet with the horn
and ear of a bull and an aigis over the left shoulder (fig. 352)5.
Tetradrachms of the Indo-Scythian Azes are marked by pro-
gressive decadence (fig. 353)6. On the one side is the king on

Fig- 353-
1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 21 pi. 7, 2 ( = my fig. 351),

Head Hist, num? p. 839 fig. 370, G. Macdonald in The Cambridge History of India
Cambridge 1922 i. 466 pi. 4, 8 tetradrachm of Attic weight. On the drachm (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins loc. cit. pi. 7, 3) the head of Zeus is radiate.

2 BAIIAEni A I K A I O Y HMOK\EOYZ = MaAara/asa dhramikasa Heliya-
kreyasa.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 23 pi. 7, 5 stater of Indian
weight, cp. ib. p. 23 pi. 7, 6 quarter-.rfo#r.

4 R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 321 f. pi. 14, 9.
6 Id. The Pre-Mohammedan Coinage of Northwestern India (Numismatic Notes and

Monographs No. 13) New York 1922 pi. 6, 2 (=my fig. 352 from a cast), id. in the Num.-
Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 322 pi. 14, 10.

6 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 73 pi. 17, 9, V. A. Smith
Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta Oxford 1906 i. 43 no. 3. I figure
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horseback with lance at rest; on the other, a radiate Zeus standing,
with bolt and sceptre, in an attitude of oriental slackness. The
pompous superscription is again bilingual.

Archebios, who reigned in the upper Kabul valley, gives more
animation to his Zeus by making the god not merely hold but
brandish the bolt (fig. 354)1 and in some cases substituting the
aigis for the sceptre (fig. 35S)2. He also, following the example of
Antialkidas (fig. 356)3, issued square bilingual pieces in bronze with
a dignified bust of Zeus on one side and the caps of the Dioskouroi
on the other (fig. 357)4.

Fig. 355-

Fig. 356. Fig. 357-

a specimen from the Tremlett collection, now in the Fitzwilliam Museum. BASI AEflZ
BAZIAEflN METAAOY AZOV' = Maharajasa rajarajasa mahatasa Ayasa.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 32 pi. 9, 1—5, R. B. Whitehead
in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 323 pi. 14, 13 and 14 ( = my fig. 354), pi. 15,
i and 2.

2 R. B. Whitehead The Pre-Mohammedan Coinage of Northwestern India (Numis-
matic Notes and Monographs No. 13) New York 1922 pi. 6, 3, id. in the Num. Chron.
Fifth Series 1923 iii. 322 f. pi. 14, -u and 12 (=my fig. 355 from a cast).

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 27 pi. 8, 2. I figure a specimen
in the Fitzwilliam Museum.

4 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings pi. 31, 5 ( = my fig. 357), G. Mac-
donald in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 591 pi. 8, 44.
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No less dignified is the Zeus who appears on a silver coin of

Peukolaos, another king in the upper Kabul valley. The god
stands erect holding a long sceptre in his left hand and making
a gesture with his outstretched right (fig. 358)1. The type recurs
on a few rare tetradrachms of the Indo-Scythians Maues (fig. 359)2

and Azes (fig. 360)3.
A fresh and somewhat perplexing aspect of Zeus is found

about 150 B.C. on tetradrachms of two contemporary and perhaps

Fig. 360.

1 R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 3245. pi. 15, 4 ('The
right hand may with outstretched finger and thumb be making a gesture of benediction
or command. But I appear to see in the hand a small object in the shape of horns
or a crescent...not a lotus'), Head Coins of the Grefks p. 81 pi. 45, 22 ( = my fig. 358).
E. J. Rapson in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 558 observes : 'The
association of Peucolaus with Pushkalavatl is proclaimed by his name, which is simply
the adjective of Peucolaitis, an alternative form of the Greek Peucelaotis.'

2 V. A. Smith Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta Oxford 1906
i. 39 no. 6. I figure a specimen from the Tremlett collection, now in the Fitzwilliam
Museum.

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 73 pi. 17, 8 ('r. hand advanced'),
R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 340 ('thin, curved object in
outstretched r. hand') pi. 17, 12 ( = my fig. 360).
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associated Bactrian rulers, Agathokles and Pantaleon. Agathokles
has for reverse design Zeus holding Hekate as a torch-bearer on
his extended right hand and leaning on a spear with his left
(fig. 361 )1. Pantaleon has Zeus holding the same Hekate and
leaning on the same spear, but seated on a throne (fig. 362)2.
Now the combination of Zeus with Hekate, though occasionally
met with in the classical area3, is hardly to be explained from
Greek sources4. It is far more likely that we have here to do with
the Hellenised version of a native Indian cult. Indra as a storm-
god controlled both fire and water. Fire in the Vedic religion is
Agni, and according to the ^atapatha Brdhmana* Agni had three

Fig. 362.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. to pi. 4, 4 (=my fig. 361),
cp. ib. pi. 4, 5 drachm, G. Macdonald in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge
1922 i. 449, 464 pi. 3, 6.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings pi. 30, 4 ( = my fig. 362), G. Mac-
donald in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 449, 465 pl« 3> 7-

3 Supra i. 141 f. fig. 106 (double rock-cut throne on Chalke, inscribed Ai6s. EKcfo-^fs]),
ii. 714 n. 3 (inscription at Stratonikeia honouring (i)ep£a TOV Ha[vafjidpov Aios /cai] rijs
'E/tdTi/j T(IJ)S (5)ai5o<f>6pov), ii. 835 n. 6, 838 (inscription at Rome by sacerdus dei Brontontis
et Aecate (sic)).

4 Supra i. 543 n. i Zeus and Hekate as parents of Britomartis (?).
5 Catapatha Brahmana i. 2. 3. i f. (The Satapatha-Brdhmana trans. J. Eggeling

Part i (The Sacred Books of the East xii) Oxford 1882 p. 47): ' i. Fourfold, namely, was
Agni (fire) at first..\ib. i. 3. 3. 136°. relates that the three former Agnis fled from fear
of the thunderbolt] Thereupon the one who still constitutes the fire in our own time,
concealed himself from fear. He entered into the waters. Him the gods discovered and
brought forcibly away from the waters. He spat upon the waters, saying, "Bespitten are
ye who are an unsafe place of refuge, from whom they take me away against my will!"
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sons Ekata, Dvita, and Trita. Their names simply betoken ' First,'
' Second,' and ' Third.' But it certainly seems possible that Ekata
child of the fire-god, was Grecised into a torch-bearing Hekate.

Further proof that in the upper Kabul valley Zeus was but
another name for Indra may be had from the coinage of Eukratides
and his successor Antialkidas. Certain square coppers of Apollo-
dotos i Soter, re-struck by Eukratides c. 165 B.C., show the king's
bust with a Greek legend on the obverse, a seated Zeus with a
KharoshthI legend on the reverse (fig. 363) *. The latter describes

Fig. 363-

the god as 'the divinity of the city of Kapigi,' i.e. Kapisa2 a city of
the Paropanisadai visited in 630 A.D. by the Chinese pilgrim
Hiuen-tsiang3:

' To the south-west of the capital was the Pi-lo-sho-lo Mountain. This name was
given to the mountain from its presiding genius who had the form of an elephant
and was therefore called Pi-lo-sho-lo^?

It will be seen that the forepart of the elephant in front of Zeus
and the conical mountain behind him are alike appropriate to the
god of Kapisa, here figured as Zeus enthroned with wreath and

Thence sprung the Aptya deities, Trita, Dvita, and Ekata. 2. They roamed about with
Indra, even as nowadays a Brahman follows in the train of a king....' Eggeling ib. p. 48
n. o comments: 'Trita, the Aptya (i.e. probably "sprang from, or belonging to the
ap, or waters of the atmosphere"), seems to have been a prominent figure of the early
Indo-Iranian mythology, the prototype, in many respects, of Indra, the favourite god of
the Vedic hymns.... Dvita (the second) and Ekata are no doubt later abstractions suggested
by the etymology of the name Trita (the third), although the former, Dvita, occurs already
in the Vedic hymns.' See further Hymns of the Atharva-veda trs. M. Bloomfield (The
Sacred Books of the East xlii) Oxford 1897 p. 521, A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology
Strassburg 1897 p. 68 f., id. in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh
1921 xii. 6o4b.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 19 pi. 6, 8 (my fig. 363 is
drawn from the cast of an uncatalogued specimen in the British Museum), E. J. Rapson
in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 i. 555 f., 560, 590 pi. 7, 36. Obv.
B A! IA EH!! ME TA AoY E Y K PAT I AoY. Rev. Kaviciye nagara devatd.

2 A. Herrmann in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1898 f.
3 J. Takakusu in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1921

xii. 841a—843b.
4 T. Watters On Yuan Chwang^s Travels in India 629—645 A.D. London 1904 i.

129. On the Sanskrit/jy^-, 'elephant,' see Schrader Reallex? i. 245*.

C. III. 35
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palm. A handsome tetradrachm of Attic weight issued by
Antialkidas has room for greater detail (fig. 364)1. On the obverse
is the royal bust within a fillet-border. On the reverse, surrounded
by a Greek legend, a radiate Zeus clad in chiton and himdtion sits
on a decorative throne holding a long sceptre in his left hand and
a Nike with wreath and palm in his right. In front of him appears
the forepart of an elephant, which wears a bell round its neck and
uplifts its trunk in salutation. A rare tetradrachm of the same
ruler, struck on the Indian standard with bilingual legend, shows

Fig- 365-

Zeus parading with his elephant, which carries Nike on his head,
wears a bell on his neck, and again raises his trunk at the salute
(fig. 365)2. It will be remembered that Indra's famous elephant,
Airavata or Airavana3, played a prominent part in the battles of

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 25 pi. 7, 9 ( = my fig. 364).
E. W. Hopkins The Religions of India Boston etc. 1895 p. 431 f. quotes from the

Book of Peace, a late addition to the Maha-Bharata, the famous episode of the White
Island (12. 337. 20ff.): 'Three priests with the insignificant names "First, Second,
Third,"3 [3Ekata, Dvita, Trita] go to the far North (dif uttara) where, in the "Sea of
Milk," they find an Albion called "White Island," perhaps regarded as one of the seven
or thirteen "islands," of which earth consists; and there Vishnu is worshipped as the
one god by white men of extraordinary physical characteristics.'

2 R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 325 f. pi. 15, 5. I figure
a specimen of mine, formerly in the White King collection (White King Sale Catalogue
Amsterdam 1904 pi. i, 50). Obv. BAIIAEHS NIKH<t>oPoY ANTIAAKIAoY.

• Rev. Maharajasa jayadharasa Amtialikidasa.
3 M. Winternitz A concise Dictionary of Eastern Religion Oxford 1910 p. 34. Cp.

Dr Vollmer's Worterbuch der Mythologie aller Voiker. Neu bearbeitet von Dr W. Binder
Stuttgart 1874 p. 23 s.v. ' Airaput.'
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his master1. The elephant that occurs so frequently on the Indian
and Graeco-Indian coinages of the Kabul valley and north-western
India—I figure bronze pieces struck by Menandros c. 165 (?) B.C.
(fig. 366)2, Maues c. 72 B.C. (fig. 367)3, and Azes ic. 58 B.C. (fig. 368)*
—must be identified with, or at least derived from5, this same
redoubtable beast, is in fact ultimately none other than the therio-
morphic storm-god.

Fig. 366.

Fig. 369.
1 A. de Gubernatis Zoological Mythology London 1872 ii. 92.
2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 50 pi. 12, 6 (=my fig. 366),

C. J. Brown The Coins of India Calcutta 1922 p. 26 pi. 2, 6.
3 Brit. Mus. Cat, Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 68 pi. 16, i ( = my fig. 367),

E. J. Rapson in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922 p. 586 pi. 6, 2,
C. J. Brown The Coins of India Calcutta 1922 p. 28 pi. 3, 4.

4 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 87 pi. 19, 7 (=my fig. 368).
8 So Professor Rapson loc. cit. p. 557.

35—2
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Quasi-Greek in effect is a unique tetradrachm of Amyntas
(c. 100—50 B.C.), which shows on one side a helmeted bust of the
king wearing the aigis and thrusting a lance, on the other a radiate
Zeus clad in chiton and himdtion, who sits on a decorative throne
with a long sceptre and a palm-branch in his left hand and Athena
(not Nike) in his right (fig. 369)1.

Finally tetradrachms of Hermaios (figs. 370, 371)2, successor of
Amyntas and last Yavana prince of the house of Eukratides, from

Fig. 370.

Fig- 371-

Fig. 372.

1 R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 332 pi. 15, 7. My
fig. 369 is from casts kindly sent to me by Mr Whitehead, who loc. cit. points out that
even on the drachms of Amyntas (e.g. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings
p. 6r pi. 14, 10) the tiny figure carried by Zeus is not the usual Nike, but the exceptional
Athena.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 62 f. pi. 15, i, 2, and 4 ( = my
fig. 370 from an electrotype), cp. ib. p. 62 ff. pi. 15, 3, 5 ; 6, 7, Head Coins of the Ancients
p. 109 pi. 62, 21, R. B. Whitehead in the Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1923 iii. 339^ pi. 17,
9—ii. My fig. 371 is from casts of no. 10 given me by Mr Whitehead.

Square bronze pieces issued by Spalirises have obv. the king standing with battle-axe
and bow, rev. the same type of Zeus enthroned (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic

Kings p. loi pi. 22, 2. I figure a specimen in the Fitzwilliam collection). B ACIAECON

BACIAEOOC MEFAAD Y CriAAIPICaY = ̂ ^^«>J« m&hstakasa Spalirisasa.
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c. 50 B.C. onwards combine the enthroned type of Zeus with the
gesture first seen on the coin of Peukolaos1. This gesture, if I am
not mistaken, is simply one variety of that ancient world-wide
superstition, the prophylactic use of horns2.

Another example of a local rain-god identified by the Greeks
with their Zeus is that of the Philistine Marna or Mamas3. Bronze

Fig- 373-
1 Supra p. 543 fig. 358.
2 C. Sittl Die Gebarden der Griechen und Romer Leipzig 1890 pp. 103 f., 124,

F.T. El worthy Horns of Honour London 1900 pp. i—315, I. Scheftelowitz 'Das Horner-
motiv in den Religionen' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1912 xv. 451—487 ('i Die urspriingliche
Darstellung der Gotter in Tiergestalt' (451—456). '2 Die Horner am Haupt der Gotter'
(456—460). '3 Damonen mit Hornern' (460^). '4 Die Beziehungen der Gotterhorner
zum Monde' (461—471). ' 5 Horner auf dem Haupte der Konige und Priester als Symbol
gb'ttlicher Macht' (471—473). '6 Horner am Altar als Symbol der Heiligkeit' (473 f.)-
' 7 Hornamulette zur Abwehr von damonischen Einfliissen und zur Uberwindung feind-
licher Angriffe' (474—483). '8 Die magischen Wirkungen des Horns als Behalter und
Blasinstrument' (483—487)), id. 'Horn I.' in the Handwdrterbuch des deutschen Aber-
glaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1931 iv. 325—327, J. A. MacCulloch 'Horns' in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics 1913 vi. 79ib—796* ('i. Divinities with horns'
(792a—793a). '2. Semi-divine and demoniac beings with horns
men' (793b—794a)- '4. Magical aspects of horns' (794a—796a).
and other rites' (796a)), supra i. 506—521 ('Ritual Horns').

3 On whom see the painstaking, though hardly exhaustive, article by K. Preisendanz
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 1899—1906. This should be supplemented by the
admirable survey of my friend Professor S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine
in the light of Archaeology London 1930 pp. 180—186. See also W. W. Baudissin
Kyrios ah Gottesname im Judentum und seine Stelle in der Religionsgeschichte Giessen 1929
ii. 38 ff., iv. 5, i86f.

I take this opportunity of publishing a bronze seal (fig. 373), which came to me with
a parcel of miscellaneous antiquities from Egypt. The inscription (fig. 373, b) is deeply

(793a~~b). ' 3. Horned
5. Horns in sacrificial
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coins of Gaza struck by Hadrian (figs. 374\ 3752) and again by
Faustina Junior and Lucilla3, Septimius Severus4, Caracalla5,
Plautilla6, and Geta7 show the fagade of a temple within which
stand two youthful deities, apparently Apollon with his bow con-
fronting the huntress Artemis. Fortunately for our understanding
of the scene, the Apolline figure is expressly named Mamas (or
more often Marnd], and Sir G. F. Hill8 has made out a strong case
for regarding this divine pair as Marnas, the young Cretan Zeus,
who—be it remembered—was himself a hunter9, with Britomartis,
a Cretan form of Artemis10. The pair bore names of kindred origin
and significance ; for if Marnas recalls the Cretan marna, 'virgin11,'
and denotes simply ' young man,' Brito-martis is said to have been
a Cretan term for 'sweet maid12.' Consorts could hardly have been

Fig- 374- Fig- 375-

better matched. Naturally, however, among a Semitic people the
name Marnas was re-interpreted as Marna, ' our Lord,' and tended
to drop its final sibilant13.

incised in an archaic alphabet of Graeco-Phoenician character (see e.g. Roberts Gk. Epigr.
p. 4 § 4), and Professor S. Langdon has suggested to me that the second line of the

impression (fig. 373, c] contains in retrograde script the name Marnas (CD ̂  S AA)-

But the first line, though perfectly legible, remains obscure (P \^\ [Jj =s w I (or g} q ?).
1 F. De Saulcy Numismatique de la terre sainte Paris 1874 p. 216 pi. n, 4 (=my

fig. 374), Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine pp. Ixxvff., 146 f. pi. 15, 10, S. A. Cook The
Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology London 1930 p. 180 pi. 34, 29.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine pp. Ixxv n. 3, 146 f. pi. 15, n ( = my fig. 375).
3 Ib. p. 158 pi. 16, 6. 4 Ib. p. 161 no. 119. 5 Ib. p. 164 no. 133.
6 Ib. p. 165 no. 135. 7 Ib. p. 166 no. 137.
8 G. F. Hill Some Palestinian Cults in the Graeco-Roman Age (extr. from the Pro-

ceedings of the British Academy ~v) London 1912 pp. 13—17, id. The Life of Porphyry,
Bishop of Gaza, by Mark the Deacon Oxford 1913 pp. i—152 (noticed by S. Reinach in
the Rev. Arch. 1913 ii. 317 f.).

9 Supra i. 157 n. 3, 645, 652, 663 n. i, ii. 522, 727.
10 Supra i. 542 n. 4. u Supra i. 149 n. i.
12 Supra i. 542 n. 3, cp. 543 n. i.
13 The point is contested (K. Preisendanz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 1899 f.).

Sir G. F. Hill Some Palestinian Cults p. i6f. concludes 'that the two deities, looking
like Apollo and Artemis, in the temple at Gaza, are Marnas and his consort Britomartis,
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Markos Diakonos1, writing c. 420 A.D.2, tells how in 395 the
people of Gaza ascribed a two months' drought to the presence in
their midst of Saint Porphyrios. They therefore offered sacrifices
and prayers to Marnas, whom they took to be 'lord of showers' and
identified with Zeus3, or more particularly with Zeus Kretagenes*.
For a week they continued reciting hymns and resorting to a place
outside their city called the place of prayer. But, when nothing
happened, they gave up the attempt to coerce their god and
returned to their usual avocations. The Christians then, men, women,
and children, to the number of 280 came together and besought
Saint Porphyrios to go out with them and pray for rain. He agreed
to do so, proclaimed a fast, and bade all keep a night-long vigil in
the Holy Church. This they did, with thirty prayers and as many
genuflexions, not to mention choruses chanted and the lessons read.
At dawn they took the standard of the Cross and, the saint at their
head, proceeded with hymns to the Old Church, founded by Bishop
Asklepas, on the west of the city, where again they offered the

the Cretan Zeus and the Cretan Artemis, connected in name in the same way as Zeus
and Dione ; and that the name Marnas is probably Cretan in origin, its Syrian appearance
being fortuitous.' Contrariwise Prof. S. A. Cook op. cit. p. i82ff. argues that Mama,
primarily a Semitic name, was later etymologized to suit the Cretan Marnas. However,
that the god was really of Cretan extraction seems clear, not only from the statements of
Epiphanios (ancor. 106 (i. 209 Dindorf) KCU Mapvas SoOXoy 'Atrreplov TOV Kprjros irapa
Pafatois), Markos Diakonos (infra p. 553 n. i), and Stephanos of Byzantion (supra i. 149
n. i), but also from other mythological evidence (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 248 ff.) andabove
all from a mass of archaeological data (see e.g. F. B. Welch 'The Influence of the Aegean
Civilisation on South Palestine'in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1899—1900 vi. 117—124
(ceramics), H. Thiersch in the Jahrb. d. kail, deulsch. arch. Inst. 1908 xxiii Arch. Anz.
p. 378ff. (ceramics), A. J. Evans Scripta Minoa Oxford 1909 i. 77—94 ('Cretan Philis-
tines and the Phoenician Alphabet'), R. A. S. Macalister The Philistines: their History
and Civilization London 1913 pp. 106—113, id. in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics Edinburgh 1917 ix. 84Obff., H. R. Hall in The Cambridge Ancient History
Cambridge 1924 ii. 283—295, J- L. Myres Who were the Greeks ? Berkeley, California
1930 pp. 126—131).

1 Mark. Diak. z>. Porphyrii episcopi Gazensis 19 ff. This remarkable biography, known
at first from the Latin rendering by Gentianus Hervetus in the Acta Sanctorum edd.
Bolland. Februarius iii. 643 ff. (Ixv. 1211 ff. Migne), was published in Greek, from a MS.
at Vienna (cod. Vindob. hist. Gr. 3), by M. Haupt in the Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1874 Phil.-
hist. Classe p. 171 ff., and, with the help of a better MS. at Oxford (cod. Barocc. Gr. 238),
by the Societatis Philologae Bonnensis Sodales as a Teulmer text (Lipsiae 1895). See
further A. Nuth De Marci Diaconi -vita Porphyrii episcopi Gazensis quaestiones historicae
et grammatical Bonnae 1897 pp. i—61.

2 H. Dorries in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 1867.
3 Mark. Diak. v. Porph. 19 ws 5£ lir^eviv /J.T) /Sp^uc 6 0eds TOV irap' ai/rots irp&Tov

pijva Ka\oti/j,evov A.IOV, 2ri 5£ KOLI rbv SeiiTepov ' Aire\\cuov, irAvres fO\ifiovro. ffvvaxStvTes
5e ot Trjs elSu\ofj.avlas «'s TO ~M.apveiov, TroAXas 0v<rlas ical evx&s tirolovv rotirov i-veicev •
ZXeyov yap TOV Mdpvav utipiov elvai TWV 8fjL@puv, TOV 82 Mdpvav \4yovfftv elvai rbv Ma.

4 Id. ib. 64 (quoted infra p. 553 n. i).
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same number of prayers. Then on to the shrine of the martyr
Timotheos, which contained also the relics of the martyr Maior and
the confessor Thea. Once more they offered the same number of
prayers and genuflexions. After which they returned to the city,
with three prayers and three genuflexions on the way. But here
a hitch occurred. They found the city-gates closed against them by
the jealous heathen, and a two hours' wait ensued. Thereupon God,
beholding their patience, in his mercy stirred up a strong south
wind. The sky clouded over, lightnings and thunders began at
sundown, and so heavy a rain fell that it looked more like hail.
Sundry Greeks, beholding these marvels, believed and opened the
gates. They joined the Christians, shouting: ' Christ alone is God —
He alone has conquered.' The saint had them into the Holy
Church, where he baptised 78 men, 35 women, and 14 children of
whom 5 were girls. That night and the next day rain fell in such
abundance that all men feared the collapse of houses, most of which
were of crude brick. ' Our Lord Jesus Christ ' — we read1 — ' spent
from the 8th to the loth of Audynaios (January 3 — 5) in raining,'
and on the nth his followers celebrated the Epiphany with hymns
and thanksgivings. Indeed, the same year witnessed the accession
of another 105 to their numbers.

The sequel is too long to quote in detail. But it appears that
Porphyrios was vexed with the ungodly conduct of the idolaters ;
for at Gaza they still dealt in divinatory dreams, especially at the
Marneion2. So he wrote a letter of protest to loannes Chrysostomos,
Bishop of Constantinople, who informed Eutropios the Chamberlain,
who in turn brought his influence to bear upon Arkadios. The
upshot was an edict that the temples of Gaza be closed and the
traffic in divination stopped. Hilarios, an imperial commissioner,
was sent to Gaza to carry out this decision. He did close the
temples in general and overthrew their idols. But, in return for
a substantial bribe, he allowed the traffic of Marnas to continue.
Porphyrios then went in person to visit loannes the metropolitan
of Kaisareia in Palestine; and together they repaired to Rhodes,
where the anchorite Prokopios informed them that Chrysostom was
not a persona grata at court and commended them to Amantios,
Chamberlain of the Empress Eudoxia. The two Bishops reached
Constantinople on 7 January 401. Eudoxia received them favourably

1 Id. ib. 21 tirolyffev 5£ j3p^j£Wj> 6 KtJptoj •^u.wj' 'I-qcrovs Xpio-rds avatarus airb rijs 67861??
MSvvalov ^XP1 rW SeKdr^s. K.T.X. The naive phraseology would be hard to parallel.
6 Kifyuoj T)IJ.£}V is, of course, the Christian rendering of Mama (supra p. 550).

2 Id. ib. 16 ?ri yap £xprltj'-&'rl£ov & Tafij, /udXterra r6 KoXoii^fvov "M.apveiot>.
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and herself broached the matter to Arkadios, who at first was
unwilling to take action. The Bishops, however, prayed that
Eudoxia, then pregnant, might bear him a son; and she promised
that, if this should befall, she would do all they wanted and further
found a Christian church in the heart of Gaza. And so it fell out.
Theodosios ii was born, and Arkadios, moved by gratitude, granted
the Christian petition. The Bishops returned vid Rhodes, reached
Gaza on I May 401, and were followed ten days later by the arrival
of the commissioner Kynegios and a large body of troops. These
at once set about the task of demolishing the eight idolatrous
temples of Gaza—those of Helios, Aphrodite, Apollon, Kore, and
Hekate, the Heroeion, the Tychaion of Tyche, and, most famous of
all, the Marneion of Zeus Kretagenes1-. But the priests of Marnas,
getting wind of this attack, barricaded the doors of the inner temple
with big stones, brought all valuables down into the adyta, concealed
there also the effigies of the gods, and themselves escaped through
the same adyta by a variety of ways leading upwards2. The
attackers thus repulsed turned their attention to the other temples,
overthrew some, fired others, and plundered all their treasures.
Saint Porphyries, however, strictly forbade the Christians to partake
in such looting. For ten days the crowd laid waste the temples.
There was some doubt as to the fitting treatment of the Marneion
—should it be demolished ? should it be burnt ? should it be purified
and consecrated as a church ?—till the Bishop proclaimed a fast
and a solemn evening service. At this a boy, seven years old, who
stood there with his mother, suddenly cried aloud: ' Burn the inner

1 Id. ib. 64 rfffav 5£ cv rrf TniXet vaol et'SciXwi' di)(j.6o~ioi oKTia, TOV re 'HX£ov Kal rijs
' A.<ppodiTT)s Kal TOV 'Air6\\tavos Kal rrjs K6piris Kal TTJS 'E/cdr^s Kal TO \ey6/j.evov 'Kpuetov
(ripotov cod. Paris, bibl. nat. 1452. ieputuv codd. Barocc., Vindob.) Kal <rd (ins. Haupt)>
Trjs Ti/x^s Trjs ir6Xewj, 8 ticd\ovv fv\aiov (rfyeov cod. Vindob.), Kal rd M.apveiov (/jLapvlov
codd. Barocc., Vindob.), 8 £\eyov elvai TOV KprjTayevovs (Kpt)rd yfrovs cod. Paris, bibl.
nat. 1452. KplTa yfrovs codd. Barocc., Vindob. The correction was made by Henschen)
Ai6s, 8 ev6/ju£ov elvai 4vdo^&Tepov irdvTUv rS>v iepuiv TUV airavTaxov.

Proklos the neo-Platonist, who held that the philosopher should be the hierophant
of all mankind, composed a special hymn in honour of Marnas (Marin. v. Prod. 19 SijXoi
8e i) T&V vfuxav O.VTOV irpaypaTela, ov TWV irapa TOIS "EXX'tycri nbvov Tin-qOtvTWV •eyKdfjua
irepifyovaa, dXXA KOI M.dpvai> Tafaiov v(j.vov<ra Kal 'AffK\r)iri6v AeovTOvxov 'AffKaXwvlTijv
Kal QvavdplTijv a\\ov'Apa/3/ois iro\VTi/J.ifrov ffebv Kal^Iffiv rty KaTa rds 4>tXaj ?rt Ti/J.b)fj.fri)v
Kal TOVS aXXons dirXws airavTas. Kal yap Trpbxeipov eKeivo ef^ev del Kal i:\eyev 6 ^eo<re/3^<rraTos
dv/ip, OTI rbv (pi\t)ffo<pQv irpoff^Kei ov fuas TWOS ir6Xews ovde TUV Trap' friois iraTplwv elvai
OepairevT^v Koiv-g ot TOV 6\ov Koff^ov lepo<t>dvTijv).

2 Hence Hieron. epist. 107. 2 iam et Aegyptius Serapis factus est Christianus; Marnas
Gazae luget inclusus et eversionem templi iugiter pertremiscit. Cp. eund. comment, in
Isaiam prophetam 17 (xxiv. 241 Migne) Serapion Alexandriae et Marnae templum Gazae
in ecclesias domini surrexerunt.
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temple down to the ground, for many dreadful things have happened
there, and, most dreadful of all, the sacrifices of men ! Burn it on
this wise. Bring liquid pitch and sulphur and pigs' lard. Mix the
three and anoint therewith the doors of bronze. Then set fire to
them, and so the whole temple is burnt: otherwise, it cannot be.
But leave the outer temple with its precinct. And after the burning
purify the place and there found a Holy Church1.' This inspired
utterance he repeated, first in the Syrian tongue, later in Greek.
The Christians, accordingly, with the help of Kynegios and the
magistrates followed the boy's advice and burnt the Marneion to
the ground. The conflagration, which lasted many days, was
succeeded by a house-to-house search for idols and books of magic
used in the idolaters' initiatory rites2. So the great pagan temple was
utterly destroyed in June 402, and a Christian church, which took
five years to build, was erected on the site of it. Some advised the
preservation of the old circular plan; but Porphyries, accepting the
plan furnished by Eudoxia, preferred a cruciform structure and
dedicated the same on Easter Day 407, calling it Eudoxiane after
its illustrious patroness.

Incidentally we learn various details about the old Marneion.
It was circular, it was surrounded by two concentric colonnades,
and it had by way of centre an elevated dome3. It had also a veneer
of marble incrustations, which were regarded as sacred and restricted

Mark. Diak. v. Porph. 65 Kal irpu>roi> pov\ti6£vTes Karacrrp^ai |Ya et'SwXa /cat] TO
Ma/weto? dveKpovffffrjirav' ol yap lepeis TOV eiSciXov 4xelvov wpoaKouffavTes iffuOev TO.S Ovpas
TOV evdoT^pov vaov \LOois /j.eyd\ois irpo£<ppa!~av /cat Karayay^vTes els TO, \ey6/j.eva advTa ova,
TIV TI£ lepf rifua ffKevr), <=ri 5e /cat aura ra f<j$5ta TUT 6eu>v avTwv eKei t-Kpv\f/av Kal dia
(H. Usener cj. £K) T&V avT&v dSi/rwi' H<pvyov di' a\\uv dvodw ZXeyov yap TO, eiprj^va
ddvTa i=xelv i"oXXas dv65ovs eis dia(j>6povs TOTTOVS.

1 Id. ib. 66 (cp. 68) Ka.iiaa.Te. rbv vabv TOV ZvSov 2«s edd<povs- iro\\a yap deiva ytyovev
4v afiTtf, ftdXiffTa at dvOpdiiruv Ovcrtai. Tototfry 5e Tpbiri^ Kafaare avr6v. dydyeTe vypdv
irlffffav < Kal > Beiov Kal vreap x°'lPel-ov Ka' ni^are TO, Tpla Kal xP^ffaTe T&s xa^K<*-* O^pas Kal
eir' aurdj TO irvp eTrt/SdXere, /cal OUTWS Tras 6 vabs Kaierai' aXXws yap ofiK ZffTiv SwaToV. rbi>
de ^(JoTepov tdcraTf crvv T<$ irepij36\(j}. Kal /teTa TO Karjvai Kaffdpavres TOV Tbirov CKCI Krlcrare
aylav tKK\t)ffiav, All this, and more, in the Syrian tongue. Porphyries adjured the boy's
mother to tell him whether the utterance was due to any trickery. She most solemnly
denied it and suggested that the saint should examine the boy with threats. So the
Bishop had a whip fetched and the boy hoisted up, while the whip-holder bade him
confess or be beaten on the spot. The boy at first remained silent, but suddenly repeated
exactly the same advice in the Greek language, which neither he nor his mother had
learned !

2 Id. ib. 71 ebploKOVTo d£ Kal /3i/3Xta ireirXijpwtdva yoyTelas, artva lepa atrroi f\.eyov, &•
u>v Taj TeXeTaj /cat Ta #XXa d6£fiiTa tiroLovv ol rijs eldu\o/j.ai>ias, Kal auTd 82 6/j.olus &ra TOIS
0eo?s avT&v ^iraffx0"-

3 Id. ib. 75 ffvvefioij\evov o$v rwes KTiffdijvai avryv Kara T$)V Ofoiv TOV eldu\elov
<TTpoyyv\oeiS£s yap virrjpxev, irepifiefi\t)ii.£vov dvfflv ffroais d\\rj\oeffUT£pats, TO de (J.t<rov
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to a place that no man, and certainly no woman, might enter:
Porphyries set them in the pavement outside the new Church on
purpose that they might be trodden under foot, not only by men, but
by women, dogs, pigs, and cattle—an outrage which offended the
idolaters more deeply than the burning of their temple; indeed
most of them, particularly the women, thenceforth refused to walk
on those marble slabs1. Within the precinct were certain wells, one
of considerable depth, equipped with buckets, ropes, and a wooden
top, being at the west end of the Christian Church2.

Finally, it is tempting to conclude that this round building, with
concentric colonnades, underground chambers, and secret means of
egress, dedicated moreover to Zeus Kretagenes in whose service
human victims were slain, really did—as we have already suggested3

—bear a significant resemblance to the Cretan Labyrinth. Gaza
Minoa presupposes Minos4.

Be that as it may, Marnas was admittedly equated with Zeus.
A stone embedded in a modern wall at Kanatha (Kanawaf) in the
Hauran reads :

'Annelos, son of Kamasanos, made this for Zeus Marnas the Lord5.'

Further, it is on record6 that a certain Septimius Arabianus (whose
name points to his nationality), a man notorious for alleged thefts
but set at liberty by Heliogabalus, once came among the senators

avTov ijv dvaQvffTjTbv KijS&piov /cat dvaTSTa/j^vov els v\J/os, elxfv 5e Kal aXXa Tivd a TOIS
et'5i6Xois Zirpewev, eWera 5e irpbs TO, yiv6fj.ei>a irapd rSov eiSwKofiavCov fjtvffapd re Kal dBep.ira.

On the architecture see further Sir G. F. Hill Same Palestinian Cults p. 14 f. with n. i
on p. 15, R. A. S. Macalister The Philistines: their History and Civilization p. no ff.

1 Mark. Diak. -v. Porph. 76 eKXol'ff6eicrr]S ovv rrjs rtypas Kal Trdvruv T&V j3de\vy/j,dTO}v
TrepiaipeO^VTCav TO. viroXeuftOevTa ffKvf)a\a TTJS jttap/xapuxrecos TOV Mapveiov, direp t:\eyov lepd
elvai Kal ev TOTT<$ d/3aYy rvyxdvew, /J.d\iffra yvi>ai!-iv, ravra vvvfidev 6 Scrios eirlffKoiros irpo
TOV vaov l^w els TTJJ' TrXaretav TrXaKuBijvat,, 'iva. KaTmraTuvrai ov fj,6vov virb dvdptav, dXXa /cai
yvvatKwv Kal KVV&V Kal "Xoipuv Kal Kvui$d\iav. TOVTO 5e ir\4ov e\^irr}ffev TOI)S eldwXoXdrpas
rrjs Kafoews TOV vaov. &6ev ol TrXei'ous avrdv, (idXiffra al yvvaiKes, OVK eirifiaivovaiv rots
yuap/zdpois ?wy TOV vvv.

2 Id. ib: 80 (fiptaTa Tvyxdvovaiv ?<r<a0ev TOV trepi^o\aiov TOV iepov, el- uv effTiv £v dirb
SVTLKOV Spoils Trjs i>vt> dyias TOV Oeov eKK\7)<rlas, OVK 6\iyov /3d6os &xov. K.T.\.

3 Supra i. 478, S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeo-
logy London 1930 p. 180.

4 Supra \. 235 with fig. 174.
5 Lebas—Waddington Asie Mineure etc. iii no. 2412^ *Avvrj\[o]s Kapaffdvov eirb~i)(re

Ait Mdpva T<f Kvpitj}.
6 Septimius frag, i Peter ap. Lamprid. v. Alex. Sev. 17. 31". nam cum quidam

Septimius Arabianus (so H. Peter for Arabinus codd. B- P., ed. Med.), famosus crimine
furtorum et sub Heliogabalo iam liberatus, inter senatores principem salutatum venisset,
exclamavit: 'O Marna, o luppiter, o di inmortales, Arabianus {Arabinus ed. Med.) non
solum vivit, verum etiam in senatum venit, fortassis etiam de me sperat: tarn fatuum,
tarn stultum esse me iudicat ?'
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to salute Alexander Severus. The indignant Emperor cried out:
' O Marnas, o lupiter, o gods immortal, Arabianus is not only alive,
but actually ventures into the Senate and, like as not, hopes to get
something out of me: does he deem me such a fatuous fool?' The
combination ' O Marna, o luppiter* amounts—as Friedlander1 saw-
to a virtual identification. It is probable that Marnas, like other
oriental deities2, had a cult-centre as far west as Ostia. An inscrip-
tion3 found at Portus Traiani states that the men of Gaza, at the
bidding of their ancestral god, were honouring their benefactor the
Emperor M. Antonius Gordianus Pius Felix by the hand of
Ti. Claudius Papirius custodian-of the sanctuary.

Marnas as 'lord of showers' must also have been a god
responsible for the fertility of the land and for the very life of its

Fig. 376. Fig. 377-

Fig. 378.

inhabitants. As such he seems to have acquired a fresh appellation,
Aldemios or Aldos*. Perhaps he had a specialised cult on the hill
Aldioma, which lay on the east side of Gaza and furnished great
stones for the foundation of the Christian Church5.

Zeus Kretagenes was conceived sometimes as an infant6, some-
times as a youth7, sometimes as a full-bearded god8. Marnas too
had his variations of type. On coins of Gaza from the time of

1 L. Friedlander Darstellungen aus der Sittengeschichte Roms in der Zeit -von August
bis zum Ausgang der Antonzne8 Leipzig 1910 iv. 151 n. 2.

2 G. Calza Ostia* Milano—Roma (1933) p. 18.
3 Inscr. Gr. Sic. //. no. 926 dya(0)ij TVXV- \ avroKparopa KaJLvapa \ M. 'Ayr&viov \

Topdiavbv TUvffep'rj \ Eim/xi} 'Se^acrrdv, \ TOV deotpiXfararov \ KOfffMKp&ropa. i) ir<5\is | i) TUV
Tafaiuv lepa Kal \ &<rv\os Kal avrovofjuts, | irt<rr}/ (/cai?) ei/<re/3?}s, Xajtwrpa [ Kal f*eyd\ri £|
ej»K(e)X(e)i5(rews | TOV irarplov 6eov \ rbv eavrrfs etepytnjv \ did. Tt;8. H\(av5iov) HaweipLov j
^irifiehrjTOv TOV iepov. The restoration e£ e«'iceXei)<rewj is due to P. Wesseling. G. Kaibel
adloc.: 'Deus patrius Marnas est.' '

4 Supra ii. 675 n. 4, 1187 n. o. 5 Mark. Diak. v. Porph. 79.
6 Supra i. 51 f. figs. 27 and 28, 150 figs. 116 and 117, 401 fig. 298 (?).
7 Supra p. 550 n. 9. 8 Supra i. 149 figs. 113—115.
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Hadrian to that of of Geta (figs. 374, 37 5)x he is a youthful hunter.
Under Gordianus Pius (fig. 376)2, though still youthful, he approxi-
mates more closely to the normal
aspect of Zeus ; for, while raising his
right hand, he holds a thunderbolt
on his left arm and sometimes has an
eagle at his feet3 or else is crowned
by Nike standing on a column behind
him. On bronze pieces issued c. 250—
—150 B.C. (fig. 377)4 he appears as
a mature man half-draped in a
himdtion and uplifting a wreath. On
other bronze pieces struck in s. ii or
i B.C. (fig. 378)5 a laureate head with
a bushy beard is aptly described by
Sir G. F. Hill as ' Zeus, that is to say
Marnas.'6

The same god is represented on
a colossal scale by a figure found
near Gaza in 1879 and now in the
Imperial Museum at Constantinople
(fig. 379)7. In a sand-dune known as
Tell el Ajoul (' Hill of the Calf') on
the left side of the Wadi Gazze,
some two hours to the south-west of
Gaza,, Arab masons had dug up
certain well-cut blocks of stone and
sold them in the town. Prospecting
for more they discovered, lying on its back in a pit 2m deep, the floor
of which showed remains of a mosaic pavement, the upper half of

1 Supra p. 550.
2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine p. 168 pi. 17, 9 ( = my fig. 376 from a cast).
3 G. F. Hill Some Palestinian Cults p. 17.
4 F. De Saulcy Numismatique de la terre sainte Paris 1874 p. 211 pi. ii, i ( = my

fig- 377)) Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine pp. Ixxi, 143 pi. 15, 3, Hunter Cat. Coins iii.
282 pi. 77, 31.

5 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine pp. Ixxf., 143 pi. 15, i and 2 ( = my fig. 378 from
a cast).

6 Sir G. F. Hill in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Palestine p. Ixxi.
7 Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople'^.. 352 ff. no. 611 fig. ( = my fig. 379). See also

G. Murad in the Arch. Zeit. 1879 xxxvii- X98 ('ohne Zweifel Jupiter,' but with the
editorial comment 'vermuthlich Serapis'), C. R. C[onder] in the Palestine Exploration
Fund. Quarterly Statement for 1882 London p. 147 f. fig., G. A. Smith The Historical
Geography of the Holy Land London 1894 p. 188, W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii.
2382, Reinach Re~p. Stat. ii. 14 no. 6.
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a statue in white crystalline marble. The god is seated on a throne
with no elbow-rests but a high back adorned at its base with two
large rosettes. He wears a himdtion in Olympian fashion over his
left shoulder and round his legs, which were carved in a separate
block. His right arm, to judge from its mortise, held out some
attribute, probably a thunderbolt or a phidle, hardly a Nike. His
left was raised and the hand must have rested high up on a long
sceptre. The head has abundant but irregular locks of hair and
a full beard. The forehead is marked by two deep furrows, and the
eyes are sunk beneath troubled brows. G. Mendel, after a careful
analysis of the style, concludes that we have here mediocre work of
s. ii A.D. No doubt the sculptor aimed at being impressive and, with
that end in view, sought to combine a Pheidiac arrangement of the
drapery with Scopaic eyes and post-Lysippian hair. But above all
he—like his predecessors of Pergamon or Rhodes—relied on sheer
size. The actual height of the fragment is c. 3'2Om, and it must rank
as at least the largest of all extant statues of Zeus.

It is possible that before this fusion of the Philistine Marnas
with the Greek Zeus there had been an earlier rapprochement of the
Philistine god with the Hebrew Jehovah. The famous quarter-
shekel of the Philisto-Arabian series, which represents Jahu as
a solar Zeus on a wheeled and winged seat, places in his hand a
hawk(?) instead of an eagle (supra i. 232 f. fig. 171, b and pi. xxi)1.
And a hitherto unpublished coin of the
same series, struck at Gaza in s. v B.C.,
shows for obverse design the profile head
of a grave bearded god wearing a wreath,
and for reverse a hawk and an olive-spray Fis-
(fig. 380)2. Have we here, in this obvious copy of Athenian
mintage, not Athena and her owl, butfahu and his bird?

At Halikarnassos rain was connected with Dionysos, for there
was a local cult of Bakchos Ombrikos, 'god of Showers.'3 The date

1 To the bibliography (supra i. 232 n. i) add now Sir G. F. Hill in Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Palestine pp. Ixxxvi ft., 181 pi. 19, 29 ('hawk'), H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religions-
geschichteljvcpTvg—Erlangen 1926 ix—xip. xi fig. 81 ('Falken'...'Jahwe als Triptolemos
...oder (wahrscheinlicher, wegen der Maske) als Dionysos! (H. Gressmann, Zeitschr.
f. d. alttest. Wissensch., N. F. II 1925 S. i6f.)'), S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient
Palestine in the light of Archaeology London 1930 p. 147 ff. pi. xxxii ('eagle or hawk').

2 The coin is in my collection. On the legend ~o=' Gaza' see J. P. Six in the Num.
Chron. New Series 1877 xvii. 221 ff. and Sir G. F. Hill in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Palestine p. Ixxxiii ff.

3 Eekker anecd. i. 225, 2f. ol 5£ "0/^3/HKos (leg. '0/*/3piKos) birb 'AXiKapvavtuv (leg.
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of this cult is unknown, but the appellative is already found in a
Dionysiac context as early as the first half of the sixth century B.C.
F. Diimmler1 many years ago published a Corinthian krater, found
at Caere and now preserved in the Louvre2, which illustrates two
successive scenes (fig. 381, a and &} from a Dorian farce3. The one

Fig. 381.

shows a flute-player and a masked man4 dancing to the sound of
the flutes, while two companions are surprised by their master in
the act of carrying off a full wine-jar. The men are named Eiino(o)s,

1 F. Diimmler in the Ann. d. Inst. 1885 Ivii. 127—131 pi. D, i ( = my fig. 381,0),
2, 3 and pi. E, r, 2 (=my fig. 381, b).

2 E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre Paris 1897 p. 55 no. E 632.
3 H. Schnabel Kordax Mtlnchen 1910 pp. 35 f. fig., 48ff., M. Bieber Die Denkmdler

zum Theaterwesen im Altertum Berlin—Leipzig 1920 p. 1291". figs. 123 a, i23b, A. W.
Pickard-Cambridge Dithyramb Tragedy and Comedy Oxford 1927 p. 2631".

4 E. Pettier loc. cit. 'un compagnon barbu a masque de Satyre.'
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'Kindly,' and Ophelandros^-, 'Helpful'; the master,, Omriqos, that is
Om(b]rikos, 'he of the Showers.' He grasps a couple of lissom sticks
and has the naked men at his mercy. The other scene gives the
sequel2 — the two misdemeanants confined in the wine-cellar, with
their ankles in fetters and their heads in a sort of cangue or pillory
(xylon, kyphoti], dependent for their food on the services of a small
handmaid. Laconian deikeliktai are known to have represented
fruit-stealers3 or the like4; and there can be little doubt that
H. Schnabel5 was right in claiming a ritual origin for such burlesque.
If so, the master of the wine-bin began by representing Dionysos
and naturally continued to bear his name6.

Finally, we may note that in Kypros the part of Zeus timbrios
was played by a goddess, not a god. An interesting terra cotta
sketched by Cesnola at Salamis (fig. 382) 7 portrays a naked and
nymph-like female kneeling on her left knee as she empties a large
pitcher borne on her shoulder. Behind her is a rock with a lion's-

1 Inscr. Gr. sept. i. no. 2314 Thisbe (Kakosi) '00^Xai'5[pos] = Lebas — Foucart Beotie
no. 382 = R. Meister in Collitz — Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. i. 247 no. 750. Inscr. Gr.sept.
\ no. 2872 Koroneia (Hagios Georgios), 2 roO '00eXdh/5/>ot; = Lebas — Foucart Blotie
no. 666, 2.

2 H. Payne Necrocorinthia Oxford 1931 p. 122: 'No one has ever doubted that the
scene on the back is connected with that on the front.' That is wrong: A. Korte in the
fahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1893 viii. 91 n. 61 doubts it.

3 Sosibios/ro^. 10 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 627 Miiller) ap. Athen. 621 D — E.
4 Poll. 4. 104 f.
5 H. Schnabel Kordax Miinchen 1910 p. 53 'Der ursprunglich sakrale Raub der

Opfergaben wird zur mimischen, burlesken Diebesszene, die in der Posse fortlebt durchs
ganze Altertum bis auf unsere Tage.'

6 A. Korte in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1 893 viii. 90 ff. fig. 8 regards
Etfcow, '0<j>£\at>dpos, and "Oyn/S/u/cos as Bacchic daimones, not men. C. Frankel ' Korinth-
ische Posse' in the Rhein. Mus. 1912 Ixvii. 94 — 106 with 2 figs, takes all three to be
slaves and "OpfipiK os in particular to mean 'the Umbrian' (cp. ©/>#£, &P&1;, Au56s) — a view
which H. Payne Necrocorinthia Oxford 1931 p. 122 n. 3 pronounces to be 'the only
reasonable suggestion ' ! But Miss Frankel admits that the misshapen Corinthian dancers
are in general daemonic '(' Ein sicheres Ergebnis der Forschung ist gleichfalls, dass jene
Vorbilder der attischen Schauspieler damonischer Natur sind, da sie auf mehreren
Darstellungen mit mythischen Personen gruppiert werden') and that the performers
represented on this exceptional vase are drawn and costumed in their likeness ('Und
damit ergibt sich uberraschender Weise, dass der Diimmlersche Krater ein Zwischenglied
bietet zwischen der korinthischen Damonenwelt und den attischen Schauspielern. In
Gestalt und Tracht der korinthischen Damon en wird eine korinthische Posse gespielt, und
diese enthalt bereits die Grundelemente der attischen Komodie, ohne dass freilich das
Biihnenbild konsequent festgehalten wttrde'). She demurs to a divine appellative in -IKOS
('denn eine Bildung auf -IKOS ist unter der Fiille altertiimlicher Gotter-Epiklesen bis jetzt
unerhort'). But, apart from Bakchos '0/ctj8piK<5s (supra p. 558 n. 3), we can at least quote
ZeO ava, AwSowcue, He\a<ryiK^ (II. 16. 233).

7 A. P. di Cesnola Salaminia London 1882 p. 200 with fig. 203 ( = my fig. 382), ib?
London 1884 p. 183 f. fig. 219.
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head spout, from which gushes a stream of water still coloured
green. The base is inscribed 'The Goddess of Showers1.' This
terra cotta combines, cleverly enough, two Hellenistic motives—
that of the crouching Aphrodite2 and that of the lion's-head
fountain3. Perhaps we are meant to conclude that the pitcher-
bearing goddess was mistress of some neighbouring spring. If so,
we can hardly forget that Chytroi, the 'Pitchers,' with its well-
known double spring4, was within easy reach of Salamis.

) re-E A '4-1 P M BJR uOS a

Fig. 382.

(h) Zeus Hyetios.
Essentially similar to Zeus Ombrios, 'the Showery,' was Zeus

Hyetios, 'the Rainy5.' We have already seen that Nonnos applied
both names to one god6; and, whereas Plutarch's list of agricultural

1 The inscription 0EA H OMBRIOS (sic) is given in the text as 0EA H OMBRIOS.
The discrepancy may be due to mere carelessness, but rouses our suspicion. Where is the
terra cotta in question? 2 Winter Ant. Terrakotten ii. 205 no. i. ,

3 A. Cartault Terres cuites grecques Paris (1890) p. 75 f. pi. 22 collection Lecuyer
(modern?).

4 E. Oberhummer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 2531.
5 Literary allusions to Zeus 'Tories will be found in Aristot. de mundo 7. 401 a 17 f.,

Epiktet. diss. i. 19. 12, i. 22. 16, Cornut. theol. 9 p. 9, 12 f. Lang, Aristeid. or. i. 8 (i.
ii Dindorf), Max. Tyr. diss. 41. 2, Poll. i. 24, Themist. or. 30, 349 A, Nonn. Dion. 2.
2I3> 537. 6- 229> 3^1, 8. 136, 259, 274, 294, 10. 297 (Zagreus), 12. 59, 13. 522, 21. 334,
22. 103, 23. 227, 287, 25. 114, 27. 13, 31. 214, 39. 141? 46- 3°> 47- 545»6oo, argum.
Dion. 6. 2, Prokop. Gaz. epist. 26, 136. 6 Supra p. 531.

C. III. 36
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deities was Zeus timbrios, Demeter Proerosia, Poseidon Phytdlmios1,
that of Themistios includes Demeter's daughter, Zeus Hyetios, and
Poseidon Phytdlmios'2'.

The cult of Zeus Hyetios was fairly wide-spread. He was said to
have been born on the summit of Mount Tmolos in Lydia3. At
Antimacheia in Kos the members of the local deme and any who
cared to join them used to go in procession and offer sacrifices on
an altar of Zeus Hyetios^, The same god had an open-air altar in

1 Supra p. 527.
2 Themist. or, 30, 349 A el 8e Kal kibwaov irapaKa\oi/j.ev Kal Nvfupas Kal AIJ/MJT/JOS

~K6pr)v 'feribv re Ata Kal Koffeid&va $VTd\/J.iov, ir\i)ffid^o/j.€v 77877 rats reXerais /c.r.X.
3 Supra ii. 957 n. 2.
G. W. Elderkin in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 393, moved by the analogy of

the Cretan Zeus, conjectures ' that somewhere near the Lydian birthplace of the god was
also his tomb' and that this may be referred to in the late Homeri et Hesiodi certamen
94 f. Rzach ovS4 TTOT d/j.<f>l Aios Tvpfiq Kavax^iroSes liriroi \ ap/j-ara o~WTpl\f/ovffiv epl^ovTes
irepl vlKys (Plout. sept. sap. conviv. 10. 154 A attributes the passage to Lesches, but see
W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1912 i. 128, W. Schmid—
O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen Literatur Miinchen 1929 i. i. 253 f.). He holds
that the Roman custom of the magistrate presiding at the games in the attire of lupiter
Capitolinus (luv. 10. 36 ff.) 'may have been of Etrusco-Lydian provenance', and notes
that 'The alytarch of the Olympian games at Antioch impersonated Zeus' (lo. Malal.
chron. 12 p. 286 f. Dindorf Kal eyeveTo ev avTrj 'Avno'xeia d\VTdpx>)s ev TVJ avr-g Oela

dvopao-Oels irp&Tos 'A.<f>pbvtos (leg. 'A<j>pdvios cp. chron. 17 p. 417 Dindorf) 6 dirb
TroXIrTjs 'AvTioxevs. offTis <f>opeffo,s TO ff^rif-o- TOV d\vrdpxov ras [Lev y/dpas

Kal irpoffeKwelro ws atfrds 6 Zeds, JUT; dt>Luii> 5e eis O!KOV ras auras •fyu^oas ^tijre els
K\lvv)v avaTriirTwv, dXX' els e^depov KaOetiduv els Zda<f>os fnrepdvw \l6tav Kal Ka6apu>v
ffTpw/J-dTUv Kal Bpvtvrjs if/iddov. £(f>6pet d£ ffToKty Sidxpvffov affirpyv woel ^law Kal areQavov
diro \vxyirGbv Kal d\\wv Ti/J,i<av, /cai Karelxe pd($8ov e^eXtvijv, <popui> els robs Idlovs ir65as
ffavdd\ia avirpa. fKaOevde d£ ras a^ras ijfjtepas els rb el-depov rijs \eyofj.frris ^acriXt/c^s
rb TLaurdpiov, rb KrurBev virb TOV ~K.alaa.pos 'lovXlov TOV SiKrdTopos, oirov I<JTO,TO 6 dvdpids
TOV avrov Kaltrapos 6 ?^w TTJS 'Kb'YX.'qs TTJS /SaeriXiK^s). Elderkin's article moots many
interesting possibilities, but hardly amounts to a rigorous demonstration of any one.

4 W. R. Paton—E. L. Hicks The Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 p. 269 ff.no. 382 =
F. Bechtel in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. DiaL-Inschr. iii. i. 396 f. no. 3718 = Michel Recuei
(flnscr. gr. no. ioO4 = Dittenberger SylL inscr. Gr.3 no. 1107 (in the old church at
Antimachia, the decree of a religious society c. 200 B.C. conferring honours on two of its
members), i ff. eTri /j.[ov~]dpx.ov (sc. an eponymous magistrate of the Coans) Nt/t6^poi'os,
/u,ijvb[s~\ | 'AprafUTlov (sc. the first summer month) • i-doi-e T&I *coij'w[i] | T&V o-v/Airopevofdvuv
irapd A[fa] | ['T^rtoy "Kdp/J-iiriros HapfJ.ei>l<r[KOv] | [/c]ai ^iXicrros &i\io~Tov Kal AvKa[i]\6os

Kov eltrav 4ire[i\\Si} Ni/ca-y6pas QevS&pov Ka[i] | AvKaiBos AevKlinrov, yei>6(Ji![e]\i>oi.
(sc. priests who made the monthly offerings) a^Te7rd77eX|Toi, T.d re lepd QeBvaav

TW[I] | Ad Kal aveve&ffavro TO.V 6v\fflav TOV Ai6s, Kal Tav virodoxdfy] \ [^]iroij<ra»'To TWV
dafiOTav Kal \ [T]WJ» &\\<ai> irdvTUv deltas T£>\y] \ [^Jewv, ffirovSas Kal irpoOvplas | [o]v6ev
e\\elirovTes' OTTOS ovv *ca[t] | [o]i /terd rau^' alpovfuevoi fTrifj/fjinot. [iro]|[X]ii irpo0v/j.oT€pos
avTbs ira/9^x[wv]|[T]at, elobres rav TUV SapoTav e[0]|[i']otaj', 6ed6x6ai NiKaybpav At^[J/] | [f]ai
AvKaiOov eiraiveo~ai eirl r[e] | rai aipeo~ei Kal evffe^eiai &v [2]|xol/r' itorl Tbs Oebs Kal T[OS] \
[S]a/i6ras, Kal ffT«pav&ffai [au]|rds dirb xpvff''iv Sew' ro[i de] \ Ta/jdai dvaypaif/dvTwv ToSf
[TO •fid]\(pi<r/jia es o~Td\av \i6ivav /c[al] | avatfevTW trap Tbv ^u/j.bi> \ TOV Ai«5s' TO Se dvd\tt)fi.a
[rb 7t]|i>6/i6i'oi> es TO.V ffrdXai/ Te[\e~\\<rdvT(av Tol ra/t/ai. See further Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 4.
Apparently the sacrifice to Zeus'TMos had been allowed to lapse for some years and had
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the grove of Trophonios at Lebadeia1. And it was at his altar in
Argos that Polyneikes' friends swore to capture Thebes or perish
in the attempt2.

i. The Ox-driving of Zeus Hyetios at Didyma.

Alkiphron3 informed us that Attic villagers in time of drought
presented Zeus Hyetios with a ram, or a he-goat, or it might be
a boar; failing these, a cake or even a pinch of incense would
serve. But admittedly the most desirable victim for him was a bull.

This squares with a couple of inscriptions from Didyma near
Miletos, which describe one Theon, son of Theon, a personage of
importance, as ' driver of the ox to Zeus Hyttios*! The official in
question cannot have been prior to the first century B.C.5; but by
the help of other inscriptions from the district B. Haussoullier has
shown that the ceremony of ' ox-driving' at Didyma was an
institution of earlier date, and has made it probable that it was an
old rite celebrated before a statue or altar of Zeus Hyetios in the
precinct of Zeus Soter—a rite which had fallen into neglect and had
been restored subsequently at some date impossible to determine
with accuracy but hardly before the second century B.C.6

then been renewed by Nikagoras and Lykaithos, who had also at the same time made up
the sacrificial arrears (so W. Dittenberger ad loc.}.

1 Paus. 9. 39. 4 with Sir J. G. Frazer's n. ad loc.
2 Paus. 2. 19. 8. But see infra p. 566 n. 2.
3 Alkiphr. epist. 3. 35 (quoted supra p. 319 n. i).
4 Boyybs irapa Ata 'Ttriov. The first inscription was published by B. Haussoullier in

the Rev. Philol. N. S. 1897 xxi. 42 and, with corrections, in the Melanges Henri Weil
Paris 1898 p. 148 Hpocp'/iTTis Gewfj'] G^owofs], Sij/icou Aepiwj/, crre(pavri<pop'fiffas, yv/ju>a-
ffiapx/jiras v^tav, yvfii'affiapx'tio'as TU[V~] irartpiav, ir<u5ovoij,-fi(ras, xoptrybs, iraff&v TWV
Xopi)yi£>t> /ucrtfwTifa, KUTapxys (see A. Boeckh on the Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 2880 and H.
Keil in Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iv. 2212 c—D), 18017765 irapa Ata'Teriov, dyuvoBtfrys]
A[i]5vuri<av, dvrjp e&rejSifc. The second inscription was added by Haussoullier in the
Melanges Henri Weil p. 148 IIpo^ijTJjs | Qtuv O&wos TO Setirepov, \ ffretf>ai>i)<pop'?i<ra.s,
yvfi.vaffilapx'/lffa.s T&V rpiuv yvfjLva.\arliav, iratSoj'o/i^cras, ayuvo\0€T^ffast x°P'77'^<ray> "fojff&v\
Xoprjyi&i> /Mff6ti>T^s, /cwrdplx'JJ* fioyybs irapa Ala 'ftriov, \ dvrjp e&rqS^oTaToy. Theon, son
of Theon (an auspicious name), was the right man to run up the steps of office and pass
rapidly from ey<rej8ijs to e&ffefitffTaTos.

5 Haussoullier in the Melanges Henri Weil p. 148 f., cp. an inscription from
Teichioussa published by W. R. Paton and J. L. Myres in ti\ejourn. Hell. Stud. 1896
xvi. 221 ff. no. 17, 13 ff. irpo<pTjT^ \ Qtwv G^&wos, | dv^p evffe^s after a prophetes who
served in Olympiad 171 or 173 (96—856.0.).

6 Haussoullier in the Melanges Henri Weil pp. 149—154 citing (i) Corp. inscr. Gr.
ii no. 2858, 5 ff. (Miletos) 'A.0ijvalov TOV T[IJ/>^]|WJ <f>id\ri poqylai viK-^aravros, €<p' fjs
4iri\ypa(t>'fi, <?TTIXW[>KU evev^KOv-ra., (2) Rev. Philol. N. S. 1898 xxii. 128 no. 2853 bis, 9 f.

KTo{^'\ | [r^ov SuffTpdrov <j>id\i) [P]orj[y]lai viK^ffavros, (3) ib. no. 2853 ter, 8 f.
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In this context Haussoullier aptly cites from Hesychios the
following gloss: ' Zeus' ox, i.e. the sacred ox, set free for Zeus; this
is a festival of the Milesians1.' He further attempts to reconstruct
some details of the ' ox-driving' from a consideration of analogous
customs elsewhere. Thus in the neighbouring island of Kos2 on

Iio\v5dipov TOV WLeveKplTov [fioriylai] \ [viK^o-avTos <pid\rj. Kallianax probably, and
Polydoros certainly, date from the reign of Prousias ii (180—149 B.C.), (4) an unpublished
inventory from Didyma, which mentions an offering of queen Kleopatra: line 6 runs [&\\y
'Hp]c6t5ov TOV A.VTO<P&VTOS fioujyiai v\iK-f](ravro$], (5) Lebas—Waddington Asie Mineure
no. 222 (Le Bas' copy) = E. A. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1885 vi. 351 f. no. 102
(C. R. Cockerell's copy). Thanks to Haussoullier p. 149 ff. and A. Wilhelm Beitrdge zur
griechischen Inschriftenkunde Wien 1909 p. 177 ff. (A. Rehm in Milet Hi. 275) this
important inscription can now be read: | 5ta[(f]e[Xev]0eVTOs TOV [S^/ttou TO?J]|
[ffw^5p]o« Kal TOIJ OTpaT777[ots ffvveiri.fj.€\r]]\[8r)vai oiru]s irpbvoia. yfrrjTai, 8v [a]v [6]|
[0eo]j KafltardO]!? [ic]aipbv ir[p]o<r[-/)]\[KOVTa] els TTJV o<pel\ovaav [rut] A[ti TWI] | [2wr?J]p[i]
Bvalav, Kal lepovpylav <rwr[eX]|[e]r<r0at /catfdis e'0iferat TWI [0~\euii, 5td TO | [e]/c w\etovos
Xpbvov fj.i)d£va i;7ro/i€[/u.e]|i'7;/c^»'af I5o£e TO?[S] <rv[v]tdpois, \ [y]v<Ji)/j.i) 4irio~TaTwv, <rvyicex<a-
pi)<rOa[i] \ 'Rim/licy 'J&irivlKOV TOV 'H0atcr[ri]wj'os | (mjcrai <TTI?I\I)V irpbs TWI lepuii To[0]
A[t]|[6]s TOU Swipes, X&P1" T°v avaypd<pe\ff6ai rot 6v6fj.aTa TUV vTro[j.ei>[6]vTwi> [fP\o-riyGjv
irapa Afa e>» run le[p~\&i TU>I iv At|5^ots Ka.9bri TI [dvoi]ypa[<p]Ti [T~]W[V] x[op]\[-riyu>v ?
KeiTai ] | 'ETrl ffT[e<pa,vri<pbpo\> 'TLpaK\eldov TOV 'Ev]\dv8ov por)[y~]bs [T]P[IT~\OI> 'ETT^^IKOS
'ETriJ^JKYjoi; TOV [H0at]crT[i]wJ'os. | ['ETTI ffTe^>avri<p6pov TOV Oeov TOV] \ |ju.e0'] 'Hpa-
K\eldriv Then follow three illegible lines and 'ETri 7rpo[0»?Te^oj'Tos roO
Setj/os] | [ro]0 , [fiotiybs 6 a]v[ro]\[v] TOV irpo<p^Tov utos Hoffi5d}\vios. The inscription
appears to be not earlier than s. ii B.C. Epinikos son of Epinikos is again a name of
excellent omen.

To these inscriptions should be added a marble slab built into the churchyard wall at
Olamysh between Klazomenai and Teos (F. Bechtel in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr.
iii. 2. 692 ff. no. 5633, i ff. —\K\o.l rots aXXots Ty'tois /^Tecrrw, ws ^7ri7^7/)a[7rrai — ]|[—]j
TU>V Te\&v. dreXets 8^ avTovs elvai. Kai xop^7[twj' Kal] \ \j;ei>od]oxiu>v Kal j3oriyi,Gjv /cat Xa/tiraS-
apxtwv. K.r.X.).

1 Hesych. Aios /Sous' 6 T<? Ail aveTOS /3oOs, 6 Iep6s. Zariv ok eo/>rij T&i\T]ffl<av.
2 W. R. Paton—E. L. Hicks The Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 p. 77 ff. no. 37 =

J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 19 ff. no. 5 —P- Mttllen-
siefen in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. i. 357 ff. no. 3636 = Michel Recueil
d^Inscr.gr. no. 7i6 = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 1025 part of an extensive marble
calendar (c. 300 B.C.), detailing Coan rites for the month Batromios (supra ii. 238 n. o;
but this month is now equated with Anthesterion, not Poseideon): the inscription
formerly lay, face downwards, in a tank near the hospital at Kos. i ff. — | — i
evvo v .. o i). Tav aeaa.[ij.a.<r\\[[i.ii>av—] i-[y]dairep T[OVS] 4XX[ou]s [0]^[/xej']oi |
[—i]epeiiy [i£v *ca[i ] [Jiovapyov— | — T T — I O V T U , iepoiroiol d£ Kal Tol KapvKes
l6vT(a K[a]|[rd] x[iXta<r]ri)o[s], lov<r[i 8£ •7ro]TfXo[i'T]t fSovv ef ev&Tas [c]/cd(7T[os] | .. e . .. .twv
Kal ILa<r6f(Aia5ai> irpaTtav Kal [Noo-r]i5ai' (cp. Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 928, i f.) • es Se [T]|dj<
\ayop~\av e\dvTU JId/jjpvXoi irpaTot, tv ayopai 5^ a'[u]^/ii^[(r]|t70J']Tt) 6 8£ lepevs /co[^]^(r^w
[irap] T[O.V] Tpdirefav %xwv ird[»'] | [<rro]X[d]i' (so Wilamowitz-Moellendorff: Hicks sug-
gested [pdj3]6[o]»' and, later, [0td]X[a]»') rd? lepdv, rot 5e Iep[o7rotoi e/carj^pw ras rpaTT^fas'

^TreXdi'TW /3oO[s rpets roiijs [K]OXX/[CT]TOI/S, ai fJ.[ty KO\ \ tro]i^TW7 KptBrji TIS'
7, 'TXXets rpjeij &MVTU, al fdy [/ca] | [ro^vrwy Kpiffiji TIS ' a.1 8£ [juij, Aujiiaj'es rpe]?s

TOVS [X]onroi5s, a[//^J|[7] Ka Tovruy Kpi0T)i TIS' a[t 5^ M, dr^pous] tXdvru es Tav ay[op]\iu>
Kal tire\avT<a Kara raf^Ta, al fJ.£]y Ka TovTuy KpiBrji T[IS'] \ [a]t 5^ fj.ri, rpirov 4ire\avT<*> Kal

at 5£ Ka Tovruy Kpi[6rji] \ [fj.]i)dels, eiriKptvovrat povv £K XI[^I&O-]TVOS eKaoTas •
Tes 8£ TOVTOVS avn^lffyov\Tt TO?]J dXXots, Kal ev6v[s] \ [Kplv]ovTi Ka
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the twentieth day of the spring month Batromios there was
a sacrifice to Zeus Polietis. The victim was an ox chosen the
previous day with due solemnity. Seven and twenty oxen, given
by the nine subsections of each of the three Dorian tribes, were led
in procession to the market-place. Here nine of the beasts were
set apart and mixed before presentation. A table was placed,
presumably in the precinct of Zeus, whose priest sat beside it with
the sacrificial attendants near him. He had or held something
sacred; but what it was we do not know for certain, because
unfortunately the text at this point is illegible. The most probable
conjecture makes him dressed in a sacred garment. Each tribe in
turn then presented three of the nine oxen to the priest. First the
Pamphyloi drove up the three finest; next the Hylleis, another
three ; lastly the Dymanes, the remaining three. If none of these
were chosen, the process recommenced ; and so on, till the whole
number of twenty-seven oxen had been driven up to the table. If
all these proved unsatisfactory, a further selection of nine oxen, one
from each of the three sections of each tribe, was made. These were
mixed with the rest and driven up to the table as before, when the
final choice took place. The ox that bowed its neck (and so signified
its willingness to die1) was sacrificed to Hestia by a priest described
as the ' prerogative-bearer2 of the kings,' that is, of the tribal kings3.
The ox chosen for Zeus was brought by the heralds into the
market-place, where its owner or his representative declared:
' I present the ox to the Coans ; let the Coans pay the price thereof

aTTOKapti[crffov]Ti ' ^Tretrct ^7reXoVr[w] | [aSr]ts Kara Tavra. Otierai 64, ai /J.£y /ca vvoK\y^i\ei.
(so Hicks: H. von Prott cj. vTroKfa'/x^jei. W. Schulze in Hermes 1885 xx 491 f. cites
examples of -ei as an old form of the sigmatic aorist subjunctive), rat 'Iffrtar 6ti\[ei 5£
y~\epeatf>opos fia<Ti\£tav Kal iepct, irap^xf1- Kal etri06ei lepa ef [i)]|[/i]t^/cTov, y^oi? 5£ Xa/tt/SoWt TO
Stpiw. Kal TO ovcAoj, iepoiroi[oi] \ [5]e [o-]/rAoj, ra 5£ &\\a Kpta ras ir6\ios. rbv 5£ KpiOtvra.
T[WI] | Zrjvl Kapvices ayovTi €S ayopdv tirei 8t na tv rat dyopai £w[V]|[Tt], ayopetiet 08 KO. 971
6 |3oOj y aXXoj virtp Kfyov &S$-io[s'] | ["Kw]i[o]is irap^xu ^M Qovv, Kwtot 5£ n/j-av
a.Trod6pT<i} < TW > rat 'Lrr/fat"]. | K.T.X.

1 Cp. the heifer sacrificed to Artemis Hepiria. by Lucullus (Plout. v. Luc. 24) and the
filly sacrificed to the daughters of Skedasos by Pelopidas (Plout. v. Pel. 22).

2 H. von Prott ad loc. cp. an inscription from Pserimos near Myndos (W. R. Paton
in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1888 xii. 282 no. 7, 3 Kal rov yepii<f>6pov Avp. Aij/jLOKpirov TOV f)').
This official carried the 7̂ 17, i-e. those parts of the sacrificial victim that were the
perquisite of the priests (P. Stengel in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1245 f.).

3 Aristot. pol. 7 (6). 8. 1322 b 26 ff. i-)(op.hi} 8£ ratfr^s ^ irpbs raj Ovffias a<pupiff/j^i>i) ras
icoivas irdffas, Scras fir/ roTy iepevcriv airoSLSaaiv 6 vtiftos, dXX' dirb rrjs KOII>I)S effrias ^xovffi rty
Ti(j.riv • Ko\ov<ri 8£ ol n& ap'XovTas rotirovs, 01 5£ jSairtXets, oi 8£ irpvrdveis, Poll. 8. in 01
5^ 0i>Xoj3acriX«s, i£ evirarpiSuv wres, fnaXiffra rwv lepuv £ir€f*.e\ovvTo, vvveSpetiovres ev T<p
fia<Ti.\eiq> T<£ irapa TO f3ovKo\eiov. See further Frazer Golden Bough3: The Magic Art i.
44 fif. (' Priestly kings in ancient Italy and Greece ').
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to Hestia.' With the further details of the sacrifice1 we are not
here concerned ; but it is clear that the driving up of the cattle (to
ensure the self-selection of the victim) was an essential part of the
ceremony. In similar fashion an ox was chosen every alternate
year by the Coans for Zeus Machanetis*. The animal was selected

1 Partly cited supra ii. 238 n. o.
2 W. R. Paton— E. L. Hicks The Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 p. 88 ff. no. 38

=J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 25 ff. no. 6 = P. Miillen-
siefen in Collitz — Bechtel Gr. Dial.-lnschr. iii. i. 361 ff. no. 363 7 = Michel Receuil
cF Inscr. gr. no. 7 1 7 = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 1026 a further part of the same
marble calendar, n ff. epSe/cdraf Zijj/i MaxMIIXHJt jSoOs Kplverai rb arepov eras e<j> oS /ca
l-<i)vr[i] K[a]ppetat, Ka[0d]||V]e/3 TOU BaTpo/ufou TWI ZTJJ/I TWI IIoXiTji Kptverai, [feat x]o[i]/)oy
jrpol/cauretfeTat, Kal irpoKaptifffferai KaBdirep rwt IIoXtTji'. dvuSe[K~]\drai' Zijvl Maxac??i' ol'es
rpets T^Xewt /cat jSoOj b KpiOels rb \ arepov £TOS e<p' ou /ca ?awTt Kappetat, rb Se arepov ?ros
oi'es [r]|peis rAewr raOra 0t5et lapeus 6 TWJ' AciSeKa Qewi' /cal ZepA [7r]|ap^xe'' Toi)rots
irpoOtierai ir&p rby Ko[iv~\bi> (sc. J3u/j.{>v) a <p{povri $v\eo/j,\a[x]ida.i d\0£rwi' T)/JileKTOV, otvov
Terdprav yfpr] 3e $uXeo/i|«xl5ats SiSorai rov jSoos ojrXd, Ta[p]<rds, TWJ' 5^ ofwi* rb dsfjibv \ ef
08 a Oeojj.oi.pla. (cp. Hesych. J. vv. Bevftopla, Bevfj-opia^rw) rdfj-verai «a[i rb <TTrj~\0os-

t 6 i[a]|peiis ffKe\f] Kal d^pfj.ara\ rat atfrat d/t^pac 'A^a^a/fot] Maxa[»'i]|5t
a/repov ?ros ^0' 06 /ca ?wcrt Kapj'etaft, r]|6 3£ arepoi/ ?TOJ oi's reX^a- 0t5et !apei>s /cat

cnroppatverai 6a\\&ff<Tai (cp. Inscr. Gr. ins.v. i no. 593, i4ff. = F. Bechtel in Collitz —
Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 568 f. no. 5398, 1 4 ff. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.s

no. 1218, 14 ff. (loulis in Keos) riji d£ {><TTfpal[-r]i d]|[7r]opa/»'ei' rrjv oiKlijv t\eti6epov
^aXd[<ro"»7] [t] irp&Tov, /c.r.X. )• TO^TUV otf/c dTro^opd' [^i^]<7rpa didorai rat 0ewi Aa/[ou] |
rtropes /coruX^at, ofpou Te[r]dpTa, irp6%oi. Kaival 060 Kal /ctfX[i]|[/ces] Katval rpeis [r]o[ts
...... ojts rd/* ^6X1^ dvelffOai Sdf/uaXtc] | [ — 5p]axM — v — Ta — •

Zeus Maxa^etfs is here associated with Athena Maxopfc. At Argos near the tomb of
Pelasgos was a vessel of bronze supporting archaic figures of Artemis, Zeus, and Athena :
Lykeas took the second figure to be that of Zeus Mijxa"^* and said that the Argives who
went to Troy had here sworn to capture the city or die in the attempt ; others declared
that the vessel contained the bones of Tantalos (Paus. 2. 22. 2. See further supra ii.
1 144 n. 2, but observe that the words av£xei ̂  atirb dyd\/j.ara dpxaia /c.r.X. are ambiguous.
The meaning may be that the XO\K€IOI> was itself supported by archaic figures of the
three deities, in which case cp. the tripods with anthropomorphic supports discussed by
P. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1896 xvi. 275 — 280). An inscription found at
Argos in 1906 contains the last few paragraphs of a treaty concluded c. 450 B.C. between
the two Cretan towns Knossos and Tylissos. Both had clearly been colonised by settlers
from Argos, and the fifth of the extant sections provides that, when sixty rams are
sacrificed to Machaneus, a leg of each victim should be reserved for Hera, obviously as
the paramount Argive goddess (W. Vollgraff ' Inscription d' Argos ' in the Bull. Corr.
Hell. 1910 xxxiv. 331 — 354 with fig. i photo, transcription, and facsimile, part of which
(vv. 9—11)= my fig. 383) :

B I K A T O I M A X A / V E I O V O M
E * T O / v * F E w E K © / * T A T E H E O A ' * O F ' l A ' $ K A I T A I B R A I
T O * K E h O * F E K A * T © P I E> O M E / v T O O V M A T O *

7 Ka rot Maxam Mop-
es TOVS fe^KOvra re\eovs 6hvs, Kal rat '('E)pat

r6 CKe\os /e/cd<rro SMfiev TO 66/j.aTos

Fig. 383.
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on the eleventh day of some month later than Pedageitnios
(=Poseideon) and Batromios (= Anthesterion), possibly Karneios (P)1,
and was sacrificed on the twelfth.

With the examples of ox-driving adduced by Haussoullier

At Tanagra Zeus Maxapefc and Athena Zucrreipta were worshipped together (Corp.
inscr. Gr. sept. \ no. 548 (with facsimile = my fig. 384) = Michel Rectuil cC Inscr. gr.
no. 766 a pdros slab in the Museum at Tanagra (Skimalari) [Atd]j | Mct[x]a»^oj, |
'A6a[v]ds \ Zwjyretp]/as). At Megalopolis there was a cult of Athena Maxawrts (Paus. 8.
36. 5 Zffri de'AQrjvas lepbv £TriK\r)tri.t> MaxavlriSos, Sri j3ov\evudTiav ecnlv i] 0ebs vavroiuv
Kal ^TTiTexvri/jidTuv evptris) and an acrolithic image of Aphrodite Maxa"«"« (Paus. 8. 31. 6
dydXuara 5£ £v T($ vaqi Aafj,o<f>£i> ^vottjcrfv 'T&pfirjv l-ti\ov Kal'AtppoSiT-qs %6avov Kal Tatirrjs
X€ip& elffi \l0ov Kal wpbffuirbv re Kal aKpoi Tr6Ses. r^v d£ 4iriK\t]ffiv TTJ Oeip Maxaviriv
6p06raTa £0evTO, efaol SoKeiv • 'Afipodirys re < yap (ins. Clavier) > '4veKa Kal Zpywv r&v
ratings irXetffTai ju,& tirire'xy'fiffei.s, iravroia 5e avBp&irois dfevprjfJL^va es \6yovs effrlv). On the

Z

M~7^^\N E O Z

A///0 A //I// A Z

I fl ///////// ' ///. I A Z

Fig. 384.

Dorian month Maxapei/s or Maxavetos, which in Korkyra was the equivalent of the Attic
Tafj.T)\i<l}j>, at Kalchedon and Byzantion of the Attic MaiuaKrypiibv (?), see Dittenberger
Syll. inscr. Gr.2 no. 594 n. 19, J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti
sacri p. 16, and the cautious statements of W. Sontheimer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
xiv. 141.

The meaning of Maxapefo as an appellative is uncertain. Lykeas' attempt to connect
it with /jidxetrOat (Paus. 2. 22. 2) involves a false quantity. The usual rendering 'Gott der
Belagerung (?)' (Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 142 n. o, W. Dittenberger in Hermes 1881
xvi. 164 ff., W. Sontheimer loc. cit.) assumes a relation to nyxaval, 'engines of war,'
which could hardly be earlier than s. iv B.C. Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1215 thought
that Zeus derived his title from Athena 'die Erfinderin auf dem Olympos': this would
at least square with Pindar's conception of Zeus as patron of the arts, cp. Pind. frag. 57
Bergk4, 57 Schroeder ap. Dion. Chrys. or. 12 p. 239 Dindorf AwS&wcue peydffBeves \
dpuTTorexva irdrep (id. Pyth. i. 41 e/c BeSiv yap fiaxaval Tracrai jSportais dperats), and with
Pausanias' explanation of Athena Maxaviris (Paus. 8. 36. 5 cited supra). But Pausanias
elsewhere gives a broader sense to Aphrodite Maxaviris {Paus. 8. 31. 6 cited supra) as
' Contriver' of devices and wiles; and E. Maass De Aeschyli Supplicibus comtfientatio
Gryphiswaldiae 1890 p. xxxiii, aptly citing h. Herm. 436 wxaviuiTa, holds that an
allusion to the Argive cult of Zeus Maxcu'ei/s underlies Aisch. suppl. 594 TO irav wxap,
oflpios Zefa and 1072 Kal dlKq. 5//cas £ireff6ai !-i>v e&xa?s ^/*ais \UTijptots fjnrixavais Oeov Trdpa.
Personally I incline to think that the title is an old one, ' Contriver' in the sense of
' Crafty' (note Aisch. P. v. 989 f. OVK 2<TTU> aiKi<rp ovSe fj,r)xdvT)/ji 6'r<j> | irporp^\f/eTai /tte
Zeus yeyuvrjcrai rdde), and very possibly goes back to the early belief in Zeus as a
magician (cp. the myth of Zeus and Metis or the epic tag /uijT^ra Zetfs (supra i. 14 n. i,
ii. 1147)).

1 See Dittenberger^)///. inscr. Gr? no. 1026, n, 15, 22 with n. i.
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should be grouped two or three other cults from the same district
of Karia. A bronze coin of Stratonikeia, struck by Septimius
Severus and lulia Domna, has for its reverse type a very similar
rite (fig. 385)*. A humped bull of its own accord approaches a
garlanded altar or platform, on which stands a man wearing a short
chitdn, a chlamys, and endromides^ This personage in his left hand
holds a sceptre, in his right a dagger, which he is about to plunge
into the neck of the bull. Other coins of Stratonikeia, issued by the
same imperial couple or by their immediate successors Caracalla
and Geta, show Zeus himself attired in the self-same costume

Fig. 385- Fig. 386. Fig. 387-

(figs. 386, 387)2. I infer, therefore, that the sceptre-bearing slayer
of the bull was a priestly king, who acted the part of the god. It
will be noticed that the rite takes place in front of a fine spreading
oak, the sacred tree of Zeus. An interesting confirmation of this
coin-type may be read in an inscription from Panamara. It appears
that on one occasion, during the procession of the Panamareia3, the
free ox went before the priest to the council-chamber at Stratonikeia
and actually showed him the way4.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Caria etc. p. 157 pi. 24, 8. My fig. 385 is from a drawing
made by the late Mr F. Anderson and published in the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 417 fig. 14.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Caria etc. p. 156 no. 55 Septimius Severus and lulia Domna,
Weber Cat. Coins iii. i. 382 f. no. 6568 pi. 231 ( = my fig. 386) Septimius Severus and
lulia Domna; Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Caria etc. p. 158 pi. 24, ro (=my fig. 387) Caracalla
and Geta (the bust of the latter purposely obliterated). See also supra i. 19 figs. 4 and 5.

3 Supra i. 20.
4 G. Cousin in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1904 xxviii. 20 ff. no. i B, 156°. ^[7ri]|5i£a/t6'oi;

TOU Oeov fyepylav <pav[e]\pWT<in)i' KCU dia TOV avifjxvov (tabs | Trpbs ev<refiiav TOV ieptws, Saris \
•R-purrov £\8uv T&re is T^V irb\iv kv rij \ ayo/J^vi) iro/j,rrrj wd-^y^fftv TOV le\p£a Is rb jSovXev-
rffpiov KO.I fjterii T&S \ 6vffia.s eii&tts e-xupiffO1")- Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 30 n. 5, A. Brinkmann
in the Rhein. Mus. 1916 Ixxi. 159, H. Oppermann Zeus Panamaros Giessen 1924 p. 59
no. 9 and p. 61.
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Again, at Halikarnassos the cult of Zeus Askraios, who—as we
have already seen1—was likewise essentially related to the oak,
involved a strictly analogous sacrifice. A herd of goats used to be
driven up to a certain spot in front of the god's sanctuary. Prayer
was offered, and on its conclusion one of the goats under no con-
straint advanced to the altar. The priest thereupon took hold of it
and slew it as being an acceptable sacrifice2.

Not unlike the ritual of Zeus Askraios at Halikarnassos was
that of Zeus at Pedasa. Here the custom was that a great concourse
of people assembled to witness a strange procession. A goat bound
with a cord and followed, not led, by the priest passed through the
midst of the crowd and, turning neither to right nor to left, went
straight along the road to its destination seventy furlongs away3.

It seems, then, that the ' ox-driving' of Zeus Hyetios at Didyma
finds its explanation, not as an attenuated form of ' Minoan' bull-
grappling sports4, but as a rite analogous to those of Zeus Polieus
and Zeus Machaneus in Kos, Zeus at Stratonikeia, Zeus Askraios
at Halikarnassos, and Zeus near Pedasa. Further, these Carian
cults may be found to throw light on that mysterious service, the
Athenian Bouphonia. For it is known that the Carian Zeus had
some foothold in Attike5; and it is to be observed that the nearest

1 Supra ii. 872 n. o (5) figs. 807—811.
2 Apollon. hist. mir. 13 p. 107, i9ff . Westermann.
3 Aristot. mir. ausc. 137 (149) p. 50, u ff. Westermann.
4 So Sir A. J. Evans in \hzjourn. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 8 n. 18.
5 The kinsmen of Isagoras, son of Tisandros, sacrificed to Zeus Kd/uos (Hdt. 5. 66 fv

5£ atirfjcri (sc. at Athens) 5i5o avdpes fdwaffrevov, K\eur0frris re dvrjp 'A\K/j.e<avl5r]S...Kal
Ivayopris Ttffdvdpov oiKlrjs \t&v iuv 5oKl[iov, arap rot av^Kaffev oi>K e?xw <ppd<rai' Otiovffi 5e ol
ffvyyevtes at)roO Aii Ka/>{<f>). Frau Adler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1949 comments:
' Herodot. v 66 erzahlt, dass die Familie des Isagoras dem Zeus K. opferte, als Beweis
der uiiattischen Herkunft derselben (vgl. v. Wi lamowitz Kydathen 143, 64). Jedenfalls
ist dies eine der friihesten Nachrichten von einem eingefiihrten orientalischen Kulte,
nicht ein Uberbleibsel einer "karischen" Urbevolkerung, deren Vorhandensein iibrigens
auf andere Weise gesichert scheint.' C. T. Seltman Athens its History and Coinage
before the Persian Invasion Cambridge 1924 p. 88 f. would find a trace of the Isagorean
cult on certain Eupatrid coins, which he believes to have been struck by Tisandros
(ib. pi. 4, P 66, P 67) and by Isagoras during his brief supremacy at Athens (ib. pi. 14,
P 260, P 261). These coins, didrachms and tetradrachms respectively, show on their
reverse the facing head of a panther—the sacred beast of Zeus Kdptos (cp. supra ii. 575

fig- 483- 599 n- 2)-
On the other hand it must be borne in mind that Attike was ravaged by Carians

before Kekrops' foundation of the dodecapolis (Philochoros frag. 11 (Frag. hist. Gr. i.
386 Miiller) ap. Strab. 397). The akropolis of Megara was called Kapla after Kar, son of
Phoroneus (Paus. i. 40. 6, Steph. Byz. s.v. Kapla): on it stood a roofless temple of Zeus
K6vios (L. C. Valckenaer cj. Kpovlov, Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 642 n. 75 cj. Kuvlov 'kegel-
formig, metae modo,' K. F. Hermann cj. ffKorirov or x&oviov—all unconvincing), a
m/guron of Demeter erected by king Kar, etc. (Paus. loc. cit.).
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verbal parallel to the Bouphonia of Athens is the Taurophonia of
Mylasa in Karia1, a possible stepping-stone between the two
localities being Anaphe in the Kyklades2.

ii. The Ox-slaughter of Zeus Polieiis at Athens.

On the Akropolis at Athens, north of the north-eastern angle
of the Parthenon3, stood the altar and statue of Zeus Polieiis; and
close to it, another statue of Zeus, by the sculptor Leochares4. The
form and fashion of these two statues can hardly be determined
with certainty. But Otto Jahn has made it at least probable that
both of them were represented on the bronze coinage of Athens5.
The relevant types are as follows.

Of coins issued during the Hellenistic age, from c. 322 B.C. -
onwards, one group, and that the most numerous, shows Zeus as
a nude figure striding forward with his left foot in advance: his
right hand is uplifted and brandishes a bolt; his left is thrown out
before him as if to secure balance (figs. 388—390)6. If we stress the
analogy of bronze statuettes made during the early decades of the

1 Lebas—Waddington Asie Mineure no. 404 (quoted supra ii. 582 n. 5). See further
the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 417, Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 252, and the excellent article of
Ziehen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v A. 24—27.

2 Inscr. Gr. ins. iii no. 249 (a base of bluish local marble built into the outer gateway
of the monastery of the Panagia Kalamiotissa, on the site of the temple of Apollon
'A(rye\aras at Anaphe, and inscribed in lettering not earlier than s. i B.C.), 18 ff.
ff[T~\e<t>av<a<rai \r\bv Trpoeipir)fji.t[vov] \ ['A/>x]wW5c»' xPvff^V ffretpdvy dpt<r[r]e[/](fj etfcre/Jetas [re]
%v\eKa ras 7r]o[rt] [rbv 6e\6i>, dperas 5e Kal 0i\oiroj'ias ras & Ta[v] irarplda, Kal dvaKa[pti<r-
<reo-]|[0]eu [K]a0' %Ka.ffTov tviavrbv birb rod Kararvyx^dvovros lepoKdpvKos £[?] | [re T]$
iravayijpei ru>v 'AffyeXaLuv ^[/c] rov {i<j)/j.ov /uera rds 6v<rias [ra]s ro[0 6eov] \ [rat] rots
0euSa(i)<rfots rg, B/w... Kal virb ra Fa T!avpo<f>6vr)a ^terd rds ] [<r~\Troi>8ds• /c.r.X.

3 W. Judeich Topographic von Athen*1 Miinchen 1931 p- 242.
4 Paus. I. 24. 4 Kal At6s evriv aya\fj.a r6 re Aeuxapovs Kal 6 ovo^a^/Mevos ILo\ievs, y

ra Ka6e<rrr)K6Ta es rty 6valav ypaQtav rrjv eir afrrois \eyo/j.£vi)v alriav of> ypd<pta. K.T.\.
(cited infra p. 577 n. 2).

5 O. Jahn 'Giove Polieo in Atene' in the Nuove Memorie delF Institute di Corrispond-
enza Archeologica 1865 ii. i—24 with pi. i. See also Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus
pp. 19, 24, 54 ff., Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 137 f. pi. BB,
i—3. But G. Lippold in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 1996 is more cautious: 'Den
athenischen Zeus \sc. Aewxdpot/s] wollte Jahn...ohne ausreichende Begrundung auf
athenischen Miinzen wiedererkennen, die jedenfalls nichts fiir L. Charakteristisches
zeigen.'

6 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 80 f. pi. 14, 4—6, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 73
pi. 34, 15, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 362 f. pi. 210, n and 13, Head Hist, num? p. 376 f.
But by far the fullest collection of material is that of J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies
tfAthenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 70, 26, pi. 71, 8, 9, pi. 73, 12, pi. 77, 26, 27, pi. 81,
32—52. My fig. 388 is from a specimen in my collection, fig. 389 from Imhoof-Blumer
and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 137 pi. BB, i, fig. 390 from E. Beule Les
monnaies d^Athenes Paris 1858 p. 301 fig.
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fifth century1, it is tempting to suppose that the statue here
portrayed had originally an eagle poised on its left arm. Indeed,
this would account well for the fact that many of the coins add an
eagle seated at the god's foot (figs. 391, 392)z, and some an eagle
actually resting on his outstretched arm (fig. 393)3. Zeus as
omnipotent antagonist might be thought to need both thunder-
bolt and lightning-bird. Nevertheless the eagle was hardly an
essential adjunct4, and the evidence of the coins, on the whole,
tells against it.

Fig. 388. Fig. 389. Fig. 390.

Fig. 391. Fig. 392. Fig- 393-

A second group represents Zeus in milder mood. He no longer
strides forward against the foe, but stands erect with left foot less
advanced. Instead of brandishing the bolt, he merely holds it in
his lowered right hand. This leaves his left arm extended in
a rather meaningless manner (fig. 394)5 and beneath it the die-
sinker found room for a variable symbol—an owl (fig. 395)6, an ear

1 Supra i. 84 ff., ii. 739 ff.
2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 80 nos. 541—547, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 72

pi. 34, 14, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 363 pi. 210, 12, J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies cfAthenes
Munich 1923—1926 pi. 72, 25, pi. 73, 13, pi. 75, 13, pi. 8r, 17—31- My fig. 391 is from
a specimen of mine, fig. 392 from E. Beule Les monnaies d'Athenes Paris 1858 p. 301
fig.

3 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies cPAthtnes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 80, 25 (=my
%• 393), 26—28.

4 See e.g. P. Gardner Types of Gk. Coins p. 159 pi. 8, 42.
5 J- N. Svoronos Les monnaies cTAthenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 80, 22 (=my

%• 394), 23, 24.
6 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 8r, i—6. My

fig. 395 is from Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 12 pi. 2, 23"—Overbeck Gr.
Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 24 fig. 5 (Berlin).
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of barley (fig. 396)1, a ship's prow (figs. 397, 398)2. If this group too,
as seems probable, shows an actual statue of bronze still existing
on the Akropolis at the time of issue, that statue must have been
a later and somewhat clumsy modification of the old militant
figure, and may perhaps be assigned to the second or third decade
of the fifth century B.C.3

Fig- 394- Fig. 395- Fig. 396-.

Fig. 397- Fig. 398.

In imperial times a fres'h set of bronze pieces (figs. 399—402)*
presents us with a refined and amended version of the foregoing
type. The stance of the god is more springy and natural, and his

1 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 81, 7 ( = my fig. 396)
and 8.

2 Brit. Mas. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 81 pi. 14, 7, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 363
no. 5938, J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d' Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 81, 9—16. My
%• 397 is fr°m a specimen in my collection, fig. 398 from Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 137 pi. BB, 2.

3 Supra ii. 745 f. Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 24 f.: 'Die Formen, soweit sich
iiber dieselben bei der Kleinheit des Bildes und der massigen Erhaltung des Exemplars
urteilen lasst, gehoren dem reifen Archaismus an, der freilich bei der Darstellung in
einem spaten Stempel von seiner Scharfe verloren haben mag, dennoch aber bestimmt
genug hervortritt, um es wenigstens glaublich zu machen, dass die Figur nicht fur die
Miinze erfunden, sondern von einer Statue copirt ist.'

4 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 104 pi. 18, 5, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 137 pi. BB, 3, J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d^Athenes Munich
1923—1926 pi. 92, 5 and 6. My figs. 399, 400 are from Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus
p. 54 fig. 7 a, b, id. Gr. Plastik* ii. 93 fig. 165, Mtiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst
ii. 12 pi. 2, 23, all of which depend on the drawings in E. Beule Les monnaies d'Athenes
Paris 1858 p. 396 fig. and T. Combe Veterum populorum et regum numi qui in Museo
Britannico adservantur Londinii 1814 p. 131 no. 99 pi. 7, i. But, since in these drawings
the phidle appears with much greater distinctness than in the photographs of the coins, I
have for honesty's sake added fresh drawings taken from J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 92, 5
( = my fig. 401) and from a cast of the specimen in the British Museum ( = my fig. 402).
If the alleged phidle is discredited, it might be possible to explain the outstretched hand
of the god as a gesture of welcome. He is hardly putting a pinch of incense on his own
altar.
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outstretched hand is better employed in holding a phidle(T} over a
conspicuous altar. One specimen (fig. 403)1 shows an eagle on the
extended arm—another case of intrusive adjunct, but useful as
serving to connect the latest with the earliest statue.

Fig. 399. Fig. 400.

Fig. 401. Fig. 402.

Fig. 403.

I gather that the three series of coins represent three successive
statues of Zeus Polietis, the third being Leochares' improvement,
not—as Jahn2 supposed—upon the first, but—as Overbeck3 saw—
upon the second. If so, we have to recognise in Zeus Polietis
a development at once external and internal, aesthetic and ethical,
to be compared with that which transformed the sixth-century
Pallas advancing with uplifted lance4 into the fifth-century Parthenos
standing with lance at rest.

1 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies <fAth£nes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 92, 7 ( = myfig. 403).
2 O. Jahn in the Nuove Memorie deW Institute di Corrispondenza Archeologica 1865

ii. 23 f.
3 Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 54 f.
4 Whether this was the type of Athena JloXids is a moot point. O. Jahn De anti-

quissimis Minervae simulacris Atticis Bonnae 1866 p. 10 ff., citing both literary and
monumental evidence, pronounced in favour of the fully armed fighting goddess in the
so-called 'Palladion' pose, and his verdict has been accepted by the majority of sub-
sequent critics (see e.g. Farnell Cults of Gk. States \. 332 ff., E. Petersen Die Burgtempel
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Sundry dedications to Zeus Polieus are on record. A base 01
throne of Pentelic marble found on the Akropolis was put up for
him by a member of the deme Paiania1. And a silver bowl belong-
ing to him was kept among the treasures of Athena2.

The importance of his cult at Athens may be judged from the
fact that in the theatre his priest occupied a marble throne im-
mediately adjoining the splendid central seat of the priest of
Dionysos Eleutheretis*.

The festival of the god4 was known by a variety of names as

der Athenaia Berlin 1907 p. 40 ff.). Others, however, have argued cogently in favour of
a seated figure (e.g. E. Gerhard Uber die Minervenidole Athens Berlin 1844 pp. 4—6
('Athena Polias') pi. i, id. Auserl. Vasenb. iv. 6 ff. pi. 242, i, R. Schone Griechische
Reliefs aus athenischen Sammlungen Leipzig 1872 p. 12 pi. 2, i, A. Furtwangler in
Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 687 ff.), and A. Frickenhaus 'Das Athenabild des alten Tempels
in Athen' in the Ath. Mitth. 1908 xxxiii. 17—32 has proved from inscriptions that for
some thirty years in the course of the fourth century B.C. the goddess of the dpxaios ve&s
wore a ffre<pdvr), irXdarpa ('ear-rings'), 6x0oi/3os eirl T<£ rpax^Xy or irepl r<£ rpaxfav
('necklace'), Sppoi irtvre, y\av^ xPvffy> dlyls xPvff*it yopybveiov (xpvffovv?), <pi&\r) XPvffy ^v

TV X€lpi—a continuity of garb which allows us to suppose that it was an old traditional
costume and is at least compatible with the monumental evidence for a seated weaponless
Athena. Accordingly G. von Brauchitsch Die panathenaischen Preisamphoren Leipzig—
Berlin 1910 pp. 167—180 ('Das Bild der Athena') concludes that the standing armed
goddess was the Athena of Peisistratos, the cult-statue of the Hekatompedon, to whose
care Athens was entrusted during the Persian invasion, when the older and more sacred
seated goddess, Athena IloXids, was temporarily withdrawn from her sanctuary in the
then existing Erechtheion.

1 Corp. inscr. Att. iv. 2 no. 1550 b [— II]ataj'[teiis] J [avt0~\rjicev Ail IIoXie[i].
2 Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 652^?, 48 f. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.2 no. 586 a,

48 f. = Michel Recueil d''Inscr. gr. no. 814 A, 48 f. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no.

1388 A, 48f. [KapxYlffiov Aids IIoXiws apyvp5[v, ffr]\[a6fji.ov roi;ro:HP AAAAPr-hhh :]•

This Kapxfiawv was an object of value, which is frequently mentioned in the temple
inventories—first in 428—427 B.C., when it weighed 200 drachmas (Corp. inscr. Att.
i no. 149, to), last about 390—389 B.C., when its weight had fallen to 199 drachmas
(Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 661, 4). See further O. Jahn—A. Michaelis Arx Athenarum3

Bonnae 1901 p. 52 on Paus. i. 24. 4.
3 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 242 lepews | Aids IIoXi^ws. Roberts—Gardner Gk. Epigr.

ii. 470 no. 281 date the lettering 'Little before Christian era.' A photographic view of
this and the adjacent thrones is given by M. Bieber Die Denkmaler zum Theaterwesen im
Altertum Berlin—Leipzig 1920 pi. 4. A. E. Haigh The Attic Theatre* Oxford'1898
p. 124 observes: 'That the thrones belong to the fourth century, and were erected in the
time of Lycurgus, appears to be proved by the excellence of the workmanship. Each of
them has an inscription in the front, recording the title of the priest or official for whom
the seat was reserved. These inscriptions are all of the Hellenistic or Roman period; but
behind them are faint traces of older inscriptions, which may possibly go back to the
fourth century.'

4 See the monograph of O. Band De Diipoliorum sacro Atheniensium Halae Saxonum
1873 pp. i—67, P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 489 ff. and in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Iii.
399 ff., revised in his Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 pp. 203—221
('Buphonien'), id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1055—IO57 ('Buphonia'), id. ib.
Suppl. iii. 339 f. ('Dipolieia'), Nilsson Gr. Feste pp. 14—16 ('Buphonien'), Harrison
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the Dipolieia^ or Diipolieia^, the Dipoleia* or Diipoleia*', the Dipolia5

or Diipolia*, and even the Diospolia*. The ancient grammarians
derive these names from that of Zeiis Polietis*, and we have every
reason to accept their derivation9. The same festival, or rather the

Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath. pp. 424—429 ('Bouphonia or Diipolia'), ead. Proleg. Gk. Rel?
pp. in—113 {'Bouphonia, or...Dipolia'), Frazer Golden Bough*: Spirits of Corn and
Wild ii. 4—7 ('bouphonia'), F. Schwenn Gebet und Opfer Heidelberg 1927 pp. 99—119
('Buphonien'), L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 pp. 158—174 ('Dipolieia'), 253,
and other literature to be cited later.

1 J. Wackernagel in the Rhein. Mus. 1890 xlv. 480—482 argues for Anro\leia as the
correct form, and restores accordingly Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 2 A, 18 f. [Ai7roX]ie£ois
Kal | [Hava9e]vaiois and Corp. inscr. Att. iv. i no. 555 a, 7 [i]ep[e]Oo-»', ot Ai7roXi[ei-].
L. Ziehen Leges Graecorum sacrae Lipsiae 1906 ii. i. 63 ff. no. 16 A a, 8 vindicates these
restorations and publishes a more exact reading of the latter line, viz.: K^/>[u]x0'"' oi
AnroXie[t — ]. In Aristoph. pax 420 H. Sharpley prints AuroXfei", 'A.Suvia. AiTroXieta (G.
Hermann on Aristoph. nub. 984 and M. H. E. Meier De gentilitate Attica Halis 1835
p. 46 no. 29) is supported by §«roXi«s (sic), the manuscript reading of Bekker anecd.
i. 91, 7.

2 AuTroXteta Hesych. s.v. (cod.). M. Schmidt ad loc. assumes a fusion of two forms,
et

viz. Auir6Xta. In favour of this is the reading of cod. V. in the et. mag. p. 275, i
i

A«7r6Xeta. Against it is the evidence quoted supra n. i.
3 Ai7r6Xeia schol. Aristoph. pax 419, 420. AuroXeia Choirobosk. orthogr. in Cramer

anecd. Oxon. ii. 192, 20 (A. Lentz in Herodian. ii. i. 493, 2 prints AiTroXeta) and 28.
AtTroXeioc et. mag. p. 275, 3 (cod. D.).

4 Au7r6X«a Aristoph. pax 420 (codd.) with schol. ad loc. (codd. R. V.), schol.
Aristoph. nub. 984, Harpokr. s.v. AiuroXeia (codd. B. I. N. and E.), Hesych. s.v.
Ai7r6Xta, Souid. s.vv. Rovtf>6i>ia (codd. A. B. E.), Aii7r6Xeta, Aii7r6Xta (cod. V.), Zonar.
lex. s.v. Auir6X«a (p. 518, i), Favorin. lex. p. 508, 43 f., Theodos. gramm. p. 69, 21
Goettling. AturoXeta Zonar. /<?#. j.z». (p. 525, 2 f.). Auiro\eioi> Zonar. /<?.£. j.z>. AuTroXefa
(p. 525, 2 f.), .̂ »*#£•. p. 275, 3. A«?7r6Xeto Harpokr. J.?A Au7r6X«a (cod. C.).

5 Ai7r6Xia Hesych. s.v., cp. Aristoph. ««3. 984 AnroXtctiS?;. Ai?r6Xta was wrongly
restored by A. Kirchhoff in C0^. inscr. Att. iv. i no. 555 a, 7 [Z]e/>[e]Dfft»', o? At7roX/[ois],
cp. ib. no. 531, 12 f. A|i7roX[-]: see supra n. i.

6 AuiroXia Antiph. tetr. i. 4. 8, Ail. var. hist. 8. 3, Porph. de abst. 2. 10, schol.
Aristoph. pax 419 (cod. V.), schol. Aristoph. nub. 408, 984 (cod. V.), Harpokr. s.v.
AtnnSXeta (codd. except B. C. I. N. and E.), Bekker anecd. i. 238, 21, et. mag. p. 275, i,
Hesych. s.w. Botfrijs, Bov<f>oi>ta, Aiir6\ia, Souid. s.vv. T$ov<j>6via, A«7r6Xeta (codd. except
A. B. C. E. V.), Ainr6Xia, QatXwv, Favorin. lex. p. 385, 8 and 24. AtiTroXta et. mag.
p. 275, r. A«7ir6Xia Souid. s.v. AiiTroXeia after 5iijpl-a (codd. C. V.).

7 Ai<WTr6Xia Porph. dfc a^tf. 2. 30.
8 So schol. Aristoph. pax 419, nub. 984, Hesych. s.v. AuTroXleta, Souid. j.z>. AairoXia,

cp. Favorin. lex. p. 508, 43 AinroXeia, rf Ati reXeraf. From a supposed Zeus HoXiaios
Zonar. lex. s.v. Auir6\eia (p. 518, i ff.j, et. mag. p. 275, i f. From an equally impossible
Zeus IloXetaios Choirobosk. orthogr. in Cramer anecd. Oxon. ii. 192, 29.

9 The formation of AuTroXleta from Zei)s IloXtetfs is exactly paralleled by that of
Aiierwnjpia (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. 469, 21 = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 1008, 21
(118/7 B.C.), Cor/. zw.!W. ^4/A ii. i no. 471, 30 and i^ = lnscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2
no. 1006, 30 and 78 (122/1 B.C.), CV?r^. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1358, 15, ib. ii. 3 no. 1387,
3 (?)) from Zei>s 2wr$/3 (O. Band Zte Diipoliorum sacro Atheniensium Halae Saxonum
p. 10, Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen pp. 512 n. 3, 524 n. i, L. Deubner Attische Feste
Berlin 1932 pp. 174—176). J. Wackernagel in the Rhein. Mus. 1890 xlv. 480 ff.
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most impressive portion of it1, was called the Bouphonia* or 'Ox-
slaughter3.' It took place on the fourteenth day of Skirophorion4,
a month corresponding roughly with our June—July.

contends that the old dative A! IloXte? gave rise to the form AtTroXtaa, which was
subsequently changed into AuiroXleia. to suit the later dative Ail IloXie?. He holds that in
like manner the * Aiffdrr^pia became the Aa<rwTi}pia. The earlier form may be inferred from
the name of the god's temple ^urwr^piov (Bekker anecd. i. 91, 6 f. Ato-wn^ioy Kakovviv
' A.6J)vriffi. rbv vabv rov Swr^poj At6s. &TTI 5£ 'ArriKOV TO ffx^l^o- At7r6Xta yovv /caXetreu
eoprij. K.T.X.): the later form naturally occurs in the inscriptions, which are all of
Hellenistic date. As to the successive terminations AuTroXieia, Ainr6Xeia, Au7r6Xia
Wackernagel loc. cit. p. 481 compares the series vyieta, {tyeta, fiyia (F. Blass Pronuncia-
tion of Ancient Greek trans. W. J. Purton Cambridge 1890 pp. 18, 61, K. Meisterhans
Grammatik der attischen Inschriften* Berlin 1900 p. 49 n. 362, G. Meyer Griechische
Grammatik* Leipzig 1896 p. 132 n. 2, A. Thumb in K. Brugmann Griechische
Grammatik* Mtinchen 1913 p. 76).

E. Curtius Attische Studien Gottingen 1862 i. 247 proposed to connect A»r6Xia with
the root TreX- and to regard it as the festival of the Aur6Xot or ' Zeus-worshippers.' But
the term At?r6Xot is nowhere found.

Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. in n. 2 would render 'the festival of the Plough Curse'
(ib. p. 23 Slo- for $l<ro = d£ro-). But she later abandoned this derivation.

1 Hesych. s.v. BOI'/TTJS (Favorin. lex. p. 385, 8)' ...6 rots A«7roX£ois ret Bov<p6via op&v.
The two names occur together also in Aristoph. nub. 984 f., Ail. var. hist. 8. 3 AtiTroXict
TT)v eoprrjv KaXovfft /ecu Bov<f>6via, Hesych. s.v. Boii0cWa = Souid. s.v. Bolivia, schol.
Aristoph. nub. 985 = Souid. s.v. T$ov<j>6vta bis.

That the Boixpivia was, to speak strictly, a definite rite which took place at the
festival of the AtjroXt'eto, is recognised by J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889
p. 149, P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 489, in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 407, in his
Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 203, and in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 1055, Suppl. iii. 339 f., L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 158 f.,
and the great majority of modern scholars. Mommsen Feste d. Stadt At/ten p. 512 (cp- ib.
p. 517 n. i) thought that the festival might have been called Ai7r6Xta in official language,
Bov<f>6t>ia in popular parlance. H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Iii. 197 inferred from
Ail. loc. cit. 'dass zwei Berichte iiber zwei Feste zusammengeworfen sind.' U. von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Der Glaube der Hellenen Berlin 1932 ii. 172 (cp. ib. p. 353)
'die altattischen Ai«7r6Xta, Mcu/tta/cTijpia, Rov<j>6via' is doubly inexact.

2 Bov<j>6i>ia Aristoph. nub. 985 with schol. ad loc,, Ail. var. hist. 8. 3, Harpokr. s.v.
Bov(f>6i>i.a, Hesych. s.v. Boi)rr;s (Favorin. lex. p. 385, 8), et. mag. p. 210, 30, Souid. s.v.
Rov</>6via, Eustath. in II. p. 691, 64. Rovfavia Hesych. s.v. (cod.), Bekker anecd. i. 221,
22. Bov<f>6veia Souid. s.v. 'Bov<f>6via (cod. E.).

3 The contention of W. Robertson Smith The Religion of the Semites* London 1894
(ib? London 1927) p. 304ff. (accepted by Frazer Golden Bough'* ii. 295, ib?: Spirits of
Corn and Wild ii. 4ff., Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. in, N. W. Thomas in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i. 508, and others) that 6ov06ixa
denotes 'Ox-murder' has been called in question by P. Stengel in the Rhein. Mus. 1897
Hi. 402 (cp. //. 7. 466 fiovQbveov 8£ Kara /cXioios Kal Sopvov 2\ovro with schol. ad loc.
fiov<t>oveiv tvrlv o& TO 0>ueiv ffeots, aroirov yap eirl Qvalas <p6voi> \4yeiv, dXXa TO <f>ovetieiv
jSoOs ei's Selirvov KaraffKevfy), in his Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910
p. 213 ff., and in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 339 f.

4 Schol. Aristoph. pax 419, et. mag. p. 210, 30 ff. The only divergent statement
is found, among other blunders, in Bekker anecd. i. 238, 21 ff. AuiroXta yap i<rrw eoprij
fj£v Ati, 17 Kal AeiX/a (Bekker cj. Atdcrta) KaXetrai, ylverai Se %KTf)v (A. Mommsen cj.
eirl 5^/ca TOV SxXijpo^optwj'os (Bekker cj. S/appo<£opiwi'os) fj-yvhs.
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(a) Ritual of the Dipolieia.

The ritual of the Dipolieia is known to us primarily from
passages in Porphyrios1 and Pausanias2. Porphyries appears to be

1 It will be convenient here to print the passages in extenso as they stand in the
Teubner text (ed. A. Nauck) and further on to discuss particular points.

Porph. de abst. 2. 10 {3ovv 5e Ato/ios £<r0a£e irpuTos, lepevs <3v TOV IloXt&os Ai6s, on T&V
AitiroXeiuv (so Nauck for AuiroXluv) dyopevuv Kal irapetrKevao-fn^vuv Kara TO irdXai ?0os
TUV Kapirwv 6 /SoOs irpoffeXGuv direyevffaTo TOV lepov ireXdvov ffvvepyovs yap \aj3uv TOVS
aXXous Sffoi iraprjffav, dweKTeive TOVTOV.

Porph. de abst. 2. 29 ff. TO yap iraXaiov, ws Kal irpbffdev eXeyopev, Kapiroits rois Oeois T&V
dvQptairuv Bv6vTiav, fqja Se ov, ovSe els TTJV ISlav Tpo<j>i]v jraraxpw/ii&'WJ', X^yerai Koivrjs
ffvfflas ovo"qs ' A0^vrjffiv Aiofiov rj 2jd)iraTp6v Ttva, Tip yevei OVK lyx&piov, yetapyovvTa Se
/cara TT)V 'A.TTIKIJV, eirel ireXdvov Te Kal T&V 0v\ri/j.dTwv tirl T^S Tpairtfrs evapyus Keifidvuv,
iva rots ^eo?$ raura 06oi, TWV /Sowf ris etVicbj* air' Ipyov TO. (J.ev Ka.Tt<f>ayei> TO, 5t ffvveirdTrjffev,
afobv 5' virepayavaKT-^cravTa T£ ffvufidvTi, Tre\tKe<i>s (J. J. Reiske cj. v^XexAv) TWOS
v\i]fflov aKov<t)fj.^vov, TOVTOV apirdl-avTa, Trard^ai T&V fiovv. reAeur^o'ai'ros 8£ TOV /3o6s, ws
^Jw Trjs dpyrjs >cara<rras ffuve<pp6vr)ffet> olov i-pyov yv elpyafffifros, TOV ptv fiovv OdirTei, tpvyty
§£ ^Kovffiov dpd/u,evos (is ^o~e(8i7Kc6s, l<pvyfv els K.p~/iri)v. avx/j,&v de KaTexovTUv Kal Seivijs
aicapwias yevofievris, tirtpwTGxri Koivfj rbv 0ebv dveiXev (so R. Hercher for dveiirev) i] Hvffla
TOV ev Kp^Ty <pvya8a raOra \v<reiv (Nauck cj. iravvetv), TOV re <f>ovea Ti/jiwpyffafjievtov Kal
rbv TfOve&Ta dvaffTTi<rdi>TWv fv yirep diredave 6vala \$ov (so C. A. Lobeck for the corrupt
aireOavov ffid\u ov (or 6V). J. J. Reiske had cj. aireOavev epyaffia \yov) eveaOai yev<ra-
ft^vois TS TOV Te6veS>TOS Kal pJrj KaTaffxovffiv (Nauck condemns Kal pi) KaTacrxovffiv as
'verba corrupta'). 86ev ^rjT^ffeus yevop-tvys Kal TOV [Swirdr/jou (expunxit Nauck)]
fueTaiTlov (so J. J. Reiske for /uera) TTJS irpdgetas avevpeOevTos, 2d)iraTpos vodkas TTJS irepl
avTdv (so ed. pr. atfro codd. Mm.) dvo~KO\ias dva\\ay^<recr9ai ws evayovs OVTOS (us evayovs
OVTOS 'verba aut spuria videntur esse aut vitiosa' Nauck), el Koivy TOVTO (J. Bernays cj.
ratfro) irpdi-eiav irdvTes, £<t>fi irpbs TOVS avTov (so ed. pr. ai)r6 codd. Mm.) fieTe\66vTas, Seiv
KaTaKoirrjvai fiovv virb TTJS iroXetas. diropoviruv Se Tls 6 iraTd^cav effTai, irapacfxeiv avTois
TOVTO, el iroXlTijv avTov -iroiijird/j.evoi Kowiavfiaovai (so R. Hercher for /cat Koivuv-fjffoviri) TOU
<pbvov. ffvyxuprjOevTcav ovv TOVTWV, ws eiravrjXffov 4wl TTJV iro\w, ffvveTa^av OVTU TTJV vpa^ivT

Tjirep (J. Bernays cj. rjirep) Kal vvv 8i.afj.evei Trap' avTOis. 30 vSpo<f>6povs vapdevovs Ka.Te\e%av
al 5' votap Kofufovffiv, SITUS TOV 7re\eKW Kal Tr)v (tdxaipav dKov/iffovaiv. aKovijffdvTWv o£
eireouKev fjLev TOV irtXeKvv ^Tepos, 6 5' lirdTage TOV j8ow, aXXoj 5' e"<T<t>ai;ev • T&V de (so ed.
Cantabrigiae 1655 for Sty /uera raura SeipdvT<av, eyevffavTo TOV /8o6s irdvTes. TOVTWV de
irpaxOevTuv T^V /nev Sopdv TOV /Soos pd\f/avTes Kal x^PTV £iroyK<SxravTes (so Nauck for
diroyK&ffavTes or direyK&ffavres) (^aveffTifffav, expvTa TavTov Sirep Kal fu>v fax*? °"XWa> *°i
vpofff^ev^av apoTpov u>s epyafofj-tvy. Kpiatv Se iroi.ovfj.evoi TOV <p6vov irdvTas €Ka\ovv els
diroXoylav TOVS TTJS irpdl-etas KoivuvijffavTas. <3v drj (so J. Bernays for us de) al fj.ev vopo<pbpoi
TOVS dKOvrjeavTas avTU>v TJTI&VTO ndXXov, ol de dKov^o~avTes TOP tiriddvTa (so Nauck for
^7ri5i56j'ra) TOV ireXeKW, OVTOS Se Tbv eiriff(pd^avTa (on the assumption that this omits
a stage, Nauck cj. ouros 5£ roi' iraTd^avTa, 6 Se iraTdl-as TOV ff<pd^avTa and Bernays cj. ouros
Se TOV iraTa^avTa, o Se TOV eirur<pdl-avTa. But see infra p. 584 n. i), Kal 6 roOro 8pd<ras
T7)v ftdxatpav, Ka6' rjs ofays dtjxbvov Tbv <f>bvov KaTeyvwffav. dirb 8' e^Keivov fi^xP1 r°v vvv <*e^
rots Att7TO\e£ots (so Nauck for AtoeriroXfois) 'A0rivi]fft.v Iv dKpoir6Xet ol elpijp.evoi TOV avTov
Tp6irov iroiovvrai TT}V TOV /Soos Bvalav. OevTes yap etrl Trjs xaX/c% (Nauck cj. eirl XO-^KTJS)
Tpairtfrjs ire\avov Kal ifsaiffrd, irepieXavvovo~i TOVS KaTavefj.7)0£vTas (3ovs, <*>v 6 yevffdfievos
KovTera.!.. Kal yev-ri TUV raOra SpiavTwv evriv vvv (Nauck cj. IOTI Tpla)- ol fi£v dirb TOV
iraTdl-avTos [Swirdrpou (delevit Nauck)] jlovTviroi KaXovftevoi irdvTes, ol 8' dirb TOV irepieXd-
ffavTOS KevTpidSai- TOVS $' dirb TOV etrtfffpd^avTos SatTpovs 6vofj.d^ovffiv Sid Ti)v e/f r^s
Kpeavofdas yiyvo/j-^vijv SaiTa. irXypuffavTes Se TTJV fivpffav, oTav irpos rr/»» Kpto-iv dj(6S>ffLv,
KaTeirovTtaffav (J. Bernays cj. KaTairovTovo~i. But see infra p. 584 n. 2) TTJV

c. in. 37
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quoting verbatim from Theophrastos' treatise On Piety* (^.332 B.C.);
and Pausanias writes (c. 170 A.D.) as one who has visited the
Akropolis and taken a personal interest in its cults. The following
account is in the main that of Porphyries2, words enclosed in
square brackets being additions from Pausanias:—

[Barley and wheat3,] made up into semi-solid porridge and solid
cakes4, were placed on the bronze table [or altar of Zeus Polieus^\.

31 ovTUs o#re r6 iraXaibv Sffiov T\V Kreiveiv T& ffvvepyd rots ftiots TJ/JLWV ffia, vvv re ToOro
(pvXaKT^ov iffrl irpdTTeiv.

2 Paus. i. 24. 4. (after the sentence cited supra p. 570 n. 4) TOV Atoj TOV ILoXUws
KpiOds KaTaOtvTes 4irl rbv fitau.bv ij.efuyfj.4vas irvpois ovdefidav tfypvffi (pvXaKifiv • 6 j3oOs 5 ,̂ ov
is rfv Bvfflav troifiAffavTes tpvXdaffovcriv, CHrrercu TUT crirepfidTuv <poiT&v lirl rbv fiufibv.
KaXov<ri d£ riva T&V lepewv fiov<p6vov,<&s KTelvas TOV (iovv (ins. A. Michaelis duce F.
Sylburg) > Kal TO.VTTI rbv irfXeKW ptyas—oCrw ydp &rrtV ol v6fios—ofye™ favyav • ol Se
are rbv dvSpa 8s ZSpacre rb gpyov ofiK et'Sores, es SlKijv VTrdyovcrt, TOV irtXenvv. raOra f/£v
Tpbirov TOV eipr)fifroi> Spwffiv. Infra p. 583 n. 2.

Paus. I. 28. 10 TO Si iv irpvTavety Ko.\oi>p,evov, Hv6a r^J trtS^py Kal iraffiv ofioius rots
di//^xois SiKdfrovcriv, lirl Ttpde ap£a<r6ai voftifa. 'Affrjvalav (iaffi\eijovTos 'Epex^wS) foTe
irp&Tov J3ovv ^KTeivev b f$ov<f>6vos £wl TOV /Sw/u-oO roO IloXt^wj At6j • KOI 6 fj£v a.iro\nr<j)v rai^Tij
Tbv TrAejcw aTT^X^ei' e/c TTJS Xtipaj (petiyuv, 6 8e vtXeKvs irapavTlica 6,<pfl6i) (H. Hitzig
cj. d<j>elOri es ddXaffaav) KpiOels Kal Is ToSe dvd irav £TOS KplveTai. Infra p. 583 n. 5.

1 That Porphyries is transcribing from Theophrastos irepl eixre^eias, was detected by
J. Bernays Theophrastos' Schrift iiber Frommigkeit Berlin 1866 p. 122 if.

2 H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 187 ff. contends that Porph. de abst. 2. 30
is citing from Theophrastos, not the ritual of the Athenian Dipolieia, but that of some
Ionian, probably Delian, cult (infra (|3) Sopatros). And this 'ionische Hypothese' has
met with some measure of approval. Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 14 accepts it outright. So did
P. Stengel in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 399 ff., but later withdrew his support (id.
Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 204 f.) and ended by definite denial
of von Prott's contention (id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 330). C. Robert
also in the Gott.gel. Anz. 1899 clxi. 526 rejected the idea, and so does L. Deubner Attische
Feste Berlin 1932 p. 167. F. Schwenn Gebet und Opfer Heidelberg 1927 p. 100 regards
the rite as Attic, and at most will say: ' Es ist moglich, dass ein solches Fest auch an
anderen jonischen Orten stattfand.'

To me it would seem that to accept von Prott's hypothesis is practically to charge
Porphyries, a very learned and honest man, with incredible ignorance or deliberate
misrepresentation of the facts. For he had himself lived and studied at Athens under
Apollonios and Longinus, so that he certainly ought to have known the ritual of one of
the chief Athenian festivals, and he asserts in perfectly explicit terms dirb 5' iKeivov fi^xP1

TOV vvv del TOIS Aio<nro\iois 'A.Q-f)vifffiv ev dicpoir6\ei ol elpt]/j,4voi TOV avrbv rpimov troiovvrai
T^V TOV |3o6s Ovffiav. I cannot, therefore, adopt von Prott's assumption that Porphyries is
contaminating Attic with non-Attic elements.

3 Paus. i. 24. 4 Kpi8ds...fi.efji.i.yfjitvas irvpois, described in the sequel as TUV ffirepudTuv.
Cp. Porph. de abst. 2. 10 TUV Kapir&v, subsequently called TOV lepov ireXdvov.

4 Porph. de abst. 2. 30 ir4\a,vov Kal ^aiord, cp. ib. 2. 29 ireXdvov re KOI TUV OvXrj-
ftdTuv. The word ire\avos (on which see P. Stengel in Hermes 1894 xxix. 281^—289
('TTEAANOI'), 1896 xxxi. 477f. ('Nachtrag zu TTEAANOZ'), id. in the Berl.
philol. Woch. Juni 21, 1902 p. 780ff., Aug. 24, 1907 p. 1063f., id. Opferbrauche der
Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 pp. 66—72 (' TTEAANOS '), Harrison Proleg. Gk. Jfel.'2

p. 88 ff.) is used of the same offerings by Porph. de abst. 2. 10, schol. Aristoph./fltf 419,
schol. Aristoph, nub. 985 = Souid. s.v. Hov<p6via bis, Favorin. lex. p. 385, 20ff., Hesych.
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s.v. AiiTToXi'eta, et. mag. p. 275, 4. A more substantial cake is implied by Hesych. s.v.
~Bov(j>ovla• ...irbiravov...olov ir\a.KotivTioi> £!• aprov. HOTTO.VOV is the word also in schol.
Aristoph. nub. 985 (aXXws) = Souid. s.vv. Bov(p6via, OatfAwj', Favorin. lex. p. 385, 230*".
See further O. Band De Diipoliorum sacro Atheniensium Halae Saxonum 1873 p. 19
n. 14.

5 Porph. de abst. 2. 30 eirl T^S xd\KTJs rpairtfrs (cp. ib. i. 29 lirl TTJS r/xzTrefijs), but
Paus. i. 24. 4 &ri TOV /Sw/u^i/. (i) P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 492 n. i denies that
there is any incongruity, since the altar would have been covered with a bronze plate:
this was commonly done by way of preparation for burnt-offerings, and always in the
case of valuable altars—see Lolling in 'Adrjva 1891 p. 595. The same view is taken by
Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 519. But H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi.
193 n. i justly objects that such an altar would not be called Tpdirefa. Stengel Opfer-
brduche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 208 n. i is content to conclude: 'Die

rpdwefa wird sich freilich von einem /8w/x<5y wenig unterschieden haben; rpdirefai.

Fig. 404.

sind grosse altarformige massive Basen (Bruckner, Ornament und Form der att. Grab-
stelen i f.). Die Form beider geht ineinander iiber (Pfuhl, Athen. Mitt, xxvin 336).'
(2) H. von Prott himself loc. cit. regards the discrepancy as evidence that Pausanias is
describing an Attic, Porphyrios, or rather his source Theophrastos, a non-Attic cult.
But see supra p. 578 n. 2. (3) H. Mischkowski Die heiligen Tische im Gotterkultus der
Griechen und Romer Konigsberg i. Pr. 1917 pp. i—3 ('Das Verhaltnis von Tisch und
Altar') holds that table and altar served the same purposes and ends by asserting: ' Wie
in der Darstellung so werden auch in der Sprache die beiden Kultgegenstande miteinander
vermengt. /Swyttos—ara bezeichnete mehr den allgemeinen Zweck, rpdirefa—mensa die
besondere Form.' But his premises are far from secure. He thinks that the Naples vase
noted below (fig. 404) represents two tables, on one of which a fire is burning; that the
use of a table for animal burnt-offerings is proved by Diog. Laert. 4. 56=Cougny Anth.
Pal. Append. 5. 37. 7 ff. 6 TroXXdt %Xeuci<ra$ fipOTotis, dcroi deals ZQvov, | 01) povvov effxapys
ijTrep /Sw/twj' re Kal rpairtfris \ KvLarj, XiV«, Ov\-f)fj.a.<nv Oelav Zdaure pwas', that the silver
/3w^6s of Paus. 2. 17. 6 and the bronze j8w/*6s of Loukian. de dea Syr. 39 were really
metal rpdirefai; etc. etc.—a string of highly disputable contentions. (4) I have elsewhere
urged that an altar for the presentation of vegetable offerings was normally shaped like a
table and called rpdirefa, whereas an altar for the burnt-sacrifice of animals was a solid
structure called /3w/u6s (Class. Rev. 1895 ix. 370 ff.). If so, it is natural to suppose that

37—2
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the barley and wheat were set out M rijs xaX*ci}s rpairtlfts (Porph. de abst. 2. 30), while
the ox was slain eirl TOV /Sw/toO (Paus. r. 28. 10). Zeus HoXieiis, in short, like Zeus
Atficaioj (Paus. 8. 30. 2), had both kinds of altar, doubtless close together—perhaps even
in actual contiguity (cp. the rpd-irefa + j8w/t6j of Dionysos on a volute-amfl&ofa from Ruvo,
now at Naples (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 282 ff. no. 2411, O. Jahn in the Ann.
d. fnst. 1860 xxxii. $S., Man. d. Inst. vi pis. 37 and 38 = Reinach Re"p. Vases i. 154,
i and 2, E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 349 fig. 417. My fig. 40413
an extract from Jahn's pi. 37, illustrating the juxtaposition of the cult-statue with both
types of altar)). On this showing the statement that the cereals were placed eirl rbv
pu/j.6v (Paus. i. 24. 4) is inexact.

I take this opportunity of publishing (fig. 405) a votive table in terra cotta, found in
the Kabeirion near Thebes and now in my collection. Oblong top, 4f x 2f inches; legs

Fig. 405.

(one restored), r J inches high. The clay is covered with a white slip, which shows many
traces of paint: the table itself was yellow, the offerings on it were red. In the centre is
a phidle omphalot6s. In each corner is a cake (or cup ?—/*o<rr6s, futta-riov supra ii. 346
n. o) shaped like a female breast with central nipple. Smaller circular cakes, some of
which may be meant for fruit, are scattered about. And there are two slices of meat
(eels?). For Egyptian, Assyrian, Syro-Phoenician, Persian, and Hittite parallels see
K. Galling Der Altar in den Kulturen des alten Orients Berlin 1924 p. 9 f. (' Altartische')
pi. 2 figs. 14—17, p. 49f. ('Der lowenfussige Altartisch') pi. 10 fig. 24, p. 50f. ('Die
privaten Altartische') pi. 10 fig. 25, a—p, pp. 64 f. (' Der Tischaltar'), 77 ('Tischaltare:
1—26'), p. 83ff. ('Der Tischaltar') pi. 15 figs. 9—15, 16—19, P- 92 ff- ('Der chettische
Tischaltar') pi. 15 figs. 8, n, pi. 16 fig. 12. Recently W. Deonna in a clearly conceived
and admirably illustrated article ('Mobilier Delien' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1934 Iviii.
i—90 with 61 figs.) has traced the whole evolution of 'la table d'offrandes' from earliest
pagan beginnings up to latest Christian usage. His series includes food set out on the bare
soil or mound or rock; the platter; the platter with low feet; the platter with legs; the
table; the table with rings or hollows; the table with vases and viands in relief; etc.
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Oxen assigned for the purpose1 were then driven round2, and the ox

One piece of evidence must be examined with special care. In the eastern frieze of
the temple of Athena Nike (Lebas—Reinach Voyage Arch. p. 127 Archit. pi. 9, A, B
= Reinach R£p. Reliefs i. 15 nos. i, 2) the central group of assembled deities (fig. 406)
comprises, from left to right, Poseidon seated and Athena standing, balanced by Zeus
enthroned and, in front of his footstool, certain traces on the background of the relief.
B. Sauer 'Das Gottergericht iiber Asia und Hellas' in Aus der Anomia Berlin 1890
p. 966°., relying on a sketch by Gillieroh, took these traces to represent a 'Zahltisch'
like that on the Dareios-vase (supra ii. 853 pi. xxxviii). Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk.
Sculpt, p. 449 saw in them, not a table for votes, but a table for wreaths to indicate the
victory bestowed by Zeus 'EXevOeptos. ' It was,' he says, ' a sacred table, like that brazen
trapeza which stood in front of Zeus Polieus on the Akropolis, and upon which the

Fig. 406.

sacrificial ox was offered at the Bouphonia.' Now if the said traces were really those of
a table, they might indeed have been identified as the table of Zeus IloXtei/s. But the two
legs, when photographed from a cast, appear rather to be human and, if so, are better
explained by C. Blumel Der Fries des Tempels der Athena Nike Berlin 1923 p. 12 f.
pi. i—iii (part of which = my fig. 406) as those of a winged Nike standing before the
seated Zeus (again cp. the Dareios-vase). L. Ross—E. Schaubert—C. Hansen Die
Akropolis -von Athen nach den neuesten Ausgrabungen i. Tempel der Nike Apteros Berlin
(1839) P- I2 pl- T I > c had long since suggested Ganymedes, and R. Forster in the Bull,
d. Inst. 1870 p. 39 f. and in the Arch. Zeit. 1874 xxxii. 102, with much less likelihood, a
goat-legged Pan.

1 Porph. de abst. i. 30 TOVS Ka.Tat>e/j.i)8ei>Ta.s /3oCs. P. Stengel in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 1056 translates (after J. Bernays) 'sattgeweidete Stiere,' full-fed oxen.
But Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 516 n. 2 with more reason prefers 'die zuge-
wiesenen Rinder.'

2 This part of the ceremony—a moment of tense anticipation—is, if I am not mistaken,
represented on two Attic vases of late black-figured style, very probably the work of the
same artist: ( i ) An amphora at Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin i. 367 f. no. 1882,
Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb. iv. 8 pi. 242, 3 (=my fig. 407) and 4, Reinach Rtp. Vases
ii. 122, 7 and 8) shows a rectangular altar, surrounded by four oxen, with an olive(?)-tree
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Fig. 407.

Fig. 408.
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that [drew near the altar and1] tasted of the meal was slain. Minute
regulations were observed in connexion with its slaughter. Chosen
virgins called Hydrophoroi or ' Water-carriers' brought water, with
which certain men whetted an axe and a knife. This done, another
man handed the axe. Another [, named the Bouphonos, used the
axe and2] struck the ox. Yet another slit the animal's throat3,
presumably with the knife. After that, it was flayed. Its flesh was
distributed to all and tasted by all. Next they sewed up the skin,
stuffed it with hay, raised up the would-be ox, and yoked it to
a plough as though it were alive again and at work. [Meantime the
Bouphonos, having struck the first blow, dropped his axe beside the
altar, left it there and fled the country. The axe was at once tried
(presumably in the Prytaneion4) and definitely acquitted5.] At the

in the background. One of the oxen, seen against the black altar, is necessarily painted
white. Two others, emerging to right and left, face outwards. A fourth, on the far side
of the altar, is by the law of early perspective raised above it, though not completely so.
(2) An oinochoe at Munich (Jahn Vasensamml. Miinchen p. 366 f. no. 1335, G. Micali
Storia degli antichi popoli italiani Firenze 1832 iii. 173 no. 3, id. Monumenti per servire
alia storia degli antichi popoli italiani'2' Firenze 1833 Atlas pi. 98, 3 ( = my fig. 408)) has
an almost identical group, except that the white ox seen against the altar is on a slightly
smaller scale, while those to right and left of it are differently disposed. The same trick
of perspective makes the feet of the furthest ox disappear behind the altar. We must not,
of course, assume with Jahn that the first ox was merely painted on an oblong pedestal or
that the last ox was actually standing upon it.

1 Paus. r. 24. 4 6 /3oOs §£, ov es T^JV dvffiav eTot/jLaffavres (j>v\do~o~ov<ni>, ctTrrerat TUV
ffirepfjidTwv Qotr&v eiri TOV /Sco/u^p. I should endorse the opinion of L. Deubner Attische
Feste Berlin 1932 p. 159 n. 4: 'Dabei wird weniger daran zu denken sein, dass man
ihn hungern liess (Prott, Rh. Mus. 52, 1897, 194), als an die ubliche Sauberung und
Schmiickung des Opfertieres. Der griechische Ausdruck eroiyudfetj' setzt eher eine positive
Handlung voraus.' It is, however, possible that in Pausanias' day the finest ox was at
the critical moment induced to come forward, apparently of its own accord.

2 The neatest mend of this defective passage (supra p. 577 n. 2) is certainly
A. Michaelis' insertion of <8s KTtlvas TOP /SoDo after the word j3ov(f>6vov. This was an
improvement on F. Sylburg's<oSros dwl TOV ftufjiov -rbv povv KTetvas>. Michaelis also
suggested eiri TOV j3wfj.6v. <TOVTOV $£ /credos 6 Bounces> (icdKovcn dt riva rtav lepetav
fiov<l>bvov) Kal TatLiTy K.T.\. All attempts to fill the lacuna must, of course, rely on Paus.
i. 28. 10 (supra p. 577 n. 2).

3 Porph. de abst. 2. 30 6 5' ^Tnfra^e TOV fiouv, a\\os 5' &r0a£«'. So in Od. 3. 447 ff.
Thrasymedes struck (tf\a<Tev) the ox for sacrifice with an axe, and Peisistratos then cut
its throat (<r<f>d%ev) and let the blood run out, so that it died; after which it was cut
up, etc.

4 Aristot. 'Ad. TroX. 57. 4, Dem. c. Aristocr. 76, Aischin. c. Ctes. 244, Poll. 8. 120,
Harpokr. s.v. eiri IlpvTavety, Bekker anecd. i. 311, I5f., Cramer anecd. Oxon. ii. 495,
3 f., Souid. s.v. eiri UpVTavelip, Zonar. lex. s.v. eirl UpvTaveiij), et. mag. p. 362, 54 ff.,
Favorin. lex. p. 718, 43 ff. See further an interesting note by Sir J. G. Frazer in his
Pausanias ii. 370—372 and a couple of articles by W. W. Hyde 'The Prosecution of
Lifeless Things and Animals in Greek Law' in the Am. Journ. Phil. 1917 xxxviii.
'52—175. 285—303.

5 Paus. I. 24. 4 (context supra p. 577 n. 2) ot 5e are Tbv oivSpa ds gdpcKre TO epyov OVK
ei§<5res, es diK-riv virdyovffi TOV ireXeKw, i. 28. 10 (context supra p. 577 n. 2) 6 5e ireXe/cus
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trial all that had shared in the bad business were charged with
bloodshed and forced to plead in defence of their action. So the
Water-carriers blamed the men that whetted the axe and knife.
The men that whetted the axe and knife blamed the man that
handed the axe. The man that handed the axe blamed, not indeed
the man that first struck the ox1 (for he had left his axe and fled),
but the man that completed the slaughter with his knife. The man
that completed the slaughter with his knife blamed the knife.
Finally the knife, since it could not say a word in its own defence,
was condemned as guilty of the bloodshed and cast into the sea2.
It thus appears that the real culprits, the man that first struck the

irapavrlKa. d<pel(>ri KpiOeh Kal ts r6de dvd irav ITOS Kpiverai. Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen
p. 514 n. i justly remarks that dtpelBii must here mean 'was acquitted' because a few
lines before, in the clause irplv 1j Qrjffetos d(J>el9ri, Pausanias had used the same word in
that sense. B. Tamaro also in the Annuario della r. scuola di Atene e delle missione
italiane in oriente 1921—1922 iv.—v. 5 (cp. id. 'La Bouphonia' in the Cronaca delle
Belle Arti 1920 p. rof.) accepts that meaning. Even H. von Prott, who holds that the
axe was really cast out of the country, does not deny that Pausanias meant ' the axe was
acquitted' and is reduced to supposing that he must have misunderstood his authority
(Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 194 n. i). L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. isgf., while
admitting that von Prott's solution is possible, inclines to adopt an emendation proposed
by E. Pettier in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 270 n. 24 and printed in the text as a
certainty by H. Hitzig atyflOi) <es OdXatrffav> (cp. Paus. i. 3. i a<pieh Qricrevs 4s &d\affffav
^Kipuva). But this expedient confuses the axe with the knife and misses the whole point
of the situation.

1 In Porph. de abst. i. 30 (context supra p. 577 n. i) &v di) al ptv v8po<f>6poi roi)s
a,KOvt)ffa.vra.s abrwv jJTiuvro fta\\ov, ol de dKOvf/ffavres rbv tTridbvra rbv irAe/cw, euros 5e
rbv eiri<r<pdi-avTa, Kai 6 rovro dpdcras rrjv ju.dxaipc"', Ka0' iys oftnjs dfpdvov rbv tpbvov
Kartyvuffav the text is sound. A. Nauck wanted to read oSroj 5£ <rbv irardgavra, b 8£
Trardl-as> rbv ff<f>di-avra. and J. Bernays printed ofrros Se <rbv irardfavra, 6 5e> rbv
£-iri<r<pd%avra. But obviously 6 irardgas could not blame anybody, for he had made good
his escape. In fact Pausanias says: ol d£ are rbv dvdpa fiy ?8pa<re rb Zpyov oitK fi56res es
SLKf)V fnrd-yov<n rbv irtXeKW (i. 24. 4). P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 494 takes this to
mean that the bystanders did not know where the doer of the deed was to be found. But,
strictly speaking, we can only render the phrase, as H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897
Hi. 198 insists, 'not knowing the man that had done the deed.' Probably Mommsen Feste
d. Stadt Athen p. 514 is right in saying: 'Die iibrigen Versammelten thun so, als wenn
sie den, der das Rind erschlagen, nicht kennten, und fiihren das am Orte gebliebene Beil
vor Gericht.' Yet Stengel Opferbrduche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 205 is
dissatisfied: 'Der Erklarung Mommsens...steht das are entgegen : man wird zu verstehn
haben, sie wissen weder den Namen noch sonst etwas Naheres von dem Mann, der
plotzlich erscheint, den Stier totet und sofort wieder verschwunden ist.'

2 Porph. de abst. i. 30 (context supra p. 577 n. i) ir^pdiffavres 8£ ryv fitipvav, 8rav
irpbs rfyv Kplffiv dxO&ffiv, Kareir6vr<i)ffav ri)v fud'x.a.ipa.v. J. Bernays cj. KarairovTovffi; but
H. von Prott loc. cit. p. 195 ingeniously suggested that the aorist KaTfirttvruffav, like the
preceding aorist Kartyvuffav, was taken over from the text of Theophrastos. L. Deubner
Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 169 agrees.

Cp. Ail. var. hist. 8. 3 Kara.yiv&ffKovo'i. 5£ rrjs ^axa'paj, *oi \£yov<ri ra.{m\v diroKrelvai
avrbv.
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ox and the axe with which he did it, both escaped, the blame being
transferred from them to the knife. Why the Athenians took such
elaborate precautions to ensure the safety of the assailant and his
tool, is a question that must be considered in due course1.

Those that took part in the ritual of the Dipolieia belonged to
three sets of persons known from their respective duties as the
Boutypoi or ' Ox-strikers,' the Kentriddai or ' Goad-men,' and the
Daitroi or ' Carvers.' Theophrastos seems to have described them
as gene,' clans2.' But Photios speaks of the Kentriddai as l&patrid
of Kerykes3'; and this may well be taken to mean ' a family of the
clan Kerykes4.' Further, as J. Toepffer pointed out5, the Kerykes
are said on good authority to have performed the solemn functions
of Mdgeiroi (another name for Daitroi®} and Boutypoi. Hence in
all probability A. Mommsen is right, when he contends that the
Boutypoi, Kentriddai, and Daitroi, who discharged the priestly
duties connected with the cult of Zeus Polieus, were three families
all belonging to the great clan of Kerykes7.

The Boutypos, then, was a priest, whose business it was to strike
1 Infra p. 604 f.
2 Theophr. ap. Porph. de abst. 2. 30 (context supra p. 577 n. i) /ecu ytvr) TUV ravra

SptlsvTuv iffnv vvv ol per dirb rov irardl-avros [Zbnrdr/oov] Bourthroi KaXotifJievoi irdvres, ol
d' dirb rov TrepteXdffavros Kevrpiddai' TOVS 5' diro rov ^iriir<f>d^avTos Aairpovs 6vo(j,6,£ov<nv
8id TTJV e/c TTJS Kpeavo/j.ias yiyvofifrriv Saira.

3 Phot. lex. KevrpidSai' irarpid KT)PVKWV (leg. Kypvicuv).
4 The Delphian Labyadai, who seem to have been a phratry rather than a clan

(L. Ziehen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 308)—at any rate they swore by Poseidon
Qpdrpios as well as by Apollon and Zeus Ilar/o^os (supra ii. 233 n. 7)—, comprised
several irarpial or 'families' (J. Baunack in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. ii. 718 ff.
no. 2561, A 26 n., Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 438, a 26 n. 19 on Trarplai (sic),
H. van Herwerden Lexicon Graecum suppletorium et dialecticum^ Lugduni Batavorum
1910 p. 1130). H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 lii. 195, 197 was mistaken in
regarding irarpid as necessarily an Ionic word for yfros (on the strength of Hdt. 2. 143,
3. 75). H. S.Jones' new ed. of Liddell and Scott p. 1348 distinguishes the two uses
of the term as "clan' and 'family,' but unfortunately assigns the Labyadai inscription to
the former, not the latter, heading.

6 J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 151 f. cited Athen. 660 A on 5£ <refu>bv
yv •ty /j.ayeipuci] paffeiv £<rTu> e«c TWV 'KO-fivrfffi Kyptiicai'. oWe y&p Mayelpwv Kal EOVT^TTUV
eireixov rd^tv, us ^>i\<a KXei5i;yitos kv HpUToyovlas irp&rtf (frag. 17 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 362 f.
Miiller)), cp. ib. 425 E KXe^yiios de TOI>S WLayflpovs K-ffpvicds <jn)<n Ka\e1ff0ai (frag. 3
(Frag. hist. Gr. i. 359 Miiller)). On Kleidemos of Athens (Tertull. de an. 52), the oldest
Atthidographer (Paus. 10. 15. 5, cp. Plout. de glor. Athen. i), see F. Jacoby in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 591 ff.

6 Hesych. s.w. Aairpdv ...ol 8t Mdyeipov, Aair^is- Mdyetpos Siaipu>i> rd Kpta,, f) 6 ev
TpaTrtfti uttTTTuv rd Uttpr). Aais yap r] etiuxta.

7 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 521 f. - J. Toepffer op. cit. p. 149 ff. had supposed
that the three 76*17 of Porph. de abst. 2. 30 were merely three 'classes' of officials taking
part in the Bouphonia. But H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 lii. 195 f. points out
that this view is incompatible with the use of ct7r6 in Porphyries' sentence (supra n. 2).
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the first blow1. It follows that he must be identified with the
Bouphonos*; for he, as Pausanias informed us3,
was a priest who struck the ox with his axe.

• YPIt seems likely that Boutypos was a euphem- A"
istic equivalent of Bouphonos. The one meant 3HV\OJ©I
'Ox-striker'; the other, 'Ox-slaughterer.' M I H E ] K T
However that may be, we have inscriptional g ^n QT
evidence of Boutypoi both early and late. A

OYPnarrow stele of white marble, found by
R. Chandler built into a wall at Athens and . . . IOI
now preserved in the British Museum (fig. . . :I<A
409)*, mentions a Boutypos in connexion with $fl |QTI
the Dipolieia5. To judge from its lettering, I0 OlTYP
this important fragment must be dated as far ^

Y^l-MOback as the seventh century B.C.6 Fully eight -I
hundred years later, in the decade 190—200 H ^:"A
A.D., one Lakrateides son of Eutychides the
Azenian is thrice recorded as Boutypos priest
and Kosmetes or ' Marshal' of the Athenian „
epheboi'*. The tenacity with which Athens
clung to its old-world rite—a rite already I t r j l j b . / v \
antiquated in the time of Aristophanes8—is lg' 4°9'
indeed remarkable. Doubtless the Boutypos was an impressive

1 Hesych. BOKTI/TTOS • 6 (iovv KarapdXXuv, L. Bachmann anecdota Graeca Lipsiae 1828
i. 181, 18 Bovrtiiros- /SooOvTys. o rods jSoas jSdAXui' TreX^/cet, Souid. BOUTI^TTOS' [$ov6ijTi)s,
6 TOIIJ /36as J3d\\uv w£\viu. Infra p. 587 n. i.

2 J. Toepffer, indeed, op. cit. p. 159 attempted to distinguish the Bourforos from the
~Bov<j>ovos, regarding the former as a subordinate helper of the latter. But Mommsen
op. cit. p. 520 f. satisfactorily established the equation Bourses = Rov(f>6vos, which is
accepted alike by H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 lii. 197 n. 2, C. Robert in the
Gott. gel. Anz. 1899 clxi. 526, and L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 162.

3 Supra p. 577 n. 2.
4 E. L. Hicks The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum

Oxford 1874 i- J36 no. 74 with facsimile (^my fig. 409). Hicks notes that the contents
appear to be a list of official requisites or perquisites.

5 Corp. inscr. Gr. i no. 9, 8 ff., Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 531, 8 ^.. — ib. iv. i no. 531, 8 ff.,
Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 839, 8 ff. /ca|i TOI [j3]|[o]Ttf7r|oi : xt^JllAl* ::: A|tjroX[/oi]|[<ri] rpls

6 It is a pov<TTpo(pr)§bi> inscription, with ©, U, and + beside X.
7 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 52, i f., iii. i no. 1163, 2 f., iii. i no. 1164, 2 i.— Inscr.

Gr. ed. min. ii — iii. 2 no. 2291 a, i f . [(co(r/*ij]|Teiyoj'Tos te/o^wj [fiov]Tijirov AaKparelSov
'EiifrvxlSov 'Afijvt^ws], ib. no. 2128, 2 f . 6 KOff(Jir)T+)s TU>V ttfr-fifiuv iepevs fiovrtiiros \ Aa/cpar-
el8r]s T&iirvxio'ov 'Afyviefa, ib. no. 2 1 29, 2 f. KOfffi'nTeijovTos icp^ws [/3our]i;7ro[ii
TOU Eu[Tux£]5o[u] 'Af[ij]i'[t^]ws.

8 Aristoph. nub. 984 f.
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figure. Armed with his axe1 and rising on his toes to deliver
a crushing blow2, he furnished the Alexandrine poet with more
than one effective simile3. Nevertheless the cause of his longevity
is to be sought, not in his stirring of the artistic imagination, but in
his appeal to deep-seated religious instincts, than which nothing on
earth is more permanent.

Fig. 410. Fig. 411.

1 Souid. s.v. ROVTUTTOS (supra p. 586 n. i), et. mag. p. 210, 18 ff. BOUTVTTOS- iepetis TIS
8s TOVS jSoOs ev rails ffvcriais T$ ireXe/cet TVTTTWV £9ve- BOVTVTTOS ota ?r65a TUVVWV, 'A.Tro\\wvios
(infra n. 2).

2 Ap.'Rhod. 2. 90 ff. %vda. o' l-Tretr' "AfJivKos [tei* eir' cucpordToiaiv depdeis, \ TSovrviros
ola, TrbSeaffi Ta.VLxrffa.ro, Ka.8 5e ftapeiav Xe'P* ^""' °' 7reXf/<"fe*' with schol. ad loc. 91
BOUT^TTOS 5c Iffriv 6 TOVS dvofievovs /3oOs rif TreX^/cet TVTTTUV Kara rov avxevos. o6ros Be iir1

aicpois Tols ovv^iv tVrarat /iAXwv tcpotieiv (cod. Paris. BOVTVTTOS 5e \eyerai 6 TOVS dvo^vovs
jSoOs dvaip&v. atperai de KCLKCIVOS f^X\uv Tr\ri^eiv rov flovv). Hence F. Sylburg restored
•jrodeffcri ra.vvaa.ro in et. mag. p. 210, 19.

Archaising hieratic reliefs frequently represent deities, heroes, priestesses, etc. on
tip-toe (e.g. supra ii pi. xii the Chigi base). This peculiarity is explained by Overbeck
Gr. Plastik* i. 261 f. as 'eine sehr mangelhafte und durchaus manierirte Nachbildung des
eigenthtimlich gebundenen Rhythmus der Bewegungen echt alterthilmlicher Kunstwerke.'
Mr C. D. Bicknell tells me (20 December 1934) that he too views the tip-toe attitude as
a stilted and stagey attempt to reproduce the old-time stiffness, which struck'a later,
looser age as mere affectation. E. Schmidt Archaistische Kunst in Griechenland und
Rom MUnchen 1922 pp. 23, 29 speaks of 'Zehengang' as a processional gait characteristic
of a late period, and ib. p. 35 suspects that a step devised for dancing (cp. supra'\. 150
figs. 116,117) became fashionable for quieter persons also (cp. supra i. 767, 769 figs. 556—
563). Probably a variety of causes contributed to produce the mannerism, in the vogue
of which the popular figure of the EOVTVTTOS may have played its part.

3 Ap. Rhod. 2. 90 ff. (supra n. 2), 4. 468 f. rov 5' 076, BOVTIJTTOS uiWe fj-lyav Kepea\K^a
Tavpov, \ irXrj&v oTriireAcras with schol. ad loc. 468 rov 52 "A.-J'vprov 6 'Idawv £ir\ri£ev, iiis TLS
jSoOs Ka.Taj3<i\\ui>. Cp. Or. met. 12. 248 ff.
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Even when paganism succumbed to Christianity room was still
found for the Boutypos. On the ancient calendar-frieze of the
Panagia Gorgoepekoos*-, the metropolitan church at Athens, he
stands facing us to this very day (figs. 410, 411)2. The Bouphonia
is here represented by a priest wearing a short chiton, endromides,
and a wreath, who is about to strike with his double axe a diminutive

1 In the eighth century of our era the Christianised Parthenon had in the conch
of its apse a famous mosaic of the Virgin, which had taken the place of Pheidias' chrys-
elephantine Athena and was known by the titles of that goddess—Fopyd} and 'ETTT^KOOS.
The Virgin was in fact Athena herself to all intents and purposes: indeed, on late leaden
seals she is often described as MP (5? H A 0 H N A I A rOPrOETTHKOOC or MP
0? H A0HNICOTICCA (K. Michel and A. Struck 'Die mittelbyzantinischen
Kirchen Athens' in the Ath. Mitth. 1906 xxxi. 318 after Neroutsos ''ABrjvai XpurTiMviKaL'
in the AeXrlov T^J iffropiKrjs Kal eOvciXoyiKijs eraiplas 1889 iii. 24, 39, 41). The church of
the Panagia Gorgoepekoos (St Eleutherios), probably erected by Eirene, empress of
Constantinople, c, 800 A.D. on the site of a ruined temple of Sarapis (Paus. i. 18. 4) and
Isis, or of a temple of Eileithyia (ib. i. 18. 5) transformed into a church of St Eleutherios
(Michel—Struck loc. cit. p. 320), thus directly perpetuates the name and fame of Athena.
Athenidtissa appears c. 1175 A.D. on a lead seal of Michael (Akominatos?), Metropolitan
of Athens, in the Photiades collection (S. Lambros At 'A&rjvcu irepl ra r£\ri rov t/3' auDpoj
Athens 1878 p. 36 pi. i, 2, G. Schlumberger Sigillographie de fempire byzantine Paris
1884 p. 173 f. fig. (=my fig. 412)).

Fig. 412.

See further A. Mommsen Athmae Christianae Lipsiae 1868 p. 115 with nn. ad loc.,
p. n8n.*, F. Gregorovius Geschichte der Stadt Athen im Mittelalter Stuttgart 1889!.go f.,
68, 164 with n. 2. Supra p. 189 n. i.

2 The frieze has been well published and discussed several times during the last forty
years: see G. Thiele Antike Himmelsbilder Berlin 1898 pp. 57—64 ('Der Tierkreis im
attischen Bilderkalender') with figs. 8 and 9 (from photographs of the cast at Vienna),
J. N. Svoronos 'Der athenische Volkskalender' in \htjourn. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1899
ii. 21—78 pis. 2—6 (from drawings by Gillieron, whose pi. 5 nos, 35—37 = my fig. 410),
and L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 pp. 248—254 ('Der Kalenderfries von Hag.
Eleutherios') with pis. 34—40 (from fresh photographs of the original: pi. 39 nos. 27—
29 = myfig. 411).

Other publications include those by C. Boetticher in Philologus 1865 xxii. 4126°.
figs- 3°> 31* Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgusse p. 7556°. nos. 1909, 1910, C. E. Ruelle
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 82 3 f. fig. 1030, E. Pettier ib. ii. 27of. fig. 2453,
F. Cumont ib. v. 1054 f., Lebas—Reinach Voyage Arch. p. 58 f. Mon. Fig. pis. 21,
i—iii, 22, iv—vi, C. Robert in the Gott. gel. Anz. 1899 clxi. 5446°., Reinach Rep. Reliefs
i. 7 nos. i—3 and 8 nos. i—3.
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bull. The costume of the celebrant recalls that of the official who
slew a humped bull in an analogous rite at Stratonikeia1. And the
sign of the Crab, above the bull, denotes the hottest time of year2.

Whether the Boutypos should be identified with the priest of
Zeus Polieus, is a moot point3. On the one hand, according to
Porphyries the first man that ever slew an ox was Diomos, a priest
of Zeus Polieus, sacrificing at the Dipolieia4. On the other hand,
Boutypos is beyond question a synonym of Bouphonos^, and Pausanias
describes the Bouphonos as 'one of the priests6.' Is this description
suitable to so exalted a personage as the priest of Zeus Polieus,
who in the second century B.C. sat in the forefront of the Athenian
theatre next to the priest of Dionysos himself7? On the whole
I conclude that, whatever may have been the case in the Hellenistic
age, originally and in good Hellenic days the Boutypos or Bouphdnos
was one and the same with the priest of Zeus Polieus.

Still more puzzling is a gloss of Hesychios, which states that the
performer of the Bouphonia was known as Boutes, the 'Ox-herd8.'
If, as it seems reasonable to suppose, this Boutes is to be identified
with the Boutypos or Bouphonos, then—inasmuch as the Boutypoi
were a family of the clan Kerykes9—he cannot be connected with
the hero Boutes10, from whom the clan Eteoboutadai traced their
descent. If, conversely, we start by assuming that this Boutes was
a member of the Eteoboutadai, we must regard him as a priest, or
priest's attendant, distinct from the Boutypos or Bouphdnos; and in
that case it will not be easy to find a Bouphonic function that he
can appropriately discharge11. The first horn of the dilemma is,
I think, the less precarious. A priest armed with a double axe or

1 Supra p. 568 fig. 385.
2 Arat. phaen. 149 Hi>6a fn,ei> i)€\loio BepeLraral etVi K&evBoi with schol. ad loc. and

Hipparch. in Arat. et Eudox. phaen. i. i. 18.
3 J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 159 identifies the priest of Zeus

IloXietfj with the BOV^POS, but regards the Bourforos as an underling. H. von Prott in
the Rhein. Mus. 1897 lii. 197 n. 2 identifies the BOUTI^TTOS with the ~Bov<f>6vos, but dis-
tinguishes the ~Bov<f>6vos from the priest of Zeus IloXtei/s. L. Deubner Atlische Feste
Berlin 1932 p. 161 f. sides with von Prott: ' Der povrijiros ist nicht mit dem Priester des
Zeus Polieus identisch, sondern ein Gehilfe von diesem. Er kann aber auch ,die Be-
zeichnung Priester fiihren...Dass jSourtfjros und (3ov<f>6vos miteinander identisch sind, geht
aus ihrer gleichen Funktion deutlich hervor.'

4 Porph. de abst. 2. 10 (supra p. 577 n. i, infra p. 593 ff.). Deubner op. cit. p. 162 is
reduced to saying: ' An Stelle des /Jour^n-os erscheint hier inkorrekter Weise der Zeus-
priester selbst, Diomos mit Namen, als der Toter des Ochsen.'

5 Supra p. 585 f. 6 Paus. i. 24. 4 /raXoO<rt 5^ TWO, TUIV iepttav pov<j>6vot>.
7 Supra p. 574. 8 Hesych. s.v. Botfrijj (cited supra p. 576 n. i). 9 Supra p. 585.

10 R. Engelmann in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 837 f., K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 1080 ff.

11 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt At hen p. 522 n. i.
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bouplex*- might perhaps, for shortness' sake, be called Boutes. But,
again, Hesychios, or our manuscript of his work, may be blundering2.

(j8) Myths of the Dipolieia : Sopatros.

To account for the singular ritual of the Dipolieia various tales
were told. They are attached to three names—those of Sopatros,
Diomos, and Thaulon.

According to Theophrastos3, time was when men offered to the
gods the fruits of the earth and abstained from sacrificing, or even
eating, animals. But once, during a common sacrifice at Athens,
a certain Sopatros4—an alien occupying a farm in Attike—had set
out barley-meal and cakes for the gods on a table-altar, when one
of his oxen came in from the field and partly ate, partly trampled
on his oblation. Sopatros in anger caught up an axe, which was
being whetted near by, and struck the ox a fatal blow. On his
anger abating he realised what an impious deed he had done, buried
the ox, and fled as a voluntary exile to Crete5. At home a drought
ensued, and the land yielded no crops6. Thereupon men consulted
the Delphic oracle. They were told that the exile in Crete would
put an end to their evil plight and that, when they had taken
vengeance on the slayer and raised up the dead in the very
sacrifice7 in which he had been killed, it would be better for them
to taste of the dead and not refrain8 from so doing. Search was
made therefore, and the guilty party was discovered9. Thinking

1 A. Mau in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1058.
2 O. Jahn in the Nuov. Mem. d. Inst. 1865 ii. 4 n. 3 'Una terza denominazione

presso Esichio, Boi/njs.,., sembra riposare sur un equivoco,' W. W. Hyde in the Am.
Journ. Phil. 1917 xxxviii. 158 n. o 'The BourciSat can have had nothing to do with the
T$ovtf>6via or BourtfTrot, as Hesychius affirms,' L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 162
'Wenn Hesych die gleiche Person jSotfrijs nennt, so kann nur eine Verwechslung oder
Nachlassigkeit vorliegen.'

3 Theophr. ap. Porph. de abst. 2. 29 (cited sttpra p. 577 n. i).
4 Porph. loc. cit. ^lo^ov ^ Zdirarphv riva. O. Jahn in the Nuov. Mem. d. Inst. 1865

ii. 10 n. i detects here 'la mano d' un copista, che si ricordava d' aver letta innanzi
altrettanto di Diomo.' J. Bernays TheophrastoJ Schrift uber Frommigkeit Berlin 1866
p. 122 pointed out that AIO/J.OV i) was an interpolation on the part of Porphyrios himself,
meant to harmonize de abst. i. 29 with de abst. 2. 10. Cp. J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie
Berlin 1889 p. 154, P. Stengel Opferbrduche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 207
n. 3, L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 164 f.

5 Id. ib. p. 164 n. 3 compares Leukippos, son of Xanthios, who having unintentionally
killed his father retired to Crete (Parthen. narr. am. 5. 5 (iffropei "EpfiriffiavaZ A.eovriy)),
'dem klassischen Lande der Mordsiihne' (see e.g. supra ii. 934 n. o).

6 Supra p. 426.
7 A. Nauck (supra p. 577 n. i) of course accepts the convincing emendation of

Lobeck Aglaopkamus ii. 1093, who from the meaningless avaffrtjadvTwv 4i> yirep tairt0avoi>
cri(iXw ov (or oi>)t ?cre<r0at restored ava<TTr)ffavTU)i> iv jjirep air60ave Bvfflq. \<£oi> t-crecrBai.

8 So P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 499 n. i.
9 H. vonPrott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. i89n. 2 retains the manuscript reading roO
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that he might be rid of his offence with its attendant curse, if all
acted in common, Sopatros told those who had come to fetch him
that an ox must be cut up by the city. And, when they could not say
who should strike the beast, he undertook to do it himself, provided
they would make him a citizen and so take their share in the
slaughter. They agreed, and, on returning to Athens, arranged the
ceremony, which has been performed there ever since.

This story is undeniably constructed with ancient materials. In
particular, the treatment of the ox as sacrosanct and the alleged
necessity for common action in the slaying of it are features that
look backwards to a very remote past1. Nevertheless the story as

SwTrdrpov pera rrjs ?rpd£ews dvevpeO&ros. But the Greek is so unusual as to be almost
certainly corrupt. A. Nauck, after J. J. Reiske, prints rov [Swirdrpou] (j-erairiov rrjs
7rpd£ews dvevpe0ei>ros. L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 164 n. 5 desiderates nerd,
rov opydvov rrjs 7rpd£ews. I suspect the word 7rpd£ewj and suggest rov Swrdrpou /xerd rov
TreXeVcews (or T?JS aZivys) dvevpeBevros.

1 Aristoxenos of Tarentum frag, 7 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 273 Mliller) ap. Diog. Laert.
8. 20 o 76 fJiT)i> 'Apto~To£ej'os irdvra. fj.ev ra\\a (nryxwpetc avrbv (sc. rbv Hv6ay6pav) tarOieiv
<!fj.\l/vxa, fiovutv S [avrbv] dirtxe<r6cu dporrjpos /3ods Kai Kpiov, Arat. phaen. 129 ft". dXX' ore Srj
/cd/cetpot freQva.<fav, ol 8' eyevovro, | xa^Kdt) yever), Trporepuv oXowrepot aVSpes, \ ot irpwroi
Ka-Koepyov i-xa\Kevffa.vro /Jtdxo-ipav | elvoblv)v, irp&roi. 5e fiouv liraaavr dporripuv, | /cat rdre
/MO"fi<raffa Altcy Keiviav yevos dvdpu>i> | ^irra.6' virovpavlij with schol. ad loc. (Maass p. 360,
14 ff.) ((ot)) dpxaioi e<pv\drrovTo rovs epydras jSoOs KaOiepetieiv... dcre/3£s 7ap tdoicei TOVTO
elvai rb ((ff(p))d,y7Jvat aporirjv. irp&roi. de 'A.0r)vcuoi eyevffavro rwv roiovrwv jSowc, 4irfl Trove
^ov6vffia.s dyo/j.4t>r)s irbirava Ka.re<f>ayev (sic), Varr. rer. rust. 2. 5. 3—4 hie (sc. bos) socius
hominum in rustico opere et Cereris minister, ab hoc antiqui manus ita abstineri
voluerunt, ut capite sanxerint, siquis occidisset, Verg.georg. 2. 536ff. ante etiam sceptrum
Dictaei regis, et ante | impia quam caesis gens est epulata iuvencis, | aureus hanc vitam
in terris Saturnus agebat, Colum. de re rust. 6. praef. 7 (expanded from Varro loc- cit.)
quod item Athenis Cereris et Triptolemi fertur minister...quod deinde laboriosissimus
adhuc hominis socius in agricultura: cuius tanta fuit apud antiques veneratio, ut tarn
capitale esset bovem necasse quam civem.

Frazer Golden Bough*: Spirits of Corn and Wild ii. 6. n. i (cp. his Pausanias ii. 304)
suggests that ' Varro's statement may be merely an inference drawn from the ritual of the
bouphonia and the legend told to explain it.' So, no doubt, may be the allusion of Aratos,
to judge from the schol. ad loc. But the tradition concerning the Pythagorean taboo is of
a different order and certainly implies the sanctity of the ploughing ox and the ram.
Further evidence of that sanctity may be found in Plin. nat. hist. 8. 180 socium enim
laboris agrique culturae habemus hoc animal tantae apud priores curae ut sit inter
exempla damnatus a populo Romano die dicta, qui concubino procaci rure omassum
edisse se negante occiderat bovem, actusque in exsilium tamquam colono suo interempto,
if not also in Porph. de abst. 2. ii Trapo, 701)1' Aiyvirrlois /cat $oivi£i Barrov av ris dvBpw-
Treiuv Kpeuv yevcrairo 17 #r;Xetas /3o6s. a'friov de 6'rt yjpii<Tiij.ov rb £<goi> ov TOVTO £ffir<j.vi£ev
irap avTois. Sib ratipuv juev KOI £yebo~a,vTo /cat dirr/p^avTo, rwv Se 6rj\eiG>v <f>eiS6fJ,evoi rrjs
yovijs eW/ca, eV /u.tf(rei rb S.\j/aff9cu evo^oOerrjoav. W. W. Hyde in the Am. fourn. Phil. 1917
xxxviii. 163 n. 2 remarks: 'The old idea has survived in some parts of Greece into
modern times; see G. Mariti, Travels through Cyprus, Syria and Palestine (1791—2) I,
35.' [M. 1'Abbe Mariti Voyages dans Fisle de Chypre, la Syrie et la Palestine, avec
rhistoire gendrale du Levant traduits de 1'italien Neuwied 1791 i. 39 'Les boeufs sont
petits & maigres. Les Grecs n'en mangent jamais; ils ont pour maxime, que 1'animal qui
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a whole is unsatisfactory. The circumstances of the original ox-
slaying do not tally with those of the ritual that they ought to
explain. Sopatros slew his ox in a fit of passion, on his own
responsibility, and apparently without witnesses. The occasion, too,
is described in the vaguest of terms, no mention being made of
Zeus Polietis from start to finish. Besides, the burial of the ox in
the story has no counterpart in the ritual. Again, why did Sopatros.
who ex hypothesi was an alien, flee into voluntary exile, thereby
behaving as though he had slain a member of his own tribe or
city1? Finally, is it likely that a sacrilegious metic would be trusted
to arrange the ritual of Zeus Polietis, the very god whose service he
had himself profaned? No doubt strangers as such could claim
divine protection2, and perhaps special virtues were ascribed to
foreigners fetched from Crete3. Also, the principle that the doer of
a deed is best able to undo the same will assuredly explain much4.
Still, these considerations can hardly be stretched to cover the
present case; for Athenian law expressly ordained that the alien,
even if he were made into a citizen by a formal vote of the people,
should not hold any office as priest, though the embargo was
removed from his children5. These objections are serious and suffice
to justify the opinion expressed by J. Toepffer6, P. Stengel7, and
L. Deubner8, viz. that the tale of Sopatros as told by Theophrastos
was a moralising version, which aimed at showing that in the good
laboure la terre, que le serviteur de ITiomme & le compagnon de ses nobles travaux, ne
doit point servir a sa nourriture.']

As to Nikol. Damask./ro:^. 128 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 461 Miiller) ap. Stob.Jlor. 44. 41
(ed. Gaisford ii. 196 f.) £av 84 TIJ Trap aurots (sc. the Phrygians) yeupyiKbv fiovv diroKTelvg
57 OTceOos T&V irepl yeupytav KX^#, OavArtp fafuovat = Ail. de nat. an. 12. 34 3?p6yes 8t tav
irap' afirois TIS apoTrjpa diro/rmVTj fiovv, i) f%tfa Bavaros at>r<p, P. Stengel Opferbrauche der
Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 211 n. i says 'Aber das ist doch wohl zu verstehn:
einem andern den Ochsen totet.'

1 See H. E. Seebohm On the Structure of Greek Tribal Society London 1895 p. 41 ff.
('The Liability for Bloodshed').

2 Supra ii. noi.
3 One thinks of Thaletas invited to Sparta, of Epimenides invited to Athens, and of

Phemonoe's advice to the Delphians (Paus. 10. 6. 7): see K. Hoeck Kreta Gottingen 1829
iii. 164, 257.

4 H. Hubert in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1508, K. F. Smith in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 274b, W. Heiligendprff in the
Handworterbuch des deutschen Mdrchens Berlin—Leipzig 1930—1933 i. 565, etc. The
principle is of world-wide application, but has not, so far as I know, been made the
theme of a separate article or monograph.

6 Dem. c. Eubul. 48 (= I. B. Telfy ^vvayuyi] rS>v 'Arrt/cwi' v6(juav Pestini et Lipsiae
1868 p. 97 no. 392), [Dem.] adv. Neaer. 92.

6 J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 157.
7 P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 491 ff., id. Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig—

Berlin 1910 p. 208 f.
8 L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 169.
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old days men and gods alike were content with vegetables and
abstained from animal food. Further, I think we may infer that the
philosopher, or his unknown authority, anxious to explain a bizarre
custom of immemorial age, and aware perhaps that axe and bull
played an important part in ancient Cretan Zeus-cults1, hazarded
the conjecture that the Bouphonia had been introduced into Athens
from Crete2.

(y) Myths of the Dipolieia : Diomos.

A second aetiological tale is given by Porphyries in the following
form3. The first man to slay an ox was Diomos, a priest of Zeus
Polieiis. The Diipolia was being held, and the fruits of the earth
had been prepared in accordance with ancient custom, when the
said ox drew near and tasted the sacred barley-meal. Diomos
then4 took all that were present as partners in his deed, and killed
the ox.

This recital is one of four, which profess to explain how the pig,
the sheep, the goat, and the ox came to be sacrificed5. Klymene
struck a pig unintentionally and killed it: her husband, wishing to
avoid the consequences of this unlawful act, consulted the oracle
at Pytho and obtained the sanction of the god6. Episkopos,
a descendant of the Theopropoi, was minded to offer up the

1 Supra i. 648 ff., ii. 516 ff., 528 f., 535 ff.
2 H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 193 ff. urged that the Sopatros-tale

of Porph. de abst. i. 29 f. should be connected with some Ionian cult, probably that of the
evffef}u>v jSwyUos in Delos, which had been actually mentioned ib. 2. 28 6e<aprj(rai 8e ZGTIV e/r
roO irepl Arj\oi> tn vvv aip£ofitvov /3w/xoO, irpbs 6v ovOevbs irpoffa.yofji.evov Trap' avrols ovd£
Ovofnevov err' a&rov £<#ov evffefi&v K^K\rjrai PUUOS. Von Prott (p. 200 n. 2) recalled the fact
that the Delians had a festival ^uirdrpeia (T. Homolle in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1882 vi.
144 — Dittenberger Sytt. inscr. Gr.'2 no. 588, 54 <f>id\as I I I I as <-(pa(rai> TrapadoQijvai vtrb
rafu&v T\T)iro\€fJ:OV Kcd Niicdpxov <o> ^vepyeffiuv, ^iXeraipeiuv, ^WTrarpeitav, TLaraiKeiuv,

6\(Krf) h H H H H). This combination is, however, more ingenious than probable,
involving as it does the assumption that the worthy Porphyrios was either a fool or
a knave (supra p. 578 n. 2). J. Schmidt in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 1000
thinks rather that the Attic Sopatros gave rise to the Delian, or else that the two were
accidental homonyms.

3 Porph. de abst. 2. 10 (cited supra p. 577 n. i).
4 P. Stengel in Hermes 1893 xxviii. 490 and in his Opferbrduche der Griechen

Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 206 f. assumes a lacuna before this sentence (to explain the
conjunction crvvtpyovs yap K.r.X.). But he is refuted by H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mtis.
1897 Hi. 192 n. 2, cp. L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 162 n. 6.

6 Porph. de abst. i. 9 f.
6 KXvyU.eMj was perhaps an appellative of Persephone (so H. Dibbelt Quaestiones Coae

mythologae Gryphiswaldiae 1891 pp. 36—42 ('De Clymene et Clymeno') and W. H.
Roscher in his Lex. Myth. ii. 1227. For KXifyiepos = Hades see supra ii. 1113 n. o (2)),
whose connexion with the pig is well-established (Frazer Golden Bough?'. Spirits of Corn
and Wild ii. 16 ff. Supra i. 784, ii. 1140 n. 5).

C. III. 38
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firstlings of his flock, and was permitted to do so with all due
caution by the oracle, which said :

It is not right, son of the Theopropoi,
For thee to slay the sheep, a faithful breed ;
But that which bows the head of its own accord
Towards the lustral-water sacrifice,
Episkopos, — 'twill be a righteous deed1.

A goat was killed first in the Attic deme Ikaria, because it cropped
a vine2. The story of Diomos must have been added to this series
by some quasi-philosophical writer ; for it exhibits the same
moralising tendency that we have noticed in the story of Sopatros.

Again, J. Toepffer3 has drawn attention to the fact that the tale
of Diomos and the ox bears a suspicious resemblance to another
aition, in which Diomos figures with better right. He was the
favourite of Herakles and eponym of the Attic deme Diomeia,
where a famous festival of the like name was held in Herakles'
honour4. According to the lexicographers, Diomos was once
sacrificing on a hearth to Herakles, when a white dog came and
caught up the thigh-pieces and carried them off to a certain place.
Diomos in alarm consulted an oracle. The god bade him build an
altar to Herakles on the spot where the dog had deposited the
flesh. This was done, and the place called Kynosarges, the place
'of the White Dog,' in memory of the event5. Toepffer concludes
that the name Diomos has made its way into the Bouphonia-tale
from that of the Kynosarges.

This conclusion, though challenged by subsequent investigators6,
1 Porph. deabst. 1. 9 otf (re 0^uis Krelveiv oitav 76/0$ effrl (Btfiaiov, \ gyyove Qeioirpbirwv.

8 8' €KOIJO~IOV &t> Karavetiffji \ ^xtpvifl' tiriBfaiv TO 5'f, 'ETT iff Koire, <pi]fJi.l Sucalws. Cougny
Anth. Pal. Append. 6. 263 accepts G. Wolff's cj. xfy"'^' 2irt, 6(ieiv rod' in preference to
A. Nauck's ^epv'nrreiv Otieiv rt <r\

2 Supra i. 689 n. i, cp. i. 678, 709 (pi. xl, 2). Porph. de abst. 2. 10 fv'IicdfHp TTJS
'ATTIKTJS. Nauck adopts Meursius' cj. 'I/capfy, but the correction should be itself corrected
into 'Iicapiq..

3 J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 155 f.
* P. Stengel in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 831.
6 Phot. lex. and Souid. s.v. Kvv6<rapyes. That the sacrifice was to Herakles, is stated

by Steph. Byz. and Hesych. s.v. J£.vv6<Tapyes. Phot. loc. cit. says AIO/AOS 6 'Aflijrcuos ZBvev
Tij'Eirrip, but cp. Souid. loc. cit. A£5u/*os (which Meursius corrected to AJo/*os) o'Afl^Ktuoj
(6vev tv rrj ecrrlq. (cod. V. omits ej>).

6 E. Maass in the Gott. gel. Am. 1889 p. 826 regards Afo/x,os as a clipped form
of AIOM^SIJS, comparing *Atf/cojuos (whence AuKo^uSat) = Au«o/ii75ijs, "AX/a/ioj='AX/a/t^5&H'
(id. ' Mythische Kurznamen' in Hermes 1888 xxiii. 613, H. Usener Gbtternamen Bonn
1896 p. 55 f.), T^Xe/tos, Etfpuyuos, etc. F. Bechtel — A. Pick Die Griechischen Personen-

^ Gottingen 1894 p. 99 record Ato-^Swr, AIO-^J'T;?, Ato-/t^8^s and the 'Kosenamen'
(Corp. inscr. Gr. Hi Add. no. 3827 bb, i from Kotiaeion).

Maass loc. cit. p. 828 f. supposes that Diomos was priest of Zeus IloXiefo before
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seems to me to be essentially sound1. Indeed, I am disposed to go
a step further in the same direction. Bearing in mind that the
Bouphonia-tale shows traces, on the one hand of vegetarian
doctrine, on the other of Kynosarges tradition, I would infer that
it emanated originally from Antisthenes or some other teacher of
the Cynic school2. The inference becomes stronger still, when we
look into the parallel case of sheep-sacrifice connected with the
Theopropoi3. For Menedemos of Eretria, a member of that noble
clan4, was scorned by his fellow-citizens as a Cynic5 and, like the
Cynics, was a free-thinker in matters of religion6.

Thaulon, and that the Diomeies gave up the cult of Zeus to the Thaulonidai at a com-
paratively late date, when they themselves took over the cult of Herakles. But this
hypothesis involves more than one improbable assumption, notably that the cult of
Herakles at Diomeia was of recent importation, and that a long-standing and popular
cult such as that of Zeus Ho\ieus could be transferred from clan to clan. See further
L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 162.

H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 191 ff. (followed by G. Wissowa in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 832) denies the resemblance between the two aetiological tales
told of Diomos. In his view Diomos is the rightful priest of Zeus IloXiefo and the original
hero of the Bouphonia-story, which marks the change from a bloodless to a bloody
sacrifice at the Dipolieia. The name Alamos, a derivative of Zetfs, Ai6s, suits the connexion
between the priest and his god. The derivation here propounded was already recognised
by Byzantine scholars: Cramer anecd. Oxon. i. 83, i fF. ('0/j,^pou eiripepiff/jLot, on which
see L. Cohn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 180) dv^p dvtpos di>5p6s, avdpoftds, ical iv
trtpq. irapaywyfj KTrjTiicfj dvdp6jj,eos, us irapd rrjv Atos yeviKJ]v Ai6fJ.os (sic) b rjpus 6 irarrip
'HpaK\tovs, a0' ou Ai6fJ-eta eopr-ff K.T.\., et. mag. p. 102, 44 ff. dirb TOV dvdpbs avdpopos,
ws Aids Alo/J.os, Kvpius 6 irarrip 'HpaicXtovs, Kal iv Mpa Trapayuyrj KTrjrucrj dvSp6fj.eos, ib,
p. 277, 24 ff. A/o,uoy ovop-a. ictipiov ijpuos 'Adrivalov d<f>' ov Aiopeias eopr^. irapd rty Aibs
yevucty Alopos, ws dvdpos dv5p6/neos (A. Meineke Analecta Alexandrina Berolini 1843
p. 177 f. cj. irais, in the sense of iraidiKd, for irar^p). Further Usener op. cit. p. 213
n. no remarks that there was a cult of Zeus Aio/zetfs (Eustath. in II. p. 444, 21 £K TOV
Ajo/wei)s Zei)s Ato/t^ws rd Aio/neia).

Diomeia the deme lay, not to the east (A. Milchhdfer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
v. 830 f.), but to the south of Athens (W. Judeich Topographic von Athen^ Miinchen 1931
p. 169 f. with fig. 14 map).

1 When, however, Toepffer proposes to substitute QatiXwv for Alopos in the text of
Porph. de abst. 2. 10 (supra p. 577 n. i), I can no longer follow him: see E. Maass
loc. cit. p. 828.

2 Antisthenes not only taught in the gymnasium of Kynosarges (Diog. Laert. 6. 13)
and took Herakles for his 'patron-saint' (E. Zeller Socrates and the Socratic Schools3

trans. O. J. Reichel London 1885 p. 307), but also—like other Cynics—lived ordinarily
on a simple vegetarian diet (id. ib.'A p. 318 n. 3) and treated the popular religion with
considerable freedom (id. ib? p. 328 ff.). Such an one may well have been the author of

.our tale.
3 Supra p. 593 f.
4 Diog. Laert. 2. 125 K\ei<r6ti>ovs TOV TWV QeoTrpoirtduv KaXov^vwv v£6s K.T.\. See

further U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Ind. schol. Gott. a. 1884 p. 15 and K. von
Fritz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xv. 788 ff.

5 Diog. Laert. 2. 140 rd nev ovv irpura KO.Te<ppovetTO, Ktiwv Kal \ijpos f>wb ru>v'EpeTpi4tav
aKotiw K.T.\.

6 E. Zeller op. cit? p. 284.

38—2
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(8) Myths of the Dipolieia : Thaulon.

We come now to the third version of the Bouphonia-legend,
that associated with the name of Thaulon. Our earliest source is
Androtion, the author of a fourth-century Atthis or ' History of
Attike' much quoted in antiquity1. He states that once on the
occasion of the Diipoleia an ox ate the cake prepared for sacrifice
and that thereupon a certain Thaulon, just as he was, killed the
beast with his axe2. Souidas, drawing from the same source, says
that Thaulon killed it with his own axe3.

Sundry other details we owe to Agallis4, a learned lady of
Korkyra, who is known to have expounded Homer in the third
century B.C.5 A propos of the shield made by Hephaistos for Achilles
she argued that Hephaistos, being the father of Erichthonios, repre-
sented on the said shield a whole series of scenes drawn from the
early history of Attike. Following out this whimsical notion, she
maintained that the two cities portrayed on the shield were Athens
and Eleusis. The ploughing and harvesting took place in the
neighbourhood of Eleusis; and the king, who sceptre in hand
watched the reapers and binders at their work, was Triptolemos.
We are bidden to note that some copies of the text insert an extra
line describing

The crops of Eleusinian Demeter,
Giver of bright gifts6.

1 He is probably to be identified with the Athenian orator of the same name
(E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2173 ff.).

2 Androt. frag. 13 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 372 Miiller) ap. schol. Aristoph. nub. 985 fl/A
5£ Bov06i'ta TraXata eoprri, T\V <f>ao~iv ayecrtiai yuera TO, ^.ucrr^pta, 6're Kal fiovv Otiovfftv e»
VTr6(J.vr)ffiv TOV irp&rov (povevdevTos /3oos iv aKpoir6\ei, a,\l/afj.evov TOV ireXdvov ev rrj eopTy TUV
AinroXiuw.]] eoprr; fri Trapa 'Adrivaiois €TriTf\ovfj.evri Trj 'A6r)vq.. cod. V. (#XXws.) eoprri
'Adtjvaluv irdvv dpxaia. ev jap rots AttTroXeiotj (pa<rl (<f>Tjffl codd. R.V.) povv rb iroiravov
Karatpayeiv TO irapeaKevaff/j-tvov els TT)V dvaLav, Kal TOVTOV X&P1" P°v" Ovovaiv kv rots
AiiTToXflois, Sta rbv povv rbv <f>ay6vra rb irbiravov Kal rvdtvra. ^QatXuva dt nva, WJ «X€»
T$ ire\tKei diroKreivai rbv j3ovi>, Ka6d Kal 'Avdporluv ^p-v-qrai. Sia rijs Terdprrjy.]] = Souia.
s.w. Bov<j>6via bis, Bou^oi'ia, and Qa6\wi>, Favorin. lex. p. 385, 20 ff.

3 Souid. s.v. GatfXwj', QatiXwvos. 6s TV ISlq ireX<?/cei air^Kreive rbv fiovv TOV <f>ayovTa TO
iroiravov, 8irep rjv irapeo~Kevao~fJi£vov els rr}v dvo~lav tv TOIS AtiTroX/ois. On the wording se
P. Stengel Opferbrduche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 208 n. 2.

4 'A-yaXXk r, Kepxvpala (Athen. 14 D, schol. T. //. 18. 483). Posterity dealt hardly
with the name of this poor lady, transforming her into a man, a fool, a pimperne .
'Aya\\ias 6 KepKvpaios schol. A. //. 18. 491, 'AyaXX/aj TLS, KepKvpaios dvfip Eustath.
in //. p. 1156, 39 f., AaXis i, KepKvpaia schol. V. //. 18. 483, 'Aj-tryaXXis T; Kepnvpala
Souid. s.w. 'Ai>aya\\is, opxr]ffi.s iravTouifjios, <r<j>alpa (ii. 996, 18 n. Bernhardy). Attention
was drawn to schol. //. 18. 483 by J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 155-

5 G. Wentzel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 718. Supra i. 224.
6 //. 18. 55ia (Ludwich) icapirov 'E\ev<rivir)s. A^^repos dy\aodupov. G. M. Boiling

The External Evidence for Interpolation in Homer Oxford 1925 p. 182 was perhaps
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And lastly, when the poet goes on to tell how

Heralds apart beneath an oak made ready
A feast and sacrificed a mighty ox1,

Agallis has once more a local interpretation : ' Here first, they say,
Thaulon sacrificed an ox after his exile2.' Agallis, then, was aware
that Thaulon had been in exile — a point in which his tale recalls
that of Sopatros3. Further, the whole context shows that she con-
nected Thaulon with Eleusis and the harvest of the Eleusinian
plain. And, since her allusion to him comes in by way of comment
on the action of the Homeric kerykes or 'heralds,' it is highly
probable that she regarded him as a member of the great
Eleusinian clan Kerykes.

Indeed, thanks to Agallis, it seems possible to define Thaulon's
relation to the Kerykes even more closely. We have already seen
that three families belonging to this clan — -the Boutypoi, the
Kentriddai, and the Daitroi — performed the rites of the Athenian
Dipolieia. If Thaulon, as Agallis states, was the first man to
sacrifice an ox, he must have been, as A. Mommsen4 surmised, the
ancestor of the Boutypoi. In short, the Boutypoi are to be identified
with the Thaulonidai, a noble clan resident at Athens5. This
identification, in which L. Deubner6 concurs, is supported by a
curious and apparently mutilated gloss of Hesychios7: ' Boutypon,
a base at Athens <on which stood the Boutypos> appointed by the
clan Thaulonidai.'

over-hasty in saying ' The only interest of the interpolation is its obvious Attic origin.
Its purpose is to supply for •^u.&w [of line 551] an object.'

1 //. 18. 558 f. uripvKes 5' aTrdvevffev vwb dpvt daira irtvovro, \ [3ovv d' lepetiffavres fityav

2 Eustath. in II. p. 1156, 59 SIOTL Trpuirov €Kel, (paffiv, H6vffe fiovv Qd\uv (szc) <j>vyad-
evffels, 'scholl. T. V. //. 18. 483 emere yiap irpurros e?0we fiovv Gat/Aw? <pvyadev6eis.
Wilamowitz would emend the reading of schol. T. into <pvya5ev8el$ <5i adro>. But
that insertion lessens the resemblance of Thaulon to Sopatros.

3 Supra p. 590 f. 4 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt A then p. 521 f.
6 Hesych. QavXwviSai- yfros Wayevuiv ' AO^in/tri.
6 L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 161 'Jedenfalls sind die Thauloniden als

kultische ftovrtiTroi gesichert ; aus ihnen erwuchs mit Notwendigkeit der Eponymos Thaulon
als der fiovrijiros der atiologischen Legende.'

7 Hesych. HotirvTrov ir\>dfi/f\v ' A.6-f)vri<nv ^KoKelro, eic rov Qav\eaviduv yfrovs KaOurrdfteifos
(cod.), for which J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 156 proposed "Bofovirov •
TrvOftty ' AOfyrjO'i €Ka\fiTo, <o8 <-6ve 6 iepfbs 6> SK rod QavXcwidwis -ytvovs Ka.6uTTdfj.evos.
H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 lii. 198 improved upon this by reading <o6 rbv
ftovv ?KTeive 6 Bovrtitros 6 > . But he wrongly supposed that wv0fi.^v was a pit into which
the body of the stricken ox was flung. Adopting von Prott's insertion, I should rather
take wOfifffv to have been a base like that in use at Stratonikeia (supra p. 568 fig. 385).
L. Deubner of. cit. p. 161 prefers the suggestion of M. Schmidt that the words 'A6^v^(nv

vos are properly the end of the next gloss, which should read jSovrtiiros- 6 POVV
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It would seem, then, that the Dipolieia was properly a clan-
festival belonging to and jealously guarded by the Kerykes of
Eleusis. Tradition told of a war between Eumolpos king of Eleusis
and Erechtheus king of Athens, in which the former had been
defeated by the latter: peace was made on condition that the
Eleusinians should perform the mysteries by themselves, but should
in all other respects be subject to the Athenians1. In historical
times Eleusis, though treated as one of the Attic demes, continued
to be called a.polisz. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the
cult of Zeus Polieus was brought by the Kerykes from Eleusis to
Athens3. Nor shall we be disconcerted if on the Athenian Akropolis
itself we find traces of an analogous but yet different cult — a cult
essentially connected with the foremost clan of Athens, not Eleusis4.

(e) Purpose of the Dipolieia.

Before taking leave of the Dipolieia we have yet to ask what
meaning the festival had for its original celebrants. It would be
tedious and, I think, needless here to discuss the whole welter of
opinions held by critics ancient and modern with regard to this
much-debated business5. But, for convenience' sake, I add in
a footnote6 a conspectus of recent views concerning its most im-

KaTa{3A\\<av <' A.B-fivr)<nv &uXetTo, eK roO QavXuviSuiv ytvovs Ka.9iffT<i[Ji.tvos > . So far well
and good. But when Deubner goes on to contend that the remainder of the first gloss
fiovrtiirov irv6(j.riv is complete in itself, Trvflju^i' being the root-end of a tree used as a
cudgel to fell the ox, I am filled with mild surprise. Has he forgotten the irAe/cus, a far
more effective implement ?

1 Hdt. i. 30, Thouk. 2. 15, Paus. i. 38. 3. See further C. Picard 'Les luttes primitives
d'Athenes et d' Eleusis' in the Revue historique 1931 clxvi. i — 76.

2 Strab. 395.
3 Hesych. Kevrpiddai- r&v irepl ra /iwmypia and the schol. Aristoph. nub. 985 rot §£

~Bov(f>6via iraXcua fopr^, TJV <f>a,ffiv ayeffOai fiera, TO, fj.vffr^pia (supra p. 596 n. 2) both possibly
point towards Eleusis, though the latter involves a direct misstatement since the Bouphonia
took place in Skirophorion, the Eleusinian Mysteries three months later in Boedromion
(supra i. 691 fig. 511). But see infra p. 602 n. 9.

One wonders whether any buphonic traits still linger in the folk-beliefs of the district.
When E. D. Clarke in 1801 played Verres and attempted to carry off the marble Kiffroffrbpos
known as St Demetra, an ox butted the statue and ran bellowing into the Eleusinian
plain, nor would the villagers be appeased till the priest of Eleusis in full canonicals
struck the first blow with a pickaxe (supra i. 173 n. i). Coincidence, or survival?

4 Infra p. 606 ff.
5 Such discussion may be found e.g. in P. Stengel Opferbrauche der Griechen Leipzig —

Berlin 1910 p. 209 ff., W. W. Hyde 'The Prosecution of Lifeless Things and Animals
in Greek Law' in the Am. fourn. Phil. 1917 xxxviii. 159 ff., L. Deubner Attische Feste
Berlin 1932 p. i7off.

6 (i) W. Robertson Smith Lectures on the Religion of the Semites3 London 1927
p. 304 ff. treated the Bouphonia as a typical case of totemic ritual. ' In the totem stage
of society each kinship or stock of savages believes itself to be physically akin to some
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natural kind of animate or inanimate things, most generally to some kind of animal.
Every animal of this kind is looked upon as a brother, is treated with the same respect
as a human clansman, and is believed to aid his human relations by a variety of friendly
services' (ib. p. 124)...'precisely this kind of respect and reverence is paid to domestic
animals among many pastoral peoples in various parts of the globe. They are regarded
on the one hand as the friends and kinsmen of men, and on the other hand as sacred
beings of a nature akin to the gods ; their slaughter is permitted only under exceptional
circumstances, and in such cases is never used to provide a private meal, but necessarily
forms the occasion of a public feast, if not of a public sacrifice' (ib. p. 296). Robertson
Smith was followed by Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 88 ff., S. Reinach in the Revue
scientifique 13 octobre 1900 ( — id. Cultes, mytkes, et religions Paris 1905 i. i8f.), and
Harrison Themis* p. 141 ff. But 'it is not yet certain that the Aryans ever had totemism'
(Frazer Golden Bough3: Spirits of Corn and Wild ii. 4, cp. id. Totemism and Exogamy
iv. 12 ff.), and Robertson Smith's theory of sacrifice has been severely handled (W. Schmidt
The Origin and Growth of Religion trans. H. J. Rose London 1931 p. io8f.).

(2) H. von Prott 'Buphonien' in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Hi. 187 ff. held that the ox
slain at the Bouphonia was an animal surrogate for a man. ' Ich sehe nur eine Moglichkeit:
der Stier ist an die Stelle eines Menschen getreten.... In der heissen, den Unterirdischen
geweihten Jahreszeit nach der Ernte ist in alter Zeit dem Stadtschirmer Athens ein
Mensch erschlagen1 (* Wahrscheinlich vom Zeuspriesterj wie die Diomoslegende ja auch
keinem /Sour^Tros kennt) und in eine Grube geworfen worden. Der Priester muss rait
Blutschtild beladen fliehen, die That wird im Prytaneion untersucht Als fur das
Menschenopfer wie in so vielen Fallen das Thieropfer eintritt, dauert die alte Sitte in
Athen fort, der Stier wird als Mensch behandelt' (ib. p. 202). B. Laum Das Eisengeld
der Spartaner Braunsberg 1924 p. 47 goes further in the same direction, maintaining that
originally a mystic garbed as a ravpos was killed and eaten. Such views receive some
support from the Tenedian cult of Dionysos 'Av&puiroppaiffT-rjs (supra i. 659^), the Chian
and Tenedian cult of Dionysos 'Qpddios (supra i. 656), the Ephesian cult of Poseidon
served by human ravpoi (supra i. 442), etc. and hardly merit the curt dismissal of
L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 171 ' Protts Deutung...schwebt ganz in der
Luft und ist fast allgemein abgelehnt worden.'

(3) W. Mannhardt Mythologische Forschungen Strassburg 1884 p. 68 ff., arguing that
the date of the festival (Skirophorion 14: supra p. 576) corresponded with the close of
threshing in Attike, took the ox killed at the Bouphonia to be the ' Vegetationsdamon' in
animal form. His interpretation has been widely accepted, e.g. by Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 27
('Wenn nun das Stieropfer an Zeus Sosipolis [supra i. 717 n. 2] mit Recht durch das
koische Opfer an Zeus Polieus [supra p. 564 ff.] mit dem Stieropfer der Buphonien in
Verbindung gebracht worden ist, kann man sich doch zuletzt gegenuber den wider-
streitenden Meinungen iiber dieses Fest entscheiden; denn wenn der Stier des Zeus
Sosipolis ein Korngeist ist, muss der des Zeus Polieus es auch sein') and Frazer Golden
Bough*: Spirits of Corn and Wild ii. 6 ff. ('The ox sacrificed at the bouphonia appears to
have embodied the corn-spirit.' 'The mode of selecting the victim suggests that the ox
which tasted the corn was viewed as the corn-deity taking possession of his own'...' The
time of the Athenian sacrifice, which fell about the close of the threshing, suggests that
the wheat and barley laid upon the altar were a harvest offering; and the sacramental
character of the subsequent repast—all partaking of the flesh of the divine animal—would
make it parallel to the harvest-suppers of modern Europe, in which...the flesh of the
animal who stands for the corn-spirit is eaten by the harvesters. Again, the tradition that
the sacrifice was instituted in order to put an end to drought and famine is in favour
of taking it as a harvest festival. The resurrection of the corn-spirit, enacted by setting up
the stuffed ox and yoking it to the plough, may be compared with the resurrection of the
tree-spirit in the person of his representative, the Wild Man1 (1See The Dying God,
p. 208). Still more clearly, perhaps, does the identification of the corn-spirit with an ox
come out in the sacrificial ritual which the Greeks of Magnesia on the Maeander observed
in honour of Zeus Sosipolis, a god whose title...marks him as the equivalent of Zeus
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Polieus'). H. von Prott, however, in the Rfiein. Mus. 1897 lii. 200 rejects Mannhardt's
hypothesis as 'unhaltbar, weil das Fest gar nicht in die Ernte- oder Dreschzeit fallt', cp.
P. Stengel Opferbrduche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 210 n. 2; and L. Deubner
Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 171 will have none of it ('Audi hierfehlen alle zwingenden
Analogien: namentlich erscheint das Toten des Vegetationsdamons nie als eine bedenk-
liche Angelegenheit. Die Parallele des Sosipolisfestes in Magnesia kann nichfs beweisen.
Denn einmal ist es keineswegs gesichert, dass es sich hier wirklich um das Toten und
Verzehren eines Vegetationsdamons handelt, zum zweiten aber la'sst sich wegen der
wesentlichen Verschiedenheit der beiden Feste keine Briicke vom einen zum anderen
schlagen, auch nicht auf dem Wege iiber das Zeusfest in Kos').

(4) P. Stengel Opferbrduche der Griechen Leipzig—Berlin 1910 p. 212 f. held that the
change from an old-established bloodless cult of Zeus IloXietfj to the ritual of animal-
sacrifice was an innovation demanding at least a make-believe punishment. He laid
weight on Hesych. Aibs &O.KOL Kal treaaol- rivts ypd<f>ov<fi \f/7j<f>oi. <f>affl 5£ iv TTJ r(av
'ABrjvalwv dia^f/rj^lffei, ore •fjfji.fpio'fl'fiTei'A.Qriva Kal Hocretdav, rijv'A6r)i>av Aios 8erj6rjvai virtp
aiirfjs T^V \f/fj<f>ov evejKeiv Kal vwoffX^ffOai dvrl rotirov rb TOV IIoXi^ws lepeiov Trpurov dtieffOa.1
iirl j8wyuo0 (=Favorin. lex. p. 515, 56 ff.), cp. Souid. s.v. At6s if>i)(f>6s- otfrws KaXeirat., iv
$ 'A0t]va Kal Hoffeiduv iKpiB^ffav. Kparivos 'Ap%tX6xots' i-vOa Aios fj.eyd\ov Oaxoi irevffoi re
Ka\ovvrai. 6 yap rfnros, ev $ eKpi6r)<rav, Aids if/r)(j>os KaXelrai. rarrerai d£ T] irapoi.fji.ia tirl
TUV lepuv Kal dOlKruv (supra i. 147). Id. Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer* Mlinchen
1920 p. 249 adheres to his opinion ('Der Sinn der eigentiimlichen, schon im 5. Jahrhundert
als sonderbar empfundenen Zeremonie, ist wohl, dass es einer besondern Entschuldigung,
einer fortgesetzten wenigstens scheinbaren Bestrafung dafiir bediirfe, dass man einen Kult,
der nach alter Uberlieferung unblutige Opfer verlangte, in einen blutigen umgewandelt
hatte').

(5) K. F. Hermann Lehrbuch der gottesdienstlichen Alterthiimer der Griechen^
Heidelberg 1858 p. 420 f. falls back on the Varronian idea (supra p. 591 n. i) that the
ox was sacrosanct as socius hominum and thinks that the Bouphonia ' die Heiligkeit des
Ackerstieres als des wesentlichsten Gehiilfen zum Landbaue symbolisch zu veranschau-
lichen bestimmt waren.' Similarly G. F. Schoemann Griechische Alterthiimer^ Berlin
1902 ii. 250: 'Das Schlachten des Pflugstiers, des Gehiilfen des Menschen bei der
Bearbeitung des Feldes, war vor Alters verboten, und dass man auch nachher dazu nicht
ohne Gewissensscrupel geschritten, sprechen einige alterthiimliche hier und da iibliche
Opfergebrauche aus.' Etc. But the most persuasive exponent of this somewhat sentimental
view is U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Euripides Herakles Berlin 1889 i. 60: 'der
mensch, der sich zu der hohen culturstufe des ackersmanns erhoben hat, empfmdet eine
innere scheu, den stier, seinen arbeitsgenossen, zu schlachten und zu essen, den er doch als
jager und hirte ohne anstand getotet hatte, und er kann und will doch den genuss des
rindfleisches nicht entbehren. wir mogen nur daran denken, dass wir unsere naher-
stehenden gefahrten, ross und hund, auch nicht essen mogen, und auch ein rind, das uns
als individuum wert geworden ist, schwerlich fiir unsern tisch schlachten lassen mochten.
aus diesem widerstreit der empfindungen entsteht der ritus der Buphonien, die symbolische
ceremonie, entsteht die geschichte vom ersten rinderschlachter Thaulon, auf den die
befleckung des mordes abgewalzt wird.' Cp. id. Der Glaube der Hellenen Berlin 1931
i. 296. The same explanation contents Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 12 f. and even
L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 172.

(6) F. Schwenn Gebet und Opfer Heidelberg 1927 p. 99 ff. takes his stand on the
firmer ground of anthropology. Primitive man commonly dreads a great strong beast that
he has killed, because he thinks it may still harm him after death. Accordingly he makes
elaborate attempts to appease it and in some cases even flees into hiding and is mourned
as if he were himself dead (J. Spieth Die Religion der Etueer in Siid-Togo Leipzig 1911
p. 139 ff. [Frazer Golden Bough* : Spirits of Corn and Wild ii. 228 ff., 244]). 'Wenn die
Eweerpriester den Schuldigen scheinbar suchen, um an ihm fur das Tier, fur "unseren
Vater," die Strafe zu vollziehen, so verurteilen die Athener das Beil, das den Stier
getotet hat, und werfen es ins Meer; der Tater selbst aber muss in Afrika wie in Athen
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pressive feature, the bizarre ritual of the Bouphonia. I shall
approach the problem from a somewhat different angle, endeavour-
ing to keep in mind the probabilities and improbabilities of the
various contentions.

The statues of Zeus Polietis, if I am not mistaken, represented
him as a storm-god, at first with uplifted bolt and impetuous
advance, later with lowered weapon and in milder mood1. Close by
was the remarkable group of Ge beseeching Zeus to rain upon
her, ' either/ says Pausanias, ' because the Athenians themselves
needed rain, or because there was a drought all over Greece2.'

vor dem Zorn des Tieres fliehen. Die Grundgedanken sind beidemal dieselben' (Schwenn
op. cit. p. 108). The parallel is certainly striking, and Schwenn goes on to explain that
the setting up of its stuffed hide was an admirable means of propitiating the dead beast
(op. cit. p. 109). He supposes that the tasting of the corn originally aimed at
strengthening of the creature's magic powers (p. uof.), that the communal feast enabled
the participants to absorb those powers into themselves (p. 109), and that the whole
procedure was later attached, appropriately enough, to the cult of the sky-god Zeus
IloXtefo (p. in). Schwenn, in fact, has put together a hypothesis which explains much.
At the same time we should do well to note the judicious comment of Deubner op. cit.
p. 171: 'Er musste freilich zugeben, dass diese historische Stufe im Ritus des Zeusfestes,
das mit dem Ackerbau zu tun hat, nicht mehr sichtbar sei, und nahm daher an, das der
Buphonienochse urspriinglich ein Jagdtier gewesen sein miisse [Schwenn p. 109]. Auf
diesen schwachen Punkt der Beweisfuhrung hat denn auch Nilsson mit Recht hingewiesen
und die Erklarung Schwenns abgelehnt9 ("Deutsche Lit.-Zeit. 1928, 1748 f.).' I doubt
whether this 'weak point' is really fatal to Schwenn's hypothesis. The same difficulty
besets the earliest phase of the 'Minoan' bull-fights, which may likewise have originated
in the hunting stage of the community (supra i. 497).

1 Supra p. 570 ff.
2 Paus. i. 24. 3f. (supra ii. 21 n. 4). Not much is known concerning this group.

C. Lenormant in the Ann. d. Inst. 1832 iv. 60—68, Man. d. Inst. i pi. 44, a, b, attempted
to connect it with the statuette of a kneeling woman in Parian marble brought by Blouet
from Mykonos and now in the Louvre (Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 682 no. 2). H. Heydemann
in Hermes 1870 iv. 380 ff. (followed by Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. 414 ff.) assumed
that there was a half-length statue of Ge emerging from the ground in front of the rock-cut
inscription Tijs Kap\Tro<j>6pov \ Kara na(i)v\Tfiav (Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 166 ' Hadriani
fere aetati titulum adscribemus,' Michel Recueil d'lnscr. gr. no. 754. Facsimile in Harrison
op. cit. p. 415 fig. 31. Supra ii. 21 n. 4, iii. 242). R. Forster in the Arch. Zeit. 1874
xxxii. 165 cp. the type of Gaia recumbent with hand uplifted in supplication on sarcophagi
representing the rape of Kore (Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Demeter—Kora pp. 590, 607 ff.
Atlaspl. 17). E.Kuhnertin RoscherZ^.J/j/M. i. 1581 says: 'Mir scheintalleinein Relief,
Gaia vor Zeus der Erde entsteigend, moglich.' Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk.^ Sculpt.
pp. 468—471 reverts to Heydemann's view of a half-length figure of the goddess rising out
of the rocky ground. He cp. the impression of a seal on a little pyramid
of terra cotta, which came from Athens to Berlin (Antiquarium, T. C. inv.
6787) and may belong to j.ivoriii B.C. It shows (fig. i85 = my fig. 413) the
upper part of an undraped female form bending backwards and looking up
to heaven with raised hands and dishevelled hair: her body rises from a
car covered with cut grass, corn, or the like and drawn by an old-fashioned
wheel. Furtwangler supposes that this singular vehicle was used for
country processions and supplications in time of drought, being a more S*
advanced analogue of the bronze car at Krannon (supra ii. 831 ff. figs. 788—792).
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O. Jahn1, C. Robert2, and G. F. Schoemann3 infer from the
proximity of this monument that by means of the Dipolieia men
sought to propitiate Zeus as the god who sent rain and dew with
their attendant fertility.

But more certain indications may be drawn from the date of the
festival. It was celebrated during the very hottest days of the year4

at a season when, according to modern meteorological observations,
the dewfall is at its minimum5. In this respect it resembled the
Arrhephoria or ' Dew-bearing,' which appears to have been a
ceremony intended to fertilise Mother Earth6. The same intention
undoubtedly accounts for the Skirophoria7, which took place on the
twelfth of Skirophorion8, two days before the Dipolieia9, and on the
calendar-frieze of the Panagia Gorgoepekoos (supra figs. 410, 411) is
represented by a young man holding a couple of corn-ears10. To
judge from these data, it would seem that the Dipolieia probably
aimed at enabling the Sky-father to impregnate the Earth-mother
aright by ensuring an adequate dewfall and rainfall at a critical
time of year.

That we are on the right track in adopting this explanation will
appear from a further consideration of the personnel and ritual of
the feast. Those that took an active part in it belonged, as we have
seen11, to the Kerykes of Eleusis. The Kerykes of Eleusis claimed
that Keryx the founder of their clan was a son of Hermes by

1 O. Jahn in the Nuov. Mem. d. Inst. 1865 ii. 7 f*
2 C. Robert in the Gott. gel. Anz. 1899 clxi. 526.
3 G. F. Schoemann Griechische Alterthumer* Berlin 1902 ii. 528.
4 Supra p. 588. 5 Supra p. 241 n. 3. 6 Supra p. 165 ff.
7 Was the use of the Aids K&8iov at the Skirophoria (supra i. 423 n. i) comparable

with the Palestinian use of fleeces spread to catch dew (supra p. 500 n. i) ? The question
is easier to ask than to answer.

8 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 504 ff., E. Cahen in Daremberg—Saglio Diet.
Ant. iv. 1361 f., F. Pfister in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 530 ff., L. Deubner
Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 40 ff.

9 The belief of A. Mommsen Griechische Heortologie Leipzig 1864 p. 445, id. Feste d.
Stadt Athen p. 509 and O. Band De Diipoliorum sacro Atheniensium Halae Saxonum
18 7 3 p. 14 that the Arrhephoria too was held shortly be fore the Dipolieia must not be based
on Souid. s.v. Bon06^ia bis ' eoprr) waXaid, TJV fya.aw ayeffOai faera TO, (WffT/jpia. ( = schol.
Aristoph. nub. 985). For it is improbable that T& fj-virr^pia alludes to the Arrhephoria.
Almpst equally improbable is the cj. of J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 153
that we should emend fiera TO, nvar-fipia. into fiera fivvT-qpiuv. There is more to be said
for the suggestion of H. von Prott in the Rhein. Mus. 1897 Iii. 187 n. i that Souidas'
source is confusing the Dipolieia with the Diasia. See, however, supra p. 598 n. 3.

10 Supra p. 588 n. 2, especially L. Deubner op. cit. p. 252f. 'Der Skirophorion im
Schema des airoffKoiretiwv. In der linken Hand scheint er zwei Ahren zu halten. Zwischen
Hand und Korper sind namlich zwei schmale Stege sichtbar. Rechts von der Hand ist
eine Spitze angedeutet.' u Supra p. 585.
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Aglauros, daughter of Kekrops1. Androtion, however, the fourth-
century historian who linked the Dipolieia with Thaulon2, made
Keryx the son of Hermes by Pandrose3; and so did the grammarian
Polydeukes in the time of Commodus, except that he gave the
mother's name its usual form Pandrosos4. Whether Keryx was the
son of Aglauros or of Pandrosos makes little difference, for we have
already found that Aglauros, 'the Sparkling One/ and Pandrosos,
' the All-bedewed,' were but successive names of the Earth-mother
fertilised by the dew5. Such being their lineage, the Boutypoi,
Kentriddai, and Daitroi were better qualified than any other
Athenians to obtain from heaven ' the nurturing dews of Kronos'
son6.' Indeed, Thaulon the forefather of the Thaulonidai or
Boutypot1, bears a name which stands in obvious relation to that of
Zeus Tkatilios*, and seems, as we have conjectured9, to denote 'the
Dew-man' and nothing more sinister.

The ritual of these moisture-makers was complex; The begin-
ning and the end of it appear to have been magical rather than
religious ceremonies.

Virgins called Hydrophoroi brought water, ostensibly for the
sharpening of axe and knife10. But this may have been an after-
thought or later interpretation. The only other Hydrophoria that
took place at Athens had a very different significance. Souidas11

describes it as 'A mourning festival, which, according to Apollonios,
was celebrated over those that perished in the deluge.' The funereal
aspect of this Hydrophoria^ suggests comparison with the sepulchral
loutrophoroi™, which we traced back to the vogue of a primitive
rain-charm14. If the Hydrophoria too was a rain-charm, associated

I Paus. i. 38. 3. 2 Supra p. 596.
3 Androt. (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 351, iv. 645 Miiller) in frag. Lexici rhet. p. 671, 16 ad

calcem Photii p. 20 ed. M. Meier K^pu/cey,...wj 'AvSporiiav iv irptarri 'ArOiSos, K^K/DOTTOJ
yeveffOat rpeis Ovyartpas, "Aypav\ov, "Apffriv Kal Havdp6a">jv, a.(j> 175 iytvero Krjpv^, 'J&pfirj
crvyyevofAfrrjs. Meier would omit us and restore "Epffr]v KOI HdvSpocrov.

4 Poll. 8. 103. 5 Supra pp. 237, 241 ff. 6 Supra p. 265 n. i.
7 Supra p. 597. 8 Supra p. 277 ff. 9 Supra p. 283.
i» Supra p. 583.
II Souid. s.v. 'Tdpo<j>6pia- eoprri irfr6ifi,os 'A6^vri<ni> eirl TOIS tv T$ Kara.K\va-/j.(f diroXo-

fifrois, us 'AiroXXdvios (Apollon. Ascal. in Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 313 Miiller) = Phot. lex.
s.v. 'Tdpo<popia. The gloss is abbreviated in the et. mag. p. 774, 56 f. s.v. 'T5potf>opia
(=Favorin. lex. p. 1790, 57 f.), and still more so by Hesych. s.v. 'Tdpo<j>opla (cod.).

12 Similarly Nilsson Gr. Feste p\ 172 f. concludes that the 'Tdpo(p6pia of the Aeginetans
(schol. Find. Nem. 5.81), which he justly identifies with the'A[i.(t>i<j>opiTi)s (et. mag. p. 95,
4 ff.) or 'Afuj>opiTijs aywv (Kallim. frag. 80 Schneider ap. schol. Find. Ol. 7. 156) insti-
tuted by the Argonauts (Ap. Rhod. 4. 1763 ff., Apollod. r. 9. 26) and with
(schol. Find. Pyth. 8. 88), is to be connected with a cult of the dead.

13 Supra p. 372 ff. 14 Supra p. 427.
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in the popular mind with Deukalion's downpour, we can better
understand certain circumstances attending Sulla's capture of
Athens in 86 B.C. He entered the city on the Kalends of March,
at a time when, as Plutarch1 says, the Athenians 'do many things
to recall the disastrous deluge of rain and the destruction that it
caused, believing that the flood happened just about that time of
year.' It has been conjectured with much probability that the rites
here referred to were those of the Hydrophoriaz. Shortly after
Sulla's entry, when Aristion on the Akropolis capitulated through
thirst, ' heaven at once gave a portent. On the very day, and at the
very hour, when Curio was bringing him down, the clouds gathered
in a clear sky and there descended such a quantity of rain that it
filled the Akropolis with water3.' Now, if we may argue from the
Hydrophoria to the Hydrophoroi, it seems at least likely that the
opening rite of the Dipolieia was the fetching of water by way of
a rain-charm. The water so fetched was poured over an axe and
a knife. A civilised age of course jumped to the conclusion that the
water was required simply for the sharpening of the tools. But I
shall venture to read a deeper meaning into the ceremony. May
we not fairly surmise that the axe—a double axe, as the frieze of
the Panagia Gorgoepekoos shows4—was the weapon of the storm-
god Zeus, was in fact an Attic counterpart of the ldbrys*t Perhaps,
after all, the Sopatros-legend, which spoke of the Bouphonia as
introduced from Crete6, was not so wide of the mark as some have
supposed7. To wet such an axe with water would be a method of

1 Plout. v. Sitll. 14. 2 G. Bernhardy on Souid. s.v. 'T5po<p6pia.
To the 'T8po(j>6pia. may be added the Xjjrpoi of Anthesterion 13, when a pot of

mingled seeds was boiled over the fire and offered to Dionysos and to Hermes X06t>ios on
behalf of the dead (Mommseh Feste d. Stadt Athen pp. 391 n. 4, 397 f., Harrison Proleg.
Gk. Rel? p. 36 ff., L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 pp. 93 f., 112 ff., 118, 121.
Supra i. 684, ii. 1139), and also the annual ceremony of unspecified date (Mommsen
op. cit. p. 424 n. 5), when wheaten meal kneaded with honey was cast into a cleft in the
precinct of Zeus 'OXifywrios (supra p. 170 n. o) near the grave of Deukalion (supra ii. 1118).

3 Plout. v. Suit. 14. 4 Supra p. 587 figs. 410, 411. 5 S^lpra\\. 559 ff-
6 fiupra p. 590 ff.
7 B. Tamaro in the Annuario della r. Scuola archeologica di Atene e delle missioni

italiane in Oriente 1921—1922 iv—v. i ff. regards the Bouphonia as a rite originating in
the Mycenaean age. F. Schwenn Gebet und Opfer Heidelberg 1927 p. 119 says: 'Zeus
Sosipolis [in Magnesia] war urspriinglich ein mino i sche r Himmelsherr und hat erst
spater den Namen seines hellenischen Bruders angenommen. Damit konnen wir dann,
neben anderen Stierprozessionen und Stiertotungen, z. B. dem oben erwahnten j3ovs rov

"Hpwos in Delphi, auch die Buphonienzeremonien in Athen in die minoische Epoche
zuriickfllhren.' Id. ib. p. 131: 'Der Buphonienstier in Athen diente zunachst nur dem
Schutz der Ackerbestellung, aber da zum Gedeihen der Saaten auch der Segen des
Himmels notwendig war, wurde die Stiertotung schon in vorgriechischer Zeit mit dem
Dienst des Himmelsgottes verbunden—wurde sie zum Opfer fur den Herren des
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obtaining a rain-storm quite in accordance with the recognised
rules of magic \

An Attic counterpart of the Cretan Idbrys would be of course
an object of special sanctity—a 'holy axe' as Pindar2 called it. An
example of the sort, found near Athens a few years ago and now in
my possession, is decorated with all the resources of Hallstatt art3.
Accordingly, at the Bouphonia the utmost pains were taken to
transfer the guilt of bloodshed from the axe to its accomplice the
knife, while all present agreed to ignore the escape of the axe-
bearing priest. Even the knife, when condemned, was not, like any
ordinary inanimate object that had caused death, flung beyond the
frontier4, but was sunk at sea5—presumably one more rain-charm
to complete the performance.

(£) Zeus as an ox; Zeus Olbios.

It remains to consider the central act of this yearly drama—the
real death and simulated resurrection of an ox among worshippers
who partake of his flesh.

The ox is throughout treated as divine. Nothing short of this
will fully account for the ritual rule that the botis must be a voluntary
victim as it were consenting to his own death, for the feeling of

Himmels.' L. Malten in \hejahrb, d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1928 xliii. 138 is convinced :
' Dabei ist an einer Reihe von Einzelkulten beobachtet worden, wie in ihnen der Stier
urspriinglich noch Eigengestalt war, dann aber dem Vater Himmel zuwuchs. Einen
Eckpunkt bilden die attischen Buphonien, die mit ihren Wurzeln in vorgriechische Zeit

. zuriickreichen; in ihnen unterliegt der "Mord" an dem Stierdamon einer besonderen
Siihne, wobei das Doppelbeil eine Rolle hat.' Another convert is B. Schweitzer in the
Gott. gel. Anz. 1928 cxc. 17 : 'So sind...die Buphonien...ein vorgriechisches Bauernfest.'

L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 remains dissatisfied : ' Bei' der Beurteilung der
Zeremonie des Zeusfestes ist nicht zn tibersehen, dass dieses keineswegs in das graueste
Altertum hinaufreichen kann.... Es sollte doch klar sein, dass Zeus Polieus auf der Burg
von Athen unbedingt jtinger sein muss als Athena und erst spater zu dieser hinzugetreten
sein kann; und auch dann erhielt er nur einen Altar. Ich glaube nicht, dass man mit
seinem Kult tiber die archaische Zeit hinaufgehen kann.' But Deubner ignores the
possibility (which I hold to be the truth) that the cult of Zeus HoXtei/s came to Athens in
archaic times from Eleusis, where with its peculiar personnel and ritual it had survived
the passage from Mycenaean to post-Mycenaean conditions.

1 See e.g. Frazer Golden Bough?: The Magic Art i. 247ff. ('The Magical Control of
Rain').

2 Supra p. 200, infra § 9 (h) ii (?;).
3 Published infra Addenda on ii. 635 ff. ('The decoration of the double axe'). Since

the decoration of this specimen consists in pointille designs of a four-spoked wheel, a
bridled and branded horse, a waterfowl, and a man—symbols all suggestive of a solar
interpretation (supra i. 333 ff.)—,it is probable that we have here a sacred axe, and
remotely possible that it once belonged to a Bouphonos, who wielded it at some forgotten
Bouphonia when the sun was at its hottest (supra p. 588).

4 Poll. 8. 120. 5 Supra p. 584.
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utter guilt that drove the actual Bouphonos into immediate exile,
and for the solemn communion of those who together devoured the
sacred flesh and so—at Athens as in Crete1—absorbed into their
own bodies the very substance and virtues of the divine beast.
When we remember that in Mesopotamia, in Asia Minor, and all
round the shores of the Levant the sky-god with his bellowing
thunder and his fertilising rain has been from time immemorial
conceived as a bull2, we cannot but conclude that the ox of the
Dipolieia was one more example of this universal concept3, in a
word was the embodiment of Zeus Polietis himself—slain that he
might live again in younger and more vigorous form, stuffed with
hay and yoked to a plough that he might work as of yore for the
benefit of his polls.

A plough on the Akropolis-rock seems deplacee. Yet Plutarch4

in his Advice to Bride and Groom goes some way towards explain-
ing it:

' The Athenians,' he says, ' observe three sacred ploughings : the first at
Skiron, in memory of the most ancient of sowings; the second in Raria; and
the third near the base of the Akropolis, the so-called Bouzygios?

Bouzyges,' Yoker of Oxen,' was an old-time Athenian, the first who
ever ploughed with such a pair5. In token of his achievement the
plough that he used was dedicated on the Akropolis6. And he
himself may be seen using it on a red-figured bell-fcrate'r, said to

1 Supra i. 650, 662 ff., ii. 345, 354, 539. 2 Supra i. 633 ff.
3 Thus far I find myself in agreement with B. Schweitzer Herakles Tubingen 1922

p. 45 (' Der Stier war das geweihte Tier sowohl des vorderasiatischen Himmelsgottes wie
des kretischen Zeus gewesen, sie selbst waren sicherlich einst in der Gestalt des Himmels-
stieres gedacht worden, wie der Europamythos zeigt. Es ist vor allem das Stieropfer,
das durch die Doppelaxt dargebracht wird. In dieser besonderen Bedeutung kann sie
j8oi>7rXi}£ heissen... Der ir^Xe/cvs...spielt eine merkwiirdige, auch von P. Stengel noch nicht
befriedigend erklarte Rolle in den diisteren 5pw/*e»'a...der attischen Buphonien'). But the
further contentions of B. Laum Heiliges Geld Tubingen 1924 p. 123 ('Aus der sakralen
Funktion erklart sich also die Verehrung des Doppelbeiles. Zunachst ist es das Beil, mit
dem der Priester das Opfertier niederschlagt; dann wird es Symbol der Stiergottheit und
ist als solches Kultgegenstand und Weihegabe.' Etc.) seem to me to outrun discretion.

4 Plout. coniug. praecept. 42 'AOyvaToi r/setj apfoovs iepovs &yov<rt, irpurov &ri 2/cfy><j>,
TOU TraXcuoTdTou r&v ffwbpwv vir6fj.vi]fJLa, Setirepov tv rfj 'Papiq., rplrov virb ir6\ii> (so Froben
in the ed. Basel 1542 for ir£\u>) rbv KaXotipevov "Bovtyyiov. Totirwv de irdvruv lfpd>Ta.T6$
(Madvig cj. Iep&rep6s) 4ffrtv 6 -ya^Xios <rir6pos /rat aporos eirl iralduv reKv&ffei. K.T.\.

5 H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth, i.,839, J. Toepffer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
iii. 1095 ff. Supra i. 469 n. 3.

6 Schol. Aischin. defals. leg. 78 roO Boffityoi; • TOU 6Wos £K TOV ytvovs T&V Hovfvyuv.
£v yap ty KO.I TOVTO yfros rt/tci/teiw irapa rots' AOujvalois, e£ ou tytvero j] ttpeia TTJS 'A-Oyvas.
Boufityijs 5^ ^/cX^Tj fveiJ^iTTjst (H. Sauppe cj. '^wifjievidris, cp. infra p. 610) 'K6i)va.l<av
TUV irdXai, Sffris Trpwros feOyos fiouv ^ev^ev. oOev icai rb &porpov aiirov avtueno Iv rrj

ei Trpos fu>'f)fn.i)v.



Plate XLV

__. _uer from Vari, now at Baltimore :

-d) Bouzyges ploughing in the presence of Athena and an elderly male spectator.

d

See page 606 ff.
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have been found in pieces near Vari and now in the collection of
Professor D. M. Robinson at Baltimore (pi. xlv)1. This interesting
vase, which has been attributed to 'The Painter of the Naples
Hephaistos Krater2' and may be dated c. 430 B.C., shows Bouzyges
successfully driving his yoke of oxen in the presence of two
spectators. One of these, wearing stephdne and Doric peplos, is.
characterised as Athena by the spear in her right hand and the
olive-tree at her side. But she holds in her left hand six3 ears of
corn and turns to encourage the ploughman. So does a bald-
headed white-bearded man, who stands in the background, wearing
a himdtion and leaning on his staff. He has been called Kekrops4

or Boutes5; but neither appellation is probable and we must be
content to leave him anonymous. It is of more importance to note
that the whole vase-painting was designed for an Eleusinian, not
an Athenian, myth. Compare it with the Berlin skyphos illustrated
supra i. 224 fig. 165 and you will realise that Athena and Bouzyges
are simply adaptations from Demeter with her corn-ears and
Triptolemos with his plough. Or set it beside the Palermo krater
supra i. 218 pi. xviii and you perceive that Athena and the elderly
male spectator have been substituted for Demeter and Keleos, or
possibly for Persephone and Hippothon. In short, the Baltimore
krater drops more than one broad hint that behind the Athenian
ploughman at the base of the Akropolis lurks a half-obliterated
figure, his Eleusinian predecessor on the Rarian Plain. Athena
holding corn-ears at a plough-scene is quite unconvincing unless
we see that she has stept into the shoes of Demeter and that the
type appropriate to the earlier discovery of the thrice-ploughed

1 D. M. Robinson 'Bouzyges and the First Plough on a Krater by the Painter of the
Naples Hephaistos' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 152—160 with figs, i (obverse)
and 2 (reverse). I am indebted to Professor Robinson for the large-scale photographs,
lent to me by Mr C. T. Seltman, from which my pi. xlv was made. Height of vase
o'4im. Height of main scenes 0*175m.

- J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 pp. 415 f.,
478.

3 D. M. Robinson loc. cit. p. 155 says: 'In her left hand she holds the promised
harvest consisting of eight (sic) ears of corn, the stems of which, once in white paint,
have vanished.'

4 Id. ib. p. 156. A graffito, of which the first two words are scratched on the reverse,

the third on the obverse of the vase, reads AIOI<UE[*] HAA[AIE]V[*] ||

KEkPOPIAS. Cp. Steph. Byz. s.v. 'AXal Aifavldes- ...6 5' Al&vets (sc. ST^OJ) r^
Kexpoirldos <j>v\i)s.

5 D. M. Robinson loc. cit. p. 156 n. i: 'Professor Elderkin makes the interesting
suggestion that the old man is Butes whose name would make him logically present in
the scene. He thinks further that the paintings of the Butadae in the Erechtheum
[Paus. i. 26. 5] may have inspired the scene.'
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field1 had been borrowed to depict the later discovery of the yoked
oxen. The transference from Demeter to Athena as ploughman's
patroness2 was perhaps eased by a knowledge of such cults as that
of Athena Boarmia in Boiotia3 and that of Athena Botideia in
Thessaly4. The former appellative is said to have meant ' She who
fits the Oxen' to yoke and plough; the latter, ' She who binds the
Oxen' to plough and yoke.

I pass on to observe that Bouzyges was the eponymous ancestor
of a noble Athenian clan, the Bouzygai5, who dwelt on the

1 Supra \. 224^
2 Cp. the curious tale told by interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 4. 402: in Attica regione

quaedam puella Myrmix nomine fuit, Minervae ob castimoniam et sollertiam dilecta,
quae postea hoc modo (H. A. Lion prints loco) Minervae in se odium concitavit. namque
cum vidisset Minerva Cererem segetes invenisse, volens ipsa ostendere Atticis quo
expeditius segetes parerent, aratrum dicitur invenisse. quod cum manu ageret, et Myrmix
ei adhaereret, ausa est occulte aratri stivam subripere, et apud homines se iactare,
infructuosum esse Cereris munus, nisi suo uterentur invento, .quo terra aratro resoluta
expeditius ederet fructus. quod cum proditum aegre tulisset Minerva, Myrmicem illam
virginem in formicam convertit eamque, ut proditricem, adversam frumentis, quae semper
insequitur et subripit, esse praecepit. quae res cum lovi miserationem movisset, excogit-
avit quemadmodum formicae honorem daret. nam cum Aeacum, filium suum ex Aegina
susceptum, Thessalis imponeret regem et agros ipsos videret hominibus indigere, formicas
colligi in unum iussit casque in homines commutavit: unde Myrmidones appellati sunt.
See further J. Schmidt in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi. 1106.

3 Lyk. Al. 518 ff. (Idas and Lynkeus) TOI)S "A/)?;? £<pl\aro, \ Kal 51' 'Ej'uci, /cat rpiyev-
i>7]Tos 6ea \ ~Boap/j,la Aoyyarts "O^oXwts B/a with schol. ad loc. Boapjuia 5£ Kal Aoyyaris
irapa Botwrots /caAemu Kal n/narat and Tzetz. ad loc. Eoap/J.ia irapa r6 apfJ,6(rai Kal feCf at
et's fvybv Kal aporpov /3oOs. This explanation is accepted by K. O. Miiller Orchomenos -und
die Minyerz Breslau 1844 p. 181 n. i, Gerhard Gr. Myth. i. 243, Welcker Gr. Gotterl. ii.
301, Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 222 n. i, O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii.
575. Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1205 n- 8 is, as usual, helpful: 'der N. bedeutet gewiss
nicht " den Kampflarm abwehrend" [ = *Bofd-fapfji.ia] [MEISTER], sondern ' Kinder
anschirrend'; s. SOLMSEN, Rh. M. Lin 1898 145 [f.]...Athena selbst gilt als Erfmderin
des Pfluges, Arstd. I S. 20 DDF.; Intp. Serv. VA 4 402.'

4 Lyk. Al. 359 f. (Kassandra) r; iroXXd 5?j Bovdeiav AWmav Kbp-qv \ apwybv af/dd^aaa
rdppodov ydfjuair with Tzetz. ad loc. otfrw ri/j-arai Rotideia 17 'A0??ca iv QerraXia (=Steph.
Byz. s.v. BotfSeta, who is cited also by Eustath. in II. p. 1076, 28 Botideiav \eywv'Affrjvav
iv QeffaraXia)... Boi)5eta yap r) <f>p6i>r)cris, STL TOVS /36as apbrpq Kal £vyols virodtei Kal r^^-vei
rds aCXa/cas. This etymology has found favour, not only with K. O. Miiller op. cit.^
p. 181, Gerhard op. cit. i. 226, 231, 243, Welcker op. cit. ii. 301, Preller—Robert op. cit.
i. 222 n. i, O. Jessen op. cit. iii. 988, Gruppe op. cit. p. 1205 n> 8, etc., but with expert
philologists such as P. Kretschmer Einleitung in die Geschichte der Griechischen Sprache
Gottingen 1896 p. 419, who holds that similar place-names are derived from the name of
the goddess (' Endete der Name der Gottin selbst auf -ia, so konnte er unverandert als
Ortsname dienen : Boi/deia in Thessalien nach der Athena BotfSeia der " Kinder anschir-
renden", daneben Bovdeiov (II. II 572).' Cp. F. Stahlin Das hellenische Thessalien
Stuttgart 1924 p. 78 n. 2 (4)). It is, however, equally possible and—to my thinking—
decidedly more probable that the goddess drew her appellative from an old place-name
of unknown meaning, the appellative being later re-interpreted as 'Oxen-binding.'

5 J. Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 1889 pp. 136—149, id. in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 1094—1096.
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Akropolis1 and were entrusted with the discharge of several sacred
duties. It is said that the priestess of Athena was drawn from their
number2. More certainly, they provided the priest of Zeus Teleios*,
who as a marriage-god yoked man and wife together4. They also
furnished the priest of Zeus at the Palladion^. In Roman times
both these functionaries had seats reserved for them in the theatre.
And on one occasion the latter, at the bidding of the Pythian
Apollon, had a new image of Pallas made at his own expense and
dedicated to the gods and to the city6. Why the cult at the
Palladion should have been in the hands of the Bouzygai appears
from a story told by Polyainos7:

' Demophon received the Palladion in trust from Diomedes and took care of
it. When Agamemnon asked it back, Demophon gave the genuine image to an
Athenian named Bouzyges to take to Athens, but made another of the same
size and shape and kept it in his tent. When Agamemnon attacked him with a
strong force, Demophon for a long time put up a great fight and so created the
impression that he was defending the genuine image. But when many men had
been wounded, the followers of Demophon gave way, and Agamemnon seized
the false Palladion and, falling into the trap, went off with it.'

We gather from other writers that Demophon was the first person
tried by the court at the Palladion, which dealt with cases of
involuntary homicide, though several versions of his crime are
extant8. The noteworthy point is that the name Demophon again
directs our attention to Eleusis, where he was Demeter's nurseling
even before Triptolemos9. We are not, therefore, surprised to find

1 Aristeid. or. 2. 13 (i. 20 Dindorf) «ai Boufify?;? rts virrj\6t p,e r(av £% d,Kpoir6\ews, /e.r.X.
2 Schol. Aischin. de fals. leg. 78 (quoted supra p. 606 n. 6). Does this in reality

refer to the priestess of that Athena who was worshipped e?rl HaXXadlq (Inscr. Gr. ed.
min. i no. 324, 78 ['A0]evalas ewi nd\\adioi, 95 'AOevaias eirl IlaXXaSioi)?

3 Supra ii. 1163 n.~ 2 fig. 971.
4 Cp. Hesych. s. vv. Zvyia- i]"Hpa..., ZiVytos' Zetfs— Supra i. 458 n. 8 and ii. 60

n. o, 695 n. o, 723 n. o, 954 n. o.
5 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 273 = Michel Recueil <TInscr. gr. no. 860. 34 = Roberts—

Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii. 467 ff. no. 271 Bouftf-yov | ieptus Atos £v | IIaXXa5/<fj on a seat in the
Theatre, in lettering later than Hadrian.

6 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. I no. 71 [6 deiva te/>]|et)s TOV Atos TOV eirl Ha\\adlov /ca£
JSovftiyqs, IIoX[i»at]j'oi'(?) Mapaffwiov, \ xpfowros TOV Ilvffiov 'Air6XXwj/os, STI xprj Zrepov
?5o[s] TTJS IlaXXdSos KaTa\ffKevdffacr6ai etc TWV ISiuv iro-/iffas rols re Oeois KO.I rrj ir6\ei
fa>£Oi]Kev. A. Boeckh in the Corp. inscr. Gr. i no. 491 had proposed to read Mapa^c6vto[s],
but W. Dittenberger replies : 'ne ita quidem omnis difficultas removetur, cum admodum
inirum sit nomen patris hoc demum loco positum.'

7 Polyain. i. 5. Cp. Dionysios of Samosyra:^. 5 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 9f. Muller) =
frag. 3 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 178 f. Jacoby) ap. Clem. Al. protr. 4. 47. 6 p. 36, 156".
Stahlin.

8 Paus. i. 28. 8 f. with Sir J. G. Frazer ad loc.
9 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 52, 652 f. Supra i. 211.

c. iii. 39
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that ultimately the Bouzygai were responsible for keeping the
sacred oxen that ploughed at Eleusis1. Probably J. Toepffer2 is
right in his contention that, when the Eleusinian state ceased to be
an isolated priestly power, all three ploughings passed into the
control of the Attic Bouzygai. O. Gruppe3 too attributes these
changes to political movements in progress at the end of s. vii and
during the first half of s. vi B.C. — the temporary predominance of
Megara and the permanent union of Eleusis with Athens. Indeed
it is likely enough that the original home of the Bouzygai was not
Athens, but Eleusis. The Eleusinians, says Pausanias4, 'assert that
the Rarian Plain was the first to be sown and the first to bear
crops, and therefore it is their custom to take the sacrificial barley
and to make the cakes for the sacrifices out of its produce.'

Not only Eleusis, but Crete also is involved in the legend of
Bouzyges. A tradition which goes back to Aristotle5 boldly
declared that Bouzyges was none other than Epimenides, the
famous Cretan prophet who is known to have visited Athens c. 500
B.C.6 That is a very remarkable identification, which — so far as I
can see — must have been propounded by somebody bent on tracing
an analogy between the sacred ox of Athens and the sacred bull
of Crete. We have already7 insisted on the resemblance of the
communal feast at the Bouphonia to the communal feast in Crete.
And we can hardly help wondering whether there had ever been at
Eleusis, as there certainly was in Crete, an earlier phase of bovine

1 Aristeid. or. 46. 129 f. (ii. 174 f. Dindorf) cites Eupol. A^uoi frag. 7 p-^Tup yap effTi
vvv TIS, ov y tffTiv \eyew; \ 6 'Bovfr&yijs apurros dXcr^/uos (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 460 f.
Meineke), and schol. A. ad loc. (iii. 473 Dindorf) comments 6 HepiK\ijs lariv apiffTos
6 'Bovfrjy»)s 6 dXinJpios. "BovfAyyv ft.ev ovv avr6t> <f>i)ffi icard rbv TOVTOV (leg. TOVTOV TOV)
rpdwov &TI TOVS rptyovras ev 'EXewm roDs lepovs /36aj dporpiuvras Bovfi/yaj eKa\ow.
TOVTO 8t OVK £l-rjv iravrl T<p /8oi/Xo/*6'v iroieiv, el /xrj u.bvois TOIS iepedffi. varpbOev ovv eic T&V
TOIOIJTW el\Ke rb ytvos 6 HepiK\TJS' Kal 5td TOVTO Bovjtfyqi' adroit tK&Keffev. *c.T.X., while
schol. B. D. Oxon. (ib. ) has Bovftfycu KaXovvrai ol rds tepds jSouj T&S ev 'EXeu(r«'i apoTpidoras
rpeQovres. IK rotiruv 5£ 6 Hept/cX^s Kar^yero. TO ytvos d£ TOVTO "r)v iep6v. /c.r.X.

2 J. Toepffer Aitische Genealogie Berlin 1889 p. 138.
3 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 52.
4 Paus. I. 38. 6 TO 8£ ireSiov ri> 'Pdpiov ffirapijvai irpuTOv \£yovffi Kal irpCorov aii^ffai

, Kal Sti TOVTO o^Xaes e| avrov xprjffBal ff<f>to~i Kal irote'iffOai ir^/i/xara ^s rds Ovfflas

5 Aristot. frag. 386 Rose2 af. interp. Serv. in Verg. georg. i. 19 'uncique puer
monstrator aratri'...vel Epimenides, qui postea Buzyges dictus est secundum Aristotelem,
cp. Hesych. s.v. ~Bovfvyi)s' ijpws 'ATTiK6s, 6 (?) cod.) irpurros ]3oOs virb Siporpov fe^as-
^KoXetTo 5e 'Eirtju.ei'iSijs, schol. T. V. //. 18. 483 Kal dporpov 8£ irpwros 'Eirtju.ei'tSijs (^/cet
MatvtSos codd.) 6 *ral Hovtyyris ^ev^ev.

6 Plat. legg. 642 D — E, on which see J. Toepffer op. cit. p. 141 and O. Kern in Pauly —
Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 177.

7 Supra p. 606.
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omophagy1, not to mention a yet more primitive stage of sheer
cannibalism in which the local king or some human substitute was
killed and eaten2, the ox being—as H. von Prott3 and B. Laum4

imagined—a later surrogate for the man. Definite evidence of such
a grim past is lacking5, but the legends concerning the cult of Zeus

1 Supra i. 659 ff. (' The Cretan Zeus and Bovine Omophagy').
2 Supra i. 651 ff. ('The Cretan Zeus and Human Omophagy').
3 Supra p. 599 n. o (2). 4 Ib.
5 At first sight it seems tempting to detect a faded trace of it in the story of Demophon,

the infant child of Keleos and Metaneira, whom Demeter ' hid by night like a brand in
the blazing fire' (h. Dem. 239) and would have made immortal had not his mother by an
untimely shriek broken the spell (supra i. 211). This appears to have been an aetiological
myth used to explain an actual custom (J. Toepffer op. cit. p. 108 n. 3, Mommsen Feste d.
Stadt Athen p. 274, G. Knaack in Pauly—Wissowa Reafr-Enc. v. 149). At Eleusis a boy
or girl, chosen by lot to expiate the sins of the people and propitiate the gods, was known
as 6 (rj) a<f> effrias (Porph. de abst. 4. 5 01 Se virep TTJS ir6\eus dtiovres rots Beats /cai 6epa-
iretovTes aTreuei\lTTOVTO rds TUV iroXX&v dfnaprlas. oirep yap £v TOIS juvoT^ptois 6 a<f> ecrrias
\ey6fi.evos trais, <6s>dvrl irdvriav T&V pvovnevuv diro/ueiXfoverat rb Oeiov, dtcpipus Spuv ra
irpoffrerayueva, TOVTO Kara ra eOv-q /cat ras ir&Xeis ol iepeis dvvavrai dv-rl irdvrav 6tioi>res Kal
rb Oeiov irpoffa.y6p.evoi did rijs e6<re^eLas els TTJV aipdov KySeuovlav, Bekker anecd. i. 204, 19 f.
dip' effrias /J.vr)0r)vai- 6 e/c rav wpoKpiruv 'Adrjvaiuv /cXi^y \ax&v TTOIS dypoffiy /J-vrfdels) and
is mentioned as such in a number of extant inscriptions, mostly found at Eleusis itself or
in the near neighbourhood (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1355, i ff. ( = iv. 2 no. 1355, i ff- at
Mandra north of Eleusis) TJ POV\T) | a<f> earias | nvyOeiaav with olive wreath round the
last three words, no. 1388, i ff. [^ jSouXJifr [6] dij/j.os | /j.v[r)6e?<r]ai> | d<p' eor[i'a]s with wreath
round the last three words, no. 1389, i ff. A.v<rlav 'Apre/j-wos Haiavita | 0e6Ti/*os Qearlpov
ej MvpivotiTTijs | Kal Qeodbrt) AuffiGtov ey Mupu'otf'rnjs 6vya.rifp \ Kal'Ovi)<raK<a RporifAov ey
MvpivotirTTis Bvydrijp \ a<p' ecrrlas pv-qQevra \ A^/UTJT/JI Kal K6/>i? aveO-qKav, ib. iii. I no. 809,
4 f. TOV \&<t> iff]ria(s) nvri\d(e)vT{a 'A6~\Tfivaiov, K.T.\., no. 828, i ff. KXatfSios Kal KXaf5/a |
r(dtoj') KXatfStop 2et\i|ai'6»' IIoXi5/c/)iToi', | TOV vl6v, p.vrtdevTO. \ dip' effrlas ra.lv Oe\aiv
a.vedtiKo.v | ^?ri lepeias KXavdtas | Tet/to^as rrjs TeijUo|0^ov TapyijTriov 6rfyarp6s], no. 829,
i ff. (on the Rarian Plain) [TO]V dip' e<r[r^as] | Aa%eviuv (?) | Mapa6(u)vl(u?)v \ rbv Kpdri-
ffTo[v] | [ufojrr)i> o(t) ^>/Xo[i] or the like, no. 830, I ff. (on the Rarian Plain) [rbv d<p'
e]\(TT(t)as ptffTrji' \ N.(apKov) Avp(^\iov) MiXT(i)<£5[ijv] | yiapa.0(&)vio[v'] \ [6 irajryp 'Aya-
0oK\[7Js] | rbv [vi6v], no. 831, i f. [ ]<fo, p.vrj\[6evra.'\ dtp' e<rTla[s], no. 908, i f f . Kara
rb lTre\pd}Tii)fJ.a T&V ffe\nvoTdruv ''A\peoTrayeiTuv \ TT)I> d<p' effrtas \ A6p. T&dyvav \ TTJV Kal

ol yoveis \ Avp. 'Eira<f>p6\5etTOS 'AffK\Tr)\iri.d5ov HiTOevs \ Kal Avp.
no. 910, i ff. (at Athens in the church of the Panagia) K

Ma/>ct0c&j'i|oy Kal $iXijrcb AevKlov Netpaitus 0v(ydrr]p) \ rty' eavruv Bvyarepa
[6etff]av dip' [ear/as,] Aij/iTjrpi /cai K6py, no. 911, I ff. K] /SoyXij ^ |̂ 'Apeiov ird[yov Kal o] \
[5]^oj ISeiKOffrpdrrfv M.evvto[y] \ [B]epveiKidov ffvyartpa, /Avr)0eiffat> \ [d]<p' effrias ^fiifrpi
xal K6py dvtOriKe, \ K.T.\., no. 912, i ff. (at Athens) ij pov\i) \ ['O]ia>lav(?) ILo\vxApfu>v\
['A]iftvi£ws Ovyartpa, \ [ju.]vri6eiffa.v d<p' e<rrlas, no. 913, i ff. (in the temple at Rhamnous)
TJ (3ouX[->7 ^ e^'Apeiov itdyov] \ Kal TJ /SfouX'Jj TUV e^aKOffi^uv Kal o [drjpos 2e]\Kbvvdav,
[0vyare'pa...Qe']\fjilffwvo[s, fJiwrjOfiaav <i]|[ '̂] effTi[as], no. 915, i ff. dyaBrji ri^x1?*- 1 ̂  Airb
8a8o6-x<i)v | Kal ytvovs dirb IIe|pi/cX^oi;s /cai K6vu\vos, Kara 51 MaKe§b\ves (sic) dirb 'AXe^-
dv\d(p)ov, 'Ov(u)panavi] \ Ho\vxapuls TJ]V \ dip' i&rias 'lovviav \ QefUffr6K\eiav, [ TIJV
Ovyarepa, no. 916, 6 ff. (on the Akropolis at Athens) f) /SovXr) | /cai 6 3??/«>s | dip' earias \
Ijuni0.eia-']a[v'] with wreath round all four lines, which honour ib. 2 f. feprlav AevKlov j
[6]vyaTe~pa). The custom thus attested has hitherto been regarded as a ceremony of
purification and initiation (supra i. 211 n. 3). If we could be sure that it was originally
comparable with the Carthaginian sacrifice of children to Kronos by fire (supra i. 722) or
the alleged Jewish sacrifice of children to Moloch by fire (supra i. 723 n. i, S. A. Cook
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timbrios in Elis1, that of Zeus Lykaios in Arkadia2, and that of
Zeus Eilapinastes or Splanchnotomos in Kypros3 look ominously
like i t . : . . . ' .

A further point of doubtful significance may here be set down.
Pausanias4, describing the statues on the Akropolis, says :

' There is Athena rising from the head of Zeus. There is also a bull dedicated
by the council of the Areiopagos for some reason or other : one might make
many guesses on the subject, if one cared to do so.'

This 'bull on the Akropolis' was of bronze and passed into a
proverb for a thing to be admired5. It has, as Pausanias anticipated,
given rise to a whole crop of more or less plausible explanations,
none of which however can pretend to certainty6. More ad rem is
a possible, indeed probable, vase-painting of the bull itself. The
facts are as follows. E. Gerhard in 1858 published a black-figured
hydria of c. 500 B.C., which he had found in possession of the

The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology London 1930 p. 29 n. 2),
the phrase 6 d(f>' e<rr/as /J,vrj6ds would take on a very sinister meaning. But that is
obviously an unjustifiable assumption.

Nor can human sacrifice be invoked to account for the BaXXijrtfs or 'Stone-throwing,'
by which the Athenians commemorated Demophon (Hesych. BaXXijrtfs' eopTTj'AB-fivriffiv,
eTri AT}/j.o<j>tbvTi rf KeXeoO dyofj.evrj, cp. Athen. 406 D ris S' aCri? rj \i0ivrj jSaAXiyrfo ;
'E\evffivi.yap rrj £fjifj oldd nva wav^yvpiv dyofj-evrfv KO! Ka\ov/j.evt)v BaXXi/Ti;*' • irepl •%$ OVK
av TI etiroifju /j.i) Trap e/cdo-roi/ fjuo~6bv Act/Saw), — a 'Scheinkampf ' (cp. h. Dem. 265 ff.)
resembling the At0o/36Xia of Damia and Auxesia at Troizen (Paus. 2. 32. 2 with Frazer
Pausanias iii. 266 f.) or the stone-throwing on the Nonae Caprotinae at Rome (Plout.
v. Rom. 29, v. Cam. 33). See further O. Kern in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2830 f.,
Scherling ib. xiii. 769 f., Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 413 ff., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 901 n. 3.

1 Supra p. 525 f. 2 Supra i. 70 ff. 3 Infra p. 652 f. n. o.
4 Paus. i. 24. 2 'AOrjva ri ianv dviovva en rrjs Ke<t>a\ijs rov At6s. £em 5e KCU ravpos

rrjs [iovXrjs rrjs ev 'Apeiy irdytj), £<£>' 6V<^ Si) di>£0r]Kei> 7) fiovX-f)- iro\\d d' &v ns

. 5 Heniochos Polyeuct> frag, i (Frag. com. Gr. iii. 560 f. Meineke) ap. Athen. 3690
'EWoxos Ho\vetJKTy '6 j3ovs <6 (ins. Person) > xaAfcovs $v &v e<f>6bs SejcciTraXeu,' /c.r.X. ,
Hesych. jSous 4» TroXet- xa\Kovs virb rrjs POV\TJS dvareBeis, Diogeneian. 3. 67 /3oOs fr iroXei-
ewl r&v davfua^oft^vuv, Apostol. 5. 15 /Sous ev ir6\et- dirl r&v 0 av pa £o fj.fr uv. Aucr/as yap ev
dicpoir6\ei fiovv e"6r)Kev ( = Arsen. viol. p. 146 reading dvedrfKev) — a curious addition which
Hitzig — Bliimner in their commentary on Paus. loc, cit. successfully explain away ('Die
Prov. Bodl. et Vatic, bieten den Zusatz Ava-avtas yap dveOyice flow, der Cod. Coislin. aber
Avo-avlas Se elire /Sous, wofiir Meineke (Exerc. philol. I 29) conjicirte Avvavlas 8' eiroiei
|8oO«', besser Bergk (Ztschr. f. d. A. W. 1845, 980) : Ilawai'ias Se elire- /Sous, wobei freilich
nicht der Perieget, sondern der Grammatiker Pausanias, derVf. eines attischen Lexikons,
gemeint ware'). The proverb is Latinised by Lucilius frag. 286 Baehrens 'ne! quam in
arce bovem descripsi magnified' inquit.

In Plat. com. fab. incert. frag. 24 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 688 with v. 50) ap. Hesych. icpibs
dereVyoKeptos • ^v ev ry dicpotrbXei Kpids dvaKel/j-evos fj.e'yas xaXfoOj. dcreXydicepuv Se avrbv
elire HXdruv 6 KW/HIKOS Sid T& [J.eya.v eTvai, Kal ffvvapi6fj,ei oury rbv re Sotipiov ITTTTOV .......
Meineke plausibly fills the blank by inserting < Kal rbv xaX/cow fiouv > , a conjecture that
has been well received.

6 See Hitzig — Blumner on Paus. loc. cit.
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dealers Basseggio and Depoletti at Rome. This noteworthy paint-
ing (fig. 414)x shows Athena PoUds* seated on the left with helmet,
spear, phidle^ and attendant snake. In front of her8 is a blazing
altar with Ionic volutes and a prothysis or wide base. Between
them stands a priestess, barefoot like her goddess and holding an
olive-branch. She looks toward Athena, but raises her hand to
salute a stately bull, the forepart of which is seen standing
apparently on the stylobate of a flat-roofed Doric structure4.
Gerhard after mooting various possibilities was disposed to identify
this bull with the votive gift of the Areiopagos5, which—he
thought—might have some connexion with the city-goddess and
perhaps also with the Zeus of the Bouphonia. Gerhard's interpre-
tation was taken up and carried further by over-zealous followers.
Miss J. E. Harrison6, in discussing the Dipolieia, ventured the view
'that the sacred ox, about whom so much ado was made, may have
had a sort of shrine on the Acropolis, or that he may have lived in
a shrine belonging to Zeus Polieus.' She went on to suggest ' that
the votive gift of the Areopagus may have been connected with
this Polieus hieron, and that the much-disputed naos mentioned by
Pausanias may have been a small shrine set up in connection
with the Bouphonia.' Thirty-seven years later Miss Harrison7 had
dropped Zeus overboard. ' Now it is," she says,' of course impossible

1 Gerhard AuserL Vasenb. iv. 6ff. pi. 242, i ( = my fig. 414) and 2, Reinach Rip.
Vases ii. 122, 5 and 6. The present whereabouts of the vase, to me at least, is unknown.
But there is not the smallest reason to doubt its antiquity.

2 Supra p. 573 n. 4.
3 Gerhard op. cit. iv. 123 rightly connects the altar with the 'Gotterbild.'
4 Id. ib. notes that the building looks more like a hall than a temple.
5 Supra p. 612. T. Bergk in the Zeitschrift filr die Alterthums-wissenschaft 1845 iii.

979 ff. held that the Bronze Bull of the Akropolis was of colossal dimensions. Gerhard
op. cit. iv. 123^ says that O. Jahn, like himself, was inclined to view the bull on the
hydria as 'em Standbild.' T. Panofka too in the Arch. Zeit. 1852 iv. Arch. Anz. p. 158
decided that the bull in question must be meant for 'ein ehernes Weihgeschenk' and
compared it with the small bull standing on a pedestal to be seen on tetradrachms of
Selinous struck c. 466—4153.0. (Hunter Cat. Coins i. 217 pi. 15, 20 f. See now Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Sicily p. 140 f. fig., p. 142 fig., Weber Cat. Coins i. 321 f. nos. 1534, 1535
pi. 58, no. 1536 pi. 59, and above all the splendid series in the Lloyd collection (Sylloge
nummorum Graecorum vol. ii) with the important re-interpretation of A. H. Lloyd in the
Num. Chron. Fifth Series 1935 xv. 86 ff. pi. 4, 14, 16,18, 20—24, pi. 5, 25, 27 (the river-
god Selinos, sacrificing at the altar of Apollon, protects Himera (the cock) against
Akragas (the bull of Phalaris)). Panofka thought that the Athenian bull, like the Selin-
untine, might have been a votive offering to avert plague, grouped with the seated figure
of Athena 'Tyleia. Failing that, he suggested a 'Standbild des Stier-Dionysos oder des
Achelous.'

6 Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath. p. 428 f. fig. 37.
7 Ead. Themis* p. 145 fig. 25.
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to be certain that we have here the ox of the Bouphonia. What is
certain is that we have a holy ox, holy on his own account with
a sanctuary of his own, and that this holy ox is associated with
not Zeus, but Athena. Whatever Olympian was dominant at the
moment would take over the intrinsically holy beast.' F. Schwenn,
who held that the Bouphonia was later attached to the cult of Zeus
Potietis1, likewise regards the bull as the essential centre of the rite
and assumes that a bronze effigy of it was set up to perpetuate the
blessings believed to stream from it2.

Without attempting further to investigate the prehistory of the
Bouphonia—a task for which the evidence available is hardly
sufficient—we may at least admit that Greeks of the classical and
post-classical periods commonly recognised the bull as an animal
form of Zeus3. They were familiar from their youth up with the
story of him and Europe. The Hellenic age loved to portray the
god metamorphosed into a bull and bearing his venturesome rider
across the sea4, in the west from left to right5, in the east from

1 Supra p. 600 n. o (6).
2 F. Schwenn Gebet und Opfer Heidelberg 1927 p.m.
3 Witness the myths of Antiope (supra i. 535 n. i, 736, 740), Deo or Demeter

(supra i. 393), Europe (supra i. 464, 544, ii. 929 n. o, 1131 h. i), lo (supra i. 438 f.,
458 f.), Pasiphae (supra i. 544, 739 f.), Typhoeus (supra ii. 449 n. o (2)).

* Supra i. 526 n. i (bibliography).
5 So during s. vi and the early decades of s. v B.C. in the art of Sicily and central

Greece. Typical examples are the following:
(1) An archaic metope from temple 'F or S' at Selinous, which was at first dated as

far back as the end of s. vii or the beginning of s. vi (A. Salinas ' Nuove metope arcaiche
Selinuntine' in the Man. d. Line. 1889 i. 958 ff. pi. i, T. Homolle in the Bull. Corr. Hell,
1896 xx. 670, J. Escher in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1296 f.), but is now more
reasonably placed c. 560 (Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de f Art viii. 488 ff. fig. 248, D. S.
Robertson A Handbook of Greek &•" Roman Architecture Cambridge 1929 p. 325) or even
c. 540 B.C. (W. J. Anderson—R. P. Spiers The Architecture of Ancient Greece rev. by
W. B. Dinsmoor London 1927 p. 193). The bull combines profile body with full-face
head, horn ear and knee breaking the framework to convey a sense of motion. His back
is unduly depressed to secure approximate isocephaly. His tail is too long, but serves to
lend interest to the flat monotonous flank. The whole effect is awkward, since Europe's
far hand grasps the near horn of her mount: if he turns his head, she will be pulled off his
back. Two dolphins below the group betoken the sea (Brunn—Bruckmann Deukm. der
gr. und rom. Sculpt, pi. 288, b = my fig. 415). The metope is carved in 'tufo bianco di
Menfi' (Salinas loc. cit.).

(2) A late black-figured Ukythos from Kyme in Campania, now at Naples (G. Fiorelli
Notizia dei Fast dipinti rinvenuti a Cuma nel 1856 Napoli 1857 col. pi. 9, 2, G. Minervini
in the Bull. Arch. Nap. 1857 v. 140 pi. 10,13 ( = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 488, 13 with text
p. 487), Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 424 (5), Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel
p. 878 Raccolta Cumana no. 218, J. E. Harrison—D. S. MacColl Greek Vase Paintings
London 1894 p. 14 pi. 4, 2 (=my fig. 416)), has given rise to several misconceptions.

'L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1863 p. 135, on account of 'die Rebzweige' by
which she is surrounded, took the bull-rider to be a Maenad, not Europe at all. But
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Fig. 416.
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right to left1. The Hellenistic age, tiring a little of this hackneyed

id. ib. 1866 p. 106 no. 3 remarks that the said 'Rebzweige' are laden with white fruit, not
grape-bunches, and concludes, on account of the fish in the water and the rocks on either
side of it, that after all Europe must be meant. G. Minervini loc. cit., followed by O. Jahn
Die Entfiihrung der Europa auf antiken Kunstwerken Wien 1870 p. 21, supposed that
the rocks in question were merely high-flung.waves and quoted //. 13. 29 yrjBofftjvri oe
6dXa<T<ra Stiffraro of a similar scene. Overbeck loc. cit. hedges. Returning to sanity, we
note the impression of speed given by the five dolphins hurrying in the opposite direction
to the bull, the daring though unsuccessful attempt to show the bull's legs underwater,
Europe's hand thrown up in astonishment at sight of the further shore even at the risk of
letting go that horn—altogether a brilliant little picture. The apple-tree need be no more
than a conventional background, though Stephani loc. cit. 1866 p. 119 may be right
in regarding it as a substitute for a flower held in the hand: Europe was certainly a tree-
and-flower goddess (supra i. 525 ff.).

(3) A late black-figured oinochde with trefoil mouth, now in the possession of Mr C. T.
Seltman and as yet unpublished, shows on a red panel Europe, draped, riding to right
(cp. Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 242 no. B 486). Her left hand grasps the bull's horn; her
right hand is empty. Behind her is seen the apple-tree with white fruit. Beneath her the
sea is rendered by a wash of thinned glaze with white curved lines to indicate the waves—
an early example of naturalism in colour (cp. supra i. 335 figs. 267, 268, where the
undulations are in thinned glaze without white contours).

(4) A red-figured amphora at Petrograd {supra i. 531 fig. 405), attributed by Hoppin
Red-Jig. Vases i. 288 no. 98 to Douris, by J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des
rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 108 no. 3 to 'Der Maler der miinchener Amphora

2303-'
(5) The famous Europe-^y/Mr at Munich {supra \. 526 n. i with col. pi. xxxii), on

which alone the bull was inscribed IEV2I, details were gilded, and the sea was simply

ignored—the result being a simultaneous appeal to our interest in mythology, our
appreciation of splendour, and our imaginative powers. As often as the kylix was filled
at feast or festival, the god and his glittering consort would be visible, an appropriate
group, in the midst of a wine-dark sea.

(6) The red-figured fish-plates at Petrograd (supra i. 547 with fig. 414) supply the
anticlimax. The galloping bull and the floating Europe, with her train of fish, dolphins,
and sea-powers, would all be literally submerged in the brine that formed a popular
sauce (ydpoi).

1 (i) By far the earliest example of this arrangement is found on a 'Caeretan' hydria
in the Louvre (supra i. 471 fig. 327), produced by a brilliant Ionic artist in some Asia
Minor town c. 550 B.C. (Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 180 f., M. H. Swindler
Ancient PaintingVaXe Univ. Press 1929 pp. 126, 163 fig. 256 (detail of trees, hare, etc.)).

(2) Next in order of seniority is the group that appears c. 5008.0. on the oldest stater
of Phaistos. Of this crude and dumpy coin only one specimen has been published

Fig. 417.

(W. Wroth in the Num. Chron. Third Series 1884 iv. 45 no. i pi. 3, 6, Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Crete etc. p. 61 pi. 14, 14, J. N. Svoronos Numismatique de la Crete ancienne
Macon 1890 i. 254 pi. 22, 34, Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 3. 979 f. no. 1620 pi. 255, i,
Head Hist, num."2- p. 472). I therefore figure a second, now in my collection (fig. 417),
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type, sought to vary the traditional pose1, imported fresh elements

which shows some features of the obverse more clearly. The reverse has an incuse square

containing a lion's scalp surrounded by the inscription A^^ I ^A3O I [T\AQ^T] I
M^A^ (Qaurrlav TO (ftatfjut). Analogous types occur on the oldest coins of Gortyna;
but on these the bull more often moves towards the right. Sundry specimens on which
the movement is towards the left seem to be of slightly later date (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Crete etc. p. 37 pi. 9, 4, J. N. Svoronos op. rit. p. 158 no. 4, p. 159 no. 8 pi. 12, 24, no. 9
pi. 12, 25. Babelon op. cit. ii. 3. 979ff. no. i62i.pl. 255, 2, no. 1622 pi. 255, 3 assigns
these coins to Phaistos: on their reverse the legend surrounding the lion's scalp has either,
been replaced by a border of dots or disappeared altogether). For further light on the
relations between the series of Gortyna and Phaistos we await the forthcoming study of
the subject by Mr E. J. P. Raven.

(3) The terra-cotta plaque here published (pi. xlvi, i) is said to have formed part of a
frieze from a tomb at Hadra, the eastern suburb of Alexandreia, which passed into the
collection of Florence Lady Ward and thence into mine. Excavations carried on at a
great depth in 1898—1901 led to the discovery of two cemeteries, 'that of Hadra on the
east of the city containing Hellenic graves, and that of Gabbari on the west, which is late
Hellenistic and Roman' (R. C. Bosanquet in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. 351 f. See
further E. Breccia Alexandrea ad Aegyptum Bergamo 1922, and for details id. 'Fouilles
de Hadra' in the Municipality d1 Alexandrie. Rapport sur la marche du service du musee
1912 pp. 15—33 pis. 10—22, id. 'Nuova esplorazione nella necropoli di Hadra' in the
Bulletin de la socie~te archlologique d?Alexandrie 1914 xv. 56—58, A. H. Tubby—H. E. R.
James 'An account of excavations at Chatby, Ibrahimieh, and Hadra' ib. 1918 xvi.
79—90 pi. 3). Height ̂  ins., width 4! ins. There is one hole for attachment. The
relief is throughout covered with a delicate white slip, on which Europe's mantle is
touched in with light blue pigment. The design shows a magnificent bull turned towards
the left and pawing the ground, on which flowers are springing. Couched on his back in
an easy attitude is Europe, looking towards the right. Her feet are crossed, and her body
is half-draped in a light wrap which she holds as a sail with either hand. The forms of
the bull, the spacing of Europe's breasts, the rendering of the flowery meadow, are all
characteristic of the fourth century B.C. and suggest a fine original dating from the
period of Ptolemy i Soter or, at latest, Ptolemy ii Philadelphos.

Mr A. D. Trendall, however, draws my attention to a bronze mirror (pi. xlvi, 2) now
in the possession of Mr Bisset in Rome. This mirror, which measures *i5m by 'i6m

(or 'i9m, if the handle be included) is said to have been found at Athens, where it was
bought from a dealer in February or March 1935. The design of its relief is obviously
identical with that of the terra-cotta plaque.

How is this identity to be explained? Is the plaque a forgery, or the mirror, or both?
Or should we point to the fact that a bronze mirror-case of c. 300—250 B.C. at Paris
(M. Collignon in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1885 ix. 322 ff. pi. 7), no. 1355 in the Bibliotheque
Nationale, is similarly duplicated, or at least closely paralleled, by a terra-cotta mould
found in the Peiraieus and now at Berlin (Babelon—Blanchet Cat. Bronzes de la Bibl.
Nat. p. 544f. no. 1355 fig.)?

(4) The type recurs, with some exaggeration, on bronze coins of Gortyna attributed to
the third (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 42 pi. n, 5, J. N. Svoronos op. cit. p. 171 f.
pi. 15, 20, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 497 pi. 240, 15, supra i. 529 fig. 400, Head Hist. num.z

p. 467) and second century B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 45 pi. ii, n (cp.
supra i. 472 fig. 328), J. N. Svoronos op. cit. p. 173 f. pi. 15, 26, 27, 28, McClean Cat.
Coins ii. 498 pi. 240, 16).

1 Europe floating (supra i. 547 fig. 414), recumbent with front to spectator (supra
n» ° (3) P1- xlvi> !> 2)> recumbent with back to spectator (infra p. 626 figs. 425, 426),
standing (supra i. 530 n. a fig. 402), stooping (infra p. 619 n. 2 (i) pi. xlvii, cp. p. 620
n. o (2) figs. 419, 420), sitting (infra p. 622 n. o fig. 422), etc.





Plate XLVI

(1) Terra-cotta plaque from a tomb at Hadra(?), now at Queens' College, Cambridge: Europe on the Bull.
(2) Bronze mirror from Athens(?), now in Rome: Europe on the Bull.

See page 6)8 n. o (3).
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of interest into the scene1, or changed the time of action by showing
the bull still on terra firma while the meadow broke into flowers at
his feet2. Europe, fully draped to begin with8, then semi-draped4,
and finally in Roman art frankly naked5, was from first to last

1 Basket (supra i. 530 n. 2 fig. 402, i. 531 fig. 405), Asterion (supra i. 531 fig. 405,
i- 547 %• 4I4)» Erotes (supra i. 547 fig. 414, infra n. 2 (i) pi. xlvii, p. 627 n. o (3)
pi. xlviii), sea-powers (supra i. 547 fig- 4 J4> infra p. 627 n. o (3) pi. xlviii), etc.

A good example of the sort is a ' Lucanian' amphora in the British Museum {Brit.
Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 95 no. F 184), which has for its main design Europe on the bull riding
towards the left. The sea is indicated by a dolphin (mostly repainted), a fish, a lobster,
and a cuttle, seen above a rocky bottom on which are sea-urchins and seaweed. Behind

Fig. 418.

Europe flies Eros with a tainta, and on the shore she has quitted stands a bearded male
figure with bay-wreath, embroidered kimdtion, and staff—presumably Phoinix or Agenor
(J. V. Millingen Peintures antiques et intdites de vases grecs tiries de diverses collections
Rome 1813 p. 44 f. pi. 25 ( = my fig. 418), Reinach Vases Ant. p. 105 f. pi. 25,
Lenormant—de Witte £l. man. ctr. \. 60 ff. pi. 27, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus
p. 438f. (no. 19) Atlas pi. 6, n, J. A. Hild in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 863
fig. 2847). The suggestion of Overbeck op. cit. p. 439 that the bearded figure is Zeus strikes
me as a little tactless. Zeus should at least be advancing towards his bride's arrival (cp.
supra i. 531 fig. 405, i. 547) rather than speeding her departure.

2 A small group of South-Italian vases combines this representation of Zeus as a bull
with that of Zeus in propria persona:

(i) An Apulian amphora, found in 1851 in a rich rock-cut grave at Canosa (E. Gerhard
in the Arch. Zeit. 1857 xv- 5^ ff- pi. 104, 2 shows the tomb) and now at Naples (Heydemann
Vasensamml. Neapel^. 495 ff. no. 3218), has the upper zone of its body decorated with
two scenes in which Zeus plays a part: (A) Europe and four of her companions are playing
at ball in a flowery meadow, watched by an old paidagogds, when the great bull, yellow
above and white below, appears in their midst and kneels at the feet of Europe. One Eros
on his back urges him forward, another holding a tainia hovers above her. A dove brings
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up a wreath as omen of successful love. And four stars indicate the sky, which is the true
home of the metamorphosed god (G. Minervini in the Bull. Arch. Nap. 1853 ii. 46 ff.,
57 ff., O. Jahn Die Entfiihrung tier Europa auf antiken Kunst-werken Wien 1870 p. i ff.
pi. i, a ( = my pi. xlvii), Overbeck Gr. Ktmstmyth. Zeus p. 4346°. (no. 16)). Overbeck
op. cit. p. 435 n. (a) illustrates the colour of the bull from Didymos ap. Eustath. in Od.
p. 1430, 63 f. Kal Tavpos apyi/j,-/iTi]s yyow Xei»/e6j <f>a<n wapa Qpvvi'xjg, 6 8iaKO/j.iffas TTJV
~Eivp&Trr)v, Hesych. apyifj^Tas Tavpos • Taxv/j.riTis 17 Xewcos Trapaydyw X^yerat d£ 4irl TOV
SiaicoulcravTOS TTJV Evpc&Tnjj', Loukian. dial. mar. 15. 2 6 Zevs Se Tavpy eiKdcras eavTov
ffvvtiraifev atfrcus KdXXwros <pau>6fi,evos' Xewc6s re yap yv aicpi[3u>s /cat TO, K^para evKaft,vi)s
Kal TO p\£uua tfuepos- K.T.\., Ov. met. 2. 852 quippe color nivis est, 861 flares ad Candida
porrigit ora, 865 nunc latus in fulvis niveum deponit harenis, Sil. It. 14. 568 f. ardet et
Europe, nivei sub imagine tauri | vecta love, Anlh. Lat. cod. Salmas. 14. 3 (i. i. 49 Riese)
Europam nivei solatur amore iuvenci, and—for the admixture of yellow—from Mosch. 2.
84 f. TOV d' ^TOL TO ufr a\\o dtuas favObxpoov ZffKev, | /ci;/cXos 5' apyfxpeos (*&<?<? fj.dpuat.pe

Fig. 419.

(S) Zeus, half-draped in a himdlion, with a bay-wreath on his head and shoes
on his feet, is seated on a rock, holding an eagle-sceptre in his left hand, a phidle in his
right. This he extends towards Eros, who stands in a four-horse car. The horses are led
by Hermes, with caduceus and palm-branch. He is preceded by a small horned Pan, who
shoulders his lagobolon with the right hand and holds his syrinx with the left, turning his
head to glance at Hermes. Before both, leaning on a rock over which his chlamys is
thrown, stands a young man with horns, wearing a broad band round his head: he holds
a lagobSlon in his right hand, & phidle in his outstretched left (quis? Heydemann op. cit.
p. 499 n. 8 suggests 'Diopan im Gegensatz zum kleinen Aigipanf and quotes in support
O. Benndorf in the Ann. d. Inst. 1866 xxxviii. in ff. Better, perhaps, Pan as opposed
to Aigipan, cp. supra i. 375 fig. 287). Below, flowers and grasses. Above, four stars. The
significance of the scene is doubtful. But the recurrence of these four stars justifies us, I
think, in linking the reverse (B) with the obverse (A). L. Stephani was perhaps on the
right tack when in the Compte-rendu St. Pe"t. 1866 p. 121 he wrote: 'in einem dritten
Gemalde derselben Vase sieht man Zeus, umgeben von anderen Gottheiten, auf seinem
Throne sitzen und daneben ein Viergespann, auf welchem er sich wahrscheinlich nach
Kreta begeben wird.'

(2) An Apulian amphora in the Museo Gregoriano of the Vatican has the upper zone
of its body decorated with an analogous design (A. F. Gori Museum Etruscum Florentiae
!737 i pis- J62 (whole vase), 163 (obverse), 164 (reverse), ii. 316 ff., J. B. Passerius
Picturae Etruscorum in Vasculis Romae 1/67 i. 5 ff. pis. 4—6 (coloured but inadequate),
O. Jahn op. cit. p. 4, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 436 f. (no. 17) Atlas pi. 6, 15





Plate XLVII

An amphora from Canosa, now at Naples : Europe playing with the Bull.

See page 619 n. i (i) (A).
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Fig. 420.
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a vegetation power1 and as such associated with flowers and fruit.
The fertilising god must needs have a fertile bride.

The Greek type of Europe with her flowers seated on the back
of the bull Zeus seems to have originated in the Hittite type of
Chipa with her flowery kirtle standing on the bull of Tesub2, and

(from a tracing of the original) =my fig. 419, Alinari's photo no. 3573 i=my fig. 420).
Europe stoops to attach a cord to the horns of the submissive bull (cp. Ov. met. 2. 867 f.,
Anth. Lat. cod. Salmas. 14. 17 f. (i. i. 49 Riese), while one of her playmates holds him
by the tail. The bull is painted white. Eros with a tainla and a flower in his left hand
extends his right with a wreath towards Europe. The rest of the figures are divine, and
correspond with those on the reverse of the preceding vase. On the left Aphrodite,
uplifting a mirror, leans over a pillar to watch the scene. On the right Hermes, with
petasos, chlamys, caduceus, and wreath, awaits the issue in his favourite attitude of the
supported foot (supra ii. 479 n. 6, infra p. 706). Finally, seated at a higher level and
half-draped in a fine himdtion, with a wreath in his hair, is the bridegroom looking
towards his bride. The sceptre in his hand marks him as Zeus. Jahn loc. cit, speaks of it
as crowned with an eagle. Overbeck too calls it an 'Adlerscepter' and figures it as such,
though in the modern photograph the bird is hard to trace. Jahn further describes Zeus
as 'unbartig.' Overbeck says 'in seltener Erscheinung jugendlich' and compares Zeus as
a beardless lover on an \o-amphora of the Coghill collection (Lenormant—de Witte £l.
man. c£r. i. 55 ff. pi. 26, Overbeck op. cit. Zeus p. 466 f. (no. i) Atlas pi. 7, 7, infra
p. 638 n. o fig. 435); but Overbeck's own tracing shows that the god's face is modern
and Gori op. cit. pi. 163 gives it a beard!

(3) A South-Italian krater (hydria!}, likewise in the Museo Gregoriano, simplifies the
scene (O. Jahn op. cit. p. 5, Overbeck op. cit. Zeus p. 437 (no. 18) Atlas pi. 6, 13 (from a
tracing of the original) = my fig. 421). Europe hurries forward to caress the white bull,
which stands erect before her on the flowery plain. Her old nurse (?) turns away with a
gesture of astonishment. Above Europe is seen a tainia. Above the bull's head, a long-
winged Eros with mirror and dulcimer. On a higher level, left and right, sit two
deities facing each other—Zeus with phidle and long sceptre, Aphrodite with mirror and
toilet-box.

An Apulian krater in the Louvre represents a slightly earlier moment in the action and
gives no hint of Zeus in human shape (Overbeck op. cit. Zeus p. 434 (no. 15) Atlas pi. 6,
12 (from a tracing of the original) = my fig. 422). The treatment is interesting and was
perhaps inspired by some such painting as that described in Ach. Tat. i. i ^/c6/*a TroXXotj
&vOecriv 6 Xein&v • Sfrdpuv OI)TO?J dvefdfUKTO <p6,\a.y% ical <J>VTUV • ffvveyT) TO dfrdpa,
<rvvi)pe<fnj TO, irtraXa.' ffwijirrov ol irropdoi TO. 0i5A\a, Kai tyivero rots avOeaiv opo<f>os •}] TUV
<pt\\uv ffvfJurXoicfi. i=ypa.\l/ei> o TCX^TJ/J vwo ra w£ra\a Kai rijv ffKiav ...&8up 3£ Kara fj^ffov
Zppei TOV \einuvos rrjs ypaffis, ri> fj.fr dvajiXtifov KdruQev dird rrjs yrjs, rb 8£ rots &v6e<ri /cat
TOIS ipvrols vepixebnevov. Here too in the midst of the meadow is a spring welling from
a hollow rock, on which sits Europe beneath two overarching trees. On the left a swathed
woman bears a large pitcher. On the right a great bull, coloured white and red, lowers
his head before Europe, who looks longingly at him and toys with her veil. Higher up
Aphrodite is seated, with Eros standing beside her. And above the horizon are seen
a male and a female (? two females) conversing together.

3 So most frequently, e.g. supra i. 471 fig. 327, 526 pi. xxxii, 531 fig. 405, 547 fig. 414,
Hi. 615 n. 5 (i) fig- 4 J 5> 615 n. 5 (2) fig. 416, 619 n. i fig. 418, 619 n. 2 (i) pi. xlvii,
620 n. o (2) figs. 419, 420> 622 n. o (3) fig. 421, 622 n. o fig. 422.

4 E.g. supra i. 539 fig- 411, iii. 618 n. o (3) pi. xlvi, i and 2.
5 E.g. infra p. 627 n. o (3) pi. xlviii.
1 Supra i. 524 ff.
2 Supra i. 526 n. 2, 606, 644 figs. 503 and 504.
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with sundry modifications1 to have lasted on well into Roman

Fig. 421.

Fig. 43-2.

1 A possible Europe—we can hardly rate the evidence higher—hails from the thdlos-
tomb at Dendra, near Midea on the Argive Plain, excavated by A. W. Persson in 1926
and dated by him and A. J. B. Wace c. 1400—1350 B.C. (A. W. Persson The Royal Tombs
at Dendra near Midea Lund 1931 pp. 67, 143). Among its rich contents were eight
metope-like plaques of glass paste, six light blue, two violet in colour, but all bearing a
design in relief described as follows by their discoverer: ' An animal with head borne
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times1—a total duration of nearly two thousand years. The theme

high moves swiftly towards the right; on its back sits a woman (there is a fastening hole
on each side of her waist) with both legs at one side, the knees very much bent... The
representation naturally recalls those dating from a later period, showing Europa on the
bull, especially that on the archaic metope from Selinus, with a beading on the upper
edge [supra p. 616 fig. 415]—our plaques have one also on the lower edge. On the small
glass plaques from Midea we have the first illustration of the Europa legend, an illustration
of the Mycenaean period' (Persson op.cit. pp. 36, 65 fig. 43, pi. 25, i (part of which = my
fig. 423: scalef) and pi. 26, 2). Persson's view was adopted by M. P. Nilsson The Mycenaean

Fig. 423.

Origin of Greek Mythology Cambridge 1932 p. 33. But U. von Wilamowitz-MoellendorfT
Der Glaube der Hellenen Berlin 1931 p. 112 ('Bronzerelief' !) and A. Roes in the Journ.
Hell. Stud. 1934 liv. 25 call for caution. If the plaques in question really represent
Europe, this is by far the earliest trace of her myth on Greek soil, and the bull—as we
should have anticipated (supra p. 615)—moves from left to right. But Europe, though
the likeliest, is not the only possible bull-rider. What of Artemis TaupoTroAoy (supra i.
417 n. 7, 538 fig. 409, ii. 729 n. o, 955 n. o, 1214 (?))? Or, for that matter, what of Chipa
herself?

1 Roman wall-paintings and floor-mosaics of Europe are listed by Helbig Wandgem.
Camp. p. 36 fF. nos. 122—130, p. 454, Sogliano Pitt. mur. Camp. p. 22 f. nos. 79—82,
Reinach Rep. Feint. Gr. Rom. p. u'no. 4, p. 12 nos. i—3, p. 13 nos. i—6, p. 14 nos.
i—6. One painting and a couple of mosaics will serve to illustrate the range and variety
of these later representations:

(i) The finest of the wall-paintings was found in a house at Pompeii (Reg. ix. 5. 18,
room /on the plan by A. Mau in the Bull. d. Inst. 1879 P- 22 P^) anc^ 's now at Naples
(A. Sogliano in the Guida del Mus. Napoli p. 303 no. 1296, G. Rodenwaldt Die Kompos-
ition der pompejanischen Wandgemdlde Berlin 1909 p. 69 ff. fig. n, Herrmann Denkm.
d. Malerei pi. 68 ( = my fig. 424) Text p. 89 f., L. Curtius Die Wandmalerei Pompejis
Leipzig 1929 p. 289 f. pi. 4 (a good reproduction in colours), O. Elia Pitture murali e
mosaici nel Museo Nazionale di Napoli Roma 1932 p. 37 no. 47 fig. 12). Europe, half-
draped in a violet himdtion with sea-green border, is seated, not to say enthroned, on the
back of a splendid brown bull, which stands steady though his eye is turned seaward and
he is already thinking of the perilous transit. The heroine's right hand raises her mantle;
her left is laid on the bull's head and holds a red riband (?to twine about his horns, cp.
Ov. met. 2. 867 f.). Of Europe's playmates, in wine-red, golden yellow, and greenish
blue, the first stoops to embrace the bull, the third has set down her pitcher—a detail
which implies the proximity of a spring (supra p. 622 n. o fig. 422), as perhaps does the
squared structure on the right. The landscape background shows a wooded mountain,
cleft by a ravine in which are seen a stately fir-tree (?) and before it a tall sacred column
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to indicate that this is holy ground. The whole composition, with its clear-cut contours
and sharp sculpturesque qualities, belongs to Mau's Third Style of mural painting (25 B.C.—
50 A.D.). But the mysterious glow, which lights up the rock-face, the column, the further

BBB

Fig. 424.

legs of the bull, and glints on the breasts of Europe, is a light-and-shade device already
heralding the advent of the Fourth Style (50—79 A.D.). The work in general presupposes
a good Greek original of the Hellenistic age, to which the Roman copyist has added a
conventional background and accessories.

C. III. 40
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(2) A mosaic, found at Praeneste (Palestrina) towards the end of the seventeenth
century and now preserved in a bedroom of the Palazzo Barberini at Rome, raises several

Fig. 425.

Fig. 426.

problems of interest (O. Jahn Die Entfiihrung der Europa auj antiken Kunstwerken
Wien 1870 p. 7 ff. pi. 2 (=my fig. 425) from a drawing by Schulz, Overbeck Gr. Kunst-
myth. Zeus p. 454 ff. (no. 41) Atlas pi. 7, 20, W. Helbig Untersuchungen iiber die
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appealed, not only to artists and craftsmen, but to poets1 and

campanische Wandmalerei Leipzig 1873 P- 224 ff., id. in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1412 ff.
fig., id. Fiihrer durch die offentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertiimer in Rom?
Leipzig 1913 ii. 395 f., Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 12 no. i). The bull (white,
shaded with brown) is already in the sea, escaping towards the left, with Europe scantily
draped in a himdtion (deep orange, shaded with red) on his back. Her adventure is
watched with astonishment and interest by two female figures (local Nymphs?) on the
sea-shore. Above are seen five of Europe's playmates fleeing in alarm towards the right.
Some of them look back as they run. And finally from behind a rock advances a grave
bearded man in a himdtion (red) with a long staff (yellow) in his hand. Overbeck op. tit.
p. 456 would see in him Zeus, at whose sudden appearance the nearest of the maidens is
collapsing in a swoon! Jahn op. cit. p. 8 had more sensibly taken him to be Agenor the
father of Europe or Kadmos her brother. Helbig Fiihrer^ p. 395 f. notes that, apart
from minor injuries and repairs, there is something wrong about the whole composition.
Europe's companions are not looking at the elopement, but forwards or backwards; nor
is Europe herself being carried off from their midst. All would be well, if the mosaic
were bisected and rearranged with its lower half on the left, its upper half on the right
(fig. 426). Accordingly he conjectures that the original design was an oblong fresco,
which the Praenestine craftsman compressed into a square (o*82m) to fill a given space.
The lively attitudes and the fine colouring point to an artist of marked ability. We are
thus led towards the conclusion that this mosaic is a modified copy of the famous painting
by Antiphilos, a rival of Apelles, whose 'Kadmos and Europe' was to be seen in the
Porticus Pompeia at Rome (Plin. nat. hist. 35. 114, cp. Mart. ep. i. 14. 3, 5, 15 ff.,
3. 20. 12 f., ii. i. n). See further A. Reinach Textes Peint. Anc. i. 385 n. 2.

(3) Of almost equal interest and of even greater beauty is the mosaic found in 1860
near the Cathedral at Aquileia on the estate of Count Cassis and thence removed on
rollers to his Museum in the Castle of Monastero (O. Jahn op. cit. p. 52 ff. with pi. 10
(=my pi. xlviii) from a coloured drawing carefully executed on the spot by the painter
Agujari under the direction of von Steinbuchel, Overbeck op. cit. Zeus p. 456 f. Atlas
pi. 7, 23, O. Fasiolo / mosaici di Aquileia Roma 1915 pi. i, 2, Reinach Re"p. Peint.
Gr. Rom. p. 12 no. 2). The divine bull is here figured as a sea-beast, brown to grey in
colour: his forefeet plunge in the brine; his hindquarters end in two fish-tails flung aloft
as he frisks along. Europe, wearing a blue fillet on her blond hair, but otherwise stark
naked, sits gracefully on his back, resting one hand on his head, the other on his flank.
Eros, with short wings coloured blue and red, leads the way, holding a flowery halter in
his right hand and a burning torch in his left. Lastly, Poseidon, a wreath of green weed
on his dark brown hair, rides on a big grey dolphin and is followed by a second of smaller
size as he accompanies the bridal cortege and calms the sea for his brother. His right arm
is seen, as if swimming, through the clear water (cp. Nonn. Dion. i. 74 f.)—an effect made
possible by a clever use of blue glass tesserae. The mosaic, badly cracked and damaged,
must have seen service for many years before Attila captured Aquileia in 452 A.D. Indeed,
von Steinbiichel and Jahn assigned it, reasonably enough, to the palmy days of the town
under Trajan and Hadrian. Jahn poses the question whether this rider on a marine bull
might not have been meant for Aphrodite or some Nereid, say Galateia, rather than for
Europe (Nonn. Dion. i. 57 ff.; cp. supra p. 133 f. figs. 52, 53), but decides rightly for
the last; and even Overbeck says ' eine sichere Entscheidung 1st nicht moglich.' I do not
share their hesitation. The obvious intention to represent a wedding train and the general
agreement with other pictures of Europe really leave no room for doubt, not to mention
such confirmatory details as those recorded by Ach. Tat. i. i"Epws elXice rbv fiovv *E/>«s,
lUKpbv iraioLov, ^irXwm rb •jrTep6v,...iKpdTei, TO vvp- eirtdTpairro 5e ws M rbv A/a Kal
vire/jieiSLa, tSffirep aitrov KaTO,ye\u>v, on 5t avrbv ytyove flovs.

1 The only allusion to Europe in the Homeric poems occurs in the AIDS dirdrr) (II. 14.
321 f. ovd' &re $oiviKos Koiiprfs rr}\€K\eiToTo, 11? r^/ce /*ot M.lvwv re Kal avrWeov 'PaSdpavOvv).
This bowdlerizing (?) episode omits the actual name of the heroine and ignores the bull.

40—2
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prose-writers1 also. And I suggest that its long-lived appeal implies
a deep-seated belief among the Mediterranean peoples that the
sky-god could and on occasion did take shape as a bull. If so,
it may well be that—as we conjectured above2—the ox of the
Dipolieia was originally held to be the visible form or embodiment
of Zeus Polieus himself.

Here we may pause to note a partial parallel from northern
Greece. A stele of Proconnesian marble, found at the village of
Kavak between Panderma (Panormos near Kyzikos) and Gunen
and acquired in 1908 by the Imperial Ottoman Museum, is shaped
like a chapel with gable and akroteria (fig. 427)3. The gable is
adorned with an ox-head, round which is a garland tied between
the horns. In the chapel stands Zeus &lbios*. He wears a chiton

They are found first in Hes. frag. 209 Flach, 52 Kinkel, 30 Rzach ap. schol. A. B. //. 11.
292 T&tipdnrtjv TTJV &OIVIKOS Zevs dea.ffdfj.evos ev rivi \ei/J.&vi pera vvp.<p(av av0t] ava\eyovffav
•f)pdff6ri Kal Kare\6iav f/\\al-ev eavrbv els ravpov Kal airo rov ffr6fj.aros upbuov eirvei • ovrus
re rty ~Evp&Trr]v dirar'/iffas ej3d.ffTa.ffe Kal diairop6/J.evffas els K/MJTIJI' {[dyr) avrrj- eW' ovrus
ffvvtpKiffev avTTjv 'Affrepiuvi T<$ K/MJTWJ' jSaaiXer yevofj.evrj de ZyKvos eiceivr) rpeis TrcuSas
eyevvTjffe, MiVwa liapinfjdbva. Kal 'PaSd/j.avOvv. TJ Iffropla Trap "H(n65<£> Kal 'BaKxvXldy,
cp. schol. T. //. 12. 292 'HcrioSos Se Ei)/3t67r7js Kal Atos avr6v (sc. 2,apirr)d6va) (pyffiv, schol.
Eur. Rhes. 28 6 5£ 'H<rio5os E^/jciinjs nev (f>-qffiv aiirbv (sc. ~Z,a.pvt]56va.: lacunam indicavit
Schwartz) us 'EXXawcos (frag. 94 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 131 f. Jacoby)): supra i. 546 n. 5.
Eumelos of Corinth, whose floruit (supra i. 738) should have been fixed later than
c. 740 B.C. (W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1912 i. 131,
W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur Miinchen 1929 i. I. 290 f.),
wrote a Etpuiria dealing with the tale of Europe, but the three extant fragments are not
ad rent (Epic. Gr. frag. i. 192 f. Kinkel). Other Greek poets that handled the theme
include Eur. Kprjres frag. 472 Nauck'2 (cited supra i. 648 n. i) cp. lo. Malal. chron. i
p. 31 Dindorf Kadus Kal EtfptTT^s 6 ffo^ciraros TTOITJTIKUIS avvtypa^aro, os 4>rlffl-> Zefls
peTafSXyOels els ravpov rty T£&pu>Tn)v ypTraffev, Mosch. 2. I—166, Anacreont. 52 Bergk4, 52
Killer, [Horn.] Batr. 78 f., Nonn. Dion. i. 46if., 320 ff.

Among Latin poets treating of the same subject the following deserve notice: Hor.
od. 3. 27. 25 ff., Ov. met. 2. 836 ff., fast. 5. 603 ff., Germ. Arat. 536 ff., Anth. Lat. cod.
Salmas. 14. i—34 (i. i. 49 f. Riese).

1 First in Akousilaos of Argos frag. 20 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 102 Milller) =frag. 29
(Frag. gr. Hist. i. 55 Jacoby) ap. Apollod. 2. 5. 7 efiSofwv eirera&v aO\ov rov Kprjra
dyayetv ravpov. rovTov'A.Kovffl\aos (lev elval (pr)ffi rov SiairopBfJietiffavra Efyu&TrTji' Ai£' rives
de rbv biro HoffeiSuvos avaSoBevra e/c QdXdffffrjs, ore Karadfaeiv Hoveidwvi Mfrws elire TO
(pavev e/c rrjs ddXdffffys: supra i. 544 n. 6. Then follow Theophr. hist. pi. i. 9. 5 (cited
supra i. 526 n. 4), Apollod. 3. i. i, Loukian. dial. mar. 15. i—4, Apul. met. 6. 29,
Ach. Tat. i. i. i— i. 2. 2.

2 Supra p. 606.
3 Edhem Bey in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 521—528 pis. 5 ( = my fig. 427) and

6 (lower part of stile on larger scale), Reinach Rip. Reliefs ii. 108 no. i (whole) and 175
no. i (lower part), Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople iii. 39 ff. no. 836 fig., Harrison
Themis* p. I48f. fig. 26.

4 The inscription at the foot of the stele, apparently composed in imperfect hexa-
meters, runs: Wtodiuv lepeiis Aios 'OX/3iou | virep ru>v Idiwv irdvruv KaOus fKe\ev\ffev
aveffi)Ka ^-xapiffr^piov 0. Others, listed by F. W. Hasluck in the Journ. Hell. Stud.
1905 xxv. 56 f. and in his Cyzicus Cambridge 1910 p. 272, all came from the same
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Fig. 427.
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and a himdtion. His left hand grasps a sceptre, the lower end of
which disappears behind an eagle with spread wings. His right
hand holds a bossed phidle, from which he is pouring a libation
above the flame of a small altar. But the most noteworthy feature
of the design is that the head of the god with its full beard and
long hair combines two bovine horns1. Below the figure of Zeus is
a sacrificial scene. In the centre is a flaming altar. Before it, and
represented on a small scale so as not to conceal the altar, a man
with a double axe is about to strike a bull, whose head is bound by
a cord to a ring fixed in the ground2. On one side stand a boy
and a man. Their raised right hands held objects of an oval shape
(fru.it ?)3. The boy's lowered left hand is holding a bunch of grapes.
On the other side stand a girl and a woman. The girl carries in
her left hand a dish of fruit and flowers4. The woman has fillets
in her left hand, and raises her right with open palm in a gesture
of invocation.

Zeus tilbios, the god 'of Welfare5,' was evidently a giver of
fertility; and his bovine horns were due, not to a late confusion with
other deities6, but to an early conception of him as tauromorphic.

district, having been found near Gunen, presumably at Kavak: (i) a block, used later
for a capital, inscribed [A]t[i '0]X[/3/<{>?] | [E2]<n7K6(v)<p? j3[w~\\/j.bv bickp (e)a[u]|ToO /cal plov \
[jc]at T£KVU\_V] \ [/c]ai T[WJ> KUfjufruv?]. (2) an altar, with a bucranium in relief, inscribed
Oe$ | [A]ti 'OXjS/y I • (3) a fragmentary cippus inscribed [0e$] 'OX/fty | [?K6t^]roj
Aovyei[vos] \ [ ]Lov irpayiJ.a.Ttv\T]fy [ ]. (4) a small base inscribed 'Hpa/cXetSijs |
'Hpa/cXe/|5ou 0e$ | 'OX/Sfy bir\[tp ]. (5) a broken stile, with a relief of Zeus standing
and an eagle on the ground to the right, inscribed ['AJrrdXoi; | .

1 Harrison Themis* p. 149 n. 2 : 'Miss M. Hardie [Mrs F. W. Hasluck], of Newnham
College, kindly examined the original of the relief and writes to me that, so far as it can
be made out, there is all the appearance of a bull-mask worn by a human head. If this
were certain we should have the figure of a priest impersonating a bull-god, which would
be of singular interest.' It would indeed (?cp. supra i. 490 ff. fig. 354,496). But the
assumption is too precarious. Edhem Bey in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 521 says
merely 'la t£te barbue, a long (sic) cheveux flottants sur le cou, est surmontee de deux
cornes, recourbees comme celles d'un bovide,' and Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople
iii. 39 echoes him: ' la tete est barbue, avec de longs cheveux flottants et deux cornes
de taureau.' Neither suggests a mask.

2 So on a fragmentary relief from Tralleis (Edhem Bey in the Rev. Arch. 1904 ii. 361
pi. 15, i, id. in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1904 xxviii. 71 ff. pi. 7, 1908 xxxii. 526 ff., Reinach
Rep. Reliefs ii. 169 no. 2, Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople ii. 266 ff. no. 547 fig.),
which showed a similar sacrifice about to take place at the foot of an old plane-tree.

3 Edhem Bey in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 522 says 'ils ont...la main droite
relevee et tenant un objet indistinct, de forme ovale, peut-etre une torche.' Mendel Cat.
Sculpt, Constantinople iii. 40, 'un homme debout...leve la main droite en signe d'ador-
ation; a c6t^ de lui, un jeune gar^on.-.dans la meme attitude,' etc.

4 Edhem Bey loe. cit. ' un plat charge de fruits et de fleurs.' Mendel loc. cit. ' un
plateau charge de fruits.'

5 Cp. Apollon 6'XjSios in Anth. Pal. 9. 525. 16 o\ftiov, 6\f}ioepybv.
6 Edhem Bey loc. cit. p. 525.





Plate XLIX

(1) Amphora at Munich :
lo as a heifer with Argos and Hermes.

See page 631 n. 3.

(2) Stdmnos from Caere, now at Vienna :
lo as a steer (!) with Argos, Hermes, and Zeus.

See -bage 633 n. o.
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Aischylos in the first of his extant plays makes the chorus of Dan-
aides at Argos appeal to Zeus Olbios as the god who had touched
lo and thereby become the forefather of their race1. But it was in
the form of a bull, as the same play shows2, that Zeus came into
contact with lo, who from that time forward is figured3 as a heifer4

1 Aisch. suppl, 524 ff. Wilamowitz &va$- dvdKruv, /maKapwv \ fiaKdprare /ecu Te\euv
Tf\\fi&raTOi> Kpdros, o\/3ie ZeC, | iriffov re Kcd yevei <rcp | dXevcrov dvdp&v vfipiv e& erriryijcras •
\lfwq. S' l/Ji/3a\e irop<j>vpoei8ei \ rav fjieXavo^vy drav. \ TO irpos yvixuK&v < 5' > evi8&i> \
Tra\at<pa.Tov a^Tepov ye vos 0i\t'as wpoybvov y wane fa, | vtwaov e$<ppov alvov, \ yevov iro\v-
fJU>ijffTop tfpairTOp 'loOs. | Alas rot yevos etfx6/u.e#' clvai \ yas dir6 raffS' ZVOIKOI.

2 Supra i. 438 f.
3 Representations of lo are- collected and discussed in primis by R. Engelmann De

lone commentatio archaeologica Berolini 1868 (first as cow, then under the influence of
tragedy as cow-horned maiden, finally as cow once more), id. in Roscher Lex. Myth.
ii. 270—280, id. 'Die Jo-Sage' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1903 xviii.
37—58 figs, i—10 and pi. 2 (pp. 51—57 groups the extant monuments as follows:
(i) ' Liebeswerben des Zeus um Jo' = nos. i—3; (ii) 'Jo von Argos bewacht' = nos. 4—8;
(iii) 'Totung des Argos' = nos. 9—27; (iv) 'Jo's Ankunft in Agypten' — nos. 28, 29;
(v) 'Einzeldarstellungen der Jo' = nos. 30—50, and p. 57 f. concludes: 'Bis zum Anfang
des 5. Jahrhunderts, ja man kann auf Grund der Neapler Vase (Taf. 2) noch bestimmter
sagen, bis in die siebziger Jahre des 5. Jahrhunderts, wirdjo nur als Kuh dargestellt;
nach der Vorfuhrung des Prometheus dagegen erscheint Jo nur als /Sotf/cepwj irapOtvos;
zwischen beide Darstellungsweisen schiebt sich...die durch das Bostoner Gefass vertret-
ene Mischbildung einer Kuh mit menschlicher IT/SOTO/M). Dass schon vor Aschylus die
menschliche Bildung der Jo bestanden haben kann, ist wegen der Gleichung mit der
agyptischen Isis zuzugeben. Wenn man aber bedenkt, dass der Wechsel in der Dar-
stellungsweise der Jo chronologisch genau mit dem Dithyrambus (Kuhform), den
Supplices (Kuh mit menschlicher irporo/j,-^) und dem Prometheus des Aschylus (/Soikepws
jrap^vos) zusammenfallt, und dass weder ein monumentales, noch ein literarisches
direktes Zeugnis fur einen anderen Entwicklungsgang vorhanden ist, dann wird man
sich doch genotigt sehen, die nachgewiesene Abanderung, die mit den Bediirfnissen
der Tragodie iibereinstimmt, auch als durch die Tragodie veranlasst, anzunehmen').
See also Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus pp. 465—488 ('lo,' distinguishing (i) 'das
Liebesabenteuer des Zeus und der lo,' (ii) ' lo von Argos bewacht,' (iii) 'die Uberlistung
oder Einschlaferung des Argos durch Hermes,' (iv) ' Hermes gewaltthatig gegen Argos,'
(v) 'lo in Aegypten,' (vi) 'Monumente, welche keiner bestimmten Situation angehoren').

4 Thus already before the close of s. vi B.C. (supra p. 221) on the throne of Apollon
at Amyklai (Paus. 3. 18. 13 "Hpa d£ a<f>opq. irpbs 'Iw rrjv 'Ivdxov f)ovi> ovcrav ijSt)). An
amphora of the 'Northampton style' at Munich (Jahn Vasensamml. Munchen p. 189
no- 573)) akin to the Clazomenian variety of Ionic ware, shows the heifer lo held in
check by a monstrous Argos, with an extra eye on his chest, while Hermes, with pttasos
and winged shoes, advances stealthily to free her from the tether. Argos' dog looks
round at the intruder; and in the background is a palm-tree, to which lo should be
fastened (T. Panofka ' Argos Panoptes' in the Abh. d. berl. Akad. 183*? Phil.-hist. Classe
pp. 43 f., 47 col. pi. 5, E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1838 x. 329, Man. d. Inst. ii pi. 59, 8,
Reinach R<>p. Vases i. in, 2, Lenormant—de Witte £l. mon. c£r. iii. 239 ('positivement
comique') pi. 99, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 474 (no. 10) ('offenbar komisch oder
parodisch') Atlas pi. 7, 19, Wien. Vorlegebl. 1890—1891 pi. 12, iaand i6( = mypl. xlix, i),
Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 173, 178, iii. 34 fig. 148). An Attic black-figured
panel-amphora, now in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. i i5f . no. B 164),
depicts a later moment in the attack (supra ii. 379 fig. 286 from a reversed drawing by
E. Vitet. R. Engelmann in the/a^r3. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1903 xviii. 52 f. fig. 7
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Fig. 428.

Fig. 429.
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(=my fig. 428) was the first to publish the correct design and to include a point noticed
by A. S. Murray, that in front of the heifer's head stood the letters [0]l for '!<£). An
early red-figured plate by 'the Cerberus Painter' c. 520 — 510 B.C. (M. H. Swindler Ancient
Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 191), found at Chiusi and later in the Pizzati and
Blaydes collections, makes Hermes administer the coup de grace, while lo as a heifer
bounds away on her wanderings (E. Gerhard in \hz Arch. Zdt. 1847 v- J-7 ff- pi- 2 ( = my
fig. 429), Reinach Rip. Vases i. 363, i, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 479 (no. 17)
Atlas pi. 7, 18, Hoppin Red-Jig. Vases i. 145 no. 7, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler
des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 30 no. 5). A red-figured stdmnos from Caere,
now at Vienna (Masner Samml. ant. Vasen u. Terracotten Wien p. 52 no. 338), by 'the

Fig. 430.

Argos Painter' c. 480 B.C. likewise has Hermes slaying Argos, here covered with eyes,
but by a slip represents lo as a steer (!), and adds a seated and sceptred Zeus, completing
the picture by an olive-tree on the left and a palm-tree, with a doe behind it, on the
right (R. Schone in the Ann. d. Inst. 1865 xxxvii. 147—159 pi. I—K (interprets the
gesture of Zeus as a hint of his ultimate intervention, cp. Aisch. P. v. 848 f. ivravda 5iJ
ire Zevs rlBifffiv I,u0/3(wa | eira<puv drap/Sei xeipl Ka^ Oiy&v n6rov, Mosch. 2. 50 ff. ev 5' fjv
Zei)s Kpovidijs ^7rcK/>c&/tej'os -fiptfM ^epai? \ Trbprios 'Ipax^s, rty 5' eirravbptf Trapa NetXy | e«r
j8o6s evKepdoLo ir&\iv /uerd/iei/Se ywaiKa), Reinach Rip. Vases i. 314, Overbeck Gr. Kiinst-
myth. Zeus pp. 28 (c), 477 f. (no. 15) Atlas pi. 7, 10, Wien. Vorlegebl. 1890—1891 pi. n, i
(=my pi. xlix, 2), J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. no no. i). A red-figured hydria by 'the
Girgenti Painter' c. 475 B.C.-, formerly in the Pascale collection at Santa Maria di Capua
and now at Bryn Mawr, has a finely painted design of Argos, with eyes all over his body
(even one between the straps of his right boot and another under his left boot), leopard-
skin cape, fur ptlos, club, and sword, pursued by Hermes (wreath, pitasos, chlamys) in
the act of drawing his sword. lo as a heifer bounds away to the left. The Doric column,
the altar, and the priestess with temple-key and poppy-headed sceptre, mark the scene as
taking place in the Argive Heraion. The four small bushes are its sacred grove (Apollod.
2. i. 3 says of Argos oBros £K TIJS tXaLas edtfffievev aiir^v, TJTIS ev rt£ MUKT/CO/WJ' tiirrjpxev
aXo-ei). Finally, Zeus and Hera balance each other on the left and right (E. Petersen in
the Rom. Mitth. 1893 viii. 328 no. 17, J. C. Hoppin 'Argos, lo, and the Prometheus of
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as a heifer with human face1, as a maiden with heifer's ears and
horns2, as a horned maiden3, or at least as a maiden with a heifer
at her side4.

Aeschylus' in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1901 xii. 335—345 with col. pi. by
F. Anderson, R. Engelmann in \he.Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1903 xviii. 42 ff.
fig. 2 ( = my fig. 430), L. G. Eldridge in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1917 xxi. 41 f. fig. 4,
51 ff. fig. 6, J. D. Beazley op- cit. p. 245 no. 39).

Graeco-Roman gems revert to the animal form of lo. A brown chalcedony from the
Blacas collection, now in the British Museum, shows Hermes on
the left holding the heifer by her horns and Zeus on the right
standing with left hand raised and an eagle at his feet (T. Panofka
loc. cit. pp. i8f., 46 pi. i, 7, G. P. Secchi in the Ann. d. Inst.
1838 x. 315, E. Braun ib. 329, Man. d. Inst. ii pi. 59, 4 ( = my
fig. 43 r : scale f) from an impression by T. Cades, Brit. Mus.
Cat. Gems'1' p. 143 no. 1262 pi. 18). See also the gem noted supra
\. 440 n. 4 fig. 312, of which there is a photograph in Imhoof-
Blumer and O. Keller Tier- und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Fig- 431-
Gemmen des klassischen Altertums Leipzig 1889 p. 132 no. 28 pi. 21.

1 R. Engelmann in the fahrb.d.kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1903 xviii. 38 ff. fig. i ( = my
fig. 432) was the first to publish and discuss an important vase at Boston, on which lo
appears as a heifer with human face. This red-figured oinochde came from south Italy
and is described as ' wahrscheinlich apulisch, in direkter Nachahmung attischer Ware aus
der Mitte des V. Jahrhdts.' Engelmann adds: ' Meiner Meinung nach diirfte man mil
der Zeitbestimmung noch etwas hoher hinaufgehen.' The vase represents a beardless
Hermes, with chlamys, petasos, caduceus, and sword, advancing against Argos, who wears
chiton, ox-hide cape (supra i. 458 f.), leather cap, and brandishes a club as he turns to face
his pursuer. lo moves off towards the right: her body is that of a heifer, but her head has
bovine horn and ear combined with the features of a maiden, and a veil the folds
of which serve to conceal the ungainly combination. Engelmann acutely remarks that
the same quasi-oriental ' Mischbildung' is presupposed by the earliest of the extant
Aeschylean tragedies (Aisch. suppL 565 ff. Wilamowitz fiporol 5' ot yas rbr1 rjvav %VVO/J.OL
X\up<f deiaari 6v/j,6i> | TrdXXovr', oif/iv drjOri | /Sia/c^/u.' bpuivTes 5wrxe/>es /u,ei£6/u,/3poTO»', | rav
/j,ev |3o6s, | TCLV d' av yvvaucfc- rtyas 8' eOa/Apovv). But S. Eitrem in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. ix. 1739 replies: 'Aber Aischylos braucht ja nicht absolut an ein solches
Mischwesen zu denken, I[o] mag auch in den Hik[etides] nur als kuhhornig gedacht
worden sein, um als ein "wunderbares Mischgeschopf " bezeichnet zu werden.'

2 The exact date of Aischylos' Prometheus Bound is not easy to fix (W. Christ
Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1912 i. 296 f.), and W. Schmid after
repeated examination of the evidence (W. Schmid Untersuchungen zum Gefesselten
Prometheus (Tub. Beitr. ix) Tubingen 1929 (Aisch. P. v. is the work of an unknown poet
writing between 458 and 445 B.C.), id. 'Epikritisches zum Gefesselten Prometheus' in
the Berl. philol. Woch. Feb. 14, 1931 p. 218 ff.) can roundly declare: 'Der Gefesselte
Prometheus ist weder von Aischylos noch zu dessen Lebzeiten verfasst' (W. Schmid—
O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen Literatur Miinchen 1934 i. 2. 193, cp. W. Morel in
the Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der klassischen Altertumsvoissenschafi 1932 ccxxxiv.
84 f.). This is not the place to argue the point. In any case S. Eitrem loc. cit. is right in
saying: 'Die gehornte Jungfrau wurde namlich die beliebteste Erscheinungsform der
verwandelten I[o] in der Kunst, und auch in der Literatur wird die /Sotf/cepws irapOfros seit
Aisch. Prom. 586 [fcAtfets 00£y/*.a ras /3oi)Ke/>w irapfftvov;], vgl. 673 K. [/cepaorij 5', ws
6/>ar'] haufig erwahnt.'

A good example of lo with cow's horns and cow's ear is the Jatta krater already
figured (supra i. 459 n. 5 with fig. 318), of which Overbeck Gr. Kumtmyth. Zeus p. 480
(no. 19) says: 'Den Mittelpunkt bildet lo, welche als kuhgehornte und daneben, als
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einziges Beispiel, auch kuhohrige Jungfrau dargestellt ist und dureh einen langen Schilf-
stengel, den sie in der Rechten halt, sehr passend als Tochter des Flusses Inachos
bezeichnet wird.'

Fig. 432.

Antefixes of terra cotta, semi-elliptical in shape and adorned with the head of lo in
relief, have been found in some numbers at Tarentum. The British Museum has two,
one certainly, the other possibly, from that town (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 415
no. D 665 Tarentum 1884 (height 6f ins.), p. 419 no. D 692 Towneley collection (height
7^ ins.)). The Museum of Fine Arts at Boston has other specimens of the same sort
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(Annual Report Boston 1901 p. 63 n.). There are several in Berlin, and many in the
Tarentine Museum (A. Furtwangler in \hzjahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1888 iii. 2-23
n. i =id. Kleine Schriften Munchen 1913 ii. 216 n. i). One of the Berlin examples, found
at Tarentum, is figured by R. Engelmann in \htjahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1903
xviii. 55 no. 34 fig. 8. I add one of the same type, likewise found at Tarentum in 1919,
and now in my collection (fig. 433: height 7^ ins., breadth 8 ins.). It represents lo en face
with budding horns and bovine ears. Between her horns is seen part of a veil (Engelmann

Fig- 433-

loc. cit. says 'Zwischen den Hornern Binde'; and Walters loc. cit. D 692, 'over the fore-
head, indications of cow's hide (?)'), and from her ears hang earrings of one drop. Lastly,
round her throat is a necklace of fourteen pendants She is in fact figured as the beloved
of Zeus in full bridal array. Furtwangler loc. cit. remarks: ' Der stilistische Charakter
dieses Typus auf den Stirnziegeln...ist derjenige der Zeit gegen 400.' I agree. But
I dissent from his further contention, that we have here a goddess—say Artemis Tauro-
polos—rather than the heroine lo. It must not be forgotten that lo, as priestess of Hera,
was herself in some sense divine (supra i. 453 ff.). I am disposed therefore to think that
these antefixes came from a sanctuary of Hera, whose head with transparent veil (fapav-
rivLSiov), earring, and necklace appears c. 340—c. 302 B.C. on the splendid gold coinage of
Tarentum (M. P. Vlasto in the Journ. Intern. d"Arch. Num. 1899 ii. 303 ff. pis. IE',
i—9, 17 f., ir', i—5, C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 p. 195 f. pi. 45, II} I2) 15).
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3 Bovine ears, an unnecessary deformation, are discarded in most representations of

lo as a horned maiden, e.g. on a red-figured krater from Ruvo in the Barone collection
(supra ii. 379 f. fig. 287), and as time goes on even her horns tend to be minimised
(supra i. 237.^ 3) until they are scarcely, if at all, discernible (infra figs. 434, 438 f.).

Fig- 434-

Nikias of Athens, the famous contemporary of Praxiteles (Plin. nat. hist. 35. 133), is
known to have painted a large picture of lo (id. ib. 35. 132). Pliny, describing his
technique, says that he ' devoted special attention to women, was careful in his treatment
of light and shade, and took particular pains to make his figures stand out against the
background' (id. ib. 35. 130 f.}. This inter alia justifies W. Helbig Untersuchungen iiber
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die campanische Wandmalerei Leipzig 1873 pp. 113, 140 ff. in his conjecture, now
commonly accepted, that the fresco of lo in the 'House of Li via' on the Palatine
(G. Perrot in the Rev. Arch. 1870—1871 i. 387 ff. pi. 15 ( = my fig. 434), Overbeck
Gr. Kunstmyth, Zeus p. 483 (no. 20) Atlas pi. 7, n, A. Mau in the Ann. d. Inst. 1880
lii. 136 ff., Man. d. Inst. xi col. pi. 22, A. Reinach Textes Feint. Anc. i. 288 n. 5,
Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 16 no. 3, Pfuhl Malerei «. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 753,
iii. 316, fig. 708, H. Bulle 'Untersuchungen an Griechischen Theatern' in the Abh. d.
bayer. Akad. 1928 Philos.-philol. Classe xxxiii. 309—311, M. H. Swindler Ancient
Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 279 fig. 448 (from photo), L. Curtius Die Wand-
malerei Pompejis Leipzig 1929 p. 258 ff. with figs. 62 (wall), 154 (head of lo from photo),
155 (whole picture from photo)) is in its essentials a copy of Nikias' work. lo, with the
faintest indication of horns on her brow, sits in dejection at the foot of a pillar, on which
stands the effigy of a sceptre-bearing Hera. The background is occupied by a big rock.
On the right Argos, a young man equipped with spear, sword, and spotted panther-skin
(in lieu of extra eyes), leans forward in the favourite Lysippian attitude of the supported
foot (supra p. 622 n. o (2), infra p. 706) gazing intently at lo. On the left Hermes (his
name is given in Greek lettering), with caduceus, winged pttasos, and chlamys, approaches
to carry out the behest of Zeus. The theme was popular, for it occurs not only in this
picture, which is of Mau's 'Second or Architectural Style' (s. i B.C.), but—with omission
of Hermes and Hera—in sundry Pompeian paintings (Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 38 f.
nos. 131—134, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 15 nos. 4 and 6, p. 16 no. 2), of which
the best are one from Reg. ix. 7. 14 in the 'Third Style' (c. 25 B.C.—c. 50 A.D.)
(Herrmann Denkm. d. AfatereiText p. 67 f. fig. 16, L. Curtius op. cit. p. 258 ff. fig. 156)
and one from the Macellum in the 'Fourth Style' (c. 50—79 A.D.) (Herrmann of. cit.
pi. 53 Text p. 67 f., L. Curtius op. cit. p. 260 ff. fig. 157). Pictures of the sort were
certainly known to Propertius (i. 3. 19 f. sed sic intentis haerebam fixus ocellis, | Argus
ut ignotis cornibus Inachidos), if not also to Statius (Theb. 6. 276 f. lo post tergum, iam
prona dolorque parentis, | spectat inocciduis stellatum visibus Argum).

Nikias' masterpiece exerted a powerful influence over the vase-painters of South Italy,
who borrowed its main features and used them, inappropriately enough, to express the
happy ending of lo's sad story—the moment when in far-off* Egypt Zeus at long last
would by his touch restore her to her senses and claim her as his bride (Aisch. suppl. 310,
P. v. 848 ff. Wilamowitz). A red-figured amphora of 'Lucanian' style, found at Anzi,
Basilicata, and later in the Coghill collection (J. Millingen Peintures antiques des -vases
grecs de la collection de Sir John Coghill Rome 1817 pi. 46, T. Panofka loc. cit. pp. 20 ff.,
47 col. pi. 4, i ( = my fig. 435), Lenormant—de Witte El. man. dr. i. 55 ff. pi. 26,
Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 466 f. (no. i) Atlas pi. 7, 7, Milller—Wieseler Denkm.
d. alt. Kunst ii. 19 f. pi. 3, 37, Muller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. i. 73 ff. pi. 7,
12, Reinach Rep. Vases ii. 16, 2), shows lo after her wanderings seated on the altar of
Hera, while Eros empties his perfume above her. On the right, Zeus, beardless (? originally
bearded, but repainted: cp. supra p. 622 n. o (2) fig. 419) and half-draped, draws near,
holding his eagle-sceptre. On the left, Hermes, with supported foot, watches the issue.
Behind Hermes, an olive-tree. Behind Zeus, a Satyr (? Pan, repainted) with pan-pipes.
The scene is repeated and amplified on another ' Lucanian' vase, a red-figured hydria from
Anzi, now at Berlin (Gerhard Ant. Bildw. p. 366 ff. pi. 115, T. Panofka loc. cit. pp. 22 ff.,
47 col. pi. 4, 2 ( = my fig. 436), Lenormant—de Witte El. mon. cer. i. 47 ff. pi. 25,
Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 467 ff. (no. 2) Atlas pi. 7, 8, Furtwangler Vasensamml.
Berlin ii. 873 ff. no. 3164), which makes lo sit on the pedestal of the goddess (here
treated as Artemis with bow and wheel-torch: cp. supra i. 408 f. fig. 304) holding a casket
and lotos-fillet. These are the love-gifts of Zeus, who approaches coyly from the right,
shouldering a long lotiform sceptre. On the left, Hermes, his foot supported as usual,
rests one hand on a club and holds tablets in the other. Behind Hermes is Hera in
person, now reconciled to her rival. Behind Zeus, dove on finger, stands Aphrodite,
present to bless the lovers. Eros, with hoop and hoop-stick, spreads his pinions above
them. Trees, plants, a tripod, and a hydria mark the spot as a sacred precinct, while
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Fig. 436.
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Artemis' fawn in the foreground shows to whom that precinct belongs. Finally, in the
top right hand corner, partly concealed by a hill, is Pan with his pipes, a frequent adjunct
on South-Italian vases (e.g. supra i. 222 pi. xix, i. 375 fig. 287, ii. 416 with fig. 322).

On comparing these two vases with the Palatine copy of Nikias' painting it becomes
clear that they have taken over much from the Athenian original—(a) the central figure
of lo herself, seated, half-draped, and with budding horns on her brow; (b) the statue of
Hera on a pillar or pedestal, unsuitable to its new Egyptian context and therefore trans-
formed into a more barbaric Artemis; (c) the helper Hermes on the left, who having now
slain Argos is free to appropriate his attitude—an exchange the more pardonable because
that attitude had belonged to Hermes in fifth-century art (supra ii. 738 fig. 668) long

Fig. 437-

before it was borrowed by Argos. On this showing we shall not agree with H. Bulle
loc. cit. that the statue of Hera on a pillar was a stagey addition due to the Roman
copyist, nor with L. Curtius loc. cit. that Hermes (carefully inscribed, remember, in Greek
letters) was merely ' eine Zutat des Malers des zweiten Stils.' Curtius is, however, right
in contending that in other Pompeian frescoes representing lo, Argos, and Hermes
(Helbig op. cit. p. 39 f. nos. 135 and 137, Curtius op. cit. p. 263 f. figs. 158 and 159) the
figure of lo was copied or modified from the type first devised by Nikias. Modification
has gone further and fared worse in paintings of her arrival in Egypt (Helbig op. cit.
p. 40 f. nos. 138 and 139, Curtius op. cit. p. 215 ff. figs. 127 and 129).

The popularity of this seated lo may be gauged from the fact that she is found as an
isolated and purely decorative figure, surrounded by a fantastic floral arabesque, on a
hydria from Basilicata now at Naples (Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 487 f. (e),
Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 443 no. 2922, O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii.
279 with fig. ( = my fig. 437)).
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A cornelian signed by Dioskourides, the supreme glyptic artist of the Augustan age
(Plin. not. hist. 37. 8, Suet. Aug. 50, cp. Dion Cass. 51. 3), shows a deep-cut head of
lo, again with budding horns, earrings, and necklace. This gem, admittedly the loveliest
of his works, is said to have been found in 1756 on the estate of the Duca di Bracciano,
from whose possession it passed into the Poniatowski collection. In 1839 that collection
was sold in London, and the present owner of the gem is unknown (S. Reinach in the
Chronique des Arts Jan. 5 and 11, 1895, pp. 2 and n, E. Babelon in Daremberg—Saglio
Diet. Ant. ii. 1478 n. i). Publications include Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 486 (b)

Fig. 438.

Gemmentaf. 5, 10 (inadequate), A. Furtwangler in ti\e.Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst.
1888 iii. 222 ff. no. 6 pi. 8, 25 ( = id. Kleine Schriften Miinchen 1913 ii. 215 ff. no. 6
pi. 26, 25), id. Ant. Gemmeni, pi. 49, 9 and pi. 51,17 (enlarged), ii. 234,7. H. Middleton
The Engraved Gems of Classical Times Cambridge 1891 p. 78 f. My fig. 438 is from a fine
impression of the original by T. Cades Collezione di N° 1400 Impronti delle migliori pietre
incise, si antiche, che moderne, ricavati dalle piu distinte Collezioni conoscitite del? Europa
iraa Classe, A no. 42.

Fig- 439-

Copies of this masterpiece have, of course, been made in modern times (A. Furtwangler
locc. citt.). But ancient copies also exist. One such is a sard from Kalchedon, formerly in
the Tyszkiewicz collection and now in that of Mr E. P. Warren (J. D. Beazley The Lewes
House Collection of Ancient Gems Oxford 1920 p. 94 f. no. 113 pi. 6). Another, which
came to me in 1926 from Mr A. P. Ready and was previously in the Evans collection, is
a clouded cornelian, very deeply cut and still set in its ancient gold bezel (fig. 439 : scale y).
Common to these two stones is the unusual depth of the intaglio and the series of straight
cuts by which the bust is terminated below.

4 E.g. (i) A painting of lo with a cow, Hermes, and Argos, from the temple of Isis
at Pompeii (Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 39 no. 135, Herrmann Denkm. d. Malerei pi. 57

C. III. 4I
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By a natural play upon names Zeus Olbios was taken as the
patron-deity of such towns as Olba in Kilikia1 and Olbia on the

Text p. 72 f.). (2) A variant of the same subject from the Casa del citarista at Pompeii
(Helbig op. cit. p. 40 no. 137, Herrmann op. cit. pi. 58, i Text p. 73 f.). Herrmann id.
p. 73 n. i says of (i): 'Ob lo selbst an der Stirn die Kuhhorner tragt, wie Helbig im
Katalog angibt, ist bei der mangelhaften Erhaltung des Bildes nicht mehr sicher zu
erkennen. Wahrscheinlicher ist mir, dass sie fehlen, und dass durch die Kuh selbst neben
lo die Verwandlung der Jungfrau angedeutet wurde, so dass die Kuhhorner an der Stirn
ein unniitzer Pleonasmus waren. Audi auf dem Bilde der Casa del citarista [(2)]...kann
ich keine Kuhhorner bei lo entdecken.'

For the coins of Gaza see supra i. 236 n. 3 figs. 176, 177.
1 For recent investigations on the site see J. T. Bent in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1891

xii. 220—222 (visit and description), E. L. Hicks ib. 262—270 (inscriptions), R. Heber-
dey—A. Wilhelm in the Denkschr. d. Akad. Wien 189$ vi. Abh. 'Reisen in Kilikien'
pp. 83—91 (mainly inscriptions) with figs. 14 (temple of Zeus) and 15 ('Hallenstrasse'),
E. Herzfeld in \hefahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1909 xxiv Arch. Anz. pp. 434—441
with fig. i (plan of ruins at Uzundja Burdj),}. Keil—A. Wilhelm in \\\zjahresk. d. oest.
arch. Inst. 1915 xviii Beiblatt pp. 33—41 with figs. 8 (tower), 9 (temple of Zeus),
10 (temple of Tyche), u (gateway), 12 (inscription), and especially J. Keil—A. Wilhelm
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in Monumenta Asiae Minoris antiqua 1931 iii. 44—79 ( 'Uzundja Burdj—Diokaisareia')
and 80—89 ('Ura—Olba') with figs. 66—116, numerous facsimiles of inscriptions, and
pis. i (map), 20 figs. 64 and 65 (tower), 21 f. (plans), 23 f. (temple of Zeus), 25 (archi-
tectural details), 26 f. ('Torbau'), 28 (gateway), 29 (temple of Tyche), 30—34 (other
monuments etc. at Uzundja Burdj), 35 (plan of Ura), 36—39 (other monuments etc. at
Ura). I append a brief summary of their conclusions with regard to the temple of Zeus.

On a limestone plateau in southern Kilikia, which rises to a height of noom or more
(J. T. Bent in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1891 xii. 222 says 3800 ft. above sea-level), there is
an impressive pile of ruins known as Uzundja Burdj, 'Tall Tower.' It gets its name
from a Hellenistic five-storeyed fortress (built c. 200 B.C. and restored c. 150—100 B.C.),
which is represented apparently on a bronze coin of Olba struck in the time of Hadrian
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycaonia etc. p. 124 no. 21 pi. 22, 8) and still dominates the
scene. It was there to protect the oblong temenos of Zeus"OX/3ios, whose temple has been
identified from an inscription on the back wall of its western stod recording repairs to the
stod-\ooic. 60—50 B.C. (fig. 44O = part of Herzfeld's sketch in Mon. As. Min. 1931 iii. 50
fig. 71, cp. Heberdey—Wilhelm loc. cit. p. 85 no. 166 = Michel Rectteil d'Inscr. gr.
no 1231 dpx'epei>s /*^[7]<w fed/epos Zrjvcxfrdvovs [TOU] | Tetf/cpou Att 'OX[/3i]y raj [erjr^yas
€Kaivti)ffev \ [TO.S] 7rp6repo[i' y]ey[e]vritJi4va.s VTTO j3acriX^w[s] | SeXei^KoO Nt/cdropos). The
ternenos-vr&\l and the temple itself, to judge from the style of their architecture, were
erected under Seleukos i Nikator (312—281 B.C.). The temple is remarkably well
preserved (fig. 441 is from the photograph in Mon. As. Min. 1931 iii pi. 24, which shows
the temple as seen from the S.W.). Its thirty-two Corinthian columns are all standing,
though only four of them retain their capitals (fig. 442 = Herzfeld's elevation and sections
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in Man. As. Min. 1931 iii. 47 fig- 67). The rest were removed in Christian times, when
the walls of the na6s were demolished, the columns of the peristasis built in, and-an apse
added to transform the temple into a fifth-century church (fig. 443= Herzfeld's plan in
Man. As. Min. 1931 iii. 49 fig. 68).

The temple was the main sanctuary of "OX/3?? or "OA/3a (Ura), which lay on lower
ground a few miles to the east and was connected with it by means of a plastered and
partly rock-cut road running between ancient tombs—one of many cases in which the
local hieron was at some distance from its town. But little by little the hieron of Olba

Fig. 44i.

grew to be a town in its own right, till at length—probably in the reign of Vespasian—it
acquired, as we infer from an inscription found by W. Bauer on the north front of the
town-gate, the name Diokaisareia (Man. As. Min. 1931 iii. 44 f., 71 no. 73, i ff. eTrt rrjs
euTi^ecrrdjyjTjs /SacriAeias T&\V d]effTTOTuv [TTJS oiKov/J.£]\vr]s $X(a/3t'oi') 'ApKadlov /ce <i)A(a/3toi')
'Qv[o]piov rcSf e[iavl<j)v] Avy(oijffTi>}v) TO TTO.V ipyov \ TO v[Trep TI/H^TJS Ato/c[ecrap]ewc ey 6e/j.e\iov
e\Tri\Ka.Teffa'Ktv\a]cr6\T]} \ &PXO[V]TOS TOV \avTrp(ora.Tov) [KTJ ^ai/j/xacnoTdrov KO^TOS Tp[c6rou
Tdy]n(a,Tos) \ KTJ 5oi>[/c6s 'Icraupias] <J>X(a^ioi;) Aeovr[_iov]. The first three words of line 3
might also be restored as TOV [ri^oCs r]r/s or roO[ro Ti/Xr/s T]TJS, but the general sense
is clear).

The cult is said to have been established by Aias, son of Teukros; and the whole
district was ruled in historical times by priestly dynasts, most of whom were named
Teukros or Aias (Strab. 672). This is largely borne out by epigraphic evidence. An
inscription, in letters of the third century B.C., built into a fortress of polygonal masonry,
on which is carved the triskeles symbol, at a place variously called Kanidiwan or Kanideli
(Kanytelis: see W. Ruge in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1886) three miles from the

41 — 2
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Fig. 442.

Fig. 443-
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coast at Ayash (Elaioussa Sebaste : W. Ruge ib. v. 2228 f. and J. Keil— A. Wilhelm in
A/on. As. Min. 1931 iii. 220 ff.), has been claimed as the oldest Cilician document yet
discovered: E. L. Hicks in the Joum. Hell. Stud. 1891 \\\. 226 no. i with cut (my
fig. 444) = Michel A'ccueil (flnscr. gr. no. 1230 M 'OfyS/on | itpivs Tff>/r/w | TapKvdpios
('son of Tarkyaris'). Other inscriptions of the sort, collected by J. Keil— A. Wilhclm in
MOH. As. Min. 1931 iii. 67 ff. nos. 63 — 71, include p. 69 no. 68 pi. 34 a limestone base
from the valley of tombs at Uzundja Burdj reading 'OX/ftwc 6 5^/uos «ai Kawarai
7,r)vo (p6.vrjv TevKpov rov Zrji>o<j>dvov \ dpxitpta ntyav Aid* 'OXfiiov dpeTTJs \ tvditv KO.I
evvoias 175 txuv e« I avrovs dtareXt'i. The name Zenophanes, which occurs rej>eatedly
in these inscriptions, was of excellent omen for a priest of Zeus (cp. Zai as priest of Zeus
at the Corycian cave (Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 418 n. 2) and supra ii. 921 n. o).

The name Aias, son of Teukros, is further attested by the coinage of Olba. The
earliest coins, referable to the end of s. i B.C., have a throne as their obverse, a winged
thunderbolt as their reverse type (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycaunia etc. pp. I i i , 1 19 pi. 2 1 ,
7). Later coins, struck from 10/11 A.D. onwards by Aias, son of Teukros, high-priest
and toparch of Kennatis and Lalassis (AlANToI TEYKPoV || APXI EPEHI
ToTTAPXoY K E N NAT' AAAAII etc.), have obv. head of Aias as Hermes with
cap, ear-ring, chlamys, and caduceus, rev. triskelfs (ib. pp. Iii f., 119 pi. 21, 8, McClean
Cat. Coins iii. 291 pi. 327, i f., supra i. 304 fig. 234) or winged thunderbolt (fit-it.
Mus. Cat. Coins Lycaonia, etc. p. 120 pi. 21, 10) or inscription (ib. p. 120 pi. 2r,
12); or olrv. triskel^s (ib. p. 119 pi. 21, 9) or thunderbolt (ib. p. 120 pi. 21, 11), rev.
inscription. Similar types occur with obv. head of Augustus (ib. p. 120 f. pi. 22, i — 3,
McClean Cat. Coins iii. 291 pi. 327, 3), Tiberius (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycaonia, etc.
p. 122 f. pi. 22, 4 f.), and M. Antonius Polemo (ib. p. 123 f. pi. 22, 6 f.).

445 Fig. 446. Fig. 447.

Imperial coins of Diokaisareia, apart from variations of such types as the head of
Hermes with caduceus (ib. p. 71 pi. 12, n), the thunderbolt (i/>. p. 71 f. pi. 12, 13), and
the throne (ib. p. 73 pi. 13, i), make some positive additions to our knowledge of the
cult. Bronze pieces issued by Septimius Severus (ib. p. 72 pi. 12, i4 = my fig. 445 from
a cast) show obv. the emperor's bust wearing cuirass and paludamentuni (countermarks:
eagle and winged thunderbolt), rev. the hexastyle temple of Zeus "OA,9toi, with a
bucranium in its pediment, two Nikai (?) as akrottria, a thunderbolt upright in the
central intercolumniation, and on the left an altar in front of a tree for possibly a fret-
in a square vase, cp. the shrub in a pot beside the temple of Hera on a coin of Samos
struck by Gordianus Pius (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Ionia p. 382 no. 294. Fig. 446 is from
a specimen in my collection) and the storax-trees of Selge (supra ii. 492 n. o figs. 378—
3^i)). The remarkable coins of Julia Domna showing a winged thunderbolt erect on a
high-backed throne have been already illustrated (supra ii. 810 fig. 773 f.), and I have
ventured to infer from their leonine arm-rests that Zeus had here taken over the throne
of the Anatolian mother-goddess or her consort. The inference may be strengthened by
the fact that other coins, struck by Philippus Senior, represent the city as a veiled and
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turreted goddess seated towards the right, while Tyche—her second self—with kdlathos,
rudder, and cornu copiae stands before her, and a river-god swims at her feet (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Lycaonia, etc. p. 74 f. pi. 13, 3 = my fig. 447 from a cast). Substantial remains
of the Tychaion (E. L. Hicks in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1891 xii. 264 no. 50 "OTTTTIOS
'Ofipifjiov Kal ~Kvpia AewviSov i) yvvT) 'Oiririov TO Tvxalov rrj TroXet), a temple dating from
the second half of s. i A.D., are still to be seen at Uzundja Burdj (Mon. As. Min. 1931
iii. 56 with pi. 29 and figs. 80, 83).

It seems likely that the temple of Zeus at Olba, founded by Aias, son of Teukros,
was a filial of the earlier and more famous temple of Zeus at Salamis in Kypros, founded
by Teukros himself (Tac. ann. 3. 62 exim Cyprii tribus <de (ins. Bezzenberger) > de-
lubris, quorum vetustissimum Paphiae Veneri auctor Ae'rias, post filius eius Amathus
Veneri Amathusiae et lovi Salaminio Teucer, Telamonis patris ira profugus, posuissent).
Not much is known of the Salaminian Zeus. Ampelius, drawing from some Alexandrine
source (G. Wissowa in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1880), mentions among the wonders
of the world a Cyprian colossus of the god (Ampel. 8. 20 Cypro signum lovis Olympii
aereum, facies ex auro, quern fecit Phidias tin (C. H. Tzschucke cj. altuni) cubitis centum
quinquaginta et latum cubitis sexaginta); but nobody is likely to believe him—con-
fusion (Overbeck Schriftquellen p. 134 no. 738) and exaggeration are all too obvious.
E. Assmann (ed. 1935) assumes a conflation of Ampelius' text (Cypro <signum * * *>
aereum, facies ex auro, <altu>m cubitis centum quinquaginta et latum cubitis sexaginta)
with a marginal list of the seven wonders (signum lovis Olympi quern fecit Phidias).
Justin in his third-century abridgement of Pompeius Trogus (whose historiae Philippicae,
written under Augustus, were in all probability the Latin version of a Greek original by
Timagenes, itself based on the <£tXi7rirtKci of Theopompos and on other historical works by
Ephoros, Timaios, Kleitarchos, Polybios, Poseidonios, Deinon, etc.: see W. S. Teuffel—
L. Schwabe History of Roman Literature trans. G. C. W. Warr London 1891 i. 532 f.,
M. Schanz Geschichte der romischen Litteratur'* Munchen 1899 ii. r. 278f.) tells how
Elissa, after her husband Acerbas had been murdered by her brother Pygmalion, fled
from Tyre to Cyprus and was there joined by the priest of lupiter, who bargained that
he and his descendants should hold the priesthood in perpetuity (lust. 18. 5. i—3 primus
illis adpulsus terrae Cyprus insula fuit, ubi sacerdos lovis cum coniuge et liberis deorum
monitu comitem se Elissae soci unique praebuit, pactus sibi posterisque perpetuum honorem
sacerdotii. condicio pro manifesto omine accepta). Ammianus Marcellinus, writing
shortly after 383 A.D. (M. Schanz op. cit. Munchen 1904 iv. i. 90), notes the fame
of lupiter's shrines at Salamis and Venus' temple at Paphus (Amm. Marc. 14. 8. 14
Cyprum itidem insulam...inter municipia crebra urbes duae faciunt claram, Salamis et
Paphus: altera lovis delubris, altera Veneris templo insignis). A curious legend told
about Epiphanios, bishop of Salamis, who died an old man in 403 A.D. (R. A. Lipsius
in Smith—Wace Diet. Chr. Biogr. ii. 152), proves that in Christian times the temple
of Zeus, though closed and of evil repute, was still standing and known as the ' Security'
(or 'Strong Room'?) of the god, apparently because it contained much treasure within
sealed doors. The story, which exists in a longer (Polybios v. Epiphan. 53 in Dindorf's
ed. of Epiphanios Lipsiae 1859 i. 58 f.) and shorter form (v. Epiphan. epit. 53 in

Dindorf's ed. v. xx), is to this effect. Once during a sore famine a certain rich man
named Faustinianus sold wheat and barley to the people. Epiphanios begged him for
corn to feed the hungry poor and undertook to repay him for it. Faustinianus bade him
go and ask his God to supply their need. So Epiphanios went out one night, as was
his wont, to pray among the tombs of the martyrs and besought God to succour the
needy. Now there was an ancient temple called the Security of Zeus, and people
believed that, if any man approached it, he would be promptly carried off by death.
But while Epiphanios prayed God's voice was heard saying: ' Go to the temple called
the Security of Zeus, and the seals of the doors shall be loosened, and entering in thou
shall find gold in abundance. Take it and buy all the wheat and barley of Faustinianus,
and give food to the needy.' Thereupon Epiphanios went to the temple and, as he
approached it, the seals fell, the doors flew open, and he found gold enough to buy up
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all the corn that Faustinianus possessed. The longer version of this narrative says rjV 51
rads ixeivos dp^atos, Sorts enaXeTro Aios dff<f>d\eia. rovrq 5t rtf vatf} ti TTOT( •fjyyicr^v rts T-JJ
dvOpuiruv, fX^yero eiWws I'TTO 6a.va.rov Xa/j.fidv(cr()ai and aj;ain dvtXffe fv r£ vay ri/j KO.\O\I
/j.4vif) Aids da<j>d\fia, Kal XvOrjcrovron ai rdv Ovptiv <r<ppayiSes, KO.I eiffe\0uv fvprjfffi^ XpwLov

r 'bjH H^ ^.JL^r^LC'jJ_.L'ti.^jOn^

m

Fig. 448.

Sov
nVf Xpi.<«W n-oXi?. But d«r0dX«a is probably concrete, cp. Hesych. s.v. K\fWpa- ^oXXoi

d(T0dX«a« (dff^aXe/oi cod.). TiJXat = Favorin. /«-. p. ,062, .«. There can be l i t t U - d o u b t
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that the building in question was the old heathen temple of Zeus SaXa/ifrios (E. Ober-
hummer in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i A. 1842), not the much later tomb still extant
as the ' Prison of Saint Catharine' (on which see J. L. Myres in Archaeologia 1915 Ixvi.
179 — 194 with fig. i and pi. 21 f.).

The remains of the old temple have not yet been found. But a large oblong precinct,
first located in 1882 by M. Ohnefalsch-Richter (Kypros p. 238.) and partially excavated

Fig. 449.

KYTIP1QMTOKOIMO
EMFIYAOYTcr
SANTA TO-0L

Fig. 450.

Fig. 451.

in 1890 by J. A. R. Munro and H. A. Tubbs (Journ. Hell. Stud. 1891 xii. 66, 106—120
with four figs, and pis. 5 (map) and 6 (plan=my fig. 448)), seems to have been sacred to
Zeus. For a fragmentary plaque of white marble, built into some masonry at its south-
eastern angle, records in lettering of s. iii or perhaps s. ii the dedication of a slave to the
service of Zeus, no doubt with a view to his emancipation (ib. pp. 78, 119, 193 f. no. 48
fig., F. H. Marshall in The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British
Museum London 1916 iv. 2. 138 no. 986 with fig. ( = my fig. 449) 6/wfoj
a | w fiera TTJV TU>V< | —'Api(r](T)«6-

els TO(V) | '0\v](fJ.)irlov te/>o5oi5(X)[ov |
iv TOVTO 5iaT(a)[ | &] (r)<f tep<p TOV At(6)[s j

$ 5<?8wKa »ca(t) 1
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— | — ' --- ("A)XXt[o]j -------------

-------- ). Other inscriptions referable to the same deity include a fragment of white
marble found more than a mile away on 'Michael's Hill' (J. A. R. Munro — H. A. Tubbs
loc. cit. pp. 104 ff., 1 88 no. 35 fig., F* H. Marshall he. cit. p. 138 no. 985 with fig.
---- i>(o) ---- | — (A)ios ife/o — | --- j <i>iXoK --- ), a large blue marble pedestal
from a neighbouring field, bearing socket-holes for the feet of a bronze statue and an
honorific inscription (J. A. R. Munro — H. A. Tubbs loc. cit. pp. 105, 190 f. no. 44 fig.
( = my fig. 450) Ad 'OXf/wr/ow \ Kvirpiuv TO KOIVOV "J£/ji.irv\oi> | 'E/uirtfXov rou Xop/a yv/j.va.-
ffiapx^ffavTa. TO ff L (the ninth year of the province would be 47 B.C.; the ninth year
of the province as reconstituted by Augustus and transferred to the senate would be
14 B.C.) €K rod Idiov irpoiKa), three fragments of a white marble slab found in the agord
and dealing with the produce of the temple lands (J. A. R. Munro— H. A. Tubbs loc. cit.

Fig. 455- Fig. 456.

pp. 78, 185 no. 25 (b] fig., F. H. Marshall loc. cit. p. 136 no. 978 (b) with fig.
a<f>ai | — '0\v]fj.7riov rijv (5) | 5£ (\)onrr)v e |
XovTes <pi\ ), and the re-cut pedestal, in blue marble, of a statue of Livia
Augusta, likewise found in the agord (J. A. R. Munro—H. A. Tubbs loc. cit. pp. 78,
I76f. no. 5 fig. (=my fig. 451) Ad '0\v/j.iriwi \ Aif3lai> rr]v yvvaiKa TOU \ [avfroKpdropos
Kalffapos | [S]e^[a](rroO | /c.r.X.). The excavators comment (loc. cit. p. 78 f.): 'Until
further evidence of a more conclusive nature can be obtained these indications may serve
to give a name to the temple. But important as the site is, lying as it does at the very
heart of the city's life, there is no reason as yet to identify the presumptive Zeus Olympios
with the chief deity of Salamis, Zeus Salaminios', (id. p. 120) 'The temple is probably
still hidden under the sand, but its western wall may be that which has been spoken
of hitherto as the eastern column-wall. Beneath it the eastern limestone-wall may be the
remnant of an older temple. The peristyle would then be an annexe, comparable in some
respects to the Atrium Vestae in the Roman Forum.'

Less uncertainty attaches to tlie art-type of the Salaminian Zeus, who appears on
imperial coins of Kypros as an erect bearded god, clad in chiton and himdtion, holding a
phidle in his outstretched right hand and resting his left on a short sceptre, with an eagle
perched on his left wrist (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Cyprus pp. cxxvi f., 73 pi. 14, 4
Augustus, 75 pi. 14, 9 Drusus lulius Caesar, 77 ff. pi. 15, 5, 6 ( = my fig. 452), 10 ( = my
fig. 453), and u Vespasian, 79 f. pi. 16, r and 3 Titus, 81 pi. 16, 5 Domitian, 83 pi. 16,
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10 ( = my fig. 454) Trajan, Head Hist, num? p. 746). His effigy, on pieces struck by
Drusus lulius Caesar, usually stands side by side with the cone of the Paphian Aphrodite,
thus combining in one the two most famous cult-figures of the island (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Cyprus pp. cxxi, 74 pi. 14, 6 and 7, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 313 pi. 331, 38 and
pi. 332, i. Figs. 455 and 456 are from specimens in my collection).

Salamis in Kypros was said to have been founded by Teukros son of Telamon (so first
Find. Nem. 4. 45 ff. /uAos Tre<pi.\r}/ji.4vov \ Qlv&vq. (sc. Aigina) re /cai Kthrpy, ZvOa TeOfcpos
airapxei | o TeXa/uwptciSas• a/rap \ Aias SaXa/wV' %xfl Tarpqia.i' with schol. ad toe., cp.
Aisch. Pers. 894 ff. with schol. ad toe., Soph. Ai. 1019 f., id. Teukros frags. 576—579
Jebb with A. C. Pearson's introductory note, Eur. Hel. 144 ff., Isokr. 3 Nikokles 28,
9 Euagoras 18, Lyk. Al. 450 with Tzetz. ad. loc., Hor. od. i. 7. 21 ff. with Acron and
Porphyrion ad. loc., Verg. Aen. i. 619 ff. with Serv. ad loc., Strab. 682 (cited infra),
Veil. Pat. i. i. i, Tac. ann. 3. 62 (cited supra), Paus. 8. 15. 7, Dictys Cretensis 6. 4),
who arrived in or about 1202 B.C. (marm. Par. ep. 26 p. 10 Jacoby) and presumably
brought the cult of Zeus with him from his former home in Salamis the island. Since
this island was in mythical times colonised by the Aiakidai of Aigina (see e.g. J. Topffer
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 923 ff.), where the cult of Zeus bulked big (J.P. Harland
Prehistoric Aigina Paris 1925 pp. 81—88 ('The cult of Zeus Hellanios')), it seems certain
that the Salaminian Zeus was of Achaean extraction (cp. Strab. 682 etr' 'A^aicS? d/cn},
8irov TevKpos irpo0<app.lff6-r) irpQiTov 6 Krftras ~S/a\a/Juva TJ\V kv TLtiirpq, K.T.X.). More than
that it would be unsafe to say. But it is at least curious to note that, in tracing back-
wards the Cilician cult of Zeus Olbios, we have come within easy reach of Argos where
the Danaides appealed to the self-same god (supra p. 631).

The prehistory of Aias and Teukros is a very tangled business, which cannot be
unravelled here. Recently the tendency has been to regard both of these heroes as faded
gods. P. Girard ' Ajax fils de Telamon' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1905 xviii. i—75 would
have us believe that Aias reXaiu.t6j'tos was in Mycenaean times a sacred pillar (TeXa/ucic)
humanised and equipped with a large shield, to be seen e.g. on the gold rings from
Mykenai (supra ii. 47 fig. 18) and Knossos (supra ii. 48 fig. 19) or on the painted Idrnax
from Milato (supra ii. 49 with fig. 20): 'Voila done le Tllamonien sorti tout arme du
Pilier, portant le bouclier du demon, son ancetre, qui devient entre ses mains 1'arme
enorme que 1'on sait,' etc. (Girard loc. cit. p. 74)- A. J. Reinach ' Itanos et 1' " Inventio
Scuti"' in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1909 Ix. 161—190, 309—351, 1910 Ixi.
197—237 discusses at length the evolution of shield-worship and argues that the shield
attached to a pillar by degrees took to itself arms and wings, the pallddion being ulti-
mately transformed into Pdllas, but he expressly dissociates himself from much of Girard's
article (Reinach loc. cit. 1909 Ix. 328 n. i). Farnell too in his Greek Hero Cults p. 282
is definitely adverse ('This is certainly ingenious, but much that is ingenious is not worth
saying'). Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 349 ff., after shrewdly criticising the views of both
Girard and Reinach, concludes: ' the evidence is not sufficient for the assumption that
the shield was a cult object in the Minoan age and that it was anthropomorphized and
became a war goddess. Neither is the assumption necessary in order to explain the.
existence of armed gods' (Nilsson op. cit. p. 353). J. Viirtheim De Aiacis origine, cultu,
patria Lugduni Batavorum 1907 pp. i —134 sums up as follows: 'Demonstrare conatus
sum Aiaces, quales in carmine epico depinguntur, ab origine fuisse unum Aiacem, lo-
crensem, non hominem, sed daemonem quendam gigantum a natura non absimilem.
Coniecimus hunc daemonem, cum formam humanam induisset et notitia eius ad sinum
Saronicum pervenisset, ibi factum esse Aiacem maiorem, sed apud Locrenses remansisse
ilium, qui, cum altero comparatus, minora ob facta minorem ob gloriam, utpote intra
parvae regionis fines coercitam, ipse quoque minor haberetur.... neque reticuimus opini-
onem nostram Teucrum quoque tertiam figuram ex Aiace primario esse ortum et ipsa
quidem in Locride, ubi iuxtaponebantur heros arcitenens et heros hastifer... Deinde
indagavimus Telamonis veram naturam atque patriam, impugnavimus sententiam eorum,
qui e scuti balteo hunc heroem provenisse pro re haberent explorata, argumentis haud
debilibus eo ducti sumus, ut statueremus hunc Telamonem, quasi alterum Atlantem,
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numen fuisse marinum circa Salaminem cultum' (H. Steuding in the Woch. /. klass.
PhiloL Okt. 9, 1908 p. 1105 applauds: O. Gruppe in the Berl. philol. Woch, Mai 30,
1908 p. 686 ff. is also, with some reservations, favourable). A useful sequel to this work
is J. J. G. Viirtheim Teukros und Teukrer Rotterdam 1913 pp. i—44 (summarised by
J. Schmidt in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 427—429). The same author here argues that the
Teukroi were a historical folk, probably of Lelegian stock. Pushed southwards by tribes
entering Greece from the north, they occupied both Troas and Lokris, left traces of
themselves here and there on the coast of Asia Minor, and passed from Kilikia to Kypros.
Their eponym Teukros, according to one tradition, came to Troy from Crete; according
to another, from Attike. Again, a Teukros who wandered from Troy to Kypros was
later confused with Teukros son of Telamon. Teukros' son Aias founded the cult of
Zeus and a priestly dynasty at Olbe in Kilikia. Teukros is the Hellenised form of Tarku,
a god of the Leleges in Asia Minor, whose name was borne by his priests likewise. The
oldest stratum of the Iliad was Locrian-Thessalian in origin and recognised a triad of
Locrian heroes, the two Aiantes and Teukros. Homer knows nothing of Teukros'
banishment to Kypros; but later writers extend his wanderings to Egypt (Eur. Hel.
89 ff.), Phoinike (Verg. Aen. i. 619 ff. and Serv. ad loc.}, and even Spain (Asklepiades
of Myrleia. frag. 5 (frag. hist. Gr. iii. 301 Miiller) ap. Strab. 157; lust. 44. 3. 2 f., Sil.
It. 3. 368, 15. 192 f.; Philostr. v. Apoll. 5. 5 p. 167 f. Kayser). Of this and other such
reconstructions F. Schwenn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v A. 1124 remarks rather
grimly: 'das meiste bleibt hier stark hypothetisch.' Cp. Oldfather ib. xiii. 1172. It is,
however, commonly admitted that, at least in Asia Minor, Teukros was the Hellenised
form of Tarku, the name of a native (? Hittite) deity. Frazer Golden Bough?: Adonis
Attis Osiris1 p. 62 f. says : ' Teucer (Teukros) may be a corruption of Tark, Trok, Tarku,
or Troko, all of which occur in the names of Cilician priests and kings. At all events,
it is worthy of notice that one, if not two, of these priestly Teucers had a father called
Tarkuaris, and that in a long list of priests who served Zeus at the Corycian cave, not
many miles from Olba, the names Tarkuaris, Tarkumbios, Tarkimos, Trokoarbasis, and
Trokombigremis, besides many other obviously native names, occur side by side with
Teucer and other purely Greek appellations [E. L. Hicks in the Journ. Hell. Stud.
1891 xii. 243 ff. no. 27, Michel Recueil d'lnscr. gr. no. 878]. In like manner the
Teucrids, who traced their descent from Zeus and reigned at Salamis in Cyprus, may
well have been a native dynasty, who concocted a Greek pedigree for themselves in the
days when Greek civilisation was fashionable.' Id. ibJ- p. 65 : ' If, as many scholars
think, Tark or Tarku was the name, or part of the name, of a great Hittite deity, some-
times identified as the god of the sky and the lightning, we may conjecture that Tark or
Tarku was the native name of the god of Olba, whom the Greeks called Zeus, and that
the priestly kings who bore the name of Teucer represented the god Tark or Tarku in
their own persons.' Id. ibl p. 78 : ' On that hypothesis the Olbian priests who bore the
name of Ajax embodied another native deity of unknown name, perhaps the father or
the son of Tark.' Similarly E. Herzfeld in the fahrb, d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1909
.xxiv Arch. Anz. p. 435 observes that the names of priests in the list from the Corycian
Grotto include TojOKU/ijS/^s, EcacjSl???, fpoKo£ap[j.as, 'Iav^Apfj.as, and comments: ' Dass die
ersten Halften dieser Namen, Tarku und Jan, auch den Namen Teukros und Aias
zugrunde liegen, ist deutlich.' H. Hirt Die Indogermanen Strassburg 1905 i. 56, ii. 569
further compares the Etruscan Tarcna, Tarchna, Tarquenna, Tarchu, Tarquitus, Tar-
contius, and the Latin Tarquinius. F. Schachermeyr in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ivA.
2348 says of Tarquinius: ' Der Name geht letzten Endes zuriick auf den des kleinasiatisch-
agaischen Gottes Tarku (so im ostlichen Kleinasien; vgl. [J.] Sundwal l Die einheim-
ischen Namen der Lykier nebst einem Verzeichnisse kleinasiatischer Namenstamme
[Leipzig 1913] [Klio Beiheft n, 1913] 213 ff.), der uns in Lydien als Zei)s Tapyvr)v6s,
auf Kreta als fa.f>Ko/j.t> entgegentritt. Von den aus Kleinasien nach Italien einwandernden
Etruskern wurde der Gott nach Etrurien verpflanzt... Hier trat er als Tarchon...immer
mehr zuriick und wurde schliesslich nur mehr als Heros verehrt' etc. Zeus Tapyvnv6s is
attested by two inscriptions of s. i A. D. (J. Keil—A. v. Premerstein in the Denkschr. d.
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Akad. Wien 1910 ii. Abh. p. 16 f. no. 37 with fig. 17 ( = my fig. 457) the lower part of a
white marble stile from Philadelpheia in Lydia (Alashehir) Atl Tapyvijvw eirijK6wt | $tXo-
Trol/jLrjv S6ou e^dl/tei/os avi6t]Kfv, eid. ib. 1914 i. Abh. p. 61 f. no. 78 on the lower part
of a white marble sttle from Ideli ---------- |Xdou viol K ------ | Atl Tapiyin)v[£
eirx^v]), but his appellative is merely the local epithet (-yvos: supra ii. 1228) of Tarigya
or Targya, a township of which substantial remains exist in the fruitful basin of Ak Tash,
half an hour east of Ideli (J. Keil in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. iv A. 2320). R. Blumel
in Glotta 1927 xv. 78 ff. would extend the ' lykisch-etruskischen Wortfamilie' to include
the Homeric rapxtfiv, which he regards as a Lycian word (cp. //. 16. 455 f.) : he argues
that taryu meant ' einen Mann, der weit iiber die gewohnlichen Sterblichen erhaben ist '
and rapxfaiv ' wie einen Gott oder (koniglichen) Heros oder Helden, also prachtig be-
statten' (Pfister Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 119). As to the alternation of the names Aias
and Teukros at Olba, Sir W. M. Ramsay in && Joum. Hell. Stud. 1918 xxxviii. 131
n. 10 put forward a rival hypothesis, which he repeats in his Asianic Elements in Greek
Civilisation London 1927 p. 47 ' that these two names represent respectively the sons of

AiimprYHNQEJlHKon.1
tIAOTTOIMHNZOOY

ANE0HKEN

Fig- 457-

Yavan (the early Ionian settlers on the south coast) and the older race of Tarku (the
worshippers and people of the Hittite and old Anatolian god Tarku). It is obvious that
the genealogical relationship is the ancient expression of an agreement by which the
hieratic power was divided between the older race of Tarku and the Ionian sailor-
settlers.'

One other point in connexion with Teukros and the Cypriote Zeus is of outstanding
interest. Lactantius c. 305—311 A.D. states that Teukros offered a human sacrifice to Zeus
in Kypros and so started a custom which was abolished in the reign of Hadrian (Lact.
dtv. inst. i. 21 aput Cyprios humanam hostiam lovi Teucrus immolavit idque sacrificium
posteris tradidit; quod est nuper Hadriano imperante sublatum, inst. epit. 18. i lovi
Cyprio, sicut Teucrus instituerat, humana hostia mactari solebat). We have no sufficient
ground for doubting Lactantius' statement. The Cypriote custom stands first and foremost
in his list of human sacrifices, and less than two centuries had elapsed since its formal
abolition. Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 335 n. 15 compares the Cypriote cult of Zeus
ElXairu'eum}; and ^ir\ayxvoT^lM>y (supra i. 654 n. 4)—appellatives which to Greek ears
would have a euphemistic, not to say ogreish, sound. Gruppe also thinks it possible that
there was a Cypriote Zeus KepAorris (cp. supra ii. 1023 Pan as Zefo 6 Kepdori/s), perhaps
connectible with the poetic names of Kypros Kepaarls (Nonn. Dion. 5. 614) or Kepaimfa
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Hypanis1, whence his cult spread still further afield2, even to
central Italy3 and Germany4.
(Steph. Byz. s.v. Kfarpos), Kepacrria (Menandros of Ephesos frag. 7 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv.
448 Miiller) and Xenagoras frag. 8 (ib. iv. 527) ap. schol. and Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 44? =
et. mag. p. 738, 51 ff. He recalls Ovid's allusion to the horned Cerastae of Amathus, who
used to sacrifice a stranger to lupiter Hospes (i.e. Zeus H&tos) till Venus in indignation
transformed them into savage bulls (Ov. met. 10. 222 ff. illos, gemino quondam quibus
aspera cornu | frons erat, unde etiam nomen traxere Cerastae. | ante fores horum stabat
lovis Hospitis ara; | ignarus sceleris (so J. N. Madvig for in lugubris sceleri (sceleris N.)
codd. J. P. Postgate cj. lugubris; incesto) quam siquis sanguine tinctam j advena vidisset,
mactatos crederet illic | lactantes vitulos Amathusiacasque bidentes: | hospes erat caesus!
sacris offensa nefandis | ipsa suas urbes Ophiusiaque arva parabat | deserere alma Venus,
2356°. dum dubitat, quo mutet eos, ad cornua voltum | flexit et admonita est haec illis
posse relinqui | grandiaque in torvos transformat membra iuvencos), and finally remarks
that Bouseiris' sacrifice of a stranger to Zeus (Hdt. 2. 45: see further F. Hiller von
Gaertringen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Em, iii. 1074 ff.) is derived from this Cypriote
practice through Pygmalion (interp. Serv. in Verg. georg. 3. 5 Busiris, Aegypti rex,
omnibus annis lovi hospites immolabat: nam per octo annos sterilitate Aegypto laborante,
Pygmalion Cyprius finem futurum non ait, nisi sanguine hospitis litatum fuisset. primus
autem Thyestes alienigena immolatus originem sacrificio dedit) or his brother Phrasios
(Apollod. 2. 5. if rai/njj tfiafflXeve Boi/crtpis, Hoaet,5uvos irais Kal Ainricu'dWr/j rrjs 'E7rd$ov.
oSros rofis i-evovs eOvev eiri /3w/u<£ Aids Kara n \6yiov • evvea. yap irt] d<f>opia rty K'iyvirrov
KarAajSe, Qpdffios de e\6ut> SK K^Trpou, /j.dvns rrjv eiriar'fiiM)v, e<pt) rty d<pop(av iratiaaffdai,
e&v £evov avbpa r£ Au cr<pdt-<i)ffi KOT' eras. I$ov<ripis Be enelvov trp&rov <r0d£as rbv /j.dvnv
TOVS /carteWaj £&»ot/s t-cr<j>a£'e, cp. H.yg.fad. 56 who calls him Thrasius, as does Ov. ars am.
i. 647 ff.). J. J. G. Viirtheim Teukros und Teukrer Rotterdam 1913 p. 40 and Frazer
Golden Bough*: Adonis Attis Osiris3 i. 145 f. apparently refer to Teukros also the
Salaminian rite of spearing a man for Agraulos or Diomedes (Porph. de abst. 2. 54 f. =
Euseb. praep. ev. 4. 16. 2 f. & de rrj vvv SaXa/upt, irpbrepov 5£ KopwwSi (Kopuvidiov codd.
Kopuvidt Kyrill. c. lulian. 4. 128 (Ixxvi. 697 c—D Migne). Kopwvelq, Euseb. praep. ev.
4. 16. 2 and 24, cp. Steph. Byz. s. w. Kopdveia-...Terdprri 7r6Xis Ktiirpov, TLop&vrj•...Herri
ical TLopdivi) fj.oipa T^S SaXa/ttvos r f j ^ i v Ki5jr/3^) 6vo/j.afo/jLfrri, ntjvl Kara Kvirpiovs'Atf>podi<rl<{>
edfaro avOpuiros rrj'A.~ypati\ip rfj Ktxpoiros KUI vtfjHpTjs 'AypavXidos. ical Sleeve TO ?0os #XPl

TWV AtofJi^Sovs •xjpbvw etra //.er^/SaXey, usyre ry Aio/*^5et -rbv ftvOpuirov OtiecrOai- ii<$ %va. 5^
7re/>//JoX(w S re TTJS'Affyvas vews /tai 6 T^S 'Aypa.ij\ov K.a.1 Ato/X7j5oi;s. 6 5^ (r<j>ayia£'6/j.evos VTTO
TUV ty-fifiuv dydfjLevos rpls irepitOet rbv f3(a/j.6i> • HireiTa 6 lepeiis avrbv \6y\V Ziraiev /caret rov
ffTOfidxov, KO.I oCrws atirbv tirl rty vrjffffeiaav (vrjOeiffav codd. vqadelffav Euseb. praep. ev.
4.16. 2 and de laude Const. 13. a<f>&€i(ra.v Kyrill. loc. cit.) irvpav wXoKcujTifev)—a rite later
modified els (iovBvalav (supra i. 659 n. 4). F. Schwenn Die Menschenopfer bei den
Griechen und Rb'mern Giessen 1915 pp. n, 70 f., 186 discusses this Salaminian rite, but
entirely ignores all the foregoing evidence for human sacrifice in the Cypriote cults
of Zeus.

J B. Latyschev Inscriptiones antiquae orae septentrionalis Ponti Euxini Petropoli 1885
i. 61 ff. no. 24 assigns to the reign of Septimius Severus (193—211 A.D.) a slab of grey
marble framed by Corinthian pilasters and a pediment, which contained the relief of a man
on horseback, his horse held by a naked boy. The inscription below is a decree in honour
of a public benefactor, Kallisthenes son of Kallisthenes, who is described thus: 16 ff.
X^ywc ra apurra ical irpdrruv TO, ffvvQtpovTa, ira\T^p diredfl-^07) rrjs ir6\ew lepevs de
y,ev6nfvo[s TOV} irpo\e<rTUTOs rijs ir6\eus ijfiwv Oeov Ait>s '0\(ilov [(cai . . . .]oi)|tras (E. H.
Minns suggests 'a compound of Xoi/w, a natural rain charm.' Perhaps rather a slip for
0epair(e)tiffas A. B. C.) TOV Gebv ayvus, rfjs rdv depuv ef>Kpa[ffias de6fjLevos] \ tirervxev
eterijpias- r-ffv re oifflav ir\aaav e£av/j\u<re, TO?J] | [SeJo/^t'Ots e7ri8t[8]ous XP$lJ-[a-ra> &auv
fSfOVTO (?)...

On the worship of Zeus at Olbia and in the neighbourhood see Miss G. M. Hirst in
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the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1903 xxiii. 36—39 and E. H. Minns Scythians and Greeks
Cambridge 1913 p. 476. Professor Minns remarks: 'Evidently Zeus Olbios was the god
of Olbia and the giver of Olbos: especially in the form of a good harvest. The two ideas
were inextricable. Surely it was in the temple of this Zeus that the council met and before
it the open space into which Dio's hearers crowded [Dion Chrys. or. 36 p. 53 Dindorf].
A priest of his in Roman times made a dedication to Achilles Pontarches7 (7 Trans. Od.
Soc. xxvu. Minutes, p. u).' Id. ib. p. 456 (with plan on p. 450 fig. 331): 'The opening
up of the walls described above gives us the position of the acropolis and the limits of the
Roman town. In the middle of the triangle have been found the remains of a considerable
building apparently a temple, and further work may tell us where were the temples [sic]
of Zeus Olbios and the chapel of Achilles Pontarches.'

Zeus Swrijp is represented at Olbia by three inscriptions, one of s. iv B.C. (Latyschev
op. tit. i. 25 ff. no. 12 a decree granting 1000 gold pieces and a statue to Kallinikos son
of Euxenos and ending with the words 6 dij/j.os Ail Swr%>i), another of s. ii A.D. (Latyschev
Op. cit. i. 124 f. no. 91, i ff. d[7]a077[i] rtfxh'] | [A]il Swr^[pi] e{rxapiaT\$pC\ov \ \yirkp

E F I A P X O N
T Q N T Q N F E P I
Z Q Z I F A T P O N
H I K H P A T O Y
A N A E I M E N H Z
F O Z l A H O Y M E
T A T Q N A A E A
$Q N E F O I H Z E N
T O N F i P T O N A H
F O A I A P X H K A I T Q
A H M Q E F E Y T Y X l

A
Fig. 458.

[T??J ir6Xea?s 'Apt<r]T6[j']eiKos 'Apr^H/tawcs? — — - 6] Kal
'OX/Sto7ro|[Xe(rijs a.v£diiKe\v K.T.X.), and a very fragmentary third (Latyschev op. cit. i. 125
no. 92, 2 ... Ail Swrfijpi...]).

Another fragment, assigned by Latyschev to the first half of s. iii, by Miss Hirst to
s. iii, and by Professor Minns to s. iv B.C., is from a dedication to Zeus 'EXeutf^pios
(Latyschev op. cit. 1901 iv. 299 f. no. 458 [6 8eiva 'I*c]e<r{ov | [ ...... 'E/ca]r^[w]«'oj Ail

A large statue-base in veined grey marble, which had probably supported an equestrian
figure, was originally, in s. iii B.C., dedicated to Zeus Ba<riXetfs (Latyschev op. cit. i. 137
no. 105 [6 SijfjLos] KvpTjffi^iov &T)(J.i)rpiov Ail BacrtXeZ | [dper^s] 'freicev Kal evvolas TIJS ei'j
avrdv), but was later, perhaps in s. ii A.D., used for a long decree passed eirl dpxovruv
TUIV irepl 'O/ii/'dXaKOj' Eupi7<rt|/3tov (id. ib. i. 52 ff. no. 21, cp. 94 ff. no. 58). See further
E. H. Minns op. cit. Index p. 697 s. v. ' Heuresibius.'

A tower built in s. ii A.D. was dedicated to Zeus IloXtdpxijs and the Demos (Corp.
inscr. Gr. ii no. 2081, Latyschev op. cit. i. 134 f. no. 101 with facsimile (=my fig. 458)

uv ruiv -irepl \ ^uffliraTpov \ NucijpctTOv | 'Ava^i^vr)^ \ tlcxnSijov
eiroli\ffev \ TOV -
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As to Zeus'ArajSi/ptoy, see supra ii. 925 n. o.
Zeus appears occasionally on the bronze coins of Olbia, usually as a bearded head in

profile to the right, with a sceptre or more often an eagle on the reverse (Ant. Miinz.
Berlin Taurische Chersonesus, etc. i. 22 nos. 63—65, 27 nos. 125—127, Ant. Miinz.
Nord-Griechenlands i. i pi. u, 3—6 (=my figs. 459—461), E. H. Minns op. cit. p. 476
n. 8 pi. 3, 12 f.), rarely in imperial times as a seated figure holding a sceptre, with Tyche
erect grasping cornu copiae and rudder on the reverse (B. de Koehne Description du
Musee de feu le Prince Kotschoubey St.-Petersbourg 1857 i. 88, Ant. Miinz. Berlin
Taurische Chersonesus, etc. i. 28 no. 134 fig. ( = my fig. 462) 'Sitzender Apollo,' Ant.
Miinz. Nord-Griechenlands i. i pi. n, 22 (=:my fig. 463). Miss Hirst in the Journ.
Hell. Stud. 1903 xxiii 39 n. 103: 'If the attribution to Zeus is accepted, might it be
considered as a representation of Zeus"OX/3ios, in consideration of the reverse type?').

Fig- 459- Fig. 460.

Fig. 461.

Fig. 462. Fig. 463.

It is undeniably curious that Zeus "O\/3ios, as namesake and paramount deity of the
Greek town, does not bulk bigger on its coinage. I am tempted to suggest a further
possibility. E. H. Minns op. cit. p. 478 f. writes: 'The commonest coins of Olbia, coins
which were issued for many generations to judge by the varieties of style, bore on their
obverse a horned head with long rough hair and sometimes ox ears (PI. III. 4, 5). There
has been some doubt whom this might represent: the Russian peasants recognise the
Devil and call the place where they are mostly picked up the Devil's Dell; others find
him, as they put it, like a Scythian or a Russian peasant; to others he is Poseidon. But
no doubt he is really a river god Hypanis or Borysthenes. It is a less crude version of such
an idea as the god Gelas on the coins of that city.' However, it is a far cry from Sicily
to Sarmatia, and a much closer analogy is at hand. A ' horned head with long rough hair'
is precisely what we saw on the sttte found near Kyzikos (supra p. 629 fig. 427), which
was fortunately inscribed with the name of Zeus "OX/Stos. I conjecture, therefore, that the
horned head on the Olbian coins (e.g. Ant. Miinz. Nord-Griechenlands i. i pi. 9, 26—29,
E. H. Minns op. cit. pi. 3, 4f., McClean Cat. Coins ii. 155 f. pi. 159, 12—15. My figs,
are from Ant. Miinz. Nord-Griechenlands i. r pi. 9, 26 (= my fig. 464), 27 (=my fig. 465),
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(17) Zeus struck with a double axe. The birth of Athena.

The bovine form of Zeus familiar to us from the myths of
Europe and lo, together with the semi-bovine type of Zeus &lbios,
suffice to prove that Zeus as a god of fertility might be represented
by an ox, not only in prehistoric times, but far on into the classical
period. Yet, fully to justify our reading of the Dipolieia, more is
needed than that. In the Attic rite the divine ox was struck by the
Bouphonos, who thereupon dropped his double axe and fled for his

29 ( = my fig. 467), from McClean Cat. Coins ii. 155 pi. 159, 12 (=my fig. 466), and from
two other specimens in the Fitzwilliam Museum ( = my figs. 468 and 469)) is after all not
a river-god but Zeus "OX/3io5 himself, partly human, partly bovine in type.

2 Inscriptions from the vicinity of Kyzikos have been noted supra p. 628 n. 4.
Two more dedications 0e<j> 'OXjSiy were found at Sestos (Marcopoulos in the Mowetop /cal
Bi/3Xio0i)(o; T^J EiwyyeXijajs S^oX^s ev l^^pv-g Smyrna 1878 ii. 12 f. nos. 206 and 204 = A.
Dumont Melanges tf archtologie et d'tpigraphie Paris 1892 p. 456 no. inc11 a sepulchral
relief inscribed def'OXfiltp, <t>Xd/3te Tu . . . . | evxa-piffffT-ftpiov (sic) and no. inc12 a similar
dedication 6e$ 'OX/S/y, EUTI/XOS inrtp idias a[di\\ri]pia.s nai ruiv POVUV (sic) efixapur[rripi]\ov).
Hence J. H. Mordtmann in the Ath. Mitth. 1881 vi. 264, 1882 vii. 257 attributes to
Sestos an inscription from the Thracian Chersonese (correctly copied but incorrectly
emended in the Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 2017) Ka./M<r(a)os dirty roO | vlov 'A.\e^avSpov
Ad | 'OX/3tV eiixo-pi-o'r'fipiov = A. Dumont op. cit. p. 431 no. 100^. Eutychos' thankoffering
for his cattle would have special point, if Zeus "OXjStos at Sestos also was quasi-bovine.

Fig. 464. Fig. 465. Fig. 466.

Fig. 467. Fig. 468. Fig. 469.

3 Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4085 (found at Capua in 1885) pro salute | August. M.
Aur. Commod. | lovi Olbio | Sabaeo | ... Longus | [mil. ?] leg. | (with carved
thunderbolt and eagle). The words M. Aur. Commod. are in smaller letters than the rest
and seem to be a later addition. As to Sabaeo, Dessau remarks: 'Plane incertum utrum
a Sabaeis Arabiae derivatum sit cognomen, an componendum cum Sabazio.'

4 Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4084 (found at Heddernheim, cp. supra ii. 71 n. 6,89 n. 6)
lovi Olbio | Seleucus | Hermocra|tus qui et Diojgenes d. d. (preceded by carved thunder-
bolts). ffermocratus='Epfj.oKpa.TOvs.
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life. Can we really suppose that at Athens, the chief centre of
Hellenic civilisation, Zeus Polieiis himself was conceived as struck
by a double axe? Or that the sacrilegious striker, after poleaxing
his god, was allowed to flee from the spot and escape into safety?

Pausanias emboldens us to answer Yes. For no sooner has he
described the ceremony of the Dipolieia than, in the very next
sentence, he goes on to say: ' All the figures in the gable over the
entrance to the temple called the Parthenon relate to the birth of
Athena1.' And it may be shown that the birth of Athena as there
represented involved exactly the' situation stated above—Zeus
Polieus struck with the double axe, the escape of the striker, and
the acquiescence of the bystanders.

The middle group of the figures in question is lost beyond hope
of recovery. But its main features are in all probability preserved
by the relief-frieze of a marbleputealor 'well-mouth' in the Madrid
collection (fig. 470, I and I a), and partly also by a marble replica
of its left end formerly in the Palazzo Rondinini (fig. 470, 2 and 20)
and by another of its right end found in the Villa Palombara—both
now transferred from Rome to the Schloss Tegel near Berlin
(fig. 470, 3)2. The puteal as a whole portrays Zeus sitting quietly
upon his throne. He is draped in a himdtion and holds a sceptre in

1 Paus. i. 24. 5.
2 These reliefs were published together and discussed in detail by R. Schneider Die

Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 pp. 32—45 pi. i, i, ia, 2, 2a, 4 ( = my fig. 470, i, ia, 2,
2", 3). Further references in Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 193 no. 5 and ii. 87 f. nos. 6—8.

The puteal was for long in the Moncloa near Madrid, where sunk deep in the ground
it served as a flower-pot for the Royal Gardens. Previously, it had belonged to the Dukes
of Alba. Earlier still, its history is uncertain: Schneider thinks that it was originally
found in Italy, probably at Rome, that it formed part of the collection owned by Queen
Christina of Sweden (1626—1689), and that it was purchased by Philip V of Spain to
adorn his castle (1724)—see E. Hiibner Die antiken Bildwerke in Madrid Berlin 1862
p. 14. In consequence of these vicissitudes it had received some injuries and had at one
time—perhaps in the seventeenth or eighteenth century—been prepared for restoration.
It was virtually rediscovered by J. de Dios de la Rada y Delgado, director of the Museo
Arqueologico Nacional, and published with good illustrations by J. de Villa Amil y
Castro ' Puteal griego encontrado en la Moncloa' in the Museo espanol de antiguedades
Madrid 1875 v. 235—246 pi. i f. There is a cast in the Museum of Classical Archaeology,
Cambridge, and another at Berlin (Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgiisse p. 735 f. no. 1862).
Height o'99m.

The two slabs from the collection of the Marchese Rondinini belong together and
were still one when published by G. Winckelmann Monumenti antichi inediti'2 Roma
1821 ii. 5 with Frontispiece. Subsequently they were sawn in two and separately framed
as a pair of mural reliefs. They passed into the possession of W. von Humboldt (1767—
I^35) and are now in his castle at Tegel. See further G. F. Waagen Das Schloss Tegel
undseine Kunst-werke Berlin 1859 p. 13. The restorations, which can be well seen in the
Einzelaufnahmen nos. 2988 (Zeus) and 2989 (Prometheus) with Text x. 90 by W. Amelung,
include Zeus—left forearm, most of left leg, front part of right foot, most of footstool;

C. III. 42
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his raised left hand, a thunderbolt in his lowered rght. His head
has just been cleft with the double axe ; for behind lim a youthful
god or demi-god, still grasping his weapon, starts tc flee from the
scene of his sacrilege and yet in the very act of flight looks back to
note the marvellous issue of his blow. In front of Zeus Athena,
already full-grown and clad in her panoply, speeds forth into the
world, but as she goes glances towards the sire fron whose head
she has sprung. Nike, hovering between them, pre;ents her with
a victor's wreath. Adjoining her are the three Fates.

Prometheus—forehead, nose, mouth, half the right forearm with th< right hand, front
parts of both feet. There are casts at Berlin (Friederichs—Woltrs op. cit. p. 736
no. 1863 f.). Height o'685m.

The remaining slab, of a different marble and in a finer style, ws discovered about
1770 in the Villa Palombara behind the church of S. Maria Maggior at Rome, and in
1809 was sold by its possessor, Prince Massimi alle Colonne, to Fr.u von Humboldt,
who handed it over to A. B. Thorvaldsen and C. D. Rauch to be pached up and made
presentable. Rauch in 1816 had the luck to find the head, breast, aid left hand of the
seated Fate, which had been treated as a medallion and set in a gided frame, in the
studio of the sculptor A. Malatesta at Rome. The fragments are niw reassembled at
Tegel. See further G. F. Waagen op. cit. p. 16, Rinzelaufnahmen n>. 2990 with Text
x. 90f. by W. Amelung. Modern parts: right arm, right hip, and ower body of the
seated Fate; nose and part of the right upper arm of her neighbour; fiigers of right hand
and lower left arm of the third figure together with roll, globe, and pillir. There is a cast
at Berlin (Friederichs—Wolters op. cit. p. 736 f. no. 1865). Height o'3m.

F. Hauser in the fahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1903 vi. 79—107 atempts to combine
these slabs (figs. 46—48) with neo-Attic fragments of reliefs, now in Rone, Florence, and
Munich, representing the three Horai and the three Agraulides (pi. 5—6). Since all the
fragments were found, though at different times, in the Villa Palombara, and since they
all correspond in size or nearly so, he holds that the whole composition was a series of
four oblong altar-reliefs, copied from a fine work of the Attic school to be dated near
the end of s. iv B.C. Lastly, he conjectures that they were copies of bonze reliefs by the
younger Kephisodotos, which—he thinks—adorned the altar of Zeus Sotlr and Athena
Soteira in the Peiraieus. See, however, the objections raised by P. Arnlt and G. Lippold
in the Einzelaufnahmen vi. 44, W. Amelung ib. x. 90.

J. N. Svoronos in the Journ. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1902 v. 161—188, 285—377
(=id. Td Keifj.-/i\ia T&V M.ov<reluv /MIS Athens 1904 pp. 9—40) and igain in his Ath.
Nationalmus. pp. 179—236 nos. 215—217 pis. 30, i f. and 31,1 venires another com-
bination, arguing that the design of the Madrid puteal and the Tegel eliefs, incomplete
towards the right, can be completed by that of the Apollon-and-Iarsyas slab from
Mantineia. The resultant frieze (fig. 134 and fig. 140 = my fig. 471 representing the
musical victory of Apollon once decorated the front of a thymtle or pltform for singers
assumed to have stood in the orchestra of the local theatre. The twi remaining slabs
from Mantineia with their six 'Praxitelean' Muses could then hav< formed the two
sides of the same platform (figs. 141, i42 = my fig. 472). The wiole to be dated
c. 250—150 B.C. On this showing, the Fates (?the three missing Muses (p. 206)) foretold
the doom of Marsyas, while Zeus watched the issue from afar and Nile with her wreath
flew to crown the victorious Apollon (cp. the pelike from Ruvo figure', supra i pi. xii);
'Prometheus' was a second Satyr (P'ein Quelldamon' (p. 2r3f . ) ) equnped with an axe
and inserted as a sympathiser with Marsyas; and Athena, a figure ilentical with he
Athena of the Finlay vase (Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. p. i36ff.no. 127 pi. 26,
Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. i. 466 with fig. 242, Harrison Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath.

42—2
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The only uncertainty in this design relates to the axe-bearing
figure. Orthodox writers from Pindar downwards said that the
head of Zeus had been cleft by Hephaistos1; and such was the

Fig. 471.

Fig. 472.

Fig- 473-

p. 408 with fig. 29, G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale
Univ. Press 1929 p. 157 with fig. 586), was hastening to warn Marsyas of his fate.
Svoronos finally completes the embellishment of his hypothetical thymele by adding a
back-frieze (fig. 143=my fig. 473) formed of Hauser's Horai and 'Agraulides' (PHyades)
arranged left and right of a Pan between two dancing Nymphs (? Hyades) taken, with
variation of order, from a slab in the Lateran (O. Benndorf—R. Schoene Die antiken
Bildwerke des lateranensischen Museums Leipzig 1867 p. 123 no. 202 pi. 4, 3, A. Rapp
in Roscher Lex. Myth. \. 2721 f. fig., Reinach Rip. Reliefs iii. 280 no. i).

Reconstructions of this sort are undeniably ingenious and come within the pale of
possibility. But unfortunately they leave so large a part to mere conjecture that they
seldom carry conviction. In any case, whether they are right or wrong, we should be
justified in assuming that the Madrid puteal and the Tegel reliefs were adaptations,
mediate or immediate, of the Parthenon pediment. Even Svoronos is forced to admit
that his axe-bearing Satyr was 'von dem Hephaistos oder Prometheus des Pheidias
kopiert' (Atk. Nationalmus. p. 215).

1 Pind. Ol. 7. 35 ff. with schol. ad loc. To the references given supra p. 200 n. 3 add
Philodem. irepi ev(re/3eias 59 p. 31 Gomperz (cited infra p. 661 n. 4).
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tradition followed by the vase-painters of the sixth and fifth
centuries B.C.1 Others, including Euripides, ascribed the blow to
Prometheus2—the first, according to Pliny, who ever felled an ox3.
A poem that passed under the name of Eumolpos4 or Mousaios5

called the striker Palamaon. Lastly, Sosibios, a Lacedaemonian
scholar of the third century B.C., spoke of him as Hermes6; and
some early artists, as might be seen for example in the sanctuary
of Athena Chalkioikos at Sparta, represented Hermes, axe in hand,
standing beside Zeus7.

But, whatever name we give to the axe-bearer on the Madrid
puteal, it is clear that the Athenians even of the Periclean age were
prepared to tolerate the conception of Zeus as struck on the head
by an axe—a 'holy axe8 ' said some, an ' ox -striker9' said others.
This they would never have done, unless behind the myth there

1 Man. d. Inst. ix pi. 55 OTVIAI 'WB» M. vi pi. 56, 3 A4> 'H , Lenormant—de

Witte El. man. ce~r. i pi. 65 A ^OTVIA^HH (black-figured vases); ib. i pi. 64

E4>Al£TOI (red-figured vase, attributed to Hermonax (Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 31

no. 12) or a nearly allied painter (J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen
Sttls Tiibingen 1925 p. 304 no. i)).

2 Eur. Ion 452'ff. ffe rav wSiVow Ao^ta" dveiXeiOviav, en&v \' AOdvav tKeretfw, | UpofjiaBei
TiravL \oxev9eiffav KO.T aKpordras \ Kopv<pas Ai6s, <a irorvo. N/KO,, K.T.\., Apollod. i. 3. 6
ws 5' 6 rrjs yevv/icreuis (yeveaews epit. followed by R. Wagner) evearf\ xpbvos, TrXrj^avros
atrov rrji> Ke<pa\rji> TreX^/cet Hpof*r}0ews r) Ka.0d.trep aXAoi Xeyovaiv 'H<j>alffrov (Xeyovcri Kal
"H</>al<rrov codd. plerique followed by A. Westermann), ex. Kopvtjtfjs (R. Hercher would
either delete these two words or write ^/c rrjs Kopv<prjs atirov), ewl Trora/uoO fpLruvos
(damnat C. G. Heyne), 'AOrjva ffitv ^TrXou avtBopev, schol. Find. 01. 7. 66 a Zvioi 8£ rbv
Upo/trjOta \tyovffi, 66 b ol §£ Hpo/j.t)6^a.

3 Supra i. 469 n. 4. But see what is said of Sopatros (supra p. 590), Diomos (supra
p. 593), and Thaulon (supra p. 597 n. 2).

4 Philodem. irepi ei}<re/3etcts 59 P- 31 Gomperz ryv Ke<j>a\r)v inrb 'H^oiVrou Siaipelrai,
Kara 5£ rbv J&fifj.oXirot' fy rbv avvB^vra rijv iro'i.T)<nv {iirb Iia.\afj.dovos.

5 Schol. Find. OL 7. 66 a ev rots Moucraiou ITaXa/tawj' Xtyerai irX^ai rov Atos rty
Ke(j>a\-fii>, ore TTJV 'A.OTJVO.V tytvva. (Mous.frag. 8 (Epic. Gr. frag. i. 225 Kinkel)), 66 b ol
fj.ev TLa\a/j.dova \£yovffi pi)£ai rr]i> rod Aioy Ke<pa\i)i> ore 'A6t]vd iyevva.ro. The story was
perhaps told in the Etifju>\iria of Mousaios: this would account for its attribution to
Eumolpos. So Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1213 n. 4.

6 Schol. Find. Ol. 7. 66 a Sw(ri/3ios 5e "Ep/j.ijv <pr)ffi (Sosib. frag: 7 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii.
627 Miiller)), 66 b ol de'Epfj.ijv. The statement may have occurred, as C. Mtiller supposes,
in Sosibios' work irepi r&v ev Aa.Kedal/j.ovi dvai&v (on which see Tresp frag. gr. Kultschr.
p. 131), or, as R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 5 n. 24 suggests, in his
irepl 'A\KfMvos.

7 Philodem. irepl'diffffieias 59 p. 31 Gomperz evioi 5' v<p' 'Ep/toOs irapaded&Kaffiv. Kal
riav apxalwv ni>£s 8jjfnovpyu>v rovrov wapeffrC^ra. r£ Ad iroovtri ir£\eKW fyovra, Ka.66.irep ev
rf rrjs Xa\KioiKov. The allusion is very possibly to the work of Gitiadas (Paus. 3. 17. 2).

8 Find. frag. 34 Bergk4, 34 Schroeder (cited supra p. 200 n. 3, cp. p. 605) ayi>$
eKet.
9 Nonnos etc. (supra p. 200 n. 3) use /3ov7rXiJ£ apparently as a mere synonym for

KeKvs without any further mythological significance.
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had been some ritual practice of immemorial sanction; and it is
difficult to resist the conclusion that the practice concerned was
that of the Dipolieia.

The matter calls for careful investigation. Fortunately we know
that the subject of Pheidias' pediment was no new thing. Rather it
was the last term of a whole series, which, mainly by the help of
numerous extant vase-paintings, can be traced back to the early
part of the sixth century B.C. Our business therefore is to classify
the vase-paintings and, adducing any collateral evidence that is
found, to consider how far they may be based upon underlying
cults either at Athens or elsewhere.

(0} The birth of Athena in art.

Vases representing the birth of Athena fall into five groups1,
according as they depict (i) Zeus in labour helped by the Eileithyiai;
(2) Athena emerging from the head of Zeus, which has been cleft
by Hephaistos; (3) a fusion of these two types—Zeus attended

1 R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 8ff. distinguishes four types:
(a) the moment of birth; (b) the moment before birth; (c) the moment after birth;

(d) a later moment. These correspond with my types as follows: (a) = (2) + — ;
(o) 2

(5) = ( i ) + — ; (c) = (^); (d) — (i)}. Schneider's useful list of vases and Etruscan mirrors

(op. dt. pp. 9—16) is extended by P. Baur 'Eileithyia' in Philologus 1899—1901 Suppl.
viii. 503 (= P. V. C. Baur 'Eileithyia' in The University of Missouri Studies 1902 i. 4.
78), who adds a fine, though fragmentary, black-figured pinax belonging to my type
(3), found on the Akropolis at Athens (F. Studniczka in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1886 p. uyff .
pi. 8, i (=my fig. 484), Graef Ant. Vasen Athen iv. 251 f. no. 2578 pi. 109), and a
black-figured vase of my type (4), now in the Museo Municipale at Orvieto (G. Karo in
ihefoum. Hell. Stud. 1899 xix. 140 n. 3). The most important addendum to the lists of
Schneider and Baur is the black-figured vase of my type (i) lately found in Rhodes
(infra fig. 475).

See further E. Gerhard Athenens Geburt auf Vasenbildern und auf dem Parthenons-
giebel Berlin 1838, P. W. Forchhammer Die Geburt der Athene Kiel 1841, O. Jahn Die
Geburt der Athene Kiel 1841 pp. i—18 with pi., T. Bergk 'Die Geburt der Athene' in
\h& Jahrb. f. class. Philol. 1860 Ixxxi. 289—319, 377—424 ( = id. Kleine philologische
Schriften Halle a.S. 1886 ii. 635—722), G. Loeschcke 'Uber Darstellungen der Athena-
Geburt' in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiv. 108—119, P. Stengel 'Die Sagen von der
Geburt der Athene und Aphrodite' in the Jahrb. f. class. Philol. 1885 cxxxi. 77—80,
H. B. Walters in the Brit. Mzts. Cat. Vases ii. n and in his History of Ancient Pottery
London 1905 ii. isf., W. Deonna 'La naissance d'Athena' in the Rev. Arch. 1912 ii.
350—354 ('un simple mythe iconographique"? cp. the Karlsruhe* statuette (Perrot—
Chipiez Hist, de FArt vi. 740 fig. 332), which implies primitive belief in birth from
parent's head), id. Dldale Paris 1930 p. 263 n. 5 with fig. 17, 4, G. Ancey 'La naissance
d'Athena' in the Rev. Arch. 1913 i. 209—211 (Athena the sneeze of Zeus !).

Collections of vases for comparative study are given by Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb.
i pis. i—5 and by Lenormant—de Witte El. man. c£r. i. 174 ff. pis. 54—65 A; of mirrors,
by Gerhard Etr. Spiegel i\\. 67 ff. pi. 66, iv. u fT. pis. 284—285 A, v. 12 pi. 6.





Plate L

Amphora at Munich:
Zeus in labour, flanked by two Eileitbyiai.

See page 663 ;/. i.
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both by the Eileithyiai and by Hephaistos; (4) Athena, armed but
not yet fully grown, standing on the knees of Zeus; (5) Athena,
armed and fully grown, standing before Zeus.

(i) The first type, which is confined to black-figured vases,
shows a sceptred Zeus sitting on a throne towards the right, at
first (fig. 474 and pi. I)1 with an Eileithyia in front of him and
another Eileithyia behind him. They are by their gestures aiding2

the birth of Athena; but the goddess is not yet born, nor is there
the least indication that her birth will be brought about by a blow
from an axe—the type being simply the older representation of an
accouchement* applied to the particular case of Zeus. One interesting

Fig. 474,
1 A 'Nolan' amphora at Florence published by J. B. Passerius Picturae Etruscorum

Romae 1770 ii. 38 f. col. pi. 152 as red-figured (!)—a blunder corrected by Lenormant—
de Witte El. man. ctr. i. 190 fig. ( = my fig. 474), R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena
Wien 1880 p. 13 no. 29. A black-figured amphora at Munich (Jahn Vasensamml.
Miinchen p. 29 no. 101) likewise shows a seated Zeus, with a sceptre in his left hand,
flanked by two Eileithyiai. My pi. 1 is from a photograph most kindly sent to me by
Dr C. Weickert (June 3, 1935).

2 R. Schneider op. cit. p. 17, C. Sittl Die Gebarden der Griechen und Romer Leipzig
1890 p. 322 f. On Persephone Xeipo-yoi'ia see supra p. 98 n. o (8). Similarly Lucina, to
lighten the throes of Myrrha, 'admovitque manus et verba puerpera dixit' (Ov. met. 10.
511). Here the Eileithyiai extend the open hand in token of delivery (?cp. Paus. 7. 23. ${.
the acrolithic xdanon of Eileithyia at Aigion rats %epcri ry (Jitv & evdv £KT£TO.TCU, TTJ 5£
tivfyet 8$5a) or point with the forefinger—a gesture copied by Zeus. On the other hand,
Lucina, wishing to delay the birth of Hercules, 'subsedit in ilia | ante fores ara, dextroque
a poplite laevum | pressa genu et digitis inter se pectine iunctis | sustinuit partus' (Ov.
met. 9. 297 ff., cp. Ant. Lib. 29 after Nikandros erepoiov^vdiv 5').

3 Supra p. 80 n. 2 (i) fig. 23 or the supporters of a goddess on an archaic pithos with
reliefs from Boiotia (P. Wolters in the 'E$. 'Ap%- 1892 p. 225 ff. pis. 8, 9, A. de Ridder
in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1898 xxii. 440 ff. fig. i, Collignon —Couve Cat. Vases d1 Athenes
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example from Rhodes (fig. 475)* marks the divinity of the persons
concerned by giving wings to the Eileithyiai. Others, now at

Fig- 475-

p. in f. no. 466, H. B. Walters History of Ancient Pottery London 1905 i. 497 pi. 47).
Doubtful parallels of 'Minoan' date may be seen in Sir A. J. Evans' ' AidffKovpcu' (sic I)
(Jo-urn. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. n ff. figs. 11 — 15) °r ' At'as Kovpai' (sic !) (ib. p. 65 ff. fig. 55,
cp. The Palace of Minos London 1928 ii. i 339 ff. figs. 193 and 194, a—f).

1 G. Jacopi in Clara Rhodos Rodi 1929 iii. 179 ff. (tomb clxxix, 3) with col. pi. C
( = my fig. 475) and fig. 177. This black-figured hydria has a shoulder-decoration of a
hen flanked by two cocks, beneath which in a metope bounded by sprays of ivy is the
main design. Zeus, wearing a purple head-band, a purple chiton, and a short black
himdtion, sits on a stool towards the right and holds a tall slender sceptre. Before and
behind him stand two winged females (whom Jacopi calls 'Arpie?') in short purple
peploi and black endromides : they make magical passes, raising the left hand and lowering
the right with open palms—a gesture thoroughly characteristic of the Eileithyiai. It is
tempting to conjecture that the painter by giving them wings was anticipating W. Prellwitz'





Plate LI

Amphora from Girgenti, now at Karlsruhe :
Zeus in labour, with two Eileithyiai and Hermes in attendance.

See page 665 n. i.
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Karlsruhe (pi. li)1, Vienna (fig. 476)2, and Florence (figs. 477, 478)3,
produce the same effect by adding to left and right one or more
deities as spectators of the great event. Sometimes, as on a vase in

Fig. 476.

notion that EiXelft/ta, from el'XXw + 0i>Fa, means 'in der Bedrangnis schnell herbeieilend'
(£tym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. iig). But that notion is itself improbable, and the wings
may be explained as in the text. The same explanation fits the Etruscan Eileithyiai, who
appear as winged women (Thanr and Ethausva] on a mirror from Praeneste given below
(infra p. 676 fig. 487).

1 A black-figured amphora from Girgenti, now at Karlsruhe (Winnefeld Vasensamml.
Karlsruhe p. 31 f..no. 161), has Zeus flanked by two Eileithyiai, while Hermes on the left
moves towards the right. The sceptre of Zeus is surmounted by a ram's head (cp. supra
i. 406 fig. 302). My pi. li is from a photograph kindly supplied by the Direktor of the
Badisches Landesmuseum.

2 Masner Samml. ant. Vasen u. Terracotten Wien p. 30 f. no. 237 pi. 4, a black-figured
calix-krattr formerly in the Castellani collection. The group of Zeus and the two Eileithyiai
is amplified by the addition of Ares on the left, Hermes and a gesticulating goddess on the
right. For a fresh photograph of this lower register (my fig. 476) I am indebted to the kind
offices of Mr A. D. Trendall.

3 A black-figured amphora found near Vulci, later in the possession of Dr Guarducci
at Florence (Inghirami Vas. fitt. i. i i 7 f . pis. 75, 76, Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb. i. 25 f.
pi. 5, i, 2, Lenormant—de Witte £.1. man. ctr. i. 7 pi. i and 185 fF. pi. 54, Reinach Rip.
Vases\\. 2r, i—3), adds Hermes (?) and Apollon on the left, Herakles (!) and Ares on the
right. My fig. 477 is from a photograph by C. A. Bonelli.

Another black-figured amphora, likewise in the Museo Archeologico at Florence, has
a seated Zeus flanked by a bearded god and Eileithyia on the left, Hermes departing and
a second Eileithyia (?) holding a tendril on the right. The sceptre in the hand of Zeus is
topped by the forepart of a winged horse; a gecko creeps up behind his seat; and a wreath
<ills the blank beneath him. My fig. 478 is again from a photograph by Bonelli.
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Fig- 477-

Fig. 478.





Plate LI I

Amphora from Vulci, now in the Vatican :

Zeus in labour, with one Eileithyia and two gods in attendance.

See page 667 n. I .
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the Vatican (pi. Hi)1, there is but a single Eileithyia. And once, on
a second vase in the same collection (pi. liii)2, the approaching birth
is heralded by the appearance of a small owl which has the temerity
to perch on the very sceptre of Zeus.

A similar scene is shown on a marble slab found in 1900 at
Hatdar-pacha near Kadi-Keui and now preserved in the Museum
at Constantinople (fig. 479)3. The relief, surmounted by a dedica-
tion in lettering of 550—500 B.C.4, portrays Zeus seated on a high-
backed throne and facing—an unusual circumstance—towards the
left. An Eileithyia standing behind him places her right hand on

I?.' ̂ '̂$P'£v^

Fig. 479.

his head, her left on his left shoulder. Another Eileithyia standing
before him apparently clasps both his hands with hers. The group
is flanked by two further figures. A female personage on a some-
what smaller scale holds out her hands on the left: another female,

1 A black-figured amphora from Vulci, found in 1835, and now in the Vatican (Mus.
Etr. Gregor. ii. 8 pi. 39, i a), shows Zeus seated, sceptre in hand, on a folding-stool
towards the right, while a single Eileithyia stands before him. On the left a draped god
gesticulates, on the right another draped god stands still. My pi. lii is from a photograph
kindly procured for me by Mr A. D. Trendall.

2 A black-figured amphora from Caere, found in 1836, and now in the Vatican (Mus.
Etr. Gregor. ii. 9 pi. 48, 2), Albizzati Vasi d. Vaticano p. 139 f. no. 353 pi. '45 (part
of which = my pi. liii)), renders a similar scene with somewhat greater elaboration.
The throne of Zeus has its back ending in a swan's-head and its seat resting on a small
draped male. The god's left hand grasps a sceptre with curved top, to which a small
owl is clinging. Eileithyia in patterned ptplos gesticulates before him. Behind Zeus
stand Poseidon and Hermes (?); behind Eileithyia stands Ares.

3 S. Reinach in the Comptes rendus de VAcad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1900 p. 699,
id. in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1901 xiv. 127—137 pi. i ( = id. Cultes, Mythes et Religions Paris
1906 ii. 274—284 with fig.), id. Rep. Reliefs ii. 165 no. 4, Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Con-
stantinople ii. 227 f. no. 524 fig. ( = my fig. 479).

4 S. Reinach restored [N]iK<5[.. . . patronymic] e^^ /r
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still smaller, raises her right hand to her head on the right.
S. Reinach, who first published this monument, observed that
Kadi-Keui occupies the site of Kalchedon, a colony of Megara1, and
that Pausanias mentions a sanctuary of the Eileithyiai at Megara
itself2. Hence he inferred that the relief was an ex-voto dedicated
to the Eileithyiai, whose cult had been carried by the colonists
from Megara to Kalchedon. Reinach indeed contended—and his
contention is prima facie plausible—that the type of Zeus accouche
by the Eileithyiai originated in connexion with their cult and
ultimately hails from Megara. Other evidence cited by him will be

Fig. 480.

mentioned later3. Meantime it may be conceded that in general
a definite art-type does pre-suppose a definite belief and not
infrequently a definite cult.

(2) The second type, which shows Zeus delivered without the
aid of the Eileithyiai by the axe-bearer alone, is so far as I know
represented by a single black-figured kylix (fig. 480)*. This fine

1 J. Oehler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2829 f. (founded 686/58.0.). See now
K. Hanell Megarische Studien Lund 1934 pp. 122 f., 209.

2 Paus. r. 44. 2 Kal Ei\eiOvi&v £<TTIV evrav&a iep6v.
3 Infra p. 671 ff.
4 Lenormant—de Witte El. mon. ctr. i. 192 f. pi. 56, A (inadequate). New and better

publication by J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge
Mass. 1918 pp. 136 fig. 84, 189 fig. 118, id. Attic Black-figure London 1928 p. 6f. pi. i,
if., id. in \hefourn.Sell. Stud. 1932 Hi. 170, 199pi. 5, Hoppin Black-fig. Vases]). 314^
no. 2. My fig. 480 is from the official photograph.
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vase, which J. D. Beazley dubs ' the best of all little-master cups1,'
was found at Vulci in 1867, passed from the Durand into the
Blacas collection, and is now to be seen in the British Museum2. It
is signed by the maker Phrynos, one of the minor Athenian artists
at work in the middle of s. vi B.C.3 Zeus in a purple chiton and an
embroidered himdtion is seated, facing to the right, on a decorated
throne. Its back ends in a swan's head, its legs are leonine, and
its arm is supported by four small Doric pillars. The god, as
J. Overbeck pointed out, has dark hair but a grey beard—an
indication of old age most unusual in the case of Zeus4. His long
locks are bound by a fillet. He raises both arms, brandishing a
lotiform bolt5 in his right hand and making the gesture of delivery6

with his left. Before him a male figure, clad in a short purple
chiton and endromides, starts to make his escape, but looks back-
ward as he goes. He raises his right hand with open palm7 and
holds in his left the double axe, with which he has just cleft the
head of Zeus. From the cleft emerges the upper half of Athena, a
long-haired goddess wearing a purple chiton and armed with lance8

and shield.
The birth of Athena as here portrayed has, if I am not in error,

been strongly influenced by the ritual of the Dipolieia9. Zeus with
uplifted bolt is Zeus Polteus10. The axe-bearer with double axe,
short chiton, and endromides is the Boutypos^-, who—armed with just
this weapon and clad in just this costume—struck the sacred ox
and then fled for his life12. This is indeed no mere starting back in
terror or surprise: other vase-paintings show Hephaistos running
off as fast as his legs will carry him13. And, if the Dipolieia was
celebrated to ensure an adequate dew-fall and rain-fall, it must not

1 Journ. Hell. Stud. 1932 Hi. 199. See also O. S. Tonks in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1905 ix. 288 ff., Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 274, 320, supra ii. 788 n. o fig. 751.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 223 no. B 424, Corp. vas. ant. Brit. Mus. ill H. e pi. 13, 2a

and 2b with text p. 5 by A. H. Smith and F. N. Pryce.
3 M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting'V&le Univ. Press 1929 p. 191.
4 Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 29, supra i. 2 n. 2.
5 Supra ii. 769 ff.
6 Supra p. 663 n. 2.
7 Lenormant—de Witte El. man. cer. i. 192 'Ce geste d' Hephestus repond a celui

d'llithyie, dont il remplit ici le role.' Cp. supra p. 664 ff. figs. 475—477.
8 Not visible on the photograph.
9 Supra p. 577 ff. 10 Supra p. 57off.

11 Supra p. 585 ff. 12 Supra p. 583.
13 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 103 ff. no. B 147 (Man. d. Inst. iii pi. 44, infra p. 700

fig- 51?)- Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin i. 241 ff. no. 1704 (Man. d. Inst. ix pi. 55,
infra p. 673 fig. 485). E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre 2me Serie Paris 1901 p. 78 f.
no. E 852 (Mon. d. Inst. vi pi. 56, 3, infra p. 680 fig. 491).
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be forgotten that in the Rhodian myth Zeus sent a shower of
golden snow-flakes, when his head was cleft by the bronze axe of
Hephaistos for Athena's birth1. Whether our vase-painter was
conscious of any relation between the scene he has given us and
the ritual of the Bouphonia, is questionable. But is it merely by
accident that he has placed upon Athena's shield a blazon which
it nowhere else exhibits2—an ox-head in relief with projecting
horns ?

(3) Thirdly, the type of Zeus delivered by the Eileithyiai was
fused with that of Zeus delivered by Hephaistos. This fusion was
effected in the early part of s. vi B.C.—hardly earlier3—and thence-

Fig. 48i.
1 Supra p. 477.
2 On a fragmentary red-figured kylix at Paris (De Ridder Cat. Vases de la Bibl. Nat.

ii. 418 f. no. 559 fig. 102), attributed to Hieron (Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 93 no. 37 bis]
or to the Brygos Painter (J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils
Tubingen 1925 p. 186 no. 4), Athena's round shield has as its blazon an ox-head en face.

3 H. G. G. Payne Necrocorinthia Oxford 1931 p. 142 cites an Argive-Corinthian
relief from Delphoi (P. Perdrizet in the Fouilles de Delphes V. 2. 124 pi. 21 (part of which
= my fig. 481)), which he calls 'late Protocorinthian' in style, as ' by far the earliest
representation' of the birth of Athena. But the Argive-Corinthian bronze strips in low
relief, of which this is a very characteristic example, have been hitherto assigned with
confidence 'to the second and third quarters of the sixth century' (W. Lamb Greek and
Roman Bronzes London 1929 p. 120). The relief in question forms a square metope in
a ^«fl«'-architectural frame. Zeus with long hair and pointed beard sits to the left on
a throne, the back of which ends in a swan's-head (?). He is clad in a long chit6n and
himdtion (?) and holds in his right hand a lotiform bolt with twisted spike (supra ii. 779 f.).
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forward remained the dominant type for Athenian vase-painters1.
It was perhaps first brought about by some Megarian resident in
Athens; for S. Reinach2 has given reasons for thinking that the
names painted on the two oldest specimens of it imply a knowledge
of the Megarian alphabet and dialect3. The said specimens are here

Behind him stands a similarly draped Eileithyia, raising her left hand with open palm to
his head—a gesture repeated by Zeus with his extended left hand. Before him a male
god (Hephaistcs ?), wearing a cap and a short chiton, departs towards the left, but turns
to face Zeus. He too holds his left hand with open palm, but downwards—perhaps
another variety of the same gesture. His right hand was raised and may have held the
axe, though this is uncertain as the relief here passes beyond the limits of the metope.
T. Homolle was the first to recognise the scene as the birth of Athena. Payne op. cit.
p. 142 n. 2 says 'the figure of Athena is almost obliterated': but is she there at all ?

Fig. 482.

Kleanthes of Corinth (Pearly in s. vi B.C.: M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale
Univ. Press 1929 p. i44f . ) is known to have painted a 'Birth of Athena,' which was
preserved in the temple of Artemis ''A.\<f>fiovla near the mouth of the Alpheios (Strab. 343).
But our only clue to his treatment of the theme is the obtuse remark by Demetrios the
antiquarian of Skepsis (c. 180—140 B.C.) that in it Hoaeidwv veiroirjTai dtvvov T$ A«
vpofffapwv wdivovTi (Demetr. Skeps. frag. 5 ed. R. Gaede (Gryphiswaldiae 1880) ap.
Athen. 346 B—c)—of course a mere attribute as often on black-figured vases (A. Reinach
Textes Peint. Anc. i. 67 n. 7).

1 R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 9 ff. So on Etruscan mirrors :
Gerhard Etr. Spiegel pis. 66, 284, i, 2, 285, i, 2.

2 S. Reinach in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1901 xiv. 133 ff. (=id. Cultes, Mythes et Religions
Paris 1906 ii. 280 ff.).

3 Man. d. Inst. ix. pi. 55 ( = my fig. 485) ABEY5 and KQVEV/VIOS, it. vi.

Pi- 56, 3- 4 ( = my fig. 491) lAEV$. ABEY5 shows Corinthian and Megarian B = e

followed by an explanatory Athenian E. K9'VEV/V|O$ shows a similar juxtaposition
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of the alternatives Athenian K and Corinthian (and Megarian?) \. XAEV5 may be

accounted for by the hypothesis that a Megarian, accustomed to the form Aeris, was
working at Athens, where the name was written Zetfs.

The theory advanced by G. Kaibel in the Ann. d. Inst. 1873 xlv. 112 and by
G. Loeschcke in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiv. no (cp. H. B. Walters in thefourn. Hell.
Stud. 1898 xviii. 284), viz. that the Attic vase-painter was copying Corinthian models,

on which Zetfs was spelled ABVM and KuXX^ios had an initial Q, makes shipwreck—

as P. Kretschmer Die griechischen Vaseninschriften Gtitersloh 1894 p. 103 points out—
on the fact that the Corinthians said Zei/s, not Aetfs. Two of the archaic inscribed pinakes
found in 1879 at Pente Skouphia near the Akrokorinthos and referable to a date c. 600 B.C.

Fig. 483.

put the form of the name beyond doubt (E. Pernice in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch.
Inst. 1897 xii. 13 and 20, id. in the Ant. Denkm. ii. 6 pi. 30, 12 ( = my fig. 482) and
pi. 29, 13 ( = my fig. 483), P. Kretschmer in the Ath. Mitth. 1897 xxii. 343 f., Inscr. Gr.
Pelop. i nos. 263 fig. and 264 fig., F. Bechtel Die griechischen Dialekte Berlin 1923 ii. 235.
The first and better preserved of these two is further published by Roehl Inscr. Gr. ant.
no. 20, 66, id. Imagines inscriptionum Grcecarum antiquissimarutn? Berolini 1907 p. 43
no. 5, r, Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin i. 61 no. 490, Roberts Gk. Epigr. i. 124 no. 90,
66). True, Megarian inscriptions too give the forms ZeO|ts, Z&Trvpos, ZwiXos, Zt&rix0*, etc.
(cp. E. Schneider De dialecto Megarica Gissae 1882 p. 71 f.); but that 'ne prouve rien,
ces textes etant relativement recents' (S. Reinach in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1901 xiv. 134 n. 3
(id. Cztltes, Mythes et Religions Paris 1906 ii. 281 n. 4)).

A //«ajr-fragment found on the Akropolis at Athens preserve the head of Zeus, the
body of Athena, and the hands of Eileithyia (F. Studniczka in the 'E<£. 'Apx- 1886 p. 117 ff.
pi. 8, i). Graef Ant. Vasen Athen iv. 251 f. no. 2578 pi. 109 ( = my fig. 484) comments:
'Obwohl die Inschrift attisch ist, darf an dem korinthischen Ursprung des Pinax nach
Stil, und Farbe des Tons, der dem der protokorinthischen Ware entspricht, nicht
gezweifelt werden.'
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reproduced, because they illustrate the two possible forms of com-
promise between the Megarian and the Athenian type, according
as Athena is, or is not, visible.

The first is a ' Tyrrhenian' amphora from Caere, now at Berlin
(fig. 485 and pi. liv)1. Zeus in a chiton and patterned himdtion is
seated on a throne of which the back ends in a swan's head, the
legs in lion's claws. In his left hand he grasps a thunderbolt. From
his head emerges Athena armed with a lance, a circular shield, and a
high-crested helmet. Hephaistos, then, has already struck his blow ;

Fig. 484.

indeed he is to be seen hurrying off on tip-toe2 towards the left3

Nevertheless two birth-goddesses are still standing, Eileithyia
behind Zeus, Demeter4 before him, and are lifting their hands with

1 G. Kaibel in the Ann. d. Inst. 1873 xlv. 106—114, Man. d. Inst. ix pi. 55 (part of
which = my fig. 485), G. Loeschcke in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiv. 108—n r , Furtwangler
Vasensammi'. Berlin i. 241 ff. no. 1704, Reinach Re~p. Vases i. 197 f., i—6, H. Thiersch
"Tyrrhenische'' Amphoren Leipzig 1899 p. 157 no. 26, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d.
Gr. i. 252. PI. liv is from a fresh photograph procured by Mr A. D. Trendall.

2 Supra p. 587 n. 2.
3 A cameo published by A. L. Millin Pierres gravies inedites Paris 1817 i pi. 56

(= Reinach Pierres Gravies p. i28f. no. 56 pi. 122) shows Hephaistos with his mallet
standing still to watch Athena received by the hands of the two Eileithyiai. But E. Braun
in the Arch. Zeit. 1849 vn- 112 pi. 6, i justly pronounced the gem to be a forgery.

4 G. Kaibel in the Ann. d. Inst. 1873 xlv. 107 takes this figure to be a second

Eileithyia, and refers the name fAEjMETEP to the fragmentary figure next to it on

the right. But on this vase most of the names are well towards the right of the persons
named. Moreover, the fragmentary figure is certainly male, and holds an object with a
long handle—presumably Poseidon with his trident.

c. in. 43
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Plate LV|

Pelike from Vulci, now in the British Museum :
(a, 6) Athena born from the head of Zeus, with one Eileithyia and other deities in attendance.

See page 676 n. o (3) and page 710 with fig. 526.
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open palms as though they would conjure the new-born maiden to
appear. Other deities are present. To the left of the central group,
and separated from one another by the rapidly retreating figure of
Hephaistos, are Dionysos and Hermes. The former wears an ivy-
wreath and holds a kdntharos. The latter, in festal attire, bears
a caduceus of unusual form and announces his presence with the
nai've remark—' I am Hermes of Kyllene.' To the right of Zeus
and his attendant goddesses is a god, probably Poseidon1, conversing
with a goddess, probably Aphrodite2, while behind them stands
Apollon with bow and arrow in his hands3.

1 So G. Loeschcke in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiv. 109, R. Schneider Die Geburt der
Athena Wien 1880 p. 9, and with a query Reinach Rep. Vases i. 197. The mutilated

word jVMEl^r is probably an appellative of Poseidon; Furtwangler loc. cit. says 'am

ehesten wol Etf/jJi^Sfctw wenn man ein schiefgestelltes A zulasst,' cp. O. Jessen in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1334- Less likely is 0]u/<A[i7—there is not much room
for one. More improbable still, Wilamowitz' reading Tav~\v/ji.ri8[r]s. Quite impossible, a
hovering 'T/j,tv[aios.

2 Furtwangler loc. cit, proposes 'A(/u)0[tTpt'r>7, which is accepted, again with a query,
by Reinach loc. cit. But Poseidon is more than once paired with Aphrodite (Gruppe Gr.
Myth. Rel. p. 1145 n. 4f.), and the initial 'A0[ is beyond question.

• 3 Noteworthy variations on the theme of this vase include the following:
(t) A black-figured amphora from Vulci, now in the British Museum (Gerhard

Auserl. Vasenb. i. 6 ff. pi. 2, i, Lenormant—de Witte El. man. cer. i. 196 f. pi. 58,
Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 155 no. B 244 with fig 21 on p. n, Reinach Rep. Vases ii.
20, 3—5, H. B. Walters History of Ancient Pottery London 1905 ii. 16 fig. 113), which
J. D. Beazley in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1927 xlvii. 78 f. fig. i6f., 82 attributes to his
'Antimenes painter' c. 530—520 B.C. My pi. Iv is from the official photograph. Zeus
and Athena are flanked by a pair of Eileithyiai with Hermes on the left and Hephaistos
on the right.

(2) A red-figured hydria from Nola, now in Paris (De Ridder Cat. Vases de la Bibl.
Nat. ii. 337 ff. no. 444 fig. 74 ( = my fig. 486), Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 542
('karikaturenhafte Schlankheit') iii. 196 fig. 518), which J. D. Beazley assigns to his

43—2
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manneristic ' Nausikaa painter' c. 470 B.C. (Attic Red-figured Vases in American Museums
Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 122 no. 9, Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen
1925 p. 253 no. 13, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 213 no. 8). This gives Zeus an unexpected
phidle and makes Athena jump the wrong way to the manifest surprise of Hephaistos and
the two Eileithyiai. De Ridder names the figures from left to right Iris(?), Hera(?),
Zeus, Athena Promachos, Hermes, <De'esse(?).'

Fig. 487.

(3) A red-figured pellke from Vulci, now in the British Museum (Gerhard Auserl
Vasenb. i. 6 ff. pi. 3—4, P. W. Forchhammer Die Geburt der Athene Kiel 1841 with pi.,
Lenormant—de Witte £l. mon. cer. i. 211 ff. pis. 64 and 65, Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii.
256!'. no. E 410, Reinach Rep. Vases ii. 20, 6), which is attributed either to Hermonax
c. 465—455 B.C. (Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 31 f. no. 12, but see Leonard in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 901) or to a painter closely resembling him (J. D. Beazley
Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 304 no. i). My pi. Ivi is
from the official photographs, cp. infra fig. 526. Zeus, enthroned en face, makes the gesture
of delivery with his right hand as Athena rises from his head. Eileithyia and Artemis
on the right are balanced by Hephaistos and Poseidon on the left. The design is then
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amplified by the addition of other immortals. Under the left handle Nike hastens
towards the right followed by a draped youthful male wearing a wreath (Apollon?),
Dionysos, a bald and bearded deity also wreathed (Hades??), and a white-haired

Fig. 488.

personage resting on a staff (Nereus??). The identification of the last two figures is quite
uncertain: provisionally I follow Gerhard. For other guesses see R. Schneider Die
Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. n f.

Etruscan mirrors, under the influence of imported red-figure vases (W. Latftb Greek
and Roman Bronzes London igvg p. tig f.), repeat the design with additions and sub-
tractions :
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(i) A mirror from Arezzo, now at Bologna (siipra ii. 709 if. pi. xxix), shows Tina

delivered by Thanr and Thalna, while Sethlans with his double axe stands aloof.

Fig. 489.

(2) Another, from Palestrina, now in London (R. Kekule in the Ann. d. Inst. 1873
xlv. 129, Man. d. Inst. ix pi. 56, 3, C. L. Visconti in the Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di
Roma 1874 ii. 94, A. Klugmann in Gerhard Etr. Spiegel v. 12 pi. 6 (-my fig. 487),
Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 91 f. no. 617), gives the central group only. Tinia attended
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by Thanr and Ethatisva—\he. former fastening a bandage round his head, the latter
laying her hands on his head and shoulder—gives birth to an armed Menerva. All the
goddesses more Eirusco (supra p. 665 n. o) are winged. On Thanr see C. Pauli in
Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 527—529. On Thalna, C. Pauli ib. v. 459—463, cp. 442,
E. Vetter in Glotta 1924 xiii. 146—148, Eva Fiesel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. V A .
1227 — 1230. On Ethausva, W. Deecke in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1390, E. Samter in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 717. It must be remembered that Strab. 226 says of

Fig. 490.

Pyrgoi, the port of Caere: £xet de ~EiXrj0vias Iep6v, HeXavyuv idpv/u.a, irXotiffibv irore
yev6fj.evov, /c.r.X.

(3) A third, now at Berlin (no. 2979) (E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1851 xxiii.
141 ff. pi. G—H, Gerhard Etr. Spiegel iv. 12 f. pi. 284, i ( = my fig. 488), A. Fabretti
Corpus inscription-urn Italicarum Aug. Taurinorum 1867 P- ccxv no- 2478, C. Pauli in
Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2933 f.), has Tinia sitting on a throne with lowered bolt and
Menrfam armour rising from his head. Left and right of him, leaning on the back of
his throne, are Thalna and Uni (luno)—both appropriate as birth-goddesses. These in
turn are flanked by two young warriors described as Lalan and Preale. Lalan is an
obvious slip for Laran, the Etruscan Ares (W. Deecke in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1866 f.).
Preale occurs here only, but must be a deity akin to Mars (C. Pauli loc. cit.). Finally, in
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The second form of compromise between the Megarian and the
Athenian type is exemplified by another ' Tyrrhenian' amphora
from Caere, now in the Louvre (fig. 491)1. Zeus, clad in a white
chiton and a red himdtion, is seated on a throne—carefully inscribed
as such2—with swan's-head back and lion's-claw legs. His left
hand holds the thunderbolt, his right a lotos-topped sceptre. His
feet rest on a footstool, upon which stands one of the birth-
goddesses with a wreath in her uplifted right hand. Her fellow,
definitely named Eileithyia3, stands behind the throne of Zeus and

Fig. 49 r.

the background is seen a temple-front with four Ionic columns, which is hardly to be
identified with the newly built Parthenon (J. Roulez in the Ann. d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 318),
but suggests that the scene is being enacted in Olympos (Gerhard p. 17).

(4) Very similar is the design of another mirror, now in London (Gerhard Etr. Spiegel
iv. i3f. pi. 284, 2 ( = my fig. 489), A. Fabretti op. cit. p. ccxiv no. 2471 bis, Brit. Mus.
Cat. Bronzes p. 116 no. 696). Tinia and Menrfa are again supported by Thalna and
Uni. On the left is Laran, on the right a bearded Maristiusta (so H. B. Walters, who
thinks he 'may be meant for Poseidon.' C. Pauli in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2933 f. reads
marts..usta and, with more probability, assumes some relationship to Mars). In the
background, as before, is a temple-fafade with four Ionic columns (cp. also Gerhard
op. cit. iv. 14 f. pi. 285, i).

(5) Yet another mirror, formerly in the Museo Campana, now in the Louvre
(J. Roulez in the Ann. d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 314 ff., Man. d. Inst. vi pi. 56, i, Gerhard
Etr. Spiegel iv. i6f. pi. 285 A ( = my fig. 490), De Ridder Cat. Bronzes du Louvre ii. 52
no. 1738), makes Tinia beardless and surrounded by three goddesses—one with wings
(Thanr or Uni (Roulez) rather than Nike (Gerhard, De Ridder)), a second With Phrygian
cap (Thalna (Roulez), Artemis (Gerhard), Artemis? (De Ridder)), a third with veil (luno
(Gerhard) or Hera? (De Ridder) rather than Venus (Roulez)). A sketchy pediment still
marks the background.

1 J. Roulez in the Ann. d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 299—307, Man. d. Inst. vi pi. 56, 3
( = my fig. 491) and 4, Reinach Rip. Vases i. 155 f., 4 and 5, H. Thiersch " Tyrrhenhche"
Amphoren Leipzig 1899 pp. 49f. ('Stark erganzt und ubermalt' etc.), 158 no. 39,
E. Pottier Vases antiques du Louvre 2me Serie Paris 1901 p. 78 f. no. E 852 ('Les repeints
et les restaurations sont tres importants dans toutes les parties du vase, mais les groupes
du centre en A et en B sont a peu pres saufs'), Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de f Art x. io6f.
fig. 75, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 252. The central group is figured by
F. Durrbach in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. ant. iii. 385 fig. 3956.

3HIUEIOVF.
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raises both arms to his head. Athena is not yet born1; but owing
to the fusion, or rather confusion, of types Hephaistos with his
double axe is already making off to the extreme right of the
spectator. Left of the central scene is a group of interested deities—
Dionysos with a garland of vine-leaves, Aphrodite draped and
veiled, Ares with lance and shield, and lastly Leto. Right of the
central scene appear other deities—Poseidon leaning on his trident (?)
as he talks to Amphitrite, and a nude bearded god, perhaps meant
for Hermes, who holds a long-handled caduceus(f) with one hand
and gesticulates with the other.

(4) The fourth type, which represents Athena standing—a
half-grown maiden—on the knees of Zeus, is again but a special
application of a much older mother-and-child motif*. As applied
to Zeus and Athena, it occurs on several black-figured amphorae
and one red-figured pelike.

The earliest of the black-figured vases is an amphora in the
style of Amasis noted by G. Karo in 1899 as being then in the
Museo Municipale at Orvieto3. It seems probable that this is the
vase published by Miss E. H. Hall (Mrs Dohan) as 'excavated
from an Etruscan tomb at Orvieto in 1907 [sic] by Mr A. L.
Frothingham ' and now in the University of Pennsylvania Museum
at Philadelphia (fig. 492)4. It has been to some extent repainted,
but the original parts can be well made out from the official line-
drawing. Zeus, holding a lotiform bolt, sits stiffly erect on a throne
towards the right. Its back ends in a ram's head. Its seat rests on
a Nike with spread wings and gesticulating hands. On his lap
stands Athena in her panoply. Before Zeus is Eileithyia with ex-

1 So Pettier loc. cit. S. Reinach loc. cit. supposes that the female figure on the
footstool is Athena. But F. Durrbach loc. cit. justly observes that on a black-figured
amphora from Chiusi representing the same scene (Lenormant—de Witte El. man. cer.
i. 194^ pi. 57) one of the Eileithyiai is carrying a wreath. Besides, the figure on the
footstool has no attribute distinctive of Athena.

2 A gold ring from one of the later tombs at Thisbe in Boiotia, published by Sir A.
Evans The Palace of Minos at Knossos London 1930 iii. 4706°. and by him assigned at
latest to 'a Mainland-Mycenaean phase equivalent to L. M. Ilia,' shows a draped
goddess sitting on a throne with a nude boy standing on her knees. Behind the throne is
a small female attendant; in front of it, two armed worshippers approach with offerings.

3 G. Karo in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1899 x'x- J4° n- 3: 'Zeus with the new-born
Athena on his knee, between two Eileithyiae.'

4 E. H. H[all] in The Museum Journal 1912 iii. 68 ff. figs. 33 (photo of whole), 34
( = my fig. 492), and 35 (drawing of reverse). The date 1907 is possibly a slip for 1897 :
it is in any case inconsistent with Miss Hall's statement in the same paragraph that
A. Furtwangler saw the vase at Philadelphia in 1904 and, upon his return to Europe,
made a report of it to the Munich Academy of Science [see the Sitzungsber. d. kais.
bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1905 p. 257 no. 16].
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Fig- 493-
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pressive fingers. Behind him, Apollon with kithdra and plektron.
On the right, Ares in full armour is accompanied by a hound1. On
the left are traces of Poseidon (?). Finally a few blanks are filled
by a couple of soul-birds and sundry meaningless inscriptions.
Another amphora, now in the Musee d'Art et d'Histoire at Geneva,
is included in the Genevan series of Giraudon's photographs2.
A third, here given (fig. 493)3, was found at Vulci and passed from

Fig. 494.

1 On the use of dogs in war see F. Orth in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 2566 f.;
and on their relation to Ares, id. ib. viii. 2575 f. (CP- tne same author's monograph Der
Hund irn Altertum Schleusingen 1910). The subject had been already handled by
0. Keller Die antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1909 i. 1268"., 141.

2 R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 14 no. 32 ('Genf: musee Fol.
(Kat. n. 154)'), P. Milliet Vases antiques des collections de la ville de Geneve Paris 1892.
(Text to A. Giraudon's plates.)

3 G. Micali Monumenti per servire alia storia degli antichi popoli ttaliani Firenze
1832 pi. 80, i, Lenormant—de Witte El. man. ctr. i. 197 ff. pi. 59 ( = my fig. 493)1
Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst\\. 164 pi. 21, 228, L. Urlichs Verzeichniss der
Antikeiisammlung der Universitdt Wiirzburg^NvcfUovccg 1872 iii. 44 f. no. 243.
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the Feoli collection to Wiirzburg. Zeus is seated on a stool, which
has decorated legs and a central support in the shape of a bearded
and draped male figure. The god holds a thunderbolt in his right
hand, and uplifts his left with open palm. On his lap stands Athena,
not yet fully grown, but armed with aigis and shield. Before Zeus,
with one hand raised and open, the other lowered and shut, stands
a birth-goddess, presumably Eileithyia. Behind him Apollon with

Fig- 495-

kithdra and plektron makes music. To the right of all stands a
bearded and draped god, perhaps Poseidon—though no attribute
is visible; to the left, a bearded and nude god with a peaked and
pointed petasos—probably Hermes, but possibly Hephaistos.

The red-figured vase, a pelike from Nola now in the Kunst-
historisches Museum at Vienna (fig. 494)1, is referred by J. D.

1 A. de La Borde Collection des vases grecs de M. le comte de Lamberg Paris 1813
i. 88 pi. 83, Lenormant—de Witte El. man. ctr. i. 191 pi. 55 ( = my fig. 494), R. Schneider
Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 14 no. 33, Reinach Rep. Vases ii. 207, 3.
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Beazley to his ' Geras Painter1,' a minor artist of c. 480—470 B.C.
It depicts the middle group of deities only, and rather clumsily
exaggerates the size of Eileithyia at the expense of Zeus2.

Fig. 4915.

1 J. D. Beazley Attic Red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918
p. 56f., id. Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. no no. u.

2 It may be noticed in passing that this mother-ancl-child motif was applied by
Athenian vase-painters not only to Zeus and Athena, but also to Zeus and Dionysos.
A black-figured example of the latter has already been given (supra ii. 273 n. 3 with
fig. 177, which having suffered an accidental exchange of right for left is here replaced by
the more correct fig. 49;): in it Zeus kept his own thunderbolt and sceptre, 'Zeus' boy'
brandished torches, and the original Eileithyia was transformed into Hera. A red-figured
\x\\-kratfr found, full of ashes and small vases, in tomb n^. 31 r of the Val di Trebbia
necropolis near Comacchio (A. Negrioli in the Not. Scavi 1927 p. 166 pi. 16 (=my fig.
496), M. I. Rostovtzeff Mystic Italy New York 1927 Frontispiece, C. Dugas in the Rev.
£t. Gr. 1929 xlii. 89 fig. 5) has a noble long-haired Zeus sitting on a high-backed chair.
He wears an olive (?)-wreath, a tagged or embroidered chitdn, and a plain himdtion. But
the painter has given him a distinctly Dionysiac character by making him shoulder a
thyrsos by way of sceptre and use a fawn-skin as his antimacassar, while he supports the
infant Dionysos already equipped with ivy-wreath, vine-stem, and kdntharos. In this
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(5) The fifth and final type, in which Athena has reached her
full stature, is attested by a couple of vases, a black-figured hydria
from Vulci now at Wurzburg and a red-figured stdmnos from Vulci
now in the Vatican.

The hydria (fig. 497)x shows Zeus seated on a throne, facing
towards the left He holds a sceptre with a curious Janiform head2

in one hand, but no thunderbolt in the other. Athena, armed and
fully grown, stands before him. She has issued from him, as we
might infer from the position of her feet, but she turns her face

directly towards him while adjusting her high-crested helmet. To
either side of this group stand the two Eileithyiai, and beyond them
Poseidon and Hermes. Hephaistos is not there.

The stdmnos (fig. 498, a and £)3, regarded by J. D. Beazley as

case the two Eileithyiai have become stately Nymphs holding flowers or clothing for the
new-born god.

It is possible, though not certain, that Dionysos borrowed the type from Athena,
who — to judge from our few examples — appears to have been first in the field. In any
event his adoption of the scheme was very understandable : it is but a step from some
vase-illustrations of Dionysos emerging out of his father's thigh (supra p. 81 fig. 25 and
pi. xiii, i — 3) to these of Dionysos standing upon it.

1 O. Benndorf in the Ann. d. Inst. 1865 xxxvii. 368 f., Man. d. Inst. viii pi. 24 (part
of which = my fig. 497), L. Urlichs Verzeichniss der Antikensammlung der Universitdt
Wurzburg Wurzburg 1872 iii. 28 no. 132, Reinach Rtp. Vases \. 171.

2 The conjoined profiles are respectively bearded and beardless (cp. supra ii. 387 ff.
on the differentiation of the sky-god's faces), and two arms are attached to the common
torso. But Urlichs loc. cit. says: 'ein Scepter, worauf ein Doppelgesicht (modern?).'

* Mus. Etr. Gregor. ii. 5 pi. 2 1 , 1 ( = my fig. 498, a and b).
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a late ' Schularbeit' of his ' Berlin Painter1,' may be dated c. 465 B.C.
Front and back of the vase are decorated with sections of the same
scene, in which the familiar figures are regrouped with sundry
infelicitous variations. On the obverse, Zeus is standing not seated,
having vacated his chair for Hera, who sits there raising her right

Fig. 498.

hand as if to greet the hasty arrival of Nike from the left. Nike
presumably brings tidings of Athena's birth. And meantime
Athena herself, armed and fully grown, stands holding out her
helmet behind Hera's back. In short, a complete rearrangement of
the traditional scheme. No less wilful is the artist's treatment of

1 J. D. Beazley AttiscJie Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 83 no. 91,
id. Der Berliner Maler Berlin 1930 pp. 15, 19 no. no.
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the reverse, The divine witnesses are not relegated to the left and
right as flanking figures, but are paired off as conversing couples—
Poseidon with Hermes (P)1, Kore(?)2 with Hades(?)3.

The fifth type of vase-painting leads up to4 and culminates in the
great complex of sculptural decoration employed by Pheidias for the
eastern pediment of the Parthenon. The ultimate dependence of this
complex on actual cults may be seen from the following diagram:

CULT OF THE EILEITHYIAI
AT MEGARA.

CULT OF ZEUS POLIEUS
AT ATHENS.

Vase-type ( i ) : Zeus in labour
helped by the
Eileithyiai.

Vase-type (2): Athena emerging from
the head of Zeus, which
has been cleft by
Hephaistos.

Vase-type (3) due to Megarian potters resident in Athens:

Zeus in labour helped by the
Eileithyiai: his head has been
cleft by Hephaistos, and Athena
either (a) is, or (b} is not, visible.

Developments of the theme due to Athenian potters:

Vase-type (4): Athena, armed but not yet fully grown,
standing on the knees of Zeus.

Vase-type (5): Athena, armed and fully grown,
standing before Zeus.

PHEIDIAS' DESIGN FOR THE EASTERN PEDIMENT
OF THE PARTHENON.

The foregoing enquiry has brought us to the threshold of a
difficult, not to say dangerous, enterprise. If Pheidias' design was
indeed the climax of certain pre-existing ceramic types, which can

1 Cklamys, pttasos, and endromides suggest Hermes. Is the rather obvious pair of pincers
a caduceus repainted by somebody who thought the presence of Hephaistos essential?

2 Mtis. Etr. Gre%or. ii. 5 'Venere o meglio Proserpina con fiore in mano.'
3 Ib. ' Plutone.' The wish to work all three of the Kronidai into the company of

heaven is understandable, though Hades is quite out of place dans cette galere.
4 G. Bendinelli in Ausonia 1921 x. 109—130 claims that the seated Zeus from &p5ros

pediment of the sixth century at Athens (supia i. i n. 2) should be combined with a
standing Athena, like the duplicated goddess of an archaic relief (Svoronos Ath.
Nationalnms. p. 101 flf. no. 82 pi. 26, Reinach Rtp. Reliefs ii. 331 no. i), to form a
pedimental composition representing the Birth of Athena. But his fig. 6 is far from
convincing. See further C. Picard La sculpture Paris 1935 i- 599 ff.



i. J. Carrey? (1674).

m

3. K. Schwerzek (1904).

Drawing of the east pediment of the Parthenon by J. Carrey? (1674), and attempted restorations by E. A. Gardner (1902) and K. Schwerzek (1904).
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ANATOAH OAYMHOZ

i. J. N. Svoronos (1912).

2. Rhys Carpenter (1933)-

3. A. B. Cook (1917).

Attempted restorations of the east pediment of the Parthenon by J. N. Svoronos (1912), Rhys Carpenter (1933), and A. B. Cook (1917).
See page 689 ff.
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be determined and arranged in an intelligible series, we are thereby
encouraged to play Childe Roland and, undeterred by the fate of
our predecessors, once more attack that Dark Tower of Athenian
archaeology—the time-honoured problem of reconstructing the
eastern pediment of the Parthenon.

Two factors in the situation make the attempt less foolhardy
nowadays than it was a century since in the time of Christopher
Wordsworth1. On the one hand, R. Schneider2 in 1880 justly
emphasized the importance of the Madrid flu feals and inferred from
it that Pheidias' Zeus was seated in profile4 to the right with the
axe-bearer behind him and Athena before. On the other hand,
B. Sauer5 in 1890—1891 published and discussed the first minutely
accurate chart of the Standspuren or actual traces left by the
sculptures on the floor of the gable6. His investigation corrected
Schneider's idea that Zeus occupied the middle of the pediment7

1 C. Wordsworth Athens and Attica London 1836 p. 116 'The attempt to infer the
treatment and details of the altorilievo groupe which once occupied the eastern pediment
from the fragments of it which remain, would be as futile an enterprise as that to recon-
struct an Athenian Tragedy from a few broken lines.'

2 R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 42.
3 Supra p. 657 ff. Others have attached little or no weight to the puteal, on the ground

that its figures were neo-Attic—'eine Compilation alterer Typen' (P. Arndt in Einzelauf-
nahmen nos. 1724—30 Text vi. 42 ff.) or ' klassizistische Einzeltypen' (E. Pfuhl in the
Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1926 xli. 170). Thus, for example, W. Amelung Die
Basis des Praxiteles aus Mantinea Miinchen 1895 p. 13 ff. maintains that the Fates of
the puteal were taken from fourth-century prototypes closely resembling the Muses of the
Mantinean base, and that they are therefore «0#-Pheidiac in character and/<M7'-Parthe-
nonian in date—a view sufficiently refuted by Rhys Carpenter in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1925 xxix. 123 ff. Most critics, however, would admit that the /«/£«/-groups, even if they
were mediate rather than immediate copies of the pediment, are yet highly relevant to a
reconstruction of their lost originals (supra p. 660 n. o).

4 This would not necessarily preclude the slightly oblique position assigned to the
throne and body of Zeus by K. Schwerzek Erlauterungen zu dent Versuch einer Rekon-
struktion des ostlichen Parthenongiebels Wien 1904 p. 17: ' Wegen der geringen Tiefe des
Giebels ist es namlich aus technischen Griinden ganz unmoglich, die Zeus-Statue in der
reinen Vorder- oder Seitenansicht anzuordnen.'

8 B. Sauer in the Ant. Denkm. i. 48 ff. pi. 58, B and C, id. ' Untersuchungen tiber die
Giebelgruppen des Parthenon' in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 59—94 pi. 3.

6 Rhys Carpenter in the Am. fourn. Arch. 1925 xxix. isoff. fig. 7 and pi. 3, A was
still operating with Sauer's floor-plan, but in 1931—thanks to the great scaffoldings
erected by M. Balanos—he was able to pay repeated visits to the actual floor and in
various points to control or supplement the observations of his predecessor {Hesperia
1933 ii. 2—12 with pis. i (photograph of floor-blocks 19—u) and 2 (=my pi. Iviii, 2:
restoration of pediment and revised plan of floor)).

7 R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 42 'Zeus—alle iibrigen Figuren
an Grosse uberragend—in der Mitte, rechts die neugeborne Tochter, links der Geburts-
helfer' etc. J. Six ' Die Mittelgruppe des ostlichen Parthenongiebels' in the Jahrb. d.
kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1894 ix. 83—87 with fig. adopts this solution of the problem in
a restoration justly derided by A. Furtwangler Intermezzi Leipzig—Berlin 1896 p. 23 f.

C. III. 44
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by showing that the central marks required, not one colossal figure,
but two large-sized figures of about equal weight1. E. Pfuhl2 in
1926 improved upon this by arguing from a fresh consideration of
the same data that, of the two central figures, the left was heavier
'than the right and apparently rectangular in plan.

It will be observed that the citation of the Standspuren was by
no means fatal to the relevancy of the Madrid puteal. Indeed it

Rhys Carpenter, deaf to derision, revives Six' central group in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1925 xxix. r32f . pi. 3, A with a drawing which E. Pfuhl in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch.
arch. Inst. 1926 xli. 168 n. 2 condemns as incompatible with the floor-traces 'und auch
sonst unmoglich.' Unperturbed by hard words, Rhys Carpenter returns to the charge in
Hesperia 1933 ii. i, 34—39 with fig. 7 and pi. 2 ( = my pi. Iviii, 2), where he still advocates
a-colossal Zeus sitting in quasi-profile to the right on a central throne 'not set quite parallel
to the tympanon but at this slight angle of about 3°. By this minute turn the throne was
swung sufficiently to suggest that the pose was not a pure profile, and the torsion in the
upper body of Zeus was made more natural. The narrowness of the pediment prevented
a more thoroughgoing displacement. On the Madrid puteal relief the throne of Zeus is
drawn with exactly this slight but indispensable obliquity.'

Many of the older authorities assumed a central Zeus enthroned en face with Athena
either emergent above his head (R. Schneider op. cit. pi. 2 Quatremere de Quincy, pi. 3
E. Gerhard) or in close proximity to him (ib. pi. 5 C. R. Cockerell, pi. 6 L. Drossis).
The model exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of New York is of this latter type
(W. H. Appleton in Art and Archaeology 1916 iv. 11 with pi. on p. 20).

1 Rhys Carpenter in Hesperia 1933 ii. 30—39 discusses in great detail the floor-marks
of the pediment, which he regards as pointing clearly and unmistakably to the existence
of a single central statue of formidable weight—Zeus enthroned to the right as on the
Madrid puteal. This arrangement is plausible and, I suppose, possible. But it suffers
from three serious drawbacks. It involves a grave discrepancy with the scheme of the
western pediment, which had two central figures, not one. It makes Zeus bulk too big
in a temple that belonged to Athena. And it is eked out by a grouping of the Fates, etc.,
which to me at least is very unconvincing (see e.g. the criticisms of C. Picard in the Rev.
Arch. 1933 i. 272).

A. Furtwangler Intermezzi Leipzig—Berlin 1896 p. 22 f. had likewise disputed Sauer's
conclusion, arguing that the two stout iron bars converging on block 13 were intended to
support the plinth of a heavy central figure. He proposed to find that figure in the ' torso
Medici' of the Ecole des Beaux Arts at Paris. But later (Aegina Miinchen 1906 i. 330f.)
he confessed himself convinced by further argumentation on the part of Sauer (Der Weber-
Laborddsche Kopf und die Giebelgruppen des Parthenon Giessen 1903) and reverted to his
original view that the ' torso Medici' is a copy of the so-called '•Promachos' of the Akropolis.

a E. Pfuhl in the fahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1926 xli. 169^ 'Der Gedanke,
dass beide Barren (sc. embedded in the central geison-\)\ocV. no. 13) die gleiche Last
trugen, steht im Widerspruch mit alien Analogien beider Giebel. Diese lehren, dass die
lange und die quadratische Randbank zum linken Barren, der kleine Randbankansatz
vorn rechts neben der langen Randbank zum rechten Barren gehort. Folglich liegt hier,
fast genau in der Mitte des Giebels, die Grenze zwischen zwei Statuen. Die Standplatte
der rechten Statue zeichnet sich durch Leere, Randbanke und zwei Dubel, die ein Vor-
kippen verhinderten, deutlich ab; zu ihr gehort ein Stabloch vor dem Barren. Dieser
nahm dem Geisonblock 13 das Gewicht der von 14 her auf ihn iitergreifenden Statue ab,
denn 13 war von 12 her schwer belastet. Dem entspricht der grosse Barren gleich rechts
auf 12: er trug an derselben schweren Last mit. Wir haben also jederseits der Mitte
zwei ungleiche Gestalten; die linke war schwerer und allem Anschein nach gerade und
rechtwinklig begrenzt.'
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was with an eye to both sources of evidence that the sculptor
K. Schwerzek1 in 1904 produced the first really satisfactory filling
of the central space—Zeus enthroned to the right, Athena moving
away from him but facing left, and Nike hovering between them
wreath in hand. A. Prandtl2 in 1908, following theputeal with more
absolute fidelity, went, further in the same direction. He plotted in,
not only Zeus, Athena, and Nike3, but also the axe-bearing god

Fig. 499.

behind the throne of Zeus. Moreover, taking a hint from Sauer, he
added next to Athena the extant torso of a god starting back in
surprise or alarm4. This fine figure on the right aptly balances the
retreating axe-bearer on the left.

1 K. Schwerzek Erlauterungen zu dem Versuch einer Rekonstruktion des ostlichen
Parthenongiebels Wien 1904 p. 7 ff. pi. r ( = my pi. Ivii, 3),
W. K. Maimberg in Zapiski (Transactions of the Classical
Section of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Society)
1904 i pi. 24—25, 2.

2 A. Prandtl ' Fragmente der Giebelgruppen des Parthe-
non' in the Ath. Mitth. 1908 xxxiii. r ff. fig. i ( = my fig. 499).
Prandtl would recognise, among the fragments attributed to
the Parthenon pediments, the right heel of the axe-bearer,
the left hand and part of the drapery of Zeus, also two frag-
ments from the right wing of Nike.

Frag. 36 in A. H. Smith The Sculptures of the Parthenon
London 1910 p. 23 pi. 14 A (fig. 500), a right male thigh, to
the knee (height o'4im), is on a scale large enough to suit this
axe bearer.

3 E. Pfuhl, like B. Sauer, regards a hovering Nike as
'undenkbar' and postulates at most a Nike held in the god's
hand (Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1926 xli. j 70).

4 A. H. Smith The Sculptures of the Parthenon London
1910 p. 22 pi.-13, ii, M. Collignon Le Parthenon Paris s.a. p. 31 pi. 52, H and H1.

Fig. 500.

44—2
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Approaching the matter by a different route Sir Cecil Smith1

had in 1907 arrived at substantially similar results, at least in so far
as the three central figures were concerned. He based his argument
on the acute observation that Attic vases painted within a decade
or so of the erection of the pediment 'are full of suggestions of
motives directly or indirectly borrowed from the Parthenon.' In parti-

Fig. 501.

cular he referred to the magnificent krater of the Villa Giulia (supra ii.
737 with fig. 668) as evidence that Pheidias filled the central space
by Zeus seated towards the right, Athena standing before him, and
Nike with a wreath hovering between them in the apex (fig. 501)*.

1 C. Smith 'The Central Groups of the Parthenon Pediments' in the fount. Hell
Stud. 1907 xxvii. 242—248 with figs, i ( = my fig. 501), i, 3.

2 He contends that the types of Zeus and of Athena (with her crested helmet and
gorgeous ftphs) are precisely what we should expect of Pheidias, that a hovering Victory
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He also cited the polychrome peltke from Jiiz Oba (supra ii. 258 ff.
pi. xvi) as another vase reminiscent of the Parthenonian design.

We may take it, then, that this disposition of the central group
is so highly probable as to be practically certain. But, before
attempting to extend it right and left, I would draw attention to
one or two details.

It is surely hard to believe that Pheidias would have left, as on
the Madrid puteal, a large blank rectangle beneath the throne of
Zeus. K. Schwerzek in his reconstruction (pi. Ivii, 3) tries to minimise

Fig. 502.

this objectionable feature by inserting a cross-bar and a sunk panel
between the legs of the throne. The effect is not good: Zeus appears
to be seated on a pile of boxes. It occurred to me1 that a simple

would admirably fill the apex of the pediment, and that the vase-painter observing the
statuary-group from below might well indicate, as he has done, the under-surface of
the throne of Zeus. The last of these arguments is, I think, the weakest: the drawing
of the throne may be merely an effect of pseudoperspective (see supra p. 92 with fig. 33
and e.g. Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 604 f., Furtwangler—Reichhold—Hauser
Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 145 ('Was ganz besonders auffallt, ist die stark betonte Unteransicht
verschiedener Gegenstande, z. B. sieht man unter die Kline, unter Laomedons Chiton
hinein, von dem Schemel sogar samtliche Querleisten seiner Unterflache')).

1 I first put forward my reconstruction in a paper read to the Hellenic Society on
13 Feb. 1917 (fourn. Hell. Soc. 1917 xxxvii p. xlivff.). But years afterwards I found
that already in 1912 J. N. Svoronos had hit upon the same solution of this particular
problem (Journ. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1912 xiv. 274 pi. 16') and had sought to justify
it by sundry parallels drawn from coin-types (e.g. Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 15 no. 53
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way out of the difficulty would be to place an eagle below the
throne. There were ancient religious reasons for fixing an eagle
in the pediment of a temple1, and it seemed natural to put the
lightning-bird in immediate juxtaposition with the thunderbolt of
Zeus. My conjecture was confirmed by the design of another puteal
(fig. 502)2, clearly a later variation on the Pheidiac theme, which
transposes left for right but retains the bird beneath the throne.

A second detail in regard to which I should differ from Sauer,
Schwerzek, and E. A. Gardner3 is that they all make Athena hold
her lance in the right hand. But, thus held, it endangers the well-
meaning Nike; or, if Nike be absent, at least it interposes a weapon

Fig. 507. Fig. 508. Fig. 509. Fig. 510.

of offence between the new-born goddess and her sire, while it
creates an ugly parallel or quasi-parallel with his sceptre. Besides,
Athenian bronze coins of imperial date (figs. 503—5 io)4 represent an

pi. 48, 8 a bronze medallion of Antoninus Pius) and votive reliefs (Svoronos Ath.
Nationalmus, pi. 142 no. 2357, pi. 143 no. 2383, pi. 219 no. ii. 1330, cp. O. Kern in
the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 25, O. Walter in the fahresh. d. oest. arch, Inst. 1910 xiii
Beiblatt p. 229 ff. figs. 141 —143 [supra ii. 1161 fig. 969]).

1 Supra i. 259. It may be added that the Zeus enthroned in the eastern pediment of
the old Hekatompedon held an eagle in his hand (T. Wiegand Die archaische Poros-
Architektur der Akropolis zu Athen Cassel and Leipzig 1904 p. 105 fig. 108, p. 106
fig. 109).

2 E. Curtius in the Man. ed Ann. d. Inst. 1856 p. 29 ff. pi. 5 = my fig. 502 (from the
cast of a marble well-mouth or altar since lost), Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 170
(L) Atlas pi. i, 48, Apollon p. 276 f. (no. 20). Zeus, Nike, Athena, Apollon (?Orpheus).

3 E. A. Gardner Ancient Athens London 1902 p. 308 'Sketch Restoration of East
Pediment.'

4 E. Beule Les monnaies d'Athenes Paris 1858 p. 390, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 129 f. pi. Z, 8—io, J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athene*
Munich 1923—1926 pi. 85, 8—31, 32—37, cp. 38—40. My figs. 504, 506, 508, and 510
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Athena identical, as Schneider1 points out, with the goddess of the
Madrid puteal and therefore, as Svoronos2 saw, clearly derived from
the eastern pediment of the Parthenon3: this Athena is shown pro-
ceeding from Zeus4 but looking back towards him with a gesture
of uncertain import5; she carries her shield and commonly her
spear too in the left hand. The same type occurs on engraved gems

Fig. 511. Fig. 512. Fig- 5I3-

are from Beule loc. tit.; fig. 503, from Svoronos pi. 85, 24 Paris; fig. 505, from Svoronos
pi. 85, 19 Athens; fig. 507, from Svoronos pi. 85, 8 Gotha; fig. 509, from Svoronos
P1- 85, 35 McClean.

1 R. Schneider Die Geburt der Athena Wien 1880 p. 39 pi. i, 3.
2 J. N. Svoronos in \hzjourn. Intern. cfArch. Num. 1912 xiv, 274 pi. Iff"', 4, 9, 10.
3 C. Robert in Hermes 1881 xvi. 68 f., E. A. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1882

iii. 251 ff., and Friederichs—Wolters Gtpsabgiisse p. 389 f. no. 1176 traced this type of
Athena to the west, not the east, pediment. But, apart from the fact that Athena is
moving in the wrong direction, her right arm should then have been raised to hold the
spear. These critics were misled by the presence of the olive and the snake—variable
attributes, which, like the owl, were useful for filling a blank on the circular field of the
coin.

4 J. N. Svoronos in the Journ. Intern. d^Arch. Num. 1912 xiv. 273 pi. IS",
2 and i ( = id. Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 92, 3 Athens and 4
A. Romanes) thinks that certain rare Athenian bronze coins of imperial date, which
represent Zeus enthroned towards the right with a sceptre in his right hand and an eagle
on his left, were likewise copied from the Zeus of the eastern pediment. He modifies his
restoration accordingly (Journ. Intern. d^Arch. Num. 1912 xiv pi. 10'), but is incon-
sistent enough to accept the sceptre in the god's right hand while he rejects the eagle
on his left as ' Trpoffd-^Kri rov ff(f>payidoy\ti<f>ov.' It seems wiser to follow throughout the
pattern of \ht puteal.

5 S. W. Grose in the McClean Cat. Coins ii. 364^ no. 5949 'patera in extended r.
hand," no. 5950 'patera not clear.' But is there any patera, clear or otherwise, on either
specimen? Cp. supra p. 572 n. 4.

On a bronze medallion of Commodus, struck in the year 191 A.D., a very similar
Minerva holds a sprig of olive in her outstretched hand (Frohner M/!d. emp. rom. p. 137 f.
%., Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 57 no. 47 pi. 8r, 6 Paris. The specimen, formerly in
the Weber collection and now in the British Museum, figured by Imhoof-Blumer and
P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 129 pi. Z, 13 shows Minerva plucking the sprig from
the olive, but is unfortunately 'troppo ritoccato' (Gnecchi loc. cit.)).
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(fig. 511)*, sometimes in an architectural surround which to some
extent confirms our attribution of the original to the Parthenon
(figs. 512, 513)2.

The central group thus determined is flanked by the axe-bearer
starting to escape behind the throne of Zeus and a male deity
recoiling in astonishment from Athena. If the axe-bearer was
Hephaistos or Prometheus, some other name must be found for this
god. Following Furtwangler3,1 have identified him with Poseidon4

and restored him in an attitude somewhat resembling that of
Myron's Marsyas5. I do so with some confidence, partly because

1 A cornelian of Graeco-Roman date, from the Hertz collection (C. W. King Antique
Gems and Rings London 1877 ii. 52 pi. 198, 9( = my fig. 511), Furtwangler A nt. Gemmen
i Pi- 43» 45. "• 207).

2 E. Gerhard Uber die Minervenidole Athens Berlin 1844 p. 24 pi. 4, 2 (=myfig. 512)
' Athena Pro-machos'1 from an unpublished gem, Mtiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst
ii. 153 f. pi. 20, 216".

A. F. Gori Museum Florentinum Gemmae antiquae ex thesauro Mediceo et priva-
torum dactyliothecis Florentiae exhibitae tab. cc Florentiae 1732 ii. 124 pi. 77 no. 2,
Reinach Pierres Gravies p. 66, no. 77, 2 pi. 66 ( = my fig. 513), from a red jasper of the
' Mils. Gherard.'1

These two gems, if genuine (and there is no obvious reason to doubt them), appear to
be of Roman imperial date.

3 A. Furtwangler Intermezzi Leipzig—Berlin 1896 p. 28 f.
4 Note that Poseidon occupied a similar position to the right of the central group in

several of the vase-paintings already considered (supra figs. 485, 491, 493 (?)), though in
others he was placed on the left (supra figs. 492 (?), 497).

J. N. Svoronos in his restoration (Journ. Intern, d'1 Arch. Num. 1912 xiv. 283 f.
pi. 10') completes this figure as Ares carrying a trophy—a numismatic type for which he
would have done better to substitute Ares the shield-bearer (supra fig. 477 and pi. Hii.
Cp. Reinach R£p. Vases i. 116, 3, ii. 20, i).

6 Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 465. His observation ib. n. 3 'Only the
right arm was lifted up, not both as is generally stated. The difference in the marking of
the muscles on back and breast between the two sides shows this indubitably' is traversed
by K. Schwerzek Erlduterungen zu dem Versuch einer Rekonstruktion des bstlichen
Parthenongiebels^N\Kn. 1904 p. 25 'beide Achseln zeigen, dass die Arme erhoben waren...
der rechte Arm viel hoher kommt als der linke, obgleich beide fast gleichmassig in die
Hohe streben.' The question is one for anatomists to decide.

Among the extant fragments attributed to the pediments by A. H. Smith The Sculptures
of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 22 ff. I have found two (figs. 514, 515) which may fairly
be referred to this Pheidiac Poseidon. One (frag. 34 pi. 13) is part of a colossal right hand
(Smith inadvertently says 'left'), held up, thrown back, and spread open. The other
(frag. 39 pi. 14 A) is part of a colossal right foot, of which Smith justly remarks: 'The
hinder part of the foot seems to have been slightly raised from the ground.' Both
fragments are of the right size to form the extremities of that splendid body, which we
commonly call Torso H. They help to assure me that H does not spell Hephaistos.
And here I part company with my friend Mr Smith, who in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture
i. in attributed the torso to Hephaistos or Prometheus, adding: 'Perhaps both hands
held an axe above the head, as if about to strike.' That was a plausible suggestion, but
surely mistaken; for not one of our vase-types showed Hephaistos in act to. strike—he
was always consistently running away with lowered axe. Eighteen years later in The
Sculptures of the Parthenon p. 22 Mr Smith modified his opinion: 'It is probable that
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the west pediment also places a Marsyas-like1 Poseidon next to an
impetuously moving Athena—the result being a sort of echo from
front to back of the temple—, and partly because the Finlay relief
on a vase of Pentelic marble now at Athens combines the Athena
of the east pediment with Marsyas himself in a Hellenistic repro-
duction of Myron's group2. It may be added that energy and
movement, actual or potential, is thoroughly characteristic of
Poseidon in all periods of Greek art3.

Continuing our reconstruction we next note that immediately
beyond Hephaistos on the left and Poseidon on the right broad
iron bars were set askew in, or rather just over, the floor of the
gable. These, as Sauer pointed out4, were meant to support (on the
cantilever principle5) two heavy seated figures; and, ceterisparibus,
it may be presumed that the said figures faced towards the centre
in three-quarter position, i.e. along the lines of the supporting bars 6.

Fig. 514- Fig- 5I5-

the figure was represented as drawing back, after the stroke by which the cleaving of the
head of Zeus was accomplished.' It is more probable still that Torso H was Poseidon,
not Hephaistos at all.

1 E. A. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1882 iii. 254, id. A Handbook of Greek
Sculpture London 1897 p. 276.

2 G. Hirschfeld Athena und Marsyas (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Berlin xxxii)
Berlin 1872 p. 7 pi. 2, 2, H. Heydemann in the Arch. Zeit. 1872 xxx. 96, R. Kekule ib.
1874 xxxii. 93 pi. 8, Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgiisse p. 194 no. 456, Collignon Hist, de
la Sculpt, gr. \. 466f. fig. 242, Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. p. 136 ff. no. 127 pi. 26
(with fullest bibliography), Sta'is Marbres et Bronzes: Athenes^ p. 29 no. 127, G. M. A.
Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 157 with
fig. 586.

3 See e.g. Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Poseidon p. 243 ff. ('Das Ideal des Poseidon'),
H. Bulle in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2860 ff.

4 B. Sauer in the Ath. Mitth. 1891 xvi. 62, 69 no. 10, 70 no. 16, 87.
5 W. B. Dinsmoor 'Structural Iron in Greek Architecture' in the Am. Journ. Arch.

1922 xxvi. 148 ff. (especially pp. 156—158), Rhys Carpenter in Hesperia 1933 ii. 6—8.
6 Sauer loc. cit. p. 87 thought otherwise ('Die Figuren waren dann wie Zeus im

Profil zu denken').
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They probably sat on rocks1, not on thrones2; for the presence
of other thrones would inevitably have detracted from the majesty
of Zeus.

But have we definite evidence as to the name and nature of any
such figure? I make bold to maintain that we have. In 1901
C. Waldstein3 (Sir Charles Walston) published two marble
statuettes, which had been bought at Rome in 1892 for the Dresden
Albertinum. They are of the same uncommon dimensions4; and,
since they were bought together, they had in all probability been
found together—a couple of figures from the pediment or pediments
of a small-sized shrine. One of them is a free copy of the reclining
god (' Ilissos' or ' Kephisos') from the west pediment of the
Parthenon, not uninfluenced by the corresponding figure ('Theseus')
of the east pediment. The other (fig. 5i6)5 represents a goddess
half-draped in an ample himdtion, which, as the folds at the back
indicate, covered her head behind like a veil and was drawn
upwards by her right hand. Beyond all question she is an
Aphrodite, and an Aphrodite of Pheidiac type6. We need not,

1 So in the restoration proposed by E. A. Gardner Ancient Athens London 1902
p. 308.

2 A. Furtwangler Intermezzi Leipzig—Berlin p. 29 flanked his central Athena
(supra p. 690 n. i) by Zeus enthroned on the left and Hera enthroned on the right.
J. N. Svoronos in the Journ. Intern. (PArch. Num. 1912 xiv pi. 16' has Dionysos
enthroned on the left, Poseidon rock-seated on the right—a clumsy, lop-sided expedient.

3 C. Waldstein in Harper's Monthly Magazine December 1901 civ. 12—18.
4 The male figure measures o'35m long by o'2Om high; the female figure, 0*3im long

byo'3imhigh. Cp. the marble statuettes, one-third of full size, found at Eleusis and
similarly derived from the west pediment of the Parthenon (D. Philios in the UpaKT.
dpx- £T. 1888 p. 27 (cp. ib. 1887 p. 51), id. in the 'E$. "Apx- 1890 p. 124 n. i, p. 2i8rT.
pi. 12f., E. A. Gardner in \.\\Qfourn. Hell. Stud. 1889 x. 271, Stai's Marbres et Bronzes:
Athenes* p. 59 nos. 200—202, Rhys Carpenter in Hesperia 19321. n ff., 22 ff., C. Picard
in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1932 xlv. 457).

5 From a photograph of the cast at Cambridge.
6 The broad treatment of the body with its widely-spaced breasts, the easy yet

dignified pose, the simple, harmonious drapery, and the action necessarily attributed to
the right hand, all go to prove the Pheidiac character of this little figure. It is, therefore,
of considerable interest as evidence of a semi-draped Aphrodite in the fifth century B.C.

After my paper to the Hellenic Society (supra p. 693 n. i) I received a letter (Feb. 19,
1917) from my friend Mr (now Sir George) Hill containing the politest of demurrers:
'Are you sure about the semi-nude Aphrodite? It looks to me, fine as it is, far too
sensuous, not to say sensual, to be a Pheidian type. Is there any other case as early,
except under Oriental influence, of a semi-nude Aphrodite? It struck a jarring note to
me in what was otherwise a concord of sweet sounds. And how do you reconcile her
with the Aphrodite of the frieze? Are those statuettes genuine??'

It has not, I think, been noticed that evidence for half-draped female figures in Attic
sculpture at least as early as 425—423 B.C. (the date of the play: see G. H. Macurdy The
Chronology of the extant Plays of Euripides Lancaster, Pa 1905 pp. 5, 40 ff., cp. W. Christ
Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur® Miinchen 1912 i. 361 n. 2) may be drawn from
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therefore, hesitate to accept Waldstein's contention that she has
preserved to us one of the missing figures from the east gable of
the Parthenon. And, since she is seated on a rock in precisely the
position that we require, I have restored her1 as occupying the
block adjacent to Poseidon2. We have already seen a probable case
of Aphrodite ranged next to Poseidon in the right-hand half of a

Fig. 516.

| XaSoucra TT€TT\OVS e£ &Kpas £7rw,ut5os
e crrepva 0' ws ayd,\u.aT05 | /caXXtcrra.

Eur. ffdc. 557 ft. Kairel rod' elffr)Kov<re SfairorQiv ZT

epp-rj^e \ay6vos es Decree Trap 6[i,<pa.\bv, | /J.O.O-TOVS r
1 Supra ii pi. xxxiii.
2 C. Waklstein loc. cit. p. 18 originally gave her a different position: 'I should place

her in the left half of the eastern pediment of the Parthenon, immediately following the
extant figure of Iris, the body turned towards the Iris, the head towards the centre... and
I should call her Aphrodite.' But this position will not suit the marks in the gable-floor,
which at that point demand two standing figures, not one seated figure. Later, in the
fourn. Hell. Stud. 1913 xxxiii. 295 fig. 20, Waldstein was willing to accept my restoration
of the goddess, whose head he thought to identify with the 'Aphrodite' of Holkham
Hall — a notion promptly and properly scouted by G. Dickins ib. 1914 xxxiv. 122 ff.
Waldstein's rejoinder ib. p. 312 ff. is unconvincing.
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vase-picture showing the birth of Athena1; and it will be granted
that this association of the foam-born goddess with the sea-god was
reasonable enough. The amount of rock visible at her left side
makes it likely that here, as on the frieze, she was grouped with an
Eros2 standing at her knee.

As a counterpoise to Aphrodite we need another figure seated
on a rock in three-quarter position towards the right. A suitable
personage would be Hera, who in sundry vase-illustrations of the
birth appears behind the throne of Zeus3, and is expressly mentioned

Fig- 517-
1 Supra p. 675 r.. 2.
2 A fragment of this figure perhaps survives in a left thigh of marble (fig. 518: height

o-32m) attributed by A. Michaelis Der Parthenon Leipzig 1871
p. 202 pi. 8, 39 to the nude seated female S in the west pediment,
but by A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 196^ no.
335 (cp. id. The Scuiptiires of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 11

frag. 6 pi. 13) to the boy E in the same pediment.
3 (i) A black-figured amphora from Vulci, now ;n the British

Museum (G. Henzen in the Ann. d. Inst. 1842 xiv. 90—103, Man.
d. Inst. iii pis. 44 and 45, Lenormant—de Witte El. man. c£r. i.
2 i 7 f f . pi. 654 ( = my fig. 517), Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 103 ff.
no. B 147). Hera ( H E PA) stands next to Hephaistos.

(2) A black-figured amphora from the Campana collection, now
in the Louvre (J. Roulez in the Ann. d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 307 ff.,
Man. d. Inst. vi pi. 56, 2 ( = my fig. 530), E. Pettier Vases antiques dii Louvre 2me Serie
Paris 1901 p. 80 no. E 861 pi. 60 (reverse), Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de t'Artx. 107 f. figs.
76 and 77). Hera, not named but carrying sceptre, stands next to Dionysos.

(3) A black-figured amphora from Italy (?), formerly in the Fould collection, now in
the Louvre (G. Conestabile in the Bull. d. Inst. 1861 p. 214 f., R. Schneider Die Geburt
der Athena Wien 1880 p. 10 no. n, Pettier Cat. Vases du Louvre iii. 729 no. F 32, id.
in the Corp. vas. ant. Louvre iii H. e pi. 14, 8 (obverse), pi. 15, 2 (reverse), pi. 16, 3
(detail) with text p. 12 no. 8). Hera(?), not named and without attributes, stands next to
Poseidon,

Fig. 518.
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by Philostratos of Lemnos (born c. 190 A.D.1) in a rhetorical
description of the scene as portrayed in a picture-gallery at
Naples2. Schwerzek has restored her as enthroned in the right
place3. But we want a rock-seat, not a throne. And it so happens
that on the east frieze of the Hephaisteion (' Theseion >4), a temple
whose sculptures owe much to direct imitation of the Parthenon5,
we find Hera sitting on a rock in just the requisite attitude. I have
transferred her bodily from Sauer's drawing of the ' Theseion '
frieze6 to my restoration of the Parthenon pediment7, not of course
as a certain, but at least as a possible or even probable, figure in the
composition8.

1 Sir J. E. Sandys A History of Classical Scholarship"* Cambridge 1906 i. 336.
2 Philostr. mai. imagg. 2. 27. 2 Kal ov5£ TTJS "H/xzs ri deivbv evravQa, ytyrjOe 8t, ws SLV

ei Kal avrrjs 4ytvero.
3 K. Schwerzek Erlduterungen zu deni Versuch einer Rekonstruktion des ostlichen

Parthenongiebels Wien 1904 p. 21 with pi. ( = my pi. Ivii, 3).
4 Supra p. 223 n. 6.
5 Overbeck Gr. Plastik* i. 461 ff., B. Sauer Das sogenannte Theseion und sein

plastischer Schmuck Leipzig 1899 p. 209 ff.
6 Sauer op. cit. pi. 3, 7 with over-leaf.
7 Supra ii pi. xxxiii.
8 Again I would draw attention to three fragments of the pedimental sculptures

extant at Athens (figs. 519—521).

Fig. 5'9-

One is a large female head (height o'35m), which J. Six in the Journ. Hell. Stud.
1911 xxxi. 66 f. fig. 2 described as 'a nearly formless block.' That is a bit too severe.
A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 198 no. 339, 2 and in The Sculptures of
the Parthenon London 1910 p. 22 frag. 15 pi. 14 A had been content to say 'much
defaced.' Points deserving of emphasis are these. It was certainly a veiled female head.
It appears to have worn a head-band or stephdne. And in both respects it resembles the
Hera of the Hephaisteion ('Theseion').
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At this point prudence would perhaps pause, content with
probabilities, for in what follows the element of conjecture is
necessarily larger. Nevertheless a bow drawn at a venture has
before now hit the mark. So I proceed with as much circumspection
as the facts allow.

Between Hera and the first of the extant figures from the
southern angle is a gap, which—as the floor-traces suggest—was
once filled by two standing persons. But, since these persons have
entirely disappeared, how are we to identify and restore them ?
Our only clue will be the fact noted above1, that Attic vases painted
within a few decades from the completion of the pediment are full
of motives derived from the Parthenon. Now a splendid krater at
Petrograd (fig. 522)2, attributed by J. D. Beazley to his ' Kadmos

The other two fragments possibly derived from the same figure are a left breast
(height o'i85m) with close-fitting chitdn {Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 202 no. 339, 29,
The Sculptures of the Parthenon p. 24 frag. 87 pi. 148) and the front part (width o'35m)
of a sandalled right foot (The Sculptures of the Parthenon p. i^frag. 40 pi. 14 A).

520.

So far as I can judge, these three fragments fall well into place on my drawing, which
was—I may say—completed before I began my search for confirmatory remnants. On
the other hand, Six loc. cit. p. 66 claims that the veiled head was found by Ross before
the western front of the Parthenon. If that be so, it of course tells against the assignment
oi frag. 15 to my seated Hera. But the statements of Ross himself are not quite so
explicit and leave some room for doubt (L. Ross Archdologische Aufsatze Leipzig 1855 i.
89f. 'Die Ausgrabung ist jetzt (sc. 1835) schon bis an die Mitte der Westseite [des
Unterbaus] des Tempels fortgefiihrt Die Menge der gefundenen Bruchstiicke von
Bildhauerarbeit und Inschriften ist gross—Unter den iibrigen Bruchsttlcken sind noch
viele sehr schbne, namentlich ein Paar Fragmente von Kopfen, die aber wohl nicht
(A. Michaelis Der Parthenon Leipzig 1871 p. 196 on nos. 8 and 9 asks: 'warum nicht?')
zu den Figuren des Giebelfe Ides gehdren mochten; von einer der Metopen der Slidseite
ist ein sehr schon erhaltener Centaurenkopf ausgegraben worden,' etc.). Such a dump 01
fragments as he reports, some sculptured, others inscribed, may well have yielded a stray
piece from any part of the building. Smith in the British Museum publications simplv
ignores the alleged find-spot.

1 Supra p. 692.
2 Supra ii. 262 n. 4, iii. 184 n. i (i). The obverse of this vase is published in the

Compte-renduSt.Pe't. 1861 Atlas pi. 3 ( = my fig. 522); the reverse, ib. pi. 4( = myiipl.xvii).
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Painter'1 (c. 420—410 B.C.2), depicts the judgment of Paris in terms,
so to speak, of the eastern pediment. The scene is flanked by two
quadrigae. In the centre an armed Athena stands before her judge.
To the right is a seated Aphrodite grouped with Eros; to the left,
a seated Hera with Hebe standing behind her. I submit that in
Pheidias' design too Hebe stood behind Hera. And, if so, her
companion was almost certainly Herakles, whose presence at the
birth of Athena is attested by vases of our first3 and third4 types.
This conjecture is strengthened by the fact that on the krater of
the Villa Giulia5, which demonstrably borrowed its three central
figures6 and very possibly borrowed all its figures from the eastern
pediment of the Parthenon, Herakles and Hebe stand side by side.
In my restoration I have adopted from that kratir the gesture of
Hebe's right hand, which may be characteristic as it occurs in
another vase-representation of her7, and also the entire figure of
Herakles8, including his club and lion-skin9.

1 J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 451 no. 5.
Hoppin Red-Jig. Vases ii. 191 no. 44 had been content with a more general attribution to
the circle of Meidias.

2 M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting'Ya^e Univ. Press 1929 p. 193. If this dating is
sound, I have placed the vase somewhat too late supra ii. 262.

3 Supra p. 665 n. 3 (fig. 477). 4 Supra p. 700 n. 3 (i) (fig. 517).
5 Supra ii. 737 with fig. 668. 6 Supra p. 692 (fig. 501).
7 A red-figured kratlr from Ruvo, in the Jatta collection (no. 1093) (F. Gargallo-

Grimaldi in the Ann. d. Inst. 1867 xxxix. *6o—166, Mon. d. Inst. viii pi. 42, i, 2,
A. Baumeister in his Denkm. ii. 890 f. fig. 965 ([Ku/3]iJ|3ij!), O. Jessen in Roscher Lex.
Myth. ii. 2453 f. fig. 5), attributed to 'the Kadmos Painter' (J. D. Beazley Attische
Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 451 no. i).

8 In order to make Herakles approach from the left, not from the right, I had a
;racing of the vase-figure turned back for front.

Frag. 51 in A. H. Smith The Sculptures of the Parthenon London
1910 p. 23 pi. 14 A (fig. 523) is perhaps part of Herakles' left thigh
(height 0-26™).

9 One interesting result of this procedure is that we obtain a
Pheidiac prototype of the Lansdowne Herakles (Specimens of Ancient
Sculpture...selected from different collections in Great Britain by the
Society of the Dilettanti London 1809 i P^ 4°> Clarac Mus. de Sculpt.
v. 14 pi. 788 fig. 1973, cp. pi. 802 G fig. 1973 A (reversed), Brunn—
Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. und rom. Sculpt, pis. 691 and 692 with
Text pp. r—5 by A. Preyss. See also A. Kalkmann Die Proportionen p-
des Gesichts in der gricchischen Kunst Berlin 1893 p. 61, C. Picard
La sculpture antique Paris 1926 ii. 84, 160, 170, G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture
and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 135 with fig. 707). That famous
statue portrays the hero in a very similar pose and with very similar proportions.
Critics have regarded it sometimes as Lysippean (A. Michaelis Ancient Marbles in Great
Britain Cambridge 1882 p. 451 f., P. Gardner in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1903 xxiii. 126 ff.,
1905 xxv. 234 ff., W. W. Hyde Olympic Victor Monuments and Greek Athletic Art
Washington 1921 p. 298), sometimes as Scopaic (B. Graef in the Rom. Mitth. 1889 iv.
189 ff., Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 296 f. fig. 125, M. Collignon Scopas et
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The gap between Aphrodite and the extant marbles from the
northern angle is wider, and requires three figures to fill it. At first
sight this might seem a yet more hopeless task. But in point of
fact we are here much helped by the floor-traces and by certain
d priori reasonings. The traces in the floor appear to show1 that
the two blocks behind Aphrodite were occupied by one figure
standing and another advancing from right to left. The remaining
block was covered by a mass of marble supporting a third figure,
which probably faced right, since the drawing attributed to Carrey
and now preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale has the head of
the nearest seated goddess turned towards the left as if in con-
versation2 (pi. Ivii, i).

Now the vase-paintings regularly represent two witnesses of the
birth for whom room has not so far been found—Hermes holding
his caduceus and Apollon playing his kithdra. Several modern critics
accordingly have suggested that Hermes should be installed next
to the extant figures on the north: he would thus balance the
hasting female ('Iris') on the south. To this position he has
been relegated by A. Furtwangler3, E. A. Gardner4 (pi. Ivii, 2),
K. Schwerzek5 (pi. Ivii, 3), J. N. Svoronos6 (pi. Iviii, i), and
Rhys Carpenter7. It has not, however, been noticed how admirably
the Hermes of the Villa Giulia vase is adapted to fill the space.

Praxitele Paris 1907 p. 34. cp. F. P. Johnson Lysippos Duke Univ. Press 1927 pp. 53 f.,
208 ff. pi. 41). But Lysippos, as P. Gardner locc. citt. has urged, was alike in style and
in date closer to Skopas than is commonly assumed. And both sculptors appear to have
been influenced strongly and permanently by the Parthenon marbles. It is therefore by
no means improbable that the Lansdowne Herakles is a Lysippean or Scopaic modifi-
cation of an original to be sought among the missing figures of the east pediment. If we
may judge from the Villa Giulia vase on the one hand and the Lansdowne statue on
the other, the Pheidiac Herakles turned his head towards the Standbein, whereas the
Lysippean or Scopaic modification looked towards the Spielbein. But that is a change
characteristic of the transition from fifth-century to fourth-century sculpture in general.

1 Longe aliter Rhys Carpenter in Hesperia 1933 ii. 68 ff., 81. He holds that on
block 17 was a standing Muse, on block 18 a seated Apollon (both recoverable, the
latter with a right-for-left turn, from the Mantinean base), and on block 19 probably
a Hermes (less probably an Iris) running or moving rapidly towards the right.

2 L. de Laborde Athenes aux xve, xvie et xviie siecles Paris 1854 i. 13^ pi. (a litho-
graphic facsimile in red and black, the colours of the original), Fraenkel in the Ant.
Denkm. i. 2 pi. 6 A, 2 and 3, H. Omont Athenes au XVHe siecle: Dessins des Sculptures
du Parthenon Paris 1898 pi. i.

3 A. Furtwangler Intermezzi Leipzig—Berlin 1896 p. 28 f. fig.
4 E. A. Gardner Ancient Athens London 1902 p. 307 f. fig.
5 K. Schwerzek Erlauterungen zu dem Versnch einer Rekonstruktion des ostlichen

Parthenongiebels Wien 1904 p. 31 pi. t.
J. N. Svoronos in thefourn. Intern, d? Arch. Num. 1912 xiv. 258 ff. pi. 16'.
Rhys Carpenter in Hesperia 1933 ii. 81.

45
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If the painter of that vase was indeed, as we have supposed1,
copying the recently erected Parthenon pediment, then it follows
that the beautiful device of giving wings to Hermes' head—a
device with a. future before it2—must be ascribed to Pheidias
himself3. Again, it has long been known that the restful attitude
of the supported foot, a favourite motive with Lysippos4, is
found in the west frieze of the Parthenon, where twice over a
youth wearing a chlomys is seen raising his left foot on a rock to
tie his shoe-string or fasten his sandal-strap5. But now we perceive
that Lysippos, who employed the same stance for his wonderful
multifacial Hermes6, was inspired not by a Pheidiac relief but by a

1 Supra pp. 692, 704.
2 It came to be used, not only for Hermes (C. Scherer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 2400,

2422), but also for the Gorgon (J. Six De Gorgone Amstelodami 1885 p. 70 ff.), Perseus
(on cap or helmet, but not head: see F. Knatz Quomodo Persei fabulam artifices Graeci
et Romani tractaverint Bonnae 1893 pp. 28 ff., 43, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc.
p. 119 pi. 27, 3), Hypnos (B. Sauer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 2849 ff.), the wind-gods
(H. Steinmetz in ihejahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv. 33 ff. pi. 3), etc.

3 On Hermes with winged head in existing copies of fifth- and fourth-century originals
see Furtwangler in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. 214 f. pi. ir f., Farnell Cults of Gk.
States v. 54 f. pi. 24 f.

4 K. Lange Das Motiv des aufgestiitzten Fusses tn der antiken Kuntf und dessen
statuarische Verwendung durch Lysippos Leipzig 1879 passim.

5 A. S. Murray The Sculptttres of the Parthenon London 1903 pp. 122, 157, 159,
A. H. Smith The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1910 pi. 65, 12 and pi. 71, 29,
M. Collignon Le Parthenon Paris (1909—1912) pi- 7-8, 29 and pi. 83, 12. •

6 Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 420 ff. fig. 220, id. Lysippe Paris 1905 p. 71 ff.
fig. 16, E. Loewy The Rendering of Nature in early Greek Art trans. J. Fothergill
London 1907 p. 87 f. fig. 40, F. P. Johnson Lysippos Duke Univ. Press 1927 p. 170 ff.
pi. 30 f., G. Lippold in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 58. The bronze original stood
in the gymnasium called Zeuxippos at Byzantion shortly before 532 A.D., when the
building was destroyed by fire (Anth. Pal. i. 297 ff. (Christodoros)).

W. Klein Praxitelische Studien Leipzig 1899 p. 46°. distinguished two varieties ol
the sandal-binding ' Hermes.' The statue in the Lansdowne collection (A. Michaelis
Ancient Marbles in Great Britain Cambridge 1882 p. 464 ff. no. 85 with pi., Farnell
Cults of Gk. States v. 58 f. pi. 30) and the torso at Athens (F. Studniczka in the Ath.
Mitth. 1886 xi. 3626°. pi. 9, i, Einzelaufnahmen nos. 733 and 734 with Text iii. 28
by P. Arndt, Reinach Re~p. Stat. ii. 153 no. 10) he compares with the sandal-binding
Nike of the Nike-balustrade and assigns to Lysippos. The copies at Munich (Furt-
wangler Glyptothek zu Miinchen p. 291 ff. no. 287, ib? p. 309 ff. no. 287, id. Ein Hundert
Tafeln nach den Bild-werken der kgl. Glyptothek zu Miinchen Mtinchen 1903 pi. 63,
P. Wolters Fiihrer durch die Glyptothek Konig Ludwigs i. zu Miinchen Miinchen 1922
p. 43 f. no. 287 with pi.) and Paris (Frohner Sculpt, du Louvre i. 2ioff . no. 183) he
regards as representing an athlete, compares with the figures on the west frieze of the
Parthenon, and attributes to a pre-Lysippean master. Klein's results were accepted by
E. von Mach A Handbook of Greek and Roman Sculpture Boston 1905 p. 249 ff.
pi. 238 a, b, but by nobody else (see e.g. Furtwangler Glyptothek zu Miinchen p. 294 n.,
ib? p. 312 f. n., F. P.Johnson op. cit. p. 172^), and later were abandoned by Klein
himself (W. Klein Geschichte dergriechischen Kunst Leipzig 1905 ii. 364 f.).
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Pheidiac sculpture in the round, not by the epheboi of the west
frieze but by the Hermes of the east pediment1. The abiding
influence of Pheidias' representation may be judged from the fact
that in the pediment of Domitian's Capitoline temple a similar
figure of Mercurius occupied almost the same relative position 2.

The two blocks next to Aphrodite were filled, we have said3, by
one figure standing and another advancing from the right. If the
former was Apollon kitharoidos, the latter was presumably Artemis.
Brother and sister thus formed a good pendant to the pair of lovers,
Hebe and Herakles, in the opposite wing of the gable. They are
restored in this position by Schwerzek4 (pi. Ivii, 3) and in the
corresponding position behind Zeus by Furtwangler5.

Apollon would almost certainly have been wearing the long
chiton customary with kit/iara-players. His type is, I believe,
preserved with slight modifications by the Munich statue of Apollon
kitkaroidos*, which Furtwangler attributed to Agorakritos, the pupil

It may be observed that one copy of the sandal-fastening Hermes, a statuette in the
Vatican (Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, pi. 814 fig. 2047), makes the god stand towards the right
and raise his left foot. But this inversion of the established pose can hardly be viewed as
a survival of the Parthenon motive.

1 Of the actual statue one possible portion (fig. 524) remains, two fragments at Athens
which together make the right knee and leg of a male figure
suitable in size (height o'58m) (A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat.
Sculpture i. 199 no. 339, 10, id. The Sculptures of the Parthenon
London 1910 p. i$frag. 59 pi. 14 A).

2 H. Brunn in the Ann. d. Inst. 1851 xxiii. 292, Man. d. Inst.
v pi. 36, E. Schulze in the Arch. Zeit. 1873 p. i ff. pi. 57,
E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 903 with fig. 1150.
Reinach Rtp. Reliefs iii. 203 no. i, W. Helbig Fuhrer durch die
offentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertumer in J?om3 Leipzig
1912 i. 505 f. no. 893. The relief, which represents the sacrifice
of M. Aurelius before the temple of lupiter Capitolinus, is now in
the Palazzo dei Conservatori at Rome (Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt.
Pal. d. Conserv. Rome p. 22 ff. Scala ii no. 4 pi. 12).

3 Supra p. 705.
4 K. Schwerzek Erlduterungen zu dem Versuch einer Rekon-

slruktion des ostlichen Parthenon^iebels^fien 1904 p. 29 f. with pi.
( = mypl. Ivii, 3).

5 A. Furtwangler Intermezzi Leipzig—Berlin 1896 p. 28f.
fig. Fig- 524-

6 Brunn—Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. und rbm. Sculpt, pi. 465 ('Muse Barberini'),
A. Furtwangler—H. L. Urlichs Denkmiiler griechischer und rb'mischer Sculpttir Miinchen
1895 pi. 4 with Text, Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 88 with fig. 36, id. Ein
Hundert Tafdn nach den Bildwerken der kgl. Glyplothek zu Miinchen Miinchen 1903
pi. 32, id. Glyptothek zu Munchen'*- pp. 194—200 no. 211 ('Apollo Barberini'), P. Wolters
Fuhrer durch die Glyptothek Konig Ludwigs i. zu Miinchen Miinchen 1922 p. 23 no. 211
with pi.

45—2
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and intimate of Pheidias1. L. R. Farnell2 says of it: 'The pose is
that of the musician pausing in his music. The stately and elaborate
drapery3...has much of the solemnity and arrangement of the folds
found in Pheidian works: only, if we may trust a replica discovered
at Rome some years ago, the lower folds of the mantle on the left side
were inflated as if the wind had caught them.' In my restoration
(pi. Vviii, 3) I have copied this replica4. The peculiar treatment of

Fig. 525-

1 For Agorakritos see C. Robert in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 882 f., G. M. A.
Richter 7"ke Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. i8of. with
figs- 633—635, and the literature cited by F. Matz in the Katalog der Bibliothek des
deutschen archaologischen Instituts in Rom Leipzig 1932 ii. i. 118.

2 Farnell Cults of Gk. States iv. 347 pi. 41.
3 L. Stephani in the Compte-rmdu St. Pet. 1875 p. 122 ff. argued that this form of

drapery, a long chit6n with a large chlamys fastened either under the chin or on both
shoulders so as to cover the back only, was not introduced till the second half of the
fourth century B.C. See also Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Apollon p. 182 ff. and Farnell
loc. cit. K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 98 rejects the opinions of Stephani
and Overbeck, accepting Furtwangler's view that the Munich Apollon goes back to a
fifth-century original and 'steht in enger Beziehung zur Kunst des Pheidias.' C. Picard
La sculpttire antique Paris 1926 ii. 43 includes it in his list of anonymous works referable
to ' Le cinquieme siecle apres Phidias." P. Wolters loc. cit. puts it later ('Gute und
wirkungsvolle Kopie eines Originals des 4. Jahrhunderts, das wohl als Kultstatue
geschaffen viel von der wiirdevollen Haltung alterer Zeit bewahrt hatte').

4 C. L. Visconti in the Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1887 p. 336 ff. pi. 20—
21, ib. 1888 p. 44 ff., L. Savignoni 'Apollon Pythios' in Ausonia 1907 ii. 2 iff . fig. 4.
The statue, discovered in 1887 in the Prati di Castello (Via Orazio) at Rome, is now in
the Palazzo dei Conservatori (W. Helbig Fiihrer durch die offentlichen Sammlungen
klassischer Altertiimer in Rom* Leipzig 1912 i. 514 no. 907, Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt. Pal.
d. Conserv. Rome p. n6f. Galleria no. 69 pi. 42 'The Conservatori statue is the severer
in style and represents a work not much later than the Pheidian period; whereas the
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the said folds may be due partly to what Furtwangler called the
'processional gait' of the god, but partly also to the proximity of
Artemis hastening up from the right. A very similar figure of
Apollon appears in later works of art1, e.g. on a pelike found near

Barberini Apollo in Munich represents a later more fluid version of the same or a similar
type, which Flasch (A.B. 836, 837), followed by Amelung (A.B. 1169), refers to the period
immediately preceding Praxiteles').

1 Listed by L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Ptt. 1875 p. 145 ff.
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Kerch and now at Petrograd, which represents his contest with
Marsyas (fig. 525)1 and obviously borrows most of its ideas from
the eastern pediment of the Parthenon.

For Artemis we must depend on a red-figured pelike from Vulci,
now in the British Museum (fig. 526 and pi. Ivi)2. This handsome
vase, attributed by Ducati3to Hermonaxand by Beazley4to a painter
akin to Hermonax, should be dated c. 460B.C.5. Its Artemis cannot,
therefore, have been copied from the pediment, but may well, I con-
ceive, preserve for us the type adopted by Pheidias. The goddess
is seen advancing hastily from the right towards the central group:
she raises her right hand in surprise and holds a bow with her left.
This type in the course of the fifth century made its way from
painting to sculpture. For the Artemis Colonna at Berlin6—to
mention but one out of many replicas7—gives the goddess approxi-
mately the same attitude and is regarded by Furtwangler8, Bulle9,
Kekule10, and more recently by Schroder11, as a fifth-century
creation12. L. R. Farnell13 says of her: 'The pose and action are

1 L. Stephani Ant. du Bosph. Cimm. ii. 42 ff. pi. 57, i—4 (in colours) = Reinach
Ant. du Bosph. Cimm. p. io6f. pi. 57, id. in this Compte-rendu St. Pit. 1862 p. 109,
A. Michaelis Die Verurtheilung des Marsyas Greifswald 1864 p. 9 ff. pi. i, i (=my
fig. 525), Stephani Vasensamml. St. Petersburg \\. 328 ff. no. i795> Overbeck Gr. Kunst-
myth. Appllon p. 433 no. 9 Atlas pi. 24, 20.

2 To the literature cited supra p. 676 n. o (3) add Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath.
p. 433 f. fig. 39, A. H. Smith The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 7 fig. 10
(= my fig. 526).

3 P. Ducati in the Rom. Mitth. 1906 xxi. 114.
4 J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 304 no. i

('Der Maler der Londoner Athenageburt. Dem Hermonax verwandt').
6 M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 192 f.
6 Ant. Skulpt. Berlin p. 30 f. no. 59 fig.
7 W. Klein Praxiteles Leipzig 1898 p. 3 to n. 2 enumerates thirteen replicas. Amelung

Sculpt. Vatic, i. 108 adds three more. M. N. Tod and A. J. B. Wace A Catalogue of the
Sparta Museum Oxford 1906 p. 167 f. no. 326 fig. 47, yet another.

8 A. Furtwangler in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1889 *v Arch. Anz. p. 10
puts it towards the end of the fifth century.

9 H. Bulle in the Rom. Mitth. 1894 ix. 159 places it 'noch ins v. Jh.'
10 R. Kekule von Stradonitz Die griechische Skulptur* Berlin 1907 p. 133 ff- fig. says:

' Diese ist keine originate Arbeit, sondern eine spatere Nachbildung, aber sie flihrt uns,
wahrend der ihr aufgesetzte Kopf einen oft wiederholten Typus aus dem vierten Jahr-
hundert wiedergibt, in die erste Halfte des fiinften Jahrhunderts oder wenigstens in nicht
viel jtingere Zeit zuriick.... Wie sehr noch in der Artemis Colonna die alterltimliche
Sinnesart und Formensprache vorwaltet, kann der Vergleich mit der sogenannten Iris aus
dem Ostgiebel des Parthenon lehren.'

11 B. Schroder 'Artemis Colonna' in the Jahrb. d. kais. detttsch. arch. Inst. 1911
xxvi. 34—48 with 7 figs, concludes (p. 44) ' dass Korper und Kopf der Artemis Colonna
zusammengehoren und als Einheit der ionischen Kunst des v. Jahrhunderts entstammen.'

12 For attempts to refer the 'Typus Colonna' to the fourth century see F. Studniczka
inthe/foVw. Mitth. 1888 iii. 278 and K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1425 f.

18 Farnell Cults of Gk. States ii. 544 pi. 36.
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somewhat difficult to explain. She is hurrying forward, with both
arms partly stretched out; the right hand certainly held nothing,
but the left was grasping something that must have been either a
torch or a bow.' He suggests 'that she has just discharged an
arrow...and that the action of the archer still lingers, so to speak,
in the hands.' I should prefer to think that the original type, taken
over by Pheidias from the painters' tradition, represented Artemis
hasting to greet the new-born goddess.

We come now to the extant marbles—a topic less precarious
but almost equally problematic. And first for the maidenly figure
(' Iris') escaping towards the left. Iris she cannot be; for, as
A. H. Smith1 points out, she has neither the wings nor the regular
costume of that goddess. Besides, her action is not that of a steady
flight through the air, but rather that of a person starting aside in
alarm. Latterly the opinion has been gaining ground that she is
Eileithyia. This was conjectured in 1876 by G. Loeschcke2, and
was for some time maintained by A. S. Murray3. J. Overbeck4 was
inclined to follow suit, but doubted whether Eileithyia could be so
juvenile in appearance. W. R. Lethaby5, to whose restoration of
the figure I am much indebted, speaks of her as ' Ilithyia?' What,
to my thinking, makes this identification practically certain is the
fact that the vase-paintings of Athena's birth show two and only
two persons flying from the scene. One is Hephaistos; the other,
Eileithyia (fig. 526)6. If, then, Pheidias designed his gable with
reference to the existing ceramic tradition, an escaping female
figure must be Eileithyia. Overbeck's objection that this figure is
too youthful loses its force when we remember that, according to
Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, and half a dozen later writers7, Eileithyia
was the daughter of Hera, indeed—if we may argue from the
Hesiodic genealogy—was younger even than Hebe8.

1 A. H. Smith in the Brit, Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 110 f. no. 303 G, A Guide to
the Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1908 p. 23 f. no. 303 G, id. The Sculptures of the
Parthenon London 1910 p. 11 fig. 19 and pi. 3. Other good photographs in M. Collignon
Le Parthenon Paris 1909—1912 pi. 49.

2 G. Loeschcke in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiv. 118.
3 A. S. Murray A History of Greek Sculpture London 1883 (ed. i London 1890) ii.

7o ff. pi. 4. Id. The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1903 p. 39 f. regards her as a
third Hora.

4 Overbeck Gr. Plastik* i. 408.
5 W. R. Lethaby Greek Btiildings represented by fragments in the British Museum

(iii The Parthenon) London 1908 p. 129 fig. 128.
6 Supra p. 709 fig. 526 and pi. Ivi.
7 I have collected and sifted the literary evidence in the Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 367.
8 'Iris' has been identified with Hebe by H. Brunn in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr.
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The naming and restoring of the two seated goddesses beyond
Eileithyia is an easy task, thanks to F. Studniczka and G. Dickins.
Studniczka1 in 1904 showed that the goddesses are sitting, not on
stools or low thrones, but on square hinged chests, so that they
must be identified, not as P. O. Brondsted2 in 1830 suggested with
Pindar's 'well-throned Horai3,'but with Demeter and Persephone
on their mystic boxes (kibotof)*. Dickins5 in 1906—1907 after a
brilliantly successful6 restoration of Damophon's group at Lykosoura
observed that the Messenian sculptor's Demeter and Despoina were
direct adaptations of the seated goddesses in the Parthenon
pediment7. This discovery not only enables us to decide with
regard to the Parthenon pair that Demeter is the goddess on our
left, Persephone the goddess on our right, but further justifies us in
restoring Persephone with a long sceptre. Enough of Demeter's
right hand remains to make it certain that she was not grasping a
torch but, at most, holding a bunch of corn-ears and poppies as in
the Chiaramonti statuette8. Damophon, transforming the pediment-
group to a cult-monument, put a long torch into the hand of
Demeter in order that it might balance the long sceptre in the
hand of Persephone. I have given Persephone corn-ears in her
right hand rather than a basket (kiste] like that of Despoina
because I conceive that Despoina's basket was the equivalent of the
box on which Persephone is sitting. Damophon had to make his

Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1874 ii. 19, by Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt.
p. 465, and by C. Picard La sculpture antique Paris 1926 ii. 18 fig. 9, 21 ('Iris ou plut6t
Hebe sans doute').

1 F. Studniczka in tiiejahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1904 xix. 3 ff. figs, r—6 pi. i.
Cp. Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei \. 215.

2 P. O. Brondsted Voyages dans la Grece accompagnts de recherches archtologiques
Paris 1830 ii p. xi ('des trois Heures (Saisons)').

3 Pind. Pyth. 9. 105 e^6povois"^paiffi (for context see supra p. 267).
4 Paus. 10. 28. 3 (Polygnotos' painting of the Underworld in the Cnidian Lesche at

Delphoi showed Tellis and Kleoboia on board Charon's boat) K\e6j8ota 5£ £TI irap6tvos,
ityei 5e £v T<MJ ybvaffi, Kifiurbv oiroias iroLeiffOat, vo^l^ovcri Ai^Mjrpt... KXe^jSotap §£ ^s Qa<rov TOI
6pyia rijs A'fifJ.yTpos evryKeiv irptiyrriv etc Ildpov (pauiv.

5 G. Dickins in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1906—1907 xiii. 357 ff. figs, i—23, 25—28
pis. 12—14.

6 Dickins' restoration of the whole cult-group was triumphantly vindicated hy a
oronze coin of Megalopolis published by B. Staes in the Journ. Intern, a"Arch. Num.
1912 xiv. 45—47 pi. 0', i—3 and further discussed by Dickins in the Ann. Brit. Sch.
Ath. 1910—1911 xvii. 80 ff. figs, i—6.

7 Damophon's group had already been brought into connexion with the Parthenon
figures by E. Petersen Die Kunst des Pheidias am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin
1873 p. 125 n. 3 and by Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Demeter—Kora pp. 423 n. b, 431.

8 Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Demeter—Kora p. 473 f. Atlas pi. 14, 16, Amelung
Sculpt. Vatic, i. 362 f. no. 81 pi. 38.
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Despoina, in accordance with her cult-title, a ' Queen' seated on
a throne; he therefore found room for the sacred
receptacle on her lap and ipso facto displaced the
corn-ears of his original. The restoration of the
Parthenon Persephone with corn-ears in her right
hand and a sceptre in her left is supported by
the existence of a similar type on the imperial
bronze coinage of Athens (fig. 52/)1. lg ? '

The reclining god next to Demeter is Dionysos. This identifi-
cation, first mooted by F. G. Welcker2 in 1817, doubted by
W. M. Leake3 in 1821, but re-affirmed by E. Gerhard4 in 1840,
admitted with a query by A. Michaelis5 in 1871, and then more
definitely established by E. Petersen6 in 1873, is accepted nowadays
by most critics and has in fact become the official view7. The main
reasons advanced on its behalf are that the skin over which the
young god has spread his mantle appears to be a panther-skin not
a lion-skin8, that the soft seat and comfortable sandals suit a lover
of ease9, and that Dionysos occurs in a very similar pose on a
dramatic relief from the Peiraieus10, on the choragic monument of

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica p. 102 pi. 17, 8, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 141 pi. BB, 22 ( = my fig. 527), J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies
d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 93, 36—42.

2 F. G. Welcker in the Zeitschrift fur Geschichte und Auslegung der alkn Kunst \%\*j
i. 208 f. ' Jacchos.'

3 W. M. Leake The Topography of Athens London 1821 p. 255 n. 2 'To those who
are inclined to think that this figure is Bacchus, reposing upon the skin of a panther, it
may be observed, that Bacchus was a deity of too much importance among the Athenians
not to have had a place nearer the centre of the composition.' But see infra p. 714 nn. 4, 5.

4 Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb. i. 19 f. 'der den Dionysos gleichbedeutende, den eleusin-
ischen Gottinnen in schwarmerischer Schonheit verbundene, Jiingling Iacchos,: id. Drei
Vorlesungen tiber Gyps-Abgusse Berlin 1844 p. 45 'den jugendlichen Gott eleusinischer
Weihungen den lacchos.'

5 A. Michaelis Der Parthenon Leipzig 1871 pp. 165, 168, id. in the Ber. sticks.
Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1880 p. i68ff. pi. 3, 2 f.

" E. Petersen Die Kiinst des Pheidias am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin 1873
p. 116 ff.

7 A. H. Smith A Guide to the Sculptures of the Parthenon Londpn 1908 p. 20
no. 303 D pi. 3, id. The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 9 f. fig. 16 and pi. 2.
Other good photographs in M. Collignon Le Parthenon Paris 1909—1912 pi. 47.

8 E. Petersen op. cit. p. r 19 (the skin can hardly be leonine, since no mane is visible;
hence 'kann man fuglicher ein Pantherfell drin sehen, das unter den Gottern im Olymp

>nur einem, dem Dionysos, eigenthiimlich ist'), A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat.
Sculpture i. 107 and in A Guide to the Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1908 p. 20.

9 E. Petersen op. cit. p. J2of.
10 F. Studniczka in the Melanges Perrot Paris 1902 p. 307 ff., id. in i\\ejahrb. d. kais.

deutsch. arch. Inst. 1904 xix. 2 n. 5. Further bibliography and discussion in Svoronos
Ath. Nationalmus. p. 512 ff. no. 1500 pi. 82, Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 412 no. 3.
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Lysikrates1, on a moulded askos in the British Museum2, and as a
recumbent figure forming the lid of a Roman sarcophagus in the
Louvre3. It should further be noticed that vase-painters introducing
Dionysos into the scene of Athena's birth regularly place him at4,
or towards5, the extreme left of their composition. I have restored
him with a thyrsos in his right hand and nothing in his left, partly
because the muscles of the left fore-arm, so far as it is preserved,
suggest an attitude of simple repose and are inconsistent e.g. with
his holding a phidle as on the Peiraieus relief, and partly because
this type for the god passed into the repertoire of later ceramic art
(fig. 528)6. No doubt analogous types were used by the die-sinkers
of Magna Graecia c. 400 B.C. to represent Herakles at Kroton7,
Herakleia8, and Tarentum9, and to represent Pan at Pandosia10.

Fig. 528.

1 A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 253 no. 430, i, Overbeck Gr.
Plastik* ii. 120 ff. fig. 174. Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 365 ff. fig. 188, Reinach
R6p. Reliefs'^ 13 f.

2 A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 107 f. fig. 9 (no. G 281, not yet.
included in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases}.

3 Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, pi. 273 fig. 1592 = Reinach Re"p. Stat. i. 138 no. 2, Frohner
Sculpt, du Louvre i. 240 f. no. 228.

4 Supra p. 674 fig. 485.
6 Infra p. 716 fig. 530; supra p. 680 fig. 491; supra p. 677 n. o.
6 Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1873 Atlas pi. 4, 2 (=Reinach Rip. Vases i. 40, 2), ib. 1875

Atlas pi. 4, 4 ( = Reinach Rip. Vases i. 47, i) reproduced in my fig. 528, etc.
7 Carelli Num. It. -vet. p. 103 f. pi. 184, 31—38, Imhoof-Blumer Monn. gr. p. 7

pi. A, 5, Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 151 pi. 109, 35—39, pi. no, i, McClean Cat. Coins
i. 202 f. pi. 54, 13—18, Syll. num. Gr. ii pi. 20, 615 f. Lloyd.

8 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 226 no. 15 fig., Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 133
pi. 102, 4, Head Hist, num.2 p 71 fig. 32, Syil. num. Gr. ii pi. 9, 268 Lloyd.

9 Carelli Num. It. -vet. p. 62 pi. 119, 400 f., Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 218
no. 476 f., Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 131 pi. 101, 7—10.

10 Carelli Num. It. vet. p. 97 pi- 175, 2, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 370 f. figs.,
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But we have seen reason to put Herakles elsewhere in the pediment;
and Pan is a god who never appears in vase-paintings of Athena's
birth. The claims of Dionysos to be identified with 'Theseus' are
indeed so strong that we may fairly dispense with a detailed dis-
cussion of other hypotheses1.

Corresponding with the deities of corn and wine we have another
triad in the opposite wing of the gable. Here again Pheidias took
a hint from ceramic tradition; for a black-figured amphora in the
Louvre (fig. 53°)2 shows three goddesses in a row to the extreme
right of the birth-scene. F. G. Welcker3 held that the Parthenon

Fig. 529.

Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 154 pi. in, 6—8, Head Hist, num? p. 106 fig. 59. Cp. Pan
on coins of the Arcadian League (supra i. 69 f. figs. 47—49).

1 (i) Herakles (E. Q. Visconti A Letter from the Chevalier Antonio Canova: and two
Memoirs read to the Royal Institute of France on the Sculpttires in the Collection of the
Earl of Elgin London 1816 p. 35 ff., W. M. Leake The Topography of Athens London
1821 p. 255, L. de Ronchaud Phidias Paris 1861 p. 260ff., M. Collignon Phidias Paris
n.d. p. 43 ff.). Cp. Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 349 no. 7, 351 no. 2.

(2) Pan (C. J. Reuvens in The Classical Journal 1823 xxviii. 282). Cp. Svoronos
Ath. Nationalmus. no. 2013 pi. 137: my fig. 529 is from a fresh photograph.

(3) Kephalos (P. O. Brondsted Voyages dans la Grece accompagne"s de recherches
urchtologiques Paris 1830 ii p. xi n. 3, Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 468,
A. S. Murray The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1903 p. 35 ff.).

(4) Kekrops (E. Falkener in The Museum of Classical Antiquities 1851 i. 394 f.,
Welcker Alt. Denkm. i. 81).

(5) Mt Olympos (H. Brunn in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-
hist. Classe 1874 »• H> C. Waldstein Essays on the Art of Pheidias Cambridge 1885
Pp. 142 ff. pi. 6, 173 ff. fig. 6 f., Harrison Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath. p. 436).

2 Louvre E 861, on which see supra p. 700 n. 3 (2).
3 Welcker Alt. Denkm. i. 77 ff.
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triad was Aglauros, Herse, and Pandrosos; and J. Roulez1 was
inclined to give the same explanation of the three goddesses on
the Paris vase. Their view is attractive and the title 'die
"Thauschwestern"' still finds some defenders2. Nevertheless the
discovery of the Madrid puteal has gone far towards proving that
the old3 name, 'the Fates,' is right. Even F. Hauser4, who argues
that the Fates of the puteal were not taken from the same model
( Vorbild} as its other figures, yet admits that they too may well go
back to the east pediment of the Parthenon as their original.
Further, while granting that their attributes have not yet been

Fig. 530-

found on pre- Roman works of art, he urges that Roman reliefs here
as elsewhere presuppose Greek prototypes. Fate as a spinner is
Homeric5: cleromancy was no discovery of the Romans6: oracle-

1 J. Roulez in the Ann. d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 310.
2 E.g. K. Schwerzek Erlduterungen zu dem Versuch einer Rekonstruktion des ostlichen

Parthenongiebeh Wien 1904 pp. 10, 15, H. Schrader Phidias Frankfurt am Main 1924
p. 227 ff.

But J. Overbeck, who in 1857 took the triad to be the Kekropides (Gr. Plastik1 \.
250 f.), in 1893 wrote of them as the Moirai (op. cit.*i. 416). And M. Collignon, who at
first had favoured 'les noms de Thallo, d'Auxo et de Karpo, les trois Kharites attiques'
(Phidias Paris n.d. p. 46), was later content to call them 'les Parques' (Hist, de la
Sculpt, gr. ii. 30 f.).

3 Collignon op. cit. ii. 30 'sur la foi de Visconti, de Brondsted, de Cockerell, et de
BeuleV

4 F. Hauser Die neu-altischen Reliefs Stuttgart 1889 p. 67 f.
5 II. 20. 127 f., Od. 7. 197 f- See further H. Ebeling Lexicon Homericum Lipsiae

1885 s.vv. eirtK\d>0<i>, K\u>0es.
6 A. Bouche-Leclercq Histoire de la divination dans Fantiquit6~¥ax\s, 1879 i. 189 — 197

and iv Index s.v. Cttromancte, H. J. Rose in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and,
Ethics Edinburgh 1911 iv. 779**, F. Heinevetter Wiirfel- und Buchstabenorakel in
Griechenland und Kleinasien Breslau 1911, M. P. Nilsson ' Wiirfelorakel e?rt Sxipy' in
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rolls can be quoted from older Greek sources1. I have not scrupled,
therefore, to use the Madrid puteal and the Tegel replica for the
restoration of these goddesses, assuming that the first designer of
such reliefs adapted the pedimental group to the requirements of
his frieze by the simple expedient of making two of the figures
stand up2. In the pediment the Fate sitting on a separate rocky
seat is Klotho, the ' Spinner.' She holds a distaff in one hand, a
spindle in the other, and — a thoroughly natural touch — has drawn
back her right leg to leave room for the spindle to twirl. Lachesis
too is seated (Platon3 speaks of her lap) and holds the Idche or
'lots,' of which Atropos the left-handed4 has just drawn the one
that she is reading. She lies on the knees of Lachesis and thereby
declares herself a personification of that irreversible fate which, as
Homer has it, ' lies on the knees of the gods5.' Intentionally or not,
Pheidias conceived her in accordance with the strange Hesiodic6

description — literally lower than her sisters and yet the eldest and
in a sense the most exalted of the three. Details apart, the common
interpretation of this famous triad as the Fates is so apt that we
may again without scruple jettison a cargo of divergent and some-
times fantastic misunderstandings7.

the Archiv f. Rel. 1913 xvi. 316 f., W. R. Halliday Greek Divination London 1913
pp. 205 — 234 ('Kleromancy '), F. E. Robbins 'The Lot Oracle at Delphi' in Class.
Philol. 1916 xi. 278 — 292.

1 E.g. supra i. 128 pi. 12, cp. 130 pi. 13.
2 Rhys Carpenter in his restoration (supra pi. Iviii, 2) has contrived to work in the Fates

of the puteal as three standing figures, but at the expense of more than one improbability.
He has to place this triad in the left wing of the gable, whereas the vase-painter relegates
it to the extreme right of the scene (supra fig. 530). Again, Carpenter must represent his
Fates as three figures on an ascending scale, large, larger, largest — a variation which
might be tolerated in the case of three diverse deities but becomes grotesque if applied to
three powers of equal prestige. And lastly, the aesthetic effect of so many single figures
standing erect in parallel, pillar-like lines is architectural rather than sculptural : it recalls
indeed the east pediment of the temple of Zeus at Olympia, but is in flat and flagrant
contradiction of Pheidias' closely knit and subtly balanced design.

3 Plat. rep. 6 i7D Xct/3<Wa CK rQiv rrjs Aax^ews yovdruv jcXijpous re /ecu fiiuv irapa-

* In the Platonic image (ib. 6170) Klotho uses her right hand, Atropos her left,
Lachesis either hand alternately. Platon is probably Pythagorising (J. Adam ad loc.),
and where that is the crse we may well suspect a basis of popular belief (to the passages
cited supra ii. 222 n. i add i. 283 n. o, ii. 223 ff., 354, 649, 1129, etc.).

5 See W. Leaf on //. 17. 514, W. W. Merry— J. Riddell on Od. i. 267, E. Schwyzer
'Der Gotter Knie— Abrahams Schoss' in ANTIAQPON (Festschrift Jacob Wackernagel)
Gottingen 1923 pp. 283—293, Pfister Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 311 f.

6 Hes. sc. Her. 258 ft". KXwtfw /cat AdxeffLs <r<t>iv tytcrracrav • rj fiev {xf>-/iffcr(i)v \ "Arpoiros
O$TI irtXfv /j,eyd\ri 0e6s, ctXX' dpa ijye \ r&v ye p.ev a\\duv wpo<p£p^s T' rfv irpeff^vrdrr) re.

7 ( t) The Kekropides Aglauros, Herse, and Pandrosos (F. G. Welcker supra p. 715
"• 3» J- Overbeck supra p. 716 n. 2, K. Schwerzek supra p. 716 n. 2).
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The whole scene of Athena's birth is flanked by two angle-
groups representing daybreak and nightfall1. On the left Helios
drives his team of four horses up from the sea. On the right Selene
drives hers down behind the hills2. The rising Sun thus synchronises
with the setting Moon and fixes the time as that of a full moon.
Pheidias has indicated this with subtlety and success by making

(2) Amphitrite with Kirke (Aphrodite?) on the lap of Perse (Thalassa?) (L. de Ron-
chaud Phidias sa vie et ses ouvrages Paris 1861 p. 260 ff.).

(3) Pandrosos? with the Horai Thallo? and Karpo? (A. Michaelis Der Parthenon
Leipzig 1871 p. 168 f. cp. Paus. 9. 35. 2).

(4) Hestia with Aphrodite in the lap of Peitho (E. Petersen Die Kunst des Phidias
am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin 1873 p. 128 ff.).

(5) The Clouds (H. Brunn in the Sitzungsber. d. kais. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-
hist. Classe 1874 ii. 15 ff.).

(6) Hestia with Thalassa in the lap of Gaia (C. Waldstein Essays on the Art oj
Pheidias Cambridge 1885 pp. 156 ff. pi. 8, 166 ff., Harrison Myth. Man. Anc. Ath.
p, 438 f.).

(7) The Attic Kharites Thallo, Auxo, and Karpo (sic M. Collignon supra p. 716 n. 2).
(8) Hestia with Aphrodite in the lap of Dione (H. Lechat Phidias Paris 1924 p. H7f.

fig. 42).
(9) Artemis with Aphrodite in the lap of Peitho (Rhys Carpenter in Hesperia 1933

ii. 86 ff.).
1 The juxtaposition of these groups with Dionysos on the left and the Fates on the

right was more or less defensible on religious grounds. Dionysos had points of contact
with Helios {supra ii. 253 with n. 4), and the Fates were sometimes reckoned daughters
of Nyx (frag. lyr. adesp. 140 Bergk4, 5 Diehl, 70 Edmonds ap. Stob. eel. i. 5. 10—12,
6 f. p. 76, 14 ff. Wachsmuth Aura </ca!> K\w#w Adxe^s T \ etiJikevoi Nwcrds Koptu).
But the main idea was, no doubt, to provide the Olympian event with a cosmic setting.

2 A. S. Murray The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1903 p. 32 f. 'An Athenian
standing at dawn before the east front of the Parthenon and looking towards the pediment
might see the sun rising from the sea on his left and the moon passing on his right away
over the hills With equal justice to the natural phenomena the sculptor could have
imagined himself facing in the opposite direction. The sun would then have been on his
right hand and the moon on his left, as on a beautiful vase in the British Museum about
contemporary with the Parthenon (E 466) [Furtwangler—Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasen-
malerei iii. 33 ff. pi. 126].... It is true that the Greeks generally and Pheidias in particular
regarded the east as on their left hand. On the base of his statue of Zeus at Olympia,
representing the birth of Aphrodite, the sun was seen rising on the extreme left, the moon
retiring on the right (Pausanias, v. 11, [8]), and on the base of his Athene in the Parthenon
itself the same phenomenon occurs, if we may judge from the Lenormant copy of the
statue.... But granting that this was a mere habit on his part, we must still regard it as a
happy coincidence that on the Parthenon the sun rises exactly as in the sky at Athens.'
See further Schrader Reallex.z i. 500 f. s.v. ' Himmelsgegenden,' T. D. Atkinson in
J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1918 x. 73bff. s.v. 'Points of
the Compass.'

A. Michaelis Der Parthenon Leipzig 1871 p. 167, after quoting Od. 3. i f. 'HAtoj S
av6povffe, \iirw trepiKa\\£a \i/j.V7jv, \ oftpavbv £s TroAtJxaXKOJ', lv' .dOavdroHTi. <pa.eivoi K.T.\.
(cp. //. 7. 421 ff.), adds 'Selene auf der anderen Seite versinkt in Nacht und Nebel, ohne
eine Andeutung des Meeres, wie denn auch in den betreffenden Schilderungen der Dichter
das Meer keine Rolle spielt; eher kann man sie sich hinter dem Berge verschwindend
denken, wie auf dem schonen Krater Blacas.'
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Selene look round towards the new-born goddess1 and so reveal the
full beauty of her face2. Here, however, a certain difficulty must be
met. Scholiasts and lexicographers attempt to explain the ancient
epithet Tritogeneia? by asserting that Athena was 'born on the
third' day from the end of the month4, which would be quite
incompatible with a full moon. August Mommsen5 held that the
Pheidiac combination of rising sun with setting moon might have
meant that Athena first saw the light on the morning of a ' setting
day' (phthinas hemera], i.e. a day towards the end of the month.
August Mommsen was a learned man, but foolish at times.
H. Nissen6 would reject the testimony of the late grammarians as
a worthless etymological speculation and accept Pheidias' grouping
as evidence that Athena was born on the morning of a full-moon
day. I incline to a modification of his view. We have seen reason
to believe that the myth of Athena's birth presupposes some such
rite as the Dipolieia; in fact we have derived thence the startling
motive of Zeus struck on the head by a double axe7. Moreover we
observe this: the ceremonies of the Dipolieia aimed at securing an
adequate dewfall and rainfall at a critical time of year8; and the
story of Athena's birth told how, at the moment when Hephaistos
cleft the head of Zeus, a golden shower descended upon Rhodes9.

1 E. Petersen Die Kunst des Pheidias am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin 1873
p. 107 'Selene wandte, wie noch am Ansatz des Halses zu erkennen, den Kopf urn, wie
um vor ihrem Scheiden noch einen Blick auf diese Welt zu thun, wohl ohne bestimmtes
Ziel.' Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 465 ' Even Nyx, who must withdraw
before the rising Helios, turns back her head to look at the action in the centre.'

2 Supra i. 738 n. n.
3 On which see supra p. 123 ff.
4 Schol. B. L. T. V. //. 8. 39 T/>troyeVeia eVXiJ0?;...?) Sri Tpirr) (fiBLvovTOS erex^, Phot.

lex. s.v. TpiToyevrfs-... f) rpiry <p9Lvovros ws Kal 'A6i)vaioi dyovinv (cp. Souid. s.v. T/MTO-
yfv/is).

Other sources merely mention the 'third of the month': so Harpokr. s.v. TpiTo/j.i)vis-
AvKovpyos ev T£ irepi rrjs iepelas (frag. 19 p. 266 Baiter—Sauppe). Trjv Tpirrjv rov [Mjvbs
rpiTojiufivida eVdXow. SOKCI Se yeyevvrjaOai Tore i) 'AOyva. "lorpos 5e (frag. 26 {Frag. hist.
Gr. i. 422 Muller)) Kal fpi.Toyivei.av a^r-fjv <pj\<ji dia TOVTO \eyeadai, rr\v avrijv SeXijj'jjj/

v, Bekker anecd. \. 306, 32 TpirofMjins- eopri) ayofdvri 'AOrfvas (Jessen cj. 'A0i)vds
rfi rpirri (cp. Hesych. s.v. TptT6/J.i}vis, Souid. s.v. rpiTofj-irivts), OrioH p. 151, joflF.

eia....?! ^iretSfy i) atfrr/ ia-rl ry aeX-fivy aiirti 5£ rpiraia ofoa (p'avepa ylrerai,
ore rpltav bpbfi-wv (F. G. Sturz cj. ore rpiwv rifjiep&v eari), et mag. p. 767, 40 ff.

TptroyeVeta, ^ 'AO-qva.-...^ tirtidr) rpiraia ytyovev, olovei r) <p<uvop.£vt) rpiraia- Kal yap rrjv
adrrjv elvai rrj ffe\^vy Kal TIJV roiTi\v rov fj.rjvos rpiTO(Jir]vida ficd\ovv 5o/cet 5e yeyevvyo'ffai
rare i) 'A6yva, Eustath. in II. p. 504, 24 ff. fpiroyiveia...^ us ev rpirri fj.t)vos yevopevri, in
Od. p. 1473, ir f. Tpiroyeveia...^ us ev rplry ju.ijv6s (sc. yevvri&ei<ra), Favorin. lex. p. 1775,
23 ff. Tptro-yeVeta..^ 6e fjivffos of/rw \fyet aiir^v, us ev rptry fiifvbs yevvrjOe'iffav.

6 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 346 n. i.
6 H. Nissen in the Rhein. Mus. 1885 xl. 336 f.
7 Supra p. 661 f., cp. p. 688. 8 Supra p. 602 ff. 9 Supra p. 477.
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We may, then, perhaps assume that the birth of Athena, whatever
its original date, was early brought into connexion with the cult of
Zeus and celebrated at the time of the Dipolieia, i.e. on the occasion
of the last full moon in the Attic year1. But the ever-growing
importance of the Great Panathenaia would predispose men to
identify this festival rather than the obscure and old-fashioned
Dipolieia with the real birthday of the goddess. And, since the
Great Panathenaia was held on the third day from the end of
Hekatombaion2, the way was open for ingenious etymologists to
explain the title Tritogeneia.

The rocky summit compassed about by the Sun and Moon
is the Akropolis itself3: Athena must needs be born in Athens4.
The local setting is further shown by the personnel of the assembled
gods. The central group comprised Zeus the thunderer and Athena
his armed daughter, together with Hephaistos and Poseidon the
gods of fire and water. We think at once of Zeus Polietis, who

1 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt At hen p. 513 'Wir entscheiden uns danach fur den 14.
[sc. of Skirophorion: supra p. 602]; die Dipolienfeiei hat am letzten Vollmond des
attischen Jahres stattgefunden; im Vollmond hat man auch zu Olympia den Zeus gefeiert.'

2 Prokl. in Plat. Tim. i. 26, 18 f. Diehl.
3 A. Michaelis Der Parthenon Leipzig 1871 p. 166 f., after a review of previous

opinions, concludes that the scene is laid d/cpoTdrr; Kopv<f>rj iro\vdeipa5os OvM/j-iroio (II. i.
499). E. Petersen Die Kunst des Pheidias am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin 1873
p. noff. likewise argues for the rocky summit of the ' Gotterberg,' Mt Olympos.
C. Waldstein Essays on the Art of Pheidias Cambridge r885 also assumes 'the summit of
Mount Olympos.' Others are less precise and incline to make Olympos mean, not the
mountain, but the sky above it {supra i. 115). So e.g. Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk,
Sculpt, p. 465 ' The whole space enclosed within the border of the pediment is in fact
Olympos' etc., Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 22 ' Le lieu de la scene est le ciel des
Olympiens,' 11. Lechat Phidias n.d. p. 98, z7>.2 Paris 1924 p. 115 'alors, a ces pensees,
comme la scene s'elargit! comme grandit ce fronton de moins de 30 metres, qui contient
tout 1'Olympe peuple de dieux, et a ses extremites, en bordure de POlympe, 1'Ocean, et,
sur la divine assemblee, la courbe lumineuse du ciel entier, de 1'horizon du matin a
1'horizon du soir !'

Dissent is expressed by that sturdy independent A. S. Murray The Sculptures of the
Part/tenon London 1903 p. 31 f. Urging that the western pediment admittedly portrays
the gods as ' invisibly present in the atmosphere of the Acropolis' and that the eastern
frieze does much the same, he claims 'at least a strong presumption that the same principle
had applied to the central deities of the east pediment....Let us call the invisible sphere
where she was born Olympos, but define it as for the moment just over Athens.'

I would go even further in the same direction. If the olive-tree and the salt well were
represented in the west gable, why not the hollowed theatre and the rocky stairway in
the east? Many localities could boast their own Olympos (supra i. 100) : was Athens
unworthy of the like honour?

4 No adverse argument can be based on the authority of h. Ath. 28. 4 ff., which may
in fact be of very recent composition (W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen
Literatur Munchen 1929 i. \. 243 'ob der Dichter an die Bildwerke vom Ostgiebel des
Parthenon gedacht oder der Kunstler das Gedicht im Sinn gehabt hat oder ob beide von
Stesichoros (fr. 62 B.) abhangen, ist nicht auszumachen').
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stood beneath the open sky, of Athena Polids in the neighbouring
Erechtheion, and of Poseidon and Hephaistos with whom she
shared her ancient dwelling. In a word, we have before us all the
most important deities worshipped in the eastern half of the
Akropolis.

Again, the same local significance attaches to the extreme
figures on the south and on the north. On the south Dionysos sits
at ease upon his rock spread with panther-skin and mantle, a
spectator as it were in his own theatre1. Was it not hollowed out
of the hill-side immediately below him? On the north the three
Fates are seated on rocks, which—to quote A. H. Smith's descrip-
tion—are 'levelled on the top, and...cut in step form to suit the
composition2.' This surely suggests the ancient rock-cut steps
leading down through the cave of Aglauros towards the Gardens3,
where the Fates were4, and for that matter still are5, worshipped.

1 Cp. the fourth slab inserted in the stage of Phaidros (supra i. 710 pi. xl, 4).
2 A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. 113. Id. The Sculptures of the

Parthenon London 1910 p. 13 fig. 23 shows the Fates as seen from behind. So does
M. Collignon Le Parthenon Paris 1909 — 1912 pi. 51.

8 Not, of course, the postern-steps of the Helladic fortress (L. B. Holland in \\\z Am.
Journ. Arch. 1924 xxviii. 143 ff. with pi. 7 and figs. 2 and 3, W. Judeich Topographie
von At/iett* Munchen 1931 pp. 118, 259), for that exit had been long since blocked and
filled in, but the underground stairway by which the Arrhephoroi went down through the
Aglaurion (supra p. 169 n. i).

4 Paus. i. 19. 2 (cited infra p. 722 n. 3). P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii.
3089 notes that these Moirai were associated in cult with Zeus Motpiry^T-ijs (supra ii. 231

5 B. Schmidt Das Volksleben der Neugriechen Leipzig 1871 i. 217 f. cites two items of
evidence, which may refer to the same locality, (i) J. Gait Letters from the Levant
London 1813 p. 109 f. an Athenian friar mentions that at Athens young girls, when they
become anxious to get husbands, on the first evening of the new moon, put a little honey,
a little salt, and a piece of bread on a plate in a certain spot on the bank of the Ilissos,
near the Stadion, and on setting it down mutter some ancient words of forgotten meaning
in which they beg Fate to send them 'a pretty young man': after this they return home
and eagerly await the fulfilment of their charm. (2) F. C. H. L. Pouqueville Voyage de
la Grece* Paris 1827 v. 66 f. states that women at Athens who long to bear children and
also those who are already pregnant come ano rub themselves on a rock near Kallirhoe
and invoke the Moirai to be gracious to them, using the formula 'EXdre, Mot/xu
rwv Motpwr, vb. fj.oipa.Te K efneva. (Schmidt cj. noipdvere for vo. fj.oipa.re). ' See further
N. G. Polites MeX^n; 4irl TOV /3iou TUH> NewTfya»''EXXi5*'wi' Athens 1874 ii. 227 ( '&> T<$
Hava6r]va'iK<f ffraSly iv rij oirrj TOV \6</>ov TOV \eyo/j.£vov "Tpvirto flovv6" '), J. C. Lawson
Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion Cambridge 1910 p. 120 with n. 4
('Apparently the old subterranean passage by which competitors entered the stadium').
Lawson id. p. 1 30 notes the modern ' belief that the Fates invariably visit each child that
is born in order to decree its lot,' adding: 'I do not wish to engage in the controversy
which has raged round the identification of the figures in the east pediment of the
Parthenon ; but those who would recognise among them the three Fates may fairly draw
a fresh argument from the strength of this popular belief.'

C. III. 46
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E. Petersen1 and F. Studniczka2 contend that the lovely reclining
Fate of the Parthenon gable must be Aphrodite and none other.
But close to the temple of Aphrodite in the Gardens stood a herm-
like statue of Aphrodite Ourania with an inscription declaring that
she was the eldest of the so-called Fates3. And, as Furtwangler4

points out, the Fates are repeatedly represented with the chiton
slipping from the shoulder—a motive manifestly Aphroditesque.

It seems probable that this principle of local significance applied
not only to the central and side-figures of Pheidias' composition,
but to the rest of it as well. Certainty is of course unattainable;
yet a few tentative suggestions may be made.

The deities between Dionysos and Hephaistos were, from left to
right, Demeter, Persephone, Eileithyia, Herakles(P), Hebe(?), and
Hera(?). Demeter and Persephone represent the cult at Agra,
where the Lesser Mysteries were Celebrated5. Pheidias has made
Persephone slightly larger in scale and decidedly more prominent
in pose than Demeter. Why? Because the daughter, not the
mother, was the chief goddess of Agra6. As such she appears,
sceptre in hand, on the painted tablet of Ninnion (fig. 531)'.

1 E. Petersen Die Kunst des Pheidias am Parthenon und zu Olympia Berlin 1873
p. 130 ff.

2 F. Studniczka in \hzjahrb. d. kais, deutsch. arch. Inst. 1904 xix. 8 f.
3 Paus. i. 19. 2 £s d£ TO 'xjuplov 8 KTJTTOUS dvo/Adfavai /cai rrjs 'A^poStnjs TOV vabv ouSeis

\ey6/jLevos afaffiv e<rn \byos- ov i^v ovde es rr)v 'A<ppodLTr]v 17 TOV vaov ir\T}(rlov gorij/ce'
TatiTijs yap a"xfjfji,a fj.h rerpdywvov Kara rairra nal roh 'Ep/tais (cp. supra ii. 854), TO 81
eiriypa/j./jLa arjfjiaivei TT)V Qtipaviav 'A<f>po8iri)v T&V Ka\ov/J.^vtav Moipwv tlvai irpeGfiuT&rriv.
TO Se aya\/j,a ri)s'A<j>podiTT]s <r??s (ins. Dindorf) > ev [roty (pm. Schubart)] K-^TTOLS tpyw
tffriv 'A\Ka^vovs xal T&V 'Adfyriffiv ev oXlyois Was a£ioi'.

For the association of Aphrodite with the Fates cp. Epimen.yhz^. 19 Diels ap. schol.
Soph. O.C. 42 and ap. Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 406 £K rod (sc. Kpbvov) /caXAfoo/xos ytvero xpvff*i
'A<t>po5iTr} | Molpai r' dddvarot /cat 'Epivties alo\65upoi, and also Inscr. Gr. Arc. Lac. Mess.
i no. 602, 8 f. (near Sparta) /cat Mot/ow? Aaxecrewv /c[at] | 'A0poSetT7?s'Ei'07rXioy in a dedica^
tion assigned to the beginning of s. iii A.D.

4 Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 466, citing A. Milchhofer in the Jahrb.
d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1892 vii. 206 f.

5 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 405 ff., W. Judeich Topographie von Athetf
Miinchen 1931 p. 420 f., L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 70.

6 Farnell Cults of Gk. States iii. 169, 242 f.
7 A. N. Skias in the 'E<£. 'Apx- 1901 pp. i—39, 163 ff. pi. i, J. N. Svoronos in the

fourn. Intern, d^Arch. Num. 1901 iv. 169 ff., 233 ff. pi. 10, Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel?
p. 557ff. fig. 158, L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 74 pi. 5, i. See also
Collignon—Couve Cat. Vases d'Athenes p. 653 f. no. 1968, H. G. Pringsheim Archae-
logische Beitrdge zur Geschichte des eleusinisrhen Kults Miinchen 1905 p. 64 ff.

This tablet of painted terra cotta (height o'3om, width o'i5m) was found by Skias in
1895 during his excavations at Eleusis and is now in the Museum at Athens. Its lower
edge bears, in lettering of s. iv B.C., the dedication Ni(i)vviov rotv 6e[oi]v d[v£Ot)Kev]. Who
Ninnion was, we do not know. Svoronos tries to identify her with the hetaira Nannion
(Athen. 567 E—F Ndvviov, 587 K Navvdpiov). But this—though Miss Harrison op. cit.~
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p. 558 n. 2 agrees—is quite impossible, and very gratuitous. ~Sivi>iov is the affectionate
diminut ive of viw-r], ' a u n t ' (F. Bechtel Die Attischen Fraitennamen Gottingen 1902
p. 66), and nobody would have been more shocked at Svoronos' identihcation than
'Auntie ' herself!

The tablet is shaped like a temple-front with pediment and akroterion. The decoration
of its pilasters and triglyph-frieze is peculiar and certainly symbolic: the pilasters suggest
Bdicx°li tlle fr ieze> cymbals (?) or basins (?), hardly phases of the moon.

The main design has two registers. To the right of each is a seated godde.-s, towards

46 2
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Eileithyia too had a sanctuary at Agra1 and a couple of Hersephoroi
for whom seats were reserved in the theatre2. These Agraean god-
desses are admirably placed between Dionysos on the left and
Herakles on the right. For on the one hand the Lesser Mysteries
are described as ca representation of Dionysos' story3,' and on the
other hand their first initiate is said to have, been Herakles4.
However, a more famous centre of Herakles-worship was that at
Kynosarges in the north-easterly suburb Diomeia, where he had a
temple and an altar5. His consort there was Hebe, daughter of

whom three and four figures respectively are advancing. Presumably the two seated
goddesses are Demeter above, Persephone below, since Demeter is larger and coloured
red, Persephone smaller and coloured white. If so, there is (pace M. P. Nilsson in
Archiv f. Rel. 1935 xxxii. 93 f.) something to be said for Miss Harrison's suggestion
that the upper register shows the mysteries of Eleusis, the lower those of Agra, which
were a preliminary purification (wpoicdffapsis) for the greater rites to follow. This agrees
with the indications of landscape. Above we see the groundlines of a rocky floor and a
pillar standing at the foot of a hill, suggestive of the Telesttrion at Eleusis (cp. supra
i. 218 pi. xviii, 221 fig. 164). Below we have again a hilly surface. The omphalSs and
the crossed bdkchoi perhaps imply that at Agra the omphalds was deemed to be the grave
of Dionysos (supra ii. 219 n. 4).

Demeter is approached by a female daidofichos; who bears a couple of blazing torches,
and a girl who carries the ictpxvos or ictpvos, a vessel containing lamps, fitted with a lid
having apertures in it, decked with myrtle-twigs, and attached to the bearer's head by
means of white ribbons (see the literature cited supra p. 248 n. i, especially O. Ruben-
sohn in the Ath, Mitfh. 1898 xxiii. 295 f. with fig.). The kernoph6ros is followed by two
men, big and little. The big man has a staff in his right hand, the little man has a jug.
I take the scene to be the initiation of Herakles: the staff is his club, the jug hints at the
banquet of the blest.

Persephone in like manner is approached by a male daidottchos with two blazing
torches, another kernophdros, and a bearded man with a staff over his shoulder—
Herakles again.

Finally, in the pediment we see the same personnel in a scene of final felicity—the
kernophdros in the centre, a flute-girl making music on the left, Herakles draining his jug
on the right, with a couple of other feasters in the angles.

1 Kleidemos frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 359 Miiller) ap. Bekker anecd. i. 326, 30 ff.,
Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. i$go = fnscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 3 no. 4682 (on a small
column of Hymettian marble, found on the bank of the Ilissos to the east of Kallirrhoe
and assigned to s. iii B.C.) T&uKoKlvri (perhaps an appellative of Eileithyia (O. Jessen in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1055), cp. supra ii. 118 n. 3 and 1114 n. o (4)) || 'IXet0i5oi |
&i\ovfdvi] | 'Afi,tptfji&xov I yvvij aviBi)Kf | tir' 'Apxifilas \ lepelas.

2 Supra p. 168 fig. 73.
3 Steph. Byz. s.w.'Aypa Kal"A.ypai (quoted supra i. 692 n. 5).
4 Diod. 4. 14 (probably following the £y/cc6/uoi> 'HpcwcX^ot/s by Matris of Thebes:

E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 676, Hobein ib. xiv. 2296 ff.), schol.
Aristoph. Plout. 845, 1013, Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 1328. Note especially schol. Plout. 845
HT) ovruv 8£ irp&Tfpov niKptav (sc. fj.vffT7)ptui>), A06cTos 'Hpa/cX^ous Kal 6£\ovros fJunjBijvai,
tireiSij vbnos rfv 'AtfjjFafotj fjuqdtva %tvov pvelv, aiSeffOfrres TTJV atfroO apeTty Kal 8n </>tXos re
riv TJ?S ?r6Xews Kal vlbs rov Ai6s, ^voinffav fj-iKpa fiverf/pia, fv ols a&rbv ^it$T7<rai». r)<ra.v 5t rd
fjitv /ueydXa rijs AiJ/Mjr/ws, TO, 5£ /u/cpa, Hepffett>6vt]S TTJS airrijs Ovyarp6s.

6 O. Gruppe in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 926 ff.
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Zeus, who had an altar of her own1, and again special seats in the
theatre2. Hera's temple stood somewhere on the road from Phaleron
to Athens3. -In the Parthenon pediment, as restored, she is turning
round to encourage her timorous daughter Eileithyia, with whom
indeed she was actually identified at Thorikos and Argos4.

The deities between the Fates and Poseidon were, from right to
left, Hermes(?), Artemis(?), Apollon(?), Eros(?) and Aphrodite.
Hermes sets foot on a rock at the top of the stepped seats, on which
the Fates are sitting. He presumably represents the oldest Hermes-
cult of Athens, that of the Erechtheion5, hard by the top of the
Aglaurion staircase. Artemis will probably be Artemis Agrotfra, the
divine huntress of Agra, whose statue was equipped with a bow6.
Apollon the kitkdra-player is Apollon Pythios of the Pythion
adjoining the great Olympieion7. Finally, Eros and Aphrodite had
a joint-sanctuary among the rocks on the north-east slope of the

1 Paus. i. 19. 3.
2 Corp. inscr. Att. iii. i no. 370 (with facsimile on pi. 4) "H/Sijs and no. 374 (with

facsimile on pi. 5) '"5.$^=Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 3 nos. 5150, 5154. For the exact
position of these seats see the annotated plan in W. Larfeld Handbuch der griechischen
Epigraphik Leipzig 1898 ii. i pi. i.

3 Paus. i. i. 5, 10. 35. 2.
4 Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 367 f., where I have cited a boundary-stone found near Thorikos

inscribed #pos reptvovs "H/>[as] Et\«0[w'as] (W. Vischer Epigraphische itnd archdologische
Beitrage aus Griechenland Basel 1855 p. 58 no. 69 pi. vii, 2, id. Erinnerungen und
Eindrucke aus Griechenland Basel 1857 p. 68, K. Keil in Philologus 1866 xxiii. 619 f.)
and a gloss in Hesych. s.v. ElXeiOvlas (so Abresch for T&lXrjdvlas cod. 'ordine requirente ')•
evlore fitv T&S 0eds, 4vlore 5£ ras uiSivas • 6 TTOITJTTJS 5£ eviicus, "Hpa iv "A/yyei. See further
W. H. Roscher in his Lex. Myth. i. 2076 and 2091 f.

8 Paus. i. 27. I KV.TO.I Se £v rf vay rijf IloXtdSos'Ep^s £t?\ot/, K&C/JOTTOS elvai \ey6fj,evot>
&i>d6r)fi.a, biro K\d6uv p.vpirlvr)s ov ativoirrov. I suspect that the original intention was, not
so much to consult decency by the concealment of a rude feature, as to promote fertility
by the application of leafage (supra ii. 244 n. 4) credited with quickening powers (supra
ii. 1165 n- T)-

A. Frickenhaus in the Ath. Mitth. 1908 xxxiii. 172 holds, rather unnecessarily, that
Kekrops' Hermes was nothing but a wooden phall6s, like that on Mt Kyllene (Artemid.
oneirocr. i. 45, Paus. 6. 26. 5, 8. 17. 2, Loukian. lup. trag. 42, Philostr. v. Apoll. 6. 20
p. 234 Kayser, Hippol. ref. haeres. 5. 7 p. 144 Duncker—Schneidewin: De Visser De
Gr. diis non ref. spec. hum. p. 93 § 101). For early types of herm see sitpra ii. 384 n. o;
for Jater types, R. Lullies Die Typen der griechischen Herme Konigsberg Pr. 1931
pp. i—90 with 9 pis.

6 Paus. i. 19. 6 with Sir J. G. Frazer's n., W. Tudeich Topographie von Athen*
Miinchen 1931 pp. 416, 420.

7 Sir J. G. Frazer on Paus. i. 19. i and on i. 29. i, G. Colin Le culte d'Apollon
Pythien a Athenes Paris 1905 pp. i—178 (mainly inscriptions), W. Judeich op. cit?
pp. 65, 386. For Apollon KiOapydds on the bronze coinage of Athens see E. Beule Les
monnaies d'Atkenes Paris 1858 p. 388 fig. 2, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num.
Comm. Paus. iii. 145 pi. CC, 20 f., J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich
1923—1926 pi. 93, 1—7.
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citadel1, and Aphrodite was also goddess of the Gardens, which are
believed to have occupied the low ground on the right bank of the
Ilissos2.

On this showing every figure in the east pediment of the
Parthenon corresponded with an actual cult, either on the eastward
half of the Akropolis itself, or at any rate in some easterly suburb
of Athens. The gods of the town had assembled, as it were, on
their local Olympos to witness with joy and wonder the epiphany
of the all-conquering goddess.

(i) Significance of the birth of Athena.

The myth represented in the Parthenon pediment is so peculiar
in character that it has evoked a great variety of interpretations
from critics both ancient and modern.

The Stoics of course allegorized3. Chrysippos4 explained that
Athena meant Wisdom, located her in the breast, and said that she
issued from the head as Voice, being delivered by Hephaistos, since
Wisdom was produced by Skill, and rightly named Athena, that is
Atkrend5 'Observation,' and Tritonis or Tritogtneia as comprising
the triad of Physics, Ethics, and Logic. Diogenes the Babylonian6,

1 Supra p. 170 f. n. o.
2 Sir J. G. Frazer on Paus. i. 19. 2, W. Judeich op. ctt.'2 p. 424.
3 E. Zeller The Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics* trans. O. J. Reichel London 1880

PP- 354—369 (sufra ii. 855 n. 2).
4 Chrysipp. frag. 910 von Arnim ap. Philodem. irepl ewrejSetas i6=H. Diels

Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 P- 549 b 9 ff. Tivas 8t TUV STWIKWC <pd<TKeiv, OTI rb
ev rrj K(e)<pa\rj- <ppbvvi(ri.v yd(p) elvai, Sio Kal M^ni/ KaXet<r0ar Xpfonnrov 8' ev

(e)!i/cu Kaxet T^(V 'A.0)vivav yeyoveva(i)
£K rrjs (/c)e

tv o(l)ov 'A.0(pi))vav dpij<T6a,i,
5£ Kal T!p(iToyfr)eiav Sia TO TTJV <pp6vijffiv en rpiuv ffvve<rTi>)Ktvai. \&ywv, r(a(v) (p(vffiK&)v Kid
TW(V ii)8i.KG>(v K)a.l TUV \oyiKuv. K.T.\.

5 So Herakleitos the Stoic quaestt. Horn. p. 30, i ff. Soc. Philol. Bonn., Et. mag.
p. 24, 43. Cp. Tzetz. in Hes. o. d. 76.

6 Diog. Bab. frag. 33 von Arnim ap. Philodem. irepl ewrejSetas 15 f. = H. Diels
Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 p. 548 b 14 ff. A(i)o7^s 8' 6 Ba/SuXcojnos ev T<£ Repl TIJS
' A.0r)i>as r(b)v K(6<r)/J.ot> ypd(f>ei r<j? A(u r)bv avrov i>7rAp(xfi-)v TJ ire/>i^xe(l" Tfyv Aia
ic(a6)dire(p) &vOp<air(ov ^)vx"n(v) Kal rb(v Tti\i)ov n(ev) 'A.ir6\\(w, r)^v 8(e <re)\-/ivr)(v
Ap)T(e)fju(v Kal) 7r(ai)5(api<S)5es elv(ai) Oe(o)i>s a(v)6puiroe(i)8eis \(£yei)v Kal adtivarov.

(el)v(al) re TOV Aids TO ptv els TTJV Q6,\a.TTO.v 5tareTa(K)os Ho<Tei8wva, TO 8' els Tr\v yyv
&/KJ.r]Tpa, TO 8' els (T)OV depa'"B.pav, KaBdirep K(al TOV H\d)Tt>)va \eyeiv, UXT(T e)av TroXXAncw
'd-/ip' (tyeyg TIS epeiv ("H(pa'- TO) 5' ei's TO(V) a.(iff)epo.'A6'i]va,v TOVTO yap \4(ye)ff6ai r6
'eK Tys (Ke<pa)\fjs' Kal 'Zei)s Apprfv Zei)s OrjXvs.' Cp. Cic. de nat. deor. i. 41 quern (sc.
Chrysippum) Diogenes Babylonius consequens in eo libro, qui inscribitur de Minerva,
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a. philosopher from Seleukeia on the Tigris1, born c. 240 B.C.2,
identified Zeus with the universe or the universal soul and Athena
with its highest part, the aither, and was thus enabled to work in
the Stoic cliches ' from the head' and ' Zeus male and female.'
Lastly Cornutus3 in his Compendium of Theology offered a blend of
Chrysippos and Diogenes.

Aristokles4 the historian, presumably in his Theogony^, went off
on a different tack. He declared that Athena was born in Crete,
where she lay hidden in a cloud till Zeus cleft it and so brought her
to light. This mention of the cloud recalls the Theogony of the
Orphic Rhapsodies, in which the cosmic egg containing Metis was
called 'the cloud'6; and it may be that Aristokles was here indebted
to Orphism.

Where the ancients left off, the moderns began. P. Buttmann7,

partum lovis ortumque virginis ad physiologiam traducens disiungit a fabula, Min. Fel.
Oct. 19. 12 Babylonio etiam Diogeni disciplina est exponendi et disseiendi (K. F. Halm
cj. disciplina eadem est exponenti et disserenti), lovis partum et ortum Minervae et hoc
genus cetera rerum vocabula esse, non deorum.

1 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Lilleratur* Mtinchen 192011. i . 106.
2 H. von Arnim in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 774.
3 Cornut. theol. 20 p. 35, 6ff. Lang ^ 8£ 'AdiivS, Icrriv r) TOV Atos <riVecrts, 77 CH)TTJ oScra

ri; ev avT$ irpovolq,, Ka,6b Kal lipovoias 'AOyvas IdpvovTai (A. Nauck cj. iSpwrai) vaoi
[On Il/xWta as a tendentious alteration of the cult-title Ii.pova.La. see Farnell Cults of Gk.
States i. 306—308, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 103, 1074 n. 6, 1096 n. 2, 1214 n. 4,
0. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 3114, sirpff.]. yevfoOai 5' IK TTJS TOV Aids /ce^aX^s
X^yerat, rd^a fj,ev TWV apxal&v vTrohafiovTUv Tb yyeaoviKov TTJS $vxr)S TJIJ.WV evTavB' elvai,
naOairep Kal Zrepot T&V /uera raOra edb^curav, T«£%a 5' eirel TOV fji£v avOp&irov TO avcjrdTW
/xepos TOV (Tc6/mTOS r) /ce0aX^ effTi, TOV d£ KOffftov 6 al6^p, oirov TO i]yenovtKbv O.VTOV €<TTI xa.1
ri Trjs <t>pov//(rews ovcricf ' K0pv<f>rj de Oetav ' (caret TOV Eupnri§i)i> {frag. 919 Nauck2) '6 irepi
(A. Meineke cj. TT^PI^) x^0?' &X.UV \ <t>a€vvo* (^aetj/ds codd. c G2 F. H. Bothe cj. <paidi/j-os
J. Maehly cj. <f>a£6uv) aW'/ip.'...T^V ~NLrJTu> ovv Ka.Ta.iri&v b Zevs eytvvrjfffv atiTfy, eTreiSij
/MJTI^TIJS ica.1 tri/verdy wv otioa.fi.66ev &\\o(>ev rj SK TTJS Ka.0' O.VTOV (so Thomas Gale for KO.O'
o5bv codd. F. Osann cj. KO.B' S\ov) /3ov\rjs TTJV apxty TOV <j>poveiv tffxev- TO 52 ovo/j-a. TTJS
'A.6rii>as SvffeTVfjLoXoyrjrov dia d/9xat6r7?rd etrri, TUV /j,ej> diro TOV aOpelv irAvTa olov 'AOpyvav
a&Ti)v elwbvTUV elvai, rS>v de K.T.\.

4 Aristokl. frag. 4 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 330 Miiller = Frag. gr. Hist. i. 258 Jacoby)
ap. schol. Find. Ol. 7. 66 b 'ApiffTOK\rjs de v<j>i<rTaTai TTJV yeveffiv 'AOrivas ev Kpi^Trf
vtyei yap <f>t\ai KeKpv(p6ai T^V 6e6v, TOV de Ai'a irX^avTa TO ve<f>os irpoijtrjvaC avT-f)v.

5 Cp. Aristokl. frag, i (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 257 Jacoby) ap. schol. Eur. Rhes. 29.
6 Supra ii. 1024.
7 P. Buttmann Mythologus Berlin 1828 i. 7 ' Einige Haupt-Abstrakta jedoch, die

sich sehr friih in der Sprache bilden, werden auch friih personificirt, und kommen daher
fast bei alien Volkern als alte Gottheiten vor: Klugheit, Sprache, Mannheit, Liebe. Die
Griechen haben daftir Pallas, Hermes, Ares, Afrodite,' 9 'Pallas, Klugheit,' 28 '1st es
nun nicht naturlich, dass die Nation welche den Verstand in der Pallas personificirte,
und diese, als gottlichen Verstand, aus dem Haupte der obersten Gottheit entstehen
liess, dass sie, sage ich, eben dieser Pallas den hochsten Rang nach Juppiter ein-
raumte?'
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E. Riickert1, and G. Hermann2 early in the nineteenth century,
following the lead of the Stoics, accepted Athena as a personifica-
tion of divine Wisdom and laid stress on the myth of Metis3.
Dictionaries and handbooks spread the edifying doctrine, until no
gentleman's library was complete without a bust of Pallas.

The second half of the century rebelled against excessive
moralising and substituted a string of so-called 'physical' interpre-
tations4. F. G. Welcker5, like Diogenes, took Zeus to be the
supreme spirit and equated Athene with aither, the divine effluence
that issues forth from him as, in Philon's theology, the Logos
proceeds from the Godhead. Others, obsessed by equally impossible
etymologies, spent much eloquence in maintaining that Athena,
daughter of the sky-god, must needs be the Dawn6, or at least the
Morning Twilight7.

Such vagaries gradually gave way before the advance of another
'physical' school, the advocates of Storm-cloud and Lightning.
They too founded upon classical lore, since they claimed the support

1 E. Riickert Der Dienst der Athena, nach seinen ortlichen Verhdltnissen dargestellt
Hildburghausen 1829 pp. 63 'Athena ist ja die Klugheit, die Weisheit, Metis, des Vaters
Zeus, und darum, nach der Theogonie, aus dessen Haupte entsprungen,' 193 'Dies aut
Athenen angewendet, mlissen wir es streng verneinen, dass in ihr irgend menschliche
Weisheit, Klugheit oder Tapferkeit verehrt worden sei. Vielmehr, wenn wir die
mannichfaltigen Formen ihres Kultus iiberblicken, werden wir zu der Ueberzeugung
geleitet, dass es die allwaltende gottliche Macht, Weisheit und Gtite, die gottliche
Vorsehung gewesen sei, die man als die gewaltige, hochsinnige, huldreiche Tochter des
Himmelsherrschers, als Pallas Athena anbetete.'

2 G. Hermann De Graeca Minerva Lipsiae 1837 p. n (id. Opuscula Lipsiae 1839 ™'
•271) cites Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 359 ^ 5e <f>p&vqo~i$ 'A.6i)vS. tirWera. raOra K^KT-qrai' BotfSeia
yap ij <j>p6vi)<ns, K.T.\. (supra p. 608 n. 4).

3 Cp. L.-F. A. Maury Religions de la Grece Paris 1857 i. 425 ff. 'Dans le principe,
personnification des eaux ou tout au moins des vapeurs qui, des eaux, s'elevent dans 1'air,
elle n'est plus guere, a 1'epoque de Pericles, qu'une hypostase de la sagesse divine et de
la providence de Zeus1 OArnob., Adv. gent., Ill, 31...). De deesse de 1'e'le'ment humide,
elle devient deesse de 1'air pur, de Tether, et par la elle se confond avec le roi des dieux,
Zeus, qui personnifie le firmament... Athen^ representa en consequence la sagesse, la
pensee de Zeus... Deja, dans Hesiode, on a vu Metis representer, sous une forme
analogue, la sagesse divine; mais, en passant dans Athene, cette idee s'epure et s'agrandit.
Toutes les vertus, toutes les perfections qui s'attachent a 1'idee de 1'intelligence supreme,
servent a composer le personnage de la deesse... Telle est 1'origine du mythe qui nous
montre la deesse sortant tout armee de la tete de Zeus.'

4 O. Gruppe Geschichte der klassischen Mythologie und Religionsgeschichtt
wahrend des Mittelalters im Abendland und wahrend der Neuzeit Leipzig 1921
p. i79ff.

8 Welcker Gr. Cotter I. \. 300 ff.
6 F. Max Miiller Lectures on the Science of Language London 1864 ii. 503 (id. The

Science of Language London 1891 ii. 622 ff.).
7 C. Ploix La nature des dieux Paris 1888 pp. 213—215.
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of Aristokles and his 'cloud.' J. F. Lauer1 in 1853 was the first to
characterize Athena as mistress of the Clouds. F. L. W. Schwartz2

in 1860 elaborated the notion: he contended that the head of Zeus
cleft by the axe of Hephaistos or Prometheus was the storm-cloud
split by the lightning, Athena Sdlpinx* being the trumpet-blare of
the thunder4. T. Bergk5 in 1860, W. H. Roscher6 in 1886, and
C. Robert7 in 1894, with greater or less enthusiasm, rallied to the
same standard. Even F. Dummler8 in 1896 was still largely under
its spell. But in that year L. R. Farnell9 showed convincingly that
'physical' explanations in general and storm-symbolism in particu-
lar must be abandoned in favour of some less arbitrary hypothesis.

Symbolism, however, dies hard. Birth from the heavenly height
might be discredited; but birth from an earthly height took its
place. O. Gruppe10 suggested that the Argive cult of Athena
Akria™- perhaps gave rise to the myth that Athena sprang 'from the
summit (akrotdtas} of the head of Zeus12.' U. von Wilamowitz-

1 J. F. Lauer System der grierhischen Mylhologie Berlin 1853 p. 320 ff. ('Herrin der
Wolken').

2 F. L. W. Schwartz Der Ursprung der Mythologie Berlin 1860 p. 87.
3 Paus. 2. 21. 3 (af Argos) 'Adrivas di ISpfxraffBai 20X^-47705 lepbv <paffiv "

Hupfftjvov 5£ TOVTOV rbv 'IlytXeuv, TOV d£ 'H/>a/cX6>us eivai Kal yvvaiKos \tyovffi rrjs
Tvpffijvov 5£ <rd\iriyya evpeiv irpuiTOv, 'HytXewv 8t TOV Tvpo-qvov Sidd^ai roiis aiiv
Awpt^as TOV opydvov TOV \j/6<pov, Kal Si' avTo'A6rivdv tirovofiAffai 'ZdXiriyya. schol. T. //. 18.
219 (copied by Eustath. in II. p. 1139, 54 ff.) ffaXirlyywv d£ etoy ££. irp&Tr) i] 'EXX^vt/c^,
/wwcpd TO (y-)(rif».a, 'fjv Tvpprjvols (G. Wentzel cj. Tvpprjvif) evpev i) 'AOriva,' 616 KM ' SdXirt7f'
irapa 'Apyelois Tiftdrai, Hesych. s.v. <rd\iriyi-- ...t/cdtxavTai de Kal '2a\iriyyos 'AOyvas lepbv
7ra/)A 'Apyelois, et. mag. p. 708, 2 ff. 2d.X7rt7£ 'A6r]va- dta r6 irpurov avTty efipelv
ffdXmyya., Kal I5pti<ra<r{>ai (an leg. idpfoBai ?) 2<iX7ri77os 'A^iji'Ss ev "Apyei. Hence
Lykophron twice uses 2d\irtyt; as a synonym of 'ABriva (Lyk. Al. 915 with Tzetz. adloc.,
986). If Athena, as I conceive, was originally a mountain-mother (supra p. 224) of
Pelasgian or Tyrsenian name (supra pp. 191 n. 8, 226), the Tyrsenian trumpet (A.
Reinach in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. v. 522 ff., Maux in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
i A. 2009) may well have been venerated as the very voice of the goddess.

4 Cp. //. 21. 388 f. dfjLipl d£ <rd\TTiy^ev (ntyas otpav&s. file 5£ Zei>s | rj/J-evos OtiMfnrtp.
More explicitly Nonn. Dion. 2. 557 f. 7rpo6f<nri^ovffa d£ vlK-r/v | ppovTalois iraTdyouri Aids
HVKi?iffaTo crdXiriyj;, 22. 284 ff. Kpovluv | ofipavdffev iceXdSrjffe, Kal AiaKov els <pbvov 'Ii'Swv |
fipoifTaiois iraTdyoicri Ai6s w/ooAcaX/fero <rd\iriyt;, Tryphiod. 326 f. ovpaviri $£ | e/c Aios
(\K6fnfvov iroXeuov /j.ai>TeijeTO <rd\iriy!;. ,

5 T. Bergk 'Die Geburt der Athene' in \he Jahrb. f. Philol. «. Padag. 1860 Ixxxi.
303 ff. (id. Kieinephilologische Schriften Halle a. S. 1886 ii. 651 ff.).

6 W. H. Roscher in his Lex. Myth. i. 675 ff.
7 Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 188 ff.
8 F. Dummler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1987 f., 1991 f.
9 Farnell Culls of Gk. States i. 280 ff.

10 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1212 n. 2.
11 Supra ii. 1156 n. 5.
12 Eur. Ion 455 f. KO.T dKpoTdras | /ropu^oy £16$ (supra p. 661 n. 2). Cp. Pind. 01. 7.

36 ff. ira|rfyos 'Affavaia Kopv<pav /car* fapav | K.T.\. (supra p. 200 n. 3).
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Moellendorff1. possibly taking a hint from T. Bergk2, claims that
in a pre-Greek myth Athena issued from the crest of Mount
Olympos, the ' Gotterberg', for which the head of Zeus was the later
Hellenic equivalent. O. Weinreich3 accepts Wilamowitz' view as
well worthy of attention: F. Pfister4 attends, but is non-committal.
O. Kern5 and A. H. Krappe6 are frankly convinced.

Apart from these typical explanations we have to reckon with
a few more isolated and individual conjectures. Thus W. Deonna7,
impressed by the fact that a Cycladic marble statuette at Karlsruhe

1 U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 'Athena' in the Sitzungsber, d. Akad. d. Wiss.
Berlin Phil.-hist. Classe 1921 p. 956 f. '1st es nicht eine grossartige und allem einfachen
Denken entsprechende Vorstellung, dass die Gottin, die wir uns nur in ihrer vollen
Rlistung denken konnen, einmal dem Gipfel der Gotterberges entsprungen ist; Vasen-
bilder zeigen uns ofter ein solches Aufsteigen einer Gottin aus dem Boden. Darin wiirde
liegen, dass der Gipfel des Berges Scheilel eines Gottes, hier also des hochsten Gottes
gewesen ist. Eben dieses klingt mir gar nicht unglaublich, es weist aber in die Zeit, da
Helikon, Kithairon und Parnes noch riesige Cotter waren, wie sie bei Korinna erscheinen,
da auch der Mimas ein Gigant war. Nicht ohne Grund sind die meisten Bergnamen
vorgriechisch, der Olymp an der Spitze; Kultplatze auf den Hohen werden ofter erwahnt,
und fur die Kappadoker, also einen Stamm des Volkes, das den hellenischen Gebirgen
ihre Namen gegeben hat, wird die gottliche Verehrung des Berges ausdrticklich bezeugt1

^Maximus Tyrius 8, 9 [supra ii. 978]). So bin ich geneigt, diesen Mythos fiir vor-
griechisch zu halten, den Zeus in ihm fiir Ersatz des Olympos, der selbst einmal der
Wolkensammler und Blitzeschleuderer gewesen ist.'

2 T. Bergk 'Die Geburt der Athene' in the Jahrb. f. Philol. u. Padag. 1860 Ixxxi.
305 (id. Kleine philologische Schriften Halle a. S. 1886 ii. 653): 'Der Berggipfel, auf
dem Athene geboren ward, ist der heilige Gotterberg selbst' with context.

3 O. Weinreich in the Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 62 : 'Sehr beachtenswert ist iibrigens
seine Auffassung des (vorgriechischen) Mythos von der Geburt der Athena aus dem
Haupt des Zeus: die Gottin entsprang gewappnet dem Scheitel eines jener Bergriesen,
die als Hohenkultstatten ja bekannt sind, Zeus vielleicht "Ersatz des Olympos, der selbst
einmal der Wolkensammler und Blitzschleuderer gewesen ist." Darf man einen Schritt
weitergehen und sagen, der Mythos ist Reflex eines einstigen Palladion-Kults auf dem
Bergscheitel ?'

4 Pfister Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 130.
5 O. Kern Die Religion der Griechen Berlin 1926 i. 180: 'Denn nachdem Zeus den

alten Berggott vqm Olymp verdrangt hatte, wurde der Mythos erfunden, dass die alte
vorgriechische Gottin Athene...gewappnet seinem Haupte entsprungen sei... Die Anthro-
pomorphisierung war erfolgt: Zeus thronte auf dem Olympos, und aus dessen Gipfel
wurde in der Sage von der Geburt der Gottin das Haupt.'

6 A. H. Krappe in Litteris 1928 v. 63: 'Zeus is most convincingly shown \sc. by
Kern] to have taken the place of a proto-Hellenic mountain divinity, and Athena was
born from its top, later identified with Zeus' head, a truly admirable solution of one of the
most puzzling of mythological problems,' id. Mythologie universelle Paris 1930 p. 272:
' Le lien entre Athena et Zeus est secondaire. II n'etait possible qu'apres Identification
du dieu du ciel indo-europeen avec le demon de 1'Olympe. C'est que 1'ancienne deesse
cretoise et 1'Athena originelle etant toutes les deux des deesses de la montagne, comme la
Cybele asiatique, on imagina le mythe d'Athena nee de la tete de Zeus, c'est-a-dire de la
cime de la montagne.'

7 W. Deonna 'La naissance d'Athena' in the Rev. Arch. 1912 ii. 350—354, id.
Dedale Paris 1930 i. 263 n. 5 with fig. 17, 4.
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shows a nude female standing erect with a similar but smaller nude
female on her head (fig. 532)1, took this curious group to represent
a mother-goddess and her daughter2, compared the like arrange-
ment of an Indo-Chinese father-god with his child (fig. 533)3, and
suggested that the same method of figuration—presupposing a

Fig. 532- Fig- 533-

1 E. Gerhard Uber die Kunst der Phonicier Berlin 1848 pp. 14, 37 ('Vielleicht als
Geburt einer Gottheit zu fassen,' etc.) pi. 4, 3 = my fig. 532 (id. Gesammelte akademische
Abhandlungen und kleine Schriften Berlin 1868 ii. 13 pi. 44, 3), Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de
FArtvi. 740 fig. 332 ('Ce que le sculpteur s'est propose de montrer en disposant ainsi
ses personnages, c'est que la deesse est une deesse mere; la figurine qui forme le sommet
du groupe, c'est 1'enfant par lequel se continuerala chaine des generations'), H. T. Bossert
Altkreta Berlin 1921 p. 30 fig. 116 (photo), ib? Berlin 1923 p. 14 fig. 15 (photo),
M. Hoernes Urgeschichte der bildenden Kunst in Europa* Wien 1925 p. 62 with fig. 8
on p. 60 ('wie an den Wappenpfahlen der Indianer Nordwestamerikas und der Polynesier
und an den Zauberstaben der Battaks. Der genealogische Charakter dieses barbarischen
Bildwerkes ist vollkommen deutlich'), V. Muller Friihe Plastik in Griechenland und
Vorderasien Augsburg 1929 p. 14 n. 27, C. Picard La sculpture Paris 1935 i. 95 fig. 13.
From Paros. Height: O'2i3m.

2 Cp. Gerhard and Perrot—Chipiez locc. citt.
3 J. Deniker in L?Anthropologie 1890 p. 352 with fig. 14 on p. 358 ( = my fig. 533)

after E. Modigliani Un Viaggio a Nias Milano 1890 p. 245 fig. 48 'Un idolo' in the
Museo di Leida.
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primitive notion of paternity1—is to be found in the Greek type of
Athena emergent from the head of Zeus (figs. 480, 484 fT., pis. liv,
Iv, Ivi). The myth would then be of the purely iconographic sort,
due, that is, to the misunderstanding of an early art-form2. Such
cases no doubt occur, though they are exceptional3. It should,
however, be observed that on this showing the relation of Zeus to
Athena was primary, the intervention of Hephaistos secondary.
But we have already seen strong reasons for regarding Hephaistos
and Athena as the pre-Greek deities of the Akropolis4, and Zeus
as a later importation5. If therefore Deonna's view is to stand, we
must at least assume—a not impossible assumption—that the art-
type of Athena's birth denoted her conventional adoption6 rather
than her natural filiation.

That may be hazardous, but it is far less so than a rival
explanation put forward the next year by G. Ancey7. He holds
that Athena, who ended by becoming a divine Thought (M/tis},
began by being merely an oracular Voice or cephalic Sound. She
was in effect the Big Noise, the awe-inspiring Sneeze of Zeus8!
We are bidden to reflect that the Laconian form of her name,
Asana, is obviously onomatopoeic, and that words connected with
her—kdre, korre, korys—are suspiciously like kdryza, 'a catarrh9.'
Oddly enough, the learned author does not mention Athena
Sdlpinx™) and fails to produce what might have been his trump
card, the Aristotelian query ' Why do we regard a Sneeze as a
deity ?...Because, like reason, it issues from our head, the divinest
part of us11?'

Having thus run through the whole gamut of explanations, from
the sublime to the ridiculous, we are in a position to affirm that the

1 See the list of abnormal births cited supra p. 95 n. 3.
2 See W. Deonna Uarchlologie, sa valeur, ses mlthodes Paris 1912 i. 219 f., ii. 436 f.,

iii. 92 n. n.
3 Examples of the sort may be found in the myths of Chimaira (Perrot—Chipiez Hist,

de r Art vi. 857, Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'2 p. 24 no. 183 pi. 4, p. 26 no. 208 pi. 5), Glaukos
(supra i. 469 n. 7), Europe (supra i. 644), Talos (supra i. 723 f.), etc.

4 Supra pp. 189 ff., 224 ff., 236. 5 Supra pp. 236, 598. 6 Supra pp. 80, 89.
7 G. Ancey 'La naissance d'Athena' in the Rev. Arch. 1913 i. 209—211.
8 Id. ib. p. 210 'Le vevfj.a celebre qui devait inspirer Phidias [supra i. 2 f.] n'aurait

pas sum a "faire osciller le grand Olympe." Zeus a delivre un irrap^s: Zeus a eternue-'
But see supra p. 20.

9 G. Ancey ib. p. 210 'Athena est la Kbpti Keicopv8/j.&>r), Kbpprjs (i>iri> ic6pov) tv Koptfo
tK0op-ov<ra.' 10 Supra p. 729 n. 3.

11 Aristot. probl. 33. J. 962 a 21 ff. 5td rl rbv fi.lv irrapfibv Oeitv Tfyoti/JieOa efvai, rty Si
PWCa $1 "fty Kbpvgav oti; 1) 5i6rc eic TOV Oeiordrov T&V wepl ^/ttas TTJJ /ce^aXi/s, 80et> 6 \oyiffp6s
ttrri, yiverai; K.T.\.
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A

B

Pelike in the British Museum :
(A) Zeus and Nike. (£) Hera and Hebe (?).

Seepage 733 «. 5.
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myth of Athena's birth as set forth in the Parthenon pediment
admits of no single, satisfactory clue. So far we have recognised
certain elements in the design as drawn from the ritual of the
Dipolieia—Zeus Polietis, like his representative ox, struck with the
double axe, the escape of the striker, the acquiescence of the
bystanders, and the intent to safeguard the fertilising power of the
sky-god1.

But that is not all. The rites of the Dipolieia on the animal
plane were in a sense paralleled by the rules of royal succession on
the human plane. Sir James Frazer2 has taught us that an early
community is apt to regard its king as a god incarnate. Where this
is the case, the king is not allowed to grow old, lest his divine
powers should dwindle with the decay of their bodily vehicle. He
must in fact—if society is still in a backward stage—be put to
a violent death at the first symptom of physical decline: grey hairs
may be his death-warrant. When he is slain, the immanent divinity,
the potency that made him what he was, leaves his body to take
up its abode in a younger and more vigorous frame. This rule is of
world-wide validity, and the Greeks formed no exception to it.
I have argued elsewhere3 that early Greek kings, honoured as
embodiments of Zeus and actually called by his name, were within
traditional memory killed as soon as they began to exhibit the
signs of old age. Further, I have pointed out that, when they
were killed, the indwelling divinity was believed to quit their bodies
in the form of a bird4. I am now emboldened to conjecture that
the myth of Athena's birth reflects just this stage of social and
religious development. At least it can be expressed in terms that
are highly suggestive of the same. Zeus—say the vase-painters in
effect—was king of the gods and sat, sceptre in hand, on a
magnificent throne. But he had reached a mature age; indeed,
according to Phrynos (supra p. 668 f. fig. 480) and the Villa Giulia
Painter (pi. lix)5, he was already a grey-beard. So another god

1 Supra pp. 656 f., 66if., 719.
2 Frazer Golden Bough* ii. r ff., ib?\ The Dying God p. 14 ff., id. Lect. Hist.

Kingship p. 291 ff.
3 In the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 268 ff., 403 ff., ib. 1906 xx. 417, and especially in

Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 299—315, 369—385, 392—408-
4 In Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 385—392.
5 I am indebted to Mr C. D. Bicknell for the observation that Zeus on this important

pelike is white-haired. The vase, which came from Athens and is now in the British
Museum (95. 8—31. i), is referred by Professor Beazley to his 'Villa Giulia Painter'
(J- D. Beazley in the Rom. Mitth. 1912 xxvii. 288 no. 18, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases
u- 468 no. 21, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925
P- 35' no. 27), an artist of the 'early free style,' at work c. 460—450 B.C. (M. H.
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drew near and smote him on the head with an axe. Whereupon a
divine power conceived as resident in his head flew forth1 and left
him—Athena was born.

Yet a moment's reflection will convince us that, although the
scene shown in the pediment corresponds well enough with the
requirements of a royal succession, the correspondence is by no
means absolute. Certain essentials are altogether missing. Had the
situation been true to type, Zeus ought to have been killed, and
the killer in virtue of marriage with the late king's daughter ought
to have succeeded to her father's throne. Now it might indeed be
claimed that Hephaistos mated, or attempted to mate, with Athena2.
But we never hear that Zeus was killed by Hephaistos, or that
Hephaistos succeeded to the throne of Zeus. Why is this?
Swindler Ancient PaintingYshe Univ. Press 1929 p. 192 f.). Previous illustrations being
inadequate (O, M. von Stackelberg Die Graeber der Hellenen Berlin 1836 p. 16 pi. 18, 2,
Lenormant—de Witte El. man. ce~r. i. 28 pi. 14, 75 ff. pi. 30), I publish it here from the
official photographs. Lenormant—de Witte op. cit. i. 75 f. comment quaintly: ' Peut-etre
Zeus figure-t-il ici comme un dieu-montagne, dont le sommet est couvert de neige; c'est
ce que semblent indiquer sa chevelure et sa barbe blanches. Ainsi, Jupiter est identifie
avec le mont Olympe, oil il fait sa demeure, on avec telle autre montagne sur laquelle il
est 1'objet d'un culte particulier. Mais comme il s'agit ici d'une peinture attique, le nom
de Jupiter Hymettius nous semble devoir etre prefere. D'un autre cote, la chevelure
blanche (iro\i6s, blanchi par fdge), qui, sur ce vase, distingue Jupiter, nous fait souvenir
encore du surnom JloXtefo, le protecteur de la mile, que Jupiter portait a Athenes, et cette
particularite si rare sur les monuments antiques, de voir Jupiter avec des cheveux blancs,
puisque nous n'en connaissons pas d'autre exemple, tend egalement a faire accepter ici le
dieu comme une divinite locale.' But, if justification were needed, the contrast with Hebe
would suffice.

Mr Bicknell further notes Raphael's design of a white-haired lupiter for the frescoes
of the Villa Farnesina at Rome (A. P. Oppe Raphael London 1909 p. 172 f. pis. 121
and 123 ff.), which however was very possibly inspired by Dan. 7. 9 or Rev. i. 14.

The worried, white-haired Zeus of the phlyakes is, of course, ciXXos Xoyos. See the
South-Italian \>$\.-krattr in the Vatican (M. Bieber Die Denkmaler zum Theaterwesen im
Altertum Berlin—Leipzig 1920 p. 140 no. 101 pi. 76 ( = my fig. 534), Furtwangler—
Reichhold—Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 182, 189 f. fig. 95. Earlier literature in W.
Helbig Fiihrer durch die offentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertiimer in Rom?
Leipzig 1912 i. 316 f. no. 510), which shows with considerable humour a love-adventure
of the elderly but amatory god. Wearing a trumpery crownlet and carrying a ladder, he
advances from the left, while Hermes on the right holds up an absurd little lamp. The
young woman, prinked and preened, awaits her lover at the window, and betrays her
eagerness by the finger-tips already resting on its sill.

1 The owl clinging to the sceptre of Zeus on a black-figured amphora from Caere
(supra p. 667 n. 2 pi. liii) or perched on his wrist on a black-figured amphora at Munich
(Jahn Vasensamml. Munchen p. 207 no. 645, Lenormant—de Witte El. man. dr. i.
202 ff. pi. 60) is—as Miss E. M. Douglas (Mrs Van Buren) suggested (Journ. Hell. Stud.
1912 xxxii. i76f.)—perhaps significant. But we can hardly say the same of the soul-birds
on another from Orvieto (supra p. 681 ff. fig. 492), nor of the bird between Hephaistos
and Hera on a fourth from Vulci (supra p. 700 n. 3(1) fig. 517), nor yet of the eagle behind
Thalna on the mirror from Arezzo (supra ii. 709 fif. pi. xxix).

2 Supra p. 218 ff.
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The fact is, the myth represented in the pediment was a myth
of accommodation1. At this vital focus of Athenian worship allow-
ance had to be made for the racial and religious changes through

534-

1 The only critic who has perceived this important point with adequate vision is
Professor H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928 p. 50 f.: 'The close
connexion between Zeus and Athena is probably due to historical causes. The chief god
of the invaders must come to some sort of terms with the powerful and well-established
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which the worshippers had passed. If the results of our somewhat
scattered enquiry may be gathered up in the form of a diagram,

ZEUS
storm-god

POSEIDON
(by-form of Zeus)
god of streams,

lakes, sea

HEPHAISTOS
lightning-god
fire-god

ATHENA
rock-goddess

thunderbolt
and eagle

(lightning-fork)
trident
fishing-spear

double axe
hammer

olive, snake, owl

Attic
from Eleusis

Ionian
from Boiotia (?)

Pelasgian
or Tyrsenian

from Asia Minor

Pelasgian
or Tyrsenian

from Asia Minor

I should maintain that the cults of the Akropolis can be arranged
chronologically in a threefold stratification1. Athena and Hephaistos
came first, being a pre- Hellenic pair, the rock-goddess and the fire-
god of an Anatolian people best called Pelasgian or Tyrsenian2.
The next to arrive, perhaps vid Boiotia3, was the Ionian Poseidon,
originally a lightning-god to judge from his trident4, though later
taken to be a sea-god with a fishing-spear5: at first in conflict with

Minoan-Mycenaean goddess ; but he cannot be her husband, since she, like the rest of
her kind, has either no consort or an insignificant one ; therefore he must be her father.
But she can have no mother, for that would subordinate her to some other goddess, such
as Hera or Persephone, and she is far too important -for that. Hence her miraculous
birth, which represents, if we could but recover the details, an interesting chapter in early
diplomacy and ecclesiastical polity.'

1 I first put forward this scheme in a course of Lectures on The Gods of Athens, their
Significance and Stratification, which was given at Cambridge on the J. H. Gray
Foundation, Feb. 14, 21, and 28, 1936.

A curious, but of course quite fortuitous, result of my arrangement is that we thus
obtain deities of earth (Athena), air (Zeus), fire (Hephaistos), and water (Poseidon)
comparable with the personified elements of Empedokles (supra i. 31).

2 Supra pp. iSgff., 2246°., 236.
3 On Boiotia as an early centre of Poseidon-worship see supra ii. 583 n. 3. If Boeotian

Ath> = 'Zeus' (supra ii. 342 n. o, 344 n. o), then iroret-Adi' = ' Lord Zeus' (supra ii. 583),
cp. ir6Tfia "Hpi/ = * Lady Hera' (supra i. 444 n. 5, 456 n. 8).

Poseidon, though coming from Boiotia, may still have been Ionian by descent. For
Boiotia, as Professor Myres has recently proved, was overrun by lonians in pre-Dorian
days (J. L. Myres Who were the Greeks? Univ. of California Press 1930 pp. 158, 561

4 Supra\\. 7896"., 850. Supra ii. 786, 790 f., 850.
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Athena, he was ultimately identified with her protege Erechtheus,
the 'Cleaver,' and accommodated in the Erechtheion1. Last came
the Attic storm-god Zeus, introduced by the clan Kerykes from
Eleusis2, and worshipped in his festival the Dipolieia3 with rites
that go far towards explaining the pedimental design4. The divine
ox was struck with the double axe in order that he might come to
life again with vigour unimpaired and work for his people as of old.
Zeus is hit over the head for much the same purpose. The blow
releases Athena, a further manifestation of his might. Three strata:
but from the lowest to the highest it is Athena who really dominates
the scene. Zeus himself lives on in her younger, fresher life.

If this sequence be conceded, several disturbing features in the
pediment find a ready explanation. Room must be made in the
central group for the predecessors of Zeus—Athena, Hephaistos,
and Poseidon. At the same time Athena and Hephaistos cannot
be regarded as the next occupants of the divine throne. And that
for two reasons. On the one hand, as the original divinities of the
Akropolis they were pre-Zeus and could not well be represented as
post-Zeus. On the other hand, religious thought was beginning to
outgrow its primitive phases and had by now reached a stage in
which Zeus, as power supreme, could not conceivably be superseded
by any other deity. Nor again could Zeus be affiliated to Athena,
who, though originally a mother-goddess5, had long since come to
be viewed as a Virgin6. It remained for Athena, by a daring
device, to be affiliated to him. We must not, however, assume that
the myth of Dionysos sprung from the thigh of Zeus7 here furnished
the model; for in all probability the myth of Athena was the
older8. In any case the choice of the head rather than the thigh
for this simulated birth involves the archaic belief that an indwelling
spirit may be forcibly delivered by a timely crack on the crown9.

1 Supra ii. 793 f.
2 Supra p. 598. Zeus 'OXtf/tTrws, however, came from Mt Olympos to the north bank

of the Ilissos (supra p. 236). The Zeus-cults of Athens call for careful distinction.
3 Supra p. 574 ff. 4 Supra pp. 656 f., 661 f., 720, 733.
5 Supra p. 224 ff. 6 Supra p. 224 with n. 3. 7 Supra p. 79 ff.
8 Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 301 rightly stresses the epic epithet dftpifwirdrpri (II, 5. 747,

8. 391, Od, i. 101, 3. 135, 24. 540—always at the end of a line) as implying 'Dass sie
keine Mutter habe, sondern nur den Vater, aber den Gewaltigen,' and notes that Ares is
even more explicit (//. 5. 872 ff. ZeO 7r<iTep...<roi ird^res /«tx<Ve<r0(f <ri> yap r^/ces acppova
KOI)/MJJ>, | oi\o^v-qv, fj T' alev di^ffuXa £/rya /^wjXev).

9 On the head as the seat of the soul see supra ii. 390 n. o.
Sir A. J. Evans in The Palace of Minos London 1935 iv. 2. 476 n. 5 remarks: 'The

Tibetans think that the soul issues from the top of the head, and that the cutting off of
the hair there facilitated its escape on death. So, too, the Kanikars, a mountain tribe of

c. in. 47
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The ancients, like ourselves, found the idea entertaining—witness a
delightful parody of the Athena-myth on a phly ax-vase at Bari
(fig. 535)1. Leda's egg has been set carefully in a basket to hatch.
But Zeus, who knows from experience what Hephaistos' double axe

Fig- 535-

Travancore, cut off the top-knot of the deceased (see Frazer, Burial Customs, p. 83,
note).' But when Sir Arthur quotes (op. at. p. 476) as a classical parallel Numa's words
to lupiter in Ov. fast. 3. 341 'Summos, ait ille, capillos,'he is relying on a worthless
variant. The better manuscripts read '"sumes" ait ille "capillos"'—a very different
story (supra p. 433 n. o).

This releasing of the spirit from the head is an immemorial usage, which explains
many things from the trepanning of neolithic skulls (K. Sudhoff s.v. 'Trepanation' in
Ebert Reallex. xiii. 430—432 with bibliography) to 'The Holy-mawle' described by
Aubrey, ' wch (they fancy) hung behind the Church dore, wch when the father was
seaventie the sonne might fetch, to knock his father in the head, as effcete, & of no more
use' (supra ii. 703 n. 2).

1 M. Bieber Die Denkmdler zum Theaterwesen im Altertum Berlin—Leipzig 1920
p. 145 no. no pi. 80, 2 (=my fig. 535), Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 598, 718,
iii. 361 fig. 805.

A more brainless bit of bogus mythology based on the myth of Athena's birth may be
found in schol.(B.)x. //. 19. 126. When Zeus in anger seizes Ate Ke<f>a.\rjs XiTrapoirXo/cd/ioto
and flings her down from heaven to earth, the nitwit scholiast comments: ot jj.ev 'OTTO
TT;S eavrov Ke(f>a\rj? TTJS \nrapOTr\oKa./j.ov elXe T7)v"AT7jv '• <f>t]ffl yovv " Kpdara fiaivei" (//. 19.
93)...ot 5e TO " Ke<j>a\r)s \nrapoTr\OKa/j.oio" iirl rrjs"ATr)s -jJKOvffav— See W. Leaf ad loc.
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can effect, sends him to crack the shell. Out pops Helen to the
amazement of Tyndareos, while Leda herself, mindful of the
celestial swan, peeps shyly through the doorway.

(«) The superannuation of Zeus.

If the foregoing analysis be sound, one element in the complex
myth of Athena's birth was the primitive persuasion that Zeus,
king of the gods, must like all other kings in due course be super-
seded by a stronger than he. But—it will be said—what right have
we to speak of Zeus being superannuated? Was he not looked
upon as a power permanently supreme1? To this the true answer
is both Yes and No2. Philosophical and ^«j/-philosophical writers
certainly regarded Zeus as eternal, or at least everlasting, ruler of
the universe. But the populace, heirs of the mythopoeic age, did
not3. Even Aischylos, who in his moments of deepest insight
approximates to the philosophers' view, speaks of succession to the
divine throne as the prize of a grand Olympian wrestling-match,
and tells how Ouranos was overthrown by Kronos, and Kronos in
turn by Zeus:

He who of yore was great
And boldly challenged all

Hath lost his former state
Nor cometh at the call.

And he who thereupon
Rose in his stead is gone-

He too hath met his fall.
But if a man with glad triumphant cries
Hail Zeus as victor, verily he is wise4.

1 Soph. O. T. 903 ff. d\X', <a Kparfouv, etirep opf)' d/co^eis, | ZeO, irdvr dvdffffuv, ^
\ddoi | at rdv re aav &66.varov alev dpxdv is typical.

2 Lact. div. inst. i. i r has a trenchant passage on the subject of Zeus being super-
seded: 'atquin divinum imperium aut semper inmutabile est aut si est mulabile, quod
fieri non potest, semper utique mutabile est. potest ergo luppiter regnum amittere, sicut
pater eius amisit? ita plane.'

3 I am not here concerned with the progressive senescence of art-types—a matter
interestingly handled by E. Pettier ' La vieillesse des dieux grecs' in the Annuaire de
rinstitut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientates 1934 ii (Melanges Bidez) 729—743. In a
few well-put paragraphs (pp. 730—733) he traces the gradual change that comes over
Zeus as conceived by sculptors etc. from early Hellenic to late Hellenistic times. We see
successively a warrior brandishing his bolt or a king sitting on his throne, a man of fine
physique attacking his foes or pursuing his amours, the more mature and pacific ruler
imagined by Pheidias, the ideal of philosophers and poets, and the anxious thinker
portrayed by the Otricoli bust. In short, brute force, youthful vigour, active benevolence,
moral grandeur, providence, and at the last pensiveness deepening into melancholy.
'C'est un Zeus vieilli, en qui 1'on aurait peine a reconnaitre 1'epoux triomphant
qu'Homere nous depeint dans les bras de Hera, sur un lit de lotus et d'hyacinthes.'

4 Aisch. Ag. i67ff.

47—2
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Moreover, Aischylos is aware of the popular belief that Zeus holds
his throne upon the same precarious tenure as his predecessors.
That belief is involved in the plot of Prometheus Bound. Prometheus
there says to lo :

But now no limit is appointed me
Of torment, till Zeus fall from his high throne.

lo Zeus fall! Comes there a time when that may be?
Prom. 'Twould gladden thee, I trow, to see that day.
lo Most surely, since from him are all my woes.
Prom. Then be assured the very truth is so.
lo What hand shall wrest from him the staff of power?
Prom. His own vain counsel, lorn of wisdom's light.
lo In what wise? tell me, so it bring no harm.
Prom. Winning a bride, whose wedding he shall rue,
lo Of Heaven or Earth ? If not forbidden, tell.
Prom. Inquire no more. 'Tis not to be revealed.
lo Shall his new consort oust him from his throne ?
Prom. Their son shall be more puissant than his sire.
lo And may he not avoid that overthrow?
Prom. Only when I, delivered from my bonds—l

But the sentence is broken off, and Prometheus does not reveal
how Zeus may escape the impending doom. Later in the same
play he reverts to the subject in the presence of the Ocean nymphs:

Prom. Yet Zeus himself, though stubborn be his will,
Shall be brought low at last, through the marriage-bond
He purposeth. For it shall hurl him down
From power supreme to nothing. Then shall come
To pass the curse his father Kronos cried
In that same hour when driven from his throne
Of primal sovereignty. To avert this doom
No god but I can point him the sure way.
I know each turn thereof. Then let him reign
Securely, trusting to his thunder's noise
And wielding there aloft his lightning brand !
Naught shall they warrant him from that sure fall,
Intolerable, unhonoured, unreprieved.
So dire a wrestler he himself provides
Against himself, a portent huge in might,
The weapons of whose forging shall o'er-blaze
His lightning and out-blare his thunder-blast.
And the new sea-god's spear, the trident dread,
Poseidon's arm that plagues the stricken lands
With earthquake, shall be shattered by his power.
Zeus, foundering on that rock, shall fathom then
What space divides the ruler from the slave.

1 Aisch. P.v. 755 ff. trans. L. Campbell.
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Cho. Thou word'st thy wishes against Heaven's high king.
Prom. My wishes, and the truth of what shall be.
Cho. Must we then look for one to master Zeus ?
Prom. Yea, with a yoke yet heavier than mine.
Cho. How can'st thou talk so rashly, and not fear?
Prom. Why should I fear, whose fate is not to die?
Cho. He might decree some doom more painful still.
Prom. Let him ! Naught can surprise me, who foreknow.
Cho. Wisdom bids bow before Necessity.
Prom. Ay, bend and worship, fawn upon the strong!

Less than the least care I for Zeus's will.
Let him employ his strength even as he may,
For this brief hour. His reign will soon be o'er1.

But despite this attitude of defiance and exultation the Titanic
sufferer in the following play, Prometheus Unbound, consents at
length to give up his secret—the oracle concerning Thetis—and
thereby obtains release from his bondage2. Thus in the end Zeus
is saved by Prometheus, and Thetis the fateful bride is bestowed
upon Peleus3.

The myth is set out more lucidly by Aischylos' contemporary
Pindar:

These things the immortals planned,
When Zeus for Thetis' hand
With great Poseidon strove,
And either suitor vied

To have her as his own, his comely bride,
So learnt the power of love.

Howbeit their deathless wisdom did not take
The prize they purposed; for, lo, Themis spake
And gave unerring counsel for their sake,

How that by Fate's decree
The mistress of the sea

Should bear her lord a prince more potent yet—
One who should launch a shaft
By his consummate craft
Swifter than lightning-flash,
Fiercer than trident's dash—

If she with Zeus or with Zeus' brethren met.

1 Aisch. P.v. 907 ff. trans. L. Campbell (with a few alterations).
2 Philodem. irepi etf<rej8e£as p. 39 Gomperz Al<rx&\os tv r<p X(i;o)jUe>'(^ Tlp)ofju]0ei

(#7r)6 Aids ded(£<r0ai), ib. p. 41 Kal rbv (HponrftBta \6eff6ai (ijnjalv) AtV^i)\os 8(n rb \)6yiov
ip-fl(vvffe)i' rb irepl Q^(riSo)s, wj xpe(<*>)v efy?) rbv 4% aiiTijs yev(v)i]0tvTa /cpetT(r)w Kara-
ff(TTJv)ai (r)oO 7ra7y>6s- (86ev /c)ai 0j>i)T(cp ffwoucfyfovaiv a(6ri))i> a(v$pt). See further Trag.
Gr.frag. p. 63 Nauck2.

3 Schol. vet. Find. Isthm. 8. 57 (ii. 495 f. Abel, iii. 273, 2 i f f . Drachmann) 6 Zei)y
etra HyX
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'Nay, strive not,' Themis said,
' But let some mortal bed
Receive her that she may

Behold a son to perish in the fray,
His hands like Ares' own,
His feet like lightning flown.
I counsel you to give

This guerdon that a god might gain
To Peleus, who as Aiakos' son doth reign,
The holiest man of all the men that live

On laolkos' plain1.'

Pindar, it will be observed, speaks of two competitors for the hand
of Thetis, Zeus and Poseidon2. Tzetzes adds a third, Apollon3. It
is, however, probable that the original story recognised but one,
Zeus himself4, and that his mythical association with Thetis arose

eOptiX^rai de ^ Iffropta irapd re ffvyypatpevffi. Kal TrotrjTots, aKptjSws 5e Keirai ical
irapa Aicrx^V €V HpowOei Aeffu&rri. J. Resler Ultimae Pindari Isthmiae...<scholia>
Vratislaviae 1847 p. 22 f. pointed out that Aeoytc&TT? must be a mistake for Avo/x&y, since
nowhere in the extant play are we told that Zeus was prevented from marrying Thetis
by Prometheus. The blunder has affected Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 178 IlivBapos Se \eyet
Ho<reiSuva' A.ir&\\uva Ala irepl ydu<ai> TTJS QeriSos eplffai, KtoXvOijvai Se a<rroi)s /card ricas
T&V iffropiKwit inrb 0^/utSos Kara Se &.l<rxti\ov virb HpofM)0£w <pr)(rl yap followed by the
quotation of Aisch. P.v. 766 and Apollod. 3. 13. 5 ^tot 5^ 0a<ri, Aids op/twiros eirl rty
Tatirijs ffvvovfflav, etprjicfvai UpourjOe'a rbv e/c ratiTijs atr^ yevvr^Oevra otipavov SvvaffTeti-
<reu> may be based on Aisch. lipo/j.. \v6fj,. The same is probably true of later references
such as Hyg. fab. 54, Myth. Vat. 2. 65, 3. ir . 20 (where a Proteo is by confusion for a
Prometheo}.

1 Find. Isthm. 8. 6off.
2 So does Apollod. 3. 13. 5, probably following Pindar.
3 Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 178 (cited stipra p. 742 n. o), where E. Scheer regards the

word 'Air6\\uva as an interpolation on the part of Tzetzes from the myth of Orion
(Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 328 'Tptet)s T£\ovlai> ?xwz/ yvvaiKa. #irais €rti-fxa.ve. wort yow ZeDs Kai
IloffeiSuv Kal 'Afl^XXwp ry 'Tptei Totiry fire^evuiOrjffav Kal 8s fiovv Bfaas aiyrot>j inred^aro, ol
d' %<pa<rav airelv afir6v, 8 jSoi^Xotro. ws de iraiSlov atirtp yev£<r6ai pTiJffaro, ol rpeis ry rou
ff<t>ay£vTOS jSoos ^I^/KTIJ evotip-qffav Kal el- atrrjs 'Qplwv eytvero, 'Slpluv K\f)6eh ws en T&V
otipwv rexflefs, Sffev Kal TpiTrarpov TOVTOV /caXet, cp. schol. Nik. ther. 15, schol. A.D. //. 18.
468, Eustath. in Od. p. 1535, 42 ff., Ov. fast. 5. 4956°., Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 34, fab. 195,
Serv. in Verg. Aen. i. 535, 10. 763, Nonn. Dion. 13. 96ff., Arat. Lat. p. 248f. Maass,
schol. Caes. Germ. Aratea pp. 386, 2 ff., 413, nff. Eyssenhardt, Lact. Plac. in Stat.
Theb. 3. 27, 7. 256, myth. Vat. i. 32, 2. 129, 3. 15. 8, et. mag. p. 823, 58ff. with the
comments of Kiientzle in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1028 ff. and Sir J. G. Frazer on Ov.
•fast. 5. 494).

For three as a typical plurality see supra ii. 893 n. o.
4 Schol. vet. Pind. Isthm. 8. 57 b (ii. 496 f. Abel, iii. 273, 25 ff. Drachmann)

8ia(p(at>eiTai 8e rots Xoiirois Kal l8ia£6vTus 6 Hiv8apos Kal Iloffeidiavd fiqffiv d/j.^iff^fiTTJirai,
•irepl TOV ydftov fj £v)T-i}Teov, rivi KaTriKciXotiBtiffev 6 Hivdapos. The vulgate, then, recognised
Zeus alone: cp. Ov. met. n. 221 ff., Hyg. fab. 54, myth. Vat. 2. 65, 2. 205, 2. 206,
3. n. 20f. In the Kypria it is Momos who suggests to Zeus TJ]V QfriSos O
(frag, i Kinkel ap. schol. //. i. 5f.).
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at some Thessalian1 cult-centre where Zeus and Thetis chanced to
be worshipped side by side2.

Different in origin, but similar in development, was the myth of
Metis, which may be regarded as a Boeotian doublet of the
Thessalian story. The Hesiodic, like the Homeric, Zeus is metteta?,
metideis*, the 'Magician5.' But, whereas metis in Homer was merely
abstract 'prudence' or concrete 'counsel6,' Metis in Hesiod is a
full-blown personality. She ranks as one of the many daughters
borne by Tethys to Okeanos7, for supernatural wisdom belongs to
the deities of the deep8. If now we ask how Zeus came to be so
full of Metis, Hesiod9 is ready with a naive explanation. Metis, the

1 On Thetis as ' Thessalische Seegottheit' see M. Mayer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. VIA. 206—208.

2 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1168 n. 3: 'Auf eine andere Kultverbindung weist
vielleicht die Sage von der Liebe des Zeus zu Thetis.'

3 Hes. o.d. 104, theog. 56, 520, 904, 914, sc. Her. 33, 383.
4 Hes. o.d. 51, 769, theog. 286, 457.
6 Supra \. 14 n. i, ii. 1147.
6 H. Ebeling Lexicon Homericum Lipsiae 1885 i. 1101. The formula Ati /J.TJTIV

ardXavros is used of Odysseus (//. 2. 169, 407, 636, 10. 137) and Hektor (//. 7. 47, u.
200) in the Iliad, but does not occur in the Odyssey.

7 Hes. theog. 358.
8 Id. ib. 352 'I5wa as another of the 'O/cecwti/ai. Cp. ib, 233ff. N^a 5' d\f/ev8ta /cat

AXr/Ofa yeiva.ro libvros \ trpffffitirarov iraiduv wrap KaXtovfft yepovra., \ oiW/ca vq/J.epr'/is
re KO.I tfirios, otide Oep-urreuv j X^derat, dXXa dlicaia /cat ijiria. drjvea olSev. See further, on
Nereus, Proteus, and the like, Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 554 ff., 609 ff., Gruppe Gr.
Myth. Rel. pp. 415, 429 n. 2, and especially M. Ninck Die Bedeutung des Wassers im
Kult und Leben der Alien Leipzig 1921 pp. 47—99 ('Wasser und Weissagung').

Much the same idea underlies the negro plantation-song Old Man Ribber, the refrain
of which runs: 'Old Man Ribber, | He must know somethin', But don't say nothin', |
He just keeps rollin' along.'

9 Hes. theog. 886 ff. See also the fragment of an epic Theogony quoted by Chrysipp.
frag. 908 von Arnim ap. Galen, de Hippocratis et Platonis pladtis 3. 8 (v. 351 f. Kiihn)
ex ratirrjs <5' (ins. R. Peppmiiller)> £/>t5oy ^ fjJev reice <paidi[j.ov vlbv \ " B.<pa.i<rrov re-^yriffiv
avfv Aids 01716x010 | e/c jrdvruv iraXdprjcn KeKa.ffft.ivov (so D. Ruhnken for KfK\-riiJ,evov cod.)
Qtpavi&vuv. | a{ira,p 6' y 'Q/ceapoO /cai TrjOtios r)VKOfji,oio \ Kotipy vtxrtf '"Kpris Tra/oeX^faro
KaXXiiraprnj} (so D. Ruhnken for Kdpt]v...irapede^aro KaXXnrapyov cod.) | ei;aira<j><av ~M.7Jru>
Kalirep iroXvS-five' eovffav (so T. Bergk for iroXi) divetiovffav cod.). | o~vfjLfji.dp\{/a.s d' 8 ye
Xepffiv er/c eyK&rQero vrjovv \ deiffas pi) Te^-g KparepuTepov aXXo Kepavvov (so H. Weil and
H. Usener for Kepawov: supra ii. 12). | rovveKa, iuv Kpovidt]s v\f/tfvyos aldtpi valuv |
Kdiririev ei;a.irwris' i) 8' aiW/ca IlaXXciS' 'A6~rjvr;v | Kvaa.ro' TTJV /JL£V ZTIKTS ira/rijp avdp&v re
Oetav re | irap K0pv<pty T/SITWCOS ^TT' o'xOrjGi.v trorafwio. \ Mijrts 5' avre Zrjvbs viro ffTrXdyxvois
XeXaOvia \ ^trro, 'Afftjvairts (so D. Ruhnken for dByvaiy cod.) ^T-qp, r^/cratva SiKaLuv,
irXeiffra Oe&v re idvia (so G. F. Schoemann for eidvla cod.) KaTa.8vr)T&i> T' dvQpwiruv. \
K.r.X. H. Usener 'Eine Hesiodische Dichtung' in the Rhein. Mus. 1901 Ivi. 174—186
attributed this excerpt to an earlier form of Hesiod's Theogony. But see A. Rzach in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 1192 and G. Kruse ib. xv. 1409^ The latter follows
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (Sitzitngsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin Phil.-hist.
Classe 1921 p. 957 ff., id. Die Heimkehr des Odysseus Berlin 1927 p. 190 n. i) in rejecting
Hes. theog. 891—899 as an interpolation and regarding the epic fragment cited by
Chrysippos as 'eine ganz spate Dublette,' both being condemned as the products of mere
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first1 wife of Zeus, surpassed in wisdom all mortals and immortals,
and was fated to bear children exceeding wise—Athena equal to
her father in might and counsel, and after Athena a son of such
prowess that he should become king of gods and men. Hence
Gaia and Ouranos advised Zeus to deceive Metis with crafty words
and swallow her, lest another god should arise and deprive him of
his kingly honours. Zeus accordingly did so, and himself bore
Athena from his head2. Others add some details that belong to
the same context. It appears that Metis was wont to change her
form with a view to escaping the embraces of Zeus3: consequently
he waited until she was small enough and then swallowed her4—a
barbaric expedient clearly copied5 from the ugly habits of Kronos6.

theological speculation. F. Jacoby in his edition of the Theogony (Berlin 1930 pp. 37, 186,
188 f.) takes the same view. And F. Schwenn Die Theogonie des Hesiodos Heidelberg
*934 P- 5° is inclined to acquiesce, though he objects that Zeus' marriage with Metis
would then be left without offspring. But to assume that the swallowing of Metis by
Zeus must necessarily be a late invention is quite unjustifiable. The episode in itself is
thoroughly consonant with primitive thought (see e.g. S. Thompson Motif-index of Folk-
literature (FF Communications No. 707) Helsinki 1933 ii. 276 D 1793 'M[agic] results
from eating or drinking'), and Zeus may well have been early credited with rivalling the
digestive feats of Kronos. If it be borne in mind that the wris of the /twjTtera was magical
wisdom or cunning, theological speculation is seen to be out of place.

1 According to Hes.theog. 886 ff., Zeus wedded (r) Metis, whom he swallowed before
producing Athena; (2) Themis, who bore the three Horai, Eunomia, Dike, Eirene, and
the three Moirai, Klotho, Lachesis, Atropos; (3) Eurynome daughter of Okeanos, who
bore the three Charites, Aglaiia, Euphrosyne, Thalia; (4) Demeter, who bore Persephone;
(5) Mnemosyne, who bore the nine Muses; (6) Leto, who bore Apollon and Artemis;
(7) Hera, who bore Hebe, Ares, and Eileithyia.

1 have discussed the marriage of Zeus and Hera in two articles published in the Class.
Rev. 1906 xx. 365—378 and 416—419 under the title 'Who was the Wife of Zeus?'

2 Hes. theog. 924 ff.
3 Apollod. i. 3. 6 fjiiyvvrai 5£ Zeiis M^Tidi, fjt,€Ta^a\\o^cry els iroXXas Idtas fnrtp rov pr]

ffvi>e\&eiv, Kal atirty yevofifrti'v (yicvov Karairlvei <f>0d<ras, eirelirep Z\eye yevv^creiv iraida
fierd, rr)v /tAXowap 41- atirrjs yevvaffdai ic6pr)i>, s ovpavov Svvdo-rrjs yev-fifferai. TOVTO
<j>opr}6els Kartiriev aiirfiv K.T.\. Cp. schol. B. L. T. V. //. 8. 39.

4 Schol. Hes. theog. 886 \tyerai Sri rj Mijris roiw&Trjv efye ofoa/Mv ware jtiera/SdXXeu'
et'j biroiov &v ^SotfXero. irXovijtros oZv avrty 6 Zevs Kai iriKpiiv (F. A. Paley would read
fUKpav. I suspect that the scholiast meant irlicpav, the antidote 'higry-pigry' (lepa irlKpa),
which would suit Kartiriev A. B. C.) irotij<ras Karfiriev.

Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 283 says: ' According to a later legend she complacently
took the shape of a fly.' But he quotes no authority for the statement, and I am not
aware of any such legend—unless indeed Farnell was confusing Metis with Periklymenos,
son of Neleus and Chloris (schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 156 dvrjpriKfv 5e avrbv 'Hpa/cX^s els pvlav
fierafiXriOtvTa ev T<$ irpbs Hv\iovs TroX^uy Kara o-v/j,^ov\riv 'A.6rjvas r£ poTrdXy aiirbv 7rXiJ£o5
K.T.X.).

5 F. Schwenn Die Theogonie des Hesiodos Heidelberg 1934 p. 50 cp. theog. 888 with
468, 891 with 463, 892 f. with 461 f.

6 Supra i. 154 (note that the myth is localised in Boiotia), 181 n. o, 299, 520 n. i,
ii. 191 n. 10, 549, 928 n. o, 933 n. o. See now the careful treatment of the theme by
M. Pohlenz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1991 ft.
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The general resemblance between the myths of Metis and
Thetis is unmistakable. Metis, like Thetis, was a sea-power. Metis,
like Thetis, was a shape-shifter. Metis, like Thetis, was loved by
Zeus. Metis, like Thetis, was destined to bear a son that should
oust his father—a danger averted in either case by an oracular
utterance and consequent guile. But the Metis-myth is more than
a mere parallel to the Thetis-myth. For it definitely associates—at
least in its present Hesiodic form1—the birth of Athena with the
superannuation of Zeus, and so justifies us in claiming2 that the
superannuation-?^^/" may be detected in the art-types of the birth.

The subsequent history of the Metis-myth is curious. In the
Theogony of the Orphic Rhapsodies3 Metis is one of the names
borne by the bisexual Phanes who, emerging from the cosmic egg,
begat and consorted with Nyx, thus becoming the parent of Gaia
and Ouranos, Rhea and Kronos, Hera and Zeus. This first creation
was followed by a second creation. Zeus at the advice of Nyx
leapt upon Phanes and swallowed him whole. Zeus was thus
enabled to make afresh within himself the world and all its
contents, gods and goddesses included: Athena, for example, in
full armour sprang from his head. Zeus therefore as a pantheistic
god comprises—

Fire and water and earth and aithtr, day too and night;
Metis the first forefather and Eros of much delight4.

Metis is here boldly made masculine, perhaps as tantamount to
metteta, the epic appellative of Zeus5. But the license offended the
neo-Platonist Syrianos, who quotes the same line with one small
correction—

Metis the first foremother and Eros of much delight6.

Apion in the Clementine Homilies1 sets forth a somewhat

1 Supra p. 744 n. 2. It remains possible, and even probable, that a pre-Hesiodic
form of the myth represented Zeus as swallowing Metis simply in order to acquire her
magic, but that later, owing to some social or political exigency (supra p. 737) room had
to be found for Athena, goddess of the old Pelasgian stratum. The Theogony, as it
stands, is certainly a patchwork.

2 Supra p. 739.
3 Supra ii. 1024^ (conspectus on p. 1034).
4 Supra ii. 1028 irvp Kal 05w/> Ka^ ya?a KOI aidtfp, vt% re Kal yfjiap, \ KO! MTJTIS irpwros

yevtrup Kal "Epus iroXvTepir^s.
6 Supra ii. 1025.
6 Orph. frag. 169 Kern ap. Aristokrit. Manich. in the Theosoph. Tubing. 50

(K. Buresch Klaros Leipzig 1889 p. no, 4) Kal Mijris, irpwrr) yevtns, Kal "E/>ws irdKvrep-
irfis. For ycv&ra cp. Wisdom 7. 12 €ti<ppdv8r)v 5e eirl iraffiv, OTI a&ruv TryeiTai ero^ta,
•Ifyvdovv 5e avr^v yevtriv elvat, ro^rwv.

7 Orph. frag. 56 Kern ap. Clem. Rom. horn. 6. 5—9 (ii. 200 C—204 B Migne).
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similar Theogony, which may be described as a guast-Qrphic
account with a strong etymological colouring. When the bisexual
Phanes emerged from the cosmic egg, the rest of its material
contents sorted themselves out. The heavier dregs subsided in
time (chronos} and so were said to have been swallowed by Kronos :
their abundance (plfrkos) caused them to be called Plouton. The
fluid floating on the surface of this sediment got the name Poseidon.
The highest and purest portion, consisting of translucent fire, was
termed Zeus by reason of its heat (zeousa). This was not swallowed
by Kronos, but in virtue of its own warmth drew upwards the finest
and most divine element left in the fluid layer, a spirit named
Metis. Absorbed by the aither and passing through its upper part
or head, this spirit set up a perpetual agitation (J>almos\ in short
produced Understanding or Pallas1.

In Platon's Symposium2- Diotima of Mantineia3 has a tale to
tell about the parentage of Eros. When Aphrodite was born, Poros
son of Metis (' Way ' son of ' Wisdom ') was feasting with the other
gods. Being drunk with nectar4 — it was before the days of wine —
he betook himself to the garden of Zeus5 and there fell asleep.
Meantime Penia (' Poverty ') got wind of the feast and came
begging at the door. Anxious to cure her distress (aporia\ she lay
with Poros and became by him the mother of Eros, who is attached
to Aphrodite because he was begotten on her birthday. He is poor
(penes) and homeless like his mother, but eager, ingenious, and
fertile in resource (porimos] like his father. As a dainion, he is
neither mortal nor immortal6, but in a single day will live and die

1 Ib. 7 — 8 (ii. 20 1 B — 204 A Migne) rb 5e \oiirbv rplrov rb KaQapibrarov K<U K0pv<f>ait>-

rarov are $tavy£s ov irvp Zrjva <j)vb[jLa<ra.v did rrjv ev avr<f ftovaav <pv<riv • dvtatpepes yap ov

rb wvp irpbs /xe> TO. KCLTM VTTO xpovov rov K.p6vov ov Kareir607), dXX', ws ^<prii>, 1 7] irupwSijs

ovffla fam/ci) re KCU dvb)(pepr]S ov<ra ds atirbv dvt'irrrj rbv depa, 6s Kal <t>povifj.&Ta.Tbs £<TTI Sid,

TT)i> KaBapbr-rira.. ry ovv idiq. 6ep/J,OTr)Ti b Zetfj — -rovrlariv rj &ov<ra oiicria — rb KaraXei^^J'

tv T$ {/woKeifjitvy vyp£ rb i<rxybTO.Tov KO.I 6eiov avifjiaTai irvevfj-a, oirep NLTJTLV tKaXeffav.

Kara Kopv<p9js S£ airov e\6bt> TOV aWtpos Kal ffVfjnroOev vir avTov Sxrirep vypbv 6epn<^ fuytv,

rbv deiKivrjTov irdXfjibv £/j.iroiij<ra.v, yevva rijv trvvffftv, yv /cat IlaXXdSa eTrovo/j.d£ov<ri St& TO

exvLKurdrtiv ovffav <ppbvr)aiv, rj xp^^ev0^ rov "fdvra erexi/^craro KWT^WV b

2 Plat. symp. 203 B— E.
3 Supra ii. 1167. W. Kranz 'Diotima von Mantineia' in Hermes 1926 Ixi. 437 — 447

argues that Diotima was historical and was in Athens to stay the plague by sacrifice
(Plat. symp. 201 D) about the beginning of the Peloponnesian War (Class. Quart. 3927
xxi. 209).

4 An Orphic touch? Cp. supra ii. 448 n. i, 1027.
6 Orphic again? Cp. supra ii. 1021 (but also 1119).
6 For Eros as belonging to this category of betwixt-and-between see E. Hoftmann

' Methexis und Metaxy bei Platon ' in the Jahresberichte des philologischen Vereins zu
Berlin 1919 xlv. 53 f. (at end of Sokrates 1919 vii).
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and rise again thanks to his father's nature. This transparent little
allegory may or may not have been invented by Platon1. In any
case it offered possibilities to the allegorists of a later age2, and was
obviously susceptible of a Christian re-interpretation. A. von
Sallet3 first drew attention to the fact that a medallion, finely
struck by Giovanni Cavino 'the Paduan' (1500—i57OA.D.)in dark
copper with a border of brass (fig. 536), has for obverse design
a head of Christ inscribed PORVS CONSILII FILIVS, and acutely
recognised in this legend the Latin rendering of the Platonic
' Poros son of Metis4.'

Fig. 536.

So in the long run the oracle concerning Metis came true, and
Zeus, despite his most desperate shifts, found himself superseded
by a Son of divine ' Wisdom,' One who was indeed the ' Way'—
and the Truth, and the Life.

(X) The attributes of Athena.

The affiliation of the pre-Hellenic Athena to the Hellenic Zeus
produced a goddess whose powers, as evidenced by her attributes,

1 Recent literature includes J. A. Stewart The Myths of Plato London 1905 p. 428,
W. Willi Versuch einer Grundlegung der platonischen Mythopoiie Zurich 1925 pp. 26 ff.,
32 ff., K. Reinhardt Platans Mythen Bonn 1927 p. 68 ff., P. Frutiger Les mythes de Platon
Paris 1930 pp. 113 n. 2, 116, 198, 240.

Poros is as old as Alkm. frag. 23. 13 ff. Bergk4, i. 13 ff. Diehl, i. 13 ff. Edmonds
\Kp6.T-r)ff\e yap Al<ra Travr&v \ [/cat II6/3o]s yepairaroi \ {ffiSjv O7r]^5t\os a\Kd with the
marginal gloss on rbv H6poi> etpyxe rbv avrov TQ virb TOV 'H<n<55ou fjieuvGeva^vij} Xcfcet, on
which see O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2775—2778.

2 Plout. de Is. et Os. 57 (6 yap H6pos ovx Zrepbs eo-rt TOV Trp&rov fpaffrov Kal etperov Kal
TfXdov Kal airrdpKovs K.T.\.), Plotin. enn. 3. 5. 5 ff. (\6yos 5e A^yero r&v iravTWV 6 Ildpos
with context, in which Zeus is vovs, Aphrodite is ^vxr>, Penia is S\TJ). Cp. Porph. de antr.
nymph. 16.

3 A. von Sallet in the Zeitschr. f. Num. 1881 viii. 118—120 with fig. (=my fig. 536),
W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2941.

4 Plat. symp. 203 B 6 TTJS M^nSos vios H6pos.
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belonged partly to the old order, partly to the new, but contrived
to reconcile both in the brilliance of a fresh and vivid personality.

The said attributes can best be understood as the direct out-
come of certain conclusions already reached. The Akropolis, I have
said1, was originally called Athene, a place-name whose locative
*Athenai occasioned the plural AthSnai habitual in later Greek8.
Homer3—be it observed—in the Odyssey, when speaking of Athens,
can still use the singular form:

'She came to Marathon and wide-wayed Athene.'

I further insisted4 that the goddess was named Athene, like the
rock, simply because at the outset she was the rock5, a mountain-
mother of the Anatolian kind.

No doubt objections will be brought against both these points
of view. I shall be told that to use the same word Athene at one
moment of the goddess, at the next of her rocky abode, would have
been intolerably confusing. Homer thought otherwise. The im-
mediate context6 of the line quoted above tells how 'Athene...left
lovely Scherie, and came to Marathon and wide-wayed Athene.'
So Athene came to Athene! The poet is serenely unconscious of
anything amiss.

Others may demur to Athena being treated as a mountain-
mother. She was so notoriously a Virgin that to call her a Mother
at all borders on the blasphemous. But we are apt to forget that in
early illogical days the status lost might by appropriate means be
regained. Pausanias7, for instance, informs us that Hera recovered
her virginity every year by bathing in the spring Kanathos near
Nauplia. And it is not unreasonable to suppose that the same

1 Supra p. 224.
2 F. Matz in A. Mau Katalog der Bibliothek des deutschen archdologischen Instituts

in Rom'2' Berlin—Leipzig 1932 ii. 2. 1026 cites R. Nadrowski 'Der Stadtenamen 'Afloat
in seinem Verhaltnis zum Gotternamen 'AB-rjva' in 'ETTIO-T^. 'EirerijpJs 1908—1909 v.
199—203.

3 Od. 7. 80 IVcero 5' & WLapaO&va Kal evpv6.yvi.av 'AOfy-riv. But 'A.0rjvai in //. 2. 5461
549, Od. 3. 278, 307, n. 323.

4 Supra p. 224.
5 Dr B. F. C. Atkinson has suggested to me that a masculine parallel might be found

in "A0ws, a mountain which bore a name of Anatolian type (cp. K^ws, Kws, T^WJ), was
addressed by Xerxes as "A6u 8aifji(a>ie (Plout. de cohib. ira 5), was later personified as a
giant (H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 704, K. Tttmpel in Pauly—Wissowa Red-
Enc. ii. 2065 and 2069), supported a population of Macrobii (Plin. nat. hist. 4. 37: cp.
supra ii. 500 n. 4), and down to the present day is regarded as a "Ayiov "Opos of the
utmost sanctity (supra ii. 906 n. i).

6 Od. 7. 78 7XawcuJ7ris 'AGfyr), 80 evpvdyviav''hSi\vi\v—both at the end of the line and
all the more likely to catch the eye.

7 Supra p. 224 n. 3.
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thing happened to Athena, both in Argos and at Athens. The
Argive women once a year took the image of Athena and washed it
in the river Inachos1. At Athens it was the old wooden statue in
the Erechtheion that had the annual bathe. It was escorted down
to Phaleron by the epheboi, dipped in the sea by two loutrides or
'bathing-women,' and brought back in the evening with a torch-
light procession—the whole business being termed the Plynteria or
'Washing Day2.' Now we may be very sure that it was some
strong religious reason—godliness rather than cleanliness—which
prompted the Greeks to bathe their goddess in river or sea.
And, if we may argue from what is told us of Hera, the object
was to transform the Mother into a Maiden once more. Of course
to all and sundry in up-to-date Athens Athena was Parthen&s. But
the women of Elis, country folk who clung to archaic beliefs, had
a sanctuary of Athena Mtier3, a mother-goddess confessed.

I take it, then, that Athena was the pre-Greek mountain-mother
of the Akropolis rock. As such she would stand in specially close
relation to the rock-products, whether vegetable or animal. Any life
issuing from crevices or holes in the rock would be her life. The
flora and fauna of the place would be venerated as divine mani-
festations of herself. And of these manifestations there are three
that claim our special attention.

(i) The olive of Athena.

Only one tree, so far as we know, grew on the Akropolis—
the famous olive in the Pandroseion4 (fig. S3/)5. The antiquary
Philochoros6 mentions it in connexion with a curious happening of
306 B.C. He says:
'This year had ended and another begun, when the following portent took place
on the Akropolis. A bitch got into the temple of the Polids and, diving into
the Pandroseion, mounted the altar of Zeus Herkeios, which stands under the
olive tree, and there lay down, though it is an old-established custom at Athens
that dogs7 are not allowed on the Akropolis.'

1 Ib.
2 G. E. Marindin in Smith—Wayte—Marindin Diet. Ant. ii. 440 f., Mommsen Feste

d. Stadt Athen pp. 7 f., iof., 491—504, L. Couve in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii.
799—801, E. Pfuhl De Atkeniensium pompis sacris Berolini 1900 pp. 89—92, L. Deubner
Attische Feste Berlin 1932 pp. 17—22.

3 Supra p. 224 f. 4 Supra p. 243.
5 1 reproduce the restoration of M. Schede Die Burg -von Athen Berlin 1922 p. 105

% 25 (=£/. The Akropolis of Athens trans. H. T. Price London (1927) p. 105 fig. 25).
6 Philochor. frag. 146 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 408 f. Muller) ap. Dion. Hal. de Dinarch.

iud. 3.
7 Cp. Plout. quaestt. Rom. 90 with H. J. Rose ad loc. See further O. Keller Die
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One fancies the scene—the dog dodging pursuit, the horrified
bystanders, the fattish sacristan in full cry, but balked of his prey
as the creature leapt into safety beneath the shade of Athena's
olive!

This was the tree said to have been planted by Athena as

evidence that the Akropolis belonged to her and not to Poseidon.
Apollodoros1 tells the tale:
'Poseidon...with a blow of his trident on the middle of the Akropolis produced
a sea, which they now call Erechthe'is. After him Athena, having summoned
Kekrops as witness of her right, planted an olive-tree, which is still shown in the
Pandroseion. But when the two strove for possession of the place, Zeus2 parted

antike Tierwelt Leipzig 1909 i. 136, 139, F. Orth in Pauly—Wissowa Keal-Enc. viii.
2574 f., H. Scholz Der Hund in der griechisch-romischen Magie und Religion Berlin
J937 P- 49-

1 Apollod. 3. 14. i. 2 Supra i. 147.
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them asunder and appointed as arbiters...the twelve gods. By their verdict the
land was adjudged to Athena, because Kekrops bore witness that she had been
the first to plant the olive. Athena, therefore, called the city Athens after herself,
while Poseidon1 in hot anger flooded the Thriasian plain and laid Attike under
the sea.'

The story is related by Greek and Roman writers with some variety
of detail2. But the main points are sufficiently clear. And it is the
unanimous, or all but unanimous, opinion of modern scholars that
this legend covers a historic fact—the attempted supersession of
Athena-cult by Poseidon-cult3. Or, as I should venture to put it,
the intrusion of the Ionian god upon the Pelasgian goddess4.

And here we must take into account the western pediment of
the Parthenon, about which Pausanias5 says simply: 'The back
gable contains the strife of Poseidon with Athena for possession of
the land.' This pediment at once met the eye of all visitors to the
Akropolis, and in ancient times lent dignity to a somewhat barren

1 Poseidon, despite his stormy strength, really seemed born to lose lawsuits! Similar
legends told how he strove with Hera for Argos, lost his case, and in anger first drained
the country of water and then swamped it with a flood (Paus. 2. 15. 5, i. 22. 4); how
he contended with Zeus for Aigina and again lost (Orph. frag. 335 Kern ap. schol.
Find. Isthm. 8. 92 ^ STI e<f>i\oveiKTiaa.v Hoffeid&v re KOLI Zei)s irepl A.iyivr]s, 3re /cat /xera-
(SaXeiy 5om rty VTJITOV Tloaeid&v, KaBa. &\\ot re <f>a<n iced HvOalveros (an addendum to Frag,
hist. Gr. iv. 487 Mliller) irpo(ray6/j.evos 'Op^a. See further J. P. Harland Prehistoric
Aigina Paris 1925 pp. 52, 81 ff.); how he disputed the possession of Trozen with Athena,
but was forced to go shares, and vented his spleen by flooding the land with salt water
(Paus. 2. 30. 6, 2. 32. 8). But, so far as Athens is concerned, notice the orderly and
decorous nature of the proceedings—the two litigants, the rival claims, the production of
evidence and material exhibits, the peaceful settlement by adjudicators on the ground of
well-attested priority. I should infer that the legend took shape in comparatively recent
times, and I should be disposed to conjecture that the orginal dispute was a fight, not a
lawsuit at all.

2 Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 203 n. i, F. Diimmler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
ii. 1951, Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 2700°., G. Fougeres in Daremberg—Saglio Diet.
Ant. iii. 1919, Sir J. G. Frazer on Apollod. 3. 14. i, H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek
Mythology London 1928 pp. 68, 76 f.

Monographs include L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1872 pp. 5—142 Atlas
pi. i, C. Robert 'Der Streit der Gotter um Athen' in Hermes 1881 xvi. 60—87 (see
infra p. 753 n. 2), E. Petersen '"Der Streit der Gotter um Athen'" ib. 1882 xvii.
124—133, C. Robert 'Das Schiedsgericht uber Athena und Poseidon' in the Ath. Mitth.
1882 vii. 48—58 pis. i, 2 and 2, E. Petersen 'Der Streit des Poseidon1 und der Athena'
in Wiener Studien 1883 v. 42—51, W. Amelung 'Schiedsgericht zwischen Poseidon und
Athene' in the Ath. Mitth. 1898 xxiii. 235—241.

A conspectus of literary variants is given in A Guide to the Sculptures oj the Parthenon
London 1908 p. 32.

3 To quote but one recent judgment, Prof. H. J. Rose op. cit. p. 68 sees here 'a local
Attic legend, which perhaps reflects the contests between a Greek (Ionian?) people,
coming, it may be, by sea, and the natives of the place with their ancient cult of a
Minoan goddess.'

4 Supra p. 736 t. 5 Paus. i. 24. 5.
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rock by representing it as a bone of contention between two major
deities. Nowadays the sculpture has almost completely vanished
from the pediment-floor; but, so far as the principal antagonists are
concerned, extant fragments suffice to prove1 the general trust-
worthiness of the fourth-century hydrta from Pantikapaion, which
gives us in gilded relief a close copy of the central group (fig. 538)2.
Both claimants are in strenuous action, Athena striking downwards
with her lance, Poseidon with his trident Beside the former is her
olive3 with a snake twined about it and a Nike hovering in the
branches. Beside the latter is his sea with a couple of dolphins
plunging in it. And the vase-painter has acknowledged his debt to
the sculptor by adding a small temple in the top right-hand corner,
as who should say 'I owe my inspiration to the Parthenon4.'
Sir Cecil Smith5 in 1907 was able to show that the existing portions6

of Athena and Poseidon could be aptly superposed on the corre-
sponding vase-figures. That is reassuring. But sundry difficulties
remain. Why after producing their tokens are the gods depicted as

1 Sir Cecil Smith in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1907 xxvii. 245 fif. with fig. 2.
2 L. Stephani loc. cit. Atlas pi. i ( = my fig. 538), A. Conze Wien. Vorlegebl. vi

pi. 9, A. Baumeister in his Denkm. i. 221, iii. 1394 f. fig. 1542, Harrison Myth. Man.
Anc. Ath. p. 441 f. fig. 44, Reinach Rip. Vases i. 37, i f . , H. B. Walters History oj
Ancient Pottery London 1905 ii. 24 pi. 50, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 713
fig. 604, M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 357 with fig. 476.
The olive-tree is completely gilded. Athena (head broken away) and Poseidon are in
high relief. The goddess wears a green peplos and carries a yellow shield, but her lance
and adornments are golden. The god is brown-skinned and has a reddish chlamys, a
gilded trident, and a white horse.

C. Robert in Hermes 1881 xvi. 60—87 argues that the scene shows Poseidon attempting
to destroy with his trident the newly created olive-tree, which is protected both by the
snake Erichthonios and by Dionysos AevSpiTijs (Plout. symp. 5. 3. i), while Athena
raises her lance to attack Poseidon himself. The remaining figures, from left to right,
will be Pandrosos, Amphitrite, Kekrops The vase, like the pediment, thus depicts the
actual ?pts, of which no literary description has come down to us.

3 Two fragments of the tree are at Athens (A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat.
Sculpture i. 201 no. 339, 17 twigs of olive (height o - i7m ) and 18 part of stem and sprays
of olive (height o-4im), id. A Guide to the Sculptures of the Parthenon London 190^
p. 120 no. 339, 17 and 18, id. The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 25 frag.
148 pi. 14 D and frag. 149 pi. 140. The latter already in A Michaelis Der Parthenon
Leipzig 1871 p. 199 pi. 8, 15). See also A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture
\. 200 f. no. 339, 16, id. The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 23 frag. 25
pL 14 A.

4 C. Robert loc. cit. p. 67 thought' dass der kleine Tempel mil Stephani als Erech-
theion, oder um es ganz correct zu sagen, als der Palast des Kekrops...zu erklaren ist.'

5 Sir Cecil Smith in thejourn. Hell. Stud. 1907 xxvii. 245 fig. 2.
6 A. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture i. i24ff . no. 304, L and M, id.

A Guide to the Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1908 p. 40 ff. no. 304, L and M, id.
The Sculptures of the Parthenon London 1910 p. 18 f. figs. 31—33 pi. 10, i and 2,
M. Collignon Le Parthenon Paris 1909—1912 pi. 58, L and M.

C. III. 48
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striking downwards? Studniczka1 suggested that to drive a spear
into the ground was to claim possession of the soil—a piece of
symbolism current in antiquity, like the modern hoisting of a flag.
But the examples of the alleged custom quoted by him are not very
convincing2. More often we are told that Athena strikes the rock
with her lance and so creates the olive, Poseidon strikes it with his
trident and so makes the salt well. The action and its immediate
result are combined in one simultaneous scene. That may be so.
Only, it is not what Apollodoros said. According to him3, Athena
never struck the rock at all! Poseidon with a blow of his trident on
the middle of the Akropolis produced his sea, but Athena merely
planted her olive-tree. What, then, are we to make of her action
with that spear? It looks to me as though Pheidias or whoever
designed the western pediment of the Parthenon had taken an old
combat-motif, two people fighting one another, and modified it to
suit a new situation—the more peaceable producing of proofs, right
rather than might.

Fig- 539- Fig. 540.

Imperial bronze coins of Athens (figs. 539, 54°)4 are often cited in
illustration of the pediment. But I doubt their relevance. For one

1 F. Studniczka in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2863.
2 Studniczka (after W. Judeich) quotes Diod. 17. 17 (Alexander from his ship hurled

a spear at the Troad and &ire<j>aLveTo TTJV ' Kalav dtxeffOa.i SoplKTriTov) and Serv. in Verg.
Aen. 3. 46 (Romulus, captato augurio, hastam de Aventino monte in Palatinum iecit:
quae fixa fronduit et arborem fecit). But how far was the hurling of the spear an essential
part of the symbolism (cp. supra ii. 703 n. 2)? The Centumviral hasta (B. ten Brink De
hasta praecipuo apud Romanos signo, imprimis iusti dominii Groningae 1839 pp. i—116)
may or may not be in point (see E. Cuq in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 41 ff. and
M. Wlassak in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1935 ff.).

3 Supra p. 750 f.
• 4 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 98 pi. 17, 4, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paits. iii. 130 f. pi. z, 11, 12, 14, 16, J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies (T Athtnes
Munich 1923—1926 pi. 89, i—15 (of which no. 3 Vienna=my fig. 539 and no. 14
Athens = my fig. 540). A specimen in my collection is shown suprap. 187 fig. 96.
- Mrs J. P. Shear in Hesperia 1936 v. 296 connects the contest-type of Athena v.
Poseidon (her fig. 8, i—n) with the Athenian festival of freedom, the Niketeria
(L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 235 n. 2).
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thing, Poseidon and Athena are to the left and right of the tree: in
the pediment their position was the reverse. Again, the coins put
an owl on the tree, where the pediment had a hovering Nike. And
lastly, the coins make Poseidon strike the rock, but Athena merely
point to her tree: on no specimen known to Svoronos has she
a lance. The inference is clear. The coins are presenting the myth
as told by Apollodoros, not the myth as represented in the pediment.

Pausanias1, when he visited Athens, noticed yet another memorial
of the famous Strife. On the summit of the Akropolis, at a point
closely adjoining the altar of Zeus Polietis, he saw 'Athena exhibiting
the olive-plant and Poseidon exhibiting a wave.' It is commonly,
but with no great certitude2, maintained that the type of this group
is attested by a series of minor antiquities3 including a silver buckle
from Herculaneum (fig. 541)4, an imperial bronze coin of Athens

Fig. 54i.

1 Paus. r. 24. 3 TreTrofyrcu 5e KCU r6 <pvrbv T??S Aalas 'Adrjva Kal KV/JM dvacftatvuv
Eofffidwv with H. Hitzig—H. Bliimner ad loc.

2 Protests were raised by B. Sauer Die Anfdnge der statuarischen Gruppe Leipzig
1887 p. 65 n. 233 (the Smyrna relief presupposes /o^-Lysippean statuary types, but not
necessarily a statuary group; and the same is true of the minor antiquities in general)
and in Aus der Anomia Berlin 1890 pp. 96—113 (the Smyrna relief is abbreviated from
the eastern frieze of Athena Nike: but see supra p. 581 n. o).

My own feeling is that the minpr monuments in question do not illustrate the group
described in Paus. i. 24. 3. 'Athena exhibiting the olive-plant' suggests rather such a
pose as she takes infra fig. 549, a. And ' Poseidon exhibiting a wave' sounds like a
misunderstood motif— Poseidon holding a curled dphlaston as e.g. on a silver coin of
Hadrian (Overbeck Gr. Kwstmyth. Poseidon p. 295 Miinztaf. 6, 6).

3 C. Robert in the Ath. Mitth. 1882 vii. 53 ff.
4 G. Finati in the Real Museo Borbonico Napoli 1831 vii pi. 48, (i) ( = my fig. e4I)

Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunstn. 169 f. pi. 22, 234, Roux—Barre Here, et Pomt>
vii Bronzes 3e Serie p. 196 ff. pi. 95, i. ^'

48—2
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(fig. 542)*, bronze medallions struck by Hadrian2 and Marcus
Aurelius (fig. 543)*, together with sundry gems4 of which the most
important is a late (c. 300 A.D.) cameo of sardonyx formerly owned
by Prince Nikolas Gagarin (fig. 544)5. There is here no sign of

Fig. 542. Fig- 543-

Fig. 544-
1 L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1872 pp. 5 fig. 2, 134^ (Hermitage),

Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 131 pi. z, 17, J. N. Svoronos
Les monnaies cTAthenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 89, 16 Berlin, 17 J. Anderson ( = my
%• 542)> l8 Petrograd.

2 Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. iii. 20 no. 100 pi. 146, 8 (Rome) and 9 (Vienna).
3 Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 131 pi. Z, 17 Provinzial-

Museum Bonn ( = my fig. 543).
4 (i) A small cornelian in the Dutch collection (L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St.

Pit. 1872 pp. 5 fig. 4, 140 f.).
(2) A large sardonyx-cameo at Naples (E. Gerhard—T. Panofka Neapels antikt

Bild-werke Stuttgart—Tubingen 1828 i. 395 no. 5, A. Gargiulo Intorno la tazza di pietra
sardonica orientale nel R. Museo Borbonico breve ragionamento Napoli 1835 pi. i,
L. Stephani loc. cit. pp. 136—138).

(3) A large sardonyx-cameo in Paris (C. Lenormant Nouvelle galerie mythologique
(Tre'sor de numismatique et de glyptique) Paris 1850 p. 146 no. i pi. 52, i, A. Chabouillet
Catalogue ge'ne'ral et raisonnt des camtes et pierres gravies de la Bibliotheque Impfriah
Paris (1858) p. 7 no. 36, L. Stephani loc. cit. pp. 138—140).

5 L. Stephani loc. cit. pp. 221 fig. ( = myfig. 544), 222 ff. This large sardonyx-cameo
of three layers supplements the central group of Poseidon and Athena with two flanking
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hostility. Athena's snake no longer hisses defiance, and Poseidon
leans quietly on his trident. The two might be arranging, amicably
enough, some modus vivendi. It was said that during the dispute
Athena begged Zeus to give his vote for her, promising that, if he
did so, a victim should for the first time be sacrificed on the altar to
him as Zeus Polietis\ A marble relief at Smyrna (fig. 545)2 and

figures—on the left Apollon (AeX^tVtoy (?)), who rests one hand with his lyre on a tripod
and holds the other with a wreath (?) towards a swan; on the right Dionysos, who rests
one hand with his thyrsos on a short pillar and holds the other with a cup (?) or grape-
bunch (?) towards a panther. Clumsy, but symmetric.

1 Hesych. s.v. AIDS OO.KOI /ecu irevaoi- ru>£s ypd<j>ov<ri \f/rj<poi. <pacrl 5e 4v rfj rdv
dia\}/r](t>itTfi, ore i^^tovSijrei 'AdTjva Kal HoffeiSuv, TT)V 'AOtjvav Atos Sfri6rjvaL v-irep

]V \f/rj<pov tveyKeiv KCU. viroffxeffdai avrl Totirov TO TOV IToXi^ws iepetov (so L. Kiister
for iepbv cod.) trpwrov dtieirOai eirl /SoiyitoC, Souid. s.v. Atoj ^T^OS- ovrus KaXelrai, iv <$
A.8rjva Kal HoffeiSuv fKpiOrjffav. Kparivos 'Apxi\6xois (frag. 4 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. i8f.
Meineke)). frda Aids /J.eyd\ov (JUnoi irecrcroi re KaXovvrai. o yap rdiros, ev if eKpl0rj<rav,
AiAj i{/rj<pos Ka\eLT<u. rdrTfTai de 7) irapoiftia eirl T&V lepwv KCU dBiKTUf. Supra \. 147 with
fig. 109 f.

2 C. Robert 'Die Schiedsgericht ilber Athena und Poseidon' in the Atk. Mitth. 1882
vii. 48—58 pi. i, i ( = my fig. 545) a relief in greyish marble (o-83m high, o-7om wide)
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Fig. 546.

another in the Villa Carpegria1 repeat the scene with the addition of
Nike, who is drawing out the votes from the voting-urn. And
a bronze medallion of Antoninus Pius
(fig. 546)2 plays a variation on the same
triumphant theme.

Athena had indeed won her victory,
and henceforward Poseidon, abating his
claim to sole possession, must be content
with a very subordinate r6le, that of a
mere lodger in the ancient temple of
Athena Polids. To effect an entry into that
august abode, he had to become as like as
possible to Erechtheus, the acknowledged
protege of the goddess. The 'strong house of Erechtheus' seems to
have had a rock-cut cistern, which would serve as his ' sea' under
the respectable old name Erechthe'is3. Above this 'sea,' which could
be seen and heard through an opening in the pavement, was the
west chamber of the later Erechtheion, and here stood three altars
fortunately described by Pausanias4. 'On entering the building,'
he says, 'you find three altars, one to Poseidon on which at the
bidding of a certain oracle they sacrifice also to Erechtheus, a second
to the hero Boutes, a third to Hephaistos.' Now Hephaistos we can
understand: he was the original husband of Athena5. Boutes too
had a right to be there: he was the ancestor of the Eteoboutadai,
hereditary priests of the Erechtheion6. But Poseidon and Erechtheus
must make do with a single altar. The fact is, Poseidon had long
since been officially identified with Erechtheus7. As early as the

from Aphrodisias in Karia, now in the Evangelical School at Smyrna. The olive, here
duplicated for symmetry's sake, accommodates Athena's owl. The dolphin, coiled about
an anchor, betokens Poseidon's ' sea.'

1 Id. ib. p. 50 ff. pi. 2 a rough Roman relief, probably a sarcophagus-lid, in the Villa
Carpegna (Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Poseidon p. 306 fig. 8, Matz—Duhn Ant. Bildw.
in Rom iii. 17 f. no. 3495), which on the extreme right includes part at least of the scene
more completely shown on the slab at Smyrna.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Medallions p. 9 no. 12 (wrongly described) pi. 10, 3, Gnecchi
Medagl. Rom. ii. 18 no. 79 (wrongly described) pis. -51, i (Bologna) and 52, 5 (Paris)
( = my fig. 546).

8 J. M. Paton The Erechtheum Harvard Univ. Press 1927 pp. 169—171 with figs. 68
(plan), 106 (photo) and pis. i (plan), 15 (sections) identifies the 'sea' with a shaft about
o-9Om square, sunk in the rock about i'75m, within the extreme south-west corner of the
building, but admits that the original Erechtheis may have been a natural hollow in the
rock still visible below the floor of the large mediaeval or Turkish cistern.

4 Paus. i. 26. 5. 5 Supra p. 188 ff.
6 Supra p. 589. 7 Supra ii. 793.
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fifth century B.C. we have a dedication 'to Poseidon Erechtheus1,'
and plenty of later inscriptions and texts bear witness to the blend2.
Now and again there is some consciousness that the two were not
really one, as when in the first half of the fourth century the tribe
Erechthei's sacrifices a bull 'to Poseidon and to Erechtheus3.'
But then, after all, the tribe Erechthei's would naturally be jealous
for the credit of its namesake Erechtheus. For the most part, the
populace acquiesced in this slight simplification of theology. Peace-
ful penetration had as usual succeeded.

The actual olive, token of Athena's triumph, rose from a cleft in
the rock beside the altar of Zeus Herkeios (figs. 547, 548)4. A tree
of immemorial sanctity would presumably be thick-stemmed and
bent with age5; and as such it is represented on Athenian coins of

Fig. 547. Fig. 548.

1 Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 387• = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 580 (cited supra p. 12 n. 3).
2 Supra ii. 793 n. 12, Hi. 11 n. 3. See also Roberts—Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii. 469

no. 268 with n. on p. 473, E. H. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2849, Escher in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 405.

3 Corp. inscr. Att. iv. 2 no. 556*:, iff. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. I no. 1146, i ff.
(cited supra p. 12 n. 3).

4 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. in no. 815 lighted altar with one olive-tree
on its left, no. 816 pi. 19, 10 altar between two olive-trees, on it a bucranium filleted,
J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d? Ath&nes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 87, 38 Athens, 39 Berlin,
40 London (^my fig. 547), 41 Petrograd, 42 Berlin ( = my fig. 548), 43 London?,
Anson Num. Gr. iv. 16 no. 143 London, no. 144 pi. 3 London. Svoronos' description
of the lighted altar as ' la fontaine de 1'Erechtheion' is ludicrous.

6 Theophr. hist, plant. 4. 13. 2 rr)v 8£ [MKpofiibriiTa fiaprvpovatv eiri y4 TIVUV Kal
riidpuv Kal drypiwv Kal at TrapaSeSo/i.&cu <f>rjfiai irapa T&V fj.v6o\6yiav • e\dav ntv jap \tyovirt
rip/' ASty-gai, K.T.\., cp. Plin. not. hist. 16. 234 durant in Liternino African! prioris manu
satae olea, etc. ;

H. O. Lenz Botanik.der alien Griechen und Romer Gotha 1859 p. 15 n. 57 'Von
einigen uralten, von einem Mauerchen umgebnen Olivenbaumen am Oelberg zu Jerusalem,
behaupten, wie Dr. Bagge erzahlt, die dortigen Monche, sie stammten noch aus der Zeit
des Heilands.' T. v. Heldreich in A. Mommsen Griechische Jahreszeiten Schleswig 1877
v. 573 f. ' Besonders grosse und alte Baume sind bei Amarussi und Kephissia zu finden;
mehrere davon haben nach Jul. Schmidt's [J. F. Julius Schmidt Beitrage zurphysikalischen
Geograpkie von Griechenland Athen 1861 i. 291 f.] Messungen an ihrer untern Basis bis
J5>55 Meter und der Stamm in einiger Hohe iiber dem breiten Fundamente noch 6 bis 8
Meter im Umfang. Auch an vielen andern Orten giebt es sehr grosse Oelbaume in Attica;
so mass ich in der mesogaischen Ebene Lamprica kiirzlLch einen Baum, dessen Stamm
ganz unten an der Basis 12,85 Meter und bei 0,50 M. iiber der Oberflache des Bodens
noch 7,40 M. im Umfang hatte. Solche Baume miissen bei dem langsamen Wachsthum
des Oelbaums ein sehr hohes Alter haben, leider ist es sehr schwierig oder fast unmoglich,
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imperial date1. In popular parlance it was dubbed sometimes 'the
Stunted or Writhen Olive2,' but sometimes also 'the Citizen
Olive3'—a very notable name, since it assured the citizens that the
Olive was one of themselves. They were astoi: it, or rather she,
was aste. But this sympathy between tree and townsfolk went
further than that. There is reason to think that the Olive of the
Erechtheion was regarded as the life-tree4 of Athens, on whose
preservation the very existence of the state depended. When the
Persians sacked the Akropolis, this all-important tree was burnt.
'But,' says Herodotos5, 'on the day after its burning, when the
Athenians bidden by the king to sacrifice went up to the sanctuary,
they saw a shoot of about a cubit's length sprung from the stump
and duly reported the matter.' Pausanias6 tells the same tale,
except that his olive, instead of one cubit in two days, grows two
cubits in one day. Stories can grow as well as olives!

Clearly the tree was a hardy perennial, and the Athenians were
well advised when they took twelve slips of it and planted them in
the Akademeia. The resultant trees furnished the sacred oil for the
Panathenaic victors and were known as mortal7, not because they
dasselbe zu bestimmen, und wohl noch niemals ist die Dauer eines jener uralten Stamme
direct bestimmt und nachgewiesen worden. Die alten Oliven haben meist einen hohlen
Stamm, es fehlt meist der Holzkorper mit den Jahresringen, ofters theilen sie sich dann
auch in mehrere Stamme durch natiirliche Spaltung. Mit grosser Wahrscheinlichkeit
wird angenommen, dass die Oliven auf dem Oelberge bei Jerusalem—acht an der Zahl—
noch dieselben sind, welche einst zu Christi Zeiten dort standen: sie batten, als Bov£
[N. Bove 'Relation abregee d'un voyage botanique en Egypte, dans les trois Arabics,
en Palestine et en Syrie' in the Annales des sciences naturelles 1834 i. 173] sie mass,
"wenigstens 6 Meter" im Umfange; unsere attischen sind aber zum Theil noch viel
dicker und wenn man daraus auf ihr Alter schliessen darf, miissen diese lebenden
Denkmaler aus der hellenischen Vorzeit noch betrachtlich alter sein.' C. Neumann—
J. Partsch Physikalische Geographic von Griechenland mit besonderer Rucksicht auf das
Alterthum Breslau 1885 p. 416 f. ' Solcher uralter Oelbaume, von denen mancher
vielleicht noch die Bluthezeit Athens gesehen hat, giebt es in Attika noch mehrere;
Stamme von i—\\ m Durchmesser sind nicht selten; im Oelwalde am Kephissos
kommen Stamme von i—301 Durchmesser vor; die Hohenentwickelung ist indess nie
sehr bedeutend, auch bei den schonsten nur 7—to in.' See further A. Coutance L'olivier,
Folive et Fhuile des olives Paris 1877 pp. i—456 with figs., H. Robert Der zahme Oelbaum
in der religib'sen Vorstellung der Griechen Miinchen 1894 pp. i—48, and L. Weniger
Der heilige Olbaum in Olympia Weimar 1895 p. 3.

1 Supra p. 187 figs. 98 and 99.
2 'H TrdyKv<j>os £\ala (siipra p. 187 n. i).
3 'H diTTTj eXcuo. (zl>.),
4 On life-trees in general see Boetticher Baumkulttis p. 163 ff. (' Schikksalsbaume'),

Mrs J. H. Philpot The Sacred Tree London 1897 p. 84 ff., Frazer Golden Bough*:
Balder the Beautiful ii. 159 ff., E. S. Hartland in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 44** ff., H. Marzell in the Handworterbuch des deutscken
Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1927 i. 956, Boette ib. 1933 v. 9606°.

5 Hdt. 8- 55. 8 Paus. i. 27. 2. 7 Supra p. 187 n. i.
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were fractions (mere] of the original stock, but because on them
depended the fate [moros] of the people. A similar life-tree was the
wild olive in the market-place at Megara: an oracle had announced
'that, if this were cut open, the,city would betaken and plundered;
which'—adds Theophrastosf--rfcame to pass when Demetrios took
it.' Athena herself, as mistress of: the fateful olives, bore the title
Mdries*, therein resembling\Zeu$<j$f<?rws3. A red-figured amphora
published by Gerhaif^ (fig-£f5#te} show$ the goddess holding out her

Fig. 550. Fig- 551-

Fig- 553-

1 Theophr. hist, plant. 5. 2. 4, Plin. nat. hist. 16. 199.
2 Scholl—Studemund anecd. i. 269 'Eirlffera 'Affyvas (21) /Mplov. Gruppe Gr. Myth,

Rel. p. 1197 n. 5 'Die Olive ist der Lebens- und Schicksalsbaum [ib. p. 879 ff.], und zwar
gilt dies insbesondere auch von den der Athena heiligen Oelbaumen, ja diese Gottin heisst
selbst wie die Schicksalsoliven Mop/a.' Kruse in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi. 307
gives Athena's appellative more correctly as M6pto$.

3 Supra i. 196 n. 6, ii. 20, 502 n. 2. See also Kruse loc. cit., who notes that
L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Ptt. 1872 p. 33 n. 2 would identify Zeus M6ptor
with Zeus 'EXafous (Hesych. 'E\alovs- tv Ktiirpy 6 Zetfs. Musurus cj. 'EXaioCs. O. Jessen
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2228 would emend another Hesychian gloss 'EXaMo-. - ;

Aids lepbv iv Ktiirpy into 'EXcuous or 'EXatofaiov). But Zeus 'E\aiovs may be an attempt to,
extract Greek sense from a Semitic name. R. Meister Die griechisehen Dialekte Gottingen
1889 ii. 208 thought to find the Phoenician "EX [more correctly '.£/] in a whole group of
Cypriote names, including Hesych. EtfeA/Si/s- avOddys. ical 6 Zeus e»< Kfarpy (cp. Hesych.
'EXtei/s- Zei)s 4v 6^ats) and such titles as EJX^rt {supra i. 537 n. o) and ~El\a.Triva.ffT^s
{supra i. 654 n. 4, iii. 652 n. o). He related Zeus 'EX-aious to 'EX-aia a headland of
south-eastern Kypros (Ptol. 5. 14. 3). H. Lewy in Philologus 1892 Ii. 745 and in the
fahrb. f. class. Philol. 1892 xxxviii. 186 cp. the Phoenician deity 'EXioOi' mentioned hi
Philon Bybl. frag. 2. 12 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 567 Mttller) ap. Euseb. praep. ev. i. ro. 14
EXtoOp /caXoifytecos "T^ioros (context quoted supra ii. 886 n. o (30)).

4 Gerhard Auserl. Vasenb. iv. 12 f. pi. 245 ( = my fig. 549) a red-figured amphora
formerly with the dealer Basseggio at Rome.
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olive, while a priestess (?) or worshipper (?) extends an oinochoe
towards her1.

But the exact nature of the relationship between goddess arid
tree (figs. 550, 551)2 is nowhere recorded. Jane Harrison3, never
lacking in courage, and impressed by the fact that the olive is called
Athenais*, the 'Athena-tree,' roundly declared 'that at Athens...
Athene herself at one period of her development was' Atkenats,
'the sacred olive tree.' Miss Harrison went on to observe: 'The
image of the goddess was made of her olive-tree... .But this is a second
step on from the time when the goddess was the tree, dwelt in the
tree, her life and that of the people intimately bound up, practically
identical with it.' Those lines were written over forty years ago, and
today they may stand in some need of revision. Personally I would

1 Gerhard loc. cit. notes that the two sides of the vase must be regarded as forming a
single picture, in which Athena and her priestess or worshipper face each other. He cp.
Achilles and Brisei's on the amphora by Oltos figured in his pi. 187 (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Vases iii. 195 f. no. E 258). In both cases the composition is illogical,

2 For Athena standing beside her olive see e.g. J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes
Munich 1923—1926 pi. 87, 15—32 (of which 15 Athens —my fig. 550 and 25 J. Anderson
=myfig. 551)-

For Athena seated beside her olive see e.g. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 87, 33—37 (of which
34 Athens=my fig. 552). Fig. 553 is from a specimen in my collection (same dies as
Svoronos pi. 87, 36 J. Anderson).

On a silver stattr of Aphrodisias (?) or Nagidos (?) in Kilikia, struck in the time of
Pharnabazos (379—374 B.C.), the local copy of Athena Parthtnos appears. She rests her
right hand, bearing Nike, on an olive-tree, which stands in place of the Athenian pillar
(supra ii pi. xlv), and her left on a shield, of which the inside and
snakes fringing the Gorgdneion on the outside are seen. Three
specimens of the coin are known to exist in London (P. Gardner
Types of Gk. Coins p. i7of. pi. 10, 28, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Lycaonia, etc. pp. xlii n. 4, 112 pi. 19, 14, K. Regling Die antike
Miinze als Kunstwerk Berlin 1924 p. 132 pi. 29, 609, Head Coins
of the Greeks p. 35 pi. 19, 48), Paris (Imhoof-Blumer and
P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 126 pi. Y, 22 ( = my fig. 554),
W. Lermann Athenatypen auf griechischen Miinzen Miinchen 1900 Fig- 554-
p. 78 n. i pi. 2, 6), and Turin (Imhoof-Blumer Monn.gr. p. 372 ff. no. 76 pi. G, 15).

3 J. E. Harrison in the Class. Rev. 1895 ix. 89.
4 Hesych. 'AQyvats- y g\ala q /raJ ayr-t\ (so M. Schmidt1 suggests for 'A6ijvai—

Adfyai, do-Tv cod. But M. Schmidt2 is content to print 'AOtjvats-.i/ Aa/a. Ka.l'AQyvai-
&ITTV), et. mag. p. 24, 57 'AOrjixiis- ^ eXala. ical 'A.dt)vaia- TJ aypieXala, Favorin.
lex. p. 51, I'AOrjva (sic), i] eXaia.

The last gloss recalls a curious passage of Nonnos, in which apparently Athena's
name is used as a simple equivalent of e\ala (Nonn. Dion. 15. in if. of a sleeping Indian
rbv S£ /3ct/>t> Kviaffffovra /SaOvo-Tp&TUv tirl \£Krpuv \ aKpoi(6/j.ov tfroivucos ifj ev&divos 'A6fyr)s \
purifav avfyoiffii' £Xi£ eirefftipurev opirrj^). Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1198 n. o comments :
<Etfc6$H' 'AQTFjvt), die Bezeichnung des Oelbaums bei Nonn. D 15 112 ist vielleicht ein
alter formelhafter Ausdruck, der sich urspriinglich auf solchen Zauber bezogen haben
konnte.' But, in place of dtfi^s codd., H. Kochly cj. 'Aahjs?'—a reading since
confirmed by the papyrus (Berolinensis P. 10567), which has e\<ur\\i\.
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rather put it thus. Athena was the mountain-mother of the Akro
polls. Everything that issued from its rocky surface was instinct
with her vitality and must be accepted as a manifestation of herself.
The rock is primary, the tree is secondary: it is the divinity of the
former that makes the latter also divine.

(2) The snake of Athena.

But life emerging from the surface of the Akropolis might be
animal as well as vegetable. There was a widespread belief in
antiquity that snakes were the children of Mother Earth. Herodotos1

makes the Lycian priests tell Kroisos that the snake is the child of
Earth. Centuries later the same thing is said by Artemidoros2:
'A child of Earth he is, and in the earth he dwells.' Pliny3 too
remarks: 'Some creatures will not harm natives, though they kill
strangers. This is the case with the small serpents at Tiryns, which
are said to be sprung from the earth.'

Now the Akropolis, since it abounds in crevices and holes,
must in early days have harboured plenty of these reptiles, especially
the Tarbophis fallax, a species that still haunts the rocks and ruins
of Greece*. A pelike from Kameiros already figured5 shows two such
snakes, apparently male and female6, creeping out of the Akropolis
rock to protect the infant Erichthonios, who sits up in his basket
and takes notice of Athena. The basket-lid has been lifted off by
the disobedient sisters Aglauros and Herse. Scared by the snakes,
they flee for dear life and are represented on the other side of the
vase hurrying- off to their death7.

1 Hdt. i. 78 X^yoirej 6<f>a> elvai yfjs iraida.
2 Artemid. oneirocr. 2. 13 7175 ydp Am /cctl afrrds irais /cai ras Siarpifias ev r% 75

irotetrat.
3 Plin. nat. hist. 8. 229 iam quaedam animalia indigenis innoxia advenas interimunt,

sicut serpentes parvi in Tirynthe (so J. Dalechamps for mirinthe codd. Salmasius
cj. Myunte), quos terra nasci proditur.

4 My colleague Dr J. A. Ramsay kindly refers me to G. A. Boulenger The Snakes of
Europe London 1913 pp. 217—219 fig. 32 (a poisonous species of the genus Tarbophis,
which 'grows to a length of 2 feet 10 inches.... The names Katzenschlange and Ailurophis,
translated Cat-snake, probably originated from the way in which this snake stalks its
prey, and suddenly pounces upon it— Stony localities, olH walls, and ruins, are the
favourite abodes of this snake, which does well in captivity').

5 Supra p. 248 n. 6 with pi. xxix and fig. 154.
6 One bearded (!), the other beardless. For bearded snakes cp. e.g. supra ii. 1060,

1061 fig. 914, 1128 n. o fig. 956. See further the interesting observations of Harrison
Proleg. Gk. Rel.i pp. 326—328, with the criticisms of E. Kiister Die Schlange in der
griechischen Kunst und Religion Giessen I9i3p. 76 n. 2.

7 Supra p. 239 f.
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The scene recalls an early passage in the Ion1:

To earth-born Erichthonios Zeus' daughter
Assigned as watchful guards a pair of snakes,
And bade the Aglaurid maidens keep their trust.
Wherefore Erechtheus' sons in Athens still
Are wont to rear their babes 'mid snakes of gold.

The sequel makes it clear that the last couplet alludes to prophyl-
actic snakes hung round the necks of infants {perideraia?}. For the
mutual recognition of mother and son at the close of the play turns
largely on the preservation and production of such a gaud3:

Ion Is there aught else,—or canst thou guess but once?
Kreousa Snakes all of gold, the custom of my race.
Ion Athena's gift, and used by her command?
Kreousa Copied from Erichthonios of yore.
Ion How is the trinket used and worn? Explain.
Kreousa As necklace for a new-born babe, my child.
Ion The snakes are here !

Fig. 555- Fig- 556. Fig. 557.

No necklace of the sort, so far as I know, has come down to us.
Anguiform bracelets (figs. 555, 556, 557)4, ear-rings (fig. 558)5,finger-

1 Eur. Ion 20 ff. 2 Supra ii. 699.
3 Eur. Ion 1416 ff. trans. A. W. Verrall (adapted).
4 Two specimens in my collection will serve: Fig. 555 is a slender bronze bracelet,

of unknown provenance but exquisite Greek workmanship, representing a single snake
complete from head to tail.

Fig- 556 is a thick silver bracelet, one of a pair found in a fourth-century grave at Sinope.
Each bracelet ends in two snake-heads (d/j.<t>lffj3a.tva.) with neck-markings roughly rendered.

Fig- 557 is an armlet of solid gold, one of a pair from Pompeii (Roux—Barre Here, et
Pomp, vii Bronzes 3e Serie p. 190 f. pi. 92, i =my fig. 557 (scale J)). Each elastic spiral is
a single snake with garnets serving as eyes and a thin metal tongue inserted in the mouth.

5 Fig- 558 is a bronze ear-ring in my collection. It was found in Syria together
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rings (figs. 559—562)1, etc., which served the same apotropaeic
purpose, are common enough2. But gold jewellery of the sixth and

Fig- 558. Fig- 559- Fig. 560.

Fig. 561. Fig. 562.

with a small hoard of silver coins ranging in date from Seleukos i (312 — 280 B.C.) to
Demetrios ii (146 — 142, 128 — 1258.0.).

1 Figs. 559 — 562 are gold finger-rings in the British Museum. Brit. Mus. Cat. Finger
Rings p. 150 no. 929 pi. 24 ( = my fig. 559) is a Graeco-Roman ring showing a single
snake coiled. Ib. pp. xlvi, 151 no. 935 fig. 122 ( = my fig. 560) is another of the same
period showing a single snake partially uncoiled. Ib. pp. xlv, 41 f. no. 241 fig. 49 ( = my
ng- S^i) pi. 6 is a third of similar date, ending in busts of the two human-headed snakes
Isis and Sarapis (cp. supra i. 360).

Brit. Mus. Cat. Finger Rings pp. xlvi, 180 no. 1135 fig. 139 ( = my fig. 562) is a
Graeco-Roman ring of penannular shape, ending in two snake-heads. The whole hoop is
silver, but the eyes are pellets of gold.

2 Examples abound in all Museums. The texts include Anth. Pal. 6. 206. 7 f.
(Antipatrbs of Sidon) rbv eiHrireiprj 5£ dpdKovra, \ xptiveiov paSwutv K6ffn,ov £iri.ff<pvpl<av,
6. 207. 7 (Archias) Ko.\bv ffireipaua irepi<r<pvploio dpdKovros, Loukian. amor. 41 TOVS irepi
Kapirois Kal fipaxioffi dpdKovras- ws u<pe\ov 6vrus dvrl xpvffiov SpdKOvres elvai, Moiris s.v.
6<pets, 'ATTIKWS' TO. irapa TOIS "EXXijcri ^XXia, Poll. 5. 99 ire pi 5e TOUS Kapirobs TrepiKapiria
Kal exivovs Kal du<pi.dtas Kal o<peis Kal \f/£\\ia Kal x^'Swcas Kal j3ou/3<iXia, uv Zvia Kal rots
irepl TOI)S jSpaxiovas tTrovoudfovcri Kal TOIJ irepl TOI>J 7r65as, fj.d\iffTa d£ ras d/j.<f>i,d4as Kal TOVS
xXi9wj'as, Philostr. epist. 22, (40) Kal ol eiriKapvioi o<peis /cat at xPvffa^ TfSat, Clem. Al.
paed. 2. 12. 123. 3 p. 231, 15 ff. Stahlin ws yap rty Etfew 6 o^its r)irdr-r]crev, ofirw 5^ Kal rots
aXXas yvvatKas 6 KOffuos 6 xpucroOs SeX^art Trpoo'xp^/u.ej'os roO o^ews T(p ffxynar
els vfipeis, ffpvpaivas Tivas Kal o^eis airoirXarTo^vas ets evirp4ireiav. \4yei yovv 6 /c
Nt/c6<rTparos, ' dX&recs, KaOtTrjpas, daKrv\Lovs, /3owj3dXta, o0ets, | 7repi<r/feX£Sas,
(Nikostr. inc. fab. frag. 7 (Frag. com. Gr. iii. 289 Meineke)), Tert. de cor. mil. 15 quid
caput strophiolo aut dracontario damnas, diademati destinatum? Hesych. s.v. o^ew TO
dpaKVVT&Sii ya>6fj.eva ^XXia. ^/Lfravdpos HapaKarad-fiKri ' roiis o<peis ' X^y« ' (caXws yt uoi \
•fiy6pa<ras' (frag. 8 (Frag. com. Gr. iv. 184 Meineke)), Aristain. epist. i. 15 oi>x Sp/nos,
oi>x f^tKTTJpes, oi>K ofpeuv (so J. Pierson for 01) ir6Xew»' cod.) TO Tro\tiTiuov, 06 irepidtpaiov,
Isid. orig. 19. jr. 12 monile...hoc etiam et serpentum dicitur quia constat ex amphorulis
quibusdam aureis gemmisque in modum facturae serpentis, Phot. lex. s.v. 6<peis- if/t\ia
dpaKovrurd.
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fifth centuries is notoriously scarce1. However, it is certain that
Euripides, an antiquarian at heart, is here giving the altion of an
actual custom, which placed the young Athenian under the pro-
tection of Athena's snakes2.

It is tempting to recognise the same two guardian snakes in
a couple of fragmentary reptiles found in 1888 to the east and
south-east of the Parthenon3. They are the angle-figures of a pedi-
mental group executed in painted pdros between 580 and 560 B.C.

1 See F. H. Marshall in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Jewellery p. xxixi.
2 J. Maehly Die Schlange im Mythus und Cultus der classischen Volker Basel 1867

p. 11 f., cp. A. Nagele 'Der Schlangen-Cultus' in the Zeitschrift fur Vblkerpsychologie
und Sprachwissenschaft 1887 xvii. 264—289 (especially p. 282 on Germanic parallels).

E. Ktister Die Schlange in der griechischen Kunst tmd Religion Giessen 1913 p. 113
n. o put forward an interesting but perhaps over-venturesome conjecture (quoted supra

Fig. 563.

p. 239 n. i), viz. that the Athenian custom and its aetiological myth presuppose a
primitive belief 'wonach eigentlich zwischen Schlange und damonischem Kind kein
grosser Unterschied besteht.' He adduced inter alia the modern Greek practice of
calling an unbaptised infant dpdicos, dpdKaiva, or the like. His Excellency Mr D. Cacla-
inanos assures me (6 June 1936) that this practice still obtains in Greece, but he inclines
to accept my suggestion that, in the Greek view, 'the old serpent' (Rev. 12. 9, 20. 2),
the Devil, has not yet been expelled from the child by baptism. For the Devil as a
serpent see N. G. Polites MeXer?; tirl roO fttov TWV Newrepwc 'EXX^cw*' Athens 1871 i. 165 ff.

Possibly the myth of the infant Herakles and the two snakes, familiar to us both in
literature (Pherekyd. frag. 28 (Frag. hist. Gr.\. 77 Mtiller) —frag. 69 a, b (Frag. gr.
Hist. i. 79 f. Jacoby) ap. Apollod. 2. 4. 8 and schol. Find. Nem. i.'65, Find. Nem. i.
33 ff., Eur. H. f. i266ff., Theokr. 24. iff., Plaut. Amph. 1121 ff., Diod. 4. 10, Verg.
Aen. 8. 287 ff., Paus. 1-124. 2> Hyg. fdb.^ 30) and in art (e.g. the decorative bronze
(height o'O7m) at Vienna published by von Sacken Ant. Bronzen Wien i. 96 pi. 49, 3
(=myfig. 563), Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 238 no. 2, or the Pompeian wall-paintings noted
in Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 186 nos. 3—5) implies the existence of a Theban
custom comparable with that of the Athenians. A body-guard of snakes might easily be
taken for foes, not friends. But see E. Kiister Die, Schlange in der griechischen Kunst und
Religion Giessen 1913 p. 108.

3 G. Dickins Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum Cambridge 1912 i. 74 f. figs.
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T. Wiegand1 held that they came from the eastern gable of the old
Hekatompedon, and thought to combine them with a central trio,
of which he claimed to identify two figures—Athena seated full-
front and Zeus seated in profile beside her (fig. 564)2. But Wiegand's
arrangement of the centre, though accepted by H. Lechat8, is re-
jected by more recent critics. R. Heberdey4 assigned this Zeus and
the seated goddess, whom he calls Hera, to a smaller pediment,
6*6om long, representing the introduction of Herakles to Olympos.
In this he is followed by G. Dickins5, M. Schede6, and the majority

Fig. 564.

Fig. 565-

of archaeologists. Heberdey then attempted to pack into the
western Hekatompedon gable a central group of lion, lioness, and
bull, flanked by the two big snakes, but later realised that the
presence of a step in the gable left insufficient space for this
menagerie7, and was content to assume a single lion holding down
a hypothetical stag8. E. Buschor9, dissatisfied with Heberdey's
results, combined the snakes with yet another leonine group, com-
prising an extant big lioness and a mw-extant big lion, each at
work on the body of a bull : this imposing circus he would regard

1 T. Wiegand Die archaische Poros-Architektur der Akropolis zu Athen Cassel and
Leipzig 1904 p. 90 ff. with fig. 109 ( = my fig. 564) and col. pi. 5, A and B.

2 Supra i. 2 n. 2, ii. 757 n. i, iii. 688 n. 4.
3 H. Lechat La sculpture attique avant Phidias Paris 1904 pp. 53—58.
4 R. Heberdey Altattische Porosskulptur Wien 1919 pp. 29—46 with col. pi. i.
5 G. Dickins op. cit. p. 62 ff. fig.
6 M. Schede Die Burg von Athen Berlin 1922 col. pi. i.
7 G. Dickins op. cit. p. 86.
8 R. Heberdey op. cit. pp. 109—113.
9 E. Buschor Grossenverhaltnisse attischer Porosgiebel Athen 1924 p. 4 f. fig. 2

=fahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1928 xliii. 74 fig. 21.



as the front gable of an early apsidal Parthenon! H. Schrader1 is
much better advised when he reaffirms Heberdey's contention that
the snakes belong to the second gable of the Hekatompedon, but
makes no attempt to fill the space between them (fig. 565). Dickins2

had already drawn the sound conclusion: 'At present...the central
group of this pediment is unidentified.' And here, at the risk of
making confusion more confounded, I cannot help remarking that
snakes in the angles of a pediment, though mythological in origin,
may be merely decorative in usage—a feature due ultimately to

Fig. 566.

Egyptian influence3. On this showing one might suppose that the
blank between the pedimental snakes was originally occupied by
some simple solar device, a disk orphidle or Gorgoneion,

More certainly connected with Athena is the pair of snakes,
which on a red-figured pyxis at Copenhagen (fig. 566)4 are drawing

1 H. Schrader in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1928 xliii. 75 pi. 3, 2 ( = my
% 565) after a drawing by K. Ostertag.

2 G. Dickins op. cit. p. 86.
3 Supra i. 205 f., 293 ff.
4 Supra i. 231 n. S. My fig. 566 reproduces part of A. Dumont—J. Chaplain—

E Pettier Les ctramiques de la Grece tropre i pi. 10.

c. in. 49
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the goddess in her chariot to face the judgment of Paris1. A later
vase, a gilded aryballos at Athens (fig. 567)2, shows the judge, here
lettered Alexandras, considering his verdict in much perplexity.
On the one hand, a seductive Eros points out to him that Helen3 is
already approaching from the left with open arms. On the other
hand, between him and his promised bride is set the small but
threatening figure of the Pallddion, while from the right comes an
indignant Athena accompanied by a single gigantic snake with
forked and flickering tongue. Jane Harrison4 more suo observes:
'The artist seems dimly conscious that the snake is somehow the
double of Athene

Fig. 567.

At Athens the relation of snakes to the city-goddess was em-
phasised, not only by myth, but also by cult. Kekrops the earth-
born, who is at least half a snake (figs. 93 5 and 95 6), was buried in

1 Supra i. 125 f. pi. xi, iii. 67 f. pi. xi. The theme is handled at large by P. Gardner
(supra p. 68 n. 2) and, far more thoroughly, by Turk in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1586—
1592 and 1607—1631 figs. 3—ro.

2 Collignon—Couve Cat. Vases d?Athenes p. 635 f. no. 1942. The older publication
by J. de Witte in the Arch. Zeit. 1867 xxv. 64 pi. 224, 2 (Reinach Rtp. Vases i. 402, 3f.)
is of course superseded by that of E. Pernice in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst.
1896 xi Arch. Anz. pp. 36—38 with a careful drawing by E. Gillieron ( = my fig. 567).

s The letters H F visible above the maiden are taken by Pernice to be the start ot
H EX^"'?—a piece of old-fashioned orthography still possible at the end of s. v B.C. The
completion "HP« is possible, but less probable (Collignon—Couve op. cit. p. 636).
C. Robert's conjecture IlapH r<>pos (ap. Pernice loc. cit. p. 38 n. i, cp. O. Hofer in
Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1578 f., v. 477 ff.), a goddess of Persuasion akin to Peitho (Paus.
i. 43. 6), fails to persuade me.

The choice between the claims of passion (Eros) and those of honour (Athena) is all
the more piquant, if the third claimant (Hera) is suppressed.

4 Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 306.
5 Supra p. 182. 6 Supra p. 186.
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the Kekropion at the south-west corner of the Erechtheion1, 'close
up against the Polio&chos herself/ as Theodoret2 puts it. Here he
had a hierdn* and a hereditary priesthood4. Erichthonios, another
'son of the soil5,' was represented sometimes as an infant mothered
by Athena6, sometimes as a snake held by her in a basket7—a pose
suggestive of ritual usage8. Again, there was the nameless snake,

1 M. Collignon ' L'Emplacement du Cecropion a 1'Acropole d'Athenes' in the
Memoires de VAcademic des inscriptions 1920 xli. i—17 (p. 13 ff. ' i° II y avait, centre le
mur Quest, entre la porte du Fandroseion et le soubassement, un petit edifice dont la
place est nettement determinee par la niche qui s'ouvre obliquement dans le mur Quest....
2° A defaut d'autres renseignements sur le petit edifice, nous en connaissons au moins la
hauteur...on peut 1'evaluera 3 metres environ. Nous savons aussi...que le monument etait
de biais par rapport au mur Quest, et qu'il s'engageait en partie sous le portique des
Cores. II est done permis de songer a une construction basse et rectangulaire....3° Le
nom de Cecropion designait a la fois le petit edifice et I'enceint'e comprise entre le
mur Sud du Pandroseion et le soubassement de l'Hecatompedon...rien n'empeche de
croire qu'il y avait la, tout pres de 1'Erechtheion, un tombeau remontant a une haute
antiquite, et contemporain des vestiges de 1'epoque mycenienne retrouves sur l'Acropole(2)
((2) PETERSEN, Die Burgtempel der Athenaia, p. 36. M. E. A. Gardner suppose que
c'etait un tombeau voute de petites dimensions (Ancient Athens, p. 361))'). J. M. Paton
The Erechtheum Harvard Univ. Press 1927 pp. 127—137 (p. 136 f. 'On the north side
of the Old Temple was a terrace or precinct having at its eastern end something which
was later believed to be the tomb of Cecrops. The appearance of this monument is
unknown, but it can hardly have been of stone on the outside, since it is improbable that
the Erechtheum would have been so planned as to bring its corner on a spot already
occupied by a solid structure of so sacred a character. It seems more likely that only
a mound of earth was visible and that it was not until an attempt was made to lay
foundations that something more solid was discovered—perhaps a corner of the old
"Mycenaean" palace,' etc.). Older views in W. Judeich Topographic -von Athen^
Munchen 1931 p. 282 n. 3.

2 Theodoret. Graecarum affectionum curatio 8. 30 (Ixxxiii. 10170 Migne) Kai yap
'ASfyrifftv, &s 'Avrloxos ev rrj evdry yeypaQev iffTopia, &vu ye ev rrj aKpoir6\ei TLeKpotrbs
(<m rdipos irapa, TT\V IloXtoCxoi' avr-rjv, cp. Clem. Al. protr. 3. 45. i p. 34, iof. Stahlin

' 5e ev a.Kpoir6\ei Kticpoiros (si:. Td<f>os earlv], <as 4>t\aiv 'Avrioxos ev rq> evdry TUV
(frag. (15) (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 184 Miiller) =frag. i (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 213

Jacoby)) = Euseb. praep. ev. 2. 6. 2, Arnob. adv. nat. 6. 6 in historiarum Antiochus nono
Athenis in Minervio memorat Cecropem esse mandatum terrae.

3 Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. i no. 1156, 34 f. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 957,
59 f. on the base of an offering dedicated by the epheboi of the tribe Kekropis in 334/3 B.C.
waypdif/ai Se rode rb \j/i?i[<j>i]\<r/j,a ev crrTjX^i \idivqL KCU. crr^ffai ev TUII rov K^Kpoiros ie[pwi].

4 Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 2338, i ff. in a list of the Amynandridai, between
27/6 and 18/7 B.C. dyaffri r^xy ^""l 'Apeiov rov Aupitavos Ilaiavitus | &pxov,Tos rrjs TroXews
apxwv Toy yevovs \ TOV 'A/j,vvavdpLdu>v"Apeios Aupluvos n.at\avieds rotiffde aveypatyev yewr/ras
inSe^d\fj.evos TO 5airdv>)/jia etc r&v idiuv &,p\uv TOV yevovs \ ["Apeios] Awpiuvos n[at]a[i»i]ei)j
tfj>]ffo K^/C/JO[IT]OS | K.T.X. , cp. Hesych. 'A/j.vvavdpi(8)at- y£vos, e| ou if pels 'Affr/vriffiv.
J. Toepffer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 2003.

5 Supra p. 181.
6 Supra p. 218 n. 5 with fig. 140.
7 Supra p. 218 n. 4 with fig. 139.
8 Supra i. 425 fig. 307 (Demeter). See further R. H. Kennett in J. Hastings Encyclo-

pedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i. 79 ib—793% E. Kiister Die Schlange
in der griechischen Kunst und Religion Giessen 1913 p- 147 ff., Harrison Themis* p. 265 f.

49—2'
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which actually lived in the Erechtheion. Herodotos1, describing the
eve of Salamis, writes as follows:
The Athenians say that a great snake dwells in their sanctuary2 and guards the
Akropolis. So they say and in proof of their words set out for it a monthly
offering, to wit a honeycake. This cake had always before been consumed, but
was now left untouched. When the priestess made that known, the Athenians
were more willing to leave their city, because they deemed that the goddess too
had deserted the Akropolis.

Plutarch3 tells the same tale, except that he regards the whole
business as a ruse on the part of the artful Themistokles. Other
authors add nothing of importance, and the common assumption
that the snake was Erechtheus or Erichthonios is a probability
rather than a certainty. At most we know that Aristophanes4 called
i t ' the house-keeping snake,' masculine in gender and therefore not
to be identified with the goddess herself.

The original significance of the snakes that figure so frequently
in the myths and rites of Athens is by no means easy to determine.
In view of the curious5 belief that the spinal cord of a dead man
turns into a snake6—a belief still current in Palestine7—it would

1 Hdt. 8. 4i.
2 On the actual haunt of this reptile see supra ii. 1148 n. 2, J. M. Paton The Ereck-

theum Harvard Univ. Press 1927 pp. 435 n. 3, 456, 486 n. i (3), 491 n. i ('It is perhaps
allowable to see in the crypt beneath the North Portico and in its probable extension
along the inside of the north wall the reputed dwelling-place of the sacred serpent...if
indeed the serpent had any real existence, and was not a mere hypostasis of the chthonic
divinity, Erechtheus (Petersen, Burgtempel, pp. 61—93)'). The obscure word Spd/caiAos
throws little or no light on the situation: see A. C. Pearson's excellent note on Soph.
frag. 643 Jebb.

3 Plout. v. Them. 10.
4 Aristoph. Lys. 758 f. dXX' oil dvva^ai "juy otf5£ Kot/J.a<r6' ev 7r6Xet | e£ 08 rbv 6<far

eldov TOV olKovpbv irore with schol. ad loc. rbv lepbv SpaKovra TTJS 'A.6r]vas, rbv 0tfXaK(t rod
vaov and Hesych.. oiKovpbv o<pt.v. • rbv TTJS IloXidSos <pti\aKa SpaKOvra. /cat ol /j.ev lea
<paffiv, oi 5e 5tfo ev T<£ tepy rov 'Epex^ws- TOVTOV 5£ <f>i!>\aKa rrjs d/cp07r6Xews <f>a<ri(v), $ tal
fj.e\iTOvrrav iraparlOecrOai, Phot. lex. s.v. oiKovpbv 8<piv rbv TTJS IloXidSos $tf\aKer (tai
'Hp65oTos- <l>tfXapxos & a&rov Stio (F. Creuzer cj. /cat 'Hp6SoTos<(j.£v Zva ^ijtrlv 4v rtf
icp$,>&ti\apxos 8£ avTov Stio) (Phylarch. frag. 74 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 355 Miiller) =frag.
72 (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 186 Jacoby), cp. Eustath. in Od. p. 1423, 8 ff.

8 Not so very curious, either. For there is, of course, a rough resemblance between
the cord with its tapering end and the snake with its tapering tail, as my friend and
colleague Dr F. Goldby assures me. The likeness of the vertebral column to a snake's
skeleton is less pronounced.

6 Ail. de not. an* i. 51 pelvis avOp&irov vtKpov tfxunv biroav)iro[».£vov rbv fj.ve\bv $i|
rptirei es 6<f>iv /cat iKTriirTei rb 6i)piov, Kal %pirei ri> aypubTarov £K TOV ^/iepwrdrou • (cai rSff
/JL£V KaKwv Kal aya6&v TO, \eitf/ava dvaira^erai, Kal &xel a6\ov fj<ruxiav, taffirep ovv ical ^
if/vx"*} T&V TOiotiruv TO. q.56/j.eva re Kal vavoti/Aeva £K rCov ffotpCav irovripuv dt
pdx^tJ roiaOra rlKrovcri Kal fj-era rbv fiiov. •% roivvv rb irav fw06s evriv, i), el ravr d
ireirlffrevrat, Trovqpov veKpbs, wj Kplveiv efJ^, o^ews yevevBai. irarTjp TOV rpbirov

7 J. E. Hanauer Folk-Lore of the Holy Land London 1907 p. 283 'According to
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not be unreasonable to regard the single male snake as the soul of
a buried king1.. The pair of snakes, male and female, would then
be the souls of the ancestral couple2. In the case of Kekrops3 and,
according to some late authorities, in that of Erichthonios4 the half-
snake would imply the tail-end, so to speak, of the snaky tradition5.
Even so it must be admitted that these Akropolis-snakes are
a terrible tangle, and raise problems to which at present no sure
solution has been found. Who or what, for example, was the
bearded6 snake that Pheidias set beside Athena? Pausanias7 says
'He might be Erichthonios.' But was Pausanias right8? Again,

Jewish notions, "the spinal cord of a man who does not bend his knees at the repetition
of the benediction, which commences with the word 'Modim,' after seven years becomes
a serpent".'

1 Supra ii. 1061, 1087, inif . , 1148, 1152 ff., 1174.
An amusing account of Herakleides Pontikos is preserved by Diog. Laert. 5. 89 f.

SoKfi 8t Kal rty irarplda Tvpavvovpevtiv f\ev0epuffat, rbv /j,6vapxoi> Krelvas, w's 0ij<H Aij/u^rpios
6 MdyvT)* ei> 6fj,wt>ij/j.ois (on this work see W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6

Miinchen 1920 ii. i. 429). 6s Kal roibvSe iaropel irepi auroir "6pe\f/ai atirbv dpdKovra etc
vfov Kal aty-rjOevTa, fTreidr) Te\evrav £/ueXXe, Ke\evcral nvi ru>v TTUTTUV airrov TO vuifjui
Ka.TO.Kpti\l/at, TOV 8e SpdKovra firl TTJS K\lvrjs 6eii>ai, 'iva 86%eiei> els 6eoi>s jiteTa/SejSijK&'ai.
eytvero de Trdvra. Kal /tera|i> irapairf/j.ir6i>TCi)v 'HpaK\ci8r}v raw wo\iruv Kal ev<f>tin.o6yT<av, 6
SpaKuv aKotiffas rijs eirifioTJs 4%{8v T&V l^ariuv Kal dterdpai-e TOI)J irXeiffTOvs. tiffrepov fjLfrroi
^e*ra\i;0^77 Travra Kal &(f>Bi]'Hpa/cAeiSijj oi>x olos 486Kei, d\\' olos rjv." Kal ZffTiv T)/J.£>V els
ubrbv otirus %xov' "H0eXes avdpibiroiffi \nrfit> (pdriv, 'Hpa/cXeiSi;, | ws pa 6avuv iytvov fcods
onraffi dpdK(at>. \ aXXd 8i€\f/e6ff6i)s, ffecro(f>i.fffji€ve' STJ yap 6 /J.tv 9fyp \ ye dpaKuv, crv Se B'/jp, oi>
ffoipbs .u>v, edXws^ raura (an ravra legendum?) Se <pT)<n Kal Tinr6j8oros (W. Christ op. cit£
ii. i. 85). Daebritz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 474 asks 'ist das etwa eine boshaft
erfundene Parallele zu dem, was H. selbst von EnapedokLes' Ende vorgetragen hatte?...
Mekler Add. zu Acad. ind. x 10' (W. Christ op. at.6 Miinchen 1912 i. 621). '

2 The same variation between one snake and two (supra p. 772 n. 4) may be seen in
the wall-paintings that decorate the lararia of Pompeii (collected conveniently by Reinach
Rtp.Peint. Gr. fiom.pp. 102 no. 6 (one), no. 7 (two), 103 no. 3 (one), nos. 5 and 6 (two),
104 no. i (one), no. 2 (two), nos. 3 and 8 (one), cp. J.'A. Hild in Daremberg^—Saglio
Diet. Ant. iii. 942 fig. 4343).

3 See e.g. O. Immisch in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1022 ff., L. Blirchner in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. I2off .

4 Schol. Plat. Tim. 23 D p. 948 a 17, et. mag. p. 371, 47, append, narr. 3 (p. 360,
7 f. Westermann) SpaKovrbirovs. Hyg. poet. astr. i. 13 anguina tantum crura, fab. 166
inferiorem partem draconis habuit, Serv. in Verg. georg. 3. 113 draconteis pedibus,
interp. Sen', in Verg. georg. 3. 113 anguinis-pedibus.

6 Frazer Pausanias ii. 169.
6 The Varvakeion and Lenormant statuettes of the Parthenos both show a bearded

snake (hence my restoration supra ii col. pi. xlv), as does Sir W. Cell's drawing of
the lost Ambelokipi relief (P. Wolters in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1894 xviii. 488 fig.,
W. Amelung in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1908 xi. 187 f. fig. 69), which—unless I
am mistaken—represents the Athena Areia of Pheidias at Plataiai (Paus. 9. 4. i).

7 Paus. i. 24. 7 Kal ir\tfffiov TOV doparos 8pdK<av effrlv di\ 5' 3,c'Epix06ctoso5roy 6 SpaKUv.
8 Frazer Pausanias ii. 169 ' He may well have been right' (on the assumption that

Erichthonios and Erechtheus 'were originally identical.' But see supra p. 181 n. i).
I should rather suppose that the snake beside the goddess was the animal form of her
fntigi Erechtheus. .
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what are we to make of a white-ground lekythos from Gela, now in
the British Museum (fig. 568)1? A female figure is seen standing by
a column with a phidle in her right hand and a snake in front of her.
H. B. Walters2 thought her perhaps a priestess of Athena accom-
panied by the Erechtheion-snake. A. Fairbanks3 suggested' a simple
scene of libation' and equated the woman with Artemis. But deities
are rare on vases of this class, and Mr C. D. Bicknell4 is content to

Fig. 568.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 396 f. no. 023, A. S. Murray—A. H. Smith White
Athenian leases in the British Mttseum London 1896 p. 36 pi. 26, A (=my fig. 568),
A. Fairbanks Athenian Lekythoi with outline drawing in glaze varnish on a white ground
New York 1907 i. 39 f. Group A, Class ii, no. 4. Inscribed HOPAIS KAAO[$1

2 H. B. Walters in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 397.
3 A. Fairbanks op. cit. i. 39.
* So he tells me (29 June 1936).
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suppose that we have here a dead woman ready to receive offerings
in the presence of her ancestral snake. Of course the early date of
our vase, c. 470 B.C., rules out any attempt to interpret the subject
as Athena Hygieia beside the corner column of the Propylaia1 or
Hygieia herself arriving with the divine snake in the newly-built
Asklepieion2. But why, by the way, did Asklepios ever come to
dwell on the southern slope of the Akropolis? Had the snakes of
the rock anything to do with it (fig. )3?
A final puzzle: what did Cyprian4, bishop
of Antioch in the third century after Christ,
mean by stating that as a boy of ten he had
'performed the liturgy of Pallas' snake on Fls- 569.
the Akropolis'? The empress Eudokia5 hitched into hexameters
the recital of his various initiations and makes him say :

I wrought the snaky rites
Of Athenaia on the citadel.

But what exactly were these rites? We are reduced to blank
conjecture6.

The fact is, snake-myths and snake-cults of every kind fairly
cluster round the Akropolis-rock, almost all of them in close
association with Athena the rock-mother. Is it not fair to infer that

1 Supra i. 727.
J. Tambornino in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 94 concludes that Hygieia 'schon

vor der Zeit des Peloponnesischen Krieges in Athen verehrt wurde, zu einer Zeit also,
wo Asklepios in Athen noch eine unbekannte Grosse war. Die Zeit, wann H. zur
personlichen Gottheit ausgebildet wurde, lasst sich selbstredend nicht genau angeben.
Wir miissen uns mil der Tatsache begniigen, dass die Entwicklung im 5. Jhdt. ihren
Abschluss erreicht hat.'

2 A. Korte in the Ath. Mitth. 1893 xviii. 245 ff. and E. Preuner in the Rhein. Mus.
1894 xlix. 313 ff. fix the date in 420 B.C. on the strength of Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 3
no. 4960, 2 ff. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no 88, 2 ff. = Michel Recueil d? Inscr. gr.
no. 1529, 2 ff. [ dJveXfloH' 8e 0[eo]|[s fj.vffTtipi}ois rots fj.eyd\[\ois Ka.r\f)yeTo £s TO
'^\\[evffii>io]v Kal otKoOev \ [fj.eTaTrefjt.1i//dfj.fvos dpd[K\\[ovTa ^y\ayev Sevpe i<f> [d'Jlf/^aros]
T9/X[e]/*(ixo [a7r]a.[i']|[r^<raj'To]y &fJ.a yXOev 'Ty\[ieia /cat] otfrws idptiffij \ [TO iepd]v r65e
aTtw ewl | ['AffTv<pi]\o dpxovTOs Kv\[SavTlSo\. I follow the text of Dittenberger.

3 Sundry small bronze coins of late date have obv. the head of Athena, rev. A6H and
a rearing snake (J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d^Alhenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 98, 17
Berlin ( = myfig. 569), Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 102 no. 740). Is this the
snake of Athena or that of Asklepios?

4 Confessio S. Cypriani (supra i. i r on . 6) i Kal us 'AOrjvaios 4ir-fi\vros (Zv, viro §£ -rutv
yevvri<r&,vTuv jite dia ffirovdijs TroX/riys yev6fj.ei>os, fri &v Stica 4riav, fSaSo^xrl'ra rV ^rj/j/^rpa
Kal Tijs K6prjs TO \fVK6v w&ffos {nr4fj.et.va Kal TIJS ev Trj a-KpoTroXei Ha\\ddos T£ SpdxovTi
f\eiTotipyq<ra, ets irpOKOirriv veuKopov KaTaffrds.

6 Eudok. de s. Cyprian. ^. 20. f. 'Affrivairis 5', tyris iro\iv effTiv es aKprjv, \ p^a dpaKov-
rtlovs reXerds.

6 Possibly we should compare 6 dia K6\irov 6e6s (supra i. 393 n. o, 394).
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these daemonic powers drew their vitality from her? We must not,
I suppose, at this stage prematurely assert that Athena herself was
conceived as a snake at Athens, though I for one should not deny
that elsewhere such may have been the case. An Orphic hymn does
address her definitely as Drdkaina, the 'She-Snake1.' And on the
road from Sparta to Arkadia Pausanias saw standing in the open
an image of Athena Pareia^. That surely can mean one thing,
and one thing only, Athena the ' Adder.'

(3) The owl of Athena.

But snakes are not the only living things that slip silently out
of holes in the Akropolis rock. Of an evening the owls come out.
I have seen them in the dusk, and I dare say my readers have too,
flitting with low undulatory flight across the roads and gardens to
the south of the Akropolis. In antiquity their number gave rise to
the proverb 'an owl to Athens3' in the sense of 'coals to Newcastle4.'
Another proverb, 'an owl on the citadel,' was explained as alluding
to an owl dedicated by Phaidros on the Akropolis5. Ausonius6

describes it as ' that owl on the citadel painted with colours of such
magic power that it lures birds of all sorts and destroys them by its
stare.' A colossal owl of white marble has in fact been found on
the Akropolis (fig. S/o)7 together with a couple of pillars bearing

1 Orph. h. Ath. 32. n alo\6f4op<pf, dpaKaiva, 0i\&»0eos, dy\a6rt/j.€.
2 Paus. 3. 20. 8 rr\v 8£ fir' 'Ap/caStas iovffiv e« STrd/wrjs 'AOyvas forriKev 4irtK\ii<ru>

liapelas aya\/jM kv iivalOptf.
3 This proverb occurs in various forms: y\avK 'A6-^va^e (Aristoph. av. 301, Hesycb.

s.v., Eustath. in //. p. 88, i f., Apostol. 5. 46, Arsen. p. 162 Walz, append, prov. 2. 33),
•yXaO/c' et'j'A0fyas (Loukian. Nigrin. praef., cp. schol. Aristoph. av. 301 ris els 'A0i}m
yXavic' ivfyoxev;) or yXavica. et'j 'A0i}i>aj (Gregor. Kypr. 2. u, Apostol. 5. 55, Arsen.
p. 164 Walz, cp. Diogeneian. 3. 57 -yXaO/cas eis 'AO-^vas ilyeis, schol. Aristoph. av. 1093
yXavKas es 'A0iJ»>as), y\avKa ' A6ijvaLoi.s (Apostol. 5. 46, Arsen. p. 162 Walz), y\avt; (Is
AOjvas (Eustath. in //. p. 87, 45, Zenob. 3. 6, Diogeneian. 3. 8i,cp. Diogeneian. Vindob.
2. 13 y\avl; els 'AOfyas).

4 W. G. Smith—J. E. Heseltine The Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs Oxford
X935 P- 5°3 (nrst in 1661 A.D.).

5 Hesych. y\avi; tv 7r6Xef Trapoi/uia. dv^Keiro yap virb <&alSpov (append, prov. i. 76
$alSov Meursius cj. 3>eidlov) 4v TTJ d/cpoTr6Xei.

6 Auson. Mas. 308 ff. vel in arce Minervae | Ictinus, magico cui noctua perlita fiico
adlicit omne genus volucres perimitque tuendo. The owl was tantamount to a Gorgdneion.

7 L. Ross in the Ann. d. Inst. 1841 xiii. 28 pi. c, 3=20?. Archaologische Aufsdtze
Leipzig 1855 i- 2°5 pi- J4> 3» Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgusse p. 62 no. in, J. N.
Svoronos in the Journ. Intern, a"Arch. Num. 1912 xiv. 221 ff. pi. IE' ( = my fig. 570),
S. Casson in the Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum Cambridge 1921 ii. 252 f. no. 1347
fig. Svoronos loc. cit. p. 221 states that the upper part of the bird was found in 1840
on the ' Erganeterrase,' the lower part in 1889 near the north-west angle of the Parthenon.
Material: Pentelic marble. Height: o'9im.





Plate LX

Amphora from Nola, now at Berlin :
a spectator stands before the Owl on the Akropolis.

See page 781 n. i.
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early inscriptions1: the carving of the bird is slight and must have

Fig. 570.
1 Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 351, Roberts—Gardner Gk. Epigr. ii. 437 no. 188, Inscr.

Gr. ed. min. i no. 579 'E6/>Ttoy /ecu '0</><rid5es dvefttrev \ airapxev raBevddi.
Corp. inscr. Att. i no. 393, Michel Recueil d1 Inscr. gr. no. 1252, Dittenberger Syll.
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been eked out by painting. L. Ross1 held that this owl was
originally perched on the pillar that bears the name ' Timotheos of
Anaphlystos' and has on its upper surface two bronze dowels run

Fig. 572.Fig. 571.

inscr. Gr? no. 50, Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 651 Ti,u60[e]os [Kbvovos] | *1
Before c. 450 B.C. This Timotheos was probably the father of Konon the famous
Athenian general.

1 L. Ross locc. citt. This conjecture has been widely accepted, and is consistent with
the known facts. Was Phaidros (supra p. 776 m 5) a local sculptor? Diog. Laert. 7. 1.12
mentions a possible descendant in one Qaldpos 'Ava^Xikrrtos, who helped to build the
tomb of Zenon in the Kerameikos.

J. N. Svoronos loc. cit. fancied that the marble owl was perched on the olive-tree in
the centre of the west pediment of the Parthenon and quoted in support the bronze coins,
which certainly show such an owl (supra figs. 96, 539, 540). But I have already argued that
these coins do not represent the said pediment at all (supra p. 754 f.). Besides, owl-on-
column was a familiar type in connexion with Athena. Ross locc. citt. justly compares a
Panathenaic amphora, on which Athena is flanked by two Ionic columns with an owl on
each (E. Gerhard Etruskische und kampanische Vasenbilder des Konigl. Museums zti
Berlin Berlin 1843 P^- B> 29- My fig. 571 is from Ross pi. 14, 5), and the Roman mural
relief, in which Athena as she superintends the building of the Argo has at her back an
owl on a round pillar (Von Rohden—Winnefeld Ant. Terrakotten iv. i. 12 ff. distinguish
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with lead (fig. 572). S. Casson1 agrees that the owl was probably

(1) an older and better type in Louvre no. 4144 (G. P. Campana Antiche opere in plastica
Roma 1842 p. 39 ff. pi. 5, E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 416 with fig. 504,
Von Rohden—Winnefeld op. cit. iv. i. 13 fig. 14, Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 250 no. 4) and
(2) a later, less satisfactory version of it in Villa Albani no. 181 (G. Winckelmann
Monumenti antichi inediti* Roma 1821 i p. (ix) with pi. on title-page, Reinach Rep.
Reliefs iii. 133 no. i) and British Museum no. D 603 (K. Seeliger in Roscher Lex. Myth.
i. 526 with fig. on p. 502, Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 400 f. no. D 603 pi. 43, Von
Rohden—Winnefeld op. cit. iv. 2 pi. 32)). To these should be added the owl-on-column
that appears before Athena in the Lansdowne relief (Burlington Fine Arts Club:
Exhibition of ancient Greek Art London 1904 p. 31 f. no. 50 pi. 35 ( = myfig. 576),
H. Schrader in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1911 xiv. 68 ff.
fig. 73, Reinach Rep. Reliefs\\. 519 no. 2) and behind her on sundry
imperial bronze coins of Athens (Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 133 pi. AA, i Naples, J. N. Svoronos Les
monnaies cTAthenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 84, 9 Berlin, 10 Athens
(=my fig. 573), ii Athens, 12 f. Berlin, 14 J. Anderson, id. in the
Tourn. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1912 xiv. 278 fig. 23 Athens), on a
bronze medallion struck by Commodus in 191 A.D. (Imhoof-Blumer
and P. Gardner op. cit. iii. 129 pi. z, 13 British Museum (supra
p. 695 n. 5), J. N. Svoronos in the Journ. Intern. cTArch. Num.
1912 xiv. 275 f. pi. ir', 5 British Museum; Frohner Mid. emp. rom. 137 f. fig. ( = my

Fig. 574- Fi2

fig. 574) Paris, Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 57 no. 47 pi. 81, 6 Paris), and on one of the
gold medallions from Abukir (H. Dressel Fiinf Goldmedaillons aus dein Funde von Abukir
(supra i. 59 n. 6) Berlin 1906 pp. 15 f., 55, 74 f. pi. 3, 3 ( = my fig. 575), J. N. Svoronos
loc. cit. 1912 xiv. 278 ff. fig. 24. The column is inscribed OAVM | TTIA | AOC, which,
as R. Mowat saw, must be read 'OXifywrta Soj' i.e. the Olympic games held in the year 274
of the Actian era ( = 242/3 A.D.)). Cp. supra p. 388 fig. 254. These examples of owl-
on-column recall the description in Longfellow's Hyperion Liverpool 1848 p. 79: 'the
owl is a grave bird,—a monk, who chants midnight mass in the great temple of Nature,—
an anchorite—a pillar saint—a very Simeon Stylites of his neighbourhood.'

1 S. Casson in the Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum Cambridge 1921 ii. 37, 253.
^y %• 572 is from L. Ross Archdologische Aufsdtze Leipzig 1855 pi. 14, 2.
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fixed on one or other of the pillars. And what Casson regards as
probable is, I think, susceptible of proof. An unpublished amphora

Fig. 576.,
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at Berlin dating from the latter part of the fifth century (pi. Ix)1

shows a worthy citizen of Athens obviously fascinated by the
uncanny bird ! And well he might be, for the owl was the goddess
herself in animal form—tliea glaukdpis Athene*. Whatever that
phrase denoted or connoted to the readers and even to the writers
of the Homeric poems3, it was certainly a line of pre-hexameter
verse4 describing Athena in all probability as a ' goddess with the
eyes, or face, or aspect, of an owl.' On this showing it points
backwards to a time when it was believed that Athena could take
shape as a bird. Homer makes her appear on sundry occasions
as a pigeon5, a hawk6, a kite or a shearwater7, a vulture8, a

1 Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 836 no. 2993 from Nola. Height o'33m.
Furtwangler notes: 'L. eine eigentumliche Saule ohne Kapitell (Holz-Pfeiler);'davor
r. ein niederer Pfeiler, darauf eine Eule (Anathem?). R. gegeniiber ein bartiger Mann
im Mantel nach L, mit Stock.' I am indebted to Mr A. D. Trendall for the photograph
reproduced in my pi. Ix. He tells me that the vase belongs to a group of local Cam-
panian imitations of Attic ware, for a list of which see J. D. Beazley Greek Vases in
Poland Oxford 1928 p. 77 n. 5.

a The tags y\avKuirn 'AO-qv-q and 0ea yXavicuiris ' A6j)vi) are both frequent, alike in
Iliad and Odyssey, but always at the end of the hexameter and normally in the nominative
case. On occasion we find the accusative y\avK&iriv 'AOfy-riv (Od. i. 156, h. Ap. 314,
h. Aphr. 8) or yXavKdirid' 'Ad-ffv-qv (h. Ap. 323), the genitive 'ABrivairjs y\avK&Trt.dos
(II. 6. 88, h. Heph. 2), the dative 'AOyvairj yXavKuwtdi (II. 9. 390, n. 729, 23. 769).
Fuller phrases are IlaXXdS' 'h.Qt]vah\v... \ yXavKuiriv (h. Ath. 28. i f.), Aios y\avKt!>iri5i
Kotipri (Od. 2. 433), Kotipy yXavKibiriSi icai Ati irarpL (Od. 24. 518), and even •yXawoiTriSi
Kotipri without mention of Zeus (//. 24. 26). On the other hand, 7\ai;/cw7rts can be used
by itself in nominative (//. 8. 406, Od. 6. 47). vocative (//. 8. 420, Od. 13. 389),
acousative (//. 8. 373, 'Od* 3. 135, 24. 540), and genitive (h. Ath. 28. 10). See further
H. Ebeling Lexicon Homericiun Lipsiac 1885 i. 36 and 259.

For the analogous usage of /3o<£ir<.s irbrvia. "Uptj see supra i. 444.
3 Here opinions differ widely. Welcker Gr. Gotterl. i. 303 f. thinks that the epithet

y\avK&7ns relers to 'denfeurigen Aether.' E contra, R. Hildebrandt l'AQ-f)vri T\avK(airis'
in Philologus 1888 xlvi. 201—209 argues for 'Athena of the grey-green water,' i] 0e<i rijs
y\avKijs 6a\dffo-ijs (cp. //. 16. 34). Other contentions in C. W. Lucas De Minervae
cognomemo rAA.TK12IIIS observationes philologicae Bonnae 1831=^. Philologische Be-
merkungen ubtr die Athene Glaucopis Bonn 1831 pp. i—21 ('of fiery, brilliant eyes'),
Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 193 f., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 1198 n. 3, 1219 n. 3,
0. Jessen in h'auly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1404—1407. After all this stir H. J. Rose
A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928 p. 109 (with n. 27 on p. 129) remains
content with'dear grey-eyes.'

4 Supra i. 444, ii. 384 n. o. 5 //. 5. 778 (with Hera).
6 II. 7. 58 ff. (with Apollon). D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek Birds Oxford

1895 p. 16 took aiyviribs in Homer and later writers to mean 'vulture.' But Sir W. M.
Ramsay Asianic Elements in Greek Civilisation London 1927 pp. 60—71 adduces strong
reasons for thinking that the Homeric aiyvwiol were 'hawks,' not vultures at all.

7 //. 19. 350 f. The word dpTrri is equated with IKTIVOS, 'kite,' by Hesych. s.v.
apwi)(v)- eidos 6pi>tov...i) IKTIVOV. Kprjres, Tzetz. chil. 5. 413 f. IKTIVOS opm T£S ianv, ovirep
K<i\ov/j.ei> a.piri)v, | apirdfav TO. vebma TO. rCiv dXeKroptdtav. But H. Stuart Jones in the
new Liddell and Scott, on the strength of Aristot. hist. an. 9. i. 609 a 23 f., etc., says
'unknown bird of prey, prob. shearwater.' More in D'Arcy W. Thompson op. cit. p. 35 f.

8 Od. 3. 371 f- 1 render <f>^vi) by 'vulture' as supra ii. 1122. So too D'Arcy
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swallow1,'and a bird of indeterminate kind2. The precise species
would depend on local conditions. At Korone in Messenia, where
Pausanias3 saw a bronze statue of Athena holding a crow, the
goddess herself may have been symbolised by her attribute4. At
Megara, where a headland projected into the sea, there was a well-

Fig- 577-

W. Thompson op. at. p. 180. But E. Pottier in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 538
prefers 'osprey.'

1 Od. 22. 239 f. 2 Od% T. 320>
3 Paus. 4. 34. 6. C. Robert in the Arch. Zeit. 1882 xl. 173 mentions among objects

recently found in Italy, especially in Hadrian's Villa, 'eine Bronzestatuette der Athena
mit einer Krahe auf dem Arme.'

4 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 844 n. 2 ' Koronis, von Poseidon verfolgt, wird durch
Athena in eine Krahe verwandelt (Ov. Mi 536—632...); das ist wahrscheinlich der Rest
einer Legende, in der die Gottin selbst die Gestalt des Vogels annahm.' To the same
effect A. Kiock in the Archivf. Rel. 1915 xviii. 127 f.

A Boeotian plate in the British Museum shows inter alia the sacrifice of an ox to
Athena. Behind the goddess is her snake, and a Doric column to indicate her temple.
Before her is an altar from which flames are rising, while a bird—crow rather than cock—
is perched proudly on the top of it (Sir C. Smith in the Journ. Hell. Stud. i. 202—209
('a crow') pi. 7 (part of which = my fig. 577), Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases ii. 76 f. no. B 80
('either a crow, or a cock'), W. Reichel Uber vorhellenische Gotterculte Wien 1897 p. 41 f.
fig. ii ('der Krahe'), S. Wide in the Sertum philologicum Carolo Ferdinando Johansson
oblatum Goteborg 1910 p. 63 pi. i, i ('ein Vogel'), Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr.
\. 207 with n. i iii. 39 fig. 169). Such a position no doubt implies that the bird stands in
a special relation to the deity (Miss E. M. Douglas (Mrs Van Buren) in ihe/ourn. Hell.
Stud. 1912 xxxii. 174 f. well compares a black-figured amphora in the Archaeological
Seminar at Upsala (fig. i=my fig. 578) and an engraved gold ring of c. 400 B.C. in the
British Museum {Brit. Mus. Cat. Finger Rings p. 13 no. 59 pi. 2) (fig. 2 = my fig. 579).
In the one case the owl on the altar betokens a sacrifice to Athena: in the other, the
eagle on the altar spells a sacrifice to Zeus), but hardly amounts to a demonstration of
ornithomorphism.
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known cult of Athena Aithyia,' the Gull1.' The Megarians declared
that Athena once took upon herself the form of a gull, hid Kekrops
beneath her wings, and carried him across to Megara2. At Athens

Fig. 578. Fig- 579-
1 Paus. i. 5. 3 /cat dr] /rat ILavdLwv epa.<ri\evffev o re (so Bekker for 6 TOV codd.)

lov /cat 6 K^K/SOTTOS TOV oevrepov TOVTOV MyTiovidai TTJS &p~x!n^ ^eXavvovai, /cat ol
es Mtyapa—ffvyaTepa yap et^e IltfXa TOV j3a<ri\fV(TavTos tv WLeydpois—vvveK-
v ol TratSey. /cat Ilavdiova fjtiv avTov X^yerat voff^ffavTa airoOaveiv, Kai oi irpbs

p.vTjtj.6. effTiv iv Trj Meyapldi Iv 'A0i)v8.s (so Xylander for d^vats codd.) A.l0vlas
Ka.\ov(ifrip ffKoirt\(j), i. 41. 6 ^/c TOVTOV 8t TOV iepov Kariovyi Ilavdlovhs eariv ijpfov. KO.I STL
ptv tTd<pi) Havdiuv ev AWvias (so Xylander for ij^was codd.) 'Atf^vas /caXou/tt^v vicoirtXip,
de$-/j\UKei> 6 \6yos ^jdij /tot- Tt/j.as de xat ev Trj ir6Xet Trapa JJleyap^uv ^xel- The relations
of Megara to Athens are discussed by K. Hanell Megarische Studien Lund 1934 p. 35 ff.
See further A. Kiock 'Athene Aithyia' in the Archiv/. Rel. 1915 xviii. 127—133, who
notes that Leukothea too after helping Odysseus dived into the sea alffvly eiKvia (Od. 5.
353> cp. Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 844 n. 8) and that the sea-nymphs after saving the
Argonauts disappeared into the deep dXfy/ctat aiffviriffiv (Ap. Rhod. 4. 966).

The appellation AWvia denotes some species of gull (D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary
of Greek Birds Oxford 1895 p. 17: 'Probably a large Gull, e.g. Larus marinus, the
Black-backed Gull (Sundevall), or Z. argentatus, the Herring Gull (Kriiper), the former
being rare in Greece'), perhaps the shearwater (D'Arcy W. Thompson in the Class. Rev.
1918 xxxii. 94 f. with the very rash suggestion that the modern name for this sea-fowl
Pallante (at Naples and Lucca) or Fallante (in the island of Giglio, S. Italy) 'can scarcely
be other than the "Bird of Pallas," or Pallas herself,' while another Italian term for it,
Aipu, may contain 'an echo of aWma'!). Eustath. in Od. p. 1385, 65 f. /cat aXOvta us et/c6s
Topi KvKOfppovi 'A6t]va (Lyk. Al. 359 quoted supra p. 608 n. 4), y <f>w(r<f>6pos does not
justify R. Hildebrandt op. cit. p. 19 in supposing an allusion to Athena's 'aetherea sive
ignea natura' (supra p. 781 n. 3).

2 Hesych. eV 5' AWvia- oOrws 'AOyva Tijuarai Trapa yieyapeSffiv• eireidr] els aWviav
iffiKOffOeiffa. virb TO. n-Tepa titpvif/e TOV Kticpoira, ical dieKOfjufffv els T& M^apa. The
manuscript gives the lemma as evdapOvta, a reading which, though repeated by Favorin.
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of course she was an owl1. Hence the appearance of an owl was
hailed as an omen of victory. In the Wasps* the old dikasts
attribute their repulse of the Persians to the timely arrival of
an owl:

Yet we drove their ranks before us, ere the fall of eventide:
As we closed, an owl flew o'er us, and the Gods were on our side!

The scholiast3—shrewd fellow—remarks: ' He is here speaking of
Athena as an owl.' According to Plutarch4, just before Salamis an
owl came flying from the right, perched on Themistokles' mast-top,
and so induced the Greeks to follow that commander's advice.
Posterity concluded that Themistokles was a man of resource5.
Agathokles too on one occasion (310 B.C.) routed the Carthaginians
by the simple expedient of uncaging a few owls. They settled on
the shields and helmets of his men, who with confidence restored
promptly defeated the foe6. An allusion to this incident has been
detected7 on a unique gold stater of Agathokles, struck between

lex. p. 643, 5 f. 4vdap0via, is clearly corrupt. Scaliger cj. iv d' dp' aXOvia, Salmasius and
Heinsius 'EvdaiOvia, Hemsterhusius £v 5' alOvia, M. Schmidt 4v 5' AXOvia. The phrase is,
however, out of order between Zvdacrai and ^vSareiTai.

A black-figured oinochde at Paris, which possibly illustrates the foregoing myth, is
given infra (fig. 618).

1 On the relation of the bird to the goddess see F. Studniczka 'Zur Euleder Parthenos'
in the Arch. Zeit. 1884 xlii. 162 f., E. Pettier ' La chouette d'Athene' in the Bull. Corr.
Hell. 1908 xxxii. 529—548 with pis. 7 and 8, Miss E. M. Douglas (Mrs Van Buren)
'The Owl of Athena' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1912 xxxii. 174—178 figs. 1—41
H. Schrader 'Athena mil dem Kauzchen' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. hist. 1913 xvi.
i—32 pi. i ( = my fig. 640), M. P. Nilsson Die Anfange der Gdttin Athene (Det Kgl.
Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser. iv, 7) K^benhavn 1921

PP- 13—15-
2 Aristoph. vesp. 1085 f. dXX' S/uxos dTrutrdfj-effOa i;i>v 0eois Trpos eo-irtpav \ y\av% yap

ilfjuav- irpiv pdxeffOai. rbv arparov ditirrero trans. B. B. Rogers. The last line became
proverbial (Apostol. 5. 44 b): infra p. 785 n. 2.

3 Schol. Aristoph. vesp. 1086 y\avKa dt rty 'AQrivav KaXel. W. G. Rutherford Scholia
Aristophanica London 1896 ii. 424 printed rXct.O£: <rXaO/ca> TTJV 'A.6ijva.v /ca\«, and
commented: ' The annotator imagines a proper name derived from 7Xai;<7<reu', the verb
often used in explaining y\avK&iris.' But it is much more probable that yXavi; has here
its usual force.

4 Plout. v. Them. 12.
5 Bekker anecd. i. 232, 30 ff. rXai/£ &TTCITO' ira.poifJ.la evl rlav vfvurriKbmav, 8n irpb r»js

fj.d.'xjq^ ev 2a\a/Mi>i yXauitd (pavi SiaTrrijvai, TT]V VIKI}V rotj 'Affrjvaiois irpoffr)(Mlvovtrca>.
QefuffTOK\tovs yap •jr^/j.^avTos avrofa, irepi rrjs cau/iax'as ITOIOV/J^VOV rbv \6yov, y\avica irepl
Tb del-it>v fj^pos rov Keptas 6<j>0fjvai.

6 Diod. 20. n.
7 F. Imhoof-Blumer in the Num. Zeitschr. New Series 1871 iii. 4, 43 f- pi. 5, 2 (=my

%• 580) Vienna, Sir G. F. Hill Coins of Ancient Sicily London 1903 p. 155 f. pi. n, 12,
id. Historical Greek Coins London 1906 pp. 110, 112 f. pi. 8, 65, Sir G. Macdonald Coin
Types Glasgow 1905 p. uof., C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 p. 246 pi. 60, 5
('perhaps').
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310 and 304 B.C., which has for its reverse type (fig. 580) Athena
winged and weaponed advancing into the fray with an owl at her
side. As a presage of victory1 the bird passed into a proverb.
' There goes an owl!' men said when there were obvious symptoms
of a coming triumph2.

If the owl was indeed regarded as Athena herself in bird-form,
we can understand why the town-arms of Athens were an owl
between two sprigs of olive. A good example, which came to light
in 1839 at Palaiopolis (Korkyra), is now in the British Museum
(fig. 581)3. An inscription in silver-filled letters of s. iv B.C. records
a grant of proxenia made by the Corcyraeans to a certain Athenian
named Dionysios, son of Phrynichos. It is incised on a bronze

Fig. 580.

1 The bird which portended victory to friends naturally portended defeat to foes.
Consequently the owl had also a sinister significance, on which see P. Perdrizet ' Sur
le folk-lore de la chouette dans 1'antiquite' in the Bulletin de la Society nationale des
Antiquaires de France 1903 pp. 164—170. I add a couple of contrasted examples.
Hieron ii of Syracuse was entering on his first campaign, when an owl perched on his
spear and an eagle on his shield: this meant that he would be both a prudent counsellor
and a powerful king (lust. 23. 4. 10). Pyrrhos i of Epeiros was riding towards Argos by
night, when an owl perched on the top of his spear: this foretold his miserable death
(Ail. de nat. an. 10. 37). We must remember that the Argives were protected by their
goddess Athena '0£i»5ep/ojs (Paus. i. 24. 2 : supra ii. 502 n. 2), who may well have
appeared to Pyrrhos as an owl.

On the folk-lore of the owl see further S. Bochart Hierozotcon.rzc. E. F. C. Rosen-
miiller Lipsiae 1796 iii. 24—30 (bubo), 31—39 (noctua), A. de Gubernatis Zoological
Mythology London 1872 ii. 243—251 (largely lunar myths), C. Swainson The Folk Lore
and Provincial Names of British Birds London 1886 pp. 97, 125—131 (valuable),
C. de Kay Bird Gods New York 1898 pp. 149—178 (caveant lectores), P. Sebillot
Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1905 ii. 77, 1906 iii. 167, 179, 193, 195, 196, 201, 202, 204,
213, 456, M. Wellmann in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 1064—1071 (distinguishing
six species: /Jpt/as, vvKriK6pai- or WTOJ, -yXaCf, alywXios, e\e6s, ffK&i//), N. W. Thomas in
J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Relig on and Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i. 523b—524b, O. Keller
Die antike Tier-welt Leipzig 1913 pp. 36—45 figs. 17, 18 pi. 1,6, 8, ib, Taylor in the
Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1929/1930 ii. 1073—1O79'
Peuckert ib. 1932 iv. 1188—1197.

2 T\aO| ifTrrarat (Zenob. 2. 89, Diogeneian. 3. 72, Apostol. 5. 54, Gregor. Kypr. cod.
Leid. i. 85, Souid. s.v.). TAcn>£ 6rraro (Bekker anecd. i. 232, 30 ff. cited supra p. 784
n. 5). r\ai>£ ditirraro (Diogeneian. 3. 93).

3 C. T. Newton The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum
Oxford 1883 ii. 30 f. no. 166 pi. 3 (part of which =my fig. 581). See further P. Perdrizet
'Rapdvij/jui de villes sur des steles de proxenie' in the .#«//. Corr. Hell. i896xx. 549—562
figs. 1—7.

C. Ill 50
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plate, which takes the shape of a small temple surmounted by
a pediment with akroteria. In the pediment stands an owl between
two olive-sprays, which form a sort of wreath round her. The same
city-arms reappear on a whole series of red-figured skyphoi. Of
these over one hundred and fifty specimens are known1, ranging
from c. 490 B.C. down to the end of Attic vase-painting2 and on

TAP TA El m A E K Anpo
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Fig. 581.
1 D. M. Robinson— C. G. Harcum— J. H. Iliffe A Catalogue of the Greek Vases in

the Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology Toronto The Univ. of Toronto Press 1930
i. 183 f. nos. 373 and 374 pi. 65, no. 375 pi. 67 list some 106 examples. W. B. Dinsmoor
in the Am.Journ, Arch. 1934 xxxviii. 420 n. 6 cites 35 more, and draws attention to yet
others recovered from the Akropolis (Graef Ant. Vasen Athen ii. 47 . nos. 529 — 537
('Eulenskyphoi') pi. 40).

2 W. B. Dinsmoor loc. cit. p. 420.
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into the period of south-Italian imitations1. I give an example from
my collection (fig. 582)2, in which the red is an opaque pigment
laid on the black glaze, the idea of the potter being to produce
a cheap copy of red-figured ware3. Sir Cecil Smith4 maintained
that such cups were ' made for some special official or religious
occasion.' But, unless there is some further indication of solemn or
sacred usage, we should be ill-advised to assume it. It would be
wiser to compare the china mugs of our childhood inscribed in gilt
lettering 'A present from Brighton' or the modern souvenirs of
Goss ware adorned with local arms. Greater seriousness of intention

Fig. 582.

attaches to a broken kylix (fig. 583)5 found on the Akropoiis at
Athens in the excavations of 1886 and referable to a date preceding
the Persian sack of 480 B.C. Owl and olive-sprays are painted
inside, brick-red on a black ground. But this time the potter,
a young man offering as in duty bound his maiden effort to Athena,
has encircled the design with an inscription6: '[ ]os dedicated
(this) as his firstfruits.' Again, in 1867 the Museum at Athens
acquired a cylindrical vessel of red ware, made with the utmost

1 Id. ib n. 5.
2 Thick fabric. Height 3^ ins. The design on both sides is practically identical.
3 H. B. Walters History of Ancient Pottery London 1905 i. 304.
4 Sir C. H. Smith in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases\\\. 14, cp. p. 142 nos. E 152 E 152
5 J. Six in the Gaz. Arch. 1888 xiii. 290 pi. 29, 9 ( = my fig. 583).
6[- -] 0*ANE'OEKENAPA>+EN.

50—2
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nicety to serve as an official choinix or ' quart1.' Half way up its
outer surface is an inscription, which, though imperfect, can be read
as demosion, 'a public (measure).' Near the first letter of this word
is stamped an owl looking towards the right with an olive-branch
on its left: it is accompanied by the legend Ath[ ]. Under the
fourth letter of demdsion, and in part concealed by it, is a second

Fig. 583-

stamp—a helmeted head of Athena facing right. These two reliefs,
implying small stamps or seals of excellent work, were compared
by A. Dumont with Athenian coins of the ' new style' (c. 220 B.C.
and later). His comparison was most just; for coins, as T. Burgon2

pointed out long ago, are nothing but ' pieces of sealed metal' and

1 A. Dumont in the Rev. Arch. 1867 N.S. xvi. 292 f., Sir C. H. Smith in the Brit.
Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 14 n.* , H. B. Walters History of Ancient Pottery London 1905
i. 135 f. The inscriptions are AHMOZION and A0[ ].

2 T. Burgon in the Numismatic Journal 1837 i. 118.
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their types, as Sir George Macdonald1 has made abundantly clear,
are for the most part simply badges of the issuing town or
magistrate. I think we may go further and assert that, alike on the
quart-measure and on the coins, the owl and Athena represent the
animal form and the human form of the self-same goddess2.

A similar explanation must be given of the owl stamped on
the bronze tickets (figs. 584, 585)3 and on the bronze (figs. 586,

ty Y ;F M K /> y ® »»* s » <sr »

Fig. 584-

V* K? V AJ> «^> • «—«

Fig. 585-
1 Sir G. Macdonald Coin Types Glasgow 1905 p. 43 ff., C. Seltman Greek Coins

Cambridge 1933 p. 27 and context.
2 Cp. the Janiform head and the double axe on coins of Tenedos, as explained by Sir

A. J. Evans (supra ii. 654 f.).
3 E.g. Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. ^>'j6=fnscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 1837 Atop&rios

bi\ovv(<?lov) etc Koi(Xf?s) with initial A and three stamps: (a) owl in olive-wreath lettered

Al-HJO, (b} double-bodied owl between A and A (?), (c) Gorgdneion. My fig. 584 is from
E. Caillemer's article in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 190 fig. 2410.

Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 2 no. 900 with fig. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 1864 with
diagram 'Airt/cpdr^s 'EvKT^fj.ovidov?) \ Alj-uvefo has initial E and two stamps: (a) owl,
(b) Gorgoneion. O. Kern Inscriptiones Graecae Bonnae 1913 pi. 22, 4 gives a photograph
of it.

Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 5 no. go8b = 7nscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. 2 no. 1877 with diagram
QovKvdldrjs \ Aa/j-irrfaevs) Ka6v(irtpdev) i.e. 'of Upper Lamptrai' has initial X and two

stamps: (a) owl in olive-wreath lettered H"Q, (b) Gorgdneion. Brit. A/MS. Cat. Bronzes
p. 50 no. 332 fig. 12, A Guide to the Exhibition illustrating Greek and Roman Life
London 1908 p. 7 fig. 3 ( = my fig. 585).

See further T. Thalheim in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 567 ff. ajid C. T. Seltman
in the Cambridge University Reporter 1931 Ixi. 752 ('The Athenian jurymen's bronze
tickets, described in I.G. n, 2, 875 sqq., and I.G. n, 5, 875 b sqq., together with four
other specimens, on an analysis of the 30 complete specimens proved to have had the
following devices stamped upon them: 22 had a circular Gorgoneion device, probably the
seal of the State; 27 had a circular stamp with a facing owl between olive-twigs; 12 were
surcharged with an additional square stamp displaying an owl with two bodies. The two
last corresponded to the reverse types of contemporary triobols and diobols of the first half
of the fourth century B.C. It was suggested that the triobol-device on such a pinakion
was a voucher guaranteeing his three-obol pay for jury-service to a dikast. Probably the
diobol-device surcharged on some of the tickets was likewise a guarantee of theoric pay.
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587)* or lead tokens (figs. 589, 590)2 of Athenian dikasts, of the owl
branded on the bodies of Athenian slaves3, and doubtless of other
analogous cases.

Fig. 589. Fig. 590.

Either a limited number of jurymen took the trouble to acquire this surcharge on their
tickets, or the custom of surcharging all jurymen's tickets prevailed for a limited period').

1 J. N. Svoronos 'IIEPI TON EISITHPION TON APXAION' in the Journ.
Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1898 i. 37—120 pis. 3—6, id. Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich
1923—1926 pis. 100—102, Babelon Monn. gr. rom. i. i. 696—700. E. Caillemer
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 191 figs. 2411 Berlin and 2412 Meletopoulos ( = my
figs. 587 and 586) published two specimens, which have for reverse type four owls grouped
about two sprigs of olive with the legend Oe<r/j,oOeTwv. They bear a curious, but presumably
accidental, resemblance to a clay seal-impression found by Sir A. J. Evans in 1903
towards the bottom of the 'Eastern Repository' at Knossos and referred by him to his
'Middle Minoan iii' period, i.e. c. 1700—15808.0. (Sir A. J. Evans in the Ann. Brit.
Sch. Ath. 1902—1903 ix. 55 ff. fig. 33 ( = my fig. 588: scale J), id. The Palace of Minos
at Knossos London 1921 i. 695^ fig. 518, f, cp. ib. 1935 iv. 2. 487 with fig. 410, a—b
'Early Minoan' breccia cup from Mochlos and fig. 410 bis, a—d ivory seal of similar date
from Mesara—both cut into the shape of a little owl).

2 J. N. Svoronos ' IIEPI TON EISITHPION TON APXAION' in the Journ. Intern.
d'Arch. Num. 1900 iii. 319—343 pis. 17—20, Babelon Monn. gr. rom. i. i. 700—705.
E. Caillemer in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 192 f. figs. 2413 and 2414 ( = my figs.
590 and 589) published two specimens, on which the owl appears between two spray

of olive lettered OAH-
3 During the Samian War the Athenians branded their prisoners on the face with an
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We have said that the owl, as issuing from the Akropolis rock,

was held to be a special manifestation or embodiment of Athena
the rock-goddess1. It is, however, possible that there was a further
cause for its sanctity at Athens, and one which brings it into closer
connexion with Zeus. O. Gruppe2 has pointed out that over a wide
area of the ancient world3 birds of prey were believed to be filled
with the fire of the celestial region from which they came darting
down, a fire that blazed in the colouring of their beaks or glittered
in their flashing eyes. Some birds indeed got their name from their
fiery nature—the phlegyas*, the phttxis*', the incendiaria avis6, the

owl (Ail. var. hist. i. 9), while the Samians branded theirs with a galley (Douris of
Samos ZafjLiwv cSpot frag. 59 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 483 Muller)=frag. 66 (Frag. gr. Hist.
ii. 153 Jacoby with n. ad loc.) ap. Phot. lex. and Souid. s.v. ^a/j-iuv 6 S-^uos). Plout.
v. Per. 26 has inverted the facts.

1 Supra pp. 749, 764, 776 ff. 2 Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 793 ff.
3 Analogous modern beliefs are collected by N. W. Thomas in J. Hastings Rncyclo-

padia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i. 529a~b ('Thunderbird'), J. Rendel
Harris Boanerges Cambridge 1913 pp. 20—30 ('The Thunder-bird'), Harrison Themis21

p. 113 ff. (' Mana of Birds,' 'Sanctity of Birds').
4 Supra i. 199 and ii. 1134 n. 9.
5 Aristoph. av. 884 with schol. ad loc. D'Arcy W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek

Birds Oxford 1895 p. 181 suggests relation of ^>X^ts to 0Xe-yi;as, from 0X£yw, fulgeo, etc.
The suggestion is highly probable.

6 Plin. nat. hist. ro. 36 inauspicata est et incendiaria avis, quam propter saepenumero
lustratam urbem in annalibus invenimus, sicut L. Cassio C. Mario cos. (107 B.C.), quo
anno et bubone viso lustratam esse. quae sit avis ea non reperitur nee traditur. quidam
ita interpretantur, incendiariam esse quaecumque apparuerit carbonem ferens ex aris vel
altaribus. alii spinturnicem earn vocant, sed haec ipsa quae esset inter aves qui se scire
diceret non inveni.

Pliny's account of the incendiaria avis, which, some said, appeared bringing embers
from the altars, leaves us guessing. On the one hand, we are reminded of the phoenix
carrying its parent's body to the altar of the Sun at Heliopolis and burning it there (Tac.
ann. 6. 28: see further Turk in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 3450 ff., supra i. 341). On the
other hand, the name may cover some forgotten rite, perhaps comparable with the Scoppio
del Carro on Easter Eve at Florence. The 'Sacred Fire' is then struck from flints
brought by one of the Pazzi family from Jerusalem in the middle ages and kept in the
church of the Holy Apostles on the Piazza del Limbo. A candle thus lit is taken in
solemn procession to the high altar in the Cathedral. Meantime two splendid white oxen
with crimson housings and gilded horns, wreathed with flowers and evergreens, have
drawn the Carro, a four-sided erection tapering both towards the top and towards the
base and covered with fireworks, to a point on the Piazza, del Duomo between the
Cathedral and the Baptistery. Here it is connected by a wire with a pillar set up in front
of the high altar. 'Precisely at noon the "Gloria" was reached, and as the first words
were sung the sacred fire was applied to the pillar, which, like the "Carro," was wreathed
with fireworks. This was the supreme moment of the ceremony; with a hissing sound,
amid a shower of sparks, a dove, apparently of fire, flew from the pillar along the wire,—
it should have reached the "Carro," and setting that alight, returned to the altar from
whence it came, on the success or non-success of its flight depending, in the opinion of
the Contadini, the fate of this year's harvest. By some unhappy chance it flew no farther
than midway down the nave, where, with a last despairing "fizzle," it became extinguished,
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spinturnix^-. So charged with heat was the eagle that, had it not
introduced a piece of cool jet into its nest, it would positively have
cooked its own eggs2! Viewed in this context the name Aftkyia*
becomes significant. It is best explained as an old participle of the
verb attho,' I burn4,' and suggests a burnt or fiery colour5. In point
of fact the herring-gull is distinguished by its yellow, bill, which has
a patch of bright red at the basal angle; the eye too is of a beautiful
straw-colour set in a frame of vermilion formed by the rim of the
eyelid6. Again, the little owl—Athene noctua, as the ornithologists
term it—certainly derived its name glatix from the fiery glance of

revealing itself as a stuffed bird tied on to a bundle ot squibs. Immediately the spectators
rushed upon it, each trying to secure at least a feather.... That evening the walls were
placarded with the announcement of a "Mala Pasqua," and all sorts of misfortunes for
the present year were freely prophesied' (Jessie L. Weston in Folk-Lore 1905 xvi. 182—184,
Frazer Golden Bough*: Balder the Beautiful i. 126 f.). I witnessed the ceremony myself
on Saturday, 15 April 1922, when the fiery bird made its double flight in safety, the
Carro burst in fine style, and the crowd filling the Piazza scrambled for the smouldering
fragments.

1 Fest. p. 330 b 34 ff. Muller, p. 446, 7 ff. Lindsay spintyrnix est avis genus turpis
figurae...ea Graece dicitur, ut ait Santra, ffirivffapis, Walde Lat. etym. Wbrterb. p. 731
adds: 'das wohl als Vogel mit funkelnden Augen zu (nrivBapis, o-irtvB'fip "Funke." In
der Endung sieht Stowasser AflL. VI, 563 vielleicht richtig das westgriech. Spvll- ( = o/ws)
"Vogel," wie auch in co(c)turnix, das Keller Volkset. 51 als Muster fur die Bildung von
spinturnix gehalten hatte.' Cp. Ernout—Meillet Diet. etym. de la Langue Lat. p. 924.

2 Myth. Vat. 3. 3. 4 quod vero aquilam eius deputant tutelae, quam refert fabula Jovi
contra Gigantes dimicanti fulmina ministrasse, et hanc dant physici rationem, quod aquila
per naturam nimii est caloris, adeo ut et ova, quibus supersedet, possit coquere, nisi
gagaten, lapidem frigidissimum, admoveat. unde Lucanus (6. 676) 'foeta tepefacta sub
alite saxa.' addunt etiam, adeo acutum esse aquilae intuitum, ut pro fulgentissimis solis
radiis numquam deflectat obtuitum. matres etiam, ut ajunt, pullos suos contra solis ortum
obvertunt, ut si in ipsos solis radios lumina figere sustinuerint, in vitam reserventur, si
non, a nido dejiciantur. unde Lucanus in ix (9. 902) dicit 'utque Jovis volucris calido
quum protulit ovo' etc. (Cp. supra i. 104 n. i, ii. 230.) elemento igitur calidissimo et
limpidissimo, videlicet aethere, illud ales consectatur, quod et calore abundat et perspic-
acitate. Dionys. tipviffiaicd (printed in the Didot Bucolici p. 107 ff. in the form of a
Byzantine epitome wrongly ascribed to Euteknios) i. i says of the eagle's stone (the
der^TTjs, on which see A. Nies in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 704 f., Gruppe Gr. Myth.
Rel. p. 777 n. i, G. F. Kunz The Curious Lore of Precious Stones Philadelphia & London
1913 p. 34, J. Evans Magical Jewels of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance particularly
in England Oxford 1922 Index p. 251 s.v. 'Aetites') eav ev X^T/TI Tra^Xdfbi'ros CSaTOJ
^Trt^atfffT/, rty TOV ?rup6j viK^ffei Trdvrws iffxtiv.

3 Supra p. 783 n. i.
4 K. Brugmann Griechische Grammatik* Munchen 1900 p. 210 (cp. ayvia and the

like). Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la Langue Gr. p. 23 doubts this derivation, being more
impressed by the fact that so many bird-names beyin with al-, possibly to be identified
with, avi-s.

6 Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 15.
6 J. L. Bonhote Birds of Britain London 1907 p. 364 ff. pi. 91, W. P. Pycraft A Book

of Birds London 1908 p. 82 pi. 16, i.
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its eyes1. Such birds, swooping upon their prey by sea or land,
would appeal to the imagination of a simple folk and might well be
regarded as lightning-birds appropriate to Athena, who wielded the
thunderbolt of Zeus2. This is speculative, and of course uncertain.
But, so far as the owl is concerned, further evidence is forthcoming.
Columella3, describing the rites by which the country people sought
to avert wind and weather, says:

Hence Amythaon's son4, whom Cheiron taught,
On crosses hung the night-birds and on roof-tops
Would have them cry no more their deadly dirge.

Palladius5 follows suit, and in his farmer's calendar, among other
magic means of warding off hail-stones, gives the recipe: ' Or else
an owl is nailed up with wide-spread wings.' The same cure is still
popular in Germany6 and elsewhere. C. Swainson7, a well-known
authority on bird-lore, remarks : ' Owls are often nailed up on barn
doors or walls. The meaning of this custom is now unknown in our
own rural districts; but in Germany the peasants will tell you it is
done to avert lightning. The owl, it is to be observed, is a lightning
bird.' If so, we get rid of one small difficulty. It might have been
thought that the divine power resident in the head of Zeus would
have been born as an eagle, not an owl8. But the owl of Athena,
as we now perceive, was virtually equivalent to the eagle of Zeus.
The equation seems to have struck the Greeks themselves in

1 Eustath. in II. p. 1202, 10 ff. r6 d£ y\avKi6uv &vri TOV g/j.-irvpov p\eiruv (caret TOVS
jraAcuoi)? irapd r6 y\a6ffff(>), a<j> e>5 /cat yXavl;, rjv fj.6vr)i> ruv ya/j.^/uv^x^f xai ffapico<f>dyu>v
<t>curl /*TJ rlKreiv rv<p\a Sia rb irepl rous 6<f>6a.\fj.obs trvp&des, o r/j-rjTiKbv ov Siaipei Tr)v 9£(u>.
810 Kal iv rats ffKoro^vais bpq.. The source of this note was Detriokritos of Abdera
(H. Diels Die Fragtnente der Vorsokratikei* Berlin 1912 ii. 52, 13 ff.), cp. et. mag. p. 233,
10ff. Arj/niSj'iKos, but Zonar. lex. p. 439 and Favorin. lex. p. 422, i6ff. A^o/cptros.

Modern philology supports the ancient derivation: see L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etym.
iii. 68, Prellwitz op. cit? p. 95, Boisacq op. cit. p. 150.

2 First in Aisch. Eutn. 827 f., cp. Find. frag. 146 Bergk4, 146 Schroeder irvp
irvtovros a re Kepavvov | arfx.Lffra- Se^i&v Kara xet/ra Tarp6j | (ij/x^a)...; then on coins,
gems, etc. See Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 191, W. H. Roscher in his Lex. Myth. i.
677 f., Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 330, and infra §g (h) ii (\) (5).

3 Colum. de re rust. 10. 348 ff. 4 Melampous. 5 Pallad. i. 35. i.
6 A. Kuhn Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks^ Gtitersloh 1886 p. 189

'Die eule an das scheunenthor genagelt schiitzt aber das haus vor blitz', E. H. Meyer
Germanische Mythologie Berlin 1891 p. 112 'Sie wird gegen Zauber und Blitz ans
Scheunentor genagelt (Wuttke §165)', Taylor in the Handwb'rterbuch des deutschen
Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1929/1930 ii. 1074 'Sehr verbreitet ist das Annageln einer
E. oder einzelner Teile von ihr an Stallen, Scheunen usw. gegen Blitzschlag, Feuer und
anderes Unheil' with n. 29 on p. 1078.

7 C. Swainson The Folk Lore and Provincial Names of British Birds London 1886
p. 123.

8 Supra p. 733 f.
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Hellenistic times. Bronze coins of Pergamon (fig. 591)1 show an
owl on a winged thunderbolt inscribed AQHNAZ
NIKH<t>OPOY, 'of Athena the Bringer of Victory.' A
similar type occurs on gold2 and silver of Tarentum8

and on bronze of Herakleia in Lucania4and Amastris
in Paphlagonia5, while small bronze pieces issued at
Athens have two owls face to face on a thunderbolt6.
Finally, Zeus himself has an owl, not an eagle, as his attribute on
imperial bronze coins of Akmoneia in Phrygia (figs. 592—594)' and
on others struck by Alexandras i Balas at Kyrrhos in Syria (supra
ii. 15 n. 5 fig. 2).

Fig. 592. Fig. 593. Fig. 594.

The passage from the ornithomorphic to the anthropomorphic
conception of Athena involves several successive stages :

1. Athena as a bird.
2. Athena as a bird with human arms.
3. Athena as a bird with human head.
4. Athena as a goddess with bird's wings.
5. Athena as a goddess with a bird for her attribute.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Mysia p. 132 pi. 27, 13, cp. ib. p. 131 pi. 27, uf . and
McClean Cat. Coins iii. 62 no. 7680 pi. 264, 6, Head Hist, num.2 p. 536. I figure
a specimen in my collection. H. von Fritze in the Corolla Numismatica Oxford 1906
p. 56 f. pi. 2, 25 connects the coins inscribed A Q H N A Z NIKH<t>oPoY with the
Nikephoria of 183 B.C.

2 Hunter Cat. Coins i. 68 no. 24.
3 Carelli Num. It. vet. p. 54 pi. 115, 232, Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 128 pi. 99, 15,

Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 202, Hunter Cat. Coins i. 76 nos. 96—100 pi. 5, 18,
McClean Cat. Coins i. 92 nos. 642—645 pi. 25, 9 and 10, Syli. num. Gr. ii. pi. 8,
236 Lloyd.

4 Carelli Num. It. vet. p. 89 pi. 163, 68, Garrucci Man. It. ant. p. 134 pi. 102, 15,
Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Italy p. 234, McClean Cat. Coins i. 116 nos. 863, 864 pi. 30, 2.

5 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Pontus etc. p. 84 pi. 19, 5, Waddington—Babelon—Reinach
Monn. gr. d"As. Min? i. 174 no. 10 pi. 18, 8.

6 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies <f Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 24, 60—67, Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 79 pi. 14, 3, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 72 nos. 182, 183.

7 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phrygia pp. xxiii, 9 f. pi. 3, 3 ( = my fig. 593) and 4 ( = my
%• 594)- Fig. 592 is from a specimen kindly given to me by Mr C. T. Seltman, who
notes that the magistrates L. Servenius Capito and lulia Severa are apparently husband
and wife, both holding priestly office under Nero.
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The first stage we have already considered. It was perhaps
best exemplified by the Megarian cult of Athena Aithyia, ' the
Gull1.' But there were substantial grounds for thinking that at
Athens Athena took the form of an owl2.

We have next to note how the bird becomes human-armed.
A series of moulded terra-cotta pendants found in south Italy,
especially in the neighbourhood of Tarentum, represents an owl
that has not only wings but human hands as well and is spinning
with distaff, yarn, and wool-basket all complete (figs. 595, 5Q6)3.
These odd-looking objects are always pierced with a couple of
holes and seem to have served originally as loom-weights4. There
can be little doubt that the owl spinning is Athena Ergdne^ in her
character as patron of women's handiwork6.

The transition from bird to human-headed bird can be illustrated
by an early Corinthian aryballos, found in Aigina and now preserved
in the Archaeological Museum at Breslau (fig. 597)7. This shows
Herakles contending with the Lernaean Hydra. The hero has
already cut off one of the monster's ten heads: it is to be seen
above, that is beyond, the horses on the right. Undaunted by two

1 Supra p. 783 nn. i, 2. 2 Supra p. 7848".
3 See P. Perdrizet in the Melanges Perrot Paris 1903 p. 264 f., R. Engelmann in the

Rev. Arch. 1903 ii. 122 f. and ib. 1906 ii. 453 f., E. Pettier in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908
xxxii. 541 ff., P. Wuilleumier in the Rev. Arch. 1932 i. 47.

The examples so far known are two in the Museum at Bari—nos. 2910 (R. Engelmann
in the Rev. Arch. 1906 ii. 453 fig. i) and 1851 (id. ib. fig. 3), one in the Jatta collection
at Ruvo, another at Brindisi (id. in the Rev. Arch. 1903 ii. 123 fig. i wrongly described),
another belonging to C. Hiilsen at Rome (id. in the Rev. Arch. 1906 ii. 453 fig. 2),
a sixth in the Louvre (E. Pettier in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 541 pi. 7, 3 (the
most complete and the most grotesque)), a seventh in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford
(P. Perdrizet in the Melanges Perrot Paris 1902 p. 264 fig. 4, G. Fougeres in Daremberg—
SaglioZ>zV/. Ant. iii. 1915 fig. 5045), an eighth in the Museum at Lausanne (W. Deonna
in the Anzeiger fiir schweizerische Altertumskunde. Indicateur d"antiquitts suisses. N.S.
1910 p. 46 fig. 17). I add a specimen from Tarentum now in the British Museum (Brit.
Mas. Cat. Terracottas p. 450 no. E 179, my fig. 595) and another in my possession
(fig- 596).

4 So R. Engelmann in the Rev. Arch. 1903 ii. 122 f., 1906 ii. 453 f. But P. Wuilleumier
tii. 1932 i. 47 still includes them among the religio-magical 'disques de Tarente' (on
which see supra ii. 131 n. i).

5 So first P. Perdrizet in the Melanges Perrot Paris 1903 p. 264 f.
6 0. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 428—430. C. Swainson The Folk Lore

and Provincial Names of British Birds London 1886 p. 124 records a (German?)
tradition that the owl is an old weaver spinning with silver threads. Id. ib. p. 97 notes
that the nightjar is called a 'Churr owl' in Aberdeen and a 'Spinner' in Wexford.
Cp. G. Meredith Love in the Valley 35 f. 'Lone on the fir-branch, his rattle-note
unvaried, | Brooding o'er the gloom, spins the brown evejar.'

7 O. Rossbach Fest- Grass... der vierzigsten Versammlung deutscher Philologen una
Schulmaenner in Goerlitz Breslau 1889 pp. 5—19 with fig. ( = my fig. 597) reproduced
on a smaller scale by Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 303 fig. 81.
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more heads, which are biting deep into his shoulders, and by a large
crab, which is nipping his legs, Herakles has run a long sword
through two of the snaky necks, wounded a third, and grasped
a fourth by the throttle. Even so he would be in imminent danger,
were it not for the presence of lolaos, who, attacking the Hydra
from the opposite side, reaps three of its heads with a single pull of
his toothed sickle. To right and left, marked off from each other
by a flying bird, stand the chariots of lolaos and Herakles, four-
horsed and two-horsed respectively. In the former a young
charioteer, Lapythos by name, holds his goad and reins in readiness
for flight, while he turns his head to watch the combat. In the
latter Athena had escorted Herakles. She has now dismounted and
stands close at his back, inviting him with a gesture of her left hand
to refresh his strength with a draught from the cup that she holds
in her right. On the reins of the chariot is perched her owl; on the
goad, a woman-headed bird, beside which is inscribed the word
wous. M. Mayer1 took this to be a variant form of phoyx or poyx, an
echoic name for ' gull.' The woman-headed bird would then be an
altera ego of Athena Aithyia. But my friend the late Dr P. Giles
informed me years ago that Mayer's explanation is phonetically
impossible: the assumed interchange of an initial labial with an
initial digamma depends on the mistaken view that digamma was
pronounced like our letter f. Dr Giles himself suggested that wous
might be a local onomatopoeic name for 'owl,' comparing the
imitation of an owl's hoot, which in a poem by Thomas Nash2

appears as to-witta-ivoo! and in another by Shakespeare3 as
Tuwhit! tuwhoo*! I gladly accept this suggestion, especially as the

1 M. Mayer in Hermes 1892 xxvii. 481—487, citing Aristot. hist. an. 9. 18. 617 a 9
0wv£, Hesych. irwv!-- TTOIOS opvis. 6 'AptffroreX^s & T<£ irepl £(auv, et. mag. p. 699, 10 f.
T(iiry7cs • at aWwat, al KXijtfetcrat jSoOyyes. irapa rty $vi\v (cat TIJV Ivy-ffv, concludes that
fwus was the Corinthian form of /3oi)>|, <puv£, ir(av^. Harrison Prokg. Gr. Rel? p. 303 f.
follows him.

0. Rossbach op. cit. p. 14 leaves the word (MYO^) unexplained, but ib. n. i adds
that Studemund proposed a connexion with the root /3aO- of /Saufw.

2 F. T. Palgrave The Golden Treasury London 1882 p. i Spring 4, 8, 12.
3 Ib. p. 17 Winter 8, 17.
4 Onomatopoeic names for 'owl' are common in the Indo-Europaean languages

(Schrader Reallex? ii. 2i6b, citing J. Winteler Naturlaute und Spracke Aarau 1892
p. 10 f.), e.g. Sanskrit ul&ka-, Latin ulucus, uhila, Old High German Aivila, Lithuanian
ywas; Armenian buec, Greek jStfos, jSCfa, Latin b&bo. Cp. Hesych. TUTW- rj 7\aC|,
Plaut. Men. 653 f. ME. egon dedi? MA. tu, tu istic, inquam. PE. vin adferri noctuam. |
quae 'tu tu' usque dicat tibi?

J. D. Beazley in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1927 xxxi. 348 no. 8 fig. i publishes a red-
figured amphora on sale in Paris, which shows an owl with the letters KYYY scratched
just below its beak (fig. 598 from a photograph kindly supplied by Mr C. D. Bicknell).
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wous on the vase, except for its human head, resembles in all
respects the unmistakable owl perched beside it. In short, I con-

Fig. 598.

Prof. Beazley cp. Aristoph. av. 261 KiKKafiav KIKKCL^OLV, schol. ad loc. ras y\avicas OUTW
(ftwveiv X^yovfftv. oOev Kal KiKKafias avras \£yov<rit>. Hart 5e iepa TTJS 'A^vfis. K.r.X. (more
in Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. iv. 15510 and in F. II. M. Blaydes on Aristoph. Lys.
760 f. eyw S' VTTO rwv yXavKGiv rd\aa>' dir6\\vfJ,ai \ rais dypvirviaiffi KtKKafiifavffuv dfi),
and the modern Greek KovKovfiayia, KOVKKOS (where, however, we have to reckon with
assimilation to the note of the cuckoo (Schrader Reallex? \\. 2i6b f.)). I would rather
illustrate the graffito KYYY from Browning's line in Andrea del Sarto 'The cue-owls
speak the name we call them by.'

E. Pernice 'Ein korinthischer Pinax' in the Festschrift fiir Otto BenndorfWien 1898
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ceive that the Corinthian potter has here synchronised in an
instructive series three distinct stages in the evolution of Athena—
the ornithomorphic, the semi-ornithomorphic, and the anthropo-
morphic1. Another Corinthian aryballos, in the Karlsruhe collection

Fig- 599-

pp. 75—80 with fig. ( = my fig. 599. Scale T%) puts together four fragments of a Corinthian
pinax at Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin i. 76 no. 683, 78 no. 757, 89 f.
nos. 822 and 829 'Stil des Timonidas'), on which a man named A6/c/>is stokes a potter's
oven. Before it stands a small ithyphallic figure of the sort known as (3acrK<iviov
(Aristoph. fab. incert. frag. 39 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 1185 Meineke) ap. Poll. 7. 108, cp.
Bekker anecd. i. 30, sff.), here named Act— (? cp. Xcurravpos, XcuKacm??, or the like).
Upon it is perched a large owl named (J>UKO, (Roehl Inscr. Gr. ant. no. 20, 69, F. Blass
in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Ittschr. iii. i. 66 no. 3119 h 69 ^CJKCI or (J>WKCL, Inscr. Gr.
Pelop. i no. 313 </>uKa), cp. Hesych. Qiaidwv 6pvis TTOIOS. The word, like <pd>Kt] 'a seal,'
may be a derivative of the Indo-Europaean *phou- 'to blow, puff ' : so <pu>v£ (Prellwitz
Etyrn. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.z p. 498 f., Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la Langue Gr. p. 1044 f.),
if not also am puffin (but see E. Weekley An Etymological Dictionary of Modern English
London 1921 p. 1166).

1 It is interesting to see the same three stages combined on a red-figure kylix potted
by Pamphaios, found at Todi, and now preserved in the Villa Giulia (G. Bendinelli in the
Man. d. Line. 1916 xxiv. 874—880 pis. 3 and 4 ( = my fig. 600), Hoppin Red-fig. Vases
ii. 304 no. 19 bis fig., Corp. uas. ant. Villa Giulia iii I. c pi. 25, 2 and 3, pi. 26, 2 with
text p. 13 by G. Q. Giglioli), which represents another exploit of Herakles. While the
hero wrests the tripod from Apollon, lolaos holds in readiness his four-horsed chariot and
Athena advances to his aid at once as owl, as human-headed bird, and as goddess. By
this time, however, the human-headed bird has ceased to be conceived as an owl or
labelled as such and has become a commonplace soul-bird of the Seiren sort (G. Weicker
in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 617 ff.).
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(fig. 6OI)1, represents a human-headed bird wearing a helmet. This
can hardly be, as G. Weicker2 supposes, the soul of a valiant
warrior; for in that case it would, according to custom3, have been
bearded. Rather, it is Athena herself, no longer a bird, not yet
a goddess.

Fig. 601.

This transitional conception lay dormant for centuries, while
Greek art was in its prime, and then—like so many other half-
forgotten ideas—awoke to a new lease of life in imperial times.
Certain rare bronze pieces of small size—whether coins (kdllyboi,
kdllyba*} or counters we cannot say—were struck at Athens in the
Roman period and have as their reverse device an owl en face with
a female helmeted head (figs. 602, 603)5. The archaistic legend

Fig. 602. Fig. 603.

A0E (fig. 602) suggests that we are here concerned with the
restoration of an ancient type though, except for the aryballos
just mentioned, no prototype is known. Again, denarii of the gens
Valeria, issued by L. Valerius Acisculus in the year 46—45 B.C.,
show for reverse a human-headed bird with helmet, shield, and

1 Winnefeld Vasensamml. Karlsruhe^. 16 no. 81 from Siana in Rhodes.
2 G. Weicker Der Seelenvogel Leipzig 1902 p. 35 fig. 15 ( = my fig. 601).
3 Id. ib. p. 137 ff.
4 Babelon Monn. gr. rom. i. i. 466, K. Regling in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi.

1099 f-
6 E. Beule Les monnaies cTAthenes Paris 1858 p. 391 with figs. ( = my figs. 602, 603).

C. III. 51
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spear (fig. 6O4)1 or more often spears (figs. 605, 6o6)2. C. Lenor-
mant3 and, after him, E. Babelon4 ingeniously explained this as a
black eagle named Valeria?. But F. Imhoof-Blumer and O. Keller6,

Fig. 604. Fig. 605. Fig. 606.

followed by M. Bahrfeldt7, observe that the feathers of the bird are
spotted as in some species of owls. There can then be little doubt
but that here too we siee Athena as a guast-bird. The same type,
with sundry variations, occurs on a series of engraved gems and
pastes of Roman date (figs. 607, 608)8, which were probably sup-

1 M. Eahrfeldt Nachtrdge und Berichtigungen zur Munzkimde Wien 1897 p. 258
pi. 12, 271 (=my fig. 604) from a coin which passed from the Bunbury to the Haeberlin
collection, Brit. Mm. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. i. 535 no. 4105 pi. 53, 4. I have another
specimen showing the single spear.

2 Babelon Monn. re"p. rom. ii. 519 f. no. 18 wrongly described with figs, of two spears
crossed and two spears parallel, Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. i. 535 nos. 4106
pi. 53, 5 and 4107 with two spears crossed, i. 536 no. 4108 pi. 53, 6 ( = my fig. 606) with
two spears parallel. Fig. 605 is from an example in my collection.

3 C. Lenormant in the Nouv. Ann. 1838 ii. 142 ff. pi. D, 2 with two spears parallel.
4 Babelon Monn. r£p. rom. ii. 516, 520.
6 Lenormant and Babelon both rely on Plin. nat. hist. 10. 6 aquilae maximus honos,

maxima et vis. sex earum genera: melanaetos a Graecis dicta [eadem in Valeria], minima
magnitudine, viribus praecipua, colore nigricans. But the text is uncertain. D. Detlefsen
inserted the brackets, and C. Mayhoff on the strength of Aristot. hist. an. 9. 32. 6i8b 28
fAeXavderos /cai \ay<a<j>6vos suspects that in uateria covers some such word as leporaria.
Further, Lenormant and Babelon compare the part played by an eagle in the story of
Valeria Luperca (Plout. parall. Gr. et Rom. 35 Xoi/woO /carao^J'Toj &a\eplovs (so J. Amyot
for %a\e/)£ous) /cat (f>6opas yevofjitvT)s, \pr)ff/Ji.bs £o60t] Xutprjcrai. TO Sfivbv, edj> irap6evov TT}
Hpa Bijwffiv /car' eviavrov. del Si rrjs deuridai/jiovias pevoticrris /card K\rjpov Xaxo/i&ij
OvaXepLa AovirtpKa (so Guarinus for rowipKa.) ffiraffa/j^vr) TO £t<£os, \ijyero ei's 6va'uu>
(supplet cod. E)] derds KaTairrds ripiraffe /cat iiri TU>V enirtipwv £Or)Ke pdfiSov fjuKpav
cr(pvpav, TO 82 l-i<pos eirtfiaXe Sa/j.d\ei TI.VI irapa TOV vaov ^offKo^vy. i>o^ffa<ra 8£ f;
KO.I Tty fiovv 66ffa<ra /cai T^V <r<pvpav dpacra, /car' oiKlav irepiijXde, /cat TOI>S avdevovvms
-f)p£/j.a ir\r)TTov<Ta 8i-fiyeipev, eppuffdai ei>l CKdffTtf X^oucra. o6ev Ka.1 vvv T.b i*.vffT-?ipiov TeXetrar
ws 'Api f fTe lS -qs Iv ^«/j>ea/cat5e/caT<£> 'IraXt/cwi' (frag. 10 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 322 Miiller). But
see W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1920 ii. i. 482 as to the
flimsy character of this writer).

6 F. Imhoof-Blumer and O. Keller Tier- und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und
Gemmen Leipzig 1889 p. 74.

7 M. Bahrfeldt Nachtrage und Berichtigungen zur Munzkunde Wien 1897 p. 258.
(i) Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 248 no. 2484 pi. 28 a black jasper from the Towneley

collection: bird to right, with helmeted head of Athena, carrying shield and one spear;
inscribed with the owner's name CHARITO (my fig. 607 is enlarged (f) from T. Panofka
Gemmen mit Inschriften Berlin 1852 p. 103 pi. 4, 12 ( = Abh. d. berl. Akad. iSji Phil.-
hist. Classe p. 487 pi. 4, 12)).
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posed to bring good luck to their wearers, and is even found in
the form of small bronze statuettes (figs. 609, 6IO)1 presumably
designed to serve a like practical purpose. A refinement upon the
owl-Athena was the cock-Athena, whose very absurdity would raise

Fig. 607. Fig. 608. Fig. 609. Fig. 610.

(2) Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'2' p. 248 no. 2485 pi. 28 (where it is wrongly numbered
2488) a burnt agate from the Towneley collection: bird to right, with helmeted head of
Athena, carrying shield and two spears parallel.

(3) J. H. Middleton The Lewis Collection of Gems and Rings London 1892 p. 87
no. F 10 a pale blue paste: bird ('Siren') to right, with helmeted head of Athena,
carrying shield with Gorgoneion and two spears parallel. Fig. 608 is from a cast of the
original (scale f).

(4) Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 147 no. 3340 pi. 27 a cornelian: owl to
right, with helmeted head of Athena, carrying shield with Gorgoneion (Furtwangler 'mit
Gorgoneion auf der Brust'!) and two spears parallel; the owl stands on palm-branch
and wreath.

(5) Id. ib. p. 219 no. 5928 pi. 40 a brown paste: owl to right, with helmeted head of
Athena, carrying shield and spear.

(6) Id. ib. p. 264 no. 7090 pi. 53 a red jasper: owl to right, with helmeted head of
Athena, shouldering a spear (id. Ant. Gemtnen i pi. 46, 30, ii. 222).

(7) Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 317^0. 8660 pi. 61 a bloodstone: owl to
right, with helmeted head of Athena, carrying two spears parallel (Furtwangler ' Doppel-
flote unter dem 1. Fliigel'); the owl stands on a Gorgoneion, flanked by helmet and
snake on the right, shield (?) and spear (?) on the left.

(8) P. S. Bartoli Museum Odescalchum Romse 1752 ii. 70 f. pi. 30 a bloodstone: owl
to left, with helmeted head of Athena, carrying shield and spear; the owl stands on a
Gorgoneion', to the left is an olive-spray, to the right a pillar, on which is set a one-
handled vase, and to which is bound a quiver.

(9) F. Imhoof-Blumer and O. Keller Tier- und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und
Gemmen Leipzig 1889 p. 161 pi. 26, 61 an onyx at Vienna (no. 1067): owl to left, with
helmeted head of Athena, carrying shield and spear; the owl stands on a round base
probably meant for a kiste.

(10) Eid. ib. p. 161 pi. 26, 62 a cornelian in the Postolacca collection at Athens: owl
to right, with helmeted head of Athena, carrying shield and spear.

See further G. Weicker Der Seelenvogel Leipzig 1902 p. 35 n. i.
1 Reinach R£p. Stat. iii. 207 no. i a bronze at Avignon: owl, with helmeted head of

Athena.
Id. ib. no. 2 a bronze in the Bourguignon collection (Collection d'antiquite's grecques

ft romaines provenant de Naples Paris 1901 pi. 6, 206): owl, with helmeted head of
Athena.

5I—2
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a laugh and so heighten the prophylactic effect1. A bronze in the
Castellani collection (fig. 6n)2 represented the goddess as a cock
with human face, wearing by way of helmet the skin of a cock's
head complete with comb, wattles, and beak. This singular fowl,
perched on a winged skull, perhaps betokens the victory of vigilance
over death or points some equally edifying moral.

Fig. 611.

The fourth stage in the evolution of Athena is that in which she
appears as a goddess with the wings of a bird. It has indeed been
maintained that the conception of a winged Athena is not found on
Greek soil till the Hellenistic age and should be explained as a
case of late syncretism—Athena and Nike rolled into one3. But

1 Cp. the numerous examples of Athena's head wearing a helmet with the features of
Sokrates, Silenos, etc. (Reinach Pierres Gravies pis. 24, 25, and 30), often misnamed
grylli (J. H. Middleton The Engraved Gems of Classical Times Cambridge 1891 Append,
p. xx, E. Babelon inDaremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 1480 f., Furtwangler Ant. Gemmcn
iii. iijf. , 288, 353, 363).

2 Castellani Sale Catalogue Paris 1884 p. 43 no. 262 with fig. on p. 44 (=my fig. 6n:
scale i). Height o-17m.

3 A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 704.
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that is seriously to underrate both the quantity and the quality
of the evidence for an Athena winged in her own right1.

On the one hand, a winged Athena is familiar enough in
Etruscan art. A cornelian scarab of careful archaic style2 shows
the goddess without helmet, but with spear and aigis and two well-
marked wings on her back. A bronze in the Museo Gregoriano
(fig. 6i2)s again represents her with wings: this time she wears
a helmet and an aigis decorated with a Gorgoneion, apparently
viewed as the sun4, a crescent moon, and sundry stars. Her

Fig. 612.

1 See F. Imhoof-Blumer 'Die Flugelgestalten der Athena und Nike auf Miinzen' in
the Num. Zeitschr. 1871 pp. 3—52 with pi. 5, L. Savignoni 'Athena alata e Athena
senz' ali' in the Rom. Mitth. 1897 xii. 307—317 with pi. 12, id. ' Minerva Vittoria' in
Ausonia 1910 v. 69—108, C. W. Keyes 'Minerva Victrix? Note on the winged goddess
of Ostia' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1912 xvi. 490—494, C. Anti 'Athena marina e alata'
in the Man. d. Line. 1920 xxvi. 269—318, and the coins etc. cited by H. Dressel—
K. Regling Die Miinzen von Priene Berlin 1927 p. 18 n. 103.

2 Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 157 f. pi. 20, 220 f, Furtwangler Ant.
Gemmen i pi. 16, 12, ii. 30, 76.

3 E. Gerhard Uber die Gotthtiten der Etrusker Berlin 1847 p. 61 pi. 4, I ( = my
fig. 612), G. Fougeres in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1928 with fig. 5075.

4 Supra i. 293 with fig. 212. E. Gerhard, however, loc. cit. says 'ein Mondgesicht
(Gorgoneion)' and is followed by G. Fougeres loc. cit. ' le symbole de la lune en guise
de Gorgoneion.' Cp. Epigenes Kepi rrjs 'Qpfytus 7rot^<rews (Orph. frag. 33 Kern: supra
p. 322 n. 3) ap. Clem. Al. strom. 5. 8 p. 360, I7f. Stahlin xai " Topyfoiov" r^v ffeX-^vtjv
fcA rd iv aih-fl irpdffuirov, and Hippol. ref. haeres. 4. 35 p. 102 Duncker—Schneidewin
where Hekate is invoked on a moonless night as Topyb /cat Mop/*w /cai
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right hand supports an owl, her left rests on her hip. A similar
bronze, which once formed the handle of a patera, passed from the
Greau1 into the Hoffmann2 collection and is now in the Louvre
(fig. 613)3: Athena's right hand raises her cheek-piece, her left
holds a broken rod bearing the owl. Again, a bronze candelabrum
from Chiusi, formerly owned by G. P. Campana and then by
A. Castellani, is topped by the statuette of a winged Athena,
who wears a helmet with cheek-pieces up and an aigfs with Gor-
goneion: her right hand is empty, her left carries a naked infant
(fig. 614)*. Lastly, on the bronze mirrors of Etruria Athena is
often winged5.

Fig. 613. Fig. 614.

(W. H. Roscher Uber Selene und Verwandtes Leipzig 1890 p. 24 n. 84, id. Nachtrage zu
meiner Schrift iiber Selene und Verwandtes Leipzig 1895 p. 21 n. i, and in his Lex. Myth.
ii. 3188).

1 W. Frohner Collection Julien Greau. Catalogue des bronzes antiques et des objets
d'art du moyen dge et de la Renaissance Paris 1885 p. 8 f. no. 31, Reinach Rep. Stal. ii.

393 no- 7-
2 W. Frohner Collection Hoffmann Paris 1888 no. 376.
3 De Ridder Cat. Bronzes du Louvre ii. 138 no. 3024 pi. 106 (= my fig. 613), Reinach

Rep. Stat. ii. 297 no. 3.
* I. Roulez 'Minerve Courotrophos' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1872 xliv. 216—225 pi. N

(part of which=my fig. 614) •
5 Gerhard Etr. Spiegel Hi pis. 36, i—9, 69, 87, 134, 146, 246 (owl as shield-sign),

254A, 2, iv pis. 286, 2, 305, v pi. 61, 2.
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On the other hand, Ionian art of the sixth century B.C. does not
hesitate to equip the goddess with wings. A scarab in banded
onyx, set in a gold bezel attached to a bronze ring, came from
Amathous to the British Museum and shows
(fig. 6I5)1 Athena standing towards the right.
Two recurved wings start from her back. Her
breast is full and prominent2. One hand grasps
a spear, the other holds up her chiton. Behind
her back are visible the snakes of her aigis and
a Seilenos-mask, which appears indeed to form
part of her crested helmet, but is better ex-
plained as her Gorgoneion seen in profile3.
Behind her feet are three lines of doubtful
meaning4. Again, a white-figured sarcophagus from Klazomenai,
now at Berlin, has a frieze of late sixth-century style, in which
a central Athena standing to the left with round shield and four
recurved wings is flanked by two warriors with horses and hounds5.
Lastly, the west frieze of the Siphnian Treasury at Delphoi (c. 525
B.C.) represents Athena setting foot on a chariot drawn by four
winged horses, but pausing to adjust a large aigis on her shoulders.
The goddess herself had recurved wings of the archaic sort: the end
of one is still visible in the relief; the other was originally added in
paint on the background6.

Attic black-figured vases tell the same tale. A fine sixth-
century bowl in the Faina collection at Orvieto (fig. 617)' has

1 Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 6, 56, ii. 30, 76, iii. 93, 98, 115, Lippold Gemmen
pi. 20, 5 (enlarged) p. 170, Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'1' p. 52 no. 437 pi. 8. My fig. 615 is
drawn (scale \) from a cast kindly supplied by Mr E. J. Forsdyke.

2 Supra p. 225 n. i sub fin.
3 J. D. Beazley The Lewes House Collection of Ancient Gems Oxford 1920 p. 8 'The

helmet...is stated by Furtwangler to have a mask of silenesque type attached behind;
but the mask belongs to the aegis and not to the helmet' (cp. ib. p. 19 f. no. 26 pi. 2).
That is right: yet, Beazley's suggestion notwithstanding, G. Lippold and H. B. Walters
locc. citt. still see what Furtwangler saw.

4 H. B. Walters loc. cit. says: 'In the field, three drops of blood (?).' Snakes of
aiglsl Extra wings begun but left unfinished??

6 R. Zahn in the Ant. Denkm. ii. 5. 10 pi. 58 (part of which = my fig. 616), id. in
\hejahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1908 xxiii. 169—180, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung
d. Gr. i. 165 ff., iii. 31 fig. 140, M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting Yale Univ. Press 1929
p. 132 fig. 221.

6 C. Picard and P. de la Coste-Messeliere in the Fouilles de Delphes iv. 2. 130 ff.
pi. 7—8, i (with statement and criticism of previous views).

7 G. Korte in the Ann. d. Inst. 1877 xlix. 128 ff. no. 12, D. Cardella Museo etrusco
Faina Orvieto 1888 p. 74 no. 150, L. Savignoni in the Rom. Mitth. 1897 xii. 307—317
with pi. 12 ( = my fig. 617).
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Fig. 616.

Fig. 617.
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for obverse and reverse type an Athena advancing towards the
right between two prophylactic eyes. On both sides she wears
helmet, chitdn, and himdtion. But, whereas the one design shows
her wingless, with shield and spear, the other shows her winged
and bearing an outstretched aigis. Similar curled oriental wings
are given to Athena on a small amphora found in Etruria and

Fig. 618.

now in the Louvre1. The goddess, wearing a high-crested helmet
and carrying a spear, is seated on a folding-stool: her owl is
beside her, perched on the tip of her left wing. Finally, on an
oinochde from Kameiros in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris
(fig. 6i8)2 we see Athena, armed with a spear and a long-crested
Corinthian helmet, winging her way through the air as she bears

1 E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre 2me Serie Paris 1901 p. 132 f. no. F 380 pi. 87,
id- Cat. Vases du Louvre iii. 810.

2 De Ridder Cat. Vases de la Bibl. Nat. i. 172 f. no. 260 fig. 23 ( = my fig. 618).
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a dead warrior (? Kekrops1) across the sea. Her protective air
recalls Aischylos'2 phrase at the end of the Eumenides: 'them
that shelter beneath the wings of Pallas the Father honoureth.'
Yet the same poet3 in the same play makes Athena come from
Troyland 'without wings, flapping but the aigis-io\& Clearly

Fig. 619.

1 This is possible, but far from certain. On the one hand, the representation suits the
myth of Athena Al&via (supra p. 783 f.). On the other hand, the myth does not say that
Kekrops was actually dead when carried off by Athena to Megara; and, unless we accept
Pausanias' assumption (i . 5. 3) that there were two kings named Kekrops, We should
expect him to be serpentiform (supra pp. 181, i86f., 770, 773).

2 Aisch. Eum. 1601 f. IlaXXtiSos 5' inr6 n-repots | ovras aferat irar-fip.
3 Id. ib. 404 TTTtpiav aTep pot/SSoCcra K6\irov alyldos. The expression irrepuv arep

suggests that Athena had only recently shed her wings (I am indebted for the observation
to Miss D. Lamb of Newnham College: see also Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 306f.).
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Aischylos, like the painter of the Orvieto bowl, could think of her
either as winged or as wingless.

During the fifth century, when humanising tendencies were rife,
Athena ceased to be treated at will as a semi-bird. We have reached
the point at which Nike split off from Athena Nike and went her
own winged way, leaving the older goddess wingless. But just here
we encounter an obvious difficulty. If Nike with wings was indeed
an abstraction from Athena Ntke*t how is it that Athena Nike had
no wings, was indeed so notoriously 'wingless' that she came to be
known as Nike^4//mtf2? The texts describe her cult-effigy as a
xoanon without wings, holding a pomegranate in its right hand,
a helmet in its left3. It was in all probability seated, for an Attic
oinochoe of the later black-figured style, now at Altenburg and

1 So Harrison Myth. Mon. Anc. Ath. p. 366 'From Athene Polias, invoked as
Athene Polias Nike, the personality of Nike separated off and developed attributes of her
own, impossible when she was only a form of Athene. Such an attribute were her
wings' etc., A. Baudrillart Les divinitis de la Vicloire en Grece et en Italic tfapres les
textes et les monuments figures Paris 1894 p. 7 'Simple don ou attribut d'Athena, elle se
detache d'elle, prend une personnalite distincte, et apparait bien reellement comme la
seconde personne d'une sorte de dualite,' ib. p. 13 'C'est done vers le commencement du
cinquieme siecle qu'a du s'achever la separation progressive de Nike d'avec Athena et la
conquete de son independance, fait qui d'ailleurs n'empeche point 1'antique Athena-Nike
de subsister.'

E. E. Sikes, who does not accept this view, argues that 'if Nike is to be regarded as
an abstraction from any greater deity, she must be an abstraction from Zeus' (Class. Rev.
1895 ix. 282). Mr Sikes' criticism is approved by H. Bulle in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii.
310. See, however, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1066 n. 3 (id. Myth. Lit. 1908 p. 566)
'Athenas Beziehungen zu Nike scheinen alt, alter als die spezifisch attische Kultur:
darauf weist, dass Nike T. des Pallas und der Styx heisst, Hsd. 6 384 [383 ff. STI>|
5' ITCK' '0/reapoD Ovydrrjp Hd\\avrt. (juyeiffa \ ZT)\OV Kal Ni/cr/v Ka\\lff<pvpov 4v /j-eydponnv • \
Ka.1 Kpdros 'f/Se Blijv dpiSe'iKera yeivaro reKva- ) TUV oi)/c ecrr dirdvevde At6s 56/xos, ovdt TIS
tSprj, | ovd' 6d6s, 6irir-q fj.r} Keivois 6ebs i^ye/ioce^, | dXX' at'ei Trap Tn/ivl fiapvKTijirQ edpiowvTcu.
K.T.\. But in 384 codd. D.G.H.K.L. read vdKi\v. An leg. NetV^? NC/KI? is elsewhere
personified as the equivalent ofEpis (Stephanus Thes. Gr. Ling. v. 14020, H. Stuart
Jones in the new Liddell and Scott p. 1165), cp. 782 Ipts KOI veiicos, and the sinister sense
is perhaps more appropriate to a sister of Zrj\os, Kpdros, and Bii;]. Dieser Pallas wird
von Dion. Hal. I 33 dem Lykaonsohn gleichgestellt, der die Athena auferzogen habe,
sodass diese Milchschwester oder Jugendgespielin der Nike wird. Hier scheinen altarkad-
ische Ueberlieferungen wenigstens mitbenutzt.'

2 Paus. i. 22. 4, 2. 30. 2, 3. 15. 7, 5. 26. 6.
3 Heliodoros of Athens (on whom see F. Jacoby in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii.

15—18) frag. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 425 Miiller) ap. Harpokr. s.v. Nt/c?; 'ABrjvd-...6'rt d£
N/KT/S 'A6t]vas £6avov dirrepov, fyov tv ft.ev ry 5el-ia p6av, ev de rfj e^wp^y Kpdvos, ITI/JMTO
rap' 'AOyvalois SeStfXwKtv 'HXtoSwpos 6 -irepiriyriTfy ev a irepl d/f/)07r6Xews=Phot. lex. and
Souid. s.v. WIKT\ 'ABrjva, cp. Anth. Pal. 9. 576. i ff. (Nikarchos). Schol. Dem. c. Timocr.
121 (ii. 118 Baiter—Sauppe) nvts Se e^yovi'Tai.- Ni/C7?y 'Affrjvas effriv dya\/J.a ev rfj
d«c/)oir6Xet. raArijs de rds irrepvyas xpvff&* otf<ras eirexfipyjffdv rives KaKovpyoi a.^>e\effOa.i
K<d dir<!}\ovTo airol v<f> eavr&v ol Kaicovpyoi- K.T.\. is confusing Athena Nike with the
Nike on the hand of Athena Parthtnos (cp. Overbeck Schriftquellen p. 123 f. nos.
680-687).
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hitherto unpublished, shows Athena seated with a helmet on her
head and a pomegranate in her left hand (fig. 6i,g)1. A white-ground
lekythos by a minor painter of the middle archaic period, about
480 B.C., gives head and hand only, helmet and pomegranate being
the essential points (fig. 620)2. The head is simply copied from
the current coinage of Athens—its position in profile to the right,
its scroll-pattern, its neck-plate, its leaves to commemorate
Marathon3—unless of course both vase and coins are copies
of the cult-statue. Replicas of this vase exist, for the type was

Fig. 620.

1 A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 689, id. Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt.
p. 445 n. 5. I am much indebted to Dr F. Matz of the Staatliches Lindenau-Museum at
Altenburg for most kindly sending me the photograph of vase no. 203, from which my
fig. 619 was made.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 396 no. D 22, A. S. Murray—A. H. Smith White
Athenian Vases in the British Museum London 1896 p. 24 pi. 14 ( = my fig. 620),
A. Fairbanks Athenian Lekythoi with outline drawing in glaze varnish on a white
ground New York 1907 i. 54 no. 22, J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American
Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 71 no. 32 (assigned to 'the Painter of the Bowdoin
Box'), id. Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 140 no. 41 ('der
Bowdoimnaler').

3 C. T. Seltman Athens its History and Coinage before the Persian Invasion
Cambridge 1924 p. 103, id. Greek Coins London 1933 p. 91.
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plainly popular1. In fact, some seventy years later, in 409 B.C.,
Sophokles2 in his Philoktetes can still make Odysseus invoke the
same goddess:

'Nike Athena Polids, saviour mine.'

On the whole, the available evidence seems to point to the following
conclusions. The worship of Athena on the Nike-bastion was of
ancient date3. The goddess as an earth-mother was represented by
a seated statue—Athena Polids^—holding a pomegranate, symbol
of fruitful ness or life renewed5. At some period of warlike achieve-
ment, say that of Marathon, the helmet was added and the

1 An almost identical lekythos is published by W. Frohner Burlington Fine Arts
Club: Catalogue of objects of Greek ceramic art London 1888 p. 57 f. no. 135 with pi. (no
pomegranate visible). And J. D. Beazley locc, citt. notes a red-figured replica at Bonn.

2 Soph. Phil. 134 Nlicr) T 'A07)vS. IloXtds, rj (npfet p! d«.
3 H. Bulle in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 311 concludes with regard to this cult: 'Er ist

als ein alteinheimischer anzusehen und zwar gerade auch wegen des ungewohnlichen und
altertumlichen Attributs des Granatapfels.' This sensible conclusion is substantiated by
the recent excavations carried out by N. Balanos beneath the temple of Athena Nike
(E. P. Blegen in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1936 xl. 145 —147 with 4 figs.: 'The work of
taking down the Nike bastion is continuing. The temple itself has been entirely removed
except for the foundations and lower step on the north side which it is hoped may be left
'undisturbed, as well as the north face of the bastion. Just inside the north foundation
wall of the marble temple, blocks of an earlier, probably post-Persian, poros temple, were
found in situ. This is orientated with the altar and bases found by Welter in the space
between the marble temple and the Propylaea. The Turkish cistern which had been cut
in the centre of the bastion had destroyed most of this earlier temple and no one had been
sure of its existence').

4 Supra p. 574 n. o.
5 The significance of this pomegranate has been much discussed. O. Benndorf ' Ueber

das Cultusbild der Athena Nike' in the Festschrift zur ^ojdhr. Grundimgsfeier des
deutschen archaologischen Instituts in Rom Wien 1879 PP- r7—47 conjectured that
Kimon organized the cult and built the temple of Athena Nike after the great Athenian
victory on the Eurymedon (467 or 4668.0.), and that he introduced the art-type of the
goddess from the neighbouring town of Side in Pamphylia: <riSrj means ' pomegranate'
and coins of ZfSi; from s. v onwards show a pomegranate, Athena, and Nike, though not
Athena or Nike actually holding a pomegranate {Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycia, etc.
p. 143 ff. pi. 25, 7 ff., Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 510 ff. pi. 58, 6ff., McClean Cat. Coins ii.
262 ff. pi. 317, i f f . , Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. i. 535 ff. pi. 24, 4ff., ii. 2. 931 ff.
pi. 142, 6ff., Head Hist, num."1 p. 703 f.). But this ingenious hypothesis has to face two
serious objections: (i) An inscription published by P. Kabbadias in the'E0. 'Apx- 1897
p. 173 ff. pi. n (Michel Recueil d'Inscr. gr. no. 671, A, Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr?
no. 63, a, Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 24), which can be dated by its lettering to the period
460—4468.0. and by the name [Annr6v'\iKos> sc. son of Kallias, to the year 4488.0.,
records a proposal (line 4 ff.) [ret] | ['Atfevcucu ret Nk]ei Adpeav he &[v 5c]|[d /8t'o

^s 'A.6evaiov ka.ira.\ao\\\y Ka6iffTa]ff6ai nal TO hiepbv 6vpS(ra\i, KaOdri &v
s x<riry7/)d0<'"l€t' dirofuffffoffai fie rbs TroXerds eirl r\es Aeovrldos irovravfias-

r\ev Ai4peai> irevT^KOvra Spax/w /cat | ra ffi<£\e, /cat rd S^uara <ptpev TOV de\fj,6ffiov •
»fbv 5£ oiKodofj-eaai Ka06n \ av KaXXt/cpdres xffiryypd^eret /cat j3o\/M»> \idivov. (2) For some
unknown reason th» matter was long delayed. Indeed the architecture and sculpture
of the existing temple are carried out in a style which points to a date c. 425 B.C.
(Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 442 ff.). In that year the Athenians won
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successes against the Ambraciotes and their Peloponnesian allies at Olpai, the Corcyraean
insurgents on Mt Istone, and the inhabitants of Anaktorion. They testified their gratitude
by dedicating a fresh statue of Athena Nike, and this in turn was restored at some date
between 350 and 320 B.C. (Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. i no. 403, a, Dittenberger Syll.
inscr. Gr.3 no. 264, a). These considerations have led to a summary rejection of
Benndorf's hypothesis (E. Curtius in the Arch. Zeit. 1879 xxxvii. 97, C. Robert in
U. von Wilamowitz-Mb'llendorff Aus Kydathen Berlin 1880 p. 184 n. i, R. Kekule
Die Reliefs an der Balustrade der Athena Nike Stuttgart 1881 p. 25, A. Furtwangler
in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 689, H. Bulle ib. iii. 310 f., Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr.

Fig. 621.

ii. 99 n. i, W. Judeich Topographic von Athen^ Munchen 1931 pp. 218 n. i, 222 n. 2),
and indeed it is clear that Kimon cannot have had any hand in the building or equipping
of the extant temple. It might, however, be contended that he built and equipped an
earlier structure on the same site, especially in view of the 'post-Persian' blocks otpdros
found by N. Balanos (supra p. 813 n. 3). Even so it remains highly improbable that the
cult of Athena Nike was introduced from Pamphylia, or that the pomegranate in her
hand was a piece of canting heraldry.

Assuming then, as we have every right to do, that the pomegranate in Athena's hand
was an ancient symbol, we have next to discover the nature of the symbolism. The
Greeks were struck by two characteristics of the fruit—its red colour and its numerous
seeds (cp. Kallim. lavacr. Pall. 27 f. of Athena's toilet before the Judgment of Paris
rb 5' <?pev0os dvedpa/j,f, Trp&iov o'ia.v \ $ podov 7) fflpdas /c6(CKoj £%el XP°*-av)- The first certainly
suggested blood (Artemid. oneirocr. i. 73 poai d£ Tpav/j,dru>v etai ffrj/j-avTiKal Sid TO xpw/to).
The second possibly suggested fertility (Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 445,
Farnell Cults of Gk. States ii. 696 n. c), though of this we have no definite proof (yet
P. Saintyves Les Vierges Meres et les Naissances Miraculeuses Paris 1908 p. 94 remarks
that pomegranates occur in a Florentine spell against sterility in women). The two
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together seem to have betokened the renewal of life after death. And this would agree
well enough with the observed habits of the tree (Theophr. hist. pi. 4. 13. 3 Zvia 5£
yripdffKet /j.ev icai (rijirerai rax^ws, irapa^Xaffrdvei. de ird\u> tK r&v aii-rlav, uffirep al 5d<f>vai
Koi al nyXtai re KO.I al p6ai KO.I T&V QiMSpuv ra iro\\d).

Thus pomegranates sprang from the blood-drops of Dionysos; whence women cele-
brating the Thesmophoria would not eat pips of the pomegranate that fell on the ground
(Clem. Al. protr. 2. 19. 3 p. 15, 9 ff. Stahlin, Euseb. praep. ev. i. 3. 28. ?cp. supra ii.
1129). The same fruit was taboo at the Athenian Haloia (schol. Loukian. dial. met. 7. 4
p. 280, 22 Rabe), at the Eleusinian mysteries (Porph. de abst. 4. 16, cp. Artemid. oneirocr.
i. 73), and in the Arcadian temple of Despoina (Paus. 8. 37. 7). Again, a pomegranate
sprang from the severed member of Agdistis; and Nana, who placed some of its fruit in
her bosom, thereby conceived and became the mother of Attis (supra ii. 969 n. 4), Attis
has pomegranates in his wreath (supra ii. 298 with fig. 189), and his priest holds one
together with three pomegranate(?)-twigs (supra ii. 300 with fig. 193).

On the common tomb of Eteoldes and Polyneikes grew a pomegranate, said to have
been planted there by the Erinyes: its fruit bled, when plucked (Philostr. mai. imagg.
i. 29. 4). On the tomb of Menoikeus near the Ne'istan gate of Thebes grew another
pomegranate: when the rind of its fruit was broken, the inside looked like blood (Paus.
9. 25. i). A pomegranate, therefore, was desirable food for the dead, and figures fre-
quently on funeral monuments of the archaic period (Spartan stelai, 'Harpy'tomb, etc.).
A fragmentary Laconian kylix in the British Museum shows a woman presenting a
pomegranate to a seated man (supra i. 95 fig. 68). A polychrome Attic Itkythos at
Berlin depicts a stele, and a woman holding out four pomegranates on a plate for Charon
to take (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 765 no. 2680, F. von Duhn in the Arch. Zeit.
1885 xliii. 20 ff. no. 6 pi. 3 (= my fig. 621), Reinach Rtp. Vases i. 457, 4). A similar Itkythos
from Alopeke near Athens, also at Berlin, has the dead man seated by his stele leaning on
a couple of spears. His chiton is decorated with a sprig of pomegranates (green leaves,
purple fruit), and both chitdn and himdtion have a border of green leaves. On the right
stands another man, whose himdtion is adorned in the same way with two large pome-
granate-sprigs and with sundry separate leaves and fruits. On the left a maiden approaches
with a basket of offerings. She wears plplos and himdtion, the former decked with leafy
borders and two large pomegranate-sprigs, the latter with a third sprig of the same sort
(Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin ii. 766 no. 2682, W. Riezler Weissgrundige Attische
Lekythen Miinchen 1914 p. 140 f. pi. 92).

The pomegranate as the food of the Underworld recurs in the myth of Persephone,
who might not remain on earth with Demeter because she had eaten one (h. Dem. 372,
412, Apollod. i. 5. 3) or three (Qv.fast. 4. 6076°., Lact. Plac. in Stat. Theb. 3. 511) or
seven (Ov. met. 5. 533 ff., cp. Serv. in Verg. georg. i. 39, interp. Serv. in Verg. Aen. 4.
462, Myth. Vat. i. 7, 2. 100) pips of a pomegranate growing in Hades' domain. An
engraved amethyst in my collection shows, according to A. S. Murray, Persephone
holding a pomegranate over against Demeter. A bronze statuette from the Payne Knight
collection represents Persephone with a pomegranate in her left hand and a torch (?) in
her raised right hand (Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 179 no. 982). A bronze mirror at Paris
makes her stand with a pomegranate held out in her right hand (Babelon—Blanchet Cat.
Bronzes de la Bibl. Nat. p. 530 no. 1320). Persephone is often associated with a pome-
granate in terra-cotta figures, the fruit or flower being regularly held against her bosom.
Usually the fruit is in her right hand between her breasts (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas
p. 109 no. B 212 Kameiros, p. no no. B 223 Kameiros, p. 143 no. B 427 Sicily,
R. Kekule Die Terrakotlen von Sicilien Stuttgart—Berlin 1880 p. 59 fig. 121, cp. Brit.
Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 93 no. B 126 Kos, p. 234 no. c 474), occasionally in her left hand
as well (ib. p. 87 nos. B 86 Melos, B 87 Melos); or a flower is in her right hand between
her breasts and a fruit in her left under her left breast (ib. p. 149 no. B 462 Lokroi
Epizephyrioi (?) (my fig. 622 is from E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1849 xxi. 114 ff., Man.
d. Inst. v pi. 9, i), cp. p. 142 no. B 418 Kamarina); or she is seated with the fruit in her
right hand on her lap and the flower in her left hand on her left shoulder (ib. p. 137
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no. B 390 Tharros in Sardinia). Her priestess or worshipper similarly has a shallow
basket containing two pomegranates, which she holds in her left hand against her breast
(ib. p. 281 f. no. c 798 Benghazi). A tomb-painting from Nola, now at Berlin, shows
Persephone, or more probably a dead woman, seated on a throne, holding a pomegranate
in her left hand against her breast and a flower in her uplifted right hand (E. Gerhard in
the Arch. Zeit. 1850 viii. 145 ff. pi. 14 (=my fig. 623), Reinach Vases Ant. p. 88 f. pi.
Millin ii, 78, 9, Farnell Cults of Gk. States Hi. 228 pi. n, F. Weege in the Jahrb. d,
kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1909 xxiv. 130 (s. v or iv), M. H. Swindler Ancient Painting

Fig. 622.

Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 261 fig. 433 (s. v)., who op. cit. p. 262 f. figs. 439 a, 439 b, 440
gives a series of similar but certainly human figures from other Oscan paintings (j. iv)).
On the pomegranate in relation to Persephone see further L. Stephani in the Compte-
rendu St. Pit. 1859 P- I3I ^ -A-tlas pi. 4, 2, 1865 pp. 10 no. 14, 77 Atlas pi. 3, 22, 1873
p. 16 and B. Ashmole in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1922 xlii. 250.

In view of the foregoing evidence it is reasonable to conclude that a pomegranate in
the hand of a deity implied perpetual regeneration and was virtually regarded as fruit from
the Tree of Life. Polykleitos' chryselephantine Hera was enthroned with a pomegranate
in one hand, a sceptre in the other (Paus. 2. 17. 4: supra i. 134, iii. 65 ff.). A bronze
statue representing Milon the Olympic victor as standing on a diskos with a pomegranate
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grasped in his left hand and the fingers of his right hand raised and spread, while his head
was bound with a fillet, was said by Apollonios of Tyana to portray the athlete as a priest
of Hera (Philostr. v. Apoll. 4. 28 p. 76 f. Kayser, but cp. Paus. 6. 14. 6, Ail. de nat. an.
6. 55, var. hist. 2. 24). A statue of the youthful Zeus Kdsios at Pelousion held a pome-
granate in its outstretched hand (supra ii. 986 n. o).

Aphrodite is said to have planted the pomegranate in Kypros (Eriphos Meliboia
frag, i, ii f. (Frag. com. Gr. iii. 556 f. Meineke) ap. Athen. 840). Her connexion with
the fruit comes out also in the story of Melos. According to the interp. Serv. in Verg.
eel. 8. 37, a certain Delian named Melos fled to Kypros in the reign of Kinyras. Kinyras

made him companion to his son Adonis and gave him to wife Pelia, a relative of his own
who was likewise a devotee of Aphrodite. Pelia bore Melos a son,' called Melos after his
father; and the boy was brought up inter aras, i.e. in the precinct of Aphrodite. When
Adonis was killed by the boar, Melos i in his grief hanged himself on the tree from which
he got his name Melos: Pelia, his wife, hanged herself on the same tree. Aphrodite in
pity for their fate made perpetual lament for Adonis, transformed Melos i into the fruit
that bears his name, Pelia into a dove (TrAeta), and bade Melos ii return with followers
to Delos. He did so, and becoming powerful there founded the state of Melos (cp.
Arrianos of Nikomedeia frag. 71 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 599 Miiller) =/rag. 70 (Frag. gr.
Hist. ii. 865 Jacoby) ap. Eustath. in Dionys. per. 530). It should be added that the
lirjKov on coins of Melos is always a pomegranate, never an apple (see e.g. Babelon

C. III. 52
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Monn. gr. rom. ii. i. 1319 ff. pi. 62, 10—14, ii. 3. 847 ff. pis. 241, 8—21, 242, i—19,
243, i—23, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Crete etc. p. 103 ff. pi. 23, 16 ff., ib. Lycia etc.
p. Ixxxi. Supra i. 305 n. 14). An archaic Greek bronze in the British Museum shows
a goddess assumed to be Aphrodite holding a pomegranate in her right hand, her drapery
in her left (Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 18 no. 198 pi. 3). An Etruscan mirror-stand in
the same collection repeats the motif (ib. p. 77 no. 549). Terra-cotta statuettes from
Kition (Larnaka) in Kypros, which represent a goddess holding a pomegranate to her
breast (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 47 nos. A 270, A 271, p. 59 no. A 391) or on her
knee (ib. p. 47 no. A 269), may be meant for Aphrodite (see ib. p. xxxvii, and cp. supra
ii. 807 n. 5 (4)). One of the Horai on the magnificent red-figured kylix by the potter
Sosias (bibliography supra ii. 1167 n. 6: add J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des
rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 59) is holding a branch laden with pomegranates in
either hand. An oval bronze tablet of Graeco-Roman date in the British Museum has

Fig. 624.

a high relief of three goddesses (Horai?), each of whom wears a triple-pointed crown
with an inverted crescent in front of it and holds a pomegranate in her right hand: their
left hands hold respectively a bird, a flower, and an indistinguishable object (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Bronzes p. 156 no. 862. My fig. 624 is from a new photograph). How Rhoio
(O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 121 ff., Weicker in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
i A. 1004 ff1) an<i tne Rhoiai (O. Hofer he. cit. iv. 119), nymphs of the pomegranate-tree,
were represented, we do not know.

Older than any of these is a clay idol (o-8om high) found in a small circular hut of the
latest ' Minoan' phase at Gazi between Tylissos and Herakleion. The half-length figure
of a goddess with uplifted hands rises from a cylindrical base (cp. supra ii. 536 fig. 406, c]:
she wears, stuck upright in her hair, three pins topped by pomegranates. A similar, but
smaller (o-53m high), goddess from the same sanctuary has on her head 'horns of
consecration' flanked by a pair of doves (Elizabeth P. Blegen in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1936 xl. 371 f. figs, r, 2 (^my fig. 625), 3).

A modern Greek folk-tale from Syros (Syra] makes a prince transform himself into
a huge pomegranate growing on a tree in the king's garden (J. G. von Hahn Griechische
und albanesische Mdrchen Leipzig 1864 ii. 38 no. 68).
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appellative Nike became fixed. The rock-goddess had sent forth
her owls, omens of victory, and henceforward these emissaries—the
Nikai of her famous balustrade—must needs be winged, though she
their source and origin remained wingless1.

However that may be, the winged Athena reappears in

Fig. 625. Fig. 626.

Hellenistic times. Comparable with the gold stater of Agathokles
(fig. 58o)2 are the bronze coins of Boiotia, struck c. 288—244 B.C.

1 A terra-cotta statuette in the Antiquarium at Munich, referred by Bulle to the
middle of s. v. B.C., represents a winged Nike standing with her left arm supported on a
tree-stem. She holds a pomegranate in her left hand, an oinochde in her right, being
apparently conceived as a handmaid (cp. E. Bernert in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvii.
193, 302) about to offer food and drink to some deity, perhaps to Athena Nike (H. Bulle
in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 340 with fig. 18 = my fig. 626).

2 Supra p. 785 fig. 580.
52—2
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(fig. 627)1, on which a winged Athena advances towards the right,
one arm, outstretched and covered with the aigts, the other raised
and brandishing the thunderbolt. Bronze coins of Prousias i (fig.
628)2, who was king of Bithynia from c. 228 to c. 183 B.C., vary the
type. A winged and helmeted Athena with lowered left hand holds
a shield bearing in relief a Gorgon's head, while with uplifted right
hand she crowns the king's name (in place of himself). Bronze
coins of Demetrios ii Nikator (fig. 629)*, king of Syria, to be dated

Fig. 627. Fig. 628. Fig. 629.

Fig. 630. Fig. 631.

1 F. Imhoof-Blumer 'Die Fliigelgestalten der Athena und Nike auf Miinzen' in the
Num. Zeitschr. 1871 pp. i ff., 45 ff. pi. 5, i ('Gefliigelte Pallas'), Brit, Mus. Cat. Coins
Central Greece p. 39 pi. 6, 3 and 4 ('Winged Pallas or Nike'), Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 37
no. 12 ('Winged Pallas (or Nike)'), McClean Cat. Coins ii. 327 no. 5626 pi. 203, i and
no. 5627 ('Winged Nike'), Head Hist, num? p. 353 ('Winged Athena'). Fig. 627 is
from a specimen in my collection. The goddess intended is presumably Athena Itonfa:
see G. Fougeres in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 19171*. fig. 5050.

2 F. Imhoof-Blumer loc. cit. p. 7 pi. 5, 4, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Pontus, etc. p. 209
pi. 37, 4 and 5, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 259 nos. 3—6, Waddington—Babelon—Reinach
Monn. gr. d'As. Mm. i. 222 f. no. 16 pi. 30, 10 London and n Berlin, McClean Cat.
Coins iii. 39 no. 7528 pi. 258, 2, Head Hist, num.? p. 519. Fig. 628 is from a specimen
in my collection.

An example belonging to the French consul L. E. Cousinery (1747—1833) showed
wings on the helmet, not on the shoulders, of Athena (Mionnet Descr. de mid. ant. ii. 508 f.
no. 47). Athena has a winged helmet also on a terra-cotta mural relief in the Louvre
(G. Fougeres in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1925 fig. 5060: see further infm
Append. P p. 1006), and on coins of Herakleia in Lucania, Metapontum, Arkesine in
Amorgos, etc. (Imhoof-Blumer loc. cit. p. 44). The earliest instance occurs on a unique
electrum stater of the Ionian revolt, 500—494 B.C., obtained by Jameson from the hoard
at Vurla (Klazomenai) (R. Jameson in the Rev. Num. 1911 p. 60 no. 4 pi. i> 4»
H. Dressel—K. Regling Die Miinzen -von Priene Berlin 1927 p. 17 ff. no. i pi- J> '
( = my fig. 631), C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 83, 88 pi. 12, 3).

3 F. Imhoof-Blumer loc. cit. pp. 6 f., 44 pi. 5, 3 (=myfig. 629), Brit. Mus. Cat-
Coins Seleucid Kings of Syria p. 62 pi. 18, 12, E. Babelon Les rots de Syrie Paris 189°
p. 159 nos. 1225 pi. 22, 15, 1226, 1227.
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!44> 143) etc. B.C., introduce a further variation. Athena, winged
and helmeted as before, supports with her left hand shield and
spear, but on her right hand carries a small Nike, who extends

Fig. 632.

a wreath towards her. Denarii of Domitian (fig. 63O)1 issued m
95 and 96 A.D. show the same goddess winged arid flying towards
the left with helmet, spear, and shield.

1 Miiller—Wieseler Denkm, d. alt. Kunst \\. 158 no. 220 <$, Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom.
Coins Emp. ii pp. Ixxxvii, 344 f. pi. 67, i and 3.
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Graeco-Roman gems likewise represent Athena winged and
armed, carrying a Nike1, or holding a wreath and accompanied by
her snake2, or grouped with a diminutive warrior3.

Among the finds made in a Scythian grave-mound at Alex-
andropol and now preserved in the Hermitage was the skeleton of
a horse still wearing its phdlara of gilded silver. The frontlet is
embossed with a facing figure of the winged Athena—an excellent
apotropaion*. The goddess mounts guard with spear, shield (?), and
aigis, her faithful owls beside her (fig. 632)5. L. Stephani6 and

Fig. 633.

F. H. Marshall7 referred these horse-trappings to the fourth century
B.C., but E. H. Minns8, on stylistic grounds, assigns them with
greater probability to late Hellenistic times.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'2 p. 360 no. 3850 a fragmentary cameo in paste imitating sard.
2 Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 127 no. 2779 a violet paste, and no. 2780

a red paste, both from the Uhden collection.
3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems"' p. 154 no. 1365 a garnet, in ancient gold setting, from the

Blacas collection.
4 Supra i. 336.
5 Recueil &antiquitts de la Scythie St. Petersbourg 1866 Atlas col. pi. 14, 5 (=my

fig. 632).
6 L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pit. 1865 p. 167 f.
7 F. H. Marshall in ihefoum. Hell. Stud. 1909 xxix. i59f. But in the Brit. Mus.

Cat. Jewellery p. 239 no. 2108 pi. 40 he says 'Ca. 300 B.C.'
8 E. H. Minns Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 p. 155.
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An ingenious application, or misapplication, of the type occurs
in a Pompeian fresco (fig. 633)1, one of several which represent
Auge the priestess of Athena pursued by Herakles2 and were
presumably based on some Pergamene original8. Auge was the
daughter of Aleos, king of Tegea4, and the scene is laid at the foot
of Mount Parthenion. The artist personifies the mountain as
Parthenos and, thinking of Athena Parthenos, equips her with the
Gorgoneion and the filleted olive-branch of the goddess. Then,
remembering that Parthenos was also the constellation Virgo5, he
adds dark blue wings spangled with yellow stars and a blue nimbus*
with golden rays. Perhaps too he realised that Parthenos the con-
stellation was by some identified with Dike7, the daughter of Zeus
by Themis8, who might well be moved by this exhibition of lawless
love.

Less learned, but more noble, is a fine Flavian goddess in white
Italian marble, found at Ostia near the Porta Romana, of whose
attic she once formed part (fig. 634)9. She has the three-crested
helmet of Athena Parthenos, a circular shield with a central
Gorgoneion at her right side, and a pair of splendid pinions on her
back. Accordingly, G. Calza10, on the analogy of Athena Nike, calls
her ' Minerva Vittoria.' Minerva Victrix would perhaps be better
Latin; but that appellative is known almost entirely from coins11,

1 C. Robert in the Ann. d. Inst. 1884 Ivi. 75—87 pis. I and K ( = my fig. 633) after
drawings by Sikkard revised by A. Mau, Sogliano Pitt. mur. Camp. p. 83 no. 500 (Reg.
ix. 5. 2).

2 Four examples of the subject are conveniently grouped by Reinach Rtp. Peint. Gr.
Rom. p. 188 nos. 2—5.

3 C. Robert loc. cit. p. 81 notes that the small inner frieze of the Pergamene altar
(supra i. 119) included both the story of Auge and that of Telephos, her son by a later
union with Teuthras, king of Mysia. On the myth in its relation to Pergamon see
C. Pilling Quomodo Telephi fabulam et scriptores et artifices veteres tractaverint Halae
Saxonum 1886 pp. i—104, E. Thraemer Pergamos Leipzig 1888 p. 369ff. ('Auge und
Telephos'), J. Schmidt in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 296ff., cp. supra \\. 1179.

4 Supra ii. 1147.
5 O. Hb'fer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1655 ff. Supra i. 755 n. 10, ii. 734 n. 3.
6 Supra i. 40.
7 First in Arat. phaen. 96 ff., cp. pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 9=>Arat. Lat. in E. Maass

Commentariorum in Aratum reliquiae Berolini 1898 p. 201. Later authorities for the
identification of Parthenos with Dike or lustitiaare collected by O. Hofer loc. cit. p. 1656-
Their ultimate source was a mere misunderstanding of Hes. o. ^.256 ^ W re irapBevos
Arri A/KJJ, Atos eicyeyavia.

8 Hes. theog. 901 f.
9 From a photograph by Alinari (no. 32721). Height 2'4Om. See further L. Savignoni

in Ausonia 1910 v. 69—108 pi. 4 and figs. 13, 13 bis.
10 G. Calza Ostza2 Milano—Roma s.a. (? 1929) p. 32 with fig. 8 (showing shield).
11 C. W. Keyes 'Minerva Victrix?' in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1912 xvi. 490—494 with

figs, r (from left) and 2 (from right), after adducing the evidence of coins (p. 493 n. 2)
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Fig. 634.
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and the numismatic type is unfortunately wingless1. Mrs Strong2

with greater caution speaks of'the winged Minerva' as an 'adapta-
tion of a Greek model of the fifth century' and in that respect
compares the (wingless) Minerva of the Forum Transitorium3.
C. Picard4 too is content to recognise a 'Minerve ail^e,' aptly citing
the similar goddess from Bulla Regia in Numidia5.

Finally, in the fifth stage of her evolution Athena becomes
purely anthropomorphic. But even then the owl is retained as an
attribute or adjunct. Goddess and bird, originally connected by a
bond which amounted to identity, were never wholly separated.
Their association might of course be expressed in a great variety
of ways. In point of fact, however, it commonly took shape in
certain art-types of long-standing sanctity and significance, the
bird appearing on the pillar, on the head, on the hand of the
goddess, or duplicated and attached to her chariot.

Of the owl on a pillar I have already spoken6. It conforms to
the wide-spread type of bird-on-column7, which can be traced back
to 'Minoan' times8 and, as M. P. Nilsson9 justly claims, implies
the epiphany or embodiment of the deity concerned.

The owl on the head of Athena is indeed attested by two

and inscriptions (p. 494 n. i) (add one literary reference, in Aetna 581) concludes:
'Briefly, the winged goddess of Ostia represents a fusion of the Parthenos type and the
Victory motif, whether this fusion be derived from a Greek Athena Nike or be due to
the originality of the Roman artist. In all probability it stands for Minerva Victrix and
not for Roma Victrix. For the only other known Roman example of a winged Athena
type represents Minerva and not Roma, and the conception of Minerva Victrix appears
to have been more popular under the Empire than that of Roma Victrix, particularly
from the reign of Domitian on.'

1 Unless it can be maintained that the winged but nameless figure on Domitian's
denarii (supra p. 821 fig. 630) was also a Minerva Victrix.

2 E. Strong Art in Ancient Rome London 1929 ii. 67.
3 H. Blumner in the Ann. d. Inst. 1877 xlix. 8, Man. d. Inst. x pi. 40, i and 2,

Reinach R£p. Reliefs i. 370, E. Strong Roman Sculpture from Augustus to Constantine
London 1907 p. 145, ead. La scultura romana da Augusto a Costantino (trad. G. Gian-
nelli) Firenze 1923 i. 132 pi. 11.

* C. Picard La sculpture antique de Phidias a Fere byzantine Paris 1926 ii. 446, 4^1
with fig. 178.

5 L. Poinssot in the Catalogue du Musee Alaoui (Supplement) Paris 1910 p. 57 no.
1017 pi. 33, 3 and no. 1018 pi. 33, 2, Reinach Rfp. Stat. iv. 172 no. 8 ('Traces d'ailes'),
L. Savignoni in Ausonia 1910 v. 89 ff. with figs. 16, 17, and 18 (two marble statues
found in a temple of Apollon at Bulla Regia represent Minerva. One gave her marble
wings, a mural crown, a shield on her right arm, and a cornu copiae in her left hand. The
other had bronze wings, now lost).

6 Supra p. 778 n. i. 7 Supra i. 34 f., 66, 83, ii. 1133 n. i.
8 Sir A. J. Evans in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1901 —1902 viii. 28 ff. fig. 14, id. The

Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 222 f. fig. 166, F.
9 Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 285 ff.
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Fig- 635-
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passages of Aristophanes1, but remains unexampled. It was, I
think, modified into the owl on her helmet, of which sundry
specimens are extant2. W. Deonna3 illustrates the motif from
a couple of Graeco-Egyptian terracottas at Geneva, a lamp at
Berlin4, and a fine bronze statuette of Roman date found in 1916
at Avenches6 (fig. 635). He assumes an original emanating from
the school of Pheidias in the second half of the fifth century and
dedicated on the Athenian Akropolis. But again we may reason-
ably suspect that the type had a long history behind it, being
a late but lineal descendant of such figures as the Cnossian goddess
with a dove on her head6.

Fig. 636. Fig. 637. Fig. 638.

Imperial coins of Athens presuppose other statues of Athena
with an owl on her hand. She stands uplifting the owl in her left
hand and holding out &phidle in her right (figs. 636, 637)' — clearly
a cult-image8. Or, bearing the owl and leaning on a spear (fig. 638)9.

1 Aristoph. eq. 1092 f. /cat /*o£56/cei TJ 0eds ai/ri? | £K 7r6Xews e\6eiv *cat y\av£ ah-fj
i, av. 515 ff. 6 Zei>s yap 6 vvv fiaffiXetiuv \ derbv opviv %<TTi]Kev fytav eirl rrjs

j, /3a<riAei;s &v ' | i] S' aS 6vydri/]p y\avx', o 5' 'Air6\\tav uo"irep Oepdiruv UpaKa.
2 Supra p. 46 n. 4.
3 W. Deonna in the Rev. Arch. 1929 i. 281 — 284 with fig. i (head of Athena in the

Musee d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneve, no. 10004), ng- 2 (do. do. no. 10005), nS- 3 (uPPer

part of the Athena from Avenches), pi. i (the Athena from Avenches ( = my fig. 635)) —
summarised in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1930 xxxiv. 205 f.

4 W. Weber Die dgyptisch-griechischen Terrakolten der dgyptischen Sammlung der
kgl. Museen zu Berlin Berlin 1914 p. 114 no 155 pi. 16.

5 W. Cart in the Indicateur d'antiquitis sutsses 1917 p. 87 f. pi. u, Reinach Rep.
Stat. v. 121 no. 2.

6 Supra ii. 536 fig. 406 c, H. T. Bossert Altkreta* Berlin 1923 p. 82 fig. 115, Sir A. J.
Evans The Palace of Minos London 1928 ii. i. 340 fig. 193 a i and a 2.

7 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 84 pi. 15, 3, Imhoof-Bltimer and P. Gardner
Num. Comm. Paus. iii. 133 pi. AA, 2 Loebbecke, J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes
Munich 1923 — 1926 pi. 25, i — 4, 5—10. Figs. 636, 637 are from specimens in my
collection.

8 E. Beule Les monnaies d'Atkenes Paris 1858 p. 387 suggests Athena ' Apx-faeris
(0. Jessen in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 444) on the strength of schol. Aristoph.
av. 515 T^S ' ApxTiytTiSos 'Atfjjpay rd ayaXpa yXavKa. elxf iv TJ? xeipt. B. V. Head in the
Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 84 n. J hesitates to accept the suggestion.

9 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 93 pi. 16, 2, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner
op. cit. iii. 133 pi. AA, 3 London, J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 83, 35 London, 36 Munich
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Fig. 639.
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Fig. 640.
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Or, holding the owl in her raised right hand and the spear in her
lowered left (figs. 641, 642)1. This last pose occurs also in plastic art.
An Attic bronze statuette of early fifth-century style, lent by the
Earl of Elgin to the British Museum (fig. 639)2, represents Athena
in the act of letting the bird fly. And a relief in Pentelic marble,
dating from c. 465 B.C. and now preserved in the Lanckoronski
Palace at Vienna (fig. 640)3,- adds Gorgon-shield and boundary-herm

Fig. 641. Fig. 642.

to indicate that the scene is her own precinct on the Akropolis.
Once more it is obvious that the owl sent forth from the hand of
the goddess is comparable with the small running figure on the arm
of the Cauloniate Apollon4 or with winged Eros on the arm of
Aphrodite5—in short, embodies the very soul of Athena.

An engraved cornelian at Berlin—good work of the Graeco-
Roman period—shows Athena with helmet, spear, and shield,
standing in a chariot drawn by a pair of owls (fig. 643)6. Just so
Zeus was drawn by eagles7 and Apollon by swans8. These

(owl in left, spear in right); 39 and 41 Athens, 42 J. Anderson (=my fig. 638) (owl in
right, spear in left); 38 and 40 Athens (with shield).

1 Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 77 no. 229 pi. 35, 5 (with snake), Imhoof-Blumer and
P. Gardner op. cit. iii. 133 pi. AA, 4 Rhousopoulos (with snake) (cp. my fig. 641),
J. N. Svoronos op. cit. pi. 84, i J. Anderson, 2 Berlin ( = my fig. 642), 3 Athens, 4 Hirsch,
5 London, 6 Berlin (3—6 with snake). B. Pick in the Index to Svoronos p. vi says
1 Archegetist''.

2 A. Conze 'Athena mit der Eule' in the Festschriftfiir Otto Benndorf Wien 1898
p. 176 f. pi. 9, Reinach Rep. Stat. iii. 85 no. 3, E. J. Forsdyke in The Illustrated London
News for March 24, 1934 p. 464 with three good photographs showing the statuette from
front, back, and three-quarter position. My fig. 639 is from the official photograph.

3 H. Schrader 'Athena mit dem Kauzchen' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1913
xvi. i—32 with a fine heliogravure ( = my fig. 640).

4 Supra ii. 1040 ff. figs. 888—890.
5 Supra ii. 1043 f. %• 892.
6 Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 3. 176 pi. 22, 241, Imhoof-Blumer—

O. Keller Tier- und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Gemmen des klassischen Altertums
Leipzig 1889 p. 129 pi. 20, 62, Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 247 no. 6729
pi. 48. My fig. 643 is drawn (scale |-) from a cast in the collection of T. Cades.

7 Supra ii. 462 n. o fig. 362.
8 Supra ii. 460 n. 2 (a) fig. 358.
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Hellenistic fancies are not without some warrant in Hellenic
literature and art. Apollon's swans go
back to Alkaios1, Aphrodite's sparrows
to Sappho2, and Athena herself on a
fifth-century vase has a team of snakes3.
But the Hellenic grouping of divinity
and divine animal more often figures
the former as riding on the latter—
Apollon on his swan4, Artemis on her
doe5, Poseidon on a dolphin6, Dionysos
on a bull7, Aphrodite on a goat8, and
so forth. At an earlier date Anatolian Fi£- 643-
and Mesopotamian art made the god or goddess stand erect on the
back of the sacred creature—Sandas on a lion9, Adad10or Ramman11

or lupiter Dolichenus^ on a bull, his consort on an ibex13 or a hind14.
In such cases the anthropomorphic and theriomorphic representa-
tions of the deity are simply juxtaposed.

And here a point of some interest emerges. In the foregoing
sections I have contended that Athena was a pre-Greek mountain-
mother of the Anatolian kind, whose life was manifested in the
flora and fauna of the Akropolis-rock15. The olive16, the snake17,
the owl18 were all alike daemonic powers instinct with the vitality of
Athena. The owl in particular was regarded as Athena herself in

1 Supra ii. 459 f.
2 Sapph. frag. i. 5 ff. Bergk4, i. 5 ff. Diehl, i. sff. Edmonds. Edmonds translates

arpotOu 'thy two swans' (cp. Hor. od. 3. 28. 15 oloribus, 4. i. 10 oloribus, Stat.silv. i. 2.
142 olores, 146 cygni, 3. 4. 22 cygnos, Sil. It. 7. 441 olores, and a terracotta from Egnatia
in the Museo Nazionale at Naples (no. 6688) which represents Aphrodite drawn across
the sea in a shell by a pair of swans (T. Panofka in the Arch, Zeit. 1848 ii. 300,
J. J. Bernoulli Aphrodite Leipzig 1873 P- 4°9» Winter Ant. Terrakotten iii, i. 2. 196 no. 6)).
But see Aristoph. Lys. 723 and Athen. 391 E—F. Not improbably the swans were a later
common-sense substitute for the sparrows.

3 Supra p. 769 f. fig. 566. 4 Supra ii. 460 n. 2 (b) with pi. xxv and figs. 359—361.
6 Supra ii. 854 with pi. xxxviii. 6 Supra p. 627 n. o (3) with pi. xlviii.
7 Supra ii. 66 r fig. 600.
8 M. Bohm 'Aphrodite auf dem Bock' in fa&Jahrb. d.kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1889

iv. 208—217, E. Bethe ib. 1890 v Arch. Anz. pp. 27, 29, M. Collignon 'Aphrodite
Pandemos' in the Man. Piot 1894 i. 143—150, O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
vi. 222 f., R. Ganszyniec 'Aphrodite Epitragia et les chceurs tragiques' in the Bull. Corr.
Hell. 1923 xlvii. 431—449.

9 Supra i. 599 ff. figs. 462—468, ii. 560.
10 Supra ii. 769 n. o with fig. 730, n. 2 with fig- 732.
11 Supra i. 576 with fig. 446, 606, ii. 765 n. r with figs. 715 and 716, 766 n. i.
12 Supra i. 606 ff. with pi. xxxiv and figs. 478, 480, 481, 484, 487, 488, 494.
13 Supra i. 617 with fig. 488. Cp. i. 6iof., ii. 99 n. o.
14 Supra i. 620 pi. xxxiv. 15 Supra pp. 224, 748 f., 764.
16 Supra p. 763 f. 17 Supra p. 775 f- 18 Supra p. 781 ff.
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visible form. Indeed, we have traced in some detail the stages
through which the bird was developed into the goddess1.

A curious confirmation of these claims may be found in a
Sumerian tablet of baked clay referable to the time of the Larsa
dynasty (c. 2300—2000 BC.), recently published by Mr Frank
Davis2, and now to be seen in the art-collection of Mr Sydney
Burney (pi. Ixi)3. This remarkable relief shows a nude goddess
en face, standing erect on two lions and flanked by two owls. She
herself has the wings and talons of an owl, and an additional spur
on either leg. She wears a head-dress of bovine horns4, bunches of
hair that hang down over her shoulders, a broad necklace round
her throat, and bracelets on her wrists. Lastly, in either hand she
displays an emblem which Mr Sidney Smith interprets as a
measuring rod and looped cord5. As to technique, the eyebrows

Fig. 644. Fig. 645.
1 Supra p. 794 ff.
2 In The Illustrated London News for June 13, 1936 p. 1047 with a full-page photo-

graphic reproduction. D. Opitz ' Die vogelfiissige Gottin auf den Lowen' in the Archai
fur Orientforschung 1937 xi. 350—353 fig. i seeks to discredit the relief as exhibiting
sundry rare or unexampled features. But E. Douglas Van Buren 'A further Note on the
Terra-cotta Relief ib. pp. 354—357 figs. 2—6 aptly cites several parallels, e.g. fig. 3 the
Louvre plaque AO 6501 (infra p. 833 f.). An authoritative discussion by H. Frankfort is
shortly to be published.

3 Mr Burney, of 4 Bruton Street, Westminster, W. i, kindly allowed me to examine
the original at my leisure, while Mr Sidney Smith spared time to discuss its significance
and furnished me with the fine photograph from which my pi. Ixi is taken. The tablet
itself measures 19! inches in height, and is in a state of almost complete preservation.

4 Certainly not a 'snake head-dress,' as Mr F. Davis loc. cit. states. Cp. e.g. supra
i. 263 fig. 190 Samas (4 horns), i. 577 fig. 446 Ramman (i horn) and Istar (i horn), i. 578
fig. 447 Ramman? (4 horns), ii. 546 fig. 424 Adad (i horn) and Istar (i horn). Good .
examples in Ebert Reattex, vii pi. 143 Sun-god (4 pairs of horns) and pi. 145, b Sun-god
(4 horns). Better still in the Encyclopedic photographique de rArt Paris 1935—1936 L'Art
de Mesopotamia ancienne au Musee du Louvre pp. 218 A, B, 226 A, 247, 258 A, 2590,
260 A, 263 c, p, 286 A, B.

5 Sir E. A. Wallis Budge in his account of the Sippar relief (supra i. 263) spoke of
this emblem, there held by the Sun-god, as ' a disk and bar, which may be symbolic of
the sun's orbit, or eternity.'

Mr Sidney Smith would recognise rather a measuring rod with a coil of cord. He
compares part of the stele of Ur-Nammu, on which the coil is rendered as having separate
strands and a dependent loop (C. L. Woolley in The Antiquaries Journal 1925 v. .398-
pl. 48 (' I imagine that the staff and looped cord are the measuring-rod and line of the
architect such as were held by the angel whom Ezekiel saw in a vision in Babylonia



Plate LXI

A Sumerian relief in baked clay :
Lilith (?), a possible ancestress of the Owl-Athena.

See page 832 ff. a.n&page 1193
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are in relief, the lines on the palms incised1; the eyes were inlaid,
the whole body painted red, except perhaps for a darkened pubes;
the wing-feathers are picked out in red and dark colouring. The
nearest analogue to the entire figure is furnished by a similar, but
much smaller, plaque in the Louvre2, which again shows a nude

Fig. 646. Fig. 647.

(Ezek. xl. 3)'), L. Legrain in the Revue d' Assyriologie et d'Archeologie Orientate 1933
xxx. in ff. with pi. i), and concludes (July 3, 1936): 'I suppose then, this Lilith holds
the symbols of justice because she is executing the orders of some high god, carrying out
fell designs only on those who have sinned.'

Mr C. T. Seltman has suggested to me (Nov. n, 1936) that the emblem in question
is akin to the Cypriote form of ankh on coins of Salamis (e.g. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Cyprus p. 50 nos. 23 and 26 pi. 10, i and 4=my figs. 644 and 645), and that circle and
bar may have symbolised the female and male organs. Such a combination would be
suitable enough for Lilith, and there is much to be said for the view that the ankh was
a sign of procreation (Sir E. A. Wallis Budge Amulets and Superstitions Oxford 1930
pp. 128 ff., 134 f., 339 f.). Yet other interpretations are still rife (see e.g. Sir W. M.
Flinders Petrie Amulets London 1914 p. 14 pi. 3 fig. 30, a—g man's girdle-tie,
A. H. Gardiner in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915
viii. 20b f. sandal-straps), and it should be noted that the ankh has almost invariably its
oval or circle resting on a vertical as well as a horizontal bar.

An object of curiously similar shape is the navel-string or 'twin' (mulongo) of the
king of Uganda, which was wrapped in bark-cloth, decorated with cowries and beads,
and treated like a person in a special house built for it (Frazer Golden Bough*'. The Magic
Art i. 196. Cp. supra ii. 193 n. i). Fig. 646 is from an example in my possession. But the
resemblance of the African relic to the Sumerian attribute is presumably quite fortuitous.

If guess-work were allowable, my own surmise would be that the bar-and-circle held
by the goddess is a conventional snake, such as the Imoka Kamui or 'divine image'
made out of sedge by the Ainu and used by them in their snake-worship especially at the
time of childbirth (J. Batchelor in J. Hastings op. cit. i. 251* with fig. = my fig. 647). On
this showing the Mesopotamian goddess would be a close counterpart of the ' Minoan'
goddess, who brandished a snake in either hand (supra ii. 930 n. o, cp. ii. 1221 fig. 1014)
and has been already compared with Athena (supra p. 189 f.). However, from Larsa to
the Kurile Islands is a far cry.

1 So in early 'Ionic' sculpture, e.g. the left hand of the rejoicing woman or of the
lyre-playing youth on the Boston relief (F. Studniczka in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch.
arch. Inst. 1911 xxvi pi. i and fig. 61, L. D. Caskey Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Catalogue of Greek and Roman Sculpture Harvard Univ. Press 1925 p. 30 ff. no. 17,
G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 31
with figs. 477 and 478).

2 Picture-postcards of the plaque are procurable in Paris.
c.m.
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goddess en face, with bird's wings, claws, and spurs, but makes her
stand on two goats and omits the two owls.

It is not easy to give a name to this singular personage. Her
nudity suggests a goddess akin to Aphrodite or Astarte or Istar.
Her lions recall Kybele, the mountain-mother of Asia Minor; and
we observe that the ground beneath the lions is marked with the
regular conventional design for mountains. A nude goddess stand-
ing erect on a lion occurs in Hittite art1 and—since she suckles an
infant—must be regarded as maternal. I am therefore emboldened
to surmise that in this unique, or all but unique, Mesopotamian
type we have—incredible as it sounds—the remote ancestress of
Athena, half-bird half-goddess, thea glaukdpis as Homer's forebears
called her2.

To this venturesome view Mr Sidney Smith demurs. In a recent
letter to me (June 25, 1936) he puts forward a less precarious
hypothesis :

' The plaque presents some very interesting problems in Sumerian religion.
The goddesses are very difficult to place, and many of the names merely
represent different aspects of one and the same conception—given at different
points in a ritual, or at different times of the day, or on different occasions. The
point is to decide the class of deity represented on the plaque; and this, I think,
can be done with some certainty. The claw-feet and the spur on the leg (a new
feature) place her in the demon class. Her obvious beauty consorts with that.
She is the kind which ravishes young men, in lonely places, by night, leaving
them unsexed3. Finally, her association with the lions points to a connection
with the celestial Ishtar, the morning- and evening-star: and Ishtar was a
ravisher of men, see the Gilgamesh epic. What then are the owls (an entirely
new feature) ? They are, as I guess, her night servants: they serve her fell
purpose as watchers.

1 E. Meyer Reich und Kultur der Chetiter Berlin 1914 p. 109 pi. n, 2, H. Zimmern
in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig—Erlangen 1925 v (Religion
der Hethiter) p. n with fig. 7, a and b, O. Weber in P. Westheim Orbis Pictus ix
(Die Kunst der Hethiter) p. 17 figs. 8 and 9 bronze statuette of c. 1750 B.C. at Berlin:
height o'i85m. 2 Supra p. 781.

3 Analogous Greek and Roman beliefs are very fully investigated by O. Crusius 'Die
Epiphanie der Sirene' in Philologus 1891 1. 93—107 with pi., W. H. Roscher Ephialtes
(Abh. d. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1900 xx. 2) Leipzig 1900 pp. i—133,
H. W. Stoll and W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1818—1821, F. Schwenn in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 544—546.

A relief in Greek marble, which passed from the collection of J. Greau into that of
W. Frohner, shows a Nightmare of the sort, assaulting her victim, in the guise of a
nude woman with a bird's wings and talons (T. Schreiber Die hellenistischen Reliefbilder
Leipzig 1889—1894 pi. 61 ( = my fig. 648), Harrison Proleg. Gk. Rel? p. 202 f. fig. 38,
G. Weicker Der Seelenvogel in der alten Litteratur und Kunst Leipzig 1902 pp. 74,181,
id. in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 609 with fig. 8).

For Germanic parallels see F. Ranke 'Alp' in the Handworterbuch des deutschtn
Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1927 i. 281—305 (especially p. 294 f.).
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If this be right—it cannot be far wrong—the plaque is an apotropaic: the

thing pictured drives away the thing immaterial, a well-established principle in
Babylonian magic.

I turn back to your letter of the i8th with its very fascinating thesis....It
seems to me that a difficulty immediately occurs. Athene was preeminently the
virgin, and that is just the reverse of the character we may assume for the
Babylonian goddess. You say that the Parthenos is later, that she was
originally Meier, but recovered virginity yearly1. But Meter also is very far
from our demon, whose name may have been Lilitu (Lilith) Ardat Lilt (the
slave-girl of the Night) whose characters you can discover in R. C. Thompson,
Devils and Evil Spirits*. To establish a firm connection between Athene and
the goddess of the plaque, will it not be necessary to show that the goddess
was not originally, as later, representative of Law, Liberty, and Reason, but a
local demon who fell upon the transgressor (witting or unwitting) ?

Fig. 648.
1 Supra pp. 224 ff., 748 f.
2 R. Campbell Thompson The Dewls and Evil Spirits of Babylonia London 1903 i

pp. xxvi f., xxxii, xxxvi ff., cp. p. li f. (on the owl as a bird of ill-omen among the
Assyrians, etc.). See further S. Bochart Hierozoicon rec. E. F. C. Rosenmiiller Lipsiae
1796 iii. 829—831 ('•De Lilith, Lamiis et Strigibus'').

53—2
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The strongest point in favour of your argument would be the association of

snakes1 and owls with the same deity. It might be possible to assume that the
snakes who are associated with Ishtar are the snakes who carry out the
commands of Shamash, the god of Law and Righteousness.'

In answer to the triendly criticisms of Mr Sidney Smith I would
urge that the formidable and rapacious aspect of the goddess
desiderated by him is to be sought in Athena's relation to the
Gorgon2, who sometimes at least was conceived as a ravening bird
of prey (fig. 649)3. That this side of her nature made a strong
appeal to the popular mind is sufficiently proved by the survival of
her epithet Gorgoeptkoos*.

Fig. 649.

\ SuPra P- 833 n. o sub fin. 2 Supra ii. 502 n. 2, iii. 189 n- l-
3 A black-figured hydria of late, Etruscan, style, found by E. Gerhard at Vulci in

1834 and now at Berlin, shows a Gorgon-headed monster, with four wings and the talons
of a bird, clutching two naked youths (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin i. 477 no. 2157,
R. Engelmann in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1886 i. 210 ff. fig. (=m7
fig. 649), id. in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1847 fig., G. Weicker Der Seelenvogel in der alien
Litteratur und Kunst Leipzig 1902 p. 6 fig. i, E. Sittig in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Em*
vii. 2422 f.). The very similar figure, which appears twice as a decorative relief on a
bronze Etruscan silula, found at Offida, Picenum, in 1877 an(i now in the British Museum,
has a purely human face with dishevelled hair in place of the Gorgdneion (Brit. Mus. Cat-
Bronzes p. 107 f. no. 650 fig- 18). Weicker loc. cit. rightly assumes that the Etruscan
hydria and the Etruscan situ/a presuppose a common source.

4 Supra pp. 189 n. i, 588 n. i.
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(4) The aigis and Gorgdneion of Athena.

If, then, Athena, originally the rock-goddess of the Akropolis
at Athens, manifested herself sometimes as a Snake, more often as
an Owl, we obtain at last a satisfactory explanation of that puzzling
attribute, her aigis. For, when a sacred animal becomes anthropo-
morphic, the resultant deity tends to retain the old animal-skin as
a relic charged with the virtues of his former estate1. One thinks
of the Hittite lion-god fairly covered with lions or lion-skins2, of
the Egyptian Zeus Thebaieus masquerading in a ram-skin8, of the
Italian luno Sospita habitually garbed in a goat-skin4, perhaps too
of the Greek Dionysos Meldnaigis* and of Argos wearing his black
bull's-hide6. Now Athena's aigis, as represented by painters and
sculptors7, is a skin-cape either scaly (figs. 650, 651)8 or feathered
(figs. 652, 653)', and normally displaying the Gorgdneion, a fear-
some head with staring eyes. My belief is that in both cases the
humanised Athena is wearing the exuviae of the animal that once
she was. As a Snake, she dons the scaly skin with its baleful head.
As an Owl, the feathered skin with its round glittering eyes.

Further, since the skin most commonly worn was the rustic's
everyday goat-skin (aigis™\ people would be apt to speak of any

1 Frazer Golden Bough?: Spirits of Corn and Wild ii. 173 f. (' Use of the skin of the
sacrificed animal').

2 Supra ii. 550 ff. fig. 428. 3 Supra i. 347 f.
4 W. H. Roscher_/w«0 und Hera Leipzig 1875 p. 35, id. in his Lex. Myth. ii. 595 f.,

605—609, O. Hofer ib. iv. 1229, J. A. Hild in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 687 f.
figs. 4185—4188, Thulin in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1120 f., and the monographs
of E. M. Douglas 'luno Sospita of Lanuvium ' in ihe_/burn. Rom. Stud. 1913 iii. 60—72
figs, i—5, A. Galieti 'Sul serpente genio di Giunone Sospita' in the Bollettino deW
associazione archeologica Romana 1913 iii. 232—236, id. ' Intorno al culto di "luno
Sispita Mater Regina" in Lanuvium' in the Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1916
xliv- 3—36-

5 Supra i. 689 n. 5. See further H. W. Stoll and W. Drexler in RoscherZ^. Myth.
ii. 2574 f.

6 Supra i. 458 f.
7 F. Wagner Die Aigis in der griechischen Kunst Munchen 1922 was never printed.

There is, however, a typed copy of the Dissertation in the Library of the Munich
University; and an abstract of its contents is given by P. Wolters in \hejahrb. d. Deutsch,
Arch. Inst. 1922 xxxvii Arch. Anz. pp. 354—356.

8 Fig. 650 is from the aigis of the Varvakeion statuette; fig. 651, from that of the
Cassel statue.

9 Fig. 652 is from the aigis of the archaistic Athena found at Herculaneum; fig. 653,
from that of the Albani Athena.

10 The evidence for this is slight, but sufficient. P. Stengel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. i. 971 cites Eur. Cycl. 360 (of the Kyklops) Scuri^dXXy tv atylSt K\ivo/j.fyq>, cp.
Paus. 4. ii. 3 (of Aristodemos' Messenian and Arcadian levies in 7268.0.) 0c6/>a/ca yap 1)

el^ev (H. Hitzig would insert O&K before elxev, F. Spiro ofy after it) Macros, o<roi
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skin-cloak as. an aigis, regardless of its original species1. Thus
Athena's snake-skin or owl-skin would equally come to be designated
as her aigis. And, when origins were forgotten, the way would be
clear for ingenious enquirers to explain Athena's sacred attire as a
glorified goat-skin. Accordingly Herodotos2 asserts that the aigis

Fig. 650. Fig. 651.

Fig. 652.

de ijirbpovv rotruv, irepieptjUXyvTO alyu>v vdKas Kal irpo^druv, ol Se Kal Oripluv d£p/j.ara, (col
fwXiffra. ol opeivol TWV 'Apudduv \fauv re Kal apKruv, schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 324 fftiv-riOes rots
TJpUffl dtpfJMTO. <f>Of€LV.

1 Similarly, since the ordinary leather cap was made of dog-skin, we find the term K\jvli\
applied to caps made of bull's-hide (//. 10. 2575. apfo d4 ol KVV^V i<e<f>a\Tj<t>u> ^Br/Kf \
ravpeijiv) or weasel-skin (//. 10. 335 Kparl d' e?ri KTiot-qv KW^V, cp. galea from -yaX&j) or
goat-'skin (Od. 24. 230 f. virepBev \ alyeirjv KVV^V K€(f>a\y ^%e).

2 Hdt. 4. 189 rrji/ 5^ &pa Iffdrfra. Kal ras alylSas r&v dya\/JLa.T<av TTJS 'A^vafTjs ^K TUV
Aij3v<rfft<>}v 4voi'f)ffavTO ol "EXX^j'es- irX^i* y&p ^ Sri ffKvrlvri r) ^crflrjs r&v Ai[3vff<rtwv earl
Kal ol Oticravoi ol £K r&v alylduv atfrr/cri O$K 6<f>ets eiffl dXXa 1/j.dvnvoi, rd ye aXXa irdvra KOTOI
TC&UTO ^ffTaXrcw. Kal Sr) Kal TO otivona Karriyoptei on £K AI^I^TJS ijKei r) ffro\i) T&V Ha\\adluv
alyeas ydp Trepi/SaXXovrat \j/i\ds irepl r^v tffOfjra 6v<Tav<aTas al Alj3v<r<rai Ke
Sdvy, £K 5£ rtav aiytuv rovrtuv alyldas oPEXXiji/es /j.eTuv6(j.a(rai>.
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of Athena was derived from the fringed or tasselled goat-skins
worn by Libyan women—a rationalistic view which A. W. Lawrence1

wisely pronounces to be 'plausible but far from certain.' It would
entail our accepting Herodotos' highly improbable contention that
Athena herself came from Libye2. Nevertheless this Herodotean
notion has met with some favour both in ancient and in modern
times. An Etruscan mirror, of fourth-century style, found at
Tarquinii and once owned by E. Gerhard3, represents in mytho-
logical guise Prodikos' story of Herakles' choice between Virtue
and Vice4 (fig. 654). Within a flowery framework stands Herakles
(Herde) midway between Athena (Menrfd) and Aphrodite (Turati).
The artist, wishing to stress the simple hardihood of the more
manly goddess, has given her by way of • aigis a mere goat-skin
with pendent head and feet. He has, however, added the usual
Gorgoneion on her breast, not to mention a griffin's head on her
shield, while a single snake coiled on her shoulder hisses at
Aphrodite's dove. Later mythologists, accepting the explanation
of the aigis as a goat-skin, toyed with the theme. Athena slew the
earth-born fire-breathing monster called Aigis and used its skin as
her breastplate in subsequent encounters5. Or, Zeus at the advice
of Themis flayed the goat Amaltheia, his foster-mother, and donned
its skin as his protection in the war against the Titans6. Recent

1 In his commentary ad loc. p. 420.
2 Hdt. 4. 180 (cited supra p. [28 n. i), on which see Farnell Cults of Gk. States i.

267 ff.
Wilkinson the Egyptologist went further in the same direction, and fared worse. He

stoutly maintained that Athena was but the goddess NH0 written, as in Egyptian, from
right to left and eked out with an A added fore and aft! (Sir J. G. Wilkinson Manners
and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians London 1837 i. 47 n. §, Second Series London
1841 i. 284, ib.z London 1878 iii. 41).

3 Gerhard Etr. Spiegel iii. 144 f. pi. 156 ( = my fig. 654). Id. ib. v. 46 ff. pi. 398
describes and figures another mirror, from Caere, on which the Palladion wears an aigis
adorned with a Gorgoneion and 'zwei den Brustharnisch abschliessende Ziegenkopfe.'
But H. B. Walters in the Brit. Mus. Cat, Bronzes p. 96 f. no. 627 says: 'The segis is
bordered by two snakes with rearing heads, crested and bearded.'

4 Xen. mem. 2. r. 21 ff.
5 Diod. 3. 70 (from the mythographical romance of Dionysios Skytobrachion: see

E. Schwartz in Pauly—-Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 673).
6 Schol. A. D. //. 15. 229, Serv. in Verg. Aen. 8. 354. Mousaios/Vag-. 7 Kinkel ap.

pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 13 (cp. Hyg. poet. astr. i. 13, schol. Caes. Germ. Aratea p. 394,
24 ff. Eyssenhardt) makes the infant Zeus entrusted by Rhea to Themis, by Themis to
Amaltheia, and by Amaltheia to her goat: Moivcwos ydp <f>rjo~i At'a •yevv&fj.evov iy^eipLffdfivcn
vvb 'P^as Qtfiidi, Qtfjuv d£ 'A/J.a\6eiq. dovvai rb J3p£<f>os, rijv Se £yovffa.v afya viroOeivai, rty
8' ^K0pe\f/ai At'cr TT\V de Alya elvat 'HXiov Ovyartpa Qoflepiiv otfrws wore TOI)S Kara Kpovov
Beofa, pdeXvTTOfjifrovs TTJV /u,op<t>r)i> rijs Traid6s, clfiu)<rcu <TI]V (ins. C. Robert) > FTJV Kpiji//ai
afa-r)v %v TIVL T&V Kara Kp-/}TT]v avrpuv • /cat dwoKpv^afji^vriv £iri./j.£\€iav CU/TT/S rr) 'AfM\0ela
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Fig. 654.

rr)t> d£ T<£ iKeivrjs jd\aKTi TOV Ala e/c0p^ar £\06vros8l TOV ?ratS6s e£s i)\iida.v
teal V-£\\OVTOS firacri (so C. Robert for ylyaffi codd.) TroXe/xeiJ', O^K ?XO"TOS 5£ SirXo,
BfffiriffBrpHii. avT$ T^S 0176? 7-17 Sop^t SirXy xP^I(raa'^al Std Te TO a/rpurof aurijs /cal
/cat 5td r6 eis if.tfft)v TT)V f><ixiv Topy6vos Trp&<ruirov fyeiv • Troffiffavros Se raura roO
TW T^XVV <t>w&Tos Stir\afflovos, TO. 6erra 5£ rrjs aiy&s KaM^avTos fiXXj? dopq, ical
atrijv Kal dOdvarov KaraffKevdffavros, afrrTjv p.£v tpaffiv dcrrpov odpdviov [(caTa
(C. G. Heyne cj. /caTaoriJcrcu)] * * *

This late recital includes some early traits. In particular, the monstrous Goat penned
in a Cretan cave is analogous to the Minotaur in the Labyrinth and may rest on a bit
of genuine 'Minoan' folk-belief. Cp. the goat-men on 'Minoan' gems (supra i. 703 f.
nSs- 5X3—S1^) and on the clay-sealings from Kato Zakro in eastern Crete (D. G. Hogarth
in the_/i»wrw. Hell. Stud. 1902 xxii. 80 f. no. 34 fig. 12, no. 35 fig. 13, nos. 36, 38, 39).
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advocates of the view that the aigis was from the first a goat-skin
have sometimes been content to follow the lead of Herodotos1, but
have more often pointed out that the goat, normally taboo on the
Akropolis at Athens, was once a year driven up there for a solemn
sacrifice2 and have urged that the skin of the victim so slain, being
possessed of magical potency, was wrapped round the effigy of the
goddess3. It must, however, be objected that any derivation of the

1 Miss C. A. Hutton in \hzjourn. Hell. Stud. 1897 xvii. 314 f. (citing W. Reichel
Uber homerische Wa/enWien 1894 pp. 65—72) says of Athena's aigis: 'Probably, it
and the lion skin of Heracles were the sole survivals of a time when the only thing
available for protective armour was a skin, worn as a cloak in time of peace, and brought
round over the left arm in battle ev TrpojSoX?;.'

Sir W. Ridgeway, as reported in ihe^ourn. Hell. Stud. 1900 xx p. xliv, claimed 'that
the primitive garb over a wide Aegean area at an early date was a goat-skin, worn in
such a way that the head hung down in front of the wearer; the edges of this skin were
either themselves frayed or adorned with a fringe of leather; and the scalp was decorated
till it became yopyeitj KetyaX^ Beivdlo Tre\6pov. A Dyak's skin-costume, trimmed with
feathers and embellished with a plate of shell where the head should be, was exhibited in
support of the argument.' Id. The Origin of Tragedy with special reference to the Greek
Tragedians Cambridge 1910 p. 89 f.: 'Some years ago the present writer explained the
aegis and gorgoneion of Athena as nothing more recondite than the primitive goat-skin
covering used in ancient Athens as the ordinary dress. A slit was made in the back of
the skin through which the wearer's head was put, and the grinning skin of the animal's
face hung down on the breast of the wearer.' Id. The Early Age of Greece Cambridge
1931 ii. 482 repeats the same contention, but produces no proof that a goat-skin was ever
'the ordinary dress'at Athens.

2 Varr. rer. rust. i. 2. 19 f. contra ut Minervae caprini generis nihil inmolarent
propter oleam, quod earn quam laeserit fieri dicunt sterilem: eius enim salivam esse
fructuis venenum: hoc nomine etiam Athenis in arcem non inigi, praeterquam semel ad
necessarium sacrificium, ne arbor olea, quae primum dicitur ibi nata, a capra tangi possit.

3 W. Robertson Smith Lectures on the Religion of the Semites* London 1927 p. 437
' Herodotus, when he speaks of the sacrifices and worship of the Libyans, is at once led
on to observe that the segis or goat-skin, worn by the statues of Athena, is nothing else
than the goat-skin, fringed with thongs, which was worn by the Libyan women; the
inference implies that it was a sacred dress.' Id. ib. n. i adds 'that the victims were
goats is suggested by the context, but becomes certain by comparison of Hippocrates, ed.
Littre, vi. 356' [Hippokr. de morbis 4 (ii. 375 Ktihn) ical TUI> fj.fr Aip6wi> xP^OVTai °'
T\elOTOl T&V KTT)VfWV TOlffl fJL€V dtpfMfflV OLVrl ifACLTluV, Trjffl 5£ KOiklrffflV dim 0\J\6.KUV\.

Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 100 'It would be quite in accord with the ideas of a
primitive period, when the divinity and the worshipper and the victim were all closely
akin, that Athena should be clothed in the skin of her sacred animal, and that in this, as
in many other cases..., the sacrificial skin should possess a value as a magical charm.
Being used in the ritual of the war-goddess, it was natural that it should come to be of
special potency in battle; but the skin of the sacred animal of the tribe ought also to
have a life-giving power as well, and it is interesting to find that the segis in an Athenian
ceremony possessed this character also, being solemnly carried round the city at certain
times to protect it from plague or other evil, and being taken by the priestess to the
houses of newly married women, probably to procure offspring.' In the concluding
lines Farnell presumably had in mind Plout. prov. Alex. 2. 21 (E. L. von Leutsch—
F. G. Schneidewin Paroemiographi Graeci Gottingae 1839 i. 339 app. crit.) [Alyls] irepl
T6Xw...[^ yovv] iepeia rty lepav alyida ' A.O'tivtjai <f>£pov<ra. dyeipei [dirb rijs
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aigis from an original goat-skin leaves quite unexplained the scaly
or feathered character of its surface. This is so constant a feature
that it cannot be lightly dismissed as mere decoration1. Rather it
points back to the snake-skin sloughed off, or the owl-skin laid
aside, by the emergent deity.

Mythology has a word to say about both types of aigis, the
scaly and the feathered. Apollodoros, in his account of the
Gigantomachy, after mentioning that the Giants had ' the scales of
snakes for feet2,' goes on to state that Athena flayed one of them
named Pallas and used his skin to protect her own body in the
fight8. A variant and perhaps older version made Pallas the father
of Athena by Titanis, daughter of Okeanos. When Pallas attempted
to violate Athena, she slew him without mercy, wrapped his skin
about her as an aigis, and fitted his wings to her feet4.

dp^a/^vr) irp&s rd iepd' rdTTerai. r] irapoifj.ta eirl T&V dvaldi)i> (leg. dv^Sriv) irepu6vr<av (so
cod. B: words in square brackets are added from cod. A), Souid. s.v. aiyls (cp. Zonar.
lex. s.v. aiyis) • ...^ 5e itpeia 'A&fyriffi rfyv lepdv aiylSa <p£pov<ra. irpbs rds veoyd/tovs elff^pxero.
eirl r&v dvalSrjv (leg. dveSijv) ovv irototivruv TI rdTTerai ^ irapoifj,la.

1 Preller — Robert Gr. Myth. i. 120 f. ' Als Thierfell erscheint denn auch die Aegis in
der Regel auf den Bildwerken, wahrend andererseits die schachbrett- oder schuppenartige
Ornamentirung der Aussenseite an Metallverzierungen erinnert,' quoted by P. Stengel in
Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 971 f. Miss C. A. Hutton in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1897
xvii. 315 says: 'An unsuccessful attempt to represent the tufts of hair on the skin may
be the basis of the scales,. ..but the main reason for them arises from the combination
of the aegis and the gorgoneion,' when 'the Medusa legend with its snakes dominated
the conception.'

2 Apollod. i. 6. i el^oy 5e rots f3d<reis <po\ldas 5pan6vTU}> (an iambic tag?). On Typhoeus
or Typhon as a ' Schlangenfiissler ' see M. Mayer Die Giganten und Titanen in der
antiken Sage und Kunst Berlin 1887 p. 274 fF. : we have already seen him represented as
such on a 'Chalcidian ' hydria of c. 550 B.C. (supra ii. 731 fig. 663). The earliest example
of a Giant with serpent-legs occurs on an Attic aryballos at Berlin (inv. no. 33/5), which
dates from the beginning of s. iv rather than from the end of s. v: it shows Dionysos, in
a chariot drawn by a pair of griffins (cp. supra i. 270 fig. 197 Nemeseis, ii. 523 pi. xxvii, d
Rhea (?) and female companion), attacking two Giants, of whom one has human, the
other serpentine, legs (H. Winnefeld ' Gigantenkampf auf einer Vase in Berlin ' in the
Festschrift fur Otto BenndorfWien 1898 pp. 72 — 74 pi. i, O. Waser in Pauly — Wissowa
Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 690 f. no. 132, 735 ('Nicht allzufruh, wohl erst um die Wende des
5. and 4. Jhdts. kommt fur die G. der schlangenbeinige Typus auf, wahrscheinlich auf sie
tibertragen von Typhon')).

3 Apollod. i. 6. 2 ndAXecjTos 5e rrjv Sopdf tKTefwvffa. TOL^T-Q Kara rrjv ndx^v rb tStov
eirtffKeire (e(r/f^7r[r]ero epit.) ffufna.

* Cic. de nat. dear. 3. 59 (last in the list of Minervas) quinta Pallantis, quae patrem
dicitur interemisse, virginitatem suam violare conantem, cui pinnarum talaria affigunt,
Ampel. 9. 10 (last in the list of Minervas) quinta Pallantis et Titanidos filia ; haec patrem
occidit pro suae virginitatis observatione qui<a> eius cupidus fuit, Clem. Al. protr.
2. 28. 2 p. 21, 3 f. (last in the list of five Athenas) £irl iraai rty Hd\\avros Ktil Tiravl5os
Trjs 'Q/recwoO, 17 rbv Trartpa Suffcre/Sws Karadfoaffa rip irarpfpy /cejc60>iirrai dtppari uxrirep
KQdly, Arnob. adv. nat. 4. 14 (last in the list of Minervas) et quae Pallantem occidit
patrem incestorum adpetitorem est quinta (cp. ib. 4. 16), Firm. Mat. 16. i f . (last in the
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Krater at Leipzig:
Perseus presents Athena with the Gorgon's head for her aigis.

See page 843 n. 2.





Plate LX1II

Krattr at Gotha:
Perseus presents Athena with the Gorgon's head for her shield.

See page 843.
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More familiar is Pherekydes'1 story of Perseus, who, helped by
Athena, slew the Gorgon and gave her head to the goddess to put
on her aigis. An unpublished \*&\\-krater at Leipzig2 (pi. Ixii)
shows the hero, hdrpe in hand, peering down a well to glimpse the
horror held aloft by Athena. The Silenos on the right turns away
and hides his face. A kdlyx-kraterm Gotha3(pl. Ixiii) gives Athena
a blank shield and shows the head reflected upside down in the
well. Such is the common tale4. But Euripides5 in the Ion tells it

Fig. 655. Fig. 656.

list of Minervas) quinta Pallante patre et Titanide matre orta est...haec parricidalis
amentia furoris et vesanae temeritatis instinctu patrem Pallantem crudeli morte iugulavit
nee simplici patris morte contenta, ut diutius malis suis frueretur et ut de morte patris
crudelius triumpharet, exuviis corporis eius ornata est (so ed. princ. ornate^ sunt cod. P.
C. Halm cj. ornatae sunt manus], ut parricidii facinus ex crudeli ostentatione publicaret,
Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 355 7) ndXXcwTa TOP fStov Trar^pa Trrepurbv fnrdpxovTa. Kal fii&favTa.
TatiTrjv ws O£\OVTO. crvyjfv^<r0ai ^ rr/c irapdeviav rt/xwo'a TOVTOV dvel\e Kal TO d£p/j.a airroD u>s
alytda irepie/3d\\€To Kal TCI. irrepa TOVTOV TOIS iroffi TauTTjs ffwrfpfAOffev (E. Scheer ad loc.
suggests that this account is derived from the Etymologicum gemdnum, on which see
R. Reitzenstein in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 812 ff.). The Catalogue of the gods
goes back to s. i, or possibly to s. ii, B.C. (supra ii. 1135 n. 4, iii. 224 n. o).

The mention of 'wings to her feet' recalls such figures as the running goddess on
early coins of Mallos in Kilikia (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycaonia, etc. p. 95 pi. 15, i t ,
cp. Babelon Monn, gr. rom. ii. i. 555 ff. pi. 25, 5—8, n. Figs. 655 and 656 are from
specimens in my collection), the winged Nike from Delos (G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture
and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 28 (dated c. 570—550 K.c.) fig. 78,
cp. fig. 80), or the yet older flying god on a gem probably from Melos (supra ii. 544
fig. 419).

1 Pherekyd.yhz^. 26 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 75 f. MiAller) =frag. 11 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 61 f.
Jacoby) ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 1515 a.

2 T 83. PI. Ixii is taken from a photograph most kindly procured by Mr A. D.
Trendall.

3 F. Gargallo-Grimaldi 'Perseo' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1850 xxii. 53—60 pi. A,
G. Glotz in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iv. 404 fig. 5583, cp. a bell-£ra#r formerly
in the Durand collection published by O. Jahn 'Perseo' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1851 xxiii.
167—176 pi. N. Both in Reinach Rep. Vases i. 284 and 288- I have once more to thank
Mr Trendall for a fresh photograph (pi. Ixiii) of the Gotha krater.

The shield is tantamount to the aigis (cp. supra ii. 712 pi. xxx). The same variation
occurs e.g. in imperial coin-types. An unpublished bronze piece issued by Valerian i for
Laertes in Kilikia shows the one (fig. 657); a similar piece struck by Gordian iii at
Seleukeia on the Kalykadnos (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycaonia, etc. p. 136 no. 38,
cp. fig. 658) shows the other. Figs. 657 and 658 are from specimens in my collection.

4 E. Kuhnert in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1986 ff., G. Glotz in Daremberg—Saglio Diet.
Ant. iv. 398 f., Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. ii. 226 ff., Sir J. G. Frazer on Apollod. 2. 4.
1—4, etc.

6 Eur. Ion 991 ff.
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in a simpler and presumably Attic1 form. Athena herself, not
Perseus, here slays the Gorgon and wears its skin as her aigis,

The evidence is incomplete, but it looks as though the feathered
skin with its Gorgoneion went back to a Gorgon represented as
a ravening bird of prey—precisely the representation that we have
already seen on a black-figured vase at Berlin (fig. 649)2. It is
noticeable too that the Gorgon of modern Greek folk-tales, who
turns men into stone, is usually conceived as a bird, the Bird of
Truth8, the Speaking Bird4, the Bird Dikjeretto6, or the Tzitzinaina
who knows the language of all birds6. Anyhow, in view of the
Berlin vase, it may well be maintained that the feathery type of
aigis with its Gorgon-face points back to an Owl Athena. Homer
called her glaukdpis"1: Sophokles, gorgopis*.

Fig. 657. Fig. 658.

In claiming that Athena's aigis with its Gorgoneion was thus
developed out of a snake-skin or owl-skin, the exuviae of her old
animal self, I do not pretend to have tracked the Gorgon to its
original lair. I maintain merely that the horrifying head of the
snake or owl tended from the earliest Greek times9 to acquire the
characteristics of that essentially pre-Greek10 horror, the Gorgdneion.

1 Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 192, H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology
London 1928 p. 30.

2 Supra p. 836. 3 Supra ii. loiof., 1016.
* Supra ii. 1009 f., 1012 n. i, 1016. 5 Supra ii. 1005, 1016.
8 Supra ii. 1004, 1016. 7 Supra p. 781 n. 2.
8 Soph. At. 450 ^ Aids yopyuwis ddd/juiros (so P. Elmsley for d8dfw.<n-os codd.) 0ed,

frag. 844. 2 Jebb ap. Plout. defort. 4 rty At6s yopyuiriv "Eipydvyv.
9 II. 5. 741 f. ev 5^ re Topyelri /re^aX^ detvoto TreXc&poi/, | Seivfi re fffnepSv-^ re, Aids rtfax

alyi6xoio, cp. Od. n. 634 f. ftsf) pot Topyeiyv Kc<f>a\ty deivolo ireXcipoi; | e£ "Ai'Sos ir^/t^eiei'
dyavT) Hepffe<f>6veia.

10 It is notorious that in the western pediment of the second (c. 580—570 B.C.) temple
of Artemis at Palaiopolis, Corfu, the huge pre-Greek group of the Gorgon and her lions
completely dwarfs the small Hellenic flanking figures, e.g. Zeus attacking the Giant
towards the southern angle (G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks
Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 28 with figs. 76 Gorgon, 96 Zeus v. Giant, 109 reclining male,
141 head of Chrysaor, 374 whole pediment, H. Schrader Archaische griechische Plastik
Breslau 1933 p- 80 f. with figs. 49 lion, 80 reconstruction of fa9ade, 81 Zeus v. Giant,
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The west pediment of the temple of Artemis at Palaiopolis, Corfu.

See page 844 n. 10.
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The earliest Gorgon's head known to me occurs on a signet-seal of
black steatite now in my collection (fig. 659: scale f). It is Cretan
work of the 'Middle Minoan ii'1 period (1900—1700 B.C.) and,
though broken, shows clearly enough the broad full face with its
emphasised eyes, gross ears, and bristling hair. The nearest con-
temporary parallels are afforded by the horned imp on a signet
from Mochlos2 and one or two of the 'demonic' types on the
clay-sealings from Kato Zakro3.

On the primary significance of the Gorgdneion there has been
much rash speculation. Scholars ancient and modern have elaborated

Fig. 659.

not a few mutually destructive hypotheses. Plutarch dwells on the
hideous face in the moon4, and an Orphic fragment dubs it
Gorgonion5. Hence E. Gerhard6, G. R. Gaedechens7, and many more8

have identified the Gorgon's head with the moon, though on
occasion it appears in a solar rather than a lunar context9. Others,

83 reconstruction of pediment, C. Picard La sculpture Paris 1935 i. 475—478 with pi. 4
Chrysaor and figs. 89 whole pediment, 143 Gorgon, 144 lion, 145 Zeus v. Giant, 146
northern angle, R. Hampe ' Korfugiebel und friihe Perseusbilder' in the Ath. Mitth.
1935/36 Ix/lxi. 269—299 figs. i—8 pis. 93—100). My pi. Ixiv is from a drawing by
Mrs D. K. Kennett of the cast in the Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge.

1 See Sir A. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 274.
2 R. B. Seager Explorations in the island of Mochlos Boston—New York 1912 p. 58

fig. 27 no. x, b, Sir A. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 703 fig. 526, 1936
Index p. 171 n. i ('M.M. II or III'), S. Marinates in the 'E0. 'A/>x. 1927—1028 p. 17
fig. 6, F. Matz Die fruhkretiscken Siegel Berlin—Leipzig 1928 p. 19 pi. 13, 4.

3 D. G. Hogarth in ihefourn. Hell. Stud. 1902 xxii. 84 no. 76 fig. 20, no. 78 fig. 22.
4 Plout. de fac. in orb. lun. 29 ^/c^ojSet 8e atfrds (sc. ras T&V KoXafrpfriav faxa*) KCLI

TO tcaXovfJ-ivov irpoffuirov, orav eyyfis yfruvrcu, j3\offvpov n Kal 0/MKw6es bp&iievov.
6 Supra p. 805 n. 4. 6 Gerhard Gr. Myth. i. 583.
7 G. R. Gaedechens in J. S. Ersch—J. G. Gruber Allgemeine Encyclopddie der

Wissenschaften und Kiinste Leipzig I. Ixxiv. 400** ff.
8 Listed by K. Ziegler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1645 f.
9 Supra i. 292 f. fig. 212, 306 f. figs. 242—245, Hi. 805. Cp. J. Six De Gorgone

Amstelodami 1885 p. 91: 'Huius tamen (sc. ducis Luynensis) argumentis longe facilius
demonstraveris Gorgonis caput solem esse quam lunam.' Kaiser Wilhelm II. Studien zur
Gorgo Berlin 1936 p. 79 ff. treats her as 'Nachtsonne ' or 'Unterweltssonne.'
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including J. F. Lauer1, F. L. W. Schwartz2, C. Dilthey3, and
W. H. Roscher4, have equated its scowling features with those of
the storm-cloud, partly because the word aigis is found in the sense
of ' a rushing storm5,' partly because Quintus Smyrnaeus late in the
fourth century A.D. compares the crash of Athena's aigis with the
roll of thunder6. A. de Gubernatis7 in milder mood makes Medousa
' the evening aurora.' Others again drop from heaven to earth and
offer a zoological explanation. F. T. Elworthy8 argues at length
that the Gorgon must have been a cephalopod, the octopus, and
L. Siret9 assures us that the aigis worn by god or goddess was
his ubiquitous cuttle-fish10. T. Zell11 is equally insistent that the
Gorgdneion was the face of a gorilla. K. Gerogiannes12 derives it
from a lion's head. O. Jahn13, less daring but more discreet, stresses
its use as an amulet potent to ward off the evil eye. Jane Harrison14

suggests that it was a ritual mask worn for prophylactic purposes,
and R. G. Collingwood15 labels it 'an apotropaic mask.' Finally,
H. J. Rose16 is inclined to think it ' a nightmare, a face so horrible
that the dreamer is reduced to helpless, stony terror.' I am myself

1 J. F. Lauer System der griechischen Mythologie Berlin 1853 p. 324.
2 F. L. W. Schwartz Der Ursprung der Mythologie Berlin 1860 pp. 34, 63, 85.
3 C. Dilthey in the Ann. d. Inst, 1871 xliii. 214.
4 W. H. Roscher Die Gorgonen und Verwandtes Leipzig 1879 p. 10 ff., id, in his

Lex, Myth. i. 1698 ff.
5 First in Aisch. cho. 591 f. irTava 8£ Kai iredo^6:fj.ova Ka.vefji.o4vT' civ \ alyiSuv <j>pd.<rai

K6rov, then in Pherekr. (jLvpnyKdvOpuiroi frag. 9 (Frag, com, Gr. ii. 314 Meineke) ap.
Souid. s.v. aiyls1 Ka.Ta.iyls. ^epe/cpaTijs Mvp/AT/Kcwfl/H&iroiS' ofyoi Ka.KoSaLfj.uv, at-yls ?pxeTat

(F. V. Fritzsche cj. alyts, aiyls ?pxerctl> which is possible, but uncertain). See further
H. Stuart Jones in the new Liddell and Scott s.v. aiyis.

6 Quint. Smyrn. 14. 457 f. l/3pax« 8' aiyls aira<ra irepi OT^Oeffffiv d^ across, | olov ore
o-Tepoirrjo-it> eiripptfjiei ao-ireTos aitf^p. Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 17 (p. 17 f. Scheer) has a far-
fetched attempt to interpret Perseus' decapitation of Medousa in terms of atmospheric
phenomena (cp. supra p. 746).

7 A. de Gubernatis Zoological Mythology London 1872 i. 305.
8 F. T. Elworthy 'A Solution of the Gorgon Myth' in Folk-Lore 1903 xiv. 212—242

with pis. 6 and 7 and figs, i—27, id. ib. 1905 xvi. 350 f. with two figs.
9 L. Siret Questions de chronologic et d'' ethnographie iberiques Paris 1913 i- 443-

10 Supra \. 87 n. 4.
11 T. Zell Wie ist die auf Korfu gefundene Gorgo zu vervollstandigen? Berlin 1912

pp. 50—125 ('Die Deutung des Gorgonen-Mythus'}.
12 K. Gerogiannes in the 'E^.'Apx- 1927 —1928 pp. 128—176 with 31 figs, (summarised

in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 457).
13 O. Jahn in the Ber. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1855 p. 59.
14 J. E. Harrison in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1913

vi. 330a_332a.
16 R. G. Collingwood—J. N. L. Myres Roman Britain and the English Settlements

Oxford 1936 p. 255 f.
16 H. J. Rose A Handbook of Greek Mythology London 1928 p. 29 f.
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more impressed by the platyrrhine negroid aspect of early Gorg6neia>
which prompts me to guess that their archetype came from north
Africa. If so, Euripides1 was not far wrong when he spoke of
' Libyan Gorgons.'

Fig. 660.

a Fig. 661.

1 Eur. Bacch. 990 f. Xeafras 5^ TWOS 85' ^ Topybvuv \ At/Siwa-aV ytvos. W. H. Roscher
Die Gorgonen und Verwandtes Leipzig 1879 p. 27 n. 50 cp. Aristoph. ran. 477 Topybves
Ttflpdtrtai with schol. R. adloc. fiffpdffuu- <Ti0pa<ros > rbiros r?)s AtjStfys <tv6a. at Topybves
St^Tpi^ov>, Hdt. 2. 91 otaovra (sc. rbv Hep<r£a) etc Aif3tir)s ri]i> Topyovs Kt<f>d\-/)v, Diod.
3. 52 ff. /cara rty A.ij3iLnr)v...T6 re -yap rdv Topybvwv 26vos, £<f> 5 \tyerai rbv Ileptrta
arpareSffai, K.T*\., Paus. 2. 21. 5 Kal es ras /ud^as yyeiffOcu (sc. rty M^5ou<ray) rots Alfivtri,
3.17. 3 Hepjei d' £s Aif}fa)i' Kal eirl MeSoixrciJ' wp^Tj/x^y, luv. 12. 4 pugnanti (sc. Minervae)
Gorgone Maura, schol. vet. Find. Pyth. 10. 72 b at 8e Topybves Kara fjifr nj/as fr rots
M6ioiriKots...Ka,T& 8t rt^as eirl ruv ireparwv TTTJS Ai^i?s..., etc.

J. Six De Gorgone Amstelodami 1885 pp. 94—97 discusses, but rejects, the suggestion
that the Gorgon was derived from the Egyptian Bes (cp. supra ii. 457). It remains,
however, highly probable that this godling with his pygmy stature and Sudani traits
(Lanzone Dizion. di Mitol. Egiz. pp. 202—221 pis. 73—81, Sir E. A. Wallis Budge The
Gods of the Egyptians London 1904 ii. 284—288 with two figs.-and col. pi., id. From
Fetish to God in ancient Egypt Oxford 1934 pp. 253—255 with two figs.), his apotropaic
powers (W. M. Flinders Petrie Amulets London 1914 p. 40 f. nos. 188—190 pis. 33
and 34), and his curious attachment to the full-face view (supra ii. 674 figs. 611, 612)
affords a real analogy to the Libyan Gorgon. His wrinkled forehead and nose, broad
face, and hanging tongue are comparable features. And it must not be forgotten that
Bes, like the Gorgon, was connected with snakes (Lanzone op. cit. p. an pi. 79, 2,
K. Sethe in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 325 'als Abwehrer der schadlichen Tiere,'
Sir E. A. Wallis Budge From Fetish to God in ancient Egypt p. 254 'a slayer of serpents
and all kinds of noxious animals') and on occasion was represented in female form
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Be that as it may, the Gorgon's head, thanks to the humanising
tendency of Greek art, had an evolution of its own from lower to
higher forms1. The archaic type (fig. 662)2 was a round face with
formal curls and a wrinkled forehead. The mouth was wide, show-
ing teeth and formidable tusks. The tongue was protruded. The
ears often had circular earrings. Snakes were sometimes added, or
even a beard.

Fig. 662. Fig. 663.

(Lanzone op. dt. p. 208 pi. 75, 5 limestone statue at Turin). I figure two amulets, in
my collection, to illustrate the resemblance of Bes to a negro. Fig. 660, «, b is an
Egyptian plaque of schist (?) with the head of Bes on one side, the name of Thothmes iii
and two adorants on the other (cp. Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie Amulets London 1914
p. 41 no. 190 n pi. 34). Fig. 661, a, b is a cornelian bead of the 'Middle Minoan iii'
period, from the Messara in southern Crete, with the head of a negro on one side and
two crossed lines on the other. Both amulets have a markedly wrinkled forehead and
eyes sunk in, or sketched over, a transveree slit.

1 See the succession of types drawn up and discussed by A. Furtwangler in Roscher
Lex. Myth. i. 1709—1718 ('Archaischer Typus'), 1718—1721 ('Der mittlere Typus'),
1921—1927 ('Der schone Typus'), G. Glotz in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii.
1622—1624 ('type archaique'), 1624—1627 ('Le type moyen'}, 1627—1629 ('Le type
beau'}, K. Ziegler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1652 f. ('Der archaische Typus'),
1653 f. ('Der mittlere Typus'), 16541". ('Der schone Typus').

2 An antefix of terracotta found on the Akropolis at Athens. Lips, tongue, gums,
and earrings are painted dark-red; hair, snakes, and pupils of eyes, black; face, buff.
Seven fragments from a single mould survive, and date from the second half of s. vi B.C.
(L. Ross Archdologische Aufsatze Leipzig 1855 i. 109 pi. 8, t in colours (=my fig. 662))
2 side view, A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1715 with fig., D. Brooke in the
Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum Cambridge 1921 ii. 289 f. nos. 78, 79 fig., 322 f., 426)-
The bronze Gorgoneion of Dreros, which anticipates the milder type, may be dated
c. 600—575 B.C. (S. Marinatos in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1936 Ix. 270 ff. pi. 29).
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The middle type (fig. 663)x retained the round face, the furrowed
forehead, the wide toothy mouth, and the lolling tongue, but made
all these traits somewhat milder and less horrific. The snakes are
apt to pass into snaky locks, and the beard vanishes. The whole
effect is repellent rather than repulsive.

The beautiful type appears for the first time in the head
grasped by Perseus on a red-figured vase dating from c. 475 B-c-
(fig. 664)2 and then, mostly in Satyric scenes, on later Attic
or early South Italian vases3. It was perhaps inspired, as

Fig. 664.

1 An antefix of terracotta found before the east front of the Bouleuterion at Olympia.
The tongue is red; the teeth, white. To be dated 450—400 B.C. (R. Borrmann in
Olympia ii. 195 f. fig. 13 restoration, pi. 120, i in colours ( = my fig. 663) with side view,
A. Furtwangler loc. cit. p. 1720 f., E. N. Gardiner Olympia Its History 6° Remains
Oxford 1925 p. 9 with fig. 69 opposite p. 226).

2 A hydria from Kyrenaike (De Ridder Cat. Vases de la Bibl. Nat. ii. 346 and 348
no. 456 fig. 79 ( = my fig. 664)). Mr C. D. Bicknell notes the influence of Kritios'
Tyrannicides, set up in the Athenian Agora in 477 B.C. Head in profile.

3 (i) A \>e\\-krattr from Bologna (H. Luckenbach in the Ann. d. Inst. 1881 liii.
82—87 pi. F, Reinach Rep. Vases i. 344, 7), which Furtwangler' Masterpieces of Gk.
Sculpt, pp. 158, 201 assigns to the 'middle of the fifth century.' Head full-face.

(2) A vo\v&e-krate'r from Ceglie, now at Taranto (figured infra Append. P p. 996),
which gives the Satyric setting in completest form. Head full-face.

(3) A bell-kratir from Basilicata (Reinach Vases Ant. p. 94 pi. Millingen 3, O. Jahn
i&Philologus 1868 xxvii. 16 f. pi. i, 3), of which Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt.
p. 201 n. 2 says: 'early Lower Italy vase'...' reproduces an Attic model.' Head full-face.

(4) A South Italian kratertf), probably from Bari, in the Fontana collection at
Trieste (E. Curtius Herakles der Satyr und Dreifussrauber (Winckelmannsfest-Progr.
Berlin xii) Berlin 1852 pp. i f f , 14 n. i with col. pl. = «f. in his Gesammelte Abhand-

C. III. 54
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Wuilleumier1 has suggested, by Pythagoras' bronze Perseus2, or, as
Furtwangler8 and Glotz4 have maintained, by Myron's masterpiece
on the Akropolis representing ' Perseus fresh from the slaughter
of Medousa5,' though these sculptors themselves may have drawn
their inspiration from the Pindaric Perseus 'bearing off the head
of fair-cheeked Medousa6.'

Fig. 665.

lungen Berlin 1894 ii. 215—230 pi. 6, O. Jahn in Philologus 1868 xxvii. 16 pi. 1,2).
Head in three-quarter position.

1 P. Wuilleumier in the Rev. Arch. 1929 ii. 199.
2 Pythagoras of Rhegion made a bronze statue of Perseus with wings (on his feet?)

(Dion Chrys. or. 37 (ii. 296, 3 f. Dindorf)). We have no right to assume that this is a
blundered reference to Myron's Perseus.

3 Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 201.
4 G. Glot/ in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 1627.
5 Paus. i. 23. 7 /ecu fiXXa £v rfj'AOtjvalwv d/cpo7r6X« 0fa.ffd/nfvos oI5a.../cat M^pawos Ilepirea

TO £s M£dov<rav tpyov elpyaff^vov, Plin. nat. hist. 34. 57 fecit (sc. Myron)...et Perseum.
6 Pind. Pyth. 12. 28 f. evirapdov /cpara (ruXdacus Me5o£<ras | wos Adidas with schol.

vet. on 24 b efnrd.pa.ov 54 <f>7)<ri. TT/C yLtdov<rav, ov% 6rt ourco 0tf<rews eIxel/> * '̂ &Tl TeP'
eavTT)s i] M^5oii<ra ws fvp.bp<pov Ste/cetro' dib Kai Trepl Kd\\ovs rrj A&rjvf e<f>i\oveii<riffev. This
contest of beauty between Medousa and Athena was a commonplace of the later mytho-
graphers (Apollod. 2. 4. 3, schol. vet. Pind. Nem. 10. 6, interp. Serv. and Serv. in Verg.
Aen. 6. 289 (citing Serenus (Sammonicus?) the poet), Lact. Plac. narr.fab. 4. 20, Myth.
Vat. i. 131, 2. 112, alib.). According to Ov. met. 4. 794ff., clarissima forma | multo-
rumque fuit spes invidiosa procorum | ilia, nee in tota conspectior ulla capillis [ pars fuit.
Cic. in Verr. 2. 4. 124 tells how Verres carried off from the gold and ivory doors of
Athena's temple on the island of Ortygia at Syracuse 'Gorgonis os pulcherrimum,
crinitum anguibus.'

Medousa as a beauty is trapd irpocr5oKia.v and calls for explanation. The epithet
evwdpaos is clearly complimentary (Poll. 2. 87, 9. 162) and could hardly be taken as
'large-cheeked, broad-faced.' Nor would it be safe to see in it a mere euphemism as in

js, and the like (supra ii. i r 12 n. 7). We must fall back on the assumption
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In any case, once introduced, the new type ran through a whole
succession of phases, becoming in turn sinister (fig. 665)1, pathetic
(fig. 666)2, and ultrapathetic (fig. 66/)3, but at the last tranquillised

Fig. 666. Fig. 667. Fig. 668.

that the Gorgon among her original (African?) folk was frankly regarded as a reigning
beauty. Hence her name Mtdovtra, the ' Queen,' her diadem, and her earrings. A modern
parallel from an Epeirote tale is ' the Beauty of the Land,' who can turn men into stone
(supra ii. 1007, 1016).

1 The Medusa Rondanini in the Glyptothek at Munich is a mask of Parian marble,
copied in Roman times from a Greek original in bronze to be dated c. 400 B.C. or
perhaps somewhat earlier (Brunn—Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. undrom. Sculpt, pi. 239,
A. Furtwangler—H. L. Urlichs Denkmdler griechischer und romischer Skulptur Miinchen
1898 p. 42 ff. pi. 13, Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, pp. 156—161 (attributed
to Kresilas) fig. 63, id. Ein Hundert Tafeln nach den Bildwerken der kgl. Glyptothek zu
Miinchen Miinchen 1903 pi. 54, id. Glyptothek zu Munchen* p. 260 ff. no. 252, G. M. A.
Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 177
(Kresilas?)). Apart from the cold and cruel beauty of this face, the sculptor has
imported a fresh element of interest in the pair of small wings attached horizontally
to the head. Buoyed on these, with her concentrated stare and half-open mouth,
Medousa hovers before us like some keen-eyed maleficent night-
bird.

2 An onyx cameo of two layers, milk-white on bluish white,
round on the Via Appia near Rome and formerly in the
Tyszkiewicz collection (W. Froehner Collection d'antiquites du
comte Michel Tyszkiewicz Paris 1898 p. 32 pi. 33, 7, Furtwangler
Ant. Gemmen i. pi. 50, 47 ( = my fig. 666), ii. 244). A smaller
*nd less finely worked cameo in my possession (fig. 669: scale ^)
ivory white on dark grey, has the same troubled forehead and
Painful expression. Traces of subsequent gilding on hair etc. Fig- 669.

An amethyst cameo of Hellenistic date, found on the Aventine at Rome and

54—2
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Fig. 670.

Fig. 671.





Plate LXV

(1) Etruscan kylix at Leipzig :
Pegasos born from the blood of the Gorgon.

(2) Etruscan kylix in the British Museum :
Pegasos born from the blood of the Gorgon.

See page
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and dignified by death (fig. 668)1. It will be seen that this final
type, under the influence of regal portraiture2, discards the full-face
for the profile view and thereby exchanges its old prophylactic
quality for a new ideal value.

Where prophylaxis was still required, the older horrors survived,
as on Greek relief-ware of the fourth century (fig. 670, «, £)3, or
might be made yet more horrible, as on Etruscan bronze-work of
the same period (fig. 671)4.

The entire range of these modifications could be illustrated by
a sequence of Greek and Roman coin-types, of which a few samples
are here given (figs. 672—693)5. And a similar series might equally
well be made out for vases, or gems, or other products of minor art.

formerly in the Laurent! and Blacas collections, now in the British Museum (C. Lenor-
mant Nouvelle galerie mythologique (Tresor de numismatique et de glyptique) Paris 1850
p. 117 no. i pi. 28, Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 59, 2 ( = my fig. 667), ii. 266 'von
derb pathetischem Typus,' Lippold Gemmen pi. 77, i p. 179, Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2

P- 333 no. 3542 pi. 36). Even the eyebrows are writhen and snaky. C. Davenport
Cameos London 1900 pi. 6 gives a fine coloured illustration of this amethyst and adds the
conjecture that it was one of a pair of phalerae.

1 A clouded chalcedony of Graeco-Roman date, found on the Caelian at Rome, later
in the Strozzi (hence known as the ' Strozzi Medusa') and Blacas collections, now in the
British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems p. 148 f. no. 1256 pi. H, ib? p. 195 no. 1829
pi. 23, Reinach Pierres Gravtes p. i8of. no. 63 pi. 137, Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i
pi. 40, 18 ( = my fig. 668), ii. 191 f., Lippold Gemmen pi. 77, 4 p. 179). The inscription
JOAflNOC behind the head ist as Furtwangler op. cit. ii. 192 concluded, a genuine
signature of that Julian engraver (J. Sieveking in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 978 f.).
Medousa has twelve snakes in her hair.

2 Cp. the head of Alexander the Great on tetradrachms of Makedonia issued under
Aesillas and Sura (93—88 B.C.) (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Macedonia, etc. p. 19 f. no. 84
fig. and no. 87 fig,, Hunter Cat. Coins i. 355 pi. 24, 13, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 86
pi. 138, 10 and ii).

3 From a buff (? traces of black) moulded aryballos (height 4! ins.) in my collection.
Both sides, apart from the border-pattern, are alike. Cp. a series of black askoi with the
mask of Medousa in relief (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 246 nos. G 54—G 61).

4 From a bronze //<fer-handle in my possession. The plate at either end is protected
by the relief of a Gorg6neion with flying hair (scale ^). Equally gruesome is the bearded
and snake-fringed Gorgoneion on two Etruscan kylikes in Leipzig and London (pi. Ixv).

5 Fig. 672 a tetradrachm of Athens 510—507 B.C. (McClean Cat. Coins ii. 347
no. 5791 pi. 204, 23). On the Gorg6neion as official Athenian badge see C. T. Seltman
Athens its History and Coinage before the Persian Invasion 'Cambridge 1924 p. 50 ff.
%• 37 f- pl- 4. A 54—57. 60f., v, 55 (c. 550—546 B.C.), p. 86 ff. fig. 52 pi. 14, A 208—213
(510—507K.C.).

Fig. 673 a bronze coin of Olbia, probably cast in s. vi—v B.C. (McClean Cat. Coins
ii. 153 no. 4274 pl. 155, 5) in imitation of the Gorgon-type at Athens (E. H. Minns
Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 p. 484 pl. 2, i, C. T. Seltman op. cit. p. 132 ff.,
id. Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 180, 303 pl. 40, i). This was the earliest issue of
Greek coinage in bronze.

Fig. 674 a bronze hemilitron of Kamarina c. 413—405 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Sicily p. 39 from a cast). Cp. the hemilitra of Himera before c. 413 B.C. (McClean Cat.
Coins i. 272 pl. 75, 6 and 7).
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Archaic Type, without snakes.

Fig. 672.

Fig. 675.

Fig. 673.

Fig. 676.

Archaic Type, with snakes.

Fig. 678. Fig. 679.

Transition to Middle Type.

Fig. 677.

Fig. 680. Fig. 681. Fig. 682.
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Middle Type.

Fig. 683

Fig. 685. Fig. 686.

Fig. 687.

Beautiful Type.

Fig. 688. Fig. 689. Fig. 690.

Assimilation of Helios to the Gorgon.

Fig. 691. Fig. 692.

Fig. 693.
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Fig- 675 a billon stater of Lesbos c. 550—440 B.C. (McClean Cat. Coins iii. 103
no. 7955 pi. 275, i).

Fig. 676 a silver stater of Neapolis in Makedonia c. 500—411 B.C. {McClean Cat.
Coins ii. 2 no. 3075 pi. 112, 8).

Fig. 677 a silver hemidrachm of Neapolis in Makedonia c. 411—350 B.C. (McClean
Cat. Coins ii. 3 no. 3078 pi. 112, n).

Fig. 678 a silver drachm of Abydos c. 480—450 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Troas,
etc. p. i pi. i, 2).

Fig. 679 a silver drachm of Apollonia ad Rhyndacum in Mysia c. 450—c. 330 B.C. (cp.
Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Mysia p. 8 pi. 2, 2).

Fig. 680 a silver hemidrachm of Parion in Mysia c. 400—300 B.C. or later (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Mysia p. 95 pi. 21, 8). j

Fig. 681 a silver hemidrachm of Parion in Mysia c. 400—300 B.C. or later (McClean |
Cat. Coins iii. 58 no. 7654 pi. 263, 8).

Fig. 682 a silver hemidrachm of Parion in Mysia c. 400—300 B.C. or later (from a
specimen in the Fitzwilliam Museum).

Fig. 683 a silver piece of ten units from Populonia in Etruria c. 450—350 B.C.
(McClean Cat. Coins i. 18 no. 123 pi. 8, i). On the Etruscan Gorgdneion as inspired by
the early coinage of Athens see the illuminating remarks of C. T. Seltman Athens its
History and Coinage p. 130 ff.

Fig. 684 a silver piece of twenty units from Populonia in Etruria c. 350—280 B.C.
(ib. i. 19 no. 128 pi. 8, 6).

Fig. 685 (from a specimen of mine) and fig. 686 (from another in the Fitzwilliam
Museum) are Roman denarii struck by L. Plautius Plancus c. 47 B.C. (Babelon Monn.
rep. rom. ii. 325 ff. nos. 14—16 figs. (no. 16 in gold is a forgery), M. Bahrfeldt Nachtrage
und Berichtigungen zur Munzkunde der romischen Republik Wien 1897 p. 205 ff. pi. 9,
217 and 218, Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. i. 516 f. nos. 4005, 4006, 4009 pi. 50, 15,
16, 17). It appears that C. Plautius Venox, who was censor along with Appius Claudius
Caecus in 312 B.C., had allowed the flute-players to wear masks at their festival the
Quinquatrus Minusculae on the Ides of June, when they roamed about the city and
assembled at the temple of Minerva (Ov. fast. 6. 651 ff. with Sir J. G. Frazer's com-
mentary ad loc.}. The mask on the coins of L. Plautius is treated as a Gorgdneion of the
middle type and often shows a couple of snakes in the hair.

Fig. 687 a bronze coin of Seleukos i Nikator (312—280 B.C.) (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Seleucid Kings of Syria p. 6 f. pi. 2, 14, P. Gardner Types of Gk. Coins p. 195 f. pi. 14, 6,
cp. McClean Cat. Coins iii. 325 no. 9246 pi. 335, 9).

Fig. 688 a bronze coin of Amphipolis issued in imperial times but without emperor's
head (from a specimen of mine, cp. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Macedonia, etc. p. 48 nos. 44
and 45, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 29 no. 3227 pi. 117, 22).

Fig. 689 a bronze coin of Chabakta in Pontus issued in the time of Mithradates
Eupator (120—63 B.C.) (McClean Cat. Coins iii. 8 no. 7382 pi. 251, 4, cp. Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Pontus, etc. p. 27 pi. 5, 4, Waddington—Babelon—Reinach Monn. gr. d^As.
Min. i. 77 pi. n, 23, ib.'2 i. 105 pis. ii, 23 and K, 3).

Fig. 690 a Roman denarius struck by L. Cossutius Sabula c. 54 B.C. (from a specimen
of mine, cp. Babelon Monn. r£p. rom. i. 437 f. no. i fig., Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins
Rep. i. 405 f. no. 3324 pi. 42, 22).

Fig. 691 a silver drachm of Rhodes c. 304—166 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Caria, etc. p. 245 pi. 39, 2, cp. McClean Cat. Coins iii. 205 no. 8598 f. pi. 300, 20f.).
Magistrate's name FOPFOZ.

Fig. 692 a silver drachm of Rhodes c. 304—166 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Caria,
etc. p. 245 pi. 39, i). Magistrate's name AINHTf lP . On this coin the hair of Helios
is markedly snaky and two snakes are tied under his chin.

Fig- 693 a silver drachm (?) of Rhodes c. 87—84 B.C. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Caria,
etc. p. cxii pi. 45, 3). Magistrate's name FOPFOZ- On this coin the assimilation of
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We are, however, concerned primarily with the aigis of Athena.
And here it is interesting to see how, through contact with that
dominant and yet gracious personality, the Gorgoneion was gradually
converted from demon to angel. On the Albani statue1 (fig. 694),

Fig. 694. Fig. 695.

Fig. 696. Fig. 697.

Helios to the Gorgon—perhaps originally suggested by the name Gorgos—is completed
by the addition of small wings in the hair.

1 Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgiisse p. 242 f. no. 524, A. Baumeister in his Denkm.
i. 215 f. figs. 169, 170, A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 695 fig., id. Masterpieces
of Gk. Sculpt, pp. 78—81 figs. 29 and 30 (head in profile) (attributed to Praxias pupil of
Kalamis), Brunn—Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. und rom. Sculpt, pi. 220, F. Diimmler in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 20/3, W. Helbig Fiihrer durch die offent lichen Samm-
lungen klassischer Altertiimer in Rom* Leipzig 1913 ii. 428 f. no. 1878.
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which presupposes a bronze original of c. 450 B.C., the negroid face
with animal tusks and lolling tongue has already become less
frightful. The tusks have gone; the tongue is going. On the
Dresden 'Lemnia'1 (fig. 695), one of two marble copies of a
Pheidiac(P) Athena in bronze, c. 450—440 B.C., the cheeks are still
too broad, but the tongue is pulled in, and the snakes are no longer
knotted under the chin. On the Kassel statue2 (fig. 696), a later
version of the same original, the tongue is just visible, but the face
is a better oval, and the snakes are replaced by a tangle of snaky
tresses. Finally, on the Varvakeion statuette3 (fig. 697), a Hadrianic
reduction of the Parthenos^ the head in the centre of the shield
develops a pair of winglets and might be mistaken for a mediaeval
cherub4!

One other Gorgdneion remains to be considered—the expiring
effort of Graeco-Roman accommodation in the west. The British
goddess presiding over the hot curative springs at Bath was Sul or
more correctly Sulis5, whose name—probably akin to the Old
Irish suit 'eye'6—was the Celtic equivalent of the Latin. Sol"1.
These hot springs at Aquae Sulis are unique in the British Isles,
and the natives seem to have thought that the sun as it sank
beneath the western waves warmed the waters below and sent them
up hot and bubbling to the surface. Their healing properties would

1 Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, pp. 4—26 figs, i—3 pis. 2, 3, and 4
(Bologna head), F. Diimmler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2014.

2 Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgusse p. 209 f. no. 477, A. Furtwangler in Roscher
Lex, Myth. i. 699 f., M. Bieber Die Antiken Skulpturen und Bronzen des kb'nigl. Museum
Fridericianum in Cassel Marburg 1915 p. 5 ff. no. 2 pi. 9 and fig. 2 (restored with
Bologna head).

3 K. Lange ' Die Athena Parthenos' in the Ath. Mittk. 1880 v. 370—379, id. 1881 vi.
56—94 pis. i and 2, Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgusse p. 203 ff. no. 467, Brunn—Bruck-
mann Denkm. der gr. und rom. Sculpt, pis. 39 (facing) and 40 (profile).

4 S. Marinates in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1927—1928 p. 17 f. fig. 7 (after Sir A. Evans The
Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 276 f. fig. 207, c 2) cp. one side of a four-sided cornelian
seal ('Middle Minoan ii') from central Crete, on which appears a facing head with
apparent side-wings. But Sir Arthur is careful to explain these as 'locks flowing out on
either side and terminating in coils' like those of Ishtar.

6 The only forms of the name at present known are the genitive Sulis and the dative
Suli. But other inscriptions may yet be forthcoming, for much of the ground adjoining
the Bath still awaits excavation. Prof. J. R. R. Tolkien in R. G. Collingwood—J. N. L.
Myres Roman Britain and the English Settlements Oxford 1936 p. 264 n. i points out
that the Celtic nominative must have been Sulis.

6 M. Ihm in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 1592 and 1599. For the sun conceived as an
eye see supra i Index p. 882, ii Index p. 1389.

7 On suil as akin to sol see Walde Lat. etym. Worterb. p. 720 f., F. Muller Jzn
Altitalisches Worterbuch Gottingen 1926 p. 404, Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d.
indogerm. Spr. ii. 446 f., Ernout—Meillet Diet. etym. de la Langue Lat. p. 909 f.
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then lead to the equation of Sulis the sun-goddess with Minerva,
who at Rome and elsewhere bore the title Medico1. The equation
is attested not only by three2 out of the ten inscriptions so far
discovered at Bath8, but also by an interesting passage in Solinus4

who says:
'The circumference of Britain is 4875 miles. Within this space are many

great rivers, hot springs too equipped with luxurious arrangements for the
1 G. Wissowa in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2989, id. Rel. Kult. Rom.2 p. 2545.,

F. Altheim in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xv. 1778. Athena, too, bore the title 'Tyleia.
on the Akropolis at Athens (supra i. 231 n. 8, 727).

2 (i) Corp. inscr. Lat. vii no. 43 = Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4660 (on a small altar
figured by H. M. Scarth Aqua Salts London 1864 p. 47 pi. 13) deae | Suli Mi|nervae |
Sulinus | Matujri • fil | v • s • 1 • m. The name Sulinus, which recurs in Corp. inscr. Lat.
vii no. 37, is no doubt theophoric. Cp. the Welsh saints Sul (Tyssul), Saliau (Tyssilio),
Sulien (F. G. Holweck A Biographical Dictionary of the Saints St Louis, Mo. 1924

PP- 939' 994)-
(2) Corp. inscr. Lat. vii no. 39 (deeply incised on fragments of an architrave in

lettering of s. ii A.D.) C. Protaciu[s Libo Ti. CJlaudius Ligur [sacer(dotes) restituto
cjolegio longa seria [annorum abolito aedem] | deae Sulis M[inerv]ae nimia vetust[ate
conlapsam sua pecjunia refici et repingi cur[arunt idemque probarunt].

(3) Corp. inscr. Lat. vii no. 42 (on an altar figured by H, M. Scarth op. cit. p. 48
pi. 14) deae Su|li Min(ervae) et nu|min(ibus) Aug(ustorum) C. | Curiatius | Saturninus j
7 (centurio) leg(ionis) II Aug(ustae) | pro se su|isque | v • s • 1 • m.

3 The fullest collection, though marred by a few misprints, is that of F. Heichelheim
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. IVA. 723 f.

4 Solin. 22. 10 circuitus Brittaniae quadragies octies septuaginta quinque milia sunt
(cp. Plin. nat. hist. 4. 102). in quo spatio magna et multa flumina, fontes calidi opiparo
exculti apparatu ad usus mortalium: quibus fontibus praesul est Minervae numen
(E. Hiibner in Corp. inscr. Lat. vii. 24 notes that cod. Sangallensis reads praesule est
and proposes to restore quibus fontibus praeest Sul(is) Minervae numen. Ingenious and
possibly right), in cuius aede perpetui ignes numquam canescunt in favillas, sed, ubi
ignis tabuit, vertit (vertittir codd. G. B. P2., Western!., anon. Leid. Voss.) in globos
saxeos.

Galfridus Monmutensis (Geoffrey of Monmouth), writing between 1136 and 1139 A.D.,
works this passage of Solinus into his fabulous Historia regum Britanniae 2. 10 successit
deinde Bladud films, tractavitque regnum viginti annis : hie aedificavit urbem Kaerbadum
quae nunc Badus nuncupatur, fecitque in ilia calida balnea ad usus mortalium apta.
quibus praefecit numen Minervae: in cujus aede inextinguibiles posuit ignes, qui
nunquam deficiebant in favillas, sed ex quo tabescere incipiebant, in saxeos globos
vertebantur.

H. M. Scarth op. cit. p. 3 (after T. D. Whitaker(P) in The Anti-Jacobin Review and
Magazine 1801 x. 232 f. 'loose coals fused into nodules') offers a simple explanation of
the concluding sentence in Solinus and Galfridus. The fire was not built of wood, which
turned to white ashes, but of coal, which burnt into cinders. He adds that coal ' is to the
present day dug up at Newton St. Loe, three miles from BATH : a point which is the
more noteworthy, since if the interpretation be correct, it is the first mention of the use
of coal in Britain.' To the same effect San-Marte (A. Schulz) in his edition of Geoffrey
(Halle 1854) p. 220 and R. G. Collingwood—]. N. L. Myres Roman Britain and
the English Settlements Oxford 1936 p. 232.

On the Celtic Minerva see also E. Windisch Das keltische Brittannien bis zu Kaiser
Arthur (Abh. d. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1912 xix. 6) Leipzig 1912
p. 96 f.
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Fig. 698.
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Fig. 699.
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service of mankind. The power presiding over these springs is Minerva. In her
temple are perpetual fires which never pass into white embers, for as soon as
the fire has died down it turns into stony nodules.'

The local cult was, during the Roman occupation, thoroughly
classicised, and a noble bronze head (figs. 698, 699)* ' found under
Stall Street in 1727, close to the south-west corner of the Baths'
may well be that of Sulis Minerva herself2. It was originally fitted
with a helmet, beneath which the hair escaped about the brows.
This, and the long neck clear of drapery, recall Niketas'8 description
of the great Bronze Athena on the Akropolis at Athens. Indeed,
there are so many marks of Pheidiac style here present—the long
narrow eyes, the emphasised lower lid, the absence of overlap, the
strong broad nose, the short upper lip—that we need not hesitate
to recognise a Roman copy of that famous original. The surface
bears numerous traces of thick gilding, and when first set up the
whole statue must have been a resplendent sight, the sun-goddess
in a glory of gold4.

Among the architectural remains of her temple5, discovered
under the Pump Room in 1790, are large portions of a triangular
relief (pi. Ixvi and fig. 700) thus described by Mr A. J. Taylor6:

' Fragments from the tympanum of a temple pediment. When complete,
the sculpture represented a group of arms, viz., a shield bearing a head inside
oakwreaths, upheld by two winged Victories; a helmet with large cheekpieces
and a crest like an animal's head; something, possibly a standard, with an owl
perched on it, and, to the extreme right what may be the traces of a floriated
cuirass. The head on the shield is marked by an astonishing and almost
barbaric vigour and both in style and in vehement character stands almost if
not quite alone among the sculptures of the western Roman Empire. It has
wings and snakes in the hair and, though bearded, may represent some

1 H. M. Scarth Aqua Solis London 1864 p. 25 ff. with Frontispiece, J. Hatton The
Book of Bath? s.l., s.a. p. 17 fig., A. J.Taylor The Roman Baths of Bath Bath 1933 p. 40
no. 31 with 2 figs, (full-face and profile). I am indebted to Mr Taylor for the photographs
from which my figs. 698, 699 were made.

2 This is the conclusion justly reached by Mr Taylor op. cit. p. 40. Mrs D. P. Dobson
The Archaeology of Somerset London. 1931 p. 150 is content to say 'the bronze female
head, possibly that of Minerva.'

3 Niket. Chon. 3590 p. 739 Bekker (cp. supra p. 225 n. i) 6 5^ ye atfxV d-xiruv uv
Kal irpbs TO 8d\ix6deipoi> dvareivoftevos aftaxov et'j i)Sovi)v 64a^a -qv...r] 5£ /c6/«; es ir\£y/ta

dtearpafji/jifrr) Kal ScfffiovfjifrT) oiriff&ev, OO-TI K^xvro SK /u.erc&irwi', Tpvffi ris ijv 6(f>8a\fi.(av, /XT;
ewiirav rip icpdvei (rvvexofjitvT), dXXci n /cat irape/jiQalvovffa rov irAoxjuoC.

4 On the impression produced by golden statues see S. Eitrem in Symbolae Osloenses
1936 xvi—xvii. 122 f.

5 A restoration of its tetrastyle Corinthian facade is given by S. Lysons Remains of
two Temples and other Roman Antiquities discovered at Bath London 1802 p. 2 ff. col.
pl- 5-

6 A. J. Taylor op. cit. p. 23 no. i with pl. (part of which = my fig. 700).
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variation on the common Medusa, whose head often appears on shields. This
Medusa, if such it be, and the owl suggest that the temple was dedicated to
Minerva, goddess of Bath.'

The Gorgoneion of Sulis Minerva (fig. 701)1 has been diversely
interpreted. G. Scharf2 in 1855 declared that it is not a Gorgoneion
at all, but just a personification of the Hot Spring itself. Most
critics admit that it is indeed the head of Medousa, but a Medousa
of a peculiar, provincial type. F. Haverfield and H. Stuart Jones3,
to account for the beard and moustaches, suggest the contamination
of Medousa with Phobos. R. G. Collingwood4 derives the type,
' glaring, ferocious, apotropaic,' from ' the human or demonic masks
of early La Tene art,' and hints at the possibility that the Bath
sculptor may have been no Briton, but ' Priscus of Chartres5 or one
of his Gaulish colleagues.' My own belief is that the Gorgoneion
here as elsewhere6 is treated as a representation of the sun. Sulis
was a sun-goddess. The centre of a pediment is the right place for
a solar disk7. The head itself has 'locks standing out flame- wise'
and a ' fiery suffering expression8.' If in Rhodes the head of Helios
could be assimilated to the Gorgdneion9, I conceive that at Aquae
Sulis (Aquae Solis some called it10) the Gorgoneion could be
assimilated to the head of Sol11. Thus, in a sense, the Gorgon ends

1 From a photograph by Mr S. R. Lewin kindly procured for me by Mr A. J. Taylor.
2 G. Scharf in Archaeologia 1855 xxxvi. 194 ff. The flowing locks are streams of

water; the great hollow shield is the basin in which they collect; the two wreaths are
oak-groves surrounding the spot. Etc. H. M. Scarth op. cit. p. 22 f. is inclined to
follow suit.

3 F. Haverfield—H. Stuart Jones 'Some representative examples of Romano-British
Sculpture' in \hejourn. Rom. Stud. 1912 ii. 134 f. with pi. 4. On Phobos in relation to
the Gorgon see P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2386—2395 figs, i—9.

* R. G. Collingwood—J. N. L. Myres Roman Britain and the English Settlements
Oxford 1936 pp. 255, 256.

6 Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4661 (found at Bath) Priscus | Touti f. | lapidariu[s], j
civis Car[nu]|tenus Su[li] | deae v.[s.].

6 Supra p. 845 n. 9. 7 Supra i. 293 ff. figs. 213—218.
8 Mrs D. P. Dobson The Archaeology of Somerset London 1931 p. 148.
9 Supra p. 855 figs. 691—693.

10 In itin. Anton. Aug. p. 486, 3 Wesseling (p. 74 Cuntz) Aquis Sulis m. p. vi cod. B
(Parisinus Regius 4807, s. ix A.D.) reads soils. So also the tabula Peutingeriana (on which
see supra p. 142 f.) segmentum i. 5 aquissolis.

11 This would be a concession to Roman sentiment. In any sun-cult the Romans
would expect some indication of a masculine Sol. It is worth observing that fragments of
two smaller pediments were found at Bath, one showing the bust of Luna in a concave
panel (H. M. Scarth op. cit. p. 24 pi. 6, A. J. Taylor op. cit. p. 29 no. 5 fig.), the other
three rays of a radiate Sol in a similar medallion (J. Carter The Ancient Architecture of
England London 1795 (ib? London 1837) p. 9 pi. 9 fig. A, S. Lysons Remains of two
Temples and other Roman Antiquities discovered at Bath London 1802 p. 8 col. pi. 9
fig. 6, G. Scharf in Archaeologia 1855 xxxvi. 198 f., H. M. Scarth op. cit. p. 24).
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where she began. For early Greek Gorgoneia, by way of
added horror, were apt to grow a beard1; and here we have a late

Fig. 701.

Roman Gorgoneion producing the same effect by the self-same
means.

1 A. Furtwangler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1707, 1715, 1718. Supra p. 848.

C. III. 55
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(5) The aigis of Athena transferred to Zeus.

It would seem, then, that the aigis was, and had been from time
immemorial, an attribute of Athena. That pre-Greek mountain-
mother was wont to manifest herself as Snake or Owl, and on
attaining human form continued to wear the old snake-skin or
owl-skin as a potent relic of her animal estate. Further, the snake's
head or owl's head tended from the first to take on the apotropaic
features of the Libyan Gorgon: as a Gorgoneion it had, we saw,
quite a history of its own.

If such was the story of the aigis, one point is still obscure.
Should we not expect to find that in the earliest extant literature
of the Greeks the aigis would be treated as the exclusive property
of Athena? And yet that is far from being the case. Athena
wears it, of course1. But so also does Apollon2, and even uses it
to wrap round the dead body of Hektor3. More than that. Among
the pre-Homeric appellatives embedded in Homeric verse4 few are
so frequent or so universally recognised as Zeus aigiochos, Zeus the
1 aigis-bearer5,' which in Iliad ax\& Odyssey together occurs just fifty
times6, but is never once applied to Athena7. How, we may well
ask, did Zeus come thus to usurp the sacred prerogative of Athena?
Fully to answer that question would demand a better knowledge
than we possess of the momentous transition from Aegean to
Achaean worship8. Homer at most drops a single significant
hint:

The copper-smith Hephaistos gave the same
For Zeus to wear and rout mankind withal9.

1 //. 2. 446 ff., 5. 738 ff., 18. 203 f., 21. 400 f.
2//. 15. 307 ff., 318, 360 f.
3 //. 24. 20 f. 4 Supra i. 444, ii. 384 n. o, iii. 781.
8 Supra i. 14 n. i, iii. 13.
6 A. Gehring Index Homericus Lipsiae 1891 p. 23 (almost always in the gen.

01716x010, but Od. 9. 275 gen. alyioxov, and //. 2. 375 nom. alyloxos ^povldtjs Zetfs and
II. 8. 287, Od. 15. 245 nom. Zetfs T aiyioxos).

7 The nearest she gets to it is in such phrases as 'A0t]valt] Kotiprj Aids alyi6xoio (II. 5.
733. 8. 384, Od. 13. 252, 371, 24. 529, 547 etc.), Btyarep Aids ofyoxoio (//. 5. 815), Zei)j
r' aiyioxos ical'Afffyri (//. 8. 287). See H. Ebeling Lexicon Homericum Lipsiae 1885 i. 41.

8 For what may be reasonably conjectured with regard to this transitional period see
especially the works of M. P. Nilsson The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion and its Survival
in Greek Religion Lund 1927, The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology Cambridge
1932, Homer and Mycenae London 1933- There is a helpful statement of its outstanding
problems by A. W. Gomme in E. Eyre European Civilization its Origin and Development
Oxford 1935 i. 507—538.

9 //. 15. 309 f. T\V (Lpa x»X/cei>s | "H^cucrros Atl 5w/ce <popr)fj.evai es 06/3oi» avSpuv.
Aristonikos of Alexandreia, a famous Homeric scholar who lived in the time of
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So Zeus got his aigis from Hephaistos, the consort of Athena1.
Our problem begins to solve itself. We shall not be far wrong if
we maintain the following positions: (i) The aigis belonged by
right to the pre-Hellenic Athena. (2) When the Achaeans arrived
with their all-conquering Zeus, he must needs take over the magical
garb of the goddess, and the minstrels coined for him that per-
suasive epithet aigiochos. (3) For all that, the common people were
not persuaded, and—apart from one half-hearted attempt on the
part of an Ionian vase-painter2—their artists never equipped Zeus
with an aigis so long as Hellas was genuinely Hellenic. (4) But,
when Hellenic art gave place to Hellenistic culture, Homer once
more dominated the imagination of men and Zeus aigiochos regained
his canonical supremacy3.

(6) The thunderbolt of Zeus transferred to Athena.

If Athena in Hellenistic times ceded her aigis to Olympian
Zeus, Olympian Zeus had not long before lent his thunderbolt to
Athena. And indeed Athena was no unworthy recipient. The
western part of her 'ancient temple' on the Athenian Akropolis4

was devoted to the lightning-powers—Hephaistos of the double
axe6, Erechtheus the 'Cleaver6,' Poseidon with his fork7. Was this
perhaps the point of Athena's strange boast at the close of the
Eumenides*' I alone of the gods know the keys of the store-chamber
in which the thunderbolt is sealed up' ?

Euripides is more outspoken than Aischylos. In the Troiades*
Athena, because Aias son of Oi'leus has torn Kassandra from
her sanctuary, is minded to take vengeance on the Greeks.

Augustus and Tiberius (L. Cohn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 964—966), was
impressed by the passage, as we gather from schol. A. //. 15. 310 r/ Snr\ij (sc. the
marginal mark >, which was tantamount to our N.B.) OTI <ra0ws Act ecr/ceiiao-rat ^ afyfc,
Kal ofiK ZffTiv 'AOrjvas, tcaOus ot ve&repoi TTOMJTCU \fyov<nv.

1 Supra pp. 189 ff., 224 ff., 236, 736.
2 Supra ii. 712 f. pi. xxx.
3 Supra p. 533 ff.
4 Paus. i. 26. 5, on which see supra p. 758.
5 Supra pp. 200, 235, 736. For Athena herself holding the double axe see supra ii.

625 f. %s. 529, 530, 532, iii. 190 n. 6 fig. 100.
6 Supra ii. 793 f., iii. 737.
7 Supra ii. 789 ff., 850, iii. 736.
8 Aisch. Eum. 82 7 f. Kal icXydas oWa dtafiaros fidvij 6euv \ ev $ Kepavvds effriv

ptvos.
9 Eur. Tro. 77 ff.

55—2
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She discloses her design to Poseidon and explains what will
happen

When homeward bound they sail from I lion.
On them will Zeus send rain and endless hail
And darkling storm-winds from the upper sky —
Saith he will give me too his fiery bolt
To smite the Achaeans and to burn their ships.

Sundry later writers state that in the event Athena struck Aias
with the lightning1, and Heron of Alexandreia2, taking his cue from
the Nauplios by Philon of Byzantion3, describes how the story was
staged for his marionettes. In the fourth scene of their little play
Nauplios the wrecker raised his torch, while Athena stood beside
him. In the fifth and concluding scene Aias was shown swimming
towards the shore, when, with a crash of mimic thunder, the fatal
bolt fell* and the puppet hero disappeared in the waves.

It is not, however, till the third5 century B.C. that Athena is
actually represented with the thunderbolt in her hand. Antigonos
Gonatas (277—239 B.C.)—or, less probably6, his nephew Anti-
gonos Doson (229—220 B.C.)—issued imposing tetradrachms with
the reverse type (figs. 702, 703)' of an archaistic Athena, seen from
behind, who bears a Gorgon-shield on her left arm and brandishes

1 Verg. Aen. i. 39 ff., Hyg. fab. 116. See further J. Toepffer in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. i. 938 f.

2 Heron atrotMTOirouKd 22. 3 ff. (i. 412 ff. Schmidt).
3 Id. ib. 20. i (i. 404 Schmidt), 20. 3 (i. 408 Schmidt).
K. Tittel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 996—1000 contends that Heron's life

should probably be dated in the beginning of s. i B.C., ib. 997 f. that he was a younger
contemporary of the mechanician Philon, and ib. 1051 that, with a few alterations, he
simply took over Philon's representation of the Nauplios-myth.

4 We are not told that Athena herself flung the bolt. But that is because the text at
this crucial point is defective: 22. 6 (i. 414 Schmidt) ^ TUV ve&v HKITTWO-IS tyaLvero KO! 6
Afas vrrxbucvos < i) Se 'Aflij^a eirl (suppl. H. Diels) > fAifxavrjs re (cat a.v<aOev rov irlvaKos
e^-fipBi), Kal Ppovrijs yevofievi)^ ev cuJry T£ irlvaia /cepawij Zireaev eirl rbv Afavra, Kai
•f)tj>avio~0r) airroO TO ftpdiov.

6 Browning was guilty of more than one slip when, confusing the third-century
demagogue Lachares with the fourth-century sculptor Leochares, he made Aristophanes
declare that 'Lachares the sculptor' had carved a naked Pallas and remark: 'Moreover,
Pallas wields the thunderbolt j Yet has not struck the artist all this while' (Aristophanes'
Apology ed. 1889 p. 232). The whole context has been convincingly cleared up by
C. T. Seltman in a paper on ' The Dismantling of the Pheidian Parthenos' read to the
Cambridge Philological Society on Nov. 3, 1932 (Cambridge University Reporter 1932
—1933 p. 337 f.= Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society 1932 cli—cliii. i2f.).

6 Head Hist, num.2 p. 231 f.
7 Hunter Cat. Coins i. 340 pi. 23, 19, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 70 pi. 134, 2 and 3,

Head Coins of the Ancients p. 75 pi. 41, 5, id. Hist, num.* p. 231 fig. 144, id. Coins of
the Greeks p. 62 pi. 35, 3, C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 223, 260 pi. 50, 8.
Figs. 702 and 703 are from two specimens in my collection.
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a. thunderbolt with her right. An exceptional specimen at Florence
(fig. 704)\ believed by Svoronos to have been struck at Athens2,
shows the same goddess as seen from in front, advancing to the
right, not the left. On tetradrachms of Philip v (220—178 B.C.)
she reappears, a comparatively clumsy figure in the usual stance3.

She is commonly called Athena Alkts* and identified with the
Athena Alkis or, better, Alkidemos worshipped at Pella5. But the
goddess of Pella, to judge from the coins of her town (figs. 705,7o6)6,

Fig. 702. Fig. 703. Fig. 704-

Fig. 705- Fig. 706.

1 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 21, 23 (=my
fig. 704). A similar reverse, but not from the same die, is found on another unicum at
Berlin (W. W. Tarn Antigonos Gonatas Oxford 1913 Frontispiece and p. 174 n. 20). Two
further specimens are noted by Imhoof-Blumer Monn. gr. p. 129 f. no. 69.

2 On account of the small kdlathos behind Athena (Imhoof-Blumer op. cit. p. 130
n. 21 a): but C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 p. 260 expresses himself with caution.
We await an authoritative statement from Mr E. T. Newell.

3 McClean Cat. Coins ii 73 pi. 135, i, Head Coins of the Ancients p. 76 pi. 41, 8, id.
Hist. num,z p. 232 fig. 145, id. Coins of the Greeks p. 62 pi. 35, 6, Sir G. F. Hill
Historical Greek Coins London 1906 pp. 108, 132 f. no. 79 pi. 10, C. Seltman Greek
Coins London 1933 p. 224 f. pi. 51, i.

4 So by numismatic writers in general (B. V. Head, Sir G. Macdonald, Sir G. F.
Hill, S. W. Grose, etc.). W. W. Tarn Antigonos Gonatas Oxford 1913 pp. 177 n. 31,
200 says 'Athene Alkis or Alkidemos.'

5 Liv. 42. 51 Pellae, in vetere regia Macedonum, hoc consilium erat....ipse (sc.
Perseus, last king of Makedonia) centum hostiis sacrificio regaliter Minervae, quam
vocant Alcidemon, facto cum purpuratorum et satellitum manu profectus Citium est. So
W. Weissenborn (ed. 2 Lipsiae 1930). Older editors, e.g. A. Drakenborch (ed. Lugd.
Batav.—Amstelaedami 1743), had printed Alcidem. The right reading was already
divined by Turnebus (1512—1565).

6 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Macedonia, etc. p. 90 no. 5 fig. ( = my fig. 705), Hunter
Cat. Coins i. 362 pi. 25, 2, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 90f. pi. 140, 4 and 5, Head Hist, num?
p. 244. Fig. 706 is from a specimen of mine.
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brandished a spear, not a thunderbolt, and in this guise appears
already on tetradrachms issued by Ptolemy i Soter c. 314 B.C. in
the name of the young prince Alexander iv (figs. 707, 7O8)1 and
copied by Demetrios Poliorketes2, Agathokles3, and Pyrrhos4. She
was therefore a warlike goddess comparable with the Thessalian

Fig. 707. Fig. 708.

Fig. 709.

1 McClean Cat. Coins iii. 419 f- pi. 363, 2—10 ('Athene Promachos'), Head Coins of
the Ancients p. 58 pi. 28, 21 ('Pallas Promachos...perhaps a representation of the statue
of Athena Alkis at Pella'), id. Hist, num? p. 848 f. fig. 374 (wrongly described as
'Athena Promachos, hurling fulmen'), id. Coins of the Greeks p. 51 pi. 28, 19 ('Athena
fighting...a representation of the statue of Athena Alkis at Pella'), Sir G. F. Hill
Historical Greek Coins London 1906 p. 107 ff. no. 62 pi. 8 ('Athena...wielding spear
in r.'), C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 223, 240 pi. 58, 2 and 3 ('a fighting
Athena...a thunder-weapon in her upraised right hand'). Figs. 707 and 708 are from
specimens of mine which show clearly that the supposed thunderbolt is meant for
a spear.

2 J. N. Svoronos in \hejrourn. Intern. d^Arch. Num. 1899 ii. 301 pi. IA', 9 a gold
stater with obv. Nike on prow, rev. an archaistic Athena advancing to left in the
Pr6macAos-a.ttitude with Gorgon-shield on left arm and spear in raised right hand.

3 Supra p. 784 n. 7 with fig. 580.
4 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Thessaly etc. p. 112 pi. 20, 12, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 13

pi. 31, 18, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 271 pi. 188, 7—10, Head Coins of the Ancients p. 84
pi. 46, 29, id. Coins of the Greeks p. 67 pi. 37, 18, Sir G. F. Hill Coins of Ancient
Sicily London 1903 p. 162 pi. 12, 4, C. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 pp. 223, 247
pi. 60, 12.

During the presence of Pyrrhos in Sicily the Syracusans, by way of compliment to
their gallant ally, struck bronze coins which have for reverse type Athena advancing to
the right with uplifted spear. But not unfrequently the compliment was intensified
and the effect heightened by the substitution of a thunderbolt for the spear. See Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Sicily p. 206 f. with fig., Hunter Cat. Coins i. 243 f. nos. 216 f. and
218 ff., McClean Cat. Coins i. 344 pi. 104, 6, 7 and 8—10, Sir G. F. Hill Coins of
Ancient Sicily London 1903 p. 163 f. fig- 46.
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Athena Itonia (fig. 709)\ Perhaps we may claim that Antigonos
sought to magnify the Athena of Pella by giving her the thunder-
bolt, just as his Boeotian contemporaries added a thunderbolt to
their own winged form of Itonia^.

Athena fulminant on the bronze coinage of Athens in pre-
Roman times (fig./lo)3 may reflect some temporary rapprochement
between the Athenians and Antigonos4.

In any case the type was attractive and travelled far afield. It
is found, under Attic influence, on a drachm of Phaselis in Lykia
struck c. 190—168 B.C. (fig. 711)5. It was very popular with the
Graeco-Indian kings from Menandros to Gondopharnes6 (figs. 712,

Fig. 712. Fig. 714.

1 The evidence, literary, epigraphic, and numismatic, for Athena 'Irwvla. in Thessaly
('die Heimstatte der Gottin') is put together by Adler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix.
2374 f. For attempts to locate her temple see A. J. B. Wace, J. P. Droop, and M. S.
Thompson in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1907—1908 xiv. 197, 199, W. Vollgraff ib.
p. 224, F. Stahlin Das hellenische Thessalien Stuttgart 1924 p. 175 f. Silver coins (double
Victoriatf) of the Thessalian League from 196 to 146 B.C. have obv. the head of Zeus
wreathed with oak, rev. Athena Itonia, with spear and shield, advancing to right (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Thessaly etc. p. i ff. pi. i, i and 2, Hunter Cat. Coins \. 456 f. pi. 30,
12 and 13, and especially the fine series in McClean Cat. Coins ii. 225 ff. pi. 176, 13—180,
5, Head Hist, num? p. 311 fig. 177. Fig. 709 is from a specimen of mine).

2 Supra p. 820 n. i fig. 627.
3 J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 22, 53—58. Cp. for

similar types in imperial times ib. pi. 84, 29, 30, 36—42. Fig. 710 is from Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 84 pi. 15, 2 = Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm.
Paus. iii. 135 pi. AA, 14, cp. E. Beule Les monnaies d'Athbtes Paris 1858 p. 386
figs. 2 and 3.

4 See W. W. Tarn Antigonos Gonatas Oxford 1913 for the political situation in 282/1
(p. 127), in 276—273 (p. 218), in 270 (p. 290), and later (pp. 205, 223).

5 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lycia, etc. pp. Ixvii, 81 pi. 16, 13 (=my fig. 711).
6 P. Gardner in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings Index p. 181

('Pallas, thundering'), G. Macdonald in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge
1922 i. 571, 588 f. ('Athene Prom'achos'}.
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7I3)1. And it appealed of course to Domitian (fig. 7H)2, a
notorious devotee of Minerva8.

If Athena thus borrowed the thunderbolt of Zeus, while Zeus
appropriated the aigis of Athena, small wonder that the populace
came to regard the goddess as second self to the god4, and assoc-
iated the two in not a few Hellenistic cults5. A sample will serve.
P. Aelius Aristeides, himself apparently a priest of Zeus6 and not
likely to, minimise the honour due to his deity, in 164 A.D.7 pro-
nounced an encomium of Athena at Pergamon where Daughter
and Sire were worshipped side by side8. I translate a few
sentences from beginning and end of the oration just to show his
drift :

' It seems to me that she was the deity actually foremost in honour, or
assuredly one of the few who then stood first. That is why Zeus could not
have ordered all things aright, had he not set Athena by his side as partner and
counsellor. She alone wears the aigis perpetually. She alone arrays herself for

1 Fig. 712 is from the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Greek and Scythic Kings p. 44 pi. n, 7
Menandros; fig. 713, from ib. p. 78 pi. 18, 2 Azes.

See further J. P. Vogel ' Etudes de Sculpture Bouddhique iv, Le Vajrapani Greco-
Bouddhique' in the Bulletin de V £cole Fran$aise d'Extreme-Orient 1909 ix. 15 ff.,
A. Griinwedel ' Athene-Vajrapani' in the Jahrbuch der kdniglich preuszischen Kunst-
sammlungen I9i6xxxvii. 174—180 with 5 figs.

Mr C. T. Seltman first drew my attention to the seal-impression of Athena fulminant,
found at Niya in Chinese Turkestan, which is figured on the title-page of several works
by Sir Aurel Steiri, e.g. M. A. Stein Sand-buried Ruins of Khotan London 1903
p. 396 f. title-vignette and fig. A on p. 395 a Kharoshthi document on a double oblong
tablet (N. xv. 166) with clay impress of a Hellenistic gem, which shows an archaising
Athena to right with uplifted thunderbolt and Gorgon-shield.

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Emp. ii. 447 Index. Fig. 714 is from an aureus of
83 A.D. published ib. ii. 306 no. 42 pi. 60, 10.

3 Preller—Jordan Rom. Myth? i. 297 f., Stevenson—Smith—Madden Diet. Rom.
Coins p. 558, G. Wissowa in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2990, id. Rel. Kult. Rom? p. 255' .
Among the passages quoted in support are Mart. ep. 8. i. 4 Pallas Caesariana, Suet.
Dom. 15 Minervam, quam superstitiose colebat, somniavit excedere sacrariot negan-
temque (Stephanus corr. negantem F. van Oudendorp cj. negantem quoque C. L. Roth
assumes lacuna before negantemque) ultra se tueri eum posse, quod exarmata esset a love,
Dion Cass. 67. i Oeuv fi.lv *yd/> rty 'A.Or)vS.v & TO. /tdXurra ^-yaXXe, K.T.X., 67. 16 (Domitian
dreamed) TTJV 'AQrjvav, rjv kv r<p KOITUVI ISpv/dvyv etxe, ra 8ir\a diro/3e/3Xij/rej'at *ai eVJ
apuaro* ITTTTUV fj.e\&vtav es xdoTia dffiriirreiv, Philostr. v. Apoll. 7. 24 p. 142 Kayser
trtpov d' aS tpTfjffavros ypa<pi]v tfretiyeiv, eireiSii Binav iv fdpavri, 06 rtpx.e, fi.ii wpoo^flijite TOW
Sr)fj.offiaa etfxeus, on Ao/xertai'os 'A0i;i>aj efy TTCUS, "<ru /J.ev ^0i/j," £0?;, "/I.TJ &v T^V
'A.6rivav re/ceii', irapOtvov ofoav T&V del xP°vovi Tpfvbeis 8', ol/xcu, ort •}) 0eos aCrrj'A.6i)vaiois
Trore Spd/covra ?reKe."

4 Cp. supra p. 737.
5 F. Diimmler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2001 f., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel.

p. 1217 ff.
6 Supra ii. 127.
7 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 702, 1494.
8 Supra i. i i8f., ii. 955.
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the Homeric warfare in her Father's armour. And as in a conjurer's hall Zeus
and the goddess appear together in the same equipment1.'

* * * *
'To sum up, Athena's portion is the agord of the gods, where all business is

transacted. Hence she is nearest to Zeus, and, whatever be the matter in hand,
the same decision always commends itself to both. Here I suppose I ought to
stop ; for my speech has returned to its starting point, nay rather has reached
its goal. If one claimed that she was the very Power of Zeus, one would not — I
contend — be far wrong. Why then go into detail by expounding her particular
activities ? Enough to say that the works of Zeus are works common to Zeus
and to Athena2.'

(i) Zeus Hfes.
The whole topic of Athena and her relation to Zeus, which has

occupied us for the last two hundred pages, has been (I am well
aware) something of a digression. It arose naturally, indeed in-
evitably, from a consideration of the Parthenon pediment, the design
of which we found3 to be based, at least in part, on the curious
ritual of the Bouphonia, an Attic equivalent for the rites of Zeus
Hyetios.

If now we rejoin the high-road and pursue the main line of our
investigation, we have next to ask whether there is any further
evidence for the worship of Zeus Hyetios, 'the Rainy/ in the
Greek area.

A gloss of the lexicographer Hesychios4, echoed by the
grammarian Theognostos6, explains that Hyes (perhaps better

1 Aristeid. or. 2. 10 (i. 14 Dindorf) doKei 5£ /ctot Kal irpey^vrdr^ Oeuv <f>vvat, f)
rivuv evapiff/jitfruv Kal ruv irpibrav ovruv ev ry r6re- ov yap av SXXwj ^Kacrra 6 Zeus SieiXev,
el pri irape'dp6v re Kal ffvfi.^ov\ov rrjv 'AOyvav TrapeKaBiffaro. Kal ydp rot /j,6vri p.ev rijv
alyiSa Si aluvos <f>opei, fj.(>inj Se rots rov irarpbs OTrXois e/j rbv ^Qfi-qpiKbv iroXefjiov KOfffieirai •
ola. de ev atiXfj Bavfjiarotroiuv apa rots atrois 8 re Zetis Kal i] 6et>s xPVTai-

2 Id.ib. 16 (i. 27 Dindorf) ws 5' elireiv ev /re^aXcuV, rb rrjs 'AOyvas /jitpos •>) 6e&v dyopa
< o$ (ins. Casaubon) > irdvr' iffrl ra IT pay para, ravr' apa Kal rov Ai6j tariv fyyvrdrw Kal
irepl iravrbs del ravrbv ev d^(f>oiv doKei. Kapol ireiravffOai. KO\OV evravOd TTOV. dve\-^\vOe yap
fls rrjv dpxV ° \6yos, /taXXor 5^ ^X^Xu^e irpbs afiro rb ecr^arov. <rxe^v "Y^-P SAvafuv rov
A(dy elvai \£ytav TLS atrty £K roinwv ot>K av a/jtaprdvoi. (Sffre rl Sei fUKpo\oyeiffdai raj 4v
/dpet irpdl-eis atirijs diriyotifjievov, biror' Hl-effTi ra rod Atds Hpya KOiva TOV Atos elvai (prjaai Kal

With the description of Athena as dtivafuv rov At6s cp. the stone at Thyateira inscribed
Aiij | Kepawiov | SiJi/a/us (supra ii. 808 n. o (o) ).

On dvvafjus as a Greek equivalent of mana see Pfister Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 108 ff.
and the literature there cited. Later developments of- the ' Mana-Begriff' are discussed
by O. Schmitz 'Der Begriff ATNAMIS bei Paulus' in the Festgabe fur Adolf Deissmann
Tubingen 1927 pp. 139 — 167.

3 Supra pp. 656 f., 661 f., 720, 733, 737.
4 Hesych. "Tiys • Zevs opppios. See M. Schmidt in ed.1 Id. in ed.2 prints 'T^s for

Bi/s cod.
5 Theognost. fan. 104 in Cramer anecd. Oxon. ii. 18, 30 "Tj;s Zei>s, ofifipios- vl6s

(kg. "Tiys, Zevs ofJ-fipw vl6s).
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accentuated ffy^s1} means Zeus timbrios, 'the Showery2.' Hesy-
chios, a trustworthy source, unfortunately omits to mention the
locality where Zeus was called Hyes. But in the preceding gloss
he states that Hye was a name given to Semele ' from the rain8.'
And Hye as a name for Semele is attested by Phefekydes as early
as the fifth century B.C.4 It is therefore tolerably certain that Hyes
and Hye5 (perhaps Hy$s and Hye] were Thraco-Phrygian appel-
latives of the sky-god whom the Greeks named Zeus and of the
earth-goddess whom they named Semele. The one rained, the
other was rained upon.

But if this divine pair was really Thraco-Phrygian, we should
expect them, in accordance with Thraco-Phrygian belief6, to have
had a son bearing the same name and evincing the same nature
as his father. And that is precisely what happened. Dionysos—:as
we have already had occasion to note7—was called Hyes, a name
variously explained by the ancients from Kleidemos8 (c. 350 B.C.9)
onwards, but always in allusion to rain10. When Aischines, grown
to manhood, capered through the streets, with a posse of Sabazian
revellers behind him, shouting

'Hyes Attes, Attes Hyes^l

he was, I take it12, much like the mystics of Eleusis13, raising the
old-world cry

' Rain Father14, Father Rain,'
not, as Sir James Frazer15 conjectures, calling Attis a Pig!

1 Herodian. irepl KafloAt/c-ijs Trpovipdlas 3 (i. 59, 20 f. Lentz) TO 5e 'T??s Trepurirarcu fypv
TO v uffirep (cat TO Gwjs, Kvi)s i'crocri>AAci/3ws K\iv6fj.€va.

2 Supra p. 525 ff.
3 Hesych. 'T^- i) Se^Xij airb TTJS (6)<rews. Kal v£ SeiA^ (an leg. vk' aTretAiJ? cp. Souid.

vi- aTretATj fipadwovruv Kai avoiyvtvai Kf\ev6vruv. W. Dindorf in Stephanus Thes. Gr.
Ling. viii. 66 c doubts the connexion).

4 Pherekyd. frag. 46 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 84 Mttller) =frag. 90 a—e (Frag. gr. Hist.
i. 84 f. Jacoby). Supra ii. 274 f.

5 H. Usener in his discussion of Sondergotter was the first to distinguish this primitive
pair of rain-deities as"Trjs, "Tiy (Gotternamen Bonn 1896 p. 46 f.).

6 Supra ii. 287 f. 7 Supra ii. 275.
8 Kleidemos frag, i (Tresp Frag. gr. Kultschr. p. 42 f.) quoted supra ii. 275 n. ii.
9 F. Jacoby in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 591. 10 Supra ii. 275.
11 Dem. de cor. 260. F. Blass ed.4 (cited supra i. 392 n. 4, ii. 292 n. 3) reads u^s fiTTTjs

aTTTjs uijs. But J. G. Baiter and H. Sauppe print Ci/s OITT^S &TTI}^ CTJJ without recorded
variant.

12 My explanation was long since anticipated by Michael Psellos (supra ii. 292) irepl
TUV 6i>o/j.<iTwv T&V SIK&V p. 109 Boissonade (quoted supra i. 399 n. 3, cp. O. Jessen in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 88 Cis tS ZeO SajSdfie, fits 'du mogest regnen').

13 Supra p. 299. 14 Supra ii. 292 f.
15 Frazer Golden Bough*: Spirits of Corn and Wild ii. 22 ' Perhaps the cry of " Hyes
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(j) Zeus and the Hail.

At this point something must be said about one special form
of rain, the frozen pellets that we term hail. For hailstones provide
an obvious transition from the soft beneficent raindrops to the
harder and more formidable aerolites.

Hail bulks big in modern folk-lore1. It could scarcely be other-
wise : fruit-grower and farmer know what damage it may do and
are quite ready to try any and every superstitious recipe that
promises to avert the threatened mischief.

Similarly in ancient times the peasant had recourse to a singular
variety of expedients, which have been admirably collected and dis-
cussed by E. Fehrle2.

Pliny the elder (25—79 A.D.), a man of vast erudition, is shy
about mentioning irrational or indecorous detail, but here and there
drops a significant hint, while on occasion his love of the marvellous
prompts him to include this or that item of folk-belief. He says,
for example:

nat. hist. 17. 267 Most people hold that hailstones can be averted by a charm,
the wording of which I should not seriously venture to
quote.

28. 29 There are charms against hailstorms and against various
diseases and against burns, some even attested by experi-
ence, but I am prevented from giving particulars by a feeling
of extreme diffidence in view of the great variety of men's
minds. So each must form his own opinions about them as
he may feel inclined.

Attes! Hyes Attes!" which was raised by the worshippers of Attis, may be neither more
nor less than "Pig Attis! Pig Attis!"—Ayes being possibly a Phrygian form of the
Greek hys, "a pig."' fd. ib. n. 4 says that this suggestion was made to him in con-
versation by R. A. Neil of Pembroke College, Cambridge.

I note one scrap of evidence which might be pressed in favour of Frazer's etymology.
At the Weber Sale in 1919 the British Museum bought the bronze statuette ('O75m long
by *O55m high) of a boar standing on a thin base-plate. The figure is of poorish work-
manship and is inscribed along the left side of the body in late lettering MY PTI N H 0G |
COCABAZIOO. May we infer that Myrtine thought of Sabazios himself as a Boar?

1 Two monographs are deserving of special mention: (i) G. Bellucci La grandine
nelF Umbria, con note esplicative e comparative e con illustrazioni (Tradizionipopolari
italiane no. i) Perugia 1903 pp. i—136 (now out of print). (2) The rich collection
of classified facts contributed by Stegemann to the Handwiirterbuch des deutschen Aber-
glaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1930/1931 iii. 1304—1320 ('Hagel, Hagelzauber').

2 E. Fehrle 'Antiker Hagelzauber. Ein Kapitel der Geoponiker' in Alemannia
Freiburg i. B. 1912 Dritte Folge iv. 13—27> id. Studien zu den griechischen Geoponikern
(STOIXEIA iii) Leipzig—Berlin 1920 pp. 7—26 (Geoponika i. 14 ' Schutz gegen
Hagel').
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28. 77 Hailstorms and whirlwinds, they say, are driven off if the

monthly course be exposed to the actual lightning-flashes.
Thus the violence of the sky is averted, and storms at. sea
even without the courses.

37. 124 It is said too that this stone (sc. the amethyst) averts hail,
and locusts likewise if a prayer be added, which they show
you.

More explicit are the directions given by the Geoponikal, a
farmer's handbook, which devotes two chapters to the subject :

I. 14 Concerning Hail. By Africanus2.
1. Let a woman in her courses exhibit her person to hail, and she turns it

aside. All wild animals too flee such a sight3.
2. Or take a virgin's first cloth and bury it in the midst of the place, and

neither vine nor seeds will be injured by hail4.

3. And if a strap from the skin of a seal be hung from a single conspicuous
vine, hail will do no damage, as Philostratos observes in his Heroikds^,

4. Some say that, if you show a mirror to the impending cloud, the hail
will pass by6.

1 This collection of excerpts on agriculture, made at the bidding of the Byzantine
emperor Constantinus vii Porphyrogennetos (912 — 959 A.D.), was based on an older
compilation by Cassianus Bassus, a sixth-century scholar, who himself drew from two
fourth-century sources, the comparatively rational and scientific trvvaytayrj yewpyiK&v
eifiri]8evpAT<i)v by Vindonius Anatolius of Berytos, and the more magical and mystical
irepi yewpylas €K\oyai by the younger Didymos of Alexandreia (see K. Krumbacher
Geschichte der byzantinischen Liiteratur^ Miinchen 1897 pp. 261 — 263, L. Cohn in
Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc . iv. 1036, E. Oder ib. vii. 1221—1225, W. von Christ Geschichte
der griechischen Litteratur* Munchen 1920 ii. i. 291 f.).

2 From the Kearol of Sex. lulius Africanus (W. Kroll in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc.
x. 119), to be dated c. 200 A. D. (supra ii. 695 n. o).

3 E. Fehrle in Alemannia 1912 Dritte Folge iv. 15 cites Plin. not. hist. 28. 77 (supra
p. 876).

4 E. Fehrle ib. cites Plout. symp. 7. 2. 2 olov e'56/cet rb irepi TT]V xdXaflw elvai rty i>wb
Xa\afo<f>v\dKuv afyttm dairdXaKOs •}) pa/dots yvvaucelois diroTpeiro/dvrjv.

Fehrle in STOIXEIA iii. 7 remarks that two manuscripts, a cod. Guelferbytanus
and a cod. Palatinus in the Vatican, in place of the indecent recipes (i) and (2) substitute
the following: (i) evp&v \lOov •xa.\a.$lTi)v (cp. Plin. nat. hist. 37. 189), ?xe- Ka-l ^rav f^TI*
rty xdXaffep, Kpovcrov avrbv fiera. ffid'fipov dirtvavri, Kal diroffTpa^fferai. (2) Kal derov
irrepbv rb del-ibv XajSwi' (Jitcrov TOV x.<aplov xwercw, Kal otire rj &/j.ire\os otfre rd <rir£pfj.a.Ta far6

5 E. Fehrle in Alemannia 1912 Dritte Folge iv. 16 f. was the first to point out that
for <J?iX6(TTpaTos ev T<$ lffropiK(f codd. we must read €>iX6(rr/3aToj ev r<J5 ripwiKy, the allusion
being to Philostr. her. 3. 25 (Palamedes to the peasant) l<rb 8' tveidi) 0iX«s irov rAs
djuirAowj, eiV^ /xot, rl (idXiffra irepi avrais S^Sowaj.' 'rl 5' dXXo 7',' etTrei', ' ^ rd? xa

ir^>' uv iKTv<t>\ovi>Ta.l re Kal p-^yvvvTai.;' 'ln,dvra roivvv,' elirev 6 IlaXa^Sijs, '
p.iq, T&V &fi/jri\<av KOV j3€/3Xi^<ro»'Tai al \onrat.'

Pallad. i. 35. 15 item vituli marini pellis in medio vinearum loco uni superiecta
viticulae creditur contra imminens malum (sc. grandinis) totius vineae membra vestisse.

6 Pallad. i. 35. 15 nonnulli ubi instare malum (sc. grandinis) viderint, oblato speculo
imaginem nubis accipiunt et hoc remedio nubem (seu ut sibi obiecta displiceat, seu
tanquam geminata alteri cedat) avertunt.
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5. Again, if you carry the skin of a hyaena or crocodile or seal round your

place and then hang it up before the doors of your house, hail will not
fall1.

6. Or, if you hang many keys of different rooms on a string round your
place, the hail will pass by.

7. And, if you set wooden bulls on your buildings, that will help greatly.

8. And, if you take a tortoise found in the marshes and place it on its back
in your right hand, you should then carry it all over your vineyard.
When you have gone the round of it, then proceed to the middle of your
vineyard, set the creature still alive on its back, having heaped a little
earth round it in order that it may not be able to turn itself about and
get away (it will not be able to do so, if the ground under its feet is a bit
hollow, for having nothing to push against it must needs stay where it
is), and if you do this, no hail would fall on your field or whole estate2.

9. Some folk say that you should carry round and deposit the tortoise at
the sixth hour of the day or night.

10. Apuleius3 of Rome asserts that, if you paint a bunch of grapes on a tablet
and dedicate the same in the vineyard when Lyra is setting, the fruit
remains free from injury*. Lyra begins to set on the 23rd of January and
sets completely on the 4th of February 5.

11. This is what has been said by the ancients. But I hold that some of their
sayings are too unseemly and should be rejected, and I advise all and
sundry to ignore them altogether. I have included them simply that
I may not seem to be omitting anything said by the ancients.

12. And strips cut from the hide of a hippopotamus, placed at each of the
boundaries, stop the threatening hail.

i. 15 More concerning Hail. By Africanus6.

[The text of this chapter is brief, but so corrupt that little can be made of it7.]

1 Pallad. i. 35. 14 grandini creditur obviare, si quis crocodili pellem vel hyaenae vel
marini vituli per spatia possessionis circumferat et in villae aut cortis suspendat ingressu,
cum malura viderit imminere.

2 Pallad. i. 35. 14 item si palustrem testudinem dextra manu supinam ferens vineas
perambulet, et reversus eodem modo sic illam ponat in terra, et glebas dorsi eius obiciat
curvaturae, ne possit inverti sed supina permaneat. hoc facto fertur spatium sic defensum
nubes inimica transcurrere.

3 Apul. de mundo 3 and 8 mentions hail, but says nothing of this method of averting
it. Is 'AiroiAiJibj 6 'Pw^.aiVc6j a blunder for Qtdppuv (infra n. 4)? Confusion is worse
confounded by the Armenian version 'Paulus der Romer' and the Syriac 'Theophilus
Decimus,' on which see E. Fehrle in STOIXEIA iii. 13 n. 8.J

4 Plin. not. hist. 18. 294 Varro auctor est, si fidiculae occasu, quod est initium
autumni, uva picta consecretur inter vites, minus nocere tempestates.

8 For rfj -ic(to 84 KO. KaXavduv Aetcenflpluv codd. Fehrle restored rrj irpb 84 Ka
3>ef$povapiuv (from rrj irpt> &deica KaXavSSiv Qevpovaptwv cod. Parisin. 2313).

6 Supra p. 876 n. 2.
7 H. Beckh in the Teubner ed. of 1895 prints without comment StfXa

rapOfrov Kvr)/j,as a\\r)wprjcrai • TIJS dt %Kaarov Ka6' %KO.ffrov K\fjfjut xpj) elvai re Ka.1
He records but one variant—d\\ioptffav cod. H.

Peter Needham (Cantabrigiae 1704) gave up the passage as hopeless. J. N. Niclas
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Palladius in the fourth century gives several of the foregoing
recipes (nos. 3, 4, 5, 8) and prefixes others of his own:

i. 35. i For the prevention of hail numerous remedies are current.—
Meal is covered with a russet cloth1.
Again, bloodstained axes are raised in a threatening manner

against the sky2.
Again, the whole garden is surrounded with white vines3.
Or else an owl is nailed up with wide-spread wings4.
Or the iron tools to be used are anointed with bears' suet,

i. 35. 2 Some keep by them bears' fat pounded with oil and anoint the
hooks with it when they are going to prune. But this cure must be
worked in secret so that no pruner may be aware of it. Its efficacy,
they say, is so great that no harm can be done by a frost or cloud or
any wild beast. It is well to add that the thing, if bruited abroad, is
useless5.

Magic of this sort might be worked by anyone. But for its
proper performance some skill was needed, and the later Greeks
had recourse to professional 'cloud-chasers' (nephodidktai}, who
knew the right spells to use6. At Kleonai in the Argolid official
'hail-guards' (chalazophylakes] were employed, as we gather from
an interesting passage in Seneca7:

' I will not refrain from exposing all the follies of our Stoic friends. They
say that certain men are specially skilled at observing the clouds and can tell

(Lipsiae 1781} at first suggested EtfXct dd<j>vi]s Kal irapOevov Kvri/J.as (a maiden's shin-bones)
Kar6pv^ov. E& eKaffrov de K\T)jji,a xpy elval re Kal x<3(rat, but concluded in favour of Ja^Xa
Sd<pvrjs, roiis irapdevov [J.rjvas (a virgin's menses), dXXioptfa/' (or better d\\i6pi£ov, for
dXXtov pi£av) els t-Kacrrov fcX%ia XPV Oelval re /cat x^>ffai- I should myself prefer £tfXa
bd<pvrjs, do"ira\dOov Kv^fj-as (sprigs of thorn), d\\lov pifav TTJS 82 d\tafjs KO.&' 'eKaffrov
K\rjfj.a xpi] Oelval re Kal xwcrcu or the like (cp. Colum. de re rust. 8. 5 plurimi etiam infra
cubilium stramenta graminis aliquid et ramulos lauri nee minus allii capita cum clavis
ferreis subiciunt: quae cuncta remedia creduntur esse adversus tonitrua, etc.).

1 Supra i. 58 n. 2, ii. 522 n. 2. See now the careful study by Eva Wunderlich Die
Bedeutung der roten Farbe im Kultus der Griechen und Romer Giessen 1925 pp. i—116
and an interesting review of her book by S. Eitrem in Gnomon 1926 ii. 95—102.

2 Supra ii. 704.
3 Colum. de re rust. 10. 346 f. utque lovis magni prohiberet fulmina Tarchon | saepe

suas sedes praecinxit vitibus albis.
4 Supra p. 793.
5 Geopon. 5. 30. I dp/ceiy <rrea.n rbv <p\oibv eirlxpie, Kal oil iroL-fjffei <f>6eipas i] d/xireXoj,

T) dpKe'up a-reari rd dptirava xple /j.i)devbs eidbros, tv ols rds d(Ji-ir£\ovs rivets' T) -yap rov
d\eln/jiaTos yv&ffis /caraXtfet TT)V &<t>e\eiav • Kal o&re <f>6eipes otire irayerbs dSiKiJcrei ryv
dyu.ireXoj'.

6 Supra p. 33 with n. 4.
7 Sen. nat. quaestt. 4. 6. i—4. 7. 2 Haase. Cp. Clem. Al. strom. 6. 3 p. 446, n ff.

Stahlin at/ritca tfaal TOI)S eV KXew^cus fj-dyovs <f>v\aTTOvTas rd /ter^wpa T&V xaXaf'ojSoXi^o'eH'
fj.e\\6vTb}v t>e<f>uv Trapdyeiv ($8ais re Kal 0tfyiaor T^S 6pyr]s TJ}V direiMjv, d/xAei Kal et, irore
diropla fyou (caraXd/Sot, rbv ff(f>erepov ai/xdfavTes SdKrvXov dpKovvTai

See further Frazer Worship of Nature i. 45 f.
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when a hailstorm is likely to come. That they might have realised from
experience pure and simple, having noted the colour of the clouds commonly
followed by hail. But this is hard to believe, that at Kleonai were public officials
called chalazophylakes, posted to look out for the coming hail. When these
persons had signified the hail's approach, what think you? That folk ran for
their cloaks or leather capes? Not a bit of it. They offered sacrifice for them-
selves, one man a lamb, another a chicken. And forthwith the said clouds,
having tasted blood, took themselves off! You laugh? This will make you
laugh louder. If anyone had neither lamb nor chicken, he did what he could
without serious damage—he laid hands on himself. Do not imagine that the
clouds were greedy or cruel. No, he just pricked his finger with a sharp-pointed
pen and made his offering with this drop of blood. And lo, the hail turned aside
from his plot of ground quite as much as from that on which it had been begged
off by greater sacrifices.

They want a rational explanation of this practice. Some, as befits truly wise
men, declare that it is impossible to bargain with hail or buy off storms with
trumpery gifts, though indeed gifts vanquish the very gods. Others affirm their
suspicion that there is some virtue inherent in blood, which has the power to
turn aside and rout the cloud. But how in a little drop of blood could a force
reside potent enough to penetrate on high and influence the clouds? Far
simpler to say, "This is a lie and utter nonsense." But, if you please, the men
of Kleonai1 passed judgment upon those who had been entrusted with the duty
of foreseeing the storm, on the ground that through their negligence the vine-
yards had been beaten down and the crops laid low.'

One step more, and magic passes upward into religion. A stone
built into a wall at Amaseia in Pontos bears an
inscription in late lettering2 (fig. 715), which H.
Gregoire3 was the first to interpret as a dedication / \£Z I XA
to Aither Alexichdlazos, 'Averter of Hail/ This is . » 7 / • »
the only known case of an actual dedication to

Fig. 715.
Aither, though the Orphic hymn to that deity4 pre-
scribes saffron as an offering appropriate to him5. However, since
Aither is invoked by the Clouds of Aristophanes6 as their father,
he may well have been asked on occasion to ward off the cloud
that threatened hail.

1 F. Haase read decuriones with cod. E2. But A. Gercke restored Cleonaei from
cleone (or deone} of codd. <l> and cleonis of codd. 5.

2 T. Reinach in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1895 viii. 84 no. 24 bis with facsimile on p. 78.
3 In J. G. C. Anderson—F. Cumont—H. Gregoire Recueil des inscriptions grecques et

latines du Pont et de CArminie (Studio, Pontica iii) Bruxelles 1910 i. 138 f. no. 114 a with
facsimile ( = myfig. 715)'EWpt d|\e£ixa|X(ify. See further O. Kern in Hermes 1916 li.
566, id. Die Religion der Griechen Berlin 1926 i. 95 n. 3. Cp. the title 'AXe£ka/cos applied
to Zeus (supra i. 422 n. 7; Plout. adv. Stoic, de commun. not. 33, Orph. lith. i, Scholl—
Studemund anecd. i. 264 'Ea-^era Ai6s no. 7, ib. 266 'Eiriflera Ai6s no. 8) and other
deities (see G. Wentzel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1464 f.).

4 Supra i. 33. 5 Orph. h. Aith. 5 lemma. 6 Aristoph. nub. 569 f.
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Proklos1 in his account of the Boeotian Daphnephoria states
that the bay-bearing procession used to go to the sanctuary of
Apollon Ismenios and Chaldzios. If the text be sound—and there
is no real reason to doubt it—the second appellative implies that
the Theban Apollon too was a god ' of Hail.'

But, of course, normally it was Zeus the weather-god who sent
both rain and hail2. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that in
Phrygia he was worshipped as Chaldzios Sdzon, the god 'of Hail,

Fig. 716. Fig. 717.

who gives Deliverance.' A sttte of white marble, found at Mahmun
Keui (Thrakia Kome) near Panderma and now in the Museum at
Constantinople, has an inscribed relief of perhaps the first century
B.C. (fig. 7i6)3. A sunk panel between pilasters shows Zeus, in

1 Proklos ap. Phot. bibl. p. 321 b 30 ff. Bekker iraptire/ATrov 5£ rty 6a.<f>vr)<f>oplav eis
'A.ir6\\uvos 'Iffwvlov Kal XaXaffou (xaXaffov Ah: ya\a£iov S~). K. Wernicke in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 72 says ' Vielleicht die v.l. PoX(£^tos...vorzuziehen' and Wilamowitz
in Hermes 1899 xxxiv. 224 argues to the same effect. But in folk-Lore 1904 xv. 410
n. 220 I retained XaXaffov, and Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 164 n. 3 rightly protests against the
adoption of FaXaftoi; from the inferior MSS. O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
vii. 571 sets the clock back.

2 Eur. Tro. 78 f. (quoted supra ii. i n. 6), Loukian. dial. deor. 4. 2.
3 F. W. Hasluck in ttutjoum. Hell. Stud. 1904 xxiv. 21—23 no. 4 fig. i, id. ib. 1906

xxvi. 29, id. Cyzicus Cambridge 1910 pp. 223—225 fig. 21, 272 no. 23, Edhem Bey in
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chitdn and himdtion, standing with a phidle in his right hand, a
long sceptre in his left. Beside him is his eagle. Beyond it, a small
altar decorated with a bull sinking on its knees and held by a
young attendant. A draped worshipper approaches the altar from
the left. The background is occupied by a sacred tree, presumably
an oak. On the architrave above the pilasters is inscribed :

Zeus Chaldzios Sozon.

In the time of Dionysios —

Then below the relief the inscription runs on :
the Thrakiokometai consecrated this stele to the god
to secure good crops and the safety of their fruits

and the health and preservation of the land-lessees and

those who repair to the god and reside in

Thrakia Kome.
Meidias, son of Straton, as first mayor handed over the stele

to the god and to the villagers at his own charges

as a free-will offering.

It will be noticed that, in the matter of hail, Greek religion like
Greek magic was throughout concerned to avoid damage, not to
cause it1. Things were otherwise with the vindictive witchcraft of
the middle ages (fig.

§ 10. Zeus and the Meteorites.

(a) The cult of meteorites.

It remains to mention what is in some respects the most
amazing and terrifying of all celestial phenomena — the fall of
meteorites3. Scientifically speaking, we must of course group these

the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 524, Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople iii. 41 f. no. 837
fig. ( = my fig. 716): Zei>s XaXcifioJ Sc6fw|>]. | 'ETTI Aiopfvcrtjou j| Qpa.KiOKU/J.i)Tai T£ Oey
rj)v <TT'/i\\r)i> Ka0i\epucrav virep evKapvias Kal <i/3Xa/3tas T&V Kapir&v \ Kal birep vyeias Kal
ffwnjpias TUV yeoKTeiTuv Kal \ r&v (rwepxo/u&ui' 4irl rbv Qebv Kal KO.TOIKOIJJ>TUV \ QpaKlav
K&fMjv. | Meidias ^rpdruvos rt$ dey Kal TO?[S /cwj/i^rats | dioiK-fiffas irpuros rr)v (TT^XX^c eK
TWV iSluv eirav\yei\a.[j.evos airoKaTtaT-riffev .

1 In this respect the Rhodian Telchines (supra p. 296 n. 6) were exceptional.
2 See V. Stegemann in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin —

Leipzig 1930/1931 iii. 1305 — 1311- My fig. 717 is reduced (f) from Ulricus Molitor
De laniis et phitonicis mulieribus [Strassburg c. 1488 — 1493], where it is prefixed to
cap. 3. Apparently the witch and two of her followers are travelling through the air,
transformed into animals and mounted on a forked stick, while a hailstorm breaks from
a dark cloud to injure the trees.

3 The facts with regard to meteorites are well set out and illustrated by O. C. Far-
rington Meteorites Chicago 1915 pp. i — 233 with 65 figs. There is also a series of
10 cards in monochrome (set D i) issued by the British Museum (Natural History) to
illustrate its collection at South Kensington.

The folklore of the subject is touched upon by H. A. Miers 'The Fall of Meteorites

C III, 56
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with the shooting-stars. But in popular belief they are very different,
not soundless streaks of light moving across the nocturnal sky, but
an explosive bombardment from above leaving the earth littered
with visible debris. Hence shooting-stars are as a rule a good
omen, meteorites a sign of downfall and ill-luck1. Accordingly
these mysterious bodies, when they were not dissipated into
impalpable powder, but reached the ground in some bulk, were
always viewed with peculiar veneration, their sudden arrival being
attributed directly or indirectly to divine agency, most often that
of a sky-god.

Much material said to bear on their cult in ancient Egypt has
been collected in a series of important papers by Mr G. A.
Wainwright2. I shall therefore restrict myself in the main to
evidence drawn from the Hellenic or Hellenistic area.

in Ancient and Modern Times' in Science Progress 1898 vii. 349—370, P. Saintyves
' Talismans et reliques tombees du ciel' in the Revue des ttudes ethnographiques et socio-
logiqttes 1909 p. 176 ff. (offprint p. i ff. ' Les A£rolithes'), id. Corpus du Folklore
Prehistorique en France et dans les Colonies Fran$aises Paris 1934 ii. 488 Index s.w.
' Aerolithes ou Meteorites,' W. Gundel Sterne und Sternbilder im Glauben des Allertums
und der Neuzeit Bonn—Leipzig 1922 p. 352 Index s.v. 'Meteore,' id. in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii A. 2446, and more systematically handled by V. Stegemann in the Hand-
ivdrterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1934 vi. 217—228.

1 V. Stegemann loc. cit. p. 218. Cp. supra p. 475 n. i.
2 G. A. Wainwright 'The aniconic Form of Amon in the New Kingdom' in the

Annales du service des antiquites de I'Egypte Le Caire 1928 xxviii. 175—189 argues that
the aniconic form of Amon—evidenced by a stile from Asyut (fig. i: dynasty xviii—xix),
a couple of bronze plaques from Memphis (figs. 2 and 3: 593—588 B.C.), three models
from Karnak (fig. 5 after G. Daressy 'Une nouvelle forme d'Amon' ib. 1908 ix. 64—69
pi. i, a, b, c, d, of which a front + a' right side = my fig. 718: Persian or early Ptolemaic
period), and a Roman sculpture at Medinet Habu (fig. 4 after Daressy loc. fit. pi. 2)—is
normally associated with Min the thunderbolt-god and may well have been a 'meteorite,
or a fragment of one, which was kept as a sacred thing, on a stand or throne, wrapped
up, and decorated with a feather on top and mystic figures on the wrappings' (p. 183).
Where an actual meteorite was not available, it might be represented by an omphalds—
witness the one found by G. A. Reisner in the inner part of Amon's temple at Napata
(Gebel Barkal) (fig. 7 after F. LI. Griffith 'An Omphalos from Napata' in The Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology 1916 iii. 255 with fig. =my fig. 719. Material: sandstone. Date:
c. i A.D.) or the omphaloid fetish in the Amm6neion (supra i. 355 ff.).

Id. 'The Relationship of Amun to Zeus and his connexion with Meteorites' in The
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 1930 xvi. 35—38 restates his view 'that Amun of
Thebes was a god of the air, a sky-god; that his sacred object at Thebes was a
meteorite; that he was intimately connected with, if not actually derived from, his far
older neighbour Min, the thunderbolt-god of Koptos; and that the omphalos of Zeus-
Ammon at the Oasis of Ammonium (Siwah) had of itself certain characteristics which
associate it with the weather.' He makes three further points in support of the same
thesis, (i) Zeus was identified with Amun of Thebes as far back as 900 B.C., for
D. G. Hogarth in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1899—1900 vi. 107 pi. x, i f. published a
small bronze statuette of Amen-Ra, good early work of the New Empire, found by him
in the Psychro Cave (supra ii. 926 n. o). (2) At Kassandreia on Pallene imperial coins
show the head of Zeus Ammon {Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Macedonia, Etc. p. 65 nos. 3
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Fig. 718.

Fig. 719.
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and 4 Claudius, 5 Vespasian, 6 Domitian, [Hunter Cat. Coins i. 273 f. nos. i—3 Claudius,
4 and 5 Nero, 6 Vespasian, 7 pi. 19, 22 Titus and Domitian, 8 Caracalla, 9 Caracalla or
Elagabalus, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 24 nos. 3194 and 3195 pi. 116,15 Nero, 3196 pi. 116,
16 Caracalla]) and a famous meteorite is known to have been worshipped (Plin. nat. hist.
2. 150, infra p. 886). (3) At Gythion again there was a cult of Zeus Ammon (supra i.
351) and the stone of Zeus Kappdtas (infra p. 939(7.), 'clearly a meteorite.'

Id. ib. 1931 xvii. 151 f. in a trenchant critique of K. Sethe Amun und die Acht Urgotter
von Hermopolis (Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1929 Phil.-hist. Classe no. 4) Berlin 1929 demurs to
Sethe's view that Yahweh originated in Egypt from Amun as a result of the Sojourn,
and concludes: ' As a matter of fact there are other Egyptian gods who are as much, or
more, like Yahweh than is Amun. The probability is that they, and Amun, and Yahweh
himself, as well as many other gods of the Near East, were all local developments of the
one primitive conception of the air-, storm-, or sky-god.'

Id. 'The emblem of Min' ib. 1931 xvii. 185—195 discusses the thunderbolt first
recognised by P. E. Newberry as the symbol of Min (supra ii. 767 n. 2). Wainwright too
traces its development chronologically from the middle prehistoric period, when it was
an arrow-like weapon with triple or double or single barb at either end, through a time
of transition (end of dynasty vi to beginning of dynasty xii), till from c. 2000 B.C. onwards
it attained a final form identical with that of the normal Greek thunderbolt. ' Min thus
comes into relationship with Zeus ; and this is not unnatural, seeing he was the original
of Amun, who was Zeus' (p. 188). Since coins of Seleukeia in Syria exhibit both the
thunderbolt of Zeus Keraunios (supra ii. 809 figs. 771 and 772) and the omphaloid stone
of Zeus Kdsios (supra ii. 982 f. figs. 880—884), Wainwright is able to urge that the one
is the Greek, the other the Semitic form of the same object. He recalls the contention
of F. Lenormant 'Zeus Casios' in the Gaz. Arch. 1880 vi. 142—144 (id. in the Revue de
I'histoire des religions 1881 iii. 41, id. in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 935) that the
Aramaean god Qafiu was Hellenized into Zeus Kdsios or Zeus Keraunios: ' Qaciu = Ze\is
Casios etait done positivement un dieu-foudre ou un dieu-aerolithe, ce qui nous induit a
tirer son nom de la racine originairement bilitere qui donne a 1'hebreu qd$a{, "tailler,
rompre," et qdfah, "tailler, couper," au syriaque qfd, "briser," en rapportant le sens
primitif a 1'explosion qui accompagne et precede de quelques secondes la chute de tout
ae"rolithe.' On this showing, as Wainwright says (p. 189), 'meteorite, omphalos, and
thunderbolt were all one and the same thing in religion.' He further dwells on the
close association of 'the three partners, Amun, Min, and Horus' (p. 190), and adopts
Newberry's interesting suggestion (Ann. Arch. Anthr. 1911 iv. 99 n. 2) that Min's
worship was established at Akhmim just because the rocks there are full of Lithodomi, a
fossil much like belemnites (supra ii. 767 n. 2, 932 n. i).

Id. 'Letopolis' ib. 1932 xviii. 159—172 argues for the existence of a similar thunder-
bolt-cult at Letopolis and claims that 'the way into heaven, which was offered there
by a rope ladder, was derived from the flight of a meteorite' (p. 169). The cult was
established at Letopolis because another ^watt-thunderbolt, the fossil Nerinea Requien-
iana, abounds in the rocks there and seems to be characteristic of the locality.

Id. 'The Bull Standards of Egypt' ib. 1933 xix. 42—52 contends that the bull, which
occurs on the standards belonging to four of the nomes in the Delta (the sixth, Xois; the
tenth, Athribis; the eleventh, the Cabasite; the twelfth, Sebennytus), in each case has
reference to the sky- or storm-god, and that the symbols in front of the said bulls,
viz. mountain, shield(?), sickle-shaped meteorite (?), calf, are at least consistent with this
interpretation.

Id. 'Jacob's Bethel' in Palestine Exploration Fund: Quarterly Statement for 1934
pp. 32—44 applies the results gained from the foregoing investigation of Egyptian
meteor-cults to a study of the Palestinian Bethel. Impressed by common features (the
ladder set up from earth to heaven, the gate of heaven, the golden calf, etc.) and
confirmed by the equation bethel = ftalrv\os, Wainwright concludes : 'Thus, there can be
no reasonable doubt that Jacob's bethel was a sacred meteorite, or an omphalos its
substitute.'
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Classical literature, if we exclude the speculative explanations
of philosophers1, is seldom concerned with meteorites. But epic
poetry has two possible allusions. The Iliad makes Athena dart
from heaven to earth like a brilliant and scintillating star that Zeus
sends as a sign to men2—in short, like a meteor. And the Hymn
to the Pythian Apollon represents that god as having landed at
Krisa in the same meteoric form8.

The most famous of all Greek meteors, the aerolite that fell at
Aigos Potamos in 405 B.C., was perhaps associated with the
Dioskouroi4. A lurid account of it has been left by Daimachos of
Plataiai, an early Hellenistic historian5, who says6:
' Before the stone fell, for seventy-five days in succession, there was seen in the
sky a fiery body of vast size like a flame-coloured cloud, not resting in one place
but borne along with intricate and irregular motions, so that fiery fragments
broken from it by its plunging and erratic course were carried in all directions
and flashed fire like so many shooting-stars. However, when it had sunk to
earth at that point and the inhabitants, recovering from their fear and amaze-
ment, had come together, no effect or trace of fire was to be seen7—only a stone

/</.'Some aspects of Amun' in TTie Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 1934 xx. 139—153
returns to the charge and considers further the relation of Amun to Min. 'Amun was
derived from the much older Min, with whom he had much in common. Yet they
differed somehow. Min had the thunderbolt, while Amun had the meteorite. Min
became a fertility-god, while Amun became solarized. Min belonged to the bull-gods
and was related to Horus, while Amun belonged to the ram-gods and inclined towards
Seth. Amun also differed somewhat from the other ram-gods, for their ram was not his.
They were Heryshef, Khnum, and the Lord of Mendes. They primarily controlled the
waters on earth, a function not foreign to Amun, who came to do so as well. But from
the beginning he had been an air-, sky-, and weather-god—He was the blue firmament,
the heavenly counterpart of the earthly waters. His sacred object was clearly a meteorite
which came to earth from his very self. Like other meteorites its representatives were
omphaloi, of which one at least suggests a fallen star in its material.'

These articles, taken together, certainly present us with a consistent picture of
meteorite-cult over a wide area of the ancient world. I feel bound, however, to enter
two pleas for caution,: (r) The equation of thunderbolt = meteorite = omphalds is not
universally valid. Other things beside meteorites might be reckoned as thunderbolts,
e.g. flint implements (supra ii. 505 ff., 643). And other things beside meteorites might
be represented as omphaloi, e.g. a tomb (supra ii. 219 n. 4), a mound of earth (supra ii.
187), a mountain (supra ii. 983 n. o). (2) Apart from this assumed equation, we have no
adequate proof that Min or Amun had any connexion with meteorites. That the aniconic
form of Amun was a meteoric fragment is an attractive hypothesis, but hardly more.

1 On which see O. Gilbert Die meleorologischen Theorien des griechischen Altertums
Leipzig 1907 pp. 638—642, 688 f.

2 Supra i. 760. 3 Supra i. 760. 4 Supra i. 762.
6 E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2009.
6 Daim. frag. 5 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 441 f. Mliller) =frag. 8 (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 16 f.

Jacoby) ap. Plout. v. Lys. 12. 4 f.
7 Cp. O. C. Farrington Meteorites Chicago 1915 p. 27 'Meteorites show little warmth

when they arrive upon the earth....Neither are there any indications of any heating effect
where meteorites have struck the earth. No bakin of the soil or charring of vegetation
can be observed.'
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lying there, a big one to be sure, yet little or nothing in comparison with the
fiery mass observed in the sky.'

Plutarch1 states that the great stone was still shown in his day by
the dwellers in the Chersonese, who held it in reverence, and adds
that Anaxagoras had predicted the possibility of a fixed star
becoming loosened and falling to earth as a heavy stone. Pliny2

improves on this: Anaxagoras in 467/6 B.C. had predicted the
days within which a stone would fall from the sun,
a prediction fulfilled when this burnt-looking stone,
a waggon-load in size, fell in the daytime at Aigos
Potamos. Both Aristotle3 and Pliny4 remark that
there was also a comet shining in the night at
that time. Pliny6 goes on to mention that in the „.3 ° Fig. 720.
gymnasium at Abydos another aerolite was wor-
shipped. It was a smallish stone, but Anaxagoras was said to have
predicted that it would fall in the middle of the earth. Yet another
was worshipped at Kassandreia, the ancient Potidaia, which had
been founded on the spot where it fell. Pliny6 concludes by in-
forming us that he had himself seen such a stone which had
recently fallen in the territory of the Vocontii, a tribe of Gallia
Narbonensis. One other incident of the sort is on record. Kedrenos7

the Byzantine annalist notes that in the year 460 A.D. three huge
stones fell from the sky in Thrace and Eudokia wife of Theodosios ii
died at Jerusalem.

1 Plout. v. Lys. 12. i f .
2 Plin. nat. hist. i. 149. The marm. Par. ep. 57 p. 17 Jacoby notes the year

468/7 B.C. dtp' ou 4v Aiy&s iroraft,ois 6 \L0os gireire. Cp. Silenos of Kaleakte (?) frag. 6
(Frag. hist. Gr. iii. roo Muller)=frag: i (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 900 Jacoby) ap. Diog. Laert.
i. ii, Act. i, 13. 9 (Plout. de plac. phil. 2. 13, Stob. eel. \. 24. id p. 202, I4ff.
Wachsmuth, Theodoret. 4. 18) in H. Diels Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 p. 342,
Amm. Marc. 22. 8. 5, 22. 16. 22, Hieron. in Euseb. ann. Abr. 1551 ( = 466 B.C.), Lyd.
de ostent. 7 p. 14, 15 ff. Wachsmuth.

Bronze coins of Aigos Potamos, struck in the fourth century B.C., occasionally show
a star beneath the goat which forms their reverse type (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins The
Tauric Chersonese, etc. p. 187 no. 4. My fig. 720 is from a cast of this specimen kindly
supplied by Mr H. Mattingly). The said star very possibly represents the famous
meteorite.

3 Aristot. meteor, i. 7 344 b 31 ff. 4 Plin. nat. hist. 2. 149.
6 Plin. nat. hist. 2. 150. Cp. Lyd. de ostent. 7 p. 14, 20 ff. Wachsmuth rairrb 3£

TOVTO KO.T& re'A^vdov KCU KtifrKov <rvfj,^rji>ai <f>ti<riv 'ATrouX^tos- 80ev ?TI Kal vvv \i0os 4<rrl
ira.p atiroTs irvp&dys ft.kv TO xpw/ia, ffidripq) d£ airas /caTaerea'ij^.aff^^j'os • ira.paded6ffdai ybp
\byos Kvfi/oji'ots us (rvvairo\t<r0ai rip \t&(f rty ir6\ii> dvdyKtj. This curious tradition is not,
I think, mentioned in F. W. Hasluck\Cy2iV«.y Cambridge 1910.

6 Plin. nat. hist. 2. 150. Cp. Lyd. de ostent. 7 p. 15, 3 ff. Wachsmuth.
7 Kedren. hist. comp. 346 B—c (i. 607 Bekker).
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(b) Baityloi, Baitylia, and Zeus Betylos.

Few terms in the nomenclature of Greek religion have been
more loosely used than the word baitylos. It is so persistently
misapplied to sacred stones in general1 that in 1903 Professor
G. F. Moore2 of Harvard felt constrained to protest against its
indiscriminate employment and quite rightly insisted that baityloi
or baitylia formed a distinct class of holy stones endowed with the
power of self-motion. Yet more than thirty years later Sir Arthur
Evans still strews broadcast his allusions to ' baetylic' pillars and
' baetylic' altars.

Sotakos3, a well-informed lapidarist of the early Hellenistic
age4, states that certain cerauniae, black and round, were sacred.
Towns and fleets could be captured by their means. And they
were called baetuli.

Sanchouniathon of Berytos in his Phoenician history5 had more
to say. Ouranos married his sister Ge and had by her four sons—
Elos called Kronos, Baitylos, Dagon that is Siton, and Atlas6.
Later we read that Ouranos invented baitylia or living stones7.

The qualities of magic potency mentioned by Sotakos and
animation recorded by Sanchouniathon both come out in Photios'
extracts from Damaskios' Life of Isidores*. The Isidores in question

1 On the litholatry of Greeks and Romans see e.g. De Visser De Gr. diis non ref.
spec. hum. pp. 22—30, 36—85, 210—215, P. Gardner in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1920 xi. 869b—87ia, E. Maass 'Heilige Steine' in
the Rhein. Mus. 1929 Ixxviii. i—25, K. Latte in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A.
2295—2305.

2 G. F. Moore 'Baetylia' in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1903 vii. 198—208.
3 Sotakos ap. Plin. nat. hist. 37. 135.
4 Kind in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 1211 ('lebte friihestens im Ausgang des

4. vorchristlichen Jhdts').
6 Supra i. 191, ii. 553, 715, 886 n. o (30), 981 n. i, 984 n. 4, 1021, 1023, 1037 f.,

1109 n. o. See now the excellent article by Grimme in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i A.
2232—2244.

6 Philon Bybl.frag. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 567 Muller) ap. Euseb.praep. ev. i. 10. 16
ira/mXa/Sow §£ 6 0&pai>bs rty roO warpbs (on his father 'EXtoi/p "T^to-ros see supra ii. 886
n. o (30)) dpx'h1' ayerat wpbs y&fJiov rty a§e\<j>rji> TTJV, /cat irotetrai ̂  ai/TTjs iraidas rtffffapas,
'nXo? TOV KO.I Kp&vov, Koi Eairv\oi>, /cai Aay&v (leg. Aayuv') 8s tffn 2lrui> (supra i. 238
n. o), Kal "A.T\avra.

7 Philon Bybl. frag. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 568 Muller) ap. Euseb. praep. ev. i. 10. 23
£rt 5 ,̂ (priffiv, eirei>6i)ff£ 8ebs Ovpavbs j8cuTi$\ta, \L6ous e/ot^xoi/s farjxo-vriffdfJLevos.

8 Phot. bibl. p. 342 b 26 ff. and p. 348 a 28 ff. Bekker. The passages are discussed by
G. F. Moore 'Baetylia' in the Am. Joiirn. Arch. 1903 vii. 200 f. and form the subject of
an interesting paper by F. C. Conybeare 'The Baetul in Damascius' in the Transactions
of the Third International Congress for the History of Religions Oxford 1908 ii. 177—183.
See also T. Hopfner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiii. 757 f. and P. Saintyves Corpus
du Folklore Prdhistorique en France et dans les Colonies Fran$aises Paris 1934 ii. 22 f.
no. 778.
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was the nee-Platonic philosopher, who was in Athens at the time
of Proklos' death (485 A.D.) and shortly afterwards for a while
succeeded Marines as chief of the Athenian school1. The scornful
and at times indignant Photios gives the following resume of
Damaskios' narrative.
'He says that at Heliopolis in Syria Asklepiades2 made the ascent of Mount
Libanos and saw many of the so-called baitylia or baityloi*, concerning which
he reports countless marvels worthy of an unhallowed tongue. He declares too
that he himself and Isidores subsequently witnessed these things with their
own eyes....

I saw, he says, the baitylos moving through the air. It was sometimes
concealed in its garments, sometimes again carried in the hands of its
ministrant4. The ministrant of the baity los was named Eusebios5. This man
stated that there had once come upon him a sudden and unexpected desire to
roam at midnight away from the town of Emesa as far as he could get towards
the hill on which stands the ancient and magnificent temple of Athena6. So he
went as quickly as possible to the foot of the hill, and there sat down to rest
after his journey. Suddenly he saw a globe of fire leap down from above, and
a great lion standing beside the globe. The lion indeed vanished immediately,
but he himself ran up to the globe as the fire died down and found it to be the
baitylos. He took it up and asked it to which of the gods it might belong. It
replied that it belonged to Gennaios, the "Noble One." (Now the men of
Heliopolis worship this Genncdos and have set up a lion-shaped7 image of him
in the temple of Zeus.) He took it home with him the self-same night, travelling,
so he said, a distance not less than two hundred and ten furlongs. Eusebios,
however, was not master of the movements of his baitylos*, as others are of
theirs; but he offered petitions and prayers, while it answered with oracular
responses.

Having told us this trash and much more to the same effect, our author,
who is veritably worthy of his own baitylia, adds a description of the stone and
its appearance. It was, he says, an exact globe, whitish in colour, three hand-
breadths across. But at times it grew bigger, or smaller; and at other times it
took on a purple hue. He showed us, too, letters that were written on the stone,
painted in the pigment called tingdbari, "cinnabar9." Also it knocked on

1 W. Kroll in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 2063.
2 A neo-Platonist, expert in Egyptian theology (J. Freudenthal ib. ii. 1631 no. 35).
3 Zonar. lex. s.v, /SalrvXos' \i6os yev6fj.evos Kara rby Aiffavov, r6 opos r^s'HXtoun-^Xewj,

cp. et. mag. p. 192, 56 (text imperfect).
* For such \i0o<f>6poi see J. Schmidt in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiii. 774 f. and

E. Maass in the Rhein. Mus. 1929 Ixxviii. 18.
6 A well-omened name appropriate to a priest (supra ii. 921 n. o).
6 Athena stands next to Keraunos on the relief from Emesa (supra ii. 814 n. 3 with

fig. 780).
7 Supra i. 571, cp. 575 with fig. 443 a.
8 Cp. supra i. 355, 357, 552.
9 An odd parallel may be seen in G. Pansa Miti, leggende e superstizioni delf Abruzzo

Sulmona 1927 ii. 39 ff. G. Mascitti, an abbot who lived at Pentima at the end of the
seventeenth century, in his MS. description of Corfinium states that about 1695 there was
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a wall; for this was the means by which it gave the enquirer his desired
response, uttering a low hissing sound, which Eusebios interpreted.

After detailing these marvels and many others even more remarkable
concerning the baitylos, this empty-headed fellow continues: " I thought the
whole business of the baitydos savoured of some god; but Isidores ascribed it
rather to a daimon. There was, he said, a dafmon who moved it—not one of
the harmful nor of the over-material kind, yet not of those either that have
attained to the immaterial kind nor of those that are altogether pure." He adds
in his blasphemous way that different baityloi are dedicated to different deities—
Kronos, Zeus, Helios, etc.'

At this point codex A, the Venetian manuscript of Photios1,
appends a marginal note, which is worth translating.

' I too,' says the annotator, 'have heard of a daimdnion of this sort in Greece.
The people who live there told me that it appeared in the neighbourhood of
Parnassos2. They recounted other things concerning it even more singular,
which deserve to be passed over in silence and not set forth.'

From Kefr-Nebo near Aleppo came a dedication, dated 223 A.D.,
'to Seimios and Symbetylos and Leon3.' Since the Syrian god
Seimios appears to have had a consort variously spelled Seimia,
Semea, Sima4, it is possible that she is here designated by a Greek
appellative Symbetylos meaning ' Partner in his Baitylos*? But the
papyri of Elephantine in the fifth century B.C. repeatedly unite two
divine names in a compound of which the second element is Bethel,
e.g. 'Anathbetkel, Ishumbethel, Herembethel*. It may be, therefore,
that we have here a late Syrian parallel to the older formation, and
that—as O. Eissfeldt7 suggests—Symbetylos actually represents
the Ishumbethel of Elephantine. In which case the first element
Sym- would stand for the Babylonian fire-god Ishum. But Professor

found near the valley of Virana a very ancient stone fallen miraculously from the sky.
It was a 'ceraunio' of planispherical shape, four ounces in weight, and milky white in
colour. Sundry lines like little veins of cinnabar made raised letters on its surface and
were read by the learned as D. DE . SVPER on one side of the stone and IPRIO on the
other. To this apparent inscription some magical meaning was attached.

1 'Codex olim Bessarioneus, nunc inter Venetos S. Marci 450, membranaceus,' s. x.
2 The mention of Parnassos suggests that this curious note may contain a Byzantine

reminiscence of the stone of Kronos, which was set up yvdXois viro Hapvrjffoio (Hes. theog.
499) and is often called baitylos (infra p. 936 n. 4). But the whole district was, and is,
grossly superstitious. For the beliefs of the peasants at Arachova beneath Parnassos see
supra ii. 505 n. 6, 993 n. 2.

3 Supra i. 571 n. 2. , * Supra ii. 814 n. 3.
5 So R. Dussaud in the Rev. Arch. 1904 ii. 257, O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth.

iv. 601, E. Meyer Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine* Leipzig 1912 p. 58 n. 2.
Cp. M. Lidzbarski Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik Giessen 1908 ii. 323 f., 1915 iii.
247 ('Der Name dieser Gottin ist nicht angegeben, aber da neben ihr noch ein \4<ai>
genannt ist, kann es die 'Anat sein, deren Tier der Lowe ist').

6 A. Cowley Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C. Oxford 1923 p. xviii f.
7 O. Eissfeldt 'Der Gott Bethel' in the Archivf. Rel. 1930 xxviii. 20—22.
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S. A. Cook 1 reminds us that Ishumbethel at Elephantine is strictly
'-s-m-betkel, where vocalisation and meaning are alike uncertain.
For, while some take '-s-m to be the Hebrew shem, 'Name,' a
reverential substitute for a divine name, he would prefer to write
Ashima-bethel*. The choice between the Greek and the Semitic
interpretation of Symbetylos is indeed far from simple.

More to our purpose, however, is a quadrangular altar (o'72m

Fig. 721.

high) found in the sanctuary of the Palmyrene gods at Dura-
Europos (fig. 721)8. It is dedicated by a Syrian legionary, Aurelius

1 S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology London
1930 pp. 144 f., 150 f.

2 Id. in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1925 iii. 429, 1927 vi. 143, 180.
3 H. Seyrig in The Excavations at Dura-Europos {Preliminary Report of Fourth

Season of Work October 1930—March 1931 ed. by P. V. C. Baur—M. I. Rostovtzeff—
A. R. Bellinger) Yale Univ. Press 1933 pp. 68—71 no. 168 with pi. 15, i (=my fig. 721)
0e4> waTptpip | Ail BertfXy | r(av wpos ry | 'Opovrri A^p(^Xios) | At^tXiaj/os ffTpa(rubri)s) |
Xe7(eaii>os) d' 2jcu(0tKijj) 'AvT((t>veivuu'rjs) \ eu^d/xexos | avtOyicev, 'To [his] national god
Zeus Btiylos, [god] of the dwellers along the Orontes, Aurelius Diphilianus, soldier of
the 4th Legion Scythica Antoniniana, in fulfilment of a vow dedicated [this altar].'
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Diphilianus, to his national god Zeus Betylos, And the lettering of
the inscription points to a date early in the third century A.D. But
whether the appellative implies that the Greek Zeus was here
worshipped under the form of a battylos, or that he had succeeded
to the position of some Semitic deity of the -detkel-type1, is not
clear2. Sanchouniathon's personified Baitylos3 is hardly decisive.

It is commonly, assumed as self-evident that the Greek word
baitylos is an approximate transliteration of the Hebrew Bethel,
1 House of God.' But the equation is not free from difficulties. My
colleague Mr H. St J. Hart points out to me that in Scripture the
name Bethel is attached to two quite distinct places. The better
known one, twelve miles north of Jerusalem, is in Hebrew Bethel,
in Greek Baithel\ The other, in the Negeb or ' Dry' plateau of
Judah, is variously spelled—not only as Hebrew Bethel'— Greek
BaitMl6, but also as Hebrew Bethul= Greek Bathotil* and Hebrew
Bethuel= Greek Bathouel1. It may therefore be argued that the
Hebrew Bethel had an alternative form Bethuel, which gave rise to
the Greek baitylos, bfaylos*. Failing that, we are driven to posit
some dialect (Phoenician?) in which the same connective &-sound
occurred.

Whether Jacob's stone at Bethel was an ordinary Massebhah,
as I have supposed9, or a meteoric block, as Mr G. A. Wainwright
thinks possible10, is a further problem. The name Bethel'is intelligible
on either hypothesis. But to cite11 in support of the latter view
certain neo-Babylonian cylinders on which appear shield-shaped
objects marked with a ladder and set upright on divine seats
(figs. 722—/24)12 is, I fear, to explain ignotum per ignotius.

1 See in primis O. Eissfeldt 'Der Gott Bethel' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1930 xxviii.
1—30.

2 H. Seyrig loc. cit. p. 71. 3 Supra p. 887.
I I. Benzinger in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 363.
6 i Sam. 30. 27. 6 Jos. 19. 4.
7 i Chron. 4. 30. Cp. also the man's name Hebrew BPthuel—Gizek. Bathouel (Gen.

22. 22 f.).
8 E. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1224, followed by K. Tiimpel in Pauly—

Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 2780, cp. lAin-El 'Eye of God' = AiWAos or "EwXos (Arrian. 2.
20. i) king of Byblos.

9 Supra ii. 127 n. 7. 10 Supra p. 884 n. o.
II As is done by G. A. Wainwright in Palestine Exploration Fund: Quarterly State-

ment for 1934 p. 36 fig. i. Cp. S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light
of Archaeology London 1930 p. 24 pi. 5 figs, i—3.

12 W. H. Ward The Seal Cylinders of Western Asia Washington 1910 pp. 193—195
%s. 544, 546—549» 550 ( = my fig. 724), 55oa ( = my fig. 722), 552 ( = my fig. 723), 555,
556: 'The irregular oval object resting on the divine seats, and surmounted by a star or
a crescent, is not easy to explain, but it is not itself important except as the support for
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Yet, whatever be the case with the stone at Bethel, there can be
little doubt that the Syrian baityloi or baitylia really were—as
G. F. Moore1 contended—either smallish meteorites or neolithic
implements believed to have fallen from heaven2.

Fig. 722. Fig. 723 Fig. 724.

The Syrian cult of meteorites is attested by one other record,
which does not contain the actual word baitylos. Sanchouniathon8

states that Astarte4,' as she travelled round the world, found a star
fallen from the sky, picked it up, and consecrated it in the holy
island of Tyre.' Sir G. F. Hill5 would bring this statement into
connexion with an omphaloid stone in a portable shrine represented
on imperial coins of Tyre. But we have already ventured to explain
that stone as the emerald-block of Herakles6, who at Tyre bore

the star of Ishtar and the crescent of Sin. It may represent, in a corrupted form, the
horned turban of the god as seen, two or three together, on kudurrus.'

1 G. F. Moore in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1903 vii. 204.
Others, before and since, have identified baitylia with meteorites: see F. Miinter

' Vergleichung der vom Himmel gefallenen Steine mit den Bathylien des Alterthums' in
his Antiquarische Abhandlungen Kopenhagen 1816 pp. 255—298 ('Aus den Schriften
der Konigl. Danischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften von Jahr 1804. Deutsch: Kopen-
hagen 1805; und in Gilberts Annalen der Physik, xxi. Band'), F. v. Dalberg Ueber
Meteor-Cultus der Alien, vorzuglich in Bezug auf Steine, die vom Himmel gefalien
Heidelberg 1811 pp. i—202 with title-vignette and figs, i—7, F. Lejiormant in Darem-
berg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 642—647 s.v. 'BAETYLIA' with figs. 735—743, id. 'Les
Betyles' in the Revue de I'histoire des religions 1881 iii. 31—53, Sir A. J. Evans in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. u8f., F. C. Conybeare in the Transactions of the Third
International Congress for the History of Religions Oxford 1908 ii. 178, I. Benzinger
Hebraische Archaologiez Leipzig 1927 p. 316, O. Eissfeldt in the Archiv f. Rel. 1930
xxviii. 25, 28 n. o, etc.

2 Supra ii. 505 fF.
3 Sanchouniathon (supra p. 887 n. 5) ap. Philon Bybl. frag. 2 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 569

Miiller) ap. Euseb. praep. ev. i. 10. 31 ^ §£ 'Ao-rapr?/ £ir40i)Ke ry tSLa Ke<pa\fj /SoffiXefas
Trapaff-rj/jLOv Ke<f>a\i)v ratipov • irepu>offrov<ra 8e rfy olKov^vt)v eSpev, aepOTreTrj dorepa, 8v K(d
dve\o(j^vri li> Ttf/Hf* TIJ ayla vf)<r($ a<pUpia<re.

* On the Tyrian Astarte, who was identified sometimes with the moon, sometimes
with the planet Venus, see F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1777 f.

5 Sir G. F. Hill in thefoum. Hell. Stud. 1911 xxxi. 61 f. pi. 4, 25 (enlarged f).
6 Supra i. 356 fig. 273.
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the remarkable epithet Astrochtton, ' He of the Starry Robe1.'
Since the Tyrians treated the celestial Herakles (Melqarth2) as
consort of the celestial Astarte3, the two explanations are not
necessarily irreconcilable.

(c) Kybele and meteorites.

An odd tale, which associates Kybele with the fall of a meteorite,
is told by Aristodemos4 of Alexandreia, a pupil of Aristarchos5.
It appears that a certain flute-player named Olympichos was being
instructed by Pindar on the mountain where he used to practise.
Suddenly there was a loud report, and a flame came flashing
downwards. Pindar, perceiving it, discerned a stone image of the
Mother of the gods falling at his feet. Whereupon he set up close
to his house an image of the Mother of the gods and of Pan.
Meantime the citizens sent to enquire of the god concerning the
portent. He bade them build a sanctuary for the Mother of the
gods. So, astonished at Pindar's anticipation of the oracle, they
joined the poet in his cult of the goddess.

We have here, if I am not mistaken, an attempt to give
historicity to a myth. Pindar teaching the flute-player Olympichos
on a mountain-side is but Pan teaching the flute-player Olympos6,
eponym of the Mysian mountain7. If historical happenings may
give rise to myths, it is also true that myths may give rise to
would-be historical happenings.

The story is of interest, however, because it suggests a meteoric
origin not only for the sacred stone of the Mother in her temple on
the Mysian Ide8, but also for her 'Zeus-fallen image9' at Pessinous
in Phrygia. This celebrated image is expressly said to have dropped

1 Norm. Dion. 40. 367 ff. (Dionysos at Tyre) els db/JLOv 'A<rrpoxfr"wos &c6jua<re, /cal
vpofjLov ILffTptav | TOIOV Zwos fiobuv tKa.\£<raa.TO /ii/trrtSi Qtavfj' \ ''Atrrpox/TW*' "Hpa/cAes, acaf
irvp6s, 6pxa/Ji€ K6a/j.ov, \ 'HAte, xvr.X. Ib. 408, 413, 422, 423.

2 Supra i. 356, ii. 762.
3 Sir G. F. Hill in The Church Quarterly Review 1908 Ixvi. 133, 139 f., id. in the

Journ. Hell. Stud. 1911 xxxi. 61.
4 Aristodem. ap. schol. Find. Pyth. 3. 137 b.
5 E. Schwartz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 925.
6 P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 860 ff. is curiously blind to this rather

obvious parallel.
7 Supra i. 100, ii. 953 n. 2.
8 Claud, de rapt. Pros. i. 202 f. hie sedes augusta deae templique colendi j relligiosa

silex (M. Platnauer mistranslates 'the sacred statue').
9 Herodian. i. ii. i avrb fdv TO dya\fj.a duirerts elvat \tyovffiv, K.T.\. On the

adjective see supra ii. 481, 963 n. o.
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from the sky1, and is described as a stone of sooty colour and black
substance, of small size, easily carried in the hand, and rough with
projecting angles2. The Romans in obedience to an oracle sought
and obtained possession of it (205 — 204 B.C.)3. Appian4 serves up
the traditional tale :

' Now at Rome certain direful signs sent by Zeus befell, and the Decemvirs
on consulting the Sibylline books declared that at Pessinous in Phrygia, where

SAl-yiAEVOTOSVS.CBfrO
P.AVDIA

FI

Fig. 725.

1 Appian. bell. Annib. 56, Herodian. i. n. i, Amm. Marc. 11. 9. 7.
2 Arnob. adv. nat. 7. 49 adlatum ex Phrygia nihil quidem aliud scribitur missum rege

ab Attalo nisi lapis quidatn non magnus, ferri manu hominis sine ulla impressione qui
posset, coloris furvi atque atri, angellis prominentibus inaequalis, ib. 7. 50 et quis hominum
credet terra sumptum lapidem, sensu agitabilem nullo, fuliginei coloris atque atri corporis,
Deurn fuisse Matrem? Id. ib. 6. n, 7. 50 speaks of it as silex. The interp. Serv. in Verg.
Aen. 7- 188 says acus Matris Deum (G. Thilo prints \aius matris deum with. cod. F).

3 Liv. 29. 10, 29. n, 29. 14, Ov. fast. 4. 255 ff., Strab. 567, Plin. nat. hist. 7. 120,
Sil. It. 17. i ff., Tert. apol. 25, Lact. div. inst. 2. 8, Anr. Viet, devir. ill. 46. i ff., loul.
or. 5 p. 207 f. Hertlein, Aug. de civ. Dei 3. 12, Amm. Marc. 22. 9. 5 f.

* Appian. bell. Annib. 56.
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the Phrygians worship the Mother of the gods, something would shortly fall
from heaven and must be brought to Rome. Not long afterwards news came
that the image had fallen, and to Rome it was brought. Indeed the day of its
arrival is still kept as a festival for the Mother of the gods. The story goes that
the ship bearing it stuck in the mud of the river Tiber and could by no means
be floated off until the soothsayers predicted that it would follow only if drawn
by a woman pure from intercourse with strangers. Claudia Quintia1, who had
been charged with adultery, but not yet tried, and on account of fast living was
thought a most likely culprit, vehemently called the gods to witness her
innocence and fastened her girdle to the hull. Thereupon the goddess followed,
and Claudia passed from the depth of infamy to the height of fame. But before
this affair of Claudia the Romans had been bidden by the Sibylline books to
transport the image from Phrygia by the hands of their best man. So they had
sent the man reckoned their best at the moment—Scipio Nasica, son of
Cn. Scipio who had been general in Iberia and had fallen there. Nasica was
cousin of the Scipio that had robbed the Carthaginians of their empire and first
earned the title Africanus. In this way the goddess was brought to Rome by
the best of their men and women.'

An altar of Luna marble dedicated to the Mother of the gods
by one Claudia Syntyche was found more than two centuries since
at the Marmorata on the Tiber-side and is now in the Capitoline
Museum2.' A relief'on the front face (fig. 725) shows the Vestal

1 Better Claudia Quinta, on whom see F. Munzer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii.
2899 no. 43,5.

2 L. Re—F. Mori Sculture del Museo Capitolino Roma 1806 i Atrio pi. 24, Muller—
Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 4. n f. pi. 63, 816 ( = my fig. 726), Stuart Jones Cat.

MATRIDEVMET NAVISALVIAE
S ALVIAE. VOTO SVSC E.PTO

CLAVDIA SfNTHTCHE

D D

Fig. 726.

Sculpt. Mus. Capit. Jfomep. 181 f. Sala delle Colombe no. 109 b pi. 43 (=my fig. 725),
W. Helbig Fiihrer durch die bffentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertiimer in J?oms

Leipzig 1912 i. 442 f. no. 798, H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig—
Erlangen 1926 ix—xi p. xix fig. 157, E. Strong Art in Ancient Rome London 1920 i. 43
with fig. 38. Height o'87m. On the right face, a pedum and cymbals; on the left face,
a Phrygian cap with lappets; on the back, pipes. The inscription is given in Orelli
Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 1905, Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 492 = 30777, Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel.
no. 4096 Matri deum et Navi Salviae | Salviae voto suscepto | Claudia Synthyche | d. d.
The second word Salviae is probably a mere case of dittography, though L. Bloch in
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Claudia standing statue-like1 on a plinth as she draws the ship by
her girdle. The sacred stone is not to be seen, unless we can
identify it with the small object on deck in front of the seated
goddess2.

Once received at Rome the black stone of Kybele was treated
with exceptional honours. A. Audin3 even contends that it was
regarded as a second Pallddion imported to replace the Trojan
original, whose protective power would not last beyond the fated
limit of a thousand years4. The stone was housed at first in the
temple of Victory on the Palatine5, and subsequently in a temple
of its own dedicated to the Magna Mater at the top of the Scalae

Philologus 1893 lii. 581 f. thought that it was a Greek freedwoman's indifferent Latin
for pro salute Navis Salviae.

A replica of this inscription, brought from Rome to Verona (no. 131), is given in
F. S. Maffei Museum Veronense Veronae 1749 p. xc no. i, Orelli Inscr. Lat.sel. no. 1906,
Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 493, Dessau Inscr. Laf. set. no. 4097 Navi Salviae | et Matri deu
d. d. | Claudia Sinty|[che]....

A third inscription, likewise found at Rome and relating to the same cult, is given
in Orelli Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 2403 ('Velitris'), Corp. inscr. Lat. vi no. 494, Wilmanns
Ex. inscr. Lat. no. 106, Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4098 Matri deum | et' Navf Sal vise
Q. Nunnius | Telephiis mag. | col. culto. eius | d. s. d. d. ( = mag(ister) col(legii) culto-
(rum) eius d(e) s(uo) d(onum) d(edit)).

Maffei supposed that Navisalviae was a single word designating the divinised Claudia
as ' Ship-saving' on account of her exploit. But Orelli with far greater probability took
Navi Salviae to mean 'the Ship Salvia,' associated in cult with the goddess whom she
carried. L. Bloch loc. cit. points out that a trireme in the praetorian fleet at Misenum was
actually called Salvia (E. Ferrero L'ordinamento delle armate romane Torino 1878 p. 29),
being presumably a namesake of Kybele's well-omened vessel. A ship built with timber
from the pine-woods of Mt Ide (Ov. fast. 4. 273 f.) was a fitting vehicle for the Mater
Idaea (supra ii. 950 n. o).

1 loul. or. 5 p. 209 Hertlein speaks of these miracles as KOIVJJ ptv virb Tr\fiffruv
iffTopioypd<j>ui> dvaypa<j>6fj.ei>a, au£6/j.fi>a 8£ Kal etrl xaX/cwj' eiKovuv 4v rrj Kpariffry Kal
0eo<t>i\ei 'P6/j.ri. A statue of Claudia in the vestibule of the temple of the Magna Mater on
the Palatine survived two conflagrations of that edifice, in rn B.C. and 3 A.D. (Val. Max.
i. 8. n, Tac. ann. 4. 64).

2 Not impossibly Claudia would be conceived as attaching her girdle to the sacred
stone of the goddess, much as the Ephesians at the time of Kroisos' invasion bound their
gates and walls by cords to the columns of Artemis' temple (Ail. var. hist. 3. 26), or as
Kylon and his men fastened a braided thread to the statue of Athena on the Akropolis at
Athens (Plout. v. Sol. 12). The object in each case was to maintain close contact with
the goddess. Cp. supra ii. 408 and perhaps ii. 657 figs. 591—593.

3 A. Audin 'Le Palladium de Rome' in the Rev. Arch. 1929 ii. 46—57 (a very
venturesome article).

4 Herakl. frag. 12 By water, 92 Diels ap. Plout. de Pyth. or. 6 S£/3uXX<x 5£ /j.atvo^vy
ffrdfJiaTt KO.O' 'HpdK\etTov dy£\affra Kal dKaXX&iriffra Kal dfjuHpiffra tpffeyyofttvi) xtX^wv erwc
QiKveiTM. rrj tpwvrj dia TOV 8e6v. Audin reckons that 1000 years from the fall of Troy
(i 184 B.C. ), when Kassandra the Trojan Sibyl announced the migration of her countrymen
to Rome, would expire in 184 B.C. The importation of the Mater Idaea in 205, at the
advice of the Sibylline books, might secure a new lease of life for the state!

6 Liv. 29. 14.
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Caci1. Here it remained for a good six hundred years, set in
silver2 to serve as the face of a statue8, the base of which is still to
be seen4. This black, guasi-human face, with its silver setting and
its rich jewellery, must indeed have presented a singular sight,
comparable with that of some black mediaeval Madonna5.

But its original form is imperfectly known. E. Beule6, followed

Fig. 727. Fig. 728.

Fig. 729. Fig. 730.

1 H. Jordan—C. Hiilsen Topographic der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3.
51 ff., H. Kiepert—C. Hiilsen Formae urbis Romae antiquae^ Berolini 1912 p. 25,
S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929
p. 324 f.

2 Prudent, peristeph. 10. 156 f. lapis nigellus evehendus essedo, | muliebris orisclausus
argento sedet.

3 Arnob. adv. nat. 7. 49 (after the passage cited supra p. 894 n. 2) et quern omnes
hodie ipso illo videmus in signo oris loco positum, indolatum et asperum et simulacro
faciem minus expressam simulatione praebentem.

M. Mayer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1525 thinks that the stone from Pessinous was
placed in the mouth of the statue; but he appears to be mistranslating the words of
Amobius.

The statue was still existing in the time of Theodosios the Great (378—395 A.D.), for
Serena his niece robbed it of its necklace (Zosim. 5. 38).

4 H. Jordan—C. Hiilsen op. cit. i. 3. 53 with pi. 2, k, S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby
op. cit. p. 325.

6 J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 313 n. i,
F. Piper Mythologie der christlichen Kunst Weimar 1847 i. 157, P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore
de France Paris 1907 iv. 120.

6 E. Beule Les monnaies d'Athenes Paris 1858 p. 317 ff. with fig. ( = my fig. 730:
Munich).

C. III. 57
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at first by B. V. Head1, made the interesting conjecture that it is
represented on new-style tetradrachms of
Athens bearing the names Kleophanes and
Epithetes (figs. 727—730)2. The magis-
trate's badge on these coins is an upright
conical stone with projections suggestive
of a face and seemingly with a kteis be-
neath it. Attached to its apex by a knot
is a fillet or covering, which hangs down
on either side' and recalls Damaskios'
description of the baitylos 'concealed in its
garments3.'

A possible parallel to the baitylos of
Kybele, set in silver and decked with a
necklace, may be found in a singular object
here published for the first time (pi. Ixvii
and fig. 731). It is, essentially, a neolithic
pounder (6^ inches high) of dull green
stone, which has been subsequently facetted
and inlaid with tin4. Since facetted axe-
hammers occur sporadically throughout
central Europe towards the end of the stone
age5, and since tin-inlay is frequent on the
contemporaneous pottery of the Swiss pile-
dwellings6, it may be inferred on technical
grounds that this pounder was decorated
c. 2000 B.C. Several of its features—green Fig- 731-

1 Head Hist, num.1 p. 324. But id. ib? p. 386 says merely : ' Conical stone (j3alrv\oi)
•with knotted taenia hanging over it. Date, shortly after Sulla's conquest ([J.] Sundwall
\Untersuchungen ilber die attischen Milnzen des neueren Stiles Helsingfors 1908] p. 114).'
And B. Pick in J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies d''Atkenes Munich 1923—1926 Index p. xi
is equally wow-committal: ' BF/TYLE, entoure des deux c6tes par une tenie.' Sir
G. Macdonald in Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 68 had hazarded the curious idea that 'hanging
down on either side, is a goatskin' [jSairvXos from jSalri)].

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. pp. Hi, 60 nos. 431 pi. 13. 2 ( = my fig. 7-27), 432,
433, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 68 f. nos. 145 (cp. my fig. 728), 146, J. N. Svoronos Les
monnaies d'Athenes Munich 1923—1926 pi. 73, 3 Berlin ( = my fig. 729), 4 A. Romanes,
5 Munich (cp. my fig. 730), 6 Glasgow, 7 Glasgow, 8 Athens. 3 Supra p. 888.

4 On submitting this implement to the Department of Mineralogy and Petrology in
the University of Cambridge, I received the following expert opinion from Dr F. C. Phillips
(Feb. 24, 1937): 'The metal is tin, with a small amount of antimony. The rock is some
kind of chloritic schist, much softer than nephrite, and easily worked and facetted.'

6 Forrer Rtallex. p. 332, J. Schlemm Worterbuch zur Vorgeschichte Berlin 1908
p. 139 f. figs, a—c., V. Gordon Childe The Danube in Prehistory Oxford 1929 pp. 146
fig. 90, 151 ff., 208, cp. O. Menghin Weltgeschichte der Steinzeit Wien 1931 p. 287 pi. 32,4.

6 R. Munro The Lake-Dwellings of Europe London 1890 pp. 42 with figs. 193, 6



Plate LXVII

A baitylos(?) from Ephesos,
now at Queens' College, Cambridge.

See page 898 ff. -with fig. 731.
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stone, surface facets, projecting bands and bosses—are seen again
in an axe-hammer from the second city of Troy1 and serve to
confirm the suggested date. Even the tin-inlay, though not itself
discovered at Troy, is at least postulated by the Homeric descrip-
tion of Achilles' shield2 and Asteropaios'corselet3. However, the
really remarkable thing about our pounder is the arrangement of
its decoration, which transforms the neolithic tool into a quasi-
human shape4. The head is surmounted by a conical tin cap,
secured by three tags or tenons of tin, any one of which might
suggest a nose. The shoulders are covered by a broad tin cape.
The waist is represented by a deep groove. Below this is a double
belt of tin. Lower down, the facetted surface looks like folds of
drapery encircled by a tin band, from which hang four pairs of tin
pendants symmetrically placed. Finally, at the foot, opposite each
pendant is a hole for the insertion of a stud, perhaps of amber or
vitreous paste. In short, we may venture to recognise a primitive
idol comparable with the bottle-shaped goddesses figured on coins
of Asia Minor (figs. 732—737)5. Now neolithic implements are

and 195, 13, 45 with fig. 193, 2, 58, 63, 68, 87, 96 with fig. 193, 4 and 5, 102, 529,
A. de Mortillet ' La decoration des poteries au moyen de lamelles d'etain dans les temps
prehistoriques et modernes ; in the Congres prehistorique de France 3° session Autun 1907
p. 796, G. Goury DHomme des Cites lacustres Paris 1931 i. 297 n. i.

1 W. Db'rpfeld Troja und Ilion Athens 1902 i. 374 f. fig. 323, supra ii. 6351".
2 / / .I8.564 f., 574.

 3 //. 23. 560 ff.
4 On 0U&7T1JJ the 'pestle' in relation to Gv&mjs the storm-god (?) see supra ii. 1022.
5 In ascending order of anthropomorphism we have e.g. Aphrodite Paphia on coins

of Kypros, Sardeis, and Pergamon (supra ii. 424 with figs. 325 f., 327, 328), Artemis (?)
on coins of Pogla in Pisidia (supra ii. 363 with figs. 259 f.), Artemis Ephesla on coins of
Ephesos etc. (supra ii. 408 n. o figs. 309—313, 566 f. fig. 462), Hera on coins of Samos
(supra i. 444^ figs. 313 f., iii. 645 fig. 446).

The additional examples here given are : (i) A bronze coin of Aspendos in Pamphylia,
struck by Gallienus, showing two images of Artemis (?) side by side under roofs
(E. Babelon Iwventaire sommaire de la collection Waddington Paris 1898 p. 180 no. 3263
pi. 7, 17 ( = my fig. 732) ACTT 6 NA[I] HIM). (2) A bronze coin of Myra in Lykia,
struck by Gordianus iii Pius, showing Artemis Eleuthlra (supra ii. 681 n. i) with her veil
(E. Babelon op. cit. p. 172 no. 3124 pi. 7, 5 (=my fig. 733) MYP €(ON). (3) A bronze
coin of Hypaipa in Lydia, struck by Trajan Decius, showing Artemis Anaitis with long
double chit6n and veil (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Lydia p. 119 no. 62 pi. 12, 13 ( = my
fig- 734) YnAITTHNnNeni CTP*AePMOAAOVand N 6 I K HN I).

Similar types seated, not standing, are: (4) Kore between corn-stalk and poppy on a
bronze coin of Sardeis in Lydia, struck by Caracalla (fig. 735 from a specimen of mine

e n i - r - C A A K A [ A ] V A IANO[VA]P[XAtB]-CAP and A l A N H N B - N e n -
KOPflN). (5) Kore between poppy and corn-stalk, with a corn-ear in her right hand,
on a bronze coin of Daldis in Lydia, struck by Tranquillina (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Lydia p. 72 no. 14 pi. 8, 6 ( = my fig. 736) eTTAAVPH<t>AI CTIHNOCAPX and
A • T • B • A A AAIANHN) . (6) Kore, closely draped, between corn-stalk and poppy,
on a bronze coin of Maionia in Lydia, issued in the time of Trajan Decius (fig. 737 from
a specimen of mine eTTIAVPATT<l>l ANOVAPXAMAI and ON HIM).

57—2
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often supposed to have fallen from the sky1. It is therefore
tempting to compare this humanised pounder with the ' Zeus-
fallen' image of Artemis Ephesia*. And all the more so, when we
learn that, by an impressive coincidence, the pounder actually came
from Ephesos3.

Fig. 732. Fig- 733- Fig- 734-

Fig, 735- Fig. 737-

(d) The stone of Elagabalos.

Akin to the stone of Kybele at Pessinous in Phrygia was the
stone of Elagabalos the god of Emesa in Syria4. This too was
a ' Zeus-fallen' stone, of large size, conical shape, and black colour.
It was marked with certain small projections and impressions;

1 Supra ii. 505 ff. 2 Supra ii. 963 n. o.
3 It was obtained by Sir William Ridgeway, through Mr H. Lawson of the consular

service at Smyrna, together with a miscellaneous lot of arrow-heads etc. from Ephesos.
Sir William acutely detected its true character and had intended some day to publish
it as a good example of an aniconic deity. On his death it was passed on to me by
Dr J. A. Venn, President of Queens', and Mrs Venn, Sir William's daughter, to whom
I am greatly indebted for this opportunity of publishing a relic of rare interest.

* On whom see F. Lenormant 'Sol Elagabalus' in the Revue de fhistoire des religions
1881 iii. 310—322, id. in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 529—531 with figs. 2617 f.,
E. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1229—1231 with the same two figs, ('der erste Teil
des Wortes ist jedenfalls das syrische el&h "Gott," der zweite wahrscheinlich gabal
"Berg," also "Berggott"), F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2219—2222
(' Man hat auch an El-gebal deus formans, deus creator gedacht (Revi l le La relig. sous
les Sev. 243 f.). Lenorman t setzte den zweiten Teil vielmehr mit dem babylonischen
Gibil in Zusammenhang und sah in E. einen Feuergott'), Wissowa Rel. Kult. Rom?
pp. 89 f., 365 f.
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and its worshippers regarded it as an unworked image of the Sun1.
The eagle, which on imperial coins of Emesa appears either upon
(fig. 738)2 or in front of the stone (fig. 739)3, seems to have been an

Fig- 738. Fig- 739- Fig. 74°.
1 Herodian. 5. 3. 4f. lep&t>To de avTol 6e$ ^Xt'y TOVTOV yap ol eirix&pioi. aefiovai, TTJ

(pwvy 'J*j\aiaydl3a\ov Ka\ovvTes. ve&s S£ avT$ fteyiffTOS KoreaKevaaTo avTov,
Xpvffty TToXXcf) Kal dpyvpq} KeKoafuriii.evo's \i0tav Te Tro\VTe\eia. BpijffKeveTai Se ov p.bvov TT/JOS

v, dXXa Kal ird^res ol yeiTvt&vres aarpdirai re Kal |8acrtXe?s
r<p Oeijj eKdarov TOV Irouj iro\VTe\i) avad'fjU.a.TO,. &ya\/j,a jj.ev o$v, uairep irap'
$ 'Pw/ua/ots, ovSev ^ffTtjKe •xtipoirolv)TOv, Beov Qepov eiK6va- XWos 6^ TIS Icrn

K&TwOev irepupep'/is, \rjyuv ts btyr-qTa- Kuvofides avT$ awna, /j.e\aivd re 17 xP°la-
aiirbv elvai aefjivoXoyovtriv, €%oxds Te rivas /3/>axe/as Kal TIJTTOVS dfiKvtiovaiv, elitbva

re r)\iov avepyaffTOV elvai 6£\ov<rtv, otiru ftXeirovres.

The solar character of the god is further attested by Dion Cass. 78. 31. i (ix. 410 Gary)
Kal ri Kal VTO TOV 'HX/ou, 8v 'T&\eydj3a\ov 4irtKa\ov(ri Kal [n,eyd\us BprtjaKetiovaiv, a\\<av Te
TLVWV fj.avTeiuv dvaireiadeis, lul. Capit. v. Macrin. 9. 2 quarum maiori filius erat Helio-
gabalus...nam Heliogabalum Foenices vocant solem, Avien. descr. orb. 1089 f. denique
flammicomo devoti pectora Soli | vitam agitant (sc. Emeseni). Hence the spelling 'HXio-
ydjSaXoy, Heliogabalus, Eliogabalus (F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2219),
the official Roman title invictus Sol Elagabalus (Wissowa Rel. Kult, Rom? p. 366 n. 2),
and such inscriptions as Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. nos. 4329 (Rome) aquila | Soli | Alagabalo |
lulius Balbillus, 4330 (Rome) Ti. lullo (sic) Balbillo | s. Sol. Elagabali, | Eudemon lib. |
patrono optimo, 4331 (Rome) Ti. lul. Balbillo sac. Solis, | Eutyches Augg. lib. ofici-
nator a statuis, amico | optimo. dedic. kal. Ian. P. Cornelio Anullino II | et M. Aufidio
Frontone cos. (=199 A.D.), no. 4332 (Brigetio in Illyricum) deo Soli Alagabal. Ammudati
(on which see the speculations of K. Tiimpel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1868 ff.),
mil. leg. I Ad(iutricis) bis p(iae) f(idelis) cons[tantis].... See also the inscriptions listed
by Ruggiero Dizion. epigr. ii. 2089. A bronze coin of Elagabalus commemorates HA1A
and TTV0IA at Emesa (Brit. Mus. Cat. Corns Galatia, etc. pp. Ixv, 240 no. 21).

2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Galatia, etc. p. 237 no. 6 pi. 27, 9 ( = my fig. 738) GM 1C
H NOON a bronze coin struck by Antoninus Pius. The star on the stone is probably one
of the marks noted by Herodian. 5.3. 5 (supra
p. 901 n. i). Gold and silver coins issued by
Elagabalus again show the stone ornamented
with stars (Cohen Monn. emp. rom.'* iv. 325 no.
16 fig. ( = my fig. 741) gold, Paris, no. 17 silver,
Vienna, no. 18 gold, G. de Ponton d'Amecourt,
Stevenson—Smith—Madden Diet. Rom. Coins
P- 357)- Cp. the star that appears in the field of Fig 741.
his coins (e.g. infra p. 902 fig. 743) and medallions (e.g. infra p. 904 fig. 745)-

3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Galatia, etc. pp. Ixivf., 239 no. 15 pi. 27, 12 ( = my fig. 739)
6MICHN KOAHN with ZK<t> (527 of Seleucid era=2i5 A.D.) a bronze coin struck
by Caracalla, showing the stone of Elagabalos at Emesa in a hexastyle temple with an
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attribute plastically rendered in gold1, and in any case is to be
viewed as the solar eagle of Syrian art2. It led the Romans to
equate Elagabalos with their own supreme deity lupiter3.

This stone of the Emesenes, as F. Cumont4 insists, was in all
probability an actual aerolite. It rose into sudden notoriety when
its youthful high priest, Varius Avitus Bassianus, through the
intrigues of his grandmother lulia Maesa was proclaimed emperor
by the troops in Syria (218 A.D.). He was saluted as Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus; but, since the Syrian priest identified himself
with his god, he was commonly called Elagabalus. On quitting
Emesa for Rome he took his stone with him. A temple, which
Marcus Aurelius had built for Faustina at the foot of Mount
Tauros, Elagabalus dedicated to his own godhead5. Wintering at
Nikomedeia, he appeared in public as a priest6 (figs. 742, 743)';
and before he reached Rome he sent a large picture of himself

Fig. 742. Fig- 743-

oblong (quid?) in its pediment. The stone is set on a base, protected by a balustrade,
with a wreath-bearing eagle before it and a parasol on either side of it. Bronze coins of
lulia Domna give the great altar at Emesa decorated with niches and sculpture (ib. p. 238
no. 9 pi. 27, 11, nos. 10—12. Fig. 740 is from a specimen of mine).

1 F. Studniczka in the Rom. Mitth. 1901 xvi. 275 f.
2 Supra i. 603 f. fig. 475, ii. 186, 431.
3 Spart. "V. Caracall. n. 7 Heliogabalus Antoninus sibi vel lovi Syrio vel Soli—

incertum id est—templum fecit, Lamprid. v. Heliogab. i. 5 fait autem Heliogabali vel
lovis vel Solis sacerdos, 17. 8 praeter aedem Heliogabali dei, quern Solem alii, alii
lovem dicunt.

* F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2219.
6 lul. Capit. v. M. Ant. philos. 26. 4ff., Spart. v. Caracall. 11.7 (.supra p. 902 n. 3).
6 Herodian. 5. 5. 3 f. 6 5£ 'A.VTWVIVOS dirdpas rrjs Suptas e\86v re es T^V T$iKop$deiw

f'XfLfUL^e, T?)J wpas TOV Orovs oCrws djratTo&njs. etdtus re 4£ff3a.KxetieTo, -ri\v re iepw<riVij»'
TOV eirixuplov Beov, rj ivTeOpavro, trepiepybrepov i^wpxftro, ax^fJLCL<T^ Te £<r0TJTos TroXureXe-
ardTOis xpii/wej/os, Sid, re iropfitipas xpvirov ixfida-paffi irepidepalois re /cai \f/e\tois Kotr/to^evoj,
es eI5os 5£ ridpar ffTe<j>dvr)v eViKei/i.ej'os XPvffV Ka^ XWou iroud\T)v nuLois. yv re avrip rb
ffxrjfia. /uera|ii &ou>lfffft)s lepas ffTO\ijs KC.I xXiS^s MTjStK-^s. K.T.X.

7 Cohen Monn. emp. rom.2 iv. 329 no. 58 fig. ( = my fig. 742) silver, Paris, 330
nos. 59—65, 350 no. 276 f., Stevenson—Smith—Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 356.
Fig. 743 is from a specimen of mine. The horn set on the ground behind Elagabalus
in fig. 742 suggests comparison with the horn set behind the Kabeiros on coins of
Thessalonike (supra i. 108 f. figs. 79, 80). H. Cohen loc. cit. p. 329 n. i remarks that
Elagabalus' head here and elsewhere is often surmounted by a horn-like projection, which
he believes to be Me symbole de la puissance.'
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officiating in front of the stone to be set up in the Senate-house
over the statue of Victory and duly worshipped by the Senators1.

At Rome Elagabalus erected two temples for his god, one on
the Palatine close to his own residence2, the other in some suburb
by way of summer quarters3. The exact position of both is
disputed4.

In the temple on the Palatine he surrounded the stone with the
most venerated objects of Roman cult, including the stone from
Pessinous5 and others of the like sanctity6. He even imported the
ancient image of Ourania from Carthage to be the consort of his

a Fig. 744.

stone, and thus celebrated a sacred marriage between the Sun and
the Moon7. A relic of this temple may be seen in a pilaster-cap of
Carrara marble, part of which was found in the excavations of
1870—1872 on the east side of the temple of Castor8, the rest in

1 Herodian. 5. 5. 6 f. 2 Lamprid. v. Heliogab. 3. 4. 3 Herodian. 5. 6. 6.
* A concise summary of the evidence is given by S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topo-

graphical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929 p. 199.
5 Lamprid. v. Heliogab. 3. 4 eique templum fecit, stud ens et Matris typum et Vestae

ignem et Palladium et ancilia et omnia Romanis veneranda in illud transferre templum et
id agens ne quis Romae deus nisi Heliogabalus coleretur, cp. ib. 6. 7 ff., 7. i.

6 Id. ib. 7. 5 lapides qui divi dicuntur ex proprio templo, < simulacrum (add, I. Ober-
dick. R. Unger cj. typum) > Dianae Laodiciae ex adyto suo, in quo id Orestes posuerat,
adferre voluit.

7 Dion Cass. 80. 12. i f . (ix. 460 Gary), Herodian. 5. 6. 3 ff.
8 G. Wissowa in the Ann. d. Inst. 1883 Iv. 164—167 pi. M (with additions id.

Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur romischen Religions- und Stadtgeschichte Miinchen 1904
PP- 73—77 with figs, (a), (b), (c)).
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1899 near the same spot1. The cap, a work of Septimian date,
shows (fig. 744, a, fr)z the conical stone set on a lion-footed stool,
which is covered with a fringed cloth. On the left stands Minerva
with aigis and helmet; on the right, Iuno(?). Both lay a hand
caressingly on the stone. The third person of the Capitoline triad,
lupiter, is identified with the stone itself and attested by the eagle
placed in front of it. The scene is completed by Victory sacrificing
a bull, behind which is Tellus with cornu copiae and child.

Once a year, at midsummer, the stone was taken from the
Palatine to the suburb temple. Elagabalus himself conducted it on
a chariot resplendent with gold and jewels3 (figs. 741 4, 745, 7466).
But these vagaries were terminated by his death in 222 A.D. The

Fig. 745- Fig. 746.

1 C. Huelsen in the Rom. Mitth. 1902 xvii. 67 n. i.
2 F. Studniczka 'Ein Pfeilercapitell auf dem Forum' in the Rom. Mitth. 1901 xvi.

273—282 pi. 12 (parts of which = my fig. 7440;, b), Mrs A. Strong Roman Sculpture from
Augustus to Constantine London 1907 p. 307 fif. pi. 94. The cap measures o-56m high and
broad, o'37m deep.

Studniczka loc. cit. thought that the block might have come from the temple on the
Palatine. Huelsen loc, cit. p. 67 would rather refer it to a small sacellum in the Forum.
A. von Domaszewski in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb. Akad. d. Wiss, Phil.-hist. Classe
1918 Abh. xiii. 150—153 held that the Palatine was full up and put the temple of
Elagabalos in Regie xi on the site of the temple of Dis Pater (Lamprid. v. Heliogab. i. 6
Heliogabalus a sacerdotio dei Heliogabali, cui templum Romae in eo loco constituit, in
quo prius aedes Orel fuit, quern e Suria secum advexit). E. Strong Art in Ancient Rome
London 1929 ii. 148 accepts the view that the capital came from the precinct of a large
temple on the north-east side of the Palatine—a temple erected by Elagabalus to house
the stone of Emesa and re-dedicated by his successor Severus Alexander to lupiter Ultor
(supra ii. 1102 n. 8 with figs. 940 and 941): but see the objections of S. B. Platner—
T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929 p. 307.

3 Herodian. 5. 6. 6ff. 4 Supra p. 901 n. 2.
5 Cp. a denarius at Berlin (J. Leipoldt Die Religionen in der Umwelt des Urchristen-

tums in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte ix—xi Leipzig—Erlangen 1926
p. xii fig. 92), a bronze medallion at Paris (Frohner Med. emp. rom. p. 167 fig., Cohen
Monn. emp. rom.2 iv. 325 f. no. 20 fig., Gnecchi Medagl. Rom. ii. 79 no. i pi. 98, i
(=my fig. 745) 'ritoccato') and Vienna (Gnecchi ib.), and a billon coin struck by
Elagabalus at Alexandreia in 221/2 A.D. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria etc. p. 194
no. 1520 pi. 25 ( = my fig. 746)).
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black stone was returned to Emesa1, and its cult at Rome by
degrees died out2.

At Emesa, however, the cult continued to flourish. The usurper
Uranius, whose full name was Lucius Julius Aurelius Sulpicius
Uranius Antoninus, issued not only bronze coins showing the
temple (fig. 747)* or the stone in the temple with its two parasols
and a lunar crescent in the gable (figs. 748, 749)*, and billon coins
showing the solar eagle with a wreath in its beak (fig. 750)5, but

Fig. 749. Fig. 750.

1 Dion Cass. 80. 21. 2 (ix. 478 Gary).
2 F. Lenormant in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 531, F. Cumont in Pauly—

Wissowa Recd-Enc. v. 2222.
3 W. Frohner 'Les monnaies d'Uranius Antoninus' in the Annuaire de la socitte

fran$aise de numismatique et d'archtologie Macon 1886 p. 194 no. 12 pi. 7, n (=my
fig. 747) Berlin. The date GH4> (565 of Seleucid era) = 253 A.D.

* Id. ib. p. 193f. no. ii pi. 7, 10 ( = myfig. 748) Paris, no. 10 pi. 7, 9 (=my fig. 749)
the bezel of an ancient ring formerly in the Charvet collection. The date CE^ = 253 A.D.

6 Id, ib. p. 192 f. no. 8 pi. 7, 7 (=my fig. 750) London (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Galatia, etc. p. 240 no. 22 pi. 28, i).
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also gold pieces giving us the processional type (fig. /Si)1 and—
best of all—a detailed representation of the stone itself (figs. 752,
753)2- It stands between parasols, clad in drapery, with a three-
pointed tiara above and a kteis below. The front is marked by

Fig- 751- Fig. 752.

Fig- 753-

three horizontal bands and three rows of points, the whole effect
being that of a guasi-face.

Uranius' domination was brief (248—253 A.D.). But a fresh fillip
was given to the cult, when Aurelian in 272 routed the forces of
Zenobia near Emesa and entered the town to pay his debt of
gratitude to its guardian god. After founding temples on the spot
and enriching them-with vast donations3 he returned to Rome in
273 and there built the famous temple of the Sun, whose porphyry
columns are still to be seen at Constantinople in the church of

1 Id. ib. p. 191 no. 4 pi. 7, 4 ( = my fig. 751) G. de Ponton d'Amecourt.
2 Id. ib. p. 189 f. no. i pi. 7, i ( = m? fig. 752) London ('Rapporte d'Orient par un

consul anglais, achete par Prosper Dupre et plus tard (1854) par Edouard Wigan, qui
1'offrit au Musee britannique'), Cohen Monn. emp. rom.^ iv. 503 no. i fig., F. Lenormant
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 644 fig. 738, ii. 529 fig. 2618, Stevenson—Smith-
Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 908 f. fig. My fig. 753 js from a fresh cast of the original,
kindly supplied by Mr H. Mattingly (scale \).

3 Vopisc. v, Aurelian. 25. i—6.
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Saint Sophia1. The Sun worshipped by Aurelian was in all
probability a fusion of several oriental Ba'alim, among whom not
the least in importance was Elagabalos2.

(e) The stone of Dousares.
Dousares3, the ancestral god of the Nabataean Arabs, was like-

wise represented by a black stone. Clement4 of Alexandreia says
simply: ' The Arabs used to worship their stone.' Our next witness,
Maximus Tyrius5, is more explicit: 'The Arabs worship I know
not whom; but their image I have seen—it was a square stone.'
A century later Arnobius6, who cannot claim to be an eye-witness,
calls it contemptuously 'a shapeless stone.' Finally Souidas7, draw-
ing from some unknown source, writes as follows:
'Theusares, that is the god Ares at Petra in Arabia. The god Ares is
worshipped by them, for him they honour above all others. The image is

a black stone, square and unshapen, four feet high by two feet broad. It is set
on a base of wrought gold. To this they offer sacrifice and for it they pour forth

the victims' blood, that being their form of libation. The whole building abounds
in gold, and there are dedications galore.'

The evidence of the texts is borne out by that of the coins. At
Adraa in the Haurdn imperial bronze pieces show a hemispherical
stone set on a cubical base (Arabic ka'baPi) or seat (Aramaean
motab\ which is approached by a flight of steps (figs. 754—756)8.

1 H. Jordan—C. Hlilsen Topographic der Stadt Rom in Alterthum Berlin 1907 i. 3.
453—456, S. B. Platner—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford
1929 pp. 491—493.

2 Fr. Richter in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 1146—1149.
3 A good account of Dousares is given by E. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1206 f.,

and a yet better one by F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 1865—1867.
T. Noldeke in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i. 663,
665 is more sketchy.

* Clem. Al. protr. 4. 46. 2 p. 35, 14 f. TTtiXcu p.£v oftv ol SKi)0<u TOV a,Kiva.Ki}v, oi"Apa|8es
rbv \i6ov, ol Hfpaai TOV irora/jiov Trpoffeivuvovv. K.T.\.

5 Max. Tyr. 8. S'A/od/Stoi o-tfiovffi/ntv, ovriva 5e otf/c olda- TO 5£ &ya\/j.a elSov, \i6os rfv
TfTpdywvos.

6 Arnob. adv. nat. 6. 11 ridetis temporibus priscis Persas fluvios coluisse, memoralia
ut indicant scripta, informem Arabas lapidem, acinacem Scythiae nationes, etc.

7 Souid. s.v. Geiij "Apys • rour^rrt 6e6s "Apr)s, £v Htrpa TTJS 'Apafiias. o^/Serai 8£ 0ebs
"Aprjs trap' avTOis- TOvSe yap pdXurra TI/J.U<TI. TO d£ aya\/j,a \L0os tffTi ^Xas, T€Tpdyuvos,
aTfauTos, tf^os iroouv Teffffdpui', eSpos Svo- dvdKeiTai 6£ eiri fidffeus xPva"n^arov" TotiTy
Btiovai, Kal TO afyta TUV lepeltav irpox^ovfft • ical ToOr6 effTiv aurots ^ o"irovd^. 6 8£ olicos airas
effTl TroX^pveros, Kal dvaO^uara Tro\\d.

8 R. Dussaud Notes de mythologie syrienne Paris 1905 p. 168 with fig. 37 ( = my
fig. 754) M. Aurelius AOYCAPHC 060CAAPAH[NO)N] and the date E0(?)
(69 of the era used in the Roman province of Arabia = 174/5 A. D.), ib. p. i68f. fig. 38
( = my fig. 755) Gallienus, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Arabia etc. pp. xxiii, 15 pi. 3, 5 (=my
% 756) Gallienus with date PN (150 of the Arabian era= 255/6 A.D.), S. A. Cook The
Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology London 1930 p. 25 pi. 33, 3.
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At Bostra other pieces represent a triad of stones, surmounted by
flat disks (? shew-bread) and again put on a plinth or platform
reached by steps (figs. 757—76O)1. At Charachmoba a unique coin
of Elagabalus has a figure seated before an erection, on which is

Fig- 754-

Fig. 755- Fig. 756.

Fig. 759- Fig. 760. Fig. 761- Fig. 762.

1 F. De Saulcy Numismatique de la terre sainte Paris 1874 P- 37° P^ 2 I > I2 (=niy
%• 757) Herennius Etnjscus and Valens Hostilianus [- - -]ADVCARIACOLMeT[- - -],
R. Dussaud Notes de mythologie syrienne Paris 1905 p. 1691". fig. 39 ( = my fig. 758)
Trajan Decius ACTIADVSA[RIACOLME]TRBOSTR6NORVM, C. R. Morey in the
Rev. Num. iv Serie 1911 xv. 73 f. pi. 3, 2 Elagabalus AOV... 06... (?) and pi. 3, 3
Herennius Etruscus and Valens Hostilianus, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Arabia etc. pp. xxviif.,
26 no. 48 pi. 4, 12 ( = my fig. 759) Trajan Decius and Herennius Etruscus ACTIA
DVSAR[IACOLM€TRB]OSTRe NORVM and p. xxvii n. 3 pi. 49, 14 (=my
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a pile or pillar between two smaller stones (fig. 761 )1. All these
are best interpreted as stones of Dousares2, and it has been well
suggested that on a coin of Petra struck by Severus the object
held in the hand of the city-goddess is none other than Dousares'
sacred pillar (fig. 762)3.

Dussaud* remarks that the same triad of stones is to be seen
on other Nabataean monuments. Thus at el- Umtcfiyyeh, some hours

Fig. 764. Fig. 765. Fig. 766.

south-west of Bostra, the lintel spanning the main gate of an
ancient pagan temple shows in relief the three stones on their
stepped base with altars right and left, all visible between the
pillars of a long arcade (fig. 763), while at Meddin Sdlih (el-Hejr)

fig. 760) Elagabalus AOY with OC (probably for 0e[OC]), S. A. Cook op. cit. p. 25
pl- 33' 4-

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Arabia etc. pp. xxxi, 27 no. 3 (my fig. 761 is from a cast)
XAPAKM[W...]-

2 See Sir G. F. Hill ib. pp. xxiii, xxvii f., xxxi.
3 Id. ib. p. xxxviii n. 2 pl. 49, 21 ( = my fig. 762) A A P I A N H T T E T PAMHTPO-

TTOAIC.
4 R. Dussaud Notes de mythologie syrienne Paris 1905 p. 173 f. fig. 41 ( = my fig. 763).
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rock-cut niches adjoining the hewn chamber called el-Diwdn offer
similar groups of sacred stones (figs. 764—766) \ Such triads of
stones, massebhdth, are indeed wide-spread throughout the Semitic
world2 and presumably stand in some relation to the 'asherim*—
tree-stems or sacred posts frequently figured in Cypriote art4.
Possibly the plurality of the 'ashertm led to the pluralisation of the
massebhoth. But the problem is a complex one and still awaits
solution5.

1 C. M. Doughty Travels in Arabia Desertd* London 1921 i. 120 figs, i—3 ( = my
figs. 764—766).

2 See e.g. S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology
London 1930 p. 24 pi. 6, 2.

3 L. B. Paton in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1910
iii. i86a-b, G. L. Robinson ib. 1913 vi. 678b—679% D. M. Kay ib. 1915 viii. 487a~b,
T. Davidson ib. 1918 x. 5ia~b, G. A. Barton ib. 1918 x. 92b—94b, A. Alt in Ebert
Reallex. i. 235 f., W. Robertson Smith Lectures on the Religion of the Semites* London
1927 p. 187 ff. with the comments of S. A. Cook ib. p. 560 ff.

* Ohnefalsch-Richter Kypros pp. 172 ff., 410 pi. 69.
5 The analogy of Woodhenge and Stonehenge in the west suggests that the sacred

tree or trees were genetically prior to the standing stone or stones. It seems not unreason-
able to suppose that a tree, which in time became a leafless tree or bare trunk (e.g. supra
ii. 681 figs. 621—624), might be conventionalised into a post or pole (supra ii. 157 n. i).
And, since any object of timber ultimately decays, it might—like the wooden columns of
the oldest Greek architecture—be replaced by the substitution of a permanent stone pillar
(supra ii. 56 ff.). If so, the earlier forms would of course continue to subsist alongside
of their later equivalents. Some such evolution has in fact already been indicated and
exemplified (supra ii. 149).

Nevertheless this pedigree remains, in part at least, conjectural. Confining ourselves
to verifiable facts, we might conclude with A. Lods La croyance & la vie future et le culte
des marts dans I'antiquite isratlite Paris 1906 p. 201 f. : 'nous avons la preuve que la
massebdh servait a un veritable culte des morts II serait pourtant possible aussi que, au
temps de David, on regardat la massebdk funeraire comme destinee simplement &perpetuer
le souvenir du defunt—Mais, meme dans ce cas, la stele n'etait pas un simple aide-
memoire pour les vivants; c'etait une sorte d'incarnation du defunt lui-meme, lui
permettant de "faire figure parmi les vivants" [F. M. J. Lagrange Etudes sur les religions
sdmitiques^ Paris 1905 p. 199] La massebdh a done, au fond, le meme sens lorsqu'elle
est dressee sur une tombe et lorsqu'elle est erigee dans un sanctuaire; elle est le corps, la
demeure d'un esprit.' Id. Israel from its Beginnings to the Middle of the Eighth Century
trans. S. H. Hooke London 1932 pp. 87 f. with pi. 5, i and 2, 94 f., 116 n. 2, 227,
258—263 (' the most probable explanation seems to be that advanced by Robertson
Smith: the purpose of the sacred stone was to provide the god who had manifested
himself in a particular place, with an abode, a body, and to enable the worshippers to
establish permanent relations with him. The reason why a stone was selected for this
purpose was because it was the most suitable object to receive the sacrificial blood').
As such, the massebhdth had a long history, not to say pre-history, behind them; for,
whether they marked a sepulchre or a sanctuary, they cannot be separated from the
megalithic erections of Palestine and Syria, and so take us back through the Bronze Age
to Neolithic times (see now P. Thomsen in Ebert Reallex. viii. 106—115 pis. 34—37 and
especially id. ib. pp. 139—143 pi. 44).

At a late stage in their evolution they began, like the standing stones of Sardinia
or the menhirs-sculpte's of France, Siebenbiirgen, etc., to be shaped into yuasz-humnn
form—witness a curious block of grey, polished, stone (height o'74m) found in 1922 on
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Souidas' attempt to explain Dousares as a form of Ares1 is, of
course, a piece of puerile etymology, though Cumont2 may be
right in thinking that the same whimsy gave rise to the genitive
Dousdreos found earlier in inscriptions3. When viticulture was
introduced into Arabia, Dousares as principal god of the country
may have taken it under his protection: Isidores of Charax on the
Tigris, a geographer of s. i A.D.4, made Dousares a Nabataean name

a Fig. 767. b

the 'niveau syro-phenicien' at Laodikeia ad Libanum (QadesK) and regarded by the
finder, not as an unfinished statue, but as the schematic figure of a bearded deity
(M. Pezard Qadesh, mission archtologique a Tell Nebi Mend 1921—1922 (Haut-commis-
sariat de la Republique fra^aise en Syrie et au Liban. Service des antiquites et des
beaux-arts. Bibliotheque archeologique et historique T. xv) Paris 1931 p. 40 f. pi. 29
fig. i (=my fig. 767, a, b)}.

1 Supra p. 907. 2 F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 1867.
3 Lebas—Waddington Asie Mineure iii nos. 2023 (M/?lah-es-Sarrar} ^(£705 Xaipov \

lepevs Oeov Aov\ffdpeos fTrorjae \ rbv fita^bv CK r G>v Idicw £rei vO' (59 of the Arabian era
= 164/5 A.D.), 2312 (Soueida, Soada) [ ]a0os M[-•] | [• • • • lepevs Ao]v<rdpeos
8e[ov] | [ ]er aviK^rov \ [av£ffTt]]ffev.

F. H. Weissbach in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 2064 ff.
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for Dionysos1. The same native god was perhaps Hellenized as
Zeus Epikdrpios at Bostra2, for a Nabataean vizier is known to
have erected a votive offering to Zeus Dousares Soter(f) at Miletos3.
A solar aspect of the god has also been deduced from the occurrence
of Helios' epithet Aniketos in connexion with him4.

As regards the ritual of Dousares, apart from Souidas5 our sole
informant is Epiphanios6, bishop of Constantia in Kypros. This

1 Hesych. s.v. AovffdpTjv Tbv Ai6vv<rov. NajSarcuoi. ws <pi)<nv 'I<rld<apos.
2 Lebas—Waddington Asie Mineure iii no. 1907 (Bostra, in the first half of s. ii A.D.)

[eVc irpovolas - - -] | $p6[vT]uvos TOV Kvpiov rpye/w.oj'os, | ^ ir6\is '^TriKO-pirltf Ail rbv fiwubv \
IdpvffaTo, eiri 2aj3elvov 'AupeiXiov \ irpoeSpov TO j3' Kal <rvvapx6vTuv. On Zeus 'ETrt/cdpTrtos
see supra i. 236 n. 10, ii. 260 n. o, 1065, 1177 n. 2, 1186 and Hesych. s.v. ' J&iriKdpTrios •
Zei)s ev Evfioiq. Cumont loc. cit. p. 1867 says: 'Ob mit dem Zeus eiriKdpirios von Bostra...
auch D[usares] gemeint ist, muss dahingestellt bleiben.'

3 Supra ii. 317 n. 2.
4 Supra p. 911 n. 3. See also supra i. 193 n. I.
Another form of Zeus recognised at Bostra was Zeus Anitnon, who appears on the

coins sometimes with a solar disk on his head (e.g. F. De Saulcy Numismatique de la
terre sainte Paris 1874 p. 368 pi. 21, 9 ( = my fig. 768) lulia Mamaea COLONIA
BOSTRA) as on a coin of Alexandreia (supra i. 360 fig. 276), sometimes with a kdlathos

Fig. 768. Fig. 769.

(R. Dussaud Notes de mythologie syrienne Paris 1905 p. 179 f. fig. 42 ( = my fig. 769)
Philippus Senior COLMETRO POLISBOSTRA) as in another Alexandrian type
(supra i. 361 fig. 277). Dussaud asks: 'Ne serait-ce pas Dusares ayant emprunte les
traits de Jupiter Ammon?'

Sun-worship pure and simple is attested for the Nabataeans by Strab. 784 yXiov
rifiuffiv iirl TOV Sw/uaroj ISpvffd/JLevoi jSufibv, ffir&dovres Iv cArtf KaO rjfUpav /cal Xi/Sapw-
rl^ovres.

5 Supra p. 907.
6 Epiphan. j>anar. haeres. 51. 22. 9—ii vpurrov fj.£v iv 'A\e%avdpela iv rip

< o{) > rw Ka.\ovfj.ti><{> • j/adj d£ effri fj.£yiffTos TovrtffTiv rb rt/j.fvos rrjs K6pi7S. oXryi' y&p
dypwirv/)ffa.i>Tes ev qafMtrl Tiffi Kai a^Xotj r$ eiSiJiXtf q.8ovres Kal iravvvxiSa

s fiera rty TU>V d\€Krpv6j'<av /cXa'yyrjj' Kar^p^ovrai Xa/AiraSriepdpot. els at)Kbv riva
uov Kal dva.(pepovai %ba.vbv TI %6\ivov <.ev> <popdu Ka6e£6(Jievoi> yvp.vbv, e\ov <r<ppayidd

Tiva ffravpov eirl TOV fieTtbirov Sidxpvffov Kal 4irl rats e/car^patj xePfflv $XXaj Si)o Toiw&Tas
<r<ppayidas Kal eir' afiTois TOIS dvffl yovdTOis aXXas 5i5o, 6/u.oO de [TCIs] irevTe <r<f>payidas dirb
Xpvffov TeTVTTtiinevas Kal irepupepovviv afrrb rb %ba.vov eirTdicis KVK\<bffavTes Tbv fteffalTaTOV
vabv /nerd a.v\G>v Kal TVfj,irdvwv Kal tifnvuv Kal Kta/j.da'avTes Ka/raipepovffiv aiiTb av6is els TOV
viroyatov TOITOV. epwriijuevoi. de OTI T( effTi TOVTO Tb (jivffT7)ptov airoKplvovTai Kal \eyovviv OTI

TTJ upa ffri/j.epov if K6pr; (rovreaTiv •q irap0£vos) eyevvriae Tbv Alwva.
TOVTO de Kal ev IleTpa TTJ ir6Xei (/u.7jTp67roXts d£ effTi TTJS 'Apafttas, ^TLS IffTiv '
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prelate in a noteworthy passage of his pandrion, ' A Medicine-chest
to cure all Heresies ' (374 — 378 A.D.1), is concerned to record pagan
parallels to the Christian Epiphany2 as celebrated on the night of
January 5 to 6:

' First at Alexandreia in the Koreion as they call it — a very large temple, the
precinct of Kore3. All night long they keep vigil, chanting to their idol with
songs and flutes. The nocturnal service over, at cock-crow torch-bearers go
down into an underground chamber and bring up a wooden image, sitting naked
on a litter, with the imprint of a golden cross on its forehead, two similar
imprints on its hands, and other two on its knees, all told, five golden marks
impressed upon it. They carry the image itself seven times round the central
part of the temple with flutes, timbrels, and hymns. And after the procession
they bring it down again to its underground quarters. If asked what they mean
by this mystery, they make answer : " This day and hour Kore (that is, the
Virgin) has given birth to AionV

ej» rats 7pa0ais yeypafj.fj.4vri) & TV fKeicre etSwXety oCrws yiveTOi, Kal 'ApajSi/c?;
ei~vfj.vovffi rty irapBevov, Ka\ovvres atrrjv 'Apafiurrl Xaa/xoC rovTeffriv K6pi)v etr' o$v irapOevov
Kal rbv e% atrijs yeyevvijuevov Aouerdpijp TOUT^OTIJ' fiovoyevij TOV deaTTOTOV.

TOVTO 8e Kal ev "EXotfcnj yiverai ry iriXet «ar' eKeivt}v rty vtiura, (is ticei ev rrj Htrpa Kal
ev ' A\e£avdpela.

1 A. Julicher in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 193 (374 — 377 A.D.), W. Christ
Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Munchen 1924 ii. 2. 1448 (374 — 378 A.D.).

2 K. Holl 'Der Ursprung des Epiphanienfestes' in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss.
Berlin Phil.-hist. Classe 1917 p. 402 ff. with the observations of F. Boll in the Archiv f.
Rel. 1916 — 1919 xix. 190 f.

3 O. Puchstein in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 1387.
* For Aion at Alexandreia K. Holl adloc. cp. a billon coin of Antoninus Pius issued

there in 138/9 A.D. {Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 459 no. 404 pi. 87, 27)
and in 144/5 A.D. (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria etc. p. 117
no. 1004 pi- 26. Fig. 77015 from a specimen of mine): other
examples of both issues are listed by J. G. Milne Catalogue of
Alexandrian Coins Oxford 1933 p. 40 nos. 1600 — 1604 and p. 42
nos. 1734 — 1737. Holl also quotes Hippol. ref. haeres. 5. 8
pp. 164, 166 Duncker — Schneidewin Ka.B6.irep atrbs d iepo<j>dvTr]s,
OVK diroKeKou/jitvos fj.ev, ws 6 "Arris, eivovxiffn&os 8£ did Kuvelov Kal
iraffav TrapriT7i/j.fros ryv ffapKiK-qv yfreffiv, WKrbs ev 'EXeuoii'i inrt> „.
iroXXy Trvpl reXuv rd fj.eyd\a Kal appyra uvar^pia ^09 Kal Keicpaye
\tyuv 'lepbv ZreKe irbrvia, KOVOOV Bpt/xw Bpt/toj',' rovreffnv la"xvpd Ivxypbv ____ aCrij ^dp
effriv rj irapOtvos f] Iv yaffrpl t^owa Kal <Tv\\a/j.j3di>ovffa Kal rlKTOvcra vl6v, oi> \j/vx<.Kt>v , 06
<r<i)/j.aTiK6v, dXXd paKdpiov Aluva Ai(in>tai>, Lyd. de mens. 4. i p. 64, 6 ff. Wiinsch (cited
supra ii. 337 nn. i and 2), Souid. s.v. 'Hpafovcos (of Egypt, a neo-Platonic connoisseur of
deities, under Zenon emperor of the east (474— 491 A.D. ))•... O£)TW Sieyvu TO apprjrov
aya\(j.a TOV Aluvos virb TOV Oeov Karex6/J.evov, Sv ' A\e£av8peis eriurja'av, *0<ripu> ovra Kal
*A8uviv ouov Kara uvyTiKr/v c&s dXijtfws <pdvai OeoKpaffiav, and an inscription of the
Augustan age from Eleusis (Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 1125 E6tVros
AtfXou v[lbs] | eirolei Kal dve6i)K€ \ <ri>v d8e\(pois ASXui Kal S^frwi | Aiuva \ eis Kpdros '
Kal dia/Aovrjv \ fJLVffrripiuv. \ Aluv b a&rbs ev rots avrois alel \ (ftiiffei Beiai p.evwv K6fffJ.os re
e?s | Kara rd airrd, OTTOIOS effri Kal fy | Kal effrai, dpxty f-ecrdrriTa T^Xos | O&K Zxwv, ^era-
/SoXiJs dufTOXos, \ Oeias tpfoeus epydrrjs alwviov irdvra, on which remarkable outburst of
philosophic praise see O. Weinreich 'Aion in Eleusis' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1916 — 1919
xix. 174 — 190). As to the five golden crosses imprinted on Aion, Weinreich loc, cit.

C. III. 58
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Again, at Petra (the metropolis of Arabia, that is the Edom mentioned in
the Scriptures) in the idol-house there the same thing takes place. They hymn
the Virgin in the speech of Arabia, calling her in Arabic Chaamou1^ that is

p. 187 n. 2 approves a suggestion of F. Boll, that they represented the five ' Lebenssterne'
of the Egyptians, i.e. the five planets, but also cites the oracle given by Ammon to
Alexander (Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 6. 178 from pseudo-Kallisth. i. 33. 2 w /SowiXeC
«roi> <t>o{/3os 6 juij\6/cepws ayopetiei- \ et ye 0£\eis cuwcrtc ayripaTOuri veafav, \ Kri£e ir6\tv

irfpL(f>rjfj,ov <virtp Tlpurrjida vijffov, > \ ys TrpoKaffrjT' <A.iu>v> H\OVTU>VIOS <afrrds> dvdff-
ffiav | TrevTa\6<f>ois Kopv<paiffiv arepnovo. K&fffj-ov e\lfffftav).

See further C. Lackeit Aion, Zeit und Ewigkeit in Sprache und Religion der Griechen
I. Teil: Sprache Kb'nigsberg 1916, II. Teil: Religion ('im Erscheinen'), id. in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl. iii. 64—68, H. Junker ' Uber iranische Quellen der hellen-
istischen Aionvorstellung' in the Bibliothek Warburg. Vortrdge 1921—1922 p. 125 ff.,
E. Norden Die Geburt des Kindes Leipzig—Berlin 1924 p. 24 ff., L. Troje 'Die Geburt
des Aion—ein altes Mysterium' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1923—1924 xxii. 87—116, O. Kern
'Plutos in Alexandreia' ib, p. 199 f., M. Zepf 'Der Gott Ai&v in der hellenistischen
Theologie' ib. 1927 xxv. 225—244, F. Cumont in the Comptes rendus de FAcad. des inscr.
et belles-lettres 1928 p. 274 ff., J. Scheftelowitz 'Die Zeit als Schicksalsgottheit in der
indischen und iranischen Religion (Kala und Zruvan)' in the Beitrdge zur indischen
Sprachwissenschaft und Religionsgeschichte 1929 iv. i—58.

These lucubrations tend to show that the Hellenistic cult of Aion was a semi-
philosophical synthesis of several elements, all derived from the near east—the Chaldaean
connexion of eternity with astrology; the old Persian god Zervan, underlying the later
Mithraic Kronos or Aion (supra ii. 1053); the Phoenician Oulomos 'Eternity' (supra ii.
1037), and Aion the human son of Baaut 'Night' and Kolpias 'Wind' (supra i. 191);
the Egyptian Heh, god of Eternity, who as Aion came to be equated with Osiris and
Adonis, and appears not only as a sun-god (Osiris) but even as a moon-goddess (Isis);
and finally the Gnostic series of Aiones, whose supreme summation was the absolute
Aion. In short, it would appear that the cult of Aion was the product of a comprehensive
religious movement, which in some ways recalls the all-embracing ontology of Neo-
Platonism.

1 The text of Epiphanios, here dependent on a single manuscript (Marcianus 125)
reads Xaa/toO, which is kept by both K. W. Dindorf and K. Holl. The latter cites in
support B. Moritz 'Der Sinaikult in heidnischer Zeit' in the Abh. d. gott. Gesellsch. d.
Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1916 Abh. ii. 18, who records numerous inscriptions with such
names as Xaapov, Xact/t/wj, Xaa/u^ovs, Xaa^w, Xcua/tos, etc.

But E. Meyer in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1206 would read XaajSoO, adding '...dagegen
bedeutet Ka'abu allerdings eine bliihende Jungfrau; dabei ist...der Nachdruck nicht auf
die Jungfraulichkeit, sondern auf die strotzende Fiille zu legen. Ob diese Mutter des
Dusares mit dem in Mekka verehrten. Steinklotze, der Ka'aba, an die sich bekanntlich
auch die Verehrung mehrerer Gottinnen, der Allat, der ' Uzza und der Manat, anschloss
(Qoran 53, 19 f.), identisch oder nahe verwandt ist, muss bei dem ganzlichen Mangel
genauer Nachrichten dahingestellt bleiben.'

F. Cumont, too, in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 1866 writes: 'Dieses Baetylion,
das als jungfrauliche Mutter des Gottes angesehen wurde, wie die Petra genitrix der
Mithrasmysterien, war Xad/Sou genannt, d. h. wohl "12JJD " der Wiirfel." '

R. Eisler in the Archiv f. Rel. 1912 xv. 630 prints Xaa/3oO and notes: 'der hs.
Lautbestand Xaa/uoO entspricht der bekannten, auch im Babylonischen nachweisbaren
Aussprache von m wiew; ...das -ou ist die im Nabataischen auch fur Feminina ubliche
Endung auf 1; zum Namen selbst, dessen Identitat mit der altmekkanischen "Ka'aba"
bekannt ist, sowie iiber seine Doppelbedeutung "Wiirfel" und "Jungfrau," wortlich
' " Madchen mit reifer, voller Brust," ' vgl. Blochet, Le culte d'1 Aphrodite Anahita chez Its
Arabes du Paganisme, Revue de linguistique xxxv 1902, p. 5 ff. und Eisler, Philol.
LXVIII, p. 121 ff.'
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" Kore " or " Virgin," and her offspring Dousdres, that is " Only-begotten of the
Lord1."

In the town of Elousa2 also the same thing takes place that night as happens
there in Petra and at Alexandreia3.'

1 The derivation of Aou<ra/)7?s is disputed. The name is commonly interpreted as DM,
'Lord' ( = north Semitic Ba'al), of Shard, a place-name. This might be one of several
localities (J. Wellhausen Reste arabischen Heidentums* Berlin 1897 p. 51), but was
probably a mountain-range in Arabia (cp. Steph. Byz. Aoi/cra/o^- (T/c<57reXos /cat nopvcftr)

'ApajSias. e'ipt)To.i 8t dirb TOV Aovcrdpov. Oebs dt ovros irapa "Apaif/tv Kal
Ti/jubfj-evos. ol oiKowres Aova'aprivoi, &s Aaxaprivol)—the scriptural 'mount

Seir' (Smith Diet. Geogr. ii. 952). G. Dalman Petra und seine Felsheiligtiimer Leipzig
1908 i. 49 hazards a Sumerian etymology Dii-sar-ra —' Allbesieger.' In any case the
notion that Aovcrdpys meant novoyevris TOV SeairbTov is absurd.

2 Elousa (Halasd) was a town in Idumaea, 71 miles from Jerusalem (I. Benzinger
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2457). The local cult is mentioned incidentally by
Hieron. z/. Hilarion. 25 (xxiii. 42 B—c Migne) vadens (sc. St Hilarion) in desertum Cades
ad unum de discipulis suis visendum, cum infinite agmine monachorum pervenit Elusam
eo forte die, quo anniversaria solemnitas omnem oppidi populum in templum Veneris
congregaverat. colunt autem illam ob Luciferum, cuius cultui Saracenorum natio dedita
est—quos ille blande humiliterque suscipiens, obsecrabat ut Deum magis quam lapides
colerent.' R. Eisler in the Archiv f. Rel. 1912 xv. 630 n. o comments ' SapaioivoL von
srk " Morgenstern " wie 'Ayapyvoi von hagar " Stein." '

On the ancient Arabian worship of the Morning Star see also lo. Damask, de haeres.
101 (xciv. 764 A—B Migne) o5rot ^v oSv (sc. ol SapaKrjvol) elduXoXarpififfavTes KOI irpoff-
KvifTr/cravTes T<£ euff(p6pt^ acrrpip /cat ry 'A<ppoSlrri, rjv Si] Kal Xa/3a/> (v.l. Xapep) rrj tavruv
eir<av6/ji:acrai> y\w<rcry, oirep enj/mt'cei peydX-ri, Gutberlethus cap. i (e Catechesi Saracen-
orum: quoted by Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 1227) di>a6e/j,aTL£u TOVS irpofficvvovvTa.* r£
'Eucr<p6p<{} Kal TTJ 'A^podiry, -fjv KCLTO. rty 'Apd^ui' yXwffcrav Xdj3ap Xtyovcriv, oirep ^crrt
fAtydXr) (parallels infra p. 917 n. 7), Bartholomaeus Edess. (s. ixA.D.) confut. Agaren.
p. 307 Le Moyne (civ. 1385 c Migne) 6i> oi "Apapes So/cijuctfere, <6v> ro eiacr(j>6pov
affTpov, Zefitb 'A(ppodiTt) (sic) Kp6vov /cot 'Ka/j.ap \tyere. The cult is further discussed by
W. Robertson Smith Lectures on the Religion of the Semites* London 1927 pp. 56 n. 3,
281 ff., T. Noldeke in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1908
i. 665b, cp. S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology
London 1930 p. 218 n. 3.

3 Cp. Kosmas of Jerusalem (s. viii A.D.) commentarii in Sancti Gregorii Nazianzeni
carmina 52 (xxxviii. 464 Migne) ra^rr/v (sc. Christmas) yyov &c?raXai 5£ rty riptpav eopr-rjv

s, Kaff fp> treXovvro Kara TO neffovtiKTiov, fr ddisrois Tiffiv VTreiffepx^^voi., Sdev
i-Kpai;ov ''H irapfffros Zreifev, aflfci ^>ais.' radrriv 'Eirupdvios 6 jjityas TTJS Kvirpiuv

iepefo <fn}ffi rrjv eoprijv Kal ^appaKrjvovs ayfiv rfj irap avr&v (re|3o^^j'7j 'AQpodlrri, rjv 5rj
Xa/ta/>a TJ) avr&v irpo<rayopeijov<ri yXdirry. Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 1227 n. z quotes a
slightly different version from T. Gaisford Catalogus sive notitia manuscriptorum qui a
eel. E. D. Clarke comparati in Bibliotheca Bodleiana adservant.ur Oxonii 1812 i. 43
rwari\v <rr)v> eoprrjv "EXXijves r/yov eTijffiav i-Kira\ai Ka6' yv M'xO'n Xptcrr
<t>wrov KoXovvTes. €T€\OWTO Si Kara TO fjieffov^KTiov aStirois iiireio~epx6/j.ei>oi, 86ev
fapafov ''H Trapfftvos ^TCKSV o(5fet 0ws.' Tai>Ti]v, us 'Eiri<f>dvios ypd<pei,
Kal "2apaKt)i>ol irdXai TT]V Trap' avrois ffe^ofj^vrjv TinuvTes 'A<ppoSiTriv, yv Si) Xa/3etpa (sic
without accent) T% afauiv irpoffayope>uova<. yXwffo-g. F. Boll in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb.
Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1910 Abh. xvi. 16, 40 ff. publishes a calendar from
Lower Egypt drawn up c. 200 A.D. by the astrologer Antiochos, in which Dec. 25 is
marked as 'HXiov yevtBXiov afigei 0ws. Nevertheless K. Holl in his note on Epiphan.
panar. haeres. 51. 22. n insists 'dass Epiphanius—ob mil Recht oder Unrecht—hier
nicht den 25. Dez., sondern den 6. Januar meint.'

58-2
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This curious passage, whatever else it implies, at least asserts
that at Petra in the fourth century Dousares was viewed as the
offspring of Chaamou, a goddess comparable with Kore, the Greek
Queen of the Underworld, and further that his birth was the subject
of an annual mystery-show. Of his sire we hear nothing except the
improbable claim that Dousares meant the ' Only-begotten of the
Lord.' Beyond these obvious pronouncements it would not be safe
to speculate1.

We are not then, so far as I can see, in a position to state
definitely that the black stone of Dousares was an actual meteorite.
At the same time we must concede that it is found in suspiciously
stellar company. Its analogues at Alexandreia and at Elousa were
both of the starry order. For A ion at Alexandreia was marked

1 R. Eisler in successive articles ('Kuba—Kybele' in. Philologus 1909 Ixviii. 118—151,
161—209, 'Kuba—Kybele' in the Revue des etudes anciennes 1909 pp. 368—372, 'Das
Fest des " Geburtstages der Zeit" in Nordarabien' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1912 xv. 628—635)
has maintained that throughout the near east the Semites worshipped a great matriarchal
goddess under various connected or connectible names—XaajSoO, Xa/ndp, Xa/3dp, Xa/3fy,
Xou/3d/>, Kovfldp, Ka^p, Ka/&/>. In Asia Minor she was the Mother of the gods, Kybele,
the Matar Kubile of Phrygian inscriptions (F. Schwenn in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc,
xi. 2250), whose cult had spread to Greece by s. vi B.C. and reached Rome in 204 B.C.

These names, linked together ' durch das Band des Gleichklangs und der Buchstaben-
gleichheit, die Basis aller morgenlandischen Wortmystik und religiosen Begriffsbildung,'
were associated with three distinct word-groups: (i) Arabic ka'ab, Greek /ci5/3os, Latin.
cubus, English cube—the goddess being represented by a stone block (cp. Lyd. de mens.
4. 63 p. 114, 8 Wtinsch Kv/3^\ij dird TOV KvfiiKov ffxtfuaros), (2) Arabic ka'aba 'to have
swelling, prominent, or protuberant breasts' (see E. W. Lane An Arabic-English Lexicon
London and Edinburgh 1885 Book I Part vii p. 2615 f.), ka^ab 'maiden with full breast,'
kulub 'bosom,' ku'ba 'virginity.' Cp. the Hittite Mother of the gods, whose sign is
O [> a pair of breasts (F. Hommel Ethnologie und Geographie des alien Orients
Miinchen 1926 p. 52 n. 2), the Ephesian Artemis (supra ii. 405 n. 4 figs. 307—315),
and the Persian Anahita from Arabic nahada 'to be full-breasted' [E. Blochet 'Le
culte d'Aphrodite-Anahita chez les Arabes du Paganisme' in the Revue de linguistique
et dephilologie compare 1902 xxxv. 8 n. i ' ndhida d^signe une "fille aux seins arrondis";
ce mot est tres probablement une transcription du nom de la grande deesse perse Anahita,
1'aspect iranien de 1'Astarte se'mitique.' But my colleague Prof. H. W. Bailey tells me
that this derivation is frankly impossible: Anahita means 'Undefiled.' Again, Eisler
blunders badly when in this connexion he speaks of 'der kleinasiatischen "Demeter"
Me7ctA6;u,a{'os und Ae«cd^afos': see Gruppe Gr, Myth. Rel. pp. 84 n. 2, 1178 n. 7].
(3) Greek »«}j3|3a, Kifyi/Sfy, /ctfireXXoi', Latin cupa, and other words for '<:«/' or 'hollow.'
The Meccan Ka'aba, a feminine substantive, was originally a goddess embodied as an
aerolite and annually draped in accordance with an ancient marriage-rite. In her case
the 'hollow' was of course the womb, cp. the kteis on the stone of Kybele (?) (supra
p. 897 f. figs. 727—730) and on that of Elagabalos {supra p. 906 figs. 752, 753).

From fjL-ffrpa. Eisler passes on to 6/x</>aA6j, contending that the Lydian Omphale was a
form of Kybele—witness her lion-skin etc.—and dealing with many other topics which
do not immediately concern us. On the whole, his articles are brim-full of learning and
abound in novel suggestions, some of which deserve to be followed up; but they are, to
my thinking, largely vitiated by an admixture of doubtful or worse than doubtful ety-
mologies.
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with five golden crosses, a star-spangled child; and Venus at
Elousa was worshipped 'on account of the Morning Star.' The
phrase recalls Astarte's discovery of a star dropped from the sky1—
Lucifer fallen from heaven2. If we were right in regarding the
dropped star of Tyre as a meteorite, the black stone of Dousares
may have been meteoric too.

That conclusion was reached more than a century since by
F. Miinter3 and F. v. Dalberg4, who went on to argue that the
black stone still to be seen in the Ka'bah at Mecca was in pre-
Islamic times the meteoric form of an Arab deity, either Dousares
himself (Miinter) or the Moon (V. Dalberg). They rightly drew
attention to Arab beliefs concerning the origin of the stone6 and
its early history6. Of these the most important is contained in
an extract from Niketas Choniates7 written between 1204 and

1 Supra p. 892. 2 Isa. 14. 12, cp. Luke 10. 18.
3 F. Miinter Antiquarische Abhandlungen Kopenhagen 1816 p. 281 f.
4 F. v. Dalberg Ueber Meteor- Cultus der Alien, vorziiglich in Bezug auf Steine, die

vom Himmel gefalien Heidelberg 1811 p. 93 ff.
5 F. v. Dalberg op. cit. p. 95 f. 'Die Araber behaupten, der Engel Gabriel habe ihn

vom Himmel zur Erbauung der Ka'abah gebracht... Der Sage nach soil er anfanglich
weiss und schimmernd gewesen seyn (vielleicht weil er als ein gliihender Stein herab fiel),
nachher aber ware er der Thranen willen, die er fur die Stinden der Menschen vergoss,
ganz schwarz geworden, und habe seinen ersten Glanz verlohren.' So R. F. Burton
Narrative of a Pilgrimage to Meccah and Medinah? London—Belfast 1879 p. 493 n. 3
' Moslems agree that it was originally white, and became black by reason of men's sins.
It appeared to me a common aerolite covered with a thick slaggy coating, glossy and
pitch-like, worn and polished. Dr Wilson of Bombay showed me a specimen in his
possession, which externally appeared to be a black slag, with the inside of a bright and
sparkling greyish-white, the result of admixture of nickel with the iron. This might
possibly, as the learned Orientalist then suggested, account for the mythic change of
color, its appearance on earth after a thunderstorm, and its being originally a material
part of the heavens. Kutb el-Din expressly declares that, when the Karamitah restored
it after twenty-two years to the Meccans, men kissed it and rubbed it upon their brows;
and remarked that the blackness was only superficial, the inside being white.'

6 F. Miinter op. cit. p. 282 n. 48 ' Wenigstens sagt die Morgenlandische Fabel: eum
esse cum pretiosis Paradisi lapidibus cum Adamo in terram demissum; ac postea—fiigt
sie hinzu—diluvii tempore rursus in coelum sublatum. Sim. Assemanni Saggio sull
origine, culto, litteratura e costumi degli Arabi avanti Maometto. Padoua 1788. p. 21.'

7 F. Lenormant Lettres assyriologiques et epigraphiques sur Vhistoire & les Antiquitts
de I'Asie anterieure Paris 1872 ii. 126 n. i cites an unpublished passage of Niket. Chon.
Orjffavpos 6p0odoj-las from cod. Gr. Flor. xxiv, plut. ix, fol. 259 r° dvaOefaarlfa /cat aiirbv
rbv els r6 M^/ce olnov TTJS irpoffeirxfis, eV $ <j>a<n Keifftfai pietf \i0ov ptyav ttcrijirufM rrjs
'A<ppo5iTi)S &XOVTO., Ti/u.our0ai 5e TOVTOV us tirdvu6ev avrov rrj "Ayap 6/u.t\^ffavToy rov
Appad/j., T) us afoy rijv KdfjLt)\ov wpoffd^ff'avTOS Sre ri>v 'I<7aa/r fyeeXXe 6tieiv rota 5£ e/s

"tpoffevxw £K€I diribvras /J.ft> fniav (leg. filav fj,tv) atrtav xe'Pa vfia r6v \L6ov 'fKrelveiv, rrj
fit ertpy. rb ovs Kar^-xeiv rb idiov, xaJ otiru KVK\OTepu>s eavrobs irepi<p£peiv %us av
ffKoroSividffavres and further dvaffefiarlfa TOI)J vpoffKvvovvTas ry irpu'ivqi aarpy tfyow
€(aa-<p6pt^ Kal rrj 'A^poSiry rjv /card r-r\v rS>v 'Appdfiuv y\w<r<rav Xa/3d/> dvoftdfovo
P-eydXyv.

With this second anathema cp. supra p. 915 n. 2 and Const. Porphyrogen. de
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1210 A.D.1 but based on the earlier evidence of Euthymios Zigabenos
(c. uoo A.D.)2. From this it appears that the stone was marked
with the shape of Aphrodite, presumably a ktets*, and associated
traditionally with the union of Hagar and Abraham. It was long
since surmised by Falconnet4 that the allusion must be to a
natural stone simulating the womb. Such stones were known to
early naturalists as 'hysterolithes5,' ' Hysterolithen6.'

Sir Richard Burton, who made his famous pilgrimage to Mecca
in 1853, has described and illustrated the Ka'bah as decked in its
annual attire, a covering of brilliant black with a golden band

Fig. 771. Fig. 772.

administr. imp. 14 (iii. 92 Bekker) irpoffe^xovrai 8£ (sc. ol Sapa/ciji/of) Kat eis rd TTJS
'Acfrpodirris dcrrpov, 8 AcaXoDcri Kov/Sdp, Kal ava</>uvovffiv ev ry irpofftvxy avr&v oCrws ''AXXa
otia Koi/jSdp,' 6' fffnv 6 Geos Kal 'A<ppoSlTi). TOV yap Qebv 'AXXa TTpoffovo(j.<i£ovffi, TO Se otia
avrl TOV Kal <rvv8e(r(jLov nWaert, Kal TO KoujSap KaXovcn TO affTpov, Kal \{yov<riv oifrws
''AXXa otfot Kovfidp'—an exact statement variously distorted by Euthym. Zigaben.
iravoir\la SoypaTiKri 28. i (cxxx. 1333 A Migne), Kedren. hist. comp. 425 B—C (i. 744
Bekker), Glykas ann. 4. 277 D (p. 515 Bekker).

1 K. Krumbacher Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1897 p. 92.
2 Id. ib. p. 82 if. F. Miinter op. cit. p. 282 n. 48 already quotes Zigabenos from

F. Sylburg Saracenica sive Mohamtthica Heidelbergae 1595 p. 85.
3 The expression tKTtirufM rrjs 'A^po5tVijs used by Zigabenos and Niketas is well

illustrated by Lenormant op. cit. p. 127 f. from Plout. de fiuv. 12. 2 (Sagaris) yevv&Tai
8' iv atirqi \i6os ai>T6y\v<f>os /caXo^ej'os' evplffKSTat yap TeTvirufji.^v'ijv %'Xf>v T^lv MijT^pa
T&V OeCov. TOVTOV TOV \l6ov eav etipri ns, ffiravltas eipi<rKofj.evov, TUV viroTefjufoufrwv 06
£evifeTai, dXX' ev^i^xws 4>^Pel TW irapa tptffiv irpd^ews rty oif/iv- KaOus Iffropei 'Aperdif^s tv
TOW QpvyiaKols (Aretades of Knidos frag, i (Frag. hist. Gr.iv. 316 Miiller)). Anna
Komn. Alexias 10. 284 D (ii. 30 f. Schopen) HvOev TOI Kal rrpt 'AcrrdpTiji' afaol Kal T^)V
'A.o-Tapu0 irpoGKvvovffi Kal <rtj3ovTai Kal TOV affTpov rbv TVTTOV irepl Tr\eloi>o$ rldevTai Kal rty
Xpvo-fjv Trap' ^Keivois Xo^Sdp is more vague. But there can be little doubt that the T-tfiros in
question was a kteis.

4 Falconnet ' Dissertation sur les Bsetyles' in the Mimoires de literature tirez des
registres de racademic royale des inscriptions et belles lettres Paris 1729 vi. 528 compares
'la Pierre de la Mere des Dieux' with ' ces Pierres figurees, que les Naturalistes appellent
Hysterolithes.^ The Oxford English Dictionary Oxford 1933 v. 516 s.-v. ' Hysterolite'
says: 'internal casts of a fossil shell (Orthis Slriatula) were so called by old authors.'

6 F. Lenormant op. cit. ii. 128. 6 R. Eisler in Philologus 1909 Ixviii. 135.
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bearing inscriptions (fig. 771)1. He adds a sketch of the Black
Stone, which is now built into the south-east corner of the Ka'bah
near the door and forms part of the sharp external angle at a height
of four feet nine inches above the ground (fig. 772). He endorses
the words of Burckhardt, who says2:

' It is an irregular oval, about seven inches in diameter, with an undulating
surface, composed of about a dozen smaller stones of different sizes and shapes,
well joined together with a small quantity of cement, and perfectly well
smoothed: it looks as if the whole had been broken into many pieces by
a violent blow, and then united again3.... It appeared to me like a lava, con-
taining several small particles of a whitish and of a yellowish substance. Its

a b
Fig- 773-

color is now a deep reddish-brown, approaching to black. It is surrounded on
all sides by a border composed of a substance which I took to be a close cement
of pitch and gravel of a similar, but not quite the same, brownish color. This
border serves to support its detached pieces ; it is two or three inches in
breadth, and rises a little above the surface of the stone4. Both the border and

1 R. F. Burton Narrative of a Pilgrimage to Meccah and Medinahz London—Belfast
1879 p. 436 ff. with p. 437 plan of Ka'ba, p. 439 view of Ka'ba ( = my fig. 771).

2 Ib.'A p. 494 f. quoting J. L. Burckhardt, with sundry notes of his own by way of
corrections or additions. My fig. 772 reproduces the sketch of the Black Stone given by
Burton on p. 494.

3 On the injuries suffered by the stone at various times see D. S. Margoliouth in
J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 5i3a~b.

4 Fig. 773, a and 3, are reduced (scale f) from the half-size section and elevation of
the Black Stone and its border given by Sir William Muir The Life of Mahomet from
original sources* London 1894 p. 27. Muir says: 'This stone, which is semi-circular,
measures some six inches in height and eight in breadth; it is of a reddish-black colour,
and notwithstanding the polish imparted by myriads of kisses, bears to the present day
in its undulating surface marks of a volcanic origin.' But see L. Beck Die Geschichte des
Eisens in technischer und kulturgeschichtlicher Beziehung Braunschweig 1884 i. 18:
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the stone itself are encircled by a silver band, broader below than above, and on
the two sides, with a considerable swelling below, as if a part of the stone were
hidden under it1. The lower part of the border is studded with silver nails.'

The silver setting of the Black Stone is of interest, for it forms
a point of comparison with the Black Stone of Kybele which was
likewise set in silver2.

(f) The stone siderites or oreites.

If the meteoric stone was sometimes regarded as a mother,
marked with a kteis*, and draped in a veil4, it was also on occasion
viewed as a babe, carried in the arms, and wrapped in swaddling
bands. An example of the latter treatment is afforded by the stone
known indifferently as siderites the 'iron-stone' or oreites the
' mountain-stone.'

Of this Pliny5, our earliest authority, has little to say. He is
aware of its twofold name, but adds merely that the stone is
globular in appearance and unaffected by fire.

Much more may be learnt from Damigeron6 the Mage, who
wrote a lapidary attributed to s. ii A.D. Some fragments of the
original Greek have come down to us7, but the whole text is avail-
able only in a Latin version8 of s. v fathered upon an Arabian
king Euax9, who in a prefatory letter greets the emperor Tiberius.
This prose work was rewritten in Latin hexameters by Marbode,

' Es ist dies das alteste aufbewahrte Meteorit, da sich das angebliche Meteoreisen von
Pompeji durch die Untersuchung von Gustav Rose als kunstliches Eisen erwiesen hat.'

1 Burton op. cit? p. 494 n. 3 observes: ' Ibn Jubayr declares the depth of the stone
unknown, but that most people believe it to extend two cubits into the wall. In his day
it was three "Shibr" (the large span from the thumb to the little finger tip) broad, and
one span long, with knobs, and a joining of four pieces, _ which the Karamitah had
broken. The stone was set in a silver band.' *

2 Supra p. 897. 3 Supra pp. 898, 906, 916 n. i, 918.
* Supra pp. 898, 906, 916 n. i, 918.
6 Plin. nat. hist. 37. 176 oritis globosa specie a quibusdam et sideritis vocatur, ignes

non sentiens.
6 On Damigeron see M. Welhnann in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2055 f.,

O. Rossbach ib. vii. in^f., Joan Evans Magical Jewels of the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance particularly in England Oxford 1922 p. 20 ff., W. Christ Geschichte der
griechischen Litteratur6 Munchen 1924 ii. 2. 983, 1072.

7 V. Rose in Hermes 1875 ix. 471—491, F. de Mely Les Lapidairesde Vantiquite et
du moyen dge Paris 1898 ii. i pp. xiii, 125—133, Joan Evans op. cit. p. 20.

8 Printed at the end of E. Abel Orphei Lithica Berolini 1881 p. 161 ff. and, from two
earlier MSS., in Joan Evans op. cit. Append. A p. 195 ff. Where the texts differ I follow
that of Miss Evans.

9 M. Wellmann in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 849 f.
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bishop of Rennes, between 1067 and 1081, and in that form became
the most popular lapidary of the middle ages. More than a hundred
manuscripts of it are extant, not to mention versions in six or
seven languages1.

The Latin Damigeron2 distinguishes three varieties of oreites or
siderites. The first is deep black and round3. It is good for bites.
If pounded and rubbed in with rose unguent, it quickly cures
wounds made by wild animals. If tied on to the sufferer, it makes
his sinews unite4. Whoever takes it with him will foil any attack
by wild beasts. Hence it is worn by the Magi when they cross the
desert. The second sort is green with whitish spots. If genuine, it
will not be consumed by the fiercest fire5. It is invaluable as
a protection against all dangers and alarms. The third kind looks
like an iron plate smooth on one side but studded with sharp nails
on the other6. Great are its virtues. Kings bind it upon their
concubines to prevent them from losing their good looks, or from
producing imperfect offspring, or from failing to conceive at all.
Indeed, so powerful is its effect on childbirth that, placed on a
pregnant woman, it will at once bring on her delivery7.

The ' Orphic' Lithikd, a work assigned on stylistic and other
grounds to the latter part of the fourth century8, expatiates in a
tasteless way on the virtues of the stone as recorded by Damigeron9,
but prefixes a passage10 of much mythical and magical interest
drawn from some unknown source—hardly Damigeron, certainly
not Orpheus11.

Helenos—we read—advised the Greeks to fetch Philoktetes
from Lemnos to Troy, and the arrival of Philoktetes meant the

1 For a detailed and documented account see Joan Evans op. cit. p. 33 ff.
2 Damig. de lapid. 16 Abel, 39 Evans.
3 Cp. Plin. loc. cit. (supra p. 920 n. 5).
4 Cp. Orph. lith. 364 f. (infra p. 922 n. i).
5 Cp. Plin. loc. cit. (supra p. 920 n. 5).
6 Cp. Orph. lith. 363 {>iroTpifX}jv (infra p. 922 n. i).
7 The text of the last two sentences is defective and stands in need of emendation

(see Abel ad loc.}. But the general sense is clear from a passage ,in the prose epitome of
Orph. lith. p. 147, 2 f. Abel Kal oret'pacs deyvvail-i irepi8efffi.oiJtJ.evoi> evrodav 0aai vapexetv.

8 See E. Abel's 'praefatio' pp. 1—4. 9 Orph. lith. 390—473.
10 /*• 357-389-
11 In spite of Tzetz. posthom. 571 ff. Kal r6re /j.ev "EXeros, 0e6$oiTos fj.dvns d/j^/j,(av, j

...£K ffidyplrao, Kar' 'Op<f>ea, (j.avTiir6\oio, \ \l6ov dvdpo\(ryoio, /JLaduv Sffa ret^ero fpoig, |
elire "t'tXo/CT^rao filyv Ko/jdcrai dirb Ai^wov, K.T.\. and chil. 6. 614 ff. i] atdrjp'iTis \lffos TIS
rvyxdvci, KO.T 'Op<f>eat | rfv dfvvdots rais irijyais el Xoi/ot TIS, wj ypdtpei, | Kal ofs er^pots 5^
<t>i)ffiv dvepWT'fiffas Tafa-r)i>, | wffirep TratSos vtoryi\ov TOI/TTJS <p<avty dKofooi, | fjLavrevo/J.evris
aXi;0ws irepl vpay^druv irdvTwv. | elra de diro^tfxerat, KaOdirep reOvriKvia,. | eic ratfrTjj Kal

Tpolas e<frq.
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death of Paris. But how came Helenos to give such fateful advice?
It was because Phoibos Apollon had bestowed upon him —

A voiceful stone, the unerring siderites,
Which some the live oreites please to call,
Round, somewhat rough, strong, black of hue, and dense,
While over and about it every way
Stretch sinews like to wrinkles drawn upon it1.

For ten days Helenos observed rules of ceremonial purity touching
bed and bath and food. Meantime he washed the wise stone2 in
flowing water, and tended it like a babe with clean garments. He
offered sacrifices to it as if it were a god, and brought breath into
it by the use of potent spells3. He lit lights in his hall, and dandled
the godfearing stone4 in his arms as a mother might dandle her
infant. Anyone who does the same will at last hear the stone utter
a cry like that of a new-born babe whimpering for milk. It will
then and there answer truly any questions that you may choose to
ask it. After which, if you lift it and look closely at it, you can see
it die down in wondrous fashion5. It was through hearkening to
this prophetic stone6 that Helenos told the sons of Atreus how his
fatherland might be taken.

Helenos the seer was, like his sister Helene, a genuine figure of
Trojan mythology. And Troy was dominated by the mountain-
range of Ide, where iron was first discovered by the Idaean
Daktyloi7 — Kelmis, Damnameneus, and Akmon — servants of the
mountain-mother8. It was, therefore, natural that the ' iron-stone '
or ' mountain-stone ' described by Damigeron should sooner or later
be connected with Helenos. Moreover, it is often maintained that
the earliest iron to be worked was meteoric iron9. That is doubt -

1 Orph. lith. 360 ff. T£ yap 'Air6\\tav <£ot/3os ?xeii> \L6ov afid^evTa
a • rbv pa fiporolffiv | ijvdavev aXXourtv ica\teiv ^n\j/vxov dpeiryv, \ yvpbv, vi
v, [ifXavbxpoa, irvKv6v | dfj.<pl 5£ (iiv K^K\(J> irepL T afjuftl re iravrodev Ives | efjupeptes

v £iriypdj35r]i> ravtiovrai.
2 16. 369 irirpov extypova-
3 Ib. 37 r f . Kal 0ebv us \iirap-fjffiv apeffcrdpevos OvffLya'i, | \aai> inrep/J-evfeffffiv doidais

4 Ib. 374 Oeovdta irfrpov. 6 Ib. 387 ffeffireffius yap a.iro\lsi>xoVTa- vvfj
6 Ib. 389 (poift^ropi \ai. 7 Supra ii. 949 n. 5.
8 Phoronis frag. 2 Kinkel ap. schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 1129 &6a 767^6$ | 'IScuot

Hvdpes dp&repoi OIKI' i=vaioi>, | K4\fus Aafivafj-evefo re fji^yas Kal virtpfiios "A.K/J.UV, \ efnrd\a-
fjLoi Oepdirovres dpeirjs 'ASpTjffTelrjs, | ot Trpwrot r^-)(yi\v VO\V/JI.^TIOS 'TUfpalffrow | eSpov &
oiipelritfi. vdirais, I6evra ffldtjpov, \ £s irvp T' tfveyKav Kal dpurpen-es Zpyov £8ei£av.

9 F. X. M. Zippe Geschichte der Metalle Wien 1857 p. nof. ('Eine Masse dieser
Art war es ohne Zweifel, an welcher der erste Schmied das Eisen kennen lernte'),
H. Bliimner Technologic und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Kunste Leipzig 1887 iv.
207 f. (' Man nimmt nun vielfach an, und es ist das ja auch sehr leicht moglich, dass die
Schmiedearbeit ihre ersten Versuche — selbstverstandlich nicht zu einem bestimmten
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ful1: it would be safer to say that sundry simple or unsophisticated
communities are known to have used meteoric iron for making
their tools and weapons2. We cannot, then, decide offhand whether
the stone called siderites or oreites came from a telluric outcrop
brought to light by an accidental conflagration3, or whether it was

Zeitpunkt oder an einem bestimmten Ort—an dem freilich nur in sehr geringer Menge,
aber uberall auf der Oberflache der Erde zerstreut sich findenden Meteore isen
gemacht habe'), J. L. Myres Who were the Greeks? Univ. of California Press 1930
pp. 433 ('Much confusion might have been saved if it had been more clearly recognized
that, as meteoric iron may fall from time to time on any part of our planet, occasional
discovery and use of this "metal of heaven" (as the Egyptians believed it to be) cannot
be excluded at any period and in any region'), 591 n. 118, id. in E. Eyre European
Civilization its Origin and Development Oxford 1935 i. 135 ('In Egypt where iron is
occasionally found worked, from Predynastic times to the Nineteenth Dynasty, it was
always ba-n-pet, "the metal of heaven," even when eventually imported and well known.
Probably most Sumerian iron was of similar origin; and it must be remembered that the
actual rarity of meteorites does not represent their frequency before men learnt their value
and picked them up'), 165, A. Neuburger The Technical Arts and Sciences of the
Ancients trans. H. L. Brose London 1930 p. 20 (' the most ancient iron implements were
probably meteorites...a meteoric stone manipulated by hand constitutes a good hammer.
Moreover, it can be sharpened on a stone, and so forth').

1 L. Beck Die Geschichte des Eisens in technischer und kulturgeschichtlicher Beziehung
Braunschweig 1884 i. 18, 30 ('Da nun die Schmiedbarkeit des meteorischen Eisens
erwiesen ist, konnte es nahe liegen, die kontroverse Frage, von der wir ausgingen, ob
namlich die Menschen der Urzeit zuerst das Meteoreisen aufgesucht und verarbeitet
hatten, zu bejahen. Es hat auch diese Annahme bei oberflachlicher Betrachtung etwas
Verfuhrerisches. Je mehr man aber auf die Sache eingeht, je mehr muss man zu der
Uberzeugung kommen, dass diese Theorie falsch ist'), 33 ('Die Thatsache, dass aus dem
unbekannten Himmelsraume zuweilen Massen metallischen Eisens auf die Erde herab-
fallen, war schon in sehr friiher Zeit bekannt; doch bildete die Aufnndung solcher
Massen nicht den Ausgangspunkt der Eisenindustrie, vielmehr wurden sie erst als Eisen
erkannt, nachdem die Ausschmelzung der Eisenerze bereits bekannt war'), L. de Launay
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 1076 ('En ce qui concerne precisement les metaux
natifs, on a voulu faire jouer aux meteorites un r61e, a notre avis, tres exagere, en
supposant que le premier fer avail pu en etre extrait. D'abord, les meteorites sont fort
rares: ce qu'on pourrait, a la rigaeur, expliquer par le soin avec lequel les anciens les
auraient recueillies; mais, surtout, celles d'une certaine taille seraient tres difficiles a
fa£onner; car le fer natif nickelifere qui constitue celles, dites holosideres, dont on aurait
pu etre tente de faire des outils, ne fond qu'a une haute temperature et ne peut etre
decoupe qu'avec de 1'acier. Quant aux meteorites plus ou moins pierreuses (syssideres et
sporadosideres), il n'y avait pas plus de raison pour en extraire le fer que de toute autre
roche a silicates ferrugineux'), W. Ridgeway The Early Age of'Greece Cambridge 1901
i. 598 ff.

2 E. B. Tylor Researches into the Early History of Mankind and the Development of
Civilization3 London 1878 p. 205 (Indians of Rio de la Plata, Esquimaux), J. Dechelette
Manuel d* archtologie prehistorique Paris 1913 ii. 2. 543 n. i ('Plusieurs auteurs ont
exprime 1'hypothese que 1'industrie siderurgique aurait pu debuter par 1'utilisation du fer
meteorique. On allegue que dans la langue des Egyptiens le mot ba-en-pet (fer du ciel)
s'oppose au mot ba-en-ta (fer de la terre) et que les Mexicains de la vallee du Toluka
utilisent le fer meteorique pour la fabrication d'instruments'), Schrader Reallex? i. 240*"
(Egyptian bi-n-pet, Coptic benipe, ' d. h. Himmelsmetall = Meteoreisen').

3 Supra ii. 949 n. 5, cp. Lucr. 5. 1241 ff., Aristot. mir. ausc. 87.
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indeed a meteorite like others already found in the service of
Kybele. It may be that the varieties distinguished by Damigeron
include both the telluric and the meteoric sort. Certainly the
epithets chosen in the Lithikd—somewhat rough, black, dense,
covered with sinews like wrinkles—would be easy to parallel from
actual meteorites of the kind called siderites1.

(g) Akmon.

The name Akmon in this Idaean context raises a point of
interest. In a familiar passage of the Iliad? Zeus awakes on the
summit of Ide and, angered at Hera's deception3, threatens her
with the lash. He goes on to taunt her with past punishment4:

Dost thou not mind how thou wast hung aloft,
While to thy feet I fastened anvils twain
And bound thy hands too with a golden bond
That none might break? In the aithtr and the clouds
Thou hangedst helpless, ay and all the gods
In long Olympos were exceeding wroth,
Yet could not take thy part or loose thy chain.

W. Leaf5 observes that the word rendered 'anvils' (dkmonas)
' originally meant large stones, especially meteoric stones, commonly
known as thunderbolts.' And Eustathios6 informs us that some
texts here added a couple of lines:

Till I unfettered thee and cast the clogs
Down on Troy-land—for future folk to see.

This sounds like a piece of local lore. Two conspicuous blocks in
the Trojan plain were pointed out as being the very ' anvils'
dropped by Zeus. Moreover, since the term used of them (mydros]
means properly 'a glowing mass of metal7,' Leaf8 is justified in
concluding that ' such blocks can only have been meteoric masses.'

1 See O. C. Farrington Meteorites Chicago 1915 pp. 78 ff. ('Crust of meteorites'),
85 ff. ('Veins of meteorites'). L. Beck op. cit. p. 19 states that the earliest exact descrip-
tion of meteoric iron is in Plin. nat. hist. i. 147 item ferro in Lucanis (sc. pluisse) anno
ante quam M. Crassus a Parthis interemptus est (53 B.C.) omnesque cum eo Lucani
milites, quorum magnus numerus in exercitu erat. effigies quo pluit ferri spongiarum
similis fuit.

2 //. 15. 4ff. 3 Supra i. 154, ii- 950 n. o, 1020, iii. 35, 180.
* //. 15. 18 ff. 5 W. Leaf A Companion to the Iliad London 1892 p. 256.
6 Eustath. in II. p. 1003, isff. efj de rbv Tbwov TOVTOV irpo<rypd<j>ovffl rives icai rofa-oiK

rods ffrlxovs' 'irptv 7* Sre 8-ff <r dir4\vcra iroduv, /j.v8pov$ d' frl Tpoly \ Kdj3fia\ov, o<j>pa
ire\oiTO Kal iffffofi^voiffi mOfffffcu.' KO! deiKVWTal, IJMITIV, virb T&V irepnjyqTuv oi TMO&TM
fj.v5pot, o8s aviarepd) &K/j.ovas elirev.

7 Prellwitz Etym. Wdrterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 302, Boisacq Diet. £tym. de la Langue Gr.
p. 648. Cp. Hesych. (7/i^Spos- didirvpos

8 W. Leaf op. cit. p. 256.
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F. Miinter1 thought it not impossible that the meteorites in
question might yet be identified.

But the philologists have more to tell us. R. Roth2 of Tubingen
in 1853 first drew attention to a group of related words, which may
be amplified as follows3 :

reek dkmon

inskrit dsman-

festan asman-

ld Persian asman-

ew Persian asman

igdian 'sm'n

stone

stone

sky4

sky(?)7

sky

sky

sky

sky

thunderbolt (?)5

stone missile, thunderbolt

stone missile, thunderbolt

pestle6

hammer-stone

anvil

anvil

Roth rightly inferred that there must have been a time when men
of Indo-Europaean speech thought the sky to be made of stone8,

1 F. Miinter Antiquarische Abhandlungen Kopenhagen 1816 p. 275 n. o.
2 R. Roth 'Akmon, der vater des Uranos' in the Zeitschriftfilr -vergleichende Sprach-

forschung 1853 ii. 44—46.
3 In arranging this table I have been helped by my friend Professor H. W. Bailey,

whose own researches in the subject will shortly be published.
4 Hesych. s.v. a/c^w• ...ovpav6s.
5 Hes. theog. 722 ff. tvvta. yap vtiKras re K<d ijfjMTa xd\KfOS atcfj-uv \ ovpav66fv KaTi&v

K (so Thiersch for 5' codd.) Is yaiav ?KOITO- | ivvia d' ad vijKras re /cai ^f/uara
fidiv J IK yaiys KaTi&v Se/cdrr; K' (so Thiersch for d' codd.) £s Tdprapov '{KOI.

The passage belongs to the ' emblemata vetustissima,' which F. Jacoby in his ed. p. 87
attributes to rhapsodes of s. vii—vi1. Cp. F. Schwenn Die Theogonie des Hesiodos
Heidelberg 1934 p. 17 n. 2. H. Stuart Jones in the new Liddell and Scott p. 51 says
'a/ryttwj'...orig. prob. meteoric stone, thunderbolt,' and illustrates that meaning by quoting
X<£\/ceos S-KfJuav oiipavbOtv KaTubv from this Hesiodic passage. An lapygian parallel has
been considered supra ii. 30 f.

6 Hesych. aKfj-ova- d\eTpiftaj>ov. Ktiirpiot. Cp. the neolithic pounder discussed supra
p. 898 ff.

7 H. Grassmann Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda Leipzig 1873 p. 139 recognises the
following senses: 'agman (i) Pels...; (2) der Stein als Werkzeug zum Schlagen, Ham-
mer, Hammer und Ambos und andere, urspriinglich aus Stein gemachte Werkzeuge des
Schmiedes; (3) der Donnerkeil; (4) der bunte Edelstein...\ (5) der Himmel, der als
steinernes Gewolbe gedacht ist.' Sir M. Monier-Williams A Sanskrit-English Dictionary*
Oxford 1899 p. 114 says: 'Asman a stone, rock...any instrument made of stone (as a
hammer &c.)...thunderbolt...the firmament.'

8 Cp. the Chinese identification of the heavens with jade (A. E. Crawley in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 59ib), the Mohammedan belief
in seven heavens made of emerald, white silver, large white pearls, ruby, red gold, jacinth,
and shining light (G. F. Kunz The Curious Lore of Precious Stones Philadelphia & London
1913 p. 349), the Jewish belief in 'a paved work of sapphire stone' (Ex. 24.10, cp. Ezek.
i. 26), and the like. See also supra i. 357 n. 4.
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an inference now accepted by all philologists1. Further it may be
contended that the weapon of the sky-god—whether the thunder-
bolt of Zeus, the vajra of Indra, or the hammer of Thor2—was at
first just a fragment of the stony vault broken off and hurled down-
wards. As such it would be essentially akin to a meteorite.

When the Stone Age passed into the Bronze Age, and the Bronze
Age into the Iron Age, the thunderbolt—originally a stone missile3—

1 E.g. G. Curtius Grundzuge der griechischen Etymologic* Leipzig 1873 p. 131,
H. Reichelt 'Der steinerne Himmel' in the Indogermanische Forschungen 1913 xxxii.
23—57 (criticised by Gruppe Myth. Lit. 19-21 p. 39), Schrader Reallex? i. 499bf.

2 Schrader Reallex? i. 433a~b- Supra ii. 64 n. o with fig. 26, 547 n. o, 620.
3 The double axe of bronze, so frequent in Cretan cult (supra ii. 513 ft".), was preceded

by the double axe in stone. The Tyszkiewicz axe-head with a Sumerian inscription
(supra ii. 510 with fig. 389, E. Unger in Ebert Reallex. ii. 449 pi. 213, a—c) is strictly
an axe-hammer rather than a double axe. But the British Museum possesses (no. 54429)
a small votive double axe in brown flint, acquired at Luxor and certainly of pre-dynastic
date (H. R. Hall in S. Casson Essays in Aegean Archaeology Presented to Sir Arthur
Evans in honour of his J5th birthday Oxford 1927 p. 42 pi. 5 ( = my fig. 774, a and b.
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took on metallic forms1. But to the last a memory of the old
thunderstone lingered in the by-ways of Greek mythology and
odd corners of Greek folklore. The sky-dynasty comprised three
successive sovereigns—Ouranos, Kronos, Zeus2. Of these, Ouranos
was reckoned as the son of Akmon3, if not as Akmon himself4.
Kronos too was equated with Akmon5. And Zeus himself (as we
'shall see in the next two sections) exhibits certain features of both
cult and myth strongly reminiscent of the same tradition.

(h) The stone of Kronos.

The stone siderites or oreites, wrapped in swaddling bands and
treated as a babe6, recalls the stone swallowed by Kronos as
a substitute for the infant Zeus. If the one myth was connected
with Kybele and Mount Ide in the Troad, the other concerned
Rhea and the mountains of Crete.

Scale I)). See also J. Schlemm Worterbuch zur Vorgeschichte Berlin 1908 p. 105 f.
figs, a, b.

1 Supra ii. .764 ff. 2 Supra p. 739 f.
3 Hes. frag. fals. 6 Rzach ap. schol. Palat. in Simiae alas Amor, i p. 266 Diehl

' A . K f j , o v L 5 a v 8£ (fnjfft rbv oiipavttv. 'H(Tio5oy Tata fj,ev "AKftova i-riKrev, dirb 8' AK/AOVOS 6
Ovpai>6s. T. Bergk Poetae lyrici Graeci* Lipsiae 1882 iii. 68 f. acutely conjectured that
this hexameter Tata fj.ev "Atcpov' &TIKT', dirb 8' "A/c/uopos Otipavbs < ZffKev (add. Natalis
Comes ?)> was taken from the Titanomachia (cp. Cramer a need. Oxon. i. 75, n ff. 01 5e
aKfj-ova rbv atBepa- AlBtpos 8' vlbs Oi>pav6s, wy 6 Tiravo/Aaxlav ypd\j/a,s (frag, i Kink el)), a
Cyclic poem ascribed by some to Eumelos or Arktinos (Athen. 277 D) and by others very
possibly to Hesiod.

Antim. Theb. frag: 44 Wyss ap. Plout. quaestt. Rom. 42 \fXPLS ^ Speirdvy rtfuiuv
airo pstiSea, irarpk \ O&pavov 'AKfuovLBew \do~ios Kp6vos dvrir^rvKro ('was represented as a
pendant figure' on some work of art: see B. Wyss ad loc.).

Kallim. frag. 147 Schneider ap. et mag. p. 49, 47 ff. 'AK/AUV (njnatvei rbv re ffi8r)poi>
e<j>' ov ol xaXiceis TtiwTovffi, Kal rov Otpavov rbv irartpa- OVTUS yap atirbv yeveaXoyoOffi.
Ka\\l/u,axos- r$ irepl Sw-fievr' 'AKfju>vi8-r)v gj3a\ev (so Schneider for T£ trepi Siv^evri
d.K/j.oi'iS'rjv tfiaXev. Bentley had proposed r£ irepiSlvrjevr' a.KfiovlStjv ^a\ev).

Cornut. theol. i p. I, I ff. Lang 6 otpav6s...nv£s d£ rwv TTOITITUV"A/c/xoi'os <:<f>a(rav atirbv
vlbv flva.1, K.T.X.

Hesych. s.v. 'A/c/ioj'/S^j' 6 Xdpuv. Kal 6 Ovpavds. "AK/J-OVOS yap Trots = Bekker anecd.
i. 367, i2f. M. Schmidt ad loc. notes: ' Possis cbs Xdpuv sc. Lampsacenus; editum
tamen tuetur Bekk. 367, 12.' Charon with his hammer (supra ii. 627 n. 3, 641 fig. 557)
might be dubbed 'Son of Anvil' (cp. T. Bergk op. cit.* iii. 69). '

4 Alkm. frag, in Bergk4, 103 Edmonds ap. Eustath. in II. p. 1154, 24 ff. "A/c/utw 5£
ori Kal 6 TOV Ofyavov, ws ippeOrj, X^yerai irari]p...Kal 8n 'AK/JtoviSai ol OvpavlSai, SrjXovcrH'
ol iraXaiol. us S£ "AKpovos 6 Otipavbs 6 'AXKf^dv, <j>affiv, Ivropei. But in view of Eudok.
viol. 29 us 8e*AKfj.ui' 6 Wpavbs, b 'A\Kfnav lo-ropei and, indeed, of Eustath. in II. p. 1150,
59 6 TOV Kp6vov varrjp"AKfj.uv ^xoXetro K.r.X. it seems certain that Alkman used'AKfJuat* as
the equivalent of 06pav6s.

6 Hesych. axpuav • dirafffy (Kallim. h. Artem. 146 with O. Schneider ad loc.). Kpdvos.
otipavfo. TI ffiSripov, £<j>' $ 6 %aXK-ei)s ^aX/cei5et. &~rt 5e Kal yevos derov.

6 Supra p. 920 ff.
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Hesiod1, our primary source, tells the tale in the following form:
' And Rhea, wedded to Kronos, bare splendid children—Hestia and Demeter and
Hera of the golden sandals and strong Hades, who dwells beneath the ground
with pitiless heart, and loud-sounding Ennosigaios2 and Zeus the magician3,
father of gods and men, by whose thunder the wide ground itself is shaken.

And these great Kronos would swallow, as each came forth from the holy
womb of his mother to her knees, with intent that none of Ouranos' proud
children save himself should have kingly honour among the immortals. [For he
learned from Gaia and starry4 Ouranos that it was fated for him, mighty as he
was, to be overcome by his own son, through the designs of great Zeus. Where-
fore he kept no blind vigil, but ever on the watch would swallow his own
children; and grief unforgettable had hold of Rhea.] But when she was about to
bear Zeus, father of gods and men, then straightway she besought her dear
parents (Gaia, to wit, and starry Ouranos) to devise some counsel with her, that
she might in secret bear her dear child and might require the vengeance of her
own father6 (for the children6, whom great Kronos of the crooked blade7 was
wont to swallow). And they verily heard and hearkened to their dear daughter,
and told her all that was fated to happen touching Kronos the king and his
stout-hearted son8—[So they sent her to Lyktos9, to the fat land of Crete, when
she was about to bear the youngest of her children, Zeus the great10. Him huge
Gaia received from her to nourish and to rear in wide Crete.] [[Thither she11

came, carrying him through the swift black night, to Lyktos first; and taking

1 Hes. theog. 453—506 (cp. Apollod. i. i. 5—i. 2. i). I have given a rendering of
the text as it stands in the critical edition of F. Jacoby (Berolini 1930). Sentences enclosed
in square brackets are his 'emblemata vetustissima' (supra p. 925 n. 5), double square
brackets being used for patches upon patches. Sentences in curved brackets are ' serioris
aevi emblemata, interpolationes.' The letters a~a> b~b indicate 'singulorum versuum duplex
recensio,' P~P a line condemned by F. A. Paley. See further the shrewd observations of
F. Schwenn Die Tkeogonie des Hesiodos Heidelberg 1934 pp. 127—130.

2 Supra p. 7. 3 Supra p. 743. * Supra i. 8, ii. 1023.
5 Literally ' might get paid the Erinyes of her own father' (sc. Ouranos), whom Kronos

had mutilated (supra ii. 447 n. 8). Cp. //. 21. 412 oVru itev rijs MTpos 'Epivtias ^airorivois.
6 Reading iraiSwv with the manuscripts. But the reason assigned for Ouranos' venge-

ance is not the true reason, and the line is rightly regarded as an interpolation. A. Rzach
adopts G. F. Schoemann's cj. -iraldiav 6' (sc. "ftpivvs).

7 Supra ii. 549, 845. C. Picard in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1926 xxxix. 194 n. i objects to
my interpretation of ayicvXofjnFiTijs that the ending -T^S implies an agent, and cites in
support of the orthodox view the epic word iroi/aXoju^TTjs. But nouns in -TIJS are by no
means always nomina agentis (see e.g. K. Brugmann Griechische Grammatik* Miinchen
1913 p. 236 f.), and TToi/aXo/x^rijs, which occurs once in the Iliad (ii. 482, with variants
irot.KiXofi.rjriv, irotKiX6/Mjrti'), six times in the Odyssey, and always of Odysseus, may be a
later formation based on a misunderstanding of d^/tuXo^-nys. I should say the same of all
the post-Homeric compounds of -fJL^Trjs listed by E. Fraenkel Geschichte der griechischen
Nomina agentis auf -ri\p, -reap, -TT?S (-T-) Strassburg 1910 i. 45.

8 Jacoby says: ' post 476 lacunam indicavi, cum £yyvd\ij;ev 485 ne retentis quidem
interpolationibus habeat quo referatur.'

9 Supra ii. 925 n. i. Later, Lyttos (supra i. 652 ff., ii. 723 n. o, 934 n. o, 948
n. o (4)).

10 Cp. supra ii. 344f., 350.
11 Rhea. The change of subject makes it clear that at this point we pass from a

primary to a secondary patch.
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him in her arms she hid him ain a sheer cave beneath the coverts of earth
divinea, bon Mount Aigaion1 thickly clad with woodsb.]] But to him she handed
a great stone wrapped in swaddling bands, peven to the son of Ouranos, ruling
in might, the former king of the godsp. That he then took in his hands and
bestowed in his own belly, poor wretch, nor marked in his mind how that in
place of the stone his own son was left behind, unvanquished and unvexed, who
was soon like to overcome him by might and main and drive him forth from
honour, himself to rule over the immortals.

[And quickly2 thereafter waxed the strength and splendid limbs of the
prince; and as the year came round again, abeguiled by Gala's prudent
promptingsa, great Kronos of the crooked blade brought up again his offspring,
Vanquished by the arts and might of his own sonb. And he vomited first the
stone that he swallowed last3. This Zeus set up in the wide-wayed earth at
goodly Pytho beneath the glens of Parnassos, to be a sign thenceforward and
a marvel to mortal men.

And he freed from their baleful bonds the brothers of his father, sons of
Ouranos whom his father in the flightiness of his thoughts had bound. Grateful
they were to him and mindful of his benefits, for they gave him thunder and the
burning bolt and lightning, which ere that huge Gaia had hidden. Trusting in
these he rules over mortals and immortals.]

The swallowing of the stone by Kronos was variously located.
Some said that it happened on Mount Thaumasion in Arkadia4;
others, on a rocky summit called Petrachos at Chaironeia in
Boiotia5.

Be that as it may, the myth was accepted on the authority of
Hesiod and made a lasting impression on the writers and artists of
the ancient world.

The fifth century minimised the horrors. A red-figured krater
with columnar handles, painted by one of the Attic ' Manieristen6'
c. 460—450 B.C., found in Sicily and now in the Louvre7, has for
obverse design (fig. 775, a)8 a noble figure of king Kronos9, originally

1 Supra ii. 925 n. r.
2 Praeternatural rapidity of growth is characteristic of gods (supra i. 647, 695) and

heroes and even of divine trees (supra p. 760).
3 Of his previous digestive feats we hear only that he swallowed a horse, or at least a

foal, in place of Poseidon (supra i. 181 n. o). But a different account is given in Myth.
Vat. 3. 15. 10 (infra p. 936 n. 5).

* Supra i. 154 n. 10. 5 Supra i. 154, ii. 901 n» i.
6 J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918

p. iiSff., id. Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 250 no. 39.
7 Pettier Cat. Vases du Louvre iii. 1092 no. G 366, id. Vases antiques du Louvre

3me Serie Paris 1922 p. 236 no. G 366, id. in the Corp. -vases ant. Louvre iii i. d pi. 28,
5 (obverse), 6 (reverse), 7 (detail) with text p. 18 nos. 5—7.

8 J. de Witte 'Cronos et Rhea' in the Gaz. Arch. 1875 i. 30—33 pi. 9 (=my
%• 775» a)> M. Mayer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1551 ff. fig. 3, M. Pohlenz in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 2017.

9 Cp. the fifth-century head of Kronos on a silver coin of Himera (supra ii. 558
% 436).

C. in.
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Fig. 775.
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white-haired1, who sceptre in hand and swathed in an ample
himdtion stands ready to receive from Rhea the well wrapped and
carefully held substitute for the infant Zeus2. Rhea, like an epic
queen, is accompanied by a couple of handmaids3, who, to judge
from the obvious alarm of the first and the simulated stance of the
second, are both quite aware of the plot. The reverse (fig. 775, £)4

shows the sequel. Kronos in the same pose as before, only with
staff instead of sceptre, has received the stone. And Rhea, her
mission accomplished, turns herself about, partly to conceal her
satisfaction, partly to give a message to the sympathetic Nike, who
hurries from the presence of Kronos. Zeus, as Hesiod said, ' was
soon like to overcome him by might and main5.'

Again, a red-figured peltke of c. 460—450 B.C., said to have come
from Rhodes and now at New York, represents the famous ruse as
conceived by 'the Nausikaa Painter'(?) (fig. 776)6. On the left
stands Rhea, one foot supported7 on a rock (was she not a
mountain-mother?) while she holds out the stone, convincingly
dressed and capped like a long-clothes baby, towards the expectant
Kronos. He stands on the right, raising one hand in amazement
and holding his sceptre in the other. Clearly this scene8 is but

1 See E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre 3me Serie Paris 1922 p. 236 no. G 366.
2 A. Rapp in Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 95 is over-sceptical when he says: ' Verfehlt ist

auch der Versuch in den Vasenbildern Gazette archeol. i pi. 9 und 3 pi. 18 die Ubergabe
des Steins durch Rhea an Kronos zu erkennen; was de Witte fur den Stein halt, ist eine
eigentiimliche Verhiillung der Arme (vgl. iibrigens Petersen, Arch. Ztg. 37 S. 12).'

3 oi>ic otrj, afM rfj ye Kal a/j,<f>iiro\OL 5tf" iirovro (II. 3. 143, Od. i. 331, 18. 207, and
similar passages). J. de Witte loc. cit. suggested that the two attendants of Rhea were
the nymphs Adrasteia and Ide, to whom along with the Kouretes she entrusted the infant
Zeus (Apollod. i. i. 6).

4 E. de Chanot 'Cronos, Rhea et Nice' in the Gaz. Arch. 1877 iii. 116 pi. 18 ( = my
fig, 775, b}. M. Mayer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1552 f. attempts to cast doubt on the
authenticity of this reverse design. But quite unjustifiably, as E. Pettier op. cit. p. 236
points out ('des doutes non justifies et non verifies, car il n'a^ait pas examine 1'original').

5 Supra p. 929.
6 J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918

p. 122 (either by the Nausikaa Painter or by an associate), id. Attische Vasenmaler des
rotftgurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 254 no. 3 ('Folgende Vasen ,sind den Werken des
Oinanthemalers einerseits, andererseits denen des Nausikaamalers eng verwandt und
weisen vielleicht auf die Identitat der beiden Maler. Nausikaamaler = spater Oinanthe-
maler?'), id. Greek Vases in Poland Oxford 1928 p. 44 n. i (such vases 'can hardly be
kept apart from those of the Oinanthe Painter'), G. M. A. Richter Red-figured Athenian
Vases in the Metropolitan Museum of Art Yale Univ. Press 1936 i. roof. no. 72 pis. 75
( = my fig. 776) and 173 (photograph of whole vase) ('by Nausikaa Painter (?)').

7 An early example of 'the supported foot,' on which see supra p. 706 f. and
P. Jacobsthal Die Melischen Reliefs Berlin—Wilmersdorf 1931 pp. 190—192 ('Das
Motiv des hochauftretenden Fusses in friihklassischer Malerei').

8 The scene on the reverse side of the New ^toiYpellke is not mythological at all, but

59—2
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a slight elaboration of two figures on the contemporary Paris
krater.

Later Greek art was almost equally reticent. Pausanias1 says:

'The Plataeans have a temple of Hera worth seeing for its size and its
sculptural decoration. As you enter there is Rhea bringing to Kronos the stone
wrapped in swaddling bands as if it were the child that she had borne. This
Hera they call Teleia?. It is an upright figure of large size. Both are made in
Pentelic marble, wrought by Praxiteles.'

Fig. 776.

The precise character and arrangement of these sculptures is
matter for conjecture. To me it seems probable that the statue of

social. A woman talks with a youth, who leans on his staff and gesticulates. Between
them stands a chair. On the wall hangs a bag.

1 Paus. 9. 1. 7 nXarateOcrt 5e va.6s fffnv "Hpas, Was dittos fJieytdei re KCII es TUIV aya\-
fj,drtav TOV KOV/JLOV. ecreAtfoCcrt /j,ev 'Pea rbv irerpov Ka.Tei\r)/j.ti>ov (nrapydvois, ola STJ TOV TratSa
8^ ere/ce, Kpocy Ko/u'foi/crd £GTI.- ryv Se "Hpav TeXeiW KaXoOcrt, TreTroirfraL 5£ opdbv /xe^e^et

.£ya • \LOov 8e d/x.</>6repa TOV TlevTeXycrLov, Hpa^ire\ovs 8£ fcrriv i-pya.
2 Cp. sttpra\. 20, ii. 893 n. 2, 1150.
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Hera Teleia*- stood on a square plinth decorated in relief with the
figures of Kronos and Rhea, both statue and plinth being, rightly
or wrongly, ascribed to Praxiteles2. Obvious parallels are afforded
by Pheidias' statue of Athena Parthenos on its sculptured plinth3,
and Praxiteles' statues of Leto and her children on ' the Mantinean
base4.' If so, it is likely enough that a Romanised copy of the
Praxitelean relief survives in a beautiful composition on the ara
Capitolina (fig. 778)5. Kronos, a kingly figure6, enthroned on the
right, rests one hand on the veil that covers his head7 and extends
the other to receive the stone from Rhea, who, veiled likewise,
advances with dignity from the left. H. Stuart Jones8 observes:

1 For numismatic evidence see Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Pans.
i. in, J. de Foville 'Les statues de Hera a Platees d'apres les monnaies' in the Rev.
Num. iv Serie 1906 x. 253—261 figs, i—3.

2 Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 102 argues that, since the temple of
Hera at Plataiai was built in the year 427/426 B.C. (Thouk. 3. 68), its sculptures must be
assigned to 'the elder Praxiteles,' whose floruit he would date c. 445—425. The same
opinion is expressed by several modern critics, e.g. Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii.
179 n. o, G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press
1929 p. 241.

But the existence of this 'elder Praxiteles,' postulated by W. Klein in the Arch.-ep.
Mitth. 1880 iv. i—25, is still highly problematic: see e.g. U. Koehler 'Praxiteles der
altere' in the Ath. Mitth. 1884 ix. 78—82, P. Perdrizet 'Note genealogique sur la
famille de Praxitele' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1898 xi. 82—95, C. Picard La sculpture antique
Paris 1926 ii. 77 ('le pseudo-Praxitele 1'Ancien').

3 Supra ii pi. xlv.
4 Paus. 8. 9. i, with the remarks of G. M. A. Richter op. cit. p. 198 f. figs. 679—681.

Supra p. 660 figs. 471, 472.
5 In addition to the bibliography given supra i. 43 n. i see now Stuart Jones Cat.

Sculpt. Mus. Capit. Rome p. 276 f. Salone no. 3 a (2) pi. 66 ( = my fig. 778).
6 Not uninfluenced by the type of Zeus as conceived by Alexander the Great (supra

ii. 760 f. figs. 704—707).
7 On the veiled Kronos see M. Mayer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1558—1563

figs. 9 —16, 18, M. Pohlenz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi.
2015—2017. To the examples cited by them may be added a
malachite cameo (cp. supra p. 538 n. o) of Graeco-Roman date
in my possession (fig. 777 : scale f). The engraver has, quaintly
enough, tried to represent 'hunc maestum, senem, canum, caput
glauco amictu coopertum habentem, filiorum suorum voratorem'
(Myth. Vat. 3. i. i) by using the darkest part of the stone for the
sinister face, a lighter green for the hair and beard, and a white
streak for the top of the veil.

The significance of Kronos' veil is far from clear. A. Jeremias
Der Schleier von Sumer bis heute (Der Alte Orient xxxi Heft 1/2)
Leipzig 1931 pp. i—70 omits Kronos altogether. M. Pohlenz
loc. cit. p. 2017, after dismissing earlier views, suggests 'alte Kultelemente wie bei der
Harpe.' A. H. Krappe in his Balor With the Evil Eye Columbia University 1927
p. 236°. and in his courageous survey Mythologie universelle Paris 1930 p. 250 conjectures
that the Greek Kronos and the Italian Saturn had, like the Irish Balor, a third eye in
the back of the head, which being an evil eye 'had to be covered up lest it should strike
innocent people with its destructive glance.' 8 Stuart Jones op. cit. p. 277.
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' The group is evidently composed for a relief, Its gentleness, and
the absence alike of the barbarous and the ludicrous, may well
indicate the Attic art of the fourth century as the source of the
composition.'

Fig. 778.

Very different is the impression produced by a tomb-painting
(fig. 779)1 which came to light in 1865 on the road from Ostia to

1 C. L. Visconti in the Ann. d. Inst. 1866 xxxviii. 312—319 (not earlier than
c. 200 A.D., perhaps even later; but probably copied by an indifferent artist from a good
exemplar), Man. d. Inst. viii pi. 28, 3 (part of which — my fig. 779), M. Mayer in Roscher
Lex. Myth. ii. 1569 ff. fig. 18 (but see A. Rapp ib. iv. 95), B. Nogara Le nozze Aldo-
brandine i paesaggi con scene dell* Odissea e le altre pitture murali antiche conservate nella
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Laurentum. Kronos and Rhea, both veiled, are sitting side by side.
Rhea, in blue chitdn and red himdtion, presses her hands nervously
together. Kronos, completely draped in a large yellow himdtion,
bends forward to seize a naked boy, who flings up his arm in
a gesture of frantic supplication. But the ogre, with grim face and
horrible wide mouth, has him by hair and hand and leg. His fate
is apparently sealed; for the old and terror-stricken paidagogos,
who, clad in a yellowish chiton and a blue himdtion, appears, stick
in hand, from the background, will obviously arrive too late. But
just in the nick of time a handmaid1, in reddish chitdn and yellow

Fig- 779-

himdtion, rushes forward to present Kronos with the stony sub-
stitute. There can, I think, be little doubt that this sensational
picture—very possibly with some symbolic meaning2—presents the
subject of Kronos' teknophagia, which we know to have been the
theme of a late Greek pantomime3.

biblioteca Vaticana e nei musei pontifiti Milano 1907 p. 63 f. fig. i, pi. 45, A, Reinach
Rip. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 6 no. 4.

1 I cannot agree with Visconti, who he. cit. took the paidago°6s and the handmaid to
be Ouranos and Gaia! Nor yet with M. Mayer, who loc. cit. thought that the artist had
combined two moments in the myth—Kronos about to rend and devour one of his sons
inpropria persona, and Kronos about to receive another of his sons in effigie. Least of
all can I accept the verdict of A. Rapp, who loc. ctt. includes this wall-painting in a list
of monuments 'Ohne Wahrscheinlichkeit...auf Rhea gedeutet.'

2 The infant devoured to all seeming and yet escaping from death would make an
appropriate decoration for a tomb. Cp. the subjects of sarcophagi noted supra ii. 417,
478, iii. 135.

3 Loukian. de salt. 80 01 5£ £tfpv&/j.a /j,ti>, ra irpdyfiara 5e fterdxpova % irpoxpova, olov
gytb TTore IdCw /j.^fj.vrifjia.1. rds yap Albs yovas 6pxotifJi.€v6$ rts Kal rty TOV Kp6vov reKv
irapapxe'iTO /cat ras Qvtffrov ffvfjt,(f>opas rip o/oiot'y irapr]y/j.ti>os• K.T.\.
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The myth as a whole is a complex involving two originally
distinct elements. On the one hand, there is the folk-tale motif of
the Unnatural Parent who eats his Children1. On the other hand,
the acceptance of a swathed stone as a substitute for Zeus suggests
the ritual of litholatry and in particular recalls the draped meteorites
worshipped in sundry Levantine cults2. The stone swallowed by
Kronos is described by late writers as bearing more than one
significant name. It was diskos, perhaps with a solar connotation3.
It was baitylos because of its wrappings4. It was abaddir*, a Semitic
term meaning ' mighty father6.'

1 Stith Thompson Motif-Index of Folk-Literature (FF Communications No. 108)
Helsinki 1934 iii. 207 G 72 ' Unnatural parents eat children.'' See also J. A. MacCulloch
in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1910 iii. 2o8b—209%
Frazer Golden Bough*: The Dying God p. 192.

Pohlenz in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1992 is reminded of Rotkiippchen (J. Bolte—
G. Polfvka Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Hausmdrchen der Briider Grimm Leipzig
1913 i. 234 ff. No. 26), in which the little girl rescued from the belly of the wolf fetches
great stones and fills him up with these. See also A. H. Krappe Mythologie universelle
Paris 1930 p. 281.

2 Supra pp. 888, 898, 906, 916 n. i, 918, 922. 3 Supra i. 299.
* Herodian. irepl Ka6o\iKrjs vpoffydias 6 (i. 163, 17 f. Lentz) jScuri/Xos 6 \idos 6v 6

K/><Ws Kartiriev, Theognost. can. 330 (Cramer anecd. Oxon. ii. 61, 21) /SertfXos 6 Xi0os ov
6 Kpdvos Kar^TTiev, Hesych. f3airv\os' otfrws eKaXetro 6 5o0els \i6os rf Kpbvtj) avrl Ai6s,
Bekker anecd. i. 224, 10 f. j3alrv\os' \l6os. otfrws e'/caXetro 6 dodels ry K/xScy avrl rov
Ai6s, Traparb rv\ov 6vra KeKpvtf>0ai, et. Gud. p. 102, 47 /3a/Ti/Xoy 6 fairapyavtap-tvos \l0os,
et. mag. p. 192, 56 ff. (3airv\os 5e 4K\r]9r) Kal 6 Xi0os 8v avrl Atos 6 Kp6vos Kartiriev
eipr/rai 5e ore ^ 'P^a Pairy alybs (TirapyavdHrcura ry Kp6j»<f> dtdwice (leg. ISw/ce)1 jSairij 5£
o-t)fj.aivei Tr)v di<j>6tpav, Apostol. 9. 24 /col palrvXov av Kar^Trtes- 4irl T&V &yav Xi/i/Swi'.
/JcUruXos 5^ effriv 6 fffirapyav<a/j.fros \i6os, dv Kpovos Kar^iriev avrl rov Ai6s. G. F. Moore
in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1903 vii. 202 says: 'A comparison of these passages plainly
shows that they are all ultimately derived from one source.'

6 Priscian. inst. 2. 6 (i. 47, 9 Hertz) 'abaddir' vel 'abaddier,' 5. 18 (i. 153, 19 Hertz)
'abaddir,' 6. 45 (i. 234, 16 f. Hertz) 'abaddir' quoque ('abaddier,' 6 f}airv\os), declinatum
non legi, 7. 32 (i. 313, 24 ff. Hertz) quidam addunt 'hie abaddir,' 6 /SafrvXos, 'huius
abaddiris,' lapis, quern pro love devoravit Saturnus, sed in usu hoc non inveni, Myth.
Vat. i. 104 sed tune quum natus esset Juppiter, ut partum ejus celaret mater, misit
Saturno gemmam in similitudinem pueri celsam, quam ABIDIR vocant, cujus natura
semper movetur. quam accipiens pater dentibus collisit et consumsit, 3. 15. 10 primo
ergo tradidit ei Neptunum, quern in mare submersit, et factus est deus marinus. secundo
dedit ei Plutonem, quern in foveam suffocavit, et factus est deus inferorum. tandem nato
Jove mirae pulchritudinis, ipsius miserta misit Saturno lapidem nomine abidir, quem
pulveratum devoravit. deinde egestus et formatus est in speciem humanam et vivificatus,
cp. G. Goetz Corpus glossarionim Latinorum Lipsiae 1888—1901 iii. 8, 52 /ScuTri/Xos
abaldir, 83, 6 beutylos abaddir, 289, 53 /ServXos auiaddir (with corr. abbadir), v. 589, 4
Abadir lapis, 632, i Abaddir lapis, 615, 37 Abadir est lapis quem deuorauit saturnus
pro ioue filio suo, vi. i. i abderites id est Saturnus, 125 Baetulum (bellium cod.} lapis
que<m> ferunt comedisse Saturnum pro filio suo Ioue ( = v. 563, 3), Gloss. Pap. cited
in the Thes. Ling. Lat. i. 43, 27 ff. abaddir deus dicitur, quo nomine lapis vocatur, quem
devoravit Saturnus pro love, dicitur quoque abaddir vel Abdira vel Abderites, quem
Graeci badelion vocant.

We gather from Augustine that the term was used of certain deities by the Punic
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These two elements, the folk-tale motif of the child-devourer
and the ritual usage of a baitylos, were perhaps first fused in ancient
Crete. For, on the one hand, the Kouretes had of old sacrificed
children to Kronos1 and saved the infant Zeus by deceiving his
father2, while, on the other hand, pillar-cults were admittedly rife3

and even natural stones might on occasion be treated as divinities4.
Further, in view of the relations between ' Minoan' Crete and

Pytho5, it is not surprising to find that what purported to be the
actual stone swallowed by Kronos was still to be seen at Delphoi
in the second century of our era.

population of north Africa (Aug. epist. i. 17. i miror quod nominum absurditate commoto
in mentem non venerit habere tuos et in sacerdotibus eucaddires (v.l. eucaddares) et in
numinibus abaddires). This is confirmed by an actual inscription found in Mauretania at
Manliana (Miliana) on the slopes of the Lesser Atlas (Corp. inscr. Lat. viii Suppl. 3
no. 2i48i=Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4478 Abaddiri • sa|ncto • culto|res iuniores | suis
sumtis • | aram constitu., | pro[v.] ).

6 S. Bochart Geographia sacra, sen Phaleg et Canaan* Lugduni Batavorum 1707
lib. ii cap. 2 p. 708 'Abaddir T1X 3N Hebraice est pater magnificus....Sed fallor aut
Abdir vel Abaddir, cum pro lapide sumitur, corruptum ex Phoenicio TH ptf eben dir vel
aban dir lapis sphericus. Talis enim Bsetyli forma,' F. Mtinter Antiquarische Abhand-
lungen Kopenhagen 1816 (supra p. 892 n. i) p. 266 ' Abdir oder Abaddir...erne Benen-
nung, deren Ursprung ungewiss ist, da sie sich entweder von "V1K )2N5 der gbttliche
Stein, herleiten lasst, oder nach einer andern, wenn gleich weniger wahrscheinlichen
Meinung, von "V1X 3K, der gottliche Voter; oder auch, dem Bochart zufolge, von
T*T pK. der runde Stein, um die oft rundliche Form der Steine zu bezeichnen, worauf
die Alten aufmerksam waren,' F. v. Dalberg Ueber Meteor-Cultus der Alten (supra p. 892
n. i) Heidelberg 1811 p. 73 'Abadir, der grosse macht ige Herrscher,—Pater
magnus,' W. Gesenius Scripturae linguaeque Phoeniciae monumenta quotquot supersunt
Lipsiae 1837 p. 384 'Vix dubitandum, quin sit "V1K IN pater (deus) potens, cf. UN de

diis gentilium Jer. 2. 27, et D'T'HK D^HPK i Sam. 4, 8..., non "VI pK lapis sphaericus,
quod magis placet Bocharto...: nihil enim frigidius, quam lapidem, eumque talem in quo
numen latere credebatur, lapidem appellare,' G. F. Moore in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1903
vii. 204 ' The natural interpretation of the name is " mighty or noble father"; the epithet
addir is repeatedly applied in the Old Testament to God, and occurs in other Phoenician
compound names; cf. Baliddir in a Numidian inscription (Ephem. Epigraph, vii,
no. 792).' There can, then, be little doubt that R. Thurneysen was wrong when in the
great German Thes. Ling. Lat. i. r6 f. he wrote: 'vocabulum peregrimim inc. orig.
incipitfortasse a nomine semitico, quodkebraice sonat J3K "lapis."'

1 Stipra ii. 548 f.
2 Supra i. 647 n. 8.
3 Sir A. J. Evans ' Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult and its Mediterranean Relations '

in fazjoum. Hell. Stud. 1901 xxi. 99—204, supra ii. 528 ff.
* Sir A. J. Evans The Palace of Minos at Knossos London 1928 ii. r. 342 ' the late

Shrine found in the Little Palace at Knossos with its grotesque fetishes consisting of
natural concretions,' 346 fig. 198, ib. ii. 2. 520, J. D. S. Pendlebury A Handbook to the
Palace of Minos at Knossos London 1935 p. 52 'on the stone balustrade were placed the
"fetish" figures of natural stone, the objects of adoration of the period of reoccupation
(L.M. III.).'

0 Supra ii. 189 n. 8. See also L. Lerat 'Trouvailles myceniennes a Delphes' in the
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1935 lix. 329—375 figs, r—24, pis. 19 —24.
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'As you leave the tomb of Neoptolemos,'
says Pausanias1, 'and pass on up the hill you
come to a stone of no great size. On this they
pour olive oil every day, and as each festival
comes round they put upon it wool of the
unspun sort. There is also a belief with regard
to it that this stone was given to Kronos
instead of the child and that Kronos spewed
it out again.'

The stone oiled and clad in wool was
certainly a baitylos and possibly, as
Sir James Frazer2 and others3 have
conjectured, an aerolite. What it looked
like we know from a silver simfulum
with gilded details, found in 1633 at
Wettingen near Basel4, which is
decorated with the seven deities pre-
siding over the days of the week5

(fig. 780). Kronos, the god of Saturday,
stands beside a pillar topped by an
oval stone : this can be none other than
his Delphic monument.

1 Paus. 10. 24. 6 eiravap&vri Si dird TOV fj-v
(sc. NeoB"roX^u.oi; TOV 'A^iXX^ws) \l0os effrlv ov /j.tyas •
TOVTOV Kal g\aiov offr/fjL^pai Karax^ovffi Kal (caret eoprty
€K&ffrir)v Zpia £iriTi0£a<ri. TO apyd- &rrt 5£ Kal 56£a es
aiirbv, Boffrjvai Kpovip TOV \L6ov avrl TOV iraidbs, Kal
ws avOis tffjieaejt avrov 6 Kpdvos.

2 Frazer Pausanias v. 355 (' Perhaps the sacred
stone at Delphi may have been meteoric).'

3 E-g- F. Miinter Antiquarische Abhandlungen
Kopenhagen 1816 p. 277, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel.
PP- 773' 775» K. Tumpel in Pauly — Wissowa Real-
Enc. ii. 2781 ('die Aerolithennatur geniigt zur
Erklarung des griechischen Mythos').

* M. Merian M\artini\ Z\eilleri\ Topographia
Helvetia, Rhiztia, et Valesice Franckfurt am Mayn
1654 p. 58 with fig. 6, F. Keller in the Mittheilungen
der antiquarischen Gesellschaft in Zurich 1864 xv.
133 ff. pis. 13 and 14, i, J. de Witte in the Gaz.
Arch. 1879 v. i f. pi. i (part of which = my fig. 780),
M. Mayer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1522 and 1568 f.
with fig. 17, W. H. Roscher ib. iii. 2539 fig. 2,
Reinach Rip. Reliefs iii. 525 no. i.

6 Supra i. 753, ii. 69 f. fig. 28, iii. 209 f. with
figs. 128 and 129.
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(i) Zeus Kappdtas.

Pausanias1 in his account of south-western Lakonike says:
'About three furlongs from Gythion is an unwrought stone. The story goes
that Orestes sat upon it and was thereby stayed from his madness; wherefore
the stone was named Zeus Kappotas in the Doric tongue.'

Attempts to determine the exact site of this famous stone have
led to some divergence of opinion. On the one hand, E. S- Forster2

in an article dealing with Laconian topography writes as follows:
' Near the modern Gymnasium, at the side of the Sparta road, is an abrupt
face of reddish stone some ten metres high, cut into the side of the hill of
Kumaro and now called IltAe*^™. At a point about four metres above the level
of the neighbouring road is the rock-cut inscription Motpa Atos Tepaaria)5. It
was cut by hammering with a round-pointed instrument, which made dot-like
incisions.

The distance from this spot to the centre of the ancient site agrees well with
the "about three stades" of Pausanias, and it may, I think, be regarded as
certain that this inscription marks the site of the sanctuary of Zeus Kappotas.
TfpdffTtos must then be regarded as the official title of the god, Kairiraras as a
local popular epithet. The spot as figured by Le Bas—Waddington [(fig. 781)*]
shows a rocky platform at the foot of the cliff, which perhaps was the
" unwrought stone " mentioned by Pausanias.'

On the other hand, W. Kolbe5, writing six years later in his
Inscriptions Laconiae, reverts to the view put forward by W. M.
Leake6, that the stone called Zeus Kappotas was to be seen in
antiquity some two hundred yards further south at the point where
the rock still shows an archaic inscription in 'small letters difficult
to decipher and interpret, but possibly prescribing penalties for any
who should shift or damage the sacred object7.

1 Paus. 3. 22. i Tvffiov Sf rpeis /j.d\iffra dirtx€l ffradtovs dpybs \l6os- 'OpeffTrjv \tyovfft
KaOeffOfrra 4ir' aiirov iraiiaaaBai TT/S ftavlas- Sid TOVTO 6 \i0os cifo/x.d<r0i? Zei>s Kairirdrras
Kara y\Sxrffav rty Aupida.

2 E. S. Forster in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1906—1907 xiii. 222 f.
3 [Supra ii. 31 n. 7.]
4 Lebas—Reinach Voyage Arch. p. 32 pi. Itin. 25 ( = my fig. 781). R. Weil in the

Ath. Mitth. 1876!. 151 ff. compares this 'Felsanlage' with that of Zeus Hypsistos at
Athens (supra ii. 876 n. r no. (i)).

5 W. Kolbe in Inscr. Gr. Arc. Lac. Mess. i. 217.
6 W. M. Leake Travels in the Morea London 1830 i. 248.
7 R. Weil in the Ath. Mitth. 1876 i. 154 f., Roehl Inscr. Gr. ant. no. 72, Roberts

Gk. Epigr. i. 261 no. 260, A. N. Skias in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1892 pp. 185—191 no. i,
R. Meister in Collitz—Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 60 ff. no. 4564, Michel Recueil
d"1 Inscr. gr. no. 693, J. v. Prott and L. Ziehen Leges Graecorum sacrae ii no. 55, Inscr.
Gr. Arc. Lac. Mess. i no. 1155 /j.edtva \ diroffTpvOeffraf \ al 5^ KO. a.iroffTpv\[6~\eTa.i,
dfaraTai \ I ho SoXos- \ -/oat 8e h&ire \ v6fj,os, \ airoffrdro. The interpretation depends on
the meaning assigned to the unknown verb diroffrpv&effTai. H. Stuart Jones in the new
Liddell and Scott has 'airooTpvOaopai, perh. = disturb, move, dub. in IG 5 (i). 1155. 2
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Neither of these explanations is quite satisfactory. The first
assumes that Zeus Kappotas was the popular name of the god
officially called Zeus Terdstios. But it is not easy to find a strict
parallel to such double nomenclature. Besides, Pausanias' phrase
' an unwrought stone' (argbs lithos) suggests something isolated
and smaller than ' a rocky platform at the foot of the cliff.' The
second explanation is even more precarious. We are invited to
think that a verb of unknown meaning in an inscription which does
not mention Zeus at all perhaps referred to misdemeanants guilty
of knocking bits off his sacred rock. I should sooner conclude that
the relic in question was a comparatively small stone long since
buried or lost.

The belief that ' Orestes sat upon it and was thereby stayed
from his madness' recalls other curative stones1, and implies a
possible2, but not very probable3, derivation of Kappotas from
katapatiein, ' to stay.' Equally unconvincing is M. Mayer's4 con-

(Gythium).' A. N. Skias loc. cit. suspected that faTroffrpvOearai. meant \i8orofj.elv or the
like. L. Ziehen loc. cit. agrees that this gives the required notion. And W. Kolbe
loc. cit. concludes: 'Neque vero de latomia cogitandum est, immo ne quis lapidem
ae'rium laedat, interdicitur. Hunc ergo in modum titulum verterim : "ne quis decutiat;
si quis decusserit, poenam dabit (sive ipse) sive servus."'

1 See E. Maass 'Heilige Steine' in the Rhein. Mus. 1929 Ixxviii. 8 ff. and K. Latte
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 2299. For the connexion of such stones with Orestes
cp. Paus. 2. 31. 4 and 8. 34. 2.

Zeus himself, when enamoured of Hera, would repair to the Leucadian rock and sit
there till he felt better (Ptol. Hephaist. ap. Phot. bibl. p. 153 a igff. Bekker tip-ofays de
TTJV alriav eiirelv A^yerat rbv 'AiroXXuva, us fj.dt>ris wv tyv&Kei di6ri 6 Zei>s del ep&v "Hpas
epxofievos eVl rfj irtrpq iKad^ero KOI aveiravero rov e'pwros. /cat iroXXol 8e a\Xot KCLL TroXXal
epam Ka/j.vovffai d,'n"ri\\dyr)<rai> rov i-puros, eirei rys irtrpas Ka6^\avro): on which consult
Frazer Lect. Hist. Kingship p. 73.

Even portable stones might be possessed of great curative and preservative virtue,
whether they were of natural origin like the oreites (supra p. 921), or artefacts such as
neolithic celts (supra ii. 506 ff.). An interesting modern survival of the latter variety is
recorded by T. F. G. Dexter The Sacred Stone New Knowledge Press, Treberran,
Perranporth (1929) p. 37 §76: 'Captain William Thomas, of Perranporth, tells me that
he knew an old Cornish woman named Fanny Francis who had a remarkable cure for a
bad leg—to rub it in "essence of thunder." This precious liquid was obtained by boiling
a "thunderbolt" (apparently a neolithic implement) in a saucepan for twenty minutes.
The owner of the "thunderbolt" was a miner at Pool who "lent it out" at 3d. a time !
The Captain adds: "I knew the woman well and have heard her prescribe."'

2 H. Hitzig and H. Bltimner ad loc.: "wie IliacnviKos fiir TLavcriviKos, A.M. II 442.
Ill 162.' [U. Kohler in the Ath. Mitth. 1878 iii. 163 published a base from Gythion,
which in a list of names includes (line 12 f.) Hwffivlicov rov 'A.pi<rroK\4\ovs K.r.\. The name
should be accented HwfflviKos.]

3 The Dorians said irav<ra<r()ai, not irdo-affQai, to judge from Theokr. 15. 87 ira.vffa.ff6',
w 5v<rravoi, K.T.\.

* M. Mayer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1540^: KctTrTrciras for KcurTroTcts (Karatrivu).
The same etymology is propounded by Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 778 (wrongly
numbered 787) n. 7, 1106 n. o.
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tention that Kappdtas means 'the Swallower.' For though in the
Hesiodic myth Zeus swallowed Metis1 and in the Orphic theogony
Zeus swallowed Phanes and all that in him was2, yet where a stone
is in question we should inevitably think of Rhea's ruse and
desiderate either Kronos the Swallower or Zeus the Swallowed.
There is more to be said for S. Wide's3 suggestion that Kappdtas
involves the root pet- pot-, which appears in the verb pot-d-omai,
' I fly.' Only, we must not translate 'the Down-flier4' or imagine
that the reference is to a winged thunderbolt. There is little or no
evidence to show that Greek thunderbolts were winged before the
fifth century6, and this cult savours of a much hoarier antiquity.
Rather, it should be borne in mind that the same root pet- pot- had
another meaning, 'to fall' as well as 'to fly6.' H. Usener7 and
F. Solmsen8—a strong combination—between them went far
towards proving that Zeus Kappdtas really meant Zeus 'the
Fallen,' and that his stone was in all likelihood a meteoric block.

If so, it must be conceded that among the peasants of Gythion
we are face to face with extremely archaic beliefs. Zeus is the
Sky9. The Sky is made of stone10. A bit of it breaks off and falls11.
That is Zeus ' the Fallen.' On this showing, our third volume ends
where our first volume began, with the primary and yet age-long
conception of the animate Sky.

1 Supra p. 743 f. 2 Supra ii. 1027, iii. 745.
3 S. Wide Lakonische Kulte Leipzig 1893 p. 21: 'In der Weise erklare ich den Zeus

Kappotas : er ist der vom Himmel gefallene dpybs X£0os (Ka7nrc6Tas = /caTa-7rt&T-aj aus der
Wurzel irer- TTWT-, vgl. Trur-d-ofMi). Man denkt dabei gewohnlich an Meteorsteine; aber
es liegt viel naher anzunehmen, dass nach den Volksvorstellungen diese Steine von dem
Blitz herabgeschleudert waren, wie bei den Germanen die Donnerkeile.'

Cp. Farnell Cults of Gk. States i. 46, H. Hitzig and H. Bltimner ad loc., Adler in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1918, K. Latte ib. iii A. 2299.

* E. Maass in the Rhein. Mus. 1929 Ixxviii. 7 f.: Ka7r7rc&Taj='Herniedergeflogen.'
5 Supra ii. 777, 780 f.
6 Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr.2 pp. 364 f., 370, Boisacq Diet. ttym. de la

Langue Gr. pp. 776, 787, Walde—Pokorny VergL Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. ii. 19 ff.
('pet-..."auf etwas los- oder niedersturzen, fliegen, fallen"').

7 H. Usener in the Rhein. Mus. 1905 Ix. 12 'Vielmehr gehort TTUT- zu Wurzel arer-
(Aor. dor. lirerov = tire<rov) wie iruTaffffat. zu irtreffdai, vgl. ffrptyftv ffrpo^/i ffTpuxpaydai.
Es ergibt sich also mit KairTrc&ras "dem herabgefallenen" ein Synonymon zu KaTOtjSdnjs,
und mit Zet>s KairTrcfrras eine neue Parallele zu Zeus Kepawfo. Der Stein, der diesen
Namen trug, konnte nur ein Meteorstein sein, der als leibhaftiger Donnerkeil verehrt
wurde.'

8 F. Solmsen in the Rhein. Mus. 1907 Ixii. 337 ' Morphologisch ist diese schone...
Deutung am leichtesten zu rechtfertigen, wenn man Kairir^raj als Verkiirzung von
KairTrwrards auffasst und mit att. Ku/3iorijs aus *Kv/3«mjTi5j zu Kvfit<nav (vgl. horn.
KvfiiffTirr-fip und Kretschmer Vaseninschr. 88) und 7iy>o<ra£7Tjs eiraiTT/s aus irp<wai7T)Ti}s
eiraiTijTijs zu afreH'...zusaminenstellt.'

9 Supra i. i ff. and. passim. ™ Supra p. 925 f. u Ib.





Plate LXVI1I

The highest peak of Mount Olympos (Mitka, the ' Needle').

^^ page 943 w. 3.
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§11. General Conclusions with regard to Zeus as god of the
Dark Sky.

We have now gone the round of our subject, surveyed its main
lines, and explored in detail some at least of its ramifications. It
remains in a few concluding paragraphs to gather up results and
attempt some estimate of their significance.

Starting from the primitive belief in an animate Sky, we
surmised that already in remote pre-Homeric times Zeus, ' the
Bright One1,' had developed from Sky to Sky-god and was con-
ceived after the fashion of an earthly weather-making monarch2.
He dwelt in isolated splendour where the summit of Mount Olympos
(pi. Ixviii)8 towers up through the cloudy aer into the cloudless
aither*. Universally recognised as head of the Hellenic pantheon,
he came in the Hellenistic6 age to be connected more or less closely
with sun6, moon7, and stars8—other manifestations of the same
celestial brightness9.

Even when the sky was dark with a lowering storm, 'the Bright
One' might be seen to flash downwards in a dazzling streak10. This
was regarded sometimes as his destructive glance11, more often as
his irresistible weapon12—a double axe13, a spear14, a sword15, a
lightning-fork or thunderbolt16. Zeus, who thus sent the lightning
and the thunder, was naturally thought to send all kinds of weather,
rain, snow, or hail17. Indeed, any phaenomenon of a meteorological
sort was apt to be dubbed Diosemta, a ' Zeus-sign,' and viewed as
an omen of serious import18.

Prominent among such Diosemfai was the Earthquake19, attri-
buted either to Zeus or to Poseidon, a specialised form of Zeus20,
whose trident was originally the lightning-fork of a storm-god21.
Clouds, again, played a certain role in the ritual and mythology of
Zeus22, as Aristophanes was aware when he wrote and rewrote his
Nephelai^ or elaborated that brilliant extravaganza his Nephelo-

1 Supra i. i ff. 2 Supra i. 9 ff.
3 Mitka, the highest peak of Mt Olympos, photographed from the Ridge by Mr C. M.

Sleeman, Sept. 3, 1926. See further supra ii. 904 n. 6.
4 Supra i. 101 with pi. ix, i and i. 6 Supra i. 777 f.
6 Supra i. 186—730. 7 Supra i. 730—740. 8 Supra \. 740—775-
9 Supra i. 777. 10 Supra ii. n. n Supra ii. 501 ff.

12 Supra ii. 505 ff. 13 Supra ii. 513 ff. 14 Supra ii. 704 ff.
15 Supra ii. 712 ff. 16 Supra ii. 722 ff. 17 Supra ii. r ff.
18 Supra ii. 4 ff. w Supra iii. r ff.
20 Supra i. 717 n. 2, ii. 31 n. 8, 582 ff., 786 f., 846, 850, 893 n. o, iii. 20.
21 Supra ii. 789 ff., 850, iii. 20. ™ Supra iii. 30 ff. 2S Supra iii. 69 f.
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kokkygia*-. The Winds too were not unconnected with Zeus2. Their
guardian Aiolos was one with Aiolos forefather of the Aeolians,
and perhaps began life as a tribal chieftain believed to embody the
sky-god3. Zeus' titles Oiirios, tkmenos, Eudnemos, Boreios afford
more definite proof of his power over the Winds4. A further group
of his epithets—Errhos, Ersaws, Ikmaios, and the like—associates
him with the Dew5. The Errhephoroi were 'Dew-bearers' who
carried dew, conceived as the very seed of the sky-father, down into
the womb of the earth-mother6, while the dew-sisters Aglauros,
Pandrosos, and Herse are best explained as successive names of the
earth-mother herself7. More obvious and constant is the relation of
Zeus to Rain8. Rain-magic is found at several of his cult-centres,
in Arkadia, in Thessaly, on the Akropolis at Athens9. Moreover,
the belief was rife that Zeus descended in rain to fertilise the earth—
witness the poets in general10 and the myth of Danae in particular11.
His appellatives timbrios™, Hyetios™, Hyes^, Chaldzios^ speak for
themselves. Lastly, Zeus on occasion let fall a meteorite, a fragment
of the solid sky, or even himself fell in meteoric form16. In which
context we can cite, not only the Syrian Zeus Betylos™ and the
Arabian Zeus Dousares18, but also the Laconian Zeus Kappotas™
and the stone devoured by Kronos20.

Such in rough outline were the physical foundations of the cult
of Zeus. I have used them throughout as providing a convenient
framework for a somewhat discursive investigation of his worship.
But the more nearly we study these aspects of it, the more clearly
we perceive that they were after all just the ground-plan or lower
storey of a greater and grander whole. Resting upon them and
rising all the time, here a little and there a little, was a structure of
fresh religious concepts, whose height and breadth—pinnacles of
individual aspiration and prospects of interracial understanding—
were quite without parallel in the pagan world. The fact is that
always and everywhere the cult of a Sky-god21 has proved to be an

1 Supra iii. 44 ft". 2 Supra iii. 103 ff. 3 Supra iii. 106 ff.
4 Supra iii. 1406". 5 Supra iii. 261 ff. 6 Supra iii. 165 ff., 602.
7 Supra iii. 237, 241 ff., 603. 8 Supra iii. 284 ff. 9 Supra iii. 3i4ff .
10 Supra iii. 451 ff. n Supra iii. 455 ff. 12 Supra iii. 525 ff.
13 Supra iii. 561 ff. 14 Supra iii. 873 f. 15 Supra iii. 875 ff.
16 Supra iii. 881 ff. 17 Supra iii. 890 f. 1S Supra iii. 912.
19 Supra iii. 939 ff. w Supra iii. 927 ff.
21 G. Foucart 'Sky and Sky-gods' in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics

Edinburgh 1920 xi. 58ob—585^ R. Pettazzoni Dio: formazione e sviluppo del monoteismo
nella storia delle religioni i U Essere celeste nelle credenze del popoli primitivi Roma 1922
pp. i—397 (to be followed by ii // Dio supremo nelle religioni politeistiche and iii // Dio
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elevating and widening force. Inevitably so, for it tends to raise
the thoughts of men from earth to heaven. And the quick-witted
Greeks were prompt to seize the opportunity of such uplift and
expansion.

Almost every section of this treatise serves to illustrate the
process. Zeus Hypsistos'1, for example, was ' the Highest,' not only
literally, but metaphorically too. He may have started, like Zeus
Hypatos*, as a Hellenic mountain-power. But he ended by becoming
identified with the supreme deity of more than one non-Hellenic
people, and not least of the Jews. This took place in the Hellenistic
age, which also saw the rise of Zeus the Sun3 and his fusion with a
variety of solar gods all round the eastern end of the Mediterranean—
Amen-Ra4 at Egyptian Thebes, Sarapis5 at Alexandreia, Ba'al-
hammdn* in north Africa, Bctal-samin* in Syria,not to mention the
Mithras8 of Chaldean magic. Moreover, it was as a pure sun-god
that at Tripolis in Phoinike Zeus acquired the striking appellative
Hdgios9, and on the coinage of Gaza was actually equated with the
Hebrew Godhead and inscribed with the triliteral form of the name
Jehovah10. These and other such lines converged and ultimately
met in the solar monotheism of Aurelian11.

Again, the ram12 and the bull13, whose procreative powers were
connected by pastoral and cattle-breeding peoples with all the
fertilising agencies of sun and storm, both alike served to facilitate
the union of the Greek Zeus with similar gods in contiguous areas.
The ram linked him to the Graeco-Libyan Ammori^ and the
Thraco-Phrygian Sabdzios^; the bull, to the Amorite Adad16, the
Babylonian Ramman17, and the Hittite god who in Roman times
figures as lupiter Heliopolitanus^ or lupiter Dolichenus™.

Of all the attributes ascribed to Zeus the most formidable was

iinico nelle religioni monoteistiche}. The views of Foucart and Pettazzoni are summarised
and criticised by W. Schmidt The Origin and Growth of Religion trans. H. J. Rose
London 1931 pp. 209—217. See also Frazer Worship of Nature i. 19—6r (The Worship
of the Sky among the Aryan peoples of Antiquity), 62—73 (The Worship of the Sky
among non-Aryan peoples of Antiquity), 74—88 (The Worship of. the Sky among the
civilized peoples of the Far East), 89—315 (The Worship of the Sky in Africa).

1 Supra ii. 876 n. i. 2 Supra ii. 875 n. r. 3 Supra i. 186 ff.
* Supra i. 347 ff. 5 Supra i. 188 ff. 6 Supra i. 353 ff.
7 Supra i. 8, 191 f. 8 Supra i. 190.
9 Supra i. 192, 400 n. 6, cp. ii. 1122 n. 9.

10 Supra i. 232 f. fig. 171, 6 and pi. xxi, iii. 558. n Supra i. 166.
12 Supra i. 428 ff. ^ Supra L 6^ ff ? m> 6o6> 6r5 ff>
14 Supra i. 348 ff. ^ Supra i. 390 ff., cp. ii. 275, 287 n. 2, 1184.
!6 Supra i. 549 ff., 581 f. » Supra i. 576 ff., 633 ff.
18 Supra i. 550 ff., 576 ff. 19 Supra i. 604 ff.
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the thunderbolt. Yet its terrors were not wholly terrific1. Zeus
might fall as a lightning-flash, but the Didbletos or ' Zeus-struck'
man was deemed divine and even treated as a god. The spot where
the fatal bolt fell was elysion and its victim enelysios, literally ' in
Elysium2.' He had entered upon the 'road of Zeus/ the Elysian
track, which led up the steeps of heaven and was identified by
Pythagorean sages with the Milky Way3. He, like Er son of
Armenios4, could stand at last on the axis of the world, the central
column supporting the very sky, there to witness all that heaven
could show5. The celestial ascent was sometimes conceived as
a ladder6—a conception which begins with Egyptian amulets7,
continues with Thracian and Orphic beliefs8, only to end with the
mediaeval Ladder of Salvation9. Again, Zeus armed with a
thunderbolt in either hand, a primitive storm-god, at Olympia was
sublimated into Zeus Horkios, ' God of Oaths,' a terror merely to
perjurers10, just as on Italian soil Dius Fidius, 'the Cleaver,' a
lightning-god, became, thanks to popular etymology, a peaceful
' Protector of Pledges11.' In general it may be said that from the
sixth century onwards the thunderbolt of Zeus begins to be replaced
by his sceptre12, surviving mainly as a symbol of omnipotence13 or
continuous divine activity14. Indeed, under Constantine its old
Anatolian form, the Idbrys, was deliberately re-shaped into the
labarum and adopted as the emblem of the all-conquering faith15.

Omnipotence leads on towards omniscience and omnibenevo-
lence. A Hellenistic type of Zeus enthroned and sceptred shows
the god with serious deep-set eyes, brow furrowed by thought, and
head propped on hand in an attitude of serene16 meditation. We
can hardly fail to recognise the insight and foresight of the divine
ruler, who takes a kindly interest in the affairs of men, His mood,
best described by the Greek term pronoia or the Latin providentia,
comes close to our own conception of Providence17. Thus in
imperial times lupiter Conservator extends a strong protecting arm
above the puppet emperor18, while his Syrian counterpart lupiter

1 Supra ii. 852. '2 Supra ii. 11 f. 3 Supra ii. 36 ff.
* Supra ii. 54, 114. 6 Supra ii. 44, 108, infra iii. 974. 6 Supra ii. 125 ff.
7 Supra ii. 125 ff. 8 Supra ii. 129 ff. 9 Supra ii. 136 ff.

10 Supra ii. 722, 726 f. u Supra ii. 724 ff. n. o. 12 Supra ii. 722, 731 ff.
13 Supra ii. 852. 14 Supra ii. 854. 16 Supra ii. 601 ff.
16 Mr H. Mattingly draws my attention to the fact that the same gesture of head

propped on hand occurs also in the Roman numismatic type of a seated Securitas
(Stevenson—Smith—Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 726, J. Ilberg in Roscher Lex. Myth.
iv. 595 ff., Hartmann in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii A. 1000 ff.).

17 Supra i. 34 ff., ii. 762 f. 18 Supra i. 276 n. 5 fig. 201.
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Dolichenus 'Best and Greatest, the Eternal' is hailed as 'the
Preserver of the Whole Sky, a Godhead Pre-eminent, a Provider
Invincible1.'

More and more, as time went on and men's sympathies widened,
the cosmic character of such a god tended to find expression in
poetry, philosophy, and art. Homer began his Iliad with the
parenthetic hint that its plot was but the progressive fulfilment of
the will of Zeus2. Sophokles3 ended his Women of Trachis with
the reflexion—

In all which happenings is nought but Zeus—

and we are left with that impressive monosyllable ringing in our
ears. An Orphic fragment paraphrased by Platon said:

Zeus first, Zeus midmost, Zeus hath all things made4.

And later Orphists under Stoic influence, or Stoics with a leaning
towards Orphism5, expanded the same theme into hymns of a
definitely pantheistic sort6. Theokritos7 and Aratos8 have echoes of
the opening line, which for Cicero9, Virgil10, Ovidu, and Calpurnius
Siculus12 passes into a poetical commonplace. Aratos13 in his great
exordium dwells on the ubiquity and helpfulness of the god. The
haunts of men are ' full of Zeus'—all the streets, all the markets,
the sea and its harbours. Zeus distinguishes the seasons by his
signs in the sky above and thereby determines the labours of the
earth beneath. And all this with beneficent purpose. So men do
well to worship him ever first and last; and the poet in a burst of
gratitude cries—

Hail, Father, mighty marvel, mighty boon !

Even the dry-as-dust pedant with his faulty philology attempts to
persuade us that Zeus gets his name Zena as being the giver of

I Supra i. 608, 633. 2 Supra i. 14 n. i.
3 Soph. Track. 1278 Kotidtv TO&TWV 8 rt /«j Zetfs. * Supra ii. 1033 n. i.
6 R. Harder 'Prtsmaia' i in Philologus N.F. 1930 xxxix. 243—-247 argues that

Orph. frag, i \ a Kern is not only not early (Kern), nor even merely Stoic in tone
(Wilamowitz), but is actually a Stoic forgery (Class. Quart. 1931 xxv. 216).

6 Supra ii. 1027 f.
7 Theokr. 17. if . £K Aids apx&fJLeffda (cal es Aia Xi^ere, Moi<rcu, | aOavaruv TOP apurrov

tirty K\e£wju,ei' doiScus.
8 Arat. phaen. i IK Aids d.px<a(j.effda. (supra ii p. vi).
9 Cic. de legg. 2. 7 'a love Musarum primordia'—sicut in Aratio carmine orsi sumus.
10 Verg. eel. 3. 60 ab love principium, Musae, Aen. 7. 219 ab love principium generis.
II Ov. met. 10. I48f. 'ab love, Musa parens,—cedunt lovis omnia regno— j carmina

nostra move.'
12 Calp. Sic. 4. 82 ab love principium, si quis canit aethera, sumat.
13 Ai&t.^Aaen. i ff. (supra ii p. vi).
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' l ife ' to all things1, and Dia as being the cause 'through' which
they came to be2. Zeus enthroned as cosmic lord is a frequent
theme of imperial art. So he appears, surrounded by all the host
of heaven, in a fine ceiling-fresco of Nero's Golden House3. And
analogous designs were used to decorate minor works of art, an
onyxphalera*, a terra-cotta lamp5, or what not? Anything circular
would serve. Thus handsome bronze coins struck at Nikaia in
Bithynia6 and Perinthos in Thrace7 show Zeus seated in the midst
with smaller flanking figures of Sun and Moon, Earth and Sea, the
whole enclosed by a broad band exhibiting all the signs of the
zodiac—an irrefutable witness of his claim to world-dominion.
Martianus Capella had indeed ample warrant for his hymn to
lupiter as ruler of the starry universe8. Small wonder that the type
of the infant Zeus seated on a globe surrounded by stars9 was
adapted for figures of the Father and the Son in church-mosaics of
the fourth and following centuries10, or that the similar type of Zeus
enthroned with the globe as his footstool11 is found on a fourth-
century gold-glass simply lettered CRISTVS12.

Meantime morality was on the march, indeed was on the war-
path. But reflexion shows that patristic satire on the chronique
scandaleuse of Zeus13, however excusable in the heat of controversy,
is not to be taken too seriously. It consists mainly of misdirected
attacks on the alleged amours of the god with this, that, or the
other mortal maiden. But in reality such liaisons point to the
legitimate union of the sky-god with the earth-goddess, who in
divers places had divers names and on occasion faded from goddess
to heroine14. It might even be urged that this notorious character-
istic of Zeus was a virtue rather than a vice, proving his permanence
and adaptability in the face of changing conditions. The earth-
mother ' of many names15' took on a score of shapes: the sky-father
remained constant to her in them all.

It was precisely this moral stability that made Zeus, not merely
the wedding-god par excellence on account of his own hierbs gamos16,

1 Supra i. 29 n. 4, ii. 259 n. o, 855 n. 2, 1102 n. 8.
2 Supra i. 29 n. 4, ii. 855 n. 2. 3 Supra iii. 39 pi. v.
4 Supra iii. 39 ff. fig. 10. 5 Supra\\\. 41 with fig. 15.
6 Supra i. 752 fig. 551. 7 Supra i. 752 f. fig. 552. 8 Supra i. 757.
9 Supra i. 51 f. figs. 27 and 28. 10 Supra i. 50 f. figs. 23 and 24.
11 Supra i. 47 with fig. 20. 12 Supra i. 49 fig. 22.
13 Supra i. 167 n. i. 14 Supra i. 779 f.
15 Aisch. P.v. 210 (cited supra ii. 176 n. i).
16 Souid. s.v. TeXeier "Hpa TeXda «al Zefls TMXeios erifj.G)vro ev TOIS 7<£juocs, ws irpvrdvets

oVres T&V jdfjitav. r^Xos 8e 6 ya/j.os. Sib Kal Trpor^Xeta ^KaXetro ^ Ovffia. 77 irpb r&v yd/j.<av
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but also the confessed patron of law and order. For as husband of
Ge Themis1 he was the natural guardian ofthemistes or 'precedents2'
and the parent of Dike* 'the Right Way of Things,' that is
'Justice4.' It was his to judge between the lawful and the lawless,
whether human or otherwise. Archilochos of Paros as far back as
the middle of the seventh century5 could say:

Zeus, Father Zeus, thou reign'st in heaven above
Watching the works of mortal men,

Knavish or just ; yea, all the beasts that move
Have rights and wrongs within thy ken6.

There are grounds for suspecting that the laws inscribed on Solon's
kyrbeis and dxones were held to be the very voice of Zeus7.
Aischylos8 makes Dike a close ally of her father. Sophokles9

speaks of her as seated at his side10. Euripides in the Melanippe

yivo/j,evri = schol. Aristoph. thesm. 973. Cp. Dion. Hal. ars rhet. 2. 2 Zeus -yap ical "H/>a,
irpuroi frevyvvvres re /cat ffvvSv&^ovres' ovYw TOL 6 nev Kal ILaTrjp /caXetrat wavruv, i) de
Zvyta, dTro TOV frevyvtivai rd OrjKv rip appevi (Poll. 3. 38 mentions Hera TeXet'a, but omits
Zeus). U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Der Glaube der Hellenen Berlin 1932 ii. 143
n. 2 cites Inscr. Gr. sept. i no. 3217 (a fragment of white marble from Orchomenos in
Boiotia) [ ........ Ail TeXJet'y, "Hpa TeXe£ci as an inscription relating to a marriage. See
further A. Klinz 'IEPOS TAMOS Halis Saxonum 1933 p. 109 ff.

1 Supra ii. 37, 267, 841. Hence, presumably, Plutarch's Zeus 9e,eu'<rrtos (infra
p. 964 n. 2).

2 //. I. 2376°. vvv avre fjuv vies 'Axa"S" | ev ira\dfj.ris (popeovffi diKao-iroXoi, o'i re
6^/j.iffTas | wpbs Atds elptiarai, Od. 16. 403 el /teV K' alvfiauffi Albs neyd\oio 0e"/«<rres.

3 Supra i. 755 n. 10. See Hes. o.d. 256 ff., Aisch. s.c. Th. 662, cho. 949 f., Eur.frag.
150 Dindorf=i5i Nauck2 ap. Stob. eel. i. 3. 23 p. 56, 19 ff. Wachsmuth.

4 H. Usener Gotternamen Bonn 1896 p. 180 f., O. Waser in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc.
v. 574, R. Hirzel Themis, Dike und Verwandtes Leipzig 1907 pp. 56 — 227 (the fullest
treatment), Harrison Tkemis2 p. 5i6ff.

6 W. Christ Geschichte der griechisc hen Litteratur6 Mtinchen 1912 i. 184.
6 Archil, frag. 88 Bergk4, 88 Edmonds, 94 Diehl2 ap. Stob. eel. i. 3. 34 p, 58, u ff.

Wachsmuth (cp. Clem. Al. strom. 5. 14 p. 412, 3 ff. Stahlin (Euseb./ra^. ev. 13. 13. 54))
' w ZeO, irdrep ZeO, vbv fiev ovpavov Kpdros, \ <ri) 5' Hpy' fir' avdp&irwv 6p$s \ \e<apya Kal
BefUffrd, ffol 8£ 6i)plwi> \ tiftpis re Kal Slxy /j.e\ei' with R. Hirzel op. cit. p. 218 n. 5.
P. Shorey in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1918 x. 801
' In a fable of Archilochus there is an appeal to Zeus who regards both the Hybris and
the Dike of beasts. This may be little more than the literary tone of Kipling's "law of
the pack" and Aristophanes' "laws of the birds" \av. 1343 ff.]. Pindar echoes Hesiod
with the compound beasts "unwitting-of-justice"' [Afem. i. 6$6ripa,i di'5/)o5^as]. Anaxi-
mandros even spoke of all individual things as paying the penalty for their injustice
(frag. 9 Diels3 ap. Simplic. phys. 24. 13 (Theophrast. phys. opin. frag. 2 in H. Diels
Doxographi Graeci Berolini 1879 P- 47^i 8 ff.) e| wv Be i) ytvecris iffri TOIS ov<ri, /cat rrjv
(pdopav els ravra yiveffOai /caret r6 xpec&v Sidovai. yap aura dlicriv Kal rifftv dXXiJXots rijs
ddiKias Kara rijv TOV xpbvov rdfyv). .

7 Supra ii. 1093 n. i. 8 Aisch. cho. 244 f.
9 Soph. Track. 279, O. C. 1381 f.

10 O. Kern Orphicorum fragmenta Berolini 1922 p. 196 thinks that Sophokles was
here following Orphic doctrine (infra p. 950 n. 4).
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Bound1 scoffs at the crude Hesiodic2 idea of Dike acting as court-
assessor to Zeus, but in the Trotades* still couples his name with hers:

O Earth's Upbearer on the Earth enthroned,
Whoe'er thou mayest be, hard to guess or know,
Zeus, be thou Nature's Law or Mind of Man,
To thee I pray; for stepping silently
Thou lead'st all mortal things on the path of Justice.

Orphic teaching represented both Dike* and Nomos5 aspdredroi of
Zeus. And the eclectic author of the pseudo-Aristotelian work
On the Universe (s. \ B.C.)6, after quoting with approval an Orphic
hymn to Zeus, concludes his treatise with the words7:
' God, then, as the old story has it, holding the beginning and the end and the
middle of all things that exist, proceeding by a straight path in the course of

1 Eur. frag, 506 Nauck2 ap. Stob. ecL i. 3. 14* p. 54, 12 ff. Wachsmuth So/ceire
mjSav TddiK'ftfj.aT' els 8eoi>s \ irrepoiffi, K&ireiT' tv Aids 5e\Tov irrvyals | ypd<j>eu> TIV' atird,
Zfjva d' eicropuvrd viv \ OVT/TOIS Swdfeiv ; ovd' b iras &v ovpavbs \ Ai6s ypdtpovTos Tas fiporuiv
apapTias \ e£apKe<reiev ofid' eiceivos av ffKovwv \ ve^veiv e/cdtrTcj) fynlav dXX' i) Alter} \
evravBd irotiffTiv eyytis, el fiotXecrO' bpav. Cp. Deut. 30. nff. Tor this commandment
which I command thee this day— It is not in heaven, that thou shouldest say, Who shall
go up for us to heaven, and bring it unto us, and make us to hear it, that we may do it?...
But the word is very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that thou mayest
doit.'

2 Hes. o.d. 258 ff.
3 Eur. Tro. 884 ff. EK. u> 777$ ox^na- Kdvl yrjs tytav e&pav, \ Sorts iror' el ffti, dvffrbir-

aoros elSe'vai, \ Zetfs, efo-' avdyKV) 0tf<reos etre vovs /Sporuv, \ irpo<rir)v!;dfji.T]v ffe- irdvra. yap
SC a\j/6<pov \ fiaivuv Ke\e66ov Kara 5LKt)v ra Bvffr' ayeis.

* Orph. frag. 23 Kern ap. pseudo-Dem, c. Aristog. i. u (on the spurious character
of this speech see W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur* Miinchen 1912 i. 602
n. i) Kal TTJV dirapalrrjrov ical ffefj-vrfv Aiicr)v, •fjv 6 rds ayiurdras T]fuv reXeris Karadell-as
'Op<j>evs vapa ri>v TOV AIOJ &p6vov (firjffl KadijfJi^vi}!' vdvra ra TUV dvOp&irwv 4<f>opav, els
aiirov ZKOLGTOV vo/jlffOLVTa f$\eireiv O&TU Set \f/t)<f>ife<rOai, <f>v\aTT6[j,evov Kal irpoop^fjievof fii)
KO.ra.iff-xyva.1. raVTi)v, K.T.\., cp. Orph. h. Dik. 62. I ff. 0/J.fJi.a A£KIJS i*e\ir<a iravdepiceos,
&y\aofj,6p<pov, \ ft Kal Zrjvbs avaKTO* lirl Opbvov lepbv iffei | of>pav66ev KaQopuva filov 6vqru>v
ird\v<p&\uvt | /c.T.X.

See further G. Caramia 'Chi e la dea BASIAEIA negli Uccelli di Aristofane?' in the
Rivista Indo-Greco-Italica di filologia, lingua, antichitd, 1925 ix. 203 ff., who concludes
that Basileia (supra p. 60 n. 5) was Dike the irdpedpos Ai6$ (Soph. O.C. 1381 f., Arrian.
4. 9. 7), and F. Ribezzo 'La A£/oj irdpedpos Ai6s degli Orfici' in the same Rivista 1925
ix. 209 f., who regards the three functions of Basileia^-efySouXfa, evvo/j.la, autppofftivt)
(Aristoph. av. i539f.)—as those of an Orphic Dike.

5 Orph._/raf. 160 Kern ap. Prokl. in Plat. Alcib. i p. 499, 2 Cousin2 TrdXii*, eirei8-l)irep
j] irpb TOV ic6fffj.ov Af/ci; ffvvtirerai T(f Atf (irdpeSpos yap 6 N6/xos TOV Ai6s, us tprifftv 6 'Op<f>eAs)
and ap. Prokl. in Plat. Tim. i. 315, 8 ff. Diehl ev Se T$ Topyla (523 A) avvT&TT<av re avTbv
(sc. Tbv Afa) TOIS KpovLoais Kal el-aipwv dir' at>TU>vt b>a Kal irpb TUV TOI&V 77 Kal /ter '̂?'''«l

vw' a^Tuv, Kal Tbv N6/j.oi> afrr£ trvyKaOidpfav, uffirep Kal b 'Op<f>eiis' Kara yap TO.S tiiroO'/iKas
TTJS NVKT^S Kal irap' eKeivtg irdpeSpov iroieiTai Tbv "S6fwv • eri Se Tty AlKV)v o\tiv dvaSbv
airrov Ti6efji.evos £v N6/iots (4. 716 A), uffirep Kal 6 6eo\byos.

6 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteralur* Miinchen 1912 i. 736, Miinchen
1920 ii. i. 376.

7 [Aristot.] de mundo 7. 401 b 24 ff. trans. E. S. Forster.
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nature brings them to accomplishment; and with him ever follows Justice, the
avenger of all that falls short of the Divine Law—Justice, in whom may he that
is to be happy be from the very first a blessed and happy partaker!'

Plutarch1 in his address To an uneducated Ruler is dissatisfied with
such conventional views and protests that Dike is no mere pdredros
of Zeus but must, like Themis and the highest Nomos2, be frankly
identified with Zeus himself:

' Now it is true that Anaxarchus, trying to console Alexander in his agony of
mind over his killing of Cleitus, said that the reason why Justice and Right are
seated by the side of Zeus is that men may consider every act of a king as
righteous and just; but neither correct nor helpful were the means he took in
endeavouring to heal the king's remorse for his sin, by encouraging him to
further acts of the same sort. But if a guess about this matter is proper, I should
say that Zeus does not have Justice to sit beside him, but is himself Justice and
Right and the oldest and most perfect of laws; but the ancients state it in that
way in their writings and teachings, to imply that without Justice not even Zeus
can rule well.'

When Antiochos i of Kommagene called himself by the bombastic
title Thebs Dikaios Epiphan^s, 'the Just God Made Manifest,' he
was perhaps posing as Zeus Oromdsdes incarnate3. In late times
Zeus acquired the appellation Dikaidsynos as Judge of the just
and unjust4, and at Karousa in Paphlagonia was worshipped as
Dikaidsynos Megas*.

But, before perfection can be reached, Justice must be tempered
with Clemency, Mercy, and Love. Of which kindlier qualities there
are stray hints and previsions in the cults of Zeus Meilichios*, Zeus
Hikesios1, and Zeus Philios*. Particularly impressive for its moral
implicates is the attitude of Zeus towards the man-slayer. It would
seem that the bloodguilty person, who fled from the vengeance of
his victim's kin and appeared in some far off village as a suppliant
stranger, was—according to ancient Greek usage—believed to be
under the special protection of a divine escort9, nay more, was

1 Plout. adprinc. inerudit. 4 trans. H. N. Fowler.
2 Find. frag. 169 Bergk4, 169 Schroeder op. Plat. Gorg. 4848 N6ywos 6 iravrwv

|3a(rtXei>s \ Bvar&v re Kal dffavdruv \ SLyei SiKai&v rb fiiaifyraroi? VTreprdra XetP'> Eur. Hec.
798 ff. i)/j.eis fj.fr ofo dov\ot re KcurOeveis &TWJ- | d\X' ol 0eol <r9£vovffi xw Kelvtav Kpar&v j
N6/ios' v6ft,(j) yap TOI>S 0eoi)s •qyotneOa | Kal ̂ dftev aSiKa Kal diKai' utpurutvoi, Plat, epist. 8.
354 E—355 A 0e6s Se dvOptbirois a&tppoai v6(JLos, a<ppotri dt iidovfi, Dion Chrys. or. 75 p. 267
Dindorf ofrros 6 rty 6d\arrav KaOalpuv, 6 TTJP "fyv tf/J-epov voidtv, 6 rov Aids £retDs vl6s, o
rty a-tfTTTiTov Kal dvvir4pft\r)roi> iff-xjuv ?xw" (sc- ° N6/Aoj). See further R. Hirzel Themis,
Dike und Verwandtes Leipzig 1907 p. 386.

3 Supra i. 742 n. 5. 4 Supra ii. 1092 n. 8. 6 Ib.
6 Supra ii. 1091 ff. (Append. M). 7 Supra ii. 1093 n. i, 1097 n. 2.
8 Supra ii. 1160 ff. (Append. N). Sutrc *. 1097 n. o.
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originally regarded as himself a potential god1. Hence we hear,
not only of Zeus Hikfcios ' the God of Suppliants,' but also of Zeus
Hiketas, himself 'the Suppliant2,' and even of Zeus aldstor, Zeus
'the curse3/—a daring and desperate identification of the deity
with the sinner. These things are strangely suggestive. Simple
souls dwelling round the Mediterranean were prepared to believe
that any day a god might appear in their midst in the likeness of
a man4. Why not as 'the man Christ Jesus5'? Further, it would
not stagger them to think that such an one might somehow con-
descend to identify himself with the sinner and even to 'become
a curse for us6.'

Other 'august anticipations7' may be detected, by those who
have ears to hear, in all parts of the ancient world. If for cultural
and religious purposes Greece as a whole be divided into three zones,
northern, central, and southern, it will naturally be found that of
these the first and third were to a large extent independent and
pursued their own lines of development, while the second lay open
to influences received from either side. But in all three the same
upward trend is observable.

Thus in the north the Thraco-Phrygians8 recognised a sky-god
Dios, an earth-goddess Zemela, and their offspring Dios Nysos, Dios
'the Younger.' The son was held to be a rebirth of the father9,
whose name and nature he duplicated. Hence the ill-understood
association of the Anatolian mother-goddess with a partner con-
ceived at once as her husband and her child10—Kybele, for example,
having a youthful consort invoked as Attis, 'Daddy,' or Papas,
'Papa11.' And hence too the success with which Christianity was
propagated in Phrygia and Thrace among a people who already
believed in a Father manifesting himself anew in the person of his
Son12. Even the rites and formulae of Attis might pass muster as
^##.«-Christian13.

In central Greece Dios, Zemela, and Dios N$sos became
naturalised as Zeus, Semele, and Dionysos14. But again there were

1 Supra\\. 1096 n. 4. 2 Supra ii. 1096 n. i.
3 Supra ii. 1098 n. 5, cp. ib. nn. 4 and 6.
4 Supra ii. 1096 n. 4. 5 i Tim. 2. 5. 6 Gal. 3. 13.
7 R. Browning Paracelsus 5 sub fin. ' But in completed man begins anew | A tendency

to God. Prognostics told | Man's near approach; so in man's self arise | August anticipa-
tions, symbols, types | Of a dim splendour ever on before | In that eternal circle life
pursues.' . .

8 Supra ii. 277 ff., 842. 9 Supra ii. 294 with n. i, 842.
10 Supra ii. 294, 842. u Supra ii. 292 ff., 842.
12 Supra ii. 288 ff., 303, 842. 13 Supra ii. 303 ff. u Supra ii. 277 ff., 842.
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obvious points of contact between Dionysiac and Christian practice.
The former like the latter made much of collective emotion1,
treated the inspired devotee as one with his god2, transcended the
narrow limits of Hellenism3, and taught the mystery of life through
death4. It is notorious that the Christus Pattens, a play written in
the middle ages on the supreme tragedy of Calvary5, was composed
largely of lines and half-lines culled from the Bacchae*.

In the south we have a similar but older triad—the sky-god
Kronos7, the earth-goddess Rhea8, and their youthful son Zagreus
or the Cretan Zeus, whose death and resurrection were annually
celebrated as a means of reviving the life of all that lives9. Zeus
Idaios in the fifth century had mystics, who by their sacraments
assimilated themselves to their god and thereafter, clad in white
raiment, led a life of ceremonial purity10. Zeus Asterios of Gortyna
seems early to have taken on a solar character, but in the Hellenistic
age is viewed as god of the starry sky11. Aratos, when about to
describe the whole series of constellations, starts with the Bears
and tells how once in Crete they hid the infant Zeus in a cave and
nurtured him there for a year, while the Dictaean Kouretes were
deceiving Kronos12. Now Aratos was a native of Soloi or, some

1 Supra i. 667, 672, 688, etc.
2 Supra i. 648 ff., 673, 675 ff., 705.
3 The Dionysiac nomenclature was syncretistic. Didnysos came from Thrace (supra

i. 695, 780, ii. 268, etc.). Bdkchos perhaps came from Egypt, where at Hermonthis men
worshipped the bull Bakha (supra i. 436ff., ii. 268 n. 4). Zagreus probably came from
Mt Zdgros or Zdgron in Assyria, passing first through Phoinike and then through Crete
(supra i. 651, ii. 268 n. 4). Thus elements drawn from north, south, and east combined
to form a religion of well-nigh universal appeal.

* Dionysos, the life-god of the Thracians (supra ii. 1024 f.), dies only to rise again.
Those who took part in his dr6menon, those who witnessed his drdma, thereby became
partakers of his immortality (supra i. 663 f., 673).

5 K. Krumbacher Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur^ Mtinchen 1897 p. 746 ff.,
W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1912 i. 353 n. 12, Miinchen
1924 ii. 2. 1420 n. 2.

6 K. Krumbacher op. cit? p. 746 'Ein voiles Drit tel der 2640 Verse (ausser den
vereinzelten Anapasten V. 1461 ff. nur Trimeter), aus welchen das Drama besteht, ist
fremdes Eigentum. Den grossten Teil dieses Lehngutes lieferten sieben Dramen des
Euripides, namlich Hekabe, Medea, Orestes, Hippolytos, Troades, Rhesos und
Bacchen; dazu kommen einige Dutzend Verse aus dem Prometheus und Agamemnon
des Aeschylos und aus der Kassandra des Lykophron. ' As to the Bacchae, Sir
J. E. Sandys in his edition of that play (ed. 3 Cambridge 1892 p. Ixxxv) says: 'a large
number of its lines were appropriated by the compiler of the dreary cento known as the
Christus Patiens, once attributed to Gregory of Nazianzus.'

7 Supra ii. 548 ff. 8 Supra i. 649 n. 3, ii. 515, 548.
9 Supra i. 646. 10 Supra i. 648. u Supra i. 547-

12 Arat. phaen. 30 ff. (cited supra ii. 928 n. o).
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said, of Tarsos1. It is therefore of interest to note that Paul of
Tarsos in his speech before the Areiopagos actually quotes the
words used by his fellow-countryman with regard to the Cretan
Zeus—

'For we are also his offspring2,'

and in the same context cites, perhaps from a lost poem by
Epimenides3, Minos' panegyric of the god—

'in him we live, and move, and have our being.'

Paul must have been struck, and struck forcibly, by the Cretan
parallel—a divine child born to be king, hidden in a cave from his
enemies, apparently weak and helpless, yet able to control the stars
in their courses, one with whom his worshippers the world over
could claim kinship, while dependent on him for life, and breath,
and all things4. Truly the cult of Zeus Asterios has once more
landed us on the very confines of Christendom.

Proofs might be multiplied, but I have said enough to show that
the physical basis of the cult of Zeus involved mental, moral, and
spiritual issues, which themselves rose to great heights and were
prophetic of even greater things to come.

Many, if not most, of these sublimer aspects were caught and
canonized when Pheidias at the very zenith of his fame made his
statue of Zeus Olympics for the fifth-century temple in the Altis5.
For a detailed description of it we are in the main dependent on
the dry paragraphs of Pausanias6, eked out by allusions elsewhere7.
It appears that the god, a colossal figure in gold and ivory, sat
enthroned with a Victory likewise of ivory and gold, bearing a fillet
and wearing a wreath, in his right hand and a sceptre, embellished
with various metals8 and topped by an eagle, in his left. He had an
olive-wreath on his head and golden sandals on his feet, his himdtion

1 G. Knaack in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 391 f. (' Wahrscheinlich war die
Familie...von Tarsos nach Soloi iibergesiedelt; deshalb wohl nennt Asklepiades von
Myrlea Tarsos als Geburtsort (Vit. I p. 52, 5 [p. 76, 4 flf. Maass 'A<rK\riirid8r)s 8£ 6
MupXeavds tv T$ ta Ilepi ypa/u.fiaTiKwv fapff^a <t>-qfflv atirbv yeyovtvai dXX' otf SoX^a = Frag,
hist. Gr. iii. 299 Miiller])'), B. A. Miiller De Asclepiade Myrleano Leipzig 1903 p. 43.

2 Acts 17. 28 (cited supra i. 664 n. 3).
3 Supra i. 157 n. 3, 663 n. 2, 664 n. i. 4 Supra i. 664 f.
5 Supra ii. 757 f. 6 Paus. 5. n. i—n.
7 Overbeck Schriftquellen p. 125 ff. nos. 692—695, 697—754. A shorter set of extracts,

with English rendering and brief notes, will be found in H. Stuart Jones Select Passages
from Ancient Writers illustrative of the History of Greek Sculpture London 1895 p. 84 ff.
nos. in—114.

8 Paus. 5. ii. i TT; 5e dpio-repp TOU 0eov x«P' tveari (so Person for xaP^ev tffrt codd.)
ois rots irciffiv
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of gold being inwrought with living creatures and lily-flowers1.
His throne, decked with gold and jewels, ebony and ivory, had upon
it numerous figures painted and carved. It was surmounted by
groups representing the daughters of Zeus — three Charites2 and
three Horai3. Each throne-leg showed four dancing Victories
above, and two others below4. On the two front legs were Sphinxes
grasping Theban children5, and beneath them Apollon and Artemis
shooting down the Niobids6. The throne-legs were connected by
four bars. The front bar carried seven, originally eight, figures
illustrative of ancient athletic contests7. The other three bars had,
all told, twenty-nine figures — Herakles and his allies, Theseus
among them, engaged in fighting the Amazons. The throne was
supported not only by four legs, but by four pillars between them.
The space beneath it, however, could not be entered, being pro-

1 Ib. r<f §£ ifw/rlq fydid re Kal ruv a,v6G>v ra xpiva tarlv e/j,ireTroii)fJi^va. The tySia
perhaps typified fertility in the animal world; the Kplva (supra i. 622 ff.), in the vegetable
world.

2 Supra i. 155. 3 Supra ii. 37 n. i, 94 n. 2.
4 H. Bulle in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 328 and 338 (' Es ist das erste bezeugte Beispiel

einer ausgedehnteren dekorativen Verwendung der Niken an einem monumentalen
Kunstwerke, wofttr die zahlreichen kleinen dekorativen Bronzefigiirchen von der athen-
ischen Akropolis und die Verdoppelung der Nike auf Vasenbildern kaum als Vorlaufer
angefuhrt werden diirfen.' Etc.).

5 F. Eichler 'Thebanische Sphinx' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1937 xxx.
75 — no figs. 19 — 32 has made it probable that two fragmentary groups in a blackish
stone ('Diabastaff ( " Schalstein ") ') found by the Austrians at Ephesos and now in the
Depot at Vienna were copied from one of the ebony (?) arm-supports of Pheidias' Zeus.

6 Supra ii. 475 n. 7.
7 Paus. 5. n. 3 adds that the man binding his head with a fillet was said to resemble

Pantarkes (cp. 6. 10. 6, 6. 15. 2), an Elean youth who won a victory in the wrestling-
match of Ol. 86 (436 — 433 B.C.) and was the iraidiicd of Pheidias.

Later writers affirm that Pheidias inscribed ILavrdpici)* xaXos on the finger of Zeus
(Clem. Al. protr. 4. 53. 4 p. 41, i8ff. Stahlin, Arnob. adv. nat. 6. 13, Phot. lex. and
Souid. s.v. 'tafwovrta NV/ue<ris). But Gregory of Nazianzos tells the same tale of Athena
Parthtnos (Greg. Naz. poemata i. 2. 10. 863 f. (xxxvii. 742 A Migne)); and Libanios, of
Aphrodite (Liban. ap. schol. Clem. Al. protr. p. 313, 7 f. Stahlin) — perhaps meaning the
Nemesis of Rhamnous (supra i. 275) ev 'A.<ppo8lr^ ffX'n^ari. (Phot, and Souid. locc. citt.}.
Lastly, Eunapios, if his text be sound (v. Acacii 177 p. 101 Boissonade ft-fre Qeidlq. rov
rbv daKTv\ov irapa\a[ieii' Kal rbv iraida irptis Ziraivov rijs 9eas), appears to connect the
incident with a goddess ; but D. Wyttenbach's cj. ir65a for iraida may well be right
(so J. F. Boissonade ed. 2 Parisiis 1878 and W. C. Wright ed.' London 1922). On the
whole, this famous anecdote, if not absolutely incredible (it might conceivably be argued
that an Olympic victor was an embodiment of the Olympic god (Folk-Lore 1904 xv. 399 ff.),
that Zeus mindful of Ganymedes might make allowance for the sculptor, that Tlavrdpicris
could be explained away as iravTapKris — an epithet worthy of Zeus himself (Aisch. Pers.
855 f. iravrapirfis d/cd/cos a/Mx°s fia-ff&ffa, \ Iffbffeos Aapetos (cp. supra ii. 853), Hesych. s.w.
ira.VTO.pKta.' iraffi fioi)66v, iravrapicfis • 6 ira<nv airrapKuiv), etc.), is at least highly improbable.

In any case Pheidias' statue of a boy binding a fillet on his head (Paus. 6. 4. 5) is
not ad rent (see Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 40 n. i, Sir J. G. Frazer and
H. Hitzig— H. Bliimner adloc.}.
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tected by barriers like walls1. Of these, the one that faced the door
was simply coloured blue; the rest were painted by Panainos the
brother of Pheidias with pictures of Atlas and Herakles, Theseus
and Peirithoos, Hellas and Salamis, Herakles and the Nemean
lion, Aias and Kassandra, Hippodameia and Sterope, Prometheus
and Herakles, Penthesileia and Achilles, and lastly two Hesperides.
The footstool had golden lions2 and a frieze showing Theseus'

1 Paus. 5. 11. 4 f. ave-xpvffi Se of>x °' i"65es /j.6voi rbv Qphvov, dXXA Kal idoves forot TOIJ
Tro<rl /uerafv eerT77/c6res ru>v iroSwv. vire\6eiv d£ oi>x olbv re ecrriv vwb rbv 9p6vov, ueirep ye
Kal ev 'A/j.ijK\ais es ra eivbs TOV Bpovov irapep'x.ofJ.eBa- ev 'OXv/jLiriq, 8£ epti/j.ara rpbirov roLx<av
Treiroirifji.ei'a ret \J5e (del. Korais)] direipyovrd ecrrt. TOIJTWV TU>V epv/j-druv 8<rov nev diravriKpii
T&V 6vp&v effTiv, d\-f)\arra.i Kvavip fi6vov, TO. Se XotTrd. aiiruv irapexerai Ravalvov ypa<f>ds.

The exact construction and decoration of the throne has long been a bone of contention
among classical archaeologists: see e.g. H. Brunn ' La nascita di Venere sulla base del
Giove fidiaco' in the Bull. d. Inst. 1849 P- 74f. = id. Kleine Schriften Leipzig—Berlin
1905 ii. 247 f., id. 'Sul Trono del Giove di Fidia in Olimpia' in the Ann. d. Inst. 1851
xxiii. 108—117 pis. c and D (restorations by Stackelberg and Brunn) = id. Kleine Schriften
ii. 248—254 figs. 28 and 29, A. S. Murray 'The barrier of the throne of Zeus at Olympia'
in the Ath. Mitth. 1882 vii. 274—276, id. A History of Greek Sculpture London 1883
(ib.z London 1890) ii. 125—127, R. Bonn in S. A. Ivanoff Architektonische Studien Berlin
1892 Heft i, E. A. Gardner 'The Paintings by Panaenus on the Throne of the Olympian
Zeus' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1894 xiv. 233—241, A. Trendelenburg in the fahrb. d.
kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1897 xii Arch. Anz. pp. 25—29, E. Petersen 'Die Geburt der
Aphrodite' in the Rom. Mitth. 1899 xiv. 154—162, H. Blumner 'Die Gemalde des
Panainos am Throne des olympischen Zeus' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst
1900 xv. 136—144, H. G. Evelyn-White 'The Throne of Zeus at Olympia' in \hejourn.
Hell. Stud. 1908 xxviii. 49—55, G. Pellegrini 'II trono di Giove e le pitture di Paneno
a Olimpia' in the Atti del reale Istituto veneto di scienze, lettere edarti 1914—1915 Ixxiv.
X5S5 ff-> G. Q. Giglioli 'II trono dello Zeus di Fidia in Olympia' in the Memorie della R.
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei Classe di scienze morali, storiche e filologiche Serie Quinta
1920 xvi. 219—374 with diagrams and 26 figs.

In my restoration (supra ii pi. xlvi) I have assumed ( i ) that the four bars (xavdves),
as the coins seem to show, carried small figures in the round (<iy<i\/j.aTa) representing
athletes or combatants; (2) that the wall-like barriers (eptfMTa), which prevented people
from passing under the throne, were painted screens filling the four spaces between the
legs (TroSes) and beneath the bars; (3) that the pillars (icioi>es), equal in number to the legs
(tcroi TOIS iroffl), stood literally between the legs (uerafi) effrrjKores r&v Trodwv), connecting
the bar as stylobate with the seat as architrave (for an earlier arrangement see supra
p. 669 with fig. 480). This would not exclude the possibility that, as in the case of Athena
Parthtnos (G. Fougeres UAcropole d^Athenes: Le Parthenon Paris 1910 ii. 2 pi. 134, i),
there was a strong central pier or mast to ensure the stability of the whole colossal figure.
Indeed, I suspect that a symbolic value was attached to this group of four pillars with
a central stem. We have already seen (supra ii. 141 ff. fig. 83) a similar quincunx of
columns apparently serving as a Sardinian model of the sky. The tomb of Porsenna at
Clusium with its five pyramides and its superposed petasus (supra ii. 1219) is susceptible
of the same interpretation. Recently L. Frobenius Kulturgeschichte Afrikas Zurich 1933
p. I73ff - figs. 124—139 has cited interesting parallels from Yorubaland, Egypt, Crete
(cp. supra ii. 193 n. 2 pi. xi), Etruria, etc., and in particular has shown that in Dahomey,
Togoland, Yorubaland, and Assyria thrones for deities and kings often took this precise
form. We may therefore justifiably conclude that, if Zeus sat on a seat supported by four
pillars and a central stem, he did so in his character of sky-god.

2 Lions were a traditional feature in the decoration of divine or royal thrones. The
seat might be flanked by two lions {supra ii. 810 figs. 773 and 774, cp. i. 586 fig. 449) or
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contest with the Amazons. The pedestal was adorned with an
elaborate composition in gold. In the centre Aphrodite rose from
the foreparts of lions (i. 61 fig. 36), or it might have leonine legs (iii. 663 fig. 474, 664
%• 475> 665 fig. 476, 668 fig. 480, 684 fig. 495, 716 fig. 530, 810 fig. 619) or leonine
claws (i. 747 fig. 545, iii. 674 fig. 485, 680 fig. 491), or at least a footstool with leonine
feet (i pi. i). And the usage could be traced further afield. Solomon's chryselephantine
throne had lions standing beside the stays and on each of the six steps (i Kings to. 19 f.).
Egyptian chairs of state often have leonine legs and arm-rests in the shape of lions
(J. G. Wilkinson Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians London 1837 ii. 196
with col. pi. u). The finest example is the throne of Tut-ankh-Amen, which has leonine
legs surmounted by lion-heads of chased gold (H. Carter—A. C. Mace The Tomb of
Tut-ankh-Amen London 1923 i. 1176°. with pis. 2, 62—64). In India too the lion is
a symbol of royalty (A. de Gubernatis Zoological Mythology London 1872 ii. 153 ff.).
Mr E. J. Thomas draws my attention to the Hindu Simhasana or 'Lion-seat' (Sir
M. Monier-Williams A Sanskrit-English Dictionary''' Oxford 1899 p. 1213 'Smhasana,
n. "lion's-seat," "king's seat," "a throne," MBh.; Kav. &c.'), the thirty-two statuettes
of which related to king Bhoja thirty-two tales about their former owner king Vikrama
(F. Edgerton 'A Hindu Book of Tales: the Vikramacarita' in the Am, fourn. Phil. 1912
xxxiii. 249 ff., id. Vikrama's Adventures or The Thirty-two Tales of the Throne Cambridge,
Mass. 1926 vols. i and ii (Text, Translation, and Notes)). A Hittite god at Carchemish
was enthroned on a pedestal representing two lions controlled by a servitor (G. Contenau
Manuel d'archeologie orientate Paris 1931 iii. 1136 fig. 747). The archaic goddess from
Prinia in Crete was similarly enthroned on a base adorned with a frieze of lionesses
(E. Lowy in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1909 xii. 246 fig. 123, V. Chapot in
Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. v. 280 with fig. 6917). The huge gilded throne in the
Magnaura at Constantinople was guarded by lions with movable tongues, which could
roar and lash their tails (Liudprand of Cremona antapodosis 6. 5 p. 154 J. Becker3

(cxxxvi. 895 A—B Migne)).
Such parallels are hardly fortuitous. Behind them all we can dimly discern that

Felidenkultur of which L. Frobenius Kulturgeschichte Afrikas Zurich 1933 pp. 63—101
figs, r—20 has much to say. Among the Baganda and allied tribes of Bantu speech the
lion is a royal totem (J. Roscoe The Baganda London 1911 pp. 128, 187), and it is
believed that kings after death are reborn as lions, their mortal remains breeding maggots
which turn into lion-cubs (J. Roscoe The Banyankole Cambridge 1923 pp. 27, 54,
F. H. Melland In Witch-bound Africa London 1923 p. 151 (chiefs of the Ba-Kaonde)).
The king, then, as such was a lion. And I should conjecture that his throne with leonine
legs originally emphasised his claim by transforming the human biped into the animal
quadruped. Relics of these forgotten or half-forgotten beliefs may be found in prophecies
(Aisch. Ag. 12236°., 1258 ff.), dreams (Hdt. 6. 13 r, Plout. v. Per. 3, Artemid. oneirocr.
2. 12, 3. 66, Achmes oneirocr. 267 (EK ruv Hepffuv Kal Alyvirriuv irepi Xeoi/Tos [/cat 6-qpS>v~\)
p. 2i8ff . Drexl), and popular locutions (Aristoph. thesm. 514 Xe&w \euv 001 yeyovev,
cp. Plout. v. Lye. 3 fiaffiXeits rj/juv yeyovev). Much ancient lore gathered about the birth
of Alexander (Plout. v. Alex, i i] i*ev ovv vt/j.<pr], irpb T?}S VVKTOS rj ffvvelpx6r]ffa.v eh rbv
6d\afjiov, I5o£e j3povrrjs yevofJLevrjs e/j.TTfffe'iv O.VTTJS r-g yao~rpl Kepavv6v, e/c Se TTJS TrXyyTJs TTO\I>
•rrvp ava<t>6ev, elra prjyvtifjievov et'j (p\6yas irdvTi) (pepopevas dia\vdijvai. 6 Se &i\tinros vffrepip
XP°VV pera TOV ydfiov etdev 6vap avrbv eiri^d\\ovTa ff<f>paylSa. TT} yaarpl T-JJJ yvva.uc6s- r)
de y\v(prj T?JS ff<f>pay1dos, u>s (jjero, Xeoj/ros eTxev «'f oca. r&v de &\\<>)i> /j.di>reuv {xpopuneixav
rrjv oif/iv, us aKpifieffTepas <f>v\a.K^ deo^vuv rf $i\iinr({> r&v irepi TOV yd/j-ov, 'Apicrravdpos 6

Kteiv e<p-q rty divGpwirov, otidev yap diro(r<f>payl£eff6ai TWV Kevwv, Kal Kveiv TralSa
Kal \eovT&5-r) TTJV <f>ticnv), whose leonine looks were successfully rendered by

Lysippos (Plout. de Alex. Mag. fort, aut virt. i. 2) and—it may be added—most
unsuccessfully by the later numismatic die-sinkers (e.g. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Macedonia,
Etc. p. 19 no. 84 fig., p. 20 no. 87 fig., Hunter Cat. Coins i. 355 no. r pi. 24, 13,
McClean Cat. Coins ii. 86 nos. 3716 and 3717 pi. 138, 10 and n).
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the sea, received by Eros and crowned by Peitho. On either side
of this group were a dozen deities arranged in pairs—on the left,
Zeus and Hera, Hephaistos and Charis, Hermes and Hestia; on the
right, Apollon and Artemis, Athena and Herakles, Amphitrite and
Poseidon. The whole assemblage was flanked on the left by Helios
in his chariot, on the right by Selene riding her horse or mule.

In front of all this splendour, with its wealth of mythological
meaning, was a bare black pavement of Eleusinian stone, which—
whatever its practical purpose1—aesthetically must have served,
in the half-light of the temple, to isolate the statue from the
spectator and to uplift the whole glittering vision towards the
starry roof.

Pausanias' penultimate comment2 is worth quoting:
' I am aware that the measurements of the Zeus at Olympia in point of height
and breadth are on record3, but I cannot commend those who measured it.
For even the measurements they mention fall far short of the impression made
by the image upon such as have seen it. Why, the god himself, they say, bore
witness to the art of Pheidias. When the image was finished, Pheidias prayed
the god to grant a token if the work was to his mind. And, straightway, they
declare, he hurled a thunderbolt into the ground at the spot where down to my
time stood a hydria of bronze.'

What this masterpiece really looked like in the full glory of
its ancient setting, we cannot, of course, hope to know. Any
attempt to reconstruct it on paper (supra ii pi. xlvi), partly
from Pausanias' careful enumeration of details, partly from the
small-scale copies of form and features on imperial coins of Elis4

1 Infra p. 967. 2 Paus. 5. n. 9.
3 See Sir J. G. Frazer and H. Hitzig—H. Bliimner ad loc., also G. Q. Giglioli

loc. cit. pp. 299—303 ('Le misure').
4 S. B. Smith 'Der Zeus des Phidias auf eleischen Miinzen' in the Arch. Zeit. 1862

xx. 339 f., J. Friedlaender ' Die unter Hadrian in Elis gepragte Miinze mit der Darstellung
der Bildsaule des olympischen Zeus von Phidias' in the Berliner Blatter fur Afiinz-,
Siegel- und Wappenkunde 1866 iii- 21—26 pi. 30, I and 2, J. Overbeck 'Uber den Kopf
des phidias'schen Zeus' in the Ber. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wtss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1866
pp. 173—190 pi. i, i—9, id. Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus pp. 34—45 Miinztaf. r, 32—34, 2, 4,
J. Friedlaender 'Der Zeus des Phidias auf den Miinzen von Elis' in the Monatsber. d.
Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin Phil.-hist. Classe 1874 pp. 498—501 with figs, i—5, id. 'Mtinze
der Eleer mit dem Zeus des Phidias' in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiv. 34, L. Stephani in
the Compte-rendit St. Pet. 1875 PP- x^9—198,2'^. 'Nachtrage' ib. 1876 pp. 223—225 with
a fine photographic pi., R. Weil 'Elische Mtinzen mit dem Zeus des Phidias' in the
Zeitschr. f. Num. 1880 vii. no—116 figs, i—3, id. 'Der Zeus des Phidias auf elischen
Miinzen der Kaiserzeit' ib. 1912 xxix. 363—382 pi. 10, i—10, C. T. Seltman The
Temple Coins of Olympia Cambridge 1921 p. 2 ff. Groups A—L pis. i—8.

These articles between them cover all the Zeus-types on the coinage of Olympia from
the latter part of s. vi B.C. onwards.

Some at least of the earlier types (e.g. the seated Zeus supra ii. 757 figs. 700 and
701, 1224 fig. 1022) may well be reminiscent of a pre-Pheidiac cult-image. I agree with
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Coins, struck by Hadrian, representing the Zeus Olympics of Pheidias :
(i a, T b] Two differently lighted views of bronze coin now at Paris.
(2) Bronze coin now at Florence.
(3) and (4) Bronze coins now at Berlin.

See page 959 n. i.



(pi. Ixix)1, must remain almost laughably inadequate. But, after all,
as Pausanias implies, the important thing about <thte rBheidiac Zeus
was not his dimensions but his dignity, not .his physical greatness
but his moral grandeur. And if we cannot recreate; his vanished
effigy with much assurance, we can at least recall -the impression

Miss G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ. Press 1929
p. 169: ' For the long interval between the completion of the temple and Pheidias' statue
we may be permitted to hazard an explanation. Can we not suppose that originally a
marble cult statue was made for the temple and stood duly in its place when the building
was completed in 456? The existence of such an earlier image is indeed suggested by
recent investigations of the floor of the temple which have indicated the presence of a
substructure with ex' votos beneath the Pheidian construction [K. Lehmann-Hartleben
'Libon und Phidias' in the fahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1923/24 xxxviii/ix pp. 37—48].
Possibly the noble and severe head of Zeus (fig. (jio) and the enthroned figure (fig. 611)
which appear on the coins of Elis...were inspired by it. The expense of this statue—as
well as of the temple—was defrayed from the spoils taken by the Eleans when they
reduced Pisa and the other dependent cities which had revolted, just as Pausanias
[5. 10. 2] tells us. Then thirty years later the same great earthquake which caused the
mutilation of the crouching figures from the angles of the western pediment [cp. W. Dorp-
feld intOly.mpia \\. 22]...also damaged this statue of Zeus. By this lime the praise of the
great gold and ivory statue of the Athena Parthenos was resounding throughout Greece;
and Olyrnpia determined to have a similar resplendent figure by the same master sculptor.'

But not till imperial times can we expect to find any accurate renderings of the
Pheidiac figure (P. Gardner Types of Gk. Coins pp. 77 ff., 146, 176 ff., 197 with pi. 15).
Under Hadrian, when art took an antiquarian turn (W. Weber in The Cambridge Ancient
History Cambridge 1936 xi. 320 f. and G. Rodenwaldt ib. p. 800 f.) and the emperor
himself posed as Zeus Olympios (supra ii. 956 n. o, 959 n. o, 962 n. 2, 1120 n. o, 1121
n. o), we get our first really relevant copies of the final cult-statue.

1 PI. Ixix gives photographic reproductions, to the scale f, of the four most important
coins:

( ta) and (i b) are two differently lighted views of a unique bronze coin, struck by
Hadrian, now at Paris. It was first figured by J. Friedlaender in the Berliner Blatter
loc. cit. pi. 30, 2. See further Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth..2,z\)£ p. 36 Munztaf. i, 34..

(2) is another bronze coin struck by Hadrian, now at Florence, which has long b.ee.n'
known. See Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 35 f. Munztaf. 2, 4. H. G. Evelyn-White,
in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1908 xxviii. 49 fig. i illustrates it to the scale f. A second
specimen, formerly owned by Queen Christina of Sweden (1626—1689), is lost. A third,
from a slightly varied die, was found by H. Dressel, thickly oxidised, among the
duplicates at Olympia and is published by R. Weil in the Zeitschr. f. Num. 1912
xxix. 368f. pi. ro, 3a. The obv. bust of Hadrian is inscribed AVTOKPATCOP ||
A A P I A N O C || AlC, a very exceptional formula perhaps denoting an honour conferred
on the emperor by the Panhellenes, when he was present in person at the Olympic
festival of 129 A.D, (so Weil loc. cit. p. 370 f.). , ..,, v •

(3) is a third bronze coin struck by Hadrian and secured by J. Friedlaender for the
Berlin cabinet. H. G. Evelyn-White loc. cit. p. 51 fig. 2 illustrates it to the scale f.
Several replicas were found at Olympia, of which the best preserved, now at Athens, .is
published by R. Weil loc, cif.-p. 370 pi. 10, 4 a.

(4) is a fourth bronze coin struck by Hadrian, also in the Berlin collection,
H. G. Evelyn-White loc. cit. p. 51 fig. 3 illustrates it to the scale f. This coin,; like
no. (2), shows small projections on the stile of the throne representing the dya\fj.a.Ta of
the Kavoves (supra p, 956 n. o), but the bared body of the god and his highly .raised left
arm (supra ii. 754) are concessions to the taste of a later age. ,
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that it made on men of various tempers and types—the soldier, the
man in the street, the scholarly thinker, the religious reformer, the
eclectic moralist.

L. Aimilius Paullus after his brilliant Macedonian campaign
travelled through Greece (167 B.C.), and having long been anxious
to see Olympia made his way thither, only to find his expectations
utterly eclipsed by the reality1. Livy2 puts it with dry, unconscious
humour:
' Passing through Megalopolis he went up to Olympia. Here he saw sundry
things worth seeing, and on beholding Zeus as it were face to face was moved
in his spirit. And so, just as if he had been about to offer victims on the Capitol,
he ordered a bigger sacrifice than usual to be made ready3.'

It took much to 'move' a Roman general of the old school4.
The popular verdict is voiced by Quintilian5:

' As an artist Pheidias is held to have been better at making gods than at making
men, but as a worker in ivory to have been quite without a rival—even had he
made nothing beyond the Athena at Athens or the Olympian Zeus in Elis. The

beauty of the latter is thought actually to have added something to the received
religion; so far did the majesty of the work go towards equality with the god-

head.'

Reflective minds would want to know the source of a beauty so
striking that it could be described as a real contribution to Greek
religion. Cicero6 speculates along Platonic lines :
11 maintain that nothing is ever so beautiful as not to be beaten in beauty by
that from which it is copied as a portrait is copied from a face, that original

which cannot be perceived by eye or ear or any other sense but grasped only by

1 Polyb. 30. 10.
2 Liv. 45. 28 unde per Megalopolim Olympian! escendit. ubi et alia quidem spectanda

visa, et lovem velut praesentem intuens motus animo est. itaque baud secus quam si in
Capitolio immolaturus esset, sacrificium amplius solito apparari iussit.

3 Cp. Plout. v. Aem. Paull. 28.
4 E. Klebs in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. 578f.
5 Quint, inst. or. 12. 10. 9 Phidias tamen diis quam hominibus efficiendis melior

artifex creditur, in ebore vero longe citra aemulum vel si nihil nisi Minervam Athenis aut
Olympium in Elide lovem fecisset, cuius pulcbritudo adiecisse aliquid etiam receptae
religioni videtur; adeo maiestas operis deum aequavit.

Lucian in cynical mood bears witness to the same effect on the mind of the populace:
6',uws 5' oSv ol irapi6vT€S Is TOV ve&v o#re rbv e£ 'IvSuv i\4<pavra eYi otovTai bpav otfre TO e/c
TTJS Qpq.K-rjs fj,eTa\\ev0^v xPvffl°vj a^' afiTOv rbv Kp6vov Kal 'Pe'as h rrjv yijv birb 3?ei5iov
fj,eTCfKifffJi£VOi' Kal TTJV Hiffaitav £pi)/j.iav ^TriffKoireiv KeKeKevff^vov, dyaicun'Ta ei Sid TreVre
o\uv fT&v Stiff ft ris aiiTif irdpepyov '0\vfj.irLa)v.

6 Cic. orat. 8 f. The passage ends: nee vero ille artifex, cum faceret lovis formam
aut Minervae, contemplabatur aliquem e quo similitudinem duceret, sed ipsius in mente
insidebat species pulchritudinis eximia quaedam, quam intuens in eaque defixus ad
illius similitudinem artem et manum dirigebat. Sir J. E. Sandys ad loc. quotes Plotin.
5. 8. i eVei Kal 6 $eidlas rbv Aia irpbs otdev alffOi^rbv irorfcras, d\\a \af}uj> olos av yfroiro,
et Tjfuv 6 Zeus di 6fj.fj.aTuv £6t\oi (j>ai>Tji>ai and an interesting parallel in a letter from
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thought or mind. Thus we can think of forms more beautiful even than the
statues of Pheidias, the most perfect things of their kind that we can see, or
than those paintings that I have mentioned. Yet that great artist, when he was
fashioning the shape of his Zeus or Athena, did not fix his gaze on any individual
whose likeness he drew. No, in his own mind dwelt an ideal of surpassing
beauty. Beholding that and lost in the contemplation thereof he turned art and
hand to the task of reproducing its likeness.'

Platonic too in its essence is the remark attributed by Philostratos
to that eccentric genius Apollonios1 of Tyana:
' When he saw the statue enthroned at Olympia he said " Hail, good Zeus,
whose goodness consists in giving of thine own self to men."'

In the summer of the year 97 A.D. Dion of Prousa delivered
a semi-Stoic discourse to the Greeks assembled at Olympia2. The
greater part of it is concerned with the cult-effigy of Zeus, to which
the orator returns again and yet again with an ever fresh ardour of
devotion and an astonishing variety of encomiastic phrases. He
describes it as being ' of all the images on earth the most beautiful
and the most beloved of heaven3.' And he calls upon Pheidias,
'this wise, inspired maker of a creation at once solemn and
supremely beautiful4,' to expound and justify his rendering of Zeus.

All would admit, says Dion, that it is 'a sweet and welcome
vision, a spectacle of untold delight to Hellenes and barbarians
alike5.' Nay, even brute creatures, could they but observe it, would
be impressed : bulls led to the altar would be content to suffer, if it
pleasured the god; eagles, horses, lions would lose their wildness
and be soothed at the sight6. 'While of men, whosoever is utterly

Raphael to Baldassare Castiglione: 'To paint a figure truly beautiful, it might be
necessary that I should see many beautiful forms, with the further provision that you
should yourself be near, to select the best ; but seeing that good judges and beautiful
women are scarce, I avail myself of a certain " idea" which comes into my mind (to mi
servo di certa idea che mi viene nella mente).'

1 Philostr. v. Apoll. 4. 28 p. 167 Kayser l§kv 8£ ej TO £5os rb tv 'OXvpiriq. ' x«'Pe>'
elirev, ' aya.de ZeO, <ri> yap oSrw TI dya66s, us Kal ffavrov Koivwvrjtrai TOIS dv6p&irois.' This
is not the colloquial w 'ya0t, but a more serious use of the adjective as in Plat. Tim.
29 D — E \4yta/jLev dri 81 tfifTiva alrlav ytveviv Kal rb TCO.V r63e 6 £wi<TTas ^iWcmjcrej' .
dya0bs T)V, dyaOig 8£ ovSels irepl ovSevbs ovdtirore eyyiyverai. <j>66vos' TOIJTOV 8' ^/crds wv
irdvra 8 n yiidXi<rTa yevtvdai. tj3ov\-/i6r) TrapatrX-^ffia eavr$. Cp. Mark 10. 17 f., Luke
18. i8f. (Matth. 19. i6f.).

2 W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Mtinchen 1920 ii. i. 361.
3 Dion Chrys. or. 12 p. 220 Dindorf irdvriav, &'<ra tarlv ITTI yrjs dyAXfJiara,

4 Id. ib. p. 229 Dindorf rbv <ro<f>bv TOVTOV KOI Sai/j.6viov epydrrjv roO crefj.vov Kal irayicd\ov

5 Id. ib. p. 229 Dindorf ws ftev ^5i> Kal irpo<T<j)i\es Spa^a Kal repij/iv dfj.-fixavov

eipydffu ira,<nv "EXXrjffi Kal /3ap/3dpois, Sffot irore devpo d(piKoi>TO iro\\ol 7ro\\d/«J,
avrepei.

6 Id. ib. p. 229 Dindorf.

c. in. 61
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weary in soul, having drained many sufferings and sorrows in his
life without the solace of sweet sleep, even he, methinks, if he stood
over against this statue, would forget all the terrors and hardships
of humanity1.' Aforetime, adds Dion, in lack of clear knowledge
we dreamed our several dreams and fashioned our individual
fancies, or at most combined the unconvincing likenesses produced
by previous craftsmen2. 'But you,' he says turning to Pheidias,
' through the potency of your art have conquered and combined
Hellas first and then the rest of the world by means of this marvel,
a work so amazing and brilliant that no man who had once set
eyes on it could afterwards readily form a different conception3.'

Yet, granted all this, continues Dion, in making a human figure
of more than human beauty and magnitude out of these pleasing
materials, did you really select the right type and create a form
worthy of the god4? To which penetrating question Pheidias in his
own defence replies5, that he was not the first exponent and teacher
of truth heard by Hellas in her infancy. He had to deal with
a people already grown up and holding earnestly enough religious
views already accepted and established. He would not stress the
agreement of sculptors and painters in the past, but look rather to
those other craftsmen, the poets, older and wiser than himself.
They by virtue of their poems could lead men to form concepts,
whereas his handiwork could at best raise a sufficient probability ____
Mind and wisdom no modeller or painter can portray. Their task
is to know the human body in which these qualities reside, and
they attribute the same to God. In default of the original, they
seek by means of that which is seen and imaginable to show forth
that which is unimaginable and unseen, using a symbol superior
to the animal types by which barbarians represent the divine....
Nor can we maintain that it would have been a better plan to have
made no statue or semblance of the gods, but to have looked only
upon the heavenly bodies. The wise man worships every one of
these, deeming that he can see the blessed gods afar off. But all
men are so disposed towards the divine that they feel a passionate

1 Id. ib. p. 229 f. Dindorf avdp&iriav 5 ,̂ 8s av 77 ircwreXws tiriirovos TTJV ^vxjf)v, iroXAots
diravT\if]<ras ffvfj,<f>opds Ktu XI/TTOS ev T£ /3t<p (Hyde iiirvov ijdfiv eTTi(3a\\6(ji,fi>os, Kal 8s doKei fioi
KO.T ivavriov ords rrjffSe rijs SIKOVOS e/cXa0e<70cu irdvTUv ocra ev nvdptairlvq fil(p deiva Kal
XaXeTra yiyverai iradeiv.

2 Id. ib. p. 230 Dindorf.
3 Id. ib. p. 230 Dindorf vv 3e iffxtt rtyvris evtKi)<ras Kal <rweXe£as rrji/ 'EXXdSa irpurov,

eireira. TOI>S fiXXous T<£5e rtjj (pdfffMTi,, 6ea"ir£<riov Kal Xo/XTrpoi/ d,Tro5d£aj, ws
56£cw ertpav £TL XajSe??' padius.

4 Id. ib. p. 230 Dindorf. 5 Id. ib. p. 231 ff. Dindorf.



desire to honour and tend it near at hand, approaching it and
touching it with conviction, offering sacrifices to it and setting
wreaths upon it. Just as little children, when torn away from
father or mother, are stricken with sore longing and yearning, and
often in dreams stretch out their arms to the absent ones, so men,
justly loving the gods because of their kindliness and kinship, are
eager to associate with them in every way and to share their
company. Hence many barbarians through poverty and lack of
art give the name of gods to mountains, rough tree-trunks, and
shapeless stones, things that are assuredly no more suitable than
this form of ours1. In choosing the human shape I have followed
the lead of Homer...though handicapped by the limitations of my
art. Poetry is opulent and can afford to lay down its own laws. It
has such resources of language and phrase that it can express every
wish of the heart and proclaim aloud any conceivable aspect or
achievement, mood or magnitude.... Not so I, who am restricted to
a special spot in Elis or Athens. You, Homer, wisest of poets, were
admittedly the first to show the Greeks many fair portraits of all
the gods, their greatest included, in shapes sometimes gentle, some-
times terrible and appalling. 'But ours is a god of peace and
universal mildness, overseer of a Hellas free from faction and at
harmony with itself. By the help of my art and the counsel of Elis,
a state both wise and good, I have established him, gentle and
solemn with untroubled mien, the giver of livelihood and life and
all good things, the common Father and Saviour and Keeper of
mankind, imitating so far as mortal thought can imitate the nature
that is divine and beyond our ken2.' See, then, whether you will
not find this his effigy aptly reflecting all his titles. For Zeus alone
of the gods is called both Father and King, Polietis and Homognios
and Philios and Hetaireios, aye and Hikesios and Phyxios and

1 Id. ib. p. 232 f. Dindorf drexcws yap wWe/> PIJTTIOI iraides Trarpbs ?) /j,r)Tpbs
fji^voi deivbv 'ifiepov tfyovres Kal w60ov 6p£yovcri xeipas ov irapovcn TroXXd/cts
oiJTd) Kal 6eoi>s &v6puiroi dyair&VTes diKaiws did re evepye<rlai> Kal <rvyyfreiav,
jrdvra rpdwov ffvveival re teal 6/J.iXetv w<rre Kal TroXXoi raw fiapfiapwv ireviq re /cat airoplq
r^xv'rls opt} Oeovs iirovofj.d^ov(n. Kal SfrSpa dpya Kal affrffiovs \Wovs, ovdafj.rj ovdajj,(as oiKeibrepa
<Tai/rijs (ins. J. Geel ed. Lugduni Batavorum 1840 p. io6)>r^s /uo/x^ijs. Surely the
most pathetic, and sympathetic, plea for idolatry ever put forward.

2 Id. ib. p. 236 f. Dindorf 6 5£ rj^repos elprjviKbs Kal iravraxov irpyos, ofos a
ical o/Aovooixri)* Try* 'EXXdSos eirlffKOTros' dv eyu /nerct TTJS faavrov T4xvrls Ka* T

ir6Xewy ffoffis Kal dyaffrjs /3ov\ev<rd(Ji,evos ISpvffd/j^v, ijfj.epov /cat ueftvov ev a,\tiwq
rbv fiiov Kal ^urjs Kal ffvpir&vTiav Sorijpa T&V dyaduv, KOIVOV avOp&iruv Kal irar^pa Kal

/cat 0i/\a/ca, us Svvarbv rjv 6vt)T<j> diavorjBevTi fju/j.^ffaffOai rrjv deiav /cat d^'ffX.o.vov
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Xenios and Ktesios and Epikdrpios and countless other appellations,
all of them good1....

The speech, which had risen like a rocket, might have concluded
with that burst of stars, lingering awhile in memory as a galaxy of
glittering points. But the speaker, being Greek, prefers to end on
a note of greater quietude and self-restraint. He does so very
simply, very effectively, by contrasting the human workman, a
Pheidias or a Polykleitos, who has made the most of his paltry
materials and trumpery tools, with Zeus the creator of the universe,
whom Pindar2 addresses as—

'Mighty Lord of Dodona, Best of all Artificers, our Father.'

How comes it that this great statue, for centuries the acknow-
ledged masterpiece of ancient religious art, has not, like many
others of less merit, left behind it a trail of Greek and Roman
copies? Apart from the wonderful Zeus of Mylasa (supra ii pi.
xxviii), a fourth-century head of modified Pheidiac style3, there is
hardly an extant marble or bronze in which we can trace with
certainty the influence of the original at Olympia4.

1 Id. ib. p. 237 Dindorf. L. Frai^ois 'Dion Chrysost6me critique d'art: le Zeus de
Phidias' in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1917 xxx. 105—116 regards this list of epithets as a Stoic
cliche", comparing Kleanthes' Hymn to Zeus [supra ii. 855 if.], [Aristot.] de mtindo 7. 401 a
12 ff., Dion Chrys. or. i p. 9 Dindorf, Aristeid. or. i. 8 (i. xof. Dindorf). The theme is
handled in greater detail by J. Amann Die Zeusrede des Ailios Aristeides Stuttgart 1931
pp. 99—109 ('Die <?7riKX97<re(s des Zeus').

2 Pind. frag. 57 Schroeder ap. Dion Chrys. or. 12 p. 239 Dindorf 8j> irdvv saXws
TTotijTTjy irpoffeiirev Zrepos, ' Audwate fieydffBeves | dpiffrorexva irdrep.' K.T.\. (as supra ii.
693 n. 3). Bergk ad loc. conjectured that the next line in Pindar's paidn was Afrcas
da/uoepye /cai evvoutas—a restoration based on Plout. praec. ger. reip. 13 6 5£ TroXm/cos,
dpiffTorexvas TIS wv, Kara Hlvdapov, ical drjfuovpybs etivofjiias Kal diKr/s, K.T.\., de ser. num.
vind. 4 Kal Ilivdapos tfjLapnjprjffev, dpiffTOT^xvav dvaKa\o^fj.evos TOP apxovra Kal Ktipior
airavTwv 6e6i>, u>s di) dtiajs ovra S-quiovpyov, de fac. in orb. lun. 13 r) rlvos ytyove iroi-rjTTjs
Kal irariip drifuovpybs 6 Zei)s 6 dp«n-or^xi'«ts. The passage evidently haunted the memory
of Plutarch, who quotes it again in his symp. 1 .2 .5 K0^ T°" ^eov <WJ> &v dpiffTOTtxvav

•})/j.uv 6 HivSapos irpoffeiTrev, K.T.\. and adv. Stoic. 14 6 5£ Harpfos Kal "T?raros Kal
Oe/j-icrrios Zetis, Kal dpiaroT^xva'^ Kara Hivdapov, ov Spd/jia o-f)irov fj.£ya Kal TroinlXov Kal
iroXvuaOes dt]fjuovpy&v rbv Kbff(j.ov, dXXa Beujv Kal dvBp&iruv dffrv Koiv6i>, ffwvop,f)ffo^v(av
fjierd diKr)S Kal dperfis OjUoXcKyou/t^ws Kal /maKaplus, /c.r.X. See also Clem. Al. strom.
5. 14 p. 395, 2 f. Stahlin Kal Zva rbv rotirwv 5r)/uovpyov, 5v 'dpiffTOT^xvav var^pa' \£yei
(sc. o Illvoapos) = Euseb. praep. ev. 13. 13. 27 and C. B. Hase in Stephanus Thes. Gr.
Ling. i. 2. 1972 A—B.

3 Supra ii. 597 f.
4 A marble head in the Hermitage (L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pit. 1875

pp. 187—200 Atlas pis. 6 and 7, i),the Otricoli head in the Vatican (Brunn—Bruckmann
Denkm. der gr. und rom. Sculpt, pi. 130, cp. pi. 605, G. Lippold in Amelung Sculpt'«
Vatic, iii. i. no—113 Sala Rotonda no. 539 pi. 36), the Jacobsen head at Ny Carlsberg
(P. Arndt La glyptotheque Ny-Carlsberg Munich 1896 p. i7f . Atlas pi. 13, Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek: Billedtavler til Kataloget over Antike Kunstvarker Kjjzfbenhavn 1907 pi. 17,
241), and a bronze head at Vienna (H. Schrader in \hzjahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1911



No doubt there were critics of its scale and proportions.
Strabon1 says:
' It was wrought of ivory, and so huge was its size that, although the temple
is very large, the artist is thought to have missed the proper symmetry; for he
represented the god as seated but almost touching the roof with the crown of
his head, and thus produced the impression that, if he arose and stood upright,
he would unroof the temple.'

Others, as we might infer from Pausanias2, felt the force of the
objection, and Caecilius the rhetorician, a contemporary of Strabon,
even ventured—the blasphemer—to speak of 'the blundered
colossus3.' To which detractors Pheidias might well have retorted
that the temple-roof was expressly designed to suggest the starry
vault of heaven.

But the real reason for the comparative unpopularity of the
statue was not a mere matter of measurements. The gravamen was
this. Pheidias, seeking to express a beneficent supremacy, had
deliberately omitted the thunderbolt4, formerly the essential
characteristic of the sky-god. The populace could not, or would
not, understand the omission, and some writers who ought to have
known better actually describe the figure as if it were equipped
with the familiar attribute. Seneca5, for example, in defiance of
plain fact, can say:
' Pheidias never saw Zeus, yet made him as it were thundering'—

xiv. 81—88 with figs. 91 a, gib, 92 and pis. i, 2, id. Phidias Frankfurt am Main 1924
p. 57 ff. figs. 38 and 39) have all found ardent advocates. Here it must suffice to say
that their claims are mutually destructive.

1 Strab. 353 (quoted by Eustath. in II. p. 145, 15 f.).
2 Supra p. 958.
3 Longin. de sublim. 36. 3 irpbs ftfrroi ye rbv ypd<povTa, ws 6 KoXoffcrbs 6 r)fJLapTr)/jidi>os

oi> Kpelrruv $ 6 Ho\VK\elTov Aopv<f>6pos, irapaKeirai irpbs 7ro\\ois tiwelv, Sri eirl fj,ft> re'xy'QS
Qav/AcifeTai rb dKpi/Sto'Ta.TOV, lirl 8k TU>V <f>v<riKu>v epywv rb fieyeffos, <p{iffei $e \oyiKov b
avOpwiros- K&iri /u.ei> avdpidvruv f^retrat TO 8/u.oioi> avOpdiwip, eirl de rov \6yov TO {nrepaipov,
wj l^ijp, ra avOp&wiva. F. Granger in his recent translation (London 1935) p- 89 renders
' the Colossus which failed in the casting' and p. 113 notes ' The Colossus of Nero was a
failure owing to the decline in the art of casting bronze, Plin. N.H., xxxiv, 46.' But
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff ' Der verfehlte Koloss' in the Strena Helbigiana
Lipsiae 1900 pp. 334—336 argues convincingly from the context: 'Caecilius also hat
dem Doryphoros, dena Kanon, einen Koloss entgegengesetzt. Damit ist die auch sonst
haltlose Beziehung auf den Koloss des Nero vorab beseitigt. Aber der Gedanken-
zusammenhang fordert auch, dass der verfehlte Koloss ein beriihmtes, von anderen als
musterhaft anerkanntes Werk ist. Er muss sich zu Platon verhalten wie der Kanon
Polyklets zu Lysias. Da kann man auch den Koloss des Chares nicht brauchen, der
nicht der Vertreter eines erhabenen, aber incorrecten Stiles sein konnte. Wer es ist,
lehrt ein Zeitgenosse des Caecilius, Strabon, der bei Gelegenheit der Hera sagt, dass
" die Werke des Polyklet an Kunst die schonsten waren, wenn sie auch an Kostbarkeit
und Grosse deneu des Pheidias nachstunden" [Strab. 372].'

* Supra ii. 760. 5 Sen. controv. 10. 5. 8.
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while Lucian1 goes much further and in a passage of bitter sarcasm
upbraids Zeus for failing to use the thunderbolt in his hand:
' O Zeus, where is now your resplendent lightning, where your deep-toned
thunder, where the glowing, white-hot, direful bolt ? we know now 'tis all fudge
and poetic moonshine—barring what value may attach to the rattle of the
names. That renowned projectile of yours, which ranged so far and was so ready
to your hand, has gone dead and cold, it seems; never a spark left in it to
scorch iniquity.

If men are meditating perjury, a smouldering lamp-wick is as likely to
frighten them off as the omnipotent's levin-bolt; the brand you hold over them
is one from which they see neither flame nor smoke can come; a little soot-
grime is the worst that need be apprehended from a touch of it. No wonder if
Salmoneus challenged you to a thundering-match; he was reasonable enough
when he backed his artificial heat against so cool-tempered a Zeus. Of course
he was; there are you in your opiate-trance, never hearing the perjurers nor
casting a glance at criminals, your glazed eyes dull to all that happens, and
your ears as deaf as a dotard's.

When you were young and keen, and your temper had some life in it, you
used to bestir yourself against crime and violence; there were no armistices in
those days; the thunderbolt was always hard at it, the aegis quivering, the
thunder rattling, the lightning engaged in a perpetual skirmish. Earth was
shaken like a sieve, buried in snow, bombarded with hail. It rained cats and
dogs (if you will pardon my familiarity), and every shower was a waterspout.
Why, in Deucalion's time, hey presto, everything was swamped, mankind went
under, and just one little ark was saved, stranding on the top of Lycoreus and
preserving a remnant of human seed for the generation of greater wickedness.

Mankind pays you the natural wages of your laziness ; if any one offers you
a victim or a garland nowadays, it is only at Olympia as a perfunctory accom-
paniment of the games; he does it not because he thinks it is any good, but
because he may as well keep up an old custom. It will not be long, most
glorious of deities, before they serve you as you served Cronus, and depose you.
I will not rehearse all the robberies of your temple—those are trifles; but they
have laid hands on your person at Olympia, my lord High-Thunderer, and you
had not the energy to wake the dogs or call in the neighbours; surely they
might have come to the rescue and caught the fellows before they had finished
packing up the swag. But there sat the bold Giant-slayer and Titan-conqueror
letting them cut his hair, with a fifteen-foot thunderbolt in his hand all the time!'

So Lucian, like Seneca, was labouring under the delusion that
Zeus Pheidiakds'2', as he came to be called, was fulminant. Roman
rhetoric and Greek satire had equally failed to grasp the sculptor's
new conception.

In truth that new conception was too exalted for a public
which preferred truculence to tranquillity and could appreciate

1 Loukian. Tim. i—4 trans. H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler.
2 Schol. Greg. Naz. in Catalogus sive notitia manuscriptorum qui a E. D. Clarke

comparati in Bibliotheca Bodleiana adservantur Oxonii 1812 i. 36 (Overbeck Schrift-
quellen p. 134 no. 739) $ei5las...aya\/j,a.TOiroi6$ dpitrros' 6s r<£ f*£v Ad %oavov ijyeipev us
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a triumphant victor or even a threatening tyrant more readily
than a peaceful, undemonstrative ruler. The god whose government
was based upon right not might, love not fear, was an ideal for
future ages, born five hundred years in advance of his time.

During those five centuries his statue experienced some sur-
prising vicissitudes. The descendants of Pheidias, entrusted by
the Eleans with the task of cleaning it, were called officially the
Phaidryntai or ' Burnishers,' and before setting about their duties
used to sacrifice to Athena Ergdne^. Oil was poured out in front
of Zeus to preserve the ivory from decay2, a dark oil made from
pitch being regarded as best for the purpose3. H. C. Schubart4,
however, with the approval of the technologist H. Bliimner5,

1 Paus. 5. 14. 5 TavTy TTJ 'Epydvy «ai ot dirbyovoi Qeidtov, Ka\oti/j.evoi §e
yepas Trapd 'H\el(av ei\rf<p6T6S TOV Aios TO ayaXpa dirb TWV Trpoffifav6vT<av KaOalpeiv, oSroi
dvovffiv evTavOa irplv 7) Xa/n-Trptiveiv rb dya\/J.a apfavTai. A base found at Olympia records
one of these QaiSpwral (E. Loewy Inschriften griechischer Bildhauer Leipzig 1885
p. 367 f. no. 536, 3 f., W. Dittenberger — K. Purgold in Olympia v. 555 f. no. 466, 3 f.
Tirov $\doviov \ 'Hpa/cXetroj', rbv \dirb Qeidiov, QaidvitTrjv \ TOV Aibsrou'OXv fj.tr lov). Others
are mentioned in inscriptions from Athens, where they had a special seat in the theatre
(Corf, inscr, Att. ii. i no. 283 = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii — iii. 3 no. 5064 of Hadrianic date
<f>at§wToO | Aids £K IleioTjs) and might hold office as drchon (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i
no. 1058, 2 ff. —Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii — iii. 2 no. 1828, 2 ff. of c. 210 A.D. [^TTI] dpxovros
<£e8w[To][[C] Aids ev '0\vviria Ti^e[ptov] \ KXavSiov HarpoicXoy [Aa]|[/u.]7rrp^ws). The
corresponding official attached to the Athenian Olympieion had another reserved seat
in the theatre (Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i no. i<)i = Inscr Gr. ed. min. ii. 3 no. 5072 of
Hadrianic date Qaidwrov \ Atos '0\v/j.irlov ev aoret) and dedicates a statue of his wife at
Eleusis (Corf, inscr. Att. iii. i no. 928, 2 ff. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii. 3 no. 4075, 2 ff.
after 150 A.D. [6 deiva - - 6] | dyuvoff^r-rjs '0\v(jiir[et<ai> Kal 'O\vfj.irlov Aio]js 'A6^vri<nv
$ai8vj>T'fi[s - - - ] ) , where Demeter and Persephone had long had their own cleaner
(Dittenberger Syll. in$cr. Gr? no. 42, c 129 f. in an Attic decree of c. 460 B.C. Kal r[bv
Qaidwrev'] | [r]bv 0eow, ib? no. 885, 16 f. in an Attic decree of c. 220 A.D. /cat 6 QaiSwrys
roiv 0e [[OH*]). On the Elean spelling $aidvvT-/is, as opposed to the Ionic- Attic $aidpvv-
Tfa, see F. Solmsen in the Rhein. Mus. 1899 liv. 347 f. and 495 f. The duties of the
office are discussed by E. Kuhnert ' De cura statuarum apud Graecos ' in the Berliner
Studienfiir classische Philologie und Archaeologie 1884 i. 336 ff.

2 Paus. 5. ii. 10 oVop 5£ TOU 4dd<povs effriv <:/j.irpo<r6ev TOV dydXyuaros, TOUTO ov
fjitXavi de KarefficeijaffTai T<£ \iOtf. irepiOei 5£ ev Ki)/cX(j> rbv [d\a.va. \l0ov Tiapiov
tpv(J,a elvat T£ eXaLt? T£ ^KxeofJ^v^. ZXaiov yap ry dydX^ari eanv ev '0\v/J.irLa ff
Kal £Xat6V ^o~Tt rb diretpyov ^ yiveffOai ry e\e<pa.vTi ^Xd/3os did TO eXwSey T^S "AXrews.
fc.r.X. Similarly Methodios, bishop of Olympos in Lykia, who was martyrized under
Maximinus Daza in 311 A.D. (W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litleratur6 Miinchen
1924 ii. 2. 1355), ap. Phot. bibl. p. 293 b ] ff. Bekker Sri tjyijffl Qeidiav TOV dyaXpaToiroibv
Tb Tiiaatov etdu\ov iroi^ffavTa e£ t\e<pavTos irpo<rrd£at iXaiov e^irpoaBev TOV dyd\/jiaTOS
eKxeet-v, &GTe d6dva.Tov & Stivafuv aiiTO <j>v\d<rffeff0ai (cited also by Epiphan. panar. haeres.
64. 19 (ii. 619 Dindorf)).

3 Plin. nat. hist. 15. 31 f. e pice fit quod pissinum appellant, cum coquitur, velleribus
supra halitum eius expansis atque ita expressis...existimaturque et ebori vindicando a
carie utile esse. certe simulacrum Saturni Romae intus oleo repletum est.

4 H. C. Schubart in the Arch. Zeit. 1849 Zeitschrift fur die Alterthums-wissenschaft
1849 vii. 407—413.

6 H. Blumner Technologic und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Kiinste bet Griechen

und Romern Leipzig 1879 "• 374 n< I-
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suggests that the wooden core of the great chryselephantine figure
was pierced by tubes or channels, which conveyed the oil in all
directions and prevented the wood from being affected by changes
of temperature. A similar device was employed for Endoios' xoanon
of Artemis at Ephesos1 and for the cult-image of Saturn at Rome2.
Such precautions notwithstanding, by the middle of the second
century B.C.3 the ivory of Zeus Olympics was cracked and had to be
refurbished by the sculptor Damophon4.

But graver dangers than slow disintegration were to follow. In
the days of lulius Caesar the statue is said to have been struck by
lightning5, we do not know with what effect. Worse than that, in
40 A.D. Caligula actually gave orders that it should be brought to
Rome. P. Memmius Regulus, commissioned to carry out the
sacrilege, was warned by the architects that the removal of the
statue would entail its destruction, and was further deterred by
the occurrence of incredible portents. Accordingly he abandoned
the attempt and wrote to the emperor explaining his reasons. These
scruples might have cost him his life6, had it not been for the
opportune assassination of the tyrant on January 24, 41 A.D.7

1 Mucianus, the consul of 52, 70, and 75 A.D., ap. Plin. nat. hist. 16. 213 f. {supra ii,
410 n. o) states that the ancient statue of Artemis at Ephesos was made by Endoios (but
see C. Robert in Pauly—Wissowa Real, Enc. v. 2554) of vine-wood (J. Murr Die
Pflanzenwelt in der griechischen Mythologie Innsbruck 1890 p. 102 ' des Keuschlamms'
would derive vitigeneum from vitex]: adicit multis foraminibus nardo rigari, ut medicatus
umor alat teneatque iuncturas.

2 Plin. nat. hist. 15. 32 (quoted supra p. 967 n. 3).
3 B. Ashmole in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1930 viii. 689 f.
4 Paus. 4. 31. 6 Aau.o<f>&VTos d£ epyov, 5s Kal rbv A£a <TOV (ins. H. Hitzig)> ev

'OXv/«r£p dieffry^Tos •ijdr] TOV e\4<pavTos avvfipinovev es TO aKpi^ffrarov, Kal 01 deSopevai
TifjLal irapa. 'HXefwp eW. A. Neuburger The Technical Arts and Sciences of the Ancients
trans. H. L. Brose London 1930 p. 64 f. says: 'it is now a lost art to join ivory plates
without leaving traces or [leg. of] the joins and without the differences of external
temperature giving rise to cracks owing to the resultant change of dimensions.' On
modern Museum methods of treating ancient ivory see A. Lucas Antiques: their Re-
storation and Preservation London 1924 pp. 55—58.

3 Euseb. praep. ev. 4. 2. 8 d/j,<f>i 5e 'lotfXioi' Kaicrapa Tb fjieya TUV 'EXXi^wi' K<d 'OXv/t-
TTIKOV &ya\fjM, TO ev avTais 'O\v/J.iridffi, Kepavvy irpbs TOV 0eov (iXyOev dvayodtpovai. Cp.
Lucr. 6. 417 ff. with H. A. J. Munro ad loc.

6 Yet see E. Groag in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xv. 634.
7 Joseph, ant. lud. 19. i. i eirei Kal TOV '0\v/jurido~i Tift,<i}fi.evov A£a virb T&V 'EXXiJi'wi'

Kal oOrws tlivofjMff/j^vov '0\ti/Jsiriov, 3>ei8lov TOV 'Adrivalov TreirotijKoVos, iT^Kfiifffe KeXeu«rai
els TT)V 'Pdjfii)!' neTafopeiv. ov fjirjv £irpai;£ ye, T&V dpxiTeKTdvwv (pa/u^vuv irpbs M^/u/uoi'
'P-fiyov\ov, 8s tirereTCLKTo TIJ niv-foei TOV Ai6s, airo\elffOai. ToSpyov Kivfiffews avTov yeyevrj-
/j.evi)s. \tyerai 5e TOV M^/x/ato^ 5id Taura, Kal ati^etuv (j.ei£6vuv yeyevij^vuv 1) ws av riva
TTiffTa ijyeio-Oai, {nrepfidb.e<r6ai TTJV dvalpeffiv. Kal ypd<pei Tdde TT/JOS rbv Td'iov 4ir' diroXoyiq,
TOV 4K\iireiv ddiaKhviyrov TTJJ/ ^Trto'roX^j'. diro\e<fOa,i re £K TOVTWV afiTif KivSvvov yevofievov,
(rciferat <p0dffavTos tfSr) Tatov Tf\evTrjo-ai..
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Caligula's intention had been to replace the head of Zeus by a
portrait-head of himself. But whenever the workmen approached
to lay hold of the pedestal, loud laughter burst from the lips of the
statue and put them to instant flight. Also, the ship built to trans-
port it was shattered by thunderbolts. So Caligula, after threatening
Zeus, had perforce to substitute another effigy in his own temple
on the Palatine1. About the middle of the second century Lucian2

mentions that thieves, greatly daring, had recently cut off two of
Zeus' golden tresses weighing six minas apiece. In 394 A.D.
Theodosios i, pursuing his policy of suppressing all paganism3,
abolished the Olympic festival4 despite its unbroken record of
1169 years. And in the reign of his grandson Theodosios ii (408—
450 A.D.) the temple of Zeus Olympics perished in a conflagration5.

Not so the great statue, which had hitherto contrived to escape
the successive threats of decomposition and lightning, mutilation
and robbery. At some uncertain date, after the overthrow of its
worship and before the destruction of its temple, it was removed to
Byzantion and set up in the House of Lausos6 among such world-
famous works as the Samian Hera of Athenis and Boupalos, the

1 Suet. Calig. 11 datoque negotio ut simulacra numinum religione et arte praeclara,
inter quae Olympi lovis, apportarentur e Graecia, quibus capite dempto suum imponeret,
partem Palatii ad forum usque promovit, etc., ib. 57 Olympiae simulacrum lovis, quod
dissolvi transferrique Romam placuerat, tantum cachinnum repente edidit ut machinis
labefactis opifices dififugerint; supervenitque ilico quidam Cassius nomine, iussum se
somnio affirmans immolare taurum lovi, Dion Cass. 59. 28 ovrta Si] erfp6v re veuv ev T<$
HaXartij) ffirovdrj ^KoSofi^ffaTO, Kal aydXpa e'j avrbv i)Q&\T](re rb TOV Aios TOV 'OXv/J-wlov es TO
eavrov eWos fJ.erappv6fjLl<rai.. pi] ovvt]6eis d£ (TO re yap trXoiov rb irpbs TTJV KOfudty avTov
vavTTT/yi]6ev tKepawuBii, Kal ye\<as, ocrd/as Tives ws Kal TOV £8ovs e<pa\f/6fj.evoi irpofffjXdov,
iro\i>s e%ijKOv€To) eKelva fj.ev eirijTreL\ei, auris 5£ frepov eveaTyae.

This was the laugh of divine derision (cp. e.g. Psa. 2. 4, 37. 13, 59. 8), very different
rom the unsympathetic exultation of Zeus in the late Homeric theomachia (//. 21. 388 ff.

at the sight of the gods fighting, 508 at the plight of Artemis) or his rather undignified
mirth over the post-Homeric pranks of Hermes (h. Herm. 389, Loukian. dial. dear. 7. 3).

a Loukian. Tim. 4 (quoted supra p. 966), lup.-trag. 25 d y' eir' e/jtol TO irpayfi ijv,
*' av otei rods UpofftiXovs wp<pT)v dtre\8eiv dicepavv&TOvs £K Hlcrr)s, dtio fwv TWV ir\OKd-

v airoKelpavTas £% (ivas eK&Tepov ZXicovra;
3 Supra i. 167.
4 Kedren. hist. comp. 326 D—327 A (i. 573 Bekker) tv TOI)TO« ^ re T&V '0\vfji,iridd<at>

iravrjyvpis, ijTis KOTO rerpaeTr} %p6vov £irtTe\eiTo. Jjp&TO Se rj roiatiTi) iravftyvpis
fire Mavaffffrjs TUV 'lovdaiuv ^/3a<r£\ew<re, Kal e<f>v\drTeTO fas TTJS dpxrjs afrrov TOV fi,eyd\ov
QeoSoaiov.

5 Schol. Loukian. rhet.praec. 9 (p. 176, 3 ff. Rabe) Kal diripKe<rev dp^d/j.evos diro TUV
KO.O' 'EjSpafouy Kpiriav /J^XP1 T°v fuxpov QeoSofflov enirpTr)ffOevros ydp TOV ev 'O\vfjnrla vaov
e^eXive Kal -rj TUV 'TLXeiuv iravSiyvpis, ib. (p. 178, 2 ff. Rabe) dp^dpevos 8e dirb TTJS <€TTOX-
TJS> KaB' 'E/3/>a£oi/s eir' 'Ideipov evd< >Si-fipKe<re /J^XP1 T°v /*nrpoO < Qeodofflov >,
8s 'Apxadlov vibs yv, T&V xpb<V(av- T°v ^> vaov TOV '0\v/j.iriov Albs e
e%>e\nre Kal i) TUV 'HXelwv iravftyvpis <Kal 6 dyu>v 6 ' 0\v(j.iriKos.

6 Supj-a ii. 864 n. i.
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Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles, and the Kairos-of Lysippos1. But
its exile was of no long duration. The Lauseion in turn was burnt
in 462 A.D.2, and with it disappeared for ever the masterpiece of
Pheidias.

The statue had gone; its influence remained. Theodoros
Anagnostes3 (c. 530 A.D.) tells a strange tale of a certain painter
who ventured to portray the Saviour in the guise of Zeus. The
hand with which he painted thereupon withered away, but was
restored again in answer to the prayers of Saint Gennadios. Later
writers4 repeat the incident, Theophanes6 and Kedrenos6 referring
it to the year 463—just a twelvemonth after the destruction of the
statue. Theodoros and most of the later authorities add the comment
that the type with curly and short hair was the more authentic
likeness.

We have here a clear recognition of two main types in the icono-
graphy of Christ—the one youthful and beardless, with comparatively
short, curly hair, the other more mature and bearded, with moustache
and flowing tresses. It used to be thought that the beardless type was
considerably earlier than the bearded, the former alone being found
till the end of the fourth century, the latter dating from the first
half of the fifth7. But we now know that the two had existed side

1 Kedren. hist. comp. 322 B—c (i. 564 Bekker) oVt fr rois Aafoov yeav... 'iffraro oe...
Kal 6 3?ei8tov e\e<pdvru>os Tievs, ov HepiK\ijs dviOtjKev els ve&v 'Q\vp.wluv,

2 Kedren. hist. comp. 348 A—B (i. 609 f. Bekker) T£ e' -?ret yeyovev enirpijffij.bs ev
KuvffravTivovir6\ei...ff<p6dpa yap ^Kpdrei 6 e'fjnrprjo'fji.ds ovros.. .e"irl de neffrmfiplas ev rrj f^eo-rj
rijs iroXews diro rwv Aavaov pexpi rov favpov jrdvra KareXvufyaro, Zonar. ann. 14 (ii. 62 B
Ducange) irveviMros de <r<po8pov trveovros rrjviKavra., i] $Xdf fipro ra^ws Mpios, Kal iro\\as
/jLeytaras re Kal KaXXiVras oiKodofias KaryOaXufff, Kal dyd\/j.ara Kar£<p\ei;ev dpxo-i^v avSpiav
evur^fj-uv tirl ffofoq. Kal eir' dvdpela, /c.r.X.

On this and other conflagrations at Constantinople see E. Oberhummer in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 1000.

3 Theodor. Anagnost. eccl. hist. i. 15 (Ixxxvi. i. 173 A Migne) &ri Tevvadlov i) %eip
rov £<ayp6.<pov e^pdvOii rov iv rd^ei Aios rbv Zw-n^a ypd\//ai ro\fi^iffa.vroy ov di' e&xfy
idcraro Fevvdfiws. <j>t\al 8£ 6 Ivrop&v on rb dXXo <rx^/ta rov Swr^pos, TO ouXoj' Kal 0X176-
rpixov, inrapxet TO d\r]0£<rrepov.

4 Collected by E. von Dobschtitz Christusbilder Leipzig 1899 p. 107* f.
6 Theophan. chronogr. 97 B (i. 174 Classen) on ann. mund. 5955 = 463 A.D. ry 5'

avrtf Iret fuypd<fiov TWOS rov ^wrijpa ypdiftai TO\/J,riffavTos KaO' 6/*ot6rijra rov Aids, t!-i]pdv6r]
j] yelp- ov £l-ayopevffavTa di' eiix*]* t6.aa.ro Tevvddios. <pa<ri 5£ rives r(av ItrropiKUv, Sri r6
ov\ov Kal 6\iy6Tpix<»> o"XWa ^l rov 'Surrjpos oiKeiorepbv effriv.

6 Kedren. hist, comp- 348 D (i. 6n Bekker) T£ 5"' fm £iaypd<pov TIVOS rov Sutrjpa
ypdtf/ai To\jj,ifi<ra.vros Ka6' 6fj,oi6rrjra rov Ai6s, efyripdvOT) rf x.fip' ov Qayopevffavrct. 81' evxys
idffaro Tevvddios. tpaffl 8£ rives rSsv IffropiK&v, Sri TO ov\ov Kal 6\iy6rpixov (T^/xa ewl rov
2,uTT)pos oiKeibrepbv eanv—a verbal transcript from Theophanes.

7 V. Schultze Grundriss der christlichen Archdologie Miinchen 1919 p. 132 contends
that, in the absence of authentic portraiture, throughout the first four centuries of our era
the prevalent conception of Christ, derived alike from the Old Testament (Psa. 45. 2) and
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by side at least from the second half of the second century1, though
their relative frequency underwent continuous change. At first the

the New (John i. 14, 2 Cor. 4. 4, Col. i. 15, Hebr. i. 3), necessitated an ideal rendering
of him as the Son of God: ' Daraus ergaben sich fur das Christusbild der Kunst zwei
Folgerungen und Forderungen, Schonheit und Jugend. Sie bestimmen und erklaren
das Christusbild bis zum Ende des vierten Jahrhunderts, wo der erste Abschnitt seiner
Geschichte schliesst.' Id. ib. p. 141 'Ich behaupte, dass in keinem einzigen Falle bisher
ein bartiger Christuskopf im 3. oder 4. Jahrhundert nachgewiesen ist. Die Reihe beginnt
vielmehr erst mit dem 5. Jahrhundert.' To the same effect id. ' Ursprung und alteste
Geschichte des Christusbildes ' in the Zeitschrift fur kirchliche Wissenschaft und kirch-
liches Leben 1883 iv. 301—315, id. Archdologie der altchristlichen Kunst Miinchen 1895
pp. 341—345 ('Das Christusbild'), id. 'Christus in der frtihchristlichen Kunst' in the
Strena Buliciana Zagrebiae 1924 pp. 331—336 (p. 335 'Ich komme zu dem bartigen
Typus. Er tritt zuerst in der ersten Halfte des funften Jahrhunderts auf. Das vierte
Jahrhundert kennt ihn nicht. Das ist eine Tatsache, die unumstosslich fest steht'), and
elsewhere.

See further H. Holtzmann ' Ueber die Entstehung des Christusbildes der Kunst' in
the Jahrbiicher fur protestantische Theologie 1877 iii. 189—192, id. 'Zur Entwickelung
des Christusbildes der Kunst' ib. 1884 x. 71—136, L. Dietrichson Christusbilledet
Kj^benhavn 1880 pp. i—444, L. von Sybel Christliche Antike Marburg 1906 i. 280—283,
1909 ii. 151—159, H. Diitschke Ravennatische Studien Leipzig 1909 pp. 99—121 ('Der
jugendliche Christus von Ravenna'), O. M. Dalton Byzantine Art and Archaeology
Oxford 1911 pp. 670—673 ('Types of Christ'), C. M. Kaufmann Handbuch der christ-
lichen Archdologie'2' Paderborn 1913 pp. 375—381, Mrs A. Strong Apotheosis and After
Life London 1915 pp. icoff., 280f., H. Preuss Das Bild Christi im Wandelder Zeitenz

Leipzig 1921, G. E. Meille Christ's Likeness in History and Art trans. E. M. Kirkman
London 1924 pp. i—178, R. Berger Die Darstellung des thronenden Christus in der
romanischen Kunst Reutlingen 1926 pp. i—232.

E. von Dobschiitz Christusbilder Leipzig 1899 pp. i—294 deals exhaustively with one
special type of representation, the alleged axeipoiroL-qra (p. 263 ' Der christliche Achiro-
poiiten-Glaube ist die Fortsetzung des griechischen Glaubens an Diipete').

1 See especially J. Sauer Die dltesten Christusbilder Berlin 1920 pp. i—8 with 2 figs,
and 13 pis., and the same scholar's enlarged study 'Das Aufkommen des bartigen
Christustypus in der frtihchristlichen Kunst' in the Strena Buliciana Zagrebiae 1924

PP- 3°3—329-
The bronze group at Kaisareia Paneas is described by Euseb. hist. eccl. 7. 18 d\\'

eireidr) rijffde TT/S irdXewj fls fj.v/i/j.yv iXrj\v0a, OVK d£to«> rryovnai irapeKOelv Sffiyrfffiv Kal TOIS
fne6' r)/j.as /j.vriu,oveveff6ai d!-iav. TTJV yap al/j.oppoovffav, -TJV SK rG>v lepuv evayyeXiuv irpos TOV
aurfjpos •ty/u.wj' TOV Trddovs diraXXayijv eupeffOai [nenad'f)Kafj.ev, &d£v8e ZXeyov 6p/J.aff6ai, T&V re
O!KOV afiTijs tvl rrjs ir6Xeus deiKvvffOai, Kal rfjs viro TOV ffWTTJpos ei's avTyv evepyeffias Oav/jiao-Td
Tp&iraia irapa^vetv. effTdvai yap d(f>' vi//rj\ov \l6ov irpbs fiev ratj irtiXats TOV dvrijs ofaov
yvvaiKOS eK-Hnr<afj.a xdXiceov eirl yovv KeKKiptvov Kal reTa/ji^aLS lirl TO irp6a6ev raty xeP°~Lv,
iKeTevovffj) tombs, TOVTOV 8£ dvTiicpvs dXXo TTJS avTrjs vXtjs dvdpbs opffiov o-xfj/j,a, 8iirXot5a
Koo-filws irepi^eftXiju^vov Kal Ti)V Xe'Pa TV yvvcuicl wporeivov, oS vapd rots Trofflv (trl T^S
o-TT?j\r)s ai/Tys ££vov TI poTdvys ei5os tpveiv, 6 fJ^XP1 T0" Kpaeirtdov Trjs TOV xaXKoO SiirXoWos
dvibv dXe^L<f>dpfJLaK6v TI iravTolwv voffy/MiTuv Tvyxdveiv. TOVTOV TOV dvdpidvTa TOV 'lyaov
eMva <j>£peiv ifXeyov. i-fjieive 82 Kal els riftd*, ws Kal 6\ftei irapaXajBeiv eTridri/jL^ffavTas avTovs
Ty ir6Xei. Cp. Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos hist. eccl. 6. 15 (cxlv. n6oc—1161 A
Migne). J. Wilpert 'Alte Kopie der Statue von Paneas' in the Strena Buliciana
pp. 295—301 has shown that this much-discussed monument was certainly Christian not
pagan in character, but represented the Syrophoenician woman (Mark 7. 26) rather than
the woman with an issue of blood (Mark 5. 25). He accepts the suggestion of R. Garrucci
Storia della arte cristiana net primi otto secoli della chiesa Prato 1881 v. 44—47 pi. 323,
4—6 that a marble sarcophagus (no. 174) now in the Lateran Museum (O. Marucchi
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beardless type was by far the more common, the bearded was rare
and exceptional. But scenes of judgment, law-giving, and teaching,
in which stress was laid on the majesty of the central figure,
gradually popularised the maturer type1 until it almost superseded
the more youthful. It seems probable that both were to some extent
influenced by pre-existing pagan types. I have already suggested
that the boyish figure of Christ on the chalice of Antioch is
reminiscent of the child Zeus or Dionysos2. And Furtwangler3,

/ monumenti del museo cristiano Pio-Lateranense Milano 1910 p. 22 pi. 29, 2, 2 A, 2B)
has preserved on its right-hand side a faithful copy of the Paneas bronze. If so, the
figure of Christ was of the bearded type. Asterios, bishop of Amaseia, ap. Phot. bibl.
P- 5°5 b 5 ff. states that the bronze was destroyed by Maximinus, i.e. Galerius Valerius
Maximinus (305—314A.D.). But Philostorg. hist. eccl. 7. 3 (Ixv. 5370—5390 Migne)
puts its demolition in the time of Julian (361—363 A.D.), as does Sozom. hist. eccl. 5. 21
(Ixvii. 12808—c Migne) adding a story that, when Julian set up a statue of himself in
its stead, this was struck by lightning: Philostorgios claims that the head of Christ was
separately preserved by the Christians; Sozomenos, that the fragments of the whole
figure were piously put together and bestowed in the church. See for details E. von
Dobschutz Christusbilder Leipzig 1899 p. 25o*ff.

The hypogaeum discovered at Rome in 1919 close to the Viale Manzoni was decorated
with paintings which' range from the second half of s. ii to the first half of s. iii A.D.
(G. Bendinelli in the Not. Scavi 1920 pp. 123'—141 with figs, i—8 and pis. i—4, Am.
Journ. Arch. 1921 xxv. 304, R. Paribeni Antichissime Pitture Cristianea Roma Milano
1921, R. Lanciani in The Illustrated London News for Jan. 14, 1922 p. 54 f. with 7 figs.).
These include fine portrait-figures of the eleven Apostles, four representations of the
Good Shepherd carrying a ram on his shoulders, and some more problematic landscape
scenes. The most impressive of the second-century paintings shows a bearded man sitting
on a wooded or bushy hillside with an open roll in his hand: below him sheep and kids
are assembled (Bendinelli loc. cit. p. 131 f. pi. 3, M. H. Swindler Ancient PaintingXvkz
Univ. Press 1929 p. 402 fig. 621, E. Strong Art in Ancient Rome London 1929 ii. 155
with fig. 492). We can hardly fail to recognise the Shepherd-Judge and Divine Ruler
(supra ii. I2o8f.). And Bendinelli does well to recall the epitaph of Aberkios (M0r)Ti)s

ayvov, 6s /36crKei irpofi&Tiav dyt\as opecrtv iredlois re, \ 6<f>6a\/ji.ot>s 8s ?x« fjieydXovs
Ka6opwvTo.s. [ euros ydp /u.' edida^e < > ypdfj.fJia.Ta. irurrd (text and commentary

in C. M. Kaufmann Handbuch der christlichen Archdologie Paderborn 1913 pp. 717—725
and more fully in F. J. Dolger IXOYC Miinster in Westf. 1922 ii. 454—507).

As to the bearded type in the Catacomb of Domitilla, J. Sauer in the Strena Buliciana
p. 310 observes: 'Es findet sich in der Domitilla-Katakombe, Cubiculum III (Wilpert
Taf. 40, 2; 54, 2 und S. 107) aus der r. Halfte des 3. Jahrhunderts: der Heiland ist
hier als Richter oder Lehrer dargestellt mit langem Haupthaar und kurzem aber vollem
Barthaar. An der Identitat dieser Figur ist trotz der Einwendungen von Victor Schultze
[Grundriss der christlichen Archdologie p. 141] nicht zu zweifeln; die Nachweise Wilperts
hieftir [Wilpert p. 406] sind unseres Erachtens vollig iiberzeugend.'

1 J. Sauer in the Strena Buliciana p. 319 ff.
2 Supra ii. 1209^ For other possible influences see L. Dietrichson Christusbilledet

Kjyfbenhavn 1880 p. 146 ff. (Zeus, Apollon, Dionysos, with their ' Nebenfiguren' Sarapis,
Asklepios, Orpheus), H. Holtzmann in \hnjahrbiicher filr protestantische Theologie 1884
x. 93 ff. (Orpheus, Hermes), A. Furtwangler in the Melanges Perrot Paris 1902 p. 119
(Triptolemos or Eubouleus, Bonus Eventus).

3 A. Furtwangler 'Vom Zeus des Phidias' in the Melanges Perrot Paris 1902
pp. 109—120. Cp. V. Schultze Archdologie der altchristlichen Kunst Miinchen 1895
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no mean critic of art-pedigrees, has contended that the Byzantine
bearded type had for its actual 'Vorbild' the Pheidiac Zeus.

Be that as it may, Theodores' tale of the fifth-century painter,
who drew Christ in the likeness of Zeus, is one more reminder that
Pheidias' ideal had gone far towards satisfying the aspirations of the

Fig. 782.

faith. Even the lower classical conception of Zeus as a
threatening storm-god appealed to the barbarians of the empire
and finally made its way into the religious art of the Renaissance
(fig. 782)1.

And what—it may be asked in conclusion—is the ultimate
significance of all this coil—this cult of Zeus with its crude physical

p. 344 'Nur einmal ist auf einetn Sarkophagrelief im Museo Kircheriano, wo ein
ganz unfahiger Bildhauer Scenen aus dem Leben Jesu—Bergpredigt und Heilungen—
zusammengefiigt hat (Fig. 108), ein barbarisierter Zeustypus iibernommen. Besonders
tritt derselbe bei dem lehrenden Christus hervor. Ftir den Kopf, den Nackten Ober-
korper, die Haltung lassen sich genaue antike Parallelen finden. Aber dieser Fall ist
eine Ausnahme und will so beurteilt sein.' H. Holtzmann loc. cit. p. 87 ff. dwells on the
influence of Asklepios (Zeus Askkpios supra ii. 1076 ff.) and Sarapis (Zeus Sdrapis supra
i. 188 ff., ii. 1158, Hi. 945). A. Alfoldi A Festival of Isis in Rome Budapest 1937 p. 38
n. 54 pi. 7, 16 advocates Sarapis.

1 I give as an example (or warning) a woodcut which appears in Alberto da Castello
Rosario della gloriosa Vergine Maria Venetiis 1521 p. 190. See V. Massena prince
d'Essling Les Livres ci figures vtnitiens Florence—Paris 1909 ii. 2. 426. The illustration
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beginnings, its slow mental and moral growth, its adolescent com-
plexities, its later multifarious advances, approaches, contacts, over-
lappings, fusions, and identifications? That is a grave question,
which I find hard to answer unless, like Browning's Ixion,

1 Out of the wreck I rise—past Zeus to the Potency o'er him.'

Let us be bold to assert that throughout all ages and in every clime
God has been making his mute appeal to men, drawing them, Jew
and Gentile alike, with the cords of love nearer and nearer to
Himself. Progressive illumination has been given them from above
as they were able to bear it. The poets and thinkers of Hellas
were receptive souls, and to them were vouchsafed glimpses and
more than glimpses of eternal truth. If Pherekydes1 taught that
Zeus transformed himself into Love when he created the world, if
Aischylos2 found in Zeus the only possible solution for the problem
of evil, if Aratos8 said that 'always we all have need of Zeus,' if
Dion4 described Zeus as 'the common Father and Saviour and
Keeper of mankind/ then Pherekydes and Aischylos and Aratos
and Dion were not far from the Kingdom. And, unless I am
greatly in error, the cult of Zeus took them one stage, one long
stage, on the road thither. Platon5 in the Phaidros speaks of those
who follow Zeus and all the gods by an uphill path to the summit
of the heavenly vault, the right view-point of the universe. What
is the panorama that greets their purified eyes? A vista of ideal
verities, says Platon6, such as 'no earthly bard has ever yet sung or
ever will sing in worthy strains.'

K e l N G O N 6 P A M A I , K 6 I 0 I r € N O I M A N 7 .

is entitled 'Maria vergine sempre prega el figliolo per gli peccatori.' Christ, seated on
the globe of heaven (supra i. 50 f.), is distinguished from Zeus or lupiter only by the
wounds in his hands and feet. The virgin, baring her breast in a last appeal (supra ii.
206 n. 2), is almost equally pagan.

1 Supra ii. 316. 2 Supra i p. v.
3 Supra ii p. v. 4 Supra p. 963.
5 Supra ii. 43 f.
6 Plat. Phaedr. 247 B—C ZvQa. STJ TTOVOS re KOI ay&v l(rxaroj faxi irpbueiTai. at p.tv

yap aBdvaroi /caXoi^/otevai, TIV'IK' av irpbs &Kpy ytvwvTai, l£w iropev6ei<rai l-ffT-rjffav tni T<$ TOV
ovpavov vd>T(j3, ffrdffas Si ai)raj wepidyei i) irepufropd, al 52 Oewpovvi TO, l£w TOU otipavov. T&V
8£ wrepovpdviov T&TTOV otf T£ ns \>iu>t\ak tru rCov rfjSe irot^r^s oti rt irod' itfiv^ffei /car' di-iav.
<:\ei dt uSe. ToX/tijT^oc 70,̂  ovv rb ye dXyOes tlireiv, d\Xws re Ka.1 irepl d\r)6elas \tyovra.
The Christian equivalent will be found in i Cor. 2. 9 and 10.

7 Eur. ap. Aristoph. vesp. 751. The schol. ad loc. says Kfivuv ipa.fj.ai' 4i- 'IiriroMTov
Evpnridov. F. H. M. Blaydes, after L. C. Valckenaer, supposes a quotation from the
earlier 'IirirbXvTos /caXi>7rr6;iiei'os. In any case the meaning of the original may be divined
from Eur. Ale. 867 f. fi?Xw tpOifdvovs, Ketvwv Ipa/zcu, | Kelv £iu9v(iu> Stifj-ara vaieiv.



Plate XL

i. The infancy of Dionysos. 2. The advent of Dionysos. 3. The marriage of Dionysos. 4. The enthronement of Dionysos.

Set p&gt 708 ff.

Marble reliefs from the stage of Phaidros in the theatre at Athens.



Marble reliefs from the stage of Phaidros in the theatre at Athens (Restored).
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APPENDIX P.

FLOATING ISLANDS.

Floating islands have not yet been made the subject of any monograph1.
But examples of them are given by Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 25. 7 ff., Plin. nat. hist.
2. 209, and the anonymous author de aquis mirabilibus 37 ff. (formerly identified
with Sotion (Phot. bibl. p. 145 b 28 ff. Bekker) and printed under that name by
A. Westermann IlAPAAO3OrPA$OI Brunsvigae 1839 p. 183 ff., but better edited
as Paradoxographi Florentini anonymi opusculum de aquis mirabilibus by
H. Oehler Tubingae 1913 and cited as such in W. Christ Geschichte der
griechischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1920 ii. 420 f.). Fact and fable are so blended
in their accounts that individual cases call for separate consideration:

(1) Aiolos Hippotades lived on a floating island (Od. 10. 3 7rXa>r# eVi j/^Vw
as explained by Aristarchos ap. schol. H.M.Q.T.V. Od. 10. 3, Apollon. lex. Horn.
p. 132, i8f., Eustath. in Od. p. 1644, 5 i f f , cp. Hesych. s.v. TrXoor?/, Phot. lex.
s.v. TrXwroi', Favorin. lex. p. 1523, i8f., Souid. s.v. n-Xtor)) vfjcros, Zonar. lex. s.v.
TrXomy, and W. W. Merry ad loc.\ which was perhaps originally regarded as an
island of souls (supra p. 109). On it see further K. Tiimpel in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. i. 1032 ff.

(2) The Homeric Planktai were beetling rocks against which the waves
broke. No birds could pass them in safety. Even the doves that brought
ambrosia to Zeus always lost one of their number, and another had to be sent
by him in its stead. Never yet had any ship escaped these rocks, for billows of
salt water and blasts of destructive fire overwhelmed ships and crews alike. The
Argo alone, on its voyage frQrn Aietes, had passed them, being sent past in
safety by Hera for lason's sake (Od. 12. 59—72, 23. 327). There is no question
here of clashing rocks, between which Odysseus must go (schol. Pind. Pyth.
4. 370). The poet, anxious to eliminate incredible marvels (supra ii. 989), has
substituted wapd for did (62 -rrapep^erai, 69 TraperrXa, 72 irapfirf^fv} and left US
to suppose that the danger lay in being dashed against the rocks, not in being
crushed between them. Nevertheless the name nXayjcrai used of them by the
blessed gods (61) implies that they were originally conceived as 'Wandering'
rocks, and the sinister phrase dXXa re KOL TO>V alev cKpaipeirai Xis irerpr) (64) looks
like a reminiscence of the clashing motif.

The Kyaneai (first in Soph. Ant. 966 or Hdt. 4. 85) or Symplegades (first in
Eur. Med. 431) of the Argonauts' adventure were two living rocks which rushed
together, rolling faster than the winds (Pind. Pyth. 4. 208 ff). As early as s. v B.C.,
if not earlier, they were located on the Thracian Bosporos (Soph. Ant. 966 f. and
Hdt. 4. 85) at the entrance to the Euxine (Eur. I.T. 124f.), where they formed

1 Unless we concede the name to such articles as those by Mary Johnston ' Floating
islands, ancient and modern' in the Classical Weekly 1925—-1926 xix. 58, L. R. Shero
' The Vadimonian Lake and floating islands of Equatorial Africa ' ib. 1933—1934 xxvii.
51 f., J. W. Spaeth ' More floating islands' ib. p. 78, R. M. Geer ' Floating islands once
more' ib. p. 152 or to such chapters as those of A. Breusing ' Nautisches zu Homeros.
6. TTAflTHI 6 N I N H C H T in the Jahrb. /. class. Philol. 1886 xxxii. 85—92 and
E. Hawks The Book of Natural Wonders London 1932 pp. 192—198 ('Disappearing
Islands').

C. III. 62
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the mouth of the Pontos (Theokr. 22. 27 f., Nikeph. Greg. hist. Byz. 5. 4 (i. 134
Schopen)). Apollonios of Rhodes tells how the Argonauts on their outward
voyage were warned by Phineus of the two Kyaneai, which were not firmly fixed
with roots beneath but constantly clashed together amid boiling surf, and
advised by him to send a dove in advance (Ap. Rhod. 2. 317 ff.); how they acted
on his advice and saw the rocks shear off the tail-feathers of the bird; how they
themselves making a desperate dash just got through, thanks to the helpful
hands of Athena, with the loss of the tip of their stern-ornament; and how the
rocks thenceforward were rooted fast and remained motionless (ib. 2. 549 ff.—a
fine piece of writing). It should be observed that Apollonios is careful to dis-
tinguish the Kyaneai or Plegades, as he terms them (Ap. Rhod. 2. 596, 2. 645,
and Kavvov KriW frag. 5. 4 Powell ap. Cramer anecd. Par. iv. 16, i ff. and
Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 1285), from the Homeric Planktai. For it is only on the
return voyage that he works in an allusion to the Planktai, which are described
as having surge at their bases and flame at their tops (Ap. Rhod. 4. 786ff.,
924 ff.) in obvious reference to the Lipari Islands (cp. Ap. Rhod. 3. 41 f. dXX' 6
pev (sc. Hephaistos) e'y ^aAKewva KOI tiK^iovas r/pt /3e/3?7K«, vrjcroio TrXayKrJ)?
evpvv /JLV^OV with schol. ad loc.\

Many of the Greeks, however, identified the Kyaneai or Symplegades of the
Bosporos with the Planktai (so first, perhaps, Hdt. 4. 85, then Asklepiades (? of
Myrleia: see G. Wentzel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1629) ap. schol.
Od. 12. 69 and other vedtrepoi (schol. Eur. Med. 2) listed by O. Jessen in Roscher
Lex. Myth. iii. 2546). And sundry Roman poets, placing Scylla in Sicilian
waters, associate her with clashing rocks (Ov. met. 7. 62 ff.) called Symplegades
(Ov. her. 12. 121) or Cyaneae (luv. 15. 19 f.).

The right conclusion is drawn by O. Jessen loc. cit., viz. that both the
Planktai and the Kyaneai or Symplegades presuppose the ancient popular
belief in a doorway to the Otherworld formed by clashing mountain-walls (T.
Waitz Anthropologie der Naturvolker Leipzig 1864 iv. 166 the Mexican dead
'hatte aneinander schlagende Berge...zu passiren,' Jiilg 'liber die griechische
Heldensage im Wiederscheine bei den Mongolen' in the Verh. d. 26. Philologen-
versamml. in Wiirzburg 1869 p. 64 in the Mongolian saga of Gesser Chan bk 4
'Von da weiterhin kommst du zu einer andern Verwandlung, namlich zu zwei an
einander schlagenden Felswanden; um zwischen denselben durchzukommen,
musst du selbst ein Mittel ausfindig machen,' E. B. Tylor Primitive Culture*
London 1891 i. 347 f. the Karens of Burma 'say that in the west there are two
massive strata of rocks which are continually opening and shutting, and between
these strata the sun descends at sunset,' ib. i. 348 f. in an Ottawa tale losco and
his friends after travelling eastward for years reached the chasm that led to the
land of the Sun and Moon; as the sky rose, losco and one friend leapt through,
but the other two were caught by the sky as it struck the earth, A. Leskien—K.
Brugman Litauische Volkslieder und Marchen Strassburg 1882 p. 550 in a
Slovenian tale the hero's mother 'stellt sich krank und will Wasser von zwei
zusammenschlagenden Felsen, die aber keine Felsen, sondern Teufel sind, und
nur um Mitternacht zwei Minuten schlafen,' ib. p. 551 in a similar Slovak tale
the mother 'stellt sich krank und verlangt...das Wasser des Lebens und des
Todes, das unter zwei Bergen ist, von denen der eine um Mittag, der andere um
Mitternacht sich erhebt und gleich wieder zufallt,' ib. in a similar tale from
Little Russia the mother 'stellt sich krank und schickt den Sohn...nach
heilendem und belebendem Wasser zu den zusammenschlagenden Bergen,'
W. R. S. Ralston Russian Folk-tales London 1873 p. 235 f. cites stories of the
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same type. In one 'the hero is sent in search of "a healing and a vivifying
water," preserved between two lofty mountains which cleave closely together,
except during "two or three minutes" of each day...."Prince Ivan spurred his
heroic steed, flew like a dart between the mountains, dipped two flasks in the
waters, and instantly turned back." He himself escapes safe and sound, but the
hind legs of his horse are caught between the closing cliffs, and smashed to
pieces. The magic waters, of course, soon remedy this temporary inconvenience....
In a similar story from the Ukraine, mention is made of two springs of healing
and life-giving water, which are guarded by iron-beaked ravens, and the way to
which lies between grinding hills. The Fox and the Hare are sent in quest of
the magic fluid. The Fox goes and returns in safety, but the Hare, on her way
back, is not in time quite to clear the meeting cliffs, and her tail is jammed in
between them. Since that time, hares have had no tails,' M. Caster Rumanian
Bird and Beast Stories London 1915 p. 2636". in a Rumanian tale Floria, sent
to fetch the Water of Life and the Water of Death, was helped by a lame stork,
which went straight to the mountains that knock against one another, waited—at
the advice of a swallow—till noon when they rest for half an hour, then plunged
into their depth and filled two bottles, but lost his tail as the mountains closed
furiously upon him. And that is why storks have no tails, J. G. von Hahn
Griechische und albanesische Marchen Leipzig 1864 ii. 46 in a Greek tale from
Syra (supra ii. 1004 ff.) the girl Moon, helped by the bird Dikjeretto, fetched the
Water of Life from a spring in a mountain which opened at midday, but had to
cut off a piece of her dress that was caught by the closing cleft, ib. ii. 280 f. in
another tale from Syra, akin to the group noted by Leskien and Brugman
( = von Hahn's nineteenth formula ' Schwester- oder Mutter-Verrath oder
Skyllaformel'), the hero's mother feigns illness and craves for the Water of Life
(aQavaro i/epd): the young man is directed by an old dame, in reality his Fate
(fjrav T) TI>X>] TOV iraiftiov), to a mountain which opens every day at noon and
contains many springs; he is guided to the right one by a bee, ib. ii. 283 f. in a
variant from Vitza in Epeiros the prince's elder sister pretends to be ill and sends
him for the Water of Life, which a lame crow obtains from a mountain that
opens and shuts, ib. i. 238 in a tale from the Zagori district of Epeiros a prince,
to win Goldylocks, must needs fetch the Water of Life from a mountain which
opens only for a moment and then shuts to with a snap; he gets it from a helpful
raven, who brings it to him in a gourd, ib. ii. 194 f. in another tale from Zagori
the hero, to win the king's daughter, has to obtain the Water of Life from
a mountain which opens and closes again with the speed of lightning; he
borrows the wings of a helpful eagle and escapes with filled gourd, R. Kohler in
the Gott. Gel. Anz. 1871 ii. 1403 f. no. (^} = id. Kleinere Schriften Weimar 1898
i. 367 f. in a modern Greek tale a king's son sets out to find for his sick father the
Water of Immortality (T aQa.va.To vepo) 'welches sich am Ende der Welt hinter
zwei hohen Bergen befindet, die nach Art der Symplegaden immer auseinander-
gehen und wieder zusammenstossen1' p.-.ebensq bei Sakellarios No. 8. Vgl. auch
Wenzig Westslaw. Marchenschatz S. 148]. On the Water of Life see further A.
Wiinsche Die Sagen vom Lebensbaum und Lebenswasser Leipzig 1905 pp. 90—
104 ('Das W7asser des Lebens als Zauberbrunnen in den Marchen der Volker'),
J. Bolte—G. Polivka Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- u. Hausmarchen der
Briider Grimm Leipzig 1915 iii. 394—401 ('Das Wasser des Lebens')). A sea-
faring people might naturally conceive of such a portal as a pair of floating
rocks or islets. Thus in a Greenland tale the hero Giviok 'continued paddling
until he came in sight of two icebergs, with a narrow passage between them;

62—2
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and he observed that the passage alternately opened and closed again. He
tried to pass the icebergs by paddling round outside them, but they always kept
ahead of him; and at length he ventured to go right between them. With great
speed and alacrity he pushed on, and had just passed when the bergs closed
together, and the stern-point of his kayak got bruised between them' (H. Rink
Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo Edinburgh—London 1875 p. I58f.). It
would, however, be unsafe to infer from this tale that the Planktai were 'an
early attempt to reproduce some sailor's story of the floating icebergs' (W. W.
Merry on Od. 12. 61) and that the Kyaneai or Symplegades presuppose a dim
recollection of icebergs in the Black Sea (cp. for the facts E. H. Minns
Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 p. 6). Both alike are but mariners'
versions of the gateway to the Otherworld.

See further F. Wieseler commentatio de Cyaneis sive Symplegadibus Gottingae
1879 pp. i—20, O. Jessen 'Planktai3 in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 2540—2548,
Sir J. G. Frazer in his ed. of Apollodoros London—New York 1921 ii. 355—358
(Append, v 'The Clashing Rocks'), Miss J. R. Bacon The Voyage of the
Argonauts London 1925 p. 79 f.

(3) As knowledge of the Mediterranean increased there was a tendency to
put the clashing rocks further and further afield. Close to the Ceraunian
mountains were two rocks which clashed together as often as any trouble
threatened the natives (Dionys. per. 394 ff. tvda <r(piv repay a'AAo deal Qla-av
dfjtfpl yap alav Kfivrjv dptyoTepcodev eprjpedarai 8vo Trerpai, \ air' a/z<pa> ^vviacn
Sovevfjifvai, fvre TIS dpxr) \ yiyvfrai fvvaerrjcri Kv\ivdop,fvoio KOKOIO with Eustath.
ad loc. Tzetz. chiL 4. 707 ff. confuses these rocks with the graves of Kadmos and
Harmonia noted by Dionysios in the same context): this reads like a bit of
genuine folklore and may even be older than the location of the Homeric
Planktai in the Lipari Islands. Others, impressed apparently by the fact that
Tartessos sounds like Tartaros (Strab. 149), transferred both the Planktai and
the Symplegades to the neighbourhood of Gadeira and identified them with the
pillars of Herakles (Strab. 170, quoted by Eustath. in Dionys. per. 64). Others,
again, declared that Homer etc. were speaking of rocks that lay between
Kilikia (? Lykia A.B.c.) and Pamphylia (Tzetz. in Lyk. Al. 815—apparently by
confusion with the Chelidonides Nesoi: see Ap. Rhod. Kavvov Kricrisfrag'. 5. 3 f.
Powell ap. Cramer anecd. Par. iv. 16, 4 f.).

(4) An oriental analogue to the Planktai may be found in the Ambrosiai
Petrai of Tyre. Nonn. Dion. 40. 422 ff. relates that, when Dionysos was in
Tyre, he enquired of Herakles 'Ao-rpo^iVo)i/ how the city came to be. The god
replied that he had roused the original earth-born natives from slumber,
bidding them build the first ship and cross the sea till they should reach the
Ambrosiai Petrai. These were two floating rocks, on which grew an olive in the
very centre of the rock. On its topmost boughs they would see an eagle perched
and a well-wrought bowl. Fiery sparks sprang from the flaming tree, which, for
all that, was not consumed. A snake was coiled about it, but neither hurt nor
was hurt by the eagle (467 ff- etcrd/ce %£>pov "iKoicrOe /j,ep.opfjL(vov, oirnodi Stcrcrat
d&Tadees irKa>ov(Tiv dkrjfMoves elv dAi Trerpat, | as Averts1 A/z/3poo"i'as fTretfrrjfuo'fv,
ais evi QaXXei \ j jAtfcos avroppi^ov opo^vyov f'pvos ekair/s, \ TreTprjs vypOTropoto

aKporarois §€ | alerov ddprjcrrjre Trape8pr)<rcrovTa KOpvpftois \ Kal (fud\r)v
OTTO (pAoyepoio 8e 8ev8pov \ dajAftaXfovs crTTivdr/pas epevyerai avroparov

rrvp, | KOI creAa? acpAeye'os 7repi/36cricrrai epvos e\air)s- \ na\ (pvrbv v-^ri.TrlTrfXov eAi£
6'0ts dfjifpixopevei, \ K.T.A.). They were to capture the bird and sacrifice it to
Kyanochaites, pouring its blood as a libation to the sea-roaming hills and to
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Zeus and to the blessed ones. The rock would then stay rooted to the spot, and
on both its peaks they would be able to plant their town. This remarkable
description is borne out on the one hand by a passage in the novel of Achilleus
Tatios, on the other by a modern Palestinian folk-tale.

Ach. Tat. 2. 14 quotes an oracle current among the Byzantines—vrjo-os TIS
TrdXiff eerrl (frvravvfjiov ai/jLa Ao^oOcra, | IcrOfjLov opov KOI iropdpov eV rjTTfipoio (f)epov(ra,\
evdf "Ji<l)aujTOs e%a>v ^aipei yXavKwTriv 'A.dr)vr]v- \ KtWi Qvr)iro\ir)v ere (pepeiv KeXofj.ai
'KpaxXel (cp. Anth. Pal. 14. 34)—and explains that the island-city with inhabitants
named after trees is Tyre occupied by the Phoinikes. Its isthmus-strait is the
narrow neck of land uniting it with the shore, since water flows beneath it. Here,
too, Hephaistos in a sense enjoys Athena—witness the sacred precinct in which a
flaming fire and an olive-tree are to be seen side by side, the soot of the former
positively tending the branches of the latter.

A. J. Wensinck Tree and Bird as cosmological symbols in Western Asia
Amsterdam 1921 p. 45 draws attention to a tale published by H. Schmidt—
P. Kahle Volkserzahlungen aus Paldstina Gottingen 1918 p. 146 ff. no. 42, in
which it is said of the hero: 'Er kam zu Schams ed-Duhha und fragte sie nach
dem Wasser des Lebens. Da sagte sie: "Hinter dem Garten der Jungfrauen
eine Tagereise zwischen zwei Bergen! Wer hinuntersteigt, liber dem schlagen
die beiden Bergen zusammen. Sein Lebtag ist niemand, der hinunterstieg, wieder
herausgekommen. Du aber schopfe es (das Wasser) von oben aus." Er gelangte
dorthin. Da war ein Bauin, liber dem schwebte ein Vogel, liber seinem Wipfel.
Er zog sein Schwert und ging auf den Baum zu. Da war dort eine Schlange,
die wollte die Brut des Vogels fressen. Sie kam auf ihn zu. Er schlug auf sie
ein und totete sie. Damr band er dem Vogel eine Flasche an den Hals. Der
flog hin, flillte die Flasche und flog auf. Und wahrend er aufflog, schlugen die
Berge hinter ihm zusammen und rupften ihm den Schwanz und die Flligel. Da
nahm jener die Flasche und ging zuriick zur Schams ed-Duhha.' It will be
observed that the two clashing mountains, behind which is the Water of Life,
the tree, the snake, the helpful bird with the bottle attached to its neck, make
up a picture curiously similar to that of the Ambrosial Petrai as described by
Nonnos.

Bronze coins of Tyre, struck by a succession of Roman imperial persons from
Caracalla (211—217 A.D.) to Salonina (253—268 A.D.), have for reverse type the
AMBPOCIG TTGTPe or TTAITPG (sic). These are shown sometimes as two
omphaloi on separate bases, with an olive-tree growing between them (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. 281 no. 430 Gordianus iii pi. 33, I5 = my fig. 783
from a cast, p. 284 no. 442 Trebonianus Gallus, p. 291 no. 473 Valerianus i,
E. Babelon Les Perses Achernenides Paris 1893 p. 328 no. 2241 Elagabalos,
p. 330 no. 2255 Aquilia Severa pi. 37, 9, p. 331 no. 2258 lulia Maesa pi. 37, u,
p. 333 no. 2270 Gordianus iii, p. 340 no. 2302 Volusianus, p. 348 nos. 2349—2351
Gallienus pi. 38, 24 f., W. M. Leake Numismata Hellenica London 1854 Asiatic
Greece p. 140 f. Elagabalos = my fig. 784 from a cast), sometimes as two stelai on
a single base, between crescent and star, with a flaming thymiaterion on one
side and an olive-tree on the other (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. 281 no.
429 Gordianus iii pi. 33, 14 = my fig. 785 from a cast, Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 270
no. 58 Gordianus iii pi. 77, 9 = my fig. 786, E. Babelon Les Perses Achemenides
p. 334 no. 2271 Gordianus iii pi. 37, 16). Or, again, they appear in the field as a.
local background. Thus Herakles, with club and lion-skin, pours a libation from
a phidle over a burning altar, above which are seen the two stelai, with streams
issuing from their bases (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. 281 no. 427
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Gordianus iii pi. 33,13 = my fig. 787 from a cast, E. Babelon Z<?.r Perses Achemen-
ides p. 321 f. no. 2198 Caracalla pi. 36, 16, p. 330 no. 2253 Aquilia Severa, p. 341
no. 2309 Valerianus i pi. 38, 8, p. 346 no. 2342 Gallienus: p. 341 no. 2308
Valerianus i pi. 38, 7 has trophy in place of altar). Okeanos, reclining, with
head-dress of crab's claws, holds in his left hand an oar and extends his right
towards the si£Ztii, from which streams flow (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia
p. 289 no. 464 Valerianus i, p. 296 no. 497 Salonina pi. 35, 5 = my fig. 788 from a
cast, E. Babelon Les Perses Acheme'nides p. 347 no. 2343 Gallienus pi. 38, 20).

Fig. 783- Fig. 784.

Fig. 787. Fig. 788. Fig/789-

Europe, standing to front, with basket or vase : on the left, Zeus in the form of
a bull emerges from the sea; above him are the omphaloi with an olive-tree
between them (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. 290 no. 468 Valerianus i
pi. 34, 13 = my fig. 789 from a cast, E. Babelon Les Perses Achtmenides p. 347
no. 2348 Gallienus pi. 38, 23, supra i. 530 n. 2 fig. 402 Gallienus, Miiller—
Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 20 pi. 3, 40 = Mtiller—Wieseler—Wernicke
Ant. Denkm. i. 71 pi. 7, 6=W. H. Roscher Neue Omphalosstudien Leipzig 1915
pp. 15 n. 34, 71 fig. Gallienus).

These coins enable us to trace the Ambrosiai Petrai back to a date nearly a
century earlier than Achilleus Tatios, our earliest literary authority, and some
two centuries earlier than Nonnos. As is so often the case, the earliest conception
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is the simplest. Here are seen two omphaloi or stelai with rounded tops, from
the base of which streams are flowing. Streams of what? Presumably of ambrosia.
The rocks, to deserve their name, must themselves be the very source of that
elixir (for the Water of Life as honey see e.g. Kalevala 15. 377 ff. trans. W. F.
Kirby, cp. W. H. Roscher Nektar und Ambrosia Leipzig 1883 p. 46 ff.,
W. Robert—Tornow De apium mellisque apud veteres significatione et symbolica
et mythologica Berolini 1893 pp. 85—89, 122—126). I cannot, therefore, agree
with Eckhel Doctr. num. vet? iii. 390 'profluente subtus aqua, nimirum quod

Fig. 790.

aqua maris perpetuo humectantur.' Again, the coins give no hint of the eagle
and the phidle. These are not mentioned before the fifth-century epic of
Nonnos and may be an accretion due partly to the popular concept of Zeus as
an eagle fed on ambrosia from the phidle of Ganymedes (e.g. Reinach Re"p.
Reliefs i. 115, 190 no. I, ii. 232 no. 3, iii. 231 no. 2, 370 no. 2, 489 no. 2. I add
in fig. 790 a Roman lamp of Augustan date in my possession (scale ^), cp. a
similar but smaller lamp with bungled inscription published by R. Kekule in
the Ann. d. Inst. 1866 xxxviii. 121 f. pi. G, i, and in pi. Ixix, (i) the relief on a
bronze mirror-case of early imperial date from Miletopolis (Melde) acquired in
1907 by the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (diameter 6^ inches); (2) an exact
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replica of it in the collection of the late Dr A. H. Lloyd, Cambridge. On
comparison with the sarcophagus at Rome (Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant.
Denkm. i. 87 pi. 9, i9 = Amelung Sculpt. Vatic. ii. 277 f. no. 97 a pi. 24=Reinach
op. cit. iii. 370 no. 2) it becomes clear that the design is better suited to a circular
than to an oblong space. The recumbent female figure, according to Amelung,
is ' wohl eine Personification des Berges Ida.' I too should take her to be the
Phrygian or Cretan nymph Ide (E. Neustadt in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix.
880), or—less probably—the nymph Ambrosia (K. Wernicke ib. i. 1809), from
whom Ganymedes has received the bowl. Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 546 f.,
W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1599, and P. Friedlander in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. vii. 748, however, contend that the scene is laid in heaven, not on
earth: cp. Val. Flacc. 2. 415 ff.), partly to the fact that in Levantine art of the
Graeco-Roman age an eagle on a sacred stone had a solar significance (supra
i. 603 f. fig. 475, ii. 186 figs. 129 f. See also F. Cumont in the Revue de Phistoire
des religions 1910 Ixii. 119—164, 1911 Ixiii. 208—214, republished with
modifications and additions in his Etudes Syriennes Paris 1917 pp. 35—118
('L'aigle funeraire d'Hie"rapolis et 1'apotheose des empereurs'), S. Ronzevalle
in the Melanges de la Faculte orientale de Beyrouth 'L'aigle funeraire en Syrie'
1912 v. 2. 117—178, 221—231, L. Deubner 'Die Apotheose des Antoninus Pius'
in the Rom. Mitth. 1912 xxvii. i—20, Mrs A. Strong Apotheosis and After Life
London 1915 pp. 181—187). The snake is a further accretion, elsewhere con-
nected with the solar eagle of the Phoenician Ba'al-samin (supra\. 191 f. fig. 138)
and comparable with the snake twined round an ovoid stone or omphalos
on other bronze coins of Tyre (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia pp. cxli,
278 no. 413 Elagabalos pi. 33, 8 = my fig. 791 from a cast, E. Babelon
Les Perses Achemenides p. 328 no. 2240 Elagabalos pi. 37, 5, p.' 339 no. 2296
Trebonianus Gallus pi. 37, 29). This serpent-twined egg
appears to have had a cosmic significance: cp. Epikouros
ap. Epiphan. -panar. haeres. i. 8. I (i. 294 Dindorf) = H.
Diels Doxogr. p. 589, 11 ff. efi/ai 8e e'£ virapxns wot) 8iKT)v
TO (rvfjurav, TO 8e Trvevp-a 8paKOVToei8ws Trepl TO a>6v cos1

(TTe(j)avov rj ws £<avr)v Trfpia-tpi-yyeiv Tore TT/V (pvo-iv. deXrjo-av
8e f3iao-fj.(d TIVI tfcaipw (Diels cj. KCU <7<p cp. Aristot. de
caelo 4. 6 313 b 5) Treptcrcrorepa) <r(f)iy£ai TTJV Tracrai/ vAf/v
ei'r' ovv <j)vo-iv rS)v irdvrcov, OVTOH Si^acrat /zee ra 6Wa eis ra
8vo fi[ucr(paipia (cat \onr6v eK TOVTOV ra aro/ta SiaKe/cpiV&u.
It does not appear with certainty on coins that represent the Ambrosiai Petrai
(pace J. F. Vaillant Numismata area Imperatorum, Augustorum, et Ccssarum,
in coloniis, municipiis, et urbibus iure Latio donatis, ex omni modulo percussa
Parisiis 1695 n- IO1 ng-> I5l fig-> Eckhel Doctr. num. vet? iii. 389, Stevenson—
Smith—Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 828. Sir G. F. Hill wrote to me (April 8,
1926) with regard to the specimens in the British Museum: 'There is something
twining (?) round the trunk of the tree between the stones, and I have no reason
to suspect either Vaillant or Eckhel...'). Lastly, the fire, which Achilleus Tatios
makes into a marvel and Nonnos into a miracle, figures on the coins only as a
flaming thymiaterion or altar. The essential elements, present from the first, are
the two rocks, the Water of Life or ambrosia that flows from them, and the olive-
tree growing between or beside them.

Now the whole of this ambrosial business has a suspiciously Hellenistic look
about it, and we may well surmise that it has been grafted on to older beliefs of
indigenous growth. Sir G. F. Hill in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Phoenicia p. cxli
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very pertinently asks : ' Have these two baetyls any connexion with the two stelae
dedicated by "Ousoos" to fire and wind?' Ousoos, the eponym of Usu or Palai-
Tyros (F. Hommel Ethnologic und Geographie des alien Orients Miinchen
1926 pp. 8, 166 f.), was the brother and rival of Samemroumos or Hypsouranios
(supra ii. 981 n. i). If Hypsouranios invented huts made of reeds, grasses, and
papyrus, Ousoos invented clothing made of skins from beasts that he had
captured. During a violent storm of rain and wind the trees at Tyre, rubbing
against one another, kindled a fire and burnt the wood. Ousoos caught hold of
a tree, stripped off the branches, and was the first who dared to put to sea. He
dedicated two stelai to Pyr and Pneuma, worshipped them, and poured as a
libation to them the blood of the beasts that he had taken in the chase. When
these persons died, the survivors dedicated rods to them and, celebrating a
yearly festival for them, worshipped the stelai (Philon EybLfrag: 2 (Frag. hist.
Gr. iii. 566 Miiller) ap. Euseb. praep. ev. I. 10. 10 f. Stvdpov Se Xaftopfvov TOV
Ovcrmov KOI dfroK\a8evcravTa irpatrov roXfirjcrai fls 6d\arrav fpprjvai- dvifpwcrai 8e
dvo crrf]\as Hvpl KOI HvfVfjLari, /cat Trpoa-Kwrjcrai, at/za re crTrevSfiv avTats e£ $>v rjypfve
drjpiwv. TOVT&V 8e reXevTijcravrcav, TOVS diroXeKpdfVTas (pr)<rl pdjziSovs avrols d(pifpS)(rai,
K.a.1 rds crTrjXas irpoarKwelv, KOL TOVTOIS copras ciyeiv KO.T' eras). If, as seems probable,
we have here a genuine echo of Phoenician cosmogony (supra ii. 1036 ff.), we
may reasonably suppose at Tyre an actual cult of two cosmic stelai (cp. supra
ii. 425 f.) later equated with the Ambrosial Petrai. Hence the abnormal
representation of the Petrai on imperial coins as a couple of stelai. R. Eisler
WeltenmantelundHimmelszelt Miinchen 1910 ii. 576 n. 5 asserts with confidence :
'Es sind die zwei Masseben, die Usoos...dem Wind und dem Feuer geweiht
haben soil; d. h. die beiden Gipfel des Weltenberges, durch die zwei Stelen
dargestellt, versinnlichen- den Feuer- und den Windpunkt des Jahreskreises
(oben S. 451 f.), die winterliche Wassertiefe ist durch das Meer vertreten, auf
dem die dia-a-al TreYpai schwimmen. Hinter dem Namen "ambrosische" Felsen
steckt hier in Palaityrus natiirlich eine semitische Bezeichnung, etwa 'amm
beroth "Mutter der Quellen" oder dgl.'

On this showing there is a close parallelism between the Ambrosiai Petrai
of Tyre, perhaps identified with the pillars of Pyr and Pneuma, and the Planktai
or Symplegades of Gadeira, certainly identified with the pillars of Herakles
(supra p. 978 n. o (3)). Even the olive-tree of Tyre reappears at Gadeira (Philostr.
V. Apoll. 5- 5 P- !^7 Kayser f) nuy/^aAi'wvoy 8e eXaia f] xpv<rfj, dvaKeirai 8e KaKeivrj
fS TO ' Hpa.K\(iov, d£la p.4v, &s (pacri, KOL rov $aAAou davfjid^eiv, ca eucaarm, dav^d^fcrdai
8' av eirl rai Kaprrm fjiaXXov, ftpveiv yap CIVTOV (rp.apa.ybov \idov—noted by A. J.
Wensinck op. cit. p. 19).

(5) Bouto (Boutos, Boutoi), an Egyptian town in the north-western part of
the Delta (K. Sethe in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1087 f., H. R. Hall The
Ancient History of the Near East London 1913 p. 97 f, F. Hommel Ethnologie
und Geographie des alten Orients Miinchen 1926 p. 903 ff.), gave its name to a
neighbouring lake the Boutike Lirnne (Strab. 802). The town was famous for
its cult of Leto, the lake for a floating island called Chembis (E. A. Wallis
Budge The Gods of the Egyptians London 1904 i. 442 'the Island of Khebit'),
which was sacred to Apollon (Hekataios_/r^. 284 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 20 Miiller)
=frag. 305 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 40 Jacoby) ap. Steph. Byz. s.v. Xe'/^ity). According
to Herodotos, the lake near the sanctuary at Bouto was deep and wide; the
island carried a great temple of Apollon with three altars, besides many palms,
fruit-trees, etc.; and the local myth was as follows. When Typhon was searching
high and low for the son of Osiris, Leto, one of the eight earliest deities, having
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an oracle at Bouto, received Apollon in charge from Isis and hid him for safety
in this island (cp. Plout. de Is. et Os. 38), which up to that time had been fixed
but was thenceforward said to be afloat. Apollon and Artemis were children of
Dionysos by Isis, Leto being their nurse and preserver: in Egyptian Apollon
was Horos, Demeter was Isis, Artemis was Boubastis (Hdt. 2. 156, cp. Mela
1.55 Chemmis, Eustath. in Od. p. 1644, 60 f. "E^e/xi?). The goddess thus identi-
fied by the Greeks with Leto was the Egyptian Bouto, earlier Udo, on whom
see K. Sethe loc. cit. iii. 1086 f., H. R. Hall op. cit. p. 97. Hommel claims that
she was originally the chief goddess of Punt and notes an Egyptian folk-tale,
dating from the early part of the second millennium B.C., in which the serpent-
king of Punt inhabits an Island of Ghosts that can suddenly sink in the waves
(F. Hommel op. cit. p. 636, cp. id. Die Insel der Scligen in Mythus und Sage der
Vorzeit Miinchen 1901 p. 18 ff.). Gruppe regards the Egyptian floating island
Chemmis as, 'direkt oder mittelbar/ the source of the Greek floating island
Delos (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 813 n. 2, cp. ib. p. 239). But definite evidence
of Egyptian cult in Delos is late (P. Roussel Les cultes egyptiens a Delos du iiis

au zer siecle av. J.-C. Nancy 1916 p. 239 ff., id. Delos colonie athenienne Paris
1916 p. 249 ff. ('Divinites egyptiennes'))-

(6) When Leto was in travail with Apollon, she went round the coasts and
islands of the Aegean seeking a home for her future son. No place would accept
him save Delos, and even Delos at first feared to do so, since he was like to be
a froward and masterful child, who might on seeing the rocky nature of the island
overturn it with his feet and sink it in the sea. Such fears were set at rest by
Leto, who swore that her son should have his cult established in Delos and honour
it for ever (h. Ap. 14—88). This passage suggests that Delos was unstable, if not
actually afloat—-a notion far more clearly expressed by Pindar, who definitely
states that the island was driven about by winds and waves till Leto, as her time
drew near, set foot upon it: then and there four pillars sprang from the abyss
and bore up the rocky isle, where the goddess gave birth to the god (Pind.yra^.
87 + 88 Bergk*, Schroder ap. Theophr. ap. Philon. de incorrupt. mundi2^ p. 511
Mangey + Strab. 485, schol. Od. 10. 3, Cramer anecd. Paris, iii. 464, 6ff., Eustath.
in Od. p. 1644, 54 f., cp. Arrian. frag. 73 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 599 f. Miiller) ap.
Eustath. in Dionys. Per. 525, Plout. de facie in orbe lunae 6, Sen. nat. quaestt. 6.
26. 3). L. Biirchner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv. 2462 holds that Pindar in
the same context represents Delos as 'vom Himmel gefallen.' That is hardly so.
Pindar loc. cit. says av re ftporoi AaAov KiK\y(TKoicriv, pcKapfs 8' Iv 'Q\vp.\7ra>
rr)\e(pavTov Kvaveas ^dovos a<rrpov—hinting at the old name 'AoTcpia (supra i.
543 n. 6) and working it into a metaphor of exceptional beauty (U. von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Sappho und Simonides Berlin 1913 p. 131 'Hier den
Namen Asteria herauszuhoren, ist etwas Ratselraten ; aber wie grossartig ist die
Vorstellung, dass die Erde fur den Blick der Cotter eine blaue Flache ist, wie
ihr Himmel fur uns, auf dem ihnen dann Delos, so klein sie ist, als ein heller
Stern lieblich aufleuchtet. Wer an sprachlicher Kunst als solcher Gefallen findet,
wird hier ein Juwel, einen seltenen Edelstein in reichster Fassung anerkennen;'
etc., quoted by Sir J. E. Sandys ad loc.}. But the metaphor of the fifth century
becomes the myth of the third: dXX' a(peTos ireKdyeva-iv eVeVAees, ovvofia 8' rjv
<roi | 'Aorep»7 TO TraXaiov, eirel fiadvv ^Xao rdfppov ovpavodev (pevyova-a Atoy ya/iov
dare pi i'<r»/ (Kallim. h. Del. 36 ff.).

The story of Delos, once afloat but now fixed for ever, was popularised by
Virgil and became a commonplace in later literature (Varro ap. Macrob. Sat.
i. 7. 29, Verg. Aen. 3. 73 ff. with Serv. and interp. Serv. ad loc., Prop. 4. 6. 27,
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Ov. her. 21. 82 ff., met. 6. i86ff., 333 ff., Sen. nat. quaestt. 6. 26. 3 f., Ag. 384 ff.,
H.f. 15, 457, Petron. de Delo i ff. (Poet. Lat. min. iv. 101 Baehrens), Plin. nat.
hist. 4. 66, Stat. Ach. i. 388, Theb. 7. 182 ff., 8. 197 f., Lact. Plac. in Stat. Theb.
i. 701, 3. 439, 7. 182, Paneg. 3. 18 Jager = 4(9). 18. 2 Bahrens, Claud. I in Prob.
et Olyb. cons. 185, 35 de rapt. Pros. 2. 34 f., carm. min. append. 2 laudes Herculis
(p. 1418 Weber). 62 = A. Riese Anthologia Latino? Lipsiae 19061. 2. 54 carm.
494b. 62, Dracont. 10. 594 f. (Poet. Lat. min. v. 214 Baehrens), Eustath. in Od.
p. 1644, 52 fif., in Dionys. per. 561). The fullest form of the tale is that given by
Serv. in Verg. Aen. 3. 73 ( = Lact. Plac. in Stat. Theb. 4. 795, 5. 533, and Ach.
i. 206, Myth. Vat. I. 37, 2. 17, 3. 8. 3, cp. Hyg.fad. 53, 140, Isid. orig. 14. 6.
21 = Antonini Augttsti itinerarium maritimum p. 527 Wesseling) post vitiatam
Latonam luppiter cum etiam eius sororem Asterien vitiare vellet, ilia optavit a
diis ut in avem converteretur, versaque in coturnicem est. et cum vellet maria
transfretare, quod coturnicum est, adflata a love et in lapidem conversa diu sub
fluctibus latuit. postea supplicante lovi Latona levata superferri aquis coepit.
haec primo Neptuno et Doridi fuit consecrata. postea, cum luno gravidam
Pythone inmisso Latonam persequeretur, terris omnibus expulsa, tandem ali-
quando adplicante se litoribus sorore suscepta est, et illic Dianam primo, post
Apollinem peperit. qui statim occiso Pythone ultus est matris iniuriam. sane
nata Diana parturienti Apollinem matri dicitur praebuisse obstetricis officium.
unde, cum Diana sit virgo, tamen a parturientibus invocatur. haec namque est
Diana, luno, Proserpina, nata igitur duo numina terram sibi natalem errare non
passa sunt, sed earn duabus insulis religaverunt. etc.

Aristot. frag. 446 Rose op. Plin. nat. hist. 4. 66 (Solin. n. 18) thought that
Delos was so called because it had appeared suddenly on the surface of the sea—
a notion repeated in schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 308 and expanded in et. mag. p. 264,
23 ff. AfjXof T) iepa (so F. Sylburg for f) te'peta codd. F. G. Sturz cj. vrjaos tepa after
Favorin. lex. p. 475> 2 I) T°v 'AwoXXtoyos, eip^rat on KpyTTTOfievr/v avrrjv ev rfj da\d<TO'T)
6 Zeiiy 8far)v eiroir/cre /cat dveSaxev Iva Tear/ rj AT/TW (so, or with TSKOI, F. Sylburg for
Iva 77 AT/TW codd. A. Berkel CJ. iVa dve^r) A^rco). Zevs yap epao-Qels Arrows, rf/s Koiou
dvyarpos evos TG>V Ttrdva>v KOI ^ot/S^s, ey<vov avrffv fTroLrjirev TJTIS, deKafjir/viaiov
Xpovov 8iayevop,fvov, Trapeyevero 8ia daXdcrcrrjs els 'Aore'ptoi/ ('AcrTepiav A. B. C.) TTJV
vrjaov, piav ovcrav rwv KvK\d8a>v • eKel re e\dovcra KOI a^a^vrj dvo (pvrcov e'Xai'as KOI
<poiviK.os, 8i8vfJi.ovs dTT€K.vr]crf 7raidasvApTffjiiv KCU 'ATroXXcova • KOI TTJV vrjcrov e/caXecre
Afj\oi> OTI 1% d8r)\ov /Saa-ecos eppi^atdr}. Plin. nat. hist. 2. 202 mentions Delos first
in a list of islands that had so emerged, and Amm. Marc. 17. 7. 13 supposes that
such islands were thrown up by earthquakes of a particular type (brasmatiae, cp.
brastae (Apul. de mund. 18)).

(7) Delos set the fashion, and Patmos followed it (F. G. Welcker in the
Rhein. Mus. 1843 "• 33^ ib- 1845 iii. 270, K. Wernicke in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. ii. 1398, Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 813 n. 2). An inscription found there
and first edited by L. Ross (Inscriptiones Graecae ineditae Athenis 1842 ii. 72—74
no. 190) tells how Artemis appointed as her hydrophoros a girl named Vera,
daughter of the physician Glaukias, who had crossed over from Argos (?), and
adds that Patmos the island of Leto's daughter had remained hidden in the depths
of the sea till Orestes came from Skythia (?) and established there the cult of the
Scythian Artemis (Kaibel Epigr. Gr. no. 872. i ff. = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append.
i. 258. i ff. (after R. Bergmann Berolini 1860) dyadfj Ti>xfl. avrrf irapdfVKrj eXcxpr)-
/SoXos dpfireipav \ drjuaTO Kv8[a\i/j.]rjv r[Xa]t>Ki'eo> dvyarpa, \ v8po<popov Br/pav TLaTvirjv
7rapa/3a>/*t' e'<£e'£ai (Kaibel prints irapapmfjua f>f£ai) \ (nraipovTav alyatv epftpva
na\\idvTO>v. \ [flv"A.pyei 8' erpafpr/ ye]p[a]p?) 7r[a]ty, r]8e Ti6r)vr]s (Kaibel prints 17 Se
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e[< yeverjs B]jj[/3ov] e<Tpo(p6s effTi Udrvos, VT)(T(O-}OS a[ya]v[o]rar?/

rjs Trpo/Se/Sq/ce [fi]ev6«riv [elv aXirjs] eftpava pvopevrj • \ [els ore p.iv ^Kvd]i[r]]8fv dprjios
elo-ev 'Opeo-Trjs [pv(rap.evr)v OTvyfp]ijs p.rjTpo(f)6vov pavirjs- \ [KUV] denary Kovpr)
6vy\arr)p cro(po{> Irjrfjpos \ rXai>Ki[ea> 'v a]v\ais 'Apre'/uiSos ^Kvdirjs, \ Alyaiov TrXevcracra
poov 8vo-xfip-epov otfym, | opyia K[CU dahirjv, a>]y df/jus, f)y\d'icrev. fvrvx&s. I give the
passage with all, or almost all, faults ; but a fresh inspection of the stone is much
to be desired). Artemis in Patmos was worshipped as Uapdevos (I. Sakkelion in the
'E(p. 'Apx. 1863 p. 260 f. no. 229, 6 ff. ro ^rj<pL(Tfjia \ rofie avaypafyai els o-TrfKrjv Xidivrjv,
KCll dvadflvai els TO lepov TTJS Hap6evov- K.T,X.) and as Harpia (I. Sakkelion loc.
tit. p. 261 f. no. 23O = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.2 no. 785, z'£.3 no. 1152
['A]pre/«§t nar/i[ta] | \a\ve6r)K.e Za>[tr] nad* VTTVO[V^S), cp. the month 'ApTf/jLKruav
(Dittenberger op. cit? no. 681, i, ib.5 no. 1068, i). St Christodoulos (Hagiographi
Rollaridi&mBibliothecaHagiographicaGraeca Bruxellis 1895 P- 23 f-> U- Chevalier
Repertoire des sources historiques du moyen age Bio-bibliographie Paris 1905 i.
916), a native of Nikaia in Bithynia (born 1020 A.D.), is said to have founded the
monastery of St John the Evangelist in Patmos (1088 A.D.) on the site of a temple
of Artemis, whose statue he demolished (L. Ross Reisen auf den griechischen
Inseln des agdischen Meeres Stuttgart—Tubingen 1843 ii. 137 n. 12 '2)ie Segenbe
be3 ty. (S^tiftcbuto^ (in wilgtirem ®rtecf)tf(f)) fagt Iitetuber: Hpwrov la-vvrpifyev eva
aSajXov OTTOV el'^acrt ficel /xe Texyrjv TroXXrjv els TO ovop,a TTJS 'ApTep,i8os').

(8) Rhodes was another island that had risen from the sea-bottom. A tale
already ancient in 464 B.C. said that, when Zeus and the immortals were dividing
the earth among them, Rhodes lay hidden in the briny depths. Helios, who was
absent from the division, complained that he was left without a portion. So Zeus
was about to order a new casting of the lot. The sun-god, however, would not
suffer it; for, as he declared, he could see a plot of land rising from the bottom
of the sea and destined to prove fruitful for man and beast. He bade Lachesis
and Zeus swear that it should be his. Thereupon from the sea sprang the island,
where Helios wedded Rhodes and begat seven sons, one of whom became the
father of lalysos, Kameiros, and Lindos (Pind. Ol. 7. 54 ff. with scholl. ad loc.}.
Rhodes was thus included in the canonical list of islands that had emerged from
the sea (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 202, Amm. Marc. 17. 7. 13), and C. Torr Rhodes in
Ancient Times Cambridge 1885 p. 152 justifies its inclusion: 'Rhodes certainly
rose from the sea. The great limestone mass of Mount Atabyros and the lesser
limestone hills, Akramytis, Elias, Archangelo and Lindos, must once have formed
a group of islands: and as these were gradually elevated, the lower hills were
being formed round them by volcanic action. These facts were no doubt beyond
the Rhodians of the mythopceic age: but the elevated beds of sea shells at the
base of the hills would readily have suggested the legend.' Perhaps in the
Hellenistic age Isis, whose temple stood near the city-wall beside the sea
(Appian. Mithr. 27), was believed to have raised the island from the watery
abyss. That at least would square with the claim made on behalf of the goddess
in an Isiac hymn of ^. i B.C. found in Andros (Lebas—Foucart Peloponnese ii
no. 1796. 4, 23ff. = Kaibel Epigr. Gr. no. 1028, 7off. = E. Abel Orphica Lipsiae—
Pragae 1885 p. 301 h. in him 158 ff. = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 4. 32. 7off.=
Inscr. Gr. ins. v. I no. 739, l6off. vaacos 8e Padwopevas airb pi£av \ es (pdos e'/c
ftvdlas TTOTavdyayov l\vos avTa \ &pea KOI 7re[§t'o>]i' cnropifjiav ftacriv 6pyd8a T ciicpais \
<TTT)piKTdi[s e£al]pov vTrepTeivoio-a, /SoavAot? /iaXoKo/ioifs ff dSeiJav). A. H. Krappe
in Anglia Bejblatt 1932 xliii. 256 ff. draws an interesting comparison between
Pindar's description of Rhodes and James Thomson's Rule, Britannia (1740). In
the former the emergent island becomes the personified Rhodes. In the latter
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the same thing happens: the opening lines run 'When Britain first at Heaven's
command | Arose from out the azure main,' etc., yet the burden 'Rule,
Britannia' and the succeeding stanzas bring the allegorical figure to the fore.

(9) The Strophades, two islets off the coast of Messene to the south of
Zakynthos, were originally called the Plotai (Antimachosyro^-. 13 Bergk4,60 Wyss
ap. schol. Paris. Ap. Rhod. 2. 296 TOVTUS ovv <pt]<rlv ras VTJO-OVS 'ATroXXwvtos 2rpo<p-
d8as peTa ravra K\T)dfjvai 8id TO eneWev V7roo~TpeTJ/-ai TOVS BopedSas KOI prjueTi §ta>Keii>
auras', Trapa 'A.VTifid^ov 8e TOVTO e'i\r]<pev 6 'ATroXXeoi/iof OVTO> yap enelvos ev rr\ A.v8ij
irepl avT<av fj,efjwr)Tai. aXXot 8e KOI 8id TOVTO 2rpo(pd8as (pacrlv auras K\r]9r)vai on ev
avTais VTro<rTpa(pevT€s ol BopedSat rjCt-avTO ra> Att \aftelv auras. K.r.X. (cp. SUpra ii.
907 n. 2), Ap. Rhod. 2. 285 vrja-oicriv ejri nXwrfJo-i Kt^oWes with schol. adloc.=
Favorin. lex. p. 1523, 25 ff., Ap. Rhod. 2. 296 f. SrpocpdSas 8e /ieraKXet'ovo-'
avdpa>irot | vrjcrovs roto y ex>/rt, irdpos IlXo)ras KaXeovTfS, Hyg.fafr. 14 p. 47, 17 ff.
quae inhabitabant insulas Strophadas in Aegaeo (sic] mari, quae Plotae appel-
lantur, Mela 2. no olim Plotae nunc Strophades, Plin. nat. hist. 4. 55 ante
Zacynthum xxxv in Eurum ventum Strophades duae, ab aliis Plotae dictae).
The names are significant. The two Turning Isles or Floating Isles, haunted by
the Harpies (Apollod. i. 9. 21, Verg. Aen. 3. 210ff., Hyg. fab. 19, alib.\ see
Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 398, 813 n. 8, 846 n. 5), are in all probability an early
variant of the Planktai or Symplegades (Gruppe op. dt. p. 556 n. 3)—a perilous
gateway of the Otherworld.

(10) The same name Plotai was given by Dionysios the geographer to the
seven islands of Aiolos in the Sicilian Sea (Dionys. per. 465 f. eTrra 8e ol rat y
fl<riv, eiratvvfjLoi avSpdai TlXwrat, | ovvena jtifVcrov e^ou«rt TrepiTrXooi/ dp.<pie\iKTOv with
Eustath. and paraphr. ad loc., cp. schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 297 at 8e IlXwrai 1/770-01
Kelvrai ev rw St/ceXifcw TreXdyei). Homer had made Aiolos live TrXcorfj evl VTJCTCO
(supra (i)), and Apollonios had perhaps spoken of Hiera or Lipara as vr)<roio
irXcorrjs (so schol. Flor. on Ap. Rhod. 3. 42 1/170-010 Tr\ayKTfjs (supra (2))).

(n) Theophrastos speaks of Ploades or 'Floating' Islands on the lake of
Crchomenos, i.e. Lake Kopais in Boiotia, and compares them with others in the
marshes of Egypt, Thesprotis, etc. (Theophr. hist. pi. 4. 10. 2 (pveTai 8e 6
TrXetorros (sc. e\aiayvos, 'goat-willow', salix capred) p.ev eVi T£>V Tr\od8a)v vrjcratv
fieri yap Tives nal evravQa ir\od8fs, tao-jrfp ev AiyvirTO) irep\ TO. e\ij (cat ev QfuirpatTibi
/cat ev aXXats Xi/xvaty, 4- 12. 4 T£>V 8e vrjcrcav t£>v 7r\od8<ov TO>V ev 'Op^ojuej/w TO. fiev
peyedri TravTo8aTra rvy^di/et, TO. 8e fj.eyio~ra O.VT£>V eVrtv otrov rpimv o~Ta8ia>v TTJV
TreplpeTpov. ev AtyuTrrw 8e jadXtora ^.eydXa o~(p68pa o-wi'ararat, oaore Kat vs ev
avTais eyyiveo-Oai TroXXovs, ovs KOI KvvrjyeTovcri diafiaivovres, Hesych. IlXodSey TWV
ev ''Epxop.evm- •< vf/o-oi> rive? (so M. Schmidt2 for TrXodSey T<av e
rives cod.) OVTO) KaXoCvrat, Theophr. hist. pi. 4. II . I KaXovo-t 8e TOV p,ev l
KOI Tra-ftyv (sc. Kd\ap.ov) %apaKiav TOV 8' erepov TrXoKt/xov Kat (pveadai TOV fiev
TrXoKifjiOV eirl-T&v 7r\od8cov TOV 8e %apaKiav eirl rots KCB/XUO-I = Plin. nat. hist. l6. l68
de Orchomenii lacus harundinetis accuratius dici cogit admiratio antiqua.
characian vocabant crassiorem firmioremque, plocian (K. L. von Urlichs cj.
plocimori) vero subtiliorem, hanc in insulis fluvitantibus natam, illam in ripis
exspatiantis lacus). O. Gruppe held that these Boiotian islands were connected
with chthonian powers thought to issue from the Underworld in the form of
winds (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 813). If so, note the belief that reeds used for
pipes grew in the lake only at intervals of eight years (Theophr. hist. pi. 4. u. 2
6V eVi/earr7pt'8os = Plin. nat. hist. 16. 169 nono...anno). But Gruppe's assumption
is gratuitous. We are here dealing with purely natural phenomena. H. N.
Ulrichs Reisen und Forschungen in Griechenland Bremen 1840 i. 192 observes
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that the river Melas (Mauropotamos\ which crosses the site of Lake Kopa'is, is
surrounded by black vegetable fens and quotes the peasants of Skripou as
saying 'dass das Land am Mauropotamos schwimme.' He identifies these
patches of unstable ground with the irXoaSe? of Theophrastos and the insulae
fluitantes of Pliny. A. Philippson 'Der Kopai's-See in Griechenland und seine
Umgebung' in the Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin 1894
xxix. 39 and Geiger in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 1348 follow suit. Frazer
Pausanias v. 120 says: 'The fable was probably told of the islands in the bay
of Tzamali, to the north of Orchomenus, whose banks overhung and quaked
under the tread, as do the banks of the river Melas in some places.'

(12) Some five miles to the north of Sardeis lies the Gygaia Limne, later
called the Koloe' Limne, and now known as Mermereh-Gheul, the 'Marble
Lake' (L. Biirchner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1956, xi. 1107). Its
brackish waters are fringed with dense beds of reeds (W. J. Hamilton Researches
in Asia Minor, Pontus, and Armenia London 1842 i. 145), which dry up and
mixing with other detritus form floating islands (G. Radet La Lydie et le monde
grec au temps des Mermnades (687—546) Paris 1893 p. 13). A. H. Sayce, after
a visit to the spot in 1879, writes: 'The foundations of the old temple of
Artemis (?) are very visible on the southern shore of the lake as well as of a
causey thrown out into the lake—The fish caught in it are carp, which are
usually of a wonderfully large size. According to the local superstition every
carp has a bitter stone in its mouth. If this is not removed before the fish is
eaten fever will be the inevitable result. If, however, the stone is removed the
fish is considered innocuous' (Journ. Hell. Stud. 1880 i. 87).

It is to this lake that we must attach a whole series of ancient notices about
floating islands, dancing islands, dancing reeds, and poisonous fish. Attempts
to distinguish the floating islands of Koloe from the dancing islands, reeds, etc.
of the Nymphs (H. Oehler Paradoxographi Florentini anonymi opusculum de
aquis mirabilibus Tubingae 1913 p. 117 ff., cp. L. Biirchner in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. x. 1532) are in my opinion unsuccessful.

The floating islands of Lydia are composed of light pumice-like stones
(Theophrast. ap. Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 25. 7 sunt enim multi pumicosi et leves, ex
quibus quae constant insulae in Lydia, natant. Theophrastus est auctor). In
Lydia the floating islands named Calaminae, which are shifted not only by the
winds but by barge-poles in any direction you please, proved a refuge to many
during the Mithridatic war (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 209 quaedam insulae semper
fluctuantur, sicut...in Lydia quae vocantur Calaminae, non ventis solum, sed
etiam contis quo libeat inpulsae, multorum civium Mithridatico bello salus).
Lake Koloe near Sardeis breeds many fish and waterfowl: its floating islands
have a deceptive appearance of stability, for they change their position with the
winds (anon, de aquis mirabilibus (supra p. 975) 39 17 Kara SapSeis \i\t.vt] K.a\ovfj.tvT]
de KoAd?7 TrX^o? [t,ev o\l/ov TrdfjiirdKv Tp€(pei- exfl §e KCU aiirf] vr)(rovs olKovfj-evas
Trpos dTrdrrjv • fTrivrjxovTcu yap- KOI rfj rcov dve/j.a>v nvofj crvfifJifToiKoiKn' irrr/vtav
8e ruiv (vv8pa>v roarovro rp((f>fi ir\fjdos <o<rre KCU rapi^((ve(r0ai).

Varro claimed to have seen in Lydia the Islands of the Nymphs, which at the
sound of flutes move out from the bank into the middle of the lake, go circling
round, and return to the shore (Varr. ap. Mart. Cap. 928 in Lydia Nympharum
insulas dici, quas etiam recentior asserentium Varro se vidisse testatur, quae in
medium stagnum a continent! procedentes cantu tibiarum primo in circulum
motae dehinc ad litora revertuntur). He further states that, when he sacrificed
on the shore of the lake, fish came crowding towards the flute-player and the
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altar, though nobody ventured to catch them (Varr. rer. rust. 3. 17. 4 loculatas
habent piscinas, ubi dispares disclusos habent pisces, quos, proinde ut sacri sint
ac sanctiores quam illi in Lydia, quos sacrificanti tibi, Varro, ad tibicinem
[graecum] gregatim venisse dicebas ad extremum litus atque aram, quod eos
capere auderet nemo, cum eodem tempore insulas Lydorum ibi ^opevouo-ar
vidisses, sic hos piscis nemo cocus in ius vocare audet). Pliny, after his account
of the Lydian Calaminae, goes on to say that in the Nymphaeum too are small
islands called Saliares because, when choruses are sung, they move in time with
the beating feet (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 209 sunt et in Nymphaeo parvae, Saliares
dictae, quoniam in symphoniae cantu ad ictus modulantium pedum moventur).
Elsewhere he asserts, on the authority of Ktesias (?), that the fish in the Lake of
the Nymphs are poisonous (Ktesias frag. 83 Miiller ap. Plin. nat. hist. 31. 25
hoc idem et in Lydia in stagiio Nympharum tradunt) — a belief still prevalent
with regard to the carp of the Koloe Limne (supra).

Strabon mentions the sanctuary of Artemis KoXoTjv^, on the Gygaia or Koloe
Limne, where 'the baskets' are said to dance on festal days (Strab. 626 eV Se
oraSiotf TerrapciKovTa OTTO TTJS TroXeoK (sc. Sardeis) ftrrlv 77 Tvyaia p.ev viro TOV
iroirjTov Xeyoptvrj < \ifj,vr) (ins. A. Korae's)>, KoXo?? 8' vcrrepov ju.eToi/o^ia(r$eicra,
OTTOV TO lepav rrjs KoXoTyi/rJs ' ApTff*,i8os, fj.eyd\r)v dyivreiav e%ov. (pacrl 8' evravda
X°peveiv TOVS KaXddovs (F. E. Ruhkopf, followed by G. Bernhardy and C. Miiller,
cj. KaXdnovs. E. Miiller cj. Ko/3aXovs. TridrjKovs, a curious variant in codd. m, 2
and edd. Aid. Cas., was altered by C. A. Lobeck Aglaophamus Regimontii
Prussorum 1829 p. 226 into Triddnvas, but may imply some confusion with
KaXXias, 'apes,' which A. Westermann would restore to the text) Kara ras eopray,
OVK 018' oVcoff Trore Trapa§o£o\oyovvT(s p.d\\ov f) d\r)devovTes = Eustath. zn II.
p. 365, 46 ff.).

Lastly, according to Isigonos the paradoxographer of Nikaia, whose floruit
probably falls in s. i A.D. (W. Kroll in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 2082,
cp. W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 ii. i. 420 n. 5), in Lydia
there is a lake called Tala (?) sacred to the Nymphs. It bears a multitude
of reeds and in their midst one that the natives term king. A yearly festival is
held, at which sacrifices are offered and a chorus sounds on the shore of the lake.
Thereupon all the reeds dance, and the king dancing with them comes to the
shore. The natives wreath him with fillets and send him off, praying that both
he and they may come again another year; that is their sign of a fertile season
(Isigonos frag. 8 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 436 Miiller) ap. anon, de aquis mirabilibus
43 ev AvSia f'a-Ti \ip.vr) TdXa p.ev (C. Miiller, followed by L. Biirchner, cj. KaXa/utV??.
But cp. //. 2. 865 vie TaXatjuej/eov, rco Tvyair) Te'/ce Xt'/ivi?, where TaXatjueV rjs may be
a Greek adaptation of the Lydian name) KaXov/ieV^, lepd 8e ovo-a vvfj.(p£>v, r) (pepei
naXdfjitov (A. Westermann cj. KaXXtwv (?)) 7r\rj6os a(f)8ovov KOI pecrov avrwv eva,
ov |3a<nXea TT potrayopfvoiHTiv ol eTrt^copiot • 6v<rias 8e /cat copras eiriTeXovvTes
fviav&iovs e£i\da-novTai • rovrmv 8e eVireXov/iei/cov, €7rfi8av eVi rfjs rfiovos KTVITOS
crv fj.(pa>v ias yevrfrai, iravres ol Ka\ap.oi ^opevoucri KOL 6 fiao-iXevs vvv avro'is ^opfixov
irapayiveTai eVi TTJV rfiova- ol 8f eVt^coptoi raiviais aiirbv KaraoTe^aiTes1 aTro-
TTffj.irova'i.v, fv^opevoi KOI fls TO eiribv avTov re feat eavToiis 7rapayfveo~dai., a>s eveTrjpias
OVTI o-7/ju.ei'o) (F. Sylburg cj. ov TL cr^/neiov)- cos IcrTopfl 'icriyovos ev devrepca

Isigonos' work was entitled "An-tora, but his statements here are by no
means incredible and may easily be reconciled with those of our other sources.
Artemis KoXorjv^ (on whom see Scherling in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. xi.
1 108 f.) had a temple on a hill close to the southern shore of the lake : its ruins
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are still to be seen, including walls of great basalt blocks, three Doric columns
of weather-worn marble only 6 ft (?) high, and huge stone slabs with reliefs of an
archer in a pointed cap, a lion's head, etc. (E. Curtius in the Arch. Zeit. 1853
xi. 152, von Olfers 'Uber die Lydischen Konigsgraber bei Sardes und den
Grabhiigel des Alyattes' in the Abh. d. berl. Akad. 1858 Phil.-hist. Classe p. 542
pi. i = Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de I'Art v. 267 fig. 157). Her cult involved a yearly
festival, at which a dance known as 01 xaXadot, 'the baskets,' took place. The
beating feet of the dancers communicated their vibration to the floating reed-mats
of the lake and set them in motion. The reeds eddying round appeared to share
in the dance. The tallest reed, called j3ao-i\evs by the countryfolk, would in time
be drifted inshore, decorated by the worshippers, and pushed off into the lake
again. The successful performance of this little ceremony was deemed a happy
omen. The crowd at the lake-side and the prospect of altar-scraps would be
quite enough to attract the carp. Naturally the fish were sacred to Artemis of
the lake (see e.g. the large Boeotian amphora, found near Thebes, which repre-
sents Artemis with a fish on her robe (Collignon—Couve Cat. Vases d'Athenes
p. io8f. no. 462, figured by P. Wolters in the 'E<p. 'Ap^. 1892 p. 219 ff. pi. 10, i =
Reinach Rep. Vases i. 517, 2, Perrot—Chipiez Hist, de PArt x. 40 f. fig. 30,
R. Eisler Orpheus—the Fisher London 1921 p. 260 f. pi. 64, i (wrongly described),
F. J. Dolger IXQYC Miinster in Westf. 1922 ii. 179 f., iii pi. 12, 2), and the facts
cited by Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. 1295 n. i, 1536 n. 2, 1585 n. 2) and the reed-
islands would be connected with her attendant Nymphs. The whole story is
consistent and credible. After all, Varro was no visionary and Strabon is a serious
authority.

A point of interest remains. The dance KaXados is mentioned elsewhere in
the diminutive form KaXadlo-nos. Apollophanes, an early comedian, coupled it
with the pirouette (Apolloph. frag, i (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 879 Meineke) ap.
Athen. 467 F (8e1vos) ea-ri KOI yevos op^crecos, a>s 'A.Tro\\o(f)dvr)s ev AaX/St irap-
i<TTr)o-iv OVTOHT'I- 'Suvov n 8elvos (so J. Schweighauser for 8eii>os TI 8eivos cod. A.
J. G. ]'. Hermann cj. 8lv6s ye 8eiv6s) KOI Ka\a6io-Kos ovroai' (K. W. Dindorf would
write fort KOI yevos 6pxr](rea)s ri 8e1vos, ws 'A.TroX\o(pdvT]s ev AaXt'St Trapio-Tijcriv
OVTOKT}. I8elvos nal KaXatficncos,' regarding OVTOCTI as a repetition of ouroxri), and
various later writers mention it in a tragic (satyric?) connexion (Poll. 4. 105 KOI
fjLTjv TpayiKrjs 6p%r]o-ea>s (r^poTa o~ifJ.r) Xf'lPi> Ka\a6i<rKos, Xf*lP KaraTrpavris, £v\ov

8nr\r), depfJ.avcrTpis, KVJ3i<TT7]<TiS) Trapafifjvai rerrapa, Athen. 629 F
8' fcrrlv op^jytreo)? ^Kpivpos, KoXadicr/j-os (K. W. Dindorf in Stephanus

Thes. Gr. Ling. iv. 859 D cj. Ka\adicrKOs\ jcaXXa/St'Ses, (r/cw-v^-, crKcoTrevpa, 630 A
0fpp,a<TTpis, ena.T(pi8es, CTKOTTOS, X€^P KaraTrp^i/jjj-, ^eip a~ip,rj, 8i7ro8io-fJ.6s, £v\ov
7rapd\rj-\j/is, fTrayK(ovicrfj.6s, KoXadiCTKOS (so codd. A. B. KaXa^tcrpo? cod. P. edd. Aid.
Casaub.), arpojStXoy).

It should be carefully distinguished from the Ka\ados or ritual basket used in
the cult of Demeter at Eleusis (Clem. Al. protr. 2. 21. 2 p. 16, i8ff. Stahlin K.OKTTI
TO (rvvdr]fji,a 'E\fvo-ivia>v p.V(TTr)pia>v 'evr]o~Tevo~a, fTriov TOV Kvuftova, e'Xa/3ov e/c
Kio-Trjs, fpyacra^fvos aTrfdefur/v els KaKaBov KOI f< ttaXadov els Kia-Trjv, on which

formula see A. Dieterich Eine Mithrasliturgie'i Leipzig and Berlin 1910 p. 125 f.
and S. Angus The Mystery-Religions and Christianity London 1925 p. 115),
Athens, Alexandreia (Kallim. h. Dem. l ff. ro> K.a\d6a> KUTIOVTOS eirupdeygao-Sf,
yvvalices, 'AapaTep, /xe'ya Xa'Pe> iro\VTp6ff)£ irovXvfjifSifjLve.' | TOV KoXadov Kariovra
Xapai. Qaa-eio-Qe, |3e/3aXot, | K.r.X. with schol. ad loc. 6 ^tXdSfX^or IIroXep.atoff Kara
fj,lfji,T)o-iv rmv 'Adrjvwv edrj TIVO. iSpvcrev ev 'A.\f£av8peiq, ev ols KOL TTJV TOV
7rp6o8ov. edos yap yv ev 'Adrjvais, ev atpio-fievrj f)}J.epq eirl o^jj/iaro? <pepe(r0ai
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(KaXadov cod. E) els rip-fr TJJS Aij/i»jTpos. Variants in the text of Kallimachos are
attested by Elias in Aristotelis categorias 27 a 24 ff. (Commentaria in Aristotelem
Graeca xviii. I. 125, 7 ff. Busse) KCU TO KaXXi/id^eiov enflvo 'TOV KaXadov KOTIOVTO.
^a/Lieu deptceaOe, yvva'iKfS, \ p.r]8' diro TOV re'yeos prj8' vfyodev avyd(rao-6e (a
Kallim.)' and by schol. Plat. symp. 218 B (960 b 47 f. ed. Turic.) evrevdev Tr
KaXXe'/xa^os1 eV Vfjuxp A^jUJ/Tpos KaXatfou TO I6vpas 8 eiridecrdf, jSejSijXoi.' /& 121 ff.
Xa>s ai TOV KaXa$oi> XevKOTpi^es ITTTTOI ayoim | Tea-trapes, ms dfjiiv /leyaXa 0e6s evpti-
dva<T(ra \ \evK.ov eap Xeuicoi' 8e Oepos KOI X€'Ma (pfpoicra \ f]£el- KOI (pdivoTrapov, eras 8'
els a'XXo $vXa£eT. Bronze coins of Alexandreia show a kdlathos containing corn-
ears and poppy-heads (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 66 no. 551 pi. 30 =
Anson Num. Gr. i. 95 no. 931 pi. i6 = my fig. 792 Trajan), sometimes bound with
a wreath of flowers and flanked by two torches with snakes (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Alexandria p. 4 no. 29 pi. 30=Anson Num. Gr. i. 97 no. 939 pi. I7 = my

Fig. 792. Fig- 793- Fig. 794.

Fig. 796. Fig. 797.

fig. 793 Livia, Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 405 no. 21 Livia) or fillets (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Alexandria p. 42 no. 345 pi. 30 = Anson Num. Gr. i. 97 no. 940 pi. 17 = my
fig. 794 Domitian, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 42 no. 346 Domitian,
p. 144 no. 1212 = Anson Num. Gr. \. 97 no. 942 Antoninus Pius) or ties of some
sort (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 105 nos. 903, 904, 905 pi. 30=Anson
Num. Gr. i. 97 no. 941 pi. 17 = my fig. 795 Hadrian, Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 457
nos. 392—394. Fig. 796 Hadrian is from a specimen of mine). Once the kdlathos
is adorned with the rape of Persephone (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria
p. 105 no. 906 pi. 30 = Anson Num. Gr. i. 96 no. 932 pi. i6=my fig. 797 Hadrian).
More often, on large billon pieces, it appears drawn in procession by a quadriga
of horses (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 67 no. 552 pi. 30=Anson Num. Gr.
i. 96 no. 935 pi. i6=my fig. 798 Trajan) or a biga of humped oxen (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 67 no. 553 = Anson Num. Gr. i. 96 no. 934 pi. i6 = my
fig- 799 Trajan) or of winged snakes wearing the skhent (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins
Alexandria p. 67 no. 554 pi. 30= Anson Num. Gr. i. 96 no. 933 pi. i6=my fig. 800
Trajan, Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 67 no. 555 f- Trajan, Hunter Cat.
Coins iii. 434 no. 245 Trajan). Exceptionally it rests on the top of a column
flanked by two winged snakes, one of which wears the skhent, the other a poppy-
head as crown (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 67 no. 557 pi. 30=my fig. 801

C. in. 63
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Trajan, Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 456 no. 390 pi. 87, 24 = Anson Num. Gr. i. 97
no. 937 pi. i6 = my fig. 802 Hadrian)), and Darmara near Theira in the valley of
the Kaystros (K. Buresch in the Ath. Mitth. 1895 xx. 241 f. and A. Fontrier in
the Bull. Corr. Hell 1894 xviii. 538f. OIKA-- | Uo(ir\iov) AtXiov
MeveKpaTrjv \ TTJ Ifparfia rf/s ArjprjTpos avevevnavra KOI K.a6iepa>\[<T\avTa KaXadov
Trepidpyvpov, \ TOV XetVovra TO'IS rfjs A^^lrpo? p.vcrTT)piois nal T« irpoKa\dTjfj,fvea
rrjs Ka>fJ,r)s Mrjvl <rr)\ij.r)av ('effigy') irepidpyvpov rfjv 7rpo\iroiJnr€vo~a(Tav T£>V
p.vtrrr)pi\a>v avroO. Sid re TOVTO na6i\epa)(rev virep rrjs iepaxrvvrjs \ fls ras eTridvcrias
rfjs Arj[Jir)\Tpos ra irpb rf/s [otj^/as epya\(TTT]pia els TO [»ca(r')] eviavrov \ enacrrov rfj

Fig. 798- Fig. 799.

Fig. 800. Fig. 801. Fig. 802.

TOV KaXddov | dva(popa TOVS K\r]pw6ev\Tas els TTJV TTO/XTT^I' civbpas
dpxovT&v irpoQv ovras evco^fltrdai ev rfj \ OIKIO, avrov 8id iravros TOV \ ftiov.
apxovros TTJS KUTOiKias A(ODK/OU) Bepi'ou Baatrou (piXoo-f@do~TOv KOL \ TKIV
nvTtov OUTOV, cp. Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 352 n. 2). K. Latte De saltationibus
Graecorum Giessen 1913 p. 82 cites also Eustath. in Od. p. 1627, 49 f. Ka\ddovs,
oTroloi KOI ol Tijs A^/i^rpo?, ovs opxflcrdai p,vdos ev TIVI reXer^ AT)[jir)TpfiaK.f, but fails
to perceive that Eustathios is merely confusing the Lydian dance with the rites
of Demeter as described by Kallimachos (Eustath. in II. p. 1208, 38 f., in Od.
p. 1488, 60 f.). More to our purpose is Usener's discovery that in Bithynia
a certain yearly festival was known as 6 ndXados T^S 'Apr«?/«8os (H. Usener
' Ubersehenes ' in the Rhein. Mus. 1895 1. 145 f. ( — id. Kleine Schriften Leipzig —
Berlin 1913 iv. 195) quoting Ada Sanctorum edd. Bolland. lunius iii. 343 B — C
Kallinikos vita s. Hypatii presb., monasterii Rufinianarum prope Chalcedonem
in Bithynia hegumeni (died 30 June 446 A. D., commemorated June 17) 70 = de
vita s. Hypatii 129 f. p. 96 f. edd. seminarii philologorum Bonnensis sodales n-ore

e yeyovev O.VTOV ire\dflv iv d$f\<p£>v els TTJV evSov
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oirov KOI 6 'Prjftas earl irorapos. KCU yv ev rw Kaipa eKeiva>, oirep \eyovo~iv, 6
KdXados TTJS p.vcrepds 'Apre/niSo? • oirep KO.T eviavTov 77 X&Pa <pvXdrrou(ra, OVK e^fjp^-
OVTO els fjiaitpav 68ov fjfjLepas TrfVTrjKovra. avrov 8e /Bov\op,evov 68fveiv eXeyof ai>T<a
ol evroiriof 'TTOV arrepxili avdpo>Tre; 6 8aip.(ov crot e%ei arravrrja-ai. ev rfj 68(5. /*)j
o&fvcrrjs' TroXXoi yap eirrjpedo-drjaav.' 6 8e 'Yndrios aKOvcras ravra ep.ei8ia.are \eya>v •
'vfjLels Taura (poftelcrde, eya> 8e e^a> TOV crvvodfiiovTa p.oi Xpicrr6i>.' ev ra> ovv 68eveiv
avrov dapcraXeos (dapo~a\f<as codd.) yv • 8iK.mos yap a>s \ecov •tretroiBfv (Prov. 28. l).
dirfivrrjo-f 8e avr<a ywf) paKpta (H. Usener cj. fj.a<paia? The Bollandists print
p,aKpa) a>s Sena dv8pS>v TO fj,rjKos. vrj0ov<rd re 7repie7rdr« KOI ftoipovs fftoa-Kev. CDS ovv
fl8fv nvTJji', evdvs eavrbv ea-fppdyio-ev KOI fo~Tr) ev^ofievos TO> ^ew, KOI evdiis eKfivr)
d(f>avr)S eyevero, nal ol ^otpot p,eyd\<a poi'fo) effrvyov, xal 8t,f]\8fv a/SXa/S^y)—a fact
which Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 255 justly connects with another Bithynian festival,
the KaXatfos-procession of Kios (A. Korte in the Ath. Mitth. 1899 xxiv. 413 ff.
no. 13 on a marble stele near the sea at Gemlik, the ancient Kios or Prousias, in
lettering hardly later than 100 A.D. and perhaps as early as s. i. B.C.
[ t] | \acr(ronev[ais lepevy] 8aiTp(e)veT(a dvrjp- Tracrai d\vi)iiro8es (W. Kroll,
followed by A. Korte, cj. dvei\iiro8es 'with no trailing feet, with active feet,' and
M. P. Nilsson cj. dvnrTOTrobes 'with unwashen feet,' cp. supra ii. 959 f.; but
K. Latte rightly restores dvrjXiiroSes 'with unshod feet,' cp. Theokr. 4. 56 where
all codd. give dvrjXiiros or dvdkiiros except cod. k 1/77X4770?) re [KO]\ (e)ifj,ao~i |
^)ai8pvvd(e)1crai TW Ka\d\0co o-vve7reo-de, rd 8e [ ^pvo-(e)ta 0er' o'luois- 8r;p[o]|^i yap
TO p.ev f^dpaivei ro[i]\(nv 8e Trpoo-a[v]8q ('of old she (?) hates trinkets and
welcomes simple garb,' cp. e.g. Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 736, I5f., 22
Andania, no. 999, 2 ff. Lykosoura). The contents of these ritual baskets were
almost certainly sexual emblems (phallos! kteisl], cp. the Cabiric basket in
Phrygia and Etruria (supra i. 107 f., ii. 299).

If the Lydian dancers represented the reeds of the Gygaia Limne, they might
no doubt sway and curtsy with mimetic motions. A tomb at Beni Hasan shows
the dances performed at the funeral feast of the nomarch Chnemhotep in the
twelfth dynasty (J. G. Wilkinson Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians
London 1837 ii. 416 no. 291 fig. i, R. Lepsius Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und
Aethiopien Berlin 1849—1859 iv. 2 pi. I26=my fig. 803, Text herausgegeben von
E. Naville—L. Borchardt—K. Sethe Leipzig 1904 ii. 88, P. E. Newberry Beni
Hasan London 1893 i. 68, 72 pi. 29 (tomb 3, west wall), P. Richer Le nu dans
VArt Egypte—Chaldee—Assyrie Paris 1925 p. 240 fig. 405 (after I. Rosellini
/monumenti delF Egitto e delta Nubia Pisa 1834 ii pi. 101, 3)). 'One figure...
parodies a royal group, one of the frequent victory reliefs, in which the monarch
seizes the kneeling barbarian by the hair, and swings his sickle-shaped sword
above his head. This group is called "Under the feet," the superscription over the
relief being always, "all nations lie under thy feet." Another group in the same
picture is called the wind: one woman bends backwards, till her hands rest on
the ground, a second performs the same movement above her, a third stretches
out her arms over them. Possibly the former represent the reeds and grasses
bent by the wind' (A. Erman Life in Ancient Egypt trans. H. M. Tirard London
1894 p. 248 f., with fig., cp. F. Weege Der Tanz in der Antike Halle/Saale 1926
p. 24 fig. 24 ( = my fig. 804), A. Weigall Ancient Egyptian Works of Art London
1924 p. 258 fig. from a limestone fragment at Turin referable to the reign of Seti i
(1313—1292 B.C.), H. Ranke The Art of Ancient Egypt Vienna 1936 fig. 268
assigned to Dynasty xx (c. n8oB.C.), Sir A. J. Evans The Palace of Minos
London 1935 iv. 2. 507 f. fig. 452 a, b, c ('Female Egyptian Tumblers of Social and
Ceremonial Occasions'). A surer method, however, of identifying the dancers

63—2
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Fig. 803.

Fig. 804.
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with the reeds was to give them a head-dress of rushes or basket-work such as
Laconian women called craXi'a and others 0o\ia (Hesych. craXt'cr TrXe'yfia KaXddw
ofjtoiov, o eVi TTJS Kf(pa\rjs (popovcriv at AaKcupat. ot 8e 6o\ia). It figures not infre-
quently on works of art and has been the subject of much speculation (L. Stephani
Nimbus und Strahlenkranz St Petersburg 1859 p. 1 1 1 ff. (extr. from the Mdmoires
de FAcadetnie des Sciences de St.-Petersbourg. vi Serie. Sciences politiques, his-
toire, philologie. ix. 471 ff.), id. in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1865 pp. 27 ff., 57 ff.
Atlas pi. 3, 2 and 3, T. Homolle in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1897 xxi. 605, L. Sechan
in Daremberg — Saglio Diet. Ant. iv 1037 f. fig. 6063 f., V. K. Miiller Der Polos,
die griechische Gotterkrone Berlin 1915 pp. 28, 82 ff., Hug in Pauly — Wissowa
Real-Enc. x. 1549, F. Poulsen Delphi trans. G. C. Richards London 1920 p. 263).

The earliest ceramic example of kalathiskos-&a.nce.rs occurs on a red-figured
hydria from Nola, now at Naples (Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 531 ff.
no. 3232), which may be dated c. 450—440 B.c. (C. Watzinger in Furtwangler —
Reichhold — Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 319 ff. figs. 151 — 154 pi. 171, i ( = my
fig. 805)). It is decorated with four groups of female dancers and acrobats. The
section of the shoulder-frieze here reproduced shows, on the right, a seated flute-

player (EAniNI KE), before whom on tip-toe pirouettes a dancing-girl (... TONE)
with hand outstretched in the gesture known as o-t/^iy xei'p (Poll. 4. 105

a <rip.rj ^ei'p, KaXadicrnos, %elp KaT<nrpavr)S, K.r.X., Hesych.
rpayiKov). To the left of her, a second dancing-girl sinks on her knee, to

show that her performance is finished. The musician who has accompanied her
lays aside the double flutes and takes up a kithara. Behind her stands an inte-
rested youth leaning on his staff. Each dancer wears a short chiton and a high
crown of leaves painted white. A volute-/£ra//r from Ceglie, now at Taranto, of
early south- Italian style (P. Wuilleumier in the Rev. Arch. 1929 ii. 197 — 202 and
at greater length ib. 1933 ii. 3 — 30 with figs, i — 7, of which fig. 4 = my fig. 806.
I am indebted to Mr A. D. Trendall for the photographs of detail reproduced
in my pi. Ixxi, (i) — (3)), represents the following subjects : A. Dionysos (ndrthex,
kdntharos) seated on a rock between a dancing Maenad (thyrsos} and a flute-
girl (long chiton) on the left, a female torch-bearer (short chiton with sleeves,
nebris, endromides) and a bearded Satyr (thyrsos} on the right. B. (i) Perseus
dangling the Gorgon's head before five bearded
Satyrs in dance-attitudes — apparently a scene
from Satyric drama. (2) A square pillar

inscribed KAPNEIOZ (i.e. Apollon Kdrneios
in south-Italian aniconic form: cp. supra
i. 36 ff. pi. iii, ii. 815 fig. 781), to the right of
which is a group of kalathiskos-dia.ncers. One
is about to put on his basket as ritual head-
dress (cp. the figure in the lower left-hand
corner of the pelike from Ruvo, wrongly in-
terpreted by me supra i. 128 pi. xii). A second,
crowned with palm-leaves (Sosibios of Sparta
frag. 5 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 626 Miiller) =frag. 2
Tresp ap. Athen. 678 B OvpeartKoi- OVTO> KO\OVV-
rai rives (TT€(pavoi irapa A.aK.f8aip.oviois, (3s <pr)(ri
2&>(ri/3tos fv rots Ilepi dvcriatv, •v^iXiVous (cp.
Hesych. s.w. \JrtXi'oc, \jfi\bs vretpavos) avrovs &

vvv ovofjid^ecrGai, ovras fK <poiviKa>v. <p€pfiv 5' avrovs viro/j.vijp'ti Trjs ev



Plate LXXI

O1JII1IK
.':'-'V.,l;'4i

(1-3) Details of M*//,- from Ceglie, now at Taranto : a group

See page 996 f-
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Ovpeq yevo/j.fvr]s VLKTJS TOVS TrpovTaras T&V ayop.evwv %op£)v ev TTJ eoprrj ravrrj, ore
KOI ras TvfjLvoTraiSias eTriTeXovaiv. K.r.A.), holds an aryballos with straps, as he
stands between a basin and a draped flute-player (flutes, phorbeia). A third
and fourth are dancing, the former decked with palm-leaf crown, the
latter dressed as a girl with basket on head and ballooning chiton. A fifth,
also wearing the basket, stands engaged in talk with a spectator. Mr Trendall
compares an unpublished kdlyx-krate'r from Scoglitti near Kamarina, now
at Syracuse (no. 14626), which shows: A. A woman and a youth with basket

Fig. 807.

head-dress. B. Two draped youths. 'The main scene is framed between two
Ionic columns. The woman is elaborately draped, and holds up her hands
as if to catch something thrown to her by the boy. He is nude with the
large basket (in applied yellow, which has worn off) on his head, as on the
Taranto Karneia-krater.' Again, a bell-tirate'r of early south-Italian style,
purchased in Rome and now at Leyden (A. E. J. Holwerda Catalogus van het
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden. Afdeeling Griekenland en Italic. I Deel:
Vaatwerk. Leiden 1905 i. 104 no. 28), has for obverse design a girl in a short
chiton dancing between two naked youths. All three wear spreading kdlathoi
formed of reeds (?) arranged like rays. Two wreaths are hung in the background,
and the scene is enclosed by a pair of simple pillars (V. K. Miiller Der Polos,
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die griechische Gotterkrone Berlin 1915 p. 83 n. 3 pis> 5 and 7. My fig. 807 is
from a photograph supplied by Mr Trendall. This must be the vase from
Gnathia (Fasano] formerly owned by R. Barone and partially published by
G. Minervini in the Bull. Arch. Nap. Nuova Serie 1854 ii. 184 pi. 14 facing head

Fig. 808.

of dancer only). Another l>&\\-krater of the same style, from Ruvo(?), now in the
South Kensington Museum, and attributed by Miss Moon (Mrs Oakeshott)
to ' the Sisyphus painter,' represents a similar scene—two naked youths wearing
spread kalathoi of reeds (?) and gesticulating as they dance on either side of
a bearded flute-player in a long chiton (Noel Moon in Papers of the British
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School at Rome 1929 xi. 30 ff. pi. 12 ( = my fig. 808), C. Dugas in the Rev. Et. Gr.
1931 xliv. 101 with fig. 6). Mrs Oakeshott loc. cit. notes another \>Q\\-krate'r by
the same hand and exhibiting the same subject in the collection of Dr A. Ruesch
at Ziirich (Ruesch Sale Catalogue 1936 no. 14 pi. 22. The vase is now in the
Wolfensperger Collection, 23 Maienburgweg, Ziirich. My fig. 809 is from a
photograph kindly lent by Mrs Oakeshott) : the man in the centre here
pirouettes. Similarly on a red-figured \>e\\-krate'r at Berlin (inv. no. 3326),
which A. Furtwangler in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1895 x Arch.

Fig. 809.

Anz. p. 39 f. fig. 16 (inadequate) describes as being 'in schoner Zeichnung der
Zeit des peloponnesischen Krieges' and R. Zahn in Furtwangler—Reichhold—
Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 193 n. 84 calls 'attischen,' but C. Watzinger
ib. iii. 323 takes to be 'wohl eher bootischen als attischen...aus der ersten
Halfte des 4. Jahrhunderts,' a girl wearing a short chiton of foldless embroidered
stuff suggestive of barbaric (? Lydian) attire and the reed-crown of a kalathiskos-
dancer capers before young Dionysos, who is sitting on a broad three-stepped
base or platform. Eros, leaning against his shoulder, points to the lively dancer.
Behind her, an Ionic column painted white implies a sanctuary; and beyond it
stands a Maenad equipped with nebris, thyrsos, and large tympanon (K. Latte
De saltationibus Graecorum Giessen 1913 p. 57, like Furtwangler, thought it a
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shield). The best available illustration of this ritual scene is a photographic cut
in H. Licht Sittengeschichte Griechenlands Dresden—Zurich 1925 i. 122. With it
should be compared a bell-/£ra//r of Paestum style in the British Museum (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 97 no. F 188, P. F. PI. d'Hancarville Antiquitcs etrusques,
grecques et romaines, tirees du cabinet de M. Hamilton Naples 1767 iv col.
pi. 118, Corp. vas. ant. Brit. Mus. iv E. a pi. 2, 3 a and 3 b with text p. 4 by
A. H. Smith and F. N. Pryce), on which the youthful Dionysos holds out fruit to
a male /t«/«/'/«.?/lw-dancer performing before him (my fig. 810 is from the official
photograph), and an Apulian bel\-£raft'r from Rugge at Berlin (B. Schroder in
the Rout. Mitth. 1909 xxiv. 119 fig. 6), on which is a male dancer of like aspect.

Fig. 810.

Once more, on a late red-figured \3&\\-krate'r at Petrograd (Stephani Vasen-
samml. St. Petersburg ii. 299 no. 1778, id. in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1869
p. 236 Atlas pi. 6, 4 and 5 ( = my fig. 811), Reinach Rep. Vases \. 32, 5 and 7)
a girl wearing the short chiton and kalathiskos places the pinakiskion on the
kottabos-stand for a recumbent feaster (hardly Dionysos, as F. Hauser in the
Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1890 v Arch. Anz. p. 68 supposed).

Other early examples of the motif are to be found among the limestone reliefs
of c. 420—410 B.C. that decorate the inner surface of the heroion at Trysa. The
doorway on the southern side is here flanked by two female (?) dancers wearing
a large kdlathos perhaps originally painted with a design of reeds or rushes (cp.
the dancing-girl with yellow krotala and a white kdlathos marked with red rays
in a tomb-painting of s. iv (?) B.C. found in 1854 at S. Maria in Fondo Vetta,
south of the amphitheatre at Capua, and published by G. Minervini in the Bull.
Arch. Nap. Nuova Serie 1854 ii. 183 f. pi. 14, P. W. Forchhammer in the Man.
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Ann. e Bull. d. Inst. 1854 p. 63, F. Weege 'Oskische "Crabmalerei' in the Jahrb.
d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1909 xxiv. 111, 130, 135 no. 25./A Lydian dance might
well reappear at Capua, where the Etruscans held sway" till 445 or 424 B.C.
(C. Hiilsen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1556)). The lintei above has a frieze
of eight grotesque and Bes-like musicians wearing the same head-dress : they have

Fig. 811.

been taken to be the eight Phoenician Kabeiroi (on whom see F. Lenormant in
Daremberg—Saglio Diet. A)it. i. 772 f. fig. 918 and R. Pettazzoni 'Le origini dei
Kabiri nelle isole del mar tracio' in the Memorie della R. Accademia dei Lincei.
Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche. Serie Quinta. Roma 1909 xii.
672 ff.), and are commonly associated with the dancing figures below them
(O. Benndorf—G. Niemann Das Heroon von Gjolbaschi-Trysa Wien 1889 pp. 58,
95 f. pi. 6 = my fig. 812, S. Reinach in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts 1892 viii. 306 ff.
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with fig. on p. 295 —id. Mo-nutnents nouveaux de Fart antique Paris 1924 ii. 299 ff.
with fig. 435, id. Reft. 'Reliefs i. 444 no. i, Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 204
with fig. 97, H. Thiersth in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch arch. Inst. 1907 xxii.
238). - '• "

Between t,. '̂5 and c. 400 B.C. may be placed certain silver stateres of Abdera,
which hav2 as"reverse type the magistrate's date E P I MOAPATOPEn and
the canting badge of a similar dancing girl turned left (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins

Fig. 812.

The Tauric Chersonese, etc. p. 70 no. 35 fig., p. 230 no. 35 a (my fig. 813 from
a cast), Ant. Milnz. Berlin Taurische Chersonesus, etc. i. 106 no. 68 pi. 4, 38,
Ant. Milnz. Nord-Griechenlands ii. I. i. 71 no. 99 pi. 3, 2, J. N. Svoronos
in the 'E<p. 'Ap^- 1889 p. 99 ff. pi. 2, 22, H. von Fritze in Nomisma 1909 iii pi. 2,
21, K. Regling Die antike Miinze als Kunstvuerk Berlin 1924 pp. 71, 84 no. 492
pi. 22) or right (J. Millingen Sylloge of ancient unedited coins of Greek cities and
kings, from various collections London 1837 pp. 30, 33 pi. 2, 13, Ant. Miinz.
Berlin Taurische Chersonesus, etc. i. 106 no. 67, Ant. Miinz. Nord-Griechenlands
ii. i. i. 71 no. 100 pi. 3, I Berlin, J. N. Svoronos in the 'E(p. 'Apx- 1889 p. 99 ff.
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pi. 2, 21 (=my fig. 814) Paris, H. von Fritze in Nomisma 1909 iii pi. 2, 20 Paris,
K. Regling Die antike Miinze als Kunstiverk Berlin 1924 pp. 7 r > 84 no. 493
pi. 22, Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 4. 897 f. pi. 335, 15 Paris, C. Seltman Greek
Coins London 1933 p. 144 pi. 28, 13 Berlin).

Fig. 813. Fig. 814.

Closely related to these numismatic examples are the dancers carved on two
slabs of Pentelic marble, which were brought from Italy to Berlin in 1892 (figs.
815, 816 are from C. Bliimel Staalliche Museen zu Berlin: Katalog der
Sammlung antiker Skulpturen Berlin 1931 iv. 45 f. nos. K 184 and 185 pi. 77,
cp. F. Weege Der Tanz in der Antike Halle/Saale 1926 p. 45 figs. 48 and 49).
The more complete relief measures o*95m high by o'54m broad ; the less complete,
o'8om high by o'56m broad. It seems probable that, like three similar but frag-
mentary reliefs at Athens (H. Schrader Phidias Frankfurt am Main 1924 p. 346
figs. 315, 316), they were intended for mural decoration. The reliefs at Berlin
exhibit such delicious freshness and abandon that R. Kekule", who first published
them in \htjahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1893 viii Arch. Anz. p. 76 with two
figs., did not hesitate to regard them as Attic work dating from the earlier half of
s. v B.C. (cp. M. Sauerlandt Griechische Bildwerke Diisseldorf—Leipzig p. x 'aus
dem Anfange des v. Jahrhunderts v. Chr.,' KurzeBeschreibungderantiken Skulp-
turen im Alien Museum* Berlin—Leipzig 1920 p. 90 no. 1456 f. pi. 26 ' Griechische
Werke des 5. Jh. v. Chr.', F. Weege op. cit. p. 45 ' aus demselben Kiinstleratelier
der 5. Jahrh. v. Chr.')- But Furtwangler Mastetpieces of Gk. Sculpture p. 438 n. 3
with greater circumspection claims that they are only 'good specimens of the
so-called later Attic school, by no means genuine archaic works' (cp. id. Ueber
Statuenkopieen im Alterthum Miinchen 1896 i. 4 n. 3 ( — Abh. d. bayer. Akad.
1896 Philos.-philol. Classe xx. 528 n. 3).

If so, they must be ranked with the kalathiskos-dancers of Arretine ware
(c. 150 B.C.—50 A.D.) discussed by H. Dragendorff in the Banner Jahrbiicher 1895
xcvi—xcvii. 58 ff. A skyphos from Capua has four dancers grouped in pairs.
Between the two pairs is a small Eros standing on a pillar, and between the
dancers of the right-hand pair is a thymiate'rion (H. Dragendorff loc. cit. figs. 14,
14 a after Riccio Notizie degli scavamenti nel suolo dell'' antica Capua Napoli
1855 pi. 5). A fragmentary mould found at Arezzo in 1896 and now in the British
Museum shows four girls likewise dancing in pairs and wearing a head-dress
of open wicker-work. Above them runs a wreath to which festoons are looped
up with large bows. Between the pairs of dancers a flower springs from the
ground {Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Pottery p. 34 no. L 108, H. B. Walters History of
Ancient Pottery London 1905 ii. 493 f. pi. 66, 5). Another specimen, in the Loeb
collection, has a very similar dancer standing between two bases (?) with a festoon
fastened to bucrania behind her and a flower or flowering rush (?) at her feet
(F. Weege op. cit. pp. 45, 48 with fig. 51 after G. H. Chase Guide to Loeb
Collection of Arretine Pottery Harvard University no. 53 pi. 3). Another mould
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in New York shows the dancer, once more between two bases (?) with a festoon
of vine and ivy behind her (G. M. A. Richter in the Am. Jonrn. Arch. 1936
xl. 15 fig. 4). Again, fragments of a mould found near the church of S. Maria in
Gradi at Arezzo and now in the museum of that town represent two such dancers
facing left. In front of one is a Dionysiac herm, in front of the other a fighting
Athena, each effigy set on the top of an Ionic column (G. F. Gamurrini reported
by G. Fiorelli in the Not. Scam 1884 p. 372 gruppo v nos. i—3 pi. 7, 2).
The moulds found.with this bear the signature of that admirable craftsman
M. Perennius, on whom see M. Ihm in the Banner fahrbiicher 1898 cii. 114 ff.,
H. B. Walters op. cit. pp. 483, 492, 494 and in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Pottery
pp. xvii, xx, xxii.

Similarly the upper part of a Roman mural relief in terra cotta, made during
the first half of Augustus' reign and now preserved in the Antiquarium at Berlin,
figures a facing Palladion flanked by two kalathiskos-&a.nce.rs, whose pink
garments contrasted with a blue background (Von Rohden—Winnefeld Ant.
Terrakotten iv. i. 248 pi. 18, Furtwangler op. cit. p. 438 fig. 179, J. Sieveking in
Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1332 fig. 8. A fragment in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Terra-
cottas p. 412 no. D 646 fig. 76 gives the head and shoulder of the right-hand
dancer). More complete but less delicate is the replica in G. P. Campana
Antiche opere in plastica Roma 1842 p. 37 f. pi. 4, cp. Le Musee d'Aix Paris
1882—1921 p. 477 no. 1588. Another example in the Casino of Pius iv in
the Vatican Garden is published by Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii.
151 pi. 20, 214 a.

Neo-Attic reliefs, which perhaps imply Attic originals of s. i B.c. (F. Hauser
in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1913 xvi. 53 f., Ada von Netoliczka ib. 1914
xvii. 132), make use of similar motifs. A three-sided base of Flavian date
(69—96 A.U.) in the Museo Archeologico at Venice is adorned with two
kalathiskos-dia.nce.rs and an ecstatic Maenad. Each figure is framed by an over-
elaborate and meaningless combination of ram's head, lion's leg, and bust of
winged female Sphinx wearing a rayed kdlathos, on which kneels Nike with
spread wings (L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1865 p. 60 no. 6, H.
Heydemann Mittheilungen aus den Antikensammlungen in Ober- und Mittel-
italien Halle 1879 p. 65 n. 154, F. Hauser Die neu-attischen Reliefs Stuttgart
1889 p. loo f. no. 31, Einzelaufnahmen nos. 2469—2471 with Text ix. 13 by
P. Arndt and G. Lippold, Reinach Rep. Reliefs iii. 432 nos. 4—6, F. Weege
op. cit. p. 46 with fig. 47). A second and exactly similar base in the same col-
lection is due to a copyist of the Renaissance (Einzelaufnahmen nos. 2472—
2474 with Text ix. 13 by P. Arndt and G. Lippold). Another three-sided base
in the Louvre again couples the kalathiskos-&&s\ctrs with a Maenad, whose
head and right arm are a misleading restoration. The framework here with its
rams' heads at the upper corners is of a simpler and more satisfactory sort
(Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, ii. 343 f. pi. 167 fig. 77 and pi. 168 fig. 78 = Reinach
Rep. Stat. i. 61 no. 3 and i. 62 no. i, Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii.
133 pi. 17, 188, F. Hauser op. cit. p. 100 no. 29. Height roil"1). Yet another
three-sided base, in the Villa Albani, shows three such dancers, of whom one
uplifts a dish of fruit before a rude stone altar with fruit laid out upon it and a
fire burning, a second stands before a similar altar, and a third before a reed-
plant springing from the ground (G. Zoega Li bassirilievi antichi di Roma
Roma 1808 i. in—118 pi. 20= Reinach Rep. Reliefs iii. 152 nos. i—3, Welcker
Alt. Denkm. ii. 146—152 pi. 7, 12, L. Stephani loc. cit. p. 60 no. 2, F. Hauser op.
cit. p. 96 no. 19, Helbig Guide Class. Ant. Rome ii. 67 f. no. 816. Height of
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figures o-3om). A large krater of Italian marble with grey stripes, formerly m
the Cook collection at Richmond, has on one side a snake-entwined tripod, from
which flames are rising, flanked by a pair of Nikai filling phidlai from their
raised oinochoai, on the other side an exact repetition of the central and left-
hand dancers on the Villa Albani base described above—a repetition which
includes both the altar with fruit and the reed-plant springing from the ground.

Fig. 817.

Under each handle are two thyrsoi laid crosswise. The handles themselves end
in large ivy-leaves (A. Michaelis Ancient Marbles ' in Great Britain trans.
C. A. M. Fennell Cambridge 1882 p. 638 no. 66, F. Hauser op. cit. p. 96 no. 18,
Mrs S. A. Strong in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1908 xxviii. 24 f. no. 33 pi. 17 =
Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 531 no. 3 f. Height o'8om; diameter c. o-8om. The
surface has been worked over, but the authenticity of the vase is above
suspicion). A marble relief in the Villa Albani figures a couple of kalathiskos-
dancers facing each other in front of an edifice with two ranges of pilasters
(G. Zoega Li bassirilievi antichi di Roma Roma 1808 i. 111—118 pi. 21 = Reinach

C. in. 64
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Rep. Reliefs iii. 151 no. i, L. Stephani loc. cit. p. 60 no. 3, F. Hauser Op. cit.
p. 97 no. 21, Helbig Guide Class. Ant. Rome ii. 38 f. no. 769, W. Helbig Fiihrer
durch die bffentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertiimer in Rom* Leipzig
1913 ii. 422 f. no. 1867, F. Weege op. cit. p. 46 with fig. 52 from a photograph (my
fig. 817, H. Licht Sittengeschichte Griechenlands Dresden—Zurich 1925 i. 73 fig.),
which shows that—as Hauser observed—the kalathoi are largely restored. The
restoration affects the left hand of the dancer on the right, both hands, the right
foot, and the lower part of the left leg of the other dancer, together with the
rocky foreground and portions of the architectural background. Height o'85m).
A finely worked relief of Pentelic marble in the Lateran collection preserves the
single headless figure of a similar dancer turned towards the right in front of a
wall with pilasters (Matz—Duhn Ant. Bildw. in Rom iii. 19 no. 3499). A frag-
ment now in the Sala Lapidaria of the Arcivescovado at Ravenna also gives a
single kalathtskos-&a.ncer from the knees upwards with the remains of a flat
pilaster and wall (H. Heydemann op. cit. p. 65 no. 5, C. Ricci inAusom'a iv. 258
with fig. 10). Another in the Palazzo Farnese shows a single dancer of the same
sort (Matz—Duhn op. cit. iii. 19 no. 3499a). Finally, a marble puteal in the
Palazzo Doria represents two pairs of kalathtskos-Aancers fronting each other
amid a fine growth of tendrils. They are here assimilated to Nikai by having
large wings on their shoulders (Matz—Duhn op. cit. iii. 112 no. 3678, cp. Comm.
Datti in the Bull. d. Inst. 1860 p. 98).

Looking back over the evidence thus detailed we gather that the kalathhkos-
dancers of the Arretine sherds, the Roman mural terra cottas, and the neo-Attic
reliefs are archaistic derivatives of similar types already existing in the second
half of s. v B.C.—witness the Naples hydria, the door-jambs at Trysa, and the
coins of Abdera. Furtwangler acutely conjectured that the original from which
they are all descended was a famous masterpiece (in archaising bronze relief?)
by Kallimachos, the saltantes Lacaenae described by Plin. nat. hist. 34. 92 as 'a
work of faultless technique, but one which has lost all charm through over-
elaboration' (Furtwangler Masterpieces of Gk. Sculpt, p. 438). This conjecture
has been widely accepted and is indeed highly probable. But the further
attempt to name the dancers Karyatides and to connect them with architectural
'Caryatids' in general (P. Wolters in the Zeitschrift fur bildende Kunst Neue
Folge 1895 vi. 36—44 after Visconti Mus. Pie- Clem, iii pi. b, ii, F. Weege op.
cit. p. 44 ff.) is in my judgment a mistake (cp. supra ii. 535 n. 2). I incline to
the following solution of the problem. Alkman, who came to Sparta SapStW
CTT' anpav (Alkm./m^-. 24. 5 Bergk4, 2. 5 Edmonds, 13. 5 Diehl ap. Steph. Byz.
s.v. 'Epvo-i'xv, cp. Anth. Pal. 7. 709. i ff. (Alexandras (of Aitolia?)), 7. 18. 3 ff.
.(Antipatros of Thessalonike), Krates (of Mallos?) ap. Souid. s.v. 'AXx/idr), is
known to have composed partheneia for Artemis and other deities. Moreover, he
wrote for the Spartan Gymnopaidiai songs to be sung by boys and men wearing
'Thyreatic' crowns made of palm-leaves (Sosibios of Sparta, frag: $ (Frag. hist.
Gr. ii. 626 Miiller) ap. Athen. 678 B cited supra p. 996 f.).. Such a poet can hardly
have failed to import into Sparta the famous kalathiskos-&a.i\ce of his own
Sardeis. It was perhaps formerly figured on an inscribed but mutilated stele of
s. iii B.C., found in the Amyklaion (B. Schroder in the Ath. Mitth. 1904 xxix.
29, 31 with fig. 2). Identical with it, or at least akin to it, was a dance performed
at the Spartan festival of Promacheia (Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 470), when the
Perioikoi as distinct from the Spartiatai wore a crown of reeds (Sosibios of
Sparta frag. 4 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 626 Miiller) =frag. i Tresp ap. Athen. 674 A
Kdl yap KCU A.a.Kf8aip.6viot KaXd/jico crrefpavovvTai ev rfj T£>V Ilpopa^eimv foprfj, a>s<f)r)<ri
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2co<ri/3io? fv rois irepi r£>v ev A.aKe8aifj,ovi dv<ria>v ypd(pcov OVTOOS • 'ev ravrrj
rovs pfv OTTO TTJS ^wpay KaXdpois a-Tf(f>avovcr0ai rj oT\eyyi8t (cp. Plout. inst.
Lac. 32 (rT\eyyi<rw ov criftrjpais dXXa Ka\ap.ivais e'^pwi/ro), TOWS §' ex TTJS dytayfjs
TraiSa? do-Te<pav<brovs aKo\ovdflv'). Another ritual link between Lakonike and
Lydia is noted by L. Stephani, who observes in the Compte-rendu St. Pe"t. 1865
pp. 31, 58 that the cult of Artemis 'Opdia at Sparta involved a h.v8£>v TTO^TTT;
(Plout. -v. Aristid. 17. Cp. the case of Artemis KopSa/ca at Olympia (Paus. 6. 11.
i with H. Hitzig — H. Bliimner ad loc.)).

Three dancing-girls in like attire surmounted the very beautiful acanthus-
column of Pentelic (not Parian) marble, which stood on the north side of the
Sacred Way at Delphoi, close to the votive offerings of the Syracusan princes.
Arranged back to back round a central stem, the girls supported the lebes of the
bronze tripod whose legs rested upon the leafy capital. This group of dainty
light-footed damsels in some ways anticipates the art of Praxiteles. Indeed,
T. Homolle in the Rev. Arch. 1917 i. 31 — 67 figs, i — 6 was prepared to regard
it as a contemporary replica of the Praxitelean 'figures called Thyiades and
Karyatides' later to be seen in the gallery of Asinius Pollio (Plin. nat. hist. 36. 23).
But C. Praschniker Znr Geschichte des Akroters Briinn 1929 p. 48 f. has shown
that the Dancers' Column was found in the same deposit as the Charioteer, i.e.
in the debris caused by the earthquake of 373 B.C., and should therefore be
accepted as pre-Praxitelean and referred to a date perhaps as early as the late
fifth century (S. Casson in ihejourn. Hell. Stud. 1932 Hi. 133). In any case we
may admit that the Delphian dancers with their crowns of 'sharp-ribbed
rushes' are a composition of infinite grace, which forms a later (c. 400 B.C.)
variation on the saltantes Lacaenae designed by Kallimachos and owes its
ultimate inspiration to the kalathiskos-&a.ncers of the Lydian lake-side. See
further the Fouilles de Delphes ii. I pi. 15 (the column restored by A. Tournaire,
with tripod-legs supported by dancers), iv. 2 pis. 60 (the dancers = my fig. 818),
6 1 (the dancers, another view), 62 (head of one dancer in profile), E. Bourguet
Les mines de Delphes Paris 1914 pp. 188 — 192 fig. 63 f., F. Poulsen Delphi
trans. G. C. Richards London 1920 pp. 246 — 264 figs. 113 — 128, and especially
H. Pomtow 'Die Tanzerinnen-Saule in Delphi' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch.
arch. Inst. 1920 xxxv. 113 — 128 with figs, i ( = my fig. 819), 2 — 6, who is followed,
by A. Rumpf in H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig 1928
xiii — xiv fig. 128.

A gold earring in the F. L. von Cans collection of the Berlin Antiquarium
further attests the popularity of the motij "in the fourth century B.C. It represents
a dancing-girl with short chiton and high kdlathos: her left arm is raised, her
right is missing (Amtliche Berichte aus den konigl. Kunstsammlungen (Beiblatt
zum Jahrbuch der koniglichen preussischen Kunstsammlungen] 1913 xxxv. 76
with fig. 37 C).

A bronze statuette, formerly in the Greau collection, again shows a dancing-
girl with short chiton and basket-like head-dress (Reinach Rep. Stat. iv. 242
no. 9) after W. Froehner Collection Julien Greau. Bronzes Paris 1891 pi. 95),
as does a Hellenistic terracotta in the Louvre (J. Charbonneaux Les l^erres
cuites Grecques London 1936 pp. 23, 50 fig. 54, Encyclopedie photographique
de I'Art Paris 1937 ii. 199 with text by Mme Massoul). But examples of the
type ' in the round ' are rare, for terra-cotta dolls from Myrina with elaborate
head-dress (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 243 no. C 522 pi. 35, Mendel Cat.
Fig. gr. de Terre Cuite Constantinople p. 378 f. no. 2640 pi. 8, 6) are hardly to
be classed as kalathiskos-dancers.

64 — 2
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Fig. 819.
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Similar figures are found on gems of imperial date, either alone as on

a specimen in my collection (fig. 820: scale f), or else with
a palm-branch (Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine Berlin p. 284
no. 7668 pi. 57 cornelian, no. 7669 cornelian) or a hydria con-
taining a palm-branch (id. ib. p. 284 no, 7670 pi. 57 sardonyx)
before them. The palm-branch is here apparently a later substitute
for the original reed-plant.

Important confirmation of this hypothesis is afforded by terra-
cotta plaques of Hellenistic date found at Praisos in eastern
Crete. They show a girl with short chiton and spread kdlathos, who
is dancing in front of 'a tall, bending plant, apparently a reed' (E. S. Forster in

Fig. 820.

Fig. 821.

the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1904—1905 xi. 255 with fig. 17 = my fig. 821 (height-23"'),
cp. F. Halbherr in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1901 v. 390 pi. 12, 5).

In this connexion it may be noted that some would see a phallic significance
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in the reed. K. F. Johansson Uberdie altindische Gottin Dhisdna und Verwandtes
Uppsala 1917 P- 33 quotes Dion Cass. 72. 12 ort "Aoriyyoi, a>v 'Poos re KOI 'Pdirros
f)yovvTO, rj\6ov p,ev es TTJV ban'iav K.r.X. and explains that cPao? and 'PCLTTTOS, 'Rush'
and ' Rafter,', imply the phallic god of fertility conceived as a Reed (cp. Finnish
Sampsa, 'scirpus') and a horizontal Roof-beam. But his etymologies and his
symbolism seem equally precarious. He would do better to cite the myth of Pan
and Syrinx (H. Ostern in Roscher Lex: Myth. iv. 1642 ff.) as illustrated on
imperial bronze coins of Thelpousa in Arkadia (K. Wernicke ib. iii. 1356, 1467
fig. 25 after Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Peloponnesus p. 204 no. 3 Septimius Severus
pi. 37, 23, Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. ii. 102 Geta,
Vienna pi. T, 24, Head Hist, num.? p. 456: see further F. Imhoof-Blumer in the
Zeitschr.f. Niim. 1874 i. 134).

With the extension of the kalatkiskos-\y\)e to runners in the Lampadedromia
as represented on a series of vases c. 400 B.C. (Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant.
iii. 910 f. figs. 4328—4330) we are not here concerned. One such vase, that signed
by the potter Nikias (Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 218 f. no. I fig., J. D. Beazley
Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 466 no. i), is repro-
duced on the five-drachma postage-stamp designed by J. N. Svoronos for the
Greek government and issued at Athens in 1906 to commemorate the ' Olympic
Games.'

(13) Floating islands are reported from various districts of Italy. Thus one
or more of them existed in agro Caecubo (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 209). The allusion is
probably to the Lacus Fundanus (Lago di Fondt) in the marshy plain between
Fundi and the sea (C. Hiilsen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 1244).

(14) In the country of the Sabines a lake known as Aquae Cutiliae, between
Reate (Riett) and Interocrium (Antrodocd], was reckoned 'the navel of Italy'
(Varr. ap. Plin. nat. hist. 3. 109, Solin. 2. 23). It could boast a floating island
(Varr. ap. Plin. loc. cit. and in de ling. Lat. 5. 71) covered with trees and grasses
and so easily moved by the wind that it was never to be seen in the same place
for a day and night together (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 209, Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 25. 8 f.,
cp. anon, de aquis mirabilibus (supra p. 975) 37). If the Greeks dubbed it KoruX?;
(oracle of Zeus at Dodona ap. Dion. Hal. ant. Rom. i. 19, Macrob. Sat. i. 7. 28,
Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Affopiylves ( = Cougny Anth. Pal. Append* 6. 177), Paul, ex Fest.
p. 51, 8 Miiller, p. 44, 22 f. Lindsay), that was a well-meant etymology of the
Aquae Cutiliae ("YSara Kom'Xia). Of greater interest is the account given by Dion
Hal. ant. Rom. 1.15 (after Varro): 'At a distance of seventy furlongs from Reate
is Kotylia, a famous town, situated at the base of a mountain. Not far from it is
a lake, four hundred feet across, full of spring water which is always flowing and
—so they say—has no bottom to it. This lake, having a touch of divinity about
it, the natives deem sacred to Victory (sc. Vacuna). They enclose it round about
with fillets, that nobody should approach the water, and preserve it as a spot
unprofaned by human tread except on certain yearly occasions (for Kaipols na-i.
8i€Tij(riois cod. Vat. has naipots ncrlv errja-iois}, when they offer customary sacrifices
and particular persons charged with the office land on the small island in it. The
island is some fifty feet in diameter and rises not more than one foot above the
level of the water. It has no fixed position and floats round here there and every-
where, the wind turning it now hither now thither. A plant resembling sedge
grows upon it and sundry bushes of no great size—a thing inexplicable to those
who have not seen the handywork of nature and a marvel second to none.' On
which E. H. Bunbury in Smith Diet. Geogr. i. 721 comments: 'It is evident that
this marvel arose from the incrustations of carbonate of lime formed by the
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waters of the lake, fragments of which might from time to time be detached from
the overhanging crust thus formed on the banks: the same phenomenon occurs,
though on a smaller scale, at the Aquae Albulae near Tibur. ([Sir W.] Cell
[The] Top\pgraphy\ of Rome [and its Vicinity London 1834 i. 74, z'&2 London
1846}.] 41.)...The Cutilian Lake still exists under the name of Pozzo diRatignano
or Latignano, though apparently reduced in size by the continual incrustation of
its banks ; but the floating island has disappeared.'

(15) Two islands in the Lacus Tarquiniensis (more often called the Lacus
Volsiniensis, nowadays the Lago di Bolsena, a quondam crater near Volsinii) are
described as floating groves blown by the winds now into triangular, now into
circular forms, but never into squares (Plin. nat. hist. 2. 209). It is not clear how
these two islands (the Isola Mariana and the Isola Bisentina (cp. Plin. nat. hist.
3. 52 Vesentini and Corp. inscr. Lat. xi nos. 2910 Honori Visentium, 2911 Virtuti
Visenti = Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. nos. 3796, 3796")) could suggest either a triangle
or a circle, let alone a square. G. Dennis The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria^
London 1883 ii. 29 shakes his head: 'Shall we not rather refer this unsteady,
changeful character to the eyes of the beholders, and conclude that the propa-
gators of the miracle had been making too deep potations in the rich wine of [the
lake-side]? Now, at least, the islands have lost their erratic and Protean
propensities, and, though still capt with wood, have taken determinate and
beautiful forms, no longer plastic beneath the breath of ./Eolus.' Possibly Santa
Cristina, the virgin-martyr of Bolsena (July 24), who was cast into the lake and
touched bottom—witness her footprints on the rocks—but, despite the millstone
round her neck, would not drown and, after gruesome sufferings, had to be bound
to a tree and shot with arrows, should be regarded as the Christian successor of
a pagan lake-goddess (Diana ?). On her see the Acta Sanctorum edd. Holland.
Antverpiae 1727 Julius v. 495 ff. 'De S. Christina virg. et martyri apud Lacum
Vulsinium, ut volunt, in Tuscia' (Passio 2. 11 p. 526 F Urbanus.-.jussit earn ligari
ad saxum, & medio mari dare prsecepit: cumque hoc fieret, saxum disruptum
est, & ipsa ab angelis suscepta est, & ita pedibus super aquas maris ferebatur,
2. 17 p. 528 A Julianus ira commotus jussit mammillas ejus abscindere. Christina
dixit: Lapideum cor & abominabile, mammillas meas abscidere jussisti; respice
& vide, quia pro sanguine lac in terram defluxit, 2, 18 p. 528 B Tune iratus
Julianus duas sagittas [misit] in earn, unam ad cor ejus, & aliam contra latus ejus,
& cum percuteretur, cum gaudio reddidit spiritum), S. Baring-Gould The Lives
of the Saints Edinburgh 1914 viii. 527—531 (p. 530 ' on this day [July 24], as we
are solemnly assured, her head is seen to swim about the lake'), M. and W. Drake
Saints and their Emblems London 1916 pp. 26, 143, 193, alib., K. Kiinstle
Ikonographie der Heiligen Freiburg im Breisgau 1926 p. 153 f. The tradition
that she walked the water and the belief that her head still swims recall the
floating islands mentioned by Pliny. Such wonders die hard.

(16) The Lacus Statoniensis, identified by P. Cluverius Italia antiqua Lugduni
Batavorum 1624 p. 517 with the Lago di Mezzano, a tiny sheet of water about
five miles west of the Lago di Bolsena, had once a floating island (Pliri. nat. hist.
2. 209, Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 25. 8, and perhaps Strab. 614), but now has none, 'so
that we must either reject Cluver's conclusion, or suppose that the island has
since disappeared. As there is no other lake in central Etruria which can answer
to the Statonian, we must take the alternative, and consider the island to have
floated, as it is described, and to have become eventually attached to the shores
of the lake' (G. Dennis The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria^ London 1883 i.
494 f-)-
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(17) The Vadimonis Lacus, another lakelet of Etruria, lying on the right

bank of the Tiber about four miles above Horta (Orte) and in modern times
variously termed the Laghetto or Lagherello or even Lago di Bassano or Basanello
from a village in the neighbourhood, could boast in antiquity not only one floating
island (Plin. Hat. hist. 2. 209, Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 25. 8, and perhaps Strab. 614)
but several (anon, de aquis mirabilibus (supra p. 975) 38 eVrt 8e KCU \OKKOS
Ova8ip.(ovos Ka\ovp,fvrj \ifj,vr] oi> fjieydXtj eV 'iTaXtct ofJioicos e^ovcra vrjcria ir\flova irdcri)
trvori fjifTaKivovfifva). An interesting account of them is given by Plin. epist. 8. 20
(trans. W. Melmoth rev. W. M. L. Hutchinson): 'I went close up to this lake.
It is formed exactly circular (in similitudinem iacentis rotae circumscriptus et
undique aequalis); there is not the least obliquity or winding, but all is regular
and even as if it had been hollowed and cut out by the hand of art. The colour
of its water is a whitish-blue, verging upon green, and somewhat cloudy; it has
the odour of sulphur and a strong medicinal taste, and possesses the property of
cementing fractures. Though it is but of moderate extent, yet the winds have
a great effect upon it, throwing it into violent commotions. No vessels are
suffered to sail here, as its waters are held sacred; but several grassy islands
swim about it, covered with reeds and rushes, and whatever other plants the
more prolific neighbouring marsh and the borders of the lake produce. No two
are alike in size or shape; but the edges of all of them are worn away by their
frequent collision against the shore and one another. They have all the same
depth, and the same buoyancy; for their shallow bases are formed like the hull
of a boat. This formation is distinctly visible from every point of view ; the hull
lies half above and half below the water. Sometimes the islands cluster together
and seem to form one entire little continent; sometimes they are dispersed by
veering winds; at times, when it is calm, they desert their station and float up
and down separately [at times the wind falls dead and they are left floating in
isolation A.B.C.]. You may frequently see one of the larger islands sailing along
with a lesser joined to it, like a ship with its long boat; or perhaps, seeming to
strive which shall outswim the other; then again all are driven to one spot of
the shore, which they thus advance, and now here, now there, diminish or restore
the area of the lake; only ceasing to contract it anywhere, when they occupy
the centre. Cattle have often been known, while grazing, to advance upon those
islands as upon the border of the lake, without perceiving that they are on moving
ground, till, being carried away from shore they are alarmed by finding themselves
surrounded with water, as if they had been put on board ship; and when they
presently land wherever the wind drives them ashore, they are no more sensible
of disembarking than they had been of embarking. This lake empties itself into
a river, which after running a little way above ground, sinks into a cavern and
pursues a subterraneous course and if anything is thrown in brings it up again
where the stream emerges.' 'But,' says G. Dennis The Cities and Cemeteries of
Etruria* London 1883 i. 144, 'he who would expect Pliny's description to be
verified, might search for ever in vain. It is, indeed, no easy matter to find the
lake; for it has so shrunk in dimensions, that what must have been a spacious
tract of water in the olden time, is now but a small stagnant pond, almost lost
in the tall reeds and bulrushes that wave over it. These we may conclude
represent the islets, which either never had an existence, or have now clubbed
together to stop up the lake.'

(18) A floating island in agro...Mutinensi(P\\n. nat. hist. 2. 209) is mentioned
but once and has not been further identified.

(19) Yet another, on the Lacus Benacus (Lago di Gardd], the largest of all
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the lakes in Italy, is said to have been inhabited and to have been planted with
trees (anon, de aquis mirabilibus (supra p. 975) 37 eVt rrjs eV 'iraXi'a \ifnvqs
KaXovpevrjs fiev B^i/aKov, averts 8e TO irepifj-frpov araSicoj' <pf (on its real size see
E. H. Bunbury in Smith Diet. Geogr. i. 389 or C. Hiilsen in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iii. 268), vfjo-os eariv oiKOvpevT] Kard(pvTos 8ev8pf<riv f)p.fpois firivr)xofJ.fvrf
KOL neTajSaivovcra irpbs ras rS>v irvev^droiv (popds}.

(20) Lastly, at (Aquae) Salsulae in Gallia Narbonensis, the modern Salces or
Salses on the western bank of the Etang de Leucate, was a whole plain, green
with fine slender reeds and afloat on underlying water. The centre of it, detached
from its surroundings, formed an island which could be pushed away from you
or pulled towards you. Holes made in the surface of this plain showed the sea
beneath; whence ignorant or lying authors had stated that fish were here dug
out of the ground (Mela 2. 82 f., cp. Aristot. mir. ausc. 89, Polyb. 34. 10. 2—4,
and perhaps Liv. 42. 2, also Theophr.yra^-. 171. 7, n f. Wimmer, Plin. nat. hist.
9. 176, 178, Sen. nat. quaestt. 3. 16. 5, 3. 17. 3, luv. 13. 65 f.). See further
E. Desjardins Geographic historique et administrative de la Gaule romaine Paris
1876 i. 251 f., 256 f. and Keune in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i A. 2012.

It will be obvious from a survey of the foregoing passages that floating
islands as such made a deep impression on Greeks and Romans alike and were
almost always regarded with naive feelings of awe and veneration. Such
phenomena attached themselves readily to the cult of the local deity, often a
lake-goddess, and at least in one case gave rise to a popular ritual and an art-type
of remarkable beauty. We must not, however, lend an ear to the persuasions
of a latter-day mythologist, who would have us believe that the floating islands
of Greek story were originally nothing but drifting clouds (F. L. W. Schwartz
Der Ursprungder Mythologie Berlin 1860 p. 69 n. i 'es sind immer urspriinglich
die Wolkeninse ln der Sage'). Earthly fact plus heavenly fancy will amply
suffice to explain the whole flotilla (see e.g. the Celtic parallels in Sir J. Rhys
Celtic Folklore: Welsh and Manx Oxford 1901 i. 171 f., W. C. Borlase The
Dolmens of Ireland London 1897 ii. 591, H. Giintert Kalypso Halle a. S. 1919
p. 145 f.). Doubters should visit Derwentwater and enquire for the Floating
Island near Lodore which 'appears periodically about the middle of October at
intervals of four years' (M. J. B. Baddeley The English Lake District™ London
1906 p. 130 with Append, by E. D. Jordan p. n). It has been studied with
scrupulous exactitude by G. J. Symons The Floating Island in Derwent'water, its
History &* Mystery, with notes of other dissimilar islands London 1888 pp. I—64
(Frontisp. map of the south-east portion of Derwentwater showing the position
of three floating islands on Aug. 27, 1884, p. 19 ff. list of recorded appearances
from 1753 to 1888 A.D., p. 23 ff. notice of other floating islands, etc.). Another
interesting case is examined by Marietta Pallis 'The Structure and History of
Plav: the Floating Fen of the Delta of the Danube' in the Linnean Society's
Journal Botany 1916 xliii. 233—290 pis. 11—25.
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A P P E N D I X Q.

THE PROMPTING EROS.

The evolution of this artistic type deserves fuller treatment than it has yet
received. Its successive stages may be exemplified as follows:

( i ) A small plaque of reddish gold, found in the third shaft-grave at Mykenai,
shows a nude Aphrodite (Astarte?) pressing her breasts, with a dove flying over
her head. A second plaque of yellow gold, from the same grave, repeats the
motif but adds two other doves flying from her shoulders (H. Schliemann
Mycence London 1878 p. i8of. fig. 267 f., C. Schuchhardt Schliemanrfs Ex-
cavations trans. E. Sellers London 1891 p. 197 f. fig. i8of., Perrot—Chipiez Hist,
de I'Art vi. 652 fig. 293 f., Ch. Tsountas—J. I. Manatt The Mycenaean Age
London 1897 p. 101 f. fig. 38 f., Stais Coll. Mycenienne: Athenes p. 13 ff.
no. 27 fig., Sir A. J. Evans 77?^ Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 223 with
fig. 169, H. T. Bossert Altkreta*- Berlin 1923 pp. 32, 220 fig. 311 e, G. Karo
Die Schachtgraber von Mykenai Miinchen 1930/33 p. 48 pi. 27, 28 and 27 (=my
figs. 822, 823).

Fig. 822. Fig. 823.

(2) A bronze mirror-stand from Hermione, Greek work of c. 600—550 B.C.,
now in the Museum antiker Kleinkunst at Munich, represents a nude Aphrodite
with two human-headed birds (Sirens) perched on lotos-flowers to left and right
of her shoulders (J. Sieveking Antike Metallgerdte Miinchen s.a. pp. 9, 12 pi. 19
front ( = my fig. 824) and back).

(3) Towards the close of s. vi B.C. other variations were attempted. A bronze
mirror-stand from Corinth, now at Athens, figures Aphrodite, draped in Ionic
chiton and himdtion, holding a dove in her right hand, while two winged Sphinxes
rest a forepaw on either shoulder of the goddess (Stais Marbres et Bronzes:
Athenes'2' p. 337 no. 11691 fig., C. D. Mylonas in the Arch. Zeit. 1875 xxxiii.
161 no. i pi. 14, i, E. Pettier in A. Dumont—J. Chaplain Les ceramiques de la
Grece propre Paris 1890 ii. 249 no. 2 pi. 33). Another bronze mirror-stand, Greek
(Corinthian? Argive?) work of c. 500 B.C., formerly in the Cook collection at
Richmond, has Aphrodite in Ionic chiton and ~Doncpeplos^ but replaces the soul-
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birds by two winged female figures (Nikai?), who fly towards the shoulders of the
goddess with one hand outstretched and a small object (perfume-vase??) in the
other (A. Michaelis Ancient Marbles in Great Britain trans. C. A. M. Fennell
Cambridge 1882 p. 631 Richmond no. 39, Mrs A. Strong in Burlington Fine Arts
Club: Exhibition of Ancient Greek Art London 1904 p. 38 no A 8 pi. 45, a front,
b back (wrongly described as 'two hovering Erotes'), Sir C. H. Smith in
Catalogue of the Antiquities (Greek, Etruscan and Roman) in the Collection of
the late Wyndham Francis Cook, Esqre London 1908 ii. 114 Bronze no. 46 pi. 35
( = my fig. 825: 'two hovering Victories'), K. A. Neugebauer Antike Bronze-
statuetten Berlin 1921 p. 45 fig. 25 ('zwei... Siegesgottinnen')).

(4) Numerous bronze mirror-stands of s. vi—v (listed by E. Pottier in
A. Dumont—J. Chaplain op. cit. ii. 249—253: see also Mrs A. Strong loc. cit.
p. 38) figure an archaic or at least severe Aphrodite flanked by a pair of Erotes
hovering above her shoulders (e.g. Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 24 no. 241 pi. 4
Athens, p. 24 no. 242 Sounion, p. 24 f. no. 243 pi. 4 Corinth, De Ridder Cat.
Bronzes du Louvre ii. 43 no. 1687 pi. 77 Hermione, ii. 43 f. no. 1689 pi. 77
Corinth, ii. 44 no. 1691 pi. 77 ( = my fig. 826) Greece, ii. 44 no. 1692 pi. 77 Corinth,
Stai's Marbres et Bronzes; Athenes* p. 335 no. 7576 (6576 is apparently a mis-
print) with fig. on p. 336, J. Sieveking Antike Metallgerdte Miinchen s.a. pp. 9,
12 pi. 20 Boston).

(5) About the decade 450—440 B.C. Eros was represented on reliefs in terra
cotta or marble as standing on the arm or stepping down from behind the shoulder
of Aphrodite (supra ii. 1043 fig. 892, 1044). From this it is not a far cry to—

(6) a krater from Falerii, now in the Villa Giulia at Rome, which dates from
the period of the Peloponnesian War and shows Eros whispering in the ear of
Hebe (supra ii. 737 fig. 668), or again to a krater from Ruvo, now at Naples,
which likewise belongs to the latter part of s. v B.C. and makes the small kindred
figure of Himeros, kneeling beside the right shoulder of a goddess (Aphrodite?
a Muse-??), stretch out his arms to crown a tragic mask held in her left hand
(Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 546 ff. no. 3240 (' Muse'), J. de Witte in the
Ann. d. Inst. 1841 xiii. 303 ff. ('Aphrodite'}, Mon. d. Inst. iii pi. 31, Reinach
Rep. Vases i. 114, i ('Muse'), B. Arnold in Baumeister Denkm. i. 388 ff. pi. 5
fig. 422, G. Nicole Meidias et le style fleuri dans la ceramique attique Geneve
1908 p. 120 f. fig. 29, M. Bieber Die Denkmdler zum Theaterivesen im Altertum
Berlin—Leipzig 1920 p. 91 ff. fig. 97 pi. 48 ('Muse'), P. Ducati Storia della
ceramica greca Firenze 1922 ii. 415 ff. fig. 298).

(7) This conception of Eros or Himeros as a small figure haunting the
shoulder to proffer his amatory advice becomes a commonplace on vases pro-
duced during the earlier part of s. iv B.C. in the style of the Meidias-painter
(G. Nicole op. cit. pi. 10, 6—8, pi. n, 18), e.g. on a hydria from Ruvo at
Karlsruhe (Winnefeld Vasensamml. Karlsruhe p. 63 ff. no. 259, F. G. Welcker
in the Ann. d. Inst. 1845 xvii. 172 ff. no. 59, id. Alt. Denkm. v. 403 ff. no. 59,
E. Gerhard Apulische Vasenbilder des kbniglichen Museums zu Berlin Berlin
1845 P- 32 f- pl- D, 2, Overbeck Gall. her. Bildw. i. 233 ff. no. 67 Atlas pi. ii, i,
Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei i. 141 ff. pi. 30, G. Nicole op. cit.
p. 65 ff. pi. 2, 2, Hoppin Red-Jig. Vases ii. 185 f. no. 20, Pfuhl Malerei u.
Zeichnungd. Gr. ii. 595 f. iii. 241 fig. 595, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler
des rotfigurigen Stils Tiibingen 1925 p. 459 no. 3, supra i. 125 f. pi. xi: Aphrodite
and Alexandros), on a hydria from Populonia at Florence (L. A. Milan! Monu-
menti scelti del R. Museo Archeologico di Firenze Firenze 1905 i pis. 4 and 5,
3, G. Nicole op. cit. p. 69 ff. pi. 3, 2, Hoppin op. cit. ii. 185 no. 17, P. Ducati
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op. cit. ii. 399 ff. fig. 290, Pfuhl op. cit. ii. 593 ff. iii. 240 fig. 594, J. D. Beazley
op. cit. p. 460 no. 4: Eros with Chrysothemis, Himeros with Adonis), on an
aryballos from Athens in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 345 f.
no. E 697, Furtwangler—Reichhold op. cit. ii. 99 f. pi. 78, 2, G. Nicole op. cit.
p. 97 no. i pi. 7, i, Hoppin op. cit. ii. 196 no. 60, P. Ducati op. cit. ii. 401, 403
fig. 291, J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. 460 no. 14: Eros seated on the left shoulder of
Aphrodite), on an aryballos from Ruvo in the Jatta collection (A. Michaelis
Thamyris und Sappho auf einem Vasenbilde Leipzig 1865 pp. i—18 with pi.,
D. Comparetti in the Museo italiano di antichita classica Firenze 1888 ii. 59—64
no. 4 pi. 5 = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 526, i, A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 1727 f.
fig. 1809, G. Jatta 'La gara di Tamiri con le Muse' in the Rom. Mitth. 1888 iii.
239—253 pi. 9, G. Nicole op. cit. p. 96 f. pi. 7, 4, Hoppin op. cit. ii. 192 no. 47
bis, J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. 460 no. 12 : Eros seated on the right shoulder of Sappho
(ZAO), two Erotes to right and left of Aphrodite, of whom one lets fly a bird,
the other points). Cp. a hydria from Nola in the British Museum (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Vases iv. 55 f. no. F 90 pi. 2 : Eros stoops to touch the right shoulder of a
seated female).

(8) The same conception persists throughout s. iv B.C. on Attic vases of the
' Kertch' variety such as a hydria from Jiiz Oba at Petrograd (Stephani Vasen-
samml. St. Petersburg ii. 383 ff. no. 1924, id. in the Compte-rendu St. Pe"t. 1861
pp. 124—127 Atlas pi. 5, i and 2 = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 9, 4 and 3, Furtwangler—
Reichhold op. cit. ii. 102 f. pi. 79, i : Eros leans on the right shoulder of Paris,
a second Eros seated above the right shoulder of Helene looks towards him
aTTocrKOTreuooi/), a krater from Jiiz Oba at Petrograd (Stephani Vasensamml. St.
Petersburg ii. 339 ff. no. 1807, id. in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1861 p. 33 ff. Atlas
pi. 3, i and 2 = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 7, 5 and 6, L. Weniger in the Arch. Zeit.
1866 xxiv. 185 ff. pi. 211, supra ii. 262 pi. xvii: Eros, standing by Aphrodite's
right shoulder, touches her breast), an aryballos from Jiiz Oba at Petrograd
(Stephani Vasensamml. St. Petersburg ii. 389 f. no. 1929, id. in the Compte-rendu
St. Pet. 1861 p. 127 ff. Atlas pi. 5, 3 and 4 = Reinach Rep. Vases i. 9, 2 and i:
Eros hovers behind the shoulders of Paris, another Eros with torches hovers
beside Helene), apelike from Kameiros in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Vases iii. 261 f. no. E 424, A. Salzmann Necropole de Camiros Paris 1875 c°l- pi-
59, A. Conze in the Wien. Vorlegebl. ii pi. 6, 2, 2", P. Ducati op. cit. ii. 427 f.
fig. 306: Eros hovers above Peleus as he seizes Thetis), a hydria from Kyrenaike
in the British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 179 f. no. E 227, G. Dennis in
the Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature of the United Kingdom
Second Series 1870 ix. 181 f. pis. 3 and 4, Furtwangler—Reichhold op. cit. ii.
103 f. no. 2 pi. 79, 2: Eros standing on the right upper arm of Herakles offers
him apples from the tree of the Hesperides), and finally a hydria from Alexandreia
at Munich (Furtwangler—Reichhold op. cit. i. 204—208 pi. 40, P. Ducati op. cit.
ii. 432 f. fig. 310, Pfuhl op. cit. ii. 712, iii. 244 fig. 598: Eros, reclining above the
head ol Paris, leans on the left shoulder of Aphrodite).

(9) B. Schroder in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1925 xl Arch. Anz-
pp. 364—367 figs', i—6 and, at greater length, in the Zeitschrift fiir deutsche
Volkskunde 1925 xxxv. 85 ff. contends that the type of Lysippos' statue in bronze
representing Herakles deprived of his weapons by Eros (Anth. Plan. 103. I—6
(Geminos), 104. I—6 (Philippos): see Overbeck Schriftquellen p. 279 no. 1474,
Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 425) can be recovered from a vase in the
Louvre, a mirror at Athens, a bronze statuette in the British Museum, and sundry
gems, which show the hero with a youthful Eros on his shoulder. Schroder
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further supports a suggestion first made by A. von Le Coq Bilderatlas zur Kunst
und Kulturgeschichte Mittel-Asiens Berlin 1925 pp. 26, 83 fig. 159 (Pancika and
child) viz. that Herakles with Eros on his shoulder ultimately gave rise to the
legend of St Christopher bearing the Christ-child (for bibliography etc. see
K. Kiinstle Ikonographie der Heiligen Freiburg im Breisgau 1926 pp. 154—160
figs. 66—68). It is, however, far from certain that such was the motif of Lysippos'
bronze; and another possible prototype for St Christopher and the Child is the
Pompeian Polyphemos driven by the infant Eros (infra p. 1023).

(10) Eros at-the-shoulder was a motif obviously better suited to painting or
to bas-relief than to sculpture in the round. Nevertheless Hellenistic art pro-
duced, not only such types as that of a marble statuette from Pella in Makedonia,
now at Christ Church, Oxford, which shows Eros standing on a tree-trunk and
leaning against the right shoulder of Aphrodite (Mrs A. Strong in Burlington
Fine Arts Club: Exhibition of Ancient Greek Art London 1904 p. 21 no. 28
pi. 27 = Reinach Re"p. Stat. iv. 231 no. 5), or that of a terra cotta from Myrina,
now in the Albertinum at Dresden, which makes him stand on a pillar and rest
his hand on her left shoulder (Winter Ant. Terrakotten iii. 2. 84 fig. 9), but also
the type of the little fellow leaning forward all agog over his mother's left shoulder
(e.g. the bronzes in Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, pi. 632 D figs. 1295 A Turin (A. Fa-
bretti in the Atti della Societa di archeologia e belle arti per la provincia di
Torino 1880 iii. 99 f. pi. 15, 2) and 1295 B Paris = Reinach Rep. Stat. i. 342
nos. 4 and 5. Cp. the terracottas given by Winter op. cit. iii. 2. 46 fig. 3
( = Furtwangler Samml. Sabouroff Terres cuites pi. 133, 2), 195 fig. 7, 200 fig. 9,
202 fig. 4) or perched precariously on either shoulder (e.g. the terracottas in
Winter op. cit. iii. 2. 85 fig. 8 Asia Minor ( = C. Lecuyer Terres cuites antiques
trouvees en Grece et en Asie mineure Paris 1882 pi. H3 (modern?)), 101 fig. i
Rudiae, cp. 82 fig. 7 Greece but not Tanagra ( = Furtwangler Samml. Sabouroff
Terres cuites pi. 133, i), 88 fig. 4 Myrina (?)), if not duplicated on both (e.g. a
stone statuette from Beaune, now at Moulins (Catalogue du Musee de Moulins
1885 iii. 125, E. Tudot Collection de figurines en argile Paris 1860 pi. 75
= Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 376 no. 7), and a gold pendant from south Russia,
now at Petrograd (L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1867 p. 47 Atlas
pi. i, 6 = Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 377 no. 6)), and even ambitious statuary groups
in marble like that from Delos, now in the National Museum at Athens, which
represents a naked Aphrodite defending herself with uplifted sandal against the
advances of Pan and a helpful Eros hovering over her left shoulder (M. Bulard
'Aphrodite, Pan et Eros' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1906 xxx. 610—631 pis. 13—16
(of which pi. 14 = my fig. 827) (fig. 2 is a second Eros belonging to some similar
group) = Reinach Rep. Stat. iv. 230 nos. 2 and 3, C. Picard La sculpture antique
Paris 1926 ii. 263 fig. 103).

(n) Venus with a tiny Cupid on her shoulder appears on denarii struck by
M'. Cordius Rufus (Babelon Monn. re"p. rom. i. 383 no. i f. rev. fig. (c. 49 B.C.),
M. Bahrfeldt Nachtrage und Berichtigungen zur Miinzkunde Wien 1897 p. 88
no. i pi. 4, 92, H. A. Grueber in Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. i. 523 f. nos.
4037—4039 pi. 51, ii and 12 (c. 46 B.C.), supra ii. 99 n. i) and by C. Egnatius
Maxsumus (Babelon op. cit. i. 473 f. nos. i obv. fig., 2 rev. fig. (c. 69 B.C.),
H. A. Grueber op. cit. i. 399 nos. 3274, 3275 pi. 42, 15, i. 401 nos. 3285—3292
pi. 42, 17 (c. 75 B.C.): see further F. Miinzer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v.
1997 no. (27)), and on others issued by lulius Caesar (Babelon op. cit. ii. n f-
nos. 11 obv. fig., 12 obv. fig. (c. 50 B.C.), H. A. Grueber op. cit. ii. 368 f. nos. 86—88
pi. 101, 9, nos. 89—92 pi. 101, 10 (c. 45 B.C.)).
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The same type recurs on a fine fragment of relief in the church of San Vitale
at Ravenna (Friederichs—Wolters Gipsabgiisse p. 762 no. 1923 f., J. J. Bernoulli
Rbmische Ikonographie Berlin und Stuttgart 1886 ii. i. 254 ff. pi- 6 ('Venus
genetrix...eine Umkleidung der LIVIA'), Mrs A. Strong Roman Sculpture from
Augustus to Constantine London 1907 p. 96 (' Venus Geneirix (or Livia?)'), Reinach
Rep. Reliefs iii. 128 no. i, C. Picard op. dt. ii. 390 ('Venus genitrix')), on a relief

Fig. 827.

in the Villa Medici at Rome (E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1852 xxiv. 338—345,
Man. d. Inst. v pi. 40, Matz—Dunn Ant. Bildw. in Rom iii. 29 ff. no. 3511.
Mrs A. Strong op. dt. p. 143 f. pi. 43, b, Reinach op. cit. iii. 313 no. i) which
represents the pediment of the temple of Mars Ultor (E. Petersen Ara Pads
Augustae (Sonderschriften des osterreichischen archdologischen Institutes in Wien
Band ii) Wien 1902 p. 58 ff. pi. 3, vii and figs. 26, 27) in the Forum Augustum
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(H. Jordan Topographic der Stadt Rom im Alterthum Berlin 1885 i. 2. 443 ff.,
O. Richter Topographie der Stadt Rom* Miinchen 1901 pp. no—112, H. Kiepert
et C. Huelsen Formae urbis Romae antiquae Berolini 1912 pp. 25, 91), on a relief
decorating the arm of a marble seat found at Solous in Sicily (Domenico lo Faso
Pietrasanta.Duca di Serradifalco Le Antichitd, della Sirilia Palermo 1842 v. 63 f.
pi. 39, A. Conze Die Fainilie des Augustus Halis Saxonum 1867 p. 10, F. Hauser
' Marmorthron aus Solunt' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1889 iv,
255—260 with figs.), on another decorating an altar found at Tarentum (L. Viola
in the Not. Scav. 1881 p. 388 f.), and on yet another decorating an altar formerly
at Civitk Castellana (A. Reifferscheid in the Ann. d. Inst. 1863 xxxv. 367 f.).
Cp. a relief found at Carthage (S. Gsell in the Rev. Arch. 1899 i. 37—43 pi. 2,
A. Schulten in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1899 xiv Arch. Anz. pp. 73—
75 fig. 3, E. Petersen op. cit. p. 184), the 'basis Surrentina' (W. Amelung
'Bemerkungen zur sorrentiner Basis' in the Rom. Mitth. 1900 xv. 198—210,
especially p. 205 f., E. Petersen op. cit. pp. 69 ff., 184 f.), and a gem at Petrograd
(A. Conze op. cit. p. 10).

The contention that the type represented by these coins and reliefs was that
of the famous Venus Genetrix made by Arkesilaos for her temple in the Forum
lulium (Plin. nat. hist. 35. 156: see further H. Jordan op. cit. i. 2. 439 f., O. Richter
op. tit? p. no, H. Kiepert et C. Huelsen op. cit. p. 35), though put forward by
many scholars (e.g. A. Reifferscheid ' De ara Veneris Genetricis' in the Ann. d.
Inst. 1863 xxxv. 361 ff., G. WissowaZte Veneris simulacris Romanis Breslau 1882
p. 22 ff. ( = id. Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur romischen Religions- und Stadt-
geschichte Miinchen 1904 p. 25 ff), L. von Urlichs Arkesilaos Wiirzburg 1887
p. ioff., Collignon Hist, de la Sculpt, gr. ii. 686 f., E. Petersen op. cit. p. 187 f.,
C. Picard op. cit. ii. 308), is beset with uncertainties and far from proven
(R. Kekule von Stradonitz in the Arch.-ep. Mitth. 1879 iii. 8—24, S. Reinach in
the Gaz. Arch. 1887 xii. 250 ff, id. in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts 1896 ii. 329 ff.
=id. Monuments nouveaux de Part antique Paris 1924 i. 256 ff, H. Bulle Der
schoene Mensch im Altertum* Muenchen—Leipzig 1912 pp. 263 ff, 682 f. pi. 124,
Sir C. Walston (Waldsteinj Alcamenes Cambridge 1926 p. 202 ff).

(12) Pompeian painters went further afield and exploited to the full the pos-
sibilities of the type. We find Eros at the shoulder, not only of Aphrodite (e.g.
R. Liberatore in the RealMuseo Borbonico Napoli 1835 xi pi. 6 with text pp. i—4,
Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 76 no. 276, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 62 no. 7),
but also of a human beauty (R. Liberatore loc. cit., Helbig op. cit. p. 337 no. 1428,
Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 62 no. 8). He occupies the same position in
regard to the better-known lovers of mythology (e.g. Paris (W. Zahn Die schonsten
Ornamente und merkwiirdigsten Gemdlde aus Pompeji, Herkulanum undStabiae
Berlin 1844 ii pi. 31, L. Stephani in the Compte-rendu St. Pet. 1861 p. 123, Helbig
op. cit. p. 278 no. 1287, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 165 no. i), Narkissos
(Helbig op. cit. p. 302 no. 1363, id. XXIII Tafeln zu dem Werke Wandgemdlde
der vom Vesuv verschiitteten Stadte Campaniens Leipzig 1868 pi. 17, 2, Reinach
Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 196 no. 4; G. Bechi in the Real Museo Borbonico Napoli
1824 i pi. 4 with text pp. i—5, Helbig Wandg. Camp. p. 302 no. 1364, P. Decharme
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 451 fig. 2596, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. .
p. 196 no. 8), and even Hippolytos (?) (A. Sogliano in the Not. Scam 1897 p. 32
with fig. 4, A. Mau in the Rom. Mitth. 1898 xiii. 26 f, E. Petersen 'Artemis und
Hippolytos' ib. 1899 xiv. 96 with fig. on p. 93, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 55
no. 4)). See also the medallions grouped together by Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr.
Rom. p. 62 nos. 10 (Antichita di Ercolano Napoli 1779 vii (Pitture v) 19—22
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pi. 4, Helbig op. tit. p. 337 no. I427b), I I and 12 (W. Zahn op. cit. ii pi. 43); to
which add Antichita di Ercolano Napoli 1779 vii (Pitture v) 25 f. pi. 5, I.

More often, however, Eros is promoted from being a mere prompter to
playing some subordinate part in the action represented. If Aphrodite arrives
from the sea, a tiny but helpful Eros hands her ashore (Sogliano Pitt. mur.
Camp. p. 33 no. 132, P. Gusman Pompei Paris 1899 p. 72 col. pi. I, i, Reinach
Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 60 no. 3). If Ares makes love to her, a hovering Eros
spins the magic iynx (H. Hinck in the Ann. d. Inst. 1866 xxxviii. 82, 93 ff.
pi. EF, 2, Helbig op. cit. p. 84 no. 325, Herrmann Denkm. d. Malerei pi. 2
Text p. 7, Reinach RJp. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 66 no. 3) or removes the god's helmet
(G. Bechi in the Real Museo Borbonico Napoli 1824 i pi. 18 with text pp. i—3,
Helbig op. cit. p. 81 f. no. 316, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 65 no. 2). And,
briefly, wherever Aphrodite's power is manifested, Eros at-the-shoulder has his
work to do. If Zeus woos Danae, Eros pours the golden rain from amphora or
cornu copiae^ (supra p. 465 f. with figs. 300 and 301. To the references there
given add Miiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii. 27 f. pi. 3, 48 b, Welcker
Ant. Denkm. v. 281, W. Helbig in the Ann. d. Inst. 1867 xxxix. 349, Reinach
Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. n no. i ; H. Heydemann in the Bull. d. Inst. 1868
p. 47 ('urna'), but cp. Sogliano Pitt. mur. Camp. p. 21 no. 75 ('corno': the
'urna' of previous publications must be due to the unintelligent repetition of
a mere misprint), Reinach Rfy. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 10 no. 7). If he seeks
Ganymedes, Eros leads the divine bird by the neck towards the dreamy youth
(C. Bonucci in the Bull. d. Inst. 1829 p. 147, G. Bechi in the Real Museo
Borbonico Napoli 1831 vii Relazione degli scavi di Pompei p. 5, G. Finati ib.
1834 x pi. 56 with text pp. i—4, Helbig op. cit. p. 45 no. 154, Overbeck op. cit.
p. 538 no. 28 Atlas pi. 8, 14, Reinach Re"p. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 14 no. 8). If he
carries off Europe, Eros flits behind them bearing a thunderbolt (P. Gauckler
'Le domaine des Laberii a Uthina' in the Mon. Piot 1896 iii. 190 f. fig. 2, id.
—A. Merlin Inventaire des mosatques de la Gaule et de PAfrique: Tunisie Paris
1910—1915 no. 350, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 13 no. 5) or a tainia (J. V
Millingen Peintures antiques et intdites de "vases grecs Rome 1813 p. 44 f. pi.
25 = Reinach Vases Ant. p. 105 f. pi. 25, Lenormant—de Witte jfrl. mon. cer.
i. 60 ff. pi. 27, Overbeck op. cit. p. 438 f. no. 19 Atlas pi. 6, ii, J. A. Hild in
Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. ii. 863 fig. 2847, Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 95 no.
F 184) or an aldbastron (?) (Helbig op. cit. p. 37 no. 124, Overbeck op. cit. p. 452
no. 34 Atlas pi. 7, 6, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 13 no. 3), or before them
leading the bull by a flowery chain and waving the bridal torch (in a magnificent
mosaic from Aquileia supra p. 627 n. o (3) with pi. xlviii: cp. the painting, in
Astarte's temple at Sidon, described by Ach. Tat. i. I "Epa>s etAice TOV /Sow-

fiLKpov TraiSiW, fjirXaxei TO TrrepoV, fjpTTjro <TJ}I> (ins. R. Hercher)>
, e'lcparei TO irvp\ or beside them driving the bull with reins and a whip

(C. Lugebil in the Bull. d. Inst. 1861 p. 234, Helbig op. cit. p. 37 f. no. 128,
Overbeck op. cit. p. 451 no. 32 Atlas pi. 7, 5, Reinach Rtp. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 14
no. 4: cp. Eros standing as a diminutive figure on the left shoulder of the love-
sick Polyphemos and driving him with reins in pursuit of Galateia (G. Perrot
in the Rev. Arch. 1870—1871 N.S. xxii. 47—53 pi. 18 (reduced f in my
fig. 828) = id. Memoires d? archeologie d* tyigraphie et d'histoire Paris 1875
pp. loo—in pi. 6, A. Mau in the Ann. d. Inst. 1880 Iii. 136 ff., Mon. d. Inst. xi
col. pi. 23, P. Weizsacker in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 1588 with fig., Reinach Re"p.
Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 172 no. 7, supra p. 1020 (9))).

Attendant Erotes multiply apace. We find two (e.g. with Aphrodite and Ares
c. in. 65
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(Antichita di Ercolano Napoli 1779 yii (Pitture v) 29—31 pi. 6, G. Finati in the
Real Museo Borbonico Napoli 1834 x pi. 40 with text p. i f., Helbig op. cit. p. 85
no. 328, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 66 no. 10. Cp. G. Bechi in the Real
Museo Borbonico Napoli 1827 iii pi. 36 with text p. i f., W. Zahn op. cit. 1828

Fig. 828.

i pi. 44, F. G. Welcker in W. Ternite Wandgemdlde aus Pompeji una
Herculanum Berlin (1844) 3. Abth. iv. 13 f. pi. 29 (Helene and Achilles), Overbeck
Gall. her. Bildw. i. 334—337 Atlas pi. 15, 8 (Helene and Achilles), Helbig op. cit.
p. 85 no. 327 (Aphrodite and Ares), J. Six in the Rom. Mitth. 1917 xxxii. 190 f.
fig. 5 (Briseis and Achilles), Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 66 no. 4), with
Europe and the bull (R. Engelmann in the Arch. Zeit. 1881 xxxix. 130—132
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pi. 6, 2, Reinach Rep. Feint. Gr. Rom. p. 13 no. 2 mosaic from Sparta; supra i.
506 with fig. 369 vase at Petrograd)) or three (e.g. with Herakles, Omphale, and
Priapos (Helbig op. cit. p. 231 f. no. 1140, J. Sieveking in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii.
889 with fig. I, Herrmann Denkm. d. Malerei col. pi. 3, pis. 59, 60 Text pp. 75—77,
Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 191 no. 5, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii.
826 f. iii. 284 col. fig. 664)) or four (e.g. with Aphrodite and Adonis (Sir W. Cell
Pompeiana London 1832 ii. 66 pi. 12, Roux—Barre Here, et Pomp. iii. 89 f. pi. 139,
Helbig op. cit. p. 88 no. 339, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 65 no. 3), with
Aphrodite and Ares (A. Sogliano Monumenta Pompeiana Naples 1905 ii
pi. 85, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 65 no. 7)) or six (e.g. with Aphrodite
(J. P. Bellorius et M. A. Causseus Picturae antiquae cryptarum Romanarum,
et sepulcri Nasonum Romae 1750 p. 89 f. Appendix pi. 7, O. Benndorf in
the Ath. Milth. 1876 i. 63 ff. pi. 2, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 59 no. 6),
with Aphrodite and Adonis (E. G[erhard] in the Arch. Zeit. 1843 i- 88 f. pi. 5, 2,
W. Zahn op. cit. 1844 ii pi. 30, Helbig op. cit. p. 88 f. no. 340, Herrmann Denkm.
d. Malerei pi. 52 Text pp. 65—67, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 64 no. 2)) or
eight (with Omphale and Herakles (R. Rochette Choix de peintures de Pompei
Paris i853p.239ff.pl. 19, Helbig 0 .̂ cit. p. 230 f. no. 1138, A. Ruesch in the Guida
del Mus. Napoli p. 322 no. 1354, Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 191 no. 6)) or
even nine (in Action's picture of Roxane and Alexander the Great as described
by Loukian. Herod, s. Aet. 4—6 = Overbeck Schriftquellen p. 363 no. 1938,
A. Reinach Textes Peint. Anc. i. 376 ff. no. 507, cp. W. Helbig Untersuchungen
ilber die kampanische Wandrnalerei Leipzig 1873 p. 242, B. Nogara Le Nozze
Aldobrandine Milano 1907 p. 23, Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. ii. 771 f.,
806). The way is thus prepared for the numerous Erotes of early Christian
art, the putti of the Renaissance, and the Cupids of modern sentimentalism
(O. Waser in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi. 515 f., supra ii. 1050).

APPENDIX R.

THE HIERdS GAMOS.

Greek literature from Homeric poetry to Byzantine prose links the name
of Zeus with that of Hera. But this tradition, though practically universal,
involves certain peculiar and even abnormal features, which, if carefully con-
sidered, make it difficult to believe that Hera was from the outset the wife of
Zeus. The relations subsisting between them are deserving of detailed study1.

Zeus, according to Kallimachos2 and Nonnos3, was courting Hera for a
period of three hundred years. Homer* states that they met 'without the

1 Years ago I dealt with the topic, somewhat light-heartedly, in two papers contri-
buted to the Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 365—378 and 416—419 (supra p. 744 n. i).

2 Kallim. aitia 2 frag. 20 Schneider ap. schol. A.D. //. i. 609 and Tzetz. in eund. loc.
(P. Matranga anecdota Graeca Romae 1850 ii. '450, n if.) us re Zeis epdnfe rpiijKotrlovs
&IO.VTOIJS.

3 Nonn. Dion. 41. 322 ff. OTTI iroXvxpovloio ir66ov dedovri(ji.frot> oforpy (cp. supra p. 941
n. i) \"H.pris Ktvrpov i-xovra. Kacrtyv^ruv buevalwv | els -^pbvov l^elpovTa TpirjKocrlwv eviavrwv \
Zyva yd/jLois £feu|a.

4 //. 14. 295 f. olov 6re irpGrrbv irep ^iffy^ffdtfv ^i\6r7;rt, | els evvty QoiTuvre, <f>l\ovs
X-tjOovre TOKTJO.S.

65—2
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knowledge of their dear parents'; and later authors1 lay stress on their secrecy,
which indeed passed into a proverb. But it must be remembered that such
clandestine intercourse was in Samos2 and at Sparta3, if not elsewhere in the
Greek world4, the recognised beginning of married life. Zeus and Hera were
conforming to a custom, which savours of extreme antiquity5, though it is not
extinct even in modern Europe6.

The union of Zeus with Hera, commonly known as the hierbs gdmos or
' sacred marriage,' involved at once a myth and a ritual, though evidence of the
one or the other is often lacking7.

1 Theokr. 15. 64 irdvra -ywcukes 'icravri, Kal cos Zeus ijydyeO' "Uprjv with schol. ad loc.,
cp. Plaut. trin. 208 sciunt quod luno fabulatast cum love.

2 In Samos the practice was referred to the example of Zeus (schol. B.L.T.V. //. 14.
296, Eustath. in II. p. 987, 9 ff.).

3 Plout. v. Lycurg. 15, Xen. de rep. Lac. i. 5, Hermippos frag. 6 (Frag. hist. Gr. iii.
37 Mliller) ap. Athen. 555 c.

4 The Lydian practice of prenuptial free love (Ail. var. hist. 4. i Avdois yv gOos irpb
TOV ffwouceiv rets yvvcuKas dvdpdffiv eraipeiv, aira^ d£ /carafei>%0e/(ras crufipoveiv rrjv Se
afJLaprdvovffa.v es Zrepov ffvyyvd)fj,if)s rvxetv dStivarov rfv) is hardly analogous. And the
Naxian custom of placing a baby boy in the bride's bed on the eve of her wedding
(Kallim. aitia 3. i. i ff. Mair = B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt The Oxyrhynchus Papyri
London 1910 vii. 15 ff. no. ion ijdt] /caJ /cotfpy TrapBtvos efivdffaro \ reff/juov us e/cAeue
Trpov6/j.(f>iov iiirvov lavcrai \ apffevi TTJV TO\IV TraiSl <rvi> dfj,<pi0a\ei, | "Hpyv yap KOT£ <f>affi—),
though adduced as a parallel by Kallim. loc. cit. and schol. B.L.T.V. //. 14. 296, is
better explained as a piece of mimetic magic by A. E. Housman in the Class. Quart.
1910 iv. 114^, D. R. Stuart in Class. Philol. 1911 vi. 302 ff., E. Samter ' Ein naxischer
Hochzeitsbrauch' in the Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Altertum 1915 xxxv. 90—98. Cp. E.
Westermarck The History of Human Marriage*" London 1921 ii. 468 'in some parts
of Sweden she should have a boy-baby to sleep with her on the night preceding the
wedding day in order that her first-born shall be a son.'

6 P. Wilutzky Vorgeschichte des Rechts Breslau 1903 i. 201 argues that monogamy,
since it involved the infringement of earlier communal rights, was at first viewed as an
offence to society and its practice carefully concealed.

6 F. G. Welcker in K. Schwenck Etymologisch-mythologische Andeutungen Elberfeld
1823 p. 271 cp. 'die Sitte des Kiltgangs, die auch bey den Slawen haufig gefunden
werde.' On the Kiltgang of the Bernese Oberland seej. Grimm—W. Grimm Deutsches
Wb'rterbuch Leipzig 1873 v. 704 s.v. KILT (3) 'schweiz. der ndchtliche besuch des burschen

bei seinem mddchen, das kilten' and in much greater detail F. Staub—L. Tobler—R.
Schoch—A. Bachmann—H. Bruppacher in the Schwezzerisches Idiotikon Frauenfeld 1895
iii. 242 ff. s.v. Chilt.

7 For the subject in general see P. H. Larcher ' Me"moire sur la noce sacree' (read in
1790) in the Mtmoires de PAcademic des Inscriptions et Belles-Letlres 1808 xlviii. 323 ff,
R. Foerster Die Hochzeit des Zeus undder Hera Breslau 1867 pp. i—38, W. H. Roscher
Juno und Hera Leipzig 1875 pp. 69—85, id. in his Lex. Myth. i. 2098—2103, H. Graillot
in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 177—181 ('Hieros Games').

The valuable monograph of A. Klinz 'IEPOZ TAMOS Halis Saxonum 1933 pp. i—
134 is of wider scope (p. 118 ' Gravissimas res breviter complectens affirmaverim me
demonstravisse notionem sacrarum nuptiarum in religione Minoioruin vi et notione iuris
materni originem atque principium habere, inde in sacra Graecorum sollemnia translata
esse, antiquissimis quidem religionis Graecae temporibus numina cthonia fertilitatis et
inferorum coniugiis inter se coniungi, sed postea pro iure paterno Indogermanorum tern-
pore religionis Olympiae lovem ut caeli lucidi deum, qui sacris matrimoniis cum veteribus
terrae deabus conectitur, auctoritate plurimum posse'), but in pp. 89—in deals systemati-
cally with 'Aids yd/j,oi.'
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(i) The Hierbs Gdmos at Samos.

In the case of Samos both are to hand. Parthenia, an old name of the
island1, was connected with the maidenhood of Hera, who here grew up and
was married to Zeus2. This myth corresponded with a definite ritual. A statue
of Hera in the Samian Heraion—presumably the wooden image made by Smilis
of Aigina3—was dressed as a bride4; and at an annual festival the goddess was
married to Zeus5. Terra-cotta groups found in Samos show Zeus and Hera

1 The island was formerly (Strab. 637 irp6repov olKovvruv Kap&v) named HapOevla
(Aristot. frag. 570 Rose2 ap. Plin. nat. hist. 5. 135, Herakleid. resp. Sam. frag. 10. i
(Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 215 Miiller), Kallim. h. Del. 48 f., Ap. Rhod. i. 187 f. with schol.
ad loc., Strab. 457, 637, Steph. Byz. s.v. Sa^os, Eustath. in Dionys. per. 533) after
Parthenia the wife of Samos (Loukillos of Tarrha frag. 10 Linnenkugel ap. schol. Ap.
Rhod. i. 187), or after the river Parthenios (Strab. 457, Eustath. loc. cit.), which was so
called because Hera had been brought up there as a virgin (schol. Ap. Rhod. i. 187).
Probably it was believed that Hera renewed her virginity by bathing in the river, just as
the Argives declared that she annually became a virgin by washing in the spring Kanathos
at Nauplia (supra p. 224 n. 3). W. M. Leake Travels in the Morea London 1830 ii. 360
detected a trace of this notion in the saying still current at Nauplia, that the women of
the place are handsome, while those of Argos are ugly, thanks to the different water
of the two towns. Similarly, after her marriage with Zeus Hera was said to have bathed
in the spring of the Mesopotamian river Aborras: hence the surrounding air was filled
with fragrance, and shoals of tame fish disported themselves in the water (Ail. de nat. an.
12.30). Alleged names of Samos include HapOfriov (Eutekn. metaphr. in Nik. a/ex. 148 f.)
and even ^Parthenoarrhusa^ (Plin. nat. hist. 5. 135—a bungled blend of Hapffevia and
ApuoOcra, as J. Hardouin saw, cp. Herakleid. loc. cit. 17 5e vij<ros liapdevta, tiffrepov d£
Apuoucra). A certain soil found in Samos was known as wapOevla, (Nik. alex. 149 with
schol. ad loc.}. Hera herself was entitled HapOevla both in Samos (Kallim. ap. schol.
Paris. Ap. Rhod. i. 187, cp. schol. Pind. 01. 6. 149) and elsewhere (see O. Hofer in
Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1649).

2 Varr. frag. 399 Funaioli ap. Lact. div. inst. i. 17. 8 insulam Samum scribit Varro
prius Partheniam nominatam, quod ibi luno adoleverit ibique etiam lovi nupserit.

3 Supra i. 444 f. figs. 313, 314, iii. 645 n. o fig. 446. See further Overbeck Gr.
Kunstmyth. Hera pp. 12—16 Miinztaf. i, i—J2.

4 Perhaps in the robe called TTO.TOS (Kallim. frag. 495 Schneider ap. Cramer anecd.
Oxon. iii. 93, 19 ff., Hesych. s.v. TTO.TOS).

5 Lact. div. inst. i. 17. 8 itaque nobilissimum et antiquissimum templum eius est
Sami et simulacrum in habitu nubentis figuratum et sacra eius anniversaria nuptiarum
ritu celebrantur, Aug. de civ. Dei 6. 7 sacra sunt lunonis, et haec in eius dilecta insula
Samo celebrabantur, ubi nuptum data est lovi.

On the cult of Hera in Samos see now the results of the important excavations
(1910—1914 and 1925—1929) described by E. Buschor in the Ath. Mitth. 1930 Iv. i—99
and summarised by E. H. Heffner in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 175 f.

Chrysippos frag. 1074 von Arnim ap. Orig. c. Cels. 4. 48 (xi. 1105 c—1108 A Migne)
commented at length on a Samian picture Iv rj apprjToiroiouffa ^ "Hpa TOV Afa tytypairro
(cp-frag. 1071 von Arnim ap. Diog. Laert. 7.187 f.), zxAfrag. 1072 von Arnim ap. Clem.
Rom. horn. 5. 18 (ii. 188 B Migne) on another of the same sort at Argos irpbs T<$ TOV Aids
aidoiq] <t>£p(ijv (Wilamowitz cj. (ptpuiv) TIJS "Upas rb irpoffuirov. Such works aroused the
indignation of Christian (Theophil. ad Autol. 3. 3 and 8) and pagan (Diog. Laert.
prooem. 5, 7. 187 f.) alike. But, when it is recollected that Orpheus, possibly in his
lines irepl Aids icai "H/ras (frag. 220 Abel =frag. 115 Kern), ascribed such conduct to
the gods (Diog. Laert. prooem. 5), it becomes probable that these pictures were not
mere libidines but had some religious significance. Cp. e.g. the figure of Geb the
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seated side by side (figs. 829 and 830)l. Both deities wear the bridal veil2 and
thereby justify R. Foerster's3 identification of the subject as the hierbs gamos.

It is highly probable that a Samian festival called the Tonea stood in some
relation to this hierbs gdmos. The facts regarding it are as follows. A certain
willow, which grew in the sanctuary of Hera at Samos, was said to be the oldest

Fig. 830.

Egyptian earth-god on a papyrus in the British Museum (Lanzone Dizion. di MitoL
Egiz. p. 409 f. pi. 159, 6).

1 (i) From a child's grave in the Samian necropolis, now at Vienna (J. Bdhlau Aus
ionischen und italischen Nekropolen Leipzig 1898 p. 45, id, in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch.
Inst. 1900 iii. 210 with fig. 84 ( = my fig. 829: scale f)).

(2) and (3) Two similar groups, now at Cassel, said to have come from a single
Samian grave. One gives the head of Zeus an opening like a vase-mouth on the top.
But both are holed at the bottom (J. Bdhlau Aus ionischen und italischen Nekropolen
pp. 48, 159 pi. 14, 6 and 8).

(4) A similar group, found at Kameiros, now in the Cabinet des Medailles, Paris
(Winter Ant. Terrakotten iii, i. 43 fig. 3 = i. 190 fig. i).

(5) A similar but somewhat more advanced group, formerly in the possession of Sir
William Gell (Gerhard Ant. Bildw. pi. i ( = my fig. 830: scale -f), Overbeck Gr. Kunst-
myth. Zeus pp. 20, 251, 558, ib. Hera p. 24 f. fig. 4 a, Farnell Ciilts of Gk. States i. 115
pi. 5, b).

(6) and (7) Winter locc. citt. notes two similar but smaller groups, the one from
Tanagra (?) in the Louvre (L. Heuzey Les figurines antiqties de terre cuite du Musde du
Louvre Paris 1883 p. 9 pi. 11, 6), the other from Kameiros in the British Museum
(uncatalogued?).

2 Infra p. 1033.
3 R. Foerster Die Plochzeit des Z.eus und der Hera Breslau 1867 p. 24 f., followed e.g.

by J. A. Hild in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 674 fig. 4167.
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of all existing trees : it belonged to the species known as lygos or dgnos by the
Greeks (the vitex agnus castus of Linne"), and was still thriving in the time of
Pausanias1. It is shown or at least symbolized on coins struck by Gordianus
Pius2. Some maintained that the Heraion, where the tree stood, had been
founded by the Argonauts, who brought the image of Hera with them from
Argos; but the Samians themselves supposed that the goddess had been born
in their island beside the river Imbrasos and beneath this very willow3. Ac-
cording to Menodotos4, a Samian historian, Admete the daughter of Eurystheus5

once fled from Argos to Samos, where she had a vision of Hera and, wishing to
give the goddess a thankoffering for her safe journey, undertook the care of the
temple built by the Leleges and the Nymphs. The Argives, indignant at this,
bribed Tyrrhenian pirates to carry off the image, in order that the Samians
might punish Admete. The Tyrrhenians came to the port of Hera, found the
temple without a door to it, carried off the image, and put it on board their ship.
But, though they loosed their cables, weighed anchor, and rowed their hardest,
they could not get away from the land. So they set the image ashore and,
after offering it sundry cakes, took their departure in fear and trembling. Next
morning Admete raised the alarm, and the searchers discovered the image on
the shore. Being but barbarous Carians6, they believed that it had run away
of its own accord, placed it against a willow fence7, drew towards it the longest
branches on either side of it and wrapped it round about with them. Admete
released the image from these bonds, purified it, and erected it on the pedestal
which it had occupied before. Hence every year the image is carried off to the
shore, disappears from view, and has cakes set beside it8. The festival in
question is named Tonea? because the image was so tightly (syntonos) bound
by those that first sought it. Further it is said that, when the Carians consulted
Apollon of Hybla about these occurrences, the god bade them escape serious
disaster by paying the goddess a voluntary penalty. Prometheus after his release
from bonds had been willing to pay a light penalty, and Zeus had bidden him
wear a willow wreath10. The Carians must do the same and, when feasting, bind
their heads with willow branches just as they had bound the goddess. They
were to abandon the use of every other kind of wreath, with the exception of

1 Paus. 8. 23. 5. 2 Supra p. 645 n. o fig. 446.
3 Paus. 7. 4. 4. Cp. supra p. 1027 n. i f. On the probable site of the lygos towards the

south-east corner of the precinct see E. Buschor in the Ath. Mitth. 1930 Iv. 51 with fig. 7
and pi. 13.

4 Menodotos frag, i {Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 103 ff. Miiller) ap. Athen. 671 E ff.
6 So Syncell. chron. 172 A (i. 324 Dindorf) 'A5/tara Ovydrqp E&pvff6t<as iv "Apyei

leparevaev Irii XT?', a! §' airb ra^rr/s TT)V iepw(nji>r)v diaSe^d/J,evai QaXides £KCL\OVI>TO.
6 Strab. 637 cited supra p. 1027 n. i. 7 irpbs TL \6yov Oupaictov.
8 E. Buschor in the Ath. Mitth. 1930 Iv. 33 would associate these rites with a large

quadrangular flooring in the south-east corner.
9 The form 16vea is supported by all the MSS. of Athen. 672 i>—E and was accepted

by Dindorf. For the termination cp. the Hoffidea of Mytilene and the IloffeLSea of
Megara (Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 83 f.). A. Meineke, however, cj. T6peta, and G. Kaibel
cj. Hovaia. The name is connectible with relvia 'stretch,' T&VOS 'tension, force, vigour,'
cp. Dioskor. i. 134 (135) p. 130 Sprengel Xifyos 5£ 5ia rb irepl ras pafidovs aftrijs eflrovov.

10 It is not definitely stated, but it is probably implied that Prometheus' wreath was
of \tiyos: cp. Aisch. Upop-ridebs Xu6|Uecos frag. 202 Nauck2 and 20fy£ frag. 235 Nauck2,
Hyg.poet. astr. 2. 15. Apollod. 2. 5. n has decrnov e\6fj,evos rov rijs t\cdas. Prometheus'
ring (supra i. 329 n. o) may be a later variant of his wreath.
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bay-leaves which might be worn by those that actually served the goddess.
This Samian custom of wearing willow is mentioned elsewhere1. Anakreon2

says of a young friend from Samos :

Megistes whose heart answers mine
Ten months ago
Would wreath him so

With willow and drink deep the honeyed wine.
More important is an epigram by Nikainetos3 of Samos, which throws some
further light upon the usage :

Ah, Philotheros, fain would I
Fanned by the western breezes lie
Feasting with Hera — not in town.
Enough for me a mere shake-down.
See, nigh at hand there is a spread
Of native willow for my bed
And osiers, the old Carian wear.
Bring wine, and list the lyre's sweet air,
That we may drink and praise beside
Our island-queen, Zeus' glorious bride.

From this it appears that at the feast of Hera the guests not only wreathed
their heads with willow, but also reclined upon willow boughs and sang of Hera
as the bride of Zeus.

Such rites can be paralleled, at least in part, from other cult-centres. Thus
at Sparta the image of Artemis was called Lygodesma the 'Willow-bound' as
well as Orthia the 'Upright' ostensibly because it had been found in a thicket
of willows, which twining round it kept it upright4. And at Athens it was
customary for women celebrating the Thesmophoria to lie on a bed of willows5.
Indeed, priests in general used to strew willow leaves under their couches6,
and as late as the eighteenth century Christian monks wore girdles made of
willow osiers7.

1 Tenaros ap. Athen, 672 A states that willow was aypoiKWv...ffT€(j)dfu/j:a. But we do
not know who Tenaros was, nor whether his aypoiicoi were Samians. Still less information
is given by the jejune note of Aristarchos ap. Athen. 671 F f. Sri KO! \6yois

2 Anakreon frag. 41 Bergk4, 21 Diehl ap. Athen. 671 E f., 673 D, cp. Poll. 6. 107.
Hephaistion (the metrician?) published a pamphlet vepl TOV irap' ' AvaKpfovri \vylvov
<rTe<pcu>ov (Athen. 673 E).

3 Nikainetos ap. Athen. 673 B ff.
Both Anakreon and Nikainetos speak of the feasters as drinking wine. E. Maass in

Hermes 1891 xxvi. 187 n. 3 holds that Hesych. 'EXiryetfs- A«5pi>cro? ev Sa/x<^ implies the
existence of a Dionysos 'in the Willow' (&» Atfyy) at Samos. But the order of the words
in Hesychios demands the reading 'EXiyetfs: see M. Schmidt ad loc., O. Jessen in
Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2367.

4 Paus. 3. 16. n (quoted supra ii. 421 n. 5). Asklepios at Sparta was called 'Ayvtras
because his wooden image was made of ayvos (Paus. 3. 14. 7).

5 Ail. de nat. an. 9. 26, Dioskor. i. 134 (135) p. 130 Sprengel, Galen, de simpl.
medicament, temp, ac fac. 6. 2 (xi. 808 Kiihn), schol. Nik. ther. 71, Eustath. in Od.
p. 1639, 2 ff., Plin. nat. hist. 24. 59.

6 Schol. A //. n. 105, Eustath. in II. p. 834, 37 ff.
7 N. Venette La Generation de Fhomme Londres 1779 i. 231 f. 'quelques moines

Chretiens se font aujourd'hui des ceintures avec des branches de cet arbre (sc. agnus
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The reason commonly given for these practices is that the willow possesses

antiaphrodisiac qualities1. If so, the binding of the Samian Hera and her
votaries with willow may have been part of a purificatory ceremony, whereby
the goddess after her annual marriage with Zeus was believed to recover her
virginity2. Artemis Lygodesma too was presumably a virgin3. And ceremonial
purity was incumbent upon women at the Thesmophoria and priests at all
times. This explanation might be supported by the fact that the Tonea included
a visit of Hera to the sea-shore : salt-water cleansed all4.

Nevertheless there are not wanting some indications that the willow was
credited with powers of a precisely opposite character and regarded as a strong
aphrodisiac5. Confusion may have arisen owing to the popular but erroneous
assumption that the name dgnos was derived from hagnos, 'pure,' or from
dgonos, 'unfruitful8.' On this showing the ritual above described must have
aimed at increasing the fertility of the goddess7. But in either case it was

castus), qui se plie comme de 1'osier, et ils pretendent par la s'arracher du cceur tons les
desirs que 1'amour y pourroit faire naitre.' Etc.—cited by A. de Gubernatis La Mytho-
logie des Plantes Paris 1882 ii. 5. See also P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1906
iii. 388.

1 In addition to the authorities given in p. 1030 n. 5 f. see Paul. Aeg. 7. 3 ayvos $ Xtfyos...
mi trpbs ayveiav ireirlarevTai Spav, ov /j.6vov fcrOibfjievos /cot iriv6fji:€vos dXXd /ecu v7ro<rTp<>}vv6/j.evos
with the note ad loc. of F. Adams Paulus ALgineta London 1847 iii. 20. Cp. also what
is said of the IT to. or salix by Ail. de nat. an. 4. 23, schol. Od. 10. 510, Eustath. in Od.
p. 1667, 20 ff., Plin. nat. hist. 16. no, Serv. in Verg. georg. 2. 48.

2 Supra p. 1027 n. i.
3 Wide Lakon. Kulte p. 130 n. 2, cp. O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1662.
4 On the purificatory virtue of salt-water see Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 889 n. i.
Gruppe op. cit. p. 858 n. 3 finds traces of a similar ritual in the Homeric hymn to

Dionysos, who appeared by the sea-shore, was captured by Tyrrhenian pirates and
bound with withies of willow, but burst his bonds and took vengeance on his captors
(h. Dion, i ff.).

5 J. Jonston Thaumatographia naturalis Amstelodami 1665 p. 191 cites from Scalig.
Exerc. 175 sect, i [J. C. Scaliger Exot. exerc. Lutetiae 1557 p. 226] the following account:
' Agnacath est arbor pyri facie & magnitudine perpetuo folio viridissima, nitidissimaque
superficie. Adeo validos ad coitum efficit, ut miraculo sit omnibus ejus efficacia.' See
further A. de Gubernatis op. cit. p. 6 f.

Plin. nat. hist. 24. 60 urinam cient et menses...lactis ubertatem faciunt, 62 volvam
etiam suffitu vel adpositu purgat. Cp. Dioskor. i. 134 (135) p. 129 f. Sprengel.

A. Thomsen 'Orthia' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1906 ix. 407 ff. showed that Artemis
AvyoS^<r/ji.a or Orthia was a tree-goddess (supra ii. 421 n. 8) and that the flogging of
Spartan youths, presumably with rods of Xtfyos (cp. Plout. symp. 6. 8. i Ttiirrovres ayvtvais
pd/35ois at the BoiAfytou ef Aa<ns), transferred her virtue to the sufferers. Supraii. 635 n. 9.

6 Most of the writers referred to supra p. 1030 n. 5f. and p. 1031 n. i connect &yvos
with ayv6s or (Lyovos—both very dubious etymologies (L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etym.
i. 121, Boisacq Diet. Itym. de la Langue Gr. p. 8).

7 R. Wunsch Das Fruhlingsfest dey Insel Malta Leipzig 1902 drew attention to a
Maltese custom recorded by an Arab writer of the sixteenth century. Every year a large
golden idol set with precious stones was thrown into a field of bean-flowers by a monk,
who told the people that their lord had departed. Hereupon there was mourning and
fasting for some three days, till the monk announced that the lord's anger was appeased.
The idol was then brought back to the town in procession with great rejoicings. Wunsch
holds that the idol represented John the Baptist, who here as elsewhere succeeded to
the position of Adonis. His hypothesis has been called in question or controverted by
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appropriate to a divine marriage, and we must bear in mind the fact that those
who took part in the Tonea sang of Hera as ' Zeus' glorious bride V

(2) The ffierds Gdmos at Knossos.

Another locality in which the hierbs gdmos was represented by both myth
and ritual is Knossos at the base of Mount Ide in Crete. The wedding of Zeus
and Hera was said to have taken place near the river Theren (the modern
Platyperamai\ Here in later times a sanctuary was built and yearly sacrifices
offered with traditional wedding-rites3. I have suggested that the earlier cere-
mony involved the ritual pairing of solar bull with lunar cow *.

(3) The Hierds Gdmos on Mount Ide.

More frequently the hierbs gdmos is attested by a localised myth without
direct evidence of a ritual performance.

Thus the famous passage of the Iliad that describes how Zeus consorted
with Hera on Mount Ide in the Troad5 expressly alludes to the tale of their early
amours6; and we are probably justified in inferring that the tale was told of the
mountain in question.

However that may be, it is the myth itself, not the Homeric adaptation
of it7—and the myth as localised on the Trojan rather than the Cretan

W. H. D. Rouse in the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 232 f., K. Liibeck Adoniskult und
Christentum auf Malta Fulda 1904 p. 7 ff., Gruppe Myth. Lit. 1908 p. 317 f., A. Mayr
Die Insel Malta im Altertum Miinchen 1909 p. 129. In any case it seems probable that
contact with the beans was believed to supply the idol with a fresh stock of virility or
power to bless: beans = testes.

1 A. de Gubernatis op. cit. ii. 4 'Dans les noces helleniques, les jeunes maries port-
aient des couronnes ftagnus-castus employees aussi comme un moyen d'eloigner tout
empoisonnement.' I do not know the source of this statement about young married
couples, which is copied by R. Folkard Plant Lore, Legends, and Lyrics London 1884
p. 208 and reappears in J. Murr Die Pflanzenwelt in der griechischen Mythologie Inns-
bruck 1890 p. 103 f. On the plant and its uses see further P. Wagler in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. i. 832—834.

2 R. Herbst in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v A. 2367.
3 Diod. 5. 72 \eyovffi de Kal TOUS yd/j.ovs rovs re Aibs Kal T^j"Hpas ev r-g Kvucriuv x<*>pa

yeveffdai Kara nva. rhwov irXycriov TOV Q-ripyvos TTOTO.IJ.OV, KaO' 8i> vvv iepov effTiv, £v y 6v<rias
Kttr' eviavrbv aylovs VTTO T.WV eyxtaplwv <rvvTe\ei<rdai, Kal roi)s yafiovs aTro/tu/tettrtfat, KaQasrrep
e£ apxijs yevevOcu irapfSod^uav. Id. 5. 80 mentions as his authorities-for things Cretan
Epimenides, Dosiades, Sosikrates, and Laosthenidas. The river.Theren in Crete may
have had the same peculiar properties as the spring Kanathos: at Nauplia and perhaps
the river Parthenios in Samos (supra p. 1027 n. i). It was apparently an arm of the
Amnisos (K. Hoeck Kreta Gottingen 1829 iii. 315), at the mouth of which was the cave
of Eileithyia (Od. 19.188, cp. .Strab. 476), a daughter of Hera born here:(Pans. i. 18. 5):
hence Nonn. Dion. 8. 115 'A/wio-oto \ex&iov...vdwp. It is noteworthy that Artemis the
virgin bathes in the Parthenios (a river of Paphlagonia, according to the schol. ad loc.)
or in the Amnisos, and is escorted by the nymphs of the latter stream (Ap. Rhod. 3.
875 ff., Kallim h. Artem. 15).

4 Supra i. 523. The myth of the Cretan bull was attached to the same locality (Paus.
I. 27. 9 ^Trl 7rora/uy leffpivi).

5 Supra i. 154, iii. 35, 180.
6 //. 14. 295. Cp. Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 164.
7 Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. ii. i. 38 f.





Plate LXXII

Fresco from Pompeii, now at Naples:
the Hierbs Gdmos of Zeus and Hera on Mount Ide in the Troad.

See page 1032 ff.
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Ide1—that is represented by the wall-painting found at Pompeii in the 'House
of the Tragic Poet' (pi. Ixxii)2. Here we see Zeus, a kingly figure seated on a
rocky throne3. A himdtion wrapped about his legs is drawn up so as to cover his
hair like a veil*, and falls again over his shoulder and left arm. The wreath on
his head is possibly, but not certainly5, composed of oak leaves. He rests his left
hand, the fourth finger of which wears a wedding-ring, on a long sceptre. With
an affectionate6 and at the same time symbolic7 gesture of his right hand he
draws towards him his bride. She is robed in a white peplos and an ample veil.
Her hair is confined by a richly decorated stephdne; and her jewels include
earrings, a necklace, bracelets, and a wedding-ring worn like that of Zeus. Her
large and brilliant eyes, which recall the epithet boopis*, are averted from the
face of her bridegroom and with a subtle blend of outward dignity and inward
alarm look straight into the distance. The same mixture of feelings is betrayed
by her stately yet hesitating advance, and again by the studied nervous way
in which she is holding the end of her veil between herself and Zeus. Hera
is followed and supported by Iris, a youthful winged figure whose anxious
questioning expression is the natural accompaniment of her mistress' mood.
But the difference between bride and bridesmaid is finely brought out by the
artist. Hera with head erect and full of virginal pride emerges into the light—
a queen indeed. Iris watching her with upturned face obscured by a semi-
darkness is plainly subordinate and serves as her foil. On the rocks beside
Zeus sit three male figures of diminutive size, scantily clad and wreathed with
flowers9: they have been interpreted with much probability as the Idaean

1 In the Class. Rev. 1903 xvii. 413 f. I accepted the conclusions of Overbeck Gr.
Kunstmyth. Zeus pp. 239—243 and maintained that the scenery of the fresco is that
of the Cretan mountain. Certainly the woods (stipra ii. 932 n. i), the cult of Rhea
(Diod. 5. 65 f.), and the Idaean Daktyloi ([Hes.] frag. 14 Flach ap. Plin. nat. hist.
7. 197, Ap. Rhod. i. 1129 with schol. ad loc., Diod. 5. 64, Paus. 5. 7. 6 with schol.
ad loc., Porph. v. Pyth. 17, Hesych. s.v. 'IScuoi AaKruAoi, et. mag. p. 465, 25 ff., cp.
Plin. nat. hist. 37. 170) all suit the neighbourhood of Knossos. But they suit the Trojan
Ide equally well: here too were woods (supra ii. 949 n. 5), a cult of Rhea (Strab. 469:
see further Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1523 n. i), and the Idaean Daktyloi (schol. Ap.
Rhod. i. 1126 and 1131, Strab. 473, Diod. 5. 64, 17. 7, Plout. de music. 5, Clem. A).
strom. i. 15 p. 46, 24 ff. Stahlin, Hesych. s.v. 'Idaioi Ad/crvXoi). Moreover, the other
frescoes found in the same atrium depict scenes from Homeric epos (Herrmann Denkm.
d. Malerei i. 16), and the flowers worn by the Daktyloi may be due to a reminiscence
of//. 14. 347 ff.

2 PL Ixxii is from Herrmann op. cit. pi. n, a photographic reproduction which
supersedes all previous publications.

3 Supra i. i24ff. 4 Supra p. 1028.
5 Herrmann op. cit. i. 17 n. i.
6 Cp. the Homeric eirt Kapwi^ xei/m K.r.X. (//. 24. 671, Od. 18. 258, 24. 398).
7 C. Sittl Die Gebcirden der Griechen und Romer Leipzig 1890 p. 131 f., R. Foerster

Die Hochzeit des Zeus und der Hera Breslau 1867 p. 15 (who cites inter alia Eur. Ion
891 ff. \evKois d' e(j.<f>vs Kapirois xetpw?' | ei's dvrpov /cotTas | Kpavydv, c3 /mrep, /*' a.v5&<rav \
0eos OyiieiWras ayes K.r.X,).

8 Supra i. 444. A drawing of Hera's head, almost full-size, is given by A. Bau-
meister in his Denkm. i. 649 fig. 719.

9 Herrmann op. cit. i. 17 n. 3 (cp. ib. i. 15 fig. 3) states that their wreaths consist
of sprays entwined with flowers, but thinks it impossible to decide whether these flowers
are, as Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 33 f. no. 114 supposed, primroses.
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Daktyloi1, who haunted the woods of Mount Ide and were associated with
Rhea, the Idaean Mother2. The locality is further indicated by wooded hills
in the background and a pillar adorned with Rhea's attributes—three bronze
lions standing on its capital, a timbrel lying against its base, flutes and cymbals
bound by a fillet to its shaft. The whole fresco must be regarded as a good
Pompeian copy of a splendid Hellenistic original3.

The presence of Iris as bridesmaid recalls the similar, though not identical,
scenes portrayed by a couple of the later Greek poets. Theokritos in the
Hellenistic age writes:

So came about the wedlock of the gods,
Whom puissant Rhea bare to rule Olympos.
One couch she strewed for the sleep of Zeus and Hera—
Iris, a maid with hands all perfume-pure4.

Nonnos in the age of decadence spoils the picture by far-fetched bombast:

He spake, and rolling cloud on golden cloud
Tower-wise inglobed a circumambient veil,
So shaped and fashioned forth a bridal-bower,
Which then the dazzling diverse-tinted form
Of Iris the ethereal crowned—a covert
Of Nature's make for Zeus and his bright-armed bride,
What time they lay on the mountain, and withal
A perfect copy of their destined union5.

Iris and the Daktyloi, like the landscape-background, were additions to
the accepted type. A Hellenistic relief in island marble, unfortunately much
corroded, was found in Rhodes and is now in the Rhodian Museum (fig. 831)6.
It shows Zeus seated on a throne, the side of which is decorated with a large
Sphinx. He raises his right hand in admiration of Hera, who stands before
him, one hand resting on the god's knee, the other on her own hip. Between
them is seen a pillar, on which is perched an eagle with spread wings. A. Maiuri
well compares another Hellenistic relief, in Parian marble, likewise found in

1 Welcker Alt. Denkm. iv. 96 f. and in the Arch. Zeit. 1865 xxiii. 58 was the first
to propound this view. R. Foerster Die Hochzeit des Zeus und der Hera Breslau
1867 p. 36 n. o suggested that they might be the SeXXot x*/"0"6^0" °f Dodona—a
suggestion refuted by Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 241 f. L. Stephani in the
Bulletin histor.-phil. de PAcad^mie de St. Pttersbourg 1855 xii. 301 n. 80 and Helbig
loc. cit., Ann. d. Inst. 1864 xxxvi. 277 ff., Rhein. Mus. 1869 xxiv. 508 ff., Untersuchungen
uber die campanische Wandmalerei Leipzig 1873 P- J I 7 argued that they are Aejyuwm,
personified ' Meadows': cp. Philostr. mai. imagg. 2. 4. 3 Xet/ucDj/es 8' ev upq, fieipcuduv,
ot>s aKij/rarous uwi/^afes, /J.apaivov<nv e?rl croi (sc. Hippolytos) ra avBr/ and supra ii. 164 n. 6
(Leimon). N. Terzaghi in Atene e Roma 1902 v. 4348". regards them as Koifywyres.

2 L. v. Sybel in Roscher Lex. Myth. i. 940 f., O. Kern in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
iv. 2018 fF. Supra p. 922.

3 Herrmann 0/. cit. i. 15—17, G. Rodenwaldt Die Komposition der pompejanischen
Wandgemdlde Berlin 1909 pp. 203—206.

4 Theokr. 17. 131 ff.
5 Nonn. Dion, 32. 766°. The text of line 78 f. is disputed. I have translated the

passage as it stands in the editions of D. F. Graefe (1826) and A. Ludwich (1911), viz.
Kal 6a\d/J:OV Trotijrdj Irjv r^Tros, dv r6re KIJK\<P | "IpiSos alOepLys frtpb^poos ^ore0e /HO/JI^T?
K.T.\. The Count de Marcellus (ed. Paris 1856) prints the conjectural readings ov irore
for dv r6re and %rpe<pe for eore^e.

6 A. Maiuri in Clara Rhodes 1932 ii. 44—46 fig. 22 ( = my fig. 831).
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Rhodes and now in London (fig. 832)1. Zeus sitting on a very similar throne,
with a winged and lion-headed Sphinx, leans his right hand on a long sceptre.
Before him stands Hera, also holding a long sceptre—for she plays queen to

Fig. 831.

his king. Between them appears a pillar, on which are the feet of a small statue.
In front of it is an ox (for sacrifice?). Behind Zeus was a standing figure, on a

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Sculpture iii. 223 f. no. 2150, Reinach Rep, Reliefs ii. 493 no. 2.
My fig. 832 is from the official photograph.
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smaller scale, with a palm-branch in its right hand—possibly Nike, but possibly
a victor in some local contest who had dedicated a statue to Zeus and Hera1.

The pillar present in these Graeco-Roman compositions was itself no part
of the older Hellenic type—witness a metope from Selinous now at Palermo

1 This relief has been variously interpreted. P. Perdrizet in the Bull. Corr. Hell.
1899 xxiii. 559 f. pi. 3, i thinks that it represents Zeus and Hera, or else Asklepios
and Hygieia. W. Amelung in the Rom. Mitth. 1901 xvi. 258—263 fig. i reverts to an
older view that the deities are Sarapis and Isis. Reinach loc. cit. is non-committal.

Fig. 832.

A. Maiuri, moved by the new Rhodian discovery, inclines to Zeus and Hera. I agree
with him: Sarapis, as Amelung admits, ought to have had a chiton and a much more
prominent kdlathos.

For similar thrones see e.g. that of Epiktesis (supra i. 536 fig. 407) and that of
Dionysos (supra i. 710 with pi. xl, 4). A relief in Pentelic marble, now at Munich
(A. Furtwangler Ein Hundert Tafeln nach den Bildwerken der kgl. Glyptothek zu
Munchen Miinchen 1903 pi. 28, id. Glyptothek zu Miinchen* p. 183 ff. no. 206, Reinach
Rep. Reliefs ii. 75 no. i. My fig. 833 is from a photograph), again shows Zeus on his
throne with Hera (?) standing before him, a group of worshippers at their altar, and a
pillar surmounted by two archaistic figures, male and female, beneath the boughs of
a huge plane-tree. Furtwangler comments (p. 185): ' Leider fehlt eine Dedikations-
Inschrift, so dass wir das gottliche Paar nicht benennen konnen. Es kann ebensogut
irgend ein lokaler Heros und seine Gattin wie etwa Zeus Philios mit Agathe Tyche sein.'
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(fig. 834)l. This metope, which may be referred to the first half of the fifth
century B.C., represents Zeus seated on a rock2. He has a diadem in his hair
and sandals on his feet. A himdtion, which has slipped from his left shoulder,

Fig. 834.

1 O. Benndorf Die Metopen von Selinunt Berlin 1873 p. 54 ff. pi. 8, Brunn—Bruck-
mann Denkm. der gr. und rbm. Sculpt, pi. 290, i ( = my fig. 834), Reinach Rip. Reliefs
ii. 399 no. i. The metope belongs to the temple commonly known as E or R and
regarded as that of Hera (?). It is carved in local limestone, the face, hands, and feet
of the goddess being added in white marble—a peculiar technique, which together with
other traces of archaism (hair of Zeus, full-front torso, costume of Hera, etc.) points to
a date c. 475—460 B.C. (G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of th Greeks
Yale Univ. Press 1929 p. 31 with fig. 410).

2 It would be rash to identify this rock with Mt. Ide or any other definite locality.





Plate LXXII

A head cast in blue glass (Greek work of c. 400 B.C.), from Girgenti, now
at Queens' College, Cambridge : Hera Lakinia (?).
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is wrapped about his legs; but otherwise his broad and powerful figure is
undraped. Leaning back on his left hand, he raises his right and clasps Hera
by the wrist. She is bare-footed and clad, like the archaic maidens on the
akropolis at Athens, in a long sleeved chitdn with a himdtion slung over her
right shoulder and under her left breast. But the stephdne above her brow and
the large veil that falls over her head and forms a framework for her whole
figure betoken that she is Hera as a bride1. With her left hand she is unveiling
herself to her bridegroom. In her right she probably held a sceptre.

Variations of the same type may be detected in late Greek vase-paintings,
which introduce Zeus and Hera among other deities as accessory figures. Thus
a fragmentary Apulian vase in Sir William Hamilton's collection represented a
battle of Greeks and Persians below with a council of the gods in the upper

Fig. 835.

register (fig. 835)2. Here we see Zeus seated on a rock with Ganymedes (?)
standing behind him and Hera in front. Zeus is half-draped in a himdtion and
has a fillet in his hair. His left hand, decorated with a bracelet, holds a long
sceptre; his right he raises in conversation with Hera. She wears an Ionic
chiton, ornamented with a broad stripe down the middle, and a bridal veil,
which she is lifting with her right hand. In her left she supports a long sceptre
topped by a palmette ; and on her head is a handsome stephdne.

A large krater from Ruvo, now at Naples, shows the rape of Persephone,

1 Other interpretations are considered and dismissed by R. Foerster Die Hochzeit des
Zeus und der Hera Breslau 1867 p. 34 n. 6.

2 W. Tischbein Collection of Engravings from Ancient Vases...now in the possession
of Sir WW Hamilton 1795 ii. 146°. pi. i, F. Kopp in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch.
Inst. 1892 vii Arch. Anz. p. i25f. fig., Reinach Rip. Vases ii. 293, i—3.

c. in. 66
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again with an upper tier of divine spectators (fig. 836)1. The design is much
damaged, and the greater part of Zeus is a modern restoration. But enough
remains to prove that the god sat on a richly embellished throne, which has
a couple of swans by way of arm-rests. A himdtion is wrapped about his legs;
and his feet, which are shod, are placed on a footstool. The sceptre in the right
hand of Zeus is surmounted by an eagle with spread wings. Before her lord
with downcast eyes stands Hera. She is clad in a Doric peplos with a long
overfold, and has sandals on her feet. She has also a stephdne on her head and
a veil. This she raises with her left hand, while in her right she holds a long
sceptre. Behind the throne of Zeus stands Ganymedes. And, between them, a
winged thunderbolt points downwards to the scene of tumult in progress below.

Fig. 836.

On a bell-shaped krater from Saticula (Santa Agata dei Goti\ now in the
same collection, there is a further variation of the type (fig. 837)2. The centre
ot the design is occupied by a group of Athena and Perseus. But adjoining
them is a seated Zeus and a standing Hera, the pose of both being reminiscent
of the hierbs gdmos, Zeus is clad in a himdtion and wears a wreath in his hair.
He rests his right hand on a sceptre and turns to face the centre of interest,
regardless of a small hovering Nike, who somewhat needlessly presents him
with a second wreath. Before him at a lower level stands Hera, draped in
Doric pdplos and star-spangled veil. In her right hand is a long sceptre, and

1 Heydemann Die Vasensamml. Neapel p. 591 ff. no. 3256, figured in the Mon. d.
Jnst. ii pi. 31, E. Gerhard Uber die Lichtgottheiten auf Kunstdenkmalern Berlin 1840
pl'42» 3> Reinach Rip, Vases i. 99.

2 Heydemann op. cit. p. 224 ff. no. 2202, C. A. de Jorio in the Real Museo Borbonico
Napoli 1829 v pi. 51 with text pp. i—7.
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on her head a rayed stephdne. She too faces the central group, but is obviously
conceived as the bride of Zeus.

(4) The Hierbs Gdmos on Mount Oche.
Euboia, a great centre of Hera-worship, was another place associated with

the hierbsgdmos. It was believed that Zeus had met Hera on Mount Oche, the
highest point in the south of the island. In this belief, no doubt, folk-etymology
played a part1. But it is to be observed that bronze coins of Karystos at the
foot of Mount Oche, struck in s. ii B.C., show sometimes a laureate head of
Zeus2, sometimes a veiled head of Hera3—a suggestive choice of deities4.

(5) The Hierbs Gdmos at Elymnion.
Elymnion or Elymnia, an island-town off the coast of Euboia5, has been

identified with the largest of the Petalian Isles near Karystos6, but is better
placed on the north coast near Oreos7. Sophokles8 in his Nauplios spoke of
'bridal Elymnion,' because this too was reputed to have been the spot where

Fig. 837.
1 Supra ii. 902 n. I.
2 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Central Greece p. 103 pi. 19, 4, Head Hist, num.? p. 357.

Cpi supra p. 127 fig. 48.
3 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Central Greece p. 104 pi. 19, 5 and 8, McClean Cat. Coins

ii. 332 pi. 203, 23, Head Hist, num? p. 357.
4 There is, however, no reason to connect with either of them the early corbelled

building on Mt Oche (for which see T. Wiegand ' Der angebliche Urtempel auf der
Ocha' in the Ath. Mitth. 1896 xxi. 11—17 pis. 2 and 3).

5 Steph. Byz. s. v.' EXi/yw'ioj'.
6 C. Bursian Geographic von Griechenland Leipzig 1868—1872 ii. 434 n. i, H. Kiepert

Formae orbis antiqui Berlin 1894 Map 15 (with a query), Text p. 3 ('very doubtfully').
7 A. Wilhelm in the Arch.-ep. Mitth. 1892 xv. 115, A. Philippson in Pauly—Wissowa

Real-Enc. v. 2468.
8 Soph. Nauplios frag. 404 Nauck2, 437 Jebb ap. schol. Aristoph. pax 1126 KaXXt-

?7<ri rbnvov Ei)/3o/as TO 'EXifywtoJ'. 'AvoXX&vios 5e vabv (an leg. vriffov'i A.B.C.)

elvai ir\i)ffloi> Etf/3oi'as. vvn<f>iKbv 8£ rives ai)rd <j)0.aiv, OTI 6 Zeds rrj "H/>p em vvve-

ytvero. jue'/wtyreu Kai 2otf>OK\TJs ' TT/OOS irerpais 'EXvyiw/cus,' KCtl et> NauwXty ' vvfi<f>iKbv

66—2
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Zeus consorted with Hera. But that Zeus in Euboia, like Poseidon in Lesbos1,
bore the cult-title Elymnios is an unsupported conjecture2.

(6) The Hierbs G&mos on Mount Kithairon.
Plutarch, who as a native of Chaironeia knew the mythology of Boiotia well,

gives us a more detailed account3. Hera was brought up as a virgin in Euboia,
but was stolen away by Zeus and carried across the strait to Boiotia. Kithairon,
the mountain-god, provided the run-aways with a shady nook and a bridal
chamber of nature's making4. And, when Makris the nurse of Hera came in
search of her and was minded to pry too far, Kithairon prevented her by saying
that Zeus was there resting with Leto. So Hera escaped detection and later
showed her gratitude by admitting Leto Mychia, 'of the Nook,' or Nychia,
' of the Night,' to share her altar and her temple. Others declared that Hera
herself, since she companied there in secret with Zeus, was called Leto Nychia,
'the Secret One of the Night5,' but when their union was made public—and
this happened first in the neighbourhood of Kithairon and Plataiai6—came to
be known as Hera Teleia, 'of the Wedding Rites,' and Gamelios, 'the goddess
of Marriage7.'

Plutarch's narrative proves that the cult of Zeus and Hera on Mount
Kithairon, its ancient ritual8 notwithstanding, had been influenced by the
Euboean worship of Hera, and must in fact be treated as the remodelled form
of an earlier cult, in which Zeus had been paired, not with Hera at all, but with
Leto Mychia or Nychia?.

1 Hesych. 'EXifywtos1 HoffeiSup &v A&r/3<jj. fcal 1/770-05 T?}S Etf/3o/as. But also Hesych.
'EXt/rios • HoffeiSwv ev A6r/3y.

2 O. Jessen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v. 2468, E. Fehrle in Roscher Lex. Myth.
vi. 623.

3 Plout. irepl T&V lv nXarcucus AcuSaXw? 3 ap. Euseb. praep. ev. 3. i. 3.
4 Plout. loc. cit. eirlffKiov TWO, fJ-vxbv Kal 6a\a(j.ov avrcxfivrj. Cp. supra ii. 898 n. 6.

Kithairon is described as 'Epiwtiwv ju.u%6s by Hermesianax of Kypros_/w,f. 2 (Frag. hist.
Gr. iv. 428 Miiller) ap. [Plout.] de ftuv. 2. 3: see further K. Dilthey in the Arch, Zeit.
1874 xxxi. 93 f. and S. Eitrem in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi. 994 f.

. 5 Aijrti from Xiyflw, \a.v6a,vu, and Nu%ia from vti£, vvxtos. On these derivations see
A. Enmann in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 1969 f., to whose references for ATJTW add
L. Meyer Handb. d. gr. Etym. iv. 537, Prellwitz Etym. Worterb. d. Gr. Spr? p. 267 f.,
Walde Lat. etym. Worterb. p. 327 s.v. 'lateo,' Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d.
indogerm. Spr. ii. 377 s.v. 'la- "verborgen, versteckt sein.'" But F. Wehrli in Pauly—
Wissowa Real. Enc. Suppl. v. 571 ff. supports the connexion of Arjrtb, Aarc6, Letun,
Latona with Lycian lada (supra ii. 455) and adds: 'Darum hat auch die urspriingliche
Identitat von Leto-Lato und Leda \supra i. 763 n. 4] einige Wahrscheinlichkeit.'

6 At Plataiai Hera bore the titles TeXeta and J$v/j.<f>evo/j.frri (Paus. 9. 2. 7).
7 For these epithets see Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 1134 nn. 5 and 3 f.
8 Supra ii. 898 n. 6.
9 Scholl—Studemund anecd. i. 269 'ETr^era "Hpas...i5 vir^tas with the note : '(

potiusquam vvxtas videtur in L exstare; nisipotius vwxlas ex /jivxlo-s
correctum est.' See further O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 3298.

An interesting relic of this goddess is a paste in the Vienna
collection (fig. 838 is enlarged (|-) from T. Panofka Gemmen mit
Inschriften Berlin 1852 pp. 122, 135 pi. 4, 40), which shows a cock
surrounded by the inscription A6TOAAVXI(C0r^ . inscr. Gr. iv
no. 7361 ^) = A?jTo(t) Mvxi(a). The cock was dear to Leto, as to F' 8 »
all women in childbirth, because he stood by her to lighten her
labour (Ail. de nat. an. 4. 29). Possibly Leto &VT[TJ of Phaistos (Ant. Lib. 17 (after
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(7) The Hierbs Gdmos in the Cave of Achilleus.

A parallel to the ' nook' of Kithairon in the Boeotian myth is furnished by
the cave of Achilleus. Ptolemaios Chtnnos ('the Quail'), who flourished in the
reigns of Trajan and Hadrian, in his New or Surprising History told the tale
as follows1. When Hera was fleeing from the embraces of Zeus, Achilleus
the earth-born received her in his cave and persuaded her to yield to the
importunity of the god. This was their first union, and Zeus rewarded Achilleus
by a promise that all who bore his name thereafter should become famous.
Hence the fame of Achilleus son of Thetis. The teacher of Cheiron, too, was
called Achilleus; indeed Peleus' son was named after him by Cheiron. Now
we are not definitely told by Ptolemaios where his cave of Achilleus was
situated. But it may fairly be surmised that Achilleus the earth-born was one
with Achilleus the teacher of Cheiron; and, if so, the cave of Achilleus the
earth-born must have been the famous cave of Cheiron on Mount Pelion2. The
whole story is meant to sound like a genuine Magnesian myth.

(8) The Hierbs Gdmos at Argos.

(a) Zeus and Hera at Hermione.

Another locality specially connected with the hierbs gdmos is the Argolid.
At Hermione there was a sanctuary of \\wa.Parthenos; and pious but ignorant
folk derived the name of the town from the notion that Zeus and Hera had
come to an 'anchorage' here after their voyage from Crete3. Aristotle, or
perhaps rather Aristokles4, in a lost treatise on the cults of Hermione had
included the local myth, which told how Zeus had transformed himself into
a cuckoo in order to consort with Hera5. But we have no proof that the union
of these two deities was celebrated at Hermione by actual marriage rites.

O) Zeus and Hera at Argos.

The same conception of the manner in which Zeus gained his desires was
current at Argos also, thirty miles away, in the fifth century B.C. The cult-
statue of Hera at the Argive Heraion6 had in one hand a pomegranate

Nikandros erepoioi5/*eca book 2)) stood in some relation to Zeus fe\x&vos of Phaistos,
whose sacred bird was the cock (supra ii. 946 f. n. o figs. 838—841).

1 Ptol. nov. hist. 6 (p. 196, n if. ed. Westermann) = Phot. bibl. p. 152 a 29 ff. Bekker.
The bona fides of Ptolemaios Chennos, impugned by R. Hercher in the Jahrb. f. class.
Philol. Suppl. 1856 i. 269—293, was vainly defended by C. Miiller Geographi Grtzci
minores Parisiis 1882 ii p. Ivii. See W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6

Miinchen 1920 ii. i. 421 f.
2 On the cave of Cheiron see supra ii. 869 n. 2. Zeus was worshipped on Mt Pelion

as 'AKTCUOS (ib.) and 'AK/>CUOS (supra ii. 871 n. 3 (i)).
3 Steph. Byz. s.v. 'E/tyuwp KO.L 'Ep/Mbvr}'..."E/>/«oj' 5£ d,7r& TOU rbv Aia Kal rty "Hpav

evTavda. diro K/>^r?;s d<piKo^vovs 6p/J.ur0ijvat, Kal rpowy TOV o ei's e, 80ei> Kal lepbv "Hpas
irapOtvov fy ev airrij (cp. Eustath. in II. p. 286, 39 ff.).

4 Aristot. frag. 287 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 190 Miiller) = Aristokl. frag. 3 (Frag. gr. Hist.
i. 258 Jacoby) ap. schol. vet. Theokr. 15. 64 (Eudok. viol. 4i4h) cited supra ii. 893 n. 2.
For attempts to alter 'AptcrrorA^s into 'Apurrocpdvys, 'ApurreidTis, 'ApiaTOK\ijs, etc. see
C. Miiller ad loc. The most plausible emendation is 'ApKrr<wf\T?s, on whom see Tresp
Frag. gr. Kultschr. p. i26ff. (frag. i).

8 Supra p. 65 from Paus. 2. 36. 2 (cited supra ii. 893 n. 2).
6 Supra p. 65 f.
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(fig. 839)1 about which strange things were said, and in the other a cuckoo-
sceptre which Pausanias2 explains by the story of Zeus' metamorphosis.

But was the hierbs gdmos at Argos represented by definite rites? W. H.
Roscher3 has collected various facts which point towards that conclusion. On
the right hand side of the prdnaos or vestibule of the Heraion stood a couch
known as Hera's couch4. A sacrifice offered to the goddess was called by the
Argives Lechdrna&, a name presumably related to the word Uchos 'a bed.' In
the story of Kleobis and Biton the priestess of Hera had to visit her temple on
a car drawn by white oxen6—a circumstance suggestive of a bridal procession7.

Fig. 839. Fig. 84o.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Peloponnesus p. 149 nos. 155 and 156 pi. 28, 16 (my fig. 839
is from a cast) Antoninus Pius, p. 150 no. 159 L. Verus, p. 151 no. 164 Septimius
Severus, cp. p. 152 no. 172 pi. 28, 24 Caracalla, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 154^0. 23
Antoninus Pius, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Hera p. 44 ff. Miinztaf. 3, 2 lulia Domna,
Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. i. 34 pi. i, 12 Antoninus Pius,
Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. ii. i. 130 pi. 12, 5 lulia Domna.

2 Paus. i. 17. 4 (cited supra p. 65 n. 2).
3 W. H. Roscher Juno und Hera Leipzig 1875 p. 79 f., id. in his Lex. Myth. i. 2101 f.
4 Paus. 2. 17. 3 K\ti>i} rijs Upas, cp. Poll. 3. 43 K\lvt] Tts»c&co/udfeTO yafi.iK'fi.
S. Casson in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1920 xl. 137—142 developed the curious view

that the central figure of the 'Ludovisi Throne' is Hera, who annually recovers her
virginity by bathing in the spring Kanathos (Paus. 2. 38. 2 : supra p. 224 n. 3). She is
successively TeXe/a and YLapOtvos (cp. Paus. 8. 22. 2). As TeXe/a she is immersed with
breasts covered by a cloth symbolic of matronhood. As HapOfros she emerges with cloth
lowered and virginal breasts fully displayed. The figures on the side-arms are typical
of TeXe/a and Ilaptifros.

J. N. Svoronos 'Le lit de la Hera d'Argos ceuvre de Polyclete ou le "tr6ne Ludovisi"
avec son "pendant' a Boston' in thejbum. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1920—21 xx. 108—159
pi. 3 f. goes further and fares worse. He contends that the ' Ludovisi Throne' and its
Boston pendant were the actual couch of Hera seen by Pausanias in the Heraion, and
that every detail of their relief-decoration has reference to the hierbs gdmos of the goddess.
He cites as relevant Philarg. expl. in Verg. eel. 4. 63 (H. Hagen Appendix Serviana
Lipsiae 1902 p. 88, 6 ff.) pueris nobilibus editis in atrio lunoni Lucinae lectus ponitur,
Herculi mensa, Myth. Vat. i. 177 templum lunonis rait, in quo mensam Hercules et
Diana lectum habuit; ubi portabantur pueri ut de ipsa mensa ederent et inde acciperent
fortitudinem, et in lecto Dianae dormirent ut omnibus amabiles Cerent et illorum generatio
succresceret. But Philargyrius is obviously alluding to a Roman custom (Class. Rev. 1906
xx. 374), and the Vatican mythographer is copying him with a blunder or two thrown in.
Neither writer says a word about the Argive Heraion.

5 Hesych. Aexfyva' viro 'Apyeiuv TJ 6v<rla £iriTe\ov/j,ti'r) ry "Hpp.
6 Supra i. 447 f.
7 Phot. lex. s.v. feC-yos IHUOPIKOV T) fioeiK6v fe^oj/res -rfy \^o^vi\v nXivida, y iariv

6/jiola dUSfHf, TTJV TT)S v^/jKpTjs ^6o8ov iroiovvrai.- K.T.\. M. Collignon in Daremberg—
Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1651.
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And on billon coins of Alexandreia struck by Nero (fig. 840)l Hera Argeiais
conspicuously veiled.

These considerations, despite the doubts of M. P. Nilsson2, do raise a
certain presumption that the marriage of Hera was duly celebrated at Argos,
though they do not of course prove that the original consort of the goddess
was Zeus3. But that as early as the fifth century B.C. Zeus had come to be
regarded as the rightful partner of the Argive Hera, and that their union was
commemorated by the ritual of a hierbs gdmos, seems to me a reasonable
inference from the final scene of Aristophanes' Birds^.

At this point the argument can be strengthened by taking into account
Roman as well as Greek evidence. Apuleius in his Metamorphoses makes
Psyche pray to Hera as follows: 'O sister and wife of mighty Zeus, whether
thou abidest in the ancient temple of Samos, which alone can boast thy birth,
thine infant cries, and thy nursing, or hauntest thy blissful seat in lofty Carthage,
which worships thee as a virgin carried up to heaven on a lion6, or presidest
over the famous walls of the Argives near the banks of the Inachos, which tells
of thee as already the bride of the Thunderer and the queen of the gods6,' etc.
etc. Argos is here chosen as a typical centre for the cult of Hera conceived as
the bride of Zeus. The same conception underlies the Agamemnon of Seneca,
in which a chorus of Mycenaean women invokes Hera thus:

Come, consort of the mighty sceptre, come,
Hera the Queen,—

All we that in Mykenai have our home
On thee must lean7.

Later in the play Agamemnon on reaching his palace exclaims :
O father, hurler of the cruel bolt,
Driver of clouds, sovereign of stars and lands,
To whom the conqueror brings his triumph-spoils,
And thou too, sister of an almighty lord,
Argolic Hera, gladly will I serve you
With gifts of Araby and suppliant entrails8.

1 Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Alexandria p. 17 nos. 132, 133 pi. i ( = my fig. 840), 134 f.,
Hunter Cat. Coins iii. 416 nos. 114 pi. 85, 23, 115 f., J. G. Milne Catalogue of Alexan-
drian Coins Oxford 1933 p. 8 nos. 266 f., 281—284, 291, 297.

2 Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 44. He notes, however, that the marriage of Hebe and
Herakles, a relief on a silver altar in the Heraion (Paus. 2. 17. 6), was perhaps viewed
as a parallel to the marriage of Hera and Zeus. And he accepts as probable the suggestion
of W. H. Roscher Juno und Hera Leipzig 1875 p. 33 that the wedding of Demetrios
Poliorketes, when agonothetes at the Heraia, with Dei'dameia, daughter of the Molottian
king Aiakides and sister of Pyrrhos (Plout. v. Demetr. 25), was designed in imitation of
the hierbs gdmos.

3 I am hinting at Herakles, on whose relations to Hera I have said my say in the
Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 371 ff.

4 See supra p. 58 ff. '
5 W. H. Roscher in his Lex. Myth. ii. 6i2ff., F. Cumont in Pauly—Wissowa Real-

Enc. iii. 1247—1250, H. Frere 'Sur le culte de Caelestis' in the Rev. Arch. 1907 ii.
21—35, A. von Domaszewski Abhandlungen zur romischen Religion Leipzig—Berlin
1909 pp. 148—150 ('Virgo Caelestis'). Cp. supra ii. 68 n. 2, 869 n. o, iii. 834.

6 Apul. met. 6. 4 sive prope ripas Inachi, qui te iam nuptam Tonantis et reginam
deorum memorat, inclitis Argivorum praesides moenibus.

7 Sen. Ag. 348 ff. § Sen. Ag. 839 ff.
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But more explicit and detailed is a passage in the Thebaid of Statius1. The
poet is describing how the wives and children of the Argive warriors implored
Hera to protect their absent ones in the perilous expedition against Thebes :

The day of prayer was done, but all night long
They kept their vigil round the altars' flame.
Ay, and they brought a robe by way of gift,
Whose wondrous woof no barren hand had woven
Nor such as lacked a husband—this they brought
In a basket as a veil acceptable
To their chaste goddess. Rich the purple shone
With broidered work and threads of glittering gold—
On it the bride of the great Thunderer
Within her bridal bower: nought she knows
Of wedlock and is fearful to lay by
Her sisterhood; with down-dropped eye she kisses
The lips of youthful Zeus, a simple maid
As yet untroubled by his stolen loves.
With this same veil the Argolic matrons clothed
The ivory goddess, and with tears and prayers
Besought her:—' Look now on the sinful towers
Of Kadmos' daughter, who seduced thy lord,
Queen of the starry sky. Oh, bring to nought
The foemen's rebel hill, and on their Thebes
Fling—for thou canst—another thunderbolt.'

We are surely justified in maintaining that this veil, woven for Hera by fruitful
wives and embroidered to represent her wedlock with Zeus, implies the existence
of an actual marriage-rite.

One other indication of such a rite is forthcoming, and that from a late
and unexpected source. Cyprian, bishop of Antioch, apropos of the numerous
pagan ceremonies through which he passed in his youth2, says: ' I went and at
Argos, in Hera's rite, was there initiated into the purposes of union—the union,
I mean, of lower with upper and of upper with lower air, and likewise of earth
with water and of water with lower air3.' It can hardly be doubted that this,
as L. Preller4 long since conjectured, refers to the old hierbs gdmos of Zeus and
Hera, still kept up in the third century A.D., though then encumbered with a
symbolic and ^«««'-philosophical significance5.

1 Stat. Theb. 10. 54 ff.
2 Cp. supra i. nof., iii. 775.
3 Confessio S. Cypriani (in Acta Sanctorum edd. Bolland. Septembris vii. 222 ff.) i

rj\6ov Kal ev "Apyei, tv rrj TTJS "Hpas reXer^, eiMi-qdijv e/cet /JoiAds evoTifros, dtpos irpbs aWtpa.
/cat atWpos irpbs dtpa, a/j.a d£ /cat 7775 irpbs vdwp Kal ftdaros irpbs dtpa. Hence Eudok. de s.
Cyprian. 2. 52 ff. <h>6ev es lirwbfioTov OaXepbv jevofJLTjv /caret "Apyos- | -ijv de Tiduviddos
Iports \evx.ei[j,ovos 'HoOs. | /«J(m;j §' au yev6fj.7)v, /cat avrbOi •fjtyos a/j./j.a (so A. Ludwich
for d^0w cod. L) | fi§£ irokvirr^oLO ir6\ov Kal elSov ayiM, | avyyeviyv 5' vddruv Kal
eu06p|3oto dpotiptjs | ij5' avrtj 5po<repG>v vapaT&v ets -ff^pa Slav.

4 L. Preller in Philologus 1846 i. 351. Cp. Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 44 n. 4.
B For Zeus as aldtfp and Hera as d^/> see supra i. 31. Such teaching as that to which

Cyprian listened would easily be grafted upon the Heraclitean doctrine of flux or a Stoic
adaptation of the same (supra i. 28 ff.).
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(9) The Hievbs Gdmos at Athens.

At Athens, and at Athens alone, we have evidence of the rite without the
myth. The Athenians had a definite festival called the Hierbs Gdmos, at which
they commemorated the marriage of Zeus and Hera1. A. Mommsen2 rightly
identified this festival with the Theogamia, which took place towards the end3

of Gamelion, the month of Hera4 (our January to February). H. Usener5 drew
attention to a passage of Menandros6, which enables us to fix the date more
exactly as the twenty-fourth or the twenty-seventh of that month7. H. von
Prott8 and L. Deubner9 further connect with the same festival the sacrifice of a
pig for Zeus Heraios recorded in a ritual calendar of the early fifth century
found on the Akropolis at Athens10. The unique epithet by which the husband
is named after the wife11 recalls the fact that at Samos12 and perhaps elsewhere13

Zeus in deference to Hera wore the bridal veil14.

1 Hesych. lepbs y6.fj.os- eoprri Aids ical "Upas, Phot. lex. s.v. iepbv yd/j.ov 'Myvaiot.
eopTijv Aids ayovffi, Kal "Upas, lepbv ya.fji.ov KaXovvres, et. mag. p. 468, 56 f. lepbv yapov •
'Adrjvaloi eopTty Aids ayovffi Kal "Upas, oflrw KaXovvres (text reconstituted by T. Gaisford).

2 Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen p. 382 f. But his subsequent contention that
Hephaistos and Athena, conceived at the Theogamia, were born nine months later at
the Chalkeia and Athenaia respectively is neither proved nor probable.

3 Prokl. in Hes. o.d. 780 Sib Kal 'AOyvaioi ras irpbs crtivodov rj/ji.e'pas e%e\4yovTO irpbs
ydfji.ovs Kal ra Qeoyd/Ma er£\ovv, Tore c/>u<n/ccDs eTvai irp&rov otbftevoi ydfJiov, rrjs <re\-f}vr]S
O&TTJS (H. Usener cj. IO&TT/S) irpbs i]\iov <rtivo$ov. T. Bergk Beitrdge zur griechischen
Monatskunde Giessen 1845 p. 36 f. and W. H. Roscher fano und Hera Leipzig 1875
p. 75 and in his Lex. Myth. i. 2100 held that Proklos was referring to the first day of the
month. But A. Mommsen Heortologie Leipzig 1864 p. 343 and A. Schmidt Handbttch
dergriechischen Chronologie Jena 1888 p. 524 showed that the reference must be to the
last third of the month, when the conjunction of sun and moon was approaching.

4 Hesych. TafJ.rjKi.ij3V • b (f) T&V [i.r)vu>v, rrjs "Hpas Iep6s.
5 H. Usener in the Rhein. Mus. 1879 xxxiv. 428.
6 Menand. Methe frag, 2 (Frag. com. Gr. iv. 162 Meineke) ap. Athen. 243 A—B epe

yap SitTpiiJ/ev b | Ko/JLtj/oTaros dvSp&v Xatpe<f>u>v lepbv ydfj-ov | <f>dffKuv iroififfeiv devrepa per'
eiKadas (so Usener for Sevrepav per' elicada) | Ka6' avrbv, 'iva rfj rerpaSi Seurvrf Trap'
erepois- | rb rfjs Oeov yap Travraxuis £xeiv Ka\(os. J. de Prott Leges Graecorum sacrae
Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 4 expounds: 'gloriatur Chaerepho calliditate sua dicens
matrimonium lovis ac lunonis, quod Gamelionis diei ultimo adtribuisse usum sacrum
sumendum est, domi sese die nefasto [cp. et. mag. p. 131, 13 ff.] antecedente celebraturum
esse, nehospites accedant; at Anthesterionis sollemni Veneris apud alios esse cenaturum.'

7 F. G. Allinson ad loc.: 'here the "Fourth" may mean the 24th, i.e. the fourth day
after the twentieth, or, more probably, the 27th, i.e. the fourth (the third) day before the
"New and the Old."'

8 J. de Prott op. cit. p. 4.
9 L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 177 f.

10 J. de Prott op. cit. p. i ff. no. r, 20 f., Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. .840, A 20 f.
[ A]|ii kepaloi : x<>[ipos ]. Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 416 n. 6.

11 J. de Prott op. cit. p. 4 ' Plane singularem esse Aia 'Hpaiov ipse fateor. Non est
quod miremur 'Adrjvav 'H^aiffriav [supra p. 216 n. 2], 'A/u0iTp/T>ji' Hoveiduvlav (schol.
Horn. 791) aut 'A.ir6\\uva Aaryov, Ai6vv<rov Qvwvta. At deum ab uxore denominari aliud
est.' He adds ib. n. 4 'Non habeo exemplum simile nisi Hesychii glossam "Hpaiov
'HpciKA&i [supra p. 216 n. i].'

12 Stipra p. 1028 figs. 829 and 830. 1S Supra p. 1033 pi. Ixxii.
34 Class. Rev. 1906 xx. 378.
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Greek art normally recognises Hera as the lawful bride of Zeus. Accordingly

they are grouped together in a succession of hieratic types, which perhaps
postulate a ritual origin1.

(a) Zeus with Hera behind Mm.

Vases of the mid sixth century, whether Attic2 or otherwise3, represent
Olympos by the king and queen of the gods sitting in state. Zeus is enthroned
to the ri^ht. Hera is enthroned to the right behind him.

Fig. 841.

(/3) Zeus with Hera beside him.

By the end of the sixth century painters had learnt to economize their
design. They now represented Olympos by Zeus enthroned to the right with
Hera sitting at his side4. Zeus as the more important deity is nearer to the eye

1 Cp. supra pp. 668, 669 f., 688.
2 So on the kratfr of Klitias and Ergotimos (Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasen-

malerei i. 58 pi. u—12, Hoppin Black-fig. Vases p. 150 ff. no. 2, Pfuhl Malerei ii.
Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 255 ff.).

3 So on a 'Chalcidian' kylix in the British Museum (supra ii. 771 n. i with fig. 734).
4 The red-figured kylix by the potter Sosias, at Berlin (supra ii. 1167 n. 6, iii. 818

n. o), shows Zeus seated with Hera by his side. The upper part of both figures is missing,
but enough remains to prove that Zeus in chiton and himdtion was holding out zphidle,
while his eagle-tipped sceptre leant against his stool (lion-footed and covered with a
spotted lion-skin), and that Hera in like costume held sceptre vcAphidk. Before her
stands Hebe ("H[/3??], not [Ni/c]??, nor "H[/m]), with spread wings, filling Hera's phidle
from an oinochde.

A red-figured amphora at Munich, attributed to ' the Nikoxenos painter' (Gerhard
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of the spectator1 (fig. 841). Hebe or Iris or other attendants may stand before
them.

(y) Zeus with Hera facing him.

Meantime other painters had hit upon a more effective arrangement. They
represent Olympos as an assemblage of deities seated vis-a-vis^. The partner
of Zeus, who still looks towards the right, is almost always Hera, though once

Fig. 842.

Auserl. Vasenb. i. 31 ff. pi. 7, Jahn Vasensamml. Miinchen p. 137 f. no. 405, Overbeck
Gi\ Kunstmyth. Hera pp. 31 (i), 32 f., Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 233 no. 6, J. D. Beazley
Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 91 no. i, E. Busclior in
Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 250 f. pi. 158 ( = my fig. 841)), again has
Zeus and Hera seated side by side and served by a winged attendant—Hebe (Gerhard,
Jahn, Hoppin) or Iris (Beazley) or possibly Nike (Buschor). Buschor notes that the
throne of Zeus is shown as if seen from the front, the two Sphinxes being arm-rests and
the two wrestlers decorative supports for the seat (cp. supra p. 682 figs. 492 and 493).
He draws up a list of such thrones, which he regards as characteristic of Zeus.

1 A black-figured hydria from Vulci, at Berlin (Furtwangler Vasensamml. Berlin
i. 387 f. no. 1899, Lenormant—cle Witte El. man. cer. i. 39 ff. pi. 22 ( = my fig. 842)),
promotes Athena to the place of honour—a novelty pardonable on the part of an
Athenian painter. With a spear that length she can hardly be Hera, pace R. Foerster
Die Hochzeit des Zeus und der Hera Breslau 1867 p. 31 f.

2 (i) A black-figured kylix at Berlin {supra ii. 776 n. 3 with fig. 740).
(2) A red-figured kylix at Corneto, by the potter Euxitheos and the painter Oltos

(H. Heydemann in the Ann. d. Inst. 1875 xlvii. 254—267, Man. d. Inst. x pi. 23—24
( = my fig. 843), Wien. Vorlegebl. D pi. i—2, A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 2141 pi. 93,
P. Hartwig Die griechischen Meisterschalen der Bliithezeit des strengen rothfigurigen Stiles
Stuttgart—Berlin 1893 p. 71 ff., Reinach Rep. Vases i. 203, 4—8, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases
ii. 250 f. no. 2 fig., Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 431 f., iii. 103 figs. 359 f.,
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J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmahr des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 15 no. 49),
has Zeus served by Ganymedes and Hestia seated in place of Hera. The figures from
left to right are A: Hebe (pomegranate, flower), Hermes (flower), Athena (spear, helmet),
Zeus (phidfe, thunderbolt), Ganymedes (oinochoe), Hestia (branch, flower), Aphrodite
(flower, dove), Ares (spear, helmet), and £: Thero (thyrsos, doe, snake), Terpes

Fig. 843.

Fig. 844.

(plektron, phorminx), Dionysos (vine, Mntharos], Kalis (lion, thyrsos), Terpon (double
flute). On the foot is an Etruscan graffito: Itun Turuce Venela Telinas Tinas Cliniiaras.

(3) A red-figured stdmnos in the Louvre, by the 'Providence painter' (supra ii. 735
n. 4, E. Pettier Vases antiques du Louvre 3me Serie Paris 1922 p. 237 f. no. G 370
pi. 138, J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. 134 no. 31). My fig. 844 is from the Man. d. Inst.
vi—vii pi. 58, 2. The figures from left to right are: Zeus, Nike, Apollon, Hera, Hermes,
Poseidon, Athena, Plouton, Persephone (?).

(4) A red-figured kylix in the British Museum, attributed to the school of Brygos
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iii. 90 f. no. E 67, E. Gerhard Trinkschalen und Gefdsse des
Konighchen Miiseums zu Berlin und anderer Sammlungen Berlin 1848 i. 25 f. pi. D
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( = my fig. 845), P. Hartwig op. cit. p. 361 f., Hoppin Red-fig. Vases i. 131 no. 61, J. D.
Beazley op. cit. p. 184 no. i), shows Zeus seated over against Hera. Ganymedes serves
the one; Iris, the other. Ares as a sample god stands between them.

(5) A red-figured hydria at Leyden, by the 'Oinanthe painter' (Roulez Vases de Leide

Fig. 846.

p. i ff. pi. i ( = my fig. 846), Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. i. 16 f. pi. i, 7,
Reinach Rip. Vases ii. 266, i, J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. 252 no. 3). Zeus is seated opposite
to Hera. Nike (rather than Iris) crowns his head. Hermes starts away, prepared to do
his bidding. J. Roulez, followed with some hesitation by S. Reinach, took this vase to
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by way of exception, Hestia takes her place1. Iris or Ganymedes or both may
be there, and sometimes a Doric column marks the scene as the celestial palace.

Others again varied the scheme by making Zeus and Hera change sides, so

Fig. 847.

represent the hierbs gdmos. But K. Wernicke concludes: 'Einen tiefen Sinn in dem
Bilde zu suchen ware verfehlt; es ist gewissermassen eine Genrescene im Olymp.'

(6) The fragment of a red-figured skyphos from Tarentum, now at New York
(G. M. A. R[ichter] in the Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 1912 vi. 97 fig. 5
( = my fig. 847), K. Schefold in the Jahrb. d. Dnitsch. Arch. Inst. 1937 lii. 60 with

Fig. 848.

fig. 19). Zeus seated on an elaborate throne (arm-rest, supported on a lion, ends in a
Gorgon-head) has his himdtion drawn up like a veil over the back of his head and
holds a sceptre tipped with a dove (Richter) or, more probably, a small eagle (Schefold).
Opposite to him is a seated goddess, presumably Hera. And Eros, flying from her to
him, presents him with a wreath. Again the scene is suggestive of the hierbs gdmos.

1 Supra p. 1050 n. o (2) fig. On the association of Zeus with Hestia see supra i. 17 n. i,
149 n. 2, 330 n. 4, ii. -259 n. o, 317 n. 2, 960 n. o, 1228 f. More in Gruppe Gr. Myth.
Rel. p. 1405 n. 2 and Suss in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. igoof.
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that he looks to the left and she to the right1. But such transposition is due to
mere love of variety2.

(8) Zeus with Hera on the frieze of the Parthenon.
The ' Kodros painter,' as Professor Beazley3 put it, was ' Parthenonian' in

his effects. But the Parthenon itself on its eastern frieze4 combined in one
triumphant synthesis all three traditional types—the tandem, the side-by-side,
and the face-to-face arrangement. The deities are mostly seen en Echelon. Hera
is thus behind Zeus, and yet beside him, while with a gesture characteristic of
the bride5 she turns herself to face her bridegroom. Zeus, alone of the gods, sits
on a throne with back and arms : its top-bar terminates in a circular disk and
its side-rail is supported on a winged Sphinx. His attitude is one of dignified
ease6. The right arm, sceptre in hand, rests on his lap; the left leans on the
back of his throne. He wears a wreath or fillet in his hair, a himdtion about
his legs, and sandals on his feet. Hera sits on a stool, wearing sandals, a Doric
peplos, and a large outspread veil. She too has a wreath, which is composed
of pointed and serrated leaves—probably those of her sacred tree, the willow7.
At her side in a Doricpe"plos stands Iris8, who raises her left hand to adjust a
mass of hair and in her right probably held a fillet or garland. In this complex
Pheidias—for the design was surely his—has given faultless expression to the
current Athenian belief about the wedlock of Zeus and Hera. Moreover, as in
the vase-paintings, so on the frieze the group of Zeus and Hera is extended to
include a series of other seated deities.

1 ( i ) A red-figured stdmnos, formerly with Depoletti at Rome, latterly with Kaleb-
djian in Paris, and now attributed to the painter Hermonax (F. T. Welcker in the Ann.
d. Inst. 1861 xxxiii. 293—298, Man. d. Inst. vi—vii pi. 58, i ( = my fig. 848), id. Alt.
Denkm. v. 360, 362 ff. pi. 24 £, Reinach Rep. Vases i. 157, i, J. D. Beazley AttischeVasen-
maler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 476 no. 12bis) arranges from left to right:
a goddess (quis?), Dionysos (kdntharos, vine-staff), Aphrodite (swan, apple), Poseidon?
(restored as Dionysos), Plouton (cornu copiae), Hera (sceptre), Iris rather than Nike
(oinochoe, caduceus), Zeus (phidle, sceptre).

(2) A red-figured kjrlix in the British Museum, assigned to the ' Kodros painter'
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases Hi. 108 ff. no. E 82, E. Braun in the Ann. d. Inst. 1853 xxv-
103—113, Man. d. Inst. v pi. 49 ( = my fig. 849), A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 2141 f.
pi. 92 fig. 2401, Reinach Rip. Vases i. 143, i f., Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 154 no. 3,
J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. 425 no. 5), depicts a symposium of the gods. Outside, A Amphi-
trite (dipper, aldbastron), Poseidon (trident, phidle), Hera (sceptre), Zeus (sceptre,
phidle), Ganymedes (strainer seen edgewise): B Aphrodite (smematothekef), Ares (spear,
phidle on table), Ariadne (love-gesture of fingers, cp. C. Sittl Die Gebarden der Griechen
und Romer Leipzig 1890 pp. 256, 287 n. 2), Dionysos (phidle, thfyrsos), Komos. Inside,
Pherrephatta (love-gesture of fingers?), Plouton (phidle, cornu copiae).

2 Cp. supra p. 694 fig. 502.
3 J. D. Beazley op. cit. p. 425 ' Sehr feine Schalen mit Anklangen an Parthenon-

isches.'
4 Supra ii. 1135 n. 5 with pi. xliv.
5 Cp. supra p. 1038 fig. 834. 6 Supra i. 91 f. fig. 64.
7 Supra p. 1028 ff. So already A. H. Smith A Guide to the Sculptures of the Parthenon

London 1908 p. 76.
8 The choice lies between Nike (Overbeck Gr. Plastik* i. 444, F. Studniczka Die

Siegesgoettin Leipzig 1898 p. 20 pi. 9, 39—40) and Iris (J. Stuart and N. Revett The
Antiquities of Athens London 1787 ii. 13 pi. 24, followed by most modern critics).
Somewhat in favour of the former is her long clothing; but decisive for the latter is
her position next Hera, not Zeus.
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Fig. 849-

Fig. 850.
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Not altogether uninfluenced by the Parthenon frieze is the upper1 row of
figures on an 'Apulian' amphora in the Santangelo collection at Naples
(fig. 85o)2. The painter of this vase has represented in crude and clumsy
juxtaposition a sequence of Aphrodite, Hera, Zeus, Athena, and Nike. The
arrangement of Hera, Zeus, and perhaps Athena3 owes something to the
Pheidiac scheme, modified of course to suit the subject in hand.

(e) Zeus with Hera in archaistic reliefs.

Zeus and Hera, conceived as a wedded pair, had long since taken their place
among the traditional gods of Greece. They figure therefore as two of the
canonical twelve, who from the fifth century onwards tend to be represented
in an affected archaistic style suggestive of long-standing cults. O. Weinreich4

in a recent article has traced with masterly skill the whole rise and development
of these 'Zwolfgotter.' He shows convincingly that they were ab origine the
Olympian counterpart of an earthly 'Zwolfstaat'—a divine 'Synoikismos'which
shaped itself on Ionian soil at least as far back as the seventh century B.C.5,
that in the fourth century owing to Iranian influence on the Platonic school
they came to be viewed as 'Monats- oder Zodiakusgotter6,' and that in Graeco-
Roman times they played a noteworthy part in the formation of political and
social ideals7, in theological speculation8, and in magic9. Here. I am concerned
merely to illustrate the various positions assigned to Zeus and Hera in the
archaistic renderings of the canon.

A votive relief, said to have been found at Tarentum and offered for sale in
Paris, was well published by E. Schmidt (fig. 851)10, who now dates it as early
as c. 460 B.C.11 It represents, on Pentelic(P) marble and in curiously flat technique,
the twelve gods standing, not walking, with left foot advanced, as if they were
lined up for the start of a procession. Their order from right to left is Apollon

1 Cp. supra i. 200 n. 6.
2 Heydemann Vasensamml. Neapel p. 636 ff. Santangelo no. 24, Raoul-Rochette

Monumens intdits d'antiquite figurle Paris 1833 p. 201 ff. pi. 41 (part of which = my
fig. 850).

3 Her relative position may be reminiscent of the Parthenon frieze, but her type is
obviously taken from the balustrade of Nike Apteros (R. Kekule Die Reliefs an der
Balustrade der Athena Nike Stuttgart 1881 p. 7 pi. 2, E, R. Heberdey 'Die Komposition
der Reliefs an der Balustrade der Athena Nike' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1922
xxi—xxii. 14 f. fig. 10), as is that of the helmet-bearing Nike who stands beside her
(Kekule op. cit. p. 8 pi. 4, M, Heberdey loc. cit. p. 22 f. fig. 18).

4 O. Weinreich in Roscher Lex, Myth. vi. 764—848. See also the same scholar's
earlier works: ' Lykische Zwolfgotter-Reliefs' in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb. Akad,
d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1913 Abh. v. i—42 fig. I and pis. i—3, Triskaidekadische
Studien Giessen 1916 pp. i—124, 'Zwolfgotter, Zwolfzahl und Zwolfstaat' in Aus
Unterricht und Forschung 1935 vii. 319—331.

5 O. Weinreich in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 768 f., 771 f., 829 f.
6 Id. ib. vi, 770, 823 ff. Cp. a weighty passage in F. Boll Sphaera Leipzig 1903

pp. 476—478.
7 O. Weinreich loc. cit. vi. 830 ff.
8 Id. ib. vi. 835 ff. 9 Id. ib. vi. 837.

10 Brunn—Bruckmann Denkm. der gr. und rom. Sculpt, pi. 660 ( = my fig. 851) with
text by E. Schmidt pp. i—ir, O. Weinreich in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 790 ff. fig. 2.
Width: i-i95m.

11 E. Schmidt Archaistische Kunst in Griechenland und Rom Munchen 1922 p. 57.

C. III. 67
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(ptiktron, kithdra, bay-wreath), Artemis (bow, quiver), Zeus (thunderbolt, eagle-
sceptre), Athena (spear, owl, helmet, aigts}; Poseidon (trident), Hera (sceptre),
Hephaistos (shorter staff), Demeter (corn-ears, sceptre); Ares (spear, helmet,
breastplate), Aphrodite (small oval fruit between fingers of right hand), Hermes
(caduceus, pilos\ Hestia (phidle, sceptre). The twelve form three fours, the
divisions between them being marked by the fact that the leader of the second
and third group turns to address his immediate follower—an action repeated by
the final pair. Throughout the line god alternates with goddess. But it is to be
observed that Hera's place next Zeus is usurped by Athena—a variation which,
as in the case of a black-figured vase already mentioned1, points to the patriotic
design of an Athenian craftsman.

The same arrangement in three fours appears five centuries later on the
so-called ara Borghese in the Louvre (fig. 852, a—c)z. This triangular base
of Pentelic marble, meant to support a candelabrum or a tripod, is embellished
with two ranges of divine figures. Above we see the twelve gods grouped as
follows from left to right: Zeus (thunderbolt) with Hera (sceptre, bridal veil)
and Poseidon (trident) with Demeter (corn-ears?); Apollon (pUktron, kithdral
—wrongly restored as a goddess3!) with Artemis (arrow?, quiver?, bow) and
Hephaistos (pincers—again wrongly restored as a goddess!) with Athena (spear,
aigh, helmet?, shield?); Ares (spear, shield, helmet?, breastplate?) with Aphro-
dite (dove) and Hermes (caduceus, talarid] with Hestia (veil, sceptre). Below
on a larger scale are the three Charites (joining hands for the dance); the three
Horai (flower, grapes, corn); the three Moirai (sceptres). The general effect is
that of an archaizing santa conversazione. But it is clear that Zeus and Hera
head the assembly, and that the Charites4, the Horai5, the Moirai6 are all intro-
duced in relation to Zeus.

The arrangement in fours underlies also the grouping of the twelve on the
puteal Albani, a well-mouth of Roman date formerly in the Albani collection
but now in the Capitoline Museum (fig. 853)r. This relief, of Greek marble
but Roman design8, divides the gods into two unequal companies, eight moving
towards the right, four towards the left. On the one hand we have Zeus
(thunderbolt, sceptre), Hera (stephdne, bridal veil), Athena (aigis, helmet, spear),

1 Supra p. 1049 n> *•
2 Clarac Mus. de Sculpt, ii. r. 170—181 pis. 172—174 figs, n—i7 = Reinach Rep.

Stat. i. 65 f., Mtiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst i. 8 pi. 12, 43 and 44, pi. 13, 45
( = my fig. 852, a, f, b), Frohner Sculpt, du Louvre i. 3 ff. no. i. Height: 2-o89m.

3 O. Jahn in the Ber. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1868 p. 193 pi. 5,
i—3 published sketches of the base, made by Pighius c. 1500 A.D., which show the
figures without the misleading alterations. A. Baumeister in his Denkm. iii. 2137 with
figs. 2394—2396 inserts the sketches of Pighius into the drawings of Miiller—Wieseler.

4 Supra i. 155, ii. 232 n. o fig. 160, iii. 955.
5 Supra ii. 37 n. i, 94 n. 2, 232 n. o, 372 f., 1138 n. 5, iii. 955.
6 Supra ii. 231 n. 8, 1138 n. 5.
7 Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt. Mus. Capit. Rome p. 106 ff. Galleria no. 31 b pi. 29 (six

photographs, each showing two deities), Mtiller—Wieseler Denkm. d. alt. Kunst ii.
137 ff. pi. 18, 197 ( = my fig. 853), W. Helbig Fiihrer durch die ijffentlichen Sammlungen
klassischer Altertumer in Rom* Leipzig 1912 i. 431 ff. no. 783 (who notes that, according
to old drawings, the present restored head of Aphrodite should have been looking back-
wards to link up with the other company), O. Weinreich in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 798 f.
with fig. 4. Height: 0-493™.

8 E. Schmidt Archaistische Kunst in Griechenland und Rom Miinchen 1922 p. 25 f.
('flavische Zeit ist mir das wahrscheinlichste, hadrianische das spateste mogliche Datum').
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Herakles (lion-skin, club, bow), Apollon (plektron, lyre), Artemis (bow), Ares
(breastplate, helmet, shield, greaves), Aphrodite (bud, flower); on the other
hand, Hephaistos (double axe), Poseidon (trident, dolphin), Hermes (ptiasos,
winged caduceus, goat), Hestia? (sceptre).

Not three fours, but four threes, was the distribution of the twelve on the
so-called ara Albani, a quadrangular base of marble still in the Villa Albani
(fig. 855)1. Three slabs only of this relief are extant. They represent a pro-
cession of deities passing from left to right—Artemis (torches), Leto?2 (sceptre),
Zeus (thunderbolt, eagle-sceptre), Hera (stephdne, sceptre, bridal veil), Poseidon
(trident), Demeter (poppies and corn-ears, sceptre), Dionysos (nebrts restored
as breastplate, thyrsos), Hermes (caduceus, talaria). But these figures were not
all. A fragment of drapery to be seen in front of Artemis' right knee (fig. 855, c)
makes it probable that Apollon, chanting, originally led the way. And a fore-
arm visible behind Hermes (fig. 855, a) proves that he was followed by another
deity, possibly Hestia. It seems likely that the canonical number was completed
by the presence of two more gods on the missing slab.

J. G. Zoega3 was the first to suggest that this monument showed the wedding
of Zeus and Hera. His opinion was adopted by F. G. Welcker4, who noted the
wreaths worn by all the extant figures, and met P. A. Visconti's objection that
Zeus and Hera appear on separate slabs by the conjecture that the procession
was designed for a circular, not a quadrangular, base. K. Wernicke5 too en-
dorses Zoega's view, though with some hesitation. But W. Amelung6 finds
this explanation far from convincing. No doubt a well-mouth so decorated
would be suitable enough in a private house: the wedding of Zeus and Hera
was the prototype of all weddings7. Nevertheless it would be safer to conclude

1 Welcker Alt. Denkm. ii. 14—26 pi. i, i, Overbeck Gr. Kunstmyth. Hera p. 174 ff.
Atlas pi. 10, 29 a—<r, Miiller—Wie.seler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. i. 18 ff. pi. r, 9,
Reinach Rdp. Reliefs iii. 129 no. i, W. Helbig op. cit? ii. 458 f. no. 1930, O. Weinreich
loc.- cit. vi. 800. My fig. 855, a—c is from photographs of the cast at Cambridge.
Height: 0-65™.

The face of Hera has been retouched, that of Demeter more seriously altered. The
head and right arm of Hermes, the face and right arm of Dionysos, perhaps also the legs
of the latter, are modern. Hermes was originally bearded; and Dionysos wore, not a
breastplate, but a nebrh over his short chit6n. The bird on the sceptre of Zeus is not
a cuckoo, as G. Zoega thought, but an eagle.

2 See, however, Mtiller—Wieseler—Wernicke op. cit. \. 19 'Hier, unmittelbar vor
dem Brautpaar, ist die Stelle der Brautmutter; man hat daher entweder auf Rhea oder
Tethys (als Pflegemutter) gedeutet; der Gedanke an Leto (weil sie den Mantelzipfel
der Artemis fasst) ist entschieden zu verwerfen, solche in dieser Klasse von Reliefs
typischen Zlige sind inhaltlich ohne Bedeutung.'

3 G. Zoega Li bassirilievi antichi di Roma Roma 1808 ii. 251—257 pi- 101.
* F. G. Welcker 'Hochzeit des Zeus undder Hera' in the Rhein. Mus. 1842 i. 420ff.

= id. Alt. Denkm. ii. 14 ff. pi. i, i.
5 Mliller—Wieseler—Wernicke op. cit. i. 18 ff. pi. i, 9.
6 W. Amelung in W. Helbig op. cit? ii. 459: ' Doch ist die Deutung auf den Hoch-

zeitzug des Zeus und der Hera keineswegs zwingend.'
7 Diod. 5. 73 Trpo66ovffi 5£ irpbrepov airavres rq> Ati T<£ TeXe£y KO,! "Spa Te\fta 5ia TO

roi5rovj apxyyobs yeyov&ai Kal irdvTWv evperds, Dion. Hal. ars rhet. 2. 2 ical on OVTOI
(sc. ol Oeot) ol evp6vres Kal deH-avres rods ydfjiovs rots &v6 p&irois • Zei)y yap Kal "Hpa, lepuroi
fevyvfores re Kal <rvv<:>vd£ovTes- otfrw roi 6 fi£v Kal HarTjp /caXemu irdvruv, T\ 8£ Zvyla dvo
TOV fcvyvtivai TO 0rj\v T$ appevi. Cp. Aisch. 'Ewlyovoifrag. 55 Nauck2 ap. schol. Find.
Isthm. 6. 10 and see also schol. Aristoph. thesm. 973.
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that the twelve gods are here portrayed simply as a divine team arriving1 to
bless the home of their worshippers. They are the plastic counterpart of the
painted twelve found more than once at Pompeii2 (figs. 856, 857). It may be
doubted whether their religious significance was much greater than that of our
own Apostle-spoons.

(10) The Hierbs Gdmos in the Far West.

There is no reason to think that the myth of the hierbs gdmos was ever
located at Athens3. Athenian poets do indeed occasionally refer ,to such a
myth. Sophokles speaks of the Gardens of Zeus and their proverbial felicity4,
Aristophanes of the Plain of Zeus and the bridal bed towards which at the
triumphant close of his great comedy the birds wing their way5. But the home

W. H. Roscher Juno und Hera Leipzig 1875 p. 75 n. o ( = id. in his Lex. Myth.
i. 2100) 'Nach den Worten des Lex. rhet. p. 670, 28 Pors. [on which source consult
W. Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur6 Miinchen 1924 ii. 2. 876 f.] ol ya/jLovvres
iroiovffi rip Ati Kal r-fi "Jipg, iepovs ydpovs scheint man jede Hochzeit als eine Art Hieros-
gamos aufgefasst zu haben.' But?

1 Cp. e.g. Plaut. Epid. 610 f. si undecim deos praeter sese secum adducat luppiter, |
ita non omnes ex cruciatu poterunt eximere Epidicum.

2 ( r ) On the outer wall of a corner-house, where the Vicolo del dodici iddii runs into
the Strada delV Abbondanza (Reg. viii. 3) (E. Gerhard in the Ann. d. Inst. iSsoxxii. 206—
214 pi. K, Helbig Wandgem. Camp. p. 5 f. no. 7, J. Overbeck Pompeji Leipzig 1884 p. 244,
Miiller—Wieseler—Wernicke Ant. Denkm. i. 62 ff. pi. 6, 2 ( = my fig. 856), A. Man
Pompeii its Life and Art"* trans. F. W. Kelsey New York 1902 p. 236, Reinach Re~p.
Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 5 no. 2, A. Mau Fuhrer diirch Pompeji® Leipzig 1928 p. 120). The
gods, standing between two bay-trees, -are—from left to right—Vesta (cup (not apple),
sceptre, ass), Diana (spear, bow and arrows, fawn), Apollo (cithard), Ceres (corn-wreath,
torch), Minerva (helmet, spear, shield), lupiter apparently of youthful beardless type
(sceptre), luno (sceptre), Volcanus of beardless type (pileus, hammer, tongs), Venus
Pompeiana (modius, small branch?, sceptre, rudder?), Mars (helmet, breastplate, greaves,
shield), Neptunus (trident), Mercurius (wingedpttasos, talaria, purse, winged caduceus).
Beneath the twelve and under their protection was the painting of an altar set out with
various fruits and approached by two snakes (beards, crests, forked tongues) with a
background of bay-bushes.

(2) On the outer wall of a house in the Strada dell' Abbondanza (Reg. ix. n)
(M. Delia Corte in the Not. Scam 1911 p. 417 ff. figs, i, 2, 2 a, R. Delbrueck in the
Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1913 xxxviii Arch. Anz. p. 162 with fig. 17, Reinach
R£p. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 6 no. 2, A. Mau Fuhrer durch Pompeji^ Leipzig 1928 p. 133
fig. 62, F. Saxl Mithras Berlin 1931 p. 75 n. 4 with pi. 30 fig. 165 ( = my fig. 857),
O. Weinreich in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 808 with fig. 5). The gods, standing en face
between two (?) Corinthian pillars, are—from left to right—lupiter (sceptre, thunderbolt),
luno (stephdne, veil, patera, sceptre), Mars (Oscan helmet, breastplate, spear, round
shield, balteus, sword?), Minerva (crested Corinthian helmet, Gorgdneion, patera, spear,
round shield), Hercules (lion-skin, balteus, skjrphos, club), Venus (veil, winged Cupid),
Mercurius (purse, caduceus), Proserpina (modius, sceptre), Volcanus of juvenile type
(pileus, hammer), Ceres (corn-wreath, torch), Apollo (bow, quiver, plectrum, lyre),
Diana (crown, bow, quiver, patera, sceptre). Adjoining this group is an altar on which
were found charcoal and cinders, remains of the last offering, and above it the painting
of a sacrifice by the -vicomagistri.

3 Supra p. 1047.
4 Soph. Ion frag. 297 Nauck2, 320 Jebb (cited supra ii. 1021).
5 Aristoph. av. 1758 (cited supra ii. 1021, iii. 59).
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of Zeus is placed in the far west—a sunset fancy, for which mortals sigh in
vain. Thus Euripides in his Hippolytos makes a chorus of Troezenian women,
fain to escape from the troubles of this life, exclaim:

O to win to the strand where the apples are growing
Of the Hesperid chanters kept in ward,

Where the path over Ocean purple-glowing
By the Sea's Lord is to the seafarer barred!

O to light where Atlas hath aye in his keeping
The bourn twixt earth and the heavens bestarred,

Where the fountains ambrosial sunward are leaping
By the couches where Zeus in his halls lieth sleeping,

Where the bounty of Earth the life-bestowing
The bliss of the Gods ever higher is heaping I1

The myth here touched upon is set out more fully by Pherekydes, the logo-
grapher of Leros, who is called an Athenian2 also, probably because he spent
most of his life at Athens. When Zeus married Hera,—he says3—the gods
brought wedding-gifts to the bride. Among them came Ge, bearing boughs
of golden apples. Hera, astonished at the sight, bade plant the boughs in her
garden4 hard by Mount Atlas. But Atlas' virgin daughters, the Hesperides,
kept taking of the apples; so Hera set a monstrous snake to guard the tree.
This snake was slain by Herakles and translated to the stars by Hera5.

Pherekydes' tale gives prominence to Ge; and it is to be observed that a
Pindaric fragment6, our oldest source for a marriage of Zeus in the remote
west, mentions as his consort, not Hera at all, but Themis—a goddess expressly
identified with Ge both in the poetry of Aischylos and in the official nomen-
clature of Athens7.

(n) Inferences concerning the Hierds Gdmos.

We have now passed in review the evidence, both literary and monumental,
for the hierbs gdmos of Zeus and Hera. Two points emerge and must be
emphasised.

1 Eur. Hipp. 742—751 trans. A. S. Way.
2 Souid. s.v. 3?epeKti5r)s, on which see W. Christ Geschichte dergriechischen Litteratur^

Miinchen 1912 i. 454 f. and W. Schmid—O. Stahlin Geschichte der griechischen Literatur
Miinchen 1929 i. i. 710 ff. Supra p. 455.

3 Pherekyd. frag. 33 a (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 79 f. Mtiller)=/nz§-. 16 c (Frag. gr. Hist.
1. 65 Jacoby) ap. pseudo-Eratosth. catast. 3, Hyg. poet. astr. 2. 3, Myth. Vat. i. 106,
2. 161, schol. Caes. Germ. Aratea p. 382, 21 ff. Eyssenhardt. Cp. the longer account in
Pherekyd. frag. 33 (Frag. hist. Gr. i. 78 f. Miiller) —frag. i6a and frag. 17 (Frag.gr.
Hist. i. 65 f. Jacoby). See also Athen. 83 c (supra ii. 1021).

4 This garden is called "Hprjs \ei(j,ui> (Kallim. h. Artem. 164) or flew? Krjiros (Pherekyd.
frag. 33 a (supra n. 3)). It is identical with the 'tiiceavov K^TTOS, where the Clouds array
their dance (Aristoph. nub. 271). Cp. roi)s SeX^c^s KO.\ 'A<f>podiT-r)s \fi/m&vas (Plout.
amat. 20).

Here grew the trefoil uictiOoov (Hesych. s.v.), used as fodder by the fawns of Artemis
and the horses of Zeus (Kallim. h. Artem. 163 ff.).

6 Supra p. 489 figs. 318 and 319. 6 Supra ii. 37 n. i.
7 Supra ii. 176 n. i.
On Themis as 'an emanation from Ge' see Farnell Cults of Gk. States iii. 12 ff. Cp.

also Preller—Robert Gr. Myth. i. 475 ff., Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. pp. roi n. 5 ff., 148
n. 5f., 1066, 1080 n. 6, 1094, 1166 n. 13.
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In the first place, the great bulk of the evidence is comparatively late. If

we except one passage in the Iliad, neither ritual nor myth is attested before
the fifth century B.C. Moreover, the single exception is itself certainly an
addition, probably a late addition, to the Iliad. W. Leaf and M. A. Bayfield
assigned it to the third and latest stratum of the poem, a stratum which they
date between 1000 and 800 B.C.1 Professor G. Murray, who lays stress on the
'Milesian' tone of the episode, speaks of it as 'that late Homeric story of the
Outwitting of Zeus' and refers it to a period when ' the Epos as a form of
living and growing poetry was doomed2.' However that may be, not a single
allusion to the sacred marriage of Zeus with Hera is forthcoming from the
Homeric hymns or Hesiod, from Pindar or the other lyrical poets, one indirect
reference only from Aischylos3, none from Sophokles, none from Herodotos,
Thoukydides, Demosthenes, Xenophon, Platon, none even from Pausanias.
Nor is the scene represented by monuments of any kind belonging to the
genuinely archaic period of Greek civilisation. This almost complete absence
of early evidence raises a suspicion that the hierbs gdmos was of comparatively
recent introduction.

In the second place, this suspicion is deepened by the fact that here and
there, even where the hierbs gdmos is attested, Zeus seems to have had an older
partner, who was not Hera, or Hera an older partner, who was not Zeus. For
example, we have seen reason to think that on Mount Kithairon Leto Mychia
or Nychia was paired with Zeus before the arrival of Hera4, and that in the
myth of Zeus' western marriage Themis, not Hera, was the original bride5.
A kylix by the painter Oltos strangely ignored Hera in favour of Hestia in
a scene perhaps reminiscent of the hierbs gdmos6. At Argos the evidence
pointed to a marriage of Hera, but did not prove that her original consort was
Zeus7; while at Knossos it was practically certain that the ritual marriage
of Zeus and Hera had been preceded by a ritual marriage of a sun-god and
a moon-goddess in bovine form8.

In short, the case for Hera as essentially and ab origine the bride of Zeus
is neither proven nor probable.

1 The Iliad of Homer ed. W. Leaf and M. A. Bayfield London 1898 ii pp. xx, xxiii,
329 ff.

2 G. Murray The Rise of the Greek Epic Oxford 1907 p. 242 ff. Id. ib.s Oxford 1924
p. 275 still speaks of'that late Homeric story of the Tricking of Zeus'

3 Supra p. 1060 n. 7. * Supra p. 1042.
6 Supra p. 1064. 6 Supra p- I049 n> 2 (2)} fig> g43-
7 Supra p. 1045. 8 Supra i. 523, iii. 1032.
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ADDENDA
i. 2 n. 2. For the blue-black eyebrows of Zeus cp. Apul. met. 6. 7 nee renuit lovis

caerulum supercilium. See also S. Marinatos in the 'Apx- 'E0. 1927—1928 p. i98f.
(Mesopotamian technique with inlay of lapis lazuli or blue paste), J. L. Myres Who wen
the Greeks? Berkeley, California 1930 p. 192 f. (normal colouring of Mediterranean
physique).

i. 7 n. 2. Add Anth. Plan. 121. 3 yv 4<popu<ru> &TT aldepos oi Aids atyal.
i. 15 n. 6. A parallel to the line of Ennius is the fine passage in Pacuvius Chryses

frag. 6 (Trag. Rom. frag. p. 99 f. Ribbeck) ap. Varr. de ling. Lat. 5. 17, Cic. de nat.
deor. 2. 91, de div. i. 131, Non. Marc. p. 209, 8f. Lindsay.

i. 18 n. 3. See now the dissertation of H. Oppermann De Jove Panamaro Bonn
1919—1920, revised and partly rewritten in his Zeus Panamaros Giessen 1924 pp. i—94,
J. Hatzfeld ' Inscriptions de Panamara' in the Bull. Con'. Hell. 1927 li. 57—122 (text of
139 inscriptions), P. Roussel 'Les mysteres de Panamara' ib. pp. 123—137 (summary by
E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1928 xxxii. 517 f.). P. Roussel ' Le miracle de
Zeus Panamaros' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1931 Iv. 70—116 with pis. 5 and 6 restores a
long inscription, from the wall of the temple, recording how Zeus with sudden flame and
fog repulsed troops (perhaps those of Q. Labienus in 41—40 B.C. (Dion Cass. 48. 26))
attacking his sanctuary (summarised by P. Roussel in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1932 xlv. 223 and
by D. M. Robinson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1932 xxxvi. 539). When the enemy
attempted a night-surprise, 7 [ 6 debs fiera 0«]ros <p\6ya iroXMiv [ajtfrots iverivafyv
uff[r€ ]. When they resumed operations the next day, 10 [ <riW/3i? a6ro?j i
Brjvai b/j,i-x\fiv J3]a6etai> wore roi)y pxv /uera rov Oeov ^[axo^vous \a8eiv atfroi>s] | [
5£ Trepl TO /t[^po]s TOV 'X.upiov Ka6' 8 Trpolffpd\\eiv eTrexelpijffav] | [tiriyeive<r8
/j-eyav Kal Karappayijvai ftpovrds <rwex«s K\al diafaffeiv [dorpajirds • did rfaOra STJ deivw
/careTrXd^ijiraf] | [01 iroXl/uor Kal Kpavyj] TroXX^ yv ruv j3orid]oiJVTUi> TWV p£v IXiiPHN (so
G. Cousin) <f><ai>otji>Tw[y~\, Iri 5£ avafio&v\T<av] p.eya\jj rfj (puvrj fj-tyav elvai At'a HavA/^apov, \
/c.r.X. A third and final assault was defeated by the shouting of unseen helpers and the
baying of supernatural hounds: 24 [ /c]j5/cXy de avrwv TO xwP^ov TroXiopKotivTWv,
d\a\ay/J,6s re avr-ff^uev us /So^^etas | [^/c T^S 7r6Xews iTnyeivo^vris, Kalirep ovde]vos
<paivo/j,^vov, Kal KVV&V ti\ayfj.bs tyeivero TroXus ws trpoo"ir\[e]KOfji:£v(i}v rots irpoir^d\\ov<nv
K.r.X. A. Laumonier in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1934 Iviii. 336 f. no. 20 with fig.
(Stratonikeia) Ao/j&rrexos | Atet Havafj.dpw | /cat'E/cdr?; on a marble slab above a lion-head
(fountain-jet?) in relief.

i. 23 n. 6. On hair-offering see further L. Sommer Das Haar in Religion und
Aberglauben der Griechen Munster i. W. 1912 pp. i—86, G. Wilke ' Ein altgermanisches
Haaropfer' in Mannus 1924 xvi. 646"., G. Kossinna 'Zum Haaropfer' 112, R. Mbschkau
' Nachtrag zum germanischen Haaropfer' ib. 1925 xvii. 121, H. Lewy ' Haarscheren als
ilrite de passage" '• in the Archiv f. Rel. 1927 xxv. 203 f., H. Bachtold-Staubli in the
Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1930/1931 iii. 1239—1288
('Haar'), Sir A. J. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1935 iv. 2. 475 ff.

S. Aurigemma // R. Museo di Spina Ferrara 1935 p. 116 pi. 62 publishes a fine
Etruscan statuette, of bronze washed in silver, which represents a boy, clad in a chlamys,
severing a long tress of his hair with his sword.

i. 26 n. to. Eustath. in Dionys. per. epist. p. 209, 14 ff. Miiller Kal Zeuj /j.ev 6 irap
, rots irepl"0\vfj.irov 0d>Kots t/jLirptiruv cuWptos, avry yaiy avrfj re 0a\d<r<rri ra /ccirw

xeiuiffai j3pev6i!>eTai, atrrbs 5e p.T) av eXtcvtrdr/vat. Kdrut dXafovetieTai• K.T,\., id. in II.
49 ^e^ ava AtoSwcaie, TwriGTiv al0^pie Kal irepiyeie.

i. 27. A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 408 no. 22 records a dedication
from Thespiai [Kct]XXt/«ixos [Aios?] | AlOpiov \ [l}apefa'A6dv[ai].

i. 34 n. 3. On the pediment of the temple of lupiter Capitolinus see now A. M. Colini
in the Butt. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1925 liii. 160—200 figs, i—8 and pi.

i. 38. The heads hanging on the palace-wall appear also on a sarcophagus-lid found
in Rome and published by R. Paribeni in the Not. Scav. 1926 p. 295 f. pi. 8, a.

i. 41 ff. See further the careful dissertation of A. Schlachter Der Globus: seine
Entstehung und Verwendung in der Antike (STOIXBIA viii) Leipzig—Berlin 1927
pp. i—118.
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i. 46. Cp. R. Browning The Bishop orders his Tomb at Saint PraxecTs Church 47 ff.

' So, let the blue lump poise between my knees, | Like God the Father's globe on both
his hands | Ye worship in the Jesu Church so gay.'

i. 47. A gilded bronze statuette with eyes of silver inlay, formerly in the Somze"e
Collection, represented Zeus enthroned with his left foot resting on a high footstool,
restored as a large globe (A. Furtwangler Sammlung Somzee Mlinchen 1897 p. 58 f.
no. 87 pi. 34, Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 780 no. i).

i. 52 n. 7. R. M. Dawkins in Folk-Lore 1924 xxxv. 223 n. 29 f. deals with this apple
as the ' orb of dominion.'

i. 53 with fig. 31. E. Lattes Le iscrizioni paleolatine dei fittili e dei bronzi di
provenienza etrusca Milano 1892 pp. 104 f., 111, id. Saggi e appunti intorno alia iscrizione
etrusca della murnmia Milano 1894 p. 24 f. regards the Orvieto cone as an altar for
libation to the dead, and reads Tinia. tinscvil \ s. asi. sacni=Iovis diovila (haec est)
super ara sancta.

i. 53 f. On the stone of Terminus see also E. Samter ' Die Entwickelung des
Terminuskultes' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1913 xvi. 137—144 (with which I do not wholly
agree : supra p. 441), Louise A. Holland in the Am. Jour n. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 553 n. i,
and Agnes Kirsopp Lake 'Lapis Capitolinus' in Class. Philol. 1936 xxxi. 72 f. (sum-
marised in the Class. Quart. 1936 xxx. 219).

i. 53 n. i Grabphalli. Add F. Schachermeyr in the Ath. Mitth. 1916 xli. 377 (Lydia,
Karia, Phrygia?), E. S. Hartland in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
Edinburgh 1917 ix. 825b (Scandinavia), G. W. Elderkin in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933
xxxvii. 396 (Lydia, raising a series of interesting philological possibilities), H. Shetelig—
H. Falk Scandinavian Archaeology trans. E. V. Gordon Oxford 1937 p. 247 f.
(Scandinavia), A, T. Curie in Antiquity 1937 xi. 352 ff. pis. 5—8 (British Somaliland,
cp. Galla provinces of southern Ethiopia).

i. 60 with fig. 36. A complete publication of this important sarcophagus is now
available, F. Gerke Der Sarkophag des lunius Bassus Berlin 1936 pp. i—37 with
32 plates.

i. 65. S. Luria 'Asteropos' in the Berl. Philol. Woch. Juni 19, 1926 p. 701 f. makes
Asteropos the ephor (Plout. v. Kleom. 10) no proper name but an old religious epithet
of the ephor as such (cp. Plout. v. Agid. n 2<f>opoi....Trpbs ovpavbv a.wofi>\£iroirTes).
V. Ehrenberg 'Asteropos' ib. Jan. i, 1927 p. 27 ff. rightly demurs.

i. 66 n. 5. See further J. van der Vliet 'Quo discrimine dei et homines inter se
dignoscantur' in Mnemosyne 1901 xxix. 207 f. and S. A. Naber ' Deorum coronae' ib.
1901 xxix. 304—306.

i. 67 n. 3. W. R. Halliday The Greek Questions of Plutarch Oxford 1928 p. 172
doubts my explanation of Plutarch's human 2\a<j>oi. But such usages are very ancient
and wide-spread. Engraved and painted on the rock-wall of a cave at Les Trois-Freres
near S. Girons (Ariege) is a male figure of the middle Magdalenian period. He has
human hands and feet, and a full beard, but hairy animal ears, stag's antlers, and an
equine tail (H. Obermaier Fossil Man in Spain Yale Univ. Press 1924 p. 233 fig. 103,
M. Hoernes Urgeschichte des bildenden Kunst in Europd6 Wien 1925 p. 668 ff. fig. i,
R. de Saint-Perier L? Art prehistorique {Epoque pattolithique) Paris 1932 p. 57 pi. 49, 6).

Stag-mummers in south Gaul c. 500 A.D. are attested by Caesarius of Aries and Eligius
ofNoyon. Caesarius serm. 130. i says: 'Quid enim est tamdemens,quam virilemsexum
in formam mulieris turpi habitu commutare? quid tarn demens, quam deformare faciem et
vultus induere, quos ipsi etiam daemones expavescunt? quid tarn demens, quam incompositis
motibus et impudicis carminibus vitiorum laudes inverecunda delectatione cantare, indui
ferino habitu et capreae aut cervo similem fieri, ut homo ad imaginem Dei et similitudinem
factus sacrificium daemonum fiat?' (xxxix. 2003 Migne), id. ib. 130. 2: ' Quicumque ergo
in Calendis Januariis quibuscumque miseris hominibus sacrilege ritu insanientibus potius
quam ludentibus aliquam humanitatem dederint, non hominibus sed daemonibus se
dedisse cognoscant. Et ideo si in peccatis eorum participes esse non vultis, cervulum sive
caniculam (so E. Maass for anniculam, anulas, agniculam codd.) aut aliqua quaelibet
portenta ante domos vestras venire non permittatis...' (xxxix. 2004 Migne). Eligius de
rectitudine catholicae conversations 5 follows suit: ' Nullus in Calendis Januarii nefanda
et ridiculosa, vetulas aut cervulos aut < canes vena>ticos (so I would read for jocticos,
jotticos, jotricos codd.), faciat,..." (xl. 1172 Migne). E. Maass in the Jahresh. d. oest.
arch. Inst. 1907 x. 108 ff. infers that at Arelate on the first of January three mummers
represented an old woman, a stag, and a hound—in short, the masque of Aktaion, whose
story as portrayed by Polygnotos at Delphoi involved precisely these three figures (Paus.
10. 30. 5). J. A. MacCulloch The Religion of the ancient Celts Edinburgh 1911 p. 260 f.
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more wisely postulates a native origin for the custom. And R. D. Barnett in Folk-Lore
1929 xl. 393 f. does good service by collecting allusions to it and by noting that a last
trace of it is ' the running of the deer' in the carol The Holly and the Ivy. A. Nicoll
Masks Mimes and Miracles London 1931 p. 165 fig. 115 shows a performance of such
masked dancers (stag, hare, fox, old woman, etc.) from a fourteenth-century miniature in
the Bodleian MS. 264 of Li Romans ctAlixandre.

J. G. McKay ' The Deer-Cult and the Deer-Goddess Cult of the Ancient Caledonians'
in Folk-Lore 1932 xliii. 144—174 breaks fresh ground and raises a whole crop of
important contentions (succinctly stated on pp. 167—169).

My own interpretation of the ' island stones' as representing masked dancers (Journ.
Hell. Stud. 1894 xiv. 133 ff. 'The Cult of the Stag') was accepted by Sir W. Ridgeway
The Early Age of Greece Cambridge 1931 ii. 484—487 and has of late been vigorously
defended by E. Herkenrath ' Mykenische Kultszenen. ii. Masken' in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1937 xli. 420—422. J. L. Myres The Metropolitan Museum of Art: Handbook of
the Cesnola Collection of Antiquities from Cyprus New York 1914 p. 150 f. publishes two
statuettes of votaries in Assyrian style, to be dated c. 700—650 B.C.: no. 1029 wears a
bull's head as a mask; no. 1030 wears a stag's head, which he is on the point of removing.
Cp. Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople ii. 487 f. no. 688 a limestone slab with the
barbaric relief of a [Kwo]K^0a\os or [\wco]/c^0a\os on one side, that of a bear-headed man
on the other.

i. 68 n. i. The Hesychasts of Mt Athos in the fourteenth century held that divine
light shone about the summit of Mt Tabor (S. V. Troitsky in J. Hastings Encyclopedia
of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1913 vi. 427b).

i. 70. C. T. Seltman Greek Coins London 1933 p. 165 pi. 35, 8 shows that Chari-
and Olym- must be the names of magistrates, not engravers.

i. 70 ff. On the human sacrifice to Zeus Lykaios see now F. Schwenn Die Menschenopfer
bei den Griechen undRbmern Giessen 1915 pp. 20—25 ('Der " Wolfsgott" hatte anfangs
mit dem hellenischen Zeus nichts zu tun; spater erst wurde Lykaios ein Beiname des
Zeus; es war der—allerdings wohl noch spatere—Ausdruck dieser Vermischung, wenn
der "wolfische Zeus" das Symbol des Adlers mit iibernahm. Der Priester, der sich im
Kindesopfer mit dem Gott selbst vereinigt hatte, war selbst wie der Gott ein " Wolf"'),
O. Kern Die Religion der Griechen Berlin 1926 i. 15, 187 (follows Schwenn), Lily
Weiser-Aall in the Archivf. Rel. 1933 xxx. 224 (' Lykaios bedeutet: der Wolfische; die
Ahnlichkeit mit der Erzahlung der Vdlsungasaga [Kap. 8] fallt auf').

i. 81 n. o. Add J. A. MacCulloch ' Lycanthropy' in J. Hastings Encyclopaedia of
•Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 206*—220% M. Schuster 'Der Werwolf und
die Hexen. Zwei Schauermarchen bei Petronius' [Petron. sat. 61. 5—62. 14 and 63. i—
64. i] in Wiener Studien 1930 xlviii. 149—178, W. Kroll 'Etwas vom Werwolf ib.
1937 Iv.168—172.

i. 87 n. 6. The origin of the sceptre is discussed by C. F. Hermann Disputatio de
sceptri regii antiquitate et origine Gottingae 1851 pp. i—17, and more recently by A. Hug
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii A. 368 ff., C. Borchling in F. Saxl Vortrdge der
Bibliothek Warburg: Vortrdge 1923—1924. Leipzig—Berlin 1926 p. 235 ff., F. J. M. de
Waele The Magic Staff or Rod in Graeco-Italian Antiquity The Hague 1927 p. 117 ff.

i. 100. Olympos, a pre-Greek word for 'mountain' (C. Theander in Eranos 1915 xv.
127—136, M. P. Nilsson Homer and Mycenae London 1933 p. 269). R. J. H. Jenkins
in a valuable, but unpublished, dissertation on The Religions and Cults of Olympia during
the Bronze Age Cambridge 1932 p. 71 n. 4 (MS.) conjectures that "0\v/«ros was 'the
Early Anatolian for " Mountain," ' and that at Olympia it was Early Helladic or Early
Macedonian (two branches, south and north, of the same race).

i. 102 n. 4. D. M. Robinson in Transactions and Proceedings of the American
Philological Association 1934 Ixv. 103 ff. publishes an inscription, of 356 B.C., recording
a treaty between Philip of Makedonia and the Chalcidians. This was to be set up by
Philip (line 9) \£\v Aloi £s [TO] lepbv TOV Ai6s r[oO] '0\v/j.irlov, K.T.\. Id. ib. p. 117 n. 26
speaks of the excavations at Dion.

i. 102 n. 5. Mt Carmel affords a good parallel to Mt Argaios (Tac. hist. 2. 78 est
ludaeam inter Syriamque Carmelus : ita vocant montem deumque. nee simulacrum deo
aut templum—sic tradidere maiores—: ara tantum et reverentia). In Mexico and Peru
the most prominent peaks were likewise objects of direct worship (E. J. Payne History of
the New World called America Oxford 1892 i. 404).

i. 107. Professor G. Murray kindly pointed out to me that Anaktoteltstai should be
rendered ' initiators,' not ' initiates.' Cp. W. K. C. Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion
London 1935 p. 202 on the analogous OrpheoteUstai.
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i. 107 n. 2. On the Korybantes see further J. Poerner ' De Curetibus et Corybantibus'

in the Dissertationesphilologicae Halenses 1913 xxii. 245—428.
i. 109. On Axieros, Axiokersa, Axiokersos consult also Margaret C. Waites 'The

Deities of the Sacred Axe' in the Journ. Am. Arch. 1923 xxvii. 25—56, E. Maass in
the Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 225 f., F. W. Schelling Samothrake und Kabirische
Mysterien Stuttgart 1929 pp. i—45 (' Uber die Gottheiten von Samothrake').

i. 129 n. 2. On the relief signed by Archelaos see further J. Sieveking 'Das Relief
des Archelaos von Priene' in the Rom. Mitth. 1917 xxxii. 74—89, G. Lippold ' Musen-
gruppen' ib. 1918 xxxiii. 77—80, M. Schede 'Zu Philiskos, Archelaos und den Musen'
ib. 1920 xxxv. 65—82 pi. i, G. W. Elderkin 'The Deification of Homer by Archelaos'
in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1936 xl. 496—500 fig. t.

i. 131. A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 403 f. no. 19 a base from Thespiai
formerly supporting three statuettes and inscribed Zetfs M^yuoo-iVi? 'Air6\\uv.

i. 132. W. H. Roscher Omphalos Leipzig 1913 p. 48 f. argues that Archelaos was
representing the omphaUs of Branchidai and the Thessalian or the Mysian Olympos.

i. 134 ff. A rock-cut throne on a mountain near Temenothyrai in Lydia was taken to
be that of Geryon son of Chrysaor (Paus. i. 35. 7).

W. K. C. Guthrie in 1932 discovered, just outside a village called Selki, on Findos
Tepe at the western edge of the Konieh plain, a double rock-cut throne with footstools
(figs. 858, 859). Close by were two narrow rock-cut troughs, 'like couches in shape'
(fig. 860). I am indebted to Mr Guthrie for the photographs here given of the thrones as
seen from below and above, and of the 'couches.'

H. Lattermann and F. Hiller von Gaertringen in the Ath. Milth. 1915 xl. 75 ff. fig. 3
and pi. 13, 2 record a rock-throne near the village of Kionia (Stymphalos). They suggest
that this throne, which is cut in conglomerate over an empty grave (P)-chamber, is to be
connected with the local cult of Hera Xijpa (Paus. 8. 22. 2), implying a dead Zeus as in
Crete.

i. 150. The sword-dance of the Kouretes and Korybantes round the infant Zeus is
discussed by L. von Schroder Mysterium und Mimus im Rigveda Leipzig 1908 p. 118,
F. Kidson—M. Neal English Folk-song and Dance Cambridge 1915 p. 146 f. See,
however, Gruppe Myth. Lit. 1921 p. 38 : ' Es ist doch...ungleich wahrscheinlicher, dass
die gottlichen Kureten und Korybanten mythische Gegenbilder zu irdischen Tanzern sind,
als dass diese den Gottertanz nachahmten, wie Schroder (131 ff.) glaubt.'

i. 152. On the cult of Zeus at Synnada see also W. H. Buckler—W. M. Calder—
W. K. C. Guthrie in Monumenta Asiae Minoris antiqua Manchester Univ. Press 1933
TV. 14 no. 49 pi. i9 = my fig. 861 (white marble stSle of local style, c. 200 B.C., showing
Zeus enthroned with thunderbolt in right hand and round object in left, votary with
round object in right hand, bag or basket on left arm, and two eagles in pediment).

i. 152 fig. 125. A coin of Akmoneia with similar type is published by E. Babelon in
the Rev. Num. iii Serie 1891 ix. 38 f. pi. 4, 4.

i- J53 %• I29- An interesting variant of this coin is given by C. Bosch in thejahrb.
d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1931 xlvi Arch. Anz. p. 452 with fig. n.

i. 155 n. 8. Add B. P. Grenfell—A. S. Hunt The Oxyrhynchus Papyri London 1922
xv. 105 no. 1793 col. ix, I f. ovKeri yv/j.vas \ iraidas ev'Hpaiqi ffri?i<ro(jiei> Etipw6/jir)s (sc. the
Charites, cp. Paus. 2. 17. 4).

i. 157 n. 3. My friend and former pupil Mr J. D. S. Pendlebury writes to me : 'The
following is the story I heard in June 1935 from an old friend Kosta Kounales of
Anogeia, who really does know his mountains Traroux'a Trarovxia as they say. It was
a propos of a small heap of stones by the Church of Holy Cross on the Nidha Plain,
called locally <TTOV SraupoO rbv TpoxaXoy. " They say that in Venetian times there was a
prince Erotokritos who was out hunting wild boar, and one day his foot slipped as he
was about to spear the boar, and his friends shot quickly with their bows to help him,
but they shot him instead and they buried him here."' In view of what A. Papadakes
reports concerning the tomb of Zeus at Anogeia (supra i. 163), it seems fairly certain
that we have here a local modification of the belief that Zeus was a Cretan prince killed
by a wild boar and buried.

i. 162 n. i. Cp. Sir A. J. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1921 i. 154 with
fig. 113 b, 1928 ii. i. 81 f. figs. 37 and 38.

i. 169. See further Olga Rojdestvensky Le culte de saint Michel et le moyen Age latin
Paris 1922 pp. r—72 (summarised by S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1922 ii. 357).

i. 181 n. o. On horse-sacrifice in antiquity see H. M. Hubbell in Yale Classical
Studies 1928 i. 181 —192.





Plate LXXIV

A bust of Zeus Sarapis (supra i. 188 ff.) in lapis lazuli, presented
by Sir H. Howorth in 1912 to the British Museum (Brit. Mus.
Cat. Gems- p. 368 no. 3939 fig. 94). Height o-i3im. A socket
worked in the top of the head implies the insertion of a kdlathos.

The technique points to a date c. 300 A.D.
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i. 187. Cp. W. H. Buckler—W. M. Calder—W. K. C. Guthrie Momimenta Asiae
Minoris antiqita Manchester Univ. Press 1933 iv. 36 no. 113 (a) an altar at Kara Adili,
adorned with reliefs of eagle (front), ox-head (left side), etc. and inscribed in lettering of
s. ii or iii A.n. [Kap7r]o[0]|[6/3]os /u.[w]]0wr?)s 'H[Af]j w /cat At ev\-xyv.

i. 187 n. 4. See now E. Peterson EIS 6EOS Gottingen 1926 pp. 139, 241, 306.
i. 192. In Bekker anecd. i. 338, 26 "Ayos • 6 Zei)s Trapa Kuftx-^ots the ordo verborum

demands 'Ayvos. F. W. Hasluck Cyzicus Cambridge 1910 p. 223 held that the epithet
'referred to an Avenger of Blood.'

i. 193 n. 3. W. M. Calder in the Class. Rev. 1910 xxiv. 77 ff. no. 2 (id. ib. 1924
xxxviii. 29 n. i) published the inscription, of c. 260—270 A.D. (not of s. i), on an oblong
pillar built into a house-wall at Baliik-Laou and derived from a temple of Zeus at or near
Sedasa (Ak-Kilisse], where Zeus was identified with the sun-god and presented with
a sun-dial: Totyrjs MfaJI/cpetvos 6 | /cat 'A/3acr/caj'|Tos /cat Bara <rts Bperao^Sos '^pp/qv \
TA-tyiffTov | Kara efcxyv \ 4iriffKeva.ffa.v\Tes trvv wpo\\oyrjUi ^K T&[V] | ISiwv (av)a\ufji\a.TUv
dce<7T[r;]|craj' Ait 'JlXFJcj/]. Since Sedasa lay some twenty-five miles south-west of Lystra,
this association of Zeus and Hermes is rightly held to illustrate Acts 14. 12. Moreover,
in 1926, at Kavak near Lystra, W. H. Buckler and W. M. Calder found an altar dedicated
'to the Epekoos and to...and to Hermes' (Class. Rev. 1926 xl. 114) and saw a bronze
statuette of Hermes with a cadnceus resting on his left shoulder and an eagle beside his
right foot (The Manchester Guardian for Jan. 19, 1926, S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch.
1926 ii. 281)—further proof of the same association.

i. 195. Another cult-epithet of Zeus that may be of solar significance is Hesych.
$imos- r/Xios. rj Zetfs.

i. 196 n. 9. Mr A. S. F. Gow in a letter dated i July, 1917, drew my attention to
Cornut. theol, up. u, 20 Lang irdvr e<f>opa Atos o0#a\«6s teal iravr eira

C. III. 68
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on the sun conceived as a wheel. Aetios plac. 2. 20. i (p. 348, 3 ff. Diels)

KVK\OV elvai (sc. TOV r/Xiov) 6KTh>KaieiKocra.'jr\aarlova TTJS yrjs, dp/uare/y Tpox$
TTJI> a\//ida 2xovra Koi\t)v, ir\-/ipr) irvp6s, K.T.\., Achilleus Tatios isag. 19

(p. 46, 20 ff. Maass) rtp^s 5^, uv 4o~Ti Kal ' Ava%ifjLav5pos, <f>acrl ir^ireiv avTbv (sc. Tbv TJ\IOV)

avTTJs dvaTeTapfras rds Kvrjfudas irpbs TTJV <-l;(>}0ev TTJS a\//idos irepupopav, OVTU Kal avrbv airo
KotXov Tb 0ws (Kirt/jLirovTa T^V avaTaffiv TWV aKTiviav TTOLeicrdai Kal ZfaOev cttfrds KVK\if
<f>UTl£eiv, K.T.A., Ennius frag. 335 Bahrens ap. Isid. orig. 18. 36. 3 inde patefecit radiis
rota Candida caelum, Apul. met. 9. 28 cum primum rota soils lucida diem peperit.

i. 198. E. H. Sturtevant 'Centaurs and Macedonian Kings' in Class. Philol. 1926
xxi. 235—249 takes KtvTavpos (KCVT- avpo-) to be a Thracian term for QlXiinros.

i. 199 ff. on representations of Ixion. I am indebted to Mr A. D. Trendall for photo-
graphs of an unpublished amphora in the Museo Campano di Capua (pi. Ixxv), which
shows the hero on his fiery wheel.

Dimiter P. Dimitrov in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1937 lii Arch. Anz.
pp. 69—75 compares the British Museum mirror (supra i. 204 pi. xvii) with a Roman
relief of Ixion and Tantalos in the Museum of Stara-Zagora, Bulgaria, and with an Attic
red-figured sherd from the Forum Romanum (ib. figs, i—3).

R. von Schneider in the Serta Harteliana Wien 1896 p. 281 f. with fig. (after the
Bullettino di arti e curiosita veneziane 1895 iv. 39 f. fig.) notes a relief of c. noo A.D.,
found between the Duomo and the Baptistery at Torcello near Venice, in which Ixion
appears stretched, face outwards, round the external circumference of a wheel. To right
and left of him stand two women, in long girded attire, one with her torch raised, the
other with her torch lowered.

i. 2ii on the religious origin of punishments. Cp. F. Kunze 'Der Birkenbesen ein
Symbol des Donar' in the Internationales Archivfiir Ethnographie 1900 xiii. 130 f. ('to
kiss the rod' implies its sanctity).

i. 225 n. 4 Dryas. Another parallel is the myth of Idas ('Woodman'?) as told by
schol. B.D. //. 9. 557.

Sphairos occurs as a magistrate's name on a bronze coin of Rhodes (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Coins Caria, etc. p. 261 pi. 41, 4). F. Bechtel Die historischen Personennamen des
Griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit Halle a. d. S. 1917 p. 605 notes ~2<f>aipos Ad/cow as an
Olympic victor of 640 B.C. (Euseb. chron. i (i. 198, 30 Schoene)).

i. 231 n. 8. P. Couissin deals with ' casques a rouelle' in the Rev. Arch. 1923 ii. 77 ff.

i. 232. Professor S. A. Cook informs me (Oct. i, 1929) that he regards the lettering
of the Gaza coin as Aramaic rather than Phoenician, on account of the H. Id. The
Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology London 1930 p. 147 n. i 'The
lettering resembles that on the papyri of Elephantine and is rather more archaic than the
jar-handles of Jericho; it is Aramaic rather than Phoenician (note the form of the h)'
cp. ib. p. 186.

E. L. Sukenik in The Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society 1934 xiv. 178 ff. pi. 2
and fig. i cites a fourth-century silver coin, of the same Philisto-Arabian or Egypto-
Arabian series, now at Jerusalem in the collection of M. Salzberger, which reads, not
Yhw, but Yhd—that is Yehud 'Judah.' He and others following his lead (e.g.
W. F. Albright in the Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research 1934 liii-
20—22, R. Dussaud in Syria 1935 xvi. 211 f., D. M. Robinson in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1934 xxxviii. 451) conclude that KWmust be the true reading of the coin in the British
Museum. But Professor S. A. Cook in a further letter to me (Oct. 23, 1935) asks very
pertinently 'Is it natural to put a mere place-name on a coin, like "Judah"?' Any
Greek numismatist would answer 'No.'

In this connexion note also the seal of 'Elishama son of Gedaliah' published by
G. Dalman in the Palaestina-Jahrbuch des deutschen evangelischen Instituts fuf
Altertttmswissenschaft des Heiligen Landes zu Jerusalem 1906 ii. 44 ff. (S. A. Cook The
Religion of Ancient Palestine p. 34 f. pi. 9, i, A. T. Olmstead History of Palestine and
Syria New York—London 1931 p. 528 with fig. 177). The seal shows Jehovah as a
bearded god in long robe and high crown, apparently brandishing a thunderbolt in his
uplifted right hand. He is seated on a throne, with a footstool, between two stands
supporting seven-branched palmettes—the whole on a boat, which at stem and stern ends
in a bird's head.

i. 238 ff. On Kirke's gloriole see S. Eitrem in the Class. Rev. 1921 xxxv. 22 f. The
alleged Persian lab is perhaps derived from the eTvpoXoyla TOV dX0a/3^rou in the et. Gud.
p. 598 \d/j.p8a...wapd TO Ad/3- Ad/3 d£ Tb Sid /t&rou TOV ovpavov Kal TIJS yijs xdaywt A^yerat,
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Amphora in the Museo Campano di Capua :
Ixion on his fiery wheel.

See page 1072.
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cp. Lobeck Aglaophamus ii. 1341 Ad/3 r6 otipdviov irvp, and see further F. Dornseiff Das
Alphabet in Mystik und Magie Leipzig—Berlin 1922 p. 30 f.

P. Wolters 'Kirke' in the Ath. Mitth. 1930 Iv. 209—236 pis. 14 and 15 discusses a
Boeotian skyphos at Nauplia, which represents Kirke as magician, Odysseus, and three
of his sailors transformed into swine.

E. Schwyzer in Indogermanische Forschungen 1920 xxxviii. i58f. takes Malt} (vijffos)
to be for da.ii) = atiaii>], 'die Insel der Morgenrote.' But R. B. Onians in the Cambridge
University Reporter for Nov. 30, 1926 p. 454 derives Alaiy and Ai'i^n/s from AIa = ̂ 4i'a,
the Hebrew or Phoenician word for 'sparrow-hawk, falcon.' See further V. Berard
Les Pheniciens et fOdyssle Paris 1902 i. 214, 1903 ii. 261 ff. An altar at Ptolema'is
(Menshijeh) dedicated to 'Appdicrei Kal 'Itpaxi 0e[wt] | /c.r.X. (Dittenberger Orient. Gr.
inscr. sel. no. 52) implies that Horos was conceived as a sparrow-hawk (O. Hofer in
Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 636 f.). The hawk is also an attribute of Apollon {supra i.
626 n. o: add J. D. Beazley The Lewes House Collection of Ancient Gems Oxford 1920
p. 41 f. no. 47 pi. 3).

E. Reiss 'Studies in Superstition and Folklore vii. Homer' in the Am. fourn. Phil.
1925 xlvi. 222 ff. discusses the magic circle (pp. 222—224) and Kirke as a witch
(p. 227 f.).

i. 247 n. 2. See now A. de Ridder Les bronzes antiques du Louvre Paris 1915 ii. 45 f.
no. 1699 pi. 8 r, W. Lamb Greek and Roman Bronzes London 1929 p. 179 fig. i.

i. 255 f. Cp. A. S. F. Gow TKTE, POMBOS, rhombus, turbo' in the Journ. Hell.
Stud. 1934 liv. i—13 with n figs.

i. 259 n. o. The fragment of Pindar has now turned up on a papyrus of s. i A.D.
(B. P. Grenfell—A. S. Hunt The Oxyrhynchus Papyri London 1922 xv. 84 ff. no. 1791
pi. 3). It confirms the conjecture of Schneidewin. See also D. S. Robertson in the
Class. Rev. 1929 xliii. 218.

i. 262 iynges of gold. G. Karo 'Schatz von Tiryns' in the Ath. Mitth. 1930 Iv. 127 f.,
138 f., pis. 30 A and 31, publishes a pair of wheels made in gold wire with four spokes of
bronze covered with amber beads, and portions of a second similar pair of wheels, dating
apparently from late Mycenaean times. Karo ib. p. 128 compares the 'ear-phones' of
the Lady of Elche, and ib. p. 139 conjectures a northern origin for the head-gear. Is it
possible, however, that the wheels were solar iyngesl

i. 269 ff. on the wheel of Nemesis. H. Volkmann ' Studien zum Nemesiskult' in the
Archiv f. Rel. 1928 xxvi. 296—321 with figs, i—4 has an important collection of texts
and monuments: id. ib. p. 310 n. 2 discusses the association of Nemesis with Helios and
the solar symbolism of her wheel. B. Schweitzer 'Dea Nemesis Regina' in \hzjahrb. d.
Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1931 xlvi. 175—246 pi. r f. and figs, i—21 publishes an interesting
relief at Brindisi, in which Nemesis confronts us standing on a naked human figure
(summary by D. M. Robinson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1932 xxxvi. 533). H. Herter in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi. 2338—2380 devotes a long and painstaking article to the
goddess, accepting many of my results, but demurring to some.

i. 270 n. 5. But H. B. Walters in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 183 no. 1696 points
out that the supposed car is merely a wheel at her tee*.plus a fracture of the stone!

i. 271 on the wheel of Fortuna. D. M. Robinson 'The Villa of Good Fortune at
Olynthos' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1934 xxxviii. 501 ff. describes and illustrates Hellenic
pebble-mosaics from the two rooms in the north-east corner (fig. i) showing a four-spoked

' wheel with quadruple rim and a smaller four-spoked wheel with double rim—the whole
accompanied by the inscription APAOHTYXH (fig. 2, b), also a double axe, swastika,
hand (?),etc. disposed round a Macedonian square, which is lettered A4>P|OAI|THK|AAH
and accompanied by a second inscription E Y T Y X I A K A A H (fig. 2, a). Id. ib. p. 505
n. i collects literary allusions from Find. Ol. 2. 23 f. and Soph. frag. 787 Nauck^=87i
Jebb ap. Plout. v. Demetr. 45 (cp. frag. 575 Jebb) onwards, adding that the wheel of
Fortune appears here for the first time in art. «

i. 273. For A. C. Orlandos' investigation of the site at Rhamnous see his 'Note sur
le sanctuaire de Nemesis a Rhamnonte' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1924 xlviii. 305—320
with figs, i—IT and pis. 8—12 (summarised by E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1926 xxx. 109 f.). Further study of the site by W. Zschietzschmann in the Jahrb. d.
Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1929 xliv Arch. Anz. pp. 441—451 figs, i—4.

i. 273 on the relation of Nemesis to Nemetona etc. J. Coman L'idte de la Ndmesis
chez Eschyle Paris 1931 p. 2 i f . states and criticises the theory here advanced. He
accepts the first part of it, but objects to my suggestion (i. 285) of a confusion between
N^ecrts goddess 'of the Greenwood' and vfyeffis 'righteous wrath.' On p. 22 n. 2

68—2
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Coman, following Boisacq, tries to find a possible link. F. Heichelheim in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi. 2385 f, inclines to my view of Nemetona as akin to Nemesis.

i. 276 n. 5. On iiirep&xeiv %«pa or xei/ras, Hyperdexios, Hypercheirios, etc. see
J. G. Leroux in the Rev. Arch. 1935 i. 260 f.

i. 283 n. o. See further H. Mager Water Diviners and their Methods trans. A. H. Bell
London 1931.

i. 285. G. Seure in the Rev. Arch. 1929 i. 81 ff. no. 286 fig. 125 publishes a plaquette
(antefix?) of black terra cotta dug up at Plovdiv (Philippopolis). On it is a relief repre-
senting a horned head (Tyche? Nemesis? Men??) surmounted by a wheel with eight
projecting spokes.

i. 288 f. the Celtic god with a wheel. M. Prou in the Bulletin de la Societt nationale
des Antiquaires de France 1915 pp. zoo—104 with 2 figs, publishes a terra-cotta statuette
of this god (Taranis?) found at Neris (Allier). His head and the lower parts of his legs
are missing. His right hand, which is slightly flexed, holds a wheel against his side. His
left hand rests on the head of a small figure with uplifted arms.

i. 292 n. 2. The second disk from Corinth is now included in De Ridder Cat. Bronzes
du Louvre ii. 44 no. 1694 pi. 76 ('Oracle d'amour(?)'). A third from Corinth is in the
Brit. Mus. Cat. Bronzes p. 161 no. 878 ('Child's Toy'). Another, of somewhat simpler
type, from a tomb at Vulci, is figured by E. Saglio in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. i.
1561 fig. 2064 ('Crepitaculum, Crepitacillum').

i. 292 n. 8. Strictly comparable with the great terra-cotta disk from Olympia are
the fragments of two akroteria, in terra cotta, from the older temple at Phigaleia
(K. A. Rhomaios in the 'A/0%. "E<p. 1933 p. i ff. col. pi. 2 and pi. 3). See further
C. Praschniker Zur Geschichte des Akroters Briinn, Prag, Leipzig, Wien 1929 pp. i—56
with 4 pis. and 12 figs, (reviewed by E. Douglas Van Buren in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1930 xxxiv. 520 f., by C. Picard in the Revue des Etudes anciennes 1930 pp. 177-—179, by
S. C[asson] in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1932 Hi. 133).

i. 297 n. 2. See now L. B. Holland 'Mycenaean Plumes' in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1929 xxxiii. 173—205 with n figs. Examples could be multiplied—an ivory seal from
Perachora (H. G. G. Payne in The Illustrated London News for July 8, 1933 p. 66 fig. 10),
a Thasian/z7/6w of s. vii B.C. (id. in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1932 Hi. 253 with fig. 14), etc.

i. 299 Seirios used of the sun. Cp. S. Ronzevalle ' Helioseiros' in Artthuse 1930
pp. i—12 with 4 pis. and 5 figs, (an important article).

i. 299 ff. the Lycian Symbol. Cp. Anna Roes Greek Geometric Art, its Symbolism and
Us Origin Oxford 1933 p. 29 ff. figs. 21—23.

i. 303 the Kyklopes as builders. So B. P. Grenfell—A. S. Hunt The Oxyrhynchm
Papyri London 1919 xiii. 33 no. 1604 Find. dith. i. 6f. [K.v]K\uiruv irr6\is ap[d ot] | [ ]v
£v "Apyei ytteydXy. . See further S. Eitrem in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xi. 2329 f., 2342.

i. 305 n. 9 G. F. Hill on the Sicilian triskeles. But C. T. Seltman in his Greek Coins
London 1933 p. 190 shows that the triskeles as symbol of Sicily occurs first on coins of
Dionysios i struck shortly before 383 B. c., then on those of Timoleon, and thirdly on
those of Agathokles.

i. 307. H. Mattingly in The British Museum Quarterly 1934 ix. 51 pi. 16, 9
publishes as 'probably unique' an as with rev. SICILIA S.C. and a large Gorgon's head
in a triskelts.

See also J. Newton 'The armorial bearings of the Isle of Man; their origin, history
and meaning' in the Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool
xxxix. 205—226.

i. 309 figs. 247 and 248. N. E. Henry 'Classic Sicily' in Art and Archaeology 1916
iii. 147 figures an 'Ancient Mosaic Symbol representing Three-Cornered Sicily'—much
like the coins of Ebora Cerialis.

i. 309 on solar legs. P. Sebillot Le Folk-lore de France Paris 1904 i. 35 n. 5: 'En
Haute-Bretagne, on dit que le soleil a des jambes [ou des tirants} quand il y a en dessous
des rayons qui semblent toucher la terre' (id. in his Traditions et superstitions de la
Haute-Bretagne Paris 1882 ii. 363).

i. 312 fig. 249. A photograph of this wall-painting is given by F. Weege Etruskische
Malerei Halle (Saale) 1921 p. 28 pi. 65.

C. C. van Essen 'De Cyclope et Cuclu' in Mnemosyne 1930 Iviii. 302—308 advances
some venturesome views. Basing on Eva Fiesel Namen des griechischen Mythos im
Etruskischen (Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung Erganzungsheft v) Gottingen
1928 pp. 35 and 48—56, he argues that pre-Indo-Europaean peoples of the period
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Helladic i knew a god of death, *Cuclup (Etruscan Cuclu), dwelling in a cave. Into this
cave a sea-faring hero *Uthisse descends with followers, some of whom he is forced to
leave behind. Early in the second millennium B.C. Indo-Europaeans arrive with a story
involving the 'No-man' stratagem (supra ii. 989). Hence in the Mycenaean age *Uthisse
develops into both 05ns and 'OSwrireiJs (<55i5<r<re<r0eu), while *Cuclup becomes Ktf/cXwi/',
and in the Odyssey the original /card/Sao-is is attached to other adventures of Odysseus.
Summary in the Class. Quart. 1931 xxv. 213.

i. 326. On the fire-boards of the Chuckchees see also Miss W. S. Blackman in Folk-
Lore 1916 xxvii. 361 f.

i. 327. L. Siret 'Prome-thee' in the Rev. Arch. 1921 i. 132—135 with 2 figs, attempts
to show that the myth of Prometheus' offence and punishment is but an animistic interpre-
Stohis \ W anthr°Pom°rphiZed into the hero, the bow zoomorphized

Fig. 862.

Cp. G. Vigfusson—F. York Powell Corpus Poeticum Boreale Oxford 1883 i. 64
VafSrudnis-mdl 22 'Mundilfori (Fire-auger) was the father of the Moon and also of the
Sun' with note ib. ii. 468 'the Fire-Auger, the holy Drill by which some Teutonic
Prometheus first woke the elemental flame.'

i. 328 Odysseus akin to Prometheus the fire-god(?). J. A. Scott 'Odysseus as a
Sun-God' in Class. Philol. 1917 xii. 244—252 justly ridicules the contentions of J. Menrad
Der Urmythos der Odyssee und seine dichterische Erneuerung, Des Sonnengottes Erden-
fahrt Mlinchen—Lindau 1910.

i. 330 n. i. Eumath. 6, 14 TOUTO 0$j TOV aerbp (supra ii. 1141) viraivirreffOai rrjs TOV
Aids irpofjLi)6eias plays on the connexion of Zeus with Prometheus, cp. 6. 15 rf yap TOI
'ETj/«70e? rb juerajulXetc avu<j>e\ws aQufflurai. K.T.\., but lends no support to the assumption
of a Zeus Tlpo/j/ijQefa.

i. 333. In the Rigveda 10. 89. 4 heaven and earth are compared with the wheels at
the two ends of an axle (A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology Strassburg 1897 p. 9).

A bronze amulet of the Geometric Period (W. Lamb Greek and Roman Bronzes
London 1929 p. 36 ff. pi. 13), said to have come from 'Pharsalos,' but more probably
from Pherai (Velestino), and now in my possession, shows a duck on a shaft which rises
from the axle connecting two wheels (fig. 862: scale ^). Since the duck is pierced for
suspension, it is perhaps to be regarded as perched on a celestial chariot.

i- 333 ff- the solar chariot. L. Curtius in Die Antike 1927 iii. 162 ff. deals with the
cult of the horse among the Greeks and discusses the solar chariot.
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Anna Roes Greek Geometric Art, its Symbolism and its Origin Oxford 1933 p. 22 f.

fig. 13 (after A. Minto Marsiliana d'Albegna Firenze 1921 p. 291 fig. 30 pi. 52 = F. von
Duhn in Ebert Reallex. viii. 53 pi. n, b) cites a horse with a four-spoked wheel
apparently resting on its back—a motif impressed on a bucchero-}2x from Marsiliana.

Cp. the combination of horse with wheel below it, which occurs frequently on Gaulish
imitations of the gold coins issued by Philip of Macedon.

i- 334 %• 265. With this pointilll design of horse + disk + bird-like man(?) cp. the
pointilU design of horse+wheel + bird + man on the bronze double axe mentioned supra
p. 605 n. 3 and figured infra Addenda on ii. 635 ff.

i. 334 n. i the Trundholm chariot. See now J. Br^ndsted 'Pferd und Sonnenscheibe
auf danischen jungbronzezeitlichen Rasiermessern' in Acta Archaeologica 1931 ii. 199 ff.,
J. Bing Der Sonnenwagen von Trundholm Leipzig 1934 pp. i—46 with 47 figs, and 7 pis.

i. 336 n. o. See further W. Deonna 'A propos d'une pendeloque archa'ique de TegeV
in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1931 Iv. 229—239 figs, i—5.

i. 338 n. i Zeus conceived as driving a chariot. Mr C. T. Seltman notes //. 8. 41—50.
*• 339- Cp. R. U. Sayce 'A May Day Garland from St Neots' in the Proceedings of

the Cambridge Antiquarian Society 1932 xxxii. 57 f. with pi. i.
i. 341. D. M. Robinson in the Am. Jour n. Arch. 1935 xxxix. 594 reports that at

Tanis (Auaris) in 1934 P. Montet and P. Bucher unearthed a granite group of a falcon
with a child Pharaoh crouched at its feet. The base was inscribed : ' The good god, son of
the sun, beloved of Hurun of Ramses'1 (i.e. of Pi-Ramses, the Deltaic capital of Ramses ii).
It is argued that Hurun was the falcon-god of the Horites of Mt Seit, who had gained
a place for himself in Egypt by the end of the eighteenth dynasty.

i. 345 the Leucadian 'leap.' See further S. Eitrem 'Der Leukas-Sprung und andere
rituelle Sprlinge' in AAOFPA^IA 1923 vii. 127—136, E. Strong—N. Jolliffe in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 103—in ('Apotheosis by Water'), K. Kerenyi 'Der
Sprung vom Leukasfelsen' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1926 xxiv. 61—72. Supra p. 136 n. 3.

i. 348 Zeus Amman. O. Eissfeldt 'Zeus Ammon' in Forschungen und Fortschritte
1936 xii. 407 f. ('Der Gott der Oase ist also—von einer vielleicht noch alteren heimischen
Vorgeschichte abgesehen—von Haus aus der phonizische Baal Hammon, der erst
sekundar, vom 7. Jahrhundert v. Chr. ab, mit dem agyptischen Amon verschmolzen
worden ist').

i. 349 fig. 271. The Naples bust of Zeus Ammon is now well published by O. Wald-
hauer in Archdologische Mitteilungen aus russischen Sammlungen Berlin—Leipzig 1928
i: i. 51 ff. no. 37 pi. 20.

0. Rubensohn in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1923/24 ̂ xxxviii/ix Arch. Anz.
pp. 337—341 with figs. 4—6 describes a seated cult-statue of Zeus Ammon found at el QHs
near Behnessa (Oxyrynchos). The statue, of which head and torso are extant (i -20™ high),
was made in several pieces of marble and showed the god, in chitdn and himdtion,
enthroned with right arm raised and left lowered—Roman work much influenced by the
type of Sarapis.

A terra-cotta antefix (6 inches high), formerly in the Blacas collection and now in the
British Museum (Brit. Mus. Cat. Terracottas p. 420 no. D 697), has the horns coloured
red (my pi. Ixxvi is from an unpublished photograph).

1. 350 f. Our earliest reference to the Ammdneion occurs in a fragment of Hes.
yvvaiK&v KaraXoyos (B. P. Grenfell—A. S. Hunt The Oxyrhynchus Papyri London 1915
xi. 44 ff. no. 1358 frag. 2 col. i, H. G. Evelyn-White in the Class. Quart. 1916 x. 69,
id. in an Appendix to his Hesiod in the Loeb Classical Library p. 632 ff. frag. 40 A, loff.
[<pv\a T' aire\i.peffluv MeXavofxp^TWj' At/Stfwi' Te]|[roi>s 'E^ra^y] T^KC Taia Tre\(ii[pi) xpWf'0'
\6yovs re]|rju,GH'TO<n5i']aj re Travo/J.<pa.to[v Atos e£56ras afo^JIC^etfoTaj 5', 6']0/>a Beoiffiv v<pe[ifj]-
tvoi a.Ta.ff\6G}<r~\w \ [dcfywrrot,] T&V it,tv re vbos [yXlufffffjs Ka6[fnr]fp6ev.

i. 352 n. o. A. H. Krappe 'The Karneia' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1930 xxviii. 380—384
treats Karnos as a ram-shaped deity of the grape-vine akin to Dionysos.

i. 352 Lysandros and Ammon. Cp. Iambi, de myst. 3. 3 p. 108, 13 ff. Parthey.
i. 353 Alexander the Great and Zeus Ammon. Recent discussions of this topic include

E. Vassel ' Le belier de Baal-Hammon' in the Rev. Arch. 1921 i. 79—107, G. Radet in
the Revue des etudes anciennes 1925 pp. 201—208, D. Cohen ' De Alexandra Magno
Ammonis oraculum consultante' in Mnemosyne 1926 liv. 83—86, V. Ehrenberg Alexander
in Agypten (Der Alte Orient Beiheft vii) Leipzig 1926 pp. i—58, H. Berve Das Alexander-
reich aufprosopographischer Grundlage Miinchen 1926 i. i—357, ii. i—446 ('Kultus und
Religion'), U. Wilcken 'Alexanders Zug in die Oase Siwa' in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad.
d. Wiss. Berlin Phil.-hist. Classe 1928 pp. 576—603, H. Berve in Gnomon 1929 v. 3706°.,



Plate LXXVI

Antefixal ornament from Italy, now in the British Museum:
Head of Zeus Ammon.

See page 1076.
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G. Pasquali 'Alessandro all' oasi di Ammone e Callistene' in the Rivista difilologia e di
istruzione classica 1929 Ivii. 513—521, U. Wilcken 'Alexanders Zug zum Ammon. Em
Epilog' in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin Phil.-hist. Classe 1930 pp. 159—176,
R. Vallois ' L'oracle libyen et Alexandra' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1931 xliv. 121 —152,
J. A. O. Larsen 'Alexander at the Oracle of Ammon' in Class. Philol. 1932 xxvii. 70—75,
cp. id. ib. p. 274 f., G. Radet 'La consultation de 1'oracle d'Ammon par Alexandre' in
the Annuaire de f Institut de Philologie et d''' Histoire Orientales 1934 ii (Melanges Bidez)
pp. 779—792 (summary by H. I. B[ell] in the Jonrn. Hell. Stud. 1935 lv. no).

i- 355- G. Daressy ' Une nouvelle forme d'Amon' in the Annales du service des
antiquit^s de F Egypte Le Caire 1908 ix. 64—69, followed by Oria Bates The Eastern
Libyans London 1914 pp. 189—195 (J. E. Harrison in The Spectator Feb. 27, 1915

Fig. 863.

p. 304), identifies the image of the Libyan god with an enthroned bundle representing a
dead man in the sitting posture. They appeal to two bronze plaques from Memphis,
three faience models from Karnak, and a relief of Roman date at Medinet Habu—of
which evidence a different and, I think, less probable interpretation has been given by
G. A. Wainwright (supra p. 882 n. 2).

For the sandstone omphalos from Napata see supra p. 882 n. 2 with fig. 719.
i. 360 n. 6. E. Bevan A History of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty London 1927

p. 10 explains the alleged guidance of the two snakes on rationalistic lines.
i. 361. On the identification of the Nile with Zeus see H. T. Deas in the Cambridge

University Reporter Feb. 15, 1927 p. 758 (reading Find. Isthm. 2. 42 NetAou irpbs avyds,
cp. schol. vet. adloc.) and in the Class. Rev. 1927 xli. 213 ('Thus the Alexandrians may
have argued that the Nile is the same as Zeus, and that if Homer can say Atfo avyds,
Pindar can say NeiAou avyds'). Supra p. 348 f.

i. 362 f. P. Giles in The Year's Work in Class. Stud. 1916 p. 48 summarises A. Fick's
identifications of the Mediterranean tribes invading Egypt. H. R. Hall in The Cambridge
Ancient History Cambridge 1924 ii. 275—283 devotes a section to them ('The Keftians
and the Peoples of the Sea'). F. Hommel Ethnologie und Geographie des Alten Orients
Mlinchen 1926 pp. 28 f., 986 is more concise. L. B. Holland 'The Danaoi' in Harvard
Studies in Classical Philology 1928 xxxix. 59—92 includes a general survey of Aegaean
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pre-history. Further literature in A. Gotze Kulturgcschichte des Alien Orients Mlinchen
1933 pp. 186—188 ('Die agaische Wanderung').

i- 365 f- the grove of Amman. M. Schede in the Ath. Mitth. 1912 xxxvii. 212—215
fig. 10 publishes a votive relief of island marble (height I'ly"1), found in 1910 at Tigdni
in Samos. This represents, in the style of s. i B.C. (?), a half-length herm of Zeus Amman
with a long sceptre in his raised right hand, a palm-tree at his left side, a shield (?) slung
above his head, and an altar before him, on which stands a ram, presumably the gift of
the woman suppliant. She holds a sprig of olive in her left hand and raises her right in
prayer to the god. My fig. 863 is after A. de Ridder in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1913 xxvi.
414 fig.

i. 369 K. A. Neugebauer in Gnomon 1930 vi. 268 regards the Berlin bronze statuette
of 'Poseidon from Dodona' (W. Lamb Greek and Roman Bronzes London 1929 p. 172
pi. 63, c) as probably a Zeus Ndios of late Hellenistic, eclectic, style.

i. 370 n. 4. The inscription may perhaps be read as A I V I A for Lima, who by a play
on AtjSi/a is linked with Amman.

i. 373 Apollon Karnetos. So F. Imhoof-Blumer ' Apollon Karneios auf kyrenaischen
und anderen griechischen Miinzen' in the Revue Suisse de Numismatique 1917 xxi. i—17
pi. i, followed by Sir G. Macdonald in The Year's Work in Class. Stud. 1918—1919
p. i8f. ('convincing').

i. 376. M. Bieber Die Denkmdler zum Theatenvesen im Altertum Berlin—Leipzig
1920 p. 141 pi. 78 ( = my fig. 864) publishes a phlyax-\as,Q at Bari, which shows a visit to
the oracle of Zeus Amman. On a wooden platform supported by Ionic pillars sits Zeus,
a dismal white-haired figure, characterized as Amman by his ape-like features and the
palm-tree at his side. He grips his eagle by the throttle, and turns to face bis visitor—an
old man with pointed pilos and knotted staff, who is mounting the steps to the platform.
Meantime the traveller's servant, with a stick in one hand, a basket and a pail in the
other, and a bundle on his back, looks longingly at the provender.

i. 379 n. 7. To the bibliography of Siwah add the well-illustrated monograph by
C. D. Belgrave Siwa: the Oasis of Jupiter Amman London 1923 pp. r—310 and the
remarks of S. R[einach] in the Rev. Arch. 1928 ii. 334 f. on the Libyan rock-cut
inscriptions and the Greek inscription found there by M. de Prorok.

i. 390. E. D. J. Dutilh in the Journ. Intern. d'Arch. Num. 1898 i. 437—440
describes a small bronze coin, found in the oasis, with obv. a ram walking to the right,
rev. TTTOAEMAIOY BASIAEHZ an eagle on a thunderbolt to the left and a
six-rayed star before it ('Nous concluons ainsi qu'il s'agit, probablement, d'une piece
f rappee sous un des premiers Ptolemees a 1'Oasis').

i- 395 verveceus luppiter. Cp. Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4477 (at Aziz ben Tellis in
Numidia) d. b. s. (dis bonis sacrum!} \ C. Aponius | Secundus sa[cerdos agnu do|mino,
tauru domi|no, ovicula Nutri|ci, berbece lovi, ovicu|la Teluri, agnu Herc|uli, agna Veneri,
edu | Mercuric, j verbe. Testi|monio .. ..m.. LXV (date?) (instrumentaadsacrificandum],
no. 4477a (in the same place) d. b. s. | C. C. Primus, | sac. Saturni, ag|nu tauro dom|ino,
ovicla Teljuri, berbece | lovo, ovicla | [Nu]trici, capone | [HJerculi, edu Merc|[ur.],
aedua Veneri, ber|[bec]e Testimonio | (duo animalid) [p]ecora | ....

i- 395 n- 2. A. H. Krappe Mythologie universelle Paris 1930 p. 45, accepting the
etymology of Indra propounded by H. Giintert Der arische Weltkonig und Heiland
Halle (Saale) 1923 p. 13 1., views the name as 'derive d'une forme *mdro, apparentee au
slave jedro, "testicule," tcheque/«afo?, "moelle," au pluriel "testicules," et dont la base
commune est *0z#= tumescere. Comparer aussi oldtu et le v. nor. eista, "testicule."
Indra est done 1'homme fort, viril, comme en Scandinavie Thorr, qui etait souvent
appele Thorrkarl? The sequel in Krappe is also ad rem. But other derivations of Indra
are noted by Walde—Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr. ii. 332, and a timely
warning is sounded by Schrader Reallex? ii. 247b.

i- 395 n< 3 "ITTTOJ'. Better "iTrrav, asj. Keil 'Meter Hipta' showed in the Wiener
Eranos zur fiinfzigsten Versammlung deutscher Philologen und Schulmdnner in Graz
1909 Wien 1909 p. 102 f. (O. Kern on Orph.frag. 199).

i. 396 n. i on the snake as phallic. Cp. P. de Lancre Tableau de Finconstance des
mauvais Anges et Demons Paris 1612 p. 224 'Que le membre du Diable s'il estoit estendu
est long enuiron d'vne aulne, mais il le dent entortille & siniieux en forme de serpent.'
See further E. Klister Die Schlange in der griechischen Kunst und Religion Giessen 1913
p. 149 ff. and M. Oldfield Howey The Encircled Serpent London (1926) p. I26ff. ('The
Serpent as a Phallic Emblem').
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i. 401 n. 7. Cp. Prob. in Verg. eel. \ prooem. (iii. i, 329, i Hagen) hircus Libyca

lingua tityrus appellatur.

i. 404 purple-fleeced sheep. A. D. Nock in The Year's Work in Class. Stud. 1925 —
1926 p. 16 n. 3 cites G. Rohde's remarks in F. Jacoby Klassisch-Philologische Studien
Berlin 1925 v. 60 f.

i. 404 golden-fleeced sheep. E. L. Mijatovich Serbian Fairy Tales London 1917
pp. 141 — 149 ('The golden-haired Twins') tells how the Twins became successively two
trees with golden leaves and golden blossoms, two boards of a bed made from these trees,
two sparks from the fire that burnt the bed, 'two beautiful lambs with golden fleeces
and golden horns,' two golden-haired boys. See also S. Thompson Motif-index of Folk-
literature (FF Communications No, 106) Helsinki 1932 i. 296 B 105. i ' Ram -with
golden fleece?

i. 405 ff. the golden lamb of Atreus. C. A. J. Hoffmann ' Ueber den goldenen
Widder des Atreus ' in the Zeitschrift fur die Alterthumswissenschaft 1838 v. 1 122 — 1137,
O. Immisch 'Das goldne lamm des Atreus' in the Jahrb. f. class. Philol. Suppl. 1890
xvii. 202 — 208, A. H. Krappe 'Atreus' Lamm-' in the Rhein. Mus. 1928 Ixxvii. 182 — 184
(citing remarkable Iranian parallels for a great ram as 'ein Symbol der Konigswiirde,
ein Regalium' \_sic [\ from the 'Geschichte des Artachsir i Papak&n,' founder of the
Sassanid dynasty (T. Noldeke in the Beitrdge zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen
1879 iv. 44 f., also in Firdusi Le Livre des Rois trad. J. Mohl Paris 1877 v. 230 ff.)).

Ach. Tat. isagog. 20 in schol. Arat. ed. Maass p. 48, 14 f. 'Arpei)s yap ffipe TWV
Tf\avlfTtav T-i)v fvavrlav (popdv, uffirep Kal rj\iov aird &va.ro\&v KV\IO/J.£VOV ical <f>epoft^vov et's

i. 406 the golden lamb identified with the sceptre. Cp. Sen. Thyest. 228 f. tergore ex
huius novi | aurata reges sceptra Tantalei gerunt.

i. 414 ff. the golden ram of Phrixos. G. Goerres Studien zur griechischen Mythologie
{Berliner Studien fur dassische Philologie und Archaeologie x 2) Berlin 1889 i. 72 — 120
('Zeus Laphystios und die Athamassage'), A. H. Krappe 'The Story of Phrixos and
Modern Folklore' in Folk-Lore 1923 xxxiv. 141 — 147, id. 'La legend e d'Athamas et de
Phrixos' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1924 xxxvii. 381 — 389 (contends that the myth arises from
the fusion of two elements — the ancient custom of sacrificing the king or the king's eldest
son in time of famine, and a familiar type of Marchen. Krappe attempts to reconstitute
the original form of the story), J. A. Scott 'The origin of the myth of the golden fleece '
in The Classical Journal 1926 — 1927 xxii. 541.

i. 416 a sanctuary of Leukothea. A. S. Arvanitopoullos in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1910
PP- 378 — 382 no. 25 fig. 9 publishes a broken stele of white marble, found at Larissa in
Thessaly, which shows Danae daughter of Aphthonetos on her knees before Leukathea.
The goddess, seated on two blocks of stone, raises her left hand to adjust her himdtion.
In the background is seen the doorway of her circular temple. The inscription, in
lettering of the early third century B.C., runs: Aeu/ca0&t[i] | Aavda \ ' A.T6ov[eC\reia
(sc. bvtOeiKev or the like). See further L. R. Farnell 'Ino-Leukothea' in the Journ.
Hell. Stud. 1916 xxxvi. 36 — 44 (a Minyan myth under Creto-Carian influence) and
J. Wackernagel 'Aeu/ca^a' in Glotta 1925 xiv. 44 — 46 (cj. \evKa6ebvTuv in Hes. sc. Her.
146 odovTUv... Xewca deovrwv, cp. \evKa6ifeiv 'weiss glanzen').

i. 419 n. 5. But, according to O. Rossbach, the text of the cod. Vaticanus gives in
qua iovis in celutn ascendit (L. Deubner in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and
Ethics Edinburgh 1913 vi. 5ib). It is tempting to conjecture in qua ovis in caelum
ascendit, ' wearing which the sheep (golden ram) went up to heaven.'

i. 420 n. o. R. Dussaud ' Une epreuve subie dans un chaudron ' in the Reviie de
Fhistoire des religions 1909 Iviii. 309, Gruppe Myth. Lit. 1921 p. 185.

P. Roussel in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1932 xlv. 228 cites R. Mouterde in the Comptes rendus
de V Acad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1931 pp. 141 — 147 an inscription • from 'Ahir^m El
Leja recording a thunderstorm and a death by lightning 'A(y)a6-fj Ttixv- \ ore 17 icepa.(v)v \ o-
/3oX/a £y£v\fro KO[£] (d)7r|e#ec6097 (F. Cumont would read Karawedeiiiffr}) \ Avffos 'A(*,\e\d0ov
£|TOI;S Kp. . (120 in the era of Bosra= 225/226 A.D.).

i. 422 human 'bears.' Cp. G. C. Moore Smith 'Straw-bear Tuesday' in Folk-Lore
1909 xx. 202 f. with two pis., V. Alford 'The Springtime Bear in the Pyrenees' ib. 1930
xli. 266 — 279 with pis. 9 and 10, ead. Pyrenean Festivals London 1937 pp. 16 — 25, 62 f.,
108 — in, 144, 225 f., 236 with fig. opposite p. 18 ('The Bear Hunt in French Catalonia'),
Will-Erich Peuckert in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin — -Leipzig
1927 i. 893 — 896 ('Der B[ar] als Vegetationsdamon').
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i. 423 the 'fleece of Zeus.' W. Kroll in the Archiv f. Rel. 1905 viii Beiheft p. 39

discusses the Scythian custom recorded by Lotikian. Toxar. 48 [with which cp. Aristot.
hist. an. 9. 45. 630 a 11 f.]: 'So wird auch das Sitzen des Mysten auf dem Fell zu
erklaren sein: er schliesst einen Bund mit dem Gotte, indem er die Haut des diesem
geweihten Tieres betritt.' T. Zachariae ' Auf einem Fell niedersitzen' in the Archiv f.
Rel. 1912 xv. 635—638 adds Indian parallels.

Fig. 865.

i. 423 ff. figs. 305 and 306. H. Lewy in the Archiv f. Rel. 1927 xxv. 198 ff. deals
with the Jewish rite of Wovoirodapia. A. Rumpf in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religions-
geschichte Leipzig 1928 xiii—xiv p. xi with fig. 173 dates the Lambert hydria c. 470 B.C.,
notes that it is now in the Czartoryski collection at Goluchow near Posen, and interprets
the central figure as 'der nackte bekranzte Brautigam, neben ihm Schwamm und Wasch-
becken.' But W. Kroll in Glotta 1936 xxv. 154 observes that the vase is better figured
by K. Bulas in the Corp. vas. ant. Pologne, Gohichow p. 23 f. pi. 32, 3 a, 3b, and that
the queer object under the man's left foot is in reality non-existent! As Bulas remarks:
' La pretendue peau de mouton sous le genou droit de Thesee n'est que son pied gauche
mal dessine.'

i. 424. On the mouse in religion and folklore see J. V. Grohmann Apollo Smintheus
und die Bedeutung der Mtiuse in der Mythologie der Indogermanen Prag 1862 pp. i—87,
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W. R. Dawson in The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 1924 x. 83—86 (the mouse as
folk-medicine), id. 'The mouse in fable and folklore' in Folk-Lore 1925 xxxvi. 227—248,
J. U. Powell 'Rodent-Gods in Ancient and Modern Times' ib. 1929 xl. 173—179, J. U.
Powell and A. R. Wright ib. 1929 xl. 392 f., H. M^rland in the Symbolae Osloenses 1929
viii. 96 f. (sorex ' mouse'), Riegler ' Maus' in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aber-
glaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1934 vi. 31—60, Ohrt 'Mausesegen' ib. pp. 60—62.

i. 429 n. 4. A marble purse-bearing Hermes found in a Delian shop has \i\i,phalUs
tipped with a ram's head (M. Bulard La Religion Domestique dans la Colonie Italienne
de Dittos Paris 1926 p. 261, cp. ib. p. 483).

i. 431 Mnevis. H. Bonnet in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig
—Eiiangen 1924 ii—iv p. ii with fig. 48 illustrates a stele of New Kingdom date at
Copenhagen (Valdemar Schmidt Choix de momiments igyptiens pi. 16) showing the
worship of Mnevis, who appears a bull-headed man with solar disk and plumes.

i. 432 Apis with tokens of sun and moon. Late Egyptian terracottas represent Apis
as a bovine bust with a solar disk and uraeus set between his horns and a lunar crescent
slung round his neck. So e.g. on a specimen in the Whitway Collection now in the
Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge (fig. 865).

i. 436 f. Bouchis. After a series of newspaper notices (e.g. in The Daily Telegraph for
Dec. n, 1928, ib. Jan. 3, 1929, ib. Jan. 4, 1929 (six figs.), ib. Feb. 27, 1929 (six figs.),
The Illustrated London News for Sept. 12, 1931) and at least one official report
(R. Mond and W. B. Emery 'A Preliminary Report on the Excavations at Armant'
in the Ann. Arch. Anthr. 1929 xvi. 3—12 with figs, i—9 and pis. i—20) a full account
of the excavations at Hermonthis (Armant] has been put together by Sir R. Mond,
O. H. Myers, and H. W. Fairman The Rucheum (Forty-first Memoir of The Egypt
Exploration Society) London 1934 i The History and Archaeology of the Site (pp. i—
203), ii The Inscriptions (pp. i—92), iii The Plates (pis. i—173)—a work reviewed by
G. Brunton in Antiquity 1935 ix. 250 f. and by A. H. M. Jones in the Journ. Rom.
Stud. 1936 xxvi. 117. See also W. W. Tarn 'The Bucheum Stelae: a Note' in the
Journ. Rom. Stud. 1936 xxvi. 187—189.

i. 436 n. 4. In Alkaios frag. 35. 3 Bergk4, 158. 3 Edmonds, 91. 3 Diehl ap. Athen.
430 B—c w Btf/cx' and in Alkaios frag. 46 B. 10 Diehl ap. pap. Oxyrh. 1234 frag. 3 /cat
ireda Bi/K^iSos the ancients took Btf/cxis to be an Aeolic form of Bd/cx** (ft- mag. p. 216,
47 ff. = Herodian. irepl iraQ&v frag. 553 (ii. 351, 9 ff. Lentz) Bik^ts ovopa AloXiKov. irapa
ri BdK^os Bd/c^ts Kal BtfK%iy ws I'TTTTOJ tiriris KOL oZ/cos OIm Kal rpoirfj rov d eis ii ws /3d0os
/3i/0os), cp. H, L. Ahrens De Graecae linguae dialectis Gottingae 1839 i. 78, R. Meister
Diegriechischen Dialekte Gottingen 1882 i. 58 (sceptical).

i. 437 ff. Recent literature on lo includes J. C. Hoppin ' Argos, lo, and the Prome-
theus of Aeschylus' in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1901 xii. 335—345 with
pi. (supra p. 633 f. n. o), G. Mellen De lus fabula capita selecta Upsaliae 1901
pp. i if., R. Engelmann 'Die losage' in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1903
xviii. 37—58 pi. 2 (supra p. 634 n. i), L. Deubner 'Zur losage' in Philologus 1905 Ixiv.
481—492 with pi., F. Jacoby ' Id) KAAAIQYESZA' in Hermes 1922 Ivii. 366—374,
J. Vurtheim Aischylos'' Schutzflehende Amsterdam 1928 pp. 49—53 ('lo').

C. Sourdille ' Une theorie recente sur la formation du mythe d'Epaphos' in the Revue
des etudes anciennes 1912 pp. 267—276, J. Vurtheim op. cit. pp. 30—41 ('Epaphos').

i. 438 Bdkchos in Asia Minor. A. Gotze in the Kulturgeschichte des Alien Orients
Miinchen 1933 iii. i. 195 notes the existence of a Lydian deity Baki (W. H. Buckler in
Sardis vi. 2. 40 ff. no. 22 (pi. 9), 9 [ = J. Friedrich Kleinasiatische Sprachdenkmdler
Berlin 1932 p. 117 no. 22, 9] kavek bakillis, 'priest of Bakis'(P), on a marble sttle of
s. iv B.C. found in 1911 near the temple of Artemis at Sardeis), whom the Lydians them-
selves identified with Dionysos (see the bilingual inscription given by W. H. Buckler in
Sardis vi. 2. 38 no. 20 (pi. 8) [=J. Friedrich op. cit. p. 116 no. 20] nannas" bakivalis
artimu\ \ Ndwas &IOVV<TIK\^OS 'Aprtiudi on a marble statue-base found in 1913 near the
temple of Artemis at Sardeis and referred to the second half of s. iv B.C.). Cp. also
Sardis vi. 2. 39 no. 21 (pi. 9) an Ionic column from the same site inscribed [?m]a[ne]s
bakivalis man\elis\ r\a. a .?]=J. Friedrich op. cit. p. n6no. 21.

i. 441 ff. priests and priestesses with animal names. O. Gruppe in the Neue Jahrb. f.
klass. Altertum 1918 xli. 298 thinks that Peleiades (women dressed as doves) and Hyades
(women dressed as sows) were 'alte Bezeichnungen fur Zeus' Ammen.' Their Ka-Taarep-
iffftol came later. W. M. Ramsay 'Pisidian Wolf-priests, Phrygian Goat-priests, and
the Old-Ionian Tribes' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1920 xl. 197—202 would interpret the
Pisidian name GagdabosEdagdabos with the help of Hesych. 5dos-...Kai virb $pvy&v Atf/cos
as 'Wolf-wolf the chief Wolf implying 'an order of priests called Wolves,' the Phrygian
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Attabokaoi with the help of drr?776s (Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 589, 50 f., Eustath.
in Od. p. 1625, 37 f.), attagus (Arnob. adv. nat. 5. 6), and Hipponax frag. i Bergk4, 46
Knox ap. Tzetz. in Lyk. A1. 425 and 741 Katies (W. H. Buckler—D. M. Robinson in
the Am. Journ. Arch. 19(3 xvii. 362 ff.), Hesych. /cohjs- tepevs Ka@eip(av...oi 5e ^6775
as 'goat-priests,' and the Old-Ionian Alyucopeis as priests wearing Athena's aigls. B. P.
Grenfell—A. S. Hunt The Oxyrhynchus Papyri London 1922 xv. 155 ff. no. 1802
(a glossary of late second or early third century) frag. 3 col. ii, 29 ff. [/i]^[\Kr<roi : ]ai
Trjs A$A"?r[pos l£pet]qi. i) O.VTT] 'A7roXX[wc/a ?] ev rfj a " e7r[dyoi/]|crai' de TOV Ka\a6ov rats
~$6(v)<f>ais fffiv T<£ Icrrf Kal rots epyots rijs Hep\ffe<f>6vt]s, a p.tv wapayevecrOai els Hdpov Kal
^eviff(r)eiffav irapa \ rtf /3a<nXei MeX/tr<ry xapi'cracrflcti rats rotirov dvyarpdffi oticrais e^KOvra
TOV rfjs &epcre<p6vr]S Ivrdv, KOI Trptbrais avrais avaSovvai \ ra trepl a.tir'qv iradt) re Kal Aiixmjpta •
oBev Kal /ueXicreras eVrore K\7)0rjvai. rds Oeff/AofiopLafrtiffas (K\rj8r]vai) -ywcuVcas." P. Clement
'New evidence for the origin of the Iphigeneia legend' in VAntiquite Classique 1934 iii.
393—409 cites two Thessalian dedications to Artemis by devotees called vefUpot, (Inscr.
Gr. sept. iii. 2 no. 1123 Awaris M.e\av6iov 'Apre/ui5i Ilaycur/TiSt ve/3ev<r[a...], where
F. Hiller von Gaertringen notes: 'An ve/3(/>)ei;(r[a<ra] ut apKrefoaa-a, i.e. postquam deae
veftpov [sic] nomine inservivit?' and N. I. Giannopoulos in the 'Ap%- 'E<£. 1931 p. 178 f.
no. 18 fig. i the white marble cap-stone of a statue-base from Larisa inscribed 'Apr^cuSi
Qpoffia 'l7T7r6Xoxos 'l7T7roX6x«os inr[ep] | EvjSioreias ' A\e^nnreta.s vefievffa,va[as\ \ Mr pa).
Clement interprets Qpo<ria as 'goddess of fertility' (Qop- dpta- dpo- [supra i. 681 n. 4]),
derives vefievu from *vej3-os a parallel of vefi-p6s, and claims that the legend of Iphi-
geneia's sacrifice arose from the ritual of the vtppeia in the cult of Artemis at Aulis—a
most attractive hypothesis. F. R. Walton in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology
1935 xlvi. 167—189, discussing the Ichneutae of Sophokles, contends that the chorus
of Satyrs were conceived as a pack of hunting dogs, cp. Poll. 5. 10 txpeurrjs dvrjp Kal
KIJUV and Corp. inscr. Att. ii. 3 no. 1651 an inscription from the Asklepieion in the
Peiraieus which ordains 3 ff. MaXedrj/i Tr6irava rp ia • 'ATT&\\UVL ir6irava r\pia • "Epfj/rji.
irdirava rpl\a~ 'laffo? Trbirava rpio.' 'A Keiroi Trdirava rpia' Ha\i>aKeiai Trdirava rpla' | Kua'tc
iroirava rpia- ~Kv\vriy4Tais Trbirava rpi(a). But it is far from certain that the Ktives and
Kwijy^T-ai of this inscription were human beings. G. Kaibel in the Nachr. d. kon.
Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe 1901 p. 506 points out that in Plat. Phaon

frag. 2 (Frag. com. Gr. ii. 674 ff. Meineke) ap. Athen. 441 E—442 A Orthanes, Konisalos,
Lordon, Kybdasos, Keles are grouped with Kvirl re Kal Kwrjy^rais and infers that the
latter, like the former, were Priapic deities. L. Ziehen in Leges Graecorum sacrae ii. 70 ff.
no. 18 after further examination concludes: 'Itaque inferos daemonas KAvas et KvvrjyeTas
dici persuasum habeo' etc. C. M. Bowra Greek Lyric Poetry Oxford 1936 p. 43 ff. holds
that Alkman's famousparthe"nion was sung at a joint festival of Dionysos and Helene.
' The AevKiinrldes, led by their two leaders or TrwXot, sing the song in competition with
the IleXetdSes before the presentation of some gift to the appropriate gods and a race at
the dawn' (ib. p. 54). F. Heichelheim in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi A. 906—910 has
compiled the latest and most serviceable list of these usages. But it would be possible,
and profitable, to go yet further in the same direction. Many examples of mythical
metamorphosis might be explained along these lines. To give but one instance—the
KopwWSes of the Boeotian tale told by Ant. Lib. 25 (icrropei TStKavSpos erepoLovfi^viav 5' Kal
Kdptvva yepoluv a') and retold with variations by Ov. met. 13. 685 ff.

i. 447 ff. Kleobis and Biton. See also S. Eitrem ' Kleobis und Biton' in the Christiania
Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger 1905 No. i pp. i—14 (criticised by L. Deubner in the
Berl.philol. Woch. Nov. 4, 1905 pp. 1402—1405), L. Weber 'Tellos, Kleobis und Biton'
in Philologus 1926 Ixxxii. 154—166.

i. 448 Zeus at Nemea. On the American excavations of 1924—1927 see C. W. Blegen
'The American excavations at Nemea, season of 1924' in Art and Archaeology 1925
xix. 175—184, ib. 1927 xxiii. 189, id. 'Excavations at Nemea 1926' in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1927 xxxi. 421—440 figs, i—14 (of which fig. 3 = my fig. 867), cp. M. Clemmensen
' Le temple de Zeus a Nemee' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1925 xlix. i—12 figs, i—9 and
pis. i—2 ( = my fig. 866) plan and 3—4 details of order, R. Vallois 'Remarques sur le
temple de Nemee' ib. pp. 13—20 figs. 10—14, Ernst Meyer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-
Enc. xvi. 2318—2322. The scanty remains of an archaic temple on the same site include
blocks of pdros, some with U-shaped lifting-holes, recut for use in the later building and
a fragmentary antefix of terra cotta adorned with a polychrome palmette. A deposit of
votive offerings found under the plaster of the later tlmenos yielded proto-Corinthian and
Corinthian sherds, terracottas, and small bronzes. The new. temple, built c. 330 B.C.,
was a Doric peripteral structure with 6 x 1 2 columns, 2 columns in the prdnaos, but no
opisthodomos. Inside were two rows of 6 Corinthian columns. At the western end of the
nabs 2 other columns marked off an ddyton, which took the form of a sunken but unroofed
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crypt with a flooring of white stucco (possibly of Roman date) laid some 1-98™ below the
level of the na6s and reached by a roughish flight of five steps (fig. 867); but the precise
purpose of this semi-subterranean sanctum is unknown. The temple had a marble sima
carved in relief with dkanthos-vfork. and lion-heads. Three of its lanky Doric columns
are still standing. And parallel to the temple-fafade are the foundations of a great
sacrificial altar, prolonged at some period towards the north so that it now measures
40'5Sm long by 2 '42™ wide.

One or two individual finds deserve mention. A p&ros base embedded in a wall
at the west end of the Gymnasium was inscribed with a boustrophedfm dedication in
lettering of s. vi B.C.: 'Aborts /tie cW#|e/ce At Qpoviovi fd\va.KTi TravKpdrio v viqov rerpdKis
ev ~SefjLeai $ei6ovos f/iibs TO K\€o\vaio (C. W. Blegen in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1927 xxxi.
432 f. fig. 10, W. Peek in the 'Apx- 'E0. 1931 p- 103 f. no. i). The inscription, which
appears to be our oldest example of an agonistic epigram, was conceived as an elegiac
couplet eked out by an iambic pentapody. II. N. Couch 'An Inscribed Votive Bronze
Bull' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 44—47 figs, i and 2 publishes a solid-cast

Fig. 867.

bull (o-o83m in length, o-c^o"1 in height) found in 1927 near the sanctuary of Zeus at
Nemea and now in the Museum of Classical Archaeology and Art at the University
of Illinois. The bull bears on its left side the pointillte inscription A A E A T I Z
A N E © E K E. On artistic and epigraphical grounds it is assigned to the first half of
the fourth century B.C.

i. 450 n. i 'Other Authors.' See Anth. Pal. 3. 18 lemma.

i. MsloKallithyessa. F.Jacoby'lCO KAAAI0YE5!I!A'in^r;«^i922lvii. 366—374
supports the main contention of A. Frickenhaus in Tiryns i. 19 ff. that there was an
ancient cult of Hera at Tiryns (supra i. 454 n. o) against the criticisms of C. Robert in
Hermes 1920 Iv. 373 ff., but argues that the Tirynthian lo Kallithi/essa (a Hesiodic,
not Callimachean, tag) was split by Hellanikos 'lepetcu TTJS "Hpas at 4v "Ap-yet into two
Argive figures—Kallithyia the first priestess and lo (cp. Frag. gr. Hist. i. 455 Jacoby).

i. 453 n. 8. On the pillar of Hera Argeia see now P. Kastriotes '"Hpas 'Apyeias %t>avov'
in the'Apx- 'E0- 1920 pp. 53—56 with figs, i—3.

i. 456 Epimenides and the Nemean lion. G. W. Dyson in the Class. Quart. 1929
xxiii. 195 thinks that Epimenides perhaps claimed to be a reincarnation of the soul of the
Nemean lion.

^ 457 Hera Argeia and the Moon. A late Graeco-Roman relief in reddish marble
(height 2 ft i J ins), found at Argos and now in London, shows a facing bust of Selene
in an arched niche bearing the signs of the zodiac. The goddess has a horned moon on
her head and seven stars grouped round her. Below has been added the ' Gnostic'
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inscription laid • (ppaivfapi • KctvuOpa • \VKVGVVTO. • SwSe/ca/acmj • Za/3aw0 • a/3w0ep<ra$ (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Sculpt, iii. 231 f. no. 2162 fig. 26 = my fig. 868, Reinach Rip. Reliefs ii. 489, i).

i. 461 n. i Zeus Pandptes. Anonym, enarrat. brev. chronogr. (dated c. 750 A.D. by
K. Krumbacher Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur^ Miinchen 1897 p. 424) 48 (in
Scriptores originum Constantinopolitanarum i. 53 Preger) a propos of Julian and the
bronze group at Kaisareia Paneas (supra p. 971 n. i) says: KOLI TO <pvTbv 5£ KartKavtre,
Kal Aibs ftdwXov Kal 'A.<j>po8lrris iv T<£ Thing avaTeOeiKus Kai eavr6v £v ols Kal vabv otVo5o/i-
•/Iffas eir4ypa\f/e Tade • " 0e<£ Ad HavTeirfrirTf] • 'Iov\iavbs HavedSi els Suipov dyei."

i. 464 Theos Tauros. A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 393 f. nos. 9, 10,
n, 12 (my fig. 321 is his no. n or 12) and ib. p. 393 n. 4 is able to cite four fresh
examples of the inscription 0eoO | Teuton, making a total of six, all found at Thespiai.
A gold coin of the city Pushkalavatl, with rev. Indian bull inscribed TAYPOC above
and Usabhe below (E. J. Rapson in The Cambridge History of India Cambridge 1922
1- 557> 587 pi. 6, 10) represents Nandi the bull of Civa (stipra i. 637, ii. 791 n. 2). Mosch.
2- *35 """§ f-e Qfyeis, BeoTavpe (v.l. & Tavpe); uses the compound of Zeus.

Fig. 868.

i. 469 n. 7. A. Fick 'Asklepios und die heilschlange' in the Beitrdge zur kunde der
indogermanischen sprachen 1900 xxvi. 313 ff. cj. fJLViav<:'x.a\KTji»8i<J[}K<ai>, 'playing at
blindman's buff.'

Fig. 325 is better published and discussed by Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 22, 16,
ii. 108. Cp. J. H. Middleton The Lewis Collection of Gems and Rings London 1892
p. 50 no. 23. See also Reinach Pierres Gravies p. 59 f. no. 43, 2 pi. 58 'Polyeidos,
Glaucos et Minos' with n. 5.

i. 472 ff. The Labyrinth continues to provoke discussion—witness the following
monographs: R. de Launay 'Les fallacieux detours du Labyrinthe' in the Rev. Arch.
1915 ii. 114—125, 348—363, ib. 1916 i. 295—300, 387—398, ii. 119—128, 295—300,
413—421 (takes as his starting-point the Round Building of Early Helladic date (third
millennium B.C.), some 28™ in diameter, at Tiryns (K. Miiller in Tiryns iii. 80 ff. pis. 5,
29, 3°), which appears to have been the earliest palace (Miiller loc. cit. p. 87, G. Karo in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi A. 1455)). E. Hommel 'Zur Geschichte des Labyrinths'
in the Orientalistische Literatur-Zeitung 1919 xxii. 63—68 (holds that the maze-form in
Crete and on Babylonian tablets represents the internal organs of man's body. On which
showing the Labyrinth is 'a microcosm of the earth and a macrocosm of the human
anatomy' (W. F. J. Knight in Folk-Lore 1935 xlvi. 105)). H. Diels 'Das Labyrinth'
in the Festgabe A. v. Harnack Tubingen 1921 pp. 61—72. W. H. Matthews Mazes and
Labyrinths London 1922 pp. i—254 (well illustrated). A. Piganiol Recherches sur les
jeux remains Strasbourg 1923 p. 103 (le ludus Troiae). Humborg in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 312—321, G. Karo ib. 321—323, H. Kees ib. 323—326.
R. Winter 'Das Labyrinth in Tanz und Spiel' in the Neue Jahrbiicher fur Wissenschaft
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undJugendbildung 1929 v. 707—720 figs, i—6 ('Es ist hier versucht worden, Verbindungs-
linien zwischen dem Siiden und dem Norden Europas im Altertum nachzuweisen').
W. F. J. Knight 'Vergil and the Maze' in the Class. Rev. 1929 xliii. 212 f., id. 'Maze
Symbolism and the Trojan Game' in Antiquity 1932 vi. 445—458, id. ' Myth and Legend
at Troy' in Folk-Lore 1935 xlvi. 98—121. R. Eilmann Labyrinthos Athen 1931 pp. I—
106 with figs, i—25 (p. 12 criticises my contention {supra i. 476 f.) that the Cnossian
coin-types originated in a swastika). C. N. Deedes The Labyrinth ed. by S. H. Hooke
London 1935 pp. i—42 (thinks that in Egypt the Labyrinth originated in the baffling
defences of the royal tomb or, later, of the royal palace). J. Layard 'Maze-Dances and
the Ritual of the Labyrinth in Malekula' [an island of the New Hebrides] in Folk-Lore
1936 xlvii. 123—170 (the Labyrinth provides a clue to the journey of the soul after
death), id. ib. p. 170 'the horned dancers of Abbots Bromley are thus seen to be not far
removed from the bull-headed Minotaur,' id. ib. 1937 xlviii. 115—182 'Labyrinth Ritual
in South India: Threshold and Tattoo Designs.'

i. 481 the Labyrinth at Taormina. By a curious coincidence a square mosaic repre-
senting the Labyrinth, with battlements all round, angle-towers, and a gateway, has
actually come to light at Taormina (P. Orsi in the Not. Scavi 1920 p. 340 ff. figs. 26—29).

i. 481 the Labyrinth-dance at Delos. The Delian dance had ropes (pvpol) to guide
the dancers (I. R. Arnold in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 455 [F. Durrbach
Inscriptions de Delos Paris 1926 ii. 77 ff. no. 316, 75 ff.].

i. 482 n. i the altar of horns at Delos. See further E. Cahen 'L'autel de cornes et
1'hymne a Delos de Callimaque' in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1923 xxxvi. 14—25 ('il est peut-etre
difficile de voir dans le Keratdn 1'autel principale du culte apollinien a Delos. Ce sera
plut6t, a cote du (8wju.6s centre de la liturgie officielle, comme un autel tres antique, ou
s'attachaient les souvenirs les plus venerables de la religion delienne, avec les rites
primitifs de la yfyavos, de la Sta/ta<T7-£ywo-tj, d'autres encore' [Kallim. h. Del. 300—324,
Hesych. s.v. AiyXiaKoj j8ayt6s]), R. Vallois 'Topographic delienne. i. L'Artemision, le
Monument des Hyperboreennes, 1'Olivier sacre et le Keraton' in the Bull. Corr. Hell.
1924 xlviii. 411—445.

The archaic temple of Dreros, built for Apollon Delphinios (supra i. 729 n. 2) early
in s. viii B.C., was perhaps half a century later furnished with an altar of unusual form.
A hollow structure of vertical slabs set against the back wall was covered by a wooden (?)
lid with a circular hole in it (o115™ across), which itself was closed by a carefully rounded
potsherd. On this box-altar stood three statuettes of hammered bronze (one male, two
smaller female) together with two small iron knives: within it were numerous horns
(mostly left horns) of young goats—clearly a keratbn comparable with that of Delos
(supra i. 482) (S. Marinates in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1936 Ix. 224 f., 241—244 figs. 17,
18, pis. 26, 27, id. in thejahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1936 li Arch. Anz. pp. 215—222
and 227 with figs, i—4).

i. 483 swastika and maeander. A. S. Georgiades in the 'A/>x- 'E0. 1914 p. 195 pi. 5
figs, i, 2, ib. 1915 p. 94 fig. r publishes a fine ra/arfz&z-pattern, which he calls the
''Eperpt/cds p-aiavdpos,' from the monastery of S. George at Eretria.

i. 485 Theseus and the Minotaur as central panel of the Labyrinth. C. Bursian
Aventicum Helvetiorum Fiinftes Heft Zurich 1870 (= Mittheilungen der antiquarischen
Gesellschaft in Zurich xvi. Abth. i. Heft 5) p. 58 pi. 29 publishes a handsome mosaic,
found in 1830 at Cormerod in the canton of Freiburg and now in the Freiburg Museum:
the design shows a Labyrinth with towers at the angles and Theseus with the Minotaur
in the centre.

i. 490 ff. the Minotaur. Materials bearing on this vexed problem may be here
assembled. Sir J. Marshall Annual Report of the Archceological Survey of India Part I,
1913—14 Calcutta 1915 p. 25 f. pi. 23 fig. c publishes an enamelled terra-cotta relief,
found by M. Duroiselle in the ruins of the Shwegugyi pagoda in Burma (s. v A.D.),
showing among the subjects that relate to Buddha's fight with Mara two bulMieaded
beings with human bodies and limbs, nude except for a loin-cloth. The type is suggestive
of the Greek Minotaur.

F. Quilling Minotauros. Der Veredarierstein im Saalburgmuseum Leipzig 1919
pp. i—40 (severely criticised by E. Anthes in the Berl. philol. Woch. April 3, 1920
pp. 322—326).

Prof. Max Semper of Aachen, in a letter to me dated Dec. 14, 1926, maintains that
there is no convincing representation of the Minotaur in 'Minoan' or Mycenaean art,
and that the seal-impression always cited as such would never have been so understood
had not the wish been father to the thought. He holds that the mixed creatures of human
+ animal type, which occur first in the 'Late Minoan' age, are due to the impact of
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Caucasian immigration and a change in the ruling race. Such Mischwesen had long been
known to the peoples of the eastern Pontos and may well have been introduced as a
novel motif into ' Minoan' art by the victors. Semper surmises that the Minotaur was
first discovered by the Hellenes, probably to represent some traditional ' Minoan' word,
whose true sound and sense remain obscure. He notes that the legend of the Minotaur
is known from Greek sources only and involves an element of sex (iepos ydfjios), which
points to the presence of a non-'Minoan' factor in the population of Crete. This factor
he regards as 'uragaischen' and believes to have been racially connected with Asia Minor,
whereas the genuine founders of the 'Minoan' civilisation were a Mediterranean folk
racially akin to the Libyans.

Eva Fiesel in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi A. 27of. comments on a bronze Etruscan
mirror (F. Borie ' La mort du Minotaure' in the £cole franfaise de Rome. Melanges
d'archMogie et d'histoire 1898 xviii. 51—63 pi. i—2), which shows not only Minos,
Athena, Ariadne, and Herakles (mine, menrva, ariada, hercle], but also the bull-headed
Minotaur (Oevrumines). P. Kretschmer in Glotta 1931 xix. 216 had pointed out that this
Etruscan compound was the equivalent of [TaJOpos Mwc&ojon a 'Chalcidian' hydria from
Caere {Cervetri} [Louvre F 18, best published by A. Rumpf Chalkidische Vasen Berlin—
Leipzig 1927 i. 13 no. 12, 175 fig. 3 pi. 26].

A. Schulten Numantia Miinchen 1931 ii. 213 notes the prevalence of the bull-cult
throughout Iberia. Id. ib. ii. 262 f. pis. 24 and 25 ( = my fig. 869) gives the black painted
decoration of a red pottery dolium, which in a highly stylized geometric manner (A. del
Castillo in Ebert Reallex. ix. 138) renders a couple of bulls. Id. ib. ii. 257 pi. 16 ( = my
figs. 870 and 871) shows the designs on a polychrome jug, which represents two male
dancers wearing bulls' horns on their arms and bulls' hoofs (?) on their feet. The dance
may be that mentioned by Strab. 164 as celebrated by night (uxava^ rivl def. In any
case the previous existence of such a bull-cult in Spain explains in part the age-long
popularity of the Spanish bull-fights. See further V. Alford Pyrenean festivals London
1937 p. 193 f. on the Basque Toro de Fuego or ' Fire Bull' ('probably...a form of bull
devotion, separate from, though existing side by side, with the corrida or bullfight').

T. L. Shear in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 540 fig. i (J. Charbonneaux in the
Rev. £/. Gr. 1935 xlviii. 83 fig. 2) publishes a gold ring from a Mycenaean tomb found
near the ' Theseion' at Athens: 'The scene represented on the ring is of unusual interest.
On the right a man is striding to the right. He has the head of an animal with long ears
or short horns. In one hand he carries a branch or spear, and with the other holds the
end of a double cord, which is attached to the waist of the foremost of two women behind
.him. The women have veiled heads, high ruffs around their necks, and pleated skirts.
On the extreme left is a sacred pillar, and a small object resembling a bird or butterfly
appears in the background above the figures. A group consisting of a bull-headed man
who is leading two captive women recalls the legend of the Minotaur and the Athenian
maidens. The new discovery in Athens may illustrate an early version of the later
familiar myth.' But Shear's interpretation of the scene is far from certain.

E. Sjbqvist in the Archivf. Rel. 1933 xxx. 344—347 fig. n gives the upper part of a
terra-cotta statuette from Aija Irini in Kypros, which portrays a priest wearing a bull's
mask drawn over his head. Sjoqvist cites analogous figures and concludes : ' Es scheint
daher, als ob die Tiermaskenverkleidung eine rituelle Tracht ware, besonders mit zere-
moniellen Prozessionen und Tanzen verknupft. Es ist sicher kein Zufall, dass die mit
Sicherheit bestimmbaren Priestermasken Stierkopfe sind. Die Reminiszenzen in Aija
Irini von einem urspriinglichen Stiergott sind sicher noch lebendig gewesen, und der
Stier war sein heiliges Tier und sein Symbol, auf gleiche Art, wie es mit Hadad in
Syrien und seinem Gegenstlick in Anatolien der Fall war. Indem der Priester sein
Bild anlegte, ging er eine greifbare Vereinigung mit der Gottheit ein, auf gleiche Art
wie Demeters Priester in Pheneos bei gewissen Kultakten die Maske der Gottin anlegte
\supra ii. 1136 n. 4], Der Brauch hat bereits wahrend der Bronzezeit eine grosse Ver-
breitung auf Cypern und innerhalb des syro-hettitischen Kulturgebietes gehabt und
scheint sporadisch auch in dem minoisch-mykenischen Kreise spiirbar zu sein.'

With this conclusion I have long been in substantial agreement (JTourn. Hell. Stud.
1894 xiv. 120—132 (' The Cult of the Bull')). It would, I conceive, be true to say that all
round the shores of the Mediterranean in early times the thunder-god was envisaged as a
bellowing bull, whose human representative, the king or priest, identified himself with
the deity by donning a bull-mask or at least by wearing bull-horns. Even Zedekiah the
son of Chenaanah, when he claimed to speak in the name of the Lord, ' made him horns
of iron' (i Kings 22. n).

i. 497 ff. ' Minoan' Bull-fights. Sir A. J. Evans in Archaeologia 1914 Ixv. 90 f. fig. 96
illustrates a couple of rhytd from ' Early Minoan' ossuaries in the Messara, Crete, showing
bulls with acrobatic performers ('the earliest record of these sports'). W. Crooke 'Bull-
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baiting, Bull-racing, Bull-fights' in Folk-Lore 1917 xxviii. 141—163 discusses the subject
with many parallels from India, Nigeria, etc. Ella Bourne 'Ancient Bull-fights' in Art
and Archaeology 1917 v. 142—153 cites inter alia fig. 9 a marble relief from Smyrna,
now at Oxford, inscribed TAYPOKAQ AYIHN HMEPA tf B (R. Chandler
Marmora Oxoniensia Oxonii 1763 ii. 105 no. 58 pi. 8, Reinach Rep. Reliefs ii. 526 no. i,
Sir A. J. Evans in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1921 xli. 257 f. fig. 9, Corp. inscr. Gr. ii
no. 3212) and a similar marble reliefjrom Sardeis inscribed [TAYPOKAOAYIflN
K A I K Y N H C i n N ?] HA\EPAI T (H. C. Butler in Sardis i. i. 95 fig. 96, W. H.
Buckler—D. M. Robinson ib. vii. i. 88 f. no. 82 fig. 69), with which cp. a relief found
west of the theatre at Ephesos (R. Heberdey in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1899
ii Beiblatt p. 46 fig. 12) and an inscription from the Ephesian stage M[r)]v6<pi\os MIJPO-
(j>i\ov r6 K\ifftot> | Kai r6 we[p]i afiro rots favpeaarais rots Kpfovrelois (id. in Forschungen
in Ephesos Wien 1912 ii. 182 no. 75). Sir A. J- Evans 'On a Minoan Bronze Group of a
Galloping Bull and Acrobatic Figure from Crete' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1921 xli.
247—259 figs, i—12. Id. The Palace of Minos London 1936 Index p. 21 s.v. ' Bull-
sports.' Ziehen in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. v A. 24—27 (concluding with some friendly
criticism of my own views).

i. 500. On the horn-bearing woman of Laussel see now M. Hoernes Urgeschichte der
bildenden Kunst in Europa* Wien 1925 p. 166 fig. 2, p. 167 fig. i, p. 601 ff., R. de
Saint-Perier L? art prthistorique (Epoque paltolithique} Paris 1932 p. 29 pi. 8, 4.

i. 500. On the significance of the drinking-horn see H. Thiersch 'Kretische Horn-
becher' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1913 xvi. 78—85 figs. 30—45 (p. 83 f. 'Die
Vorstellung, dass das Trinken aus solchem Home uberirdische Krafte verleihe, ist ja nur
die weitere Konsequenz des ganz allgemein verbreiteten Gedankens, dass die Kraft des
Tieres auch noch in dem von ihm abgetrennten Home weiterlebe, dass dieses darum auch
zur Abwehr allerlei damonischer Angriffe in hohem Masse geeignet sei').

i. 503 f. bull-carrying. Cp. L. Ziehen in Leges Graecorum sacrae ii. 49 ff. no. 12,
30 ff. — Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 84, 30 ft", (an Athenian decree of 421/0 B.C.) TOS 5[e
j8]ou[s £xff*val O-VTOIS a-] \ <f>ivyoff[u> atpe<r6ai irpos T}OV j3o/j.6v holriv[e\s d£ apovrni [TOS /Sous
e0^/3os hoC\ | /iiepoTroio[l haiptffOov] diaicofflos e%s 'A6e[v]a.lo>> and Corp. inscr. Att. ii. i
no. 467, 10 f. = Inscr. Gr. ed. min. ii—iii. i no. 1028, 10 f. = Michel Recueil d'Inscr. gr.
no. 610, 10 f. = Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr? no. 717, 10 f. (an Athenian decree of
100/99 B.C.) tfpavro d£ icai rots fMVffrrjpiot,^ robs /3oDs | 4v 'EXevoTi'i TTJL Ovffiai ical airrol
epovOtiTrjffav ev T&L Trepi{i6\<ai rod iepov with the notes of Ziehen and Dittenberger ad locc.
See also E. Maass s.v. podpffai in the Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 222 f., L. Ziehen 'Zum
Opferritus' in Hermes 1931 Ixvi. 227—234, and F. Cumont in the Journ. Rom. Stud.
1937 xxvii. 67 n. 20.

R. C. Bosanquet drew my attention (7 June 1915) to Hesych. FavSapos- o ravpo-
KpaTijs, irap 'IpSots. The reference is apparently to the Graeco-Buddhist art of ancient
Gandhara in north-western India.

i. 506ff. Ritual Horns. In addition to the important articles of I. Scheftelowitz 'Das
Hornermotiv in den Religionen' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1912 xv. 451—487 (ib. p. 473 f.
'Homer am Altar als Symbol der Heiligkeit') and J. A. MacCulloch 'Horns' in
J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1913 vi. 79ib—796a (p. 794b

'conventional representations of an earlier fiovKpAviov') consult W. Gaerte 'Die Be-
deutung der kretisch-minoischen Horns of Consecration' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1922 xxi.
72—98 (starting from P. E. Newberry's Egyptian hieroglyph of a desert mountain (supra
ii. 555 n. o, cp. 545 n. o), Gaerte p. 82 takes the Cretan horns to be 'die Kultsymbole
der in Kreta zu jener Zeit verehrten grossen Erdgottin, einer der kleinasiatischen Magna
Mater und der griechischen Rhea verwandten Gestalt') and H. Sjovall 'Zur Bedeutung
der altkretischen Horns of Consecration' ib. 1925 xxiii. 185—192 pis. i and 2 (Sjovall
connects the Cretan horns with the 'Mondbilder' of north-European art (supra i. 507),
which he regards as andirons). See also G. Karo in Ebert Reallex. v. 392 (' eine reine
Schmuckform'), A. E. Napp Bukranion und Guirlande. Beitrdge zur Entwicklungs-
geschichte der hellenistischen und rbmisehen Dekorationskunst Wertheim a. M. 1933
pp. 1—49, W. Deonna 'Mobilier delien ii BiiMOI KEPAOTXOI' in the Bull. Corr.
Hell. 1934 pp. 381—447 figs. 1—53.

i. 514 bees from bulls. A. E. Shipley 'The "Bugonia" myth' in the Journal of
Philology 1915 xxxiv. 97—105 endorses the view of C. R. Osten Sacken On the Oxen-
born bees of the Ancients Heidelberg 1894 pp. i—80 that the honey-bee (apis mellifica]
was confused with the drone-fly (eristalis tenax), which superficially resembles the honey-
bee and is often found in a stray carcase or in rotting vegetation.

i. 518 ff. the altar as object of cult. See further E. Maass ' Bomos und Verwandtes'
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in the Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 227 n. 4, and cp. the mediaeval use of Deus 'pro ipso
altari ubi Dominicum Corpus asservatur' (Ducange Gloss, med. et inf. Lat. ii. 829
s.v. 'DEVS').

R. Kittel in the Journal of Biblical Literature 1925 xliv. 123—153 deals at large
with the transformation of sacred places or objects into deities (Qadesh 'sanctuary,'
Ashera 'sacred post,' Hamman 'pillar')—summarised by E. H. Heffner in the Am.
Journ. Arch. 1926 xxx. 487.

i. 521 ff. The Marriage of the Sun and the Moon in Crete. S. Eitrem 'Zur Apo-
theose iv. Die heilige Ehe' in Symbolae Osloenses 1932 xi. n—21 deals with 'Die
Theogamie des Herrscherkultus,' points out that Caligula as 6 vtos HXtoy (Dittenberger
Syll. inscr. Gr.z no. 798, 3 Kyzikos) married the Moon (Suet. Calig. 22, Dion Ca'ss.
59. 27), and does not scout the hypothesis of ' eine althellenische Theogamie, zwischen
Sonpe und Mond vollzogen' (p. 18 n. i).

i. 522 f. the wooden cow. Suet. Ner. 12 inter pyrricharum argumenta taurus Pasi-
phaam ligneo iuvencae simulacro abditam iniit, ut multi spectantium crediderunt.

Frazer Golden Bough?: Taboo p. 113 (Hindus born again by being enclosed in the
golden image of a cow and dragged through the usual channel or, failing that, through
an image of the sacred Yoni).

Lady Sterry, wife of Sir Wasey Sterry, kindly sent me the following note (Aug. 21,
1931) : 'According to the Christians of the Lebanon^ the Druses have a sacred calf used
in their worship. The calf is said to be made of wood hollowed out inside, and at one
of their feasts cakes and sweetmeats are passed through the calf, which are considered
blessed and are distributed to their friends, not necessarily only to Druses. The calf is
said to be kept in their place of worship, which is open only to the initiated, and women
are not allowed to be initiated.'

i. 525 the cult of Hellotis. C. W. Vollgraff in Mnemosyne N.S. 1919 xlvii. 162 no. 7
publishes a squared block of limestone, found at Argos, which is inscribed in lettering
of s. v B.C. opos • Ae\\\oTio, that is w/>os "EXXwr/ov, and infers that the Cretan goddess
'EXXwHs must have had a shrine 'EXXcirtov near the road to Mantineia.

A. Lesky 'Helios—Hellotis' in the Wiener Studien 1926/27 xlv. 152—173, ib. 1928
xlvi. 48—67 and 107—129 would recognise a ie/>6s 7<i/tos between the earth-goddess
Europa, who in Crete was originally named Hellotis, and the sky-god Zeus, who in
pre-Greek times had the form of a bull. Lesky finds traces of the same beliefs at Dodona
in the Helloi and their eponym Helios (cp. Hellas, Hellenes, etc.), also at Corinth and
Marathon in Athena Hellotis, and less certainly in Helle of the Hellespont.

i. 530 n. 2. O. Konnecke in the Rhein. Mus. 1914 Ixix. 547—551 discusses the
golden basket of Europe (Mosch. 2. 37 ff.) viewing it as Moschos'attempt to outshine
the wooden bowl of Thyrsis (Theokr. i. 27 ff.).

i. 531 n. 3. On the name EujOtinrij see also W. Aly in Glotta 1913 v. 63—74, who
connects it with efy>ws, eupc6ets, efyciSijs, eup«7r6s (e.g. Eur. /. T. 626, Opp. de pise. 3. 20)
in the sense of 'dark' (Hesych. s.vv. ftipdevTa., etipuirbv, Souid. s.v. eify>c6e«, schol. Od.
23. 322, schol. Soph. Ai. 1190), and concludes: 'so stammt der Name, wie seine Bildung
zeigt, aus jener Schicht, die zutage tritt, wenn wir Thessalien mit Arkadien vergleichen,
ein Resultat, das fur die Einordnung der Gottin zeitlich und raumlich bedeutsam sein
diirfte. Neben Europe in Bootien und Europe in Sekyon finden wir nun erstere auch in
Kreta und zwar genau in dem Teil der Insel, wo in Gortyn neben peloponnesischem
Einfluss auch unmittelbar thessalischer bereits anderweitig nachgewiesen ist.'

i. 534 n. 2. A. von Sallet 'Die Umschrift der Europa auf Silbermiinzen von Gortyna'
in the Zeitschr.f. Num. 1879 v'- 263 ff. (Mt Tityron), J. N. Svoronos 'The inscription
TJ'O-V/XH on coins of Gortyna' in the Num. Chron. Third Series 1887 vii. 126 ff. (an ethnic
= Foprtf/'ioi, cp. Kapre/j-vides (supra i. 471) and Kopforioi (Hesych. Kopforioi • oi TopriUvioi)),
A. Skias 'T/crvpos, KpijrtKi) 7r6Xts' in the 'E0. 'A/>%. 1891 p. 191 f. (citing schol. Theokr.
3. 2 (supra i. 534 n. 2)).,

i- 536 fig. 407. With the type of Epiktesis in the relief from Loukou cp. that of Salus
on a sestertius struck by Commodus in 184 A.D. (H. Mattingly—E. A. Sydenham The
Roman Imperial Coinage London 1930 iii.. 416 no. 439 pi. 16, 328: Stevenson—Smith—
Madden Diet. Rom. Coins p. 713, Roscher Lex. Myth. iv. 300 fig. 3).

i. 542 n. 5. See now Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. 3. 921 ff. no. 1478 pi. 246, 22 London
and no. 1479 pi. 246, 23. The reverse of the latter is inscribed XEPZONAZI[ON].
Babelon comments: 'La belle tete de Zeus Kpr)Tayev/is...est inspiree de celle du Zeus

'Olympic sur les stateres d'Elis....'
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i. 549 ff. Ba'albek and its cults. The official record of the German excavations has

now been published in three stately volumes—T. Wiegand Baalbek. Ergebnisse der Aus-
grabungen und Untersuchungen in den Jahren 1878 bis 1905. Vol. i by B. Schulz and
H. Winnefeld with the assistance of O. Puchstein, D. Krencker, H. Kohl, G. Schumacher.
Berlin—Leipzig 1921. Vol. ii by D. Krencker, T. von Liipke, and H. Winnefeld with
the assistance of O. Puchstein, B. Schulz. Berlin—Leipzig 1923. Vol. iii by H. Kohl,
D. Krencker, O. Reuther, F. Sarre, and M. Sobernheim. Berlin—Leipzig 1925.

See also Gruppe Myth. Lit. 1921 p. 396 f., F. Cumont 'Le Jupiter he"liopolitain et
les divinites des planetes' in Syria 1921 ii. 40—46, id. 'A quels dieux etaient consacres
les temples de Baalbek?' ib. 1925 vi. 202, H. Thiersch 'Zu den Tempeln und zur Basilika
von Baalbek' in the Nachr. d. kon. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe 1925
p. i ff. (assigns the smaller temple to the Syrian Magna Mater), U. Wilcken 'Zu den

Fig. 872. Fig. 873.

" Syrischen Gottern"' in the Festgabe fur Adolf Deissmann zum 60. Geburtstagj. Nov-
ember 1926 Tubingen 1927 pp. i—19, H. Seyrig in Litteris 1928 pp. 165—179 (assigns
the smaller temple to Hermes assimilated to the Semitic Gennaios), id. ' La Triade
Heliopolitaine et les Temples de Baalbek' in Syria 1929 x. 314—356 with pis. 82—86
(p. 346 n. 6 denies the solarity of lupiter Heliopolitanus}, D. Krencker in the Jahrb.
d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1929 xliv Arch. Anz. pp. 169—181 figs, i—7 (discusses the
successive phases in the construction of the temple of Zeus), and cp. M. Rostovtzeff
' Hadad and Atargatis at Palmyra' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 58—63 with
pi. 9, i—10 (clay tesserae etc.).

i. 551 n. 2. Corp. mscr. Lat. vi. 4 no. 36803.
i. 567 ff. lupiter Heliopolitanus and the Bull. R. Dussaud ' Heliopolitanus' in

Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. viii. 50—57. Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople iii. 31 ff.
no. 829 fig. ( = my fig. 872) publishes a small altar (height o'65m), of local limestone, from
Niha a village of Lebanon at the foot of Djebel Sannin, which shows the god holding
whip and corn-ears, with a p6los on his head, a necklace with central medallion on his
chest, and stiff drapery with six four-leaved rosettes arranged in panels. He stands on a
pedestal, the .front of which has a goddess in a niche. And he is flanked by two bulls.
Mendel ib. iii. 613 ff. no. 1404 fig. ( = my fig. 873) adds a statuette (height o'76m), of local
limestone, from Soukhne to the north-east of Palmyra, which shows a similar type with
even richer decoration. On the breast is engraved the god himself, flanked by Helios and
Men: on the abdomen, Hera or Demeter, flanked by Athena and Hermes(?). On the
base is inscribed in lettering of s. ii—iii A.D. I(om) • O(ptimd) • M(aximo) • H(eliopolitano) \
Sex(tus) • Rasius • Proculus • praef(ectus) • coh(ortis] • II • Thrac(um) • v(otuni) p(osuit}. But
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Fig. 874. Fig. 875.
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the most important monument of the cult yet found is the idol of gilded bronze (height
o-384m) from Ba'albek itself, slashed and broken by some fanatic but skilfully repaired by
M. Andre for the Charles Sursock collection and admirably published by R. Dussaud in
Syria 1920 i. 3—15 pis. i—4 (of which i and 2 = my figs. 874 and 875), S. N. Deane in
the Am. Journ. Arch. 1921 xxv. 94 fig. 2, Reinach Rep. Stat. v. 10 no. 5, The Illustrated
London News for May 2, 1931 p. 743. The bronze, which may be dated c. 150 A.D.,
represents the god as he stood with his usual attributes, wearing a kdlathos (of interlaced
reeds (?) decked with four corn-ears and a disk between globules perhaps meant for
schematized uraei), a long chitiin with short sleeves, and a cuirass-like sheath with
numerous reliefs (on the chest, a winged disk; below, seven busts—Helios and Selene,
Athena and Hermes, Zeus and Hera, Kronos; and above the feet a lion-head for
Gennaios (supra p. 888): behind, another winged disk, an eagle, two rams'-heads to
suggest Zeus Amman, six four-leaved rosettes or stars of diminishing size: at the sides,
two elongated thunderbolts). The whole figure is erect on a cubical plinth adorned with
a relief of Tyche (turreted crown, rudder, cornu copiae). And the plinth, flanked by
a pair of young bulls, rests on a larger base, which is pierced with a circular opening
(c. o'O73m across)—possibly a letter-box for the codicilli of persons consulting the god
(Macrob. Sat. i. 23. 14 ff. (supra i. 552 f.)). See further R. Cagnat in Syria 1924 v. 108 ff.
and S. A. Cook The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the light of Archaeology London
1930 pp. 15, 141 n. 4, 187, 218—222 pi. 39, i.

The biggest harvest of fresh facts bearing on the Ba'albek cults is, however, that
garnered in the posthumous work of Sebastien Ronzevalle Jupiter Heliopolitain, Nova
et Vetera (Notes et fitudes d'Archeologie Orientale. Troisieme Serie, ii) in the Melanges
de rUniversitt Saint-Joseph xxi, i Beyrouth 1937 pp. i—181 with 17 figs, and 51 pis.
(reviewed by F. R. Walton in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1938 xlii. 435 f.). This monograph
publishes a mass of new or little known material, including altars, stUlai, engraved gems,
lead seals, bronze rings, etc. In particular it furnishes a full account of the rock-cut
relief in the quarry at Ferzol (pp. 29—71) and of the carved octagonal altar at Fiki or
Fakye on the west slope of Antilibanos (pp. 87—129). Incidentally it discusses many, if
not most, of the associated deities of Koile Syria. And it ends (p. 138 f.) by laying stress
on the symbolic corn-ears of Ba'albek (supra i. 558, 569, 572, iii. 1093): ' C'est dans cet
epi que se concentre finalement toute 1'essence de la religion heliopolitaine sous I'empire
romain. Issue de la triade familiale [supra i. 553 f. Hadad, Atargatis, Seimios] groupee
autour du grand dieu syrien du tonnerre et de la pluie, Hadad, cette religion devint
progressivement celle du dieu du del, B'el-Samin, embrassant dans ses flancs les traits qui,
des 1'epoque hellenistique, meriterent k Ba'albek la denomination d'Heliopolis, et firent
d'elle avec le temps le centre ccelesyrien de tous les cultes solaires de 1'epoque romaine.
Tout se resolvait pratiquement dans 1'adoration de 1'astre brillant du jour, dans ses
fonctions de dispensateur de vie et de prosperite agraire, telles qu'elles nous sont resumees
dans 1'image recemment decouverte a Doura du B'el-Samm—Zei>s Oe6s, image par laquelle
je mets fin a toute cette etude (pi. XLII)' [M. Rostovtzeff Dura-Europos and its Art
Oxford 1938 p. 63 f. pi. n, i 'Bas-relief of Zeus Kyrios,' p. 68 ff. pi. 13 'Painted
decoration of the cella of the temple of Zeus Theos. (Restoration by F. Brown);' The
Excavations at Dura-Europos Prelim. Report vii—viii. Yale Univ. Press 1939, pp. 180 ff.
(The Temple of Zeus Theos), 284 if. (The Temple of Zeus Kyrios)].

i. 571 n. 2 leonine gods. At Bir-Derbal near Ghardimaou in Tunisia a Punico-Roman
sanctuary containing a dedicatory inscription to Saturn was found; also other rustic
sanctuaries of s. ii A.D., which could boast life-size statues of terracotta and many
statuettes. One life-size head had the face of a lioness wearing fillets and is thought to
have represented the Genius Terrae Africae (L. Carton ' Note sur des edicules renfermant
des statues en terre cuite, decouverts dans la region de Ghardimaou (Tunisie)' in the
Comptes rendus de VAcad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1918 pp. 338—347, W. N. Bates in
the Am. Journ. Arch. 1919 xxiii. 320), because a denarius issued by Q. Caecilius
Metellus Pius Scipio in 47—46 B.C. shows Sekhet with leonine head, disk, and ankh
accompanied by the legend ["•!"• A (Babelon Monn. rep. rom. i. 280 no. 51 fig., Brit.
Mas. Cat. Rom. Coins Rep. ii. 572 no. 8 pi. 121, 4 and no. 9 (Genius Tutelaris Africae
or Genius Totius Africae ?).

i. 581 the golden thunderbolt of Adad. Cp. Liv. 22. i (when prodigies occurred in
217 B.C.) decemvirorum monitu decretum est, lovi primum donum fulmen aureum pondo
quinquaginta fieret, etc. Aristoph. av. 1750 (supra p. 59).

A magnificent relief in basalt from Arslan- Task, dating from the reign of Tiglath-
pileser iii (746—727 B.C.), shows Adad, with a double three-pronged thunderbolt in
either hand, standing on the back and head of a bull as he advances rapidly from left
to right (L'art de la Mtsopotamie ancienne au Musee du Louvre Paris 1936 v. 300 fig. A).
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i. 586 Atargatis with her lions. R. Dussaud ' Patere de bronze de Tafas' in Syria

1924 v. 212—215 with pi. 54, i and 2 (E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1926
xxx. 342) describes a bronze patera of Roman date, found at Tafas in the ffauran but
later stolen from the Mohammedan Museum at Damaskos. The central relief shows a

Fig. 876.

lion standing in front of a column on which is an image of Priapos. The lion rests his
forepaw on a scabellum (?). At the left is a musician playing the double flutes; at the
right, a woman with a timbrel, towards whom the lion turns his head. Dussaud thinks
that the lion of Atargatis prefers the native timbrel to the foreign flutes !

i. 586 figs. 448 and 449. See further A. L. Frothingham in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1916 xx. 204—211 fig. 40.
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i. 590 fig. 450. See now Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Arabia etc. pp. xxxii, 28 pi. 4, 15

and 16.
N. Glueck in The Illustrated London Neixis for Aug. 21, 1937 p. 298 ff. publishes

finds from a Nabataean temple known as Khirbet et-Tannur and situated on a hill in
southern Transjordania, directly south of the Wadi el-Hesa (the 'brook Zered' of Deut.
2. 13, cp. Num. 21. 12). Excavations in March 1937 yielded bearded heads probably
representing Zeus (Adad) (p. 298 fig. 3, p. 299 fig. n); a relief of Zeus (Adad) enthroned
between two young bulls, his neck encircled by a lion-headed torque, his right hand
raised perhaps to hold a double axe, his left hand grasping the bull's ear and partly
concealed by a conspicuous thunderbolt (p. 299 fig. 15 = my fig. 876 from a photograph
kindly supplied by Mr Glueck); an incense-altar with reliefs of Zeus (Adad) and Tyche
(p. 298 figs. 7—9); the bust of Atargatis in relief with leaf-like decoration (fish-scales?
A. B. c.) on forehead, cheeks, and chest (p. 299 fig. 6); the bust of Atargatis in relief
with head-dress formed of two fishes (p. 299 fig. 5); a snake-entwined eagle standing on
a wreath with a plaster basin below (p. 300 fig. 18); etc. For a fuller account of these
important finds see N. Glueck ' The Nabataean Temple of Khirbet et-Tannur' in the
Bulletin of the American School of Oriental Research for October 1937 No. 67 pp. 6—16
figs. 2—8, id. 'A newly discovered Nabataean temple of Atargatis and Hadad at Khirbet
et-Tannur, Transjordania' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1937 xli. 361—376 figs, i—15,
C. Picard ' Les sculptures nabateennes de Khirbet-et-Tannour et 1'Hadad de Pouzzoles'
in the Rev. Arch. 1937 ii. 244—249 figs, i—4.

i. 592 n. o the sacred 'cock.' H. Gressmann 'Der heilige Hahn zu Hieropolis in
Syrien' in the Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft Giessen 1925 Beiheft
xli. 88—95 (cp. Corp. inscr. Gr. iii no. 4000, 5 (Ikonion) as read by Sir W. M. Ramsay
in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1918 xxxviii. 157 <j>ai6\evKov d\^KTop[a], and modern Palestinian
customs (J. A. Jaussen 'Le coq et la pluie dans la tradition palestinienne' in the Revue
biblique internationale 1924 xxxiii. 574—582)).

i. 598 n. i Zeus at the Italian Lokroi. S. Mirone 'Copies de statues sur lesmonnaies
de la Grande Grece' in the Rev. Num. iv Serie 1926 xxix. 134—138 deals with Zeus
'EXeu0^/>tos at Tarentum, Metapontum, and Lokroi Epizephyrioi.

i. 602 eagle on pyramidal structures at Tarsos and Seleukeia Pieria. F. Cumont
' L'aigle funeraire des Syriens et 1'apotheose des empereurs' in the Revue de Vhistoire
des religions 1910 Ixii. 119—164 with figs, i—-22 and pi. i, id. (citing A. H. Gardiner)
'A propos de 1'aigle funeraire des Syriens' ib. 1911 Ixiii. 208—214, S. Ronzevalle
'L'aigle funeraire en Syrie' in the Melanges de la Facultl orientale: Universite Saint-
Joseph, Beyrouth 1912 v. 2. i*—62* with 9 figs., 105*—115* with 4 figs., L. Deubner
'Die Apotheose des Antoninus Pius' in the Rom. Mitth. 1912 xxvii. i—-20 figs, i—4,
F. Cumont Etudes Syriemies Paris 1917 pp. 35—118 ('L'aigle funeraire d'Hierapolis et
1'apotheose des empereurs') with figs. 9—43.

i. 602. For V as the womb of a mother-goddess see the evidence collected by
F. Dornseirf Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie Leipzig—Berlin 1922 p. 21 f., M. Mayer
'Delta praehistoricum' in the Berl.philol. Woch.]&n. 19, 1929 pp. 91—94, E. Wlist in
the Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft 1932 Iviii.
i. 142.

i. 603 n. 5 Di-Sandas. R. Rochette in the Memoires de I''Institut National de France
{Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres] Paris 1848 xvii. 161 insists 'qu'il faut certaine-
ment lire de cette maniere: A.i-'Savddv.'

604 the rock-carvings near Boghaz-keui. These are now well published by K. Bittel
Die Felsbilder von Yazilikaya Bamberg 1934 with bibliography, map, plan, 28 photo-
graphic pis., and panoramic drawing, id. Die Ruinen von Bogazkoy Berlin—Leipzig 1937
pp. i—107 with 63 figs., chronological table, and 3 plans. It appears that the great
procession of lasily Kaya may be dated between 1350 and 13306.0. (C. Picard in the
Rev. Arch. 1937 ii. 256).

i. 604 ff. Zeus Dolichaios and lupiter Dolichenus. To the bibliography given on p. 604
n. 8 should be added F. Cumont £ttides Syriennes Paris 1917 pp. 173—202 ('Doliche et
le Zeus Dolichenos') with figs. 55—70, id. ' Groupe de marbre du Zeus Dolichenos' in
Syria 1920 i. 183—189 pi. 17 (found 'entre Marash et Biredjik': Zeus stands on bull
supported by altar with base inscribed KpiWos KO.I Si\/3a|>]|6s), K. A. Neugebauer
Antike Bronzestatuetten Berlin 1921 p. n8f. fig. 65 (Genius of lupiter Dolichenus from
Mar'ash, now in the Antiquarium at Berlin), p. 120 fig. 63 (lupiter Dolichenus from
Berlin—Lichtenberg, now in the Antiquarium at Berlin), id. in Gnomon 1930 vi. 269,
J. Leipoldt in H. Haas Bilderatlas zrtr Religionsgeschichte Leipzig—Erlangen 1926 ix—
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xi. 15 f. figs. 116—122, W. Lamb Greek and Roman Bronzes London 1929 p. 227 f.,
S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome Oxford 1929
p. 292 (temple at the western corner of the Aventine, shrine on the Esquiline, shrine
in Reg. xiv), The Illustrated London News for Aug. 17, 1935 p- 290 (recent finds on the
Aventine, including a photograph of the sanctuary, a marble statue of the god holding a
double axe in his right hand and a thunderbolt in his left, an inscription mentioning
Commodus, etc.), G. I. Kazarow 'Denkmaler des Dolichenus-Kultes' in the Jahresh.
d. oest. arch. Inst. 1932 xxvii. 168—173 figs. 105—108 (finds made in 1930 at Jassen
near Widin (Bononia) in Bulgaria, including a triangular bronze plate with well-preserved
reliefs of the god on his bull and his partner on her hind, a bronze tablet inscribed
/. 0. M. JDol. | Aur. Bas sus sac. \ servus eius, and the left half of another bronze tablet
with the pointillee inscription /. O. [M. Dol.~\ \ FL Sabin[us...~\ \ Valeria V[...} \ Tin-
sadno... \ suo ex iusso [</«]).

i. 6r i f. eagle between horns of bull and on short column beneath bull. Perhaps cp.
the terra-cotta group published in pi. Ixxvii, a and b.

i. 619 n. 4. A rosette on the forehead of a bull is a commonplace in ancient art: see
J. Dechelette Manuel cT archeologie Paris 1910 ii. i. 480, 1914 ii. 3. 1310. A couple
of examples will suffice. A gold earring of Greek work (s. iv—iii B.C.), found in Palestine
and now in my possession, shows a bull's head with a spiral rosette on the forehead.
A gold strap-buckle of the La Tene period, found in the tomb of Chilperich i at Tournai
in 1653 and stolen from the Cabinet des Medailles in 1831, had also a spiral rosette on
the forehead (F. Dahn Urgeschichte der germanischen und romanischen Volker Berlin
1883 iii. 480 fig. i8f., J. Dechelette op. cit. ii. 3. 1308 fig. 570, 2). Both are possibly
symbolic.

S. Ronzevalle Jupiter Htliopolitain Beyrouth 1937 p. 516°. publishes a pair of
monuments from the Hauran. A basalt stele (o'875m high) from Tell As'ari near Tafas,
now in the Museum at Damaskos, shows a bull-headed god en face. His horns make
a large crescent enclosing a rosette. Under hR left arm is a smaller rosette. And across
his body is a sword (pi. 14 bis, ^ jind 52). An almost exact replica of this relief (o'8om

high) is to be seen in a niche at 'Awas south of Salhad (fig. 12). Ronzevalle cp. a square
altar of basalt (o'88m high) from Salhad, on which a bull's head appears in relief between
the two parts of a Greek dedication to Zeiis ptyas 6 Ktfy>ios (M. Dunand Le Musde de
Soue'ida: Inscriptions et monuments figures Paris 1934 p. 99 no. 200 Ail fj.eyd\\<f} T<£
Kvpiui \ virtp o~UTr)plas \ Movlpov ~Ba\<ri\tffKov K[i5/>]|ou {["Avoy oiKo56|^,os evffefitav eirb^ffe).

i. 624 the Milky Way and Hera. So in Siberian mythology a Burial tale explains
the Milky Way as the overflow from the breasts of the Heaven-goddess Manzan Gormo
(U. Holmberg Finno-Ugric, Siberian Mythology Boston 1927 pp. 414, 434).

i. 625 n. i the stars as flowers. Cp. Basil, horn, in hexaem. 6. i (xxix. 117 c Migne)
rts 6 ToZs avOeffi rotfrois 5ta7rot/c(\as rbv ovpav6v and the remarks of A. von Humboldl
Cosmos Irans. E. C. Otte London 1849 "• 395-

i. 626 ihe Byzantine list of planets, metals, planls, and animals. S. Langdon in Ihe
Museum Journal: University of Pennsylvania 1918 ix. 151—156 wilh fig. describes a
Babylonian lablet off. 1600 B.C. dealing wilh symbolism in Ihe Cassile period. W. N. Bates
in Ihe Am. Journ. Arch. 1919 xxiii. 179 summarises: 'The text explains the divine
powers which are controlled or symbolized by various substances and utensils employed
in the rituals. Thus the jar of holy water signifies Ninhabursildu, queen of incantations;
the tamerisk signifies the god of the heavens; the head of the date palm, Tammuz; the
cypress, the aid of Adad; the censer invokes the god of the spring sun, Urasha, etc.
It also gives the only information yet recovered about Ihe myslic meanings of melals.
Silver is the god of the heavens, gold Ihe earth god, copper the god of the sea, lead Ihe
great mother goddess.' Prof. Langdon adds in a letler of Ocl. 31, 1919: 'the sky god is
symbolized by silver...because for astronomical reasons Ihe Moon (or Ihe silver god) was
identified wilh the sky god at the summer solstice.' See furlher C. O. Zurelti Alchemistica
signa (Catalogue des manuscrits alchimiquesgrecs viii) Bruxelles 1932 p. i ff.

i. 626 ff. Akin to the silvered or gilded.-plales of lupiter Dolichenus is one of repousst
bronze, found by E. Cunninglon in 1882 al Ihe Romano-Cellic lemple in Maiden Castle
and now in Ihe Museum at Dorchester (fig. 877, a front, b back, from the official photo-
graphs). Il represents Minerva standing en face with helmet, spear, Gorgon's head, and
shield, the whole on a raised oblong surrounded by the usual spear-head and lily-work
(R. E. M. Wheeler in The Antiquaries Journal 1935 xv. 272). At the bottom edge are
the remains of one or two letlers, part of a lost inscription (Lt.-Col. C. D. Drew in a
communication dated March 20, 1938). Minerva is known elsewhere on Ihe plales of
Dolichenus (supra i. 616 fig. 487, 619 wilh fig. 490), and il is conceivable thai the cult
of this maiden goddess, domiciled in Ihe fourlh-cenlury temple (for which see R. E. M.





Plate LXXVII

1<

Terra-cotta group in the British Museum, possibly connected with the cult of lupiter

I am indebted to Mr C. M. Robertson for the following official description: < ,9o.. 5_2Q Terracotta eagle with wreath in'bfjstadlg
on bull's head, all on a flat square base. This now stands on a .t. colurnn) bm k jg ̂  ̂ ^ ̂  ^ ^

though both are no duubt antique. They were acquired among a ect.on formed at Odessa from excavations of tombs at Olbia.'







Plate LXXVIII

A bronze mace from Willingham Fen,
now in the Museum of Archaeology and of Ethnology, Cambridge.

Seepage 1099^
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Wheeler loc. cit. p. 270 ff. pis. 33, 34, 2, 37, 38, 2, Miss M. V. Taylor in the Journ.
Rom. Stud. 1935 xxv. 220 f. pis. 40 and 41, i, ead. ib. 1937 xxvii. 242 f.), contributed
something to the popular etymology of Maiden (properly Mai-Dun) Castle. The temple
itself may have been that of Dolichenus, a Celtic form of whom is suggested by a votive
offering found in 1934 just outside the south-east corner of the building, viz. a three-
horned bull (supra i. 639) made of tinned bronze and bearing a triad of busts, one minus
its head (R. E. M. Wheeler loc. cit. p. 272 pi. 39 ( = my fig. 878), Miss M. V. Taylor
loc. Cit. p. 220 pi. 41, 2).

Fig. 877.

Another power associated with Dolichenus in the Celtic area as a pendant to Minerva
with her spear was Hercules with his club (supra i. 616 fig. 487). And here we must
take into account the interesting bronze mace found in 1857 by a ploughman on
Willingham Fen, ten miles north-west of Cambridge (M. Rostovtseff—M. V. Taylor
'Commodus-Hercules in Britain' in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1923 xiii. 91 ff. pi. 3
(inadequate), L. C. G. Clarke in The Antiquaries Journal 1926 vi. 178 f. pi. 31,
F. M. Heichelheim in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi A. 925 f., 'id. in Proceedings of
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society 1935—1936 xxxvii. 56 ff. pi. 4, b). The mace had
been deliberately broken, perhaps by way of damnatio memoriae after Commodus'
assassination in 192 A.D., and enclosed in a wooden chest along with a number of
votive bronzes—soldiers on horseback, a bull's head, an eagle, an owl, etc. The three
fragments of the mace, which together measure c. o-345m in height and had once a
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wooden core, are decorated as follows (pi. Ixxviii): ( i ) A bust of Commodus, wearing
the pahtdamentum, forms the handle. (2) On the shaft is a nude beardless god with
right hand uplifted (as if to brandish a bolt) and left hand raised (as if to hold a sceptre
or spear). He sets his left foot on the bearded (?) head of a giant emerging from the
ground. To the left an eagle, now headless, is perched on a globe, which rests on a
six-spoked wheel marked with rays. To the right projects the head of a bull with three
horns, one of which is now broken off. At the back plunges a dolphin. (3) The mace
terminates as a knotted club. It is clear that the artist was primarily concerned to
identify Commodus with Hercules (supra ii. 255 n. o, 903 n. 2). But, since Commodus
also posed as a youthful lupiter holding thunderbolt and sceptre (supra i. 276 n. 5

Fig. 878.

fig. 202, ii. 1185 figs. 987, 988), a corresponding figure appears on the shaft. Further
syncretism equates this lupiter with the Germanic Ziu, the victorious rider of the lupiter-
columns, who tramples his giant under foot (supra ii. 74 ff.). It equips him also with the
eagle-on-globe and the radiate wheel as a sky-god, with the three-horned bull perhaps as
an earth-god (?Dis pater. But F. M. Heichelheim in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv A.
2281 f., 2453 ff. stresses 'Beziehungen zur Wassertiefe' and suspects connexion with
Tarvos Trigaranus (supra i. 482 n. o)), and even with the dolphin as a sea-god—thereby
completing his claim to universal dominion.

i. 630 ff. 'where iron is born.' M. P. Charlesworth in a note to me (Oct. 29, 1934)
cp. Plin. nat. hist. 33. 118 luba minium nasci et in Carmania tradit, Timagenes et in
Aethiopia, etc. But a closer parallel is furnished by the Kalevala runo 9. 25 ff. Kirby,
where Vainamoinen says 'Well I know the birth of Iron, | And how steel was first
created.' He goes on to tell how—
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Ukko, God of realms supernal,

40 Rubbed his mighty hands together.
Both his hands he rubbed together,
On his left knee then he pressed them,
And three maidens were created,
Three fair Daughters of Creation,
Mothers of the rust of Iron,
And of blue-mouthed steel the fosterers.

Strolled the maids with faltering footsteps
On the borders of the cloudlets,
And their full breasts were o'erflowing,

50 And their nipples pained them sorely.
Down on earth their milk ran over,
From their breasts' o'erflowing fulness,
Milk on land, and milk on marshes,
Milk upon the peaceful waters.

Black milk from the first was flowing,
From the eldest of the maidens,
White milk issued from another,
From the second of the maidens,
Red milk by the third was yielded,

60 By the youngest of the maidens.
Where the black milk had been dropping,

There was found the softest Iron,
Where the white milk had been flowing,
There the hardest steel was fashioned,
Where the red milk had been trickling,
There was undeveloped Iron.

i. 631 n. 8. A. H. Sayce in the Journ. Hell. Stiid. 1910 xxx. 315 notes: ''AM^ij,
or rather 'AXtf/Sij, corresponds with a Hittite Khaly-wa, " the land of the Halys," just
as 'Apftij3[?7] corresponds with Arzawa. The Halizonians are the Khalitu of a (cuneiform)
inscription of the proto-Armenian king Rusas II. (B.C. 680),...who says that he had
made a campaign against "the Moschians, the Hittites, and the Khalitu." The silver-
mines of the Taurus, which were worked by the Hittites, were the chief source of the
silver supplied to the early oriental world: hence the metal was a special favourite with
the Hittites, from whom the rest of the world obtained it.' Cp. Sir A. Evans The Palace
of Minos London 1928 ii. i. 169 n. 2. More hazardous conjectures in J. Karst Die
vorgeschichtlichen Mittelmeervolker Heidelberg 1931 pp. 71 f., 254, 348.

i. 632 n. 5. Add lul. Obs. 39 (Lycosthenes) mures in aede lovis aurum roserunt.
i. 633 ff. The monograph of L. Malten 'Der Stier in Kult und mythischem Bild' in

the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1928 xliii. 90—139 has a useful collection of evidence
from Egypt (pp. 92—98 figs, i—n), Mesopotamia (pp. 98—107 figs. 12—27), Asia Minor
(pp. 107—114 figs. 28—41), Syria (pp. 114—117 figs. 42—51), Palestine (pp. 117—119
figs- 52—54)> Phoinike (p. 120 fig. 55), Crete (pp. 121—137 figs. 56—89), a brief notice
of survivals in classical cults and myths (p. 137 f.), and some consideration of the Bull's
significance from first to last (p. 138 f.).

i. 636 bull with body-marks. The best example is one from Ur published by C- L.
Woolley in The Antiquaries Journal 1923 iii. 331 pi. 34 fig. i, # :« 'U 239 is a part of a
shallow bowl of steatite originally surrounded by four bulls, of which one is preserved
intact. The carving is remarkably good; the ground is inlaid in ivory with designs
of sun, moon and stars; on the bull's body are trefoil marks resembling those on the
Hathor cows of Egypt, on its shoulder and leg round spots arranged in the order of
the stars of the Great Wain; it is the "great Bull of Heaven." A fragmentary inscription
assigns it to the Third Dynasty.' Mr Sidney Smith kindly informs me (March 24, 1938)
that the original is in the Baghdad Museum and should be dated c. 2200 B.C. or a little
earlier: he adds that there is a poor cast of it in the British Museum. P. S. Bartoli
Museum Odescalchum Romas 1752 ii. 99 ff. pi. 42 shows a marble base with relief of a
bull walking to the right. On his side is a crescent moon ^), and above him the
inscription BVE API. Id. ib. ii. 122 pi. 53 shows a similar (Pother surface of same)
base with relief of a bull walking to the right. On his side is a six-rayed star.

i. 638 bull in bowl surrounded by millet. Cp. perhaps the seated goddesses (of
fertility?) and other discoid figures in clay found along with grains of barley, beans,
and peas in urns of the Bronze Age at Tarxien, Malta (Sir T. Zammit Prehistoric Malta
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Oxford 1930 p. 48 ff. pis. 15, i, 16 and figs. 3—10, G. W. Elderkin in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1931 xxxv. 366).

i. 638 f. H. Frankfort in The Illustrated London News for Sept. 14, 1935 p. 430
fig. 6 publishes the ornament from a Sumerian harp of c. 3000 B.C., which was found at
Khafaje, Iraq. It is a bull's head in copper with inlaid eyes and forehead. The white
of the eyes is shell, the iris lapis lazuli, and the triangle on the forehead mother-of-pearl.

i. 639 n. i the Celtic cult of bulls. See now an important paper by A. D. Lacaille
'The Bull in Scottish Folklore, Place-names, and Archaeology' in Folk-Lore 1930 xli.
221—248 pis. 3—8, F. M. Heichelheim s.v. ' Tarvos Trigaranus' in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. iv A. 2453—2457, Wirth s.v. 'Stier' in the Handworterbuch des deutschen
Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1936 viii. 482—486.

i. 639 n. 4. Cp. A. Fick in the Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung 1911
xliv. 4.

i. 642 n. 4. On Zeus as ' tyrant' in Aisch. P. v. see G. Thomson 'Zei>s Ttpawos' in
the Class. Rev. 1929 xliii. 3—5.

i. 643 Mount Tdbdr. See further J. Boehmer ' Der Name Tabor' in the Zeitschrift
fur Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete 1929 vii. 161—169, O. Eissfeldt in the Archiv /.
Rel. 1930 xxviii. 25 n. 3.

i. 643. Soph. frag. 348 Dindorf (assigned to the Aq/u'bu), 708 Nauck2, 776 Jebb ap.
schol. vet. Theokr. 7- 7^/77 d. and ap. et. mag. p. 26, 16 ff. "A0ws <mdfei vura Arj/jLvias
/3o6s (so, without Sophokles' name, Cramer anecd. Paris, iv. 96, i7fT. , Zonar. lex. s.v.
"A0ws, Eustath. in II. p. 980, 45 f. Schol. B. L. V. //. 14. 229 WTO, for v&ra.!) already
implies the proverb which later writers commonly quote as "A0ws KaXtiirrei ir\evpa
Aripvlas |So6s (Greg. Kypr. i. 73, alii. A Latin form of it perhaps in Varr. de ling. Lai.
7. 25 'cornu<t>a taurum umbram iaci', which O. Ribbeck Trag. Rom. frag. p. 311
would restore as ' <Atos> in cornuatam taurum umbram iacit'). Paroemiographers etc.
explain that the allusion is to the shadow of Mt Athos which touched a white marble
cow on Lemnos (Makar. i. 46, Apostol. 1.57, Arsen. viol. p. 25 Walz, Souid. s.v.*A6us).
Plout. defac. in orb. lun. 22 and et. mag. p. 26, 17 f. state, with greater probability, that
the cow was of bronze. Others add that the shadow at the solstice reached the market-
place of Myrina (Ap. Rhod. i. 601 ff. with schol. ad loc., Plin. nat. hist. 4. 73, Solin.
n. 33, cp. Stat. Theb. 5. 49 ff.). The fullest discussion of the facts is that of A. C.
Pearson in his edition of The Fragments of Sophocles Cambridge 1917 iii. 26 f. It is
tempting to conjecture that the bronze cow of Lemnos, thus associated with sun and
shadow, was akin to the bronze cattle of Mt Atabyron. If so, it had a Hittite ancestry.

i. 643 the bull of Perillos. On the bull-headed furnace at Byzantion, known as 6 BoOj
and used for the burning of criminals, see E. Oberhummer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
iii. 1072. The principal text is Kodinos de signis Constantinopolitanis 25 D—26 A (p. 46
Bekker) = Anonymos irdrpia 2. 53 (p. 180, 8 ff. Preger) irepl TOV Bod's, els 5e TOI> /caAoi)-
fievov BoDi* K&/JUVOS ~f\v eKeiae Tra/x/ue^^^s eKTiff/*£vri jSoos txpvffa ice<j>a\riv • evffa Kal ol
KaKovpyoi erifjLUpovvTO' oOev Kal 6 'lovAicwos irpofftaffei rdv Kara5lK<av TroXAofo iv a.i>r($
Ka.reKO,vffev "Kpiffriavofa. r^v 5e ^ /cd/iipos /Sods TI/TTOS ira.nneyedeffT6.rov 0edt/*aTOs • ou (card
fd./j.T)ffu> Kal ev T<£ New/)f(f> /9oCs dirervirdOi/). yv de •}) KO.JJH.VOS law $w/ra (602—610 A.r.),
dX\f vvo "B.pa,K\elov (610—641 A.D.) exwetiBij \6y<j) <p6\\ewt>. This bronze Bull is said to
have been brought from Pergamon, where it had been used for the martyrdom of Antipas
(Kedren. hist. comp. 323 B (i. 566 Bekker) 6'rt 6 xa\KoOs /3oOs en ILepy&fjiov yXde, (cd/uiPOJ
5£ yv ev y ire<f>\eKTai 6 dyios /j.&prvs'AvTiiras, Zonar. 14. 14 (iii. 304, n ff. Dindorf) r6 5£
dforrivov (rwyua (sc. of Phokas) KavOijvai Kara rbv ~Bovv, evOa, Ka/Mvos rfv, wj \^7erai, e/c
•%a\Kov KareffKevafffifry, o"x.rj/u.a /3o6s e^ovffa, fjirep £K Hepyd/J.ov /ce(c6ju.«rTo, el- 17? Kal 6 T^TTOS
uv6/J.ao-ro). A. G. Sofiano Pergame Moderne et Antique Athenes 1930 p. in figures
St Antipas being burnt in the copper bull, and ib. p. 112 observes: 'Ce boeuf avait etc
eleve par Attale Ier en memoire de sa victoire sur les Galates; plus tard, il fut transporte
a Constantinople ou on le fit servir a diverses executions: y furent brules, entre autres,
Theodore et Stephane, ministres de Justinien.' See further S. Baring-Gould The Lives
of the Saints Edinburgh 1914 iv. 136 S. Antipas (April n), 304 S. George of Cappadocia
(April 23), v. 66 S. Pelagia (May 4), x. 319 SS. Eustathius, Theopista, Agapius, Theo-
pistus (Sept. 20). The last-mentioned holocaust is figured in the Ecclesiae militantis
triumphi Paris s.a. pi. 9.

A final trace of the Hittite bull-cult, drawn from some classical source and modified
by mediaeval imagination, may be detected in Perceval le Gallois ou le conte du Graal
trans. S. Evans London 1903 p. 214 ff. Branch 18 Title 9 '...he came to the Castle
of Copper. Within the castle were a number of folk that worshipped the bull of copper
and believed not in any other God. The bull of copper was in the midst of the castle
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upon four columns of copper, and bellowed so loud at all hours of the day that it was
heard for a league round about, and there was an evil spirit within that gave answers...'
with the sequel.

i. 645 n. 4 on the 'shields' of the Idaean Cave see also F. W. von Bissing in the
Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1923/24 xxxviii/ix. 211 ff.

i. 648 Orphism in Crete. Cp. O. Kern 'Orphiker auf Kreta' in Hermes 1916 li.
554—567 and the satisfactory handling.of the whole matter by W. K. C. Guthrie
Orpheus and Greek Religion London 1935 pp. 108 ff., 146 f.

i. 650 n. i the p6/*j8os or 'bull-roarer.' See further R. Battaglia 'Sopravvivenze del
rombo nelle Provincie Venete' in the Studi e Materiali di Storia delle Religioni 1925 i.
3, 190—217 with 7 figs., A. S. F. Gow ' IYTE, POMBOI, RHOMBUS, TURBO' in
the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1934 liv. i—13 with figs, i—ir.

i. 651 n. i Zagreus as the god 'of Mt Zdgros.'' The same derivation is propounded
independently by F. Hommel Ethnologle und Geographie des alien Orients Miinchen
1926 p. 721 n. 3.

i. 653 the Praisians sacrifice to a pig. Cp. Loukian. lup. trag. 42 'Acnrtfpiot irepiffrepy
(sc. Qtovres).

i- 655 on the etymology of Titdn. A. Nehring ' Griechisch rirai;, TIT^VIJ und ein
vorgriechisches /^-Suffix' in Glotta 1925 xiv. 153—192 discussing inter alia the word
TiTdv, IHr^v (p. 167 ff.) postulates an original Tirdv as a 'Lallwort' meaning 'Vater'
'Vaterchen,' cp. TiTa£, Tirof (Hesych. s.v. TiYa£ cited supra i. 655 n. 2) and relates the
whole group to Etruscan and the languages of Asia Minor.

i. 657 n. 2 Minos 6\o6<ppui>. K. Marot '"ArXas <5\o60pw»'' in the Berl. philol. Woch.
Mai 22, 1926 pp. 585—590 concludes ' dass sich das Epitheton des Atlas 6\o6<j>puv nicht
auf eine moralische Schuld, sondern bloss auf die Boshaftigkeit eines "Tatars," d. h. auf
ein mythisch-vorethisches " Verderbensinnen " beziehen kann.'

i. 662. W. K. C. Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion London 1935 p. 109 would
amend my rendering of Firm. Mat. 6. 4 and 5 pro tumulo extruit templum and deus
factus est qui habere non potuit sepulturam by translating ' he built a temple in place of a
tomb' and ' has made a god out of one who was not able to find burial.'

i. 664 n. i on Epimenides irepl M^w /cat 'PaSa/jApffvos. Further discussion by
H. Gressmann in the Berl. philol. Woch. Juli 26, 1913 pp. 935—938, J. Rendel
Harris in the Expositor 1915 pp. 29—35, T. Nicklin in the Class. Rev. 1916 xxx.
33—37, Sir W. M. Ramsay Asianic Elements in Greek Civilisation London 1927
PP- 32—39-

i. 665 ff. on the origin of tragedy. My hypothesis is dismissed with little argument
but much contumely by K. Ziegler in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi A. 1952 f. Greater
weight attaches to the courteous and clear-headed critique of A. W. Pickard-Cambridge
Dithyramb Tragedy and Comedy Oxford 1927 pp. 208—220—in a context neatly sum-
marised by Pfister Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 229: 'Bei der Behandlung der Tragodie
schatzt er (m. E. mit Recht) gegen v. Wilamowitz und Kranz das Zeugnis des
Aristoteles sehr gering ein und verwirft die Hypothesen von der Entstehung der
Tragodie, die Ridge way (aus dem Heroenkult), M u r r a y (aus dp&peva zu Ehren
des Dionysos) und Cook (aus dem kretischen Ritual der Dionysos-Zagreus) aufgestellt
haben, und ist selbst der Ansicht, dass die Tragodie nicht aus dem Satyrspiel stammt,
dass rpa7<{jS6j "singer at the goat-sacrifice" oder "singer for the goat-prize" be-
deutet. Bei Behandlung der Komodie wird der K&/J.OS, aus dem sie entstand, ausfiihrlich
besprochen und Corn fo rd s Hypothese (Entstehung aus einem Ritual, das dem Jahres-
damon gait) widerlegt.'

i. 671 pillar with Dionysiac mask or masks. See now W. Wrede 'Der Maskengott'
in the Ath. Mitth. 1928 liii. 66—95 with pis. i—4, supplementary pis. 21—28, and
figs, i—4 (E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1929 xxxiii. 554 f.).

An oracle (Cougny Anth. Pal. Append. 6. 243) ap. Clem. Al. strom. i. 24 p. 102,
ii f. Stahlin has ffrv\os Gij/Safowi Aic6pi«ros TroAiryijtf^s, cp. Eur. Antiopefrag. 203 Nauck2

ap. Clem. Al. loc. cit. p. 102, 13 ff. Stahlin Zvdov 5e da\d/j.ois j3ovKO\<av | Kopwvra Ktaff^
arv\ov E$ou Oeov.

i. 674. Apollodoros of Athens no doubt lived in 'The second century B.C.' and wrote
his great work irepl 6e&v in 24 books (R. Miinzel De Apollodori irepi 6eu>v libris Bonnae
1883 pp. i—35, W. von Christ Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur Miinchen 1920 ii.
l-39$f-)- But the extant /Si/SXtotfi}*?;, long attributed to him, is now believed to be a
work of Hadrianic date based on a handbook of mythology compiled between 100 and
55 B.C. (C. Robert De Apollodori Bibliotheca Berolini 1873 pp. i—91, E. Schwartz in

C. III. 70
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Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. i. -2875 ff., Sir J. E. Sandys A History of Classical Scholar-
ship^ Cambridge 1906 i. 137, Sir J. G. Frazer Apollodorus New York i p. ix ff.).

i. 675 the caldron of divinisation in the cult of Leukothea. See further L. R. Farnell
' Ino-Leukothea' in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1916 xxxvi. 36—44, especially p. 42 f.

i. 675 Dionysos done to death as a kid by worshippers who took the name of 'kids'?
An interesting Scandinavian parallel is the Bukkevise described by B. S. Phillpotts The
Elder Edda and Ancient Scandinavian Drama Cambridge 1920 p. 125 f.: 'The per-
formers are three boys, two of whom personate "father and son," while the third is
dressed up as a goat. The doggerel recited by the " father and son" is corrupt, but it
recounts the slaughter of the goat and its resurrection, and this is accompanied by
appropriate action on the part of the third performer. The Norwegian verses appear
to retain a memory of the partition of the goat-skin: "how much wilt thou give for the
goat its skin?—wool?" We have here another case of the actual performances of a
slaying and resurrection, with the additional primitive feature of a beast-skin disguise
shed by the victim and at one time apparently allotted to one of .the persons present.'
Cp. E. K. Chambers The English Folk-play Oxford 1933 p. 211: 'Perhaps, therefore,
we may go a step further, and guess at the existence...of some original European ludus,
with just this Mock Death and Revival as its central point and with men dressed as
animals for its performers.'

i. 677 n. o. K. Buresch Aus Lydien Leipzig 1898 p. 160 found at Kaleh near
Temenothyrai 'ein marmornes, dem Zet>j roXd/cnos geweihtes Altarchen' and inferred
that the site bore the name Galaktion—an inference accepted by L. Biirchner in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc, vii. 514. See also J. Keil in Anatolian Studies presented to Sir W, M.
Ramsay Manchester 1923 p. 260 no. 8, E. Fehrle in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 615.

i. 677 n. 4 the Lupercalia. See further G. F. Unger ' Die Lupercalien' in the Rhein.
Mus. 1881 xxxvi. 50—86, W. Mannhardt Mythologische Forschungen Strassburg 1884
pp. 72—155 ('Die Lupercalien'), J. A. Hild in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. Hi. 1398—
1402 s.vv. ' Lupercalia, Lupercal, Luperci,' E. Lefebure ' Le bouc des Lupercales' in the
Revue de Fhistoire des religions 1909 lix. 73 —8r, W. F. Otto ' Die Luperci und die Feier
der Lupercalien' in Philologus 1913 N.F. xxvi. 161—195, Alberta Mildred Franklin The
Lupercalia New York: Columbia University 1921 pp. i—106, A. Marbach in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xiii. 1815 f. s.v. 'Lupercal,' 1816—1830 s.v. 'Lupercalia,' 1830—
1834 s.v. 'Luperci,' 1834—1839 S-Z!- 'Lupercus,' F. Altheim A History of Roman
Religion trans. H. Mattingly London 1938 pp. 206—217.

• No ancient representation of the Lupercalia is known. Reinach Pierres Gravies p. 77
no. 77 pi. 77 'Sacrifice des Lupercales•,' a stone published at Paris in 1732 by Levesque
de Gravelle, is an obvious forgery.

i. 679. W. K. C. Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion London 1935 p. 132 adds 'the
Bassarids of Aeschylus which told of the dismemberment of Orpheus.'

A doublet of the myth of Pelias may perhaps be seen in that of Minos done to death
in a hot bath at Kamikos by Kokalos or his daughters (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 360,
Poland in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xv. igiSf.).

i. 68r n. 4 Ai0tf/m/t/3os. The suffix is discussed by H. Petersson 'Die altindischen
WQrter auf -amba' in the Indogermanische Forschungen 1924 xxxiv. 222—249.

Zacher 'Die Urspriinge und der Name des Iambus' in the Jahres-Bericht der
Schksischen Gesellschaft fur vaterldndische Cultur 1904 Ixxxii Abteilung iv. 3 f. hit
upon a derivation of Aidtpapfios near akin to mine : ' Endlich mtisste 8c0i$pa/*/3os sein=6
StOvpdfav, d. h. wohl den Aldvpos besingend. AWvpos konnte eine Nebenform von
A.i6t>vo~os sein, und wie dieses bedeuten "Sohn des Zeus" (ffvpos von ffopeiv? Qtipffos die
Zeugungsrute?).' This acute conjecture is too summarily dismissed by Boisacq Diet,
etym. de la Langue Gr. p. 188.

W. M. Calder 'The Dithyramb—an Anatolian Dirge' in the Class. Rev. 1922 xxxvi.
n—14, dissatisfied with all previous views, mine included, proposed to connect Si0i5/>a/*j8os
with two Phrygian words or loan-words diffpepa and diftpe^a. The first of these occurs in
an inscription from Tyriaion (J. G. C. Anderson in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii.
121 f. no. 67 =J. Friedrich Kleinasiatische Sprachdenkmdler Berlin 1932 p. 132 f. no. 31),
the second in another from Ikonion (W. M. Calder in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1911 xxxi.
188 ff. no. 49=J. Friedrich op. cit. p. 135 no. 49). It is claimed that ' diffpepa must be a
noun, and Si&peif/a. must be either a noun or an adjective...meaning "monument" or
some sepulchral attribute or characteristic,' possibly the "double door" (8t + 0pepa=
dhvara, fftipa, fores) of the Phrygian family-tomb ' symbolically leading in two directions—
outwards to the world of life, inwards to the world of death.' On this showing 8i0i5pa,u/Sos
means "grave-song" or "dirge," and we must regard the Opfyuv egdpxovs of//. 24. 721
as the counterpart of TUV H-apxovruv rbv Sifftipafifiov in Aristot. poet. 4 1449 a n.
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Calder's explanation, though ingenious and attractive, is however — as he frankly

admits — beset by difficulties and uncertainties. Moreover it seems hard to reconcile
with the Platonic equation 8iOvpa/j.pos = Aioi>vffov ytveais (supra i. 682 n. i). Are we
to assume that the 'dirge' dealt with Dionysos' birth, and compare the funereal character
of the Attic Fevta-ia (P. Stengel in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. vii. 1131, id. Die
griechischen Kultusaltertiimer* Milnchen 1920 p. 22 7 f. )? Or to argue with J. A. K.
Thomson (in a letter to Jane Harrison dated March 31, 1921) 'that the Dithyramb
celebrated the yevtaia of Dionysos, his grave-ritual — The Early Christians celebrated
the yevtffia or yevt6\ia, "birth-day," of a martyr on the day of his martyrdom, because
he was then truly born — "born again'"?

Calder returns to the charge in the Class. Rev. 1929 xliii. 214 with a shrewd
emendation of Glaukos Rheg. frag. 4 (Frag. hist. Gr. ii. 24 Miiller) ap. [Plout.] de
musica 10 fy)wt/cwj' yap viroOtffewv <rirapdy/j.aTa (for irp6.yna.Ta codd.) exovff&v K.T.\.
'For such was the theme of the dithyramb (5ia<rirao-(j.6v TWO. /cai diafj.e\ifffj,6v) according
to Plutarch de Ei apud Delphos 389 A.'

W. Brandenstein in the Indogermanische Forschungen 1936 liv. 34 — 38 would
interpret iap.fios, 6 'pianos, di0vpafj.j3os as 'Zweischritt, Dreischritt, Vierschritt. '

i. 682 n. i. Of the three Pindaric dithyrambs published by B. P. Grenfell — A. S. Hunt
The Oxyrhynchus Papyri London 1919 xiii. 27 ff. no. 1604 one (O. Schroeder Supple-
mentum Pindaricum Berolini 1923 p. 5 Lfrag. 70") describes a festival of Dionysos held
by the gods in heaven, another (Schroeder op. cit. p. 7 frag. 7ob) speaks of a Dionysiac
banquet, and the third (Schroeder op. cit. p. 7 i.frag. 70°) must also be concerned with
the same deity since it mentions wreaths of ivy. See further J. U. Powell New Chapters
in the History of Greek Literature Third Series Oxford 1933 pp. 48 — 51.

Cp. Anth. Pal. 9. 524. 5 Aioyevrj, diyovov, diOvpaupoyevrj, &i6vv<rov, ib. 19

i. 684 n. n. L. Deubner Attische Feste Berlin 1932 p. 65 f. pi. 3, i and 3, thinks that
this vase represents the Haloia and cites modern usage in Herzegovina ('hier stellt man,
wenn die Wintersaat aufgeht, auf dem Felde durch eine tiefe Furche den Umriss eines
erigierten Phallos mit Hoden her. Diese Form des Fruchtbarkeitszaubers wurde friiher
auf dem Balkan allgemein angewandt4 (4Vgl. R. N. Salaman, Man 30, 1930, 48)').

i. 684 date of the ritual marriage unknown. L. Deubner in the Jahrb . d. Deutsch.
Arch. Inst. 1927 xlii. 177 ff. argues that the marriage of Dionysos and the Basilinna
is both represented (figs. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16) and parodied (fig. 6, cp. fig. 19) on the
'Choenkannchen' and must therefore have taken place 'am Choentage' (Anthesterion 12).
But the argument is insecure, for — as Deubner himself admits {Attische Feste p. 97) —
'Nicht alle Bilder, mit denen die grossen oder kleinen Kannen der typischen Choenform
geschmlickt sind (es sind jetzt 300 — 400 bekannt), brauchen sich auf das Choenfest zu
beziehen.' And it remains possible to urge that these little vases are simply children's
toys, often decorated with Dionysiac scenes, but not necessarily illustrative of the Chbes.

i. 687 n. 3 trees planted on graves as a vehicle for the soul. Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel.
p. 790 n. i gives further references for this folk-belief. See also H. Marzell in the Hand-
worterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin — Leipzig 1927 i. 955 'Der B[aum], der
aus der Erde hervorspriesst, und besonders der aus den Grabern Verstorbener hervor-
wachsende B[aum] soil die Seele beherbergen.'

i. 689 n. 5 the Boeotian Xanthos or Xanthios slain by the Neleid Melanthos with the
aid of Dionysos Meldnaigis. A doublet in Plout. quaestt. Gr. 1 3 e/c S£ TOVTOV (jiovo/j.axov<ru>
oi jSacrtXets, /cai TOV ruv 'Ivaxttuv 'Tirtpoxov o TUV Alvidvuv 4>?J/«oj bpStv /J.era KVVOS a.vr<£

OVK 2<pij Sl/caia iratei?, devrepov tirayovTO. aaxofJi-evov • dire\avvovTos 6t TOV
TOV Kvva /cai p.eTa.ffrpe<f>o^vov, \W(p (idXiov 6 'J'l^iuos avTbv dvaipel. KTrjffdfji.ei'oi

bs I»"ax'«s /xerd ru>i> 'Axaiuv £KJ3a\6vTes, Tbv fj.ev \i6ov tKelvov wj lepbv
(rtfiovTai /cai Otiovaiv avrf /cai TOV iepeiov T$ drj/Aqi irepiKa\virTovo~u> . W. R. Halliday
'Xanthos — Melanthos and the Origin of Tragedy' in the Class. Rev. 1926 xl. 179 — 181
and in his note on Plout. loc. cit. thinks that both the Attic and the Boeotian tale were
'a purely secular traditional legend to which no esoteric meaning need be attached.'

i. 694. A. J. B. Wace ' More Mumming Plays' in the Ann. Brit. ScA. Ath. 1912 —
1913 xix. 248 — 265 figs, i — 6 concludes 'That the festival is really a winter festival and
has in different places been transferred to a different season. Secondly, that it is by no
means a typically Greek festival, for it occurs only in North Greece where there is much
mixed blood, and is known to almost all the other South Balkan races.'

i. 695 Athenian substitute for dramatic omophagy. W. M. Lindsay in the Class.
Quart. 1916 x. 108 cites a newly discovered note of Fest. in Isid. orig. 8. 7. 6 Hos

70 — 2
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Hyginus (eginus cod.) primum frusta[m] hircinae carnis praemium accepisse dicit et inde
nomen traxisse, scilicet a trago quern Latini hircum vocant.

i. 697 n. 4. P. Kretschmet comments on StXi?i/6s again in Glotta 1915 vi. 308. But
F. Solmsen (2i\i)t>6^ Zdrvpos Tempos' in the Indogermanische Forschungen 1912 xxx.
i—47 connects the word with *<7i\6s, silus, a by-form of 0-t//,6s, 'snub-nosed.'

i. 698 n. i. No. (10) is now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston : see Miss M. H.
Swindler in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1915 xix. 412 ff. figs. 8 and 9, L. D. Caskey ib, 1918
xxii. uof. fig. 3, J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in American Museums Cambridge
Mass. 1918 p. 130 f. fig. 81 (the'Penthesilea Painter'), Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 339
no. 10, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 276
no. 52. Add no. (16) Red-figured kylix in the Museo Villa Giulia at Rome (E. Boehringer
in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1928 xliii Arch. Anz. p. 166 with fig. 29)=nude
human figure with goatish head, horns, and tail dancing before Persephone, whose head
emerges from the ground.

In the fourth century these goatish dancers were assimilated to the south-Italian Pan,
e.g. on an 'Apulian' vase published by T. Panofka Mtisee Blacas Paris 1829 pi. 23
(F. Weege Der Tanz in der ^w/'^-Halle/Saale 1926 p. 3 fig. 2) or on an Italiote
\>&\\-krate'r at Lecce published by Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei ii. 106
pi. 80, 3 (F. Weege op. cit. p. 106 fig. 144, L. Sechan in Daremberg—Saglio Diet.
Ant. iv. 1044 fig. 6069). Yet A. Hartmann certainly goes too far when he says at the
end of his article on 'Silenos und Satyros' in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii A. 53:
' So bleibt es dabei, dass die bocksartige Bildung von Satyrn erst ein Erzeugnis der in
der hellenistischen Zeit aufkommenden Einmischung des Pantypus in den Satyr- und
Silentypus ist.'

i. 700 n. 4. E. M. W. Tillyard has since discovered the faint inscription KAAOS
H0APZTOZ (sic), which makes it probable that the central figure is Hephaistos
carrying his axe. If so, the scene shows Dionysos persuading Hephaistos to accompany
him to Olympos—a scene perhaps drawn from Achaios' satyr-play "Hc/xtioros (Trag. Gr.
frag. p. 750 f. Nauck2) (E. M. W. Tillyard The Hope Vases Cambridge 1923 p. 79 ff.
no. 136 pi. 23).

i. 704 early seal-stones portraying human goats etc. Any serious attempt to discuss
these much-disputed figures must nowadays take into account analogous types found over
a wide area of the ancient world. A sample or two will suffice to show the sort of data
required. A whorl of green steatite from Hagios Onuphrios near Phaistos shows a horned
figure with human legs (A. J. Evans Scripta Minoa Oxford 1909 i. 118 fig. 52, a, id.
The Palace of Minos at Knossos Oxford 1921 i. 69 fig. 38 A). A prism-seal in black
steatite from Karnak shows a human figure with bovine head running (id. Scripta Minoa
i. 123 fig. 58, c, Palace of Minos i. 69 fig. 38 B, c}. Both these are assigned to the 'Early
Minoan i' period (3400—2800 B.C.). Sir J. Marshall Mohenjo-daro and the Indus
Civilization London 1931 ii. 389 fig. 356 on pi. in notes two human figures (from
seals no. 227 and no. 230) with the hoofs, horns, and tail of a bison. Id. ib. ii. 389
fig- 357 on pl- I X I gives a seal on which a similar figure is seen struggling with a
fabulous horned tiger. Sir John compares the type with that of Enkidu the companion
of Gilgames. H. R. Hall, lecturing at Cambridge on Oct. 31, 1928, quoted an 'ibex-
headed man on a proto-Elamite tablet' and an 'animal-headed man on a seal from South
Caucasus' as evidence of Mesopotamian priority to the fantastic sealings from Zakro
(supra p. 845 n. 3). See also Addenda to i. 67 n. 3.

i. 705. R. C. Flickinger 'Tragedy and the Satyric Drama' in Class. Philol. 1913
viii. 261—283 (especially pp. 269—272) discusses the derivation of rpayqdia, defending
the goat-prize tradition and rejecting the goat-men conjectures. Id. The Greek Theater
and its Drama Chicago 1918 pp. 13—15, ib.* 1936 pp. 13—15, maintains the same
standpoint. E. Rostrup Attic Tragedy in the light of Theatrical History trans. I. Andersen
Kj^benhavn—Kristiania—London—Berlin 1923 p. 64 ff. denies the dancers 'costumed
as he-goats' and holds, on anthropological grounds, that the rpdyoi were young men who
had undergone puberty-rites and were known by an animal name—the x°P°l vaiSHv,
Xopol Tpayydwv, and x°/>°' o-vdpwv representing successive age-groups. A. W. Pickard-
Cambridge Dithyramb Tragedy and Comedy Oxford 1927 pp. 149—166, after a careful
discussion of all the possibilities, reverts to the view that rpaytpdbs may well mean ' singer
at the goat-sacrifice' or ' singer for the goat-prize.' ' The two may even be reconciled,
if the goat was first won and then sacrificed' (p. 165).

i. 706 Zeus Asefs. W. M. Calder in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1913 xxxiii. 103 compares
this appellative with an Old Phrygian text from Euyuk in Kappadokia (J. Friedrich
Kleinasiatische Sprachdenkmdler Berlin 1932 p. 127 no. 15 a, 3 TepKOffaai.eKfj.op), of which
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he says: 'it can hardly be doubted that terkos is the "Hittite" tarku meaning "god" or
a particular god, and it is very tempting to read the name of the god in the following
letters. Whether we read Asie kmor... or Asi ekmor..., we appear to be dealing with the
dative of the divine name Asis, which is attested elsewhere, and may be not unconnected
with the name which the Greeks gave to the lands east of the Aegean.... Ramsay is
probably right in taking AC6IC [supra i. 706 fig. 521] as a non-Phrygian name; if our
interpretation of the Euyuk inscription is correct, Asis is the name of a god who belonged
to the religion which the Phrygians found in the country when they entered it, and who
was worshipped at the old Hittite centre of Euyuk at the date to -which this inscription
belongs.... The name 'Ao-io/oi/mj expresses the proprietorship of the god Asis in a village
on his estate, just as the village-name 'Arvox^piov in Phrygia indicates that the village
belongs to Atys. In the Lydian genealogies Asies figures as the nephew or as the
brother of Atys [E.-Meyer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1579 f., 2262]. The name
Atios occurs on an Old-Phrygian inscription (if Phrygian it be) found by Garstang at
Tyana Q. Friedrich op. cit. p. 127 no. 19 a, 3 attoct, 5 attos]— The name is written
with the symbol t, which suggests that the names Attis and Asis were originally
identical.' Not impossibly, then (cp. supra ii. 293), Zeus ACGIC meant ab origine
'Father' Zeus, while 'A<ria was the 'Fatherland.'

i. 707 n. 2 with fig. 524. This red-figured hydria from Girgenti is attributed to 'the
Syleus Painter' (c. 4808.0.) and perhaps shows Zeus bringing the infant Dionysos to
the Nymphs. To the bibliography add J. de Witte in the Nouv. Ann. 1836—1837
i. 357—372 pi. 9, Reinach Rtp. Vases i. 237, i and ii. 260, i, H. Heydemann Dionysos1

Geburt und Kindheit (Winckelmannsfest-Progr. Halle 1885) p. i8f., id. in the Jahrb.
d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1891 vi. 47, J. D. Beazley Attic red-figured Vases in
American Museums Cambridge Mass. 1918 p. 66 no. i, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 438
no. 9, J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 162
no: 23.

i. 708 ff. E. Fiechter—R. Herbig Das Dionysos-Theater in Athen Stuttgart 1935 ii
(Die Skulpturen vom Biihnenhaus). 36 pis. 9—16 accept my interpretation of the reliefs
from the stage of Phaidros, but regard my restorations as 'keineswegs immer gliicklich.'

i. 709 n. i no distinctive art-type for Hestia. Vet see Porph. ap. Euseb. praep. ev.
3. ii. 7:=Lyd. de mens. 4. 94 p. 139, 2 ff. Wilnsch KO.\ TO fj.tv riye/J-oviKOv rfy Oeias
Swdywews 'Effria. K^KXifrai, ys &ya\/jia irapOeviKov t<f>' effrias Wpvrai' Ka.0' 8 de yovinos r)
Si/cctytuj, ffrjfj.a.ivovffiv avTyv yvvaiKOs eidei irpofidffTov.

i. 710 Aigeira. This town possessed a notable sanctuary of Zeus with a seated image
of the god wrought in Pentelic marble
by Eukleides of Athens (Paus. 7. 26. 4).
Local coins issued by Septimius Severus
and Plautilla show Zeus seated on a
high-backed throne in the attitude of
Zeus Olympics with Nike on his right
hand and a long sceptre in his left (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Peloponnesus p. 17
no. 5 pi. 4, 10 Plautilla (my fig. 879 is
from a cast), Imhoof-Blumer and P.
Gardner Num. Comm. Paus. ii. 90 Fig. 879.
pi. S, 6 Plautilla, Head Hist, num.2

p. 412). Portions of this cult-statue are still extant. O. Walter 'Ein Kolossalkopf des
Zeus aus Aigeira' in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1919 xix—xx. i—14 figs, i—9
pis. i ( = my fig. 880) and 2 published the large head (height o'87m) which he had found
on Aug. 31, 1916, inside the temple. The marble is hollowed at the back and, as the
dowel-holes prove, was eked out before and behind with adjusted pieces. The eyes
were inlaid. Id. 'Der Arm der Zeusstatue von Eukleides' ib. 1932 xxvii. 146—152
figs. 94—97 was able to add the left arm, found by the villagers of Vlowoka in 1920
close to the same building, and one finger of the right hand, found in 1925 inside it.
The fragments (now in the National Museum at Athens, nos. 3377 and 3481) are all
of Pentelic marble, imply a figure about thrice life-size, and suit the pose of the god as
shown on the coins. See further D. M. Robinson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933
xxxvii. 480. O. Walter 'Eine archaologische Voruntersuchung in Aigeira' in the
Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1919 xix—xx Beiblatt pp. 5.—42 figs, i—26 and 'Ver-
suchsgrabung in Aigeira' ib. 1932 xxvii Beiblatt pp. 223—234 figs. 109—115 gives
a good account of the town and temple, from which it appears that a large podium
at the west end of the cella bore a base designed for a much smaller statue. It seems
likely that, at some date later than Pausanias' visit, the big Zeus was damaged and
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replaced by a life-sized figure, perhaps that of a Roman emperor. Otherwise we should
have to conclude that the temple to which the big Zeus belonged is still to seek.
Eukleides, to judge from the style and technique of this statue, may be regarded as
a contemporary of Damophon and dated c. 200 B.C. (A. Hekler 'Eukleides' ib. 1922
xxt—xxii. 120—122), though O. Walter and G. Lippokl would place him in the middle
of the fourth century B.C. or a little later (Lippold in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Suppl.
v. 220).

i. 716 Eros with crossed legs. On this attitude see W. Deonna ' Croiser les jambes;

in the Rev. Arch. 1913 ii. 344—352, W. N. Bates in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1914 xviii.
502 f.

i. 710 Theseus. M. Bieber Die Denkmciler zum Theaterwesen im Altertum Berlin—
Leipzig 1920 p. 18 f. pi. 7, 2 takes this figure to be Nero (cp. E. Strong in the Rev.
Arch. 1913 ii. 327 n. 2). In any case see Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. no. 3078 pi. 200.
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i. 711 Vediovis. See further L. Preller ' Studien zur romischen Mythologie. 2. Vejovis

und Dijovis' in the Ber. sacks. Geselhch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1855 pp. 202—215,
J. A. Hild in Daremberg—Saglio Diet. Ant. \. 669 f. s.v. 'Veiovis,' A. L. Frothingham
'Vediovis, the Volcanic God: a Reconstruction' in the Am. Journ. Phil. 1917 xxxviii.
3?o—39r» G. Wissowa in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 174—176 s.v. 'Veiovis,' F. Altheim
A History of Roman Religion trans. H. Mattingly London 1938 pp. 262 f., 352.

Fig. 881.

i. 713. A figme-omoc/ioe (Pfuhl Malerei u. Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 408 f.) in my collection
shows the infant Dionysos, with a kdntharos in his right hand, mounted on a vigorous
goat (fig. 881). The vase, which was polychrome, has traces of pink (flesh), red (cloak),
yellow (hair, kdntharos}, and blue (wreath) on a white ground. Height, exclusive of the
handle which is in part restored, 5J ins.

i. 713 n. o. On the cult-statue of Apollon see a mutilated relief from the Amyklaion
published by B. Schroder in the Ath. Mitth. 1904 xxix. 24—31 fig. 2, also E. R. Fiechter
' der Amyklaische Thron, Bericht liber die Untersuchungen im Amyklaion 1907' in the
Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv Arch. Anz. pp. 66—70, id. 'Amyklae
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Der Thron des Apollon' ib. 1918 xxxiii. 107—245 figs, i—90 pis. 4—20, P. Bersakes
''0 Opbvos rov ' A./j.vK\alov 'ATrbXXuvos' in the 'Apx- *E0« 1912 pp. 183—192 figs, i—26,
W. Klein ' Zum Thron des Apollo von Amyklae' in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst.
1922 xxxvii Arch. Anz. pp. 6—13, E. Buschor—W. von Massow ' Vom Amyklaion' in
the Ath. Mitth. 1927 Hi. i—85 (especially p. 19) figs, i—40 pis. i—23 supplementary
pis. i—12.

i. 717 n. 2 bulls sacrificed to Zeus. Add Xen. Cyrop. 8. 3. n irp&rov fi£v -tjyovro Tip
Atl ravpoc irdyKa\oi els r^rrapas nal ols rdov &\\wt> de&v ol n&yoi i^fiyowro. Also the
TavpcHphvia at Mylasa {supra ii. 582 n. 5, iii. 570). See, however, Serv. in Verg. Aen.
12. 120 sic in Thracia civitatem condens Aeneas, quam mox fuerat relicturus, contra
morem lovi de tauro sacrificavit (Aen. 3. 20 f.), Isid. orig. 12. i. 28 iuvencus dictus eo
quod iuvare incipiat hominum usus in terra colenda (supra p. 591 n. i), vel quia apud
gentiles lovi semper ubique iuvencus immolabatur et nunquam taurus. nam in victimis
etiam aetas considerabatur.

i. 717 n. 3 goats sacrificed to Zeus. W. M. Lindsay in the Class. Quart. 1916 x. 109
cites Fest. in Isid. orig. 8. ir. 84 loui Cretenses capram immolabant.

i. 720 the golden hound of Crete. An Attic black-figured skyphos found at Kameiros
and now in the Louvre (A 478) (Pettier Cat. Vases du Louvre i. 171, id. Vases antiques
du Louvre Paris 1897 p. 20 pi. 17) is interpreted by L. D. Barnett in Hermes 1898 xxxiii.
638 ff. as illustrating the discovery by Iris and Hermes of the golden hound in the house
of Pandareos—an interpretation now commonly accepted (H. N. Fowler in the Am.Journ.
Arch. 1899 iii. 304, W. H. Roscher in his Lex. Myth. iii. 1502 n. **, Pfuhl Malerei u.
Zeichnung d. Gr. i. 328).

i. 723 the cire perdue method of hollow-casting in bronze. Miss van der Kolf in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv A. 2084 is disposed to adopt my explanation of the
Talos-myth ('eine ansprechende Vermutung'), but regards both myth and method as
'ziemlich Jung.' S. Casson The Technique of Early Greek Sculpture Oxford 1933 is
more precise: ' One thing is certain—that the Minoans had no knowledge at all of
hollow casting by the cire-perdue process' (cp. L. R. Farnell supra ii. 644 n. i). But
is that so certain ? K. Kluge, our greatest authority on Greek bronzes, in his Die antiken
Grossbronzen Berlin—Leipzig 1927 i. 91—102 ('Der antike Wachserzguss') cites the
pottery mould for an axe to be cast by the cire perdue process, which was found in
the seventh stratum at Troy and is now in the Berlin Museum (W. Dorpfeld Troja und
Ilion Athen 1902 i. 405 fig. 404, 408 f. supplementary pi. 46, vin a, vin b). Again,
Kluge ' Die Gestaltung des Erzes in der archaisch-griechischen Kunst' in the Jahrb. d.
Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1929 xliv. i—30 (summarised by E. H. Heffner in the Am. fourn.
Arch. 1931 xxxv. 456 f.) says (p. 6): 'Bereits in primitiven Kulturlagen—es sei an die
Gtisse von Benin erinnert—wird diese Method e des Wachserzgusses beherrscht, und in
der agyptischen Kunst konnen wir den steilen Anstieg dieses Konnens verfblgen....'
Indeed, Mr H. Frankfort in The Illustrated London News Oct. 8, 1932 p. 528 figs. 7—9
shows a statuette from Khafaje in Iraq representing a bearded priest cast in bronze by
the cire perdue process c. 3000 B.C. Mr Sidney Smith (Jan. i, 1926) refers me further
to F. Thureau-Dangin in the Revue d' assyriologie et d' archlologie orientale 1924 xxi. 26
n. 3 and 155, who cites A. Ungnad in the Vorderasiatische Schriftdenkmdler der konig-
lichen Museen zu Berlin Leipzig 1909 Heft viii. 51 no. 103 ('un qurqurru te^oit 2/3 de
mine de cire pour la fabrication d'une cle en metal; c'est le procede de la cire perdue').
For modern cire perdue casting see A. Toft Modelling and Sculpture London 1911
pp. 187—191.

i. 723 n. 3. For proof that the Sardinians of the Bronze Age worshipped a bull-god
in their subterranean temples see R. Pettazzoni ' Le antichita protosarde di Santa
Vittoria' in the Bullettino di paletnologia italiana 1910 xxxv. 159—177, A. Taramelli
in the Mon. d. Line. 1915 xxiii. 313—436 (especially p. 352 ff.), T. Ashby in The Times
Literary Supplement for Jan. 22, 1920 p. 50, H. Philipp in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
i A. 2488, J. Whatmough The Foundations of Roman Italy London 1937 p. 373 ('Of
especial interest are the temples discovered in recent years by Taramelli. These are
circular in construction and were regularly built over a sacred spring or well. With
them is associated the cult of the sacred pillar and also of a deity who took the form
of a bull, as the large stone bulls' heads from the front of the temples show. It is
difficult not to admit in these the evidence of oriental influence, as also in the indications
of ordeal by water, and of " incubation "...').

i. 725 Talos, nephew of Daidalos, and the saw. G. M. A. Hanfmann in the Am.
Journ. Arch. 1935 xxxix. 189—194 figs, i—5 pi. 25, A, B publishes a magnificent gold
bulla of Etruscan workmanship, found near Ferrara (?) and now in the Walters Art
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Gallery, Baltimore. Two archaic winged figures in relief, with incised retrograde in-
scriptions, show Daidalos (3>ITIAT) and Ikaros (3QA3IIU)> the former holding
a saw in his left hand and an adze in his right, the latter a double axe and a square.
E. Fiesel loc. cit. pp. 195—197 thinks that the inscription originated in Central Etruria,
probably in the fifth century B.C. Taitle and Vikare are correct Etruscan forms of
AatSaXos and Flicapos, the one being Greek, the other—to judge from the suffix -ap—
pre-Greek or Aegean. A cornelian scarab, from the Hamilton collection, now in London,
again represents Daidalos, Taitle (?), as a beardless winged figure, flying above waves,
with an adze in his right hand, a saw in his left (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems p. 67 no. 329
pi. E, ib? p. 82 no. 663 pi. n). A second cornelian scarab, from the Blacas collection,
also in London, has a somewhat similar, but uninscribed, Daidalos flying with saw in
right hand and adze (?) in left (Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems p. 68 no. 330 pi. E, ib? p. 89 f.
no. 727 pi. 12, cp. Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 19, 28, ii. 93 ('Gefliigelter Damon'),
Lippold Gemmen pi. 25, 7 p. 171 ('Eros')). Lastly, a stele from Bologna, assigned to
the date 390—360 B.C., includes among its reliefs the same beardless Daidalos flying
through the air with square and double axe in his right hand and saw in his left (E. Brizio
in the Not. Scam 1890 pp. 139—142 pi. i, 3).

The art-type of the winged male figure posting through the sky with a double axe
may be traced back to a very early date (sub-' Minoan'?) in the Archipelago: see the
Melian(?) gem supra ii. 544 fig. 419. From Melos to Ikaros (Ikaria) is a bare hundred
miles. Talos, Daidalos, and Ikaros were perhaps all originally independent but analogous
figures (Gruppe Gr. Myth. Rel. p. 250 n. 2; Heeg in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ix. 986,
G. M. A. Hanfmann loc. cit. p. 194), various forms taken by the winged sun-god.

i. 7266°, Talos, nephew of Daidalos, and the partridge. L. Mercklin Die Talos-Sage
und das sardonische Lachen in the Memoirespresent es a FAcademie imperiale des sciences
de Sf- Petersbourg par divers savants Saint-Petersbourg 1854 vii. no (74) n. 203 cp. the
romantic tale of Meles and Timagoras (Paus. i. 30. i) or Timagoras and Meletos (Souid.
s.v. MtXrjros ter), on which see W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2626 and Scherling
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xv. 491 f. But this has been adequately explained on other
lines by C. T. Seltman in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1923—1925 xxvi. 101 —104.

J. D. Beazley 'Icarus' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1927 xlvii. 222—233 illustrates
inter alia (p. 231 fig. 6) a small red-figured lekythos of c. 470 B.C., in New York, on
which a winged youth sinking into the sea (?) has above his head a bird ' flying almost
straight down'....'The bird acts as the directional arrow in cartography.' H. J. Rose
'Ikaros and Perdix on a Fifth-century Vase?' ib. 1928 xlviii. 9f. acutely conjectures that
the painter 'had in his mind the mythical Perdix.'

On irepS'tKiov see R. M. Dawkins ib. 1936 Ivi. 8 (botanical identifications).

i. 732 Zeus paired with Selene. Cp. S. Eitrem ' Die heilige Ehe' in Symbolae Osloenses
1932 xi. 18 n. i.

i. 733 n. 6. On Zeus N6<rtos of Miletos see now gr. Kruse in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
xvii. 1053, who, after mentioning the late sixth-century offering At No<r/y (in inscription
no. 31, 9 a sacrificial calendar on the wall of the old hall in the Delphinion), adds:
'N6<ne findet sich dann noch in einer Inschrift nr. 186, einer " Schreibubung eines Stein-
metzen," aus der Zeit vor der Perserkatastrophe.... Auch v. Wilamowitz G G A 1914, 100
halt Ai Nofflij) fiir gesichert, filgt aber mit Recht hinzu: "es kann wohl nur ein vofoios
sein, so sehr es befremdet."'

i. 735 f. Zeus as a Satyr. Titian's 'Jupiter and Antiope' in the Louvre shows the
lustful god, with the ears and legs of a goat, just twitching the last garment off a
recumbent and sleeping Antiope (Sir J. A. Crowe—G. B. Cavalcaselle The Life and
Times of Titian'1' London 1881 ii. 317 with pi., T- Addison Classic Myths in Art London
1904 p. 57 f. with pi.).

H. W. Stoll in Roscher Lex. Myth..\\. 3309 takes Sil. It. 3. 103 ff. (lascivo genitus
Satyro nymphaque Myrice | Milichus indigenis late regnarat in oris | cornigeram attollens
genitoris imagine frontem) to mean that Meilichos the horned king of Spain was the son
of the nymph Myrike by Zeus in the form of a Satyr.

Zeus IIeit6Xijs is attested by Scholl—Studemund anecd. i. 264 f. 'ETrt'tfera At6s... 86
Tret&Xous, 266 'EirlOera Ai6s... 74 7r«c6Xous. The epithet, a derivative of irtos (Stephanus
Thes. Gr. Ling. vi. 743 D—744 A), would suit a god of Satyr-like propensities, 'soil also
wohl den Zeus als Gott der Fruchtbarkeit bezeichnen, wenn es nicht christlich-apologeti-
schen Ursprunges ist' (O. Hofer in Roscher Lex. Myth. iii. 1752).

i. 735 n. 3 Lykourgos. Bronze coins of Alexandreia struck by Antoninus Pius repre-
sent Lykourgos with his double axe attacking Ambrosia, who according to Nonn. Dion.
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21. 17 ff. was transformed by Gaia into a vine (K. D. Mylonas in the Journ. Intern.
d'Arch. Num. 1898 i. 233 ff. (wrongly numbered 153 ff.) and J. N. Svoronos ib. p. 466 ff.).

i. 737 Epopeus as an embodiment of Zeus. To the same effect A. W. Pickard-
Cambridge in J. U. Powell New Chapters in the History of Greek Literature Third Series
Oxford 1933 p. 106 n. i.

i. 741 Aphrodite and her dove in Kypros. W. N. Bates 'Aphrodite's Doves at Paphos
in 1932' in the Am. Journ. Philol. 1932 liii. 260 f. notes that the church of St George
at New Paphos, built over a temple of Aphrodite (?), has in front of its iconostasis five
white doves, which hold in their beaks cords supporting lamps. A larger church recently
erected in the neighbourhood again has the same arrangement of five white doves holding
lamp-cords. Finally the twelfth-century monastery of St Neophytus, some seven miles
from Ktima, can boast the bones of the saint kept in a wooden box made by himself.
' Above them is a sort of canopy surmounted by two rude wooden doves gilded.' Bates
rightly concludes that ' Aphrodite's doves still have a place in their ancient home.'

i. 741 n. 4 Zeus Mafefo. Cp. F. Solmsen in the Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprach-
forschung 1897 xxxiv. 49 n. 2: ' Auch in Mafetfs- 6 Zei>s irapb &pv%l Hes. wird wohl nur
der pers. Aura-mazda zu erkennen sein, wie schon de Lagarde annahm.'

i. 744 n. 3. On the inscription here cited see further A. Brinkmann in the Rhein.
Mus. 1914 Ixix. 585 f., M. N. Tod in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1915 xxxv. 269.

i. 750. For the star on the shoulder of a lion cp. a basalt relief from the level of
Thutmose iii (B.C. 1501—1447 Breasted) at Beisan, which shows two scenes of a lion
attacked by a Molossian mastiff (G. Contenau Manuel d'archiologie orientate Paris 1931
ii. 1047 with fig. 727: 'Nous noterons sur ce bas-relief une particularite de facture:
a 1'epaule du lion, les poils forment une sorte de rosace en etoile a raies courbes; on la
retrouvera plus tard sur un lion d'Arslan-Tash; a Zendjirli la plupart des lions portent au
meme endroit du corps deux traits croises en X').

i. 751 Zeus conceived as dwelling in the starry sky. Cp. Soph. Track. 1106 6 TOV
KO.T' &<TTpa Zyvbs ai)5?j0els ybvos.

i. 753 Tios or Tion in Bithynia. L. Robert in the Rev. Arch. 1934 i. 93 f. figs, i—5
gives an account of his visit to the place with views of its akrdpolis etc.

i. 754 Zeus ringed with the zodiac. R. Wood The Ruins of Palmyra, otherwise Tedmor
of the Desart London (1753) p. 45 pi. 19, A publishes the circular medallion of a ceiling,
which shows Zeus surrounded by six deities and a zodiacal ring. The spandrils are
occupied by four eagles. The whole decorates the soffit of the temple of Sol at its
southern end—a temple restored by Aurelian (see his letter to Cerronius Bassus in Vopisc.
v. Aurelian. 31. 7 ff.).

i. 754 traces of astrology in early Greece. See A. Engelbrecht ' Vermeintliche Spuren
altgriechischer Astrologie' in the Eranos Vindobonensis Wien 1893 pp. 125—130, who
argues that there are 'von einer eigentlichen Astrologie mindestens bis zum vierten
vorchristlichen Jahrhundert keine positiven, wohl aber negative Spuren in den Schrift-
werken,' and W. Capelle 'Alteste Spuren der Astrologie bei den Griechen'in Hermes
1925 Ix. 373—395, who claims to find such traces in the Hippocratic irepl dtaLrris 4. 89
Littre (iv. 426 ff. Jones) at the end of J. v B.C. and probably also in Demokrit. ap. Act.
2- J5- 3 (H. Diels Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker* Berlin 1912 ii. 32).

i. 754 ff. Zeus as lord of the constellations. G. Thiele Antike Himmelsbilder Berlin
1898 p. 90 fig. 17 (=my fig. 882) reproduces the fine illustration of Arat. phaen. i given
in cod. Bonon. 188 fol. 2OV. An eagle with spread wings carries a thunderbolt in his
claws and Zeus recumbent, with globe, sceptre, and rayed nimbus, on his back. Back-
ground blue, framework vermilion, eagle brownish yellow, flesh dark brown, nimbus and
globe silver, diadem yellow, himdtion rose.

i. 756 n. 6 Zeus BijXos. J. Cantineau ' Textes palmyreniens provenant de la fouille du
temple de Bel' in Syria 1931 xii. ngf. no. 3 publishes a bilingual inscription of the year
504=193 A.D., which (Greek 4<f.) mentions an apxiepevs y[a.l] | [o-]vniro<ri.apx['r]s te/^wc]
(j-eylffTov 6eov \ Aids BiJA[ou]. See further P. Roussel in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1932 xlv. 227.

i. 766 the Dioskouroi on Etruscan mirrors. C. Brakman 'De luturna et Dioscuris' in
Mnemosyne N.S. 1931 lix. 427—430, following up the trail blazed by F. Altheim
Griechische Cotter im alien Rom Giessen 1930 pp. 4—39 ('Juturna und die Dioskuren')
[cp. F. Altheim A History of Roman Religion trans. H. Mattingly London 1938 pp. 243—
245], claims that the Etruscans when in Asia had taken over from Greeks or pre-Greeks
the cult of the Dioskouroi. These they would have called *Diutures, ' sons of Zeus,'
cp. Diuturna [Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 3856]>luturna, 'daughter of Zeus,' hybrid
formations. 'A stirpe *Diu (love) per suffixum patronymicum -Bur vel -tur derivatum
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est *Diutnr, unde per Etruscum formans -na formatur Diuturna..,.*Diitiures responderet
igitur *Tiv5apois, quod per prae-Graecum suffixum -dap- eandem vim habens atque Etrus-
cum -Our vel -fur derivatum est a Tiv, quod idem est in lingua Etrusca valens Aia.
Itaque TWapot vel amplior forma Laconica TivSapLSai synonymum est Dioscurorum.'

But, if Brakman is indebted to Altheim, Altheim in turn owes much to others.
G. Maresch 'Der Name der Tyndariden' in Glotta 1925 xiv. 298 f. had already suggested
that Tvfdapidai or fivdapidai was simply the Etruscan name for Zeus—tin, tins, tinia —
with an Asia-Minor patronymic suffix -dap- and a Greek patronymic suffix -id- ('so hatten
wir denn das spatere AioffKovpoi fiir eine griechische Ubersetzung des vorhellenischen
Namens TivSapldai anzusehen'). And P. Kretschmer in an article of cardinal importance

Fig. 882.

had proposed ib. p. 303 ff. TwdapiSai = Etruscan Tin- (Zeus) + Etruscan patronymic -Bur
or -tur (cp. tinOitr as a personal name in a tomb-inscription at Naples). He supposes
that the 0 or t of the Etruscan suffix became S under the influence of a personal name
*Tiv5apos related to the place-name Tivdt) as IlivSapos to IIiVSos or M.iv5apos to Wivdrj.
These northern names carry with them the northern suffix -ap- [cp. Addenda to i. 725].
Kretschmer concludes ib. p. 308: ' Die vorgriechische Bevolkerung, in der die unidg.
Urbevb'lkerung und die protidg. Zuwanderer verschmolzen waren, nannte also die mit
Zeus gepaarte Gottin einfach mit dem Appellativum fiir Frau. Der Gott hiess Tin-,
woneben vermutlich unter dem Einfluss einer jiingeren Schicht *Taus, * Teus trat; ihm
stand eine Gottin als seine Frau, lada \supra i. 763 n. 4], zur Seite. Ihre Zwillingssohne
hiessen * Tintor- oder ahnl. Wenn wir zu dem Ergebnis kommen, dass diese Tyrrheno-
Pelasger bereits den idg. Zeus-Kult nach Hellas gebracht hatten, so wird damit zugleich
das Ratsel der beriihmten Iliasstelle 77 233 gelost: ZeO &va Aw^wj/ate, Uehaffyuct, ....'
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i. 768 n. o. See now O. Huth 'Die Kulttore der Indogermanen' in the Archiv f.
Rel. 1937 xxxiv. 371—377 (in continuation of id. 'Der Durchzug des Wilden Heeres'
ib. 1935 xxxii. 193—210).

i. 776 Zeus Amdrios. A. Aymard 'Le Zeus federal achai'en Hamarios—Homarios'
in the Melanges offerts & M. Octave Navarre par ses eleves et ses amis Toulouse 1935
PP- 453—47<5 (defends the form 'A/ndpios, cp. the summary in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1936
xlix. 349). Id. 'Le r61e politique du sanctuaire federal achai'en' in the Melanges Franz
Cumont (Annuaire de Plnstitut dephilologie et d^histoire orientales et slaves iv) Bruxelles
1936 i. i—26.

i. 781. A. D. Knox in the Cambridge University Reporter 1915 xlv. 695 (Cambridge
Philological Society, Feb. 25, 1915) suggested that in Phoinix of Kolophon frag. 2. 4
8s oitK td' dffrtp' ov Aifav ^Stfijro the word ' Aifav or the like is Persian for heaven, taken
with w. 5, 6 from (Ktesias) ap. Strab. p. 733, following or correcting Hdt. i. 132.' But
the text as given in cod. A of Athen. 530 E 5s OVKI 5' dffrep' ovdifavedifyro is very corrupt.
Emendations are numerous (see the note of J. U. Powell Collectanea Alexandrina Oxonii
1925 p. 232), Knox himself in the Loeb edition (London iqicf) frag. i. 4 now prints 5s
OVK tS' dcrrfy' 01) [dlf]uv tdlfyTo, and E. Diehl Anthologia Lyrica Graced* Lipsiae 1936
i. 3. io&frag. 3. 4 is still content with Naeke's 5s OI)K td' dcrrep' ovd' i<d><ji)v tdliftTo.

i. 782 on Saint George as dragon-slayer. Add S. A. Matson St. George and the
Dragon* London 1893 pp. i—222 (popular), M. Oldfield Howey The Encircled Serpent
London (1926) pp. 174 ff. ('St. Michael and the Dragon'), 177 ff. ('St. George and the
Dragon').

i. 784 bull-carrying on a coin of Nysa. Briider Egger Auktions-Katalog xlvi Griechi-
sche Miinzen (Sammlung des Herrn Theodor Prowe, Moskau, u. a.) Wien 1914 p. 70
no. 1511 pi. 24 ('Stier auf den Schultern von sechs nackten Epheben getragen, davor
schreitender Flotenspieler') Maximus. See also K. Kourouniotes in the 'A/>x- AeXr.
1921—1922 vii. 4 fig. 2 (enlarged).

i. 784 Syro-Hittite bulls enclosing human victims. We may perhaps compare the
hollow bronze horse containing the body of a man, found by Gyges in Lydia (Plat. rep.
359 D, Apostol. 15. 85).

i. 785 statuette of gilded bronze from the Syrian sanctuary on the laniculum. Reinach
Rep. Stat. iv. 293 no. 2 ' Atergatis ?', H. Gressmann in the Vortrdge der Bibliothek
Warburg 1923—1924. Leipzig—Berlin 1926 p. 186 pi. 5, 10 'Atargatis.' But the statuette,
which is now in the Museo delle Terine, has been cleaned and proves to be a male figure,
possibly that of Adad (T. Ashby in The Year's Work in Class. Stud. 1914 p. 14) or
Chronos (R. Paribeni Le Terme di Diocleziano e il Museo Nazionale Romano* Roma
1922 p. i2of. no. 188). J. Leipoldt in D. Hans Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte
Leipzig—Erlangen 1926 ix—xi p. xiv f. fig. 109 is content to say 'Syrischer Gott vom
Janiculus.'

ii. 3 n. o pot-Zeuses. Cp. Aristoph. ran. 22 Ai^wos, vios Srci/mou with schol. Stov
eiTretv vl6s Aios, /c.r.X. H. J. Rose in the Class. Quart. 1932 xxvi. 58 aptly explains
Hesych. 'E7X^' •») 2e^Xij oCrws ^/caXeiTo as a comic formation from iyxflv.

ii. 6 n. 3. So Plout. v. C. Gracch. 14 Kal r6re fj.ev opfipov yevo/jitvov die\66r)<rav• K.T.\.
ii. 7 n. i. See also O. Casel 'Vom heiligen Schweigen' in the Benedictiner Monats-

schrift 1921 p. 417 ff., and G. Mensching Das heilige Schweigen Giessen 1926 pp. i—162
(reviewed by O. Casel in Gnomon 1928 iv. 142—149)-

ii. 8 n. 7. G. H. Macurdy in the Class. Quart. 1926 xx. 179 f. treats E/crwp as a short
form of 'Ex^Xaos (Attic "ExeXos).

ii. 9 apotheosis by lightning. See now H. J. Rose in the Class. Quart. 1924 xviii. 15 f.
ii. 12 Keraunos. H. Glintert Uber Reimwortbildungen im arise ken und altgriechischen

Heidelberg 1914 p. 215 f. regards the god Ke/rawos as a rime-word to the Slavonic
*Peraunos.

R. Ganszyniec 'Zeus Keraunos' in Eos 1930/1931 xxxiii. 66 cp. ' Schible, der Gott
des Donners, des Krieges und der Gerechtigkeit' worshipped by the Adighe or Circassians,
who treat as sacrosanct any tree or man struck by lightning (F. Bodenstedt Die Vb'lker
des Kaukasus und ihre Freiheitskdmpfe gegen die Russen Frankfurt 1848 p. 201).

ii. 13 ff. Zeus Kataibdtes. See now H. Sjovall Zeus im altgriechischen Hauskult Lund
1931 pp. 108—114 ('Zeus Kataibates'). A. S. Arvanitopoulos in the 'E0. 'Apx- 1924
p. I46f. no. 389 fig. 3 publishes a stele of blackish marble found in the wall of the church
of Hagia Kyriake at Selos near Pythion in Thessaly. The stele has an aetoma with
akroteria above, below which is a smooth space originally occupied by a painting, and
below that an inscription in letters of c. the beginning of s. Hi B.C. Ati Karai/Sdr^r ijpui
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'Eir[t]K/)dTet. This Epikrates was either a chthonian hero or, more probably, a man killed
by lightning and worshipped as a hero. On the Thessalian festival Karai^Affia see Adler
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 2461 f. C. Picard in the Revue de I'histoire des religions
1926 xciii. 71 n. 4 adds the base of a bronze statue found in Thasos, which bears a
dedication of Roman date to Zeus Kataibdtes (Bull. Corr. Hell. 1923 xlvii. 537). And
G. Daux in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 245 f. no. 25 records an inscription from Thasos
(on a block of local marble, once a statue-base, to be dated c. the beginning of our era)
Aios Karatj8c£roi>.

ii. 19 n. o d\evpofj.dvTeis, aXfarofJL&vTfis, Kpi0ofj.di>Tets. See now Boehtn ' Aleuromantie'
in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1927 i. 258—260,
' Alphitomantie' ib. i. 310 f., ' Krithomantie' ib. 1933 v. 594—596, and Eckstein 'Mehl'
ib. 1934 vi. 89—no.

ii. 21 n. 5. G. W. Elderkin in the Am. Journ, Arch. 1934 xxxviii. 32 conjectures
that this dbaton of Zeus Kataibdtes marks the spot on which Demetrios Poliorketes
[supra i. 58, cp. K. Scott ' The Deification of Demetrius Poliorcetes' in the Am. Journ.
Phil. 1928 xlix. 217—239 summarised by P. Cloche in the Rev. £,t. Gr. 1930 xliii. 228]
' descended in a blaze of glory' from his chariot—a descent parodied by Plaut. Cure.
413 ff. where Curculio announces himself as Summanus, the god who sends nocturnal
lightnings, and explains that at night he sometimes 'descends in a shower' (summano}!

ii. 23 n. 2 Numa's law about the man struck by lightning. E. Bickel in the Rhein.
Mus. 1931 Ixxx. 279—298 cj. hominem fulmine (or fulmini) lovos occisit, and examines
in detail relevant religious and linguistic usage.

ii. 24 Orpheus slain by a thunderbolt. Paus. 9. 30. 5 etVi 5£ o'i <j)a<ri KepavvwOtvri. vwb
TOV ffeov avufirivai TT\V TeXevrrjv 'Op<f>fi • Kepavvwdrjvai 5£ avrdv rwv \6ywv fr/e/ca uv ediSaffKfv
ev rots /j,vo~Trjplots ov irpbrepov dK^/cooras avOp&Trovs, Diog. Laert. prooem. 5 rb S! ev Ai'y r?)s
MetKeSoi/ias 4irlypa.fJ.fji.a, Kepavvw6rji>a.i af>r6v, \tyov oCrws- ' Qp-ffiKa xpvffoMptjv Trjd"0p<j>ta
MoOcrcu HOa^av, \ 6v KTOVSV vif'ifj.^duv Zeus \f/o\6evTi /SAei' = Anth. Pal. 7. 617. if.,
cp. Cougny Anth. Pal. Append, i. 99. i f.

ii. 30 n. 3 etymology of Brundisium. P. Skok ' Brendisium und Verwandtes' in the
Zeitschriftfur Ortsnamenforschung 1925/26 i. 81—90.

ii. 31 teras. See further P. Stein TEPAS Marpurgi Cattorum 1909 pp. i—66. He
classifies the uses of the word and connects Teipecrias with it, but does not elucidate its
etymology. Schrader Reallex.^ ii. I43b, 48ia~b and H. Lewy in the Zeitschrift fur
vergleichende Sprachforschung 1930 Iviii. 30 f. connect rtpas, retpea, Tetpeo-t'as and suppose
that the word, which originally meant ' star,' was widened to include omens in general.

ii. 32 the Tarentum at Rome. P. Boyance in the Melanges cf archeologie et d'histoire
de V£cole Franfaise de Rome 1925 xlii. 135—146 discusses the site of the ara Ditis in
Tarento and concludes that it was in low ground near the Tiber, probably in the Ghetto
(summarised by E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1926 xxx. 221). But see the
criticisms of S. B. Plainer—T. Ashby A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome
Oxford 1929 p. 508 f.

ii. 33 ff. Zoroastres. A masterly exposition of Zoroaster's life, teaching, and works
will be found in J. Bidez—F. Cumont Les Mages helle'nise's: Zoroastre Ostanes et Hystaspe
d'apres la tradition grecque Paris 1938 i. i—297 ('Introduction'), ii. i—241 ('Les
Textes').

ii. 36 ff. the Elysian Way. See now P. Capelle ' Elysium und Inseln der Seligen' in
the Archiv f. Rel. 1927 xxv. 244—264, ib. 1928 xxvi. 17—40 (the etymology is dealt
with on p. 32 f.), J. Charpentier ' Nwros aftoXytp' in Symbolaephilologicae O. A. Danielsson
octogenario dicatae Upsaliae 1932 p. 27 ff., Stegemann 'Milchstrasse' in the Handworter-
buch des deutschen Aberglaubens 1934 vi. 367—374.

ii. 44 the 'straight light like a pillar' (Plat. rep. 6i6fi) without a counterpart in
astronomical fact or fancy. But what of the zodiacal light (J. F. Julius Schmidt Das
Zodiacallicht Braunschweig 1856 pp. i—no)? J. Helmbold Der Atlasmythus und
Verwandtes Miilhausen i. E. 1906 (Beilage zum Jahresbericht des Gymnasiums zii
Miilhausen i. E.) p. 5 fig. shows the zodiacal light looking much like an obelisk with
rounded top. He thinks that the pillars of Atlas (Od. i. 528".), the pillar of Prometheus,
the Elysian Way, the tower of Kronos, etc. were all zodiacal myths. Prof. R. A. S.
Macalister subsequently, but independently, hit upon the same explanation. In a letter
to me, dated Jan. 19, 1929, he says: 'Apropos of the Sky-pillar... I have been wondering
if you considered the possibility that it might have been suggested by the Zodiacal Light.
This soft beam of light, which rises vertically from the evening horizon in Spring and the
morning horizon in Summer, is not often to be seen in our latitudes: I have often looked
for it, in vain. But I have seen it in Palestine, where it looked just like a faintly
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luminous pillar with tapering point.... I never saw it as a complete belt across the sky, as
some have seen it in high tropic latitudes.'

ii. 45 the 'spindle of Ananke.' P. M. Schuhl in the Rev. Arch. 1930 ii. 58—64
pis. 6 and 7 and fig. i holds that the spindle of Ananke may be derived from the ancient
oriental theme of a spindle-holding goddess, ' la Dame au fuseau' [for which see
U. Holmberg ' Der Baum des Lebens' in the Annales Academics Scientiarum Fennica:
ser. B 1922—1923 xvi. 3. io6ff.].

ii. 52 n. 2 fringes wee. Add Stegemann in the Handworterbuch des deutschen
Aberglaubens 1934 vi. 373 n. 36.

ii. 52 ff. (cp. iii. 418 n. o) the Irminsul as a sky-prop. G. Dottin in J. Hastings
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1911 iv. 138 : 'This belief in the fall of
the sky is seen frequently in the oaths of Irish epic poetry.' Frazer Worship of Nature
i. 148 notes that, according to the Upotos of the Upper Congo, ' The day will come when
the sky will collapse and flatten us all out, blacks and whites alike' (a reference that
I owe to my friend Dr J. Rendel Harris). H. J. Rose in The Hibbert Journal 1927 xxv.
381 n. r cp. our own proverb 'If the sky should fall, we should all catch larks'
[W. G. Smith The Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs Oxford 1935 p. 210 f.], but
refuses to believe that this ever expressed a real fear. Weiser-Aall in the Handworterbuch
des deutschen Aberglaubens 1930 ii. 1527: 'Das Weltgebaude ist nach der Vorstellung
vieler Volker wie das Wohnhaus aufgebaut. So muss der Himmel wie das Dach durch
eine Saule bzw. durch den Weltbaum gestutzt werden ' etc. (Scandinavians, Lapps, Celts,
Germans). A. H. Krappe Mythologie universelle Paris 1930 p. 130 f. defends my view
against criticism and supplies a parallel from the Veda (H. Oldenberg La religion du Veda
Paris 1903 p. 60 n. 2 " Pourquoi le ciel ne tombe-t-il pas sur la terre?—Parce qu'un
grand bouc a une seule patte lui sert de pilier " [cp. A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology
Strassburg 1897 p. 73 f.]). J. Erdodi in the Indogermanische Forschungen 1932 1. 214—
219 discusses the Sanskrit Skambha, ' himmelsttitzender Baum' (Atharva-Veda 10. 8. 2
' Vom Skambha wird der Himmel und die Erde | Ewig gehalten auseinander, | Auf
Skambha (ruht) dies beseelte All, | Was atmet, was die Augen schliesst'), as source of the
Finnish Sampo, which in the Kalevala denotes ' eine wunderbare Miihle, Gliicksmuhle,'
but is akin to the Wotyak sammas, ' Saule, Wetterhahn,' and Esthonian sammas,
' Saule, Pfosten.'

Further evidence for the sky-prop in belief and practice is collected by U. Holmberg
in the Annales Academic Scientiarum Fennicce ser. B. 1922—1923 xvi. 3.9—33 figs. 2—15
('Die Weltsaule'). Id. in J. A. MacCulloch The Mythology of all Races Boston 1927 iv
(Finno-Ugric, Siberian). 221 f. says : ' the Samoyeds (Turuhansk District) call the North
Star the " nail of the sky," " round which the heavens revolve." The ancient Finns had
also a corresponding but now forgotten term, as proved by the name of the North Star,
borrowed by the Lapps from the Finns, Bohi-navlle ("the nail of the north"); its
counterpart among the Esthonians being the PShjanael.... This nail is, at the same time,
regarded as supporting the sky.... Missionaries relate that the Lapps sacrificed to their
highest god Veralden rade (" Ruler of the world ") so that " he should not let fall the
sky," erecting at the altars a tree either split in two or forked naturally, or also, at times,
a high pillar, called the " pillar of the world " (Veralden tshuold) for the god to " support
the world with, and keep it in its present form and condition, that it might not grow old
and fall from its former nature." The tree was besmeared with blood from the sacrifice.
A "pillar of the world" of this description was seen by Leem in the vicinity of the
Porsanger Fjord [supra ii. 423 n. 3 with fig. 329].... That these pillars of the Lapps had
a heavenly counterpart is shown by the fact that, in some places, the name of the North
Star is " pillar of the world" (Veralden tshuold). It is probable that the Lapps obtained
both their ideas and their sacrificial customs from the Scandinavians...; the " nail" may
be compared with the Scandinavian Veraldar nagli, the " world-nail." ' Id. ib. p. 333 ff.:
' From this belief spring the curious names given by the Altaic stocks to the North Star.
The Mongols, Buriats, Kalmucks, and the Altai Tatars and Uigurs call the star in
question "The golden pillar"; the Kirghis, Bashkirs and certain other Siberian Tatar
tribes call it " The iron pillar " ; the Teleuts " The lone post," and the Tungus-Orotshons
" The golden post." From the similarity of the names given it by these widely separated
peoples we may conclude that the conception of a sky-supporting pillar reaches back
among the Altaic race to a comparatively early period.... Although none of the available
sources mention directly that the peoples of the Altaic race made images of this great
world-pillar, we can still be reasonably certain that they did so from the fact that several
of the more northern peoples have kept up this custom even to our days.... The Ostiaks
call these wooden images of the pillar, "town-pillars" or "the strong pillars of the
town's centre." Those more simple in construction are erected by being slightly sunk
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into the earth, and are hardly ever observed to be shaped at all in any way. The pillar
of the village of Tsingala is about two fathoms in height, a squared, slender log, not
very old.... This pillar of Tsingala, which the Ostiaks of that place regard as a deity, is
called by them " The iron pillar man," a similar name being given to the post of another
village of Irtysh, resembling greatly the afore-mentioned " Iron pillar" of the Tatars....
Some peoples in North-West Siberia, who have a similar custom, place on the world-
pillar a wooden figure of a bird, which sometimes has two heads.... The pillars, on which
these birds are placed and which have sometimes cross-pieces like branches, are, accord-
ing to the Dolgans, a symbol of the "never falling props" before the dwelling of the
Supreme God. On the cross-pieces, so it is said, dwell the sons of God.'

E. Jung ' Irminsul und Rolandsaule' in Mannus 1925 xvii. I—34 figs. 1—14, taking
a hint from J. Grimm Teutonic Mythology trans. J. S. Stallybrass London 1882 i. 119
and 394, claims that the Rolandsaule of Niedersachsen, Westfalen, Obersachsen, and
Thiiringen was a Christianised survival of the pre-Christian Irminsul (summary by
E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1926 xxx. 502). See further P. J. Hamilton-
Grierson in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 420*
(' Irminsaulen, Rolandsaulen, perrons, and many of the market-crosses of Scotland').

ii. 57 ff. lupiter-Columns. These are now published and illustrated in detail by
Esperandieu Bas-reliefs de la Gaule Rom. (Index in x. 253 'Chapiteau,' 266 ' Restes de
colonnes,' 275 f. ' Quatre divinites') and Bas-reliefs de la Germanie Rom. (Index p. 480
'Cavalier et anguipede,' 'Colonne votive,' p. 484 ' Quatre divinites'). Add R. L[antier]
in the Rev. Arch. 1939 i. 276—278 fig. i (group from Neschers).

ii. 61 n. o luno Lucina. In 1934 on the dispersal of the Harland-Peck collection
I acquired a fine marble head (Sotheby's Sale Catalogue 1934 p. n no. 48: height
22 inches), which represents luno wearing a stephdne adorned with nine crescents
(pi. Ixxix). I take her to be luno Lucina as goddess of childbirth—the Roman copy of
a Greek type reserqbling Hera Ludovisi.

ii. 62 f. the Wild Hunt or Furious Host. See further F. Liebrecht Des Gervasius von
Tilbury Otia Imperialia Hannover 1856 pp. 173—211 ('La Mesnie furieuse, ou la Chasse
sauvage'), K. Meisen Die Sagen vom Wiitenden Heer und Wilden Jager Mtinster 1935
pp. 1—144.

ii. 63 Wodan. Cp. G. Neckel ' Regnator omnium deus ' [Tac. Germ. 39] in the Neue
Jahrbiicherfur Wissenschaft und Jugendbildung 1926 ii. 139—150.

ii. 69 ff. the octagonal Wochengotterstein. F. Cumont in ftiejoitrn. Rom. Stud. 1938
xxviii. 88 suggests that the influence of Syrian religious art may account for these eight-
sided blocks, mounted on a square plinth and supporting a cylindrical column with its
crowning group of cavalier and anguiped.

ii. 86 n. 3. L. Barbedette ' Le symbolisme des tombeaux gallo-romains' in the Rev.
Arch. 1926 i. 273—277 deals with Lussoius and Bricia, deities of the hot springs at
Luxovium. Numerous local reliefs show persons holding a bottle or box in the left hand,
a glass or cup in the right. Several such cippi bear the sepulchral dedication D • M.

ii. 88 the world-pillar in Rhenic Germany. Miss J. R. Bacon in 1929 kindly drew
my attention to Skymn. Chi. per. i88ff. roiirtav de (sc. TUV KeXr&v) (retrou \eyo/j.ev>) rts
eff'x&Tfl | ffT7i\tj jS6petos' Horn d' u^jXij iravv \ els Kv/narutdes treXayos avaretvovff' aKpav. |
olKovcri rfjs (mJXi;! de rovs eyyiis rbirovs \ Ke\ruu> foot \^iyov<nv Sires ^ffxaroi \ "Everol re
Kal TUV evrbs els rbv 'ASpiav \ "Iffrpuv KaOj)K6vTUi>- \eyovffi S' afobOev | rbv "Iffrpov dpxty
XafJi/Sdveiv TOV peifycaros.

ii. 88 n. 3 Jack and the Beanstalk. On which see L. Mackensen ' Bohnenranke zum
Himmel' in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Marchens Berlin—Leipzig 1930/1933
i. 299—301.

ii. 97 n. o Nero as Zeus. A. D. Nock in the Class. Rev. 1926 xl. 18 notes Brit. Mus.
Cat. Coins Lydia p. 75 no. 7 (Dioshieron) obv. SEYI | NEPHN KAIZAP heads of
Zeus to left and Nero to right, face to face. Nock cites Calp. Sic. 4. 142 f. tu quoque
mutata seu luppiter ipse figura, | Caesar, ades etc.

ii. 107 n. 4. For the spiral column see also the materials collected by M. Avi-Yonah
in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1930 1. 303—309.

ii. in n. o Zeus Tropaiophbros. A. M. Woodward in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath.
1926—1927 xxviii. 117 no. i publishes an inscription from Klazomenai [Ala Tpoir]aio-
<j>6pov | [——]j avedtiicev \ [eirijteXiflffevTOS Tifieplov | [KXauSfou] 6eo5t6pov.

ii. 111 n. i La Turbie. See now A. Blanchet Forma orbis Romani: carte archtologique
de la Gaule romaine Fasc. i Alpes-Maritimes by P. Couissin sections 4—6 pis. i—3
Paris 1931 (noticed by W. W. Hyde in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 520),
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P. Casimir Le trophee cTAugusts a la Turbie Marseille 1932 pp. r—168, S. F. Gimenez
' Ce que j'ai vu a la Turbie' in the Revue des etudes anciennes 1933 pp. 165—168 (built
round a pre-existing monument, perhaps several centuries older).

ii. i i4 f f . the Pillar of Light. Kallisthenes of Olynthos Jrag, 8 (Script, hist. Alex.
Mag. p. 13 f. Miiller) =frag. 20 (Frag. gr. Hist. ii. 646 f. Jacoby) ap. Sen. nat. quaestt.
6. 26. 4 (cp. ib. 7. 5. 3—5) inter multa...prodigia, quibus denuntiata est duarum urbium
Helices et Buris eversio, fuere maxime notabilia columna ignis immensi et Delos agitata.
But this fiery pillar was presumably a species of comet (O. Gilbert Die meteorologischen
Theorien des griechischen Altertums Leipzig 1907 p. 656 n. i). The Jewish tragedian
Ezekiel (s. ii. B.C. : see A. Jacoby in the Archiv f. Rel. 1927 xxv. 278 n. i) ap. Euseb.
praep. ev. 9. 29. 16 locates Moses' rock at Elim and says r60ev 5e <f>£yyos e^\a/j.\f/f
vw, | KO.T eti<j>p6vi)v crrj/jieiov ws crrOXos irvp6s—-apparently combining the ' pillar of fire ' (Ex.
13. 21 f., alib.) with the 'rock in Horeb' (Ex. 17. 6, cp. Num. 20. 8), if not with the
' rock that followed them ' (i Cor. to. 4).

R. Vallois in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1931 Iv. 327 f. regards the blaze in Krastonia as a
ritual epiphany of Dionysos, citing Suet. Aug. 94 Octavio postea, cum per secreta
Thraciae exercitum duceret, in Liberi patris luco barbara caerimonia de filio consulenti,
idem affirmatum est a sacerdotibus, quod infuso super altaria mero tantum flammae
emicuisset, ut supergressa fastigium templi ad caelum usque ferretur, unique omnino
Magno Alexandro apud easdem aras sacrificanti simile provenisset ostentum. Vallois
compares the Theban myth of Dionysos irvpiyevfis [Eustath. in 11. p. 346, 32] and the
nativity of the Cretan Zeus (Ant. Lib. 19 : supra ii. 928 n. o).

ii. 117 n. 7 Quint. Smyrn. 14. 223 ff. H. J. Rose in The Hibbert Journal 1927 xxv.
380 remarks that Quint. Smyrn. is here imitating Ap. Rhod. 3. i6of.

ii. 119 'star-flung Thunderbolt.' K. Kerenyi ''Atrrepo/SX^Ta /cepawos' in the Egyetemes
Philologiai Kcizlony Budapest 1927 Ii. 81—87 = ̂ . 'ASTEPOBAHTA KEPATNOS' in
the Archiv f. Rel. 1928 xxvi. 322—330, cp. id. ib. 1933 xxx. 288 n. i.

ii. 121 ' I have fallen as a kid into milk.' C. W. Vollgraff EPI$OS ES TAA' EHETON
(Mededeelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde
Deel 57, Serie A, N°. 2) Amsterdam 1924 pp. i—35 (in Dutch, with summary in French)
holds that the formula means 'I, become a kid, flung myself upon the milk,' i.e. upon
the breast of the deity. Cp. the Villa Item fresco, where a Satyress suckles a kid
[A. Maiuri La Villa dei Misteri Roma 1931 p. 140 ff. fig. 53 and col. pi. 5 f.].

ii. 121 n. 3 vases showing Thracian women tattooed. To the six examples listed add:
(7) A kotyle from Caere, now at Schwerin, signed by the potter Pistoxenos (Hoppin
Red-fig. Vases ii. 372 f. no. 3 fig., J. D. Beazley Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils
Tubingen 1925 p. 259 no. i) shows young Herakles followed by an old crone Geropso,
who is tattooed in the Thracian manner with parallel strokes on neck, forearms, and feet
(the best publication is that of J. Maybaum in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst.
1912 xxvii. 24—37 fig. i pis. 5—8). (8) A fragmentary kdlyx-krater from Tarentum, now
at the Hague (C. Watzinger in Furtwangler—Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 355—361
pi. 178), represents the assailants of Orpheus with numerous tattoo-marks on arms, legs,
and necks. ' Dieser Korperschmuck besteht nicht nur aus geometrischen Mustern,
senkrechten und wagrechten Strichen, Zickzack- und Maanderbandern und puntierten
Sternen [on which solar symbol see supra i. 296 fig. 219, C. T. Seltman Athens its
History and Coinage before the Persian Invasion Cambridge 1924 p. 55 ff., id. Greek
Coins London 1933 p. 51 pi. 4, r, and S. Casson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1935 xxxix.
514 ff.], sondern an Armen und Beinen sehen wir auch sich emporringelnde Schlangen
und hochbeinige Vierfiissler, Rehe und Hirsche und einmal am Arm wohl eher ein
springendes Reh als einen Haseru' (p. 359).

ii. 123 n. o ritual tattooing. See further F. J. Dolger Antike und Christentum
Miinster in Westfalen 1930 ii. 100 ff. (' Die Gottesweihe durch Brandmarkung oder
Tatowierung in agyptischen Dionysoskult der Ptoleinaerzeit'), io7ff . ('Zur Frage der
religiosen Tatowierung im thrakischen Dionysoskult...'), 297 ff. (' Religiose Tatowierung
im Atargatiskult von Hierapolis in Syrien'), 1932 iii. 257 ff. ('Der Sinn der sakralen
Tatowierung und Brandmarkung in der antiken Kultur').

ii. 124 ladder as soul-path. Hence perhaps that favourite motif in Pompeian art—
Eros on a ladder (e.g. Reinach Rep. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 85, 3—5, p. 91, 4).

ii. 124 n. 2 pi. vi. J. D. Beazley in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1927 xlvii. 230 n. 29
justly objects that I have ignored the explanation of the scene offered by F. Hauser in
the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1909 xii. 96 fig. 56 ('ASawidfowcu : the woman on the
ladder personates Aphrodite).

ii. 128 Jacob's ladder. C. F. Coxwell Siberian and other Folk-Tales London 1933
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p. 988 (in Little Russia the staircase seen by Jacob is formed of seven heavens—blue,
green, violet, yellow, white, pink, and fiery red).

ii. 128 n. 2. See now T. Dombart Der babylonische Turin Leipzig 1930 pp. i—36
with 9 figs, in text and 4 pis.

ii. 129 n. 2. Prof. Max Semper of Aachen, in a letter dated Dec. 14, 1926, kindly
points out to me that in Chwolsohn's translation from Makrisi ' Leiter' means, not
Madder,' but 'leader' (' etwa die Bedeutung von " spiritus rector" ').

ii. 130 votive ladders. W. Deonna 'Ex-voto deliens' in the Bttll. Corr. Hell. 1932
Ivi. 410—420 ('L'echelle aux serpents') observes that, from the year 364 B.C. onwards,
the official inventories of the Artemision at Delos mention a small ladder in gilded wood
round which a couple of silver snakes were twined (T. Homolle in the Bull. Corr. Hell.
1886 x. 461 ff. line 102 ff. = Michel RecueilcTInscr. gr. no. 815, 102 ff. (364 B.C.) K\\ifj.dKiov
£v\ivov TrepiKexpvo-ufdvov ofaffiv dpyvpois 5iefa/j.ei>ov | &O-TO.TOV, T. Homolle in the Bull.
Corr. Hell. 1890 xiv. 389 ff. (B) 35 f. = Michel Recueil d'Inscr. gr. no. 833, 35 i. = Inscr.
Gr. Deli ii no. 161 B 35 f. (279 B.C.) K\ifj.d.Kioi> £v\ivo/j. irepixpvffov oQeo-iv dpyvpots 5[ie^~]w|-
/j-evov, affrarov, ib. ii no. 162 B 28 f. (278 B.C.) KXt^dKiof %v\ivov Trep[i]\[xpvvov 8<pe<riv
dpyvpois 5iefa<r/j,ti>ov, affraTov], ib. ii no. 203 B 86 (269 B.C.) K\i/J.diciov \j£\v\ivov eirixpvcrov
o<peis Svo gx°" dpyvpovs, E. Schulhof in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1908 xxxii. 64 ff. no. 12,
23 i.—Inscr. Gr. Deli ii no. 208, 23 f. K\ifj,dKiov £[tf]|[\ivov eirlxpvffov 3<pei.s 8vo &xov

dpyvpovs]). For the snakes of the ladder Deonna cp. the vision of St Perpetua (supra
ii. 133), a fresco of c. 300—350 A.D. from the crypt of St Marcus and St Marcellianus
in the Cemetery of St Balbina (H. Leclercq in F. Cabrol Dictionnaire d'arche'ologie
chrttienne et de liturgie Paris 1910 ii. 149 f. with fig. 1229, cp. id. ib. 1921 iv. 1718
fig. 3900), and the twelfth-century Hortus Deliciarum by Herrade de Landsberg (supra
ii. 136 n. 3). Does the same symbolism survive in the modern game of 'Snakes and
Ladders' ?

ii. 131 the terra-cotta disks from Tarentum. See now P. Wuilleumier 'Les disques de
Tarente' in the Retf. Arch. 1932 i. 26—64 with 4 pis. and 2 figs. K. Kerenyi in the
Archiv f. Rel. 1933 xxx. 271—307 with fig. on p. 270 adds an interesting example in
the Museum at Brindisi ('"Ai'o5os-Darstellung...mit einem Zodiakus von ii Zeichen').

ii. 131 f. with fig. 79 Baubo. This terra cotta is now in the Antiquarium at Berlin:
a photograph of it is given by H. Licht Sittengeschichte Griechmlands Dresden—Zurich
1926 ii. 16, also by O. Rubensohn in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. hist. 1929 xliv Arch.
Anz. p. 199 with fig. 2 (' Die Frau ist ganz nackt...und beriihrt mit der rechten Hand die
Scham. In Agypten kennen wir die Gestalt dieser Frau in derselben Haltung und mit
derselben Geste in zahlreichen Wiederholungen, nur mit dem Unterschied, dass sie nicht
auf dem Schwein sitzt., Es sind kleine Figiirchen, die gewb'hnlich unter dem Namen
Baubo gehen, ohne dass sie irgendwelches Recht auf diesen Namen haben. Sie tragen
meist reichen Schmuck an Armen und Beinen, Kranze auf dem Kopf, und als Attribut
kommt neben Sistren und Flaschen einmal auch eine Leier vor, nie die Scala').

See further S. Reinach ' Un mime byzantin' in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1919 xxxii. 433—442
( — id.' Un mime byzantin ou Baubo a Byzance' in Cultes, Mythes ett Religions Paris 1923
v. 103—1x3), C. Picard 'L'episode de Baub6 dans les mysteres d'Eleusis' in the Revue
de I'histoire des religions 1927 xcv. 220—254, G. Pansa Miti, leggende e superstizioni
deW Abruzzo Sulmona 1927 ii. 91 ff. ('II rnito Eleusimio (sic) di Baubo ed il simbolo
talismanico della ranocchia') with n figs., S. Reinach 'Baubo japonaise' in the Rev.
Arch. 1929 ii. 337, U. Pestalozza in the Studi e Materiali di Storia delle Religioni 1931
vii. 64 ff. (Baubo etc.), P. Demargne 'Deux representations de la deesse minoenne dans
la necropole de Mallia (Crete)' in the Melanges Gustave Glotz Paris 1932 i. 305—314
with pis. i—3 and fig. i (a painted anthropomorphic rhyton of 'Early Minoan iii' date
and an incised oinochoe of ' Middle Minoan i'—both showing a goddess comparable with
Baubo), H. Vorwahl 'Ein apotropaischer Kriegsbrauch' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1933 xxx.
395—397 ('so wird eindeutig, dass es sich hier um dynamistische Vorstellungen handelt,
die Ausstrahlung von Kraft im apotropaischen Sinne'). An external corbel on the apse
of the Norman church at Kilpeck, Monmouthshire, is sufficient proof that Baubo is with
us yet.

ii. 142 n. i. Cp. also A. Taramelli 'Chiaramonti.—Navicella votiva protosarda rin-
venuta a Nuraghe Spiena' in the Not. Scavi 1925 pp. 322—327 fig. i (bronze boat with,
stag-head prow), F. Behn in Ebert Reallex. xi. 248 with pi. 64, a.

ii. 143 Sardus Pater. C. Albizzati 'Sardus Pater' in Hisloria 1927 i. 56—65 with
14 figs., L. B. Holland 'Mycenaean plumes' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1929 xxxiii. 198.

ii. 146 Diana-Pillars. Cp. a fresco from Pompeii which shows Mercury facing Venus
and, between them, a Diana-pillar with crown-shaped top, a pair of ox-horns (?) attached
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to the shaft, and a small ithyphallic ex-voto at the base— the whole erected on a rock
(B. Quaranta in the Real Museo Borbonico Napoli 1824 i pi. 32 with pp. i — 9, Helbig
Wandgem. Camp. p. 8 no. 20, Reinach Rip. Peint. Gr. Rom. p. 97 no. 3).

ii. 150 n. 2. On the Jains see J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
Edinburgh 1926 xiii (Index). 288, also A. Guerinot La religion Djaina Paris 1926
pp. i — 350 with 25 pis. (pt 2. ii 'Cosmologie,' pt 3. i 'Les sanctuaires et les temples').

ii. 157 n. o. E. Babelon Guide illustrf au Cabinet des Medailles Paris 1900 p. 211 f.
fig. 83 'Vase de Berenice,' H. B. Walters in the Brit. Mus. Cat. Rom. Pottery p. n
no. K 76 pi. 5 (/3o<rtX^ws UroXe/j-aiov \ QiXoirdropos ...... ), p. 12 no. K 77 pi. 5

ii. i6off. Agyietis-Pillars. With figs. 104 — 106 cp. a square bronze weight in the
British Museum (1930. 4 — 17. 2) with an Agyieus--p\\\&i in relief surrounded by the
letters A M B P.

C. A. Rhomaios in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1925 xlix. 211 ff. fig. i publishes
as an ''Ayviets d'Apollon' a limestone pillar (i'44m high) of cylindrical shape and
tapering towards the top, which was found in Korkyra and bears the inscription
[•] PQQ^PYISIAI^, that is [o]p/bs IL>0cuos = rov UvOiov or TOU UvSa^,
cp. ib. fig. 6 a tapering limestone cylinder (o'9Om high) hollowed at the upper end to
serve as an altar, likewise found in Korkyra and inscribed OPHO£HI APO£

TASAKPI A^, that is 6/>/bs lapbs \ ras 'A/c/>tas = of Hera 'A/cpt'a. Rhomaios is followed
by C. Picard La sculpture Paris 1935 i. 82 fig. i. W. Dittenberger in Inscr. Gr. sept.
iii. i nos. 699 (misread) and 698 had included both pillars in his list of local boundary-
stones. Id. ib. iii. i no. 704 accepted as ' Apollinis Agyiei simulacrum' the stone of Mys
(supra ii. 161 n. 3). So does A. Rumpf in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte
Leipzig 1928 xiii/xiv p. iii fig. n.

At Hephaistia in Lemnos the Italians have found a village of the Geometric Age with
a sanctuary comprising three large chambers. That to the south has in the centre a small
octagonal pointed column, and yielded sherds of Ionic and black-figured Attic wares
together with a rich deposit of terra-cotta figurines and local pots (E. P. B[legen] in the
Am. Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 196 f., D. Levi in The Illustrated London News for
Feb. 28, 1931 p. 328 with a view of the sanctuary).

C. Bonner has suggested to me in conversation (July 10, 1931) that even in Homer
there may be traces of sacred stones comparable with the Agyieus. Thus in //. 12. 445 ff.
Hektor caught up XaaJ'..., 6'j pa irv\dwv \ eerr^/cet irpbvOe, Trpv/j,vbs ira%i;s, avrap virepQev
<5{i)s tyy. Also in Od. 3. 406 ff. Nestor sat eni ('at' rather than 'on') £e<TTot(ri \i6oiffiv,
o'i ol %<rav irpoirdpoiOe Qvpawv viJ/yXaw \ \evKoi, airoffriXfiovTes a\et<f>a.TOS (libations of fat, not
polish)- ols frri fj.tv irplv | Ni?Xei>s I'fea-Kei/, K.T.\. Again, elders in the market-place sat
€7rt ^ecrrotcri Xiflois leptg evl KIJK\(J} (II. 18. 504, cp. Od. 8. 6). I suggested to Bonner that
perhaps to sit on the sacred stone was to be filled with the wisdom of the immanent deity.
Hence the Agyieus-\AocVi might serve as a seat (cp. Priamos on his ©AKO$ at the gate
of Troy as shown on the Franjois-vase (Furtwangler — Reichhold Gr. Vasenmalerei i. 58
pi. ii — 12)), and the elders in council might actually sit on a sepulchral stone-circle to
acquire the wisdom of the buried chieftain. Much lelevant evidence will be found in a
book of intense interest by A. H. Allcroft The Circle and the Cross London 1927 i. 80 ff.
('The Achean Moot' and successive chapters).

ii. 167 fig. in. Cp. a copper drachma of Byzantion cited by F. Lenormant in
Daremberg — Saglio Diet. Ant. i. 1094 fig. 1355: obv. BYZ head of Apollon, laureate,
to right; rev. APA||XMA pillar with finial, set on a broad base(?).

ii. 1696°. the Delphic omphalbs. Sir A. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1928 ii. 2.
839 ff. with fig. 555 publishes a plaster-fragment from Knossos, found near the 'Cow-boy
Fresco ' on the east slope of the palace, which shows a pale blue omphalds (?) with a deep
red band twined about it in an irregular net-like fashion.

L. B. Holland 'The Mantic Mechanism at Delphi' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933
xxxvii. 201 — 214 argues that the omphalds shown in my pi. ix, a — c with fig. 119 stood on
a low square plinth beside a circular base supporting the tripod. Omphalds and plinth
were alike pierced by a square hole. There was probably a tube of bronze in the hole.
The knife was inserted to extract this metal lining, but got stuck in the hole. The nails
were used in a vain attempt to pry it out. The purpose of the pipe was to convey the
inspiring fumes from the crypt below to the feet of the Pythoness, who sat on the tripod.
This ingenious view, though largely hypothetical, is deserving of careful consideration.

H. Lacoste in the Fouilles de Delphes ii La Terrasse du Temple i pi. 4 gives a
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restored ground-plan of the fourth-century temple of Apollon, on which is marked the
exact position of the side-chapel. Id. ib. 'Addenda et Corrigenda' p. (2) amends the
facsimile of the inscription on the omphalos (my fig. 120) by prolonging the first stroke
of the alpha so that it crosses the second. But there is no doubt that the letter intended
was A.

F. Chapouthier in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1929 xlii. 336 draws attention to the curious
resemblance of the inscription engraved on an amphora from Mykenai (A. J. Evans
Scripta Minoa Oxford 1909 i. 58 fig. 33).

P. de la Coste-Messeliere—R. Flaceliere ' Une statue de la Terre a Delphes' in the
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1930 liv. 283—295 figs, i, 2 and pi. 14 publish a limestone base
inscribed retrograde AA=Fa on its upper surface and FA in later lettering on its front.
The base shows four holes for the two feet of a bronze statue. It was found near Kastalia
just opposite the big plane-tree, which local tradition identifies with that of Agamemnon.
With this base were found five other blocks which may have come from the same
monument (?), one inscribed retrograde ^IM3O = 9<?/t«j on its upper surface and OEMI£

in fourth-century letters on its front, another with nothing above but KAAAIITfl in

fourth-century style in front, a third with the artist's signature \ . AO.T1N followed by

EPFOH (F- Courby in the Fouilles de Delphes ii La Terrasse du Temple 2. 163—165).
On the whole it seems clear that the bases of Ge and Themis must be connected and
prove a joint cult at Kastalia. A deep cavity between the two statues was meant for a
large bronze tree-trunk, perhaps a bay (cp. Paus. 10. 5. 9).

ii. 176 n. 2 the Delphic E. This famous symbol continues to provoke lively discussion.
H. Diels Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker* Berlin 1912 ii. 214 n. regards it as ' vermutlich
eine /cAeij Kpvirrtf, die zunachst als eine Erfindung geweiht, dann symbolisch gefasst und
endlich als E gedeutet wurde. Denn das Balanosschliissel sieht einem archaischen E sehr
ahnlich.' F. Dornseiff Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie (STOIXEIA vii) Leipzig-
Berlin 1922 p. 23 cites with approval Diels' explanation, but notes as an alternative
possibility R. Eisler's suggestion that we have here to do with ' kleine Tempelmodellchen:
im Sohar wird der Buchstabe H hejkal = babyl. E-GAL = ekallu Tempel genannt,' etc.
W. H. Roscher in the Berl. philol. Woch. Dez. 23, 1922 pp. 1209—1211 still insists
that E is el=Wi 'komm, tritt ein!' (id. 'Neue Beitrage zur Deutung des delphischen E'
in Hermes 1901 xxxvi. 470—489). W. N. Bates 'The E of the Temple at Delphi' in the
Am. Journ. Arch. 1925 xxix. 239—246 takes it to be a Cretan character, which on a
gem in New York is associated with two bulls and two double axes and hence is probably
to be read as a symbol of the Cretan Zeus or of the Cretan goddess, at Delphi called
Gaia. Sir T. Zammit Prehistoric Malta Oxford 1930 p. 92 f. with pi. 23, 7 publishes an
oval stone pebble, bored as a pendant and incised with JTI» from a neolithic site in

•Malta: significance unknown. C. Fries 'De E Delphico' in the Rhein. Mus. 1930
Ixxix. 343 f. claims that the symbol derives from Sumer: 'Jeremias...interroganti mihi
scribit, E in Sumerorum lingua idem esse quod aedem vel cameram vel domum id quod
sescenties in Sumerorum inscriptionibus inveniatur.' Finally, R. Demangel 'Triglyphes
has' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1937 1x1.421—438 with 17 figs, (especially pp. 426—428
fig. 9 f.) reverts to my explanation, and extends it in some directions beyond my purview,

ii. 183 n. 3 Rhapso. See U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff in Hermes 1926 Ixi. 281
(cp. pa\f/it>idoL).

ii. 187 the omphalds as a mound (?). S. H. Hooke in Folk-Lore 1936 xlvii. 24 f.
derives the omphalos and its agren6n from 'early Sumerian seals of the "mountain" in
which the dead god is imprisoned.'

ii. 187 n. 8 Zeus and Aigina. Zeus in pursuit of a young woman, a not infrequent
scene on red-figured Attic vases, is often by a process of elimination labelled ' Zeus
pursuing Aegina' (e.g. L. D. Caskey—J. D. Beazley Attic Vase Paintings in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston Oxford 1931 i. 13 rT. no. 17 pi. 6, 43 no. 48 pis. 22 and 26, 45 no. 50
pi. 23). That is very possibly right, but the interpretation is secure only when accom-
panied by names, or at least by one name—that of the heroine. Thus a stdmnos from
Vulci, now in the Vatican (H 504), attributed to the painter Hermonax (c. 470—455 B.C.),
shows IT.EV£ with sceptre held horizontally just overtaking AIAINA, whose sisters

hasten to tell their father ASOPO^ (Mus. Etr. Gregor. ii. 5 pi. 20, i and i a, Over-
beck Gr. Kunstmyth. Zeus p. 4oof. no. 4. Atlas pi. 6, i, Muller—Wieseler—Wernicke
Ant. Denkm. i. 65 f. pi. 6, 4, Hoppin Red-fig. Vases ii. 36 no. 37, J. D. Beazley
Athsche Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils Tubingen 1925 p. 300 no. 8), while a column-
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krater'vn. New York, attributed to the 'Boreas Painter' (c. 460 B.C.), shows Zeus with
uplifted bolt catching A I A""a- She turns to touch his chin in supplication. Her sisters
flee in alarm. The reverse perhaps depicts Asopos, at home, receiving the news from his
other daughters (Hoppin op. cit. i. 81 no. 8 bis, Beazley op. cit. p. 305 no. 3 'Semele
verfolgend'(l), G. M. A. Richter Red-figured Athenian Vases in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art Yale Univ. Press 1936 i. n6f. no. 86 pis. 94 ( = my fig. 883) and 170). On the
ethnic implications of the myth see J. P. Harland Prehistoric Aigina Paris 1925 pp. 59—63.

ii. 189 antithetic grouping. H. R. Hall, lecturing at Cambridge (Oct. 31, 1928) on
recent finds at Ur, showed that 'the antithetic arrangement of animal figures' long before
its appearance on Cretan seals etc. occurs in Mesopotamian art, and in Babylonia can be
traced back to a period c. 3000 B.C. See further F. A. v. Scheltema, G. Roeder, and
E. Unger 'Wappen (und Wappenstil)' in Ebert Reallex. xiv. 250—254, W. Deonna
'Animaux a deux corps et une tete' in the Rev. Arch. 1930 i. 47—73 figs. 6—12,
A. Roes Greek Geometric Art its Symbolism and its Origin Haarlem—Oxford 1933
pp. 16 ff., 93 ff., 99 ff., 115 ff., T. Baltrusaitis Art sumerien art roman Paris 1934 pp. 17 ff.,
3 i f f . , 56 f., 64 ft., 83 ff.

ii. 189 n. o. Dr A. H. Lloyd pointed out to me (Dec. 24, 1926) that on certain
tetradrachms of Gela (c. 466—415 B.C.) a flying eagle is attached by two reins to Nike's
quadriga. He suggested that this implied Zeus in eagle form. But E. S. G. Robinson
in Syll. num. Gr. ii pi. 34, 986 says: ' The lines which run down on the obverse from
eagle to chariot rail and goad and at first sight seem to be intended to connect the bird
to the car appear to be in fact die-flaws.' It must, however, be admitted that on a
duplicate given to me by Dr Lloyd the alleged 'die-flaws' are in exactly the same
condition (cp. supra ii. 657 n. 3).

ii. 191 original character of the Delphic omphalos. C. Picard in the Revue de fhistoire
des religions 1926 xciii. 85 n. 2 is more disposed to accept the view that the omphalos
was the tomb of Dionysos as advocated by T. Homolle ' Ressemblance de Fomphalos
delphique avec quelques representations egyptiennes' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1919 xxxii.
338—358. Picard thinks the analogies with modern Greek custom 'fort superricielles.'
K. Schwendemann 'Omphalos, Pythongrab und Drachenkampf in the Archiv f. Rel.
1920—1921 xx. 481—484 rejects the ' Tifyt/3os-Theorie' and reverts to the older 'Erd-
nabeltheorie.'

V. Nordstrom Poseidon och hans SK-^-WOMIOV Helsingfors 1931 pp. i—40 and Om
Hermes xpvffbppa.ins Helsingfors 1932 pp. i—30 contends that Poseidon's staff (//. 13.
59), Poseidon's trident, and Hermes' rod were all modifications of the umbilical cord!
H. J. Rose in the Class. Rev. 1932 xlvi. 182 deals faithfully with such vagaries.

ii. 193 ff. the Delphic tripod. C. Clemen Religionsgeschichte Heidelberg 1926 i. 247
fig. 100 (after Springer Kunst des Altertums™ fig. 433) restores the Plataean tripod much,
as I do, but with legs contracted at the base.

K. Kluge in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1929 xliv. 23 ff. discusses the
technique of the serpent-column (summary by E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1931 xxxv. 456f.).

ii. 199 n. 2 with pi. xii the Chigi base. A marble replica of (a) and (c), dredged up
in the harbour at the Peiraieus and referred to a date c. 100 B.C., is figured in The
Illustrated London News for Jan. 31, 1931 p. 164 f. A full account of the find is given
by E. P. B[legen] in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 91.

ii. 201 n. i. J. D. S. Pendlebury tells me (March 2, 1927) that at Delphoi the plane-
tree of Agamemnon is still shown, below Kastalia, at the outlet of the gorge.

ii. 205 n. i dolphins. See Biedermann Der Delphin in der dichtenden und bildenden
Phantasie der Griechen und Romer Halle a. S. 1881 pp. i—26, E. B. Stebbins The
Dolphin in the Literature and Art of Greece and Rome Benasha, Wisconsin 1929 pp. i—
136 (reviewed by A. M. Duff in the Class. Rev. 1930 xliv. 185 f.).

ii. 206 n. i divining-glass. A. Delatte La catoptromancie grecque et ses derives
(Bibliotheque de la Faculte de Philosophic et Lettres de 1'Universite de Liege xlviii)
Liege 1932 pp. i—221 pis. i—12, T. Hopfner ' Mittel- und neugriechische Lekano-,
Lychno-, Katoptro- und Onychomantien' in Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith London
1932 pp. 218—232.

ii. 209. On the Pythia as a case of artificial and voluntary possession see T. K.
Oesterreich Possession demoniacal and other among primitive races, in antiquity, the
middle ages, and modern times London 1930 pp. 311—331.

ii. 212 n. o the Peliades. Cp. also Sogliano Pitt. mur. Camp. p. 103 f. nos. 553, 554.
ii. 212 n. 3. An almost exact replica of the black-figured lekythos at Leyden is
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published by R. B. Bandinelli in the Man. d. Line. 1925 xxx. 534 f. no. 201 fig. 5.
Another black-figured lekythos of similar style and period, found at Gela, was discussed
by P. Orsi ib. 1906 xvii. 1206°. fig. 88. It shows the youthful figure emerging from the
cauldron, which is surrounded by roaring flames and flanked by two scared women
(Peliades?).

ii. 222 n. 4. Iambi, v. Pyth, 46°. possibly ' geht...durch Apollonios auf Timaios
zuriick, vgl. G. Bertermann, De lamblichi vit. Pyth. fontibus, Diss. Konigsberg 1913,
S. 3?' (O. Weinreich in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe
1924/25 Abh. vii. ii Nachtrag).

ii. 224 the ivory shoulder of Pelops. H. W. Parke 'The Bones of Pelops and the
Siege of Troy' in Hermathena 1933 xxiii. 153—162 discussing Pans. 5. 13. 46°. holds
that the shoulder-blade of Pelops there mentioned as brought from Pisa to Troy and
later lost off Euboia in a storm, but recovered from the sea by the fisherman Damarmenos
and at the bidding of the Delphic oracle restored by him to the Eleans, was identified in
s. vi B.C. with Pelops' ivory shoulder—a highly primitive feature of sacrificial or can-
nibalistic origin, being in reality the scapula of some cetacean!

I suspect that Eur. Bacch. 1300 (Agaue asks of her son's scattered limbs) ij irav 4v
apdpois ffvyKeKKirjutvov (caXws; points to an original form of the myth in which Pentheus
was recalled to life. This may have been detailed in the lacuna immediately following
line 1300.

Cp. the shepherds' treatment of the boy killed by a bear in Apul. met. 7. 26 nee
uspiam ruris aperitur ille sed plane corpus eius membratim laceratum multisque dispersum
locis conspicitur...et cadaver quidem disiectis partibus <collectis> tandem totum reper-
tum aegreque concinnatum ibidem terrae dedere. Note also the queer story of Domitia
Longina, who collected the flesh of her butchered husband Domitian, put the pieces
accurately together, sewed up the whole body, and had a bronze statue of it made and
set up at Rome (Prokop. anecdota 8. 15—21).

ii. 224 n. i the golden breast. J. A. MacCulloch in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1920 xi. 4iob: 'The story of Caradoc, which forms part
of the French Perceval cycle [ed. Potvin ii. IQI ff.], relates how a serpent fastened on his
arm and sucked away his life. He was saved by a young maiden presenting her breast to
the serpent, which took the nipple in its mouth. Cador then cut off its head, but with
that also the nipple, which was magically replaced by one of gold. A close parallel exists
in a Gaelic folk-tale ['Sheen Billy' in Campbell i. xcv f.], and less close in a Scots ballad
['The Queen of Scotland' in Child no. 301], but it is probable that the source is Celtic,
as the name of the wife of the Welsh Karadawe is Tegau Eurfron, Tegau "with the
golden breast".' For a full discussion of the tale and its variants see C. A. Harper
'Carados and the Serpent' in Modern Language Notes 1898 xiii. 417—431, G. Paris
' Caradoc et le serpent' in Romania 1899 xxviii. 214—231.

ii. -228 n. 4. On the sanctuary of Artemis Kalliste see now A. Philadelpheus in the
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1927 Ii. 155—163 with pi 8 and 4 figs., P. Roussel ib. 1927 Ii. 164—
169 (summaries by E. H. Heffner in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1928 xxxii. 360).

ii. 230 ability to stare at the sun. On this Sonnenmotiv see E. Norden Die Geburt
des Kindes Leipzig—Berlin p. 160 n. 2.

ii. 232 n. o. A convex sardonyx (owner unknown) shows the Delian Apollon, a nude
standing figure with the three Charites on his outstretched right hand and a bow in his
left (Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 40, 7, ii. 191, Lippold Gemmen pi. 7, 8 (enlarged)).
C. Picard La sculpture Paris 1935 i. 573 fig. 199 illustrates a relief at Munich on which
the upper part of the Delian Charites is shown—profile to left, full-face, profile to right—
perhaps after the cult-statue.

ii. 243 n. 3. On thepaidn of Philodamos see now W. Vollgraff 'Le pean delphique
a Dionysos' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1924 xlviii. 97—208, 1925 xlix. 104—142, 1926
1. 263—304, 1927 Ii. 423—468 (text reconstituted on p. 465 fF.).

ii. 258 n. 3 Zeus Bouleus. O. Broneer in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 564
with fig. 8 publishes a white marble slab—part of a gaming board—found in the well
of a shop at Corinth, which is inscribed AIOZ BOYAEOI and AAM[---]| H(? N)N
again associating Zeus Bouletis with Demeter.

ii. 258 n. 3 Zeus Bouleus or Eubouleus grouped with Demeter and Kore. With this
chthonian triad M. P. Nilsson in the Archiv f. Rel. 1935 xxxii. 87 justly cp. the
Damateres and Zeus Damdtrios of two Rhodian dedications ((i) found by the Danish
excavators on the akrdpolis of Lindos ['AJXiaSfij'. Aanartpuv /cat Atds Aaparplov.
(2) found at Siana in Rhodes ZuivOiov rerpddi Iffrafifrov Aa/j.drepo-1 oiv Kvevffa.v. Both
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inscriptions are of late Hellenistic date). Nilsson comments: 'Die Bezeichnung der
beiden Gottinnen als Aa/ndrepes, die m. W. sonst nicht in Griechenland vorkommt nnd
an das Lateinische Cereres [TAes. Ling. Lat. Suppl. i. 341, 57 ff.] erinnert, lasst sich nur
durch ihre Wesensidentitat erklaren; sie sind sozusagen die altere und die jiingere
Auflage derselben Gottheit' [supra i. 396 f.].

ii. 259 n. o Zeus Boulatos. His cult at Thasos (noted in the Comptes rendus de
VAcad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1914 p- 288, Bull. Corr. Hell. 1923 xlvii. 537 n. 3) is
attested by a couple of dedications (G. Daux in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1928 lii. 57 f. no. 9
fig. 4 a rectangular base of Thasian marble, from the prytaneion, with oval sinking,
inscribed c. 250 B.C. air6\oyoi 'Eerr/Tjt | BouXaiTjt KOI Ati | BovXa/wt, no. 10 fig. 4 a
rectangular base of Thasian marble, from the thedrion, with rectangular sinking, inscribed
c. 250 B.C. dir6\oyoi Iffrltji BouXcuijt [*cai Ail BovXatwt] | ^rpdruv Neo/mdv[8pov] \ IloXtrrijitos
'Op6of^4[vovs\ | 'Apurreidijs 'AX/cf- - - -]).

ii. 260 n. o. On the identification of Augustus with Zeus PatrSios as evidenced by
Pergamene inscriptions see W. H. Buckler 'Auguste, Zeus Patroos' in the Rev. Philol.
Troisieme Serie 1935 ix. 177—188.

ii. 260 n. o Zeus in connexion with mills. W. Schultz Riilsel aus dem hellenischen
Kulturkreise Leipzig 1912 ii. 109 with n. 2, Keyssner in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvi.
1044 f., gr. Kruse ib. xvi. 1073, E. Fehrle in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 643.

ii. 264 Dionysos displaced by Apollon. C. Watzinger in Furtwangler—Reichhold
Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 340 ff. pi. 174, i discusses the fragment of a kdlyx-krater from
Tarentum, now at the Hague, which shows a Doric temple (at Delphoi?) containing
a cult-statue of Apollon with bow and phidle. Before the temple are seated Apollon
(lyre) and Artemis (spears), while beyond the tripod the reverse scene comprises Dionysos
(ivy-wreath, ndrthex), a Maenad (timbrel), and a Silenos (kdntharos).

ii. 268 n. o the earth-goddess riding on a bull. See W. Technau 'Die Gottin auf
dem Stier' in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arck. Insf.-ig^-j lii. 76—103 figs, i—14 (especially
p. 95 f.).

ii. 268 n. 4. C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 91 n. i notes
that C. W. Vollgraff EPI^OS ES TAA' EIIETON [Supra Addenda to ii. 121] p. 19 ff.
'suggere un rapport entre Dionysos et le sumerien Domouzi, plus tard appele Tamouz.'

ii. 270 n. 3. L. Weber in the Archivf. Rel. 1934 xxxi. 174 cites two reliefs published
by G. I. Kazarow ('Zum Kultus des thrakischen Reiters in Bulgarien' in the Jahrb. d.
Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1926 xli Arch. Anz. p. 6 ff. fig. 3 and 'Ein neues Relief des
dreikopfigen Reiters' ib. 1929 xliv Arch. Anz. p. 232 ff. fig. i) in which the rider-god
is three-headed and followed by a male figure grasping his horse's tail. The first, from
the district of Plovdiv, is inscribed Kvpiu 6e& || AvXoufeVts Kovyivov, \ At>\ovffrts Atoufijou
(0. Weinreich ib. 1927 xlii Arch. Anz. p. 20 n. 4). The second, from Komatevo a village
near Philippopolis, is inscribed [0e]u IIcu'0o[7roi]ui || ['A~]\t%av8pos tiirtp avrov | [/ca]l TT/J
y[vvaiK]bs etxapurr'/ipiov (Kazarow loc. cit. p. 234), or possibly [0e]w Ha.vB6[irT](a (Weber
loc. cit.), with Thracian 6 for r.

ii. 270 n. 5. G. Kazarow in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. V I A . 490 records the proper
name Baf6-j3aXtj (Bulletin de la Socie'te' Archtologique de Bordeaux iv. 93).

ii. 278 n. 2 the Phrygian formula of execration. W. M. Calder 'Corpus inscriptionum
Neo-Phrygiarum iii' in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1926 xlvi. 22—28 adds fresh examples,
and contends 'that they all belong to the latter half of the third century [A.D.], and
represent an artificial revival of the epigraphical use of the Phrygian language by the
Tekmoreian Association' [on which see now the useful article of W. Ruge 'Xenoi
Tekmoreioi' in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. VA. 158—169,. also Canon E. C. Hudson
' Pisidian Antioch and the Xenoi Tekmoreioi' in Theology 1938 xxxvi. 230—236].
A. H. Sayce in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1926 xlvi. 29 ff. appends a few notes. He objects
to Calder's acceptance of Kretschmer's rendering Sews «e fe,u.eXws' heavenly and chthonian
gods': 'This...does not take account of the very definite statement in Hesychius: fe/x.eXei''
pdpfiapov avSpairoftov • (pptiyes. The Boghaz Keui texts clear up the difficulty. The
Phrygian phrase corresponds with the Hittite "the gods and the dead" (akandus}. The
dead were deified, and fe/xeXev must have literally signified "ghost" or "devil"2" (2aCp.
"printer's devil" in English).' J. Friedrich Kleinasiatische Sprachdenkmdler Berlin 1932
pp. 128—140 has a handy collection of all the texts. On the Phrygian language in
general and its grsLve^formula in particular see N. Jokl in Ebert Reallex. x. 141—153.

ii. 281 Zeus Dios with grape-bunches and a plough. R. Vallois in the Rev. Et. Gr.
1929 xlii. 453 cites W. M. Calder Monumenta Asiae Minoris antiqua Manchester Univ.
Press 1928 i p. xiii for 'le Zeus aux epis et Diounsis ( = Dionysos) gardien de la tombe.'
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The reference is to Calder op. cit. i. 4 no. 5 an altar of bluish limestone at Shahr Oren
in Eastern Phrygia inscribed Meipos Nap a avtcTi^aev /card |[ ict\ev\<nv TOV Ai6s. On the
shaft are three reliefs: (a) in front, a pedestal supporting a bust of Zeus, who holds a
bunch of grapes and an ear of wheat; (b) to the left, two wheat-ears planted in round
bowls (?); (c) to the right, a pedestal supporting a bust of Helios, radiate. 16. i. 5 no. 7
an altar of bluish limestone at Kadyn Khan in Eastern Phrygia inscribed Ei)[ ] |
OIKOVO/JLOS Au | Qarvtu /cara | K&evcnv. On the shaft in relief is a pedestal supporting
a bust of Zeus, who holds a bunch of grapes and corn-ears. W. M. Ramsay in the Journ.
Hell. Stud. 1918 xxxviii. 135 no. 2 restored Ey[5ai/uwi'?] and added: ' Eu[daimon?] was
the steward in charge of this department on the imperial estates at Zizyma. ...About this
time another oikonomos, Ca[ndidus?] the younger, made a dedication to Jove Dionysos20

(20The dedication is to IYCO AIONYCCJO.. . which halts between Jove and Jehovah...)
at Zizyma.' Calder op. cit. i. 216 f. no. 413, 5 a sculptured stele from Baghlija in Eastern
Phrygia, which names kiovvaiv as guardian of the grave.

ii. 282 Zeus Dionysos. D. Detschew in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1934 xxix
Beiblatt p. 165 f. fig. 60 ( = my fig. 884) publishes a square altar of grey marble, still

ONYCNAYKQAM-IAH-

X E I O Y A A E T A A C H O

KAITEIMHCI-CAAXOA/
AYTOCfcAlMY[TNNI

CAPOCNEIKHCKAIAIA
MONHCTAN Al THNnN
NEANlAZJIAIONYnriA
NECTH .CAN

/A IW N O Y r r W 2 £ A/U/c AP

Fig. 884.
Fig. 885.

used to support the table-top in the church of the village Sarmadztk (Bezirk Malko-
Tirnovo, Regierungskreis Burgas] in Bulgaria. On the altar is inscribed in would-be
hexameters: Bw/aw r6vS' a.v^\6r]Ka. 6e& Ad TW A[i]|o»'i/(rw AvKo^dr)^ \ XpTjcrrou iepei)s
Bcuc|xefoi> /u.eyd\OLO \ {nr£p 4/j.u>v Traiduv \ Kal ret/t^s, ys \dxov \ a^r6s, /cat fj.vffTUi> i\8i<av,
o9s <rwfe /jLCLKap \ Atocwe. Detschew ib. p. 166 collects evidence for the identification
of Zeus with Dionysos (for Orph. frag. 235 Abel, 236 Kern ay\ae ZeO kibwcre K.T.\.
see supra i. 187 n. 10). W. H. Buckler—W. M. Calder in Monumenta Asiae Minoris
antiqua Manchester Univ. Press 1939 vi. 123 no. 360 pi. 62 ( = my fig. 885) publish an
altar of bluish limestone from Had Belli in the Upper Tembris Valley (front relief,
krattr with ivy-sprays; back, snake biting grape-vine) inscribed fv-rrtp rrjs TOV Kvpiov (?)
Kai]|crapos vel/cys Kal 5ia\/jLOvrjs favairyvuv \ i>eavia.(i) Ati Aioptftrw d\v^ffrr]ffav.

ii. 285 n. o (2). Sir W. M. Ramsay Asianic Elements in Greek Civilisation London
1927 p. 212 ff. fig. 4 gives a drawing (inexact) of this relief and its inscription made
in 1884.

ii. 285 n. o (4). M. V. Taylor and R. G. Collingwood in \htfourn. Rom. Stud. 1929
xix. 199 pi. 9 publish a similar plaque of base silver, with figures of the three Mother
Goddesses in repousst work, found in London, and note other examples from Barkway in
Hertfordshire. See also supra p. iioo fig. 878.

ii. 290 n. o the tombstone of Abirkios and Theuprepia. Sir W. M. Ramsay op. cit.
p. 240 ff. fig. 5.

ii. 290 n. o the head as the seat of the soul. See further G. A. Grierson ' The
Headless Horseman' (an Indian ballad) in Folk-Lore 1914 xxv. 382, H. A. Rose
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'Sacrifices of the Head to the Hindu Goddess' (Devi) ib. 1926 xxxvii. 90—92, Bargheer
s.v. 'Kopf in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1932
v. 203 ff. Cp. A. Delatte 'AKE*AAOC 060C' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1914 xxxviii.
189—249, id. in the Mit see Beige 1922 xxvi. 255—259, K. Preisendanz Akephalos der
kopflosc Gott Leipzig 1926 pp. i—80, Pfister Rel. Gr. Rom. 1930 p. 325 1.

ii. 291 n. 2 ffVKo<j)a.vT-ris. K. Latte in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iv A. 1028- 1031
demurs to my explanation ('wobei nicht zu sehen ist, wie aus der Abwehr drohenden
Unheils der verleumderische Angriff geworden sein soil') and falls back on that of
A. Boeckh Die Staatslianskaltung der Athener* Berlin 1886 i. 56 ('ff. bezeichne jemnnd,

Fig. 886.

der um einer Sache von geringem Wert willen eine Anzeige erstattet (vgl. et\va i t a l .
ammazzar qualcuno per uno fico "jemand um nichts ermorden")...Andererseits ist die
Beziehung auf die Phasis in dem zweiten Teil des Wortes offenkundig und gibt ihm erst
semen Inhalt, denn bei der Phasis erhielt der obsiegende Klager die Hal ft e der Straf-
summe oder des einge/.ogenen Vermogens').

ii. 295 n. 2. A. Carney ' Les noms de Demeter et de Core' in the Annuairc de
Vlnstitut de Philologie et cF Histoire Orientales 1934 ii (Melanges Bide/,) pp. 7 1 — 7 7
would connect ATJ^T??/) with yij and derive Hepffe<povri from *(j>epffi-<(ibvri, 'qui apporte
1'abondance.'

ii. 296 Attis and the Kouretes. O. Brendel in \ho.Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. fnst. 1935
1 Arch. Anz. pp. 521—524 fig. i ( = my fig. 886) gives a preliminary publication of a
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silver patera rescued from oblivion by Miss A. Levi and now in the Brera at Milan.
When found at Parabiago in Lombardy it was serving as the lid of a grs.ve-amph.ora.
It shows in fine relief of c. 150—200 A. n. the triumph of Attis. He is seated with Kybele
in a car drawn by four lions and accompanied by three dancing Kouretes. Above are the
rising Sun and setting Moon with Morning and Evening Stars. Below, Okeanos and
a Nereid, with fish showing their heads above water. On the left, two Fresh Water
Nymphs with reeds. On the right, Earth with cornu copiae, various animals, and a pair
of infants. Between, the four Seasons as children. Higher up, Atlas carrying Aion in
a zodiacal ring, and an Obelisk twined about with a snake. This cosmic design on a
concave circular field is a magnificent specimen of symbolic art, and is to be published
with full commentary by Miss Levi in Opere d' Arte del R. Istituto di Archeologia e Storia
deW Arte (Roma).

ii. 297 fig. 189. See now J. Leipoldt 'Eirfe romische Attisfigur' in "AyyeXos 1926 ii.
51 f. with a good photographic pi., and cp. Attis as a recumbent figure on coins of
Kyzikos (C. Bosch in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1931 xlvi Arch. Anz. p. 443 f.
fig. ro).

ii. 298 fig. 190. F. J. Dolger IX0YC Miinster in Westf. 1927 iv pi. 168 gives a
photograph of this singular modius.

ii. 300. W. Technau in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch, Arch. Inst. 1931 xlvi Arch. Anz.
pp. 655—657 with figs. 10—14 publishes the sarcophagus of a priest of Kybele and Attis,
found in a large columbarium at Porto. The lid shows the priest recumbent, his left
hand with five thick rings supporting his head, his right with 6KKapos or 'arm-band'
holding pine-sprig and rosary. The arm-band is decorated with reliefs of Kybele seated
between two standing figures, Attis and Hermes. And at the priest's feet is the usual
kiste. Two oblong reliefs from the same find-spot represent the same priest with his
insignia offering fruit before a seated Kybele and holding torches before a standing Attis.

ii. 300 n. 3. Photographs in Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt. Pal. d. Conserv. Rome\>. 254 ff.
Scala v no. 2 pi. 100, F. J. Dolger Antike und Christentum Minister in Westfalen 1933
iv. i pi. 4 (Moscioni no. 20 947).

ii. 305 n. o the Gosforth Cross. See now R. Reitzenstein Weltuntergangs-vorstel-
lungen (Sonderabdruck aus Kyrko-historisk Arsskrift 1924) Uppsala 1924 p. 41 ff.
figs. 2—7, id. 'Die nordischen, persischen und christlichen Vorstellungen vom Welt-
untergang' in the Vortrdge der Bibliothek Warburg 1923—1924. Leipzig—Berlin 1926
p. i6off. pis. i—4 figs. 3—10.

• ii. 307 n. i the epitaph of Aberkios. See further A. Abel 'Etude sur 1'inscription
d'Abercius' in Bysantion 1926 iii. 321—411.

ii. 312 n. 5 irapa 5£ AvSoFs 6 Zet>j ZeO<m. A. Nehring in Gnomon 1929 v. 588 supports
ZeO-tr-« as a Lydianised form of Zetfs by quoting ibsim-s-is and the lik° from Lydian
inscriptions.

ii. 313 ff. the Kdbeiroi. The fullest survey of the facts is that given by O. Kern
'Kabeiros...und Kabeiroi' in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. x. 1399—1450, with supple-
mentary notes by the same author 'Ka/Jt/Ma/rd' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1916—1919 xix.
551—553 and 'Noch einnial Karkinos' ib. 1920—1921 xx. 236.

G. Pansa 'La leggenda di traslazione di S. Tommaso apostolo ad Ortona a mare e la
tradizione del culto cabirico' in the Mdanges d1 archtologie et d'histoire (Ecole franchise
de Rome) 1920 xxxviii. 29—62, carrying further the contention of J. Rendel Harris The
Dioscuri in the Christian Legends London 1903 pp. 20—41 that S. Thomas as 'twin'
brother of fesus was essentially Dioscuric.

A. H. Sayce in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 163 would identify Kdbeiroi.with
Khabiriyas the body-guard of the Hittite kings, and so derive them ultimately from
the Khabiri or 'Comrades' of Babylonia. He notes an early deified Hittite king
Khasamilis as= Kacr/^etXoy.

ii. 3t4 f. Axiokersa, Axiokersos, Axieros. O. Montelius La Grece pr&lassique
Stockholm 1924 i. 121 with figs. 349 and 351 regarded as sacred axes the tapering stone
heads (in two cases painted) stuck into terra-cotta bodies, which Wace found at Rakhmani
in Thessaly [A. J. B. Wace—M. S. Thompson Prehistoric Thessaly Cambridge 1912 p. 41
with fig. 25, a, 6, c].

E. Maass in the Archiv f. Rel. 1926 xxiii. 225 is content to explain 'A£i6/ce/xros and
'A|io/c^/><ra as deities (Hades and Kore) 'who slay valuable beasts (#£ta) with the sickle-
knife' and 'A£ie/>os as the goddess (Demeter) 'who receives valuable victims.'

A. H. Sayce in the Class. Rev. 1928 xlii. 162 connects 'A£i<S-Kep(ros, 'A£to-/^p<ra with
Hesych. ictpva- d£ic»7 and in the other Hesychian glosses (quoted supra ii. 315 n. i) cj.

or fa/Arjcrat. for ya/j.T)ffai cod. and 7dXXos for yd/mos cod.
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G. Seure in the Rev. Arch. 1929 i. 60 n. o discusses coins of Odessos with legend

0eoC neydXov KYPSA (supra ii. 1126 figs. 952, 953) and the possibility that Kvpa-a —
K^pcra was the name of an indigenous deity akin to 'A£ioKepo-r)s (sic}. Id. in the Rev. _£t.
Gr. 1929 xlii. 249 is even more venturesome (Kijpiios) 2d(pairis) or 2<x(/3dcrtos)!). But
A. Salac ' Le grand dieu d'Odessos-Varna et les mysteres de Samothrace' in the Bull.
Corr. Hell. 1928 Hi. 395—398 had already argued that the Theos Megas at Odessos was
*Aapfa\aj or AepfeXas, one form of the chief male divinity of the ancient Thracians.

For 'A^i-epos as the 'Axe-Eros' cp. Anakr. frag. 47 Bergk4, 48 Edmonds, 45 Diehl
up. Hephaist. 12. 4 p. 39, 5 f. Consbruch fj.eyd\q> SIJVTI; /j.' "Epws ^Koipev wore -)(a\Kfv^ j
TreXeKei with the comments of E. Schwyzer 'Axt und Hammer' in the Rhein. Mus. 1930
Ixxix. 314—318 (TT€\ei<vs--=ff(f>vpoir{\eKvs, a smith's axe serving also as a hammer).

Fig. 887. Fig. 888.

ii. 316 Zeus transformed into Eros. Such a concept provides a partial justification for
the late syncretistic figures of Zeus Pdntheos (L. Robert in the Rev. Arck. 1933 ii- 141
no. 176 cites a dedication from Carthage, now in the Louvre, Att 'HXt'o; Me7aXy littery
Sapd.7n5<.= Corp. inscr. Lat. viii no 12493) or lupiter Panlheus (Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel.
no. 5423 (Nescania Baeticae) lovem Pantheum Aug. | cum aede et tetrastylo solo [p]ub. j
etc.). A bronze from the Greau collection, obtained from Greece in 1885 and now in Paris
(Reinach Rep. Stat. ii. 17 no. 4 'Zeus panthee?,' De Ridder Cat. Bronzes du Louvre i. 71
no. 482 pi. 36 (=my fig. 887): height o"i92m), shows a nude Zeus with the wings of Eros,
the greaves of Ares, and a stephdne surmounted by three ' fleurons.' Another, from
Cahon (Somme), now at Abbeville (C. Louandre in the Revue des Socie~tes Savantes
des DtSpartements Cinquieme Serie 1873 v. 322—327, Reinach Rep. Stat. iii. 8 no. i
' Zeus Panthee ') shows a nude lupiter holding thunderbolt and eagle, with the wings
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of Victory, the rayed crown of Apollo (Sun), the disk and horns of Isis (Moon), the
cock of Mercury, the fawn-skin of Bacchus, the cornu copiae of Ceres or Fortuna or
Abundantia, and a Gaulish armilla on his right arm (my fig. 888 is from a photograph
kindly supplied by M. Richard, Conservateur des Musees, Abbeville).

ii. 321 n. i. A votive inscription to Zeus 'En-tS^ras in Messenia is noted by
M. N. Tod in the Class. Rev. 1930 xliv. 89 and by P. Roussel in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1930
xliii. 196 after N. S. Valmin in the Bulletin de la Socittt Royale des Lettres de Lund
1928—1929 iv. i ff. no. 22 (at Grizokampos) Ail 'ETrtScirat.

ii. 322 ff. Janiform deities. C. N. Deedes 'The Double-headed God' in Folk-Lore
1935 xlvi. 194—243 with 30 figs, attempts a conspectus of the evidence (Sumerian, Syro-
Hittite, Greek, Etruscan, Italian, Celtic, mediaeval).

ii. 326, 374f., 377 f. Janiform masks. V. Alford 'The Springtime Bear in the
Pyrenees' in Folk-Lore 1930 xli. 275 reports that two-faced masks are worn by men on
Feb. 2 at Arles-sur-Tech in the French Catalan Pyrenees. Ead. ' The Candlemas Bear '
in The National Review 1931 xcvi. 235—244 gives further details. The same observer
and R. Gallop in their joint article in Folk-Lore 1935 xlvi. 352 f. state that at Arles-sur-
Tech the Candlemas Bear is escorted by from four to twelve two-faced attendants, who
wear women's cotton dresses, leathern belts with eight or ten cow-bells attached, and
small barrels painted with a face fore and aft by way of head-dress.

ii. 328 ff. the Salian Hymn. On Italian and Dutch reconstructions of the carmen
Saliare by E. Cocchia (1917), F. Ribezzo (1917 — 1918), and P. J. Enk (1921) see
M. Bacherler in the Jahresbericht uber die Fortschritte der klassischen Altertumswissen-
schaft 1925 ccv. 84.

ii. 335 lanus. O. Huth Janus Bonn 1932 pp. i—96 is adversely criticised by
H. J. Rose in Gnomon 1933 ix. 329—331. Huth finds the essence of lanus to consist in
a certain 'polarity,' the contrast of birth-death, summer-winter, fire-water, entry-exit
symbolised in Italy by a god with double face, in Germany by the runic sign Q. But
the early Italians were no philosophers, and the sign (J) was not runic (?cp. H. Arntz
Die Runenschrift Ihre Geschichte undihre Denkmaler Halle/Saale 1938 p. 98).

ii. 337 n. 4 divom deo. Cp. Tertull. ad Scap. 4 (i. 782 A Migne) tune et populus
adclamans deo deorum, qui solus potens, in lovis nomine deo nostro testimonium
reddidit. Supra p. 327.

ii. 339 n. o tivs= 'lunae.' See further C. Pauli in Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 1056 f.

•ii. 340 n. o Dcemonium, quod rustici Dianam appellant. Lobeck Aglaophamus ii.
1092 f. 'Acta Symphoriani Ruinart. Act. Mart. p. 70 \ib? Amstelaedami 1713 p. 82].
Dianam quoque daemonium esse meridianum sanctorum industria investigavit, quae per
compita currens et silvarum secreta perlustrans incredulis hominum mentibus zizaniae
tribulos sceleris sui arte disseminat, Triviae sibi cognomen dum triviis insidiatur
obtinuit.'1 Cp. S. Eitrem in the Symbolae Osloenses 1929 viii. 32 n. i 'das daemonium
meridianum, das die Christen Diana nannten.' It is tempting to suppose a mere con-
fusion between meridianum and Diana. But see V. Alford—R. Gallop ' Traces of a
Dianic Cult from Catalonia to Portugal' in Folk-Lore 1935 xlvi. 350—361 (p. 358 f.
' Immediately to the west of the Basque lands we find the word Jana in all its purity...
In Sardinia Jana means witch. In the old Neapolitan dialect Janara means nymph...
The old Spanish form was Jana. In the Montana de Santander we find Janassana... In
Asturias...Z?/aww means Devil, and the Diano Burlon is a kind of faun. In Galicia...the
Devil is again o Diano... In Portugal... Dianho. In the Algarve...women called Jas or
Jans for whom it used to be customary to leave a skein of flax and a cake of bread on
the hearth.' Etc.).

ii. 343 Zavl''E\ev8eploi = Antoninus Pius. W. Peck in the'Apx- 'E$. 1931 p. 114 quotes
O. Puchstein Epigrammata Graeca in Aegypto reperta Strassburg 1881 no. 56 = F. Hiller
von Gaertringen Historische griechische Epigramme Bonn 1926 no. 118 Kaiaapi irovrofjie-
dovri Kal direipuv Kpareovn \ Zavl rwi €K Zavbs iraTpbs'l&XevBeptwi..

ii. 343 Zaves. Cp. Epiphan. ancor. 106 (i. 208 Dindorf) Zijves 84 ovx e^ r) Mo, aXXa
Kal Tpets Kal r&rcrapes yey6vaffi TOV api6tJ.6v. K.T.\.

ii. 344 n. o Aetfs. This form of the name occurs also on a two-handled Rhodian jar of
c. 400 B.C., now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (T. L. Spear in the
Am. Journ. Phil. 1908 xxix. 461—466 with pi., C. D. Buck Introduction to the Study
of the Greek Dialects Boston 1910 pp. 67, 293), which bears the painted inscriptions

KAAAI£TA TA£ HA BPA£IA | HOX E M I N AOKEI (would-be
iambic) and AEV£ HERMAN I APTAMI£ AOANAIA.
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ii. 347 ff. Hdj/ 6 //.^yas TedvrjKev. The literature of this famous episode (supra ii. 349

n. 20) should include I. Nyman De magno Pane Plutarchi Upsaliae 1734, W. H. Roscher
'Die Legende vom Tode des groszen Pan' in the Jahrb. f. Philol. u. Padag. 1892
cxlv. 465—477, E. Nestle ' Zum Tod des grossen Pan' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1909 xii.
jtj6—158, O. Weinreich 'Zum Tod des grossen Pan' ib. 1910 xiii. 467—473, A.. Taylor
' Northern Parallels to the Death of Pan' in Washington University Studies Series iv
1922 (Humanistic Series x. i) pp. 3—102 (discusses 246 variants and concludes that
'the voice of loud lament is an hallucination, an auditory illusion, and not a myth
relating to the spirits of vegetation'), A. D. Nock in the Class. Rev. 1923 xxxvii. 164
(cp. Hdt. 6. 105), O. Weinreich in the Archiv f. Rel. 1923—1924 xxii. 328—330,
G. Meautis ' Le grand Pan est mort' in the Musee Beige 1927 xxxi. 51-—53 (cp. Plout.
de Is. et Os. 12 Zmoi de IlafAvXriv TLVO, \eyovffiv ev Gij/Sats vdpev6/nfi>ov eK TOV lepov TOV Atos
(puvty dicovo-ai dia.Ke\evonei>r)i> dveurflv /xera /3o?7S 6Yi MEPAS BA2IAET2 ETEPPBTH2
OSIPIS PEPONE).

Fresh light has been thrown upon the whole business by a simple but convincing
discovery of A. Pick Vorgriechische Ortsnamen Gottingen 1905 p. 147 'Hdv ist nicht
"der Hirte," sondern der "Papa," gehort zu den "Lallnamen" Kretschmers 334f.
[P. Kretschmer Einleitimg in die Geschichte der Griechischen Sprache Gottingen 1896
p. 334 ff.] Das weibliche Gegensttick zu Ha ist Ma, in Arkadien als Mam, Mutter des
Hermes MataSetfs erhalten.' If so, Pan was in effect another Zan, and I had no need to
postulate that the former had stepped into the shoes of the latter. Pan the Great was all
along a parallel figure to Zan the Great. Pan the goatherds' god took the form of a goat
just as Zan the oxherds' god took that of an ox {supra ii. 345). And the ritual of the dead
Pan, implied by Plutarch's narrative, may well have resembled the ritual of the dead Zan.

On this showing Pan was a more dignified deity than advancing civilisation was
prepared to admit. He had some reason to complain of his neglect by the Athenians on
the eve of Marathon (Hdt. 6. 105). But before the close of that century, or very soon
afterwards, Attic sculptors had made the amende honorable by devising a type which gave
the god an almost Zeus-like majesty and yet by retaining curved horns and prick ears, a
shag of hair and a twist of lip, contrived to remind men that after all he was but
a glorified goat. H. B. W[alters] in the Brit. Mus. Quart. 1931—1932 vi. 33 f. pi. 16
was able to publish a head in Pentelic marble (height 8| inches) recently acquired in
Greece. Relying presumably on the proportions of the eye, the absence of overlapping
lids, etc. he ventures to say: ' the style recalls some of the heads on the Parthenon
metopes. It certainly cannot be dated later than the latter part of the fifth century.' My
pi. Ixxx is from the official photographs.

ii. 347 n. o Hipta. P. Kretschmer in Glotta 1926 xv. 766°. takes Hipta to be an
Asiatic mother-goddess = the Hittite Hepit.

ii. 350 Dodona. For the recent excavations at Dodona see G. Sotiriadis ' Fouilles de
Dodone' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1921 xxxiv. 384—387 and D. Euangelides in the Ilpa/cr.
dpx- er- 1930 pp. 52—68, ib. 1931 pp. 83—91, ib. 1932 pp. 47—52 and as reported by
E. P. B[legen] in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1930 xxxiv. 220 f., by D. M. Robinson ib. 1933
xxxvii. 128, by H. G. G. Payne in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1930 1. 242, ib. 1931 Ii. 194 f.,
ib. 1932 lii. 245, ib. 1933 liii. 182, by H. Megaw ib. 1936 Ivi. 147.

ii. 359 ff. the Triumphal Arch. On distyle bases at Delphoi see E. Bourguet in the
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1911 xxxv. 472—481, id. Les ruines de Delphes Paris 1914 pp. 148 f.,
164—168, 202—205, F. Courby in Fouilles de Delphes ii. i. 44, M. P. Nilsson ' Les bases
votives a double colonne et 1'arc de triomphe' in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1925 xlix. 143—
157. The origin of the Triumphal Arch is still a bone of contention, not to say a body of
Euphorbos: e.g. G. Patroni ' L' origine degli archi trionfali' in Historia 1927 i. 3. 3—30
with 3 figs, (criticises G. Spano, E. Lowy, etc. and stresses Etruscan influence), E. Lowy
Die Anfdnge des Triumphbogens Wien 1928 pp. i—40 with 3 pis. and 89 figs, (summarised
in the Rev. Arch. 1928 ii. 170 and in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1927 xvii. 249), M. P. Nilsson
'The Origin of the Triumphal Arch' in Skrijter utgivna av Svenska Institute? i Rom
1932 ii. 132—139, I. A. Richmond 'Commemorative Arches and City Gates in the
Augustan Age' in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1933 xxiii. 149—174 with pis. 15—19 and
ii figs, (follows Nilsson and urges that the main purpose of the Arch was to serve as
a base for statues), H. Petrikovits 'Die Porta triumphalis' in (he Jahresh. d. oest. arch.
Inst. 1933 xxviii. 187—196 (insists on the religious significance of the victors returning
under this Arch, compares the passage of the vanquished sub iugum, and the sale of
prisoners sub hasta, ending with a bibliography of 45 items). Much that is relevant had
already been said by A. von Domaszewski ' Die Triumphstrasse auf dem Marsfelde' in
the Archiv f. Rel. 1909 xii. 67—82 ( = id. Abhandlungen zur rbmischen Religion Leipzig
und Berlin 1909 pp. 217—233 with additional n. by B. Kahle).
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ii. 361 with fig. 254. H. Mattingly in the Brit. Mus. Quart. 1934 ix. 51 pi. 16, 7,

/•int. Mus. Cat. Rom. Coins Emp. iii. pp. ci, 177 f. pi. 31, 6—9.
ii. 364 the 'yoke' of spears. M. Gary—A. D. Nock 'Magic Spears' in the Class.

Quart. 1927 xxi. 122—127 (sub iugum, sub hasta, etc.).
ii- 373 lanus Quadrifrons. A late Etruscan scarab of cornelian, mounted on a gold

swivel, shows a bearded head of lanus Quadrifrons wearing a pttasos (Brit. Mus. Cat.
Finger Rings p. 59 no. 327 pi. 9, Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems2 p. 88 no. 714 pi. 12 : from the
Castellani collection).

ii. 381 ff. double herms. R. Lullies Die Typen der gricchischen Her me Konigsberg
Pr. 1931 pp. 66—69 ('Doppelhermen mit nach entgegengesetzten Seiten blickenden
Kopfen ') argues that this type was originally intended to represent ' Hermes als Toten-
gott' (il>. p. 86)—a view questioned by S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1931 ii. 330.

ii. 382 n. t double bust of Dionysos. Cp. a fine archaistic double bust at Ny Carlsberg
(Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek Billedtavler no. 151 Dionysos pi. n).

a b

Fig. 889.

ii. 385 n. o' Apyd'(j)6i>T'r)s. Earlier interpretations in O. Neckel 'ApyeKpovTys Progr. des
Gymn. Friedland 1886 pp. 10—12, Sven Linde ' Uber 'ApyeLt^ovT^, dessen Form und
Bedeutung' in Skandinavisches Archiv 1892 i. 394—414-

ii. 386 Odhin's broad hat. H. Naumann ' Breithut ' in the Handworterbuch des
deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1927 i. 1550—1552 (cp. id. ib. i. 1386 f.
'Blauhiiter).

ii. 388 double busts of Hermes and Herakles. P. E. Visconti ' Ermeracle' in the
Bull. Comm. Arch. Comun. di Roma 1872—1873 pp. 97—102 pi. i. Another of Hermes
(pttasos) and Herakles (lion-skin) at Ny Carlsberg (Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek Billedtavler
no. 267 pi. 19).

ii. 390 with pi. xxi Janiform aryballos of male and female Dionysiac heads. See now
J. D. Beazley 'Charinos' in the Jotirn. Hell. Stud. 1929 xlix. 61 (Group N, no. i 'head
of Herakles and woman's head '[?]).

ii. 392 with fig. 300 double bust of Apis and Isis. H. Gressmann in the Vorlrdge der
Bibliothek H^arburg 1923—1924 Berlin—Leipzig 1926 p. 183 pi. 3 fig. 6 assigns this bust
to the time of Hadrian and regards it as combining the human and animal forms of
Hathor. J. Leipoldt in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte Leipzig—Erlangen
1926 ix —xi p. vi with fig. 25 (' Die Biiste 25 ist insofern altagyptisch empfunden, als Isis
auch mit einem Kuhkopfe ausgestattet ist (allerdings handelt sichs um eine kiinstliche
Agyptisierung ; es fehlen altagyptische Analogien einer derartigen Isis).' Etc.).

ii. 392 ff. double herms at Nemi. On Feb. 10, 1930, during the excavation of
Caligula's second galley, a double herm of bronze was found, representing the conjoined
heads of a bearded and a beardless Satyr. The former is wreathed with vine-leaves and
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grapes, the latter with pine and cones: both wear a nebris (W. Technau in the Jahrb.
d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1930 xlv Arch. Anz. p. 351 with fig. 13). In the summer of 1931
further work on the second galley brought to light another double herm of bronze, the
exact counterpart of the first, and a third combining two youthful female heads wreathed
with ivy and draped. There can be no doubt that all these herms served as decorative
posts of the ship's rail (id. ib. 1931 xlvi Arch. Anz. p. 648 with figs. 4 and 5). In the
spring of 1932 yet another bronze double herm from the rail was found (id. ib. 1932 xlvii
Arch. Anz. p. 479). See also The Daily Telegraph for June 18, 1931 p. 9 and The
Illustrated London News for July 4, 1931 p. 19.

I take this opportunity of publishing (fig. 889, a—c) a small double bust of white
marble in my collection (height 3! inches), which represents adosses a bearded and
a beardless Satyr, wreathed with ivy. It probably topped a slender pillar in somebody's
peristyle in s. i A.D.

Fig. 890.

ii. 394 foliate faces. T. Tindall Wildridge The Grotesque in Church Art'1 London
s.a. p. 112 ff. (' Masks and Faces') gives examples of foliate masks at Beverley Minster
(Yorkshire), Dorchester (Oxfordshire), St Mary's Minster (Isle of Thanet), Westminster
Abbey, Ewelme (Oxfordshire), Lincoln Cathedral, etc. C. J. P. Cave 'The Roof Bosses
in Ely Cathedral' in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society Cambridge
1932 xxxii. 35 f. with pi. 2 shows bosses representing heads with oak-leaves coming out
of mouth and nostril. Cave acutely conjectures ' some survival from pre-Christian times.'
Finally Lady Raglan 'The "Green Man" in Church Architecture' in Folk-Lore 1939
1- 45—57 %s- T — X 7 concludes that classical and yuast-dnssical types (figs. 10—13) were
from s. xiii. onwards influenced by ' the figure variously known as the Green Man,
Jack-in-the-Green, Robin Hood, the King of May, and the Garland.' In 1934 I acquired
from Mr J. Sinclair of Swanage a limestone corbel (height 7^ inches) said to have come
from a fourteenth-century continental church. It represents (fig. 890, a, b] a male head
with oak-leaves springing from eyes, nose, and ears, and bears traces of yellow priming
and red paint.

ii. 405 ff. Artemis Ephesia. On all the types of this goddess see now the excellent
monograph by H. Thiersch Artemis Ephesia (Abh. d. gbtt. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist.
Classe 1935 Folge iii Nr. 12) Teil i Katalog der erhaltenen Denkmaler. Mit 76 Tafeln
u. 4 Textabbildungen.
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ii. 407 n. o. On stags in relation to Artemis (Ma, Ana'itis, etc.) see S. Reinach in the

Rev. Arch. 1932 i. 151 f., who cites F. Cumont ' L'archeveche de Pedachtoe et le sacrifice
du Faon' in Byzantion 1931 vi. 521—533 ('Voila bien un banquet rituel, tradition
paienne christianisee').

ii. 410 n. o 'E06na ypd/j,/j.a.Ta. See further A. Deissmann 'Ephesia Grammata' in
the Abhandhmgen ziir semitischen Religionskunde und Sprachwissenschaft (Baudissin-
Festschrift) ed. W. Frankenberg—F. Kuchler (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur die Alt-
testamentliche Wissenschaft igrSxxxiii. 121—124).

ii. 410 n. o. On the occurrence of Zeus-emblems (thunderbolt and bay-wreath) in
relation to Artemis Ephesia see H. Thiersch op. cit. i. 46 ff., 65 ff., who notes a statue
of s. ii A.D. in the Museum at Tripolis (no. 29 pi. 27, i, 3, 4) and a mosaic from Poggio
Mirteto in the Vatican (no. 56 pi. 46).

ii. 411 Bendis. C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 87 n. 3
draws attention to the numerous representations of Bendis on the rocks of Philippoi (ib.
1922 Ixxxvi. 117 ff.).

ii. 411 n. 6. C. Picard—C. Avezou ' Le testament de la pretresse thessalonicienne' in
the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1914 xxxviii. 38 ff. correct P. Perdrizet's reading lepeia Bvaa \ ei)da
Ilpivo\<p6pov to lepeia oStra | Eue/a llpivo\(f>6pov, ' Eueia daughter of Prinophoros,' and
show that the remainder of this much-misunderstood inscription refers to the d7r6/cawris
or ritual burning of roses on the tomb—a very different story.

ii. 419 n. 2. A writer in the Times Literary Supplement for June 17, 1926 p. 413
justly objects that scomparse means 'vanished,' not 'scattered.'

ii. 421 Artemis Orthia. H. Licht Sittengeschichte Griechenlands Zurich 1928 Erganz-
ungsband p. 110: 'In Wirklichkeit ist Orthia, was freilich noch niemand gesehen hat,
von opObs, " aufrechtstehend," abzuleiten, und der Beiname der Go'ttin erklart sich aus
den Erektionen der an ihrem Altar gepeitschten nackten Jiinglinge und der Zuschauer.'
But such ultra-Aristophanic grossness is quite gratuitous.

ii. 422 the divine Sky as a double-faced god. K. F. Johansson Uber die akindische
Gottin Dhisdnd und Verwandtes Uppsala 1919 p. 136 ff. argues for a proethnic Indo-
germanic 'zwei-aspektig gedachten herrn gott' with dark and light sides, viz. Varuna
(also Vrtra) and Dyaus (also Mitra). So in Scandinavia we have Ullr and Tyr (also
Fnefyr), cp. the Van pair of gods Ullin and Fillin (ib. pp. 33, 139).

ii. 424 the temple of Aphrodite Paphia. See further R. Dussaud—P. Alphandery ' Le
sanctuaire primitif d'Aphrodite paphienne' in the Revue de rhistoire des religions 1911
Ixiii. 114, 'Fouilles de Rantidi (Chypre)' ib. 1911 Ixiii. 376 f., 'Les divinites de Rantidi
(Chypre)' ib. 1911 Ixiv. 133, C. Blinkenberg Le temple de Paphos (Det Kgl. Danske
Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser ix, 2) Ktfbenhavn 1924 pp. i —
40 figs, i—9, S. Casson Ancient Cyprus Its Art and Archaeology London 1937 pp. 163
n. i, 178.

ii. 427 fig. 331. A somewhat clearer illustration of this gilded glass is given by
I. Benzinger Hebrdische Archaologie* Leipzig 1927 p. 218 with fig. 224.

ii. 434 ff. the Twins. In addition to the monographs of S. Eitrem (supra ii. 451 n. i)
and J. Rendel Harris (supra i. 760 n. 7) see the contributions of E. S. Hartland 'Twins'
in J. Hastings Encyclopcedia of Religion and Ethics 1921 xii. 49ia—5oob, Schrader
Reallex? i. 588b, A. H. Krappe Les dieux jumeaux dans la religion germanique (extr.
from the Acta philologica Scandinavica) K^benhavn 1930 pp. i—25, Frazer Golden
Bough*: Aftermath pp. 82, 154.

ii. 436 ff. Kastor and Polydeukes. A. Dohring 'Kastors und Balders Tod' in the
Archivf. Rel. 1902 v. 38—63, 97—104, A. H. Krappe ' Herakles and Greek Dioskouroi
Legends' in The Classical Journal 1923 xviii. 502—504, G. Maresch 'Der Name der
Tyndariden' in Glotta 1925 xiv. 298 f. (supra on i. 766), A. Puech 'La mort de Castor
dans la xe Nemeenne' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1930 xliii. 398—403.

H. J. M. Milne in the Class. Rev. 1933 xlvii. 62 edits a fresh fragment of Bakchy-
lides(?) which tells how one of the Dioskouroi (or possibly Kabeiroi) lives on earth, the
other in Hades (A. Vogliano in Papiri greet e latini (Pubblicazioni della Societa Italiana)
Firenze 1932 x. 169 ff. no. 1181 Oxyrhynchos s. ii—iii A.D.): 21 ff. /xd\' eyy[yaTO\
TOt[a]tfTa <f>iiris \ tirei 56«[i/xo]s Kla\6e\v \ eTr{e]l 7ro\v[5ei']5/>&iw aKruv \ KV/JLO. Trefpwv] aTr'
'IXtou | 6eu>v rt[s, a]fji.\<pa.v5ov [5* a7r^5et£ec] | avffi /j.tvf[tv TOV fiev ir~\a,p' *Ai8t | rbv 5'
ovX6/j.e[voi> Kara K\6fffJ,oif \ irpo<f>vyeiv 66,\yarov~\.

ii. 440ff. Romulus and Remus. A. H. Krappe 'Notes sur la legende de la fondation
de Rome' in the Revue des Etudes anciennes 1933 pp. 146-—152.

K. Scott 'Drusus, nicknamed "Castor " ' in Class. Philol. 1930 xxv. 155—161 thinks
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that Germanicus and the younger Drusus, like Tiberius and the elder Drusus, may have
been associated or even identified with Castor and Pollux—a view confirmed by a recently
found inscription from Ephesos (Class. Quart. 1931 xxv. 58).

E. Kornemann Doppelprinzipat und Reichsteilung im Imperium Romanum Leipzig—
Berlin 1930 pp. i—210 is reviewed by M. P. Charlesworth in the Class. Rev. 1933 xlvii.
143—146.

J. Carcopino 'La louve du Capitole' in the Bulletin de VAssociation Guillaume Bude
Juillet 1924 pp. 3—19 and Octobre 1924 pp. 16—49.

R. P. Eckels Greek Wolf-lore Philadelphia 193 7 pp. i—88 concludes with a discussion
of wolf-nurses.

ii. 445 Zethos and Amphion. J. Rendel Harris in the Bulletin of the John Rylands
Library 1926 x. 345 observes that the Egyptian twins Set and Horos were the architects
of Thebes in Egypt just as Zethos and Amphion were the architects of Thebes in Greece.
He suggests that the name ZfjOos may be simply Set, whom Plutarch actually transcribes
as fj)0 [Where? Plout. de Is. et Os. 41, 49, 62 says £?J0 without variants. A.B.C.].
A. H. Krappe in the Archivf. Rel. 1933 xxx. 240 f. repeats and reinforces the conclusions
of Rendel Harris.

ii. 445 ff. double-headed deities in Asia Minor etc. G. Conteaau ' Idoles en pierre
provenant de 1'Asie Mineure' in Syria 1927 viii. 193 ff. pis. 44—48 publishes six idols
in the Louvre, probably found at Kul-Te'pe' ('La colline de cendres') near Kaisareia in
Kappadokia, close to Mt Argaios, where a Semitic colony had long been established—
witness numerous tablets in cuneiform from the same site. All the six idols are in
alabaster, with a reddish patina. They represent deities with one (pi. 44, a), two
(pis. 44, b, 45), and three heads (pis. 46, 47, 4), but only a single rounded body.
Id. ib. p. 200 compares Syrian bronzes in the Louvre, which represent a god embracing
a goddess attached to his right leg at the knee, or again four deities arranged fan-wise.
Id. Mamuel d'archlologie orientate Paris 1931 ii. 824 f. figs. 593 and 594 dates the
Cappadocian idols c. 2000 B.C. and the Syrian bronzes c. rooo B.C. A better illustration
of a two-headed Cappadocian goddess is given in the Encyclopedic photographique de
VArt L'Art de Mesopotamie ancienne au Musee du Louvre Paris 1936 i. 284 f. fig. A,
and of a Syrian group ib. Canaan, Phenicie Paris 1937 ii. 109 fig. G. On the significance
of polycephalic gods in general see L. Weber in the Archivf. Rel. 1934 xxxi. 172—175.

ii. 448 n. o the sickle of Kronos. See now Oxyrhynchus Papyri London 1927 xvii.
65 no. 2080, 71—73 ( = Kallim. frags. 502 + 172 Schneider) with A. S. Hunt ad loc.

ii. 448 n. 2 the sickle of Zeus. See F. Dornseiff 'Die Sichel des Zeus und Typhon'
in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1933 xlviii Arch. Anz. pp. 754—757 fig. i.
Id. Die archaische Mythenerzdhlung Berlin—Leipzig 1933 p. 24 ff. cites inter alia a
Hittite parallel noted by W. Porzig—' Illujankas und Typhon.' Cp. G. Furlani La
religione degli Hittiti Bologna 1936 pp. 87—91 (' II Mito del dio della tempesta e del
serpente Illuyankas').

ii. 453 ff. the original home of Apollon. Wilamowitz' view that Apollon came from
Lykia is energetically attacked also by E. Bethe 'Apollon der Hellene in ANTIAQPON
Festschrift Jacob Wackernagel.. .gewidmet Gottingen 1923 pp. 14—21.

F. Poulsen Delphische Studien (Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-
filologiske Meddelelser viii, 5) Kjefbenhavn 1924 pp. 3—40 ('Apollon und Asien') suggests
that the name Apdllon is to be explained by the Babylonian terms aplu 'the Firstborn'
and aplu asaridu ' the Firstborn Son,' a fixed epithet of kings in honorific inscriptions.
Poulsen sees in Apollon a blend of Santas, god of the sun, of wisdom, of law, with
Marduk, who as symbolising sunlight fought Tiimat the dragon of darkness. Hence
the lunisolar calendar, the ritual number seven, the omphal6s (cp. the Babylonian
kudurru), etc.

C. Pic.trd in the Revue de I'histoire des religions 1926 xciii. 90 f. thinks it possible
that the Hellenic Apollon was a blend of (a) a Creto-Anatolian god and (b) a Hyper-
borean god—each called Ap6llon.

L. Weber 'Apollon' in the Rhein. Mus. 1933 Ixxxii. 165—191, 193—229 contends
that Apollon, originating in Crete as an archer-god (cp. Nilsson Min. -Myc. Rel. p. 296 f.
%• 85, where note eye and ear), passed thence vid Delos and Lykia to the Troad, was
carried across the Bosporos by the Mysians and Teucrians some time before the Trojan
War, and made his way southward through Thrace, Makedonia, and Thessaly to Delphoi.
Homeric epos represents him as a foe of the Greeks because it was a product of the
Aeolians in Thessaly, who were naturally hostile to the god of their northern neighbours.
Delos as his cult-centre was prior to Delphoi.

C. III. 72
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ii. 460 n. 2 (b) Apollon riding on a swan. A rock-crystal scarab of early archaic style
shows him thus crossing the sea (waves below, dolphin behind). He guides the swan by
the beak with his right hand and holds a leafy branch in his left (Furtwangler Ant,
Gemmen iii. 96 f. fig. 66, Brit. Mus. Cat. Gems'2' p. 55 no. 460 pi. 8).

ii. 462 n. o fig. 362 Zeus drawn by eagles on a disk from Tarentum. Other examples
at Trieste and Berlin (P. Wuilleumier in the Rev. Arch. 1932 i. 43 no. 78).

ii. 464. C. Picard 'La Crete et les legendes Hyperboreennes' in the Rev. Arch. 1927
i. 349—360 holds that the sacrifice of asses and other 'Hyperborean' tales belonged
originally to Crete, and were transferred to the north only when Crete had been captured
by northern invaders. Unconvincing.

ii. 469 n. i huius folia noctis et lucis imaginem declarant. Miss G. R. Levy ' The
Oriental Origin of Herakles' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1934 liv. 44 well compares Orph.
h. Herakl. 12. n 6s Trept /cpari 0o/>ets 170) /cai vbicra. /J.£\aivai>.

ii. 475 Zeus seated, yet hurling a thunderbolt. A silver statir of Corinth, struck
c. 338—300 B.C., has for symbol Zeus enthroned with thunderbolt in raised right hand
and eagle on outstretched left (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Corinth, etc. p. 33 no. 308 pi. 12,19.
There is a second specimen of the type in Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 96 no. 72. I have a third).

ii. 477 n. o. G. A. Snyder 'De symbolica Phaethontis fabulae interpretatione apud
Romanos' in Mnemosyne N.S. 1927 Iv. 401—409 claims that in Roman times the myth
was interpreted as a Mithraic expression for the ascent of the soul to heaven (Class.
Quart. 1928 xxii. 210, cp. S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1928 i. 218). A. Lesky 'Zum
Phaethon des Euripides' in Wiener Studien 1932 1. i—25 puts the play late in Euripides'
career and attempts to reconstruct the plot. M. F. Scalvizzari // Mito nel 4>AE00N di
Euripide Napoli 1937 pp. i—80 includes a pi. of the Ostia sarcophagus.

ii. 483 the &'jv£a##-tree. F. P. Dhorme ' L'arbre de verite et 1'arbre de vie' in the
Revue biblique Internationale Nouvelle serie 1907 iv. 272 ff. shows that in the time
of Gudea (f. 2600 B.C.) the Babylonians believed in two trees planted at the entry of
heaven, gis-ti the 'tree of life' and gis-kd-an-na the 'tree of the gate of heaven.' He
says: 'Legis-ti ou "arbre de vie" ne sera autre que le kiskanu, connu sous le nom de
gis-gan-abzu.' Dhorme is followed by A. J. Wensinck Tree and Bird as cosmological
symbols in Western Asia Amsterdam 1921 p. 4. See now S. Langdon 'The Legend of
the kiskanu' in The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland
1928 pp. 843—848. Miss N. Perrot Les representations de F arbre sacre sur les monuments

.de Misopotamie et d'Elam Paris 1937 pp. i—143 with 32 pis., G. Lechler in the Am.
Journ. Arch. 1939 xliii. 352 f.

ii. 484 n. 6. The etymology of dire\\6v is discussed by F. Muller Jzn Altitalisches
Worterbuch Gottingen 1926 p. 348.

ii. 487 n. 3 Apollon as an 'apple'-god. Rendel Harris' view is adversely criticised by
J. Toutain in the Revue de Fhistoire des religions 1921 Ixxxiii. 196—200. But there is far
more to be said for it than the critics will allow. Rira bien qui rira le dernier.

On Demeter Ma\o06pos at Megara see K. Hanell Megarische Studien Lund (1934)
p. 174 ff. Terracottas from her sanctuary at Selinous were published by E. Gabrici in the
Not. Scavi 1920 pp. 67—91 figs, i—33, and we have now the same author's sumptuous
monograph 'II Santuario della Malophoros a Selinunte' in the Man. d. Line. 1928 xxxii.
i—419 with 97 pis. and 192 figs, (reviewed by F. von Duhn in Gnomon 1929 v.
529—539)-

The Times for Oct. 8, 1926 p. ii in a report by J. Borozdin on 'Excavations in South
Russia' notes the discovery by Prof. Farmakovsky in 1924 of Apollon's temple at Olbia.
Its ruins stand in the centre of the old town at the outlet of the river Bug. See further
E. Diehl in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvii. 2417, 2421.

ii. 493 n. 2 amber routes. The most thorough and authoritative investigation of the
subject is that of J. M. de Navarro ' Prehistoric Routes between Northern Europe and
Italy defined by the Amber Trade' in The Geographical Journal 1925 Ixvi. 481—507
with distribution-maps of Bronze Age Amber Finds in Central Europe and Early Iron
Age Amber Finds in Central Europe, also a map of Trans-continental Amber Routes
distinguishing Central Routes (opened Early Bronze Age), Western Routes (opened
Middle Bronze Age), and Eastern Routes (opened Early Iron Age), and two plans
of Bronze Age Amber Finds in Italy and Early Iron Age Amber Finds in Italy.
Mr de Navarro does not deal with the amber trade to Greece and the East Mediterranean
area, remarking only 'The Baltic-Black Sea route is, in my opinion, a late development.'

ii. 493 ff. the Hyperboreans. Rendel Harris ' Apollo at the back of the North Wind'
in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 229—242 includes chapters on 'The prehistoric
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amber routes,' 'Apollo and the Hyperboreans,' 'The Apollo stations,' and 'a possible
third amber route from the land of the Hyperboreans into Greece.' G. H. Macurdy
Troy and Paeonia New York 1925 pp. 196 — 210 returns to the subject with a further
section on 'The Hyperboreans.' C. T. Seltman in the Cambridge University Reporter
1928 Iviii. 685 argues thus : 'It seems improbable that barbarians devoid of all Hellenic
connections would have troubled to keep in touch with Delian Apollo. The chief Istrian
cult was Apolline. Istrus, like other Milesian Pontic Colonies, was populated by Mix-
hellenes and monopolized Danubian trade, having factories far up the river. ...Perhaps
these barbarized descendants of Istrian, i.e. Milesian, stock sent the offerings. If so, the
Herodotean Adriatic route employed about 450 B.C. would have been closed by the Celtic
invasions of the early fourth century B.C. and the later Istrus, Sinope, Prasiae-route,
of (?) Phanodemus, would have been used subsequently. The fourth century B.C. coins of
Istrus and Sinope with identical reverse types point to close connections between these
States ...Accordingly, if the people who sent offerings to Delos were geographically
"Hyperborean," but not racial or mythical Hyperboreans ; if they are less likely to have
been the barbarian Proto- Hellenic parent-stock left behind in Central Europe than the
semi-barbarized descendants of Ionian traders located in the south of Central Europe,
then there is no longer any need to seek for a partially northern origin for Apollo merely
on the grounds of his supposed Hyperborean connections.' This acute hypothesis is
welcomed by A. D. Nock in the Class. Rev. 1929 xliii. 126 and by M. Gary ib. 1929
xliii. 214. The latter, quoting Kallim. h. Del. 283 f. ot fi£v rot /coXd/t^c re Kal iepa
5pdy/j.a.Ta Trpwrot | affra.'xjuuv tpoptowTiv, adds : ' Surely, then, they were the ears of wheat
whose haulms served as packing.' Yet the actual custom of packing an egg (Osterei) in
the first or last sheaf, cited by Mannhardt (supra ii. 498 n. 2), tempts us to conjecture
that the offerings in question were swans' eggs similarly packed : this would at least suit
both their Hyperborean starting-point and their Delian destination, and might further be
supported by the ritual preservation of Leda's egg (supta ii. 1015 n. 7). A more remote
parallel may be found in a former (c. 1860 A.D.) usage of the Easter Islanders : the man
that brought in the first tern's egg of the year, which his servant had procured from a
neighbouring islet, swimming across with it in a small basket tied on his head, was
saluted as Tangata-Manu, 'Man-Bird,' and chosen as chief for the year (S. Chauvet
L'fte de Pdques et ses mysteres Paris 1935 pp. 35 — 37).

ii. 496 n. o fin. C. Picard in the Rev. Arch. 1935 i. 285 n. i: 'Pour le nom des

to M. Norsa — G. Vitelli AIHFH2EIS di poemi di Callimaco in un papiro di Tebtynis
Firenze 1934 p. 45 f. col. vii, 32 ff. 'E/>/*as 6 Heptpepalos Aiveluv 0e6s Hep<pepaios
'Ep/jt,rjs Iv Atvwi rijt TroXet TTJS Qpducqs Tt/tarai. ivrevdev 'Eiretds irpb TOV dovpelov iirirov
e8r)/niovpyi]<rev 'Ep/J.iji', 8v 6 2Kdfi.avdpos TroXiis ivex^els Karfavpev o 5' evrevOev irpoffriv^xO'n
ei's Tyv Trpbs Aivui 6d\a<Tffai>, d<f>' rjs a\iev6/jLevoi rives dvel\Kv<rai> avrov rfji ffayi)vi)i. ore
<5e> edeaaavro avr6v, Karafj-e^d/j-fvoi TOV j36\ov irp&Tov /J.tv vxlfrw Te o-vrbv < — > Kal
TrapaKaietv avrols lire'x.eLpoiiv , ovdev d£ T/TTOV e<p6a.ffav "t) rbv (a/j.ov iraiffavres rpaii/uaros rtiirov
epjdffaffOai, 5ta/«re/>£s 5£ riffO^vrjcrav KM S\ov aiirbv Kaieiv eirexeipovv, TO dt irvp afrrui
irepieppei.. dTreiir6vTes <oCv> Kar^ppi^av af/rw els rty OdXao'O'av. 4irel d' av0is ^SIKTVO^>\K-
niffav, Oebv vo/nlffavres elvai r) Oe&i irpoff^Kovra KaBiSpfoavro eirl TOV aiyia\ov lepbv O.-UTOV,
avfipZavTO re Trjs ftypas &\\os Trap' a\\ov avTwt TT* [******]* (irp[off€\0&\v ?). TOV 8t
'A.ir6\\uvos xfrf<ravTOS el[ffeSi^av]To rfji ir6\(i Kal Tra/raTrX^crt'ws r[ots ^eots] trlfi-uv. Cp.
R. Pfeiffer 'Die neuen AIHFHSEIS zu Kallimachosgedichten' in the Silzungsber. d.
bayer. Akad. d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1934 x. 29 f.

ii. 500 Phoibos. W. Schmid '$o?jSos 'A.ir6\\ui>' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1923 — 1924
xxii. 217 — 223 tries to persuade us that $o?/ios is a metrical substitute for $(5/3os !

ii. 505 ff. lightning as a weapon. H. Balfour 'Concerning Thunderbolts' in Folk-Lore
1929 xl. 37 — 49, 168 — 172 with 23 figs, on 2 pis. surveys and illustrates popular beliefs
about 'thunderbolts,' prophylactic or otherwise.

ii. 510 ff. inscribed neolithic celts. The best parallel to figs. 390 and 391 is the
implement published by my friend and former pupil J. H. Iliffe 'A neolithic celt with
Gnostic inscriptions at Toronto' in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 304 — 309 with 2 figs.
It is a polished celt of hard brown stone, acquired in Smyrna but said to have been found
at Ephesos, and bears on one side a well-cut design with lettering of s. iv- — v A.D. Enclosed
by a snake biting its own tail, stands a nude winged and tailed figure holding a whip with
double lash in his right hand, a short rod in his left. A bunch of leaves springs from
his head, which bears some resemblance to a winged Gorgdneion (?). He is flanked by

72 — 2
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two tall sceptres with animal-headed (?) tops, and surrounded by words of power:
AIAOYAHA TTAI ZH9 cpeA0UJZA | IACOOYHE EABAGOe |
AACONAIE H AKPAMMA XAMAPEI || CECENfEN | cpAPANTHC ||
ABAANA0ANAABA | AAMNAMENEY.

ii. 512 sliced neolithic celts with added inscriptions. A large oblong axe (?) of brownish
green jade, formerly in the collection of J. Martinek, Shanghai, and now in my possession,
has been sawn lengthwise and bears on the exposed surface an inscription in archaistic
Chinese characters, which—Mr A. Waley kindly informs me—are an extract from the
Analects of Confucius reading: 'Gentlemen use tl (inner power, "virtue" in the sense
"potency"). Small men use force.' The Martinek Sale Catalogue (Messrs. Puttick and
Simpson Dec. 13, 1929) p. 8 no. 67 refers this piece to the Han period.

ii. 513 ff. The double axe in 'Minoan' cult. M. E. L. Mallowan in The Illustrated
London News for Sept. 16, 1933 p. 436 f. fig. 7 publishes beads or amulets in the shape
of the double axe, which were found in Iraq at Arpachiyah^ a prehistoric mound four
miles east of Nineveh, and are attributed to a period earlier than 4000 B.C. These he
claims as prototypes of the 'Minoan' symbol.

B. Schweitzer Herakles Tubingen 1922 pp. 21—58 ('Die Doppelaxt in nachkretischer
Zeit') adduces a mass of miscellaneous evidence, not always judiciously handled.

ii. 516 n. 6 the sarcophagus of Hagia Triada. To the bibliography add R. Vallois
'Autels et culte de 1'arbre sacre en Crete' in the Revue des ttudes anciennes 1926
pp. 121—132. Id. in the Melanges Gustave Glotz Paris 1932 ii. 839—847 cp. a similar
arrangement of altar and base in the earliest Artemision at Ephesos.

ii. 518 n. 3 the magpie. R. Riegler 'Die Elster im Mythus'in the Archiv f. Rel.
1926 xxiii. 349—353, Taylor 'Elster' in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens
Berlin—Leipzig 1929/1930 ii. 796—802.

ii. 519 n. o the crow. Euphorion/ra^. 65 Meineke, ap. schol. Nik. ther. 406, Peuckert
'Krahe' in the Hand-worterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzigi932v.352—370.

ii. 522 n. 2 the colour red. See now the careful compilation of Eva Wunderlich Die
Bedeutung des roten Farbe im Kultus der Griechen und Rbmer
Giessen 1925 pp. i—116 (reviewed by S. Eitrem in Gnomon
1926 ii. 95—102 and by E. Fehrle in the Berl. philol. Woch.

' Mai 15, 1926 pp. 520—525).
ii. 528 ff. double axes imbedded in columns. H. Sandars in

the Rev. Arch. 1926 i. 259 f. fig. 2 (=my fig. 891) publishes an
Iberian column from the Mina de la Plata between Baeza and
Jaen. Its square stone capital is decorated with double axes on
all four faces.

ii. 536 hands raised, one palm outwards, the other in profile.
The same peculiar and at present unexplained gesture may be
seen in a seated terra-cotta goddess of the ' Geometric' period
(height: 4f inches), from northern Greece, now in my collection
(fig. 892 a, b).

ii. 543 the ' hour-glass' ornament on the indigenous pottery
of Apulia perhaps derived from the double axe. This is
doubtful. Paintings from the rock-shelters of southern Spain,
belonging to the Copper Age, show X or the like as the
stylised form of a woman (H. Breuil—M. C. Burkitt Rock
Paintings of Southern Andalusia Oxford 1929 p. 84 ' Spanish
Art Group III').

ii. 544 fig. 419 gem from Melos. C. Picard in the Revue
de thistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 70 objects that 'Minoan'
deities are wingless and cj. .' plut&t un genie pterophore.'
Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel. p. 187 n. i adds: 'upward curved
wings do not occur in this age' (cp. V. Muller ' Minoisches
Nachleben oder orientalischer Einfluss in der fruhkretischen
Kunst?' in the Ath. Mitth. 1925 1. 54 f. with fig. i). Lastly,
the attitude of Knielauf (supra i. 296 n. 6) also points to a
post-1 Minoan' though still archaic period. Probably the term
* sub-11 Minoan"' or ''sub- Mycenaean' would best fit the case.
(supra on i. 725).

Fig. 891.

One thinks of Daidalos
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ii. 544 n. 3 the Egyptian neter. Miss M. A. Murray 'The sign ]' in Studies presented

to F. LL Griffith London 1932 pp. 312—315 pi. 49 argues that this sign represents a pole
with votive streamers and is descended from an early cult of the poplar or willow.

ii. 547 n. i the sacrificial table. H. Mischkowski Die heiligen Tische im Gotterkultus
der Gnechen und Rb'iner Konigsberg i. Pr. 1917 p. 32 f.

ii. 548 n. o sword-worship. Among the Quadi (Amm. Marc. 17. 12. 21 quorum
regalis Vitrodorus, Viduari filius regis, et Agilimundus subregulus, aliique optimates et

Fig. 892.

iudices, variis populis praesidentes,...eductis...mucronibus, quos pro numinibus colunt,
iuravere se permansuros in fide). In the south-east of Sweden (A. Norden Ostergotlands
Bronsalder Linkoping 1925 pp. i—407 is summarised by A. J. Uppvall in the Am.
Journ. Arch. 1927 xxxi. 394—397, who notes among the rock-carvings in the region
of Braviken 'gigantic swords...now carried by one man, now by two, and found in
processions where one being—a giant—towers above the rest.' Cp. O. Almgren in
Ebert Reallex. iii. 216 with pi. 51, i, H. Shetelig—H. Falk Scandinavian Archaeology
trans. E. V. Gordon Oxford 1937 p. 167 ff.).

ii. 549 Kronos swallowing his own children. See now M. Pohlenz in Pauly—Wissowa
Real.Enc. xi. 1991 ff".

ii. 549 Kronos as 'Chopper.' R. Eisler Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt Miinchen
1910 ii. 385 n. o attempts to combine two incompatibles: 'Kronos als *K6/>-j'os = Ketpa;c
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= "Schnitter " und Kpovv6s " Brunnen".' G. A. Wainwright in The Journal of Egyptian
Archaeology 1933 xix- 51 quotes parallels e.g. Kdirioj, which 'probably originated in the
Semitic root kasas, kdsah, ... "The Cutter, Breaker",' and Mjolnirt\\Q 'Crusher.'

ii. 550 fig. 426. F. Imhoof-Blumer in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1898 xviii. 178 f. no. 51
pi. 13, 18 observes that on this coin there is drapery over the back of Kronos' head and
a small crown with three peaks, also some object in his left hand.

ii. 550 ff. fig. 428 the dagger-god of lasily Kaya. See further P. Couissin 'Le dieu-
epee de lasili-Ka'ia et le culte de 1'epee dans 1'antiquite' in the Rev. Arch. 1927 i. 107—
135 with 21 figs.—an important article on hoplolatry summarised by E. H. Heffner in
the Am. Journ. Arch. 1928 xxxii. 509, G. Contenau Manuel d'1 archeologie orientale
Paris 1931 ii! 970 f. fig. 672, G. Furlani La religione degli Hittiti Bologna 1936 p. 59 f.
Good photographs taken in two different lights are supplied by K. Bittel Die Felsbilder
von Yazilikaya Bamberg 1934 p. ii no. 82 pi. 30.

ii. 561 Tyrimnos. A. H. Sayce 'The Phrygian hero Tyris' in the Class. Rev. 1932
xlvi. ii.

ii. 569 Zeus Asbamaios. E. Kalinka in the Jahresh, d. oest. arch. Inst. 1933 xxviii
Beiblatt p. 61 no. 8 figures a marble altar at Amasra in Bithynia inscribed 0ew | aveiK-
•ffru | 'Ao-(8a,uet Ka[J] | FT) (?) Kvpta /c.r.X. E. Fehrle in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 605 treats
'Ao-pafj.a'tos as the equivalent of opxtos.

ii. 570 n. o. A propos of Celtic divinities Prof. F. E. Adcock draws my attention to
Zeus Bovffffovpiyios, who is mentioned in two inscriptions of s. iii A.D. from Galatia
(J. G. C. Anderson in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1910 xxx. 1636°. no. i at Aktche Task on
a block rectangular in section Atfp^Xios "HXtos | Ai/zvou | /cci/u^s KXw<r|0pa/«7i'wi> | pew/c6pos
TOV Atos T$ovff\ffovpiy(l)ov | fwi» eavry ] /ca.TeoTcetfcurei' TO | /J,vrifj.€iov=Corp. inscr. Gr. iii
no. 4102. No. 2 at Karayuk on a st/*le surmounted by a fragmentary wreath $Ai;p.
<ftXc&Tos | ^SraTetXiou | KC&/«?S 'lKo\raplov IK^TJJJ | Kal vTrrjperuiv \ Aii ^ovffffov\ptyl($ $0>v\
<t>pov&v eau]ry TO ^vi}\ij.eiov Ka.Tea\Ketiafftv. Anderson loc. cit. p. 165 adds: 'The epithet
Bussurigios is undoubtedly Celtic, as is clear from a comparison with Bussumarus or
Bussumarius, a Celtic god identified with Jupiter Optimus Maximus in two inscriptions
of the Dacian Apulum and probably in an inscription of Moesia Inferior [Dessau Inscr.
Lat. sel. no. 4621 with n.]. The termination -tndrus, 'great,' is common in Celtic
personal names.... As Bussumarus is Bussu magnus, so Bussurigios is Bussu regius.
The Celtic equivalent of rex (O. Irish r{, gen. rig) is one of the commonest terminations
•of Gallic personal names...').

ii. 578 n. 4. A. W. Persson in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1922 xlvi. 399 ff. adds two more
inscriptions from Mylasa: no. 4, 15 f. [di>aypdif/ai d£ rbde TO] | [i/'i)0w]/«x, ev TWI iepw
ro[v Aios '0]<royu> Kara r[6v i>6/J.ov~] and no. 5, C 3 f. \av]a,ypa\f/cu de r6de TO i/^[0Kr/ua ev
TtDt] | [Ze/xSt ToO Aibs 'Oo~oyu Kara rbv vl)\fi.ov. See further an important paper by
A. Laumonier 'Notes sur un voyage en Carie' in the Rev. Arch. 1933 ii. 31—55 figs, i—20.

ii. 582 Poseidon originally a specialised form of Zeus. C. Picard in the Revue de
Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 72 n. 2 pronounces this view to be ' fort vraisemblable.'

ii. 583 ff. the name Poseiddn. A. Mommsen Delphika Leipzig 1878 p. 3 ff. regards
Poseidon as ' ostgriechischer Obergott' and ib. p 7 f. already advances the true derivation
of his name: ' Das Wort Poseidon bedeutet vielleicht Zeiis 5ecrir6Trjs. Man kann von der
aolischen Form IToTetSdi' oder HoTiddv (vgl. lioridavLa, lokr. Stadtname) ausgehn. Dan
ist Zeus. Die beiden ersten Silben gehen auf skt. patis Herr zuruck, welchem Stamme
auch griech. TTOTVIO. deo-irbTris otairoiva. angehoren. Danach ist Poseidon ursprlinglich ein
modificierter Zeus, der Wortsinn: Gott der Herr, Herrgott.'

A. Carnoy 'Etymologic du nom du dieu de la mer Poseidon' in the Revue beige de
Philologie et d*Histoire 1924 iii. 390 f.: 'Ilorte signifiant "maitre" (mis au vocatif donne
TTOT«) et un mot Sdfov signifiant "eau" et qu'on retrouve dans diverses langues indo-
europeennes avec le sens de corps liquide.'

G. H. Macurdy 'The Name Hoffeidduv and Other Names Ending in -awv in the Iliad'
in the Am. Journ. Philol. 1930 Ii. 286—288 argues that all such names are either Trojan
or Northern and postulates a Northern origin for Poseidon.

ii. 587 ZeusPdiaxos or Spdlaxos. W. H. Buckler—W. M. Calder—C. W. M. Cox in
the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1924 xiv. 71 f. no. 105 pi. 16, 105 a, b publish the back of a
limestone seat found at Ak Kilisse in Isauria bearing a dedicatory inscription IIo5a5j3toii
IIoXw£ou eSpav \ nal rj K&/J.I) atrov Ka[r' 6vap- (?)] | e/cdOiffev afobs Kai T[ ] | "ATTOU,
which probably means' Podadbiou (an indeclinable personal name) dedicated this seat
of' Pbloxos and so did the god's village in accordance with a dream: Podadbiou himself
and T son of Attes set it up.' See further T. Klauser Die Cathedraim Totenkult der
heidnischen und christlichen Antike Munster in Westf. 1927 p. 49 n. 21.
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ii. 587 n. 7. C. Picard in the Revue de rhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 73 n. i

doubts the equation irt\<-Kvs=balag, citing C. Autran 'La Grece et 1'Orient ancien' in
Babyloniaca 1924 viii. 185 n. i ('balag dont le sens probable est bien plutot de lyre, ou
harpe'1}, id. Sumerien et Indo-eiiropten Paris 1925 p. iv n. i. Further literature on this
disputed question is noted by A. Nehring 'Studien zur indogermanischen Kultur und
Urheimat' in the Wiener Beitrdge zur Kulturgeschichte und Linguistik 1936 iv. 31 n. n.

ii. 594 pectoral ornament (?). In favour of such a irpoffrrjBLdiov see also W. Miiller in
the Rom. Mitth. 1919 xxxiv. 93 ff., C. Picard Ephese et Claras Paris 1922 p. 529 ff-, id.
in the Revue de I'kistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 73 n. i, and especially G. Furlani
'Ornamenti astrali e corazze di dei dell' Asia anteriore antica' in Studi e materiali di
storia delle religioni 1931 vii. 43 fF..

ii. 594 the temple of Athena Alea. C. Dugas—J. Berchmans—M. Clemmensen Le
sanduaire d1 Alia Athtna d, Te'ge'e au ive siecle Paris 1924 i. T—144 with 41 figs, and
ii Atlas of 116 pis.

ii. 600 f. The double axe and the Labyrinth. R. Ganszyniec 'Labrys' in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xii. 286—307 gives a well-arranged and interesting survey of the
facts. Humborg ib. xii. 314 f. and G. Karo ib. xii. 321 deal with Xd/?/>us and \afitipiv6oi.
G. Dumezil 'AABPTS' in the Journal asiatique 1929 ccxv. 237—252 derives XdjSpus and
its congeners ('tl'asianique et £geen Xa/9/oi/-, Xa/3iy>-, Xa/3/j-') from a pre-Greek word which
he connects with the classical and modern Georgian lahvari, 'lance.' Early Georgian
lances, preserved in churches and museums, have a bifurcated blade. In Mingrelia they
are regularly taken to be the arms of St George, who mounted on horseback attacks
evil spirits issuing from the sea with his double lance (' il leur porte des coups avec sa
lance; chacun de ces coups s'accompagne du tonnerre que nous entendons, et fait jaillir
des etincelles, qui sont Peclair'). Dumezil views the double lance lahvari as the lineal
successor of the double axe \dppvs, the essential point being its twofold blade ('force
redoublee? perfection? union des sexes?')—a convincing conclusion. H. Gvintert 'Laby-
rinth. Eine sprachwissenschaftliche Untersuchung' in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb. Akad.
d. Wiss. Phil.-hist. Classe 1932/3 Abh. i. i—49 would relate Aaptipifffos to \afas 'stone,'
and takes Xd/3/ws as 'Steinbeil.' But his contentions are traversed by P. Kretschmer in
Glotta 1934 xxii. 252 f. ('Diese Etymologic scheitert daran, dass Aafitipivdos, Xd/Spvs,
Adfipawdos immer nur mit /3, Xayras dagegen nur mit v bezeugt ist, die Bed. "Stein" an
die Form mit v geknlipft ist'). See further C. Picard 'Les origines du Labyrinthe' in the
Rev. Arch. 1939 i. 264^

ii. 601. H. J. Rose in The Hibbert Journal 1927 xxv. 380 thinks that I am here
confusing the Quinquennalia of Maxentius, i.e. the celebration of the fifth year of his
reign, with the quinquennial agon Capitolinus of Domitian, which had ceased to exist
centuries before Maxentius was born. But the Quinquennalia of Maxentius would have
fallen in 311, not 312. Also, Lactantius states that the Quinquennalia in question were
ending and that Maxentius' day had not yet come. He is probably alluding to the ludi
Capitolini, which were still being held (G. Wissowa in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. Hi.
1528, L. C. Purser in Smith—Wayte—Marindin Diet. Ant. ii. 86). I adhere therefore
to my view as expressed in the text.

ii. 607 E. Conybeare's suggestion that the labarum was derived from the Idbrys. The
same solution of the problem was reached independently by E. Harrison, who however—
so far as I know—did not publish it.

H. Gre"goire 'L'etymologie de "Labarum"' in Byzantion 1927—1928 iv. 477—482
comes to the following conclusion: ' La laurea en or qui enferme le Chrisme est 1'element
caracteristique du sublime etendard decore en outre des images laurtes des pieux em-
pereurs. De meme qu'on disait le dragon ou I'aigle, draco, aquila, pour 1'etendard
surmonte du dragon ou de 1'aigle, on a dii qualifier le nouveau vexillum & la couronne
d'un nom derive de laurea. Et, de meme que le labarum n'est qu'une variante du
lauratum, laureum n'est qu'une variante de laureatum?

ii. 613 the hidden meaning of knife or double axe. R. Eisler drew my attention
(Oct. 14, 1908) to the small axe received by the Essenes when admitted to the order
(loseph. de bell. lud. 2. 8. 9 rats 8' aXXcuj i)/jt,tpais jB66pov dpfaffovfes j3d&os TroSicuov r-fj
ffKa\iSi, TOIOVTOV ydp eort TO dtdbfievov VTT' afrr&v di'ividtov rots veoffvo-rdrois, Kal ir
avres Boiftdriov, wj ftij rds atiyas vfiplfoiev TOV 6eov, 0aKetiovo~u> els avr6v. K.T.\.).
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celui-ci une transposition figuree. On constate de plus que certains de ces arrangements
ont un sens religieux ou magique').

ii. 614 ff. Zeus (?) and the Centaur. J. C. Hoppin in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1900 iv.
443 ff. pi. 6 (part of which = my fig. 893) published a proto-Corinthian lekythos of the
early seventh century at Boston (inv. no. 6508), interpreting the main scene as a Centaur
attacked by Herakles (sheathed sword, branch, tree-root). K. F. Johansen Les vases
sicyoniens Paris—Copenhague 1923 p. 146 f. fig. 109 pi. 22, 2d thinks that we have here
an early version of the Lapith v. Centaur myth. E. Buschor 'Kentauren' in the Am.
Journ. Arch. 1934 xxxviii. 128 f. fig. i rightly recognises Zeus with a sword at his side,
a sceptre in his right hand, and a thunderbolt in his left, but would have us believe that
the horse-monster is Typhon. To my thinking, this thunderbolt-bearing figure strongly
supports our explanation of the axe-bearing figure as Zeus.

ii. 620 Sucaelus the mallet-god. For a Cornish counterpart of Sucaelus see 'Jack
of the Hammer,' whose exploits are told by W. Bottrell Traditions and Hearthside
Stories of West Cornwall Penzance 1870 p. loff . He passed as 'a travelling tinkard...
hammer in hand,' but proved more than a match for Tom the eight-foot giant-killer.
'The tinkard, taking his black-thorn stick in the middle, made it spin so fast that it
looked like a wheel flying round Tom's head and ears.... Tom didn't know the play;—
though the few downright blows he gave came down with the force of a sledge hammer,

Fig. 893.

they had no effect on the tinkard, because he wore a leather coat, the like of which was
never seen in the west country before. This coat, made of a black bull's hide, left almost
whole, was without a seam, and dressed with the curly hair on it. On the breast, back,
and shoulders it was as hard as iron, and roared like thunder whenever Tom struck it,
which made him think he had to deal with the devil.' Etc. See further Keune 'Sucellus'
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ivA. 515—540.

ii. 620. Thor's hammer used as a pendant or amulet is well illustrated by J. J. A.
Worsaae Nordiske Oldsager i Det Kongelige Museum i Kjobenhavn Kjobenhavn 1859
p. 113 fig. 469 and P. Paulsen Der Goldschatz von Hiddensee Leipzig 1936 p. 65 ff.
figs. 24—26 pis. 17, 2 and 23, (3).

ii. 630. Mrs A. Strong 'Sepulchral Relief of a Priest of Bellona' in Papers of the
British School at Rome 1920 ix. 205—213 pi. 26 discusses an inscribed tombstone from
the Via Triumphalis, now in the Biblioteca Vallicelliana at Rome {Corp. inscr. Lat. vi
no. 2233 = Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4182, Matz—Duhn Ant. Bildw. in Rom iii. 173 f.
no. 3876). The relief shows L. Laitius Anthus, a cistophorus and priest of Bellona
Pulvinensis wearing a bay-wreath with three medallions (Mars, Bellona, Minerva?) and
carrying in his right hand a bay-branch, in his left two small double axes.

ii. 632 n. 6 axes with animal heads. Other examples are collected by P. Couissin in
the Rev. Arch. 1928 i. 261 ff. figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 15.

ii. 633 fig. 542 f. axes backed by a bull. Cp. G. A. Wainwright in The Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology 1933 xix. 43 {supra p. 884 n. o).

ii. 635 f. Trojan axe-hammers of blue or green stone. H. Schmidt' Zu den trojanischen
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Prachtbeilen' in the Jahrb. d. Dentsch. Arch. Inst. 1923/24 xxxviii/ix Arch. Anz.
pp. 123—125 (summarised by R. Vallois in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1925 xxxviii. 214 f.),
A. M. Tallgren in Ebert Reallex. ii. 121 pi. 62, a, b, S. Casson 'Battle-axes from Troy'
in Antiquity 1933 vii. 337—339 pis. i ('nephrite, almost indigo in colour') and 2 ('rich
blue lapis lazuli flecked with brown spots and striated').

ii. 637 amber axes. An amber axe from Birka in Sweden is published by P. Paulsen
Der Goldschatz von Hiddensee Leipzig 1936 p. 73 fig. 30, a.

ii. 637 Cretan double axes. S. Marinatos in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1934
xlix Arch. Anz. pp. 251—254 records important finds made at the cave of Arkalochori
in a hill i£ hours from Lyktos. First children and then adults of the neighbourhood
discovered in one corner of the cave a mass of bronzes and a pair of small double axes
in gold. The authorities hearing of it intervened and appropriated some twenty gold
double axes, leaving perhaps another ten in the hands of the rustics. Bronze double
axes, knives, and swords were found in considerable numbers, all heaped together in a
space of two or three square metres. The small double axes of gold (ib. fig. 3 shows four)
are decorated with a leaf-pattern which points to the beginning of the ' Late Minoan ii'
period (1450—1400 B.C.) or else with engraved lines of a more usual type. A few axes
are of silver. The whole treasure had been sealed up by a fall of rock, probably occasioned
by an earthquake. But votive offerings continued to be made at the mouth of the cave
down to the end of the 'Minoan' age and even later (a few proto-geometric finds?).
Marinatos concludes: 'Es erhebt sich die Frage nach der Gottheit dieser an Funden
bisher reichsten Kulthohle Kretas. Sollte sie nicht die beriihmte Hohle des Zeus und
der Rheasein [supra ii. 925 n. i], die manche in Psychro zu finden glaubten?' Reports
in The Times of June 29, 1935 p. 13 and in Antiquity 1935 ix. 354 mention that the
recent excavations in the Arkalochori district have found hundreds of copper ' Minoan'
axes (one with three lines of hieroglyphic inscription (c. 1600 B.C.)), a number of silver
axes, and twenty-seven gold double axes with golden shafts. These finds have been
taken to the Candia Museum for cleaning. See further Sir A. Evans The Palace of
Minos London 1935 iv. i. 346 f. fig. 290 (three gold axes, enlarged) and 378 fig. 315 bis
(four miniature bronze axes). S. Marinatos in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1935 1
Arch. Anz. pp. 248—254 figs. 3 (gold model of mountain?), 4 (bronze double axe),
6 (the ten hieroglyphic characters of the inscribed double axe) now concludes: ' Da sich
aber nach Abschluss der Grabung ergab, dass die Hohle nichts Jiingeres als SM.I
enthielt, gehoren m.E. auch die goldenen Beile in diese Zeit,' etc. J. D. S. Pendlebury
The Archaeology of Crete London 1939 pp. 212, 232, 236. pi. 36, 3 (three gold axes).

ii. 641 n. 2. Recent writers on Charon are B. Schmidt 'Charon' in the Archiv f. Rel.
1927 xxv. 79—82, F. de Ruyt Charun de"mon tirusque de la mart Bruxelles 1934 pp. r—
305 with 58 pis. (reviewed by A. Grenier in the Rev. Arch. 1935 ii. 128—131, by
F. Pfister in the Berl. philol. Woch. Sept. 28, 1935 p. 1092 f., by H. J. Rose in the
Class. Rev. 1935 xlix. 24 f. and in Gnomon 1935 xi. 278 f.). Schmidt holds that the
Etruscans, originally dwellers in Asia Minor, owe their conception of Charon to
the influence of Assyrian demons. Rose makes the further helpful suggestion that
Charon's mallet or hammer on Asiatic soil was the double axe of a thunder-god, which
might well be used by an underground power to produce the subterranean thunders that
portended death (cp. Plin. nat. hist. 2. 138)—a view anticipated by me supra ii. 641.

ii. 642 n. 2 fig. 559. With the upper end cp. the votive terra-cotta kteis in the Berlin
Antiquarium (H. Licht Sittengeschichte Griechenlands Dresden—Zurich 1926 ii. 76 fig.,
also the votive marbles in Svoronos Ath. Nationalmus. pi. 164 nos. 1594 ff., 1821, 2730.

ii. 643 n. 7 designs incised on neolithic celts. O. Tafrali in the Rev. Arch. 1931 i.
26—28 figures a flat celt of smooth stone bearing an incised quadruped and inscription.
This suspicious-looking object is said to have been found at Radasani, near Folticeni, in
Moldavia. Prof. Tafrali deems it to be of neolithic date and comparable with finds at
Glozel!

ii. 643 ff. designs incised on double axes of bronze. In a small collection of ' Minoan'
double axes I have two which, on account of their decoration, are deserving of special
notice.

One is an almost oblong axe of bronze (fig. 894 a, b, c. Length 7^ inches) with dark
green patina. On either side of it is incised a lion recumbent on rough or rocky ground
with whisking tail. I obtained this axe from a Cretan vendor with no indication of its
provenance. But Mr J. D. S. Pendlebury tells me that he had already seen it at Mokhos,
\\ hours south of Mallia. He adds: 'It comes from a place called Movpt (the "meeting
place"), where are MM and LM sherds, close by a small lake \ hour east of the village.
There is an EM site on a hill 25 minutes to the north-east called *E5£x«7s or 'Avefj-wncid,,
and from somewhere not far off come Neolithic sherds. Classical-Roman, near Mot>/>£.'
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The rocky ground is characteristic. Sir A. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1928 ii.
2. 450—454 dilates on the 'Minoan passion for rock scenery': cp. e.g. Perrot—Chipiez
Hist, de I Art vi. 848 pi. 16, 12 and 840 fig. 424 = Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 3, 2
and 46, ii. i4and i6 = H.T._Bossert The Art of Ancient Crete* London 1937 p. 36 pi. 231

Fig. 894.
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fig- 394> a and P- 37 pl- 235 fig. 398,^. The same feature recurs on occasion in later
Cretan art (supra i. 528 fig. 394).

The second axe (fig. 895 a, b. Length 7! inches) was found near Aihens. It is of
yellow bronze with blackish patination, in part scrubbed off by sand-paper. Its outline is
of a later type with more pronounced curves, and it is decorated on both sides with
pointiltt patterning. Within a border of chevrons are a man, a waterfowl, a horse, and a
wheel. I have suggested (supra p. 605 n. 3) that these are the constituents of a solar

Fig. 895.
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equipage as rendered in the Hallstatt period. If so, the axe was presumably in some
sense a sacred object.

ii. 645 n. 4 the soul as a butterfly. The Copenhagen gem (fig. 563) is now included
in P. Fossing The Thorvaldsen Museum: Catalogue of the antique engraved gems and
cameos Copenhagen 1929 p. 91 no. 504 pi. 7. The Berlin amphora (no. 1684) is figured
by H. Licht Sittengeschichte Griechenlands Zurich 1928 Erganzungsband p, 73.

ii. 648 n. i axe-pendants from Benin. P. Amaury Talbot Some Nigerian Fertility
Cults Oxford 1927 p. 8 'A considerable number of examples of the old Minoan double-
headed axe cult were found in other parts of West and Central Africa' (criticised by
A. R. Wright in Folk-Lore 1930 xli. 215 f.).

ii. 656 n. o ingots. C. T. Seltman Athens its History and Coinage before the Persian
Invasion Cambridge 1924 p. i ff. figs, i—4 points out that these ingots were cast in the
shape of an ox-hide dried and stretched, one side rough and hairy, the other raw with
inward curling edges, just because they were an ox-unit, the price of an ox in base metal.
Cp. id. Greek Coins London 1933 p. 7 f. with figs, r and 2. K. Regling in Ebert Reallex.
iv. i. 223 with pi. 100, a—d still (1926) speaks of them as 'die doppelbeilformigen
Kupferbarren des Mittelmeergebietes.' H. T. Bossert The Art of Ancient Crete* London
1937 p. 43 pi. 277 fig. 525, a—c is non-committal. But Seltman is clearly right.

ii. 663. W. R. Halliday 'Tenes' in the Class. Quart. 1927 xxi. 36—44 insists on 'the
absolute unanimity of tradition which associates Tenes with Apollo,' not with Zeus or
Dionysos. Id. ib. p. 39 quotes Aristeides of Miletos frag. 32 (Frag. hist. Gr. iv. 327
Mttller) ap. Steph. Byz. s.v. T&eSos- ...rov 4v Te^5<^ 'ATniXXwra WXeicw Kparelv, but
questions its reliability.

ii. 664 fig. 603. This bronze plaque is now at Berlin (photograph in F. J. Dolger
IX0YC Mllnster in Westf. 1922 iii pi. 33). A marble altar of s. iii (?) A.D. from Ineunu,
Phrygia (Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople iii. 52 ff. no. 846 with 4 figs.), has reliefs
on its front, back, left, and right sides, (a) On the front, a rider-god on horse-back,
brandishing a double axe, gallops uphill: above him is inscribed ayafffj rfjxv Qeois
'O^ois Kal A[i]\Kalois 'Hp60iX[os] | IlaTra ei/x^v. (/>) On the back, a draped goddess
holding grape-bunch and cornu copiae stands on a small plinth beside a fruitful vine-
branch and a large krater. (c) On the left side, Asklepios with oval object (fruit? egg?)
and serpent-staff stands on a small plinth: above him is inscribed 'A«r/f\as (cai 'AffK\i)iras, \
ol 'A.ffK\riirS., \arj!nroi \ K.ovpvaiTi)voi. (d) On the right side, Nemesis draped and veiled
holding scales (?) and cubit-rule stands on a small plinth between two thick garlands
terminated at either end by three ivy-leaves.

ii. 665 n. r. See further K. Tiimpel 'Der Karabos des Perseus' in Philologus 1894 liii.
544—553-

ii. 666 n. i Cancer, 'the Crab.' D'Arcy W. Thompson 'The Emblem of the Crab
in relation to the sign Cancer' in Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh 1899
xxxix. 603—6n maintains that the crab as divine attribute or emblem regularly pre-
supposes the constellation Cancer, which was domus Lunae, exaltatio Jovis, sedes
Mercurii, etc.

ii. 667 n. 3 fig. 606. Cp. Babelon Monn. gr. rom. ii. i. 1547 f. no. 2328 pi. 78, 12,
McClean Cat. Coins i. 238 no. 2032 pi. 65, 3, Syll. num. Gr. ii pi. 26, 794 f. Lloyd.
Since on a later tetrad rachm of Kamarina 3 + 3 is the beginning of an artist's name
(Syll. num. Gr. ii pi. 29, 868 Lloyd), presumably that of Exakestidas (ib. pi. 29, 871
Lloyd), lonice Exekestides, it is probable that A -f" 3 on the Agrigentine coin stands
for the name of a magistrate or artist Exakestidas, grandfather of the later engraver.
For + instead of ZE see W. Larfeld Handbtich der griechischen Epigraphik Leipzig 1907
i pi. 3 ('Westliche Alphabete').

ii. 673. A bronze coin of Chersonesos Taurike, struck c. 300—200 B.C., copies the
Tenedian combination of god and goddess (Ant. Mtinz. Berlin Taurische Chersonesus,
etc. i. 3 pi. i, 7 Artemis and Herakles, Head Hist, num? p. 279 young Dionysos (?) and
Zeus (?), E. H. Minns Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 pi. 4, 7 Artemis and bearded
Dionysus (?). I have another specimen of this scarce coin, and I incline to agree with
Head that the type represents Dionysos and Zeus).

ii. 675 androgynous deities. See now the important study of J. Halley des Fontaines
La notion d'androgynie dans quelques mythes et quelques rites Paris 1938 with 16 figs,
pp. i—231 (pp. 216—219 'Resume et conclusions').

ii. 681 figs. 621—624. C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 75
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observes that in the tree-cutting scene on the coins of Aphrodisias the second man averts
his face owing to a sort of visual taboo, for which parallels are cited.

ii. 687 rock-carvings of the hafted axe. At the base of Ben Voirlich, not far from the
shore of Loch Lomond, a great rock called in Gaelic Clack nan Tairbh, ' The Rock of
the Bulls,' bears the rough outline of a hafted axe (A. D. Lacaille in Folk-Lore 1930 xli.
233 ff. pis. 4 and 5).

ii. 688 ff. n. o. M. C. Burkitt 'Rock Carvings in the Italian Alps' in Antiquity 1929
iii- J55—J^4 with map and pis. i—7 discusses the designs pock-marked on the red rock-
surfaces of Monte Bego and attributes them to seasonal pilgrimages of a neighbouring
agricultural population made during the Bronze Age at different dates but in all cases
prior to c. 300 A.D. (absence of Christian symbols). P. Reinecke in Germania i934xviii.
46—48 reports on two sandstone blocks in the Val Camonica and would date their
drawings to the pre-Roman Iron Age or more probably to the Bronze Age. P. Jacobsthal
'Celtic Rock-Carvings in Northern Italy and Yorkshire' in thejourn. Rom. Stud. 1938
xxviii. 65—69 accepts the contention of F. Altheim and E. Trautmann ' Nordische und
italische Felsbildkunst' in Die Welt als Geschichte 1937 iii. §3—113 that the largest of-
all rock-carvings in the Val Camonica (fig. 3= Jacobsthal pi. 9, i) represents the Celtic
stag-god Cernunnos with a small-scale worshipper. See further eid.' Neue Felsbilder aus
der Val Camonica: Die Sonne in Kult und Mythos' in Worter und Sachen N.F. 1938 i.
12—45 P's. 1—32.

ii. 690 Penelope's marriage-test. E. Westermarck The History of Human Marriage*
London 1921 ii. 490 notes that among the Mundas of Chota Nagpur the bridegroom
shoots an arrow through the loophole formed by the bride's uplifted arm, and suggests
that this was a magical means of securing the bride's safe delivery. I suspect that we
have here the ultimate explanation of the marriage-test proposed by Penelope.

ii. 692 ff. Tereus. M. Bieber 'Tereus' in the Ath. Mitth. 1925 1. n—18 pi. 2
publishes a sherd from Paestum, now at Dresden, which shows Tereus pursuing Prokne
and Philomela with a double axe in his hand (A. D. Trendall Paestan Pottery London
1936 p. 127 no. 290 'Tereus (?)'). O. Schroeder 'IIPOKNH' in Hermes 1926 Ixi. 423—
436 discusses the development of the myth.

ii. 699 " wine-skin" and "hatchet." 'Y.' in The Cambridge Review 1926 xlvii. 268
draws attention to a better solution of this long-standing problem propounded by
S. Koujeas 'A2KOS-IIEAEKT2' in Hermes 1906 xli. 478—480, who remarks that
at Abia in Lakonike words meaning ' wine-skin' and ' hatchet' are used in popular
speech to denote the contrast of light and heavy: thus 7rX^x« '^A? d""^ ' he swims like
a wine-skin,' TrX^et Vow/ To-?7/coi//>t 'he swims like an axe.' The visitor bouncing the baby
says the tactful thing.

ii. 699 small bronze axes. F. Haverfield in The Victoria History of the Counties of
England: Norfolk London s.a. i. 292 fig. 9 illustrates a tiny bronze axe found at Caister-
by-Norwich (Venta Icenorum).

ii. 699 n. 7. On Osthanes see now J. Bidez—F. Cumont LesMages helUnisls: Zoroastre
Ostanes et Hystaspe d'apres la tradition srecque Paris 1938 i. 165—212, ii. 265—356.

ii. 703 n. 2 a hammer thrown to ratify the acquisition of property. K. Kiinstle
Ikonographie der Heiligen Freiburg im Breisgau 1926 p. 597 f. says of St Wolfgang
(Oct. 31): 'Auf den Wolfgangsbildern, die vom Kloster Mondsee ausgehen, tragt der
Heilige fast regelmassig ein Beil oder eine Axt als Attribut. Dies ist aus dem langen
Kampfe herausgewachsen, den das Kloster um den Besitz der Gegend am Abersee, die
man das " Wolfgangsland " nannte, gegen Salzburg und das Hochstift Regensburg fiihrte.
Die spatere Legende erzahlt namlich, Wolfgang habe, als er im Aberseeforst ein Ein-
siedlerleben ftihrte, mittelst des Werfens eines Beiles, das in dem spater nach ihm
benannten Orte niederfiel, den Platz gesucht, wo er eine Zelle und eine Kirche mit
eigenen Handen erbauen wollte. Durch diese Handlung hat er ftir sein Eigenkloster
Mondsee von dieser Gegend Besitz genommen. Der Beilwurf ist namlich ein altgerman-
ischer Rechtsbrauch; er diente zur Ermittlung des Verlaufs einer Grenze und bestimmte
die jeweilige Erstreckung des Rechtes auf Grund und Boden. Das Beil wurde so Sinn-
bild der Besitzergreifung.' Etc.

ii. 704 the spear of Zeus. L. Malten in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1925 xl.
*55 CP- Pind. Pyth. i. 5 rbv alx/mrd? Kepavv6v.

ii. 707 n. i. E. Kalinka in the Jahresk. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1933 xxviii Beiblatt
p. 69 f. no. 17 gives a facsimile of this inscription, and dates it in 68 A.D.

ii. 722 Zeus H6rkios at Olympia. On the exact site of this statue see E. N. Gardiner
Olympia Its History 6° Remains Oxford 1925 p. 274.
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ii. 723 n. o Zeus Skylios. An inscription of 120 A.D., found at Rhothsi (Rhytion) and
now in the Museum at Candia, speaks of a letter restored by a priest of Zeus Skylios
and of an imperial rescript, relating to Gortynian trespassers on his sacred domains,
which had been engraved on a stile kept in his sanctuary (Inscr. Cret. i. 303 ff. Rhytion
no. I, 6 ff. "Afn/Hpos 6 [Kara<r]ra0els | iepeiis Albs [ZKvA£o]u TTJS ) 'PvTia.ffiuv KI&[JU.T)J Kai
W\pyov \ K.r.X., ib. 16 ff. [Iffxlypoiroday \ Trpoifivey^Kav ] Ka.8' rjv \ <po.lv f-rat [ ]i
Aids 2Kv\\iov K.T.X. with the remarks of M. N. Tod in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1931 li.
243 and A. M. W[oodward] ib. 1936 Ivi. 97). B. Kock in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
iii A. 647 s.v. 'Skylios' and 660 s.v. 'Skyllios.' Further literature cited by E. Fehrle
in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 659 f., including the view of W. Aly in Klio 1911 xi. 15 and
Philologus 1912 Ixxi. 473 that Zeus SfctfXXtos was a sea-god akin to Skylla the sea-monster
and Skyllies the diver (supra p. 414).

ii. 724 n. o. On oaths that must be taken in the open, not under a roof, see P. Sartori
'DasDach im Volksglauben' in the Zeitschrift des Vereins fur Folkskundeiqie, xxv. 234f.,
Weiser in the Handwb'rterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1929/1930
ii. 124.

ii. 725 fig. 660 f. A. Delia Seta Italia Antica Bergamo 1922 p. 252 fig. 281 has a
photograph of this statue with the arms restored as holding a bow in the right hand,
a hawk (?) in the left.

Fig. 896.

ii. 727 Zeus and the boar. The stile of Zeus Karai6s at Thespiai (infra on ii. 874 n. 2)
has three reliefs—a filleted bucranium, a boar's skull, and a boar's jaw (?) (P. Jamot in
the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1922 xlvi. 262 with fig. 37).

ii. 727 n. 3 Zeus in relation to oaths. An engraved gem of pink jasper (?), found in
Makedonia and now in my collection (fig. 896 : scale f), shows Sarapis (kdlathos, wreath)
standing before Zeus (sceptre, thunderbolt) and between them the word COMO | CA-
Fairly good Hellenistic work. Possibly the seal of some public functionary.

ii. 731 fig. 663 Zeus wielding thunderbolt. A. Rumpf Chalkidische Vasen Berlin—
Leipzig 1927 i. 12 f. no. 10 pis. 23—25.

ii. 731 Zeus wielding thunderbolt and sceptre. Among the scenes represented on the
great kdlyx-krater,in New York by 'the Nekyia Painter' c. 450—440 B.C. (P. Jacobsthal
'The Nekyia Krater in New York' in the Metropolitan Museum Studies 1934—1936
v. 117—145 with 21 figs., P. Friedlander in \hzjahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1935 1
Arch. Anz. pp. 20—33 figs, i—4, G. M. A. Richter Red-figured Athenian Vases in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art Yale Univ. Press 1936 i. 168—171 no. 135 pis. 135—137
and 170 (of which pi. 137 = my fig. 897)) is one—lower frieze B—in which Zeus, sup-
ported by Hermes, blasts a Giant, presumably Porphyrion (supra p. 55 ff. n. 5).

ii. 733 ff. fig. 665 psychostasia. The Paris fragment is re-published by J. D. Beazley
Der Kleophrades-Maler Berlin 1933 p. 26 no. 37 pi. 2 and pi. 30, 6. The subject in
general is handled by E. Wiist' Psychostasie' in the Blatter fur das Bayerische Gymnasial-
Schulwesen 1929 Ixv. 201—211. See also W. Deonna 'Ex-voto deliens' in the Bull.
Corr. Hell. 1932 Ivi. 478 ff. with figs. 15 and 16, M. P. Perry 'On the psychostasis
in Christian art' in The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs 1912/13 xxii. 94—105
and 208—218 with 4 pis., W. L. Nash 'The origin of the mediaeval representations
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of the weighing of the soul after death' in Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archceo-
logy 1918 xl. 19—29 pi. i.

ii. 734 n. 3 the scales of Zeus. Add Kerkidas meliamb. 4. 24 ff. Powell = 2. 24 ff.
Knox=i. 16 ff. Diehl /cat IIMV TO Ta\avTot> 6 cre/wos | affTepoirayeptras | n^crffov rbv "OXu/u-
trov | 6p8bv \TiTalvti\ \ \_K\o.i vtvevKev ovda/J-rj. Kal rovO' "Ofj.ripos \ elTrev ev 'IXtdScj
'p^;rei 5', 8rav atffifnov a/nap, \ dvdpdcn KvdaXlfJiois [[i/?]].' | TTUJS odv i^lv ofiiror' £pe^ei> | 6p6bs
wv ^vyoffrdras; j TCI 5* £<rx<xra Bptiyia ~M.v<rQiv, \ afoyucu 5t 6r)i> \£ytit>, \ 8<rov [waraj-yet
TO irap' avrois | TW Aids Tr\a[<rr~\iyyioi> with the notes of the three successive editors (I. U.
Powell Collectanea Alexandrina Oxonii 1925 p. 204 ff., A. D. Knox in the Loeb ed.
London 1929 p. 196 ff., E. Diehl Anthologia lyrica Graeca2 Lipsiae 1936 i. 3. 123. Cp.
E. A. Barber in New Chapters in the History of Greek Literature Oxford 1921 p. 6).

M. P. Nilsson Homer and Mycenae London 1933 p. 267 with fig. 56 claims that a
Cy pro-Mycenaean vase of c. 1300 B.C., found during the Swedish excavations in the
upper burial stratum of chamber tomb no. 17 at Enkomi, represents 'Zeus taking
the scales of destiny in order to determine the fate of the combatants, a famous scene
of the Iliad,' etc. But Sir A. Evans The Palace of Minos London 1935 iv. 2. 659 n. 2
fig. 646 justly demurs. The scene is merely commercial, or at most a matter of ransom.

Fig. 898.

ii. 739 ff. early types of Zeus advancing from left to right. C. D. Bicknell suggests to
me (Jan. 3, 1934) that a precursor of Zeus advancing with bolt and bird may be seen on
a pithos-\\di from Knossos, Cretan work of c. 700 B.C., published by S. Marinates in the
Jahrb. d, Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1933 xlviii Arch. Anz. p. 311 figs. 20 and 21 ( = my
fig. 898), cp. T. B. L. Webster in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1939 lix. 103 fig. i. PI. Ixxxi
is from a photograph procured for me from H. G. G. Payne through the kind offices of
my old pupil Mr E. J. P. Raven. The lid shows a nude male figure advancing to the
right with a triple lightning-fork in his right hand, a bird on his left. Before him is a
tripod, on which is another bird with a third on a stone beside it. Beneath the tripod a
human head rises from the ground (Pas central support of the tripod: supra ii. 193).
Marinatos comments: 'Es handelt sich wohl um eine mythologische Szene.' But it is
possible that the 'tripod' was meant for an altar, and that the head seen on the face of it
marks it as the altar of the advancing god. The interpretation is very uncertain.

A bronze statuette (height O'i6sm: bright green patina), found near Epidauros (?),
later in the Tyskiewicz and Dutuit collections, and now in the Petit Palais at Paris,
represents a nude bearded male figure advancing to the right with his right arm raised

and his left thrown forward—the whole on a bronze base inscribed HVBRI j £J$TA$

EflOI^-^E. Peloponnesian work of 600—550 B.C. K. Wernicke in the Rom. Mitth.
1889 iv. 167 f., cp. p. 339 took the subject to be a young warrior with spear and shield.
But most critics have assumed Zeus fulminant (W. Frohner La collection Tyskiewicz
Munich 1892 p. 18 pi. 21 ( = my fig. 899) (' Un aigle perchait sur le revers de la main
gauche du dieu; cette main est d'ailleurs perforce'), Reinach Rtp. Stat. ii. i no. 2,
A. Furtwangler Kleine Schriften Miinchen 1913 ii. 467 fig. 9, G. Lippold in Pauly—
Wissowa Reil-Enc. ix. 33, A. Rumpf in D. H. Haas Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte



Plate LXXXI

Pithos-lid. from Knossos, Cretan work of c. 700 B.C. :
Zeus advancing with triple lightning-fork and bird.

See page 1148 and page 1150 Jig. 898.
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Leipzig 1928 xiii./xiv. p. ix fig. 116 ( ' um 460 v. Chr.'), W. Lamb Greek and Roman
Bronzes London 1929 pp. 95 (c. 550 B.C.), 148 f., 153 pi. 32, a. Frohner's facsimile
of the inscription is repeated in Inscr. Gr. Pelop. i no. 1476).

Between April 1926 and September 1928 a magnificent bronze god was fished up
piecemeal from a depth of more than 25 fathoms in the sea off Artemision. It seems
to have formed part of the cargo on board a ship, which was carrying barrels of late

Fig. 899.

Hellenistic style from northern Greece towards Rome, but foundered in a gale off the
upper end of Euboia. If so, the statue had probably been pillaged from some temple in
Thessaly or Chalkidike or even Thrace. After careful cleaning from accretions and
corrosions, the whole figure (c. -2'iom high) proved to be a nude bearded god striding
forwards with right arm drawn back and left arm outstretched—one of the most impressive
of all Greek statues (Ch. Karouzos 'The Find from the Sea off Artemision' in \he.Journ*
Hell. Stud. 1929 xlix. 141—144 figs, i and 2 pis. 7 and 8, id. ''0 Hoaei8u>v TOV 'AprefUffiov'
in the 'Apx- AeXr. 1930—31 xiii. 41—104 figs, i—42 pis. i (=my fig. 900)—5, H. G.
Beyen La statue d'Artemision La Haye 1930 pp. i—55 pis. 1—13 with further biblio-
graphy p. i n. i). Several problems arise: (i) To what period, school, and sculptor

C. III. 73
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should it be assigned? It belongs clearly to the later part of the transitional period when
fighting-man developed into fighting-god (supra ii. 739 ff., 1222 f.) and may be dated
c. 460 B.C. Beyen attributes it, on rather insufficient grounds, to the Sicyonian school;
Karouzos, more explicitly, to the Sicyonian-Boeotian school of Kalamis. (2) Votive
figure or cult-image? Hardly the latter. A cult-image should be strictly frontal: the
worshipper expects to find a propitious and friendly presence, not to be met by a

Fig. 900.

tremendous antagonist in the act of hurling a missile! (3) Zeus or Poseidon? The
attitude would suit either, according as we assume thunderbolt or trident in the right
hand. Karouzos and Beyen think that the fingers imply a cylindrical trident loosely held
rather than a tightly grasped thunderbolt: yet we must remember that the Greek
thunderbolt often had a rounded handle in the middle, to prevent the god burning
himself. They note further that there is no trace of an eagle on the extended left hand,
and that there is a marked resemblance to the head of Poseidon (certified as such by the
trident over his shoulder) in a terra-cotta relief at Munich (Furtwangler Glyptothek zu
Munchen1 p. 74 f. no. 62). On the other hand it must be admitted that the striding-
warrior type points primarily to Zeus fulminant and only secondarily to Poseidon-
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Indeed, Poseidon leaning on a trident, or striking with a tr ident , may be fairly frequent.
But Poseidon hurling a trident is quite exceptional; and where he is so represented, as
on the early silver coins of Poseidonia, he regularly wears a chlamys over his arms.
Also the head, with its neat plait twisted round trim locks, its long silky moustache,
and its full beard with undulating strands, seems too refined and dignified for any deity
beneath the rank of Zeus. I conclude that the originator of this remarkable type was
deliberately portraying Poseidon in the guise of Zeus (cp. supra ii. 795 n. 3 figs. 762—
764). After all, Poseidon was but a by-form of the greater god (supra p. 736). J.Jiithner,

Fig. 901.

however, in the Ath. Mitth. r937 Ixii. 136—148 decides for an athlete hurling his
akontion \

ii. 741 Zeus Ithomdtas. C. T. Seltman in the Cambridge University Reporter 1932
Ixii. 799 claims that the Brussels tetradrachm of Zankle-Messana (supra ii. 794 f.
%• 757)> 'which should be dated ca, 461 B.C., the year of liberation from the tyranny,
has on the obverse a figure, not of Poseidon, but of Zeus fulminating (Num. Chron.
1883, p. 168) which closely resembles the Zeus Ithomatas on coins of Messenia from
3696.0. onwards (B.M.C. Peloponnesus, PI. xxii, t, 6, 7, 10). Thus the Messanians
of Zankle showed their sympathy with the Messenians, who in 461 were being besieged
on Ithome. Apparently, therefore, Hagelaidas made the statue before 461, therefore at

73—2
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Ithome, and not at Naupactus after 455 B.C. This agrees with other dated works by
the sculptor and does away with the need either for inventing a younger sculptor of the
same name, or for assuming his unnatural longevity.'

ii. 745 n. 4. F. Matz ' Ein Zeuskopf in Villa Borghe^e' in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch.
Arch. Inst. 1931 xlvi. i — 31 with figs. 1—21 and pis. i and 2 reaches the following
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conclusions (p. 31): 'der Zeuskopf Borghese ist der nachste Verwandte des Kasseler
Apoll. Kopiert ist er nach einer Bronzestatue des stehenden Gottes, der mit der Linken
das Zepter aufstiitzte und in der gesenkten Rechten den Blitz hielt. In demselben
Verwandschaftsverhaltnis wie zum Kasseler Apoll steht der borghesische Kopf zu dem
des olympischen Zeus. Auch der Kasseler Apoll und der Zeus Borghese sind also
Schopfungen des Phidias. Jener ist in den fiinfziger Jahren, dieser in dem Jahrzehnt
zwischen 455 und 445 entstanden. Die engen Beziehungen, die zwischen dem olym-
pischen Zeus und dem Zeus Borghese bestehen, sind entscheidend fur die Friihdatierung
des olympischen Zeus und fiir seinen Ansatz vor der Parthenos.'

ii. 746 n. 2 pi. xxxii, r silver statuette of Zeus. A. W. Van Buren in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1937 xli. 489 ff. fig. 6 ( = my fig. 901) illustrates a silver bust of 'Jupiter,' which
was found in 1924, in a crushed state, at a Roman station on the Little St Bernard
('Mons Minoris Jovis') together with a patterned silver ribbon and a figure of Hercules
within the front of a small shrine, likewise of silver (P. Barocelli in the Not. Scam 1924
p. 391). The bust has now been restored and installed in the Museum at Aosta. The
thunderbolt in relief on the right side of the chest implies that the silversmith was copying
some statue of the god with that attribute in his right hand.

ii. 748 f. beardless type of Zeus. T. Birt ' Anxius und Anxur^ in Glotta 1927 xv. 118
discusses the epithet of the Volscian lupiter Anxurus (on whom see E. Aust in Roscher
Lex. Myth. ii. 640 fig., id. in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.\. 2653) and supports the
derivation from £&>, Sfoos already given by Serv. in Verg. Aen. 7. 799 circa mine tractum
Campaniae colebatur puer luppiter, qui Anxyrus dicebatur, quasi &vev £vpov, id est sine
novacula, quia barbam numquam rasisset, et luno virgo, quae Feronia dicebatur, cp.
Akron in Hor. sat. i. 5. 26 Anxur [autem] dictum, quod ibi inberbis luppiter colitur.

ii. 752 the eagle of Zeus. R. J. H. Jenkins (June 3, 1930) notes: 'With regard to
eagles and Zeus, it is interesting to recall that some 3000—4000 B.C. A-anni-padda built
a temple to the Earth Mother Nin-khursag at al 'Ubaid, and over the door flew the
eagle of the sky-god, Im-dugud.' See C. L. Woolley The Sumerians Oxford (1929)
p. 40 f. fig. 10.

ii. 754 n. i Tavium. P. Kretschmer in Glotta 1925 xiv. 304 derives the name of the
town Tavium 'von einer vorphrygischen Stammform Tav- — Zeus, wie die bithynische
Stadt Tieiov (Strabo [542 f., 565]), kontrahiert Tium (T?os Aelian [de nat. an. 15. 5],
flof Ptol. [5. i. 7]) von der phrygischen Namensform Ttv-, armen. tiv "Tag" = gr. Ai/V

ii. 757 n. 8 the chronology of Pheidias' career. Recent discussion by G. Lippold 'Das
Ende des Phidias' in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1923/24 xxxviii/ix. 152—155
(Pheidias was already at work on his Zeus c. 448, but may well have been simultaneously
engaged upon his Athena), H. Schrader Phidias Frankfurt am Main 1924 p. 27 (his
Zeus must be dated between c. 460 and 448, i.e. before his Athena), W. Judeich 'Zum
"Pheidias-Papyrus'" in Hermes 1925 Ix. 50—58 (rejects H. Schrader's view: holds that
Pheidias finished his Athena in 438/7, retired to Elis in 433/2, and was at Olympia
making his Zeus from 432 onwards), E. N. Gardiner Olympia Its History and Remains
Oxford 1925 p. 240 f. (his Zeus should be dated 438—432, i.e. after his Athena), C. Picard
in the Revue de I'histoire des religions 1926 xciii. 80 n. 3 (accepts the finding of H.
Schrader), G. M. A. Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks Yale Univ.
Press 1929 pp. 166—170 (the later dating of Zeus 'would seem to be the more likely,'
but 'We must leave it an open question whether Pheidias left Athens in 438 or in 432').
The contest continues.

ii. 759 the marble statuette of Zeus at Lyons. Esperandieu Bas-reliefs de la Gaule
Rom. iii. 46 f. no. 1810 with three views.

ii. 760 n. 2 throne-legs of white marble. Cp. the statue of Zeus (?) enthroned found in
Delos (J. Chamonard in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1933 Ivii. 155 ff. fig. 16) and the statuette
of Kybele enthroned from a neighbouring site (id. in Delos viii. i. 220 with fig. 97).

ii. 760 f. Alexander's reversion to a pre-Pheidiac type of seated Zeus. One of the
town-gates of Thasos, which can be dated 412—411 B.C., is adorned with an archaising
relief (G. Mendel in the Bull. Corr, Hell. 1900 xxiv. 560—569 pis. 14 and 15 wrongly
dated c. 470 and interpreted as Demeter with Iris, Nike, or Hebe. J. ff. Baker-Penoyre
in the fourn. Hell. Stud. 1909 xxix. 223 says more correctly 'the fine relief of Zeus and
Nike.' C. Picard 'La porte de Zeus a Thasos' in the Rev. Arch. 1912 ii. 43—76, id.
'Encore la porte de Zeus a Thasos' ib. 1912 ii. 385—398, id. in the Revue de fhistoire
des religions 1926 xciii. 81 n. i recognises Zeus and Iris). Within a na'iskos, the pediment
of which is surmounted by an eagle with spread wings, sits Zeus on a throne with back,
arm-rest, support in form of dancer (cp. supra p. 682 figs. 492, 493, p. 700 fig. 517), and
footstool. He wears an Ionic chiton and himdtion with formal pleats, holds a long sceptre
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in his left hand, and fingers a tress of hair with his right. Before him stands Nike, winged
and wearing chit6n and himdtion.

ii. 764 ff. Modifications in the shape of the thunderbolt. E. Unger 'Dreizack' in
Ebert Reallex. ii. 462 deals with the near East (Babylonia, Assyria, Syria, Asia Minor).
G. Furlani 'Fulmini mesopotamici, hittiti, greci ed etruschi' in Studi Etruschi 1931
v. -203—231 is a careful and well-documented survey, but without illustrations.

At Rds es-Shamra, 'Fennel Head,' the capital of ancient Ugarit/some ten miles north
of Laodikeia on the Syrian coast, Prof. Claude F. A. Schaeffer, Director of the French
Archaeological Mission, in 1032 recovered from a small sanctuary 'in the western
periphery of the great temple a splendidly preserved stile (i'45m high), which shows
in champlevi relief Ba'al and, under his protection, a small man—probably a local king.
Ba'al brandishes a club in his right hand and holds in his left a stylised thunderbolt
of unique design. Above, it seems to be an elaboration of the bipartite fork with zig-zags.
Below, it ends in a straight shaft and fine spear-head. The date appears to be s. xiv B.C.
(C. F. A. Schaeffer in The Illustrated London
News for Feb. n, 1933 p. -212 with figs. 5
and 15 on pp. 178 and 181, Mile M. Rutten in
the Encyclopedic photographique de VArt Le
Musee du Louvre: Canaan, Phenicie Paris 1937
ii. 102 with fig. ( = my fig. 902)).

As to the thunderbolt on coins of Olympia,
another specimen of the very rare 'fly'-type
(supra ii. 781 pi. xxxvi, 5) is now in my Fig. 903.
collection. Mr C. T. Seltman informed me
(April 26, 1934) that one or two examples of a late drachmt had come to light, on which
the handle of the bolt took the shape of a small human head, perhaps Keraunos. I am
indebted to Mr E. S. G. Robinson for the casts from which my fig. 903 was made. But
1 should prefer to describe the little facing head as a Gorgoneion, with obvious allusion
to the aigis of Zeus aigiochos, and Mr Robinson (Sept. 7, 1938) agrees ' that the head
is probably that of a gorgon.'

ii. 782 sacrifice to living animals on Greek soil. The goddess Boubrostis, to whom
a black bull was sacrificed at Smyrna (Metrodoros of Chios (Frag. hist. Gr. iii. 205
Miiller) =frag. 3 (Frag. gr. Hist. i. 266 Jacoby) ap. Plout. syrup. 6. 8. i ^86/cet 5' ^
potifipwffTis ^repov elvai (sc. roO J3ov\l/J.ov)- TO 5e reKfJ-rjpiov £\afJ.[ldvo/jLev £K r&v MijrpoSc&pov
'IwviK&v. ioTOpei yelp STL ~2,fj.vpvaloi TO iraXaioc AtoXets OVTCS Otiovffi Bou/SptiicrTet Tavpov
fitXava Kal KCLTa^ij/ai'Tes avTboopov 6\oKavToviriv) may well have been a personified Gadfly
(see W. Leaf on //. 24. 532, but also O. Kern in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. iii. 933).
An Athenian inscription of the early fourth century B.C. prescribes Kvfflv irbirava. Tpia.
(Michel Recueil dlnscr.gr. no. 672, 9), on which see U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff
Isyllos von Epidauros Berlin 1886 and supra p. 1083.

ii. 784 Keraunos. C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 81 n. 3
suggests that the small figure beneath the throne of Zeus on the gateway at Thasos (supra
on ii. 760 f.) may be ' une personnification de la foudre.' Improbable.

ii. 788 n. o. Two five-pronged forks, aptly illustrating the Tre^Trci/SoXa of//, i. 463 =
Od. 3. 460, were found in a 'Depotfund' of c. 1000 B.C. at Tecchiarello di Pariana in
the province of Massa-Carrara and are now at Florence (F. von Duhn in Ebert Reallex.
ii. 378 no. 118, id. 'Pempobolon' in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1926 xli Arch.
Anz. pp. 331—334 fig. i).

ii. 789 ff. the trident as a lightning-fork. See now G. Furlani ' Sulla preistoria del
tridente di Posidone' in Studi e Materiali di storia delle religioni 1932 viii. 42—47
with figs.

E. F. Coote Lake 'Shrove Tuesday in South Dalmatia' in Folk-Lore 1927 xxxviii.
371—375 describes the Carnival at Cattaro in 1922, when a young man wearing a black
mask with sheep's horns and carrying a small black trident, about two feet long, leapt
high in the air throughout the procession. Lake suggests (p. 374) that this was magic to
make the crops grow high, and that the magician bore 'his old trident-thunderbolt as
part of the fertility rites.' Possible, but precarious.

Sir John Marshall's discovery of a chalko-lithic civilisation on the Indus has enabled
us now to trace the figure of Civa back to a period c. 3000 B.C., when he appears as an
ithyphallic god with bull's horns and a raised point between them. Sir John suggested to
me in conversation that this arrangement of two curved horns and a central spike may
have developed at a later date into (Diva's attribute the trident.

ii. 802. On Jan. 10, 1927 I saw two other specimens of the M. Herennius terra cotta
belonging to Messrs W. S. Lincoln & Son. One of these corresponded closely with that
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described by Mr E. J. Seltman (supra ii. 1225) and was obviously modern. The other,
of heavier make and devoid of the signature T. AT, represented three herms in juxta-
position—Poseidon, Zeus, Hades—all wearing kdlathoi and each marked in front by his
attribute. Was this M. Herennius the decurio of Pompeii who was struck by lightning
on a cloudless day (Plin. nat. 'hist. 2. 137: F. Miinzer in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
viii. 664) ?

ii. 805 the Etruscan bidental. See further G. Furlani ' II bidental .etrusco e un'
iscrizione di Tiglatpileser I d' Assiria' in Studi e Materiali di storia delle religioni 1930
vi. 9—49 (reviewed by G. B. Pighi in Aevum 1930 iv. 415—417 and by L. Banti in Studi
etruschi 1931 v. 624).

ii. 807 n. 5 (5) astragalomanteta. E. Riess in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. ii. 1793 and
T. Hopfner ib. Suppl. iv. 51—56. An article on 'Wurforakel' is promised for the
' Nachtrag' of vol. ix of the Handwbrterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin 1938— .

ii. 808 n. o (9) Zeus Keraunios in Moesia Inferior. C. M. Danoff ' Eine neue Weihung
an Zeus Keraunios aus Niedermoesien' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1936 xxxiii. 166—169 with

Fig. 904.

fig. ( = my fig. 904) publishes a rectangular limestone altar of Roman date found in 1925
at Tirnovo near Nikopolis. Its dedication runs 'AyaOrji Ti$x»/[t] | Ail KepaiWw 'B7rt0a|-
vfffTdrci) Kara dvelpov \ tiriTayriv AeK^ta 'EirlKTi]<ns \ [vTr]ep eavrrjs KO.I rov dv\[dpbs] Ae y
ZaTT/ov | Ka[l T](av T^KVUV icai TU[I>] \ [f]dluv etfx'?' X^Ptv dp&rnjfff.e]. The husband's name
was perhaps Aeicl/Mos or Ae/coifyuos.

ii. 808 n. o (13) Zeus Keraunios in Thessaly. A. S. Arvanitopoulos in the 'A.px- 'E0.
1924 pp. 143—146 no. 388 fig. 2 ( = my fig. 905) publishes a stile of local grey marble,
found in the ruins of a temple of Zeus at Pythion (Topbliane) in Thessaly. This is
inscribed in lettering of c. 200 B.C. or a little earlier [A?; or fi]/j.oKpdTr)s' Av[Ti]ir[dT~\po[v~\ \
[Ka]l ['EjuftJ^jKij Ha,vffav\iov] \ [A]« | Ke\pav\v'ua and bears a relief representing Zeus as a
bearded god, in a himdtion, striding from left to right. His raised right hand brandishes
a bolt; his outstretched left has an eagle on the forearm and appears to touch the apex
of a tombstone, round which is bound a fillet painted purple. To the right of the tomb-
stone stands Epinike, fully draped and perhaps carrying %.phidle. Kern thought her a
priestess, but Arvanitopoulos with more probability supposes that she was the wife of
De(?)mokrates, that her husband had been killed by lightning, and that she put up this
votive relief to avoid sharing in his fate.

ii. 808 n. o (17) Zeus Keraunios at Rome. This inscription is included in the latest
(1933) fascicule of the Corp. inscr. Lat. vi. 4 no. 36802.

ii. 811 n. 5 fig. 777. Furtwangler Ant. Gemmen i pi. 48, 4, ii. 4 comments: 'friiher
Sammlung Blacas...wohl Titus oder Domitian.'

ii. 812 fig. 778. C. T. Seltman in The Cambridge Ancient History Cambridge 1934
Plates iv. 144 fig. b speaks of 'a small Cupid (wing and lower part only preserved)
helping to support the huge thunderbolt.' I see rather a Giant with snaky legs and curled
wing. The Pergamene frieze had set the fashion.
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ii. 814 n. 3 with fig. 780 the relief from Emesa. Similar reliefs have been found at

Palmyra (Tadmor}. H. A. Seyrig in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1933 xlviii Arch.
Anz. pp. 715—742 figs, i—9 presents a preliminary report on the excavations carried out
there by the French Department of Antiquities in 1930—1933 and supplements on many
points the handsome work of T. Wiegand and his colleagues (Palmyra Berlin 1932 i.
i —171 with plan of town, ii pis. r—100). It appears that the Palmyrene temple was
dedicated on April 6, 32 A.D. to the triad Bel, laribol, and Aglibol. Somewhat later it

Fig. 905.

was surrounded by four colonnades, on the north, east, and south by a double row of
lower columns, on the west, where the main Propylaion lay, by a single row of higher
columns, all of the Corinthian order, but unfluted. Work began at the north-west angle
in early Flavian times, and continued along the north, east, south, and west sides,
reaching completion c. 150 A.D. Within this great quadrangle, some 200'" square, still
stands on its broad podium a Corinthian pseudodipteral temple (8 x 15 columns, fluted)
with the foundations of its altar on the north and its lustral basin on the south. It had
originally two pediments and was ^«a.«'-Greek in plan, a north-to-south oblong with a
door at the southern end. The plan, however, underwent sundry modifications. The
southern door was built up. A fresh door was opened in the western side, south of its
centre. A couple of adyta was constructed at either end of the nabs. The northern
ddyton, with much mythological decoration, seems to have housed the pdredroi of Bel—
the sun-god laribol and the moon-god Aglibol. These names suggest that the principal
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Palmyrene god was properly called Bol, not Bel, the latter spelling being due to Baby-
lonian influence. The southern ddyton, with simple geometric and plant designs, was
possibly used for the lectislernium of the god. The roof of the northern ddyton is a square
monolith hollowed out to form a dome, which is decorated with hexagonal compartments
containing busts of the seven gods of the week—in the middle lupiter, round him Sol,
Mars, Luna, Venus, Saturnus, Mercurius—and ringed by the signs of the zodiac with
four eagles in the spandrels. Bel was clearly conceived as a cosmic power. The lintel
of the ddyton-door (cp. supra ii. 431) showed a great eagle with spread wings seen against
a background of stars and flanked by laribol on the right and probably Aglibol on the
left. On a level with the eagle's claws is a long snake, symbol of the sun's course,
between six balls representing the other planets. Lastly, the space between the columns
and the naos-wa.ll was spanned by a series of vertical slabs supporting the roof of the
pteron and carved with reliefs illustrative of the cult. The reliefs have been studied by
H. A. Seyrig 'Bas-reliefs de la cella du temple de Bel' in Syria 1933 xiv. 253—260
fig. 2 lintel, fig. 5 dome, id*. 'Bas-reliefs monumentaux du temple de Bel a Palmyre'

C v \ j TO I C T £ K W O ' CO
M H C I M O J K A !£i I O^A
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Fig. 906.

ib. 1934 xv. 155 — 186. One of them (ib. 1934 xv. 178—181 fig. 2) renders laribol in
military dress, with rayed nimbus and sceptre, standing between Aglibol, likewise
in military dress but with crescent horns and spear, and a fully draped goddess with
sceptre (Beltis?) — a fairly close parallel to the relief from Emesa. Another (ib. 1934
xv. 173—178 pi. 22) shows Aglibol joining hands with a second and ill-preserved god
over an altar set out with pine-cones, a pomegranate, and an apple, above which hovers
an eagle bearing a snake (?) in its beak and a palm-branch in its talons. The scene takes
place in a sanctuary marked by a cypress-tree etc. Fortunately a Palmyrene relief at Rome
with a bilingual inscription enables us to name the second god Malachbelos (W. Helbig
Fuhrer durch die offentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertumer in Rom? Leipzig 1912
i. 566 f. no. 988, Reinach Rtp. Reliefs iii. 177 no. 5, Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt. Pal. d.
Conserv. Rome p. 257 f. Scala v no. 3 pi. 100. Inscr. Gr. Sic. It. no. 971 'AyXip&Xu
Kal MaXax/3i?Xw Trarp&ois ffeois \ Kal TO viyvov dpyvpouv aiiv iravrl K<5f/*w dv^6f)K(e) \ T.
Aify>(i7\tos) 'H\i6dwpos 'Ai>Ti6xov 'Adpiavbs ILaXfivprivbs £K r&v Idiuv virtp \ ffwniplas atirov
Kal r(rjs) ffuppiov Kal T(&V) TCKVWV, i-rovs &<$> (547 Seleucid era=235 A.D.) fj.t}v6s ILepiriov)
— another solar power (W. Drexler in Roscher 7>.r. Myth. ii. 2293 — 2301, K. Preisendanz
in Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 824 — 828).

ii. 818 f. Zeus Zbelsourdos with snake. C. Picard in the Revue de fhistoire des
religions 1926 xciii. 77 n. 3 cp. a small unpublished bronze in the Musee Saint-Pierre
at Lyons, which portrays the god with a snake rolled round the arm that holds the
thunderbolt. But does this betoken his aigis!

G. I. Katsarov in the Bulletin de I'Institut archtologique bulgare 1934 viii. 44 — 68
lists new dedications to deities, e.g. 'rough statues of... Zeus Zbelthiurdos, Kybele,
Mithras, Dionysus, etc.' (D. M. Robinson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1936 xl. 140).
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ii. 823 n. i Dionysos as ijpws? W. R. Halliday The Greek Questions of Plutarch

Oxford 1928 p. 29 prints my emendation A0eti> 17/9', w kibwce and p. 157 f- is 'inclined
to welcome' it.

G. Seure 'NE02 HPOS, KOTPOS HPOS' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1929 xlii. 241—254
discusses two sepulchral stelai from Odessos ( Varna), one inscribed ' AycaO-fivtap 'Avarovplov
vtos TJpuv (fig. i), the other 'Apre/ufSwpos ~Nov/j.riviov, \ KoOpos rjpws [vfjC\v<ad6s, x°"Pe (fig- 2)-

ii. 824 ff. The whip of Zeus. L. Laistner Nebelsagen Stuttgart 1879 pp. 45, 160 f.
already cites from German folk-lore proof that lightning was regarded as a long whip
held by a fiery female form amid thunder-clouds, as a blue whip held by the storm-god,
etc. Stegemann in the Handwbrterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin — Leipzig 1927
i. 1400 ' Auch als Peitsche, Rute und Kugel in der Hand mythischer Gestalten dient
der

ii. 833 n. 8 with fig. 793. See now Mendel Cat. Sculpt. Constantinople iii. 47 f.
no. 842 fig. Id. ib. p. 48 ff. describes and illustrates a series of small altars dedicated
to Zeus Brontdn: ( i ) p. 48 ff. no. 843 with three figs. (=my fig. 906) (Ineunu, early
s. iii A.D.) 'AyaGrj TtixV' Ii Ati Bpoi/roWi 'Ewr)\K6tt} 6e$ AaSSs Ao/xa | o~vi> roils T^KVOIS
'0\vr)rrifji:tt> Kal AiofjLg. \ Kal Xpucrty i;7rep TU>V \ Idiuv eirxyv av^artjcrav. Front : bust of Zeus
facing, with large garland round head; below, Hermes with caducetis, purse, and ram
before a wreathed altar, on which is perched an eagle with a leafy sprig in its beak.
Back : rosette between horns ; bull running to right uphill. Left side : two-handled vase
with grape-bunches ; two bucrania with frontlets above plough. Right side : traces of
bust with radiate nimbus. (2) p. 50 f. no. 844 fig. (Ineunu, early s. iii A.D.). Front:
rosette and the inscription AyaOrj Ti^x??' I Ad ~BpdvTuv TI M.evvr)s Q\a\\ov abv T^KVOIS
Kara 4\irirayiiv a.v\ecrrj]ffa.v. Back : bust of god, bearded (?) ; eagle on wreath, below
which is inscribed Atos ~M.eyi<rrov. Sides: rosette above bucranium. (3) p. 51 f. no. 845
fig. (Gumbet, s. iii A.D.) 'A.ya6\TJ TrixiT | A[tl "&po]vrGivri M^rjs] | [2~\ffTT)<rev Kara Kt\ev\-
[O-LV] TOV Qeov. Front : crescent ; half-length bust of Zeus with short beard and long hair,
eagle on right shoulder. Back : two bucrania above plough. Left side : rounded vase
above thunderbolt. Right side: rounded vase with two handles, vine-branch. Supra
ii. 836.

S. Ferri 'Nuovi monument! plastici dello Zeus di Bitinia' in Histona 1932 vi. 238 —
273 starts from a bust of coarse-grained Asiatic marble (figs, i — 3) and a similar head
(fig. 4) in the Museum at Brussa (Prousa). Both are third-century effigies of Zeus,
comparable with a head at Berlin (fig. 5) and with the inscribed bust of Zeus Bronton
in the British Museum (fig. 6=supra ii. 837 fig. 794). Ferri goes on to consider analogous
heads in later art, e.g. the silver bust of Zeus from Little St Bernard (fig. 7 unrestored,
supra p. 1153 fig. 901 restored), which he regards as descended from the original type of
the Bithynian Zeus.

But by far the most important contribution to our knowledge of Zeus Bronton is the
painstaking study by C. W. M. Cox and A. Cameron in Monumenta Asiae Minoris
antiqua Manchester Univ. Press 1937 v pp. xxxiv — xliv. These two scholars iii the
course of a four-weeks vacation (March 26 — April 21, 1931) traversed the districts
of Dorylaeion and Nakoleia, and catalogued there no fewer than 323 monuments, 282
for the first time. Among the new finds are 56 dedications to Zeus Brontdn : and a
useful conspectus of previously published inscriptions is added by way of appendix
(pp. 172 — 176). A propos of 'sepulchral-dedicatory inscriptions' the authors comment
(p. xxxvii) : ' It is curious that nowhere else in Asia Minor should epitaphs explicitly
combined with dedications have been found or epitaphs concealed beneath dedications
have been reasonably suspected; that the area should be virtually identical with that
of the Zeus Bronton cult ; and that Zeus Bronton, though by no means monopolising the
dedications of the region and very far from dominating the coin-types, should virtually
monopolise the dedicatory epitaphs. ... It may well be that the explicit dedication of the
grave to the god was here thought to be the most effective means of rendering it
inviolable, and that Zeus Bronton receives the dedications, not only as the most
prominent local deity, but as the god who made his presence felt most potently and
whose wrath might most drastically strike down the impious or, by drought or storm,
devastate their means of livelihood.' But Cox and Cameron 'regard it as still open to
question whether Zeus Bronton was a chthonic deity ' (p. xliii) and urge that inscription
no. 225 (Seyit Gazi (Nakoleia)) Oeots Ka | < KO, > Tax6o\vlois Kal \ Ail Bpov $ | TWI»TI$
' need not imply any intimate connection ' between him and the Geol Karax&ovioi, though
they hasten to add : ' None the less, if only from his constant association with the tomb,
Zeus Bronton no doubt came to be conceived as having a chthonic aspect' (p. xliii).
They demur (ib,), perhaps rightly, to my contention that he was served with mystic rites
in a cave (supra ii. 836 ff. ef ai5X??s, speleum), and note (p. xli) that he and Apollon ' may
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have been atwaoi. 0eol' (nos. 173 Ayvacik, 181 Kuyucak}. Lastly, they dissent from
Sir W. M. Ramsay's view that Zeus Brontdn was called ' the Father god' and ' the
Victorious Father' (supra ii. 836). In inscription no. 232 from Seyit Gazi (Nakoleia)
- - - - | At EpovruivTI etxw \ Kal irarpl 6e& ' i t seems probable that, as Korte thought
(A.M. xxx, 1900, p. 442), 11. 3—4 link to the dedication to Bronton an epitaph to the
dedicator's father, now dead and deified, and not a further dedication to a deity known
to the citizens of Nacolea as flar^p 6e6s' (p. in). 'Even in the Nacolean village
dedication NetKavwp Kal Ta[r]eis Au "RpovrQivTi /cat Net/ojropi irarpL (Ann. deW Inst. xxxiii,
1861, p. 188, no. 38, at Ayvali)... we incline (partly owing to the resemblance of the
names) to see in Neuc/iropi. irarpi the deceased father of Neikanor... and not a god
Nei/c^TW/3 Ilar^/)' (p. 112).

ii. 836. On Zeus as 'Hearer of Prayer' see the valuable article by O. Weinreich
'9EOI EnHKOOr in the Ath. Mitth. 1912 xxxvii. i—68 (especially pp. 23—25) and
an interesting supplement to it by the same author in his Gebet und Wunder Stuttgart
1929 pp. 200—204 ('Die Ovpides am Himmel, beim Ort der Gebetsaudienzen. Eine
Interpretation von Lukian, Ikaromenippos 23 ff.').

ii. 838 Dionysos Bromios. C. Picard in the Revue de fhistoire des religions 1926 xciii.
83 n. 2 would explain the appellative by a reference to R. Pettazzoni / misteri Bologna
(1925) pp. i—40 ( 'II rombo').

ii. 838 ritual enthronement. See now A. D. Nock in S\\&Journ. Hell. Stud. 1926 xlvi.
47 f. ('Thronosis').

ii. 854 n. 9. To the bibliography of Kleanthes' Hymn add E. Neustadt ' Der Zeus-
hymnos des Kleanthes' in Hermes 1931 Ixvi. 387—401 (in line 4 is content with
T.Bergk's cj. 6'Aou), A. S. Way Hymns of Callimachus with the Hymn of Kleanthes
in English verse London 1934 p. 35 f-, M. Meunier Hymnes philosophiques d'Aristole,
Cleanthe et Produs Paris 1935 pp. i—116.

ii. 859 ff. Kairos. A. A. Papadopoulos 'K<u/>6s' in the 'J&irerijpls 'Eratpetas Rvfavrivwv
~Lirov8G>v 1927 iv. 251—256 is summarised by G. Soyter in the Berl. philol. Woch.
Sept. 22, 1928 pp. 1168 (Papadopoulos explains Kcupos 'als den Boten des Patriarchen,
der dem Kaiser meldete, dass es "Zeit" sei, indie Hagia Sophia zu gehen. Spater
habe Kaipos in der kirchlichen Sprache die Bedeutung " Erlaubnis (zum Messelesen)"
angenommen').

ii. 861 fig. 799. The fragmentary replica at Athens is included in O. Walter
Beschreibung der Reliefs im Kleinen Akropolismuseum in Athen Wien 1923 p. 74
no. 125 fig. Another, better preserved, was found at Tragurium (Trogir) in Dalmatia
in 1928 and is published by M. Abramic ' Ein neues Kairos-Relief' in \hzjahresh. d.
oest. arch. Inst. 1930 xxvi. i—8 pi. i with figs. 2 and 4. A relief at Petrograd is similar,
but has the bearded type of Kairos (E. Curtius in the Arch. Zeit. 1876 xxxiii. 8 pi. 2, i
condemns it as a forgery, Reinach R£p. Reliefs iii. 490 no. 3).

ii. 863 n. i fig. 801. H. Volkmann 'Studien zum Nemesiskult' in the Archivf. Rel.
1928 xxvi. 298 no. 4 with fig. i.

ii. 869 n. 2 Zeus Aktatos on Mt Pelion. The alleged discoveries of A. S. Arvanito-
poulos stand in much need of verification. On June 27, 1934 Dr N. Bachtin wrote to
me from Athens to say that early in May he had visited Pliassidi and found the place
indicated by Arvanitopoulos 'still covered with deep snow.' Dr Bachtin continues:
' The peribolos was nowhere visible (though I cannot absolutely assert that it does not
exist, since it might have been under the snow). Moreover, there is not a single sherd
anywhere round to suggest the idea of a site that has ever been built on. Three weeks
later I returned there with Mr Wade-Gery of Wadham. There was still too much snow
to allow a thorough examination, but all that could be seen fully confirmed my suspicions,
and Mr Wade-Gery agreed with me entirely. After that, I had the opportunity of meeting
in Volo Giannopoulos...and mentioned my fears to him. He too expressed the gravest
doubts as to the reliability of the results claimed by Arvanitopoulos.' With praiseworthy
persistence Dr Bachtin visited Pliassfdi yet again in the summer, when the snow had
melted, and camped there for some time. He reports (Dec. n, 1938): ' I found that the
site I had examined with Wade-Gery in the spring was not the one which Arvanitopoulos
meant: the supposed temple site is just above it—-on the very summit marked 1548 on
the Greek staff map. The shallow cave, or rather hole, is just below the trig, point and
there seem to be some traces of a wall running from summit 1548 towards the lower
summit marked 1529. There are also bits of tile... That is all, so that my conclusion
remains substantially the same: Arvanitopoulos' sketch of his "excavation" is pure
invention.'
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ii. 874 n. 2 Zeus Karaids. A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 399 ff. no. 17

gives the text of the dedication from Thespiai (supra on ii. 727) rol crtf<r[(7tr]oi Au |
Kapatot dv£6fav \ Hoti0u>v \ ScSXaw 'Hvecrida/jios \ Aa/iorAes | Ato^crtos | M^es ' AvTi<f>dwv \
'Aplvravdpos. He cp. a .?#/£ from Akraiphia, now at Thebes (inv. no. 957), inscribed
lapbv \ Atos | Kepcuw and perhaps another from the same town inscribed Kepatu (P. Per-
drizet in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1898 xxii. 253 no. 7 had transcribed it as Kepcu<t>).

ii. 875 n. i (i). E. Sittig should have said Erythrai, not Smyrna (L. Robert in the
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1933 Ivii. 472 n. 5).

ii. 876 n. i Zeus Hypsistos. Further evidence includes the following items: (5 a) Sparta.
A. M. Woodward in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1923 — 1924; 1924 — 1925 xxvi. 222 — 224
publishes three dedications on small marble altars, perhaps used as building material, in
the theatre at Sparta: no. 16 Au ] 'T^tary | Net/c^pws | eyxfijv], no. 17 Ato/cX^s] | Ad
"Thierry | ei/xfy, no. 18 'A$po5«'<rt os 8oCXos | KXau. IIparo|\d,oii TOU Bpa|<rt5oi; Ati 'T[i/']|-
[tcrry euxV] with an epigram restored by A. Wilhelm 0pt)<TKel\a.<.ffiv v\-irepfj.e\yd\a[iffu> rovS'
dveOt]Ka,1\\ 8<ppa TIS | els £p.bv \ ydos 4a aOpfiffas | [dyopetioi. • (or dyopetiy)] || "roi'wc yap
/j.ep6\Trwv Kal \ [ye]vey [6a\£dei (or 6a\epri)]."

(9) Makedonia. C. Avezou — C. Picard in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1913 xxxvii. 100 no. 8
(a broken slab of white marble at Thessalonike) 6ewt 'T^to-riot KO.T' eiri.Ta.yty IOYEC
(' L'existence d'une colonie juive a Thessalonique dans 1'antiquite [Acts 17. i] fait
supposer que le 6eos "Ti/'tcrros est ici, comme en d'autres cas, le Jahve des Hebreux').
This grafting of Jewish henotheism on to a Greek stem is comparable with St Paul's
treatment of the dedication 'Ayv&artf Geip (Acts 17. 23). C. F. Edson in the Harvard
Theological Review 1936 xxix. 62 n. 53 reports that Ch. I. Makatonas has found more
Zeus Hypsistos inscriptions at Kozani in Makedonia.

(to) Thrace. G. Bakalakis in QpaKiKd 1935 vi. 302 ft.— Rev. Arch. 1937 ii. 385 no.
168 (Tsari near Cavalla) Au 'Ti/'icrrwt fuxaPLaLT'!l]\PlOJ' K-T- ^- on behalf of Rhoimetalkas iii.

( i r a) Dacia. C. Daicoviciu 'Contributions au syncretisme religieux a Sarmizegetusa'
in the Amiarul Universitatea Cluj, Publ. Instit. Studii clasice 1928 — 1932 i. 81 — 88
publishes seven inscriptions on altars found at Sarmizegetusa illustrating syncretism.
' Thus we have an altar to Invicto Deo Serapidi, another where Sol Invictus (Mithras)
is included in a list of Roman deities, 9ey 'Tr/wr^ eir^Kb^ [p. 85 no. 3 6e£ 'T^krrcfj
'EirriKoq evxa-piaTovaa aved-r)it(ev) Ai'Xi'a Kocrcrta], Fortunae Daciarum, etc.' (D. M. Robinson
in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 135).

(17) Karia. lasos (B. Haussoullier in the Bull. Corr. Hell, 1884 viii. 456 no. 4 a
white marble boundary stone Atos | 'ft/aa-rou). Mylasa (A. W. Persson id. 1922 xlvi. 414
no. 18 L. A | Ad | 'T^tWwft]). Stratonikeia (A. Laumonier ib. 1934 Iviii. 337 no. 21 fig. 21
[A]tet 'Ti^f|[(r]rw Kal 6[e]]w 'AyaBui \ SoK-pd,T»j[s] — a striking combination of appellatives).

(19) Delos. For the uplifted hands of my fig. 817 C. Picard in the Revue de I'histoire
des religions 1926 xciii. 92 n. o cites F. Cumont in the Atti delta Pontificia Accademia
romana di afcheologia Serie iii Memorie 1923 i. i 'II sole vindice dei delitti ed il simbolo
delle mani alzate ' pp. 65 — 80.

A. Plassart in Delos xi. 289 — 293 ('Le sanctuaire de Zeus Hypsistos') includes fig. 234
ground-plan, figs. 235 and 236 views, fig. 237 four leaden 'figurines d'envoutement ' found
in the precinct, and one inscription on a white marble block IIoo-[^s] H.o<ri[d]u>y[l]oy \ [8s
eTTOtet?] rbv irepi/3o\ov \ [/cat ra tv] avrwi xP77<TlT')7P'a Att' Thierry Kal \ (teois ols roi)s j3

(23) Phrygia. Sir W. M. Ramsay Asianlc Elements in Greek Civilisation London
1927 pp. 182 — 189 devotes a chapter to 'The Waggon (Benna)' and again concludes
(p. 1 88): 'The god on the car, Benneus or Zeus Bennios, was the peasant-god, the
trainer of men in the art of agriculture. He lives in legend as Gordius, whose ox-drawn
car was preserved as a holy relic at the Phrygian Gordion ' [Swoboda in Pauly— Wissowa
Real-Enc. vii. 1590^ A. Korte Gordion (jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. Erganzungs-
heft v) Berlin 1904 p. 16 already claims that the famous waggon was first meant for Zeus
[cp. supra i. 338 n. 2] and later transferred to the 'Bauernkonig' Gordios].

(23 a) Pisidia. Suppl. epigr. Gr. vi no. 550 Saghir 6 afirbs Sfct^juvos Kal £TI ewiKa.Ta-
\et7rw T17 Kt6yU,j? (Syvdpia) ' e/c TOKOV \\ yelvecrOai fi£(Syvdpia) p' e/c TOKOV \\ yelvecrOai fi£<v>\vos Aet Ka\a\Kayaditj} v\irep

This bequest was first published by Sir W. M. Ramsay Studies in the History
and Art of the Eastern Provinces of the Roman Empire London 1906 p. 345 no. 25 (id.
in \hejourn. Hell. Stud. 1912 xxxii. 162 no. 25), then discussed by J. Zingerle in the
Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien Phil. -hist. Klasse Anzeiger 1923 pp. 61 — 63 no. 2
(proposing /&|(K)OS for BG|NOC), and lastly defended by Sir W. M. Ramsay in the
Journ. Hell. Stud. 1933 liii. 317 no. 550.

(25) Paphlagonia. E. Kalinka in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst. 1933 xxviii Beiblatt
pp. 64 — 66 no. 13 with fig. 31 publishes the ' Vogelfels' at Kushkaja near Amastris. An
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artificially smoothed rock-wall is here decorated with ambitious carvings worked in very
high relief. From the top of rock-cut steps rise two rock-cut bases side by side. That on
the left supports a column c. 4™ high, on which an eagle c. 2m high but now headless sits
with spread wings. That on the right supports an arched distyle niche, within which
stands a male figure clad in a toga but minus his head. The base below the eagle-column
is inscribed 6ecDt 'T^icrrui. \ 'E7r?7/c6[w]i 'HX[^w]t | eti[epKij? %$]pa,v \ [«]ai \rbv de?]r[6c...] |
r[a]to[i' ] | [----] . Above the arched niche is a tabula ansata with a longer inscription
beginning virtp Tr)[s] Se[/3a](r[T]??s el[pi?ivr]s /cat] ets | rijv rei[j.i][v] X [T]i[/3]e[/}/]ou K[Xa]ii[5]i'ou
Te[pfJia]vi[Kov] | Ka/cr[a]po[s] Ze/ii[a]<rTou 6 TOV e[7r]oi'[/>ci]j'[t<w #e]o[G] | Se/Sfao-JroO [d/j%ie-
pe]i)[s] /c.T.X. A neighbouring inscription in both Latin and Greek (Corp. inscr. Lat. iii
Suppl. no. 6983 = Dessau Inscr. Lat. seL no. 5883) shows that the dedicator was G. lulius
Aquila (nomen omen) 'divi August! perpetuus sacerdos,' and dates his dedication to the
year 45 A. D.

(29) Syria. Doura on the Euphrates. C. Hopkins in P. V. C. Baur—M. I. Ros-
tovtzeff The Excavations at Dura-Eurofos Second Season 1928—1929 Yale Univ. Press
1931 pp. 86—90 fig. 2 publishes an inscribed stone slab found within the tower of the
temple of the Palmyrene gods on what appears to have been the site of an older sanctuary
(-TOVS /3ou' | (jirivos Alov \ irepl 5' upav i]fji,e\piv^v creicr/woO | Kara TTJV x&pav I yevo^vov ^ |
:r6Xis TOV j3u\/j.bv dvrrytipev \ Mfyiffrui. Ad. The exact date of the earthquake would thus
be about 10 o'clock in the morning of Oct. 26/7, 160 A.D. Hopkins cp. the votive
inscription of Byblos for escape from an earthquake (R. Dussaud in the Rev. Arch. 1896
i. 299 on a stone altar [Ad Zwjr^pt j 'A7roXX65w|/)os NiK<avo(s) | dirb creia-fj-ov \ diavuOds
<W|077/cec), and adds: 'from the north wall of the pronaos come two graffiti to greatest
Zeus scratched near the person to the right in the scene of the Roman tribune sacrificing'
(F. Cumont Fouilles de Doura-Europos (1922—1923) Paris 1926 p. 387 f. no. 25 Aids
i/Leyiarov, j ['E]oTia? and below Ai6s Me[yl]o-r[ov] with col. pi. 50). See further R. Cagnat
—M. Besnier in the Rev. Arch. 1931 ii. 369 no. 114, A. M. Woodward in the Journ.
Rom. Stud. 1933 xxiii. 93. M. Rostovtzeff Dura-Europos and its Art Oxford 1938 p. 65
(cp. pp. 36 and 44 with pi. 6 plans and restoration by H. Pearson) sums up: 'Zeus
Megistos was probably the interpretatio graeca of one of the local Semitic names of the
great sky god. He succeeded in all probability in this temple to the great Greco-
Macedonian god Zeus Olympius. His synnaos theos in this temple and his acolyte was
the Arabian light and caravan god Arsu.'

Damaskos. R. Mouterde in Syria 1925 vi. 246—252 no. 33 pi. 33, 2a and 2b

publishes an altar of Zeus Mdnaphos found somewhere in the Ifaurdn and now at
Damaskos. The basalt block bears in high relief of c. s. iv A.D. a half-length bust
of the deity, who is beardless and has curling locks like a sun-god, a Syrian collar,
and Greek drapery. Front: ZeO Md\va<pe, fJ.\l~]\£ov[a. TT]]\[I> r^xy]- Left side: ZeO
M[dj»a]0[e], | pi f ova ryv \ rvx^v. \ B(?)ov/j.t>o s 'IvdOys \ e&ffffHas \ /3ic6a-as | \a\vedijKe. Cp.
Corp. inscr. Lat. iii. r no. 3668 = Dessau Inscr. Lat. sel. no. 4349 (Aquincum or, more
probably, Carnuntum) dis patris Ma|nalpho et Thean|drio pro sal. | dd. nn., | Cl. Vic-
torinus | eq. coh. B Canprag. | et Cl. Maximus fil., | dom. Can., v. s. 1. 1., where J. H.
Mordtmann in the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschaft 1875 p. 106
n. i rightly cj. Manapho. T. Noldeke in J. Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and
Ethics Edinburgh 1908 i. 66zb says: 'The name Manaf, "height," "high place," is also
a kind of abstract noun. That Manaf was worshipped as a god [among the ancient Arabs]
is proved by the testimony of a verse, and is confirmed by the occurrence of the name
^Abd Manaf, which was especially common at Mecca and among the neighbouring tribe
of Hudhail.' See further W. Drexler in Roscher Lex. Myth. ii. 2309 f., K. Preisendanz
in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xiv. 971.

(30) Phoinike. M. Pillet 'Le Temple de Byblos' in Syria 1927 viii. 105—112 gives
a ground-plan (pi. 28) and views (pis. 29 and 30) of the famous temple, excavated in
June 1926. R. Dussaud ib. pp. 113—125 discusses its restoration (fig. 2 after a coin
of Macrinus).

(33) Aigyptos. C. Roberts—T. C. Skeat—A. D. Nock 'The gild of Zeus Hypsistos'
in the Harvard Theological Review 1936 xxix. 39—89 publish with elaborate and valuable
commentary a papyrus sheet of the late Ptolemaic period (c. 69—58 B.C.) containing
regulations for the gild with its election of an annual president, its monthly banquet in
the sanctuary of Zeus, its standing orders, etc.: 3 ff. ayaOrji TI/X^'. | VO/JLOS Sv £6evro
[KO]TO, KOIVOV ol e/c TTJS roO Aids 'f\f/iffTov ffvvbSov rovrov elvcu Kijpiov, \ ical iroiowres KaOl
5ia.y[op]etiei irpQ>Tov fifr irpoxeipiffdnevoi ^TT' tavT&v \ fryoi'ifAevov Hereffovlxov] Tee^/S^J'tos,
avSpa \byiov, rov r6irov Kal TWV avdpuv \ a^iov, eis e[v]iavToi> [airb row] Trpo[y]ey[p]a/j.et>ov
(vqu'b's Kal rjf^pas (7u»/etg-|0[6Jp[ot]s 8e irao~i v\_oieiff6]e /card, ftrjiva irbfft\y} ida.v a, iv TUI TOV
Aibs | ieput, ty als iv dvd[pu>vi] KOIV&I ffirfrSovTes e^^o'^wicrai' Kal ra\\a rd vo\(u$6[fj.€v]a
inrtp re r|_o]0 ^eo(O) Kal Kvplo(u) /3ao-i\^a>s • viraKofoeiv Se irdivas TOV re T)yov(ie\vov ical T[oO]
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rotf-roD ymj/oeYou ev re rots disown, rwt KOLV&I Kal iraptaovrai eVl T&[S] | 8oOei[ffo/ji]tvai.'i
avrois wapayyeXlas {cat [<r]vv\oyovs Kal ffvvay&yas Kal a7ro57j/x£[as] | Kal //.[^ifSJevi avrwv
Qtarui <Tvvrevfi,a,rapx^}i-<ff<-v /j.rjid£ ffxipara ffvvi<rTaa[6ai] \ M1?'?' a7r[o]xw/>^we[ii' ^/c] rijj roO
^[ouj^^oi; <f>pdrpas els ertpav <pparpav \ Kal p.i]i y[e\yfa.\oy\i]<i£iv ?]repos rbv Zrepov iv TWI

KaK.o\Koy\i]<jeiv] ^repoj [TOP] e-repoc ev rwt ffv/jitrofftiai /J,r)i5e \a\rf)(reiv /u,r;t|5e
al /j£ Ka,TinyopJi[a~\eiy [[a]] roO erepov fj.r)ide air6ppr)itrt.v \ did[6vai] ewl rbv
jii]i8' al/pa^yieiv ras <ru/x7ro<7tas /u,?jt5£ eirtpyeff\l) • [•] • i'T[.]7roi' e/cro\( )
e[y T erepav /cat /xty /cwXtfcreif rdj' | K.T.\.

ii. 890 n. 2 Mt Taygeton. D. W. Freshfield Beloiv the Snow Line London 1923
pp. 124 — 128 describes his ascent of this mountain (7874 ft.): 'The highest top of
Taygetus lies some twelve miles south-south-west of Sparta. The peasants who make
a pilgrimage annually to the chapel on the summit in the month of August follow a path
which climbs to the village of Anavryti, on the middle shelf of the mountain, and then
slants upwards to a gap in one of the spurs and across the upper slopes to the saddle
north of the culminating crest. ...The top of Taygetus has been curiously treated. When
I reached what had from a distance looked like a dilapidated stone man it proved to be
the ridge of the roof of a small chapel. The rest was buried under snow-drifts, which
choked up a little stone enclosure and several cells built round it — I envied the pilgrims
who watch sunsets and moonrises here in August. It was just mid-day when I arrived,
and local mists were playing round the mountain, which promised, and before long
produced, a brief thunder shower. The distant panorama was imperfect; but I saw
a great deal under beautiful shifting lights. To the north the eyes overlooked all
Peloponnesus to the vapours that rested on its northern heights. To the west the
green hills oi Messenia glowed in sunshine; its great bay swept round in a wonderful
curve, and beyond lay Pylos and the distant islands. At our very feet a little town hung
over its haven, a tiny bay of the Gulf of Kalamata. To the south the long promontory
of Cape Matapan stretched out, peak beyond peak, all far below me. A transparent
opalescent mist hid Crete, but only veiled Cythera.'

ii. 894 n. 3 Zeus Helldnios. J. P. Harland Prehistoric Aigina Paris 1925 pp. 27 — 29,
4°f-> 53> 55 f-» 67, 82 ff. attributes the cult of Zeus Helldnios to Achaeans of the period
Helladic iii (1400 — 1100 B.C.). Summary by S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1927 i. 252.

J. P. Harland 'An Inscribed Hydria in Aegina' in the Am.Journ. Arch. 1925 xxix.
76 — 78 fig. i f . publishes a bronze hydrta found by L. Curtius (1906) in an ancient
cistern high up on Mt Oros. Round the rim of this beautiful vessel runs a dedication in
lettering of c. 47o B.C. PAAOO^ i EKE*OEA/E$ \ A/VEOEA^ \ HVIOI !
PPOKAEOS i HEAAA/^IOI : All ' Plathon (and) Echesthenes, sons of Prokles,
dedicated (this) to Helldnios Zeus.' Id. Prehistoric Aigina Paris 1925 p. 83 adds:
' Professor Ludwig Curtius wrote me that a roof tile with several letters of the god's
name had been found on this site.'

G. Welter 'Der Heilige Berg des Zeus Hellanios' in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch.
Inst. 1938 liii Arch. Anz. pp. 8 — 16 republishes this hydria (fig. 3 f.) and. goes on to
describe his own excavations of August 1933. He laid bare a terrace, approached by
steps and partly cut out of the rocks, on the northern slope of the Oros (fig. 5 f.). On
the terrace are the foundations of a hostel for pilgrims, which could be dated by sherds
of 'Megarian' bowls, to the Pergamene period of Aigina (210 — 133 B.C.). The actual
altar of Zeus Helldnios occupied the highest point of the Oros, where there had been a
Late Mycenaean settlement (fig. 7 plan). The summit on its west and south sides was
partially encircled by a retaining wall and built up to form a round platform comparable
with the 777$ •x.lajj.a. (Paus. 8. 38. 7) on the top of Mt Lykaion (supra i. 81 ff.). It was
further equipped in Hellenistic times with hostels and stoat, suggestive of games perhaps
held below on the level at the foot of the terrace. Bronze coins of Pergamene date,
struck either at Pergamon or more probably in Aigina, have obv. the head of Aiakos,
rev. A I | F I | N H nude archaic Apollon advancing to right with filleted bay-branch
and strung bow (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica etc. p. 145 pi. 26, 4 f., H. Thiersch
'Aginetische Studien' in the Nachr. d. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Gottingen Phil.-hist. Classe
1928 pp. 141 — 147 pis. i — 3). Aiakos was appropriate as the forefather both of the
Aeginetans and, through Pergamos, of the Pergamenes. G. Welter Aigina Berlin 1938
includes p. 91 f. a brief chapter on 'Die Kultstatte des Zeus Hellanios auf dem Oros'
and p. 122 the 'Fasti' of the site. The Late Mycenaean settlement on the summit was
vacated c. 1225 B.C. ' Geometric' sherds found there imply the arrival of the cult, which
thenceforward was kept up throughout the whole classical period. The lay-out of the
terrace and the building of its hostel may be dated c. 1708.0. From the ruins of this
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building, in Byzantine times, was constructed the monastery of St Nikolaos. That in turn
was left derelict in the middle ages, and is now succeeded by the church of the Taxiarchs.

ii. 895 n. i Zeus Aphasias. On the cults of Zeus at Megara—Zeus Olympics (Paus. i. 40.
4), Aphesios (i. 44. 9), Kbnios (i. 40. 6), with the Muses (i. 43. 6)—see now E. L. High-
barger The History and Civilization of ancient Megara Pt i (The Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Studies in Archaeology No. i) Baltimore 1927 pp. 41—43. K. Hanell Megarische
Studien Lund 1934 pp. 79—82 deals with Zeus Aphesios and his relations to Zeus Apesdntios
('Zeus Aphesios ist der alte Gott des argivischen Apesasberges, dessen Kultus die Argiver
nach Megara mitgebracht haben, wo der Kultus, wie die Funde zeigen, in der geometrischen
Zeit gegriindet wurde.... An den Kultus des Zeus Aphesios kniipft sich wie in Argos die
Flutsage. Stifter des Kultes ist ein aus der Flut geretteter Heros [sttpra ii. 897 n. i],
in diesem Falle ein Sohn des Gottes selbst und Eponyme des Landes. Sein Rettung
geschieht tibrigens in einer sehr eigenartigen Weise, indem er dem Geschrei fliegender
Kraniche nachschwimmt. Hierdurch wird noch eine schone Etymologie gewonnen [Paus.

Fig. 907.

i. 40. i dXXa—v f ) -x_e f f6ou . yap trerofj-evuv yepdvw -jrpbs rj]v fiorjv rCiv opviduv avrbv—Sia
TOVTO Tepaviav TO 8pos oi/Oytiacr^vcu], und eigentlich ist dieser Zug hinreichend, urn die
ganze Geschichte als spate dichterische Erfindung zu charakterisieren').

ii. 898. To the mountain-cults of Zeus in Boiotia add that of Zeus Keraibs at
Akraiphia and that of Zeus Karaibs at Thespiai (supra on ii. 874 n. 2).

ii. 899 n. i Herakles Charops. N. G. Pappadakis 'Ileptro Xapoireiov r??s Kopwmas'
in the 'Ap%. Ae\r. 1916 ii. 217—272.

ii. 901 n. 2 Mt Parnassos. D. W. Freshfield Below the Snow Line London 1923
pp. 128—130 gives the height of Parnassos as 8064 ft. and says of his ascent: 'When
I got to the top a faint gleam was already visible in the eastern sky. It quickly deepened
and broadened until, without warning, a spot of light shone on the dark sea horizon,
grew to an arch, and in a few moments the sun's orb was floating on the sky. To the
sailors on the Aegean it had not yet risen, and it was some minutes before a path of light
flashed across the waters to Euboea. Then the long backbone of the great island stood
out with all its heights and hollows blue against the golden east, throwing a clear-cut
shadow on the strait that divides it from the mainland. The plains of Boeotia next took
the day; the mist rose from its lakes, and the rivers flashed out as silver threads across its
broad fields. On the northern horizon, beyond the Gulf of Volo, Pelion, Olympus, and
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even distant Athos took shape as grey phantoms. Still the shores of the Gulf of Corinth
were slow to awaken. Night hung reluctantly over the Adriatic long after Attica was in
broad day. But at last the veil of twilight was lifted everywhere; hills and valleys, cities
and harbours stood out clear and distinct in local detail and colour. I shall not attempt a
catalogue of the famous sights in view. I had had that rare enjoyment, a most successful
sunrise, worth a night in the open, and worthy of the Poets' Mountain.' Fig. 907, which
shows the summit of I'arnassos as seen from the south-west, is from a photograph taken
by Mr C. M. Sleeman on Sept. 9, 1926.

ii. 902 n. 2 Mt Kenaion. N. Pappadakis in 1924 attempted to locate the sanctuary
of Zeus Ktnaios. He found a massive precinct-wall, 2'5m thick, extending for a stretch
of c. 50"'. The side towards the sea was missing, but three angle-towers were preserved.
Neither temple nor altar came to light (Bull. Corr. Hell. 1924 xlviii. 480, A. M. Wood-

Fig. 908. Fig. 909.

ward in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1925 xlv. 224, E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1925 xxix. 112). Resuming his search, Pappadakis discovered that the precinct was
pentagonal. On the south and south-east the wall had been largely destroyed. The
angle-towers also had suffered. They were well built with regular courses of /<?;w-blocks.
The walls, 3™ thick, had two faces of pro'isodomous masonry with internal filling, the
stones being taken from the Lichades. Minor finds were disappointing—a large marble
phidle near the north tower, sherds of Graeco-Roman date (none older than c. 300 B.C.),
etc. Within the precinct stands the Church of St Constantine (Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926
I- 554 f«).

ii. 903 Akarnania. At Stratos the temple of Zeus occupied a commanding hill-top.
A. K. Orlandos ''0 e? Srpary rfjs 'AKapvavias vaos TOV Ai6s' in the 'Apx- Ae\r. 1923 viii.
i—51 with 43 figs, and 2 pis. purports to give the first full account of the building. But
it is not free from inexactitudes, and the author seems to have poached unduly upon the
preserves of the French School at Athens, which had been at work on the site inter-
mittently ever since 1892. We must therefore rely on the definitive publication by
F. Courby—C. Picard Recherches archtologiques a Stratos d'1 Acarnanie Paris 1924
pp. i—124 with 78 figs, and 19 pis. The temple—possibly not the first on the spot—
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was built c. 330 B. c. It is a Doric peripteral structure of fine grey limestone with 6 x 11
columns as yet unfluted. Pronaos and opisthodomos had each two columns in antis.
Within the naos were Ionic columns, ranged round three sides of it, and these may have
carried a carved (?) frieze and dentils. The roof was perhaps, but not certainly, hypaethral.
A. Joubin in the fiull. Corr, Hell. 1893 xvii. 451 f. no. ^ = Inscr. Gr. sept. iii. i nos. 447 f.
published an inscription which proves that at Stratos in s. ii B.C. slaves were manumitted
by a deed of sale to Zeus: lines 3—5 read (Courby—Picard p. 13) [aJ\iriSoro Atocwrios
[A]iovvffiov | 'ZrpdTtos rwi Ait 4ir' [£\ev6epiai <rw]/t[a] | [av]dpelov K.T.\.

ii. 904 Mount Ossa. I am indebted to Dr N. Bachtin for photographs of the mountain
and of the chapel on its summit taken by Mrs Bachtin in 1934. Fig. 908 shows Ossa as
seen from Spelia on the north-west. Fig. 909 gives the entrance into the little chapel of

Fig. 910.

Hagios Elias. Steps down lead to a doorway, within which is a round-headed arch. The
roof of the chapel forms the actual summit of the mountain. ' People nowadays prefer to
worship St Elias lower down in the valley.'

ii. 904 n. i Zeus Laphystios. N. I. Giannopoulos in the 'A/>x- 'E0. 1925—1926 pp. 183
—185 figs, i a, i /3 ( = my fig. 910 a, b] publishes a bronze statuette ploughed up in a field
among the ruins of Halos, where once stood the sanctuary of Zeus Laphystios. It shows
a bearded male figure advancing with right hand raised and left held forward. If, as
seems likely, this was meant for Zeus, his right hand must have brandished a thunderbolt,
his left may have carried eagle or sceptre (?). Hair projecting like a cap, wedge-shaped
beard, mere holes for eyes, incised lines for mouth, triangular chest with two small
projections for nipples, double belt above, single belt below—the whole suggesting a
date c. 700 B.C. Reinach Rep. Stat. vi. 164 no. i.

ii. 905 n. o. My friend and colleague Mr C. M. Sleeman on Sept. 3, 1926 and again
on July 14, 1929 made the ascent of Mt Olympos and secured a series of excellent
photographs. These include my pi. Ixviii Mitka, the highest peak, as seen from the
Ridge, fig. 911 the ' Throne of Zeus' from Mitka Ridge, fig. 912 Skolion from the Breche,
fig. 913 the chapel of St Elias (supra i. 103) from the south-west.

ii. 906 Mount Tomaros. E. Polaschek in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. vi A. 1697 f.
draws attention to a group of mountain-names found mainly, if not entirely, in the
Illyrian area: (i) Tmor on the Dalmatian coast, north-west of Ragusa; (2) Tomori in
northern Epeiros, east of Berat; (3) T6maros or Tmdros, the modern Olicika, south-west

C. III. 74
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of Dodona; (4) Tmdrion in Arkadia (Hesych. 'Y/j.dpiov 6pos 'Ap/ca&as). Whether these
names are of Greek or Illyrian formation is uncertain (H. Krahe Die alien balkan-
illyrischen geographischen Namen Heidelberg 1925 p. 58). N. Jokl in Ebert Reallex.
vi. 34 decides for the latter. In either case they would be connectible with the root
tern- of r£p.vw, TOW, etc. and so signify 'sheer-cut' or the like (cp. T^UTrr/, ft/uwvpa,
To/uetfs, T6/cuj). In Greek times such mountains would be the natural habitat of Zeus.
That is certain for Mt Tbmaros or Tmdros near Dodona (Claud, de hello Getico 16 ff.
iactent...Minervam...caeso Tomari lovis augure luco | arbore praesaga tabulas animasse
oquaces, Hesych. T/xdpios- Zei)s ev AwSuvy), where the priests of the god were called

Fig. 911.

tomouroi (Strab. 328 drro 5e TOU Toyudpou rovs WTTO roO TTOL-TJTOV \eyo/j,evovs viro<f>riTa,s TOV
Ai6s, oOs /cat di'tirT67ro5as, xaMa'el^I'as taXei, ro/toi5povs ^>a<rl \ex6ijvai- K.r.X.) or tomouroi
(supra ii. 693 n. 3). It is probable also that Zeus was worshipped on Mt Tomori near
Berat, to judge from the sacred character of that mountain and from certain cult-usages
reported by recent travellers. To attest these curious and little-known facts, I cite three
eye-witnesses:

J. Swire King Zog's Albania London 1937 p. 250 ff. describes in graphic terms his
ascent of 'Tomori's holy summit' and ib. p. 253 gives the local legend: 'One August 25
long ago...Abas Ali came from Arabia to Berat; and mounting a great white horse
(which has left hoof-marks upon the mountain) he fought the barbarians of the neigh-
bourhood. When he had overcome them he rested for rive days on Tomori, then went
to dwell on Mount Olympus; but every year he returns on August 25 for five days, when
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there come Bektashis—and Christians too—sometimes eight or nine thousand people, to
pay him homage. They bring their sheep for food, slaughter them on the summit, then
take them down to their bivouacs by the tekke. So Tomori is a holy mountain and per
Baba Tomorit a sacred oath. The shrine was built, so Baba Tyrabiu told me, on the site
of an antique pagan shrine, so Abas Ali probably inherited his supernatural powers from
the pagan god he displaced.' Id. ib. p. 280 mentions a sacred cave made by Mahomet
with 'passages which may not be defiled by man; and they lead underground...to the top
of Tomori and to the tekkt on the crag above Kruja.'

R. Matthews Sons of the Eagle London 1937 p. 273 ff. ( 'A mountain of Zeus') has

Fig. 912.

much the same tale to tell. He too climbed the mountain under the guidance of a kirijee,
who had been up it often before and said: "Last year there had been twelve hundred
sheep sacrificed on top, or it might be fifteen hundred. And it didn't do to be dis-
respectful about these matters either." When asked why the mountain was so holy, he
replied: " Many hundreds of years ago...there were two brothers, very holy men, who
lived in Arabia. One day they arrived in Albania: no one knows how, some say through
the air. The younger of the two set up his house in Berat, where he was highly venerated
for his sanctity and became the patron saint of the town. But the elder brother, Ali, was
a great warrior. Through all the countryside he rode on his wonderful horse, challenging
and conquering the barbarians who lived around. His horse could cover miles at a single
bound. You may still see the marks of its hooves on the rocks of Tomori....At last a day
came when Ali had overcome all his enemies. So he retired to the summit of Tomori, to

74—2
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the spot where the shrine stands to-day. For three days he meditated alone there on the
fate of his foes and the future of his country, Albania. Then one last time he vaulted into
the saddle of his great horse. Through the air it bore him to the top of Mount Olympus,
in Greece, and there he lives for ever. But every year, on August 15, the day when he
and his brother first arrived in the country, he returns to Tomori's summit. For three
days he remains there to receive the homage of his people. And it is because of that and
because of his guardianship that Christians and Moslems alike make their pilgrimage every
year and for three days offer sacrifices at the shrine." 'Living for ever on Olympus—
Then it was indeed to Zeus, under this so thin disguise, that the people of southern
Albania still paid their homage.' Id. ib. p. 283 'All I could feel as I halted finally
beneath the shadow of the shrine was a sentiment of immense pathos. For hundreds
of years, thousands probably, pilgrims had been making their way up the great mountain
to sacrifice to Something on the spot where we stood now....Round these few square
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yards had centred the reverence of tens of thousands of men peopling a score of centuries.
Yet they had left nothing behind to see. Just a sacrificial stone. And four bare walls.
Unroofed. Partially breached on one side. The home of Zeus: the Zeus who had never
died for the people of this country round. His last home on earth, probably, and he had
not wherewith to cover his head. But it was easy to understand, lifting one's face to the
strong clean wind that blew out of nowhere, that a god or a saint should have chosen
the summit for his residence Beneath, and to the west, the whole land lay stretched out
and visible, to the distant silver of the Adriatic, eight thousand feet below; only in the
south did the chain of the Acroceraunian mountains cut off the view. To the east, wave
beyond wave of peaks, tumbling black in the sunset, conducted the eye to the imagined
Serbian frontier. The evening haze had hidden from sight all trace of human habitation
but one : a square white monastery, folded in a lonely pineclad valley at our feet on the
further side, whose head was the guardian of the sacrifice. We stumbled down another
stony path in the failing light.' At the monastery the baba, a young and scholarly man,
had more to tell (ib. p. 284^) : "You must know...that the shrine isn't Tomori's only
claim to veneration. Somewhere on this northern side, they say, is a crag from whose
topmost pinnacle there springs an apple tree. I've never been near there myself, I only
speak of what I hear, but every one talks about it. For this apple tree's fruits are of more
than natural size. But so steep are the precipices that tumble beneath it that not the
hardiest climber has yet been able to scale them to pluck one. Now and then, in
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the autumn, a windfall will roll down the rocks to the turf below. Peasants who pass
at that time of year always look to see if there is one there, for those great apples, they
say, have the power of healing all diseases. Even the dying, I have heard men say, can
be brought back to life if such a fruit is given them," Mr Matthews ends his narrative
by noting the resemblance between Tomori in the north and Tomaros in the south:
ib. p. 286 'if you go one way up Tomori to-day, you will eventually reach a village,
itself called Tomori. Above it is a collection of ruins, so far unexplored, and known
locally as Qyteti (the city). And the biggest among them is named by the villagers
Dodona.'

Mr Hugh Hunt of the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, made the ascent of Tomori in the
spring of 1929 and has kindly furnished me with an account of his experiences: 'In a
tekke (small monastery) at the foot of Mt Tomori I spent the night. I was on my way
from Koritza to Berat...accompanied by an English police officer and an interpreter.
We were welcomed by the monks, who were of the Bektashite branch of Mohammedans....
The monks professed great interest in the Christian religion and asked me many questions
about the Anglican church, particularly about Saint George, whom they held in great
reverence and whose feast day they celebrated. We learnt that on the following day
a pilgrimage was to be made to the summit of Mt Tomori, where a sacrifice of a white
bull was to take place, and accepted the invitation to join in this festival. On the
following day we rose at daybreak, and commenced the climb. The full complement
of monks were in attendance—some forty in all—and a few servants. The climb was
an arduous one and the day was hot. The summit was veiled in clouds—a good omen,
the monks told me, for this indicated the presence of ZEFS, to whom this sacrifice was
to be dedicated. I became interested, for although my knowledge of Greek mythology
is remarkably small I began to see that there must be some connection between this
cloud-loving deity and Zeus. But questions proved of little use; the monks appeared
as little informed as myself; the ceremony was an annual rite—or perhaps of more
frequent occurrence, for I am of the opinion that they informed me that they celebrated
St George's day in like fashion, but I cannot be sure of this. We reached the summit—
it was late in the day—and there we found a bull, brought up earlier by the villagers,
and a fire was already kindled. The killing of this beast was an unpleasant spectacle, and
I did not attend very closely, interesting myself in the glimpses of the valley below,
which appeared every now and again like pools of water through the cloud rifts. Prayers
were offered by the chief monk; and the bull, now happily released from pain, was
hoisted on a stout wooden construction and roasted. So far as I remember, it had a
garland of bright flowers round its neck; but these were, I believe, put on after its
decease. I left earlier than the rest, accompanied by the interpreter and my companion,
and regained the village after nightfall. What was the ultimate fate of the bull, I never
discovered.'

The foregoing statements appear to involve a threefold blend of Bektashite usage,
common folk-belief, and classical reminiscence. On the Bektashi order and its syncretism
of Islam with Christianity see G. Jacob Die Bektaschijje (Abh. d. bayer. Akad. Philos.-
philol. Classe xxiv. 3. a) Munich 1909 pp. i—53 figs, i—3, also F. W. Hasluck
Christianity and Islam under the Sultans Oxford 1929 ii. 869 Index s.v. Tomor, Mount
(Bektashi tekke on, i633, 548: Abbas AH haunts, 932, 548, 5482: gold plant on, 64^:
oath by, 5482). Folk-belief has provided the magic horse, the underground passages, the
apples of immortality, the gold plant. Classical reminiscence will explain the hoof-marks
on the mountain, the departure to Olympos, above all the survival of the name Zeus.
Nevertheless, when due allowance has been made for all these factors, the abiding sanctity
of the mountain, the annual pilgrimage to its summit, and the solemn sacrifice of a white
bull by the assembled villagers are ample proof that the ancient cult of the sky-god on his
holy hill goes on from generation to generation almost untouched by the passing changes
of politics and religion.

ii. 906 n. 3 the stone ship of Agamemnon. W. Dorpfeld Alt-Olympia Berlin 1935
i. 265 cites as a possible parallel a ship-like foundation of river-worn stones in the Altis at
Olympia.

ii. 907 n. 2 Zeus Aine'sios. K. A. Neugebauer in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst.
1934 xlix. 163 would see Zeus Ainesios on a bronze coin of Kranioi in Kephallenia (ib.
p. 162 fig. r, cp. Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Peloponnesus p. 80 pi. 17, i (Poseidon?), McClean
Cat. Coins ii. 439 no. 6683 pi. 228, 12 (Kephalos)).

ii. 910 n. i. The great temple of Zeus at Akragas is still a battle-ground for the
architects. R. Vallois in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1924 xxxvii. 198 criticises the results reached
by B. Pace (supra ii. 1227). S. R. Pierce ' II tempio di Giove Olimpico a Girgenti Sicilia'
vnArchitettura e arti decorative 1923/1924 iii. 385—391 returns to the charge. P. Marconi
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Agrigento. Topografia ed arte Firenze 1929 pp. i—238 with 162 figs, (especially pp. 57—
66 figs. 29—36)—an important work, of which T. Ashby in The Times Literary Supple-
ment for May ij, 1930 p. 413 says: 'the excavations conducted some years ago in the
vast temple of the Olympian Zeus..., which proved that the telamones faced outwards
(and not inwards, as Pace and Pierce had believed), are for the first time adequately
described.' P. Marconi 'Novita nell' Olimpieion di Agrigento' in Dedalo 1932 pp. 165—
173 gives 5 figs, of these telamdnes and a reconstruction. Lastly, W. B. Dinsmoor read a
paper, as yet unpublished, on ' The Giants of Agrigento' at the General Meeting of the
Archaeological Institute of America, New York 1935 (Am. Journ. Arch. 1936 xl. 126).

ii. 918 n. i Zeus Melios. See the succinct article by gr. Kruse in Pauly—Wissowa
Real-Enc. xv. 524. C. Bosch of Halle a. S. in the Numismatisches Literatur-Blatt 1932
xlix. 2575 f. reviews Kruse's article and tries to discredit this appellative: ' Vaillant und
Piovene sind Mionnets Gewahrsmanner !...Das Zeugnis aber ist ganz wertlos, denn die
Miinzen sind bis heute nicht belegt.' Bosch wants to jettison all the early coin-men,
Cohen included. That strikes me as hypersceptical.

ii. 918 Mount Kynthos. Three years after the publication of my note the final and
authoritative report of A. Plassart Les sanctuaires et les cultes du Mont Cynthe Paris
1928 pp. i—319 with 260 figs, and 6 pis. was issued in Delos xi. The sections that
chiefly concern me are pp. 51—69 ('Sommet du Cynthe. Le culte de Zeus et d'Athena
aux temps archaiques'), 71—92 ('Sommet du Cynthe. Le sanctuaire de Zeus et d'Athena
au temps de 1'independance Delienne (314—166)'), 93—144 ('Sommet du Cynthe. Le
sanctuaire de Zeus et d'Athena sous la seconde domination Athenienne'), 228—255
('Sanctuaire de 1'antre'). Plassart has here and there corrected my statements: e.g. on
p. 66 n. 2 he regards as arbitrary my assumption that in 'Minoan' times the top of
Mt Kynthos was tenanted by the earth-mother (Rhea) as well as by the sky-father
(Kronos), and on p. 252 n. 4 he refutes my attempt to find traces in Delos of Rhea's
lions. Again, he has succeeded in proving what—in spite of having visited the spot—
I had never suspected, viz. that the supposed prehistoric cave-temple was in reality only
a pseudo-antiquity, an artificial grotto put together in Ptolemaic times for Herakles as
ancestor of the Ptolemies !

O. Rubensohn in the Jahrb. d. Detitsch. Arch. Inst. 1931 xlvi Arch. Anz. p. 360 ft.
adds some points of interest. In pp. 361—367 ('Zur Vorgeschichte des Delischen Kultes')
he notes the small prehistoric settlement underneath the sanctuary of Zeus and Athena on
the mountain-top as being of early Cycladic date and as probably postulating a cult akin
to that of the Cretan Zeus; he connects with the same settlement two large Cycladic
graves in the temenos of Apollon—the O'/iKt} of Opis and Arge (Dllos v. 63—74 (' Le
"Tombeau mycenien"')) and the (JT^LO. of Hyperoche and Laodike (C. Picard—J. Replat
in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1924 xlviii. 247 ff.); and he finds a survival of early Helladic
worship in the altar of horns and its archaic ritual (supra i. 482 n. i, iii. 1087). In
pp. 367—370 ('Zeus Kynthios und Athena Kynthia') he distinguishes an archaic period
when the square precinct had only a rock-cut altar in the midst; a third-century recon-
struction with stairways, propylon, peribolos, and two Ionic oikoi; and a later lay-out
of three small terraces on the east side, of which the most southerly had an oblong
building and a mosaic inscription (supra ii. 919 with fig. 829) of doubtful significance,
possibly the banquet-hall and lustral centre of some mystic society. In pp. 375—379
('Das Hohlenheiligtum am Kynthos') he accepts Plassart's dating of the bogus cave, but
questions his interpretation of it as a Herakleion. Herakles in Delos was associated with
the Kabeiroi (P. Roussel Delos Colonie athenienne Paris 1916 p. 232 f.), who had there
two distinct sanctuaries, one on the left bank of the Inopos, the other described as TO
Kaj8ef/)[e]to»' TO e[i]j ftLfoffov (Inscr. Gr. Deli ii no. 144, A 90) and probably to be identified
with the famous cave-temple.

Plassart in Ddos xi. 265 records two inscriptions to Zeus Mlgistos (e.g. 'HXt6Swpos Ail
MeyiffT(f> | Kara irp(xrTayiJ.a on a block of white marble found with some Roman lamps in
the south-west portion of sanctuary c on the northern slope of Mt Kynthos) and justly
treats him as a Semitic god.

ii. 922 Mount Atabyrion. R. Herbig in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1928 xliii
Arch. Anz. p. 633 f. mentions as a new undertaking the excavation of the sanctuary
of Zeus Atabyrios. No remains of a temple were found, but a massive peribolos-visil
(fig. 26) and a building of uncertain use ('Halle ftir Votive? Mpnumentaleingang?').
Many dedications of Graeco-Roman date, all to Zeus Atabyrios, made monotonous
reading. Votive objects included numerous small bulls and zebus in bronze and two
fine fragments of bronze statuettes representing the god (fig. 27).

O. Eissfeldt 'Der Gott des Tabor und seine Verbreitung' in the Archiv /. Rel. 1934
xxxi. 14—41 claims that the name and cult of the Palestinian Tabor spread via Crete to
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Rhodes in the second millennium B.C., and thence in 580 B.C. to Agrigentum and later
to the Crimea (Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 2103 b ('Prope Sympheropolin (Akmedschet), haud
procul a montibus Taurorum') a base inscribed Ati 'Arajivplui HoffiSeos JloffiS^ov y_a.piff-
rfipiov. E. H. Minns Scythians and Greeks Cambridge 1913 pp. 463, 476). Eissfeldt
further discusses the character of the god, who dwelt on a mountain and had the bull for
his symbol, concluding that he was a mountain- and storm-god comparable with Hadad,
Rimmon- Ramman, and Tesub, but also capable of taking an interest in human affairs.

ii. 939 n. i Mt Juktas as a recumbent face. My friend Mr N. G. L. Hammond
supplies me with a good Greek parallel. He writes (Feb. 25, 1931): 'The mountain
identified locally with Dione in repose is called Emertsa (Gk. 'E/^/>T<ra). The Austrian
Staff map 1/200,000 (Korfu sheet 38° 40°) wrongly calls it Nemercika. The mountain
lies on the Albanian frontier north of the headwaters of the Kalamas (in antiquity
Thyamis).'

ii. 941 f. n. o. To the references for the tomb of Zeus add Ptol. Hephaist. ap. Phot.
bibl. p. 147 b 37 ff. Bekker ws 6 ev KptfTy Tcupos \ey6ftevos TOV Albs ''OXifynrov TOV Kpr)r6s

v, 8s irapa rov Kp6vov \a{$u>v rbv Ala i:Tpe(j>£ re Kal eiraideve T& 0eia. dXXa yap ySctXXet
b Zei)s TOV rpo^a Kal 5iddffKa\ov Kepavvq, STL di) TOVS TiyavTas avTov Trj (3affi\eia

Fig. 914.

TT€Ti0€TO. dXXa f$a,\&i> Kal veKpbv ^xuv neTe/j.e\eiTo- fir/ ^xwv $' ci^^ws r6 iraftos
fKK\ivai, 8l5uffi T& tdiov ovo/j,a T£ Ta<pq> TOV avr/p-rj^vov. Epiphan. ancor. 106 (i. 208
Dindorf) Kal rl p,oi TO, irX^drj X^yetv TOV yevvaiov TOVTOV <j>6optus Kal (/>0optuv didaiTKaXov;
ov TO /jLvfj/j,a OVK 6\iyois earl drj\ov. ev Kp^y yap TTJ v/i<r({> ev r<f> opet T<£ \eyo/j.£v({> Aatr^y
(?cp. Lasithi) ^us devpo daKTv\oSeiKTeiTat.

ii. 946 n. o Zeus Endendros. F. Hiller von Gaertringen in Gnomon 1930 vi. 428 cites
Inscr. Gr. ins. v. 2 no. 1027 fig. ( = my fig. 914) a white marble slab inscribed /8w/*6s Aids
'B[v devd] \po, TUV airb M[av]dpo\0t/juos' /ueXiTt o-irevoeTa.i. See further id. 'Zeusaltar aus
Paros' in the Sitzungsber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin Phil. -hist. Classe 1906 pp. 786 — 788.

ii. 946 ff. n. o Zeus Velchdnos. Attempts to connect Fe\%avos with Vokanus are still
rife : see e.g. A. Nehring in Schrader Reallex. ii. 239 n. r, F. Muller Jzn Altitalisches
Worterbuch Gottingen 1926 p. 560, Walde — Pokorny Vergl. Worterb. d. indogerm. Spr.
i. 321, Margherita Guarducci 'Velchanos — Volcanus' in Scritti in onore di Bartolomeo
Nogara Citta del Vaticano 1937 pp. 184 — 203 pi. 20, i — 4. But such proposals, however
specious, are of very doubtful value.

Prof. J. Viirtheim of Leiden informed me (Feb. 13, 1926) that in a paper communicated
to the Royal Academy of Amsterdam and published in December 1924 he had inde-
pendently reached the same conclusion as Dr Atkinson and myself, viz. that feXx^os
means 'god of the Willow-tree.' See J. Viirtheim Europa (Mededeelingen der koninklijke
Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde Deel 57, Serie A, N°- 6) Amsterdam
1924 p. 6 ff.

C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 92 n. o suggests that a
large vase (?) or rhytbn (?) of enamelled gold, shaped like a cock's head, which is figured
among the presents of the Keftiu (Cretans?) in the second register of the tomb-paintings
of Rekhmare (G. A. Hoskins Travels in Ethiopia 1835 col. pi. between pp. 330 and 331),
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bore to the cult of Zeus Velchdnos the same relation as the lioness-heads of Knossos,
Delphoi, and Mykenai (in gold) to that of Rhea. He also cp. a sherd of 1425 — 1123 B.C.
found in the Valley of the Kings by Lord Carnarvon in 1920 — 21 (The Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology 1923 ix. i ff. pi. 20, i wrongly described as the earliest known
drawing of the domestic cock in Egypt) and a. genius (?) with a cock's head on a Cretan
intaglio from Mt Ide now in the Museum at Candia.

More about cocks in magic and religion supra p. 45 n. 2. Add J. Praetorius Alectryo-
mantia, Seu Divinatio Magica cum Gallis Gallinaceis peracta... Francofurti & Lipsise 1680
pp. i — 185, C. T. Seltman in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1923 — 1924; 1924 — 1925 xxvi.
93 ff. ('Eros and Cocks'), Glintert in the Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens
Berlin — Leipzig 1930/1931 iii. 1325 — 1346 s.vv. 'Hahn,' 'Hahnenbalken,' 'Hahnenei,'
' Hahnenkampf,' ' Hahnenkrahen,' 'Hahnenschlagen,' 'Hahnentanz,' D'Arcy W. Thompson
A Glossary of Greek Birds* Oxford 1936 pp. 33 — 44.

ii. 951 n. o with fig. 844 the Stroganoff bust of Zeus. O. Waldhauer in Archaologische
Mitteilungen aus russischen Sammlungen Berlin — Leipzig 1928 i. r. 58 f. no. 41 pi. 23 cp.
a fine bronze head from the Uvarov collection, now in the Historical Museum at Moscow
(id. fig. 14, S. Reinach Recueil de tStes antiques idtales ou idealisees Paris 1903 p. 194
pi. 239).

ii. 960 n. o contact with Mother Earth. W. Kroll ' Unum exuta pedem — ein volks-
kundlicher Seitensprung' in Glotta 1936 xxv. 152 — 158 questions my view of the
Dodonaean rule and discusses alternatives. His list of relevant usages is interesting,
but — so far as I can judge — what he calls the ' Antaiosmotiv ' remains the most probable
explanation.

ii. 961 n. o. The cult of Hektor at Thebes in Boiotia (Paus. 9. 18. 5) is handled by
Miss G. H. Macurdy in the Class. Quart. 1926 xx. i79f. But her contentions (Hektor
a shortened form of Echtlaos (cp. II. 5. tf$) = Echelos, a god of death) are risquees.

ii. 962 n. 2 Zeus at Ephesos. Excavations carried on from September to November
1926 under the direction of J. Keil, M. Theuer, and A. Deissmann discovered on the
northern si apes of the Panaghir Dagh (Mt Peion) a number of rock-cut votive niches
and near them a temenos of Zeus, Oreta (Kybele), and other deities. An altar-shaped
rock is inscribed in lettering of s. v B.C. Zavbs \ ilarpolo \ lep&v, and a relief-inscription
of c. 300 B.C. reads Zavbs lepbv IIarp|wio /cat 'ATroAXawos ' AptorctwaKTos | roO Ku vviSew.
The site yielded no temple, but many inscriptions together with eight complete and three
fragmentary Hellenistic reliefs showing the triad Kybele, Attis, and Zeus, or the pair
Kybele and Attis, all bearing the lions symbolic of the goddess (J. Keil in \hejakresh. d.
oest. arch. Inst. 1926 xxiii. Beiblatt pp. 256 — 261 with figs. 48 rock-altar, 49 — 51 reliefs,
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 580, A. M. Woodward in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1927 xlvii.
260). Keil infers from the repeated absence of Zeus on these reliefs ' dass die Kulttrias,
Vater, Mutter und Sohn, nicht urspriinglich ist, dass vielmehr die grosse Mutter zunachst
nur den jugendlichen Gott zum Begleiter hatte. Wie die griechischen Ephesier diesen
jugendlichen Gott benannten bzw. welchem ihrer Cotter sie den altanatolischen Paredros
der Bergmutter gleichsetzten [Hermes? Apollon?], bleibt noch zu ermitteln.'

ii. 963 n. o AtoTreriJs. The word is used in a secondary sense 'struck by lightning'
in Aristophon Ia,rp6s frag. 2 (Frag. com. Gr. iii. 358 Meineke) ap. Stob. flor. 6. 27 (ed.
Gaisford i. 162) al ru>v trtupuv yap dioirereis oMcu | yeydvaffw a/3aroi rots

ii. 969 n. 4. C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 92 n. o doubts
the religious intervention of the Eumolpid Timotheos at Alexandreia and at Pessinous.

ii. 970 n. o Attis and Gallos. A. H. Sayce in the Class. Rev. 1928 xlii. 161 f. quotes
Iskallis as the Hittite name of Attis, and connects it with the Hittite verb isgall-, iskall-
'to cut.' Hence isgallas and iskallis 'eunuch,' which appears in Greek as -ydXXos.

ii. 970 n. o the finger of Attis. This curious belief may belong to the group of primitive
notions studied by R. D. Scott The Thumb of Knowledge New York 1930 pp. i — 296
(Finn mac Cumaill, Sigurd, Taliesin, etc.). S. Reinach in the Rev. Arch. 1930 ii. 203
comments shrewdly : ' Est-ce le caractere sacre attache, depuis 1'epoque quaternaire, a la
main de 1'homme?... A-t-on deja songe aux statuettes alexandrines d'Harpocrate, 1'enfant
divin qui se met les doigts dans la bouche ? '

ii. 970 n. o Agdistis. T. Zielinski La Sibylle Paris 1924 pp. 76 — 81 distinguishes the
Phrygian myth of Agdistis, leading up to the rite of ' autocastration ' and subsequent
recovery, from its doublet the Greek myth of Attis, leading up to the doctrine of death
followed by new life.

ii. 971 n. 2 Theol Agrioi. O.Weinreich in the Sitzungsber. d. Heidelb. Akad. d. Wiss.
Phil. -hist. Classe 1913 Abh. v. 15 — 19 collects all essential references to Geol "Ayptoi, Geoi
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9'5- Fig. 916.
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'Ayp6repoi, Qeoi 'Aypeis and considers their significance. He argues that they were
primarily 'Hunters'—Sondergotter in Usener's sense (supra ii. 13 n. i)—who were
secondarily identified with a variety of greater gods. A similar conclusion, as Weinreich
observes, had been reached by L. Malten Kyrene (Philologische Untersuchungen xx)
Berlin 1911 p. 10.

»• 973 n- i life-priests of Zeus Solymeus. F. Schehl in the Jahresh. d. oest. arch. Inst.
1929 xxiv Beiblatt pp. 95—106 adds another \rbv~] yevbi^yov 5i& filov Aids ZoXu^ws |
[Jep^a] Tt/Slptoi' KXatiSiov 'Apiinrav from an inscription of 140—145 A.D. found at
Termessos.

Fig. 918.

Fig. 919.

ii. 974 n. o festival of Zeus Eleuthlrios. Other views in J. N. Svoronos ' TEP-
MH2SOS H TO KAIIOTC EXOTCA' in the Journ. Intern, d'Arch. Num. 1898 i.
181—184.

ii. 977 ff. Mount Argaios. The engineer E. J. Ritter ' Erdjias Dag' in the Zeitschrijt
des Deutschen und Osterreichischen Alpenvereins Innsbruck 1931 Ixii. 124—148 gives a
full account of Mt Argaios (pp. 124—127 (i) ' Vorgeschichte,' 127—133 (ii) 'Der Berg
(Lage, Aufbau und Gestalt),' 133—137 (iii) 'Ersteigungsgeschichte,' 137—148 (iv) 'Er-
lebnisse') with p. 129 ' Kartenskizze vom Erdjias Dag,' opposite p. 134 a fine photo-
graphic plate of 'Erdjias Dag gesehen von der Seldschukenburg in Kaisserie,' etc., and
p. 146 'Zeichnung des Gipfelturmes.' Mr C. M. Sleeman, to whom I am indebted for
my knowledge of this article, himself climbed the mountain on Aug. 30, 1936 and took
a series of excellent photographs, of which I reproduce two—fig. 915 the rocky summit
with the upper part of a snow slope on the northern side, and fig. 916 a rock-pinnacle
a little beneath and south-east of the summit with the plain of Everek in the distance.
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I take this opportunity of publishing two small bronzes illustrative of the cult on

Mt Argaios. They were obtained from a Greek refugee formerly resident in Kaiseriek
and are now in my collection. The one is a tiny model of the mountain with a dis-
proportionately large eagle perched on the top of it (fig. 917: height 2 inches). There
is some indication of the aiguilles near the summit, also of streams descending from the
snows, of a cavern high up in front, of two foothills (? breasts of the mountain-mother), etc.
In brief, the coin-type shown supra ii. 979 fig. 862 is here rendered in the round. The
other little bronze (fig. 918: height 2^ inches) represents an eagle on a pillar, the top of
which is shaped like a cone and decorated with six leaves. The waist has a band round it.
The base is patterned with crisscross lines and rests on a square plinth. Akin to these
diminutive exvotos is a bronze (height o1 r 5m) in the Louvre, assigned to the latter half
of the second millennium B.C., which figures an eagle perched proudly on the antlers of a
stag (Encyclopedie photographique de Part v. 292 fig. c with text by Mile Rutten).

The coin-type of Tranquillina as Tyche of Kaisareia wearing Mt Argaios as a head-
dress (supra ii. 979 fig. 877) can be paralleled by an engraved serpentine of Roman work
c. 250 A.D., which has on one side a solar charioteer in his quadriga, on the other the
veiled head, of Kaisareia in profile to the right with Mt Argaios as a crown and the
inscription EVTVXI BOKONTI e6ri/x(e)t Bo/c6cTi(e) (Brit. MMS. Cat. Gems2 p. 179
no. 1663 pi. 22). Another rare coin-type of Kaisareia shows Zeus standing with a
kdlathos on his head and Mt Argaios in his left hand (F. Lenormant in Daremberg—
Saglio Diet. Ant. iii. 1996 fig. 5140 after Mionnet Descr. de med. ant. iv. 432 no. 178
Alexander Severus ('Serapis'), ib. Suppl. vii. 742 pi. 13, 4 (=my fig. 919)).

ii. 981 n. i Mt Kasion in Syria. O. Eissfeldt Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der
Durchzug der Israeliten durchs Meer Halle (Saale) 1932 pp. i—72 with sketch at begin-
ning and map at end, especially p. 30 ff. ('Zeus Kasios')—reviewed by G. Bertram in
Gnomon 1933 ix. 554 f., by F. Notscher in the Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des
Morgenlandes 1933 xl. 140 f., and by A. Wendel in the Orientalistische Literaturzeitung
1934 xxxvii. 105 f.—holds that the Semitic Baal Zaphon became by interpretatio Graeca
Zeus Kasios both in Syria and in Egypt, where his rescue of the Israelites was attributed
to Jahwe.

ii. 984 n. 4 Mt Kasion in Egypt. A papyrus at Berlin mentions Zeus Kasios in
s. ii A.D. (Agyptische Urkunden aus den Mtiseen zu Berlin Berlin 1903 iii. 142 no. 827,
2 f. (P. 7150) rb irpoffK^ivrifjid ffov irapa rip At ry Koffty, F. Preisigke Worterbuch der
griechischen Papyrusurkunden Berlin 1931 iii. 388).

ii. 987 n. o anchor inscribed Zeis Kd<ri(o)j 2c6f[w»']. A 'Campanian' hydria from
S. Maria di Capua, now at Karlsruhe, represents a scene of departure, in which a young
man bids farewell to a woman and is about to step on board his ship. The stern of the
vessel has, not only an &<f>\a,aTOv adorned with light and dark fillets, but also a <rri;Xi'<rKos
set on the steersman's seat and labelled ZEfEJYS ^/ITHP (Winnefeld Vasensamml.
Karlsruhe p. 83 f. no. 350, dated by F. von Duhn in the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsth. arch.
Inst. 1888 iii. •2296°. c. 300 B.C., H. Diels 'Das Aphlaston der antiken Schiffe' in the
Zeitschrift des Vereins filr Volkskunde 1915 xxv. 69 fig. 4, L. Deubner in the Jahrb. d.
Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1927 xlii. 186 fif. fig. 1-2).

ii. 987 n. i Zeus Hynnareus. U. von Wilamowitz-Mollendorff Der Glaube der
Hellenen Berlin 1931 i. 127 n. 3: ' Wer Hesiod mit Atyeiov das kretische 'Tvvdpiov
wiedergeben lasst, traut ihm eine verwunderliche Sprachkenntnis zu.'

ii. 1012 n. i. Similar tales in C. F. Coxwell Siberian and other Folk-Tales London
1933 p. 414 ('Three Sisters') and pp. 540—552 ('The Story of a Wise Maiden').

ii. 1015 n. 8. The Moliones as figured by a Boeotian jibula from the Idaean Cave
and by a geometric sherd from the Argive Heraion have one body, but two heads, four
arms, and four legs (C. Blinkenberg Fibtiles grecques et orientales (Det Kgl. Danske
Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser xiii. i) K^benhavn 1926 p. 163 ff.
figs. 197, 198). See also O. Weinreich in the Archivf. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 63 f.

ii. 1017 n. 4 Pegasos as lightning-bearer (?). L. Malten in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch.
Arch. Inst. 1925 xl. 155 fig. 63 adduces bronze coins of Termessos with obv. head of
Zeus, rev. forepart of bridled horse galloping with winged thunderbolt behind (Brit.
Mus. Cat. Coins Lycia, etc. p. 269 f. pi. 41, 10, Hunter Cat. Coins ii. 523 no. i).

ii. 1021 Nyx in the Orphic theogony. W. K. C. Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion
Cambridge 1935 p- 103 notes Aristot. met. 1071 b 26 f. ol 0eo\67oi ot £K NVKTOS yevv&vres
and ib. 1091 b 4 ff. ol d£ iroi^rai ol apxa'loi Tairr?? 6/j.oius, fj jSatrtXetfew /cat #p%eti> <f>a<riv ov
roos irptbrovs, olov Ntf/cra nal Ovpavbv TJ Xdos 77 'fiKeav6v, d\\a rbv Ala with Alex. Aphrod.
ad loc. (p. 821, 10 ff. Playduck) atVirrerat d£ rbv 'Qp<p£a.- «at o6roj yap <pt)aiv 6'rt TO
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ayadbv /cat apiyrov vffrepov tcrri T£>V aXXwy. ^Tret yap TO J3affi\evov /cai Kparovv TIJS rGiv
aTrdvruv (^ucrecis ecrrt TO 0,70^61' /cat apurrov, 6 S£ Zeus j3acrtXe(;et /cat Kparel, 6 Zei>s ap' eerTt
TO cryafloi' /cat dpitrrov. /cat eTret irp&rov JJL^V KO.T 'Op<pta TO Xaos ytyovev, eW 6 'fl/ceaco's,
Tpirov Ni5|, Teraprov 6 Otipavos, elr' aBavaruv j3acrtXei)s 6ewv 6 Zefo, STjXoc 6Vt /cat OUTOJ
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rov Aia, ratirov 5' elireiv TO ayaObv Kal apiarov, varepov vo/j,l£ei Kal rov Xdovs Kal rov
'flxeavov Kal TT?S Nwcros Kal rov Qtipavov, tfroi rov KOO-/J.OV.

ii. 1024. On the Mandaeans in general see W. Brandt in J. Hastings Encyclopedia
of Religion and Ethics Edinburgh 1915 viii. 380*—393a- C. H. Kraeling 'The Origin
and Antiquity of the Mandeans' in the Journal of the American Oriental Society 1929
xlix. 195—218 shows (p. 209) that Mandaean cosmogony 'harks back to the traditions
of the Orphic hymns, of Mochos and Sanchuniathon' (summary by E. H. Hefmerin the
Am. Journ. Arch. 1930 xxxiv. 200).

ii. 1025 Erikepaios. A papyrus of s. iii B.C. found at Gurob addresses 'IptKfiraiye in
an Orphic context (J. G. Smyly Greek Papyri from Gurob Dublin 1921 (Royal Irish
Academy. Cunningham Memoirs xii) p. i ff. no. i pi. i, Qrph.frag. vet. 31 col. i, 22
Kern [ ]XeO (Smyly cj. /ScurtXeC or Etf/3ovXeO) 'IpeKeiralye ff&iffb/j. fj.e | K.r.\., W. K. C.
Guthrie op. cit. p. 98).

ii. 1027. On 'Zeus Schopfer' see J. Amann Die Zeusrede des Ailios Aristeides
Stuttgart 1931 p. 47 ff.

ii. 1033 ff. The Cosmic Egg. R. Eisler Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt Miinchen
1910 ii. 410 n. 3 (Letts, Finns, Peruvians, etc.), E. Mogk 'Das Ei im Volksbrauch und
Volksglauben' in the Zeitschrift des Vereins fur Volkskunde 1915 xxv. 215—223,
A. Olivieri ' L' uovo cosmogonico degli Orfici' in the Atti della Reale Accademia di
Archeologia, Lettere e Belle arti Napoli 1920 vii. 295—334 (reviewed by F. Kiesow in the
Bollettino di Filologia Classica 1921 xxvii. 169—i73)> Eckstein in the Handworterbuch
des deutschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1929/1930 ii. 595—644 ( 'Ei ') , especially
p. 596 with nn. n, 12, 13 ('Weltei' etc.), H. C. Baldry 'Embryological Analogies in
Pre-Socratic Cosmogony' in the Class. Quart, 1932 xxvi. 27 ff.

ii. 1039 Xaos connected with xa<rK03' F- Bortzler 'Zu den antiken Chaoskosmogonien'
in the Archiv f. Rel. 1930 xxviii. 253—268 discusses the history of the rival ancient
etymology from \vo-is, <n>yxwts, etc.

ii. 1040 the horse-cult in Hispania Tarraconensis. A. Schulten Numantia Miinchen
1931 ii. 213 pi. 21 ( = my fig. 920) publishes a red Iberian vase (supra p. 1090) bearing
the black-figured design of a horse-headed god with human hands and feet—possibly the
actor in some mumming play—and notes (pp. cit. i. 248) that the Celtiberians worshipped
the Celtic horse-goddess Epona.

Recent studies of the horse-cult include P. Maylam The Hooden Horse, an East Kent
Christmas Custom Canterbury 1909 pp. i—124 with pis. A—G, G. Ancey 'Le Cheval de
Troie' in the Rev. Arch. 1913 i. 378—381, L. Malten 'Das Pferd im Totenglauben' in
the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1914 xxix. 179—256 with 42 figs., M. Oldfield
Howey The Horse in Magic and Myth London 1923 pp. i—238 with 6 pis. and other
figs, (popular), Schrader Reallex.^ ii. i72b—I75a, L. Curtius in Die Antike 1927 iii.
166—170, 184—186, H. M. Hubbell 'Horse Sacrifice in Antiquity' in Yale Classical
Studies 1928 i. 179—192, Steller in the Handwbrterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens
Berlin—Leipzig 1935 vi. 1598—1652 ('Pferd'), 1652—1655 ('Pferdefleisch'), 1655 f.
('Pferdefuss'), 1656—1660 ('Pferdeheilige'), 1660 f. ('Pferdehuf'), 1661—1664 ('Pferde-
junge'), 1664—1670 ('Pferdekopf'), 1670f. ('Pferdemahr'), 1671—1675 ('Pferdeopfer'),
1675 f. ('Pferdeschwanz'), 1679 f. ('Pferdestall'), 1680 f. ('Pferdetag'), 1681—1683
('Pferdeumritte'), 1683 f. ('Pferdeweihe'), Ohrt ib. 1676—1679 C Pferdesegen'), W.
Koppers 'Pferdeopfer und Pferdekult der Indogermanen' in the Wiener Beitrdge zur
Kulturgeschichte und Linguistik 1936 iv. 279—411, R. Bleichsteiner 'Rossweihe und
Pferderennen im Totenkult der kaukasischen Volker' ib. 413—495, A. Slawik 'Kultische
Geheimbiinde der Japaner und Germanen. Pferd ' ib. 692—699, R. Lantier ' Chevaux-
enseignes celtiques' in the Rev. Arch. 1939 i. 236—247 figs, i—3.

ii. 1044 fig. 893 Helene and Menelaos. See now E. Buschor in Furtwangler—Reich-
hold Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 307—311 fig. 147 pi. 170, i. But E. Lowy ' Archaologisch-
Philologisches' in Wiener Studien 1929 xlvii. 59 f. still (cp. id. 'Entstehung einer
Sagenversion' ib. 1912 xxxiv. 282—287) argues with much force that Aristoph. Lys.
155 f. 6 y&v Mej'Aaos ras 'BX^as ret juaXd TTO. | yvpvas irapavi5wi> ^/3aX', otw, TO £i$os
must have had in mind some famous painting by a contemporary Attic artist.

ii. 1046 fig. 896 Eros with thunderbolt and sceptre. Another Roman gem has Eros
leaning on a pillar with thunderbolt in right hand and sceptre in left (Furtwangler Ant.
Gemmen i pi. 43, 55, ii. 209, Lippold Gemmen pi. 28, 6 p. 171).

ii. 1048 fig. 906 Eros whipped. Cp. the genre scenes in Furtwangler Geschnitt. Steine
Berlin p. 257 no. 6918 pi. $i=id. Ant. Gemmen i pi. 42, 50, ii. 203 and in the Wilson
gems (supra p. 39 n. 6) no. 5218, where three schoolboys, not Erotes, form a similar
group.
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ii. 1050 Erotes on early Christian sarcophagi. See now G. Rodenwaldt 'Der Klinen-
sarkophag von S. Lorenzo' in the_/a/irb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1930 xlv. 116 —189 with
59 figs, and pis. 5—7.

ii. 1053 fig. 910 Aion. Other effigies of Aion are given by H. Gressmann in the
Vortrdge der Bibliothek Warburg 1923—1924. Leipzig—Berlin 1926 p. 186 pi. 4, 8 and 9.
O. Brendel in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1933 xlviii Arch. Anz. pp. 595—599
fig. 8 adds an interesting statue at Castel-Gandolfo, which shows him as a four-winged
and four-armed god with leonine head, an eye on his chest, small lion-heads on his belly
and on either knee. He is flanked by two snakes, which are not twined round him. At
his right foot is a hydra and a horned lion ; at his left foot is Kerberos. Altogether, an
aggregate of symbols worthy of this syncretistic deity (supra p. 914 n. o).

Fig. 921

ii. 1054 ff. Zeus Ktesios. H. Sjovall Zeus im altgriechischen Hauskult Lund 1931
pp. 53—74 deals at length with this curious cult. After stating my conclusions (pp. 64-—
66), he proceeds to develop a rival hypothesis, which is roughly as follows. He starts
with a primary piece of magic: the jar containing wayKapiria is charged with orenda and
serves as a praedeistic means of ensuring perpetual supplies in the storeroom. In course
of time come secondary modifications: water and oil are added, and so the whole
becomes d/jL^poaia and is taken to imply a ' Sondergott' Ktesios (' Der urspriinglich
magische Zwangsritus ist zum Opferritus geworden'). Ktesios under the influence of
the ' Hausschlange' is conceived as a snake, and is finally identified with an Olympian
deity as Zeus Kttsios. Reviews by H. J. Rose in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1932 lii. 149
and in the Class. Rev. 1932 xlvi. 181, by A. Momigliano in- the Studi e Materiali di
storia delle religioni 1932 viii. 119, by K. Keyssner in the Berl. philol. Woch. Mai 6,
1933 pp. 493—497, by C. Picard in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1934 xlvii. 377 f. and in the Revue
de I'histoire des religions 1934 ex. 247—249.
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W. Peek in the Ath. Mitth- 1934 lix. 43 f. no. 6 (Aigina: archaic) AtdjIIao-i'o | [/c]oi
SOT?/)O[J], cp. Inscr. Gr. Arc. Lac. Mess, ii no. 62 (supra i. 520 n. 2) and W. R. Paton—
E. L. Hicks The Inscriptions of Cos Oxford 1891 no. 36, d 37 and 40 rwt Ilaoiwi.

ii. 1059 Donatus as interp. Serv. On this much-debated point see P. Wessner in
Pauly — Wissowa Real-Enc. ii A. 1837 — 1842, H. J. Thomson 'Servius auctus and
Donatus' in the Class. Quart. 1927 xxi. 205 f., G. B. Waldrop 'Donatus, the Interpreter
of Vergil and Terence' in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 1927 xxxviii. 75 — 142.

ii. 1059 ff. burial in the house. H. J. Rose in the Class. Quart. 1930 xxiv. 130 quotes
F. von Duhn Italische Grdberkunde Heidelberg 1924 i. 36 (Saepinum, Sepino) for the
only example of an Italian buried in and with his house. In 1930 G. Mylonas found
'Middle Helladic' houses, both rectangular and apsidal, on the southern slope of the
akropolis at Eleusis. ' Under the floors of these houses and between the walls were found
burials of small children' (E. H. HefTner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1931 xxxv. 197.
Further details by G. Karo in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. hist. 1931 xlvi Arch. Anz.
p. 231 ff.). But the evidence of such practices is abundant and quite conclusive, as will
be admitted by anyone who reads the important articles of G. Wilke ' Wohnungs-
bestattung' in Ebert JReallex. xiv. 443 — 445 and 'Hausgrab' ib. v. 215 f.

ii. 1066 Zeus Kthios in Thasos. P. Guillon in the Rev. Arch. 1937 i. 195 — 200 figs, i
and 2 publishes a boundary-stone from Thasos inscribed c. 400 H.c. Aids \ Krtytfjto
Ha\rpuio and cp. another from the same locality and of similar date published by
G. Mendel in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1900 xxiv. 270 no. 10 [Ai]6s | ['AJyopaio \ Qcurio
(summarised by D. M. Robinson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1937 xli. 617).

ii. 1066 Zeus Ktesios at Mylasa. A. W. Persson in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1922 xlvi.
398 f. no. 3 a fragmentary inscription mentioning 8 f. \rov delva, TOV deivos, te]|[p^a] Aids

ii. 1068 the jars of Zeus. A Pompeian painting from a house in the Strada della
Fortuna published by H. Heydemann in the Butt. d. Inst. 1868 p. 19 ff. and in the
Arch. Zeit. 1868 xxvi. 33 — 35 pi. 4 ( = my fig. 921) and reproduced by Reinach Rep.
Feint. Gr. Rom. p. 9 no. 4 ('Jupiter consulte le sort') shows the god seated with one
of the Fates holding lots (?) and Nike bearing a palm-branch behind him. He has a
long sceptre in his left hand and extends the right, with the lot that he has drawn or is
about to draw, over a jar set on the ground at his feet. This painting deteriorated so
fast on exposure to the air that a month after its discovery a thunderbolt, originally
painted beside the jar in front of the god's right foot, had completely vanished. Heyde-
mann would connect the whole scene with a picture of Herakles and the snakes painted
vertically beneath it on the same wall.

A relief dating from s. iii B.C. and found at Athens in the sanctuary of Artemis
Kalliste represents a man and his wife invoking the goddess, who with a large torch
held in both hands stands behind her altar and in front of two big jars set on the
ground (A. Philadelpheus in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1927 Ii. 158 no. i pi. 8. P. Roussel
ib. pp. 164 — 169 'Remarques sur le bas-relief de Kalliste' traces the significance of the
jars and cites the Homeric parallel. E. H. Heffner summarises both papers in the Am.
Journ. Arch. 1928 xxxii. 360).

ii. 1069 f. Zeus Agamemnon. I. Harrie 'Zeus Agamemnon in Sparta' in the Archiv
f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 359 — 369 explains this cult as a case of Hellenistic divinisation ('die
Apotheose wird nicht als der Kult einer wirklichen Gottheit betrachtet, es haftet ihr ein
Beigeschmack von serviler Schmeichelei an; diese Spartiaten, die den Agamemnon zum
Gbtterkonig ausrufen, atmen alexandrinische Hofluft') and seeks to account for its
attribution to Sparta by assuming a learned revival of the early lyrical version which
connected Agamemnon with Lakedaimon and Amyklai (K. Wernicke in Pauly — Wissowa
Real-Enc. i. 724).

ii. 1070 fT. Zeus Amphidraos. B. Leonardos ''Aptpiapelov' in the 'Apx- 'E0. 1917
pp. 239 — 242, l' AiJ.fpiapeiov'' ib. 1918 pp. no — 113, 1919 pp. 99 — 102, 1922 pp. 101 — in,
1923 pp. 166 — 169 reports on his excavations at the Amphiareion near Oropos over a
series of seven successive years. Id. ''Afuftiapeiov eiriypa<pai' in the 'E0. Apx- 1885
pp. 93 ff., 153 ff., 1886 p. 53 ff., 1889 p. i ff., 1891 p. 71 ff., 1892 p. 33 ff., in the 'Apx.
E0. 1917 pp. 39 ff., 231 ff., 1918 p. 73 ff., 1919 p. 54 ff., 1923 p. 36 ff., 1925—1926 p. 9 ff.

collects 1 60 inscriptions from the site.

ii. 1072 Zeus amphithales. A. Oepke ''A;it040a\e?s im griechischen und hellenistischen
Kult' in the Archiv f. Rel. 1934 xxxi. 42 — 56 deals in primis with the young acolytes in
the Bacchic inscription found near Torre Nova (A. Vogliano in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1933 xxxvii. 215 ff., F. Cumont ib. p. 232 ff., with abstract by C. Alexander ib. p. 264 ff.)
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and stresses the importance of pueri ingemii patrimi et matrimi in a variety of ancient
cults, mystic and otherwise.

ii. 1073 ff. Zeus Trophonios. F. Peeters 'A propos de 1'oracle de Trophonios. i. Les
onctions d'huile et le bain dans 1'Hercyna' in Le Musee Beige 1929 xxxiii. 27—32 (the
anointing with oil before the bath (Paus. 9. 39. 5—7) was not a religious rite, but a
practical precaution against cold).

ii. 1075 Demeter Erinys. A. H. Krappe ''BPINTS' in the Rhein. Mus. 1932 Ixxxi.
305—320 ('die Erinyen sind die rossgestaltigen Zwillingstochter des Herrn der Erden-
tiefe und einer alten Fruchtbarkeitsgottheit, einer friihgriechischen " Mutter Erde,"
beide gleichfalls rossgestaltigv.. Nach einer gleichfalls alten Paralleluberlieferung ist
nur eines der Zwillingskinder weiblichen Geschlechts; das andere ist ein Hengst...').

ii. 1077 f. Zeus Asklepibs. Cp. Galen. Trepi ava,TOfjuK&v ^yxelP'ncr€<av T - 2 (ii- 224 f-
Ktihn) £yo> de £v rrj irarpiSi KO.T' eKeivov In Sdrpifiov TOV %p6vov, {jirb 2o,T(5/}<f> iraiSfv6fJi,evos,
HTOS -fjdt) Ttraprov eiridr)fji.ovvTi TIJ Hepyapqi /uer& "Kovarovviov 'Pov<f>lvov, KaTaffKev&fovTos
T]iui> TOV vewv TOV Atos 'AoTrX^TrioO (where Klihn prints the erroneous translation 'divi
Aesculapii templum').

Fig. 922.

ii. 1082 metopes from the temple of Asklepios. But K. A. Neugebauer in the Jahrb.
d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1926 xli. 83 f. infers from their lack of an upper border, from
their exact height, and from other indications that these are votive reliefs, not metopes
at all.

ii. 1082 ff. Asklepids and the Snake. An echo of Asklepios' snake at Epidauros may
be heard in the legend of St Hilarion (Oct. 21), who at Epidaurum or Epidaurus (Ragusa
vecchid) in southern Dalmatia burnt a huge snake, of the sort called boa because they can
swallow an ox (S. Baring-Gould The Lives of the Saints Edinburgh 1914 xii. 516 f.).
The story is told by Hieron. v. S. Hilar. eremit. 39 (xxiii. 50 B—c Migne).

On Alexandras or the Sham Seer see also A. D. Nock ' Alexander of Abonuteichos'
in the Class. Quart. 1928 xxii. 160—162.

Comparable with the coin-types of Glykon is the snake that appears on bronze pieces
issued by Caracalla at Pautalia in Thrace. This monster rises erect on quadruple coils
with the tail of a fish and a radiate nimbus (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins The Tauric Cherso-
nese, etc. p. 144 f. nos, 30—32, McClean Cat. Coins ii. 195 no. 4525 pi. 170, 2) or
wreath (ib. ii. 196 no. 4526) round his head. A specimen issued by Geta gives him a
lion's head (Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins The Tauric Chersonese, etc. p. 146 no. 46). Other
bronze coins of Pautalia struck by Caracalla show Asklepios with his serpent-staff borne
through the air by a winged and bearded snake (ib. p. 145 no. 34 fig.). And the same
type occurs, under Severus Alexander, at Nikaia in Bithynia (Waddington—Babelon—
Reinach Monn. gr. d?As. Min. i. 474 no. 597 (wrongly described as holding a mask in
his right hand) pi. 82, 24. Fig. 922 is from a coin of mine).

ii. 1087. One more effort to find a satisfactory etymology for Asklepids is that of
D. Detscev, who in the Bulletin de V Institut Archtologique Bulgare 1925 iii. 131—164
derives the name from a Thracian stem *d(ri- 'snake' and -K\o,7rt6s, Ka\airibs cognate
with the Thracian place-name K\t)Tri-Sdi>a (connected with *glapi and *apio 'to bend').
On which showing Asklepids might mean 'he who moves with serpent coils.' Further
summary of these very rash speculations is supplied by E. H. HefFner in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1926 xxx. 207 f.

ii. 1089 ff. Telesphoros. G. Seure in the Rev. Arch. 1926 ii. 161 ff. no. 276 fig. 117, A
publishes a Thracian statuette of Asklepios, with Telesphoros beside him, now in the
Museum at Plovdiv. Other examples of the hooded type are fairly numerous: they occur
e.g. in bronze at Amiens (Reinach Rep. Stat. iii. 13 no. 2), Avignon (ii. 470 no. 5),
Djemila (ii. 470 no. 6), Florence (v. 223 no. 6), Nona in Dalmatia (iii. 22 no. 4f.), Paris
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(ii. 470 no. 4), Treves (iv. 293 no. 3), Troyes (ii. 470 no. 2), in marble at Mantineia
(ii. 469 no. ii), Munich (vi. no no. i), in stone at Nfmes (vi. no no. 2), and even in
amber at Oedenburg (iv. 293 no. 6). The type is further discussed by J. Schmidt in
Roscher Lex. Myth. v. 315 ff., H. Herter De Priapo Giessen 1932 p. 193 ('Priapus
agricolarum potius exemplo hoc vestimenti genere uti videtur'), R. Egger 'Genius
Cucullatus ' in the Wiener prdhistorische Zeitschrift 1932 xix. 311 — 323 (two altars
inscribed Genio Cucullato in a small Celtic temple at Wabelsdorf in Carinthia: this
deity, worshipped throughout the Romano-Celtic area, was introduced into Greece by
the Galatians from Asia Minor, and under the Greek name Telesphoros travelled far
and wide during the early centuries of our era), K. Kerenyi 'Telesphoros' in Egyetemes
Philologiai Koezloeny Budapest 1933 Ivii. 7 — 1 1 (the cult of Telesphoros was essentially
Graeco-Roman), F. J. de Waele in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1933 xxxvii. 446 n. 2 (two
figurines from Corinth ' may represent a similar small divinity, a predecessor of Teles-
phoros, as Euamerion...in Titane (Paus. n, n, 7) '), F. M. Heichelheim ' Genii Cucullati'
in Archaeologia Aeliana Fourth Series xii. 187—194 ('among the Celts of the Danube
region, Gaul, and Britain, native deities who wore the cucullus were assimilated not only
to the Roman genius and the eastern Telesphorus... but also to the Cabiri.... A survival
of the genii cucullati in the similar representations of dwarfs, hobgoblins, and the like, in
the post-Roman period. ..does not seem unlikely').

ii. 1089 Grabphalli. Paus. 8. 34. 2 (near Megalopolis) yijs x<3Ata...&rl0iftua £x°" MOov
ireiroi.'riiitvov 5dicTv\ov, K<U 5rj ical 6t>ofj.a ry xi&juar/ eari Aa/cryXou fj-vij/M is interpreted by
C. Belger in the Berl.ph.iloL Woch. Mai 14, 1892 p. 640 as a phallbs. But see the facts
collected by Frazer Pausanias iv. 354 — 357.

ii. 1090 Zeus Hdrios. On Zeus "Opios see also H. J. W. Tillyard in the Ann. Brit.
Sch. Ath. 1904 — 1905 xi. 65, S. Eitrem Beitrdge zur griechischen Religionsgeschichte
Kristiania 1920 iii. 33, and E. Fehrle in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 648. It must be borne
in mind that Zeus "Optos was not merely the Greek rendering of lupiter Terminus or
Terminates, but also a genuine Hellenic deity, the natural protector of boundaries. Plat.
legg. 842 E Aids opiov fiev irp&Tos i>6/j.os ode elp^crOia' fid) Kivelru yrjs opia (jurjSels K.T.\.
implies the sanction of long-standing usage. The calendar of the Attic tetrdpolis found
at Koukounari, which dates from the earlier part of J. iv B.C., prescribes for Skirophorion
the sacrifice of a sheep to Zeus "Opioj (R. B. Richardson in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1895
x. 209 ff. col. i, n =J. de Prott Leges Graecorum Sacrae Lipsiae 1896 Fasti sacri p. 46 ff.
no. 26, A n [rd5e 6 apxuv 0i/?]ei- Aii '0/oiwt ols Ahh). And the northern boundary of
the Thracian Chersonesos was marked by an inscribed altar of the same god ([Dem.]
de Halonnes. 39 f. Kalroi 3Leppovf)ffov oi Spot t'uriv, OVK 'Ayopd, dXXct /3w/x6s TOV Ai6s TOV
'Opiov, 6'j fort, ^ero£i> IlreXeoO /cat Aeu/c^s 'AKTTJS, 77 i) StopvxiJ 2/teXXe Xeppov/iffov &re(T0at,
a!j ye TO fTrlypa/j-na. TO eirl TOV |8w/xoO TOU AIDS TOV 'Optov 577X01. eVrt 6t Tovrt- T&vf>e
KadidpvaavTO 0e$ irepiKa\\ta fiia^ov | Aewcijs /cai IlreXeoO pto-ffov opov Bepevoi | tvixtfrai,
XW/M/S a-rjfJ-^iov • dfj,fj.opLt]s d£ | ayros ava£ /ia/capwc kari /j.4o~os KpovlSiis (J. H. Vince
translates 'Zeus is Warden of our No Man's Land.' F. Blass had cj. fjiolpris <Tt)iJ.riCov
d/J./J.opitis re on the strength of Od. 20. 75 f.)). Hence Scholl — Studemund anecd. i. 265
'ETTi'^era Aios... 71 opiov, ib. i. 266 'J&iridera. At6s... 66 opiov. Cp. a dedication of the
Abderites to Hadrian as Tpaiavta ' ASpiavu | SejSatrrw Zrjvl 'E0o/9^w (G. Bakalakis in
QpaKiKd 1937 viii. iq = Rev. Arch. 1937 ii. 386 no. 170).

ii. 1091 ff. Zeus Meilichios. Short studies of this cult in H. Sjovall Zeus im alt-
griechischen Hauskult Lund 1931 pp. 75 — 84 ('Zeus Philios und Zeus Meilichios') and
M. P. Nilsson ' Die Gotter des Symposions ' (E Symbolis Philologicis O. A. Danielsson
octogenario dicatis seorsum expressum) Upsaliae 1932 pp. 224 — 227. G. Blum '
in Le Musee Beige 1913 xvii. 313 — 320 held that the appellative meant '"maitre des
abeilles," c'est-a-dire des ames' (A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 423 n. 4):
vp.Joum. Hell. Stud. 1895 xv. 19.

ii. 1095 /«)/o/3ets. M. Guarducci '"Axones" e "kyrbeis"' in the Rendiconti della
Pontifida Accademia romana di Archeologia 1929 — 1931 vii. 101 — 107 distinguishes Shoves,
three or, more probably, four tables of wood set at an angle to each other and revolving
on a common axle, from Kvpfieis, prismatic or pyramidal blocks of stone tapering towards
the top but not made to move : both forms of monument were inscribed boustrophedon.
She publishes the limestone fragment of a la.w-Kvp/Bis from Prinias (Rhizenia?) and
compares with it the inscribed tapering stone from Dreros (Michel Recueil denser, gr.
no. 23, F. Blass in Collitz — Bechtel Gr. Dial.-Inschr. iii. 2. 239 ff. no. 4952, Dittenberger
Syll. inscr. Gr.3 no. 527) and a similar inscription on a block of red trachyte from Chios
(U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Nordionische Steine (Abh. d. berl. Akad. 7909 Phil.-
hist. Classe ii. 64 ff. pi. 2 no. 25), E. Schwyzer Dialectorum Graecarum exempla
epigraphica potiora Lipsiae 1923 p. 337 f. no. 687, M. N. Tod A selection of Greek
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historical inscriptions to the end of the fifth century B.C. Oxford 1933 p. i ff. no. i).
See now M. Guarducci in Inscr. Cret. i. 84 ff. Dreros no. i, 297 f. Rhizenia? no. 7.
Note also the pillar of Poseidon, made of brass and inscribed with the laws, in the
island of Atlantis (Plat. Kritias 1190 ff.). L. B. Holland 'Axones' in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1939 xliii. 302 (unpublished).

ii. 1099 n. i the altar of Zeus Litaios on coins of Nikaia. On these coins see now
C. T. Seltman in the Cambridge University Reporter 1926 Ivii. 556 (report of a paper
read to the Cambridge Philological Society, Nov. 25, 1926).

ii. nor Zeus Xenios. J. Vtirtheim Aischylos" Schutzflehende Amsterdam 1928 pp. 6—8
('Zeus Xenios'), O. Weinreich s.v. 'Xenios' in Roscher Lex. Myth. vi. 522—525 (a
careful and comprehensive collection of data}.

ii. 1102 n. 4 Ardntides, H. Krahe 'Zu makedonisch APANTISIN • EPINTSI' in the
Archivf. Rel. 1933 xxx. 393—395 regards the name as Illyrian.

ii. 1103. F- N. Pryce in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1936 Ivi. 77 f. pi. 5 publishes a
small Attic bell-krater, said to have been found at Corinth and now in the collection
of Mr E. Armytage, which appears to show Theseus waiting at the altar of Zeus
Meilichios to be purified of blood-guiltiness, cp. Bakchyl. 17. 46 ff.

ii. 1103 n. 7 Zeus Sykdsios. H. Vorwahl 'Zum Ursprung des " Feigenblatts "' in the
Rhein. Mus. 1930 Ixxix. 319^ rightly concludes: 'So ergibt die philologische Unter-
suchung eine Bestatigung der psychoanalytischen Bemerkung, dass das Feigenblatt nicht
das Symbol der Keuschheit, sondern der bewusst gewordenen Sexualitat sei.'

ii. 1105 Zeus Meilichios enthroned. A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926 1. 424
n. 3 cites a votive relief in the Museum at Corfu (inv. no. 352), which represents Zeus
seated to the right on a rock with a sceptre in his left hand, a phidle in his right. On
either side of him two snakes advance, raising their heads. Before him are traces of a
small female votary with uplifted arm. The relief is inscribed in letters of s. iii or earlier
'Ryrfffu Ait MetXix/wi.

ii. 1114 Zeus Meilichios associated with Helios. S. G. Paraskeuaides in the 'Apx- 'E0.
1932 dpx- XPOV- P- I2 f- no- * %• J publishes a grey marble slab from Mytilene bearing a
manumission of c. 200 B.C. Tei^is EfiKTi^vrja \ d^eiei t\evO£pav \ Iil\eav {nrb Aia /cat |
"A\iov, av£vK\iriTl)v | /JLOL yei>o/u,tvav, \ tirel Ke rbv filov eyKLirt]. \\ Tei/«s Etf/crtjU^pija | a<pelei
eXevQtpav \ ekevdtpav \ fab Aia /cat "AXio^. He quotes other manumissions iurd Ata YTJV
"H\iov (Dittenberger Syll. inscr. Gr.s no. 1212 with n. 2, supra ii. 729 n. o) and virb
Aia "HXi<w. (K. A. Rhomaios in the 'Apx- AeXr. 1924—1925 ix vap&pr. 5 Thermos).

ii. 1115 Zeus Meilichios at Sounion. In the fortress outside the temple at Sounion
G. P. Oikonomos in 1924 found 'a votive stele to Zeus Meilichios, with two snakes
displayed symmetrically' (A. M. Woodward in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1924 xliv. 274,
cp. G. Welter in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1925 xl Arch. Anz. p. 314).

ii. 1124 n. o a goblet inscribed AI02E SflTHPOZ. Such ypa/j./jLaTiKa ^/cTrci/tara
have been listed and discussed by C. Picard ' A propos de deux coupes du Vatican et
d'un fragment du Musee Kircher' in the Melanges d' archeologie et d'histoire (Ecole
Franfaise de Rome) 1910 xxx. 99—116 pis. 2 and 3 and id. in the Rev. Arch. 1913
ii. 174—178 (TPAMMATIKA EKIIflMATA'). He enumerates sixteen specimens, of
which no. 7 is a stdmnos from Fasano with a painted inscription AIOZ ZriTHPOZ
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Vases iv. 226 no. F 548), no. 15 a kylix of black Attic ware from
Pantikapaion incised [aXl^wris Aids SWT%[OS] (B. Pharmakowsky in the Jahrb. d. kais.
deutsch. arch. Inst. 1910 xxv Arch. Anz. p. 209f.), no. 16 fig. 5 a fragment of a black-
glazed kdntharos from the Peiraieus lettered in orange-red paint [AIOZ] ZflTH[POZ].
See further C. Picard in the Rev. Arch. .1938 ii. 105—107.

ii. 1132 the soul of the divine king escaped as a bird. A. H. Krappe in the Rhein.
Mus. 1928 Ixxvii. 184 cites an Iranian tale from F. Spiegel Erdnische Alterthumskunde
Leipzig 1873 ii. 43: 'So hbren wir (Yt. 19, 34) dass sich die kb'nigliche Majestat in
Gestalt eines Vogels von Yima entfernte, als derselbe anfing liignerische Worte zu
sprechen; immerhin wird man gedacht haben dass die Majestat auf ein anderes Glied
der koniglichen Familie iiberging.'

ii. 1132 n. 4 the sceptre of Zeus. Cp. Hes. cat. frag. 123 Kinkel, 103 Rzach, ap.
Plat. Min. 320 D (Minos) 8s f3a<ri\etiraTOs Ifcr/ce KaraOvriT&v fiaaCMiuv | Kal Tr\elffTuv
•fji>aff<re irepiKribvwv avdp^irwv \ Zijpds ^xuv ffKriirrpov r<jj /cat iro\<-uv J3a.ffi\€vev.

ii. 1132 n. 6. On sceptre-worship see also M. Gary—A. D. Nock 'Magic spears' in
the Class. Quart. 1927 xxi. 123 n. 5.

ii. 1135 the central slab from the eastern frieze of the Parthenon (pi. xliv). One or
two fresh facts and fancies must be recorded. W. R. Lethaby 'The Central Part of the
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Eastern Frieze of the Parthenon' in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1929 xlix. 7—13 figs, i—6
(summarised by E. H. Heffner in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1929 xxxiii. 555 f.) observes
that exquisite sepia-drawings made in all probability by William Pars in 1765—6 and
now in the Elgin Collection at the British Museum bring out sundry details no longer
distinct (heads of Athena and Hephaistos, etc.). 'The central group is divided off from
the rest of the frieze right and left by intervals of space down through which, on either
hand, a slightly scored line may be traced. It is probable, 1 tmnK, tnat these lines
defined a difference of colour in the background which showed that the central action
was on a different plane from the rest, that is, in the interior of the Temple.'

Lily Ross Taylor 'Seats and Peplos on the Parthenon Frieze' in the Am. Journ.
Arch. 1936 xl. 121 and ead. 'A Sellisternium on the Parthenon Frieze' in Quantula-
cumque: Studies Presented to Kirsopp Lake London 1937 pp. 253—264 figs, i—7
suggests that the ptplos was intended, not as clothing for the xoanon of Athena, but as
drapery to be placed over the chair of one of the gods.

ii. 1135 n. 4. N. Valmin ' Die Zeus-Stoa in der Agora von Athen' in the K. Human-
istika Vetenskapssamfundets i Lund Arsberdttelse 1933—1934 i (Bulletin de la Societe
Royale des Lettres de Lund ^33—1934 i) Lund 1934 pp. i—7 with fig. i ('Skizzenplan')
rightly located the Stod Baslleios and identified it with the Stod of 'Zeus Soter-
Eleutherios.' O. Walter ' Zeus- und Konigshalle der Athener Agora' in the Jahresh.
d. oest. arch. Inst. 1936 xxx Beiblatt pp. 95—100 maintains that the Stoa Basileios
(c. 500 B.C.) was distinct from the Stod of Zeus Eleutherios (shortly before 400 B.C.). But
that is not the view taken by the American excavators of the Agord (Hesperia 1937 vi.
225 f.). Thanks to their highly successful researches it is now possible to assert with
some confidence that the Stoa Basileios was identical with the Stod of Zeus Eleutherios,
and to get some idea of its history and appearance. See the definitive account of the
building contributed by H. A. Thompson to Hesperia 1937 vi. 5—77 ('Stoa of Zeus
Eleutherios') with pi. i groundplan, actual state, pi. 2 groundplan, restored, and 39 figs.
By the courtesy of Mr Thompson I am able to reproduce both the restored plan
(pi. 2 = my fig. 923) and the restored elevation (fig. 34 = my fig. 924) of this important
structure. It seems probable that certain earlier remains found beneath the Stod
(rectangular base ofporos with neighbouring altar) belonged to a sanctuary of Zeus Sotir
or Eleutherios (schol. Aristoph. Plout. 1175 ev &<rret Afa Swrfjpa ri/u.werii', HvOa (cat
2wr%>os Ai6s eVnv iep6v TOV avTov 5e Ivtoi ical 'EXeu^pioj' <f>a<ri), who owed his second
title to the deliverance from Persia that he had wrought (Harpokr. s.v. 'EXeirt^ptos Zetfs-

. (frag. 25 p. 279 a 32 ff. Sauppe) "T$ fj.ev TOIVVV Ai£, w avdpes St/cctcraf, i]
ytyove TOV 'EXeutf^ptoj' irpoffayope6eff6ai 8id TO TOI)S e£e\evWpous rr\v o~Toav

ai TTJV ir\i]fflov oi)roO." 6 5e A(3i*ju.6s <f>ri<nv anaprdveiv TOV p^Topa.- ^/cXi^r; 7ap
5ta TO TUV ~M.itidiKwv aTraXXa-yrjcat TOVS 'A0i)vatovs. OTI 5£ e7ri7£ypairT<u /J.ev

p, ovo/tdfereu Se Aral 'EXeu^pios, 817X0? Kctl M.fravdpos, cp. et. mag. p. 329, 44 ff.).
The pre-Persic statue of the god presumably perished in the sack of 480/479 B.C. and was
later replaced by another statue bearing the appellation Eleutherios. When the Stod was
designed, c. 430 B.C., room was left in front of it for the famous figure on a large circular
base. The building, which was virtually completed by 409/8 B.C. (Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i
no. 115, 7 f. [irpoffOfv r]e[s] STO|CIS res BcuriXe/as), was a Doric colonnade with a facade
of seven columns and two wings of six by four columns—an arrangement perhaps
suggested by that of Mnesikles' Propylaia. On the back-wall were paintings of the
Twelve Gods (Paus. i. 3. 3); on 'the wall beyond,' probably the south wall, paintings of
Theseus and Demokratia and Demos (Paus. ib.)\ also, presumably on the north wall, a
painting of the battle fought at Mantineia by the Athenians sent to help the Lace-
daemonians (Paus. i. 3. 4). The paintings were by Euphranor (Val. Max. 8. ir . ext. 5,
Plin. nat. hist. 35. 129, Plout. deglor, Ath. 2, Loukian. imagg. 7, Paus. i. 3. 4, Eustath.
in II. p. 145, 10 ff.). The tiled roof had two akroteria in terra cotta, which represented
Theseus hurling Skiron into the sea and Hemera carrying Kephalos (Paus. i. 3. i),
perhaps a relic of the official quarters assigned to the basileus before the Persian invasion
(see, however, the suggestions of C. Picard in the Rev. Arch. 1938 ii. 95 f.). An annex
of two large rooms was built behind the Stod in s. i A.D. to secure greater privacy for
the court of the basileus and for occasional meetings of the council of the Areopagites
(cp. Dem. in Aristog. i. 23).

ii. 1137 n. o \hebasileiis about to wear Athena's peplos (?). Cp. Diod. i. 14 (each of
the gods honoured Herakles with special gifts) 'A6r)va. f»,lv Tr&rAy, "H^euoros 8e powdXy
Kal OtipaKi. For interchange of clothing see further W. R. Halliday The Greek Questions
of Plutarch Oxford 1928 p. 2i6ff .

ii. 1143. K. A. Neugebauer in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1922 xxxvii Arch.
Anz. p. 76 no. 25 records the acquisition by the Berlin Antiquarium (inv. no. 30021,
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photo 3440) of a small bronze snake (o'lSj™ long) with raised head and inlaid pupils.
Its back is inscribed in archaic lettering | ARO2IEMITOMEAAIVIOTO-
TTEA AN AI (lapbs tfti TO Me\\ixio TO IleXdj'cu). This was purchased at Paris in 1911
as coming from the Peloponnese, and A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell, 1926 1. 424
n. 4 states that in 1916 he saw near the find-spot (Pellana in Achaia) a second small
bronze snake, but uninscribed, which was said to have been found at the same time.

ii. 1146 n. o pyramidal tombs for horses at Agrigentum. C. M. Firth and J. E. Quibell
found at Saqqara two mummies of horses, dating from the reign of Ramses ii (Comptes
rendus de FAcad. des inscr. et belles-lettres 1926 p. 205 f.). But on Greek pyramidal
structures see now the important paper of L. E. Lord in the Am. /ortrn. Arch. 1939
xliii. 78—84.

ii. 1150 tomb-ceiling as mimic sky. Sir A. J. Evans in The Illustrated London News
for Sept. 26, 1931 p. 485 ff. publishes a temple-tomb close to the palace at Knossos. The
rock-cut sepulchral chamber had a central pillar, and ' the rock ceiling—squares of which
were visible between the beams—had been tinted with the brilliant Egyptian blue, or
kyanos, so that the dead beneath the vault might not be without the illusion of the sky
above.' See further id. The Palace of Minos London 1935 iv. 2. 975 and context.

ii. 1151 Zeus Meilichios at Thespiai, etc. A. Plassart in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1926
1. 422 f. no. 43 cites a fragmentary inscription from Thespiai Ae£id5as | Urtpuvos \ iapei)y [
Ai[i Mi]\ixioi | Ki) MtXi%t?7. | K.T.\. and no. 44 another from the same place Qpavtifiaxos \
Qtuvos iapevs \ Ail MiXixiv. Id. ib. p. 423 n. 2 refers to A. D. Keramopoullos in the 'A/>%.
AeXr. 1917 iii. 422 n. o no. 2 (Lebadeia) a marble stelidion (height o-23m) bearing an
omphalos (height c. o'og1") and beneath it the inscription [SJwerias | AO.L/J.OVI \ Mi\t%^
with a snake creeping up towards it: Keramopoullos observes that Aaipuv MiXlxios may
well be the 'AyaObs Aai/j.wv. Plassart p. 423 n. 3 adds A. Jarde—M. Laurent in the
Bull. Corr. Hell. 1902 xxvi. 324 ff. no. 15 (Anthedon) a marble stile (height o'4Om) with
a snake [' A]iro\\6i'io[s] \ [K]a0t<ro56[roi;] | [Atjet (or [Zi/vjet?) MtX[t]x£[<*>J found above the
door of the church of Hagios Athanasios, which appears to stand on the site of the
sanctuary of Zeus MiUchios.

ii. 1153 n. i. See further P. Kretschmer 'Oidipus und Melampus" in Glotta 1923
xii. 59—61, E. Frankel in Gnomon 1928 iv. 447, H. Petersson in M. P. Nilsson The
Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology Cambridge 1932 p. 105 n. ii , L. W. Daly in
Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvii. 2104^

ii. 1155 Zeus Meilichios in Thessaly. Inscr. Gr. sept. iii. 2 no. 145 (Thebae Phthio-
tides) a white stone inscribed Ai MetjXtx/wt ) Kpivu | 'A.pcrl[a]? \ av£8\ri\\[K\ev.

ii. 1156 Akrisios. A. H. Krappe in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1930 xliii. 157 treats Akrisios
as 'le vieux dieu Cronos lui-meme' and compares Akrisios' expulsion of the infant
Perseus (influencing the legend of Astyages and Kyros the Persian) with Kronos'
expulsion of the infant Zeus, concluding that a folk-tale motif may be traced in both
myths and even in the quasi-historical legend. L. Bieler in Wiener Studien 1931 xlix.
120—123 ('Der Tod des Akrisios') regards 'AKpivios as Illyrian, Tevra/jiidas as 'vor-
griechisch-pelasgisch.' H. Krahe ' Sprachwissenschaftliches zur Sage von der Flucht des
Akrisios' ib. 1933 li. 141—143 argues that both 'AKpicrios and TeirctjiuSas are names of
Illyrian origin.

ii. 1156 Zeus MiUchios in Samos. E. Preuner in the Ath. Mitth. 1924 xlix. 42 no. 9
a votive inscription from Tigani KX&u Me-ydfcXou | Ati MtXi^wi.

ii. 1156 Zeus Meilichios in Nisyros. W. Peek in the Ath. Mitth. 1932 Ivii. 57 f. no. 8
an inscription of Roman date from Rhodes (G. Jacopi in Clara Rhodos 1932 ii. 213 f.
no. 52) Ka\\iKpATrjv lepija iraTpos yeya&Ta Qttavos \ Zrjvbs MeiXtx/oio /cXuri? Nelavpos
aeldei and ZeO ^[eS^wp Neiffvpov, airfifiova ff&fe Qtuva \ KoXXi/cpdrous, 8v ffTtyas, iirei
Teds flpds 4T^x.9ri. The two distichs are engraved within two wreaths on a tabula ansata
of white marble. R. Herbst in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc. xvii. 765 adds Inscr. Gr. ins.
iii nos. 95 and 96.

ii. 1157 Zeus Meilichios in Kypros. T. B. Mitford in the Journ. Hell. Stud. 1937
Ivii. 29 no. 2 a boundary-stone at Amathous AIOS | M E I A I X I O Y in large lettering
with jflN (quid?} in smaller lettering to the left of the second line.

ii. 1157 n. o Zeus Apotrdpaios. E. A. Gardner—F. LI. Griffith Naukratis London
1888 ii. 13, 61, 68 no. 14 pi. 22 iepov Ai[6j'A7r]|oTpo7r[a^ou] on a stone found in the
ttmenos of Hera.

For the sale of priesthoods at Erythrai see L. Robert in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1933
Ivii. 472.
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ii. 1158 Zeus Meilichios at Kyrene. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff in Hermes 1930

Ixv. 257 f. ('Lesefriichte' no. 280) cites rock-cut inscriptions at and near Kyrene to show
that the dead were associated in cult with the Eumenides and with Zeus Meilichios (after
S. Ferri Contribtiti di Cirene alia storia della rdigione greca (Collezione r/ra$^. 2) Roma
1923) pi. 10).

ii. 1158 Zeus Meilichios at Selinous. K. Lehmann-Hartleben in the Jahrb. d.
Deutsch. Arch. Inst. 1926 xli Arch. Anz. p. 179 fig. 36 briefly reports the discovery by
E. Gabrici of a sanctuary of Zeus Meilichios at Selinous. This small temenos occupied
the north-east angle of the large site sacred to Demeter Malophbros, just as the temenos
of Hekate Propylaia occupied the south-east angle. For a full account of it see
E. Gabrici's official publication in the Mon, d. Line. 1928 xxxii. 91—107 figs. 53—64

S t . i

. »

('Edicola ed altari di Meilichios e della Pasikrateia (?)'), 174—181 ('Stele figurate del
recinto di Meilichios'), 381—383 (inscriptions), 403—405 (cult). The precinct (pi. 2,
part of which = my fig. 925) included a little temple, the base of which measured only
5'2Om by 2'97m—a mere casket for the statue or statues within. Two Doric columns
stood opposite the antae; but their entablature was of a simplified Ionic order (fig. 58
= my fig. 926). In front of the temple were two oblong altars, one large, one small; and
it was originally flanked by a pair of porticoes, each with five columns. Behind the west
wall of the precinct were found numerous stttlai, mostly small piers square in section, or
pyramidal, or cylindrical, and nearly all without inscription. The few inscribed blocks
were archaic in character: p. 381 f. no. 3 pi. 97, 4 TO Ai6s TO M eXi^o fy" | TOOTO.
Efytej^So TO He\didpxo('I, the first-fruits of Eumenides son of Pediarchos, belong to Zeus
Meilichios? Wilamowitz in Hermes 1930 Ixv. 258 cj. irpo TO,(I>) Ev(ji,fvido(v)), p. 382 no. 4
pi. 97, i=my fig. 927 A.vKl<roo (perhaps T\\victff<fo) £\n\l MiXt^'os, p. 382 f. no. 5 pi. 97, 2
MeXiX'os I TOV KXeiAiSaj', p. 384 no. 9 pi. 97, 3 TO MiX[tx^o —](rctpo[-]s. Other finds on
the site were a double altar of simpler type (fig. 62), and several small wells (figs. 63—66)
for the storage of lustral water, etc. Offerings made to the god were vases and objects of
minor worth, which were burnt along with the animal sacrifice and buried in the ashes:
over them was erected a stele, often surmounted by a pair of busts, male and female
(pis. 27, i—4, 28, i—6, 29, i—8, of which 27, 3 f. =my figs. 928 f.). Gabrici concludes
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that the whole cult had a chthonian character, Zeus Meilichios and Pasikrateia (?) being
the Selinuntine equivalents of Hades and Persephone.

ii. 1158 Zeus Meilichios at Pompeii. For a description of his temple in Reg. viii.
7 (8). 25 see A. Mau—A. Ippel Filhrer durch Pompeji Leipzig 1928 p. 162 f. R. C.
Carrington in the fourn. Rom. Stud. 1933 xxiii. 132 pi. 10 figures the wall of it and
dates it early in s. i B.C.

ii. 1159 n- f- On tne names Adfruos, Adfrs, and the like see H. Krahe Die alien
balkanillyrischen geographischen Namen Heidelberg 1925 p. 86 and R. Vulpe 'Gli Illiri
dell' Italia imperiale romana' in the Ephemeris Dacoromana (Annuario della Scuola
Romena di Roma) 1925 iii. 131, 145 n. i, 217. And on the Lares, E. Tabeling Mater
Larum Zum Wesen der Larenreligion Frankfurt am Main 1932 pp. i—104.

ii. 1160 ff. Zeus Philios. See H. Sjovall Zeus im altgriechischen Hauskult Lund 1931
PP-.75—84 ('Zeus Philios und Zeus Meilichios'), M. P. Nilsson 'Die Cotter des Sym-
posions' (E Symbolis Philologicis O.A. Danielsson octogenario dicatis seorsum expressum)
Upsaliae 1932 pp. 218—224.

ii. 1161 ff. Zeus Philios at Athens. Gabriel Welter 'Eine Weihung an Zeus Philios'
in the Ath. Mitth. 1925 1. 165 f. publishes an inscription of the early fourth century B.C.,
found in a Byzantine wall above the odeion of Herodes Attikos at Athens and probably
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derived from the adjoining Asklepieion: AvtriKpdrris [A]v<riK\eos | ex Ko[X]awo A[t]i' <£iX£

ii. 1163 n. 6. H. J. Rose 'The Bride of Hades' in Classical Philology 1925 xx. 238-
243 (the idea underlying Soph. Ant. 815 and other Greek passages is that the earth
receives increased fertility from the potential, unused fertility of the chaste).

ii. 1167 love in relation to Zeus. Dion Chrys. or. 4 p. 71 Dindorf baoltas d£ KOI
</>i\lav of>K a\\7)i> fj TO ratira J3o6\ecr()ai Kal diavoetaQai, bfibvoidv nva o8ffav....fo &v ovv rip
Ail <f>[\os $ Kal bpovor) irpbs eKeivov, £a(f oirus ao'iKov rivbs ^iri0v/j,^o-fi irpdyfj.aTos $ irovrip6i>
n Kal alffxpbv 5tavo^^<rerai ; On this subject of personal intimacy with Zeus see further
the able articles of F. Dirlmeier on '9BO*IAIA— <£IA06EIA' in Philologus 1935 xc.
57— 77 and 176—193.

ii. 1167 f. Diotima's rAea Kal eiroTrnKa.. A. M. Desrousseaux ' Plutarque, Mor. 382^'
in the Rev. £t. Gr. 1933 xlvi. 210 — 213 (Plout. de Is. et Os. 78 Sio Kal HXarwv Kal
ApiffTor^Xijs iiroirriKov TovTo rb nepos TTJJ </>tAocro0tas KaXoucrtJ', ws (Desrousseaux corr. $

vel, quod praestat, 4i> ^5) ol ra 8o£a0Ta Kal fjUKra Kal iravTodaira ravTa Trapaueiif/A^evot
T<£ \6j(f> irpbs rb irp&rov tKeivo Kal aw\ovv Kal av\ov ^d\\ovrai Kal, 0iy6vTes air\&s (so
Reiske for #\A«s) r^s irepl avrb Kaftapas d\t}8etas, olov Iv reX^ri? (so Reiske for ^re\^)
r^Xos, Zxeiv <f)i\offo<j>iav vonl£ov<ri — from which it is clear that Aristotle was following the
very words of his master in symp. 210 A).

ii. 1176 n. 4 Zeus Ephtstios. See now H. Sjovall Zeiis im altgriechischen Hauskult
Lund 1931 p. 115 f.

ii. 1177 n. 2. Cp. Aristot. els 'Ep/j-eiav 16 ff. Edmonds, 14 f. Diehl ap. Athen. 696 D,
Diog. Laert. 5. 8, Stdb.jlor. 1.12 (ed. Gaisford i. 5) rolyap doldi/j.oi> i-pyois \ affdvarbv re
un> aftd^ffovai (so Wilamowitz for af>^<rovfft) MoOcrat, | Mva/j.o<rfoas fftiyarpes,
fffflas ati%ov\<rai <j>i\las re ytpas f}efiaiov.
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Addenda 1191
ii. n79ff. Trajan and Zeus Philios at Pergamon. W. H. Buckler 'Auguste, Zeus

Patroos' in the Rev. Philol. Troisieme Serie 1935 Ixi. 177—188 adduces a series of official
Pergamene inscriptions (nine decrees and two letters) to show that the complete deification
of Augustus was reached through three successive phases: ( i) from 27 B.C. to 3 B.C. he
was avroKpdrwp Kaurap Oeov vlbs Se/3aor6s, and his highpriest 6 dpxiepebs "e<" 'Pcfy*i;s Kal
avroKpdropos Kaiffapos Oeov vlov Sepaffrov; (2) from 2 B.C. to 14 A.D. Augustus was
avroKpdrup Kcuffap Oeov vlos Se/3a0r6s, dpxiepevs fjL^yurros KO! irar^p rrjs TrarplSos Kal rov
ffvp-iravros r&v avOp&irwv yevovs, and his highpriest 6 dpxiepevs 0eas'Pc6Au;s Kal avroKpdropos
TZaiffapos Oeov vlov Se/3a<rroO apxieptws fj-eylffrov Kal irarpbs rijs irarplSos Kal rov <ri>/j,iravros
ruv avOpuirtav yevovs; (3) from 15 A.D. onwards (after his death on Aug. 19, 14 A.D. and
his consecration by the Senate on Sept. 17, 14 A.D.) Augustus became Qebs SejSaoros
Katffap Zeus Harpyos avroKpdrup Kal dpxiepevs peyiffros, irarrip rijs irarpiSos Kal rov
ffvfnravros ruv av6p&trt>)v yevovs, and his highpriest 6 dpxiepevs Oeds 'Pti/wjs Kal Qeov
Se/3a0T<w Kaiffapos Aids Harptpov avroKpdropos Kal dpxieptus /J-eyiffrov, irarpbs rrjs TrarpiSos
Kal rov ffvfJLiravros r&v avOp&triav yevovs. Thus Augustus while alive was treated as ( i) a
hero and (2) a demi-god, when dead was raised to the rank of (3) a god and identified
with Zeus Tlarptpos. The documents relevant to this third stage are (a) Sir C. T. Newton
A History of Discoveries at Halicarnassus, Cnidus, and Branchidce London 1862—1863
ii. 2. 695—698 no. 6 pi. 87, G. Hirschfeld in The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions
in the British Museum London 1893 iv. i. 63—65 no. 894 ; (b) J. Keil 'Zur Geschichte
der Hymnoden in der Provinz Asia' in thejahresk. d. oest. arch. Inst 1908 xi. 101—107
\0demish near Hypaipa); (c) Corp. inscr. Gr. ii no. 3187 (Smyrna). Cp. also (d) a
marble pedestal from Aphrodisias, which must have carried a statue of Zeus with the
features of Augustus, inscribed A£a Harpfov \ [2e/3]a<rT&' Kalffapa (W. Kubitschek—
W. Reichel in the Anz. d. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien Phil.-hist. Classe 1893 p. 103 no. 13);
and (e) a dedication from Dorylaeion [6eui Ze/Saorwi Kalffapi 8](e)ou vl&i Ati Harp&liui,
varpl r??s ira]\[rpldos Kal rov ffvfj.irav~\ro$ dvOpuiruv yt[vovs,] K.r.K. (I. Meliopoulos in the
Ath. Mitth. 1897 xxii. 480 f., Dittenberger Orient. Gr. inscr. sel. no. 479). Mr Buckler
concludes his very noteworthy article on Augustus at Pergamon by a further suggestion:
' En y acceptant 1'epithete divine, Trajan imitait le plus illustre de ses predecesseurs;
n'aurait-il pas choisi celle de Zeus Philios, symbole de sa bienveillance, afin de marquer
le contraste avec les antiques splendeurs du Zeus Patroos ?'

ii. 1187 n. o fig. 990 Zeus Nemeios at Alexandreia. His wreath is probably of oak-
leaves, not stlinon. Oak-wreath and aigis are characteristic of Zeus on Alexandrine
cameos (supra p. 537 f.).

P. Kabbadias in the 'E</>. 'A/>x- 1918 p. 192 f. fig. 39 publishes a dedication (no. n)
from Epidauros: "T3ipa 'Apyeia \ Ad Ne/ueiy \ trarpioi.[s] 0e\ois 6 iepoQdvrvis \ Aioyfrijs
iepa\iroMio-as rov \ Swr^pos TO | POA' eras ( = 297 A.D., cp. Inscr. Gr. Pelop. i nos. 1001
and 1002).

ii. 1187 n. 4. D. M. Robinson at Olynthos found Bottiaean pottery of quasi-Aegean
character (A. W. Lawrence on Hdt. 8. 127. See G. E. Mylonas in D. M. Robinson
Excavations at Olynthus Baltimore 1933 v. 60—63 (Group iii, second half of s. vi to
beginning of s. v B.C.)).

ii. 1191 Olympic contests at Daphne. A bronze statuette (height 6 inches) now in the
British Museum shows a naked youth carrying a board (?) inscribed in relief ANTIOX-
EHN | THN ETTI | AA*NHI (Sir E. J. Forsdyke in The British Museum
Quarterly 1929—1930 iv. 70f. pi. 44, d)—presumably a record of success in these sports,

ii. 1194 emperors wearing the aigis. J. Arneth Monumente des K. K. Miinz- und
Antiken-Cabinettes in Wien Wien 1849 P' 31 ̂  pi- J8> 2 an onyx engraved with Julian(?)
as a beardless Zeus. He wears an aigis and holds a sceptre in his raised right hand,
a thunderbolt in his lowered left. At his left side is a trophy with seated prisoner; at his
right side, an eagle. The legs of Zeus, the field, and the back of the whole gem are
covered with 'Gnostic' inscriptions.

ii. 1197 n. 3. To the bibliography of Antiocheia add E. S. Bouchier A short History
of Antioch joo B.C.—A.D. 1268 Oxford 1921 pp. i—324.

ii. 1213 'Jupiter-columns.' M. P. Nilsson 'Zur Deutung der Juppitergigantensaulen'
in the Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 182—184 argues from the wheel etc. that the god in
question was a Celtic deity (Taranis?).

ii. 1213 the Column of Mayence. On Quilling's views see also L. Deubner in the
Archiv f. Rel. 1925 xxiii. 3iof.

ii. 1216 the omphalos found by F. Courby at Delphoi. C. Picard in the Revue de
Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 85 fl'. i states that in the Rev. Arch. 1921 (not 1920)
i. 172 he did not regard Courby's omphalos as 'faux,' but holds that the inscription on it
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.('archai'que?') raises many doubts—see P. Roussel in \hz--Rev, Et. Gr. 1915 xxviii. 457,
id. in the Rev. Arch. 1925 ii. 49 n. i. C. Picard in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1930 xliii. 136 still
hesitates ('L'omphalos n° 19 n'a pas encore ses lettres de creance bien etablies').

ii. 1218 the witch-cult in western Europe. Cp. Miss M. A. Murray The God of the
Witches London (1933) pp. i—214 (reviewed by H. Coote Lake in Folk-Lore 1934 xlv.
277 f.) and e contra C. L'Estrange Ewen Some Witchcraft Criticisms (London) 1938
(printed for the author) pp. r—6.

ii. 1219 the Milky Way conceived as a tree. U. Holmberg in J. A. MacCulloch
The Mythology of all Races Boston 1927 iv (Finno-Ugric, Siberian). 82 cites the 'song
of the Great Oak'—a Finnish account of the Milky Way ' regarded by some Arctic tribes
as being the trunk of a great tree, along which those killed in battle wander.'

ii. 1221 the axe from Mallia. J. Charbonneaux in the Man. Piot 1925—1926 xxviii.
6 ff. pi. 2 and figs. 3, 4, 6 publishes this axe as ending in the forepart of a panther, not
a lioness. So also C. Picard in the Revue de Vhistoire des religions 1926 xciii. 70 n. i, 78
n. 3, and P. Couissin in the Rev. Arch. 1928 i. 261 fig. 6.

ii. 1221 fig. 1015 relief of lictors' axes. For similar reliefs see Stuart Jones Cat. Sculpt.
Pal. d. Conserv. Rome p. 19 f. Scala i nos. i and 2 pi. 9, ib. p. 157 Sala degli Orti
Mecenaziani no. 6b pi. 59.

ii. 1221 the 'Tomb of the Lictor' at Vetulonia. See now H. Muhlestein Die Kunst
der Etrusker Berlin 1929 p. 85 n. o and p. 228 f., who in fig. 149 publishes a good
photograph (Alinari 45 85 3) of the' Eisernes Rutenbeil < Labrys > aus Vetulonia < Tomba
del Littoro Mus. archeologico Florenz' and refers it to s. vii B.C.

ii. 1221 carvings in amber. Other examples (human and simian figures from Vetulonia)
in D. R. Maclver Villanovans and Early Etruscans Oxford 1924 p. 107 fig. 25.

ii. 1222 fig. 1017 the earliest representation of Zeus(?). S. Benton in the Ann. Brit.
Sch. Ath. 1934—1935 xxxv. 85, 98 pi. 21, i—3 provides three excellent photographs
of this little bronze, but calls it cautiously 'the Dodona thrower,' 'the Dodona figure.'

M. P. Nilsson Homer and Mycenae London 1933 p. 80 suggests that a terra-cotta
head and a stone axe found in the Mycenaean sanctuary at Asine 'are the earliest
representations of Zeus, the Greek god of thunder.' See further O. Frodin in The
Illustrated London News for Sept. 25, 1926 p. 548 fig. (2) and Nilsson Min.-Myc. Rel.
pp. xx—xxii pi. 4. The head (o'iO5m high) showed traces of white on the face, but had
eyes, lips, and hair painted red. With it were found five smaller female figures in terra
cotta and sundry vases, including a two-handled bowl of the 'Granary Class' (A. J. B.
Wace in the Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath. 1921—1922, 1922—1923 xxv. 401". ('The Granary
Glass of L. H. in. Pottery')) and a composite vessel of three cups conjoined.

ii. 1228 Zeus Telesiourgds at Miletos. K. Latte ' Zeus Te\effiovpy6s' in Philologus
1930 Ixxxv. 225—227 notes that in both inscriptions this is the god to whom sacrifice is
made by a new priest at his ordination. Hence, he thinks, we obtain light on Hesych.
reXeffifpyov irauava,- rbv liriTeKeaTiKov T&V rots 0eots £iriT€\ovn£vwv lepuv, where the
manuscript reading reXeaiytpwv was wrongly altered by T. Hemsterhuys into re\effiepov—
a blunder perpetuated by M. Schmidt in both his editions. Sir H. Stuart Jones, however,
in the new Liddell and Scott p. 1770 (following E. Diehl Supplementum Lyricum3 Bonn
1917 p- 66) says 'prob. a gloss on T£Xe<ror£c[pov iraiava. in Pi. Pae. 7. 2.' Unfortunately
the text in Pindar is very insecure. O. Schroeder Supplementum Pindaricum Berolini
1923 p. 3 records Wilamowitz' cj. reXea-fnelViJ] 0eoC cp. schol. iTretrt.

ii. 1229 relief of Agdistis and Attis. A Hellenistic relief (height o'6im), found in the
Peiraieus and now in the Berlin Antiquarium, shows Agdistis as a draped goddess, with
a tympanon in her left hand, presenting a flower to a youthful Attis, who sits before her
clad in the costume of Asia Minor (JCurze Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen im
Alien Museum'* Berlin—Leipzig 1920 p. 106 no. 1612).

iii. 35 n. 10. Cp. Nikephoros Basilakes progymn. 7. 10 (i. 489, $f. Walz) avuOev
ffvvrfye ras i/e^Xcts 6 Zeds.

iii. 57 n. 2. J. D. Beazley Der berliner Maler Berlin-Wilmersdorf 1930 p. 21 no. 202
pi. 13, 3 fragments of a red-figured hydria at Athens (G 251) 'Triballos?' a barbarian in
panther-skin (?) with phallds on staff, forehead, and nose! Perhaps cp. E. de Chanot
' Geryon' in the Gaz. Arch. 1880 vi. 136—138 pi. 22 = Reinach R<*p. Stat. ii. 26 no. 7,
if not also Babelon-Blanchet Cat. Bronzes de la Bibl. Nat. p. 482 f. no. 1175. T-o the
literary allusions add luv. 6. O 26, and see W. B. McDaniel in the Am. Journ. Arch.
1918 xxii. 35 n. i.

iii. 63 n. 3. See now E. Kapp ' IIi<r0^Tcu/>os' in Philologus 1929 N.F. xxxviii. 259—
261 (defends IIi<r0- against !!«#-).



iii. 85 n. o (2) fig. 28. This sarcophagus, now at Zagreb, is better published by
G. M. A. Hanfmann in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1939 xliii. 229 ff. fig. 2.

iii. 165 the sanctity of dew. J. Roscoe The Northern Bantu Cambridge 1915 p. 28 :
Among the Banyoro is a clan called 'The Basita, whose principal totem is the Milch
Cow which has been with a bull, and their second Dew upon the Grass. The members
of this clan avoid for several days drinking milk from a cow which has been with a bull,
and also refrain from walking in grass while dew rests on it.'

iii. 245 f. The epiboion, as its name implies, was a sacrifice subsequent to, or additional
to, that of a cow for Athena, and must not be viewed as a preliminary rite.

iii. 292 sea-bathing as a rain-charm. Miss M. A. Murray has kindly sent me a note
(July 17, 1938) 'about ceremonial bathing (by the whole population), on a set day in
the spring, in the sea. It is done at Gaza by Bedu and fellahin alike, men, women,
children & animals. I think it may be connected with the cult of Atargatis.' May we
not rather suppose that this is only another case of communal rain-charm?

iii. 298 the formula konx, bmpax. I would venture to compare a spell to stop nose-
bleeding by a whispered max, fax, ripx (G. F. Abbott Macedonian Folklore Cambridge
I9°3 P- 233 no- 4° and P- 360 fJ.'. Tlepl ^rt]v OTTOV rpex") \tye et's rb w^oos e/retyo bwov
Tpexei, Kpv(j>lws els TO avri- /x,6f, Trcif, joforf, na.1 O^Xei TraiVfl—an extract from a medical
treatise contained in an eighteenth-century MS. possibly written by a physician named
Constantine Rizioti).

iii. 322 n. o Zfyiov vdup. Cp. the sacred and curative character of Ascension Day
rain-water. A. R. Wright—T. E. Lones British Calendar Customs (England i) London
1936 p. 141 f. cite examples from five counties, of which one will serve: 'A Warwick-
shire cook of a relative of mine was seen last Ascension Day, May i, standing out of
doors, basin in hand, to catch the rain that was falling. In explanation she said that
Holy Thursday rain was holy water, and came straight from heaven. The reason that she
preserved it was that it was good for weak or sore eyes' (Cuthbert Bede in Notes and
Queries Sixth Series 1883 vii. 367).

iii. 336 n. 5. Sieve-superstitions are collected with a wealth of detail by Eckstein in
the Handworterbuch des dentschen Aberglaubens Berlin—Leipzig 1936 vii. 1662—1686
('Sieb'), 1686—1701 ('Siebdrehen, Sieblaufen, Siebtreiben').
; iii. 341 n. 3. On the pentagram see further Col. Allotte de La Fuye' Le Pentagramme
pythagoricien, sa diffusion, son emploi dans le syllabaire cuneiforme' in Babyloniaca
1934 xiv. i—56 figs, i —10.

iii. 345 n. r. With regard to Egyptian receptacles for viscera Mr Sidney Smith
informs me (Nov. 17, 1934) (i) that limestone pots with plain lids go back to the late
Old Kingdom (Dyns. v—vi), (2) that jars with lids in the shape of the deceased's head
are typical of the Middle Kingdom and occur down to Dyn. xviii, and (3) that ' the four
children of Horus' belong to the New Kingdom from the late xviiith Dyn. onwards.

iii. 348 the ' Canopi' of Osiris. See now F. W. Freiherr von Bissing Agyptische
Kultbilder der Plolemaier- und Romerzeit (Der Alte Orient xxxiv. 1/2) Leipzig 1936
pp. 28—34 'Das Kultbild von Kanopos' pi. 4, loa and 10 b (an Osiris of Kanopos in
marble, from Egypt), pi. 4, ua (an Osiris of Kanopos in bronze, from Egypt, resting
on an ' Opfertafel'), pi. 5, 11 b (an Osiris of Kanopos, owned by the Queen of the
Netherlands), pi. 8, 18 (a Kanopos with spiral fluting, in the Vatican).

iii. 348 Nile-water. The sanctity of Nile-water is discussed by F. J. Dolger Antike und
Christentum Miinster in Westfalen 1936 v. 3. 153—187 ('Nilwasser und Taufwasser').

iii. 349. Theonoe was not the wife, but the unsuccessful lover, of Kanobos (n. 8).
iii. 358 n. 6. G. A. Megas in Hermes 1933 Ixviii. 415 ff. argues that the story of the

Dana'ides was a folktale later localised at Argos. He cites (after B. Chalatianz in the
Zeitschrift des Vereins fur Volkskunde 1909 xix. 362) an Armenian parallel, heard at
Etschmiatsin in 1899, which however so closely resembles the Greek myth that I should
rather assume classical influence, direct or indirect.

iii. 426 the Dana'ides and the fertility-charm. C. F. A. Schaeffer in his Schweich
Lecture of Jan. 27, 1937 ('Fertility cult and cult of the dead at Ugarit. Devices for
libations in the Mycenaean tombs. The jar of the Danaids') compared the irlOoi rerpri-
H&ot of the Dana'ides with the libation-funnels at Ras Shamra. Id. ' Les fouilles de Ras
Shamra-Ugarit. Septieme campagne (printemps 1935)' in Syria 1936 xvii. 105—148
refers to the period 'Minoen ou Helladic recent III ' (s. xiv—xiii B.C.) several sepulchral
deposits (p. 112 f. with fig. 4) ' caracterises par la presence d'un grand entonnoir a libation
perce d'ouvertures enfoui verticalement dans la terre avec, a sa base, une accumulation
de vases. Parmi eux des rhytons attestent bien le caractere votif de ces dispositifs (fig.
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et 4). Comme nous 1'avions deja dit(2) ((2)Cf. Rapport de la troisieme campagrie, Syria,
J932, p- 12), ils ont du servir au rite magique, ayant probablement pour but de favoriser
la fecondite de la terre et dont 1'une des tablettes de Ras Shamra semble dormer la
formuleO) ((J)L.c., Syria, 1932, p. 12).'

iii. 429 the manalis lapis. F. Bo'mer 'Der sogenannte lapis manalis' in the Archiv
f. Rel. 1936 xxxiii. 270—281 discusses previous interpretations of this ' Regenstein,'
rejecting both the derivation from manare and that from Manes. He starts afresh from
the authoritative statements of Varro (supra p. 435 n. 2) and contends that aquae manale
meant a ' Handkrug fur Wasser,' being derived from manus (cp. id. ' Lat. aquae manale'
in Glotta 1937 xxvi. i—7); that manalis lapis—originally termed mdnale sacrum—was a
sacred water-pot, probably a hollow stone of pot-like formation used for ritual purposes
(so O. Gilbert Geschichte und Topographie der Stadt Rom im Altertum Leipzig 1885 ii.
154 n. i) ; and that later this manalis lapis was confused with the lapis Manalis or ' stone
of the Manes,1 Festus' ostium Orci (supra p. 432 n. 4). Bomer sums up: 'Das Instru
ment des romischen Regenzaubers war ein manale sacrum, ein heiliges Wassergefass;
der wirkliche lapis manalis, der Stein der Manen, steht mit dem Regen in keiner
Verbindung. Einen lapis manalis als Regenstein, an den man bisher glaubte, hat es
nie gegeben. Er ist eine etymologische Konstruktion der Antiquare.'

iii. 434 f. the manales petrae. T. F. G. Dexter The Sacred Stone Perranporth (1929)
p. 27 no. 51 cites from Morris Celtic Researches a ' Maen Glaw' or "Rain Stone," "which
they rolled about when they wanted rain," and compares the Lapis Manalis at Rome.

iii. 475 f. the birth of Montezuma. Cp. E. S. Hartland Primitive Paternity London
1909 i. i t 'A pearl fell into the bosom of a girl and she swallowed it, as the Chinese
tell, with the result that a boy was born (according to one version, from her breast) who
afterwards became the great emperor Yu.'

iii. 538 n. o pi. xliv. F. Lenormant 'Jupiter ^Egiochus, camee sur chrysoprase' in the
Gaz. Arch. 1875 i. 95—99 pi. 13 published a very large cameo from the Northwick
collection (then owned by Feuardent), a chrysoprase in the Asia Minor style of Marcus
Aurelius and Commodus. Its subject is a facing Zeus, almost exactly like that of my
malachite relief, but coarser in effect and without acorns on the oak-wreath.

iii. 564 ff. 'ox-driving.' F. Cumont 'St. George and Mithra "The Cattle-Thief"
in the Journ. Rom. Stud. 1937 xxvii. 63—71 notes that at the monastery of Ilori in
Mingrelia, as late as c. 1850 A.D., 'every year on the Festival of St. George, to whom
the church of the monastery was dedicated, an ox mysteriously entered the building
ready for sacrifice.' Cumont argues that St George has here replaced Mithras the /3oi>-
K\6iros 6ebs (Porph. de antr. nymph. 18).

i"' 573 Zeus Polieus and altar. (Mrs) J. P. Shear in Hesperia 1936 v. 316 with
fig. 22, 6—8 says: 'Is it not possible to connect this type [my figs. 399—402] with the
greatest of the Athenian festivals of Zeus, the Diasia, which was of a propitiatory
character?' Ead. ib. p. 301 with fig. u, i—2 [my fig. 548] would recognise the altar
of Zeus Polias [sic!] and associate it with the Dipoleia. She gives the same explanation
of the bucranium-ty'pe. (her pi. 5, i—29).

iii. 580 n. o with fig. 404. See now C. Watzinger in Furtwangler—Reichhold—
Hauser Gr. Vasenmalerei iii. 343 ff. fig. 163 and pi. 175.

iii- 593 Diomos, priest of Zeus Polieus, first to slay an ox. But Synkell. chron. 153 B
(i. 289 Dindorf) says of Kekrops OUTOS TT/OWTOS fiovv tflwrWe <cal Zijva Trpo<rt]ybpev<rev,
us TH'es.

iii. 612 n. o. On the BaXXijrtfs see also S. Weinstock in Pauly—Wissowa Real-Enc.
xvii. 856.

iii. 623 n. i with fig. 423. The design on these glass plaques is drawn (rather
unsuccessfully) to a larger scale by W. Technau in the Jahrb. d. Deutsch. Arch. Inst.
1937 Iii. 98 f. fig. 12.

iii. 634 n. 2. E. C. Yorke in the Class. Quart. 1936 xxx. i53f. maintains that the
Prometheus Bound, ' if Aeschylus was its author,' must have been the latest of his extant
plays, to be dated between 458 and 456 B.C. Prof. D. S. Robertson in the Cam-
bridge University Reporter 1938 Ixix. 387 reviews recent opinions and argues from the
'Sophoclean features' of the play for 'the latest possible date.' He even suggests that
'Aeschylus left the Prometheus trilogy incomplete' and that some of the odes may have
been 'supplied by one of his sons, Euphorion and Euaion, or by his nephew Philocles,
all tragic poets.'

iii. 655 n. o with figs. 464—469. My conjecture that the head on these coins repre-
sents Zeus filbios can, I find, claim the support of A. Reinach, who in the Revue
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Bronze statuette of Zeus Olympics from Bulgaria,
now in the Museum of the Augusta Trajana Society at Stara Zagora.

See page 1196.
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epigraphique 1913 i. 172 no. 461 anent an inscription from Lampsakos dedicated 6e<(i
'OA/3£y observed: ' A la lumiere de cette inscription il y aurait lieu de se demander si ce
n'est pas Zeus Olbios a cornes de taureau qu'il faut voir sur les monnaies a tete cornue
qu'on qualifie de Zeus Ammon, Pan ou Priape corniger.' Johanna Schmidt in Pauly—
Wissowa Real-Enc. xvii. 2430.

iii. 767 ff. guardian snakes in pediment. Cp. J. Johnson 'Apotropaic serpents in
Minturnae temple decoration' in the Am. Journ. Arch. 1939 xliii. 306.

iii. 813 n. 3 the cult of Athena on the Nike-bastion. P. Lemerle in the Bull. Corr.
Hell. 1937 Ixi. 443 with figs. 4—7 reports that N. Balanos now recognises at least two
successive sanctuaries below the level of the classical temple. One, the less ancient,
is connected with the altar found by G. Welter (fig. 6). The other, the more ancient,
included a hollowed block on which idols were lying (fig. 7) and an altar of Athena
Nike mentioned in an archaic inscription [Michel Recueil d* Inscr. gr. no. 671, A x r f.,
Dittenberger Syll, inscr. Gr? no. 63, a n f. /cal /3o\tJ.bv \L6ivov ('Adiectivum indicat fuisse
quidem iam antea aram, sed non lapideam'), Inscr. Gr. ed. min. i no. 24, 14f.].

iii. 832 n. 2. Dr H. Frankfort's paper on 'The Burney Relief has now appeared
in the Archiv fiir Orientforschung 1938 xii. 128—135 accompanied by three fresh
photographic illustrations. This paper, of which he most kindly sent me an offprint,
conclusively vindicates the genuineness of the relief, refers it on stylistic grounds to the
Larsa period, and inclines to identify the female figure as Lilith or some other 'inhabitant
of the Land of Death.' Her domed crown with four horns marks her as divine. Her
so-called "ring and staff" are either 'a measuring rod and line,' as on the stile of
Ur-Nammu, or 'on our relief they might well be a continuous coiled piece of rope,' such
measuring instruments serving as symbols of justice.

iii. 845 the earliest Gorgoneion. F. Chapouthier ' A travers trois gemmes prismatiques
(epoque Minoenne ['M. M. i']) in the Melanges G. Glotz Paris 1932 i. 183—201 publishes
a three-sided seal-stone in greyish steatite from Mallia, of which one side represents a
facing Gorgoneion with bristling hair, large ears and eyes, wide cheeks but small mouth,
and pointed chin (photographic pi. and fig. 2=J. Charbonneaux in the Rev. At. Gr.
1933 xlvi. 76 fig. 3). The face is flanked by two small branches.

iii. 927 Akmon. On Doias the ' Twin'-brother of Akmon see Norbert Jokl in Ebert
Reallex. x. 144 and 147 (after A. Fick in the Zeitschriftfiir vergleichende Sprachforschung
1907 xli. 347).

iii. 958 the temple of Zeus at Olympia struck by lightning (Paus. 5. n. 9). C. Picard
'Zeus, Aristophane et Socrate' in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1938 li. 60—63 finds an allusion to
this incident in Aristoph. nub. 401 f. ' Prodige favorable et pieuse intention du ciel,
disaient les bons esprits! Ti naQ&v; cut replique le Socrate d'Aristophane, introducteur
de dieux nouveaux et destructeur de la tradition religieuse.' This is much better than,
with V. Coulon in the Rev. Et. Gr. 1937 1. 453 f., to assume a like happening in the
sanctuary of Zeus Soter and Athena Sbteira at the Peiraieus (Lykourg. in Leocr. 17,
alib.—see Severin Solders Die ausserstddtischen Kulte und die Einigung Aitikas Lund
1931 p. 2). Picard takes the opportunity of listing all the Zeus-cults in or near Athens—
a useful record.

iii. 964 copies of the Pheidiac Zeus (?). Mr R. M. Cook in a letter from Athens dated
Aug. 16, 1935 drew my attention to a small bronze figure of Zeus Olj/mpios recently
discovered in Bulgaria, and very kindly enclosed the photograph reproduced in my
pi. Ixxxii. He comments: ' It is a bronze statuette, found last March casually at Smero,
a village a little north-east of Stara Zagora. The overall height is about 25 cm.; the
height of the figure alone, 18 cm. All of the base is, I believe, original. It is not yet
published, though photos of it (from the same negative as this) have appeared in a local
paper & in one of the Sofia dailies. It is now in the Museum of the Augusta Trajana
Society, at Stara Zagora: the director is Mr- C. Raikov.'

iii. 973 Christ in the likeness of Zeus. In the Christian appropriation of pagan
statuary two methods were followed, which it might be convenient to distinguish as the
outward and the inward. The one imposed some external sign of the new religion.
The other sought to appreciate the internal qualities of the old. The first adapted. The
second adopted. And naturally the former, as the easier process, was more frequent than
the latter. The facts are fairly obvious, and I shall content myself with a single example
of each.

H. Bulle in the Einzelaufnahmen nos. 1436 and 1437 ( = my fig. 930, a and b) Text
v. 93 publishes a bearded head of Pentelic marble (height o'23m), which came from the
neighbourhood of Athens and is now at Karlsruhe, and comments: ' Gehorte ohne
Zweifel zu einer Henne.... Wohl originale Arbeit aus der zweiten Halfte des 5. Jahrh.



Plate LXXXIII

Marble head from Jerash :
a third century Zeus (?), which perhaps served as a fifth-century Christ.

See page 1197.
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v. Chr.' Bulle ignores the incised cross, which is simply omitted also in the small sketch
given by the Jahrb. d. kais. deutsch. arch. Inst. 1890 v Arch. Anz. p. 5 no. ri . But
A. J. B. Wace in the Class. Rev. 1932 xlvi. 65 says with more circumspection: 'Cases
are known...where a cross was scratched on a work of art in early Christian times to
sanctify what would otherwise have been ungodly.'

J. Garstang in The Illustrated London News for July •}'!, 1926 pp. 193—197 devotes a
whole article to the interesting head found by H. Horsfield on the east side of the 'Street
of Columns' at Jerash (Gerasa). For a detailed study of the site see the reports of
J. W. Crowfoot 'The Church of S. Theodore at Jerash' in the Palestine Exploration
Fund. Quarterly Statement for 1929 London pp. 17—36, id. ' The Churches of Gerasa,
1928, 1929' ib. Quarterly Statement for 1930 London pp. 32—42, id. 'Recent Work
round the Fountain Court at Jerash' ib. Quarterly Statement for 1931 London pp. 143—
154, z#. Churches at Jerash A Preliminary Report of the Joint Yale-British School
Expeditions to Jerash, 1928—1930 (British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem. Supple-
mentary Papers, iii) London 1931 pp. i—48 with 13 pis. and a plan. Garstang loc. cit.
says: ' Between the doorway of the Basilica and that of the circular church, nearer to
the former, and in the cloister into which both doors open, the head was found lying
upon debris about a foot from the floor, and covered with more debris mixed with
architectural remains....Such, briefly, is the evidence which attests that the head was
in use contemporaneously with the Christian buildings of the area in which it was found.'
Garstang well suggests 'that the head was originally chosen from among the earlier
pagan sculptures of the place, or imported specially, as responding to a Christian con-
ception.' He agrees 'that it belongs to the latter half of the second century A.D.' but
adds somewhat inconsistently: ' One thing seems clear—that it was fashioned by a great
artist who, working upon the established and familiar models of pagan Zeus or Asklepios,
glorified them in the realisation of an ideal. Did such a genius exist in the fourth or
fifth century at Jerash? And was that ideal the Suffering of Christ?' Accordingly the
fine full-face view prefixed to his article is labelled: ' The earliest representation of
Christ?...a remarkable sculptured Christ-like head (probably of the latter half of the
2nd century A.D.) found in a 5th-century Christian church at Jerash.' I confess that
Garstang's enthusiasm leaves me a little breathless. I had the opportunity of examining
the original head soon after its arrival in London (pi. Ixxxiii is from the official photo-
graphs) and judged it, on stylistic grounds, to be a third-century head of Zeus. I did not
think that its pathos was so pronounced as to justify us in calling it an ideal of Suffering.
Indeed, the vertical furrows between the eyes, as distinct from the horizontal furrow
across the forehead, were suggestive of concentrated thought rather than intense pain.
I held, therefore, and still hold, that the Jerash head came from a third-century statue
portraying Zeus, perhaps in his character of Providence (supra p. 946), a statue which
may conceivably have served the fifth-century Gerasenes as an embodiment of Christ.



CORRIGENDA

i. 13. For 'bliss' read 'bless.'
i. 117 n. o. For 'p. 444' read 'p. 517.'
i. 134 n. 4. For ' Lydia' read 'Ionia.'
i. 175 n. 2. For 'Maas' read 'Maass.'
i. 216 n. 3. For ' Athen. 84 c ff.' read ' Athen. 456 c ff.'
i. 220. For '•bdcchos'1 read 'bdkchos? and so elsewhere (i. 221, 425, 442, 648, 649, 673).
i. 236 n. 10. For ' Liban. or. ii' read ' Liban. or. n.'
i. 245. For 'daughter of Helios' read 'granddaughter of Helios.'
i. 272. For 'man' read 'men.'
i. 302 n. 5. Delete comma after 'Mwnjiujp.'
i. 330. For ' Saltzmann' read ' Salzmann.'
i- 335 n- 7- F°r '104' and '105' read '267' and '268.'
i. 375. For 'Libye7' read 'Libye2.'
i. 398 n. 4. For'p. 92'read'p. 311.'
i. 474. After 'swastika-patterns' insert 'and.'
i. 513 n. 5. For'fig. 113'read'fig. 387.'
i. 546 n. 4. For '471 n. 4.' read '471 f.'
i. 571 n. 2. For '§ ro (a)' read '§ 10 (b).'
i. 591 n. 3. For 'In this' read 'In the.'
i. 604 n. 10. For 'mother-god' read 'mother-goddess.'
i. 646 n. 3. For 'Zap' read 'Zdc.'
i. 660 n. 2. For 'Strab. 476' read 'Strab. 475.'
1.675. For ' Kuster' read ' Kuster.'
i. 717 n. 2. For'E. Cumont'read'F. Cumont.'
i. 732 n. i. For 'n. 2' read 'n. i.'
i. 768 n. o. For '/« Alterthum* read 'im Alterthum?
i. 77^- For 'millenium' read 'millennium.'
i. 800. For 'Zeus IleXicatKos' read 'Zeus IleXivxaioj.'
1.824. For ' Kynados' read ' Kounados.'
i. 827 s.v. Makedonia. For 'Zeus 126 ff.' read 'Zeus looff.'
i. 837 s.v. Phrygia. For 'Zeus HairLas 3933' read 'Zeus Hairlas 3993.'
i. 842 s.v. Seimios. For '533 f.' read '553 f.'
i. 855 s.v. Zeus nursed by. For 'by goat H22 H23' and '?2O4' read 'by goat ii23

and '7203.'
i. 856 s.v. Zeus Attributes. For 'blue mantle 33^ read 'blue mantle 33.'
i. 867 s.v. Fick, A. For '6904' read '6905.'
i. 867 s.v. Fire. For 'Zeus 7o26' read 'Zeus 7O2j.'
i. 870 s.v. Heydemann, H. For '698^ read '6984.'
i. 870 s.v. Hill, G. F. For ' 3563' read ' 3564' and for '6o24' read ' 6o25.'
i. 875 s.v. Nilsson, M. P. For '6693' read '669,,.'
i. 879 s.v. Rolland, E. For '3573' read '2573.'
i. 882. For 'Svoronos, J. H. (cont.)' read 'Svoronos, J. N. (cont.).'
ii. 864. For 'nforms' read 'informs.'
ii. 1093 n. i. For lrecques* read 'grecques*
ii. 1096 n. 4. For 'noio&pevw' read 'o/toto^evoc.'
ii. 1113 n. o. For 'ovo/itdfogres' read '6von,d£ovras.'
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ii. 1323 s.v. Syria. The last entry 'Sun, Moon, and Morning-Star in folk-tale from

1004 ff.' should have been s.v. Syra.
ii. 1361 s.v. Eitrem, S. For 'io42u ' read '1142]].'

. iii. 57 n. 2. For 'tipviffoyovias /3' read '6pvi6oyovla.s /3'.'
iii. 79. For 'Man said' read 'Men said.'
iii. 104 n. i. For 'n. 3' read 'n. 4.'
iii. 360 n. 4. For 'vi. 2089' read 'iv. 2089.'
iii. 400 n. 2. For 'Gabrici' read 'Gabrici,' and so on p. xxi of vol. ii.
iii. 416 n. o. For 'Tetz.' read 'Tzetz.'
iii. 518 n. 3. For 'etre a' read 'etre la.'
iii. 775. For '(fig. )' read '(fig. 569).'
iii. 976. For ' Brugman' read 'Brugmann,' and so on p. 977.
iii. 981. For 'pi. Ixix ' read 'pi. hex.'

C. III. 76



Zeus Trdios
on a bronze coin of Hiera-

polis in Phrygia
(Imhoof-Blumer Gr. Munzen
p. 214 f. no. 693 pi. 12, 22).

Supra ii. 571 n. 6.



INDEX I

PERSONS PLACES FESTIVALS

The contents of each item are arranged, as far as possible, under the
following heads: Cults Epithets Festivals Oracles Rites Priests
Worshippers Personations Myths Metamorphoses Genealogy Functions
Etymology Attributes Types Identifications Assimilations Associations
Comparisons Relations Supersedure.

In the Genealogies f . = father, m. =mother, s.=son, d.=daughter,b. =brother,
st. = sister, gf. = grandfather, gin. — grandmother, gs. = grandson,
gd. = granddaughter, h. = husband, w. = wife.

The larger numerals refer to pages, the smaller numerals
to foot-notes.

Abaddir
Cults: Manliana 9370 Poeni 9370
Epithet: Sanctus 937o
Priests: eucaddires 937o

Abaris, controls wind 106
Abbeville, statuette of pantheistic Zeus at

1129
Abdera, coins of 1002 f. 1008
Aberkios, epitaph of 9720 1128
Abirkios, tombstone of 1126
Aborras 1027i
Abydos

Cult: meteorite 886
coins of 8560

Acerbas 646<j
Achaeans

Cults: Zeus 6500 Zeus 'E\\ch/tos 1164
shaft-graves of 362 (?)

Achero
Acheron 152 416
Achilles

Cult: Olbia6540
Epithet: HovTapx^s 654g
Myth: Penthesileia 956
Type: passage to Islands of the Blest

135
shield of 596 f. when dead

demands bride 395 (?)
Achilleus, s. of Thetis 1043 See Achilles
Achilleus, the earth-born 1043
Adad

Cults: Heliopolis in Syria 1095
Nabataioi 1097 Palmyra 1093

Attribute: golden thunderbolt 1095
Types : seated between two bulls with

thunderbolt 1097 standing on bull
with thunderbolt 831 standing on
bull with double three-pronged
thunderbolt in either hand 1095

Identified with Zeus 945
Compared with Eamman, Tesub, and

the god of Mt Tabor 1173

Adighe 1114 See Circassians
Admete, d. of Eurystheus 1029
Adonia 1118
Adonis

Cult: Malta 10317 (?)
Myth: killed by boar 8170
Identified with Aion 9140
Superseded by John the Baptist

10317 (?)
Adraa, coins of 907
Adrasteia

Epithet: opely 9228
Myth: served by Kelmis, Damna-

meneus, and Akmon 9228
Adrasteia, a Cretan Nymph 9313
Adrian, St 5234
Aeneas 102 f.
Aerias 6460
Aether See Aither
Aethlios, s. of Aiolos, reputed to be s. of

Zeus 107
Agallis 596 f.

Associated with Trophonios 507s
Agamemnon

Myth: Palladion 609
early connected with Lakedaimon

and Amyklai 1181 later divinised as
Zeus Agamemnon 1181 stone ship
of 1171

Agapius, St 1102
Agatha, St 4476
Agathos Daimon

Type: 6<pis lepaKduopfios 3431
Identified with Daimon Milichios (?)

1187
Agaue 1124
Agdistis

Cult: Peiraieus 1192
Myth: pomegranate springs from his

severed member 815o
Function: doublet of Attis 1174

76—2
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Agdistis (cont.)

Type: draped goddess with tympanon
presenting flower to Attis 1192

Agdos, Mt
Myth: Agdistis 236

Agenor 1611
Aglauros

Rites: human sacrifice at Salamis in
Kypros 6530 oath of epheboi 242

Myths: Erichthonios 185f. 2488 764f.
voluntary death for her country
2426

Genealogy: Agranlos or Agraulis d. of
Aktaios or Aktaion 242 w. of Ares
2835 m. of the Kekropides 242 m. of
Keryx by Hermes 602 f.

Functions: dew 237 603 944 earth-
goddess 242 944 water-nymph
237a (?)

Etymology: 2372
Associated with Demeter Kouporp60os

242
Aglibol

Cult: Palmyra 1158f.
Type: in military dress with crescent

horns and spear 1159
Associated with Bel and laribol 1158 f.

Agni
Genealogy: f. of Ekata, Dvita, Trita

544 f.
Agnostos Theos

Cult.- Athens 1162
Agon Capitolinus 1141
Agorakritos 707 f. (?)
Agra

Cults: Artemis'AypoTepo, 725 Eileithyia
168 724 Persephone and Demeter
722 .

Rites: Lesser Mysteries 722
Agrai 168 See Agra
Agraulides 6590 (?) 6600 (?)
Agraulis See Aglauros
Agraulos See Aglauros

Zeus

Cult: Korkyra 2713
Attribute: cornu copiae 271$

Agrigentum
Cults: Zeus ' Araptpios 525

'OXt^TTlOS 1171 f.

coins of 4140(6) 4150(<2) 1146
Olympion at 117If. (bibliography)
tombs for horses at 1187

Aia 236 9
Aiaia

Etymology: 1073 (?)
Aiakidai 6500
Aiakos

Genealogy: forefather of Aeginetans
and Pergamenes 1164

Function: judge of dead 402
Type: head on coins of Aigina (?) 1164

Aias
Epithet: reXa^vios 650g
Function: faded god (?) 6500
Etymology: 6510

Aias, s. of O'ileus
Myths: Kassandra 867 956 struck by

lightning 868
Aias, s. of Teukros, as name of priestly

dynasts at Olba 643 0 645 0 founds
cult of Zeus "OX/3ios 643 0 prehistory
of 6500 ff.

A'idoneus 6
Aigaion 1392 (?)
Aigaion, Mt 929
Aigeion, Mt 1177

See also Aigaion, Mt
Aigeira

Cult:. Zeus 1107 f.
coins of 1107 colossal head of

Zeus from 1107 f. .
Aigeus

Myths: leaves sword beneath rock at
Troizen 484 u suicide 240j

Type: witnesses birth of Erichthonios
186

Aigikoreis 1083
Aigina

Cults: Zeus 6500 Zeus'E\Xch>tos 1164 f.
Festivals: Amphiphorites ('Afjupoplrris

(ryc&i>) 60312 Delphinia 60312 Hydro-
phoria 60312

Myth: contest of Poseidon with Zeus
751j

coins of 1164 (?)
Aigina, d. of Asopos 1121 f.
Aigion

Cult: Eileithyia 6632
Aigipan 620 0 (?)
Aigis, a monster slain by Athena 839
Aigos Potamos, coins of 8869 meteor of

885 f.
Aigyptos

Genealogy: s. of Belos and twin-b. of
Danaos 355 f. of fifty sons 355

Aimilius Paullus impressed by the statue
of Zeus at Olympia 960

Aineias
Myth: rescued from Diomedes by

Apollon 103
phantom of 103

Ainos in Thrace
Cult: Hermes Hepfapatos 1137
Myth: Epeios'statue of Hermes caught

by fishermen in net 1137
Aiolie 106 140
Aiolis 161
Aiolos

Epithet: iinriox<ip/J-'ns 1097
Genealogy: f. of Aethlios 107 f. of

Makedon 110
Function: wind 157
Etymology: 109
Identified with Aiolos Hippotades 109

ff. 944
Aiolos Hippotades

Myth: 106 ff. 975
Genealogy: six sons and six daughters

106 1073
Functions: a dead chieftain 107 944 'a
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Aiolos Hippotades (cont.)

sort of Zeus' 107 (?) cp. 944 keeper
or king of the winds 106 f. 944

Etymology: 107s
Identified with Aiolos eponym of

Aeolians 109 ff. 944
Compared with Amakleides (Amal-

keides), Protokles, Protokreon 1222
Aiolos, Islands of, called Plotai 987
Aion

Cult: Alexandreia 913
Epithet: Altov Kl^ixav 9134
Rite: birth from Kore 913
Function: syncretistie deity combining

Chaldaean, Persian, Phoenician,
Egyptian, and Gnostic elements
9140

Attributes: horned lion 1180 Hydra
1180 Kerberos 1180 two snakes 1180

Types: leonine head, four wings, four
arms, eye on chest, lion-heads on
belly and both knees, etc. 1180
naked child marked with five golden
crosses 913 916 f. phoenix with
radiate nimbus 9134 standing in
zodiacal ring carried by Atlas 1128
syncretistie 1180

Identified with Adonis 9134 Osiris 9134
philosophic laudation of 9134

Aion, s. of Baaut and Kolpias 9140
Aisa

Genealogy: d. of Nyx 7181
Function: spinner 716
Associated with Poros 747i

Aischylos, date of P.v. by 6342 1194 makes
Athena both winged and wingless
in same play 810 f. on the succession
of Ouranos, Kronos, Zeus 739 on
the possible overthrow of Zeus 740 f.
on Zeus and the problem of evil
974

Aither
Cults: Amaseia 879 Orphists 879
Epithets: 'AXeftxdXafos 879 Aids AW^p

454j pater 4532 pater ornnipotens
4523

Genealogy: f. of Nephelai 70 879
Function: rain 4523

Aithra 4850 48512
Aitne, Mt

Cults: Hadran 177o Hephaistos 177o
Myths: Briareus 30 Enkelados 30

Typhoeus 30
Aix, d. of Helios

Myth: hidden by Ge in a Cretan cave,
where—tended by Amaltheia—she
nurtures infant Zeus with her milk
8396 8400

Compared with Minotaur in Labyrinth
8400

Akakallis 4140
Akamantes

Cults: Kyrene 115 Marathon 115
Functions: the dead 116 (?) winds

Akanthos in Egypt
Cult: Osiris 338
Rite: priests empty Nile-water daily

into holed pithos 338 f. 354 3728
Akephalos Theos 1127
Akeso 1083
Akhmim 8840 See Chemmis
Ak Kilisse

Cult: (Zeus) IWAwfos 1140 (?)
Akmon

Genealogy: twin-b. of Doias 1196 of
Ouranos 927

Function: servant of mountain-
mother 922

Etymology: 925
Identified with Kronos 927s Ouranos

9274
Akmoneia

Cult: Zeus 794
coins of 794 1070

Akragas See Agrlgentum
Akraiphia

Cult: Zeus Ke/)cu6s 1162 1165
Akrisios

Myths: imprisons Danae in bronze
chamber 364 455 expulsion of infant
Perseus 1187 sends Danae and
Perseus adrift in a chest 455 killed
by diskos of Perseus 1187

Genealogy: f. of Danae 364 f. of Danae
by Eurydike d. of Lakedaimon
455

Identified with Kronos (?) 1187
Aktaion

Type: Polygnotos 1067
Aktaion, f. of Aglauros 2424
Aktaios, f. of Agraulos 556 242
Akte 260
Alban Mt

Cult: lupiter Latiaris 492
Alcumena 517 See also Alkmene
Aleos 823
Alexander the Great

Personates Zeus 5400
Types: leonine 957o Lysippos 957o

thick neck, upward glance, leonine
hair 540o wearing aigis as chlamys
540i

In relation to Zeus Ammon 1076 f.
(bibliography)

coins of 226 consults oracular trees
of Sun and Moon in Prasiake 4200
hurls spear at Troad 7542 reverts to
pre-Pheidiac type of seated Zeus
1155 f. sacrifices to Liber Pater
in Thrace 1118

Alexandreia
Cults: Aion 913 Demeter 990ff.

Isis 346 Kore 913 Osiris 346 ff.
Serapis 5532 Zeus N^etos 1191

Rites: birth of Aion 913 -rj TOV Ka\A0ov
irpdoSos 990

coins of 346 ff. 9045 9134 991 f.
1045 1111 f. 1191 Koreion at 913
Serapion at 5532
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Alexandros

Myth: Helene 78
Ali, Abbas 1168 ff.
Aliphera

Cults: Asklepios 1265 Athena 1265
Zeus Aexedri?s 990 1270

Alipheros, eponym 1265
Alkamenes 1690 1710 215 216X 223 7223
Alkestis dies for love 99s
Alkman brings kalathiskos-dance from

Sardeis to Sparta 1008 (?)
Alkmene

Myth: consorts with Zeus 506ff. 518
Genealogy: w. of Amphitryon and m.

of Herakles by Zeus 506
Type: seated as suppliant on altar

511 f.
Allat 914a
Aloeus 40
Alybe (Halybe) 1101
Amalberga," St 338!
Amalkeides 121
Amaltheia the goat

Myth: flayed by Zeus, who wears its
skin 839

Amaltheia the nymph
Myth: entrusts infant Zeus to her goat

Genealogy: m. of Dionysos by Ammon
1264 (?)

Amaseia
Cult: Aither 'A\e&xd\a£os 879

Amasis, the vase-painter 681 (?)
Amastris = Amasra

Cults: Augustus 1163 Ge (?) Kvpia
1140 Theos Aniketos'Ao-jSajueu!? 1140
Theos Hypsistos "Enr-fiKoos "HXios
1163 Zeus Srpar^s 148

coins of 794 ' Vogelfels' near
1162 f.

Amathous in Kypros
Cults: lupiter Hospes (Zeus S^vtos)

6530 Zeus Metros 1187
Eite: human sacrifice to lupiter

Hospes (Zeus S^tos) 6530
Myth: Cerastae 6530

scarab from 807
Ainathus, s. of Aerias 646o
Ambrosia the nymph, attacked by

Lykourgos, is transformed into vine
1111 f. gives bowl to Ganymedes (?)
982

Ambrosiai Petrai 978 ff.
Amen

Cults: Napata 8822 Thebes in Egypt
8822

Function: sky-god 8822
Types: aniconic 8822 enthroned bundle

representing dead man in sitting
posture 1077 meteorite (?) 8822
omphalos 8822

Identified with Ba'al-hamman 1076
Compared ivith Jehovah 8840

Amen-Ra
Function: sun 8850

Amen-Ra (cont.)
Identified with Zeus 8822 945
In relation to Min 885<j the other ram-

gods Heryshef, Khnum, and the
Lord of Mendes 8850

Ammon
Cult : Oxyrynchos 1076
Myth : hides Dionysos 1264 (?)
Genealogy : f . of Dionysos by

Amaltheia 1264 (?)
Identified with Zeus 945

Ammoneion 8822 1076 See Oasis of Siwah
Amnisos, Artemis bathes in 10323
- Eileithyia, d. of Hera, born in cave

at mouth of 10323 Nymphs of 10323
Amon 8822 1076 See Amen
Amphiareion near Oropos, excavations at

1181
Amphion 54
Amphion and Zethos (bibliography) 1135
Amphiphorites (' Afj.<j>optTi)s dydiv) 60312
Amphipolis, coins of 8560
Amphitrite

Epithet: Uotreidiavla. 1047n
Etymology : 124 f.
Associated with Poseidon 681 958

Amphitryon
Myth: Alkmene 506 ff.
Genealogy : f. of Iphikles by Alkmene

506
Etymology: 506

cup of 507 507s thdlamos of, built
by Trophonios and Agamedes
tripods dedicated by 507s

Amun 8822 8840 8850 See Amen
Amyklai

Cult: Apollon 1109 f.
- throne of Apollon at 220 6314

1109 f.
Amyklaion, relief from 1109 stele from 1008
Amykos 1453 1770
Amymone

Myths: Satyr 356 Poseidon 361 369
Function: fountain-nymph 357

Amynandridai 7714
Anagyrous See Vari
Anahita

Cult: Persia 916i
Etymology : 916j

Anaitis 1134 See also Anahita
Anaktes

Cult: Athens 120
Priests : Anaktotelestai 1068

Ananke, spindle of 1116
Anaphe

Cult : Apollon 'AcryeXdras 5702
Festivals : Asgelaia5702Taurophone(i)a

5702 Theudaisia 5702
Anaxagoras 4180 454 48 13 886
Anaximandros 949e
Androgeos

Cults : Athens 157 Phaleron 158
Epithets: Evpvy6r)s 157 f. Kara irpti[u>ai>

•ijptijs 1584
Genealogy : 1582
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Andros, Isiac hymm from 986
Anemoi

Cult: Tarentum 105f.
See also Venti

Anemokoitai 104
Anesidora 2020
Annakos 527 f.
Anogeia, folk-tale from 1070
Anoubis

Cults: Delos 154f. Egypt 480
oath by (?) 480

Antaios challenges strangers to wrestling-
bout 177o keeps in touch with
mother-earth 1174graveof, atTingis
3728 4409 myth of, influenced by that
of Kyknos 4409 (?)

Anthedon
Cult: Zeus MtXi'x'os 1187

Anthesteria 4300
Anthousa 714
Antimacheia

Cult: Zeus'TeTtos 562
Antiocheia on the Orontes

Cult: Zeus SWT^/O 22
Rite: alytarch of Olympian games

personates Zeus 5623
bibliography of 1191 chalice from

972
Antiochos i of Kommagene

Epithets: 6eds Awccuos 'Eiri<j>av/is 951
Personates Zeus 'Qpo^do-STjs 951 (?)

Antiope
Myth: consorts with Zeus 467 469 6153
Type: pendant to Danae 469

Antipas, St 1102
Antiphilos, the painter 627o
Antisthenes 595
Antoninus Pius

Personates Zeus 1130
Aonia 531
Aos 512 See also Heos (Eos)
Apameia in Phrygia

Cult: Poseidon 22
Festival: Kibotoi 530 (?)

coins of 2932 528 f. 530 named
Kibotos 530

Apeliotes 130
Apelles 297
Apesas, Mt

Cults: Zeus 'ATrecrdi/Tios 1165 Zeus
'A<f>t<rios 1165

Aphrodisias in Karia
Cult: Zeus Harpyos ( = Augustus) 1191

coins of 1148
Aphrodisias in Kilikia, coins of 7632 (?)
Aphrodite

Cults: Argos 3204 Askalon 154 Athens
1700 1710 722 725 f. 726 Athmonia
or Athmonon 555 Mt Eryx 172 ff.
Gaza 553 loulis 269i Cape Kolias
172 Megalopolis 5670 Paphos 238x
1112 1134 Samos 662 Saracens 9152
Sparta 7223 Thessaly 271 (?)

Epithets: avaSvo/j.tfn 297 ev "EAet 662
fv Ka\d/m.ois 662 & K^TTOIS 165 168

Aphrodite (cont.)
1690 171 1740 722 726'E^TrXtos 7223
'EpVKivTi 1752 Ka\7) 1073 Kr^ffuXXa
269! Maxavins 5670 Ovpavla 5561526
153 f. 1710 722 Ilatpla. 8995 1134
Xa/3dp (Xa/*dp) 9152 9153 9177

Eite: sacrifice of heifer 171o
Priestesses: iep6dov\oi 177o
Personated by woman on ladder (?) 1118
Myths: springs from seed of Ouranos

274 springs from seed of Zeus 274
is borne by dolphin to Kypros 274
plants pomegranate in Kypros 8170
sleeps with Hephaistos 1752 trans-
forms Melos the Delian into fj.ri\ea
and Pelias into Tr^Xetct 8170

Genealogy: eldest of the Moirai 171o
m. of Eryx by Boutas or by Poseidon
1760

Functions: mountain-mother 177o
unites Sky with Earth 453 morning
dew 172 vegetation 1752

Etymology: 2746 2750 2760
Attributes: bud 1060 dove 1752 6380

1057 doves 1112 flower 1060 mirror
940

Types: acrolithic xoanon 567o Alka-
menes 1710(?) 7223 Capuan 1730
Cnidian 970 cone 650o crouching
561 Damophon 5670 Doidalses 471
draped and veiled 681 draped and
flanked by two hovering Erotes 1018
draped and flanked by two winged
female figures (Nikai?) 1016 ff.
drawn by sparrows 831 drawn by
swans 8312 Fre"jus 17101730 (?) herm
1710722holdmgpomegranate 8180(?)
in archaistic reliefs of the Twelve
Gods 1055 ff. leaning on archaistic
effigy of herself 171o leaning on
pillar with tree in background 171o
Melian 171o nude 834 nude goddess
flanked by two Sirens 1016 nude
goddess pressing her breast with
dove or doves flying about her 1016
Pheidias 698 6986 riding on goat
831 rising from sea 957 f. semi-
draped 6986 standing with dove on
finger 6380 with Eros at her shoulder
1022 with uplifted sandal 1020
stepping on to boat 13?4

Identified with Astarte 1770 (?)
Associated with Ares 681 Eros 1700

700 (?) 704 725 f. 746 Eryx 1760
Poseidon 6752 699 f.

Compared with ^vxn 747g
In relation to Astarte 275o(2) 2760 coot

52X dove 2750(i) (?) Moirai 722
meadows of 10644

Aphros, forefather of Aphroi
Genealogy: f. of Aphrodite by Astynome

276i s. of Kronos by Philyra 276i
Apidanos 366
Apis

Types: bovine bust with solar disk
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Apis (cont.)

between horns and lunar crescent
round neck 1082 double bust (with
Isis) 1132

Apollo
Cult: Borne 4360
Epithet: pastoralis 268j
Type: in -Pompeian paintings of Twelve

Gods 10622(1 f.,
See also Apollon

Apollodoros the mythographer HOB f.
Apollon

Cults: Amyklai 1109 f. Anaphe 5702
Athens 725 BullaRegia 8256 Chembis
983 Delos 119 984 f. Dreros 1087
Ephesos 1174 Gaza 553 Gryneion
100 Hybla 1029 Hyperboreoi lOGt
Karthaia 269i Kaulonia 830 Klaros
100 Korkyra 1120 Leukas 1374
Miletos4740Peiraieus 1083 Selinous
6146 Tenedos 1146 Thebes in
Boiotia 5075 880 Thespiai 1070 Vari
261 2650

Epithets: 'Aypeh 267 'Aywetis 1120
'AffyeXdras 5702 raXdftoi? (?) 880!

' Ae\<t>ii>ios 1087 "Epi(t>6\\io<i (?'EpJ-
</>vXXos)3210"E/>cros 261'r<T/«7Kios 507S
880 Kdpveios 996 Kapveios 1078
Aar<j;os 1047n Aeu/cciTijs 1374 Atf«os
35o4 NaTcuos 1006(?) N6/«oj 2650 267
6\pioepy6s 6305S\|8tos 6305 UvOaio<; (?)
1120 ntftftos 725' SKiAa/cetfs 4130 (?)
<£/Xtos ( = *tXi7(nos) 4740XaXdftos 880

Oracles: Delphoi 1004 Gryneion 100
Klaros 100

Rite.- sacrifice of asses 106t
Priestess: thePythia 100(?) 1122
Myths: is born in Delos 984 f. is hidden

by Leto in Chembis 983 f. borrows
aigis of Zeus 314s wears aigis 866
wraps aigis round Hektor 866
rescues Aineias from Diomedes 103
steals Delphic tripod 799i visits
Lesbian oracle of Orpheus 99 ff.
woos Thetis 742 Branches 4740
Kroisos 519 f.

Genealogy : s. of Zeus by Leto, and b.
of Artemis 744K6) s. of Dionysos by
Isis, and b. of Artemis 984 f. of
Kydon by Akakallis d, of Minos
4140 f. of Miletos by Akakallis d. of
Minos 4140

Functions: hail 880 sun 1206 7266
welfare 6306

Etymology : 1135 (?) 1136
Attributes: apple (?) 1136 bay-branch

99 bay-wreath 99 bow and arrow
675 hawk 1073 Mthdra and plektron
683 684 swan 7570

Types : square pillar inscribed KAPN-
EIOS 996 first wooden statue 119
holding double axe 1146 nude,
archaic, advancing to right with
filleted bay-branch and strung bow
1164 with Charites in right hand

Apollon (cont.)
1124 with hawk on head 46 Kassel
1155 Pheidias(?) 1155 kitharoidos
707 ff. 725 contest with Marsyas
6590 710 slaying Niobids 955 riding
on swan 831 1136 in car drawn by
swans 830 f. in archaistic reliefs of
the Twelve Gods 1055 ff.

Identified with Aristaios 267 f. Horos
984

Associated with Artemis 707 958 Zeus
Epovruiv 1160 f. Zeus riarpyos 1174

Compared with meteor 885
Supersedes Dionysos 1125

provenance of 1135 1137
Apollonia ad Bhyndacum, coins of 8560
Apolloniastai 155
Apollonios of Tyana greets Pheidias'

statue of Zeus at Olympia 961
Apulia

Myth: Daunus 364
Apulu 880
Apulum

Cult: lupiter Optimus Bussumarus 1140
lupiter Optimus Maximus Bussu-
marius 1140

Aquae Albulae 1013
Aquae Cutiliae, floating island in 1012 f.

sacred to Victory (sc. Vacuna) 1012
Aquae Salsulae, floating island in 1015
Aquae Sulis

Cults : Luna 863U Sol 863n Sulis 858 ff.
bronze head from 862 large pedi-

mental relief from 862 ff. smaller
pedimental reliefs from 863u some-
times called Aquae Solis 863

Aquileia in Venetia, mosaic from 627(3)
Aquilo 107 1625
Arabia

Cults : Arsu 1163 Hobal 334X Manaf
1163 Morning Star 9152

Myth : Kalila and Dimna 405o
Arachova 335i
Arados

Cult: ' Dagon' 1264
coins of 159o

Arantides
Cult: Illyrioi (?) 1184

Ararat, Mt 5307 5310
Aratos, the exordium of 947 953 f. 974

quoted by St Paul 954
Arcadian League, coins of 715o
Arcadians called TrpofftXrjvoi 315o

claim to have seen Zeus shake the
aigis 314

Archelaos of Priene 37 1070
Archilochos on rights and wrongs of

animals 949
Ardea 365
Arelate, stag-mummers at 1067
Ares

Cults: Makedonia 2826 Papremis 3443
Epithet: GaOXXos (?) or GaOXoj 2826
Genealogy: s. of Zeus 3443 s. of Zeus

by Hera, and b. of Hebe and
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Ares (cont.)

Eileithyia 744i(7) h. of Agraulos
2835

Functions: originally more than war-
god 2835 (?) fire in air 2357

Attribute: hound 683
Type: in archaistic reliefs of the

Twelve Gods 1055 ff.
Associated with Aphrodite 681

Arethousa 515j
Argaios, Mt, as object of worship 1068

ascent of 1176 image of, as head-
dress 1177 image of, in hand of
Zeus 1177 small bronze eagle on
pillar representing (?) 1177 small
bronze eagle on stag representing
(?) 1177 small bronze model of 1177

Arge 1172
Argo 778i 7790 975
Argonauts, found Amphiphorites ('A/j,<pop-

iTrjs dy&v) at Aigina 603i2 historical
element in myth of 3608 sent past
Planktai by Hera 975 warned of
Kyaneai by Phineus 976

Argos
Cults: Aphrodite 3204Athena'0£t/5ejOKi7s

785i Athena ZdXwiyZ 7293 Demeter
HfXavyis 4170 Hellotis 1092 Hera
65 5662 1043 ff. 1085 Hera
66 Hera EtXeiflwa 7254 Zeus '
455 Zeus TAi)xa"eiJs 1428 5662 Zeus
"OX/fcoj 631 Zeus 'lYrioy 563

Epithets: avvdpov 3618f. 368 Si^iav...
%0<W 361 irdXvbtyiov 361 368

Festival: Hysteria 3204
Rites: iepbs yd/uos 1044 ff. initiation

1046 Aextyva 1044 women present
veil to Hera 1046

Myths: Akrisios 364 Danaos and the
Danaiides355ff. irrigation by Danaos
or the Danai'des 361 f. lo 631 ff.
Kleobis and Biton 1044 Polyneikes
563 Poseidon contends with Hera
751i Tyrsenos discovers trumpet
7293

early kings of 672 after the peace
of Nikias 62 f. Amymonian Waters
at 361 archaic bronze vessel at 5662
bones of Tantalos at 417o (?) bronze
chamber of Danae at 455 coins of
3554 471 Hellotion at 1092 Heraion
at 6330 tomb of Pelasgos at 5662
relief of Selene from 1085 f.

Argos, watcher of lo
Attribute: bull's hide 837
Types: with eye on his chest 6314

covered with eyes 633o wearing ox-
hide cape 634j wearing panther-
skin 638<>

Ariatha 1090
Aristaios

Cults: Arkadia 268 Keos 267 f.
Myths: builds altar to Zeus Ikmaios

266 sacrifices to Seirios 266 saves
Keos from drought 266 Sardinia 270

Aristaios (cont.)
Genealogy: s. of Apollon by Kyrene

and f. of Aktaion 2663 f. of Charmos
and Kallikarpos 270

Functions: culture-hero 266 f. king
embodying sky-god 269

Type: Zeus-like head 270 f.
Identified with Apollo Agreus and

Nomios 267 f. Zeus 270 Zeus
Aristaios 267 f.

Aristoteles, false reading for Aristokles (?)
10434

Aristotle 482 f.
Arkadia

Cults: Aristaios 268 Zeus Aikcuos 525
Bite: priest of Zeus Atf/ccuos makes rain

by stirring the spring Hagno with
oak-branch 315

Arkalochori Cave near Lyktos, perhaps
the famous cave of Zeus and Ehea
1143 treasure from 1143

Arkesilaos, the sculptor 1022
Arkesine, coins of 8202
Armenia

Cult: Astlik 2932
Festival: Vartevar 293
Rite: pigeons set free 293

Armenios 946
Arnouphis 325 f. 332
Arrhephoria 165 ff. 179 188 236 240 f. 602
Arrhetophoria 1657 (?) 1660
Arsu 1163
Artemidos, St 269
Artemis

Cults: Agra 725 Athens 1181 Bithynia
992 f. Boiotia 990 Ephesos 8962 968
Gygaia Limne 989 loulis 269
Messene 662 Olympia 1009 Palaio-
polis in Korkyra 844]0 Patmos 986
Sardeis 1082 Sparta 1009 1030

Epithets: 'Ayporepa 725 'A\(f>eLovla 6710
'Afj.apv<rta 55s'Avoiris 899s(3> '
268g ycudoxos 104 diorpe^s 342
'EXe/a 662 'EXei>0<?/xi 8995(2) '
2794 'E0e<ria 3245 8996 900 1133
1134 Bpoffia 1083 KaXXto-rij 2686
11241181 KoXo^ij 989 KopSdica 1009
Avyodfrfjia 1030 f. 10315 Mowi^a
233i 'OpOla 1009 1030 10315 1134
ILayaffiris 1083 Ilap0ti>o<; 986 Harlot
986 Hepyia 565^ S/ci/Xasms 413o
Tau/)07r6Xos 624g 636o

Rites: apKrefoaira 1083 vtppeia (?) 1083
TrapOfrfia 1008 sacrifice of she-goat
in girl's clothing to Artemis Mowv-
Xla 233i

Priestesses: vefipol (?) 1083
Myth: is born in Delos 985
Genealogy: d. of Zeus by Leto, and st.

of Apollon 744j(7) d. of Dionysos by
Isis, and st. of Apollon 984

Functions: childbirth 985 moon 7266
Attributes: bow 6380 725 fawn 6400 fish

990 two jars 1181 torch 1181 wheel-
torch 6380
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Artemis (cont.)
Types: cult-statue with veil 899s(2f.)

Endoios 968 hasting to greet the
new-born Athena (?) 710 f.' Colonna'
710 f. riding horned doe 831 slaying
Niobids 955 standing with wheel-
torch and bow 6380 in archaistic
reliefs of the Twelve Gods 1055 ff.

Identified with Bendis 189! 233!
Boubastis 984 Diktynna 189i Oupis
189!

Associated with Apollon 707 958
In relation to stags 1134
Superseded by St John the Evangelist

986
birthday of 1780 fawns of 10644

two images of, on coin of Aspendos
8996<i)

Artemision, bronze statue fished up from
sea off 1151 ff.

Ascension Day 1193
Asia

Etymology: 1107
Asies, nephew or brother of Atys 1107
Asine, ' Mycenaean' finds at 1192
Asis

Cult: Euyukll06f.
Askalon

Cult: Aphrodite Ovpavia 154
Asklepios

Cults: Aliphera 1265 Athens 775
Epidauros 1182 Inonii in Phrygia
1146 Nikaia in Bithynia 1182 Pau-
talia 1182 Sparta 10304

Epithet: 'Ayvtras 10304
Metamorphosed into snake 1182
Etymology: 1182 (?)
Type: holding serpent-staff and borne

through air by winged and bearded
snake 1182

Aspalis 2834

Epithet: Ttipawos (?) or Tu/rawo5at/xaw (?)
664

Personates Hera 325 664
• Aspendos, coin of 8995(D
Aspis iv "Apyei 3565
Assteas 51 IQ
Assyria, demons of, influence Etruscan

conception of Charon 1143
Assyrioi ( = Syrioi)

Cult: dove 1103
Astaroth, kteis of (?) 9183
Astarte

Cults: Delos 1526 153f. Sidon 1023
Tyre 892 f.

Epithet: na\ai<TTii>i} 1526 153f.
Myth: finds fallen star 892 917
Functions: moon 8924 the planet Venus

8924
Type: nude goddess 834
Identified with Aphrodite 1770 (?)
In relation to Aphrodite 2750<2) 2760

kteis of(?) 9183
Asteria, name of Delos 984 f.

Asterie, Titaness
Myth: Zeus 984 f.
Metamorphosed into quail 985 stone 985

Asterion 619i 6280
Asteropos 1067
Astlik 2932
Atabyrion, Mt, in Ehodes

Cult: Zeus 'Arapipios 1172
- excavations on 1172 See also

Atabyros, Mt
Atabyros, Mt, in Ehodes, geology of 986

See also Atabyrion, Mt
Atargatis

Cults: Heliopolis in Syria 1095
Nabataioi 1097 Palmyra 1093

Attribute: lions (?) 1096
Types : bust with fish-scales (?) on face

and chest 1097 bust with two fishes
as head-dress 1097

Athamas
Myth: Nephele 73 f.

Athanasia 605(3>
Athanasios, S't 1187
Athena

Cults: Aliphera 1265 Argos 7293 785X
Athens 749 f. 8278 859i Ausees 128i
Boiotia 608 820i Corinth 1092
Crete 1264 (?) Elis 224 f. Emesa 888
Hephaistia in Lemnos 216i Dion 2834
Korone 782 Kos 5662 Mt Kynthos
1172 Lakonike 776 Libye 128X 839
Marathon 1092 Megalopolis 5670
Megara 782 f. Olympia 967 Oxy-
rhynchite nome 1906 Peiraieus 6590
1196 Pelasgians 226 Pella 869
Pergamon 794 872 Plataiai 7736
Ehodes 355 Salamis in Kypros 6530
Sparta Hi 661 Syracuse 8506
Tanagra 567o Tegea 1141 Thespiai
1066 Thessaly 608 871i Troy 1930

Epithets : dy\a6Tifj,e IKj^AyXavpos 2408
246 AWvia, 6084 782 f. 795 aloUnopQe
776i 'AX&, 1141 ' A\Kldt]fJLos (not
'A\Kis) 869 'Apela 7736 'Apxifaerts
8278 EaXeviK-r) 605(4) Eia. 6083 Boap/jiia.
608 BotfSeio. 608 yXau/cwTrtj 1930(?)
2013 781 834 844 Topyoeir^Koos 836

yopyunris 844 dpa/caiva 776i
rov Ai6s 8732'
1092 'Epydvr, 19 18 795 967
7634(?) Zwreipla 5670 'H
216 218 1047ii Otyare
8667 'iTTTrta 130 'Iruvla 820i 871i
KojOr; 6084 KOijprj At6s 01716x010 8667
Kvvffla 1172 Aivdla 355 Maxa*'^
5662 Maxa^ris 5670 MI^TTJ/B 225X 749
835 M6/HOS 762 Ni^ 811 813 1196
NtA»706j00j 794 6ppi(j,oirdTpiri 737$
OivAve-n 1843(?) '0/ioXwts (at Thebes
in Boiotia) 6083 'OfrSepirfs 785i
HaXXds 2012 573 7439 Udrdpoaos 246
llapela 776 Ilap6tvos 573 749 823
1155 HoXids 213 244 5734 614 721
749 758 7724 813 noXtoO^oj 771
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Athena (cont.)

llpovaia 7273 Upovoia. 7273 Z&XiriyZ
7293 2<ir«/>a 6590 1196 Tpiroytveia
1238 719 f. 726 Tpiroyevfr 1237
Tpiruvls 1260 726 'Tvfcta 6145 775

661
Festivals: Athenaia 212 f. Chalkeia

211 ff. Panathenaia 720 Plynteria
2243 749 Tritomenis 7194

Rites : annual fight of maidens among
Ausees 128j annual washing of
Argive image in Inachos 2243 749
bull-hanging at Ilion 2884 icpos
yd/j.os 2243 liturgy of Pallas' snake
775 TrorXos woven at Chalkeia 212
priestess with aigis visits newly
married couple 2252 sacrifice of ox
7824 sacrifice of ram 7824 sacrifice
of sow 225i

Priestesses: ' Apprj<j>6poi 165 ff. 212 Auge
823 drawn from Bouzygai 609

Personated by fairest virgin of Ausees
128i priestess 2252

Myths: birth from head of Zeus 477
657 ff. 737 744 birth at Athens 720
birth in Crete from cloud cleft by
Zeus 727 birth beside river Triton
125 7439 is wooed by Hephaistos
218 ff . 236 274 734 slays the monster
Aigis and uses its skin as breastplate
839 slays the Gorgon and wears its
skin 844 flays Pallas the Giant, who
had attempted to violate her, and
wears his skin and wings 842 adorns
woman 201 at Ikonion makes images
of clay 528 brings Kekrops to Megara
783 809 f . (?) entrusts Erichthonios
to the Kekropides 238 ff. carries
Lykabettos 238 plants olive-tree at
Athens 750 f. contest with Gorgon
about beauty 8506 contest with
Poseidon about Athens 750 ff. contest
with Poseidon about Trozen 751i
gives peplos to Herakles 1186 helps
Herakles in rape of Delphic tripod
799i helps Herakles against Hydra
797 cuts spear for Peleus 2092
superintends building of Argo 778x
779<> nurses Bakchos or lakchos
225t would bestow immortality on
Tydeus 606(3)

Genealogy: d. of Bronteas 605(4j d. of
Pallas the Giant by Titanis d. of
Okeanos 842 d. of Poseidon by lake
Tritonis 216 d. of Poseidon by lake
Tritonis, later adopted by Zeus 128j

Functions : goddess of the Akropolis at
Athens 189 837 originally Pelasgian
mountain-mother in Asia Minor 236
736 831 originally mother-goddess,
later virgin 737 749 originally wife
of Hephaistos 200 223 736 867
mountain-mother 224 246 7293 748
831 866 earth-goddess 2000 246

Athena (cont.)
pottery 1918 arts and crafts 201
women's handiwork 795 nurse of
children 225a wisdom 726 7273 728
aither 7266 727 728 clouds 729 dawn
728 (?) morning twilight 728 (?)
earthquake 30 keeper of the thunder-
bolt 867 second self of Zeus 872 f.
sneeze of Zeus 662i (?) 732 (?)

Etymology: 605(3) 1918 726 727 7273
7288392(?)

Attributes: aigis 837ff. 866f. chariot
drawn by four winged horses 807
double axe 1906 Gorgoneion 837 ff.
Gorgon-shield 39 helmet 811 ff.
winged helmet 8202 olive-tree 190
749 ff. owl 190 558 776 ff. pillar 190
7632 pomegranate 811 ff. snakes
189 f. 764 ff.

Types: primitive pre-warlike 189j
advancing to left with thunderbolt
and Gorgon-shield 868 f. 871 f.
advancing to right with thunderbolt
and Gorgon-shield 869 advancing
to right with spear and shield 869 ff.
advancing with uplifted lance 573
Albani 8379 857 archaistic 225j 8379
868 ff. in archaistic reliefs of the
Twelve Gods 1055 ff. bearing dead
warrior across sea 809 f. bearing
infant on her arm 218 806 bearing
snake in basket 218 Bronze Athena
by Pheidias 225x 862 Cassel 8378
858 clay vessel as fetish and symbol
191$ cock with human face wearing
skin of cock's head as helmet 804
cult-statue inErechtheion5740 cult-
statue inPeisistratic Hekatompedon
5740 Elgin statuette 830 emergent
from head of Zeus 662 f. 668ft.
exhibiting olive-plant 755 762 f.
fighting on Ionic column 1006
fulminant 7932 868 ff. grouped with
Hephaistos in the Hephaisteion
213 ff. gull 783 hasting to right in
full armour 659 694 ff. hawk 781
holding corn-ears 607 holding crow
782 7823 holding double axe 8675
holding helmet in hand 686 687
human-headed bird wearing helmet
801 in chariot drawn by two owls
830 in chariot drawn by two snakes
769 f. 831 kite or shearwater 781
Lanckor6nski relief 830 Lansdowne
relief 7790 ' Lemma' 211 216X 858
Lenormant 7736 letting owl fly 830
nude (?) 8685 ornithomorphic pass-
ing into anthropomorphic 794 or-
nithomorphic, semi-ornithomorph-
ic, anthropomorphic in combina-
tion 799 799X 6p86TiTOos 225X owl
781 784ff. 837 owl as spinner 795 owl
with human helmeted head 801 ff.
'Palladion' 5734 609 1006 Parthenos
211 8685 933 Parthenos with olive
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Athena (cont.)
instead of pillar 7632 Pheidias 933
(See also Bronze Athena, Lansdowne
relief, 'Lemnia', Lenormant, Par-
thenos, Varvakeion) pigeon 781
pursued by Hephaistos 220 f. rising
from head of Zeus 612 669 673 ff.
688 seated and weaponless 574p
seated beside Hephaistos 205 seated
beside olive 7632 seated beside Zeus
1049j seated with phidle, helmet,
spear, and snake 614 seated with
pomegranate in right hand and
helmet in left 811 ff. setting foot on
chariot 807 snake 776 (?) 837 (?)
standing before Zeus 663 686 ff.
standing beside olive 7632 standing
on knees of Zeus 663 681 ff. standing
to left with owl in right hand and
spear in left 827 standing to right
with owl in left hand and phidle in
right 827 standing to right with owl
in right hand and spear in left 830
standing with lance at rest 573
swallow 782 Varvakeion 773e 8378
858 vulture 781 wearing helmet with
features of Sokrates, Silenos, etc.
804! winged 880 225j 785 804 ff.
winged and advancing to right
with brandished thunderbolt and
outstretched aigis 820 871 winged
and armed on Graeco-Eoman gems
822 winged and flying to left with
helmet, spear, and shield 821 winged
and standing en face between two
owls 822 winged and standing to left
carries Nike on right hand and
holds shield and spear with left
820 f. winged and standing to left
crowns the king's name with raised
right hand and holds shield with
lowered left 820 winged and wingless
on same vase 809 811 with cock on
helmet 464 with glaucous eyes 216
with owl on head 46

Identified with Basileia 60S(4) Gorgon
189i

Assimilated to Aphrodite 225j
Associated with Hephaistos 200 ff. 736

Herakles 958 Zeus 872 f. Zeus
Maxavetis 56^2 567<j

Compared with Cretan snake-goddess
189 f. 225 f. meteor 885

In relation to Erechtheus 190 758
Gorgon 836 Nike 811 olive-tree
763 f. owl 781 784j 789 791 snake
770

Supersedes Demeter 607 f. Ge 188
Superseded by Panagia ro/)70€7r^/coos

189i
birthday of 719 f. five Athenas

8424 honoured by Peisistratos and
his successors 1883 motherhood of,
passes into maidenhood 224

Athene, early name of Athens 224 748

Athenis 969
Athens

Cults: Agnostos Theos 1162 Anaktes
120 Androgeos 157 Aphrodite 725 f.
Aphrodite ev Kifa-ois 165 168 726
Aphrodite Otpavia 1710 722 Apollon
Utfftos 725 Artemis KaXXiori? 1181
Asklepios 775 Athena 'Apx^-yms
8278 Athena Nkjy 811 ff. 1196
Athena HoXtds 244 5734 614 721 749
758 Athena 'fyleia 775 859i Basile
or Basileia 605(6) Blaute 177i Eros
and Aphrodite 1700 Demeter 990 f.
Demeter XXoij 177 Dionysos 6042
Dionysos 'EXeu0ep£i;s 574 Eileithyia
•588i Eros 725 f. Eumenides 189!
Ge Qtfus 168 Ge Kapro^opos 242
6012 Ge Kovporp6<f>os llli 244 Ge
'0\vfj,Tria 1690 Hephaistos 211 ff.
226 f. 721 Hera 663 725 Hermes 725
Hermes ~K86vios 604a Heros 6 eiri
P^avrri 177j Isis 588, Kekrops 771
Kronos and Bhea 1690 Men 308 f.
Meter 670 Moirai 721 Nike'ATrrepos
811 Nymphs 308 f. Pan 308 f.
Panagia TopyoeirriKoos 189i 588
Pandrosos 243 f. Poseidon 721
Poseidon FCUT^OXOS lla Poseidon
'EXdr7?s 9i Sarapis 588j Tritopatores
113 ff. Zeus 1196 Zeus "E\ev0tp-
tos 2122 1186 Zeus 'EpKe?os 243
749 Zeus 'Hpcuos 1047 Zeus Kdptos
569s Zeus Moipcry^rTjs 7214 Zeus
'OXi/jtiTTios 6042 Zeus IlAvSt)fj.os 2122
Zeus rioXietfs 317 570 ff. 720 f. Zeus
Swrifr> 5759 1184 Zeus "T^o-ros 9394
Zeus <t>&ioj 1189

J1esfit?afc-:Anthesteria4300Arrhephoria
165 ff. Balletys 61201194 Bouphonia
(See Ritex: povQovia) Choes 1105
Chytroi 6042Deipnophoria 2410 2468
Diasia 1194 Diisoteria 5759 Dipolieia
317 574 ff. 656 f. Genesia 1105
Haloia 8150 1105 Hephaistia 213
Hieros Gamos 1047 Hydrophoria
603 f. Niketeria 7544 Oschophoria
2410 Theogamia 1047 Thesmophoria
8150]030f.

Bites: dporos Bovfyyios 606 fiov^ovia
570 576 ff. 873 bridal bath from
Kallirrhoe (Enneakrounos) 370 ff.
bull-carrying 1091 communion of
worshippers devouring sacred flesh
606 ^Tri oXTj/ctciTos 0epe<r#cu Ka\adioi>
(v.l. Kd\a9ov) els ri.fji'qv rrjs Ai7/«7Tpos
990 f. pitchers placed over tombs
of the unmarried 372 sacrifice of pig
to Zeus Heraios 1047 women cele-
brating Thesmophoria called ^Xt-
ffffcu 1083 women celebrating
Thesmophoria lie on bed of willows
103

Priestesses: 'Eppij^opot 166 261 AourptSes
749

Myths: birth of Athena 720 Bouzyges
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Athens (cont.)
606 ff. contest of Poseidon with
Athena 750 ff.

In relation to Megara 783j
Aglaurionatl69o242f.Asklepieion

at 775 1189 Boutypon at 597 bronze
double axe with incised man, water-
fowl, horse, and wheel found near
1145 f. Christianised Parthenon at
588j sanctuary of Eros arid Aphro-
dite at 1700 coins of 1872 254 f.
485i2 569., 570 ff. 694 6954 713 7257
754 f. 755 f. 775 7790 788 f. 794
801 (?) 812 827 830 8535 871 897 f.
1194 court <?7ri Ua^aSiy at 609 Atos
\{/rj<f>os at 600(4; Disoterion at 576o
Enneakrounos at 3706 Erechtheion
at 213 5740 721 725 737 749 f. 758 f.
867 Hekatompedon at 5740 768 f.
Hephaisteion at 213 ff. 223 701
Kallirrhoe at 3705 Kekropion at 771
Nike-balustrade at 7066 819 Nike-
bastion at 813 1196 Nike-temple
(eastern frieze) at 5810 7552 olives
as life-trees of 1872 760 olive-tree on
theAkropolisat 1872 749 ff. Olympi-
eion at 725 Pandroseion at 243
260 749 f. Parthenon at (See Par-
thenon) Propylaia at 775 1186
Pythion at 725 sepulchral stelai
etc. from 373 380 382 386 snakes
in painted poros from pediment at
767 ff. Stoa Basileios at 216 1185
1186 (description and history) Stoa
Basileios identified with Stoa of
Zeus Eleutherios at 1186 strati-
fication of cults on Akropolis at
736 'Theseion' at 2236 'Tower of
the Winds' at 129 f. town-arms of
785 ff.

Athmonia or Athmonon
Cult: (Aphrodite) Otipavia. 555

Athos, Mt
Epithets: "Ayiov "0/>oj 7485 dai/j.6vt.e

(voc.) 7485
Personified as a giant 7485

Macrobii dwell on 7485 shadow
of, touches Lemnian cow 1102

Atlantis
Cult: Poseidon 2834 1184
Rite: bull sacrificed to Poseidon on

pillar 2834
brass pillar inscribed with laws in

1184
Atlas

Epithet: o\ob<ppwv 1103
Myths: Herakles 956 at Polos 4170
Genealogy: s. of Ouranos by Ge 887
Function: supports sky 1064
Etymology: 417o
Types; bearing p6los 4170 bearing Aion

in zodiacal ring 1128
pillars of 1115

Atreus
Myth: golden lamb 1080

Atropos 717
Attes 874 See also Attis
Attike

Cults: Zeus 1198 Zeus "ftrios 319t 563
Attis

Cults: Ephesos 1174 Peiraieus 1192
Epithets: "Trjs (T-ijs?) 874n x^oeP°s

Function: rain 874
Etymology: 952
Attribute: pomegranates 815g
Types: recumbent 1128 triumphant

1127 f.
Associated with Agdistis 1192 Kybele

1174 Kybele and Zeus 1174
In relationto Christianity 952 Kybele952

as doublet of Agdistis 1174 as pig (?)
87415

Atys
Cult: Smyrna 22
Genealogy: uncle or brother of Asies

1107
Auge 823 8233
Augustus

Cults: Amastris 1163 Aphrodisias in
Karia 1191 Dorylaeion 1191 Per-
gamon 1191

Epithet: 6 ewovpdvios Beds Sej3a(TT6s =
divus Augustus 1163

Priests : dpx'epefo 1163 1191 perpetuus
sacerdos 1163

Personates Zeus Harpyos 1125 1191
complete deification of, reached

through three stages (hero, demi-
god, god)1191

Aulus, head of, dug up on Capitol 441
Aura 225j
Auramazda 1112
Aurelian, solar monotheism of 945 cp. 907
Aurora 73
Aurva 953(1)
Ausees

Cult: Athena 128!
Autariatai 5022
Auxesia 6120
Avenches See Aventicum
Aventicum, bronze statuette from 827
Axieros 1070 1128 f.
Axiokersa 1070 1128
Axiokersos 1070 1128 f.

Ba'al (Baal, Bel)
Cults: Palmyra 1158 Eas Shamra 1156
Function : cosmic power 1159
Type: brandishes club in right hand

and holds stylised thunderbolt in
left 1156

Associated with laribol and Aglibol
1158 f.

Ba'albek See Heliopolis in Syria
Ba'al-hamman

Identified with Amon 1076 Zeus 945
Ba'al-samin

Identified with Zeus 945 1095
solar eagle of 982
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Ba'al Zaphon
Identified with Zeus Kdtrtos in Syria

and Egypt 1177
Babylonia

Cults: (Breakers of Heaven and Earth'
483 'the fettered god' 483 4847
Ishum 889

Myth: tree of life and tree of the gate
of heaven 1136

Bacis, the bull of Hermonthis, bibliography
of 1082 See also Bakha, Bouchis

Baganda, kings of, have lion as totem 957o
Baitylos, s. of Ouranos by Ge 887 891
Bakchos

Cult: Halikarnassos 558
Epithet: 'O^piKds 558 5606
Function: rain 558
Etymology: 9533

Bakha, the bull of Hermonthis 9533 See
also Bacis, Bouchis

Baki(s)
Cult: Lydia 1082
Identified with Dionysos 1082

Baktriane, coins of 532 ff. 540 871 f.
Balletys 6120 1194
Balor 933,
Barbara, St 4723
Baros See Embaros
Basile 662 (?)
Basile or Basileia

Cult: Athens 605(6>
Function: 'Queen' of Heaven, or of

Underworld (?) 605(6)
Basileia as Athanasia (?) 605(3) as Athena (?)

605(4) as Basile (?) 606(6) as bride of
Pisthetairos 57 ff. as Hera Bao^Xeta
61 as an imaginary goddess recalling
the Basilissa and Hera GOscg) as
Kore(?) 606 (7) as Meter (?) 670 as
Orphic Dike(?) 9504 as d. of
Ouranos by Titaia (Ge) and st. of
Ehea (Pandora), who brought up
the Titans, was called MegaleMeter,
and became by her b. Hyperion the
m. of Helios and Selene (?) 605(5)
as personification of Eoyalty (?)
605(1) as d. of Zeus (?) 605(2)

Basques
Rites: corrida 1090 Toro de Fuego 1090

Bath See Aquae Sulis
Bathykles 220 f.
Baubo

Type: seated on pig 1119
Compared with analogous apotropaia

1119
Begoe (?) 434
Beisan See Beth-Shan
Bektashi order still worships Zeus on Mt

Tomori near Berat 1170 f.
Beliar 3323
Bellerophontes 4130
Bellona

Cult: Eome 1142
Epithet: Pulvinensis 1142
Priest: cistovhorus 1142

Belos
Genealogy : f . of Danaos 368
Function: sky-god 369j

Beltis (?) 1159
Benacus, Lake, floating island in 1014 f.
Bendis

Cults : Philippoi 1134 Thrace 189i
Identified with Artemis 189i 233i

Benedict, St 338i
Beni Hasan, mimetic dances from tomb at

993
Bes

Function: apotropaic 847]
Types: female 84?i full-face 847i

musician 1001 pygmy with wrinkled
forehead and nose, broad face, and
hanging tongue 847j

Compared with Gorgon 847i
Bethel

Cult: stone of Jacob (Massebhah?
meteorite??) 891 f.

Etymology: 891
Compared with Egyptian meteor-cults

(?) 8840
In relation to baityloi or baitylia 891
- two places so called 891

Beth-Shan
Cult : Antit 1950
- burial pithoi from 1950 tubular

stands from 1950
Billutschei 334j
Bithynia

Cults: Artemis 992 f. Zeus 1160
Eite: 6 /oiXaflos TTJS 'Apr^tuSos 992 f.
- coins of 820

Blaute
Cult : Athens 177x

Boghaz-Keui, Hittite formsof Greek names
in cuneiform texts from 1120
Hittite rock-carvings at 1097

Boidas 149 ff.
Boiotia

Cults : Artemis 990 Athena Boa/tyua 608
Athena 'iTuvla 820! 871 Athena
Aoyyarts 6083 Dan 7363 Hera
BcuriXeta 6lj Poseidon 7363 Zeus

coins of 819 f.
Boiotos 1094
Bol, Palmyrene form of Bel 1159
Bononia in Bulgaria

Cult : lupiter Optimus Maximus
Dolichenus 1098

Bootes 491
Boreas 130 160 See also Borras
Boreios 129
Borras 335 See also Boreas
Borysthenes 6550 (?)
Borysthenis 135 140
Bosporos

Cults : Twelve Gods 147 f. Zeus Ofyios
142 ff.
- ' Praying Boy ' on shore of 149 ff.

Bosporos Kimmerios 155 gold cicalas from
2530
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Bostra

Cults: Zeus "A/i/xwp 9124 Zeus 'ETTI-
KdpTnos 912

carved lintel of temple near 909
coins of 908 9124

Boubastis
Identified with Artemis 984

Boubrostis
Cult: Smyrna 1156

Bouchis 1082 See Bacis, Bakha
Boupalos 969
Bouphonia 570 576 ff. 873
Boura 21 f. 1118
Bourina 363 f.
Bousiris, king of Egypt, sacrifices strangers

to Zeus 653o
Boutas 1760
Boutes 589
Boutes, ancestor of Eteoboutadai

Cult: Erechtheion 758
Priest: lepefc 2133

Boutike Limne, floating island in 983
Bouto (Boutos, Boutoi) in Egypt

Cult: Leto 983
Bouto, the goddess (earlier Udo)

Identified with Leto 984
Boutypoi, family of clan Kerykes 585 589

597 603
Bouzygai 608 ff. furnish priest of Zeus

Teleios, priest of Zeus 4v IIaXXa5t'y»
and priestess of Athena (eiri
IIaXXa5t<£ ?) 609 keep sacred oxen at
Eleusis 610

Bouzyges, eponym of Bouzygai 608 first to
plough with yoke of oxen 606 f.
identified with Epimenides 610
plough of 606

Boxing Day 5306
Brachmanes 107
Branches 4740
Briareos 120
Briareus 30
Bricia 1117
Brimo

Epithets: irorvia 3000(D 9134 py%ix6wv 40
Brimos 3000(D 301 9134
Brisai

Myth: taught Aristaios 266
Britomartis

Cult: Gaza 550
Genealogy: d. of Zeus by Hekate (?)

5444
Etymology: 550
Associated with Marnas 550

Bronteas 605(4)
Brontes 125s
Brundisium

Etymology: 1115
Buddha

Myths: birth from side of Maya 97o(4>
fight with Mara 1087

Buenos Aires 1602
Bulgaria

Cults: three-headed rider-god with
epithets Ktipios 0e6s and Oebs

Bulgaria (cont.)
naj>6oTroi6s (or ndvOoTrros) 1125
Zeus Ai6vv<ros 1126

Bulla Eegia
Cult: Apollon 8255
- two statues of winged Minerva

from 8256
Byblos

Cult: Zeus Swn}/> 1163
- excavation and restoration of

temple at 1163
Byzantion, bull-headed furnace at 1102

coins of 1120

Caelestis 10456
Calaminae 988 f.
Caligula attempts to bring statue of Zeus

Olympios to Rome 968 f. marries the
Moon 1092 personates Helios 1092
personates Zeus 969i

Campania
Cults: luno Feronia 1155 lupiter

Anxurus 1155
Cancer 589 1146
Canicula 266?
Capitoline triad (lupiter flanked by luno

and Minerva) 40 f. 904
Capua

Cult: lupiter Olbius Sabaeus 6563
- Arretine skyphos from 1003 coins

of 4iQ80mundus at 429i tomb-painting
from 1000 f .

Caracalla
Personates Zeus 37e

Caradoc and the serpent 1124
Carchemish, Hittite god at 957o
Carmel, Mt, as object of worship 1068
Carnuntum

Cults: Manaphus 1163 Theandrius
1163

Carthage
Cult: Hera 1045
Rite : sacrifice of children to Kronos by

fire 6115
Caucasus 236
Celtiberians

Cult: Epona 1179
Celts

Cults : Boussourigios 1140 Bussumarus
(Bussumarius) 1140 Danu 367
Epona 1179 Genius Cucullatus 1183
Taranis (?) 1191

Myth: Tuatha De Danann 367
- traverse Europe in second

millennium B.C. 367 enter Asia
Minor in s. iii B.C. 367

Cerastae 6530
Cereres 1124 f.
Ceres

Bite: sacrifice of a pregnant sow 23
Myth : consorts with lupiter 452
Attributes : corn-wreath 10622 (if ) torch

Type: in Pompeian paintings of
Twelve Gods 10622(if.)
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Ceres (cont.)

Identified with earth 452
Cernunnos, rock-carving of, in Val

Camonica 1147
Chaabou (?) 91.̂
Chaamou

Cult: Petra 914
Genealogy: m. of Dousares 914 f.

Chabakta, coins of 8560
Chaironeia

Rite: BouA£ju,oi> ^Xocris 1031s
Myth: Kronos swallows stone 929

Chaldaeans
Cult: fire 3393 340
Myth: outwitted by priest of Kanopos

339 f.
Chalke

Cults: Zeus and Hekate 5443
Chalkeia 211 ff. 223
Chalkis ad Belum (?)

Cult: Helioseiros 1074
Chaos

Etymology: 1179
Identified with Poros 747i

in Orphic theogony 1177 ff.
Charachmoba, coin of 908 f.
Charadros 361
Charis

Cult: Vari 2617

Associated with Hephaistos 958
Charites

Genealogy: daughters of Zeus 955
daughters of Zeus by Eurynome
7441(3) cp. 1070

Types: joining hands for dance 1057
. naked 1070 three small females on
hand of Apollon 1124

In relation to Zeus 1057
Charon

Epithet: 'A«/xo«'/5ijs (?) 9273
Attribute: hammer 9273

conceived by Etruscans under
Assyrian influence 1143 mallet or
hammer of, produces chthonian
thunder 1143 receives plate of
pomegranates 815o recent biblio-
graphy of 1143

Cheiron
Myth: gives spear to Peleus 2092

Chembis
Cult: Apollon 983

Chemmis
Cult: Min 8840

Chersonesos in Crete, coins of 1092
Chersonesos Taurike, coins of 1146
Chersonesos Thraikike

Cult: Zeus"Opios 1183
Cherubim 324-t
Chios

Cult: Dionysos '&uddios 599<2>
inscribed block of red trachyte

from 1183
Chipa 6240

-Chloia 17801790
Choes 1105

Christ
Epithets: 6 Ktfpios TjfJiSiv 552j Poruss

Consilii Filius 747
Functions: judge 972 law-giver 972

teacher 972 timely storm of rain
326 552

Types: as infant borne by
St Christopher 1020 youthful and
beardless 970 ff . mature and bearded
970 ff. bronze group at Kaisareia
Paneas 97 li divine ruler 9720
enthroned with globe as his footstool
948 seated on globe 948 9740
shepherd-judge 9720 threatening
storm-god 973 in the likeness of
Zeus 970 973 1196 influenced by
pre-existing pagan types (the child
Zeus or Dionysos? the Pheidiac
Zeus?) 972 f. possibly influenced by
other pagan types (Asklepios,
Orpheus, Sarapis, etc.) 9722 9723

9730
Compared with Zeus Asterios 954
- painted in the guise of Zeus 970

perhaps alludes to the Eleusinian
mysteries 307o

Christina, St 1013
Christmas 9153
Ghristodoulos, St 986
Christopher, St

Type: bearing infant Christ 1020
Chrysaor, twin-b. of Pegasos

Genealogy : f. of Geryones 1070
Type: in the pediment from Corfu

84410 8450
Chrysippos 726 10275
Chytroi, the festival 6042
Cicero comments on Pheidias' statue of

Zeus at Olympia 960 f.
Circassians (Adighe)

Cult: Soluble" 1114
- treat as sacrosanct tree or man

struck by lightning 1114
Qiva

Attribute : trident 1156
- traced back to c. 3000 B.C. 1156

Claudia Quinta tows ship up the Tiber
895 f.

Clusium, tomb of Porsenna at 956j
Commodus

Personates Hercules 1100 lupiter 1100
Zeus 376 Ziu 1100

Constantine, St 1166
Constantinople, church of St Sophia at

906 f. conflagrations at 9702 House
of Lausos at 969 f. throne in the
Magnaura at 957o

Consualia 437
Census 10j
Corfu, archaic pediment from 84410 8450
Corinth

Cults: Athena 'EAXwrt's 1092 Zeus

My th: men sprung from mushrooms 478
- coins of 1136
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Cornutus 727
Corona 483 f.
Corycian Cave

Cult: Zeus 6510
Crete

Cults: Athena 1264(?) Diktynna 189i
Hellotis 1092 snake-goddess 189
Zeus 'IScuoj 953 Zeus 2/cvXios 4130
Zeus 2/ctfAXios 4130

Bites: communion of worshippers
devouring sacred flesh 606 lepbs
yd/j-os 1032 1092

Myths: Aix, d. of Helios, hidden by
Ge in a cave, where—tended by
Amaltheia—she nurtures infant
Zeus with her milk 8396 8400 bull
10324 golden hound 1110 lasionand
Demeter 75 ff. infancy of Zeus 953
Zeus nursed by Meteres 225j

In relation to Philistines 5510
special virtues ascribed to

foreigners from 592 tomb of Zeus in
1070 1173 tubular stands from
1950ff.

Cucafia 505
Cuccagna 504 f.
Cuclu 1075
Cyama and Cabala, the hell-hounds of

Yama 4100ff.
Cynics 595
Cyprian, initiations of 775 1046

Da, an ancient name of the earth-mother
90

Daanau See Danauna
'Dagon'

Cult: Arados 1264
Dagon, that is Siton, s. of Ouranos by

Ge887
Daidalos

Attributes; adze 1111 double axe 1111
saw 1111 square 1111

Compared with Ikaros and Talos 1111
Daimon Milichios

Cult: Lebadeia 1187
Attribute: snake 1187
Identified with Agathos Daimon (?)

1187
Daitroi, family of clan Kerykes 585 597

603
Daktyloi

Cults: Mt Ide in Crete 10332 Mt Ide in
Phrygia 1033j

Function: servants of mountain-
mother 922

Etymology: 990 (?)
Type: three small male figures

wreathed with flowers 1033
Daldis, coin of 8995(5)
Damateres

Cult: Bhodesll24f.
Site: sacrifice of pregnant sheep 1124

Damia 6120
Damigeron 920 f.
Damnameneus 922

C. III.

Damophon 5670 712 968 1108
Dan

Cult: Boiotia 7363
Dan, the Hebrew tribe 3546
Danaai 361 See also Danai'des
Danae

Myths: founds Ardea 365 is imprisoned
by Akrisios in bronze chamber 364
is visited by Zeus as a fall of golden
rain 455 ff. 518 is sent adrift in a
chest with Perseus by Akrisios 455
is drawn ashore on Seriphos by
Diktys s. of Peristhenes 455

Genealogy: d. of Akrisios 364 d. of
Akrisios by Eurydike d. of Lake-
daimon 455 m. of Perseus by Zeus
455

Types: Nikias of Athens 460 462 on
coin 471 on gems 469 ff. recumbent
undraped 467 f. seated on couch 456
458 460 463 standing behind or in
chest 458i 4582 standing half-draped
465 f. Titian 466 f. Van Dyck 467

Compared with St Barbara 4723
St Irene 4723 the Virgin 4670

In relation to Danaai, Dana'ides 476
as described by Simonides of Keos

471 f. as pendant to Antiope 469 as
pendant to Leda 465 flanked by
Antiope and Leda 467

Dana'ides 354 ff.
Myths: escape from Egypt 355 touch

at Ehodes 355 make Argos well-
watered 361 f. slay Aigyptiadai 356
bury heads of Aigyptiadai at Lerna
356 369 carry water to holed pithos
in world below 369 f. 1193 f.

Genealogy: descended, through
Epaphos, from Zeus 142

Type: emptying hydriai into pithos
425

Compared with priests of Akanthos in
Egypt 339 354 users of libation-
funnels at Eas Shamra 1193

In relation to Danae 476 Orpheus 4250
Danaoi

Etymology: 362 366
Identified with Danauna 354 360 362
In relation to Daunioi 364 f.

tholos-tombs of 362 (?)
Danaos

Myths: Egypt 355 Ehodes 355 Argos
355 f. makes Argos well-watered
361 f.

Genealogy: s. of Belos 355 368 twin-b.
of Aigyptos 355 f. of fifty Danaides
354 f.

Danapris 366
Danastris 366
Dauauna attack Barneses iii soon after

1200 B.C. 354 settle in Egypt 368
identified with Danaoi 354 360 362

DanaviCs 3623
Danu 3623
Danu 367
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Danube See Danuvius
Danuvius

Epithet: pe$eXo$6pos 3686
Etymology: 366

Daphne, near Antiocheia on the Orontes
Festival: Olympia 1191

Daphnephoria 880
Dardanos

Identified with Polyarches 774
Das, an ancient name of the sky-father 9<>
Daunioi

Etymology: 364f. 366
In relation to Danaoi 364 f.

bury Aetolian envoys alive 365
tholos-tombs of 365 (?)

Daunios 364?
Daunus 364 f.
Dazimos 1189
Dazos 1189
Deioneus 72
Deipnophoria 2410 246g
Delos

Cults: Anoubis 154 f. Aphrodite
Oipavia 1526 153 f. Apollon 119
984 f. 1135 Astarte naXatorfi/i;
1526 153 f. Harpokrates 154 f. Isis
154 f. lupiter Sequndanus (Zeus
Otfpios) 155 Kabeiroi 1172 Sarapis
154 f. Tritopator HvppaKid&v Ai-
yi\iuv 116 ff. Zeus Otfpios 152 ff.
Zeus "Tficrros 1162

Festivals: Euergesia 5932 Pataikeia
5932 Philetaireia 5932 Sopatreia
5932

Rites: 7^pcwos-dance 1087 Labyrinth-
• dance 1087 dia/j,a.ffTlyw<ns (?) 1087

ev<re/3u>i> (80^*65 5932
Myths: birth of Apollon 984 f. birth of

Artemis 985 Hyperoche and
Laodike 1172 Opis and Arge 1172

Etymology: 985 (?)
{ altar of horns at 1087 1172 as a

floating island 984 f. called Asteria
984 f. Egyptian sanctuary in 154 f.
formerly sacred to Poseidon and
Doris 985 marble group of
Aphrodite and Pan from 1020 votive
ladder entwined with snakes from
1119 winged Nike from 8430

Delphinia 60312
Delphoi

Cults: Apollon 1135 Ge 1121 Themis
1121

Rite: /3oOs roO "Hpwos 6047
Myth: Zeus sets up stone vomited by

Kronos 929 937
acanthus-column at 1009 f. Cni-

dian Lesche at 398 distyle bases at
1131 E at 1121 group of Ge and
Themis from 1121 'Mycenaean' finds
at 937s omphalos at 1120 f. plane-
tree of Agamemnon at 1122 west
frieze of Siphnian Treasury at 807

Demeter
Cults: Agra 722 Alexandreia 990ff.

Demeter (cont.}
Argos 4170 Athens 177 990 f. Eleusis
967i 990 Kolonos 1790 Lykosoura
712 Megalopolis 662 Megara 5695
1136 Melite, the Attic deme 2020 (?)
Mytilene 167 Pelasgians 1910 (?)
Phlyeis 2020 Selinous 1136 1188
Theira 992

Epithets : £y\a6§upos 596g 'Avrjffid&pa

ev "EXei 662 'Epivus 1182 ev7rX6/ea//,os
77i EtfxXoos 1780 1790 Oeo-^o^opos
168 2443 'louXci 178g Kovporpbtpos
242 MaXo06pos 1136 1188
0e6s evpvdvaffffa, 991
916t IleXaa^s 4170 Tro\vTp6<pe 990
irovKv^difjive 990 HpoTjpotrla 527 562
XX6r; 177 x^o6K«p7ros 1790

Rites: basket 104 990 ff. sacrifice of
ram 1780 sacrifice of pregnant sow
1790

Priest : Qaidwrris 967i
Priestesses : 5a5oO%os 7240 /cepi'o^opos

7240 fji.t\iffff<u 1083
Personated by priestess 301(j(3)
Myths: consorts with Zeus 3010^)

6153 7441(4) Demophon 609 61 15
lasion 75 ff .

Genealogy : m. of Kore 5622 m. of
Persephone by Zeus 744^4)

Functions : earth 726s agriculture 527
provides food for man and beast
453 birth-goddess 673 ff .

Etymology: 1127
Attributes : corn-ears 1060 poppies 1060

sceptre 1060 torch 712
Types : Damophon 712 helping Zeus

in labour 673 ff. in archaistic reliefs
of the Twelve Gods 1055 ff. seated
with corn-ears and sceptre 120

Associated with Aglauros 242 Despoina
712 Dionysos 3020(6) Kore 1780
Kore and Zeus BouXeus or
1124 Persephone 712 Zeus
1124

Superseded by Athena 607 f.
- table of 17?!

Demetra, St 5983
Demetreioi 3020(5)
Demetrios of Phaleron, sumptuary law

passed by 380
Demetrios Poliorketes

Personates Zeus Kataibdtes 1115
Demokratia 1186
Demon 121
Demophon

Festival : Balletys 6120
Myths : Eleusis 609 6115 Palladion 609

Demos 1186
Dendra, tholos-tomb at 623j
Deo

Epithet : Bpi/«6 3010(3>
Myth: consorts with Zeus 301o<3) 6153
Genealogy : m. of Pherephatta or Kore
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Derwentwater, floating island in 1015
Derzelas

Cult: Thrace 1129
Despoina

Cult: Lykosoura 712
Rite: pomegranates taboo in her

temple 8150
Type: Damophon 712 f.
Associated with Demeter 712

marriage with 396
Deukalion

Myth: Lykoreia 5267 966
flood of, drained off by cleft at

Athens 169o grave of 6042
Deus 320 6713 6720 1130 See also Zeus
Devil

Type: serpent 7672
phallds of 1078

Dia See Hebe
Dia, the festival 3204
Diana

Epithet: Laodicia (? a blundered
allusion to the cult at Aricia (supra
i. 282^ 2823, ii. 147, 420^)) 9036

Function: daemonium meridianumllSQ
Attributes: bow and arrows 10622(if.)

crown 10622(2) fawn 10622(D sceptre
10622(2> spear 10622(D

Types: pillar with crown-shaped top
1119 f. in Pompeian paintings of
Twelve Gods 10622(it)

Superseded by St Christina (?) 1013
couch of 10444 name of, still sur-

vives as Jana, Janara, Janassana,
etc. with a male counterpart Diano,
Dianu, or the like 1130

Diasia 3204 1194
Diaskourai or Dias Kourai 6640 (?)
Didyma near Miletos

Cults: Zeus SWTT^O 563 Zeus 'Tenos
563

Rite: fioriyia 563
Diipoleia 5754 596 See Dipolieia
Diipolia 3204 5756 593 See Dipolieia
Diipolieia 179 5752 See Dipolieia
Diisoteria 5759
Dike

Epithets : ay\a6/jiop<pos 9504 iravSeptets
9504

Genealogy : d. of Zeus by Themis 823
Function: pdredros of Zeus 949 f.
Type: guarding Peirithoos 402
Identified with Basileia 9504 (?) Par-

thenos 823 Zeus 951
In relation to Zeus 949 ff.

Diktynna
Cult: Crete 189i
Identified with Artemis 189j.

Diktys, s. of Peristhenes 455
Dinos 163
Diodoros, sources of, for things Cretan

10323
Diogenes of Apollonia 2762
Diogenes the Babylonian 726 f.
Diokaisareia in Kilikia See Olba

Diomedes
Rite: human sacrifice at Salamis in

Kypros 6530
- shield of 2243

Diomeia, Attic deme
Cult : Herakles 594 724
Festival : Diomeia 594
Myth : Diomos 594

Diomeia, the festival 594
Diomos 593 ff .

Myths : first to kill ox 589 593 6613
1194 founds Kynosarges 594

Etymology : 5946 5950
Dion Chrysostomos, describes Pheidias'

statue of Zeus at Olympia 961 ff.
974 enters a plea for idolatry 963X

Dion in Makedonia
Cult: Zeus 'OXi^irtos 1068

Dione in repose identified with Mt Bmertsa
1173

Dionysios, St 294
Dionysos

Cults : Athens 574 Chios 599(2) Ephesos
4220 Kos 4130 Krastonia 1118
Lakonike 942 Samos 1030$ Tenedos
599(2) Thebes in Boiotia 1103
Thraco-Phrygians 874

Epithets: ' KvOptairoppalartis 599(2)
%etc6T?7$ 942 Bacr<rape!5s 942
1161 AevdpiTr)s 7532 A^oreXi^s 2122
diyovos 1105 diOvpa/apoyevris 1105
&ioyei>r)s 1105 Atos 0c6s 802(2) 6852
Ei'jOa0ic6T7;s 834(D 942 'EXeutfeperis 574
'EXt7ei/s 10303 'ETTO^IOS 990 "Epi^os
942 E&OJ 1103 'Hpi/ceTTcuoj 5156 (cp.
640 1179) "Hpws (?) 1160 lAeXAvaiyis
837 1105 HavTOKpdrup 4220 UepiKi6v-
tos 3514 TroXiryTj^s 1103 irvpiyevfis
1118 pyQxOuv 40 Se/ueXetfs 1105
2efji.e\r}yeveT'ris 1105 2/ciAX^ras 413o
4140 4160 Thyoneus 1047u"T7js 500

Rites : at Chytroi 60425t^i//)aAt/3osll04f.
marriage with Bao-tXicr<ra 610 1105

Worshippers : human lpi<j>oi 1104
Myths : simulated birth from Zeus 89i

737 Zeus rains ambrosia at his
birth 477 500 gives Bakchos or
lakchos to Athena as nurse 225i
brings Hephaistos to Olympos 1106
attacked by Lykourgos, s. of Dryas
2288 beats Pallene in wrestling-
match 5226 Tyrrhenian pirates
10314 pomegranates spring from his
blood 8150

Metamorphosed into kid 1104
Genealogy : s. of Ammon by Amaltheia

1264 (?) vlbs 2ra/nvlov 1114 f. by Isis
of Apollon and Artemis 984

Functions : earthquake 40 life-giver 515g
life-god of Thracians 9534 rain 874

Etymology: 834d>
Attributes: bullae 889 ivy-wreath 675

6852 kdntharos 675 6852 996 1053i(1)
1109 ndrthex 880 996 nebris 1060
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Dionysos (cont.)

panther 7570 panther-skin 713 721
pedum 880 (?) torches 6852 vine-staff
1053i(D vine-stem 6852 vine-wreath
681

Types: pillar 1103 pillar with mask or
masks 1103 herm on Ionic column
1006 double bust 1132 emerging
from thigh of Zeus 802 (3 ff.) 6860
standing on knees of Zeus 6862
infant 880 6852 infant riding on
goat 1109 riding on bull 831 in
chariot drawn by two griffins 8422
recumbent 713 f. 721

Identified with Baki(s) 1082 cut corn
3020(6) (?) Dousares 911 f. Zeus 1126

Associated with Demeter 302o (e> Helene
1083 (?)

In relation to bull 94*, fox 942 goat 942
Helios 718j

Superseded by Apollon 1125
points of contact between Diony-

siac and Christian practice 953
Diopan 6200 (?)
Diores 110
Dios, the Thracian Zeus

Cult: Thraco-Phrygians 952
Epithet: NOo-os 952

Dios Chorion
Cult: Zeus 'OXiVTrios 22

Dios Hieron in Lydia, coin of 1117
Dioskourides, the gem-engraver 6410
Dioskouroi

Attributes: caps with stars 542
Dios Phos 802(2) 6852
Diospolia 575? See Dipolieia
Diospolis 515g See Laodikeia on the Lykos
Diotima 3154 746 1189
Diounsis 1125 f.
Dipoleia 5753 See Dipolieia
Dipolia 5755 See Dipolieia
Dipolieia

317 574 ff. myths of the (Diomos)
593 ff. myths of the (Sopatros)
590 ff. myths of the (Thaulon) 596 ff.
purpose of the 598 ff. 719 ritual of
the 577 ff. 656 f. 662 669 f. 719 733
737 873 1194

Dis
Cult: Eome 9042 1115
Epithet: Pater 432a 9042
Rite: human sacrifice commuted 4330
Assnciati-d with Proserpina 432j

Di-Sandas (?) 1097
Dithyrambos

Etymology: 1104 f.
Dius

Epithet: Fidius 946
Functions: lightning 946 protector of

pledges 946
Diuturna 1112 f. See luturna
Dodo 2892
Dodola, in the rain-magic of the Balkans

288 f. variations of her name 288
etymology of her name 2892

Dodona
Rites, priests go with unwashen feet

1168 priests sleep on ground 1034i
1168 cp. 1174

Priests: 'EXXo* 1092 SeXXoi 1034t
TOftovpoi (r&fjLovpoi) 1168

Etymology: 2892

bronze statuettes of Zeus (?) from
1078 1192 recent excavations at
1131

Doias 1196
Doidalses 471
Do'is, clipped form of Domater 2892
Domater, Aeolic name for Demeter 2892
Domitian

Personates Zeus 37$
a devotee of Minerva 872 claims

to be s. of Athena 8723
Domouzi (later Tamouz) 1125
Donar

Identified with Volcanus (?) 210
birch-broom a symbol of 1072

cuckoo an animal form of (?) 650
Donatus as author of the scholia P. Danielis

on the commentaries of Servius 1181
Dorians

Festival: Thaulia 2827
Doros 1097
Dorylaeion

Cult: Zeus Uarpfos (= Augustus) 1191
monuments of 1160

Doto 129
Dousares

Cults: Elousa 915 Nabataioi 907 ff.
Petra 914 ff.

Epithet: 'Avisos 9113 912
Rite: libation of victims' blood 907
Priest: lepetfs 9113
Genealogy: s. of Chaamou 914 f.
Functions: solar (?) 912 viticulture (?)

911 f.
Etymology: 911 915X
Types: black stone, square and un-

shapen, set on base of wrought
gold 907 hemispherical stone on
cubical base 907 meteorite (?) 917
triad of stones surmounted by flat
disks (? shew-bread) and set on plinth
908

Identified with Dionysos 911 f. Zeus
Amman (?) 9124 Zeus Epikdrpios (?)
912

misspelt 0ei>s "A/>T?J and mis-
interpreted 6e6s"Apr)s 907 911

Drac, water-spirit of Languedoc 4464
Draco 489
Drakanon

Myth: birth of Dionysos 834a)
Drekanon 884 d>
Drepanon 834 <D
Dreros

Cult: Apollon AeX^Juos 1087
altar of horns at 1087 bronze

Gorgdneion from 8482 inscribed
tapering stone from 1188 f.
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Druses

Bite: cakes etc. passed through wooden
calf 1092

Dryas, s. of Lykourgos king of Edonoi
4264

Dryas, suitor for hand of Pallene
Myth: 522 f.
Compared with Idas 1072

Dryousa, name of Samos 102?i
Dura-Europos

Cults: Hestiaf?) 1163 Zeus BfrvXos
890 f. Zeus 0e6? 1095 Zeus Ktpios
1095 Zeus MeyiffTos 1163

Dvita 545 cp. 546j
Dyaus 531 1134

Easter Island
Rite: Tangata-Manu ('Man-Bird')

1137
Ebora Cerialis, coins of 1074
Echidna 4100
Edonoi 4264
Eetion 774
Egeria 4330
Egypt

Cults: Anoubis 480 HA of the Double
Axe 351 Heh 9140 Isis 3020 (6) Zeus
'~E\ev6epios 1130

Festival: Neiloia 3444
Bite: sacrifice of strangers to Zeus

6530
Myths: Bousiris 653o Kanobos

(Kanopos) 339 f.
floating islands in marshes of 987

invaded by Mediterranean peoples
1077 f. (bibliography) regulations
for the guild of Zeus Hypsistos in
1163f. supposed influence of, on
Eleusinian mysteries 302o(sf.)

Eilethyia 6790 See Eileithyia
Eileithyia

Cults: Agra 724 Agrai 168 Aigion 6632
Athens 588j Pelasgians 6790 Pyrgoi
6790

Epithet: EvtcoXivi] 724a (?)
Priestesses: 'Epo"ri<t>6poi 168
Genealogy: d. of Hera 711 725 10323

d. of Zeus by Hera, and st. of Hebe
and Ares 744j (7) .

Function: birth-goddess 673 ff.
Etymology: 664j 6650
Types: acrolithic xoanon at Aigion 6632

helping Zeus in labour 820(4) 667i
6672 6710 673 676 <3) flying from
scene of Athena's birth 711 youth-
ful 711

In relation to Hebe 711
Superseded by St Eleutherios 588i Hera

685?
Eileithyiai

Cults: Kalchedon 667f. Megara 668
Types: helping woman in labour 802 CD

helping Zeus in labour 662 ff.
Etruscan 6650 winged 860 880 664
cp. 850<a>

Ekata 545 cp. 546X
Elagabalos

Cults: Emesa 900 ff. 905 f. Home 902 ff.
Mt Tauros 902

Epithet: invictus Sol Elagabalus 901i
Priest: Elagabalus 902ff.
Etymology: 9004
Identified with Helios 901i lupiter 902

904 Sol 90l! 9023
altar of 9020 stone of 900 ff.

Elagabalus brings black stone of Emesa to
Borne 902 ff. builds temples for black
stone at Eome 903 f. collects other
holy stones at Eome 903 offers
human sacrifices 5263

Elaioussa Sebaste
Cult: Zeus"OX/3tos 6430 6450

Elche, Lady of 1073
Elektra, d. of Atlas

Genealogy: m. of Dardanos by Zeus
776 m. of lasion by Zeus 774

Elektryone 774
Eleusinia 297
Eleusis

Cults: Demeter 967i 990 Persephone
967X Thea 3020(6) 309 Theos 3020(6)
309 Zeus HoXiefc (?) 598 6050

Festivals: Chloia 1780 1790 Eleusinia
297 Haloia 1780 Kalamaia 1790

Rites: a\aSe, /Avcrrou 297 d,7ro,p%cu
3010(4) bull-carrying 1091 exhibition
of corn-ear reaped in silence 299
ifpo<f>di>Ti]s... evfov^icr/j^vos... Std KW-
veLov...K£Kpaye \4ytav 'iepbv Preice
irdrvia Kovpov B/JIAC^ B/otju.6j'' 300o(i>
301 9134 Koy%, 6M7ra? 298 6 (^) &<f>'
eo-Tias 611s Tr\t)/j.ox^at 298 pome-
granates taboo 815o rw Ka\d0w
Karros 990 Cc, Kite 299 307 454

Priest: iepocpdvrijs 300o (D
Priestess : 'Appi)<p6pos 167e 168
Myths: Demophon 609 6115 Thaulon

597
burials within ' Middle Helladic'

houses at 1181 Dionysion at 297
Itonian Gate at 297 Kallichoron at
3094(2) (?) 'Ploutonion' at 3094(2f.)
reliefs from 3094(2f.) Bheitoi at 297
small copies of figures from west
pediment of Parthenon found at
6984 supposed influence of Egypt
on Eleusinian mysteries 302o(5f.)
tablet of Ninnion found at 7227
Telesterion at 7240 Triptolemos-
relief from 2020

Eleutherios, St 588X
Eleuthernai, coins of 4210 gold tablets from

4200
Elias, St

Cults: Mt Olympos in Makedonia 1167
Mt Ossa 1167

Eliogabalus 901j See Elagabalos, Elaga-
balus

Elioun
Cult: Phoinike 7623
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Elioun (cont.)

Epithet: "T^wros 7623
Elis

Cults : Athena MT7T77p224 f. 749 Sosipolis
239! Zens"0/J.ppio<i 525 f.

Myth: Molpis525f.
- coins of 958 f.

Elishama s. of Gedaliah, seal of 1072
Elissa 6460
Elos, called Kronos, s. of Ouranos by Ge

887
Elousa

Cults: Dousares 915 Lucifer 9152
Venus 9152

Rite : birth of Dousares 915
Elymnion (Elymnia)

Myth: union of Zeus with Hera 1041 f.
Elysian Way 1115
Elysium 1115
Embaros

Myth: sacrifices she-goat dressed as
his d. to Artemis Mowuxfa 233j

Etymology : 233j
Emertsa, Mt, viewed as Dione in repose

1173
Emesa

Cults: Athena 888 Elagabalos 900 S.
905 f. Keraunos 8886

Festivals: Helia 901! Pythia 901!
- coins of 901 905 relief from 8886

1158
Empedokles

Epithets : '
1052

-- the personified elements
Enalos 133 135
Endoios 968
Endymion

Myths: Hera 74 Zeus 74
Genealogy: f. of fifty daughters by

Selene 357
Engonasin or Ingeniculus 483 ff .

Identified with Atlas 491 Herakles
489 ff. Ixion on his wheel 483
Keteus 484 Orpheus 488Prometheus
chained to the Kaukasos 483
Talas 484 491 Talos 491 Tantalos
491 Taos 491 Thamyris 488 'the
fettered god' of the Babylonians
483 cp. 4847 Theseus 484

Enhodia
Cults : Larissa in Thessalj 279 Pherai

279 f.
Rite: sacrifice of bull with gilded horns

280
Enkelados 30 555
Enkidu 1106
Enkomi, Cypro-Mycenaean vase from

1150
Enoch 528
Enyo 6083
Epaphos

Myth: 1082
Genealogy : ancestor of Dana'ides 142

Epeios 1137 1141 f.

|a^eyitos 105i KwAwrai'e/u.as

Ephesos
Cults: Apollon 1174 Artemis 8962 968

Attis 1174 Dionysos TiavroKparup
4220 (Kybele) 'Opeia. 1174 Poseidon
599 (2> Zeus liaceAAi^tos (? Hadrian)
4220 Zeus Harpyos 1174

Rites: humanTaCpoi599(2) ravpoKaOd^ia.
(?) 1091

a hot-bed of magic 3323 attached
by cords to columns of Artemision
8962 coins of 323899s excavations on
the Panaghir Dagh at 1174 gold
cicala from 2530 neolithic pounder,
facetted and inlaid with tin to serve
asidol(?), from 898 ff.

Ephialtes 180
Epicureans 369
Epidauria 167
Epidauros

Cult: Asklepios 1182
bronze statuette by Hybristas from

(?) 1150 f. metopes (?) from temple
of Asklepios at 1182 relief of
Hephaistos and Athena from 205 ff.

Epidaurum or Epidaurus in Dalmatia, St
Hilarion burns snake at 1182

Epiktesis 1092
Epimenides and the Nemean lion 1085

controls wind 106 identified with
Bouzyges 610 invited to Athens
592g irtpl M.lvu Kal 'Pa8a/J,6.v0vos
1103 (further bibliography) quoted
by St Paul (?) 954

Epiphany, pagan parallels to Christian
913

Episkopos 593 f.
Epona

Cults: Celtiberians 1179 Celts 1179
Epopeus

Personates Zeus(?) 1112
Er, s. of Armenios 946
Erechtheion at Athens 213 5740 721 725

737 749 f. 758 f. 867
Erechthe'is, the Attic tribe 759
Erechtheis, the 'sea' of Poseidon in the

Erechtheion 750 758 7583
Erechtheus

Myth: war with Eumolpos 598
Genealogy: f. of Prokris 72
Etymology: 737 (cp. ii. 793) 867
Type: snake 7738 (?)
Identified with Poseidon 123 737

758 f.
Associated with Poseidon 758
Confused with Erichthomos 181j 773s

In relation to Athena 190 758
Erichthonios

Myths: birth from ground 220 in
charge of Aglauros and Herse 248S
764 f. first sacrifices to Ge Kovpo-
rpotpos 244

Genealogy: s. of Hephaistos by Athena
218 s. of Hephaistos by Atthis d. of
Kranaos 218

Etymology: 181i 220 2456
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Erichthonios (cont.)

Types: snake 218 7532 (?) 771 773 half-
snake 773 infant 218 771

Compared with Tithonos 248
Confused with Erechtheus 181i 7738

birth of 181 ff.
Eridanos

Etymology: 366
Identified with Neilos 349

Erikepaios
Epithet: [/3a<rt]AeO or [Evj3ov]\fv 1179
Function: faodorijp 640 (cp. 515o)

Erinyes
Epithet: alo\6dupoi 722g
Myth: plant pomegranate on tomb of

Eteokles and Polyneikes 815o
Genealogy: daughters of Gaia 481
Function: blight the land 4264

as horses 1182 as hounds 413<> of
(Hera) 9285 of Ouranos 9285

Erinys
Epithet: r/epofioiris 4l8o

lashes Sisyphos 416
Eros

Cult: Athens 1700 725f.
Epithet: iroXvrepTrris 7454 7456
Myth: springs from egg laid by Nyx

53
Genealogy: s. of Poros by Penia 746
Attributes: axe 1129 bulla 920 hoop

and hoop-stick 6380
Types: airoffKoiretiuv 1019 as infant

driving Polyphemos 1020 1023 at
the shoulder of Aphrodite 1022 at
the shoulder of lover 1022 bearing
thunderbolt for Zeus 1023 flanking
Aphrodite 1018 guiding bull for
Europe 1023 handing Aphrodite
ashore 1023 hovering 39 465 f. 1018
1023 1052(6) leading eagle to
Ganymedes 1023 on ladder 1118 on
shoulder of Herakles 1019 f. pouring
golden rain on Danae 1023 prompting
376 1016 ff. receiving Aphrodite 957
f, removing Ares' helmet 1023
robbing Herakles of weapons 1019
spinning lynx 1023 standing on
Aphrodite's arm 1018 steppingdown
from behind shoulder of Aphrodite
1018 touching breast of Aphrodite
1019 whipped 1179 whispering in
Hebe'searl018withcrossedlegsll08
with thunderbolt and sceptre 1179

Associated with Aphrodite 1700 704
746

In relation to Zeus 1129
Erotes

functions: attendants on historical
lovers 1025 attendants on mytho-
logical lovers 1023 ff.

Types: hovering 1019 playing about
Aphrodite 1730 procession 1700 two
1023 ff. three 1025 four 1025 six 1025
eight 1025 nine 1025 numerous in
early Christian art 1025 1180

Erotes (cont.)
Superseded by Eenaissanee putt!, and

modern Cupids 1025
Erse See Herse
Ersephoria 166 2650
Erysichthon 118
Erythrai in Ionia, sale of priesthoods at

1187
Eryx, eponym

Genealogy: s. of Aphrodite by Boutas
or by Poseidon 1760

Eryx, Mt
Cult: Aphrodite 'EpvKivri 172 ff. Venus

Erycina 1752
Priestesses: Iep68ov\oi 1760

Essenes 1141
Eteoboutadai 589 758
Eteokles 8150
Etephilai

Cult: Mytilene 167
Ethausva 6650678(2)
Etruria

Cults: Munthuch43004392 Tina(Tinia)
2590

Myths: Evan 259<> Hercle chooses
between Menrfa and Turan 839
Memrun (Memnon) 259o Tages 2030
Thesan 2590 Tinthun or Tinthn
2590

—— face-urns from 1930
Etrusci, lightning-lore of 156 lore of Tages

and Begoe (?) 434 mirrors of 860(5)
89i 259 6770ff. 806 8150 839

Euamerion
Cult: Titane 1183

Euboia
Cults: Zeus 'EAtf/mos 1042 (?) Zeus

'ETTlKdpTTlOS 9122

Euelpides 44 ff.
Euergesia 5932
Eukleides of Athens 1107 f.
Eukoline 724j See Eileithyia
Eumelos of Corinth 6280

Eumenides
Cults: Athens 189j Kyrene 1188

Eumenouthis 349
Eumolpos, makes war on Erechtheus

2426 598 writes of Palamaon(?)
6614 6615

Euphranor 203 1186
Euripides, on the nature of Zeus 950
Europe

Myth: consorts with Zeus 469 615$
Genealogy: d. of Phoinix and m. of

Minos and Ehadamanthys by Zeus
627i d. of Phoinix and m. of Minos,
Sarpedon, and Bhadamanthys by
Zeus 6280

Functions: earth-goddess 1092 tree-and-
flower-goddess 617<>

Etymology: 1092
Attributes: basket 619i golden basket

1092
Types: beneath trees 622(3) borne off

by Zeus as a bull 615 ff. draped
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Europe (cont.)

619 6223 semi-draped 619 6224 naked
6196225floating6181recumbent6181
sitting 618i standing 618j standing
to front with basket or vase 980
stooping 618! in mosaics 626 <2>
627(3) in wall-paintings 624KD

originally named Hellotis (?) 1092
Euros 130
Eurydike

Myth: Orpheus 99
Eurydike, d. of La.keda.imon

Genealogy: w. of Akrisios and m. of
Danae 455

Eurykomis 162
Eurynorne

Myths: consorts with Zeus 7441(3> hides
Hephaistos in cave for nine years
228

Genealogy: d. of Okeanos, and m. of
Charites by Zeus 744lt3> cp. 1070

Eurystheus, takes refuge in pithos 4080
Eustace, St 1102
Eutychia

Epithet: tcaX-ft 1073
Euyuk

Cult: Asis 11061
Evan 2590
Evander 314 3150
Ezekiel 8325

Falerii
Cult: luno 8025
Rite: annual sacrifice of virgin to

luno 8025 (?)
Falerio, statue of Zeus from 535 537
Fates See Moirai
Faustina the younger

Cult: Mt Tauros 902
Fides 712
Fillin 1134
Finn mac Cumaill 1174
Finns

Myths: Milky Way conceived as
'Great Oak' 1192 Terhetar 4464
Udutar 4464

Florence
Rite: Scoppio del Carro 791$

Fors 3210
Fortuna

Etymology: 3210
Freya 650
Fro 650
Frefyr 1134
Fufluns 880
Fundanus, Lake, floating island(s) in 1012

Gabriel 9175
Gadeira

Cult: Herakles 983
golden olive of Pygmalion at 983

Gaia
Cult: Mt Hymettos 5268(?)
Epithets: fieyiffTr) 454i

454i TreXcipr; 928 1076

Gaia (cont.)
Myths: receives infant Zeus from Bhea

and rears him in Crete 928 trans-
forms Ambrosia into vine 1112

Genealogy: m. of Erinyes, Gigantes,
Meliai 481

Type: recumbent with hand uplifted
85o<2> (?) 6012

Associated with Ouranos 4193 4200 4220
4773 744 745 928

Galateia 1023
Galatia

Cult: Zeus Rovcrcrovpiyios 1140
Ganges

Cult: India 531
Ganymedes

Myth: Zeus 9557 981 f.
Types: feeding eagle 981 f. standing at

knee of seated Zeus 38 469 standing
before seated Zeus 5810(?) 10500
10510 standing behind seated Zeus
1039 (?) 1040

Gargaron, Mt
Myths: Zeus consorts with Hera 35

Zeus visited by Apollon and Iris 35
Gaza

Cults: Aphrodite 553 Apollon 553
Britomartis 550 Hekate 553 Helios
553 Kore 553 Mamas 549 ff. Tyche
553 Zeus 'AXS^tos or "AXSos 556

Epithet: M-ivda. 555
Rite: ceremonial bathing on set day

of spring 1193
coins of 550 558 6420 945 1072

Heroeion at 553 Marneion at 552 ff.
St Porphyrios at 551 ff. Tychaion
at 553

Ge
Cults: Amastris 1140 (?) Athens 168

1690 177i 244 6012 Delphoi 1121
Phlyeis 2020 Thermos in Aitolia
1184 Vari 2650

Epithets: 'A^a-iScipa 2020 Qe/Ms 168
2443 949 Kap7ro06/>os 242 6012
Kovporp6<pos 177X 244 Kvpla 1140 (?)
M.ey&\r) 6e6s 2020'0\iv«ria 1690 188
236 265? Hav56pa 2020

Rite: sacrifice to any god preceded
by sacrifice to Ge Kovporpofios 244

Priestesses: ' E/XTJJ^O/HH. 168
Myths: brings bough of golden apples

as wedding-gift to Hera 1064 con-
sorts with Zeus 949

Genealogy : m. by her b. Ouranos of
four ss.—Elos called Kronos,
Baitylos, Dagon that is Siton, and
Atlas 887

Function: earthquakes 22
Attribute: omphalos 265<>
Types : emergent from ground 181 ff.

187 2030 2050 full-breasted 182
praying Zeus to rain 5268 601

Identified with Themis 1064
Associated with Themis 1121 Zeus and

Helios 1184
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Ge (cont.)

Differentiated into Demeter and Perse-
phone 312

Superseded by Athena 188
Geb 10276
Gela, coins of 1122
Gelanor 355 362
Genesia 1105
Genety Hides

Cult: Cape Kolias 172
Genetyllis 172t
Genius Cucullatus

Cult: Celts 1183
Assimilated to Kabeiroi 1183 Teles-

phoros 1183
Survives as post-Roman dwarf, hob-

goblin, etc. 1183
Genius lovis Dolicheni 1097
Genius Terrae Africae (?)

Cult.- Ghardimaou 1095
Gennadios, St 970
Gennaios

Cult: Heliopolis in Syria 888
Types: lion 888 lion's head 1095

influences type of Hermes 1093
George, St

Myths: dragon-slayer 1114 attacks evil
spirits with his double lance 1141
burnt in bronze bull 1102

Supersedes Aphrodite (?) 1112 Mith-
ras (?) 1194

Geraistos 1910
Geran(e)ia, Mt 1165
Gerasa, excavations at 1197 head of third-

century Zeus perhaps treated as
fifth-century Christ at 1197

Germe, coins of 4080
Gertrude, St 65o
Geryones or Geryoneus

Genealogy: s. of Chrysaor 1070
rock-cut throne of, at Temeno-

thyrai 1070
Geta

Personates Zeus 37e
Ghardimaou

Cults: Genius Terrae Africae (?) 1095
Saturnus 1095

Gideon SOOj
Gigantes

Myth: Zeus 555 560 570 3060(8) 534 7922
966

Genealogy: sons of Gaia 481
Types: wearing leopard-skin or lion-

skin 57o wearing wolf-skin (?) 57o
with human legs and snaky legs on
same vase 8422 with snaky legs
560 570 8422

Gilgames 1106
Gitiadas 6617 (?)
Glaukos

Cult: Karystos 1264 (?) 127 (?)
Function: sea-god 129 135

Glykon
Cult: Pautalia(?) 1182
Types: snake with human head 1182

Glykon (cont.)
snake with lion's head and with
fish-tail (?) 1182 snake with radiate
nimbus (or wreath) round head and
with fish-tail (?) 1182

Gnostics, formulae of 1137 f.
Gordipn

Myth: ox-drawn car of Gordios 1162
Gordios 1162
Gorgon

Cult: Kerne 189i
Epithets: Topyeirj K€<f>a\r)deivoioire\d>pov

844g Aids rtyas alyib\oio 8449 efnrd-
paos 8506 MtSovva 8510

Myths: contest of beauty with Athena
8506 slain by Athena 844 slain by
Perseus 843 8466

Functions: amulet 846 'apotropaic
mask'(?) 846 cuttle-fish (?) 846
'evening aurora' (?) 846 gorilla (?)
846 lion(?) 846 moon 845 'night-
mare'^) 846 night-sun or Under-
world-sun (?) 8459 octopus (?) 846
' ritual mask' (?) 846 storm-cloud (?)
846 sun 845 863

Attributes: diadem and earrings 8510
Types: archaic 848 middle 8482 849

853 beautiful 849 ff. sinister 851
pathetic 851 ultrapathetic 851 pro-
file 853 dead 853 Etruscan 853 8560
Eondanini 851i Strozzi 853X Tysz-
kiewicz 8512 bearded 862 f. 865 with
winged head 7062 flanked by lions
84410 8450 Gorgon-headed monster,
with four wings and bird's claws,
clutching two youths 8363 844
woman-headed monster, with two
wings and bird's claws, clutching
two youths 8363

Identified with Athena 189i
Compared with Beauty of the Land 851o

Bes 847i Bird Dikjeretto 844 Bird
of Truth 844 Speaking Bird 844
Tzitzinaina 844

In relation to Athena 836
Gorgones

Epithets: A.ij3v<rffai 847]. Tidpdtriai 847X
Gortyna

Cults: Zeus 'Atrrepios 953 Zeus 2/ctfX-
Xios 4130

coins of 6180 618(4) 1092 men of,
called Kartemnides and Korystioi
1092

Gosforth, the sculptured cross at 1128
Gournia, tubular stands from 197o
Gral 505
Gryneion

Cult: Apollon 100
Gu'mbet in Phrygia

Cult: Zeus BpovTwv 1160
Gwydion 510
Gygaia Limne

Cults: Artemis KoKo-qv-f] 989 Nymphs
988 f.

Festival: annual reed-dance 989
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Gygaia Limne (cont.)

Genealogy: m. of Talaimenes 989
called Koloe Limne 988 called

Tala(?) 989 floating islands in

Zeus
8840

Gyges, king of Lydia, finds horse of bronze
1114

Gyges, s. of Ouranos and Ge 120
Gymnopaidiai 997 1008
Gythion

Cults: Poseidon Taidoxos
"Afj.fJ.wf 8840 Zeus Katrirt
939 ff. Zeus Tepcicrrios 939

Myth: Orestes cured of madness 939
- coins of 120

H A of the Double Axe
Cult : Egypt 351
Rite : priest purifies king at his corona-

tion 351
Hadad 1093 1173 See Adad
Hades

Cult: Mytilene 6
Epithet: KXtf/u.ei'os 5936
Types: enthroned with Persephone

standing beside him 402 seated with
Persephone seated beside him 425

Associated with Zeus and Poseidon 6
1156f. (?)

In relation to pig 5936
- marriage with 395

Hadra, excavations at 618 (3> terra-cotta
plaque from 618 <3)

Hadran
Cult: Mt Aitne 1770
Identified with Hephaistos 1770

Hadrian
Personates Zeus Olympios 9590

Hagelaidas 1153 f.
Hagioi Tessarakonta llj
Hagno, spring on Mt Lykaion 315
Halia 135
Halikarnassos

Cults: Bakchos 'Ofj-fipiKos 558 5606
Zeus 'Affxpcuos 569

Rite : sacrifice of self-chosen goat 569
Halizones 1101
Haloia 1780 8150 1105 (?)
Halos

Cult: Zeus Aa^iVrios 1167
- bronze statuette of Zeus (?) from

1167
Halybe See Alybe
Hamalkeides See Amalkeides
Hapi 345i
Harbaktes See Horos Epithets
Harmonia, genealogy of 774 tomb of 978
Harpokrates

Cult : Delos 154 f.
Type : infant sucking his fingers 1174

Hathor
Type: double bust (with cow) (?) 1132

Hauran
Cults: bull-headed god 1098 Zeus

Mdi/cK/xjs 1163

Hebe
Cults : Kynosarges 724 f. Phlious 1842

Sikyon 1842
Epithet: Ala, 184
Genealogy : d. of Zeus 724 f. d. of

Zeus by Hera, and st. of Ares and
Eileithyia 744j (7>

Associated with Hera 704 10484Herakles
704707 724 f.

In relation to Eileithyia 711
Hecate

Cult : Borne 5443
See also Hekate

Heddernheim,
Cult: lupiter Olbius 6564

- reliefs from 209 f .
Heh

Cult: Egypt 9140
Hekabe

Metamorphosed into bitch 4130
In relation to Hekate 4130

Hekate
Cults : Chalke 5443 Gaza 553 Pherai 272.-,

Selinous 1188 Stratonikeia 544:i 1066
Epithets: Top-yu 8054 Ap5o06pos 544:!

fivoSla. 4130 "Evodla 2794 KaAAiorr?
268g Kvvoi<4<t>a\os 413o KvpLa 4130
KJJUIV 413o KVWI> juAcui'a. -113o MTJI'TJ
8054 Mo/)/tc6 8054 ToXifytop^e 8054
ILpoirv\aia, 1188

Genealogy : m. of Britomartis by Zeus
(?) 5444

Attributes : myrtle-wreath 2725 two
torches 2725 544

Type : holding torches 544
Identified with Ekata (?) 545 Kerberos

4130
Associated with Zeus 5443 5444 1066
In relation to Hekabe 413o

Hektor
Cult: Thebes in Boiotia 1174
Etymology: 1114 (?) 1174 (?)

Hel 4470 4476
Helene

Myths : birth from Leda's egg 738 f.
" Alexandros 78 Egypt 78 f . Menelaos

78 f. 1179 Proteus 78 Sparta 78
Genealogy : st. of Helenos 922
Associated with Dionysos 1083 (?)

Helenos
Myths: advises Greeks to fetcli

Philoktetes from Lemnos 921
receives from Apollon the prophetic .
stone siderites or oreites 922

Genealogy : b. of Helene 922
Helia 901i
Helike, in Achaia 21 f. 1118
Heliogabalos, Heliogabalus 901;t See

Elagabalos, Elagabalus
Heliopolis in Syria

Cults: Adad 1095 Atargatis 1095
Gennaios 888 Hermes 1093 lupiter
Heliopolitanus 1093 ff. Magna Mater
(?) 1093 Seimios 1095 Zeus 888
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Heliopolis in Syria (cont.)
- excavations at 1093 idol of gilded

bronze from 1095
Helios

Cults: Gaza 553 Kara Adili 1071
Mytilene 1184 Thermos in Aitolia
1184

Epithets : ' AJU'OJTOS 912 $6nos 1071
Genealogy : h. of Khodos, f. of seven

sons, gf. of lalysos, Kameiros,
Lindos 986

Types: driving chariot 958 driving
quadriga up from sea 718 radiate
bust 1126 unworked stone 901

Identified with Elagabalos 901i Theos
Hypsistos 1163

Assimilated to Gorgon 8560 857o 863
Associated with Men 1093 Zeus 1184

Zeus and Ge 1184
In relation to Dionysos 718j Nemesis

1073
- baityloi dedicated to 889

Helioseiros
Cult: Chalkis ad Belum (?) 1074

Hellas 1092
Hellas personified 956
Helle 1092
Hellenes 1092
Hellespontos 1092
Helloi 1092
Helios 1092
Hello tis

Cults: Argos 1092 Crete 1092
Hemera

Type: carrying Kephalos 1186
Hemithea 4582(?)
Heos (Eos)

Myths: sheds tears of dew for death of
Memnon 260 tends Tithonos in old
age 247 transforms Tithonos into
cicala 247

Genealogy : m. of Memnon by Tithonos
260

pursuing Kephalos 187i
bearing off Kephalos 187 pouring
ambrosia (?) over old Tithonos 247
- as Aurora imported into myth of

Prokris 73
Heosphoros

Cult : Saracens 9152 91?7
Hephaisteion at Athens 213 ff. 223
Hephaistia in Lemnos

Cults: Athena 216X Hephaistos 216J
Agyieus-pi\la,r (?) at 1120 coins of

Hephaistia in Lykia 228
Hephaistia, the festival at Athens 213
Hephaistias in Lemnos 229
Hephaistion See Hephaisteion at Athens
Hephaistion in Lykia 228
Hephaistos, Mts of, in Lykia 228
Hephaistos

Cults: Mt Aitne 1770 Athens 211 ff.
226 f. 758 Lemnos 226 ff. Pelasgians
1910226fi.

Hephaistos (cont.)
Epithets: K\vr6/j.i}Tis 201S

2014 7rvp6eis 235g xa^Ke^s 8669

Festivals: Athenaia 212f. Chalkeia
211 ff. ^Hephaistia 213

Rite: marriage with Lemnos 233 f. (?)
Priest: iepefc 2133
Myths: cleaves head of Zeus 1253 222

477 660 f. falls from heaven 228
hidden for nine years by Eurynome
and Thetis 228 fashions woman
201 gives aiyis to Zeus 866 gives
club and breastplate to Herakles
1186 makes magical throne for
Hera 222 makes shield of Achilles
596 f. makes sword for Peleus 209i
makes thunderbolt for Zeus 222
sleeps with Aphrodite 1752 woos
Athena 218 ff. 236 274 734

Genealogy: s. of Hera 2352 f. of
Erichthonios by Athena 236 f. f. of
Erichthonios by Ge 236

Functions: arts and crafts 201 fire
227 f. fire on earth 234 fire spring-
ing from ground 228 lightning-flash
235 originally husband of Athena
200 223 736 758 867 originally
Pelasgian sky-father in Asia Minor
236 736

Etymology: 1907 200X
Attributes: axe (?) 1106 double axe 1253

200 235 477 867 1060 piles 2340
pincers 1057

Types: flying from scene of Athena's
birth 711 forging thunderbolt for
Athena 210 f. presenting helmet to
Athena 207 pursuing Athena 220 f.
seated beside Athena in Parthenon
frieze 205 grouped with Athena in
the Hephaisteion 213 ff. Alkamenes
215 in archaistic reliefs of the Twelve
Gods 1055 ff.

Identified with Hadran 177o
Associated with Athena 200 ff. 736

Charis 958
In relation to Kadmilos 1907 Philoktetes

1907
Supersedes Zeus 188

list of objects made by 209i
Hepit

Cult: Hittites 1131
reliefs from 209 f.

Hera
Cults: Argos 65 66 5662 7254 1043 ff.

1085 Athens 663 725 Boiotia 61i
Carthage 1045 Hermione 1043
Mt Kithairon 1042 Korkyra 1120
Kos 662 Kypros 662 Lebadeia 61t
Lindos 61i Mykenai 1045 Naukratis
1187 Orchomenos in Boiotia 9490
Phokis 61i Pisidia Gl^Plataiai 932
10426 Mt Pron 65 Samos 6450 969
1027 ff. 1045 Sikinos (?) 61! Stym-
phalosl070Tarentum6360Thorikos
7254 Tiryns 1085
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Hera (cont.)
Epithets: 'Aicpia 1120'A/ryei'a 662 1045

1085 Ba<rfXeia 662 Fa^Xios 1042
El\eiOvia 7254 'EXefa 662
216X Ziryia 9490 10607 A^
1042 Nv/J,<pevo/j.frr] 1042g
61i Hapffevia 1027i Ilap9tvos 1043
10444 iro\v<i)vv/j.os 61j Trbrvia 7863
siderei regina poll 1046 TaXefa 65932
948]6 9490 1042 10426 10444 10607
Xifaa 1070

Festivals: irevTaeT-qpis 8665 the Shield
from Argos 3565 Tonea 1028 ff.

Rites: annual bathing in Kanathos
2243 10323 10444 bathing in Par-
thenios 1027i(?) 1031 (?) 10323 (?)
bathing in Theren 10323(?) leg of
victim reserved for Hera 5662
<rTi/3o,5es or <rrifici8et.a 61i veil pre-
sented by Argive women 1046

Priests: K\eidovxos 663 Milon holding
pomegranate as priest of Hera (?)
8160 8170

Priestesses: itpeiai 1085 Kallithyia
1085 (Kydippe or Theano) drawn by
white oxen 1044

Personated by Aspasia 325 664
Myths: courted by Zeus for three

hundred years 1025 wooed by Zeus
clandestinely 1025 f. grows up and
marries Zeus in Samos 1027 bathes
in Aborras after marriage with Zeus
1027i consorts with Zeus 35 58 65
111 111! 180 7441(7) 1025 ff. carried
off by Zeus from Euboia to Boiotia

. 1042 Aibs a.ira.rrt 35 180 924 1065
hung up by Zens with dkmones
fastened to her feet 924 threatened
by Zeus with flogging 924 contest
•with Poseidon 751i Endymion 74
Hesperides 1064 Ixion 74 f. judg-
ment of Paris 67 receives bough of
golden apples as wedding-gift from
Ge 1064 sends Argonauts past
Planktai 975 simulated birth of
Herakles 89i suckles Herakles 89i
920 940

Genealogy: m. of Eileithyia 711 725
10323 m. of Hephaistos 2352 m. of
Hebe, Ares, Eileithyia by Zeus
744! (7) m. of Herakles by Zeus
92q(?)

Functions: not ab initio the wife of
Zeus 744! 1025 1065 marriage-
goddess 94816 1042 10607 aer 7266
10465 cloud (?) 75X rain (?) 75X

Attributes: Charites 65Horai 65 sceptre
65 8160 1039 f. 10484 cuckoo-sceptre
65 67 1044 lily-sceptre 920 stephane
67 1039 f. floral stephane 920 rayed
stephane 1041 veil 6360 1033 1039 f.
1057 1060 star-spangled veil 1040
wedding-ring 1033 willow-wreath
1053 (?) lily 920 pomegranate 65
8160 1043 lion 675 panther 67

Hera (cont.)
Types: pillar 1085 on pillar 6380

Athenis and Boupalos 969 Smilis
1027 Polykleitos 65 8160 1043 f.
Praxiteles (?) 932 f. Ludovisi 1117
obscene (?) 10275 enthroned 67 f.
seated on rock 701 seated beside
Zeus as bride and bridegroom 1027 f.
seated with Zeus seated before her
1048 seated with Zeus seated beside
her 1048 f. seated with Zeus seated
en echelon 1053 seated with Zeus
seated facing her 1049 ff. seated
with Zeus standing before her 687
in archaistic reliefs of the Twelve
Gods 1055 ff. veiled 1045 virgin
seated on lion (luno Caelestis) 1045

Associated with Hebe 704 10484 Leto
1042 Zeus 745 958 1025 ff.

In relation to Herakles 10453 Zeus 633(>
1025 ff.

Supersedes Eileithyia 6852 Leto 1042
couch of 1044 10444 garden of

1064
Herakleia in Lucania, coins of 7148794 8202
Herakleides Pontikos, pretends on his

death-bed to become a snake 773!
Herakleitos 234 10465
Herakles

Cults: Diomeia 594 724 Gadeira 983
Kynosarges 724 Mt Kynthos 1172
Sebastopolis (Herakleopolis) 4080
Tyre 892 f. 978

Epithets: 'AXe^i/ca/ce 5083 aval; irvpos,
ftpXafte K0ff/j,ov, \ 'H£\ie, K.r.X. 893j
'Aa-rpoxiruv 892 f. 978 "Hpcuos 216i
1047n rpitffTrepos 5083 509orptcrA'>;»'os
5083 5090 Xdpot/' 1165

Myths: simulated birth from Hera 89i
suckled by Hera 89i 920 940 as infant
strangles snakes 7672 Atlas 956
Auge 823 Delphic tripod 4090 799i
Hesperides 1019 Hydra 795 ff.
Kerberos 4080 Nemean lion 956
Periklymenos 7444 Prometheus 956
Virtue (Athena) and Vice (Aphro-
dite) 839 pyre on Mt Oite 512 ff.

Genealogy: s. of Zeus by Alkmene
w. of Amphitryon 506 s. of Zeus by
Hera 920(?) s. of Uni (luno) 920 f. of
Tyrsenos by the Lydian woman
(Omphale) 7293 ancestor of
Ptolemies 1172

Attribute: lion-skin 841!
Types: double bust (with Hermes)

1132 dragging off two-headed
Kerberos 399 dragging off three-
headed Kerberos 402 f. feasting in
Olympos 7240 fighting Amazons 955
fighting Centaur (?) 1142 'Lans-
downe' 7049 recumbent 714 robbed
of weapons by Eros 1019 with Eros
on his shoulder 1019 f.

Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-
culus 489 ff. Melqarth 893
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Herakles (cont.)

Associated with Athena 958 Hebe 704
707 724 f.

In relation to Hera 1045s Iphikles 506
sea-gull 523

emerald stele of 892 initiation of
7240 7244 pillars of 978 983
provenance of 1136

Hercle 920 839 1090
Herculaneum, silver buckle from 755
Hercules

Cults: Nikaia in Liguria 492j Numidia
1078

Epithets: Lapidarius4921Saxanus4.921
Personated by Commodus 1100
Myth: birth delayed by Lucina 6682
Function: quarries 492j
Types: in Pompeian painting of Twelve

Gods 10622(2) in silver shrine 1155
table of 10444

Hercules, the constellation 491
Herkyna

Cult: Lebadeia 1182
Hermai'stai 155
Hermes

Cults: Ainos in Thrace 1137 Athens
725 Heliopolis in Syria 1093 Kyllene
7255 Lydo-Phrygians 2834 Peiraieus
1083 Pelasgians 1910 Sedasa 1071

Epithets: 'Aefpws 3252 332 alBtpiov
dpofJiov elKiffffuv \nrb ra.pTO.pa, yalrjs
3323' Apyefy&vTirjs 1132 dia.KTopos 498o
evKiipdie 3323 epiofotos 181̂  '
tos (?'Epty>uXXos) 3210
181j Kai'SatfXas 2834 416o KO
wp 332s xtf/cXe ffe\~/ivr)s 3323 KuXX^i'tos
6713 675 KvvdyKris 2834 4160 \byuv
apxfiy^Ta yXibffffris 3323 MeuaSetfs
1131 Macros 1071 nirixa.vLUTE'S 942
567o iravroKpartiip 3323 7rei0o5iKai6-
cruve 3323 Hep<pepaios 1137 Tri/e^aros
ijvLoxf 3323 TTTr}voTr^dt\e 3323 (nrap-
yavi&rris 942 ffrpovytiXe /cat rerpdyuve
3323 fpifffityiffTos 3323 <t>aXa»07js
(? fcaXarfletfj) 3210 Xffdvios 181j 6042
X^anv5i]ip6pe 3323 \f/vxoirofji.irds 3323

Uiie: at Chytroi 6042
Personated by high-priest at Olba 6540
Myths: born on Mt Kerykion 417o

cleaves head of Zeus 661 attends
birth of Dionysos 802 (3) 834 d) 850 (2)

Genealogy: s. of Maia 1131 f. of
Kephalos by Herse 246 f. of Keryx
by Aglauros or Pandrose (Pandrosos)
602 f. f. of Tat 3323

Etymology: 4110(?)
Attributes: caduceus 675 eagle 1071

goat 1060 winged petasos 39 purse
1082

Types: phallos 7255 xoanon 7255
bearded 1060J double bust (with
Herakles) 1132 Lysippos 706 f.
Damophon 567o in archaistic reliefs
of the Twelve Gods 1055 ff. sandal-
binding 7066 707o standing axe in

Hermes (cont.)
hand 661 standing with purse,
caduceus, and ram 1160 with cadu-
ceus and eagle 1071 with phallds
ending in ram's head 1082 with
supported foot 6380 6400 with winged
head 706

Identified with Thoth 3323
Assimilated to Gennaios 1093
Associated with Hestia 958 Zeus 1071

Epeios' statue of, caught by
fishermen in net 1137

Hermione
Cult: Hera naptfeVos 1043
Myths: Zeus and Hera come to

'anchorage' 1043 Zeus transforms
himself into cuckoo 1043

Hermonthis
Cult: Bakha 9533

excavations at 1082
Herodias 1633
Heros Kara, irpiLip.vav 1584
Heros 6 eirl pXatry 177i
Herse

Myth: Erichthonios 186 2486 764 f.
Genealogy: d. of Kekrops 166 d. of

Zeus' 261 d. of Zeus by Selene 179 f.
m. of Kephalos by Hermes 246

Function: personification of dew 237
245 944

Hesperides
Myths: Hera 1064 Herakles 1019
Type: Panainos 956

garden of 4040 1064
Hestia

Cults: Dura-Europos(?) 1163 Kos 565f.
Thasos 1125

Epithet: BouXak 1125
Rite: Coan sacrifice of ox that bowed

its neck 565
Attributes: sceptre 1057veil 1057
Types: in archaistic reliefs of the Twelve

Gods 1055 ff. seated with Zeus seated
facing her 10500 virginal, but with
prominent breasts 1107

Associated with Hermes 958 Zeus 10500
1052j 1125

Heudanemoi 103 f.
Heudanemos 103 f.
Hierapolis in Syria

Priest: 'cock' 1097
Hierapytna

Cult: Zeus S/«5XXios 4130
Hierax Theos See Horos Epithets
Hieron, on Thracian Bosporos 142 f. 145

1471
Hieros Gamos 1047 See also Index II
Hilarion, St 9152 1182
Himalia 477 518
Himera, coins of 8535 929
Himeros

Type: prompting 1018
Hindus, ceremonial rebirth of 1092
Hippodameia, d. of Oinomaos 956
Hippokentauroi 750
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. Hippolytos

Type: with Eros at his shoulder 1022 (?)
Hippblytus, St 338X
Hippotes 1073
Hipta 1078 1131
Histia See Hestia
Histie See Hestia
Hittite forms of early Greek names in the

cuneiform texts from Boghaz-Keui
1120

Hittites
Cults: bronze cattle (?) 1102 dagger-

god 1140 (bibliography) Hepit 1131
Iskallis 1174 lion-god 837 mother-
goddess standing on lion 834
Mother of the gods 916! Tarku (?)
6510 6520 Illujankas 1135

In relation to Kabeiroi 1128
Hobal 334i
Holda

Functions: chthonic 447e fertility of
soil 447e sky-power 446 snow 447
souls of the dead 447o

Etymology: 447o
Types: black woman 448 white lady 448
Identified with Minerva 210 (?)
Superseded by St Lucy 4476

Holl 446
Holle 446 4476
Horai

Genealogy: daughters of Zeus 955
daughters of Zeus by Themis 744] <2)

Function: doorkeepers of Zeus 34
Types: four Seasons as children 1127 f.

holding flower, grapes, corn 1057
• holding pomegranate in right hand
and bird, flower, or doubtful object
in left 8180 (?) neo-Attic 6590 6600
Sosias-kylix 8180

In relation to Zeus 1057
Horites of Mt Seir

Cult: Hurun 1076
Horos

Epithets: 'ApfidicT-ris 1073 'ltpa.% 6e6s
1073

Types: head on feeding-bottle 193<&)
sparrow-hawk 1073

Identified with Apollon 984
children of 345!

Hulda 446
Hulle 446
Hungary, gold cicalas from 2530 f.
Hurun

Cults: Horites of Mt Seir 1076 Pi-
Eamses 1076

Type: falcon 1076
Hyades 512 518 6600(?) 1082
Hyakinthos 460
Hybla

Gulf: Apollon 1029
Hybris, the Silenos 513
Hybristas 1150
Hydra

Myths: Herakles 795 ff. lolaos 797
as attribute of Aion 1180

Hydrophoria 603 f. 60312
Hygieia, name of, on amulets 343 (?) on

lekythos from Gela 775 (?)
Hymettos, Mt

* Cults: Gaia 5268 (?) Zeus "O/u/Spios 52G
Hynnarion, Mt

Cult: Zeus"IWapetfs 1177
Hypaipa, coin of 8995(3)
Hypanis 653 cp. 6550 (?)
Hypatios, St 992 f.
Hyperboreoi

Myth: Apollon takes Kroisos to their
land 520

Rite: sacrifice of asses to Apollon
106i

further bibliography of 1136 f.
Hypereia, fountain-nymph at Pherai 2725
Hypermestra

Myth: savesLynkeus and is imprisoned
by Danaos 356 369? ultimately weds
Lynkeus 356

Hypermnestra See Hypermestra
Hyperoche 1172
Hyperochos, slain by Phemios 1105
Hypnos

Type: with winged head 7062
Hypsipyle 360i
Hypsouranios 983
Hystaspes, the Mage 1147
Hysteria, the festival 3204

lalysos, gs. of Helios 986
laniculum, statuette of gilded bronze from

Syrian sanctuary on 1114
lanus

Epithets: divom deus 1130 Quadrifrons
1132

Attribute: petasos 1131
'polarity'of (?) 1130

lapetos 30
lapyges 9255
lapyx 3647
laribol

Cult: Palmyra 1158f.
Type: in military dress with rayed

nimbus and sceptre 1159
Associated with Bel and Aglibol 1158f.

lasion
Myths: lies with Demeter 75 ff. or with

phantom of Demeter 77 or with
statue of Demeter 77 is thunder-
struck by Zeus 76

Genealogy: s. of Katreus by Phronia
774 s. of Zeus by Elektra 774 f. of
Ploutos 75 f.

Identified with Eetion 774
lasios 76j See lasion
laso 1083
lason

Myths : first sacrifices to Twelve Gods
147 f. founds temple of Zeus on
Bosporos 148

Genealogy: s. of Aison s. of Kretheus
s. of Aiolos 148

lason 76i See lasion
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lasos in Karia 76j

Cult: Zeus"TyWros 1162
lasos 76j See lasion
lassos 76i See lasion
Iberians

Cults: bull 1090 horse-headed god with
human hands and feet 1179

Rites: dance of men wearing bulls'
horns and hoofs (?) 1090 mumming
play (?) 1178

column of, decorated with double
axes 1138

Idaean Daktyloi See Daktyloi
Idas

Compared with Dryas 1072
Ide, a Cretan Nymph 9313 982 (?)
Ide, a Phrygian Nymph 982 (?)
Ide, Mt, in Crete

Cults: Daktyloi 1033i Khea 10332
Ide, Mt, in Phrygia (Mysia)

Cults: Daktyloi 10332 Mother of the
gods 893 JRhea 1033,

Myths: Daktyloi (Kelmis, Damna-
meneus, Akmon) discover iron 922
Zeus consorts with Hera 35 180
1032 ff. Zeus visited by Apollon and
Iris 35

Idoumaioi
Cult: Koze 334!

Iduna 650
Idyia 743g
Ikaria 594
Ikaros

Attributes: double axe 1111 square
1111

Compared with Daidalos and Talos 1111
Ikonion

Myths: Annakos 527 f. Prometheus and
Athena make images of clay 528

Paul and Thekla at 523 f.
Ilion

Cult: Athena 2834
Kite: bull-hanging for Athena 2834

Illujankas 1135
Illyrioi

Cult: Arantides (?) 1184
Myths: Akrisios(?) 1187 Daunus 364

Teutamidas (?) 1187
Imbrasos 1029
Imbros, Epiphany song from 295 f.
Im-dugud 1155
Inachos

Myth: punished by Poseidon with
' drought 355 f.

Inachos, the river 2243 361
Inarime 30
India

Cults: Ganges 531 Indra 531 Vishnu
546i Zeus "Oppptos 531

Rites: jar of rains 107f. jar of winds
1047 107 f.

early coinage of 532 f. 540ff. 871 f.
Indra

Cult: India 531
Myths: combat with demons 3623 slays

Indra (cont.)
Namuki with foam 273 fights Vrtra
531 slays Vrtra with thunderbolt
2733 3623

Genealogy: s. of Dyaus 531
Function: storm 544
Etymology: 1078 (?)
Attribute: vajra 926
Identified with Zeus 540 545

elephant of 546 f.
Ingeniculus See Engonasin
Ino 133 135 1104
Inonii in Phrygia

Cults: Asklepios 1146 draped goddess
holding grape-bunch and cornu
copiae 1146 Nemesis 1146 rider-god
1146 Theoi Hosioi kai Dikaioi 1146
Zeus Bpovr&v 1160 Zeus Mfyi<rros
1160

altars from 1146' 1160 '
Jo

Epithet: KaXXiMeffra 1082 1085
Myths: travels 3604 Zeus 6153 631 ff.

heifer 6314 heifer with human
face 634j maiden with heifer's ears
and horns 6342 maiden with heifer's
horns 634 6373 ff. maiden with heifer
at her side 634 6414 antefixes 6350
in arabesque 6400 in bridal array
6360

bibliography of 1082
lolaos

Myths: Delphic tripod 799j Herakles
suckled by Hera 89i Hydra 797

Type: duplicated 89t (?)
loulis

Cults: Aphrodite Kr^(rv\\a 269X Artemis
269

coins of 269 271
lovis Opulentia 156
lovos 1115 See lupiter
Iphigeneia

Epithet: 'OpffiXoxia 99o
Myth: sacrificeof, commuted to sacrifice

of deer or bear or bull 233j
Iphikles

Genealogy: s. of Amphitryon by
Alkmene 506

In relation to Herakles 506
Irekepaigos 1179 See Erikepaios
Irene, St 4723
Iris

Functions: bridesmaid of Hera 1033 f.
messenger of Zeus 54

Attribute: knotted or studded staff 940
Types: standing before seated Hera

10510 standing beside seated Hera
1053

Irminsul, as support of sky 1116 f.
Ishum

Cult: Babylonia 889
Function: fire 889

Isis
Cults: Athens 588x Delos 154 f. Egypt

3020«i) Pompeii 6414 Ehodes 986
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Isis (cont.)
Genealogy: m. by Dionysos of Apollon

and Artemis 984
Functions: earth 3020(6) 344j 351

'Queen of Heaven' 350
Attribute: starry robe 350
Types: 'Canopus' 346 double bust

(with Apis) 1132
Identified with Eumenouthis(?) 349

Theonoe (?) 349
Associated with Nephthys, Neith, and

Selket or Serqet 345j
earth ' the body of Isis' 351 the

star of 180
Iskallis, Hittite form of Attis 1174
Is tar

Functions: morning- and evening-star
' 834 ravisher of men 834

Type: nude goddess 834
Istros, the river, names of 8685 source of

1117
See also Danuvius

Istros, the town, coins of 1137
Italy, coins of central 3420(4)
Itanos

Cults: Athena 1264 127 'Triton' 1264
127

coins of 1264 127
Itanos, eponym 1264
lulianus, the Chaldaean 332
luno

Cults: Campania 1155 Falerii 8025
Lanuvium 8374 Eome 23

Epithets: Caelestis 10455Feronia 1155
Lucina 10444 1117 Moneta 235

. Sispita Mater Regina 8374 Sospita
837

Rites: annual sacrifice of virgin at
Falerii 8025 (?) sacrifice of pregnant
sow 23

Functions: aer 2350 childbirth 1117
Attributes: peacock 41 stephdne with

nine crescents 1117
Types: in Pompeian paintings of

Twelve Gods 10622(1 f.> virgin seated
on lion 1045

Identified with earth 452
couch of 10444 star of 180

lupiter
Cults: Alban Mt 492 Amathous in

Kypros 6530 Apulum 1140 Bononia
in Bulgaria 1098 Campania 1155
Capua 656$ Delos 155 Heddernheim
6564 Heliopolis in Syria 1093 ff.
Maiden Castle (?) 1098 i. Makedonia
1487 Nescania 1129 Numidia 1078
Pompeii 294 Home 4330 54431097 f.
Salamis in Kypros 646<> Syracuse
148 Volsci 1155

Epithets: Aeternus 947 Anxur 1155
Anxurus 1155 Bronton 5443 Bus-
sumarius 1140 Bussumarus 1140
Capitolinus 2460 5623 7072 1066
Conservator 946 Conservator Totius
Poli 947 deus deorum 1130

lupiter (cont.)
Dolichenus 376 831 945 946 f. 1097 f.
(bibliography) Elicius 4330 Exhibi-
tor Invictus 947 Heliopolitanus 945
1093 1095 Hospes 6530 llicius
4330 (?) Imperator 148 Mains 3210
Nasamonius Tonans 3253 nubilus 36j
Numen Praestantissimum 947 Olbius
65636564 Optimus Maximua 947 1093
1098 1140 Pantheus 1129 Pluvialis
324 Pluvius 324 333 Purpurio 555
Sabaeus 6563 Salaminius 646o
Secundanus 156 f. Secundus 156 157
Sequndanus 155 ff. Syrius 9023
Terminalis 1183 Terminus 1183
verveceus 1078

Festivals: Latiar 432X Latinae 432j
Rites: aquaelicium<i32glmmansacrifice

to lupiter Elicius commuted 4330
Priest: flamen Dialis must neither

touch nor mention dog or goat 243s
Personated by Commodus 1100

magistrate presiding at games 5623
Myths: consorts with Ceres 452 in

Gigantomachy gets thunderbolts
from eagle 7922 rains blood before
death of M. Marcellus 479 rescues
Alcumena 517 transforms ants into
men (Myrmidones) 6082

Genealogy: f. of Aeacus by Aegina 6080
Functions: aether 235o ignis 235o

lightning 4330 rain 4329 wind 107
157 protector of boundaries 1183
ruler of starry sky 948

Etymology: 452j
Attribute: eagle 41
Types: beardless 10622(D? with white

hair 7340 silver bust 1155 1160 half-
length figure fulminant 333
enthroned above clouds 40 sur-
rounded by zodiac etc. 1159 seated
between Minerva and luno 40 f. 41
standing on bull 831 holding whip
and corn-ears with polos on head
and bulls beside him 1093 in
Pompeian paintings of Twelve
Gods 10622(, f.)

Identified with air 452 rain 452 4523
sky 452 Elagabalos 902 904 Marnas
555 f.

lupiter, the planet 71j
lustitia 8237
luturna (Diuturna)

Etymology: 1112 f.
Ixion

Personates Zeus 141
Myths: Hera 74 f. Zeus 74f. 974
Genealogy: f. of Kentauros 75
Types: Greek 1072 Etruscan 1072

Eomau 1072 Byzantine 1072
Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-

cu'lus 483

Jack of the Hammer 1142
Jacob, ladder of 1118 f.
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Jains 1120
Jehovah

Cult: Thessalonike 1162
Epithet: (reicrlxOuv 21
Functions: earthquake 50 lOj 21 storm

324j 8840
Attributes: hawk (?) 558 high crown

1072 thunderbolt 1072
Types: as a solar Zeus 558 bearded

head wearing wreath 558 (?) drawn
by Cherubim 324i seated on throne,
with thunderbolt in right hand, be-
tween two stands supporting seven-
branched palmettes—the whole on
a boat with stem and stern ending
in a bird's head 1072 seated on
winged wheel 558

Identified with Marnas 558 (?) Theos
Hypsistos 1162 Zeus 945

Compared ivith Amen 8840
In relation to Zeus Kdcrios in Egypt 1177

Jerash See Gerasa
Jews

Rites: alleged sacrifice of children to
Moloch by fire 6115 WLovoiroSapla 1081

John the Baptist
Cult: Malta 10317(?)
Supersedes Adonis 1031j> (?)

John the Evangelist, St, in Patmos 986
Jordan 295 f.
Juktas, Mt, profile of Zeus on 1173

Ka'bah
Festival: annual covering in black with

inscribed gold band 918 f.
Myths: brought from heaven by Gabriel

9175 first white, then black 9176
escapes deluge 917e Abraham con-
sorts with Hagar upon it 917? 918
Abraham fastens his camel to it,
when about to sacrifice Isaac 917?

Functions: ' in pre-Islamic times the
meteoric form of an Arab deity,
either Dousares himself (Mu'nter)
or the Moon (V. Dalberg)'(?) 917
'originally a goddess embodied as
an aerolite and annually draped
in accordance with an ancient
marriage-rite' (?) 916i

Arab beliefs concerning 917 f.
described by J. L. Burckhardt 919 f.
described by Sir E. F. Burton 918 f.
described by Sir W. Muir 9194

Kabeirion at Thebes in Boiotia, vase from
160 votive table from 5800

Kabeiroi
Cults: Delos 1172 Mt Kynthos 1172

Phoinike 1001
Priest: KOITJS or K6t)s 1083
Etymology: 1128
In relation to Genius Cucullatus 1183

Hittites 1128 St Thomas 1128
bibliography of 1128

Kabeiros
Cult: Thessalonike 9027

C. III.

Kadmilos 1907
Kadmos

Genealogy : h. of Harmonia 77^
tomb of 978

Kaikias 130
Kaineus 30
Kairos

Type: Lysippos 970
bibliography of 1161

Kaisareia in Kappadokia
Cults: Tyche (Tranquillina) 1177 Zeus

1177
coins of 1177

Kaisareia Paneas, bronze group at 971j
1086 statue of Julian at 9720
1086

Kalamaia 1790
Kalamis 1152 (?)
Kalchedon

Cult: Eileithyiai 667 f.
Kallimachos the sculptor 1008 f.
Kalliope 1002 (?) 1006 (?)
Kallithyia 1085
Kallynteria 240 f.
Kamarina, coins of 8535 1146
Kameiros, gs. of Helios 986
Kanatha

Cult: Zeus Mdpvas 6 Ktpios 555
Kanathos 2243
Kanobos (Kanopos)

Cult: Kanopos 340
Myths: helmsman of Menelaos 3393

340 priest of Kanopos outwits
Chaldaeans 339 f.

Kanobos, the helmsman of Menelaos
Myth: loved by Theonoe, d. of Proteus

3498 1193
Genealogy: h. of Eumenouthis 349
Identified with Osiris 349

Kanobos, the star 349
Kanopos

Cult: Kanobos (Kanopos) 340
Function; the Osiris-JS'eilos of fresh

water, opposed by Set-Typhon the
salt water of the sea 3446 (?)

Type: terra-cotta strainer caulked
with wax and filled with Nile-water
3393 340 344 1193

Kapisa
Cult: Zeus 545

Kappadokia, idols with one, two, and
three heads from 1135

Kar, s. of Phoroneus 569s
Kara Adili

Cults: Helios 1071 Zeus 1071
Karia, akropolis of Megara 569s
Karissai

Cult: Mytilene 167
Karkinos 1128
Karneia 1076
Karnos

Function: vine-god 1076
Type: ram 1076

Karousa
Cult: Zeus Ancariffwos M^yaj 951

78
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Karpathos

Cult: Poseidon Il6pd/Mos 180
Kartemnides See Gortyna
Earthaia

Cult: Apollon 269t
coins of 271

Karystos
Cults: Glaukos 1264 (?) 127 (?) Zeus

1264 127
coins of 1041

Kasion, Mt, in Egypt
Cult: Zeus Kdffios 1177

Kasion, Mt, in Syria
Cwlt: Zeus Kdo-ios 1177

Kasmilos 1128
Kassandra

Myth: Aias, s. of Oileus 867 956
Kassandreia

Cults : meteorite 8840 886 Zens"A./J./J.WV
8822

coins of 8822 8840
Kastor and Polydeukes, bibliography of

1134
Kataibasia 1115
Kato Zakro, clay seal-impressions from

8400 845 1106
Katreus 774
Kaulonia

Cult: Apollon 830
Kavak

Cults : Theos Olbios 6300 Zeus"0\/3tos
628 ff.

Kekrops
Cult: Athens 771
Priest: lepevs 7714 1194
Myths: brought by Athena to Megara

783 809 f. (?) buried in Kekropion
at Athens 770 f.

Genealogy : f. of Aglauros, Pandrosos,
Herse 237 ff.

Etymology: 2510
Type: with snaky tail 181 186 187

770 773 810j
Eeles 1083
Kelmis 922
Kenaion, Mt

Cults: St Constantine 1166 Zeus
K^aios (Kiji/cuos) 1166

Kentauros
Genealogy: s. of Ixion 75
Etymology: 1072 (?)

Kentriadai, family of clan Kerykes 585
597 603

Keos
Cults: Aristaios 267f. St Artemidos

269 Artemis 269 Ktesylla '
269i Seirios 266 Zeus
266 f. Aristaios 265 ff. Ktesylla
269].

coins of 270
Kephallenia

Cult: Zeus Ali>-?i<rios 1171
Kephalos

Myths: borne off to Syria by Heos
(Eos) 246 Prokris 72

Kephalos (cont.)
Genealogy: s. of Deioneus 72 s. of

Hermes by Herse 246 s. of Hermes
by Kreousa d. of Erechtheus 246i2
b. of Ainetos, Aktor, Phylakos 187i
f. of Tithonos and gf. of Phaethon
246 f.

Types: borne off by Hemera 1186 borne
off by Heos 187 pursued by Heos
187i standing on coins of Kranioi (?)
1171

Kephisodotos the younger 6590
Keraunos

Cult: Emesa 8886
Etymology : 1114

Kerberos
Epithets: latratu...trifauci 403! terge-

minws4031 triceps 403i trifomnis 403t

rpiKpavos 403i trilingui ore or ore
trilingui 403i rpt<7c6^.aros 403^

Etymology: 4110 4120
Types: on coins 4080 on gems 4080 ff.

on vases 4080 one-headed 403X two-
headed 399 three-headed 402 f. 403j
fifty-headed 403j hundred-headed
403!

Compared with Kleon 403i
as attribute of Aion 1180 in

modern Greek folk-songs and folk-
tales 4120f. oath by(?) 480 snaky
adjuncts of 4100

Keres, as hounds 4130
Kerkyon 1770
Kerne

Cult: Gorgon 189i
Myth: Eos and Tithonos 248

Kerykes, priestly clan of Eleusis 104 585
589 597 f. 602 737

Kerykion, Mt 417o
Keryx, eponym of Kerykes

Genealogy: s. of Hermes by Aglauros
602 f. s. of Hermes by Pandrose
(Pandrosos) 603

Keteus, s. of Lykaon and f. of Megisto
( = Kallisto) 484

Keyx 141
Khonds 446
Kibotoi 530 (?)
Kibotos See Apameia in Phrygia
Kinyras 8170
Kios or Prousias

Rite: /cdXciflos taken in procession 993
Kirke

Myth: Odysseus 1073
gloriole of 1072

Kithairon, Mt
Cults: Hera 1042 Hera ATJTW Nuxi'a 1042

Leto Mi>xta or Nu^ta 1042 1065 Zeus
1042 1065

Epithet: 'J&pivvijiav juvx6s 10424
Myths: Zeus consorts with Hera 1042

Zeus consorts with Leto 1042
1065

Kithairon, the mountain-god 1042
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Klaros

Cult: Apollon 100
Klazomenai

Cult: Zeus TpoTraio(f>6pos 1117
- white-figured sarcophagus from

807
Kleanthes' Hymn to Zeus 1161 (further

bibliography)
Kleanthes of Corinth 6710
Kledona 290 See also Klidhona
Kleidemos 120
Kleitodemos See Kleidemos
Kleobis and Biton 1044 1083
Kleonai

Eite : sacrifice to hail-clouds 879
- official 'hail-guards' at 878 f.

Klidhona 290 f. See also Kledona
Klotho802 <!>(?) 717
Klymene ( = Persephone ?) 5936
Klymenos (= Hades) 5936
Klytaimestra

Myth : killed by Orestes 4264
- dream of 239j phantom of 102

Knossos
Cult : natural stones 9374
Eite: iepbs yd/mos 1032 1065
- coins of 1087

Kokkygion, Mt
Cult: Zeus 65
Myth : Zeus the cuckoo 63

Kokkyx, Mt 65
Kolias, Cape

Cults: Aphrodite 172 Genetyllides 172
Koloe Limne See Gygaia Limne
Kolonos

Cult: Demeter EtfxXoos 1790
Kolotes 470
Komatas 246
Kombe 135
Konisalos 1083
Kopal's, Lake, floating islands on 987 f.
Koptos

Cult: Min 8822
Kore

Cults: Alexandreia 913 Gaza 553
Mytilene 167 Phlyeis 2020

Epithets: 'Evodia 2794 6e<r/to06/ws 168

Zeus

Mite : birth of Aion 913
Priest: 5£5oOxos (?) 662
Genealogy : d. of Demeter 5622
Types: bunch of wheat-ears 3010(3> (?)

between corn-stalk and poppy
8995<4ff.>

Associated with Demeter 1780 Demeter
and Zeus BoiAetfs or Bi)/3oi;Xei5s
1124

Koresia, coins of 271
Koressos, Mt

Cult : Zeus 323
Korkyra

Cults: Agreus 271$ Apollon 'Ayvitfa
1120 Apollon nv0aios(?) 1120 Hera
'Aicpia 1120 Zeus Kdtrtos 2713 Zeus

Korone
Cult: Athena 782

Koronis
Myth: Poseidon 7824
Metamorphosed into crow 7824

Korybantes
Myth: sprung from tears of

3232
Functions : rfy 'Ptas oiradol 3232 rpofacs

icai <f>£\a.Kes KO.L 8i5d<rKa\oi rov Atos
3232

Identified with Kouretes 3232 cp. 1070
- sword dance of 1070

Korystioi See Gortyna
Kos

Cults : Athena Maxavis 5662 Dionysos
s 4130 Hera 'Apyela 'EXet'a
662 Hestia (Histia) 565 f.

Twelve Gods 5662 Zeus
566 f. Zeus IloXietfy 565

Myth: Nisyros 180
- Fountain of Bourina in 363 f.

Kottos 120
Kouretes

Rite : sacrifice children to Kronos 937
Myths: sprung from rain 323 478

sprung from tears of Zeus 323
deceive Kronos 937 953 receive
infant Zeus from Ehea 9313

Types: three male dancers clashing
weapons 1127 f. three small male
figures wreathed with flowers
1034! (?)

Identified with Korybantes 3232 cp.
1070

Associated with Kybele and Attis 1127 f.
- sword-dance of 1070 1127

Koze 334J
Kranioi

Cult: Zeus A/j^crtos (?) 1171
- coins of 1171

Krannon
Bite: rain-charm 296 f. 316
- coins of 297

Krastonia
Cult: Dionysos 1118

Kritios 8492
Kroisos sends gifts to Branchidai 5204

sends gifts to Pytho 520 on the
pyre 518 ff . taken by Apollon to the
Hyperboreoi 520 has ominous dream
522

Kronos
Cults : Athens 1690 Mt Kynthos (?) 1172
Epithets: dyKvXofj.^T'ris 9287 fttyas 928
Eite : sacrifice of children by Kouretes

937
Myths: mutilates Ouranos 481 9285

consorts with Ehea lllj swallows
his children by Ehea 744 928 1139
swallows horse in place of Poseidon
929s swallows stone in place of Zeus
927 929 ff. deceived by Kouretes 937
953 expulsion of infant Zeus 1187
deposed by Zeus 966

78—2
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Kronos (cont.)

Genealogy: f. by Ehea of Hestia,
Demeter,Hera, Hades, Ennosigaios,
Zeus 928 f. of Zeus 34

Functions: 'Minoan' sky-god 200 953
' Minoan' storm-god 34 Saturday
938

Etymology: 1139 f.
A ttributes: double axe 200 drepanon 481
Types: three-eyed (?) 9337 white-haired

king standing sceptre in hand 931
bearded head of fifth-century style
9299 veiled 9337 935 1140 crowned
1140 ara Capitolina 933 f.

Identified with Akruon 927s Akrisios (?)
1187

Associated with Ehea 1690 745
Compared with Balor 9337 (?) Saturnus

9337 (?)
Confused with Chronos 746

baityloi dedicated to 889 sickle of
1135 stone of 8892 927 &. tekno-
phagia of, as dance-theme 9353
tower of 51o 1115

Kroton. coins of 7147
Ktesilochos 823 860
Ktesylla

Cult: Keos 269!
Epithet: 'EW/ryjj 269j
Myth: 269a

Kuzah 334j
Kyaneai 975 f.
Kybdasos 1083
Kybele

Cult: Ephesos 1174
Epithet: 'Opeta 1174
Function: mountain-mother of Asia

Minor 834
Etymology: 916j. (?)
Attribute: lions 834 1174
Type: black stone of Pessinous 893 f.

896 f.
Associated with Attis 1174 Attis and

Zeus 1174
In relation to Attis 952 meteorites

893 ff. Papas 952
See also Mother of the gods

Kydon, s. of Apollon 4140
Kydonia, coins of 4130 f.
Kyklopes

Function: builders 1074
Kyklops

Function: death-god (?) 1075
Kyknos 1770 4410
Kyllene

Cult: Hermes 7255
Kylon and his men attached by thread to

statue of Athena 896.2
Kynegetai 1083
Kynes 1083 1156
JKynosarges

Cults: Hebe 724f. Herakles 724
Myth: Diomos 594

Kynthos, Mt
Cults: Athena Kvv&ia 1172 Herakles

Kynthos, Mt (cont.)
1172 Kabeiroi 1172 Kronos (?) 1172
Ehea(?) 1172 Zeus Ktfj/0ios 1172,
Zeus M^yioros 1172

cave-temple on, a pseudo-
antiquity 1172 prehistoric settle
ment on 1172

Kypros
Cults: Hera 'EXeto, 662 Zeus BZXaTri-

va<TT^ 6520 7623 Zeus E2\i}n (?) 7623
Zeus 'EXofowj (?) 7623 Zeus EfoXtoTjs
7623 Zeus KepdcrrTjs (?) 6520 Zeus
STrXaryxcorfyios 6520

Myths: Aphrodite plants pomegranate
8170 Kinyras makes Melos the
Delian companion to Adonis and
gives him Pelia to wife 817p Melos
the Delian and his wife Pelia hang
themselves in grief for death of
Adonis 817<> Melos the Delian trans-
formed into juijX<?a by Aphrodite and
Pelia into TrAeto 817o

coins of 8995 face-urns from 1930
193 (b) terra-cotta statuette of priest
wearing bull-mask from 1090

Kypselos, chest of 507
Kyrene

Cults: Akamantes 115 Athena 535j
Eumeuides 1188 Hera 535i(?)
Tritopateres 115 Zeus 535i Zeus
MeiX/x'os 1188

fountain of Apollon at 353 rain-
fall at 353 silphion produced from
shower of pitch at 353 f. statue of
Zeus from 534 f.

Kyrrhos
Cult: Zeus 794

coins of 794
Kyzikos

Cult: Zeus 'Ayv fa 1071
coins of 40801128 fate of, depends

on preservation of meteorite 8865

Labyadai, oaths of 5854
Labyrinth, on Babylonian tablets 1086 in

Crete 1086 in Egypt 1087 in south
India 1087 in Malekula 1087 at
Taormina 1087 at Tiryns (?) 1086 as
dance-theme 1087 as game of Troy
1087 as internal organs of man's
body (?) 1086 as map of soul's
journey 1087 as mosaic 1087 as
royal tomb or palace 1087 biblio-
graphy of 1086 f. 1141 etymology
of 1141

Lachesis 717
La Crau 482
Lactantius, on the possibility of Zeus

being superseded 7392
Lado 2892
Ladon 4040
Laertes in Kilikia, coin of 8433
Lailaps 735
La'ios, unavenged death of 426
Lakedaimon, f. of Eurydike 455
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Lakonike

Cults: Athena Ilapeia 776 Dionysos
"E/H00S 942

Lakrateides, votive relief of 3094(3)
Lalan 679 w See Laran
Lampadedromia 1012
Lampsakos

Cult: Theos Olbios 1196
Lanuvium

Cult: luno Sospita 8374
Laodike 1172
Laodikeia ad Libanum, sacred stone of

quasi-hnm&n shape from 910s 911o
Laodikeia on the Lykos, coin of 5158
Laphystion, Mt, in Boiotia

Cult: Zeus Aa0i5<mos 525
Lapithai

Type: fighting Centaur (?) 1142
Laran 679(3) 680(4)
Lares

Epithet: Compitales 119
Function: ancestral spirits 119 cp. 1189

Larissa in Thessaly
Cults: Enhodia 279 Leukathea 1080

Zeus (Mei\lxios) 279
Latiar 432j
Latinae 432i
Latona 1625

La Turbie, further bibliography of 1117 f.
Laussel, horn-bearing woman of 1091
Lebadeia

Cults: Daimon Milichios 1187 Hera
61i Herkyna 1182 Zeus
61i Zeus Tpofidvios 1182

Zeus 'IVrtoy 562 f.
water of Lethe and water of

Mnemosyne at 4220
Leda

Myth: consorts with Zeus 462X 467
469

Genealogy: d. of Thestios s. of Agenor
s. of Pleuron 161!

as pendant to Danae 465
Leimones 1034! (?)
Leleges

Cult: Tarku(?) 6510
Myth: with Nymphs build temple of

Hera at Samos 1029
Lerunos

Cult: Hephaistos226ff.
Myths: Hephaistos' fall from heaven

228 f. Hypsipyle 360! Lemnian
women murder their husbands 360i

Galen's visits to 229 231 Lemnian
earth obtained thence 229 231 f.

Lemnos, eponym
Rites: marriage with Hephaistos

233 f. (?) sacrifice of virgins 1910
233i

Functions: earth-goddess 233 probably
a form of Artemis 233i

Leochares 570 573 8685
Lerna, springs at 356 361 369 Dana'ides

bury heads of Aigyptiadia at 356
369

Lesbos
Cults: Poseidon 'EXtf/wtoy 1042!

Poseidon "EXtirtos 1042!
Priestess: 'Ep<r60opos 167i0

 168 261
coins of 8560 oracle of Orpheus'

head at 99 ff.
Lethe, in mystic play at Ephesos 4220

identified with river Lethon in
Kyrena'ike 4220 identified with
river Limia in Lusitania 422o water
of, as Orphic conception 4200 4210
water of, at Lebadeia 4220

Leto
Cults: Bouto (Boutos, Boutoi) 983 Mt

Kithairon 1042 1065 Phaistos 10429
Epithets: Mir^ta or Nuxfo, 1042 10429

1065 3>vrl-n 10429
Myths: consorts with Zeus 744i(6) birth

of Apollon 984 f. hides Apollon in
Chembis 983 f.

Genealogy: m. of Apollon and Artemis
by Zeus 7441(6)

Etymology: 10425
Attribute: cock 10429
Types: birth of Athena 681 Praxi-

teles (?) 933
Identified with Bouto (earlier Udo)

984
Associated with Hera 1042
Superseded by Hera 1042

Letopolis 8840
Leukas

Cult: Apollon Aeivofr??? 1374

Rite: the Leucadian leap 1363 1370
1076

Myth: Zeus 941j
Leukathea 1080 See Leukothea
Leuke, island in Euxine sea 135 140
Leukippos, s. of Xanthios 590s
Leukothea (Leukathea)

Cult: Larissa in Thessaly 1080
Rite: caldron of apotheosis 1104
Metamorphosed into gull 783i

Libanos, Mt
Cults: baityloi or baitylia 888 f.
Priests: \t0o06poc 8884

skins spread to catch honey-dew
on 500!

Liber
Cult: Thrace 1118
Epithet: Pater 1118

assigned by Etruscans to seventh
region of sky 1564

Libyans, believe the sky to be holed 353
call he-goat tityrus 1080 fringed
goat-skins worn by women of 838 f.

Libye, the country
Cult: Athena 128i 839
Myth: Gorgones 847i 866

Liguria
Myth: Herakles and rain of stones

483
Ligurians 4833
Lilith (?)

Cult: Sumerians 832 ff. 1196
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Lilith(?) (cont.)

Epithet: Ardat Lili ('the slave-girlof
the Night') 835

Functions: ancestress of Athena, half-
bird half-goddess 834 ravisher of
men by night 834

Attributes: coiled piece of rope (?)
1196 head-dress of bovine horns
832 1196 measuring rod and looped
cord (?) 832 1196

Types: nude female figure with wings,
claws, and spurs of a bird, standing
en face on two goats 833 f. nude
female figure with wings, claws, and
spurs of a bird, standing en face on
two lions and flanked by two owls
832 f.

Lindos
Cults: Damateres and Zeus Aafjuirpios

1124 Hera BcwtXeja 61!
Lindos, gs. of Helios 986
Linos 2435
Lipara 110
Lips 130
Lithobolia 6120
Lithuanian gods 108 (Perdoytus) 109i

(Veles) 158 (Wejopatis)
Livia

Personates Venus 1021
Associated with Zeus Ammon 1078 (?)

Lokroi Epizephyrioi
Cults: Zeus 1097 Zeus'EXeufl^woj 1097

London
Cult: 'three Mother Goddesses' 1126

Lordon 1083
Lucian, satirises Zeus Olympics 966
Lucifer

Cult.- Elousa 9152
Myth: fallen from heaven 917

Lucina, delays birth of Hercules 6632
Lucretius 50x
Lucy, St 447,5
Ludi Capitolini 1141
Luna

Cult: Aquae Sulis 863n
Attribute: crescent 41

Lupercal 1104
Lupercalia, bibliography of 1104
Luperci 1104
Lussoius 1117
Luxovium in Germania Superior

Cults: Bricia 1117 Lussoius 1117
Lydia

Cult: Baki(s) 1082
Rite: prenuptial free love 10264

Lydo-Phrygians
Cult: 'EpfJ*TJ ^K.vvdyxa> Mfloviori T£.av-

SaOXa 2834
Lykabettos 238
Lykaion, Mt

Cult: Zeus Atkcuos 267 1068
Priest: makes rain with oak-branch

267
summit of 1164

Lykaon 484 526

Lykia, solar symbol of 1074
Lykoreia

Myth: Deukalion 5267 966
Lykosoura

Cults: Demeter 712 Despoina 712 f.
Lykourgos, king of Arabia

Myth: attacks Ambrosia 1111 f.
Attribute: double axe 1111

Lykourgos, king of Edonoi
Myths: attacks Dionysos and is blinded

by Zeus 2288 slays his s. Dryas
4264

Lyktos, cave of Arkalochori near 1143
Bhea brings infant Zeus first to
928

Lynkeus
Myths: presents Abas with shield

dedicated by Danaos to Hera 3565
saved by Hypermestra 356 369?

Lyra 484 488 877
Lysimachides, votive relief of 3094(2)
Lysippos 1873 6380 7049 (?) 706 9570 970

1019 f.
Lystra, altar 'to the Epekoos and to...

and to Hermes' 1071 bronze
statuette of Hermes with caduceus
and eagle 1071

Lyttos
Cult: Zeus 525

later form of Lyktos 9289

Ma 1134 as equivalent of M^TIJ/J 1131
Madagascar

Myth: origin of woman 980(e)
Maenads

Attribute: ivy-wreath 1133
Types: double bust 1133 grouped with

fcaZafMsfcos-dancers 1006 Skopas
471

artificial skins worn by 950
Mageiroi 585 See Daitroi
Magna Mater

Cults.- Heliopolis in Syria (?) 1093
Borne 896 f. 896i

Magnesia ad Maeandrum
Cult: Zeus Swo-/7roX« 239i 599(3) 6047

coins of 211
Maia

Rite: sacrifice of a pregnant sow 23
Genealogy: m. of Hermes 1131

Maiden Castle
Cults: lupiter Dolichenus(?) 1098 f.

Minerva 1098
Maionia, coins of 8995<6)
Makedon 110
Makedonia

Cults: Ares GaOXXos (?) or 0aOXos 2826
lupiter Irnperator (Zeus Qtipios) 1487

Rite: klidhona 290 f.
coins of 8532 868 f. 9570

Makris 1042
Malachbelos

Cults: Palmyra 1159 Borne 1159
Function: solar 1159

Maleates 1083
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Mallia, bronze double axe with incised lions

from neighbourhood of 1143 f.
steatite seal-stone from 1196 stone
axe ending in forepart of panther
(not lioness) from 1192

Mallos in Kilikia, coins of 8430
Malta

Cults: Adonis 10317 (?) John the Baptist
10317 (?)

Rite: golden idol annually thrown by
monk into field of bean-flowers
10317

Manaf 1163
Manaphus

Cult: Carnuntum (?) 1163
Manat 9142
Mandaeans 1179
Mandhatr 960(3)
Manes, as divinised ancestors 4408 lower

part of mundus consecrated to 431
offerings to 441 stream up to join
the living through manalis lapis
432

Mania, m. of the Lares
Eite: human sacrifice commuted 433o

Manichaeans 50i
Manliana

Cult: Abaddir Sanctus 9370
Manzan Gormo 1098
Mara, fight of Buddha with 1087
Marathon

Cults: Akamantes 115 Athena'EXX&m's
1092 Tritopatreis 115

Myth: hiding-place of Athena pursued
by Hephaistos 2206 (?)

commemorated by leaves on
Athena's helmet 812 f.

Marduk 1135
Margaret, St, of Scotland 3350
Maristiusta (?) 680 (4)
Marna See Marnas
Mamas

Cults.- Gaza 549ff. Ostia(?) 556
Rites: human sacrifice 554 f. initiation

554
Function: rain 549 551 f.
Etymology: 550
Types: youthful hunter 550 556f.

youthful Zeus 557 mature Zeus
557 f.

Identified with lupiter 555 f. Jehovah
558 (?) Zeus Kretagen6s 551 553j
555

Associated with Britomartis 550
bronze seal of 549s (?)

Marneion at Gaza, description of 552 ff.
comparison of, with Cretan Laby-
rinth 555

Cult: Rome 432 1021
Epithet: Ultor 1021
Attribute: Oscan helmet 10622(2)
Type: in Pompeian paintings of Twelve

Gods 10622(if.)
Associated with Venus 442 f.

Attributes: cornu copiae 530 flutes530
Types: contest with Apollon 6590 710

seated in grotto 530
Marsyas, river in Phrygia 5310
Mary Magdalen, St 3350
Mater

Epithet: Idaea 8960 8964
Mater deum

Attributes: pedum and cymbals 8952
Phrygian cap 8952 pipes 8952

Type: black stone of Pessinous 8942
Associated with Navis Salvia 8952 8960

altar of 895 f.
See also Meter Theon, Mother of the

gods
Mayence, column of 1191
Mean 880 920
Me"dard, St 3342
Medousa 8510 See Gorgon
Megalopolis

Cults: Aphrodite Maxcm-m 567oAthena
Ma^cnum 5670 Demeter fv "EXet
662

coins of 7126 AaicrtiXov /w^ua near
1183

Megara
Cults: AthenaAWvia 782 f. 795Demeter

5695 Demeter Ma\o<t>6pos 1136
Eileithyiai 668 Pandion ii 783! Zeus
'Afaffios 1165 Zeus K6vios (not
Kpdvios, nor K &vios, nor S/ctm'r^s,
nor X06vios) 5695 1165 Zeus 'OXi^u-
jrtos 1165 Zeus with the Muses
1165

Myth: Athena as gull brings Kekrops
783

In relation to Athens 783i
tomb of Pandion ii at 783j wild-

olive as life-tree of 762
Megara, w. of Herakles 422
Megaros (Megareus), s. of Zeus 1165
Megisto (=Kallisto), d. of Keteus 484
Meidias, the potter 704j 1018 f.
Meilichos 1111
Melampous

Myth: taught by Cheiron 793
Genealogy: s. of Amythaon 793
Etymology: 1187

Melanippe 1094
Melanthos slays Xanthos 1105
Meliai

Genealogy: daughters of Gaia 481
Meligounis 110
Melite, the Attic deme

Cult: Demeter'Av-ncndibpa 2020 (?)
rock-cut cisterns at 363

Melite in Phthia
Cults: Artemis 2834 Aspalis 'Afjt,ei\^Tt}

'E/catpyri 2834
Meliteus 246
Melos, coins of 342od) ' Gigantomacby'-

amphora from 535o incised gem from
8430 1111 1138

Melos the Delian 817o
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Melqarth
Cult: Tyre 893
Identified with Herakles 893

Memnon 259o
Memphis 78
Men

Cults: Athens 308f. Theira 992
Functions: dew 309 moon 309
Assimilated to Hermes 309
Associated with Helios 1093 Pan 308 f.

Menedemos of Eretria 595
Menelaos

Myth: Helene 78 f. 1179
helmsman of 3393 340

Menerva
Type: winged 6790
See also Menrfa, Menrva

Menoikeus, tomb of 815<>
Menrfa 679 (3) 680<4) 839 See also Menerva,

Menrva
Menrva 9201090 See also Menerva, Menrfa
Mercurius

Cult: Numidia 1078
Attribute: purse 10622(if.)
Types: in pediment of Domitian's

Capitoline temple 707 in Pompeian
paintings of Twelve Gods 10622d f.)

Identified with Wodan 210 (?)
Associated with Volcanus and Minerva

209 f.
Messene

Cults: Artemis' EXei'a 662 Zeus 'ETrtSwras
1130 Zeus 'Wu/uLdras 525

Mestha or Arnset 345i
Metapontum

Cult: Zeus 'E\ev6epios 1097
Rite: Otposxpvffovvdedicated at Delphoi

3070
coins of 3070 8202

Meter
Cult: Athens 670

Meteres, nurses of Zeus in Crete 225j
Meter Theon

Cult: Phaistos 4220
See also Mater deum, Mother of the gods

Metis
Epithet: Trpwryj -yevtris 745g
Myth: swallowed by Zeus 1253 5670

7273 728 743 f. 7441(1)
Metamorphosed into fly 7444 (?) many

shapes 744
Genealogy: d. of Okeanos 1253 d. of

Okeanos by Tethys 743 m. of
Athena by Zeus 744m) m. of Poros
746 f.

Compared with Thetis 745
Metis (masc.)

Epithet: TT^WTOS yevtrup 7454
Myth: birth from cosmic egg ('the

" cloud') 727
Identified with Phanes 745

Michael, St
Cult: 1070
Supersedes Zeus 2772 (?)

Midas, captures Silenos by ruse 4330

Miletos
Cults: Apollon <|>tXtos ( = $i\-r]<nos) 4740

Zeus &ow<ipr)s Swr?)p (?) 912 Zeus
N6(nos 72 1111 Zeus Te\e<noi>py6s
1192

Festival: Aids /3oCs 564
Miletos, s. of Apollon 4140
Milichie

Cult: Thespiai 1187
Milky Way

Myths: Hera 1098 Manzan Gormo 1098
conceived as celestial road 946

1115 conceived as celestial tree 1192
Mimas 30
Min

Cults: Chemmis 8840 Koptos 8822
Functions: fertility 8850 thunderbolt

8822
Attribute: thunderbolt 8840

In relation to Amen-Ba 885n the other
bull-gods of Egypt 8850

Mine 1090
Minerva

Cults: Maiden Castle 1098 Rome 8560
859

Epithets: Medica 859 Tritonia 1260
Tritonis 1260 Victrix 823 8250 825X (?)

Myth: Myrmix 6082
Attributes: cornu copiae 8255 mural

crown 8255 owl 41
Types: holding sprig of olive 6955 in

Pompeian paintings of Twelve Gods
10622(1 f.) winged 823 ff.

Identified with Holda (?) 210
Associated with Volcanus and Mercurius

209 f.
Compared with Sulis 859

five Minervas 8424 8430 in Etrus-
can lightning-lore 156 specially
honoured by Domitian 872

Minos
Epithets: Zyvbs £%w ffK^irrpov 1184

6\o6(pp(>)v 1103
Myths: Poseidon 628j done to death

in hot bath by Kokalos or his
daughters 1104

Genealogy: s. of Zeus by Europe 627j
6280 f. of Akakallis 4140

Etymology: 4110 (?)
Minotaur

Epithet: Tavpos Mwiitos 1090
Type: leading two captive women (?)

1090
Compared with Aix 8400

bibliography of 1087 ff,
Mithras

Epithet: /3owcX6?ros 6e6s 1194
Myth: birth from rock 2363
Identified with Zeus 945
Superseded by St George (?) 1194

Mitra 1134 See Mithras
Mneia, in mystic play at Ephesos 4220
Mnemosyne

Cult: Thespiai 1070
Myth: consorts with Zeus 7441(5)
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Mnemosyne (cont.)

Genealogy: m. of Muses by Zeus 744K5)
1189

water of, as Orphic conception
4200 4210 water of, at Lebadeia 4220

Mnevis
Type: bull-beaded man with solar disk

and plumes 1082
Mochlos, vase from 193 (b)
Mochos 1179
Moirai

Cults: Athens 721 Sparta 7223
Epithet: Aax^eis 7223
Genealogy: daughters of Nyx 718j

daughters of Zeus by Themis 744j(2>
Types: holding sceptres 1057 one seated

and two standing figures 659 717
three standing figures 715 f. 7172

Assimilated to Aphrodite 722
Associated with Zeus Moi/wy^r?;? 7214
In relation to Aphrodite 722 Zeus 1057

eldestof, identified withAphrodite
Oupavia 171o

Moliones
Type: with two heads, four arms, four

legs, one body 1177 f
Molpis, sacrificed to Zeus Ombrios 525 f.
Momos 7424
Moneta

Etymology: 235
Montezuma 475 f. 1194
Morning Star See Heosphoros, Lucifer
Moses, rock of 1118
Mosychlos 2323 234
Mother of the gods

Cults: Hittites 916! Mt Ide in Phrygia
(Mysia)893Pessinous893ff. Thebes
in Boiotia 893

Type: meteorite 893ff.
Associated with Pan 893

kteis of (?) 9183 star of 180 stone
image of, falls from heaven 893

See also Mater deum, Meter Theon
Mundilfori 1075
Munthuch 4300 4392
Muses

Cult: Megara 1165
Myths: bury Orpheus 1115 feed

Komatas, in chest, on honey 246
Thamyris 488

Genealogy: daughters of Zeus by
Mnemosyne 471i(5) 1189

Associated with Zeus 1165
Mutina, floating island in territory of 1014
Mykenai

Cult: Hera 1045
Myth: founded by Perseus 363 4782
Etymology: 4782

Mykenai, rectangular wells at 363 shaft-
graves at 363 thdlos-tombs at 363
' Treasury of Atreus' at 367g

Mykene, early name of Mykenai 224
Mykonos

Cults: PoseidonTeJ«e>'tV7;yl79o Poseidon
3>6i<ios 179o

Mylasa
Cults: Zeus Kr^crios 1181 Zeus 'Oa-oy&a

1140 Zeus "T^iffTos 1162
Festival: Taurophonia 570 1110

Myra, coin of 8995(y)
Myrike 1111
Myrmidones 6082
Myrmix

Metamorphosed into ant 60&2
Myron 696 f. 850
Myrtilos

Myth: Olympia 522a
Mytilene

Cults: Etephilai 167 Helios 1184
Karissai 167 Theoi Akraioi 6 Zeus
1184

Priestess: 'Epcr60opos 167f.
mysteries at 167

Naassene hymn 3000(D
Nabataioi

Cults: Adad 1097 Atargatis 1097 Dou-
sares 907 ff. sun 9124 Tyche 1097
Zeus 1097

Rites: daily libations and incense
offered to sun on roof 9124

Nagidos, coin of 7632 (?)
Nakoleia

Cults: Theoi Katachthonioi 1160 Zeus
Bpoi'Twc 1160 f. Zeus 'Bpovr&v KCU
Har^p 6e6s 1161 (?) Zeus Epovruv
NeiKTjrwp IlaT-i,p 1161 (?)

monuments of 1160 f.
Namuki 273
Nana 8150
Nandi1086
Nannakos 527 f.
Napata

Cult: Amen 8822
omphalos from 8822 1077

Narkissos
Type: with Eros at his shoulder 1022

Natalia, St 5234
Naukratis

Cults: Hera 1187 Zeus 'A7roTp6iratos
1187

Nauplios 868
Navis Salvia

Associated with Mater deum 8952 8960
Naxos

Rite: baby boy placed in bride's bed
on eve of wedding 10264

folk-tale from 257i
Neades or Ne'ides 30
Neapolis in Makedonia, coins of 8060
Neike 811!
Neiloia 3444
Neilos

Cult: Silsilis 349
Identified with Bridanos 349 Okeanos

349 Osiris 344i Zeus 348 f. 524 1077
called Aigyptos by Homer 3585

extinguishes pyre of Habrokomes
524 rays of 1077

Neith 345i 8392
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Nemea
Cult: Zeus 1083ff.

bronze bull from 1085 Epimenides
and the lion of 1085 excavations at
1083 ff.

Nemeseis
Type: in chariot drawn by two griffins

'8422
Nemesis

Cults : Inonii in Phrygia 1146 Kham-
nous 9557

Types: Aphroditesque 9557 standing
on man 1073

In relation to Helios 1073 Nemetona
1073 f.

Nemetona 1073 f.
Nemi, double herms at 1132 f.
Neophytus, St 1112
Neo-Platonists 745 887 f. 9134 9140
Neoptolemos, tomb of, at Delphoi 938
Nephelai

Cults : Orphists 70 296 Sokrates (?) 70
Epithets : ^eyaXai deal a.v8p&<riv apyois

69g ovpdviai 69e iranpaaiXeiai 70j
Rite : burnt-offering of myrrh 70
Genealogy: daughters of Aither 70 879

costume of 693 Orphic hymn to
70

See also Nephele
Nephele

Myths: Athamas 73 f. Prokris 72
See also Nephelai

Nephelokokkygia 44 ff. 63
Nephthys 345!
Neptunus

Type: in Pompeian painting of Twelve
' Godsl0622U>

Nereids 129 132 ff. 163 2372
Nereus

Genealogy: s. of Pontos 7438
Function: earthquakes 40

Nero
Personates Zeus 1117

Nescania
Cult: lupiter Pantheus 1129

New Grange 3675
New Year's Day 1067
Nikai

Type: dancing 955
See also Nike, Victoria

Nikaia in Bithynia
Cults: Asklepios 1182 Zeus Atrcuos

1184
coins of 948 1182 1184

Nikaia in Liguria
Cult: Hercules Lapidarius 492!

Nike
Cult: Athens 811 ff.
Epithets: "Airrepos 811 Ka\\tff<f>vpos 811i
Genealogy/ d. of Pallas s. of Lykaon

and foster-st. of Athena 811i d. of
Pallas the Titan by Styx 811! st. of
Zelos, Kratos, Bia 811i

Functions: abstraction from Athena
Nike 811 abstraction from Zeus (?)

Nike (cont.)
811i charioteer 76i Eileithyia 85o(2)
handmaid to Athena Nike (?) 819i

Etymology: 3210(?)
Attribute: palm-branch 67f. 1181
Types: drawing votes from urn 758

flanking Aphrodite 1016 ff. (?) half-
draped 1180 hovering 659 6913(?)
692 753 755 1040 sandal-binding
7066 seated with pomegranate in
right hand and helmet in left 811
standing before seated Zeus 1051 <5)
standing with oinochoe in right hand
and pomegranate in left 819^ wing-
less 811

In relation to Athena 811
See also Nikai, Victoria

Nikephoria 794j
Niketeria 7544
Nikias, the painter 460 462 6373 ff.
Nikias, the potter 1012
Nikomedeia, earthquake at 25 f. Elaga-

balus at 902 martyrs at 5234
Nikopolis in Moesia

Cult: Zeus Kepativios 1157
Nile See Neilos
Nin-khursag 1155
Ninnion, tablet of 722 7230 7240
Niobe 542
Niobids 955
Nisyros

Cult: Zeus MeiXixios 1187
Myth: flung by Poseidon at Polybotes

140 180
Noah 293 528 f.
Nomos

Epithets: 6 •n-a.v-rwv /3a,<riAetfs 9512 6 TO\>
Aios erews u!6s 9512

Function: pdredros of Zeus 950
Identified with Zeus 951

Nonae Caprotinae 6120
Nonnos, on the Ambrosial Petrai 978 f.
Notos, on 'Tower of the Winds' at Athens

130 sieves of 335 f. skin-bottles of
335 f.

See also Notus
Notus

Type: winged figure streaming with
water 3272 3290 333

sent by lupiter to cause deluge 107
See also Notos

Nuceria, coins of 3420 (3)
Numa Pompilius, forbids the quenching of

ashes with wine 515e founds altar
of lupiter Elicius 4330 instructed in
lightning-lore by lupiter JL'Kciws 4330
cp. 7380 law of, about man struck
by lightning 1115 secures Faunus
and Martius Picus by ruse 4330

Numantia 1090 1179
Numidia

Cults: Hercules 1078 lupiter 1078
Mercurius 1078 Nutrix 1078
Saturnus 1078 Tellus 1078 Testi-
monius 1078 Venus 1078
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Nutrix

Cult: Numidia 1078
Nymphogenes 129
Nymphs

Cults: Athens 308f. Gygaia Limne
988 f. Vari 2617 2620 2630

Myth: teach Aristaios 266
Function: whirlwinds 164
Associated with Pan 308 f.

Danai'des 357 Hyades 512 518
Okeaninai 743g Oreiades 164j
Archedamos of Thera 6 wfj.<j>6\i]TrTos
2620 as nurses of Dionysos 850(2) (?)

Nysa in Lydia, coins of 1114
Nysa Skythopolis, coin of 880
Nyx

Genealogy: m. of Moirai 718X
advice of 9505 in Orphic theogony

1177 ff.

Oasis of Siwah
Cult: Zeus"AfjL/nuv 8822

additions to bibliography of 1078
coin found in 1078 earliest reference
to Ammoneion in 1076 omphaloid
fetish of Ammoneion in 8822

Oceanus
Type: recumbent with water flowing

from urn 41
Oche, Mt

Myth: union of Zeus with Hera 1041
early corbelled building on 10414

Odessos in Thrace
Cult: Theos Megas 1129

coins of 1129 stelai of vtos
and /coupes rjpws from 1160

Odhin
Attribute: broad hat 1132
See also Wodan

Odomantoi 522

Myths: Aiolos Hippotades 106 Kirke
1073

Function: sun-god (?) 1075
Oiagros 993
Oichalia 5092
Oidipous

Etymology: 1187
Oinanthe 183
Okeaninai See Nymphs
Okeanos

Genealogy: f. of Metis by Tethys
743

Types: large head 129 recumbent with
oar in hand and crab's claws on
head 980 cp. 1127 f.

Identified with Neilos 349
garden of 10644in Orphic theogony

1177 ff.
Oknos

Rite: myth of rope represented at
Akanthos in Egypt 3383

Myths: ass and bundle of sticks 401j
ass and rope 338s

Function: 'Behinderungstraum' 40^

Oknos (cont.)
Compared with dream of king of Kosala

40l!
Olba

Cults: Tyche 6460 Zeus"OX/3ios 642X
Priest: apxiepebs fityas 642i 645o
Myth: cult founded by Aias s. of

Teukros 6430
coins of 642i 6450 hieron of,

renamed Diokaisareia 6430 ruled by
priestly dynasts, most of them
named Teukros or Aias 643o temple
and temenos of Zeus filbios at 642!
Tychaion at 646o

Olbia
Cults: Achilles IIoj'Tdpx?7s654oApollon

1136 Zeus 'Arajiupios 6550 Zeus
BcuriXetfs 654,, Zeus 'EXev&ptos 6540
Zeus "OXjStos 653X 1194 1196 Zeus
IloXicipx^s 6540 Zeus Samjp 654o

coins of 6550 6560 8536 1194 1196
temple of Apollon at 1136

Old Slavonic deities 640
Olympia

Cults: Artemis Kop8d;ca 1009 Athena
'Epydvy 967 Zeus 'OXi5^7rios 954 ff.
Zeus"0p«os 1147

Rite: <£eu8pwrcu sacrifice to Athena
"Epydvri 967

Myth: Myrtilos 522U
coins of 9584 1156 east pediment

of temple of Zeus at 7172Philippeion
at 442j ship-like foundation of stones
at 1171

Olympia, the festival at Daphne, near
Antiocheia on the Orontes 1191

Olympos
Etymology: 1068

Olympos, Mt, in Lykia, fire springing from
ground on 228

Olympos, Mt, in Makedonia
Cults: St Elias 1167 Zeus 236 7372
Myths: Abbas Ali 1168fi. Zeus visited

by Hera and Athena 34
——• ascents of 1167 chapel of St Elias

on 1167 palace of Zeus on 515 cp.
6800 song from 296 summit of 943
' Throne of Zeus' on 1167

Olympos, the Cretan teacher of Zeus 3210
1173

Olympos, the Mysian flute-player 3210
893

Olynthos, 'Villa of Good Fortune' at 1073
Omphale, as a form of Kybele (?) 916i
Opiconsivia 437
Opis 1172
Orchomenos in Boiotia

Cults: Hera TeXeto. 9490 Zeus T^Xeioj
9490

Orcus, portal of 432 440 portal of, called
manalis lapis 432

Oreiades See Nymphs
Orestes

Myths : cured of madness at Gythion
939 founds cult of Scythian Artemis
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Orestes (cont.)

in Patmos 985 f. kills Klytaimestra
4264
- connected with holy stones 939

Oros, Mt
Cult: Zeus 'EXAchuos 1164
-- bronze hydria from cistern on

1164 summit of 1164
Orpheus

Epithet: 'x.pvffoMp^ 1115
Myths: Eurydike 99 slain by Thracian

women 488 slain by a thunderbolt
1115 dismemberment 1104 buried
by Muses 1115 oracular head 99 ff.

Genealogy: 8. of Oiagros 99s
Types: playing kithdra 419 oracular

head 99 ff.
Identified icith Engonasin or Ingeni-

culus 488
In relation to Dana'ides 4250
- ddyton of, in Lesbos 100 ascribes

obscenity to the gods 10275 lyre of,
found by Lesbian women 101 on
marriage of Earth and Sky 454

Orphic Eros See Eros
Orphic Zeus 745 cp. 746 1177ff . See Zeus
Orphists

Cults : Aither 879 Nephelai 70 f . 296
Rites: ^ot$os ^s 7<iX' Zirerov 1118

symbolic ladder 946
Priests: '0/>0eoTeA6rTcu 1068
- gold tablets of 3955 396 4193f.

hymn to Zeus 950 pantheistic
hymns 947 theogony 727 745 (cp.
746) 942 1177 ff. (the succession of
Chaos, Okeanos, Nyx, Ouranos,
Zeus) anthropogony 481 (?) AiQiKd
921 irepl Aids KO.I "Hpas 10275 Dike
949i0 9504 Nomos 9505 call cosmic
egg 'the cloud' 727 call moon
' Gorgonion' 8054 845 call rain 'the
tears of Zeus' 322 hold that in
Hades sinners are sunk in mud
3985 Orphic conception of Under-
world possibly illustrated in sixth-
century fresco and thence copied on
black-figured vases 399 f. Orphic
traits in Underworld as depicted on
'Apulian' vases of s. iv B.C. 402X
led by Orpheus to the Queen of the
Underworld 419 influence of, trace-
able at Athens in s. vi B.C. 400i in
Crete 1103

Orthanes 1083
Orthros or Orthos

Myth : Geryones 410o
Genealogy: offspring of Echidna 410o
Function: doublet of Kerberos 4100 4120
Types : one-headed, two-headed, three-

headed 4100
Oschophoria 2410
Osiris

Cult : Alexandreia 346 ff.
Festival: finding of Osiris 3450

Osiris (cont.)
Rites: dirge called Mavep&s 305o Osiris-

beds 3050
Functions: god of the Nile 344 grains

of corn 3020(6)

Types: 'Canopus' 346ff. 1193 dead
body with corn springing from it
305o(7> figure made of Nile-mud and
filled with corn-grains 305o hollow
form filled with Nile-silt, planted
with corn, and wrapped up like a
mummy 305<j mummy with corn
springing from it 305o<7) profile
contour filled in with earth, barley-
grains, etc. 3050

Identified with Aion 914o dead man
344 395 Kanobos, the helmsman of
Menelaos 349 the Nile 344j

Assimilated to wheat or barley germi-
nating 3020<5)

children of 345i king becomes
1131 Nile-water as seed of 344

Ossa, Mt
Cult: StElias 1167

views of 1167
Ostanes 1147
Ostia

Cult: Marnas (?) 556
tomb-painting of Kronos and Ehea

found near 934 f. winged Minerva
from 823 ff.

Othreis 246
Oulomos 9140
Oupis

Cult: Sparta 189i
Identified with Artemis 189j

Ouranos
Epithet: d(TTep6«s 928
Myths: birth of Aphrodite 274 2762

invents baitylia 887 mutilated by
Kronos 481 9285

Genealogy: s. of Akmon 927 f. by his
st. Ge of four sons—Elos called
Kronos, Baitylos, Dagon that is.
Siton, and Atlas 887

Identified with Akmon 9274
Associated with Gaia 419s 4200 4220

4773 744 745 928
blood of, produces Phaeacians 481

blood-drops of, received by Gaia
481 in Orphic theogony 1177 ff.

Ousoos 983
Oxyrhynchite nome

Cult: Athena 1906
Oxyrhynchos

Cult: Zeus "A/J./J.UV 1076

Pa as equivalent of ITar^p 1131
Palaimon 129 135
Palaiopolis in Korkyra

Cult: Artemis 84410
Palamaon

Myth: cleaves head of Zeus 661
Function: form of Hephaistos 19IQ
Compared with Palamedes 1910
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Palamedes 191o
Pales (masc.)

Epithet: Secundanus 1564
Palestine, belief about snakes current in

7727
Palladion 5734 609 1006
Pallas

Etymology: 746 ?)
Pallas the Giant

Myths: attempts to violate Athena
842 flayed by Athena, who wears
his skin and wings 842

Genealogy : f. of Athena by Titanis d.
of Okeanos 842

Pallas the Titan
Genealogy : f. by Styx of Zelos, Nike

(Neike?), Kratos, Bia Sllj
Pallas, s. of Lykaon

Genealogy : f. of Nike and foster-f. of
Athena 81 12

Pallas, king of Athens 186
Pallene 2390
Pallene, d. of Sithon 522 f.
Palmyra

Cults: Adad 1093 Aglibol 1158 f.
Atargatis 1093 Bel 1158 f. Beltis (?)
1159 laribol 1158 f. Malachbelos
1159 Sol 1112 Zeus 877X05 1112
- excavations at 1158 f.

Pamphylia, Hittite occupation of 1120
Pan

Cults: Athens 308 f. Mt Parnes 2530
Thebes in Boiotia 893 Vari 2617 2650

Epithets : "AypavXos 237% Zevs 6 Kepdarrjs
6520 Mfyis 1131 opeubrris 942

Myths: Olympos the flute-player 893
Syrinx 1012

Etymology: 1131
Attribute: pipes 6400
Types: assaulting Aphrodite 1020

glorified goat 1131 recumbent 714
Associated with Men 308 f. Mother of

the gods 893 Nymphs 2530 308 f.
In relation to Aigipan 6200 (?) Zan 1131
-- death of 1131 (bibliography)

Panagia
Epithets: ?? 'A<Vata 189! SSSj

189i 588 M7?Y?7/> Qeov 18^ 588!
Panainos, paintings at Olympia by 956
Panakeia 1083
Panamara

Cult: Zeus Uavdfj-apos 1066
Panamareia 568
Panathenaia 720
Pandareos

Myth: golden hound 1110
Pandia 3204
Pandion

Etymology : 3204 (?)
Pandion ii, s. of Kekrops ii

Cult: Megara 783!
Pandora

Function: earth 109
Confused with Pandrosos 240 2448 245i

Pandosia, coins of 714i0
Pandrose 603 See Pandrosos
Pandrosos

Cult: Athens 243 f.
Rite: tiripoiov or sacrifice of sheep for

Pandrosos in addition to cow for
Athena 244

Priestess: wears iro§u>vv"xov or troddvvxos,
the garment of Paudrosos herself
245 wears small himdtion called
Trporoviov and passes the same to
man slaying the victim 245

Genealogy: m. of Keryx by Hermes
603

Function: dew 237 603 944
Type: birth of Erichthonios 186
Confused with Pandora 240 2448 245i
In relation to Zeus 260 f.

Paneas See Kaisareia Paneas
Panopeia 129
Pantarkes 9557
Pantheon See Rome

Etymology: 952
In relation to Kybele 952

Paphos
Cult: Aphrodite 238i 1112 Aphrodite

n«0/a 1134 Venus 6460
Papremis

Cult: Ares 3443
Parabiago, silver: patera from 1128
Parion, coins of 8560
Paris

Myth: judgment 66 67 f. 5170 770
Type: with Eros at his shoulder 1022

Paris, the city, statuette of pantheistic
Zeus at 1129

Par j any a
Genealogy: f. of soma 335s
Function: rain 3353

Parmenides 50i
Parnassos, Mt

Cult: baitylos (?) 8892
ascent of 1165 f.

Parnes, Mt
Cults: Pan and the Nymphs 2530 Zeus

' AirritJLios 526 Zeus "0/ct/3/>tos 526
gold cicala from 2530

Paros
Cult: Zeus"EvSevdpos 1173

Parthenia, name of Samos 1027
Parthenia, w. of Samos 1027i
Parthenion, Mt 823
Parthenios, river in Samos 1027i
Parthenon, Aphrodite from east pediment

of 698 ff.'central slab from east frieze
of 1184 1186 early apsidal form of
768 f. (?) east pediment of 657 ff.
east pediment of, as climax of pre-
existing types 688 east pediment
of, as reconstructed by successive
critics 689 ff. epheboi in the west
frieze of 706 f.' Ilissos' or ' Kephisos'
from west pediment of 698 on
Etruscan mirror 6800(?) small copies
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Parthenon (cont.)

of figures from the pediments of
698 6984 west pediment of 751 fi.

Patthenos, personification oi Mt Par-
thenion 823

Parthenos = "Virgo, the constellation 823
Pasikrateia

Cult: Selinous 1188
Compared, with Persephone 1188

Pasiphae
Myths: wooden cow 1092 Zeus 615s

Pataikeia 5932
Pataikos

Epithets: Alytiwrios 'HpaKX-ijs 1687
Tiyyp&v or Tiywv 1687 tTriTpairtftos
1587 Ei)0pd5jjs 1587

Function: apotr6paion on land or sea
1587

Etymology: 1587
Types: negrillo 1587 single or double

1587
Patmos

Cults: Artemis HapQevos 986 Artemis
Ilarnia 986

as a floating island 985 f.
Paul, St and St Thekla 523 f. quotes

dedication 'A-ycwo-Ty QeqS 1162
quotes from Aratos 954 quotes from
Epimenides (?) 954

Pautalia
Cults: Asklepios 1182 Glykon (?) 1182

coins of 1182
Pedachthoe

Rite: sacrifice of fawn 1134
Pedasa

Cult: Zeus 569
Rite : procession of goat leading priest

569

Function: bearer of thunder and light-
ning for Zeus (?) 1177

Peion, Mt 323 1174
Peiraieus

Cults: Agdistis 1192 Akeso 1083
Apollon 1083 Athena 2ciretpa 6590
1196 Attis 1192 Hermes 1083 laso
1083 Kynegetai 1083 Kynes 1083
1156 Maleates 1083 Panakeia 1083
Zeus Swnfc 6590 1196

Peirithoos
Myth: Theseus 956
Type: guarded by Dike 402

Peitho
Type: crowning Aphrodite 957 f.

St, of Tarsosll02
Pelasgians

Cults: Athena 226 Demeter(?)
Eileithyia 6790 Geraistos (?)
Hephaistos 1910 226 ff. Hermes 1910
phallos (?) 1910

in Lemnos slay their Athenian
concubines 360j

See also Tyrrhenians, Tyrsenians
Pelasgos, tomb of 5662
Peleiades 1082

1910

191o

Peleus
Myth: seizes Thetis 1019

spear of 2092 sword of 209}
Peliades 1122
Pelias

Myth: boiled by his daughters 1104
Pelion, Mt

Cults: Zeus'Aicpcuos 10432 Zeus'Aicraios
81 f. 317 10432 1161

Rite: procession oi men clad in fleeces
to sanctuary of Zeus 'AKTCUOS 31 f.

cave of Gheiron on 1043 discoveries
of A. S. Arvanitopoullos on (?) 1161

Pella
Cult: Athena 'AX/dS^os 869

coins of 869 f.
Pellana in Achaia

Cult: (Zeus) MeXXft'os 1187
bronze snakes from 1187

Pellene
Cult: Athena 2383

Pelops
Myth: ivory shoulder 1124
Genealogy: s. of Tantalos 4170

perhaps a Hittite vassal 417o
Pelousion

Cult: Zeus Kdffios 8170
Penelope, marriage-test of 1147
Penia

Genealogy: m. of Eros by Poros s. of
Metis 746 f.

Compared with v\rj 7472
Penteskuphia, votive plnakes from 6720
Penthesileia

Myth: Achilles 956
Pentheus

Myth: recalled to life (?) 1124
Perchta 4470
Perdoytus

Function: wind 108
Etymology: 1082

Perennius, M. 1006
Pergamon

Cults: Athena Ni/»j06pos 794 Augustus
1125 1191 Boma 1191 Zeus and
Athena 872 Zeus 'Aff/cXijTruis 1182
Zeus Uarpyos ( = Augustus) 1125
1191 Zeus */Xtos ( = Trajan?) 1191

Festival: Nikephoria 794j
bronze bull of 1102 coins of 794

8995 great altar at 560 534 small
inner frieze of great altar at 8233

Perikles
Personates Zeus 325 664

Periklymenos
Myth: slain as a fly by Herakles 7444

Perillos 1102
Perinthos, coins of 948
Periphas 236
Perperia, in the rain-magic of the Balkans

285 variations of her name 285 ff.
etymology of her name 287 f.

Perpetua, St 1119
Persephone

Cults: Agra 722 Eleusis 967i
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i) (?) 5936 Xeipoyovia
Persephone (cont.)

Epithets : K\vfj.
980(8) 6632

Priests: 8q.dovx°s 724o lepo(p&vT-r)s 395g
IMffrayuybs 395s $ai5wTirjs 967i

Priestess : KepvoQbpos 724$
Myth: eats one or more pomegranate-

pips of Hades 8150
Genealogy: d. of Zeus by Demeter

744K4) m. by Zeus of the first three
Dioskouroi (Tritopatreus, Eubou-
leus, Dionysos) 120

Etymology: 1127
Types : borne off in chariot by Hades

991 holding pomegranate 8150 816y
seated with corn -ears in right hand
and sceptre in left 713 seated with
Hades 425 standing with cross-
topped torch 402

Associated with Demeter 712
Superseded by St Agatha 447$

marriage with 395
See also Proserpina

Perseus
Myths: expelled in infancy by Akrisios

1187 Gorgon 843 8466 founds My-
kenai 363 4782

Genealogy: s. of Zeus by Danae 455
Attribute: hdrpe 843
Types: dangling Gorgon's head 849 f.

996 with winged cap or helmet 7062
Persia

Cults: Anahita 916j rivers 9076 sky (?)
1114 Zervan 9140

Pessinous
Cult: Mother of the gods 893ff.

Petelia, gold tablet from 4193 f. 4220
Petra

Cults: Chaabou (?) 914j Chaamou 914
Dousares 914 ff.

Rite: birth of Chaamou's s. Dousares
914 ff.

coin of 909
Petrachos, Mt

Myth: stone swallowed by Kronos 929
Peuketios 3647
Pfol 1633
Phaethon 247 1136
Phaiakia

Myths: called Apeirdvri after the dp£-
•jravov of Kronos 481 Phaeacians
sprung from blood of Ouranos 481

Phaidros, stage of, at Athens 1107
Phaistos

Cults: Leto $vrlri 10429 Meter Theon
4220 Zeus Fe\xdvos 10430

Etymology: 200i (?)
—•— coins of 617i(2)

Phalanthon, Mt 3210 (?)
Phaleron

Cult: Androgeos 158
Phanes

Myths: sprung from cosmic egg 745 f.
swallowed by Zeus 745 942

Genealogy: parent and h. of Nyx 745

Phanes (cont.)
f. by Nyx of Gaia and Ouranos,
Ehea and Kronos, Hera and Zeus
745

Type: androgynous 745
Identified with Metis (masc.) 745

Phanuel 97o(5)
Phaon 1363 1374
Pharsalos

Cult: Zeus OaijXios 281 f.
Phaselis, coins of 871
Pheidias 470 1690 190 2162 2167 225x 2383

5350(?) 6460(?) 662 688 698 6986 773
7736 827 858 (?) 862 933 954 ff. 1153
career of 954 958 9590 1155 (?) 1155
(bibliography)

Phemios, slays Hyperochos 1105
Phemonoe 5923
Pherai

Cults: Enhodia 279f. Hekate 2725
Hypereia 2725'Zeus "A<f>pios 271 ff.
Zeus GatWuos 277 ff.

bronze amulet from 1075 (?) coin
of 280

Pherekydes of Athens (or Leros) 72 508
1064

Pherekydes of Syros 974
Phersephoneia 3210
Phikion, Mt 506
Philadelpheia in Lydia

Cult: Zeus Tapyvr/vos 'EirrjKOos 6520
Philetaireia 5932
Philip of Macedon, dreams about birth of

Alexander 957o
Philippoi

Cult: Bendis 1134
Philistines

In relation to Crete 5510
Philoktetes

Myths: fetched by Greeks from Lemnos
at advice of Helenos 921 healed by
Lemnian earth 231

In relation to Hephaistos 1907
Philomela 1147
Philon 728
Phineus, warns Argonauts of Kyaneai 976
Phix 5065 See also Sphinx
Phlious

Cult: (Hebe) Ai'a 1842
Phlyeis

Cults: Demeter 'ApijcriSi&pa 2020 (Ge)
M.eyd\r) 6e6s 2020 Kore IIpwT076i'7j
2020

Phoibos
Etymology: 1137 (?)

Phoinike
Cults: Elioun 7623 Kabeiroi 1001

Oulomos 9140 Pataikoi 158
Myth: Aion s. of Baaut and Kolpias

9140
Phoinix

Genealogy : f. of Europe 627i
Phokis

Cults : Hera Bcur/Xcta 61j
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Phorbas 1770
Phrasios 6530
Phrixos

Myths : builds sanctuary on Bosporos
148 dedicates altar to Twelve Gods
148 golden ram 1080

Genealogy: s. of Nephele by Athamas
s. of Aiolos 148

Phronia 774
Phrygia

Cults: Diounsis 11251 Zeus 1125
Zeus TMwios or Bepj'etfs 1162 Zeus
Atos 1125 Zeus Mafetfs 1112 Zeus
QdTVios 1126

Myths: Agdistis 1174 flood 527ff.
Nannakos 527 f. Priasos 531

Phryne, bathes at Eleusis 297
Phrynos 669 733
Pbthia2817(?)
Physadeia 357
Pidzu Pennu, rain-god of Khonds 446
Pi-lo-sho-lo, Mt 545
Pindar, on Delos as a floating island 984

on Bhodes as a floating island 986
sees stone image fall from heaven
893

Pi-Eamses
Cult: Hurunl076

Pisces 324'
Pisidia

Cults: Hera BcwtXts 61j Zeus KaXa-
K&yddios 1162

Pisthetairos 44 ff.
Personates Zeus 21 59 f.

as bridegroom of Basileia 57 ff.
Pitane, coins of 3420(2)
Plariktai975f. 983987
Plataiai

Cults: Athena 'Apda 7736 Hera
Nv/u0euo/u<fj'?7 10426 Hera TeXeia 932
10426

Platon 746 f. 960 f. 974 bees settle on lips
of infant 2650

Plav, floating fen in Delta of Danube 1015
Plegades 976 See Kyaneai
Pleiades 437
Pleuron, eponym

Cult: Sparta 161
Etymology: 1615

Pleuron in Aitolia 161
Ploades 987 f.
Plotai, name of Islands of Aiolos 987

name of Strophades 987
Plouton

Etymology: 746(?)
Attribute: cornu copiae 1053i (i f.)
See also Pluto

Ploutos
Genealogy: s. of lasion by Demeter

75 f
birth of 188j springs of 500

Plutarch, repeatedly quotes Pindar's
description of Zeus 9642

Pluto, jaws of 432X 440
See also Plouton

Plynteria 2243 240 f . 749
Pneuma 983
Poeni

Cult : Abaddir 9370
Pogla, coins of 8995
Polion in Lesbos 4170
Polos at Tanagra 417<>
Polyarcb.es 774
Polybotes 140
Polydeukes and Kastor (bibliography) 1134
Polydora 357
Polygnotos, the painter 397 f . 7124 1067
Polykleitos 65 8160 964 9653
Polyktor 4980
PolymelellO
Polyneikes 563 8150
Polyphemos

Type : driven by infant Eros 1020 1023
Pompeii

Cults : Isis 6414 lupiter 294 Zeus
MetX/x'os H89
- fresco from 'House of the Tragic

Poet' at 1033 f. gold armlets from
7654 lararia of 7732 paintings of
Twelve Gods on outer walls of
houses at 10622(if.) supposed
representation of earthquake at 29 4
Villa Item at 1118

Pontos, f. of Nereus 7438
Populonia, coins of 856o
Poros

Genealogy: s. of Metis and f. of Eros
by Penia 746

Identified with Chaos 747i
Associated with Aisa 747i

Porphyrion 555
Myths : founds sanctuary of (Aphrodite)

Ovpavia at Athmonia or Athmonon
555 Gigantomachy 555 534 1148
makes love to Hera 555 slain by
thunderbolt of Zeus and bow of
Herakles 555

Genealogy : s. or b. of Athamas 555
Etymology: 555

Porphyries, St 551 ff.
Porphyris 140
Poseidon

Cults: Apameia in Phrygia 22 Athens
9x 113 758 Atlantis 2834 1184 Boiotia
7363 Ephesos 599 (2> Erechtheion
113 758 Gythion 112 Karpathos 180
Lesbos 1042X Mykonos 1790Mytilene
6 Cape Tainaros 21 232 Thera 13j
Therapne llx Tralleis 22

Epithets : AfoXos 1073 (?) Pantos (?) 110
yairjoxos 104 fXacrixduv 9i 'EXdr??? 9j
eXeXix^wy 92 ' EXixdivios 2834 'EXtfyt-
vios 1042! 'EXtfrios 10421''Evvoffiyai.os
531 evvofftycuos 7g 'T&vvoffldas 81

72 'Epextfetfs 123 758 f.
us Fatijoxos 123 E^pu/^Sajj' (?)

1073 2170(?) KwwixOw 10X
Aurcuos 10j 6 irovrofiiSuv 1064

180 ffe
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Poseidon (cont.)

179o TivciKTUp yalas 102

5854 &IJKIOS 179o $im£X/«os 527 562
Rites: sacrifice of bull' to Poseidon and

to Erechtheus' 759 sacrifice of
^vopx.0- yWTjAo. 3963 sacrifice of white
male lamb 1790 sacrifice of white
ram 1790

Priest: lepeus 123
Myths: contest with Athena about

Athens 750 ff. contest with Athena
about Trozen 751j contest with
Hera 751i contest with Zeus 751j
Ephialtes 18o floods Thriasian plain
751 gives cup to Teleboes 507s
Koronis 7824 Minos 628j Polybotes
140 produces sea at Athens 750 f.
produces springs at Lerna 361
punishes Inachos with drought
355 f. saves Amymone from Satyr
356 shows Amymone the Lernaean
springs 361 369 Tempe 10i woos
Thetis 741 f.

Genealogy: f. of Aloeus by Kanake 40
f. of Athena by lake Tritonis 128j
f. of Eryx by Aphrodite 1760 f. of
Sinis 10!

Functions: originally a specialised form
of Zeus 20J 736311401153 originally
a lightning-god with lightning-fork,
later a sea-god with fishing-spear
736 agriculture 527 earthquakes 5 ff.
943 sea 7266 wind astern 162

Etymology: 7363 1140
Attributes: chlamys 1153 dolphin 1060

two dolphins 753 lightning-fork 20
867 trident 10 tunny 6710

Types: bearing the island Nisyros or
Porphyris 140 bronze statue from
Artemision (?) 1151 ff. energetic 697
exhibiting wave 755 (?) 7552(?)
holding dphlaston 7552 hurling
trident 1153 in archaistic reliefs of
the Twelve Gods 1055 ff. in the
guise of Zeus 1153 leaning on trident
1153 riding on dolphin 627 «> 831
seated on rock 5810 standing with
dolphin and trident 120 striking
with trident 1153 terra-cotta relief
at Munich 1152 with eyes in garnet
217o with glaucous eyes 216 with
horse's head in hand 217o

Identified with Erechtheus 123 737
758 f.

Associated with Amphitrite 681 958
Aphrodite 6752 699 f. Erechtheus
758 Zeus and Hades 6 1157 (?)

In relation to duck 522
Superseded, by Zeus 21

brass pillar of, inscribed with laws
1184 Ionian by descent 7363 751

Poseidonios 482 f.
Potidaia, founded where meteorite fell 886
Praeneste, mosaic from 626(2)
Praisos

Cult: pig 1103
terra-cotta plaques from 1011

provenance of 736 1140
Poseidonia, coins of 1153
Poseidonia, the festival 297
Poseidoniastai 155

C. III.

Praxiergidai 2410
Praxiteles 6590 (?) 932 f. (?) 970 1009 (?)
Praxiteles 'the elder' (?) 9332
Preale 679 (3>
Premnousia 5152
Priansos

Cult: Zeus S/r^XXios 4130
Priapos

Type: on column 1096
Priasos 531
Prinia, archaic goddess from 9570
Prinophoros 1134
Prochyte 30
Prodikos 839
Prokne

Myth: 1147
Genealogy: w. of Tereus 53

Prokris
Myth: Kephalos 72
Genealogy: d. of Ereehtheus 72

Promacheia 1008
Prometheus

Myths: theft of fire 228 refuses to reveal
secret to Zeus 740 f. consents at last
to reveal secret to Zeus 741 Herakles
956 at Ikonion makes images of clay
528 birth of Athena 1253 cleaves
head of Zeus 661 first to kill ox 661

Attributes: double axe 1253 ring 1029i0
umbrella 57 willow (?)-wreath 102910

Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-
culus 483

In relation to fire-drill 1075 (?) Zeus
1075

pillar of 1115
Pron, Mt

Cult: Hera 65
Proserpina

Attributes: modius 10622(2) sceptre
10622<2)

Type: in Pompeian painting of Twelve
Gods 10622(2)

Associated with Dis 432j
See also Persephone

Proteus
Myth: Helene 78
Genealogy: f. of Theonoe 3498
Function: seer 3498 743g

Protokles 121
Protokreon 121
Prousias See Kios
Psychro Cave on Mt Lasithi 1143
Ptah-Seker See Pataikos
Pter'eleos 5076
Ptolemaios Chennos 1043j
Ptolema'is in Egyptian Thebaiid

Cults: Harbaktes 1073 Hierax Theos
1073

Ptolemies, marriage-custom of 110 f.

79
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Punt, serpent-king of 984
Pushkalavati

Cult: Nandi 1086
coin of 1086

Pygmalion
Myths: bids Bousiris cure eight years'

drought by sacrificing a stranger
6530 slays Acerbas h. of Elissa 6460

golden olive of 983
Pyr 983
Pyrenees, bear-festivals in 1080
Pyrgoi

Cult: Eileithyia t>790
Pyrrhakos 118
Pythagoras, bids abstain from eating

plough-ox or ram591i conceives soul
of dead friend as hound4130controls
wind 106 explains earthquakes 25

Pythagoras of Ehegion 850
Pythagoreans, cosmic ship 183 fire at centre

and circumference of universe 19o
Klotho, Atropos, Lachesis 7174
Milky Way 946 pentagram 3413 irif)os
rerpri^vos 398s Sappho and Phaon
1363 subterranean basilica at Eome
139

Pythia, the festival 901!
Pythion

Cults: ripw 'EiriKpa-rris 1114f. Zeus
KaTcu/3dr>;s 1114 f. Zeus Ke/sai/ctos
1157

Pytho 929 See Delphoi
Python, the vase-painter 510 512 518

1 Qaciu 8840
Qebhsennuf 345i
Quadi

Cult: sword 1139
—- miracle of 324 ft.

Quinquatrus Minusculae 856o
Quinquennalia 1141
Quintilian describes the effect produced

by Pheidias' statue of Zeus at
Olympia 960

Eamman
Type: standing on bull 831
Identified with Zeus 945
Compared with Adad, Tesub, and the

god of Mt Tabor 1173
Earia, sacred ploughing in 1780 606 cp. 610
Earian Plain 610 cp. 1780 606
Eas Shamra

Cults: Ba'al 1156 the dead 1193
Rite: use of libation-funnels 1193

stele from 1156
Eemus and Eomulus (bibliography) 1134 f.
Ehadamanthys

Genealogy: s. of Zeus by Europe 627]
6280

Function: judge of dead 402
oath of 475

Rhamnous
Cult: Nemesis 9557

sanctuary of Nemesis at 1073

Ehapso
Function: birth-goddess 89 94
Etymology: 1121

Ehea
Cults: Athens 1690 Mt Ide in Crete

1033! Mt Ide in Phrygia 1033,
Mt Kynthos (?) 1172

Myths: consorts with Kronos llli
entrusts infant Zeus to the Kouretes
and to the nymphs Adrasteia and
Ide 9313 entrusts infant Zeus to
Themis 8396

Genealogy: m. by Kronos of Hestia,
Demeter,Hera, Hades, Ennosigaios,
Zeus 928

Functions: ' Minoan' earth-goddess 200
953 mountain-mother 931

Attribute: lions 1172
Types: ara Capitolina 933 f. in chariot

drawn by two griffins 8422(?) offering
stone to Kronos 929 ff. veiled 935

Associated with Kronos 1690 745
Korybantes followers of 3239

Eheitoi 297
Ehizenia (?), law-fcv/rfcz's from 1183 f.
Ehodanos 366
Ehodes

Cults: Athena A.ivdia 355 Damateres
1124 f. Isis 986 Zeus 'AraiSiSpioj 525

Myths: Helios claims it ashisportion986
Helios weds Ehodos 986 Telchines
296 881i Zeus consorts with Himalia
by means of rain 477 Zeus rains
golden snow at birth of Athena 477
670 719

as a floating island 986 f. coins of
8560 1072 tubular stand from 1970
Zeus and Hera in reliefs from 1034 ff.

Ehodos, w. of Helios 986
Ehoiai 8180
Ehoio 8180
Ehytion

Cult • Zeus 2/criXtos 1148
Eoma, the personification of Eome

Cult: Pergamon 1191
Epithet: Victrix 8250

Eome
Cults: Apollo 436o Bellona Pulvinensis

1142 Dis 1115 Dis Pater 9042
Elagabalos 902 ff. luno Moneta 23
lupiter Dolichenus 1097 f. Magna
Mater 896 f. 896t Malachbelos 1159
Mars 432 442 f. Mars Ultor 1021
Minerva 8560 Minerva Medica 859
Saturnus 9673 Sol 906 f. Tellus 243
Terminus 441 Venus 443 Venus
Genetrix (Genitrix) 1022 Victoria
896

Festivals: Agon Capitolinus 1141
Consualia 437 Ludi Capitolini 1141
Nonae Caprotinae 6120 Opiconsivia
437 Quinquatrus Minusculae 8560
Quinqueniialia 1141

altar of Dis in Tarento at 1115
Catacomb of St Balbina at 1119
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Rome (cont.)

Catacomb of St Domitilla at 9720
coins of 801 f. 821 8560 872 9012 902
9046 906 1020 1092 1095 Golden
House of Nero at 37 ff. 948 ' House
of Livia' at 6380 manalis lapis at
429 ff. mundus at 429 ff. Pallddion
of 896 (?) 9036 Pantheon at 353!
441 ff. pediment of temple of Jupiter
Capitolinus at 707 1066 Porta
Capena at 432 Romaquadrata&t429i
430043104360 4362 438 Scalae Caci at
896 f. subterranean basilica at 135 ff.
Syrian sanctuary on laniculum at
1114 temple of Apollo at 4360

• temple of Augustus at 460 temple of
Elagabalos on the Palatine at 903 f.
temple of Elagabalos in suburb of
903 f. temple of lupiter Capitolinus
at 2460 707 1066 temple of Magna
Mater on Palatine at 896 f. 896!
temple of Mars Ultor at 1021
Tullianum at 366 Viale Manzoni
hypogaewm at 9720

Romulus
Myth: hurls spear at Palatine 7542

and Eemus (bibliography) 1134 f.
Eosalia 293j

Sabaoth 1086
Sabazios

Cult: Thraco-Phrygians 874
Epithet: "Tijs (Tijs?) 874
Function: rain 874
Identified with Zeus 945

boar dedicated to 8750 regarded
as boar (?) 8750

Sabines
Cult: Vacuna 1012

Saepinum, burial within house at 1181
Sagaris, river in Phrygia 918g See also

Sangarios
Sagittarius 324
Saittai, coins of 4080
Salamis

Cult: Zeus6500(?)
Myth: Teukros 6500

Salamis personified 956
Salamis in Kypros

Cults: Athena 6530 lupiter Salaminius
6460 Thea 77 "Opppios 561 (?) Zeus
6460 ff. Zeus 'OMuwios 6480 6490

Rite: human sacrifice to Agraulos or
Diomedes 6530

Myth: Teukros 6460 6500
coins of 8330 temple called Aibs

Functions.- sun, wisdom, law 1135 law
and righteousness 836

Samemroumos 983
Samos

Cults: Aphrodite ev Ka\d/u.ois or ev
"E\ei 662 Dionysos 'EXiyets 10303
Hera 6450 969 1027 ff. 1045 Zeus
1027 ff. Zeus Mi\lxiosll87

Festival: Tonea 1028 ff.
Rites: lepbs ydpos 1027 ff. image of

Hera annually carried off to the
shore 1029 1031

Myths: Admete 1029 birth of Hera
beneath willow beside Imbrasos 1029
Neades or Neides 30

called Dryousa 1027i called
Parthenia 1027 coins of 211 6450
8995 1029 Heraion at 1027 once
occupied by Carians 1027i 1029
willow-tree of Hera at 1028 ff.

Samos, h. of Parthenia 1027i
Samothrace

Myth: Dardanos andlasion (lason) 77e
777

mysteries in 133 135
Sanchouniathon 887 891 892 1179
Sandanos 366
Sandas

Type: standing on lion 831
Sangarios, river of Asia Minor 531 See

also Sagaris
Sappho 1363 137f
Saqqara, mummies of horses at 1187
Saracens

Cults: Aphrodite Xa/3d/9 (Xa/ndp) 9152
9153 9177 Heosphoros 9152 9177

Sarapis
Cults: Athens 588i Delos 154 f.

Sarmizegetusa 1162
Attributes: eagle 3?e kdlathos 1148

wreath 1148
Identified with Zeus 945
Associated with Zeus 1148

Sardeis
Cult: Artemis 1082
Rites: ravpoKaffd^ia KUL Kvv/iyta (?)

1091
coins of 89958995U,

aff<f><i\eia, at 646o f.
Salhad

Cult: Zeus M^yas 6 Kripws 1098
Saliares, dancing islands in Lydia 989
Salii, hymn of 1130
Salmoneus

Myth: Zeus 966
Personates Zeus 141

Salus 1092

Sardus Pater 1119
Sarmizegetusa

Cults: FortunaDaciarum 1162Invictus
Deus Serapis 1162 Sol Invictus
1162 Theos Hypsistos 'ETT^KOOS
1162

Saros 180
Sardinia

Cults: bull-god 1110 p\Y\at 1110 s^xm^,
or \\e\l 1110

Myth: A.ristai.08 210
Sarpedon ttxe "Lycian

Myth: slain by "PaAroklos 418
Genealogy : s. oi Ziexxs 418 B. oi

.by Europe 6280

Saturnalia 432j

79—2
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Saturnus

Cults: Ghardimaou 1095Numidia 1078
Rome 9673

Festival: Saturnalia 432X
Rite: human sacrifice commuted 433o
Types: cult-image filled with oil 967s

968 three-eyed (?) 9337
Satyroi

Attributes: ivy-wreath 1133 layobolon
3820 nebns 1133 pine-wreath 1133
vine-wreath 1132 dancing 3804 3825
3860(e) double bust (bearded and
beardless) 1132 f.

Schible 1114
Seasons See Horai
Sebastopolis, coin of 4080
Securitas 946i6
Sedasa

Cults: Hermes Meyio-Tos 1071 Zeus
Helios 1071

Segesta 1770
Seimia (Semea, Sima)

Cult -. Syria 889
Seimios

Cult: Heliopolis in Syria 1095 Syria
889

Seir, Mt 1076
Seiren See Siren
Seirios

Cult: Keos 266
Types: dog's head 271i forepart of dog

2706 2712 star 2713
oath by (?) 480 sun so called 1074

Sekhet
Type: with leonine head, disk, and

ankh 1095
Selene

Myth: consorts with Zeus 1111
Genealogy: m. of fifty daughters by

Endymion 357 m. of Herse by Zeus
179 f.

Types: riding horse or mule 958 driving
quadriga down behind hills 718
facing bust with moon on head,
seven stars ranged round, and zodiac
as framework 1085 f.

meadows of 10644
Seleukeia on the Kalykadnos

Cult.- Zeus E6peios 161
coins of 8433

Seleukeia Pieria
Cults: Zeus Kdcrtos 8840 Zeus Kepafoios

8840
coins of 884(j

Selge, coins of 645o
Selinos, the river-god 6145
Selinous

Cults: Apollon6145Demeter Ma\o06pos
1136 1188 Hekate Upoirv\aLa. 1188
Pasikrateia 1188 f. Zeus MeiXtx'os
1188 f.

-—— coins of 6145 metope from temple
'E or R' at 1036 1038 f. metope
from temple 'F or S' at 6155(D

Selket or Serqet 345i

Semea See Seimia
Semele

Cult: Thraco-Phrygians 874
Epithets: 'E-yXc6 1114"Trj ('T^) 874
Myth: Zeus 823
Function: earth 874

Serapis See Sarapis
Seriphos

Myth: Diktys s. of Peristhenes draws
chest of Danae to land 455

Sestos
Cults: Theos Olbios 6562 Zeus"OX/Jios

6562 (?)
Set 1135
Sethlans

Attribute: double axe 678(^
Sienna 295
Side, coins of 8135
Sidon

Cult: Astarte 10'23
coins of 1588

Sigurd 1174
Sikinos

Cult: Hera BacriXeu* (?) 61!
Sikyon

Cult: (Hebe) Ate 1842
Silenos

Etymology: 1106
Types: dancing 512 with pig's ears 920

Silsilis
Cult: Neilos Zeus Ne^wrr/s 6 Meyiirros

349
Sima See Seimia
Simeon Stylites 7790
Sinis lOj
Sinope, coins of 1137 silver bracelets from

7654
Sinties 228
Sipylos, Mt

Myths: Priasos 531 Tantalos 4180
grave of Tantalos on 417o

Siren
Types: beating head and breast 3850 (d)

flanked by loutrophoros and Sphinx
3930 flanking nude Aphrodite 1016
on column 3873 on sepulchral stele
132

helps Herakles in rape of Delphic
tripod 799i

Sisyphos
Types: rolling stone up hill 399 416

lashed by Erinys 416
Sithon

Myth: gives his d. Pallene to winner of
single combat 522 f.

Skedasos, sacrifice to daughters of 565X
Skepsis, coin of 517o
Skira 115
Skiron, the suburb of Athens, sacred

ploughing at 606
Skiron, the brigand 1186
Skiron, the wind 130
Skirophoria 1H60 602
Skopas 135 471 7049 (?)
Skopas, the Silenos 513
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Skylakeus 4130
Skylla

Etymology: 4140 4160
Types: dog 4140 (?) semi-human 4140 ff.
Connected with Sicily 976
In relation to Zeus Skyllios 1148

Skyllies 4140 1148
Skyllion, Mt 4130
Skythia

Cult: scimitar 907e
Slavonic deities (?): Dzewana 640 Dzydzi-

lelya 640 Jesza 640 Lado 2892 Lei
640 Lyada 640 Marzyana 640 Nya 640
Perdoytus 108 Pogoda 640 Polel 640

Zywye 640
Smilis 1027
Smyrna

Cults: Atys 22 Boubrostis 1156 Zeus
SWT17/) 22

Rites: sacrifice of black bull to
Boubrostis 1156 ravpoKadd^ia 1091

marble relief at 757 f.
Sol

Cults: Aquae Sulis 863n Palmyra 1112
Rome 906 f.

Function: a fusion of Elagabalos and
other oriental Ba'alim (?) 907

Etymology: 858
Attribute: radiate crown 41
Types: in quadriga pursues Luna in

biga 41 radiate 863n
Identified with Elagabalos 901X 9023

Solomon, throne of 957o
Solon, kyrbeis and dxones of 949
Solon, the gem-engraver SSSj
Soma 128
Sopatreia 5932
Sopatros590ff. 604 6613

Sophia
Epithet; yevtns 745e

Sophokles, controls wind 106
Sosipolis

Cult: Elis239i
Sounion

Cult: Zeus MetXi%ios 1184
Sparta

Cults: Aphrodite'Bi'OTrXtos 7223 Artemis
AvYo8tff/m.a 1030 Artemis 'Opdia 1009
1030 Asklepios' A.y virus 10304 Athena
XaXtcloiKos Hi 661 Moirai Aa%&re«
7223 Oupis 189i Pleuron 161 Zeus
Evdvepos 160 Zeus"Ti/'io-ros 1162

Festivals: Gymnopaidiai 997 1008
Promacheia 1008

Rites: dta/jLafrrtyucris 1134 Avd&v wofj-wf)
1009

Myth: Helene 78
stele from 5073

Sphinx
Myth: Mt Phikion 506

Sphinxes
Type: grasping Theban children 955

Stara Zagora, bronze statuette of Zeus
Olympics at 1196

Statoniensis, Lake, floating island in 1013

Sterope 956
Stesichoros, palinode of 77 f.
Stoics 234 ff. 726 f. 878 f. 947961(?) 10465
Stonehenge, genetically posterior to Wood-

henge 9105
Stratonikeia

Cults: Hekate 1066 Hekate &q.8o<f>6pos
5443 Theos Agathos 1162 Zeus 568
Zeus Uavd/j.apos 5443 1066 Zeus
"Tr/wTos 1162

coins of 568 cp. 589 ox precedes
priest to 568

Stratos in Akarnania
Cult: Zeus 1166 f.

Strophades, as floating islands 987 called
Plotai 987

Stymphalos
Cult: Hera XTJ/MX 1070

tomb of Zeus at 1070 (?)
Sucaelus

Compared with Cornish 'Jack of the
Hammer' 1142

Sul 858 See Sulis
Sulien, St 8592a)
Sulis

Cult: Aquae Sulis 858ff.
Epithet: Minerva 8592U-3) 8594
Functions: hot curative springs 858

sun-goddess 859 863
Compared with Minerva Medica 859

Sumerians
Cults: Domouzi (later Tamouz) 1125

Im-dugud 1155 Lilith(?) 832 ff.
Nin-khursag 1155

balag in relation to peleUys (?)
1141 bull's head from harp of 1102

Summanus 1115
Symbetylos

Cult: Syria 889
Sympheropolis

Cult: Zeus'ArajSuptos 1173
Symplegades 975 f. 983 987

Cults: Zeus 1070 Zeus ndi/5rju,os 2122
coins of 2122

Syra See Syros
Syracuse

Cults: Athena8506 ZeusOt'pios (lupiter
Imperator] 148

coins of 784 f. 819 8704
Syria

Cults: Seimia (Semea, Sima) 889
Seimios 889 Symbetylos 889 Zeus
B^ri/Xos 890 f.

coins of 820 f. 8560 idols with two
or more heads from 1135

Syrianos 745
Syrinx

Myth: Pan 1012
Syros, folk-tales from 8180 977

Tabor, Mt
Etymology: 1102

divine light round summit of
1068 name and cult of, spread to
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Tabor, Mt (cont.)
Crete, Bhodes, Agrigentum, and
Crimea 11721.

Tages
Myth: 2030

lore of 434
Tainaros, Cape

Cult: Poseidon 21 232
Tainaros in Lakonike 257j
Taitle 1111
Tala (?) 989 See Gygaia Limne
Talaimenes 989
Taliesin 1174
Talos

Epithet: Perdix 1111
Myth: 1110
Genealogy: nephew of Daidalos 1110 f.
Attribute: saw 1110
Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-

culus 491
Compared with Daidalos and Ikaros

1111
Tamise (Temsche) 338!
Tanagra

Cults: Athena Zutrreipia 567o Zeus
Maxavetis 567o

tomb of Orion at 4170
Tanai's 366
Tantalos

Epithet: ^epo^oi'-rjjs 418orjep6(poiTos 418o
Myths: buried beneath Mt Sipylos 4180

overhanging rock 416 417of.
Genealogy: s. of Zeus 417o f. of Pelops

4170
Functions: doublet of Atlas 417o Giant

. or Titan 4180 supporter of sky 4180
Etymology: 417o
Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-

culus 491
bones of 5662 grave of, at Polion

in Lesbos 417o grave of, on Mt
Sipylos 417<> perhaps a Hittite king
416i

Tantalos, Mt, in Lesbos 417o
Taos 491
Taranis

Cult: Celts 1191 (?)
Attribute: wheel 1191
Type: holding wheel 1074 (?)

Tarentum
Cults: Anemoi 105f. Hera 6360 Zeus

'E\ev84ptos 1097
Rite: sacrifice of ass to the Winds

105 f.
antefixes with head of lo from

6350f. coins of 6360 7149 794 frieze
from tomb at 425 loom-weights from
795 relief of Twelve Gods from
1055 ff. terra-cotta disks from 1119
1136

Tarentum in the Campus Martius 1115
Tark See Tarku
Tarku

Cults: Hittites (?) 6510 6520 Leleges (?)
6510

Tarku (cont.)
Identified with Zeus 651o

Tarquiniensis, Lake See Volsiniensis,
Lake

Tartaros
Etymology: 4110(?)

Tarvos Trigaranus 1100
Tarxien, seated goddesses and other discoid

figures from 1101
Tat 3323
Tauion

Etymology: 1155
Taurophonia 570 1110
Tauros, Mt

Cults: Elagabalos 902 Faustina the
younger 902

Tav-, pre-Phrygian form of Zeus 1155
Tavium See Tauion
Taygeton, Mt, ascent of 1164
Tegea

Cult: Athena 'AXeo. 1141
—— temple of Athena Alia at 1141

Teiresias
Etymology: 1115

Telchines
Function: produce clouds, rain, hail.

snow 296 881!
Teleboes 5075 508
Telephos 8233
Telesphoros

Type: hooded 1182 f.
In relation to Genius Cucullatus 1183

Tellus
Cults: Numidia 1078 Kome 243
Bite : sacrifice of pregnant sow 23
Type : with cornu copiae and child

904
Temenothyrai

Cult: Zeus TaXd/crtos 1104
rock-cut throne of Geryones at

1070
Tempe 10X
Temsche (Tamise) 338i
Tenedos

Cults: Apollon 1146 Dionysos'Aj'tfjowTro-
ppal<rrr]s 599(2) Dionysos 'SlfjidSios
599(2)

coins of 7892
Tenes 1146 See also Tennes (Tenes)
Tennes (Tenes) and Hemithea 458a(?)
Tenos, ' Tower of the Winds' at 1296
Tereus

Myth: pursues Prokne and Philomela
1147

Genealogy: h. of Prokne 53
Attribute: double axe 1147

in the Birds of Aristophanes 44 ff.
Termessos (Termessus Maior)

Cults: Zeus 'EXeutftfpios 1176 Zeus
SoXv^ei};? 1176

Festival: Eleutheria(?) 1176
coins of 1177

Terminus
Cult: Borne 441
Mite: blood of burnt sacrifice, incense,
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Terminus (cont.)

corn, honeycombs, wine etc. placed
in hole 441

altar of (?) 4300 stone of 441 1067
Terra

Epithet: mater 4532
Terra Mater

Rite: sacrifice of pregnant sow 23
Tesana 2590
Testimonius

Cult: Numidia 1078
Tesub

Compared with Adad, Eamman, and
the god of Mt Tabor 1173

Tethys
Genealogy: m. of Metis by Okeanos 743

Tettix the Cretan 257i
Teukroi 6510
Teukros

Myth: founds temple of Zeus at
Salamis in Kypros 6460 6500

Function: faded'god (?) 6500
Etymology: 6510

as name of priestly dynasts at
Olba 6430 6450 prehistory of 6500fi.

Teutamidas 1187
Teuthras 8233 .
Thales 194 195
Thaletas 5923
Thalna 678 (1) 6790 679 (3) 680 (4)

Function: birth-goddess 880 679<3)
Thamyris

Myth: blinded by Muses 488
Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-

culus 488
Thanr 6650 678 (1) 678 (2)
Thasos

Cults: Hestia BotAa/a 1125 Zeus
'Ayopcuos Qdaios 1181 Zeus BouXcuos
1125 Zeus Karcu/SdrT/s 1115 Zeus
Krrfffios Ha.Tptj}os 1181

archaistic relief from town-gates
of 1155 f.

Thaulia 2827
Thaulon 282 596 ff. ancestor of Boutypoi

597 etymology of 603 first to sacri-
fice ox 597 6613

Thaulonidai 282 identified with Boutypoi
597 603

Thaumasion, Mt
Myth: stone swallowed by Kronos 929

Thea 3020(6) 309 3120(4)
Thea r\ "Ofj-fiptos

Cult: Salamis in Kypros 561 (?)
Theandrius

Cult: Carnuntum(?) 1163
Thebai Phthiotides

Cult: Zeus MetX/X'os H87
Thebe, early name of Thebes in Boiotia 224
Thebes in Boiotia

Cults: Apollon 'lottos 5075 880
Apollon XaXdftos 880 Athena '0/*o-
Aw/s 6083 Dionysos 1103 Hektor
1174 Mother of the gods 893 Pan
893 Zeus "E\i.ets 762,

Thebes in Boiotia (cont.)
Festival: Daphnephoria 880
Rite: bridal bath from Ismenos 372
Myths: birth of Dionysos 477 1118

La'ios 426 Menoikeus B150 Semele
823 Zeus consorts with Alkmene w.
of Amphitryon 477

'HAe/crpiSes TrtfAcu at 774 NT)'('<TTCU
irriAcu at 815o

Thebes in Egypt
Cults: Amen 8822 Zeus 1131 Zeus

e^tuetfs 837
Theira

Cults: Demeter 992 Men 992
Rite: Kd\a0os 992

Thekla, St 475i 523 f.
Thelpousa, coins of 1012
Themis

Cult: Delphoi 1121
Myths: advises Zeus to flay Amaltheia

839 consorts with Zeus 744^2)
1064 f. entrusts infant Zeus to the
nymph Amaltheia 8396

Genealogy: m. of Dike by Zeus 823 m.
of Horai and Moirai by Zeus 7441(2)

Function: 'an emanation from Ge'
10647

Identified with Ge 1064 Zeus 951
Associated ivith Ge 1121

Theodosios i, abolishes Olympic festival
969 suppresses paganism 969

Theogamia 1047
Theoi Agreis 1176
Theoi Agrioi 1174 1176
Theoi Agroteroi 1174 1176
Theoi Akraioi

Cult: Mytilene 6
Theoi Hosioi kai Dikaioi

Cult: Inonii in Phrygia 1146
Theoi Katachthonioi

Cult: NakoleiallGO
Theonoe 349 1193
Theopista, St 1102
Theopistus, St 1102
Theopropoi 593 f. 595
Theos 3020(6) 309 3120(4)
Theos Agathos

Cult: Stratonikeia 1162
Theos Agnostos See Agnostos Theos
Theos Aniketos

Cult: Amastris 1140
Epithet: 'Ao-jSa^etfs 1140

Theos Hypsistos
Cults: Amastris 1163 Thessalonike

1162
Epithet: 'ETT-TIKOOS 1163
Identified with Helios 1163 Jehovah

1162
Theos Megas

Cult: Odessos in Thrace 1129
Theos Olbios

Cults: Kavak 6300 Lampsakos 1196
Sestos 6562

Theos Tauros
Cult: Thespiai 1086
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Thera

Cults: (Poseidon) Tcudoxos 13j (Zeus)
Bopecuos 161 (?)

rain-magic in 284
Therapne

Cult: Poseidon Taieioxos Hi
Theren 1032
Thermos in Aitolia

Cults: Ge 1184 Helios 1184 Zeus 1184
Thesan 2590
'Theseion' at Athens 2236
Theseus

Myths: finds sword of Aigeus 484lt
Peirithoos 956 purified at altar of
Zeus Meilichios 1184 Skiron 1186

Genealogy: s. of Aigeus by Aithra
484n

Types : bidding farewell to Peirithoos
402 Euphranor 1186 fighting
Amazons 955 hurling Skiron into
sea 1186 raising the rock at Troizen
484 ff. with Minotaur as centre of
Labyrinth in mosaic 1087

Identified with Engonasin or Ingeni-
cnlus 484

Thesmophoria 1660 168 8150 1030 f. 1083
Thespiai

Cults: Apollon 1070 Athena 1066
Milichie 1187 Mnemosyne 1070
Theos Tauros 1086 Zeus 1070 Zeus
AtBpios 1066 Zeus Kapeu6s 1148 1162
1165 Zeus MtXftioj 1187

Thesprotis, floating islands in 987
Thessalonike

Cults: Jehovah 1162 Kabeiros 9027
. Theos Hypsistos 1162

coins of 9027
Thessaly

Cults: Aphrodite271 (?) AthenaBotfSeta
608 Athena 'Iruvla 87 lj Thetis
743j Zeus Aa^i/cmos 525 1080 1167

Festivals: Kataibasia 1115 Sichna295
Rite: Kledona 290

coins of 870 f.
Thestios 161!
Thetis

Cult: Thessaly 743i
Myths: hides Hepbaistos in cave for

nine years 228 seized by Peleus
1019 wooed by Zeus, Poseidon, and
Apollon 741 f.

Type: borne by Triton 129
Associated with Zeus 742 f.
Compared with Metis 745

Theudaisia 5702
Thevrumines 1090
Thisbe, gold ring from 6812
Thomas, St, as 'twin' brother of Jesus

1128
Thor

Epithet: Thorrkarl 1078
Attribute: hammer 926 1139 (Mjolnir)

1142
Thorikos

Gull:

Thoth
Identified with Hermes 3323
In relation to the letter 9 343!

Thrace
Cults: Bendis 189! Derzelas 1129

Erikepaios 640 Liber Pater 1118
three meteorites fall in 886

Thraco-Phrygians
Cults: Dionysos "T??s 874 Dios 952

Dios NOaos 952 Erikepaios 640
Sabazios 874 Semele"T?j ('TiJ) 874
Zemela 952 Zeus "TV (Tijs?) 873 f.

Dios, Zemela, and Dios Nysos
naturalised in central Greece as
Zeus, Semele, and Dionysos 952
prepared to accept Christianity 952

Thrakia Kome
Cult: Zeus XaXdftos Stifwc 880f.

Thrasius See Phrasios
Thronax, Mt 65
Thyateira, coins of 211
Thyestes

Myth: the first victim sacrificed by
Bousiris 6530

story of, as dance-theme 9353
Thyestes, a storm-god (?) 8994
Tiamat 1135
Tieion See Tios (Tion)
Tina (Tinia)

Etymology: 1113
Attributes: lily-wreath 880 lotiform

thunderbolt 920
Types: bearded 920 beardless 680(5>

birth of Athena 678(1) 678(2) 679(3)
680(4) 680(5) birth of Dionysos 880
seated with eagle-sceptre in right
hand and winged thunderbolt in
left 880

Confused with Tinthun 259o (?)
on Orvieto cone 1067

Tindaridai 1113 See Tyndaridai
Tingis, grave of Antaios at 3728
Tinia 1067 See also Tina (Tinia)
Tinthun or Tinthn 2590
Tion See Tios (Tion)
Tios (Tion)

Etymology: 1155
visit to, and views of 1112

Tiryns
Cult: Hera 1085

small snakes at 764
Tisyroi 1092
Titane

Cult: Euamerion 1183
TitaneS

Myth : Zeus 4780 839 966
Etymology: 1103

Tithonos
Myth: tended by Heos (Eos) in old age

247
Metamorphosed into cicala 247
Genealogy: s. of Kephalos and f. of

Phaethon 246 f. s. of Laomedon by
Strymo or Trymo or Ehoio 247i
i. of Memnon by Heos (Eos) 260
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Tithonos (cont.)

Function: personification of cicala 257
Etymology: '257 2590
Compared with Erichthonios 248

Tituno 2590
Tiv, Etruscan moon-goddess 1130
Tiv-, Phrygian form of Zeus 1155
Tmarion; Mt, in Arkadia 1168
Tmaros, Mt SeeTomaros, Mt, nearDodona
Tmolos, Mt

Cults: Zeus Aefaios (?) 3204 Zeus'TeTios
562

Myth: birth of Zeus 562
place called Toval Aids 'Tertov,

later Aetiatov on 8264
Tmor, Mt, near Eagusa 1167
Tomaros or Tmaros, Mt, near Dodona

Cult: Zeus Topics 1168
Etymology: 1168

Tomori, Mt, near Berat
Cults: Abbas Ali 1168ff. Zeus(?)1168ff.
Festival: JBektashi celebration on Aug.

25 (15) 1168 ff.
Etymology: 1168

ascents of 1168 ff. gold plant on
1171 oath by 1169 ruin called Dodona
on 1171

Trajan
Cult: Pergamon 1191
Personates Zeus <$i\ios (?) 1191

Tralleis
Cults: Poseidon 22 Zeus 22

relief from 6302
Tranquillina as Tyche of Kaisareia in

Kappadokia 1177
Triballos

Myth: his gd. Polyphonte transformed
into owl, her sons Agrios and Oreios
into vulture and swallow (?), and
their maid into woodpecker 572

Etymology: 51 z
in the Birds of Aristophanes

57 f.
Triptolemos

Functions: king of Eleusis 596 judge of
dead 402

Attribute: plough 607
Trita 128 545 cp. 546:
Tritoi Pateres 1206
Tritomenis 7194
Triton, river 124 f.
Triton

Function: wind 129
Etymology: 124 f.
Attributes: conch 129 fish-skin 129

Tritones
Function: protectors of the dead 132
Attributes: conch 132 paddle 132wreath

of reeds (?) 132
Type: sportive 39
Associated with Nereids 132

Tritonis, spring or lake 124
Tritopateres

Cult: Kyrene 115
See also Tritopatores, Tritopatreis

Tritopator
Cult: Delosll6ff.
Epithet: TLvppa.Ki8G)v klytXi&v 118

Tritopatores 112 ff.
Cult: Athens 113 ff.
Genealogy: sons of Ouranos and Ge

120
Functions: ancestral spirits 119 con-

trollers of the wind 139 guardians
of the soul 139 procreation 113 122
winds 121

Identified with Amalkeides, Protokles,
Protokreon 121 Kottos, Briareop,
Gyges120

Compared with Lares Compitales 119
See also Tritopateres, Tritopatreis

Tritopatreis
Cult: Marathon 115
Epithet: ZaKvaSGiv 114 f.
Kite: rpawe^a, 1154
Genealogy: sons of Ge and Helios 1206

sons of Ge and Ouranos 120 sons
of Selene and Helios 1206

Function: procreation 120
Superseded by Hagia Trias 114 (?) cp.

119 (?)
dbaton of 114 TpiroiraTpels origin-

ally a verse-form of TpiTowdropfs
112s

See also Tritopateres, Tritopatores
Tritopatreus 120
Troizen

Festival: Lithobolia 6120
Myths: contest of Poseidon with Athena

751j Damia and Auxesia 6120
Theseus finds sword of Aigeus 484n

coins of 485i2
Trophonios

Associated with Agamedes 507s
Troy

Cult: Athena 1930
Myth: Zeus drops dkmones on the

Trojan plain 924
axe-hammers from 1142 f. face-

urns from 1930
Trozen 751i See Troizen
Trysa, reliefs from heroion at 48512 1000 ff.

1008
Tuamautef 345]
Tuatha De Danann 367
Tuccia the Vestal 428
Tullus Hostilius, hears voice from Alban

Mount 492 sees stones fall from
sky 492 slain by thunderbolt 4330

Turan 920 839
Tusculum, well-chamber at 366
Tut-ankh-Amen, throne of 9570
Twelve Gods

Cults: Bosporos 147 f. Kos 5662
Functions: a divine ' Synoikismos' on

Ionian soil (s.viiB.c.) 1055 'Monats-
oderZodiakusgotter' (s. ivs.c.) 1055
team of beneficent deities 1062

Types: in archaistic reliefs 1055S.
relief from Tarentum 1055 ff.
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Twelve Gods (cont.)
Enphranor 1186 araBorghese 1057f.
puteal Albani 1057 1059 ara Albani
1060 f. in Pompeian paintings
1062 f.

Tyche
Cults: Gaza 553 Nabataioi 1097 Olba

6460
Personated by Tranquillina 1177
Attributes: cornu copiae 1095 rudder

1095 turreted crown 1095
Type: standing with kdlathos, rudder,

and cornu copiae 646o 655o
Tydeus 605(3)
Tyndaridai

Etymology: 1113 1134
Typhaonion, Mt 506
Typhion, Mt 5064
Typhoeus

Myths: Mt Aitne 30 Zeus 6153
Type: with snaky legs 8422
See also Typhon

Typhon
Myths: fight with Zeus 1910 laid low by

thunderbolt (of Zeus) and bow of
Apollon So,, searches for s. of Osiris
983

Functions: enemy of Osiris 345o heat
3020(6)

Types: three-bodied 140 with snaky
legs 8422

Mt Typhaonion named after 506
See also Typhoeus

Typhos See Typhoeus, Typhon
Ty> 1134
Tyre

Cults: Astarte 892f. Herakles 'Aarpo-
•Xirwv 892 f. 978 Melqarth 893 stelai
of Pyr and Pneuma 983

coins of 892 979 f. 982
Tyrimnos 1140
Tyris 1140 See Tyrirnnos
Tyrrhenians, attempt to capture Dionysos

10314 attempt to carry off image of
Samiau Hera 1029

See also Pelasgians
Tyrsenians See Pelasgians, Tyrrhenians
Tyrsenos, s. of Herakles by the Lydian

woman (Omphale) 729$
Tyssilio, St 8592(n
Tyssul, St 8592(i>

Ukko 1101
Ullin 1134
Ullr 1134
Underworld See Index II
Uni

Function: birth-goddess 679 oj 680(4)
Attribute: drinking-horn 920
Type: suckling Hercle 920

Ur-Nammu, stele of 8325 1196
Ursa Maior 484 953
Ursa Minor 953
Uther 5092
'Uzza 914t

Vacuna
Cult: Sabines 1012

Aquae Cutiliae sacred to 1012
Vadimonis, Lake, floating islands in 1014
Valeria Luperca, story of 8026
Vari

Cults: Apollon "Epiros 261 Apollon No/uos
2650 Charis 2617 Ge 2650 Nymphs
2617 2620 2630 2650 Pan 2617 2650

Varro, M. Terentius, on the Islands of the
Nymphs in Lydia 988 f.

Vartevar 293
Varuna 1134
Vediovis 3146 further bibliography of 1109
Vena 953(2)
Venti

Types: blowing conch-shells 41 head
with puffed cheeks 160 Tritonian
129 with winged head 7062

See also Anemoi
Venus

Cults: Blousa 9152 Mt Eryx 175-j
Numidia 1078 Paphos 6460 Borne
1022

Epithets: Amathusia 646o Erycina 175^
Genetrix (Genitrix) 1021 f. Paphia
6460 Pompeiana 10622<D

Personated by Faustina lunior 1730
Livia 1021 Lucilla 1730

Myth: transforms Cerastae into bulls
6530

Attributes: modius 10622(D rudder (?)
10622(1)

Types: Arkesilaos 1022 half-draped,
holding tree, with Cupids playing
about her 1730 with Cupid on her
shoulder 1020 ff. in Pompeian
paintings of Twelve Gods 10622(if.)

Associated with Mars 442 f.
Venus, the planet 1730 180
Vesta

Attributes: ass 10622u) sceptre 10622(1)
Type: in Pompeian painting of Twelve

Gods 10622(1>
fire of 9035

Vesuvius, Mt
Myth: Alkyoneus and other Giants 30

Vetulonia, 'Tomb of the Lictor' at 1192
Victoria

Cult: Eome 896
Type: sacrificing bull 904
See also Nikai, Nike

Vikare 1111
Vikrama, lion-seat of 957o
Virbius 1770
Virgin, the

Type: baring her breast in last appeal
9740

Compared with Danae 467o
Virgo 71i

Identified with Dike 823
Virgo Caelestis 1045s
Vocontii, meteorite falls in territory of

886
Volcanalia 4314
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Volcanus

Festival: Volcanalia 433-4
Etymology: 2352(?) 1173
Types: beardless 10622(if.) inPompeian

paintings of Twelve Gods 10622(if.j
Identified with Donar 210 (?)
Associated with Minerva and Mercurius

209 f.
Volsci

Cult: lupiter Anxurus 1155
Volsiniensis (or Tarquiniensis), Lake,

floating islands in 1013
Vrtra 2733 3623 531 1134

Wejopatis
Cult: Lithuanians 158
Function: wind 158
Type: bifrontal 158

Wettingen, silver simpulum from 938
Willingham Fen, bronze mace from 1099 f.
Wind-gods See Anemoi, Venti
Wodan

Function: regnator omnium deus (?) 1117
Identified with Mercurius (?) 210
See also Odhin

Wolfgang, St 1147
Woodhenge, genetically prior to Stone-

henge 910S

Xanthios, f. of Leukippos 590s
Xanthos (or Xanthios), slain by Melanthos

1105
Xanthos, the logographer 519
Xenoi Tekmoreioi 1125
Xouthos 1097

Yahweh 884 See Jehovah
Yama, the two hell-hounds of 4100 ff.
Yggdrasil 4040 4983
Yima 1184
Ymir

Myth: bears female-child and male-
child from his arm-pit, and six-
headed sou from his feet 980(7)

Zagreus
Rite: annual death and resurrection 953
Function: the Cretan Zeus 953
Etymology: 9533 1103

Zagron See Zagros, Mt
Zagros, Mt 9533 1103
Zan

In relation to Pan 1131
Zanes, plural of Zan 1130
Zankle

Cult: Zeus 'Wu/j-dras (?) 1153 f.
coin of 1153 f.

Zedekiah 1090
Zefs 1171 See Zeus
Zenes, plural of Zen 1130
Zephyros 130
Zervan 9140
Zethos

Etymology: 1135 (?)
and Amphion (bibliography) 1135

Zeus
Cults: Achaeans 6500 1164 Agrigentum

5251171 f. Aigeira 1107 f. Aigina 6500
1164f. Ak Kilisse 1140(?) Akmoneia
794 Akraiphia 1162 Alexandreia
1191 Aliphera 990 1270 Amastris
148 Amathous in Kypros 6530 1187
Anthedon 1187 Antimacheia 562
Antiocheia on the Orontes 22 Mt
Apesas 1165 Aphrodisias in Karia
1191 Argos 1428455 563 631 Arkadia
525 Mt Atabyrion in Ehodes 1172
Athens 2122 '243 317 5695 570 ff. 5759
6042 7214 749 93941047 1185 f. 1189
Attike 318 f. 563 1196 Bithynia 1160
Boiotia 61j Bosporos 142 ff. Bostra
912 9124 Bulgaria 1126 Byblos 1163
Chalke 5443 Chersonesos Thraikike
1183 Corinth 526 Corycian Cave
6510 Crete 953 Delos 152 ff. 1162
Didyma near Miletos 563 Dion in
Makedonia 1068 Dios Chorion 22
Dorylaeion 1191Dura-Europos 890 f.
1095 1163 Elaioussa Sebaste 6430
6450 Eleusis 598 (?) 6050 (?) Ephesos
4220 1174 Euboia 9122 1042 (?)
Galatia 1140 Gaza 556 ff. Gortyna
4130 Giimbet in Phrygia 1160
Gythion 8840 939 ff. Halikarnassos
569 Halos 1167 £auran 1163 Helio-
polis in Syria 888 Hierapytna 4130
Mt Hymettos 526 Mt Hynnarion
1177 lasos 1162 Inonii in Phi'ygia
1160 Kaisareia in Kappadokia 1177
Kanatha 555 Kapisa 545 Kara Adili
1071 Karousa 951 Karystos 1264 127
Mt Kasion in Egypt 1177 Mt Kasion
in Syria 1177 Kassandreia 8822
Kavak 628 ff. Mt Kenaion 1166 Keos
266 f. Kephallenia 1171 Mt Kithairon
1042 Klazomenai 1117 Mt Kokkygion
63 65 Mt Koressos 323 Korkyra 2713
1184 Kos 564 ff. Kranioi(?) 1171
Mt Kynthos 1172 Kypros 6520
7623 Kyrene 1188 Kyrrhos 794
Kyzikos 1071 Mt Laphystion in
Boiotia 525 Larissa in Thessaly 279
Lebadeia 61X 562 f. 1182 Lindos
1124 Lokroi Epizephyrioi 1097 Mt
Lykaion 267Lyttos 525 Magnesiaad
Maeandrum 239i 599 <3> 6047 Megara
5695 1165 Messene 525 1130 Meta-
pontum 1097 Miletos 72 912 1111
1192 Mylasa 1140 1162 1181 Myti-
lene 6 1184 Nabataioi 1097 Nakoleia
1160 f.Naukratisll87Nemeal 083 ff.
Nikaia in Bithynia 1184 Nikopolis
in Moesia 1157 Nisyros 1187 Oasis
of Siwah 8822 Olba 642j Olbia 653j
6540 655o 6560 Olympia 954 ff. 1147
Mt Olympos in Makedonia 236 7372
Orchomenos in Boiotia 9490 Mt Oros
1164 Oxyrhynchos 1076 Palmyra
1112 Panamara 1066 Mt Parnes 526
Parosll73Pedasa569Peiraieus 6590
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Zeus (cont.)

1196 Mt Pelion31 f. 317 1161 Pellana
in Achaia 1187 Pelousion 817o
Pergainon 872 1125 1182 1191
Phaistos 10430 Pharsalos 281 f.
Pherai 271 S. 277 ff. Philadelpheia
in Lydia 6520 Phokis 61j Phrygia
1112 1125 f. 1162 Pisidia 1162
Pompeii 1189 Priansos 413<> Pythion
1114 f. 1157 Rhodes 525 Ehytion
1148 Salamis 6500(?) Salamis in
Kypros 6460£f. Salhad 1098 Samos
1027 S. 1187 Sedasa 1071 Seleukeia
on the Kalykadnos 161 Seleukeia
Pieria 8840 Selinous 1188 f. Sestos
6562 (?) Silsilis 349 Mt Skyllion 4130
Smyrna 22 Sounion 1184 Sparta 160
1162 Stratonikeia 5443 568 1066
1162 Stratos in Akarnania 1166 f.
Sympheropolis 1173 Synnada 2122
1070 Syracuse 148 Syria 890 f.
Tanagra 5670 Tarentum 1097 Te-
menothyrai 1104 Termessos (Ter-
messus Maior) 1176 Thasos 1115
1125 1181 Thebai Phthiotides 1187
Thebes in Boiotia 7623 Thebes in
Egypt 837 1131 Thera 161 (?)
Thermos in Aitolia 1184 Thespiai
1066 1070 1148 1162 1165 1187
Thessaly 525 Thraco- Phrygians 874
Thrakia Kome 880 f. Mt Tmolos 562
Mt Tomaros or Tmaros near Do-
dona 1168 Mt Tornori near Berat (?)
1168 ff. Tralleis 22 Zankle 1153 f.

Epithets: dyade 961i ' Ayafj.t/J,vuv 2697

. 1181"A7tos 945 dy\aos 1126 'Ayvos
1071 'Ayopatos 6d(rcos 1181 dOdvaros
508s dOavdruv /SturiXefo 35e aiytoxos
314 8449 866 8666 8667 867 1156
alfftpi vaiuv 7439 atfepios 1066
AWpios 1066 Alvfaios 1171 cu'oXo-
Ppovras 107s alo\6fjLop<f>os 1073 AifoXos
1073(?) 141 (?)'Airpcuosl0432'AKTcuos
68 260 317 10432 1161 dXd<rrwp 952
' AXS^yiuos or "AXSos 556 'AXe£i/ca/cos
8793 ' A/zdpios 1 1 14 ' Ayiidpios (?) =' O/j.d-
pios 1114'A^w" 8822 8840 9124 1076
1078' A/j.<j>i&paos26ty 1181 dfji</>i6a\-/)s

-- 1181 f. dVaf 5606 1066 1085 1113 <w/a£
fj.a.Kdpwv 1183 ' ATreffdvTios 1165

526 ' Airorpdiraios 1187
os 342 'ApiffTcuos 267 fif.

567o 9642 apprjv 726$
'Aff/3a/J.alos H40'A<rets 1106 f.' Acr/cX??-
7ri6s 2697 9730 1182 'Aa/cpaios 569
'Affrepios 953 954 'AcrrpaTrios 70
darpd-n-Los 21g ' Arafiijpios in Rhodes
525 1172 'Arapvpws in Sicily 525

tpios in Sympheropolis 6550

271 ff. papvKTvrros 811i BacriXei^j 524
61i 6540 Bevvets 1162 Bevvios 1162
B^ruXos 890 f. 944 BiyXos 1112
Bopeatos(?) 161 B6petos 161 944
BouXatos 1125 BouXei/j 1124 BOVO--

Zeus (cont.)
crovpiyios 1140 Bp6/x/3tos (?) 531
jSpovraios 216 Bpovruv 1160 f. Epovruv
/ecu Yiarrip 6e6s(?) 1161 TSpovruv
NeiKTjTwp Harfp (?) 1161 yaidoxos
104 AayicaVptos 1124 A(Kai6(rwos 951
Aucaibcrvvos M.tyas 951 Ai/caj Safuo-
epye Kal evvo/j.las (?) 9642 Atojuetfc
5950 Aibwffos 1126 Aios 1125 Ao-
Xtxatos 1097 f. (bibliography) Aou-
ffdp-rjs 944 Aowdpiis SWTI}/»(?) 912
Aw5wj»atos 5606 5670 9642 10-;6 1113
EiXaTrtcaa-r^s 6520 7623 EiXi?Tt(?)
7623 elpyviKos Kal iravraxov irp^os,
olos dffraaidffTov /cat o/uopootfcn/s rr^s
'EXXdSos eiriffKOTros 9632 e/c Iletcr^s
967i'EXa£ous(?) 7628'EXeu«^pioj 2122
5810 6540 1097 1130 1176 1184
1186 'EXterfs 7623 'EXXd^tos 1164 f.
'EXtf/moj 1042(?)"Ec5€i'5pos 1173 iv
'OXwTr^ 967i fv Ua\\aSl(f 6095 ef
Ai^X^s 1160 * Eira0os 990 (?) 'En-iJ/coos
6520 1160 'ETTT^KOOS 6e6s 1160
'ETTtSwras 1130 'EirLKdpiuos 912 9122
964 <?7ri RaXXaSiou 6096 'EirtrAetos
'I'tXtos 3094(2> eplySovwos 61j 'Ep/cetos
243 455 749"Bppos 261 944 'Epa-a?os
265 (?) 944 'Epu/xij 2613 'Ercupetos
963 Ei)d»'e/ios 160 f. 944 wdv^o*
147x 1472 Ei)/3ouXe(^s 312 1124
fjf>e\idr]s 7623 evfye/jios 1602 efxadiv
990'E0^(TTioj 1189 'E</)6ptoy 1183 feX-
Xdvos 104301173 f. Z/3eX6»toOpSos 1159
Z/3eX(roOp5osll59" H \tos( See Iden tific-
ations)'Hpa?os 1047 Gdfftos (See1 A-yop-
atos) Ga^Xtos 277 ff. 603 Ge^rtos
949! 9642 Geos 1095 Oedravpe (v.l. <T
raOpe) 1086 6ijj8atei}s 837 ^Xus 7266
I5atos in Crete 953 'I^w/udras 525
1153f. 'iKfoios 951 f. 963'I/^ras 952
'I/c^aws 1577 (?) 266 f. 3204 944 f/c^oj
157 944 "lKfuos 268 Ka6dp<nos 216
KaXa/ca7a^ios 1162 KaTTTrciras 884o
939ff.944Kapat6s 325114811621165
Kdptos 5695 Kdatos in Egypt 8170
1177 Kdo-tos in Korkyra 2713 Kdcrios
in Syria 334j 884011401177 K<i<rt(o)s
Swf[w»']1177KaTat|3dTi7s94271114 f.
1115 ice\aive(pfy 33 f. Kepat6s 1162
1165 Kepda-rTjs (?) 6520 Kepa^tos 70
8840 1157 Kepatvios 216 Kepawos
7439 9427 1114 Kfyaios (Kyvaios)
1166 KOIVOV dvdp&irwv Kal Trartpa Kal
fftarrjpa Kal <}>ij\aKa 9632 K6vtos (not
Kp6i'tos, nor Kaunas, nor S/cortr^s,
nor X^oi'tos) 569s 1165 KprjTayevris
551 553j 555 556 1092 KpovLdrjs 34
6330 7439 8666 1183 Kpovluv 33 f.
107i265x 1085 KT^os96411801181
KrTjirtos Harpifos 1181 /ci^Sioros 342
Ki^foos 1172 Ki^pios 1095 1098 (See
also Mdpras) Aa^o-rtos in Boiotia
and Thessaly 3210 Aa^i^o-Tios in
Thessaly 525 1080 1167 Aexedriys
990 1270 Atratos 1184 Atf/caios
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Zeus (cont.)
267 525 5800 1068 Mafetfs 1112
Mat,itdKT?/s 321fl Mdva^os 1163
Mdpvas 6 Ktipios 555 /uL^ya. 6av/j.a,
/j.ty dvdp&iroiffiv oveiap 947 Meyas
531.! 1098 (See also AiKcuotrwos) [Atyas
928 9492 neyaffeevfr 5670 9642 M^7-
toros 1160 1163 1172 (See also
Ne^ctJTijs) fj-eyiffros 342 /u^ytoTos 0e6s
1112 MetXi'xws 951 1184 1187 ff.
MeXt'xtos (= MetXi'xtos) 1188 MeX-
Xt'xtos ( = MetXtx'os) 1187 Metre/)* etos
2436 M^Xios 1172 MijXcio-ioj 323

fjniriera 5670 743 745 ^TKTT^S 7273

/j.r,Ti6cu 743 928 Mi/xai'etfj 1428 3210

5662 5670 MtXix«>s ( = MeiX^ios)
1187 1188 Moipaytrris 7214 Moptos
762 Ndtos 3204 1078 NV^etos 1191
veipeXriyeptTa 30 ff. 296 314 3210

Ne0wr?;s 6 Meyto-ros 349 NoVtos 72
1111 SeVtos 325 6530 964 1184 1189
68r,yr,T-^p U71 "OX/3tos 628 ff. 1194
1196'OXy/wios 188 236 3204 60426480

6490 7372 954 967j 1068 1107 1155
11651196'(V{pioslll4''O/u/3ptos3204
3245 (?) 525 ff. 562 8734f. 874 944 '0^6-
yvios 963"0ptos 1183"0p«os946 1147
*'Op<rt'Xoxos 990(?) opffive^s 356
'Qffoy&a 1140 ovpavov...Kpeovri 35g
Otfptos 142 ff. 944 otfptos 5670 iray-

104 IIdXa£os (?) 1140 ttavd-

o-os 260 (?) Hai/eXX^wos (? Hadrian)
4220 Havofj.(t>a?os 3204 1076 Uavdirr^
1086 irdvrapxos OeSiv 534 HavTeTr6irT7)s
1086 Trai>T6irTas o3^irai'ToTi.vdKTris2lQ
Udffios 1181 Trdrep (voc. ) 471 5670 7378

947 9496 9642 Ilar-np 9490 10607 (See
also Bpoi>Tu>v)Ha,Tp<£os 5854 9642 1125
1174 Harpfos (= Augustus) 1191
(See also KT^O-IOS) IletciX^s 1111
HeXaayiKos 560e 1113 wepiyeios 1066
noXeiaZos(?) 5758 IIoXicuos (?) 5758

noXidpxw 6540 noXietfs 317 565
570 ff. 720 755 757 963 1194 TroXu-
ve<f>e\as 358 n6Xw^os (?) 1140 Hop<f>v-
piuv (?) 555 npo/j.i)0efc (?) 1075
2a/3elfios 87412 SaXa^tos (?) 6480
6490 Sdpan-ts 9730 aeiffix6uv 21
Si^aXeos 2676 S/ci)Xtos 4130 1148
SKtfXXios 413041404160114820X1/^6^
1176 S7rdXa|os 1140 2ir\ayxi'OT6/*os
652o SrpaTijY^s 148 Zi/Kacrtos 1184
crxfOK^aXos 32s SaxriTroXts 239j
599(3) 6047 2wr^/, 563 5759 6540

6590 1163 1177 1181 1184 1196 (See
also Aovffdprji) fftarrip 357 fapyvrivbs
65106520 TeXetos 609 94816949010607

feXecriovpyos 1192 Tepd<rTtos 939
T/idptos 1168 rbv /3iov KO.I fw^s Kai
ffVfj.irdvTwv doTrjpO, TWV dyadwv 9632

TOU KO.T CLffTpO. ZT)v6s 1112 fpf(pWVLOS

or Tpotpibvios 2697 1182 Tpoiraio<f>6pos
1117 1po<p6vios 1182 (See also

toy) rvpavvos 1102'Tertos 319i

Zeus (cor;*.)
3204 531 561 ff. 5615 873 944
4732"T7/s ('T7?s?) 873 f. 944 'Twa
1177"T7raTos 531 945 9642 tyl
743g v\f/i/j.^8uv 1115 v\j/u>e<f>r)s 357

"TV'WTos 9394 945 1162 ff. 4>aXa«-p6s
(^dXa/cpos) 3210<l>d77'tos 1126 ^etStaKis
966 *iX(os 951 963 1189 1191 (Seealso
'ETrireXeios) 0£Xo<r 3174 3192 $i)|tos
963 0in-dXios 216 *urios 1071 XaXdf-
tos 944 XaXdftos Scifwi' 880 f.
*Xeipoy6vos 99o (?) xpvff6/j^op<f>o^ 456o
'ftpo/j.dff§r)s 951

Festivals: Bouphonia (See .Rites: ^ov-
(pbvia) Dia 3204 Diisoteria 5759 Atos
^oOs (See Rites) Dipolieia 317 574 ff.

Rites: poyyia 563 povfavia 570 576 ff.
873 Atos jSods 564 Atos Kibdiov 6027
1081 6 did K6\TTov 0e6s 7756 human
sacrifice to lupiter Hospes (Zeus
Xenios) at Amathous in Kypros 6530

human sacrifice to Zeus at Lyttos
525 human sacrifice to Zeus in
Kypros 6520 human sacrifice to Zeus
Atabyrios in Eh odes and Sicily 525
human sacrifice to Zeus Ithomdtas
in Messene 525 human sacrifice to
Zeus Kretagenes (Marnas) at Gaza
554 f. human sacrifice to Zeus
Laphystios in Thessaly and Boiotia
525 human sacrifice to ZeusL^fcazos
in Arkadia 267 525 1068 human
sacrifice to Zeus Ombrios at Elis
267 525 f. libation of honey to Zeus
Endendros in Paros 1173 monthly
banquet in sanctuary of Zeus
Hypsistos 1163 procession of goat
leading priest 569 procession of rain-
makers clad in sheep-skins 31 f . 68 f.
rain-magic 314 ff. sacrifice of bull
to Zeus filbios 630 sacrifice of bull,
ram, he-goat, boar etc. to Zeus
Hyetios, according to wealth of
donor 318 563 sacrifice of ox
representing Zeus Polieus 606
sacrifice of ox to Zeus Soter 22
sacrifice of pig to Zeus Heraws 1047
sacrifice of sixty rams to (Zeus)
Machaneus 5662 sacrifice of sheep to
Zeus Hdrios 1183 sacrifice of she-
goat to Zeus in Crete 1110 sacrifice
of self-chosen goat 569 sacrifice of
self-chosen ox 581 ff. sacrifice of
white bull by Bektashi monks on
Mt Tomori near Berat 1171
v8po<f>6poi pour water over axe and
knife at Dipolieia 317 583 604

Priests : P. Aelius Aristeides 872 dp-

1112 dpxiepfvs fteyas 642\
589 f . (?) fiovTt-iros 585 ff . at Corycian
Cave 651 o pov<f>6t>os 583 586 fa/c6/>os
155i 1552 lepers 155j 1552 iepefis Sid
(liov 1176 /cXeidoCxos 155j of Zeus Iv
HaXXadlp drawn from Bouzygai 609
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of Zeus Teleios drawn from Bou-
zygai 609 ro/aoOpot (rbfj-ovpoi) 1168
vTro(f>7JTai 1168 Qaidpuvrai 967

Priestesses: v5po<f>6poi 583 603
Worshippers: 'Ep/mi<rrcd, 'ATroXXwi'tacr-

rai, Ho<rfidwi>ia.<TTa.i 155 iepodov\oi.
6480

Personated by Aeolian kings 141
Alexander the Great 5400 alytarch
of Olympian games at Antiocheia
on the Orontes 5623 Antiochos i of
Kommagene 951 (?) Antoninus Pius
1130 Augustus 1125 1191 Caligula
969j Caracalla 376 Commodus 376
dead man 3004 (2> Demetrios Polior-
ketes 1115 Domitian 37e early Greek
kings 733 Epopeus (?) 1112 Geta 376
hierophant 3010(3) Ixion 141 Keyx
141 Nero 1117 'Perikles 325 664
Pisthetairos 21 59 f. priestly king
at Stratonikeia 568 (?) Eoman
emperors 537o 537x Salmoneus 141
Trajan (?) 1191

Myths: adoption of Dionysos by
simulated birth from himself 89i
adoption of Herakles by simulated
birth from Hera 89i Aiolos 106 f.
Aix 839e 8400 Amphion 542 as infant
entrusted by Ehea to Themis, by
Themis to Amaltheia, by Amaltheia
to her goat 8396 as infant guarded
by sword-dance of Kouretes and
Korybantes 1070 Asterie 984 f. at
first tries in vain to learn Pro-
metheus' secret 740 f. at last

. succeeds in learning Prometheus'
secret 741 bestows his intended bride
Thetis upon Peleus 741 f. birth of
Dionysos 79 ff. blinds Lykourgos,
s. of Dryas 2288 born on Mt Tmolos
562 carries off Hera from Euboia to
Boiotia 1042 cleaves cloud in Crete
and so produces Athena 727 comes
to ' anchorage' at Hermione 1043

consorts with a succession of
seven wives listed by Hesiod as

Metis, Themis, Eurynome,
Demeter, Mnemosyne, Leto, Hera
744j Aigina d. of Asopos 1121 f.
Alkmene 506 ff. 518 Antiope 467
469 6153 Danae 455 ff. 518 944
Demeter 3010(s) 744^^ Deo or
Demeter 6153 Europe 469 6153
Eurynome 7441(3) Ge Themis 949
Hera 35 58 65 111 lllj 180 744! (7)
1025 ff. Himalia 477 518 lo 6153
Leda 462i 467 469 Leto 7441(6) 1042
Metis 744j Q) Mnemosyne 744i (5)
Myrike 1111 Othreis 246 Pasiphae
6153 Selene 179 f. 1111 Themis
744j (2) 1064 f.

contends with Poseidon for
Aigina 751i courts Hera for three
hundred vears 1025 creates the

Zeus (cont.)
world anew inside himself 745 de-
poses Kronos 966 Dionysos sewn up
in thigh of Zeus 79 Aids awArri 35
180 924 1065 Ai6s 0a/coi /cai ireaffoi
(^iJ4>ot) 600(4) 757i division of the
world between the sons of Kronos 34
drinks of Nile and begets Ares 3443
Endymion 74 expelled in infancy
by Kronos 1187 extinguishes pyre
by timely rain 506 ff. fights with
Typhon 1910 flays the goat Amal-
theia and wears its skin 839 flings
Hephaistos down to Lemnos 235
Ganymedes 469 955? 981 f. gets aigis
from Hephaistos 866 f. Gigantes
7922 966 gives cup to Alkmene 507,-,
hangs up Hera with dkmones
fastened to her feet 924 head cleft
by Hephaistos 660 f. head cleft by
Hermes 661 head cleft by Palamaon
661 head cleft by Prometheus 661
hidden from Kronos in Crete 953
lasion 75 f. lo 631 ff. 1082 Ixion 74 f.
leaps upon Phanes and swallows
him 745 lends aigis to Apollon 3143
lends thunderbolt to Athena 868
Leucadian rock 941j Metis 567o

nursed by Hyades (?) 1082
Meteres in Crete 225j Peleiades (?)
1082

nurtured by bears 953 doves 975
prince slain by wild boar and

buried in Crete 1070 rains am-
brosia at birth of Dionysos 477 500
rains blood before battle between
Achaeans and Trojans 478 rains
blood before death of Sarpedon the
Lycian 323 478 rains blood before
single fight between Herakles and
Kyknos 478 f. rains golden snow at
birth of Athena 477 670 719 rains
golden snow at wooing of Alkmene
477 507 rains stones to help Herakles
fighting Ligurians 483 492 rains
wine etc. in Utopia 500 Salmoneus
141 966 Semele 823 swallows Metis
727s 728 743 f. 942 swallows Phanes
745 942 taught by Cretan Olympos
3210 threatens to flog Hera 924
Titanes 4780 839 966 Typhoeus 6153
Typhon 1135 visits Hera clande-
stinely 1025 f. woos Thetis 741 f.

Metamorphosed into Amphitryon 507 f.
bull 469 615 ff. 628 cash 466 f. coins,
chains, rings, trinkets 467 cuckoo
636 1043 dew 180 261 eagle 981
1122 (?) Eros 974 1129 golden rain
455 golden snow 477 518 rain 477
Satyr 467 469 1111 swan 636 467 469

Genealogy: s. of Kronos 34 ancestor
of Dana'ides 142 reputed f. of
Aethlios the s. of Aiolos 107 f. of
Apollon and Artemis by Leto 744KB)
f. of Ares after drinking of Nile 3443
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f. of Athena by Metis 744j d) adopts
Athena, d. of Poseidon by lake
Tritonis 128! f. of Basileia (?) 606(2)
f. of Britomartis by Hekate (?) 5444
f. of Charites 955 f. of the Charites
(Agla'ia, Euphrosyne, Thalia) by
Eurynome 744^3) f. of Dike by
Themis 823 f. of the first three
Dioskouroi (Tritopatreus, Euboul-
eus, Dionysos) by Persephone 120
f. of Erichthonios by Ge 236 f. of
Hebe, Ares, Eileithyia by Hera
744! (7) f. of Hebe 724 f. f. of Herakles
by Alkmene w. of Amphitryon 506
f. of Herakles by Hera 920(?) f. of
Herse 261 f. of Herse by Selene 179 f.
f. of the Horai (Eunomia, Dike,
Eirene) and the Moirai (Klotho,
Lachesis, Atropos) by Themis
744i(2> f. of lasion by Elektra 7?4
f. of Megaros (Megareus) 1165 f. of
Meilichos by Myrike 1111 f. of
Meliteus by nymph Othre'is 246
f. of Minos and Bhadamanthys by
Europe 627j f. of Minos, Sarpedon,
and Bhadamanthys by Europe 6280
f. of the Muses by Mnemosyne
744ns) f. of Persephone by Demeter
744j(4) f. of Perseus by Danae 455
f. of Sarpedon the Lycian 478 f.
of Spartaios, Kronios, Kytos by
Himalia 4780 f. of Tantalos 4170

Functions: agriculture 526 f. air 180
3222 aither 10465 ancient king 120
chthonian 3094(2) 1160 (?) clouds
30 ff. 943 1171 common Father and
Saviour and Keeper of mankind
963 974 contriver 5670 cosmic lord
948 creator of the universe 964 974
1179 dew 165 ff. 236 261 ff. 261T
265 944 earthquakes 1 ff. 20 ff. 943
1163 etesian winds 142 266 favouring
wind 141 ff. fertility 656 fire 234
fire in heaven 234 foam 272 ff.
giver of himself to men 961 giver
of livelihood and life and all good
things 963 guardian of tMmistes
949 hail 868 875 ff. head of Hellenic
pantheon 943 honey-dew 500 law
of nature 950 magician 31 5670
743 marriage-god 609 94816 10607
meteorites 881 ff. 944 mills 1125
mind of man 950 moon 943 north
wind 161 not ab initio the husband
of Hera 744X 1025 1065 oaths (See
witness of oaths) orders the con-
stellations 1112 pantheistic 745 947
1129 patron of arts 567o patron
of law and order 949 peace and
harmony 963 protector of the
bloodguilty 951 protector of bound-
aries 1183 protector of suppliants
and strangers 951 f. providence 946
1197 rain 31 284 ff. 314 ff. 319 ff.

Zeus (cont.)
451 ff. 525 601 f. 868 873 f. 944 sky
942 943 sky-god 943 1092 stars 943
953 storm 65 storm-winds 868 sun
943 945 953 1071 the supreme
spirit 728 (?) transition from sky
to sky-god 943 tyrant 1102 universe
or universal soul 727 weather 519
943 welfare 630 west wind 162 whirl-
winds 162 f. wind 103 ff. 157 944
(See also etesian winds, favouring
wind, north wind, storm-winds,
west wind, whirlwinds) witness of
oaths 24510 946 1140 1148

Etymology: 320 (?) 3220(?) 746 (?)
9471 (?)

Attributes: aigis 314 533ff. Athena
548 chiton 628 chlamys 5170 cock
10430 corn-ears 1126 double axe
604 f. eagle 571 573 elephant 545 ff.
globe 1112 golden bay (?)-wreath
464 grapes 1125 f. long sceptre 36
464 543 548 Nike 3210 nimbus 36
oak-tree 52210(?) 568 5«9 881 (?)
oak-wreath 36 537 f. 871i 1033 (?)
1191 olive-wreath 6852(?) owl 794
palm 545 f. panther 569s phidle
676p plough 1125 pomegranate 8170
radiate nimbus 1112 reddish violet
himdtion 464 sceptre tipped with
eagle 1040 10484 1057 1060 sceptre
tipped with forepart of winged horse
665s sceptre tipped with Janiform
head 686 sceptre tipped with ram's
head 665] short sceptre 6490 snake
1159 spear 214 1147 sword 1142
throne with back ending in swan's
head 6672 throne with seat resting
on small carved figure or group 667<>
thunderbolt 36 926 945 f. thyrsos 6852
two snakes 1184 two thunderbolts
946 veil 880 1033 wedding-ring 1033
winged thunderbolt 465

Types: argos Kthos 939i 941 as a bull
bearing off Europe 615 ff. as a bull
emerging from sea 980 as conceived
by Alexander the Great 9336 beard-
less 6380(?) 1155 birth of Dionysos
on bullae 880 birth of Dionysos on
coin 880 birth of Dionysos on mirrors
865 birth of Dionysos in reliefs 884(1 f.)
birth of Dionysos on vases 802(,s-6)
Borghese head 1154 f. bovine 656
bronze statue from Artemision (?)
1151 ff. bust holding grapes and
corn-ears 1125 f. bust shouldering
thunderbolt or sceptre 542 bust
with eagle on right shoulder 1160
bust with large garland round head
1160 carrying infant Dionysos 1107
colour of hair 1066 Dionysiac (See
Assimilated to Dionysos) driving
chariot 1076 enthroned en face
676(3) enthroned with globe as foot-
stool 948Eukleides of Athens 1107f.
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fair-haired 36 Falerio 535 537 fight-
ing Centaur 1142 fighting Giant 84410
8450 -fighting Porphyrion 534 1148
fighting Typhon (?) 1910 1142 head
in Hermitage 9644head from Mylasa
964 head at Vienna 9644 Hellenistic
cameos 537 f. holding lots (?) 1181
horned head with long rough hair
655q 656? Hybristas 1150 in arch- (
aistic relief from Thasos 1155 f. in '
archaistic reliefs of the Twelve
Gods 1055 fi. in chariot drawn by two
eagles 324 830 1136 in labour 823 in
labour, helped by Eileitbyiai 662 ff.
infant 5566 infant seated on globe
surrounded by stars 948 Jacobsen
head 9644 Kyrene 534 f. Leochares
570 573 like Alexander the Great
540o marble statuette at Lyons 1155
obscene (?) 1027s on horseback 568
Otricoli 5380 9644 pantheistic 1129
Pheidias 954 ff. 1155 1196 Pheidias'
masterpiece, as described by Dion
Chrysostomos 961 ff. Pompeii 5380
pot 1114 pre-Pheidiac cult-image at
Olympia (?) 9584 9590 pre-Pheidiac
figure of Zeus Lykaios 1155 f. pro-
gressive senescence 739s pursuit of
Aigina d. of Asopos 1121 f. reclining
amid clouds 36 recumbent with
globe and sceptre on eagle's back
1112 riding in bridal procession
with Hera 389i seated beside Hera
as bridegroom and bride 1027 f.
seated between Ganymedes and
eagle 469 seated between two bulls
with thunderbolt 1097 seated on
cloud 37 f. 39 seated on rocky throne
1033 seated on throne with Sphinx as
arm-rest 1034 1035 1036! seated
towards left (unusual) 667 6703 686
seated towards right (usual) 663 ff.
seated with Athena seated beside
him 1049i seated with Athena in
his right hand and long sceptre and
palm in his left 548 seated with
Athena standing on his knees 663
681 ff. seated with Diony sos standing
on his knees 6852 seated with eagle
in hand 694! seated with gesture of
prophylaxis and long sceptre 548 f.
seated with Hekate in his right hand
and spear or long sceptre in his left
544 seated with Hera seated behind
him 1048 seated with Hera seated
beside him 1048 f. seated with Hera
seated en echelon 1053 seated with
Hera seatedfacinghim 1049 ff. seated
with Hestia seated facing him 1050o
1065 seated vfithphidle in right hand,
sceptre in left, and owl before or
beside him 794 seated with sceptre in
easy attitude 1053 seated with sceptre
in right hand and eagle on left 6954

Zeus (cont.)
seated with thunderbolt in lowered
right hand and sceptre in raised
left 657 ff. seated yet hurling
thunderbolt 1136 semi-bovine 656
standing beside cone of Aphrodite
Pupliia 6500 standing in attitude of
oriental slackness 542 standing in
front of standing Athena 1057
standing to front with brandished
thunderbolt and sceptre 542 stand-
ing to right, nude, with lowered
bolt 571 f. standing to right, nude,
with lowered bolt and phidle (?)
held over altar 572 f. standing with
gesture of prophylaxis and long
sceptre 543 standing with Hekate
in his right hand and spear or long
sceptre in his left 544 standing with
kdlathos on head and Mt Argaios in
left hand 1177 standing with phidle
in right hand, short sceptre in left,
and eagle on wrist 649o standing
with thunderbolt and sceptre 540 ff.
striding to left with thunderbolt
and aigis 532 f. striding to right,
nude, with brandished bolt 570 f.
striding to right with bolt and bird
1150 1157 Stroganoff bust 1174
surrounded by zodiac9481112 tauro-
morphic 630 wears aigis in Homer
and once on an Ionian vase, but
not again till Hellenic gives place
to Hellenistic art 867 winged 1129
with bovine horns 630 with brow
furrowed by thought 946 with dark
hair but grey beard 669 733 with
eagle on head 46 with head radiate
541i 542 546 548 with oak-wreath
and aigis on Alexandrine and later
cameos 537 f. 1191 1194 with rain
falling from his hand 323 f. with
ram's horns and kdlathos on head
9124 with ram's horns and solar disk
on head 9124 with the features of
Augustus 1191 with white hair 7335
7340 1078 wreathed with oak 871i
youthful 464 466 (?) 550 556 youth-
ful figure holding pomegranate 817o

Identified with Adad 945 Amen-Ea
882a 945 Ammon 945 Aramaean
god 'Qapiu 8840 Aristaios 267 f.
270Ba'al-hamman 945 Ba'al-samin
945 Ba'al'Zaphon 1177 the Devil
6550(?) Dike 951 Dionysos 1126
Dousares 912 Helios 1071 Indra 531
540 545 Jehovah 945 Marnas 551
553i 555 Mithras 945 Neilos 348 f.
524 1077 Nomos 951 Mt Olympos
3210rain 451 f. Eamman 945 Eoman
emperors (See Personated by) Saba-
zios 945 Sarapis 945 Tarku 6510
Themis 951

Assimilated to Dionysos 6852
Associatedwith Aphrodite 1086 Apollon
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Zeus (cont.)

1160 f. 1174 Astarte IlaAcuiTTiVi; and
Aphrodite Qvpavia 1526153 f. Athena
872 f. Athena Zucrreipia 5670 Athena
Maxavis 5662 Demeter 1124 Demeter
and Kore 1124 Demos 6540 Enhodia
279 f. Gaia 5268 (?) Ge and Helios
1184 Hekate 5443 5444 1066 Helios
1184 Hera 745 958 Hermes 1071
Hestia 10500 1052J1125 Kybele and
Attisll74Livial078(?)Milichiell87
Moirai 7214 Muses 1165 Poseidon
and Hades 6 1157 (?) Sarapis 1148
Thetis 742 f.

Compared icith Christ 954 Hades 1189
vovs 7472 Uther 5092 Ziu 165

ContrastedwithPhei&iaaain.dl'olykleitos
964

In relation to boar 1148 Charites 1057
Dike 949 ff. Diomos 5950 Eros 1129
Hera 6330 Horai 1057 Jehovah 1177
Moirai 1057 oaths 1148 Pandrosos
260 f. Poseidon 20 the problem of
evil 974 Prometheus 1075 rain 319ff.
Skylla 1148 wren 524

Supersedes a proto-Hellenic mountain
divinity 7306 Poseidon 21

Superseded by Abbas Ali(?) 1168 ff. St
Athanasios (?) 1187 St Constantine
1166 St Elias 1167 Gordios 1162
Hephaistos 188 St Michael 2772(?)

accouchement of 662 ff. amours of
467 469 948 baityloi dedicated to
889 belt of 1167 (?) birth of, as dance-
theme 935s blue-black eyebrows of
1066 chronique scandaleuse of 948
clouds of 35 cups inscribed AIOS
SfiTHPOS 1184 decline in worship
of 966 earliest representation of
1192 (?) eye of 1071 finger of,
inscribed IlavTdpicris ica\6s 955-j (?)
fleece of 1081 garden of 746 1062
gold tresses stolen from head of Zeus
Olympios 969 cp. 966 goodness of
961 guild of Zeus Hypsistos in Egypt
1163 f. horses of 10644 in Orphic
theogony 1177 ff. in the plural
(Zaz-es) 1130 in the plural (Zfjves)
1130 jar of 108 jars of 1181 largest
extant statue of 558 list of Zeus-
cults in or near Athens 1196 love to-

Zeus (cont.)
wards 1189 love-gifts of 6380 miracle
of Zeus Pandmaros 1066 moral stab-
ility of 948 ff. name of, misspelt by
Megarian (?) vase-painter 671s
nuptial bed of 59 603 nurturing dews
of 265! 603 on the theologeion 5183
rain the child of 322 rain the seed
of 451 ff. rain the tears of 322 f. rain
the urine of, passed through sieve
333 rain as ' Zeus-drops'(Ata i^a/ais)
451 rain as 'Zeus-water' (Ztfviov
V5wp) 3220 4516 rays of 1066 1077
road of 51o 946 cp. 974 scale of
Pheidias' statue at Olympia criti-
cised 965 scales of 1150 sceptre of
45 58 1184 sickle of 1135 sneeze of
662j(?) 732 (?) spear of 214 593
statue of Zeus Olympios struck by
lightning 968 statue of Zeus Olym-
pios removed to Byzantion 969 f.
statue of Zeus Olympios finally
burnt in the Lauseion 970 surviving
influence of the statue of Zeus
Olympios 970 superannuation of
739 ff. tablets of 950! teachers of
3210 (Olympos) 3232 (Korybantes)
tears of 322 323 3232 temple of, at
Salamis in Kypros, called Aibs aff<f>d-
\eia 6460f. thdmistes of 9492 throne
of, at Olympia 956i tomb of, at
Anogeia 1070 tomb of, on Mt Juktas
1173 tomb of, near Mt Tmolos(?)
5623 touch of, restores lo 6330 trum-
pet of 7294 ubiquity and helpfulness
of 947 974 vicissitudes experienced
by statue of Zeus Olympios 967 ff.
waggon of 1162 (?) whip of 1160
will of 947 world-significance of
973 f.

Zeus, the planet 342
Zeusis, a Lydianised form of Zeus 1128
Zio See Ziu
Ziu

Personated by Commodus 1100
Function: whirlwind 1633 164 f. (?)
Compared with Zeus 165

Zizyma, dedication to IYCO AIONYCCO
at 1126

Zoroastres 1115
Zywye, the Old Slavonic cuckoo-god 640

C. III. So



Fig. 932.

Zeus Olympics
on a bronze coin of Athens
(Brit. Mus. Cat. Coins Attica
p. 104 no. 754 pi. 18, 4, E.
Beule Les monnaies iCAthenes
Paris 1858 p. 396 fig., Imhoof-
Blumer and P. Gardner Num.
Comm. Paus. iii. 137 f- pi. BB, 4,
J. N. Svoronos Les monnaies
d''Athenes Munich 1923—1926
pi. 92, i Athens, 2 London)
representing the chryselephan-
tine copy of Pheidias' statue set
up by Hadrian in the Olympieion

(Paus. r. r8. 6).
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Abaddir as name of Kronos' stone 936
as name of Mauretanian god 937o
etymology of 9376

Abata of Tritopatreis 114 of Zeus Katai-
bdtes 1115

Abbott, G. F. 25?! 289 292
Abercromby, Hon. J. 4464
Accouchement 663
Adcock, F. E. 1883 1140
Addison, J. 466g
Adler, Fran 5695 871i
Adoption, primitive, by pretended birth

from father 89j
Adyta of Athena at Pellene 2383 of Bel

at Palmyra 1159 of Marnas at Gaza 553
of Orpheus at Lesbos 100 of Zeus at
Nemea 1083 ff.

Aer 68 161 7266
Aetites, the eagle's stone 7922
Agnus cast/us as antiaphrodisiac 1031 as

aphrodisiac 1031 flogging of slave at
Chaironeia with rods of 1031s flogging
of Spartan youths with rods of 10315
statue of Artemis at Ephesos made of
968j (?) statue of Asklepios Agnitas at
Sparta made of 10304 the willow of
Hera at Samos 1028 f. young married
couples in Greece wear wreath of
1032J (?)

Agrenon 1121
Agriculture as an evocatio of earth-powers

to help farmer 2020f. deities of 526 f.
561 f.

Agyieus-pillars 1120
Aigis of primitive pre-warlike Athena

189J (?) of Athena 837 ff. of Athena a
skin-cape either scaly or feathered as
being the exuviae of her former animal
self, either Snake or Owl 837 ff. 842
844 866 of Athena as shield 8433 of
Athena decorated with sun (?), moon,
and stars 805 of Athena derived from
fringed goat-skins of Libyan women
838 f. (?) 8413 (?) of Athena transferred
to Zeus 866 f. of rustic a cloak of goat-
skin 837io 841j shaken by Zeus causes
storm 314 taken by priestess of Athena
to home of newly married couple 2252
8413 worn and used by Apollon 866

Aither in relation to aer 68 943 equated
with Athena 727 728 Hera suspended
by Zeus in 924 wraith made of 78

Aithyia as form of Athena 782 f. as light-
ning-bird 792 f.

Akmon924:S.
Akroteria, disks in terra cotta as 1074

groups in terra cotta as 1186
Alfoldi, A. 9730
Alford, Miss V. 1080 1090 1130
Alibantes 3693
Allcroft, A. H. 1120
Allegory 2278 235 f. 4180 452 726 ff. 747
Allen, T. W. 1413
Allinson, F. G. 10477
Altar and base in earliest Artemision at

Ephesos 1138 approached by two
snakes 10622(1) as object of cult 1091 f.
at Delos called evee/Suv /3w/j.6s 5932
octagonal, at Flki or Fakye 1095 of
Aphrodite 'Epv/dvy 'covered with dew
and fresh grass' 174 of Apollon at Delos
1087 1172 of Apollon Delphinios at
Dreros 1087 of Dis in Tarento 1115 of
Elagabalos at Emesa 9020 of Liber
Pater in Thrace 1118 of Mater deum
on Tiber-side 895 f. of Venus 518 of
Zeus Herkeios at Athens 749 759 of
Zeus Litaws at Nikaia 1184 of Zeus
Meilichios at Hiera Syke 1184 of Zeus
Polieus at Athens 573 755 757 1194
taurobolic 662 with remains of last
offering on it 10622(2)

Altars, combination of trdpeza with bomos
5800 horned in Delos etc. 1091 of
Dionysos 580o of Zeus Lykaios 5800 of
Zeus Polieus 5800 in Erechtheion 2133
758 f. on bastion of Athena Nike 1196

Altheim, F. 1112 f. 1147
Alviella, Count Goblet d' 3020(.5)
Aly, W. 4140 1092
Amann, J. 1179
Amazonomachy 955 956 f.
Amber, double axes of 1143
Amber routes 1136 f.
Ambrosia, etymology of 497 identified with

honey 496 f. brought by doves to Zeus
975 given by Ganymedes to eagle 981 f.
rained by Zeus at birth of Dionysos
477 500

Amelung, W. 5371 6893 1036! 1060
Amethyst cameo 8513 in hail-charm 876
Amphisbaina 7654
Amphithales 1181
Amulets 5380765f. 1142

80-2
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Ancey, G. 732 1179
Anchor, leaden, inscribed Zeus Kd(n(o)s

SciftH 1177
Ancilia 9035
Anderson, J. G. C. 1140
Androgynous deities, Egyptian, Greek,

Semitic, etc. 1146 Phanes 745 Zeus
(Zei)s apprjv, Zeus 6fj\vs) 726<;

Anemos, a synonym of the Devil 164
Angelini, C. 351
Animal names given to priests and priest-

esses 1082 f.
Animals dreaded and appeased after death

600(6) formerly neither sacrificed nor
eaten 590

Animal-skin as cloak in peace and shield
in war 841j cp. 983 retained by anthro-
pomorphic deity as covering charged
with animal-virtues 837 worn by
worshippers 1104 wrapped round effigy
of Athena 841 (?)

Animism 2279 942 943
Ankh as man's girdle-tie 8330 as sandal-

straps 8330 as sign of procreation
8330

Ankylometes 9287
Antefixes with head of lo 6350 with head

of Zeus Amman 1076 with horned head
surmounted by wheel 1074 (?)

Anthropogony of Hesiod 481 of Orphists
481 (?)

Anthropomorphic and theriomorphic
representations of deity simply juxta-
posed 831

Anthropomorphic conception of Athena
. emerges gradually from ornithomorphic

conception 794 deity retains old animal-
skin as covering charged with animal-
virtues 837

Anthropomorphic superior to therio-
morphic representations of deity 962

Antithetic grouping of animal figures in
Mesopotamian, Cretan, and later art
1122

Ants transformed into men (Myrmidones)
6082

-aos, -aus, as suffix in Illyrian names 3648
Aparche of young potter 787
Aparchal due to Demeter Chloe at Athens

1780 stored in underground granaries
at Eleusis 3010(4) See also First-fruits

Aphlaston 1590 1177
Aplestos pithos, the holed jar in Hades

into which the souls of the uninitiated
must empty their broken pitchers 3996

Apotheosis by caldron 1080 1104 by eagle
1097 by lightning 1080 1114 by water
1370 298 1076

Apotropaiu 1587 1588 2550f. 5380 765 f.
802 ff. 822 835 846 921 1119

Apple as love-gift 269j as ' orb of dominion'
1067

Apples, bough of golden, given by Ge to
Hera 1064 of Hesperides 1019 (See
also Apple-tree) of immortality 1170 f.

Apple-juice impregnates Phanuel's thigh
970(5)

Apple-tree as conventional background
617o in south-European folk-tales 420y
of Hesperides 1064 (See also Apples)
of silver in Celtic mythology 4200 4210
on Mt Tornori near Berat 1170 f.

Aquaelicium 4329
Aquae manale. aquimanile, aquiminarium

435 1194
.-ar- as suffix in pre-Greek names 1111

1113
Ara Albani 1060 f. Borghese 1057 f. Capi-

tolina 933 f.
Arbois de Jubainville, H. d' 367o
Arch, triumphal, its original character

and purpose 1131 (bibliography)
Argeiphontes 1132
Ark inscribed NOE on coins of Apameia

in Phrygia 528 f.
Arndt, P.6893
Arrhephoroi 165 ff. route taken by, at

Athens 1688
Art-type of combat modified to express

litigation 754 presupposes definite
belief and often definite cult 668
presupposes some warrant in earlier
literature or art and may ultimately
be traced back to remote religious
conception (e.g. Hellenistic deity in
chariot drawn by sacred animals,
Hellenic deity riding on sacred animal,
Anatolian deity standing on sacred
animal) 831

Arvanitopoullos, A. S. 277 279 f. 1080 1114
1157 1161

Ashby, T. 435 4440 4442 4444 1172
'Asherim in relation to Massebhoth 910 cp.

1092
Ashmole, B. 9683
Ash-tree of Odhin's steed, Yggdrasil 4040
Ash-trees, men of Bronze Age sprung from

481
Asphodel 416
Ass, of Vesta 10622(D sacrificed to the

Winds at Tarentum 105 f.
Asses sacrificed to Apollon among the

Hyperboreoi 106^ skins of, made into
bags to catch wind 105

Astragalomantem 1157
Astrology at Alexandreia 3460 cp. 9134 9140

in early Greece 1112
Athanulus, clay vessel, perhaps fetish of

Athena 1918
Atkinson, B. F. C. 72 80 1646 3648 74851173
Aubrey, J. 7380
Audin, A. 896 8963
Aust, E. 1155
'Autocastration' 1174
Autran, C. 1141
Avezou, C. 1134 1162
Axe, double, Mesopotamian prototype of

1138 of flint 9263 of bronze 9263 in
relation to Labyrinth 1141 (biblio-
graphy) in post-Cretan times 1138 from
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Axe, double (cont.)

Athens with Hallstatt decoration 605
1076 1145 f. in mosaic at Olynthos 1073
on coins of Tenedos 7892 of Daidalos
1111 of Epeios 1141 f. of Hephaistos 125-{
200 235 477 670 729 738 of Ikaros 111!
of Kronos 200 of Prometheus 1253 729
of Sethlans 678 (1) of Tereus 1147 of Zeus
604 f. as lineal ancestor of double lance
(\d(3pvs > Georgian lahvari) 1141

Axes, double, of amber 1143 of bronze
1143 of bronze with incised designs
1143 ff. of gold 1143 carried by priest
of Bellona 1142 imbedded in columns
1138 on capital of Iberian column
1138

Axe, holy 661
of the Bouphonos at Athens tried and

acquitted 583 ff. of Hermes 661 of
Sopatros 590 of Thaulon 596

small, from Caister-by-Norwich 1147
of Essene neophytes 1141

Axes of copper 1143 of silver 1143
Axe of stone ending in forepart of panther

1192
Axes backed by a bull 1142 blood-stained,

in hail-charm 878 with animal heads
1142

Axe-hammer of blue or green stone 1142 f.
with Sumerian inscription 9263

Axe-shaped pendants from Benin etc. 1146
Axe-worship 1070
Axis of universe 946 974
Axones 1183 f.
Aymard, A. 1114

Babelon, E. 802 1092
Bachelors after death bring sand from the

Rhone in holed baskets 426g
Bachofen, J. J. 89X 990
Bachtin, N. 1161 1167
Bachtin, Mrs N. 1167
Bacon, Miss J. E. 3603 978 1117
Bachtold-Staubli, H. 5030
Baethgen, E. 132^
Bagnani, G. 535j
Bahrfeldt, M. 802
Bailey, H. W. 916], 9253
BaUyloi or Baitylia as described by

Damaskios 887 ff. 898 not sacred stones
in general 887 holy stones endowed
with the power of self-motion 887
either smallish meteorites or neolithic
implements believed to have fallen from
heaven 892 identified with meteorites
892j invented by Ouranos 887 dedicated
to Kronos, Zeus, Helios, etc. 889
connected with baite (?) 898] in relation
to Bethel (?) 891

Bdkchoi 7230 7240
Baker-Penoyre, J. ff. 1155
Balanos, N. 8133 8140 1196
Baldwin, Miss A. 2617
Balfour, H. 1137
Bancroft, H. H. 475

Baptism, Christian, compared with Eleu-
sinian bathe 297 f.

Barbazan,E. 5013
Barbedette, L. 1117
Baring-Gould, S. 980(6) SSSj 4723 52341013

1102
Barley, gold ears of, from grave near

Syracuse 307o
Barnes, J. 4200
Barnett, L. D. 1110
Barnett, R. D. 1068
Base, the Chigi 1122
Bases, distyle, at Delphoi 1131
Basket as cradle of Erichthonios 248 as

cradle of Tithonos 248 Cabiric 993 of
Europe 619i 1092

Baskets, ritual, containing sexual emblems
993 (?) ritual, of Arrhephoroi 1660(?)
See also Kdlathos

Bassett, S. E. 2617
Bates, Oric 1077
Bates, W. N. 1112 1121
Bath, bridal 2243(?) 370 ff. 388 f. 3920 396

chthonian 393
Bathing in the sea as a rain-charm 1193
Baudrillart, A. Sllj
Bay-branch 99
Bay-tree of Apollon 269i
Bay-wreath 99 with three medallions 1142
Bayfield, M. A. 1065
Beads, Mesopotamian, in shape of double

axe 1138
Beans represent testicles 10320
Bean-field, idol thrown into, at Malta 1031;
Beanstalk, Jack and the 1117
Bear as substitute for Iphigeneia 233! boy

killed by 1124 Candlemas 1130 Megisto
(= Kallisto) metamorphosed into 484 in
myth of Polyphonte572 Springtime 1130

'Bears,' human 1080
Bears' fat in hail-charm 878
Bear-mask 1068
Beazley, J. D. 1844 2020 6684 669 684 f.

686 f. 702 ff. 710 7974 8073 9316 1053
1111 1118 1132

Bechtel, F. 950 283 2892
Beck, L. 9194 923! 924X
Becker, W. A. 490
Bee guides hero in folk-tale from Syra 977
Bees as souls 1183 feed Meliteus 246

procreation of, from buried ox 1901
settle on lips of infant Platon 2650

'Bees,' human 1083
Belemnites regarded as thunderbolts 8840
Belger, C. 1690 1183
Bell, A. W. 4753
Bellucci, G. 875j
Belon du Mans, P. 232j
Belt of Zeus (?) 1167
Bendinelli, G. 1360 1362 6884
Benndorf, 0. 180 686j 8135
Bent, J. T. 642X
Benton, Miss S. 1192
Bequignon, Y. 189i 277
Berchmans, J. 1141
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Berger, E. 9710
Bergk, T. 782 6145 729 f.
Bernays, J. 578i 5904
Bernhard 358
Bethe, E. 488 1135
Betwixt-and-between, e.g. a daimon neither

mortal nor immortal 746
Beule, E. 897 f.
Bevan, E. 1077
Beyen, H. G. 1151 f.
Bickel, E. 1115
Bicknell, C. D. 1020 248t 375i 5872 774 f.

7974 8492 1150
Bidental 1157
Bidez, J. 1115
Bieber, M. 7340 738X 1078 1108
Bieler, L. 1187
Biffen, Sir E. H. 3070
Birch-broom a symbol of Donar 1072
Bird of Truth 844 speaking 844 under-

standing all languages (Dikjeretto) 844
977

Birds of fiery colouring appropriate as
lightning-carriers 792 ff. of prey held to
be full of celestial fire 791 ff. on the
sceptres of early kings 672

Birt, T. 1155
Birth from arm 953(2) from arm-pit 980i7)

from feet 980(7) from forehead 97o(4)
from hand 97<>(4) cp. 1101 from knee
1101 from leg 98o(6> from side 960(3)

. 970(4> from thigh 79ff. 953(if.) 970<5)
from top of head 970(4) 662! 731 f. from
ground 220 from rock 2363 from stone
2363 from father simulated as primitive
rite of adoption 89j on harvest-field 77s
of Aphrodite 274 of Athena (See Index
I Athena Types) of Athena from head of
Zeus exemplifies early requirements of
royal succession 733 f. of Dionysos 79 ff.
1105 of Erichthonios 220 ff. 236 of iron
1100 f. of Mithras 2363

Birthday of Artemis 1780 of Athena 719 f.
of Helios 915s of martyr on day of
martyrdom 1105

Bissing, F. W. von 1193
Bitch suckles infant Zeus 4140(?) suckles

Kydon s. of Apollon 4140 (?)
Black bull sacrificed to Boubrostis 1156

mask with sheep'shorns 1156mediaeval
Madonnas 897 pavement at Olympia,
aesthetic effect of 958 pavement at
Olympia, practical purpose of 9672
stone of Dousares 907 917 stone of
Emesa 900 ff. stone of Pessinous
brought to Eome 893 ff. trident 1156

Blanchet, A. 4416
Blegen, C. W. 5268 1083
Blegen, E. P. 8133 8180
Bleichsteiner, E. 1179
Blindness of Homer 77 of Stesichoros 77
Blinkenberg, C. 189! 3553
Bloch, L. 8960
Blochet, E. 916!
Blood, of Ouranos 481 rain of 478 ff.

Bloomfield, M. 2733 27^ 4100ff.
Blue globe 441
Bliimel, C. 1003
Bliimel, E. 6520
Bliimner, H. 9229 967 f.
Blum, G. 1183
Blumenthal, A. von 1064
Boar as form of Sabazios (?) 8750 in relation

to Zeus 1148
Boat with stag's head as prow 1119
Boccaccio, G. 5014
Bochart, S. 8352 9376
Boeckh, A. 1127
Bomer, F. 1194
Boisacq, E. 4973 7924
Boll, F. 401i 4912 4926 9140
Boiling, G. M. 692 5966
Bolte, J. 449 977
Bones, fossil 30
Boni, G. 435 438
Bonner, C. 3563 3573 358 ff. 3982 1120
Bosanquet, E. C. 248t 1091
Bosch, C. 1172
Bosom-band of Danae 463 of Nereid 134

fig. 53
Bossert, H. T. 1146
Bottles of Notos 335 f.
Bottle-shaped goddesses on coins of Asia

Minor 899
Bottrell, W. 1142
Boundary-stones 114 177i 441 7254 1120

1181
Bouphonos 586 589 656
Bouplex 589 f. 6063 6619
Bourguet, E. 1131
Bourke, J. G. 476X
Boutypos 585 ff. 669
Bov6, N. 7600
Bowra, C. M. 1083
Boyance, P. 1370 1115
Brakman, C. 1112 f.
Brandenstein, W. 1105
Branding of galley on Samian slaves 7910

of owl on Athenian slaves 790
Brandis, C. G. 3664
Brauchitsch, G. von 5740
Braun, E. 183 8150
Breast of Hera sucked by Herakles 89i 920

940 of maiden replaced by one of gold
1124 of Siren beaten in mourning 3850(<2)
of Virgin Mary bared in last appeal
9740

Breasts beaten before first corn-ears reaped
3020(6; cakes shaped like 5800(?) held
by mother-goddess 193<(,> of Anahita
'aux seins arrondis' (?) 91&! of Aphro-
dite (Astarte?) pressed 1016 of Athena
full and prominent 225j 807 of St
Barbara cut off 4723 of Chaabou
' Madchen mit reifer, voller Brust' (?)
914i of St Christina cut off by order of
lulianus 1013 of Europe lit up by
mysterious glow 6250 of female figures
bared in fifth-century Attic sculpture
698g of Helene bared in last appeal
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Breasts (cont.)

1179 of Hera Parthenos displayed 10444
(?) of Hera Telela covered 10444 (?) of
Hestia virginal but prominent (717)6-
(jLaffTos) 1107 of Hittite Mother of the
gods 916X of Iphigeneia bared for sac-
rifice 6990 of Manzan Gormo overflow
and form Milky Way 1098 of Ukko's
daughters overflow and form iron 1101
on model of Mt Argaios 1177(?) out-
standing on vases 1930

Brendel, 0. 1127 f. 1180
Bride or bridegroom ceremonially married

to men and maidens who have died
unwed 394

Brondsted, P. 0. 712
Broneer, 0. 1675 1690 170 f. 1124
Bronze bull and acrobat from Crete 1091

cast by cire perdue method 1110
decorations of Argive tholoi 364 dis-
placed by iron in late versions of the
myth of Danae 4732 double axe of
Hephaistos 200 477 670 'Ellopian'
4850(?) horse found by Gyges 1114
mace from Willingham Fen 1099 f.
snakes from Pellana in Achaia 1187
statue fished up from sea off Artemision
1151 ff. table as altar 5795 tree-trunk
(bay?) at Delphoi 1121 underground
chamber made by Akrisios for Danae
364 455 wings of marble Minerva at
Bulla Eegia 8255 with archaic figures of
Artemis, Zeus, Athena 5662

Browning, E. 8685 9527 974 1067
Bruce, J. D. 5092
Bruckner, A. 640 113 132 373
Brugmann, K. 950 7924 976 f.
Brunn, H. 7180<5)
Bucher, P. 1076
Buckler, W. H. 1071 1125 1126 1191
Bucranium in pediment of temple 6450 on

altar, filleted 7594 on coins of Athens
1194 on stele, filleted 1148

Bucrania,tvfo, with frontlets, above plough
1160 with festoon on Arretine mould
1003

Budge, Sir E. A. Wallis 345j 8325
Budimir, M. 1123 121j 1235 128 140
Biichler, J. C. H. 1645
Bugge, S. 2590f.
Bulas, K. 1081
Bull and acrobat in bronze from Crete

1091 as animal form of Zeus 615 ff.
628 as animal form of Zeus Olbios 631
as procreative power 945 as substitute
for Iphigeneia 233j hung in tree for
Athena at Ilion 283$ monstrous, sup-
ports earth and causes earthquakes 30
of bronze dedicated on the Akropolis
at Athens by council of Areiopagos 612
614 of bronze in bowl surrounded by
millet 1101 of copper in Castle of Cop-
per 1102 f. on coins of Selinous 6145
ridden by earth-goddess 1125 sacrificed
to Poseidon on pillar in Atlantis 2834

Bull (cont.}
sent up from sea by Poseidon 628j
solar 1032 1065 white, carries Europe
6200 627<> white, plays with Europe
6220 622(3) white, sacrificed to Zeus
by Bektashi monks on Mt Tomori
near Berat 1171 with crescent moon
on side 1101 with gilded horns 280
with rosette on forehead 1098 with six-
rayed star on side 1101 with three horns
1099 1100 with trefoil marks on body
and round spots (stars of the Great
Wain) on shoulder and leg 1101

Bulls enclosing human victims 1114 sacri-
ficed to Zeus 1110 wooden, in hail-
charm 877

'Bulls,' cup-bearers of Poseidon called
599(2)

Bull-carrying 1091 1114
Bull-cult in Celtic lands 1102 in Iberia

1090 in Sardinia 1110 in Egypt, Meso-
potamia, Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine,
Phoinike, Crete, etc. 1101

Bull-fights of Basques 1090 of Cretans
6010 1090 f. of Spaniards 1090

Bull-headed furnace at Byzantion 1102
Bull-headed gods from the Hauran 1098
Bull-mask worn by votary or priest in

Kypros 1068 1090
Bull's-hide, black, worn by 'Jack of the

Hammer' 1142 of Argos, watcher of
lo 837 See also Ox-hide

Bull-sports, 'Minoan' 569
Bull-standards of Egyptian nomes 8840
Bullae of gold foil 880 1110 f. worn by

Dionysos 880 worn by Eros 920
Bulle, H. 6400 710 811j 8133 819i 9554

1196 f.
Bunbury, E. H. 4932 1012 f.
Buonarroti, F. 133
Burckhardt, J. L. 919
Burgon, T. 788
Burial alive by Daunioi 365 palaeo-

lithic 5156 within the house in
Greece 1181 within the house in Italy
1181

Burial-mounds (sid) as underground
palaces 367S

Burkitt, M. C. 1147
Burney, S. 832
Burton, Sir E. F. 9175 918 f. 920j
Bury, J. B. ISlj
Buschor, E. 768 10275 10293 10298 10490

1142 1179
Buttmann, P. 528 727
Buzzard 580 (?)

Caclamanos, D. 767%
Caduceus of unusual form 675
Cahen, E. 1087
Cahier, C. 338!
Caillemer, E. 790if.
Cakes, andstatoi 167 breast-shaped 5800

pelanos andpopanon 5784 5 790 phallic (?)
1675
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Calder, W. M. 1071 1104 f. 1106 f. 1125

1126
Calderini, G. 3300
Caldron of apotheosis 1080 1104
Caldrons with forty handles 3152
Calendar, Babylonian 1135 from Koukou-

nari 115 1790 1183 from Mykonos 1790
Calendar-frieze of Panagia Gorgoepekooa

588 602 604
Calf, wooden, of Druses 1092
Calza, G. 823
Cameron, A. 1160
Campana, G. P. 4566
Cangue (xf/lon, kyphon) 560
'Canopi' arranged in rows 3460 carried

by griffin 3482 confronted 348 in shrine
348 of Isis 346 3482 350 of Osiris 346 ff.
of other Egyptian deities 3460 set on
cushions 346 upborne by eagle 348

' Canopic jars' at first with human heads
345j later with heads of the four
children of Horos 345j

Cantineau, J. 1112
Canting badge 1002
Capelle, P. 1115
Capelle, W. 2 1112
Capello, A. 341
Garamia, G. 9504
Carcopino, J. 1358 1362 1363
Carmina Burana 5014
Carnoy, A. 1127 1140
Carolidis, P. 2910
Carp with bitter stone in mouth 988 cp.

989
Carpenter, Rhys 6893 6896 6900 690! 705

705j 7172 718o(9)
Carpenter, W. B. 1407
Carrington, R. C. 1189
Carter, H. 3050
Gary, M. 1132 1137 1184
Caryatids, 1720 1008 (?)
Casson, S. 779 f. 1009 10444 1110 1118
Castle of Copper 1102 f.
Catalogue of the gods 120 8430
Cauer, P. 2279
Cave, C. J. P. 1133
Cave-sanctuaries at Arkalochori near

Lyktos 1143 of Aglauros at Athens
169 f. 242 of Apollon Ersos at Vari 2617
of Charis at Vari 2617 of Eros and
Aphrodite at Athens 169 ff. of Ge at
Vari 2650(?) of Pan and the Nymphs
on Mt Parnes 2530 of Pan and the
Nymphs at Vari 2617 of Zeus Bronton
at Inonii in Phrygia 1160 (?) on Mt
Pelion 1161 (?)

Ceiling of Babylonian palaces, Egyptian
tombs, Mycenaean tholoi, Greektemples
and porticos, Roman arches, temples,
and palaces, etc. imitates sky 445s of
temple-tomb at Knossos imitates sky
1187 of temple of Zeus at Olympia
imitates sky (supra i. 751) 965 of
Pantheon imitates sky 353j 443 f.

Cerauniae 887

Cesnola, A. P. di 560
Chabas, F. 364
Ghalazophylakes 878 f.
Chalcedony 255o SoSx
Chambers, E. K. 1104
Chandler, R. 238i 586
Chanot, E. de 9314
Chapouthier, F. 1121 1196
Charbonneaux, J. 1192
Chariot from Trundholm 1076 of Athena

drawn by two snakes 769 f. of
Dionysos drawn by two panthers or
lynxes 3060(8) of Kybele and Attis
drawn by four lions 1128 of Zeus drawn
by four horses 5603060(8> of Zeus drawn
by two eagles 1136 solar 1075 f.

Charlesworth, M. P. 1100
Charpentier, J. 1115
Chedanne, G. 4433
Chiflet, J. 341
Childe, V. Gordon 3676 368j
Christ, W. 782
Christianisation of pagan cave-sanctuary

2617 of pagan statuary 1195 1196 f. of
pagan temples 5532 6430

Christianity and Dionysiac worship,
common features of 953 and the cult of
Zeus Asterios 954

Christus Fattens 953
Chronique scandaleuse of Zeus, its real

significance 948
Chrysalis-beads and chrysalis-pendants

2520(3)
Chryselephantine doors of Athena's temple

at Syracuse 850e throne of Solomon
9570

Chryselephantine statues of Hera at
Argos 65 8160 of Nike on hand of Zeus
Olympics 954 of Zeus at Olympia 954 ff.

Chrysoprase 1194
Chthonian thunder 21 1143
Chthonian pair of Hades and Persephone

402 425 of Zeus Meilichios and Pasi-
krateia(?) 1188 f.

Chthonian triad of Zeus Bouleus or
Eubouleus grouped with Demeter and
Kore 1124 f.

Ciaceri, E. 1752
Cicala badge of an autochthonous Ionian

people 250 believed to subsist on dew
250 onomatopoeic names for 257a
personified 257 regarded as earth-born
250 Tithonos in extreme old age trans-
formed into 247

Cicalas as rattles 255of.gold, fromBosporos
Kimmerios 253o gold, from Ephesoa
2530 gold, from Hungary 2530 f. gold,
from Mt Parnes 2530 on coins 2540f.
on gems 2550 prophylactic 2550 f.

Cire perdue See Bronze
Cisterns, bottle-shaped, of Melite at Athens

363 early, on Palatine at Rome 366t
See also Mundus, Wells

City, celestial, partly based on cloudland
510
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Clandestine intercourse, a custom of

extreme antiquity 1026s still practised
by Slavs and Swiss 1026e the recognised
beginning of married life in Samos,
Sparta, etc. 1026 of Zeus and Hera
1025 f.

Clarke, E. D. 143 145 598,
Clemen, C. 189j 1122
Clement, P. 1083
Clemmensen, M. 1083 1141
Cleromancy 716
Clinton, H. Fynes 3310
Clothing, interchange of 1186
Cloud containing Athena is cleft by Zeus

in Crete 727 729 containing Metis
(masc.) in Orphic theogony 727

Clouds gathered by Danube 368 imitated
by sheep-skins 31 f. 296 personified in
cult and myth 68 ff.

Cloud-charm 288 290 878 f.
Cloudland, folk-names for 510 52o
Cloud-stratum stylised into nebuly 43
Coal, first mention of, as used in Britain

8594
Cock and rain in Palestine 1097 of Leto

10429 of Zeus Velchdnos 10430 on
Egyptian sherd 1174 on helmet of
Athena 464 once king of Persia 45
prophylactic 1322 symbol of Himera
61*5 (?)

Cocks in magic and religion 452 1174 with
hen on vase from Rhodes 664j

Cock's head as rhyton (?) of Keftiu 1173 on
Cretan intaglio 1174

'Cock,' priest at Hierapolis in Syria called
1097

Cohen, H. 9027
Cokaygne See Land of Cokaygne
Collart, P. 277
Collignon, M. 393 7180(7) 771i
Collingwood, E. G. 846 863 1126
Colossal statue of Nero 9653 of Zeus

Olympics called' the blundered colossus'
965 of Zeus Ombrios 557 f.

'Colts,' human 1083
Columba, G. M. 4002
Column of Marcus Aurelius 324 332 f. of

Trajan 333 spiral 1117 supporting sky
946 1116 f.

Coman, J. 1073 f.
Comedy, origin of 1103
Comet seen in 405 B.C. at Aigos Potamos

886 seen in 373 B.C. at Helike and
Boura 1118

Communion of worshippers devouring
sacred flesh 606 610

Comparetti, D. 4193 4200
Conception by pomegranates placed in

bosom 8150
Conington, J. 453
Constans, L. A. 435 436u
Contact with sacred object by means of

cord or the like 8962
Contenau, G. 1112 1135
Conybeare, E. 1141

Conybeare, F. C. 8878
Conze, A. 1492 1493 3756 380j ff. 8302
Cook, R. M. 1196
Cook, S. A. 1950 369i 416! 5493 5510 889 f.

1072
Cooke, Miss P. B. Mudie See Tillyard,

Mrs E. M. W.
Coot 52!
Coppersmiths 212 f.
Corn-baby 77s
Corn-daughter 3010<3>.(?)
Corn-ear reaped in silence and exhibited

to mystics at Eleusis 299
Corn-ears, symbolic, at Ba'albek 1095
Corn-maiden 3060 438t
Corn-mother 773 3000(2) a differentiated

form of earth-mother 289
Corn-spirit as ox 599<3)
Corn-totem 3000(2) (?)
Corn-wreath of Ceres 10622(if.) of Tripto-

lemos 402
Cornford, F. M. 2990 3010(4> 3577 438 4543
Gornu copiae of Agreus 271s of Eros 466

fig. 301 of lupiter Pantheus 1129 f. of
Plouton 10500(3) fig. 844 10531(lf.)
double, on coin of Gaza 557 fig. 378

Cosmogonies, Babylonia 18i Egypt 18^ (?)
India 18j Japan 18j Mandaean 1179
Norse 980(7) Orphic 745 cp. 746
Palestine 18i Phoinike 983

Coste-Messeliere, P. de la 1121
Couch of Diana 10444 of Hera 1044 10444

of luno Lucina 10444
Couissin, P. 4040 1140 1142 1192
Coulon, V. 1196
Courby, F. 1166 1191 f.
Couvade 89X (?)
Couve, L. 248X
Cow gilded and draped in black to repre-

sent Isis or earth 3450 Lemnian,
touched by shadow of Mt Athos 1102
lunar 1032 1065 totem of the Basita
1193 wooden, of Pasiphae 1092

Cox, C. W. M. 1160
Cozzo, G. 4440
Crab as divine attribute or emblem 1146

attacks Herakles 797
Crayfish (kdrabos) 1146
Crickets in China viewed as incarnations

of great warriors 257i
Crocodile-skin in hail-charm 877
Crooke, W. 1090 f.
Cross at Gosforth 1128 immersed as rain-

charm at Epiphany 294 incised on
forehead of bearded herm at Karlsruhe
1196 f.

Cross-roads, family-ghosts at 119 Lares
Compitales at 119 Tritopatores at 119

Crow in folklore 1138 as informer 238x
lame, helps hero in folk-tale from
Epeiros 977 on altar of Athena 7824
held by Athena at Korone 782 Koronis
transformed into, by Athena 7824

Crows avoid the Akropolis at Athens 238
'Crows,' human 1083 (?)
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Crowfoot, J. W. 1197
Crown of palm-leaves 996 f. 1008 of reeds

1008 with three peaks worn by Kronos
1140 with three peaks worn by stone of
Elagabalos 906

Cuckoo an ominous bird throughout
Europe 64o 650 as form of Donar or Fro
(?) 650 as form of Zeus 1043 as form
of Zywye 640 as king of Egypt and
Phoinike 46 672 of St Gertrude 650
on sceptre of Hera at Argos 65 67
venerated in the Old Slavonic area 640

Cuckoo-spit 2770
Cumont, F. 1362 1363 9004 902 911 9122

9140 914! 982 1115 1117 1134 1163
1194

Cup of Amphitryon an heirloom of divine
origin 507 5076

Cupids of modern sentimentalism 1025
Curtis, C. D. 1363 1374
Curtius, E. 5760
Curtius, G. 181j
Curtius, L. 6400 1164 1179
Cycladic statuette of mother and daughter

730 f.
Cylinders, neo-Babylonian 891
Cypress marks sanctuary at Palmyra 1159

white, beside water of Lethe 4200 4210

Dactylic metre changes Tritopatores to
Trltopatreis 1123

Daebritz 773!
Dagger-god of Hittites 1140 (bibliography)
Daicoviciu, C. 1162
Dalberg, F. v. 917 9376
Dalman, G. 1072
Dance called Ka\a6iffKos 990 of goat-like

dancers on Greek vases 1106 of horned
dancers at Abbots Bromley 1087 of
Kouretes and Korybantes 1070 of
masked performers on 'island-stones'
1068 of men wearing bulls' horns and
hoofs (?) in Iberia 1090 of reeds called
01 Kd\a0oi (? Kd\a/jLoi) 989 f. of reeds in
Gygaia Limne 989 f. representing birth
of Zeus 9353 representing Kronos
devouring his children 9353 represent-
ing Labyrinth 1086 1087 representing
reeds and grasses bent by wind 993
representing story of Thyestes 9353

Dances, lists of various 990 996
Dance, Miss E. M. 2363
Danoff, C. M. 1157
Daressy, G. 1077
Daubeny, C. 4932
Davenport, C. 85£)0
Davis, F. 832 8324
Davison, C. 1
Dawkins, R. M. 248j 286! 294 1067 1111
Dawson, W. E. 345a
Dead associated in cult with Eumenides

and with Zeus Meilichios 1188 called
A^Tjrpetot 3020(6> divinity of, in
Egyptian belief 395 divinity of, in
Greek belief 395 identified with Osiris

Dead (cont.)
3020(5) 344 395 judges of the 4024
represented as chthonian Zeus 3094(.>)
watch over growth of crops 437

Deas, H. T. 1077
Decapitation 2733 8466
Dedications combined with epitaphs 1160
Deedes, C. N. 1087 1130
Deer as substitute for Iphigeneia 233x the

running of the 1068
Deer-worship 1068
Deikeliktai, ritual origin of 560
Deissmann, A. 1134 1174
Delatte, A. 1127
Delia Seta, A. 1148
Delta as womb of mother-goddess 1097
Demangel, E. 1121
De Minicis, G. 537].
Dennis, G. 1013 f.
Deonna, W. 4025 4416 4885 5800 730 827

1091 1108 1119 1141 f.
Desrousseaux, A. M. 1189
Detscev, D. 1126 1182
Detschew, D. See Detscev, D.
Deubner, L. 4300 5782 583j 5840 5893 5894

5904 5905 592 597 5980 599 (2) 6000 6010
6050 982 1047 1105

Devil conceived as wind 164
Dew a gentler form of rain 180 at Athens,

modern meteorological records of 241
carried for Erse 166 caught on fleece
500j gathered on May Day or Mid-
summer Day 165 of Hephaistos 237
of Ouranos 274 of Zeus 236 265! the
means by which sky-father impregnates
earth-mother 180 944 thickest at full
moon 179 upon Grass totem of the
Basita 1193

Dexter, T. F. G. 941j 1194
Dhorme, F. P. 1136
Diamonds 217o
Diana-pillars 1119 f.
Dibbelt, H. 5936
Dickins, G. 6992 712 7126 768 f.
Dickins, Mrs G. 290 292 294
Diels, H. 1121
Dieterich, A. 425 f.
Diipetes 8939 901i See also Diopetes
Dike 949
Dikjeretto See Bird
Dilthey, C. 846
Dimitrov, D. P. 1072
Diobletos 946
Diopetes 1174 See also Diipetes
Diosemia 23 943
Dirlmeier, F. 1189
Dirr, A. 2363
Discovery of baitylia 887 of clothing made

from animal-skins 983 of crops 6082
of fire 983 of fire and forging of arms
2352 of huts made from reeds, grasses,
and papyrus 983 of iron 922 of marriage
10607 of plough 6082 6083 of ploughing
with yoked oxen 606 608 of thrice-
ploughed field 607 f. of religion 3150
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Discovery (con,t.)

of sea-faring 983 of shield 6500 of ship
3552 of star fallen from sky 892 917 of
trumpet 729s

Disk, solar, in pediment 863 in relation
to Kronos (?) 936 on head of Apis
1082

Disks, magic, from Corinth 1074 magic,
from Vulci 1074 of terra cotta from
Tarentum 1119 1136

Dithyramb, origin and etymology of 1104f.
Dittenberger, W. 2122
Divination by barley 1115 by Delphic

tripod 1120 by divining-glass 1122 by
finger-nails 1122 by flour 1115 by
knuckle-bones 1157 by lamp 1122 by
lots 7166 717 by meal 1115 by mirror
1122 by sieve 336 ff.

Divining-glass See Lekanomanteia
Dobschutz, E. von 9710 9720
Dobson, Mrs D. P. 8622 8638
Dohring, A. 1134
Dolger, F. J. 9720 1128 1193
Doer of a deed best able to undo the same

592
Ddrpfeld, W. 3705 1171
Dog in myth of Hyperochos and Phemios

1105 leads Diomos to Kynosarges 594
See also Hound

Dogs entering market-place at Argos during
days called dpvrjides are killed 2435
in war 683t not allowed on the Akropolis
at Athens 2435 749 f. must not be
touched nor mentioned byjlamen Dialis
2435 tear to pieces Linos 2435 will not
enter the island Sygaros 2485 will not
enter the temple of Hercules at Borne
2435

'Dogs,'human 1083 (?)
Dog-mask 1068 (?)
'Dog-skin' cap (icvvtrj) made of bull's-hide

(ravpeii)) or weasel-skin (KTiBtrj) or goat-
skin (atyeli}) 838!

Dohan, Mrs E. H. 1970 681 6814
Dolls from Myrina 1009
Dolphin as attribute of Poseidon 1060 on

rock carried by Poseidon 180 bears
Aphrodite to Kypros 274 on mace from
Willingham Fen 1100

Dolphins in classical literature and art
1122 in Poseidon's sea at Athens 753

Dolphin-skin 107
Domaszewski, A. von 1195 3280 3290 3300

9042 1131
Doorway to Otherworld formed by clashing

mountain-walls 976 987
Dornseiff, F. 1121 1135
Dottin, G. 1116
Double axe See Axe, double
Douglas, Miss E. M. See Van Buren,

Mrs A. W.
Dove on head of Cnossian goddess 827 as

embodiment of Aphrodite 1752 as
attribute of Aphrodite 1752 1057 on
finger of Aphrodite 6380 in relation to

Dove (cont.)
Aphrodite 2750u) (?) sacrifice to 1103 as
soul of Ktesylla 269j fiery, ignites the
Carro at Florence 791e sent out by Noah
529

Doves bring ambrosia to Zeus 975 flying
about Aphrodite (Astarte?) 1016 of
Aphrodite in Kypros 1112

'Doves,'human 1082 (?)
Dowsers 1074
Dragendorff, H. 1003
Dream, 'Behinderungstraum' 401j occa-

sioned by paralysing fear 4030 of
Klytaimestra 239i of Kroisos 522 See
also Nightmare

Dreams, divinatory, at the Marneion in
Gaza 552

Dressier, F. E. 1323
Drew, C. D. 1098
Drexler, W. 183
Drinking-horn 1091
Droop, J. P. 871j
Ducati, P. 710
Duchesne, L. 3280
Duck 522 1075
Diimmler, F. 559 729
Dugas, C. 1141
Duhn, F. von 1032 1181
Du Jardin, L. 4300
Dumezil, G. 1141
Dumont, A. 788
Dunham, M. E. 261;
Duplication and triplication as early efforts

at multiplication 4100
Dussaud, E. 9124 1095 f. 1163
Dutilh, E. D. J. 1078
Dynamis as equivalent of mana 8732 of

Zeus 8732 of Zeus Kerailnios 8732
Dyson, G. W. 1085

E at Delphoi 1121
Eagle as attribute of Hermes 1071 as

attribute of lupiter 41 as symbol of sun
(See solar) beneath throne of Zeus 694
charged with intense heat 792 expectant
370 funerary, in Syria 1097 helps hero
in folk-tale from Epeiros 977 in
pediment 694 of apotheosis 1097 of
Im-dugud 1155 of Zeus 1155 on altar
of Zeus 7824 on column 1163 on globe
1100 on head of Zeus 46 on pyramidal
structures 1097 on sacred stone 982 on
sceptre of Zeus 954 saves life of Valeria
Luperca by dropping sword on heifer
and leaving mallet for intended victim
to use 8025 solar 901 ff. 982

Eagles, six species of 8025 two, draw chariot
of Zeus 324 830 1136 two, in pediment
1070

Earth as a ship 18 believed to rest upon
water 18 194 fructified by sun 120 'the
body of Isis' 351

Earth-goddess has many names 948 rides
bull 1125 sometimes fades into heroine
948
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Earth-mother, contact with 1174 in relation

to sky-father 289 represented by little
girl in bridal veil 292

Earthquakes 1 ff. as viewed by modern
Greek peasants 29 attributed to Christ-
ians by pagans 262 attributed to pagans
by Christians 263 cp. 272 attributed to
Zeus or to Poseidon, a specialised form of
Zeus 943 called brasmatiae or brastae
985 called brdstai 483 due to a concourse
of the dead 25 due to God nodding his
head and shaking his hair 20e due to
movements of a subterranean monster
or giant or god 25due to nether thunders
21 due to unknown god or goddess 24 ff.
due to Zeus nodding his head and
shaking his hair 203 due to waves of
nether sea 18 195 personified by Chry-
sostom 27s personified by Goethe 29
personified by Raphael 27 ff. votive
inscriptions for escape from 1163

Ebony 955 9555(?)
Eckels, R. P. 1135
Eckhel, J. 981
Eckstein 1193
Edhem Bey 6283 630! ff. 8803
Edmonds, J. M. 8312
Egg, cosmic, in Orphic and g was?-Orphic

theogonies 745 f. 1179 in Easter Island
rite 1137 in folk-usage and folk-belief
1179 of Leda cracked by Hephaistos 738
f. (Osterei) packed in first or last sheaf
1137

Eggeling, J. 5445
Egger, R. 1183
Ehrenberg, C. G. 480i
Ehrlich, H. 942
Eichler, F. 9555
Eight Bes-like musicians 1001 Phoenician

Kabeiroi 1001
Eight years, interval of 987
Eilmann, R. 1087
Eiraphiotes 942
Eisler, R. 50! 510 334! 4453 914X 9152 916i

983 1121 1139 1141
Eissfeldt, 0. 889 1076 1172 f. 1177
Eitrem, S. 124 4130 5156 634i 6342 1092

1130
Elderkin, G. W. 5622 5623 6075
Electrum stater of Ionian revolt 8202
Elephant as attribute of Zeus 545 f. as

theriomorphic storm-god 547 of Indra
(Airavata, Airavana) 546 f.

Elworthy, F. T. 5492'846
Elf/sion 946 1115
Emerald of Herakles 892 on golden olive of

Pygmalion 983
-ene as suffix in pre-Greek place-names 224
Enelysios 946
Engelbrecht, A. 1112
Engelmann, R. 510 518 6313 6314 634j 7953 f.
Enmann, A. 10423
Enthronement, ritual 1161
Ephesia grdmmata 1134
Eplnetron or onos 389o(&)

Epiphany of Dionysos 1118 of Ge 2030
2050 of Pandora 2050 of Tages 2030 of
Zeus 476 f. 507

Epitaphs combined with dedications 1160
Era, Arabian 9078 9113 of Bosra 1080

Seleucid 9053 1159
Erman, A. 345t
Ernout, A. 4340
Errhephoroi 944 See ArrhepJidroi
Escher, J. See Escher-Biirkli, J.
Escher-Biirkli, J. 1284 3150
Essen, C. C. van 1074 f.
Eunuchs, Greek 1174Hittite 1174 Phrygian

1174
Euphemistic titles of the dead 116 (?) of

the Devil 164 of Hades 8506
Evans, Sir A. J. 2000 2520(3) 317 403i4040

4050 5694 6640 7379 7380 790i 887 9373
9374 1090 1120 1187

Evans, Miss Joan 9206ff. 921i
Evil eye See Eye, evil
Evocation of earth-goddess 2030 2050 350

of earth-powers 2020
Ewen, C. L'Estrange 1192
Expurgation in Homer 627i (?) 975
Eye, evil 9337 of Dike 9504 of God 473 of

Zeus 1071
Eyes of archaistic kore in diamond 2167

of Athena glaucous 216 of Athena
Parthenos in precious stone 2167 of
marble lion in smaragdus 217<j of
Poseidon glaucous 216 of Poseidon in
garnet 217o

Face-urns 1930
Fah, A. 1646
Fairbanks, A. 774
Falcon 1076
Falconnet 918
Farnell, L. R. 89! 1790 223j 225j 227 268

299 3060(8) 6500 708 710 f. 729 841310647
Farrington, 0. C. 8813 8857 924!
Fates still invoked at Athens 7215
Father manifesting himself anew in his

own son 952
Fawn of Artemis 6400 of Diana 10622(n

sacrificed at Pedachthoe 1134
Fawns of Artemis 10644
Fear that sky may fall 1116
Feathered head-dress 1074 1119
Fehrle, B. 1240 2239 2243 875 8763 ff 877-j

87751140
Ferri, S. 115 1160 1188
Fertility-charm by water-carry ing 396

1193 f.
Festoons 1003 1006
Fetish of Athena 1918of natural stones 9374
Pick, A. 942 1910 227 233X 2372 2750 1131

1196
Fiesel, Eva 1090
Fifty Aigyptiadai 355 Danaides 355 357

daughters of Endymion and Selene 357
daughters of Thestios 357 moons of
Olympic cycle 357 (?) sons of Priam 360!
weeks of the year 357 (?)
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Fig-leaf, original significance of 1184
Figure-heads 1590
Finger of Attis 1174 of Harpokrates 1174
Fire and forging of arms discovered in

Lemnos 2352 a* centre and circum-
ference of universe 190 conceived as
stolen or fallen from heaven 228 crack-
ling called Hephaistos or Hestia laugh-
ing (or threatening) 228 sacred, struck
from flints 791o springing from ground
and worshipped in Lykia 228 terrestrial
derived from fire celestial 235

Fire-auger as father of Moon and Sun 1075
Fire-boards of Chuckchees 1075
Fire-drill in relation to Prometheus (?) 1075
First-fruits dedicated to Zeus Meilichios

1188 See also Aparchd, Aparchai
Firth, C. M. 1187
Fish attracted by flute-player in Lydia

988 ff. dug out of ground at Aquae
Salsulae (?) 1015 sacred to Artemis in
Boiotia 990 sacred to Artemis (?) in
Lydia 989 f.

Fish-skin worn by Triton named Boreios
129

Fishermen catch Epeios' statue of Hermes
Perpheraios in net 1137

Five as Babylonian number of planets 3413
as Babylonian symbol of divine and
royal supremacy 3413 as Pythagorean
cosmic number 3413 ' Lebenssterne' of
the Egyptians 9140

Flaceliere, E. 1121
Fleece of Zeus 1081
Fleeces spread to catch dew 500j 6027
Flickinger, E. C. 1106
Flight, ritual, of the Bouphonos at Athens

583 ff.
Floating fen in Delta of Danube 1015
Floating islands 106140 975 ff. (Append. P)

bibliography of 975 975i 1015 not
drifting clouds 1015 viewed by Greeks
and Eomans with peculiar veneration
1015

Flogging of boy at Gaza 554j of Hera
threatened by Zeus 924 of schoolboy
on gem 1179 of slave at Chaironeia
lOSlg of those who ran round the altar
at Delos 1087 of young men at altar of
Artemis Orthia 10315 1134

Flood drained off at Athens 1690 seeds
found with lasion after 774 commemo-
rated by Hydrophoria 603 f.

legends of, at Argos 1165 at Megara
1165 in Phrygia 527 ff.

Flute-player 988 f. 996 f. 1096
Fly, Periklymenos transformed into 7444
Flies avoid temple of Aphrodite in Paphos

238!
Foam as clan-totem 274 as seed of the sky-

god 274 personified 276x used as
thunderbolt 273

Forster, E. 6012 1028 1034j
Folk-tales, types of: 'Briiderchen und

Schwesterchen' 74 the clashing rocks

Folk-tales (cont.)
975 ff. 'La Dame au fuseau' 1116
'the Death of Pan' 1131 'Eina'uglein,
Zweiauglein und Dreiauglein' 74 'Ex-
pulsion' 4200 1187 the floating coffer
456 471 the golden rain 456 'Hop o'
my Thumb' 359 the immobilised hero
4025 Jack and the Beanstalk 1117
'Meister Pfriem' 448 f. 'Melusine' 73
74 'No-man' stratagem 1075 'Earn
with golden fleece' 1080 ' Eotkappchen'
936j ' Schwester- oder Mutter-Verrath
oder Skyllaformel' 977 shape-shifting
745 'Sonnenmotiv' 1124 the unnatural
parent who eats his children 936 f.
'weibliche Kauflichkeit' 73 'The Well
of the World's End' 450

Foot, motif of supported 1873 6220 6380
6400 706 f. 9317

Feet unshod 993
Fore-finger of Indra sucked by Mandhatr

970
Formulae at chthonian bath V/MV dirdvi/^^a.

ols xpr/ Kal ofs 0<?«ts 3934 before marriage
123 divinatory 3365 3370 els 0eos 3460
evfivrevaa, tiriov rbv KVKewva, t\a.fiov etc
idoT7)s, epyaffdfjtevos vireBe^v els icd\a6ov
Kal <?K Ka\ddov els Kwrt\v 990 Gnostic
1137 f. T} irapdevos ZreKev atit;ei 0ws 915s
lepbv trtKe TTOTVLO. Kovpov B/u/xcb Bpi/u.6p
300od) 9134 Hittite 'the gods and the
dead' 1125 Koy%, o/j.ira.% 298 1193 litur-
gical on Christian lamps 1452 magical
40 50 106 298 f. /*6£, ird£, piw£ 1193
Orphic gpKpos ts yd\' iirerov 1118 Orphic
fobs eyevov f^dvdpunrov 395s Orphic o'XjSie
Ka.1 jita/captcTT^, 6ebs 5' e<rr)i avrl fiporolo
3955 Phrygian, of execration H25pueri
ingenui patrimi et matrimi 1182 Sara-
cenic'AXXa odd Kovfidp 9180si deus, si
dea 25i radr-fl rrj upq, (rrffjiepov i] K6prj
4yfrvr]<re TOV Muva. 9126 £)e, K6e 299 307
454 i)e, Ktie, virtpxye 308

Fornari, F. 136
Forrer, E. 1114
Forrer, E. 345i
Forsdyke, Sir E. J. 807i 8302 1191
Forster, E. S. 939 1011
Fossils regarded as thunderbolts 8840
Foucart, G. 94421
Foucart, P. 3020(6)
Fountain of Life 4210
Fountains of Death (Forgetfulness) and

Life (Memory) 4210
Fowler, W. Warde 437
Fox 140 977
Frankel, Miss C. 5606
Frankfort, H. 8322 1102 1110 1196
Fraser, A. D. 1122
Frazer, Sir J. G. 73 773 1033 1062 108 lllj

1226 1770 274 237 289 3050(7) 3688 3697
3710 393 4200 4330 473 5834 591j 599<•«
6510 733 837i 874 938 9450 978 988
1092 1116

Fredrich, C. 231 ff.
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Freshfield, D. W, 1164 1165 f.
Frickenhaus, A. 5740 7255
Friedlander, L. 556
Friedlander, P. 4170
Fries, C. 1121
Fritze, H. von 248j 794j
Frobenius, L. 956i 9570
Froehde, F. 942
Frohner, W. 1150f.
Frog, helpful 450
Frothingham, A. L. 435 4387
Furious Host See Wild Hunt
Furlani, G. 1140 1141 1156 f.
Furtwangler, A. 1020 139 f. 1493 2053 3726

375l(c) 4002 401i 422 5810 6012 6360 675j
6752 6897 690] 696 6965 705 707 709 719i
7203 722 781j 8136(2) 850 9332 972 f.
1003 1008 1157

Gabrici, E. 4002 1136 1188
Gadfly personified 1156
Gaedechens, G. R. 845
Gaerte, W. 1091
Gaieochos 133
Galley branded on Samian slaves 791o
Galling, K. 5800
Gallop, E. 1130
Gallon 1174
Gait, J. 7215(1)
Gaming board inscribed with name of Zeus

Bouleiis etc. 1124
Ganszyniec, E. 1114 1141
Garden of the gods 10644 of Hera 1064

of Hesperides 4040 1064 of Okeanos
10644 of Zeus 746 1062

Gardiner, E. N. 1155
Gardner, E. A. 1690 216i 694 6953 705 771i

1187
Gardner, P. 682 2020 3756 7050 770!
'Garland 1133 See also May-garland
Garment of Athena worn by basile&s (?) 1186

of Pandrosos worn by her priestess 245
of Pandrosos' priestess transferred to
man slaying victim 245

Garnets 2170 7654
Garrueci, E. 9711
Garstang, J. 1197
Gaster, M. 977
Gateways in Indo-Europaean cult 1114
Gecko 6653
Geffcken, J. 3300 f.
Gell, Sir W. 4932
Geoponika 876j
Gerard, E. 286
Gerhard, E. 4562 4566 515 5158 612 614 713

762 763j 8053f. 839845
Gerogiannes, K. 846
Gesichtsurnen See Face-urns
Gestures aiding childbirth 6632 669 673 ff.

676(3) delaying childbirth 6632 of
affection 1033 of alarm 931 of amaze-
ment 931 of airo<TKOTre>juv 60210 1019
of appea!9740of benediction or command
543X(?) 549 (?) of bride 1039 1053 of
conversation 1039 of Eileithyia copied

Gestures (cont.)
by Zeus 6632 676 (3) of gratitude 529 of
greeting 687 of Hebe 704 of uTrep^x6'"
Xetpct or xeFpas 1074 of invocation 630
of longing desire 152 963 of love 10531(2)
of prayer 151 1078 of prophylaxis 549
of respect 181 of salutation 546 of serene
meditation 946 of supplication 1121
unexplained (hands raised, one palm
outwards, the other in profile) 1138

Ghislanzoni, E. 535!
Giannopoulos, N. I. 271 f. 282 1161 1167
Gigantomachy in art 140 555 560 57o 3060(8)

534 in literature 7922 842 966
Gilbert, 0. 4330 1194
Gilded bronze statues 862 8624
Giles, P. 1413 797
Gilles, P. 143
Girard, P. 6500
Glass plaques from Dendra represent

Europe (?) 623j 1194 tesserae in mosaic
from Aquileia represent blue water
627 (3,

Globe as footstool of Christ enthroned 948
as footstool of Zeus enthroned 948
1067 (?) as seat of God the Father 948
as seat of God the Son 948 as seat of
infant Zeus 948 blue 1067 the Farnese
488 in hand of Zeus 1112 origin and
usage of, in antiquity 1066

Glotz, G. 1370 298 850
Glueck, N. 1097
Goat as attribute of Hermes 1060 first

killed at Ikaria 594 image of, stamped
on Lemnian earth 229 on rock carried
by Poseidon 140 (?) 180 ridden by infant
Dionysos 1109 sacrifice of she-goat to
Zeus in Crete 1110 taboo on the
Akropolis at Athens, yet once a year
driven up there for solemn sacrifice
841

Goats must not be touched nor mentioned
by flamen Dialis 2435 substituted for
girl-victims to Artemis Mounychia and
probably also to Lemnos 233X

' Goats,' human 1082 f. (?)
Goatish dancers assimilated in s. iv B.C. to

Pan 1106
Goat-men on ' Minoan' gems and sealings

from Kato Zakro 8400 1106
Goat-skin of Dionysos Meldnaigis 837 of

luno Sospita 837
Goebel, A. 80
Gold apples 1064 basket of Europe 1092

breast 1124 bullae 880 1110 f. cicalas
from Bosporos Kimmerios 2530 cicala
fromEphesos2530cicalas from Hungary
253o f. cicala from Mt Parnes 2530 cicalas
worn by lonians 2508 2519 cow used in
Hindu rite of rebirth 1092 double axes
from Arkalochori Cave 1143 eagle on
stone of Elagabalos 901 f. earring of
s.iv-iiis.c. with bull's head 1098 earring
of s. iv B.C. with kalathiskos-dancei: 1009
ears of barley from grave near Syracuse
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Gold (cont.)

3070 foil of Etruscan work with relief of
Tithonos tended by Heos (Eos) 247
glasses 948 hair of the Beauty of the
Earth 4120harvest sent by Metapontines
to Delphoi 3070 hound of Crete 1110
idol thrown into bean-field at Malta
10317 iynges 1073 jewellery of s. vi and
s. v B.C. scarce 766 f. lioness-head from
Mykenai 1174 medallions from Abukir
779o model of mountain (?) from
Arkalochori Cave 1143 olive of Pyg-
malion 983 pendant representing
Aphrodite with two Erotes 1020 plant
on Mt Tomori near Berat 1171 plaques
from Mykenai representing Aphrodite
(Astarte ?) 1016 rain 455 ff. 473 ff. rings
from Knossos 650<> rings from Mykenai
6500 ring from 'Mycenaean' tomb at
Athens 1090 ring from Thisbe 6812
ring of c. 400 B.C. 7824 seat in south-
European folk-tales 4200 showered down
on Bhodes by Zeus 4773 snow 477 507
670 statues 8624 strap-buckle of La Tene
period with bull's head 1098 tablets of
Orphists 3955 396 4193f. thunderbolt
of Adad 1095 tresses stolen from head
of Zeus Olympics 969 cp. 966 wings of
Athena Nike (?) 8113 wings of Nike on
hand of Athena Parthenos 8113 See also
Gilded

Goldby, F. 7726
Goldmann 4330
Goldziher, I. 334!
Gomme, A. W. 8668
Gorgoneion as Orphic name for moon

(Gorgonion) 8054as sun 863 assimilated
to PJiobos (?) 863 assimilated to Sol
863 bearded in early Greek and late
Roman art 865 evolution of, from lower
to higher forms 848 ff. illustrated by
sequence of Greek and Roman coin-
types 853 ff. in pediment 769 862 ff. of
Athena 837 ff. of Sulis Minerva at
Bath 862 ff. on aigis of Athena
gradually converted from demon to
angel 857 f. on gems 8030(4, 7, &) on
handle of thunderbolt 1156 on Helleni-
stic relief-ware 2000(d> on shield of
Athena 830 on shield of winged Athena
820 on shield of winged Minerva 823
on steatite seal-stones from Crete 845
1196 on tickets of Athenian dikasts
7893 owl tantamount to 776e perhaps
came from north Africa 847

Gow, A. S. F. 1071 1073 1103
Grabphalli 1067 1183 (?)
Graber, F. 3710
Graef, B. 6720
Graefe, C. F. 531
Graindor, P. 1296
Granger, F. 4440 9653
Grassmann, H. 9257
Greasy Bowsprit 5056 Pole 505 f.
' Green Man' 1133

Green quartz or 'plasma' as rain-charm
313

Gr^goire, H. 879 1141
Gressmann, H. 1103 1132 1180
Griffin carries 'Canopus' of Isis 3482
Griffins draw chariot of Dionysos 8422

draw chariot of Nemeseis 8422 draw
chariot of Rhea (?) 8422

Griffin's head on shield of Athena 839
Griffith, F. LI. 3460 8822 1187
Grimm, J. 640164 1645 2770 4465 5055 10266
Grimm, W. 5055 102ti6
Grimme 8875
Grisar, P. H. 3280
Grose, S. W. 6955
Growth, praeternatural rapidity of,

characteristic of gods, heroes, etc. 9292
Griinwedel, A. 401i
Gruppe, 0. 605(6) 108 f. 179 260 2608 267r

2750(4) 369 4012 4110 4210 5670 6083
610 729 7622 7634 7824 791 811! 9383
9414 984 987 10314 1070 1082

Guarducci, M. 1183 f.
Gubernatis, A. de 257j 846 1032t
Giintert, H. 308j 49741078 1114 11411174
Guild of Zeus Hypsistos in Egypt, regula-

tions for 1163f.
Guillon, P. 1181
Gull as bird form of Athena 782 f. as bird

form of Leukothea 783j as bird form of
sea-nymphs 783i

Gundel, W. 76X 762 475j 8820
Guthrie, W. K. C. 402j 1068 1070 1103

1104 1179

Hackl, R. 3514
Haematite 313o<5)
Hahn, J. G. von 977
Haigh, A. E. 5743
Hail in ancient folk-lore 875 ff. in modern

folk-lore Q15i
Hail-charm by amethyst 876 by anointing

iron tools with bears' fat 878 by
covering meal with russet cloth 878 by
crocodile- skin 877 by dedicatingpicture
of grapes in vineyard 877 by hippo-
potamus-hide 877 by hyaena-skin 877
t>y keys 877 by mirror 876 by owl
nailed up 793 878 by seal-skin 876 f. by
surrounding garden with white vines
878 by threatening sky with blood-
stained axes 878 by tortoise 877 by
woman in her courses 876 by wooden
bulls 877

Hail-clouds chased away by magicians 33
Hair, dedicated at puberty 1066 golden,

of the Beauty of the Earth 4120 in
lightning-spell 4330

Hair-offering, bibliography of 1066
Haley, J. B. 76j
Hall, Miss E. H. See Dohan, Mrs E. H.
Hall, H. R. 9263 1106 1122
Halley des Fontaines, J. 1146
Halliday, W. R. 1067 1105 1146 1160 1186
Hamilton, Miss M. See Diokins, Mrs G.
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Hamman 1092
Hammer of Charon 9273 of Thor 926 1142

thrown to ratify acquisition of property
1147

Hammond, N. G. L. 1173
Hanauer, J. E. 7727
Hands uplifted 1162
Hanell, K. 1136
Hansen, C. 581o
Harcum, Miss G. G. 1720
Hardie, Miss M. See Hasluck, Mrs F. W.
Hare 977
Harland, J. P. 1164
Harmonism, scholiastic 1263
Harnack, A. 3272
Harp, Sumerian 1102
Hdrpe 843
Harrie, I. 1181
Harris, J. Eendel 714 293 f. 345j 3688 3693

5067 1103 1116 1128 1134 1135 11361
Harrison, E. 1141
Harrison, Miss J. E. 108 1660 2020 240

2414 2443 248], 313 4002 402t 4170 5760
614 f. 630j 7240 763 770 Silt 846

Hart, H. St J. 891
Hartland, E. S. 5067 1194
Hartmann, A. 1106
Hartwig, P. 3890(6)
Hasluck, F. W. 231 6284 8803 8865 1071

1171
Hasluck, Mrs F. W. 630i
Hatzfeld, J. 1066
Hauser, F. 2520(2) 5153 6590 716 1118
Haussoullier, B. 563 f.
Hauvette-Besnault, A. 154-2
Haverfield, F. 863
Hawes, H. Boyd 1970
Hawk as attribute of Apollon 1073 as bird

form of Athena 781 of Jehovah (?) 558
on head of Apollon 46

Hawk-headed deity 50
Head as seat of the soul 737g 1126 f. of Aulus

dug up on Capitol 441 of St Christina
swims about Lake Volsiniensis 1013 of
Orpheus oracular 99 ff. 4416

Heads hanging on palace-wall 1066
Head, B. V. 5290 5295 898
Head-dress elaborate, of dolls from Myrina

1009 of bovine horns worn by Mesopo-
tamian deities 832 8324 of rushes or
basket-work worn by kalathiskos-
dancers 996 ff. of two fishes worn by
Atargatis 1097

Heberdey, E. 1619 3094(3) 3120 642! 768 f.
Hedgehog 140
Hedna 507
Heichelheim, F. M. 8593 1074 1083 1099 f.

1183
Hekler, A. 1108
Helbig, W. 2519(1) 6270
Helmbold, J. 1115
Helmet of cock's skin 804 with crest like

animal's head 862 with features of
Sokrates, Silenos, etc. 804j with head
and wing of Medousa 541 with horn

Helmet (cont.)
and ear of bull 541 with wheel 1072
with wings 8202

Hemlock 9134
Henning, R. 1645
Henry, N. E. 1074
Henry, V. 358 3623
Henzen, G, 375i(a)
Heraldic arrangement See Antithetic

grouping
Herbst, E. 1187
Herkenrath, E. 1068
Herm, early and later types of 725g of

Aphrodite 722 of Hermes 830
Herms, Janiform 1132 used to separate

scenes in relief 850(2>
Hermann, G. 728
Hermann, K. F. 600 <5)
Heroes as faded gods(?) 6500 (Aias,

Teukros)
Hero-feast 3094(2)
Heroion containing acanthus-plant 307<>

containing bay-branch 307o containing
wheat 3o60 (g> of Pandion ii at Megara
783!

Hdros on sepulchral stelai from Odessos
1160

Herrmann, P. 463i 6414 10332 10335 10339
Herter, H. 1073 1183
Herzfeld, E. 642t 6510
Herzog, A. 3726
Herzog, E. 364t
Hexameters, buried 100s (?) 2630 dropped

for prose in later oracles of Apollon
1005 endings 3220 restored 122! 2372
would-be 3955 6284

Heydemann, H. 4002 6012 1181
Hicks, E. L. 5864 642j
Hierodouloi 1760 1770 6480
Hierophdntes at Eleusis rendered sterile

by use of hemlock 3000(D 9134 of
Persephone pronounces Orphic verse
3955

Hieros gdmos at Argos 1043 ff. at Athens
1047 ff. at Elymnion (Elymnia) 1041
at Hermione 1043 at Knossos 10321092
at Samos 1027ff. in the caveof Achilleus
1043 in the far west 1062 1064 of
Athena 2243 of Zeus and Europe
(Hellotis) 1092 of Zeus and Hera 94816
9490 1025 ff. on Mt Ide in Phrygia
1032 ff. on Mt Kithairon 1042 on Mt
Oche 1041 of comparatively late
introduction 1065 bibliography of 10267

Highbarger, E. L. 1165
Hildebrandt, E. 7813 783X
Hill like a recumbent man (Antaios) 3728

cp. 1173
Hill, Mrs B. H. 2617
Hill, Sir G. F. 880 216i 550 55013 557 698G

892 8933 982 f.
Hiller von Gaertringen, F. 1678 2664 267T

283 1070 1173
Hippopotamus-hide in hail-charm 877
Hirschfeld, G. 530
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Hirst, Miss G. M. 653j 6550
Hirt, H. 6510
Hirzel, R. 490 782
Hofer, 0. 102! 3111
Hoffmann, G. G. 4504
Hoffmann, E. 7466
Hoffmann, O. 2892
Hogarth, D. G. 2530 8400
Holed bucket in German folk-tale 448 f.

'Dipylon' vases 2000 373 loutrophoroi
of black-figured or red-figured style 373
vase of fluted red ware from Kypros
375s vessels in Italy 427 ff. vessels else-
where 445 ff.

Holland, L. B. 1950 3546 360 363 1074
1120 1184

Holleaux, M. 118
Holmberg, U. 4050 1116 f. 1192
Holtzmann, H. 9710 9722 9730
Holweck, F. G. 4723
'Holy-mawle' used by son to knock his

father on the head 738o
Homeric poems originate in Aeolian

Thessaly 141 (?) put together at Chios
141 (?)

Hommel, E. 1086
Hommel, F. 2750<2) 2760334! 3413984 1103
Homolle, T. 1009 1122
Honey as celestial diet 496 as dew from

the sky 246 250 496 as libation to Zeus
Endendros 1173 as libation to Zeus
Ikmaios 267 as rain-charm 3353 as water
of life 981 from ash-trees 4983 from
lime-trees 499i from oak-trees 4982
from reeds 499g identified with ambrosia
and ntktar 496 f.

Honey-cake 772
Honey-dew 246 261! 498 ff. caught on skins

500i
Hooke, S. H. 1121
Hoopoe 44 450
Hopfner, T. 8878
Hopkins, C. 1163
Hopkins, E. W. 546j
Hoplolatry 3133 (?)
Hoppin, J. C. 1142
Horn as drinking-vessel 1091 set behind

Elagabalus 9027 set behind Kabeiros
9027

Horns, altar of, at Delos 1087 altar of, at
Dreros 1087 as ritual furniture 1091
of lo progressively minimised 6373
prophylactic use of 5492

' Horns of consecration' as andirons (?)
1091 as conventional representation of
bucranium (?) 1091 as merely decorative
(?) 1091 as mountain-symbol (?) 1091
on head of ' Minoan' goddess 818o

Horned altars in Delos etc. 1091 dancers
at Abbots Bromley 1087 human figures
on early seal-stones 1106 imp on signet
from Mochlos 845 king of Spain 1111
tiger 1106

Horse in combination with wheel 1076 in
cult of the dead 1179 St Irene bound

C. III.

Horse (cont.)
to wild 4723 of bronze found by Gyges
1114 of Poseidon painted white 7532
Trojan 1179

Horses of Zeus 10644 tombs of 1187
Horse-sacrifice in antiquity 1070 1179
Horse-shaped deities (chthonian god and

goddess with the Erinyes as their twin
offspring) 1182

Horse's head on hand of Poseidon 217o
Horse-worship of ' Indogermanen' 1179

of Greeks 1075 in Germany etc. 1179
in east Kent ('The Hooden Horse')
1179 bibliography of 1179

Horsfield, H. 1197
Hound, chthonian 4130 golden 1110 of Ares

683 See also Dog
Hounds, baying of supernatural 1066 of

Yama 4100 ff.
Housman, A. E. 2683 10264
Hubaux, J. 1362
Hubbell, H. M. 1070 1179
Hudson, E. C. 1125
Hulsen, C. 4444 4450 9042
Human sacrifice offered by Elagabalus

5263 of king or king's son in famine
1080 cp. 267 to Agraulos or Diomedes at
Salamis in Kypros commuted to sacrifice
of ox 653<| to Artemis commuted to
sacrifice of deer or bear or bull 233j to
Artemis Mounychia commuted to sacri-
fice of she-goat in girl's clothing 233i to
Dis commuted 4330 to lupiter Elicius
commuted 4330 to lupiter Hospes (Zeus
Xenios) at Amathous in Kypros 6530 to
Kronos 937 to Lemnos 191o to Lemnos
probably commuted to sacrifice of goats
233! to Mania commuted 4330 to Saturn
commuted 4330 to Zeus by Bousiris,
king of Egypt 6530 to Zeus in Kypros
6520 to Zeus at Lyttos 525 to Zeus
Atabyrios in Ehodes and Sicily 525 to
Zeus Ithomdtas in Messene 525 to
Zeus Kretagenes (Marnas) at Gaza
5541 to Zeus Laphystios in Thessaly
and Boiotia 525 to Zeus Lykaios in
Arkadia 267 525 1068 to Zeus Ombrios
at Elis 267 525 f.

Humborg 1141
Humped oxen 991
Hunt, H. 1171
Huth, 0. 1130
Button, Miss C. A. 841! 842!
Hyaena-skin in hail-charm 877
Hyde, W. W. 5834 591j
Hydromancy 292
Hyten, J. E. 416i
Hypothymis 3094<2)
Hysterolite 9184

Iambic tags 8422 (?)
Iambic, would-be 1130
faspis as rain-charm 3136
Icebergs 1407 977 f.
Idolatry, Dion Chrysostomos' plea for 963j

81
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-ikos an exceptional termination of divine

appellatives 560g
Ilberg, J. 55B
Iliffe, J. H. 1137
Imhoof-Blumer, F. 530 802 1140
Immisch, O. 3693
Impregnation by blood of Ouranos 481 by

dewdrop 4758 by the eye of God 473 by
falling star 474 f. by golden snow 477
507 by rain 475 f. by the sun 473

Incendiaria avis 791
Index deorum SeeCatalogue of the gods
Ingots in shape of ox-hide 1146
Initiations of Cyprian 775 1046
Iron, birth of 1100 f. discovery of 922

displaces bronze in late versions of myth
of Danae 4732 early use of meteoric
922f. in Egypt called ba-n-pet, 'the
metal of heaven' 9230 cp. 9232 oxide
used to paint bones 5156

Irrigation of Argos by Danaos or the
Danai'des 361 f. practised by Danaoi
and Daunioi (?) 366

Isabelle, C. E. 444j
Island of ghosts 984 of souls 109 112 975
Islands of the Blest 162 turning orfloating,

haunted by Harpies 987 See also
Floating islands

' Island-stones' 1068 1106
Ithyphallic figure (baskdnion) protects

potter's oven 799
Ivory preserved by damp air of ddyton

2383 preserved by use of oil made
from pitch 967 f. repairing of, now a
lost art 9684 seal from Mesara 7900
seals from Pherai (Velestino) 278
shoulder of Pelops 1124 See also
Chryselephantine

Ivy-leaves at ends of garlands 1146 on
handles -of thyrsoi 1007

Ivy-wreath 675 6852 1133
lynx 313 1103
lynges of gold 1073

' Jack-in-the-Green' 1133
Jacob, G. 1171
Jacobs, J. 4502
Jacobsthal, P. 1020 182i 1147
Jacoby, F. 5196 928i 9288 1085
Jacopi, G. 664! 1187
Jade 9258
Jahn, 0. 2239 570 573 5734 5904 602 6145

627(3) 846
Jameson, E. 8202
Jamot, P. 218
Janiewitsch, O. 369s
Janiform deities, conspectus of 1130 head

on coins of Tenedos 7892head on sceptre
of Zeus 686 herms 1132 masks in
springtime festivals of the Pyrenees
1130

Jar of evils in Hesiod 108 of good things
in Babrios 108

Jars of Artemis KalUste 1181 of rains and
winds 107 of Zeus 1181

Jarde, A. 1187
Jenkins, B. J. H. 416 .̂ 1068 1155
Jeremias, A. 3413 9337
Jessen, 0. 662 880i 976 978
Jet cools eagle's nest 792
Jevons, F. B. 1226 3000(2)
Johansen, K. F. 1142
Jokl, N. 1125 1168 1196
Jolliffe, Miss N. 1358 1362 1370 298
Jones, H. Stuart 2620 3220 5854 7817 863

9255933f. 93979547
Jonston, J. 2770 5030 10315
Jordan,H. 4444
Judeich, W. 2606 1155
Judges of the dead 4024
Judgment of Paris, Athena's toilet before

8140 Helen v. Athena in 770 Hera suc-
cessful in 67 f. on coin of Skepsis 517o
on krater at Petrograd 702 ff.

Jiilg 976
Jiithner, J. 1153
Junker, H. 9140
'Jupiter-columns' 1100 1117 1191

Kahle, P. 979
Kaibel, G. 6734 1083
Kaiser Wilhelm ii. 8459
Kakridis, J. T. 2504
Kalathiskos, dance called 990
Kalathiskos-Aancera on vases 996 ff. in

limestone reliefs at Trysa 1000 ff. on
coins of Abdera 1002 f. in marble reliefs
of later Attic school 1003 in neo-Attic
reliefs 1006 ff. of Arretine ware 1003
1006 of Eoman mural reliefs in terra
cotta 1006 1008 assimilated to Nikai
1008 on gold earring 1009 'in the
round' 1009 on terra-cotta plaques of
Hellenistic date 1011 on gems of
imperial date 1011

Kalathiskos-Tmwaeis 1012
Kdlathos, ritual basket called 990 ff.

adorned with rape of Persephone 991
containing corn-ears and poppy-heads
991 drawn by biga of humped oxen 991
drawn by quadriga of horses 991 drawn
by two winged snakes 991 flanked by
two torches 991 on column between two
winged snakes 991 f. of Artemis 992 f.
of Sarapis 1148

Kalinka, E. 189i H40 1162
Kappotas, etymology of 941 f.
Karo, G. 681 1073 1091 1141
Karouzos, Ch. 1151 f.
KatMdra in cult of the dead 1140
Katsarov, G. I. 1125 1159
Kaufmann, C. M. 1452 9710 9720
Kazarow, G. I. See Katsarov, G. I.
Keil, B. 271 2719
Keil, J. 642], 1078 1174
Kekule von Stradonitz, E. 710 1003
Kelainephes 33 f.
Keller, O. 1322 324! 683]. 802
Kennett, Mrs D. K. 8450
Kennett, E. H. 7718



Subjects Authorities
Kent, C. F. 1675
Keramopoullos, A. D. 1187
Kerenyi, K. 1119 1183
Kern, 0. 605(6) 189! 4220 730 9140 94910

1128
Kernos 248t 7240
Keune 1142
Keyes, C. W. 823U 8250
Keys in hail-charm 877
Kibotoi of Demeter and Persephone 712 on

coins of Apameia in Phrygia 530
'Kid,' Orphic votary as 1118
' Kids,' Dionysos-worshippers as 1104
Kieseritzky, G. 76j
Kiltgang See Clandestine intercourse
King, essential features of old-world 4200

put to death at first symptom of physical
decline 733 divinity of, quits body in
form of bird 733 responsible for crops
74 hence king or king's son sacrificed in
time of famine 74 as human Zeus 269
2697 733 becomes Osiris 1131

Kings, rule of succession for primitive 177o
733 of Aeolians personate Zeus 141 of
early Greeks honoured as embodiments
of Zeus 733 of Baganda reborn as lions
957o of the Kabul valley emergent from,
or seated on, clouds 42 f.

'King of May'1133
King, J. E. 1226
King, Miss L. S. 2617
KiSkanu-tree 1136
Kiste 990
Kite a bird of ill omen in Hellas 45 f. 46j

or shearwater, as bird form of Athena
781

Kitkdra of Apollon 683 684 of Orpheus
419

Kjellberg, L. 2520
Klein, W. 183 7066
Klinz, A. 10267
Kluge, F. 5015
Kluge, K. 1110 1122
Knaack, G. 954j
Knees of the gods 717
Knielauf, sub-1 Minoan' or sub-1 Mycenaean'

on gem from Melos 1138 archaic type
of, used to represent Engonasin or
Ingeniculus in Ionic art of s. vi B.C.
488 archaic type of, used to represent
Herakles in early art 488 archaic type
of, modified to represent Theseus raising
the rock 485j2

Knife used in bouphonia at Athens tried,
condemned, and cast into sea 583 ff.

Knight, W. F. J. 1087
Knox, A. D. 1114
Kochly, H. 531
Kohler, E. 977
Kohler, U. 114
Korte, A. 318 5602 5606
Kolbe, W. 939
Kolf, Miss van der 1110
Koppers, W. 1179
Koskinomanteia 336 ff.

1281
1000

Koujeas, S. 1147
Kourouniotes, K. 248i 3152
Kraeling, C. H. 1179
Krahe, H. 1184 1189
Kranz, W. 7463
Krappe, A. H. 74 3365 4040 4476 730 9337

936i 986 f. 1076 1078 1080 1116 1134
1135 1182 1184 1187

Kretschmer, P. 140 76X 1123 1918 226
2750(3) 6084 1090 1106 1113 1131 1141
1155 1187

Kroll, W. 248a 3710 4210 4300 993 10811174
Krumbacher, K. 9536
Kruse, gr. 248i 7622 1111 1172
Kteis in ritual basket 993 (?) of Astarte or

Astaroth (?) 9183 of Mother of the gods
(?) 9183 on black stone of Emesa 906
916! on black stone of Mecca 918 on
black stone of Pessinous (?) 898 916i on
neolithic celt 1143 votive in marble 1143
votive in terra cotta 1143

Kubitschek, J. W. 271
Kudurru 8920 1135
Kiinstle, K. 1147
Kiister, E. 239Z 7672
Kugler, F. X. 3413
Kuhn, A. 953(lf)49837936
Kuhnert, E. 402t 6012 967X
Kunze, F. 1072
Kyrbeis and axones of Solon as the voice of

Zeus 949 bibliography of 1183f.

Lab 1072 f.
Labarum derived from Idbrys 1141 derived

from laureatum (?) 1141 in relation to
Idbrys 946

Labour, symbols of fruitless 449
Ldbrys re-shaped into labarum 946 survives

as Georgian lahvari 1141 See Axe,
double

Labyrinth See Index I
Labyrinthos, etymology of 1141
Lackeit, C. 9140
Lacoste, H. 1120 f.
Ladder as celestial ascent 946 as Egyptian

amulet 946 as soul-path 1118 in gilded
wood with two silver snakes twined
about it 1119 in Thracian and Orphic
beliefs 946 of Jacob 8840 891 1118 f. of
Salvation 946

La Fuye, Allotte de 1193
Laistner, L. 358 f. 1160
Lajard, F. 4200f.
Lake, E. F. Coote 1156
Lamb, golden 1080
Lamb, Miss D. 8103
Lamb, Miss W. 2170 6703
Lamps, Christian 1452 2617 Roman 41 948

981
Lanciani, K. 1362
Land of Cokaygne 500 ff. 504t
Landerer, X. 179o
Lane, E. W. 916!"
Langdon, S. 5500 1098 1136
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Lange, K. 1873
Lapis lazuli, Mesopotamian inlay of 1066

1102
Lark 44 450
Ldrnax from Miletos in Crete 650o
Last, H. 3150
Latte, K. 116 992 f. 1127 1192
Lattermann, H. 1070
Lauer, J. F. 729 846
Laufer, B. 257x
Laughter of divine derision 969i of Zeus in

late Homeric theomachia 969x of Zeus
at post-Homeric pranks of Hermes 969i
of Zeus Olympics at Caligula's sacrilege
969

Laum, B. 599(2) 6063 611
Launay, L. de 923j
Launay, R. de 1086
Laurent, M. 1187
Lawrence, A. W. 3534 4253 839
Lawson, H. 9003
Lawson, J. C. 164! 284 287 289 3693 394 f.

4120 721S(2)
Layard, J. 1087
Lead 'figurines d'envoutement' 1162
Leaf, W. 924 1065
Leake, W. M. 713 939 1027X
Leap, Leucadian 1363 1076
Leaven 167s
Le Bas, P. 939
Lechat, H. 251g(1) 7180<8) 7203 768
Leclercq, H. 5284 5294
Le Coq, A. von 1020
Legerlotz, G. 942
Legrain, L. 833o
Le Grand, M. A. 5013
Legs, crossed 1108
Lehmann-Hartleben, K. 225i 1188
Lehrs, K. 490
Leipoldt, J. 1132
Lekanomanteia 1122
Leland, C. G. 2590
Lemerle, P. 1196
Lemnian earth 229 ff.
Lenormant, C. 3000 5294 6012 7340 802
Lenormant, F. 8840 1194
Lenz, H. 0. 7596
Leonard 248j
Leonardos, B. 1181
Leonine gods 1095 looks of Alexander the

Great 9570
Leopard-skin 57o
Leopold, B. 1362
Lerat, L. 9375
Leroux, G. 116 1526
Leskien, A. 976 f.
Lesky, A. 1092
Lethaby, W. R. 711 1184 f.
Letter-box for persons consulting lupiter

Heliopolitanus 1095
' Leucadian Leap,' 1363 1076
Levi, Miss A. 1128
Levy, Miss G. E. 1136
Lewis, C. B. 5092
Lewy, H. 1115

Libation-funnels in use at Eas Shamra
1193 f.

Libertini, G. 1073
'Libyans,' black pitchers set upon tombs

of the unmarried 372
Licht, H. 1000 1134 1143
Lictor, axe of, as iron model in tomb at

Vetulonia 1192
Lictors, axes of, in Roman reliefs 1192
Lidzbarski, M. 8896
Liebrecht, F. 950 990
Lietzmann, H. 1362
Life of Athena manifested by flora and

fauna of Akropolis 749 831 837 866
Life-trees at Athens 760 762 at Megara

762 in general 7604
Light, pillar of 1115 f.
Lightning as a double axe 943 as a fork

943 as a spear 943 as a sword 943
as a triple fork 1150(?) as a weapon 1137
as a whip 1160 as destructive glance of
Zeus 943 as irresistible weapon of Zeus
943 strikes statue of Julian at Kaisareia
Paneas 9720 strikes statue of Zeus
Olympics 968 strikes temple of Zeus
Olympics 958 1196

Lightning-lore learnt by Numa from lupiter
Elicius 433o

Lightning-spell with onions, hair, and
sprats 4330

Liknon as basket-cradle of Tithonos 247
bibliography of 248j

Lily-flowers 955
Lily-sceptre 920
Lily-wreath 880
Lindsay, W. M. 1105
Lion as arm-rest of throne 1052 ̂  as mount

of luno Caelestis 1045 as symbol of
royalty 957o as totem of Baganda kings
957o Hittite mother-goddess standing
on 834 horned, as attribute of Aion 1180
with star on shoulder 1112 See also
Leonine

Lions as decoration of divine or royal
thrones 9562 9570 Sumerian Lilith (?)
standing on 832 834

Lioness-heads from Knossos, Delphoi, and
Mykenai 1174

Lion-footed stool 904 9570
Lion-god of Hittites 837
Lion-legged throne 957o
'Lion-seat' of Vikrama 957o
Lion's head as fountain 2725 561 as sign of

Gennaios 1095
Lion-skin of Porphyrion 570
Lion-skins of Hittite lion-god 837
Lippold, G. 12l! 1233 1235 1236 5705 8073

1108 1155
Litholatry in myth of Hyperochos and

Phemios 1105 of Greeks and Romans
887i of Levantines 936 of Saracens
9152

Lithophdroi 8884
Lloyd, A. H. 3070 6145 982 1122
Lobeck, C. A. 120 1660 2989 5907 1130



Subjects Authorities 1283
Looatival forms give rise to new nomina-

tives 224 748
Lods, A. 9105
Loeff, A. B. van der 2239
Loeschcke, G. 605(6) 670 4130 711
Lowy, E. 2070 1131 1179
Lones, T. E. 1193
Loom-weights from Tarentum 795
Lorimer, Miss H. L. 394
Lots 7166 717
Loutroph6ros, nuptial, boy or girl who

carried the bridal bath 371 f. pitcher
carried by girl in bridal procession and
set beside lebetes for bath 388 f.

Loutrophoros, sepulchral, pitcher placed
over tomb of the unmarried 372 ff. 603
carried by girl in funeral procession and
set up on grave-mound 387 carved on
sUle 392 f.

Loutrophoroi, sepulchral, reducible to
nuptial 396 cp. 427 three-handled 375
3882

Love in relation to Zeus 1189
Lucas, A. 9684
Lucas, C. W. 7813
' Ludovisi Throne' and its Boston pendant

10444 (?)
Ludwich, A. 531
Lullies, E. 1132
Lycanthropy See Were-wolves
Lychnomanteia 1122
Lycian symbol 1074
Lydekker, E. 4993

Maas, P. 115
Maass, E. 990 2094 2372 4160 5670 59461067

1128
Macalister, E. A. S. 1452 1115 f.
MacCulloch, J. A. 1194 3672f 5492 1067 f.

1124
Macdonald, Sir G. 789 898X
Macdonald, Miss L. 40
Macdonell, A. A. 2732 3623
Mace, bronze, from Willingham Fen 1099 f.
Mach, E. von 7066
Macler, F. 2932
Macpherson, S. C. 446
Macurdy, Miss G. H. 1114 1137 1140 1174
Madden, F. W. 5290 5294
Maffei, F. S. 8960
Magic combined with prayer 315 316

distrust of 428 mimetic, in Naxian
custom 10264 mimetic, in Swedish
custom 10264 See also Cloud-charm,
Hail-charm, Lightning-spell, Eain-
charm, Eain-magic

Magical circle 1073 herbs used by birds 53j
horse 1169 1171 marks on amulets 340 ff.
papyri 3220 3323 texts (late Greek) 3323
throne made by Hephaistos for Hera 222

Magician, Chaldaean (lulianus) 332 Egypt-
ian (Arnouphis) 325 f. 332 Zeus as 31

Magnusen, F. 4040f.
Magpie 1138
Mair, A. W. 2683

Maiuri, A. 1034 1036j
Malachite 5380 9337 1194
Mallet used by Valeria Luperca to tap sick

folk and recover them of their sickness
8025

Mallowan, M. E. L. 1138
Malten, L. 181! 1907 221 2278 228 6050

1101 1176 1179
Manalis lapis as portal of Orcus 432 1194

as rain charm 432 434 1194 at Eome
429 ff. 1194 etymology of 432 1194

Manales lapides or petrae 434 f. 1194
Manna 495 f.
Mannhardt, W. 650 2352 289 3342 599 (3)
Man-slayer, attitude of Zeus towards 951 f.
Marcellus, Count de 531
Maresch, G. 1113 1134
Margoliouth, D. S. 9193
Mariani, L. 535i
Marinatos, S. 189j 1066 1087 1143 1150
Marine cortege escorts souls to Islands of

the.Blest 133
Marionettes by Heron of Alexandreia 868
Mariti, G. 591!
Marmorsfcein, A. 4469
Marot, K. 1103
Marriage and mysteries analogous 425 f.

ceremonial, of hierophant (Zeus) and
priestess (Demeter) 301o<3) endogamic,
in family of Aiolos Hippotades 110
endogamic, of Danai'des and Aigypt-
iadai 369 endogamic, among Thessa-
lians 110 endogamic, of Ptolemies 111
of brother and sister 110 f. of Dana'ides
and Aigyptiadai as fertility-charm 369
426 of Dionysos and Basilinna 1105
of Earth and Sky 289 1092 of Earth
and Sky the first of all marriages 454 of
Sun and Moon in Crete 1092 of Zeus
and Hera 111 (See also Hieros gdmos)

Marriage post mortem 393 ff. traces of in
Scandinavia, Germany, Eussia, Greece
394 with god or goddess of the Under-
world 395 f. 1189

Marriage-preparations on pyxis 3883(o)
Marriage-procession on vases 388 ff.
Marriage-test of Penelope explained by

parallel from the Mundas of Chota
Nagpur1147

Marshall, F. H. 4050 822
Marshall, Sir J. 1087 1106 1156
Marzell, H. 1105
Masks, black, with sheep's horns 1156 foliate

in church architecture 1133 of early La
Tene art 863 on Dionysiac pillar 1103
Satyric 5594 worn by flute-players at
Eome 856o

Massebhoth 891 910 983 in relation to
'asherim 910 prehistory of 910S shaped
into quasi-hum&n form 910s 9110

Mat de cocagne 505
Matrilinear descent, transition from, to

patrilinear descent 89i
Matthews, E. 1169 ff.
Mattingly, H. 8862 9062 94616 1074
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Matz, F. 812j 1154 f.
Mau, A. 444?
Mayer, M. 3872 797 8422 8973 9314 935a

941 f.
May-garland 1076 See also 'Garland'
Maylam, P. 1179
McKay, J. G. 1068
Meadow of Hera 10644
Meadows of Selene and Aphrodite 10644
Meautis, G. 1131
Megas, G. A. 358
Meier, H. 5014 5020
Meillet, A. 942 4340
Meister, E. 942 2892
'Melian' reliefs 181 f. 4140(a)
Melon on coins of Melos a pomegranate,

not an apple 817o
Mendel, G. 5577 558 630j ff 1155 1160

1181
Menhirs-sculptes 9105
Mercklin, L. 1111
Merry, W. W. 1407 978
Meteoric iron, early use of 922 f.
Meteorite as luck of Kyzikos 8865 as stone

of Kronos (?) 938 as Zeus Kappotas (?)
942 figured as star (?) 8862 regarded as
a babe 920 922 927 regarded as a
mother 920 represented by omphalos (?)
885?

Meteorites a sign of downfall and ill-
luck 882 distinguished in popular belief
from shooting-stars 882 identified
with baityloi or baitylia 892 892! 938
identified with Homeric dkmones 924 f.
in relation to Kybele 893 ff.

Metonymy 2277
Meyer, E. 3604 9004 914X
Meyer, E. H. 510 2770 4465 7936
Meyer, G. 2760
Meyer, L. 2746(1)
Meyer, B. M. 4470
Meyer-Liibke, W. 4340
Michaelis, A. 5830 7020 713 7180<3) 7182

7203
Miers, H. A. 8813
Milchhofer, A. 373 402j
Milk in Orphic rites 1118
Millingen, J. 144
Milne, H. J. M. 1134 1137
Milne, J. G. 3460
Miltner, F. 1452
Minervini, G. 100
Minns, E. H. 1553 6540 6550 822 978 1173
Miracle of the Quadi 324 ff. of Zeus

Pandmaros 1066
Mirror in hail-charm 876 of Aphrodite 940

622(3) of Eros 622 (3)
Mirrors, Etruscan 860(5) 89i 259 6770ff.

806 8150 839 1090 1112 Greek 618 (3)
Mirror-cases of early imperial date 981 f.
Mirror-stands, Greek 1016 ff.
Mischkowski, H. 177j 5795(3)
Mitford, T. B. 1187
Mjolnir 1140
Mogk, E. 4470 1179

Mommsen, A. 1040 2410 576i 5840 584i 585
5862 597 719 1047 10472 1140

Mommsen, Th. 3290 444
Monier-Williams, Sir M. 9257 9570
Monster in literature and art made more

monstrous still 403i
Montelius, O. 1128
Montessus de Ballore, Count de 1
Montet, P. 1076
Months, gods of the 1055 'AvOeffTTjpiuv 1790

6042 1105 'An-eXXatos 5513 A&dvvcuos 552
271 'A^oSiVios 6530 Athyr 3450

564>> 5662 J$or)8po/juwv 598'{
950 1047 AZos 5513 1163

Wi.pa,<pid>v 95o 'EK<XTO/t/3cuc6»' 720 7ifj.iv8i.os
1124 QaLpytjKiuv 1780241 lanuarius 1067
Kdpveios 567 Ayvaiuij' 950 Mat/xa/crTjpiw^
3210 Mains 3210 Maxapetfc or N.ax<iveios
5670 IledayeirvLos 567 Hepinos 1159
TLofftidediv 179o Hvavoifsidv 1660 211
2iupo</>opid>v 115 165 241 576 5983 599(3)
602 720j 1183

Moon called Gorgonion 8054 845 face in
the 8054 845

Moon, Miss N. See Oakeshott, MrsW. F.
Moore, G. F. 887 8878 892 9376
Moral stability of Zeus 948 ff.
Mordtmann, J. H. 1163
Moret, A. 3050 3060
Morgan, M. H. 315 3220
Moriai offshoots from the currr) eXcua on

the Akropolis at Athens 1872
Moritz, B. 914j
Mosaics 129 626 (2) 627 (3) 948
Mother-and-child motifs 68168126852730f.
Mother-of-pearl 1102
Mother-right in early Greece 89i (?)
Mountain identified with rain-god 3210
Mountains, conventional design for 834
Mountain-worship 963 1068
Mouse in folklore and religion 1081 f.
Mouterde, B. 1080 1163
Mowat, E. 7790
Mud, sinners sunk in 3985
Miihlestein, H. 1192
Miiller, F. Max 2732
Miiller, H. D. Ill
Miiller, K. 0. 436
Miiller, S. 3675
Miiller, V. 1138
Miinter, F. 917 925 9370 9383
Muir, Sir W. 9194
Muller, F. 4392
Mummy represented on black-figured

lekythos 3514
Munch, P. A. 4470
Mundus as gate of Underworld 431 f. as

prehistoric tomb 440 f. as reservoir of
water 438 ff. as subterranean granary
for seed-corn 437 f. at Capua 429] at
Eome 429 ff. etymology of 4300 43L>
439 f.

Munro, H. A. J. 453
Munro, J. A. E. 6480 6490
Mural crown of winged Minerva 8255



Subjects Authorities 1285

Mural reliefs in marble, kalath-iskos-
dancers 1003 1007 f.

Mural reliefs in terra cotta, Athena and
Argo 778i 7790 Athena (Palladion)
between kalathiskos-dancers 8202 1006
Theseus raising the rock 485j2

Murray, A. S. 5170 6330 711 7182 7203 8150
Murray, G. 1065 1068
Murray, Miss M. A. 1139 1192 1193
Mushrooms as parents of men 478 as wombs

4782
Hydros 924
Mylonas, G. E. 1181 1191
Myres, J. L. 7363 9230 1066
Myrrh 70
Myrtle-boughs covering xoanon of Hermes

7255
Myrtle-wreath of Hekate 2725 of initiates

at Eleusis 4183 of Orphist 418 f.
Mysteries and marriage analogous 425 f.

at Agra 722 724 7240 in Crete 953 at
Eleusis 598 7240 at Eleusis derived
from, or influenced by, Egyptian beliefs
3020(5f) at Eleusis perhaps alluded to
by Christ 3070 at Mytilene 167 in
Samothrace 133 135 of Demeter at
Theira 992 of Men at Theira 992 water-
carrying in 397 ff.

Mysticism, growth of, in Greece from c.
600 B.C. 395

Myths arising from art-forms misunder-
stood 732 (?) 7323 7672 arising from
facts misunderstood 4180 (?) arising
from historical events 893 arising from
literary allusions misunderstood 8237
arising from metaphor 984 giving rise
to would-be history 893 of accommoda-
tion 735

Nachod, H. 3726 3728 373
Nail of the sky 1116
Name of Prousias i crowned by Athena

820 of Thothmes iii as a name of power

Names, clipped 271 2892 5946 diminutive
of affection euphemistic 586 7230 for
owl commonly onomatopoeic 7974 cp.
799o of animals borne by priests and
priestesses 1082 f. of certain birds
derived from their fiery nature 791 f.
of Dana'ides and Aigyptiadai 3572 of
dead avoided 157 of most mountains
pre-Greek 730j of rivers Danube,
Dnieper, Dniester, Don, etc. 366 of
priests well-omened 61i 6450 8885 1162
of ships well-omened 896o of Silenoi
significant 513X theophoric 269 8592
two (popular and official), applied to
one god(?) 941 well-omened 270 526
535j 5634 5640

Ndrthex 880
Navarro, J. M. de 1136
Navel-string of king in Uganda regarded

as 'twin' and kept in special house
8330

Nebuly 43
Negro's head as Cretan amulet 8480
Nehring, A. 1103 1128
Neil, E. A. 8750
Nektar identified with honey 496 f. etymo-

logy of 497 Poros drunk with 746 drawn
from fore-finger of Indra 97o

Nekyia in Polygnotos' fresco at Delphoi
397 f. 7124 on black-figured amphora at
Munich 399 f. on black-figured UUythos
at Palermo 400 f. See also Underworld

Neo-Attic reliefs 6590 6600 6893 7164
1006 ff.

Neolithic celts regarded as curative 941j
celts with incised designs 1143 celt0

inscribed 1137 celts sliced and inscribed
1138 implements believed to have fallen
from heaven 892 899 f. pounder facetted
and inlaid with tin to serve as idol (?)
898 ff. 9256

Nephodidktai 33 878
Neter 1139
Neuburger, A. 9230 9684
Neugebauer, K. A. 1078 1182 1186 f.
Neumann, C. 1792 7600
Newberry, P. E. 8840 1091
Newell, E. T. 8692
Newton, J. 1074
Nicklin, T. 1103
Night of Herakles' conception more and

more protracted 5083
Nightjar as spinner 7956
Nightmare personified as Gorgon 846 (?)

personified as nude woman with bird's
wings and claws (Siren?) 8343 personi-
fied as Oknos 40^ (?)

Nile-water as the seed of Osiris has ferti-
lising virtues 3443 3446 the equivalent
of snow and rain 348 the sanctity of
1193

Nilsson, M. P. 636 76! 1413 189-1 3120(4)
4040 5782 599(3) 60312 6500 825 8668
993 1045 1124 f. 1131 1138 1150 1183
1189 1191

Nimbus of Aion, radiate 9134 of Parthenos
= Virgo, blue with golden rays 823 of
Zeus, whitish 36 bibliography of 72j

Ninck, M. 4210 7438
Nine days' celebration (novendiale sacrum)

492 days' observance (feriae per novem
dies) 492 nights of Herakles' conception
509o years' concealment of Hephaistos
228

Nipples of Zeus (?) 1167
Nissen, H. 719
Nock, A. D. 50 634 225j 1080 1117 1131

1161 1163 f. 1182 1184
Noldeke, T. 1163
Norden, E. 25j 4734 9140
Nordstrom, V. 1122
North star called 'The golden pillar',

'The iron pillar', 'The lone post',
'The golden post' 1116f.

Norwood, G. 40
Nudipedalia 433o
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Nudity of Aphrodite 6986 834 1016 of

Astarte 834 1016 (?) of Athena (?) 8688
of Charites 1070 of Hittite mother-
goddess 834 of Istar 834 of Lilith (?)
832 ff.

Nurses of Bakchos or lakchos 225i °f
Dionysos 2288 of Zeus 225X

Oak, Great, as Finnish conception of
Milky Way 1192

Oak-branch used in rain-magic 267
Oak-leaves springing from eyes, nose, and

ears of foliate mask 1133
Oak-tree of Zeus 568 569 880 (?)
Oak-trees produce bees and honey 4982
Oat-wreath of Zeus 36 537 f. 1033 (?) 1191
Oakeshott, Mrs W. F. 998 f.
Oath by Agraulos 245 by the beast 490 by

cabbage 47s by caper-plant 4tl5 by dog
475 by goat 47s by goose 46 475 by oak-
tree 47s by Pandrosos 245 by plane-tree
47s by poppy 49o by ram 475 by the sap
49o by swan 4?5 by Mt Tomori near
Berat 1169 1171 by vegetables 4?5 by
wine (?) 4?5 liable to euphemistic
alteration 490 500 of epheboi in precinct
of Aglauros 242 of Euripides 47s of
Ehadamanthys 47s of Sokrates 47s

Oaths in relation to Zeus 1148 list of
deities witnessing 245i0 taken under
open sky 1148

Obelisk twined about with snake 1127 1128
Oberhummer, E. 9702
Oeconomus, G. P. 3738 3873 See also

Oikonomos, G. P.
Oepke, A. 1181
Oesterreich, T. K. 1122
Ohnefalsch-Kichter, M. 6480
Oikonomos, G. P. 1131184 See also Oeco-

nomus, G. P.
Oikouros ophis 7724
Oil used as unguent before bath in the

Herkyna 1182 used to preserve statues
in ivory or wood 967 f.

Okfithoon 10644
Olive-branch filleted 823
Olive-leaves on Athena's helmet 181
Olive-sprig held by suppliant 1078
Olive-tree called 'Athena' 7634(?) called

' Athena-tree' 763 of Athena called ' the
Stunted or Writhen Olive' and 'the
Citizen Olive' 1872 760 of Athena on the
Akropolis at Athens 1872 243 749 ff. 831
of Pygmalion at Gadeira 983 on
Ambrosial Petrai 978 f.

Olive-trees as life-trees at Athens and
Megara 760 762 called moriai furnish
oil for Panathenaic victors 1872 760 of
immemorial age 7595 7600

Olive-wreath of Dionysiac Zeus 6852(?)
of Zeus Olympics 954

Oliverio, G. 1160
Omophagy, Athenian substitute for

dramatic 1105 f. bovine 610 f. human
611 f. (?)

Omphalos at Delphoi 1120 f. 1191 f. amend-
ed inscription on Delphic 1120f. at
Knossos(?) 1120 in Egypt (?) 1122 or
ovoid stone with snake twined round it
on coins of Tyre 982 as navel of earth
1122 as 'rain-gathering' stone (?)3204
as tomb of Dionysos (?) 7240 8850 1122
representing meteorite (?) 8850 repre-
senting mound of earth 8850 1121
representing mountain (?) 8850 1121
representing thunderbolt (?) 885o

Onians, E. B. 1073
Onions in lightning-spell 433o
Onyx 39 ff. 8512 948
Opitz, D. 8322
Oppermann, H. 1066
Oracles of Apollon 2426 of Apollon at

Branchidai 5204 of Apollon at Delphoi
(Pytho) 455 520 590 593 f. 609 of Apollon
at Hybla 1029 of baitylos 888 f. of Leto
at Bouto (Boutos, Boutoi) 983 f. of
Orpheus' head in Lesbos 99 ff. 4416
of Sibylline books 895 8964 of Sun-tree
and Moon-tree in Prasiake 4200f. of
Zeus A mmon 9140 of Zeus at Dodona
1012

Ordeal, trial by, among Greeks and
Eomans 428i by carrying water in
sieve 428 by immersion in sea 298 by
towing ship up the Tiber 895 f.

Oreites See Siderites
Oriental'influence in Mediterranean c. 600

B.C. 395
Orlandos, A. C. See Orlandos, A. K.
Orlandos, A. K. 1073 1166
Ornithomorphic conception of Athena

passes gradually into anthropomorphic
conception 794

Orth, F. 1322 4130 683i
Otherworld, doorwayto, formed by clashing

mountain-walls 976 987 island 109 135
landscape as described on gold tablets
from Eleuthernai 4200 landscape as
described on gold tablet from Petelia
420n landscape in Celtic mythology 4200
landscape in south-European folk-tales
4200 landscape in The Revelation of
St John 4200 visit 112

Overbeck, J. 4693 537i 5723 573 5872 6313
6342 669 711 9547

Owl as attribute of Athena 558 776 ff. as
attribute of Minerva 41 as attribute of
Zeus 794 as bird form of Athena 781
784 ff. 831 f. as omen of victory 784 f.
819 as bird of ill-omen 8352 as
lightning-bird 792 ff. as shield-sign
8065 as spinner 795 795e between
two sprigs of olive as town-arms of
Athens 785 ff. branded on Athenian
slaves 790 colossal, of white marble
found on Akropolis 776 ff. double-
bodied, on Athenian diobols 7893
double-bodied, on tickets of Athenian
dikasts 7893 folk-lore of the 785i hung
on crosses and roof-tops to avert bad
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Owl (cont.)

weather 793 nailed up to avert hail
793 878 nailed up to avert lightning
793 of Athena equivalent to eagle of
Zeus 793 on altar of Athena 7824 on
head of Athena 46 825 827 on helmet
of Athena 47o 827 on wing of Athena
809 on column 3873 778j 7790 on
sceptre of Zeus 734i on wrist of Zeus
734Z on thunderbolt 794 on tickets
and tokens of Athenian dikasts 789 f.
Polyphonic transformed into 572 with
helmeted head of Athena 801 ff.

Owls draw chariot of Athena 830 war on
crows 238j

Ox as embodiment of Zeus Polieus 606
enters church of St George ready
for sacrifice 1194 first killed by
Prometheus 661 first sacrificed by
Thaulon 597 flayed, stuffed with hay,
and yoked to plough in the Dipolieia at
Athens 583 605 f. ploughing, must not
be eaten 591i 60015> treated as sacro-
sanct 591 591j 600(5) 605 f.

Ox-head garlanded 628 on shield of Athena
670 6702

Ox-hide cape of Argos 634X See also Bull's-
hide

Ox-murder 5763 605 f.

Pagenstecher, B. 3873
Pallddion 3133(?) 6500(?) 770 896 9036
Palm-tree 1078
Pandrion 913
Pankarpla 1180
Panofka, T. 4002 6145
Pan-pipes 640o
Pansa, G. 8889
Pantheistic types, lupiter 1129 Zeus 745

1129
Panther of Hera Argeia 67 of Zeus Kdrios

569S
Panther-skin of Argos 6380 of Dionysos

713 721
Papadakes, A. 1070
Papadopoulos, A. A. 1161
Pappadakis, N. G. 1165 1166
Paraskeuai'des, S. G. 1184
Parasols protecting stone of Elagabalos

9020 905 f.
Pdredros of mother-goddess, at once her

husband and her child 952
Parke, H. W. 1124
Partridge 1111
Partsch, J. 1 1792 7600
Pascal, C. 605(7)
Paternity, a primitive notion of, implied

by birth of Athena from head of Zeus
731 f.

Paton, J. M. 2133 7583 77 li 7722
Paton, W. B. 1523
Patroni, G. 1131
Pauli, C. 2600680(4)
Payne, E. J. 476x

Payne, H. G. G. 189i 5602 5606 6703 6710
1131 1150

Peacock as attribute of luno 41
Pearson, A. C. 790 1102
Peck, E. S. 2322
Peek, W. 1187
Peeters, F. 1182
Pelanos 5784
Pelekys in relation to balag (?) 1141
Pempobolon 1156
Pendlebury, J. D. S. 189j 1070 1122 1143
Pentagram 3413 1193
Pentalpha See Pentagram
Peplos given by Athena to Herakles 1186

in the Parthenon frieze 1186 of Athena
worn by basileus (?) 1186

Perdrizet, P. 1322 540i 785i 7953 7955 1036X
Perideraia 765
Pernice, E. 248X 373 7980
Perrot, G. 1023
Personification of dew (Herse) 245 of cicala

(Tithonos) 257 257i of clouds (Nephelai)
68 ff. of earthquake 27 ff. of rain-storm
on column of Marcus Aurelius 333

Perspective, above = beyond 515 of footstool
etc. seen from above 89j of throne etc.
seen from below 920 6930

Persson, A. W. 623x 1181
Pestle called dkmon 925 personified as

Thyestesthe storm-god (?) 8994 Seealso
Pounder

Petersen, E. 133 2239 2520(2) 3272 3290 3300
713 718o(4) 719i 7203 722

Petrikovits, H. 1131
Pettazzoni, K. 1907 94421
Pezard, M. 9110
Pfister, F. 4012 730 8732 1103
Pfuhl, E. 4002 6893 690 6913
Phaidryntai 967
Phdlar'a 822
Phallic deities 1083 1183
Phallos as magic instrument 3210 as

Pelasgian god 1910 (?) hooded as Genius
Cucullatus in Romano-Celtic area 1182f.
in Herzegovina etc. 1105 in ritual basket
993 (?) of Devil 1078 of Hermes tipped
with ram's head 1082 made of island
marble 170 set upright in mortar 170

Phantom made of cloud substituted for
goddess 74 of Aeneas 102 f. of Aineias
103 of Demeter wooed by lasion 75 ff.
of Dionysos 79 of Eurydike 99 f. 102 of
Helene 78 f. of Hera wooed by Endy mion
74 of Hera wooed by Ixion 74 f. of
Klytaimestra 102

Pharmakoi 321o
Philadelpheus, A. 1124 1181
Philios, D. 248j 3094(3) 6984
Philippart, H. 1020
Philippson, A. 2
Phillips, F. C. 8984
Phillpotts, Miss B. S. (Dame Bertha) 1104
Philosophy a refinement upon folk-belief

454
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Phlegyas 791
Phlexis 791
PM#a*««7340738f.
Phoenix 7916 with radiate nimbus 9134
Physical foundations of the cult of Zeus

943 f.
'Physical' interpretations of mythology

728 f.
Picard, C. 188! 598x 6884 825 1122 1124

1134 1135 1137 1138 1140 1146 f. 1155 f.
1159 1161 1162 1166 1173 f. 1174 1184
1191 f. 1196

Pick, B. 898i
Pickard-Cambridge, A. W. 1103 1106 1112
Pig as form of Attis (?) 87415 first killed by

Klymene 593 sacrifice to 1103 sacrificed
to Aphrodite 3204 sacrificed to Zeus
Heraios 1047

Pigeon as bird form of Athena 781
Pigeons set free in Armenian rite 293
Pillar of Apollon inscribed KAPNEIOS 996

of fire 1118 of light 1115 f. 1118 of
Poseidon inscribed with laws in Atlantis
1184 of Prometheus 1115 of the world
1116 surmounted by oval stone 938
surmounted by owl 778 778X 7790 with
Dionysiac mask or masks 1103

Pillars bear up Delos 984 of Atlas 1115 of
Herakles 978 983

Pillar-cults rife in Mediterranean area 937
Pillet, M. 1163
Pine-wreath 1133
Piper, F. 293 4668
Pirates 152 153
Pisani, V. 790
Pistrix 3804
Plthos.of Danai'des 425 of Eurystheus 4080

riddled with holes 422
Pithoi of Artemis KallistellSl of ZeusllSl

See also Jar, Jars
Plane-tree in votive relief at Munich 1036i

of Agamemnon at Delphoi 1122
Planets, Byzantine list of metals, plants,

and animals assigned to 1098
Plassart, A. 1162 1172 1184 1187
Plates of lupiter Dolichenus 1098 of Minerva

1098 f.
Platner, S. B. 4444
Plough of Bouzyges dedicated on Akropolis

at Athens 606 of Triptolemos 607
Ploughings eTri iralduv reKvwcrei 6064 three

sacred (Skiron, Earia, Athens) 1780 606
610

Poerner, J. 1070
Pohlenz, M. 9337
Points of the compass 7182
Poisson, G. 416!
Pokorny, J. 3670 4392 4973
Polaschek, E. 1167 f.
Polites, N. G. 257i 335j 475X 7216(2) 7672
Polivka, G. 449 977
Polycephalism 403t 1135
Polyp 140 18o
Pomegranate as food for the dead 8150 8160

as fruit from the Tree of Life 816o as

Pomegranate (cont.)
head-decoration of 'Minoan' goddess
8180 held by priest of Attis 8150 in bosom
of Nanamakesher conceive 8150in hand
of Athena Nike 811 ff. in hand of Hera
Argeia 68 in spell against sterility of
women 8140 of Persephone 8150 8160 on
coins of Side 8135 on tomb of Eteokles
and Polyneikes 815<> planted by Aphro-
dite in Kypros 817o prince transforms
himself into 8180 sprung from blood of
Dionysos 8150 sprung from severed
member of Agdistis 8150 suggests blood
by its red fruit 8140 suggests fertility
by its many seeds (?) 814o symbolises
renewal of life after death 8150 taboo
at Athenian Haloia, at Eleusinian
mysteries, and in Arcadian temple of
Despoina 8150

Pomegranate-pips falling on ground must
not be eaten by women celebrating
Thesmophoria 8150 of Hades eaten by
Persephone 8150

Pomegranate-twigs held by priest of Attis
8150(?)

Pomtow, H. 1009
Ptipanon 5790
Possession of the Pythia etc. 1122
Postgate, J. P. 403j 4100
Pottier, E. 375i(6) 5594 5840 7393 7820 9314
Pot-Zeuses 1114
Poulsen, F. 392j 1135
Pounder, neolithic, facetted and inlaid

with tin to serve as idol (?) 898 ff. 925fi
Pouqueville, F. C. H. L. 7215(2)
Powell, B. 2402 2414
Powell, F. York 1075
Praetorius, J. 3370 1174
Prandtl, A. 691
Praschniker, C. 1009
Prawn 180 (?)
Prayer, attitudes of, in antiquity 1514

combined with magic 315 316
Prayers of Christians ('Thundering'

Legion) call down deluge of rain 326
331 to Zeus for rain 317 ff.

' Praying boy' on shore of Bosporos 149 ff.
Pre-Homeric tags in dactylic metre 72 31L

781 834 866
Preisendanz, K. 5493 1127
Preller, L. 357 359 1046
Prellwitz, W. 942 4973 664i 6650
Premerstein, A. von 79o 1032
Prehuptial custom in Naxos 10264 free love

in Lydia 10264
Preuner, E. 1187
Pridik, A. 2664
Priests and priestesses with animal names

1082 f.
Priesthoods, sale of, at Erythrai in Ionia

1187
Pringsheim, H. G. 248x
Prott, H. von 225a 576i 5782 5796<2) 5840

584j 5842 5854 5857 5893 5932 5934 5950
5977 599 (2) 6000 611 1047 1047n
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Proverbs: ab love principium 947io 947j2
"A0ws KoMTrrei, ir\evpa, Aripvias jSoos
1102 cu'-yts irepl ir6\Lv 841s /3oOs ev 7r6Xet
612 7\aO/f' 'Atf^vafe 776s 7X0,0^ ev 7r6Xet
7765 -y\ai>£ <?7rraTo 7845 7852 Aios i/^os
600 (4) « Aids apx&/J.effda 947; f. Happy
is the bride the sun shines on 4740 If
the sky should fall, we should all catch
larks 1116 Krjv rot Nawd(coi/ /cXai«rw 527
KoaKivij} vSup avr\eis 427io TrAvra yvvcuKfs
tffavTi, KO.L cis Zeus yydyeO' "Hprjv 1026j
Trapa diKTtiois tidwp KOfdfreis 427io Wasser
schopfen mit einf.m Siebe 449 Wenn's
Krotten hagelt 5030

Pryce, F. N. 353 460a 1184
Psychostasia, bibliography of 1148 f.
Puech, A. 1134
Punishments, religious origin of 1072
Purple gallinule 554 sheep 1080
Puteal Albani 1057 1059 at Madrid 657 ff.

689 6893 716 f. in Palazzo Doria 1008
now lost 6942

Putti of Renaissance art 1025
Pyramids as tombs for horses at Agri-

gentum 1187 on tomb of Porsenna at
Clusium 956x

Pyre of SS. Adrian, Natalia, etc. 5234 of
Britannicus 524 of Dryas 523 of
Habrokomes 524 of Kroisos 518 ff. of
St Thekla 524

Qadesh 1092
Quails 495
Quibell, J. E. 3050 1187
Quincunx of columns in Sardinian model

of sky 956i of pillars supporting throne
of Zeus Olympios (?) 956j of pyramids
on tomb of Porsenna at Clusium 956X

Eadermacher, L. 1123 121j 1235 474 f.
Raglan, Lady 1133
Bain as rneails by which sky-father im-

pregnates earth-mother 180 396 452 ff.
944 as seminal fluid of sky-god 3220 as
child of Zeus 322 333 as seed of Zeus
451 ff. as tears of Aither 323 as
tears of Zeus 322 f. 333 as urine of
Billutschei 334j as urine of Hobal 334X
as urine of Kuzah 334j as urine of St
Margaret (of Scotland) 3350 as urine of
St (Mary) Magdalen 3350 as urine of St
Medard 3342 as urine of God passed
through sieve 335i as urine of Zeus
passed through sieve 333 as water
falling from hand of Zeus 323 ff. 333
as water poured through a holed vessel
in Egypt 338 ff. as water poured through
a holed vessel in Greece 354 ff. as water
poured through a holed vessel in Italy
427 ff. as water poured through a holed
vessel elsewhere 445 ff. as water strained
by God through sieve-like sky 336 as
Zeus-drops 451 as Zeus-water 3220 451
of blood 323 478 ff. of blood as classical

Eain (cont.)
portent 4793 of blood as mediaeval
prodigy 4794 of blood as modern
scientific phenomenon 480jf of fish
5022 5030 of flesh 504oa) of food 495 ff.
of frogs 5022 5030 of iron 924j of milk
5040(2) of oil 5040(3) of stones 482 ff.
of stones, ashes, etc. attributed to
divine agency 495i ominous, sent by
Zeus 478 ff. on Ascension Day sacred
and curative 1193 pyre-extinguishing
506 ff.

Bainbow above Alkmene on pyre 512 above
Zeus 37 as robe of Billutschei 334j
as urine of she-fox 334j earliest
naturalistic representation of 512j

Bain-charm at Krannon 296 f. 316 by
bathing in sea 1193 by burying heads
near spring or dropping them into
spring 369 by carrying water in holed
vessel 396 by dragging manalis lapis
into Borne 432 by drawing manales
petrae round boundaries 434 f. by means
of strainer filled with Nile-water 344
by offering of honey 335s by opening
grave of buried king 3728 440 by passing
soma through strainer 3353 by pouring
water over axe and knife 604 f. by
pouring water over corpses or parts of
corpses 345i by pouring water through
sieve 336 (?) 427 f. (?) by sinking axe at
sea 605 by spinning iynx 313 by wearing
'plasma' 313 by wholesale mutual
drenching 292 f. See also Bain-magic,
Bain-maker, Bain-making

Bain-god identified with mountain 3210

Bain-magic in Armenia 293 f. in the
Balkans 285 ff. cp. 317 in ancient
Greece 296 ff. 314 ff. 603 f. in modem
Greece 284 ff. in Kypros 292 in Megiste
(Kastellorizo) 292 in Syria 293 in Thera
(Santorini) 284 in the cult of Zeus
314 ff. 944 See also Bain-charm, Bain-
maker, Bain-making

Bain-maker, Etruscan aquilex as 4330(?)
priest of Zeus Lykaios as 525 f.

Bain-making 31 f. 34j 267 296 313 (?)
Bain-storm personified on column of

Marcus Aurelius 333
Balston, W. B. S. 289 976 f.
Bam as procreative power 945 golden 1080

must not be eaten 591i
Bams, sixty, sacrificed to Zeus Machaneus

in Eos 5662
Barn's head on phallos of Hermes 1082 on

sceptre of Zeus 665i
Barn-skin of Zeus Thebaieus 837
Bamsay, J. A. 7644
Bamsay, Sir W. M. 5290 5295 6520 781e

1082 1103 1126 1162
Bapp, A. 2239 931 935i
Bapson, E. J. 543i
Battles 3133 (?)
Baven, helpful, in tale from Epeiros 977

sent out by Noah 529
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Eavens, iron-beaked, in tale from Ukraine

977 on bronze car at Krannon 297 316j
Eaven, E. J. P. 189! 6180 1150
Bebirth, Hindu rite of 1092 See also

Eeincarnation
Bed colour a surrogate for blood 515e in

Greek and Eoman cult 1138
Eeed as phallic symbol (?) 1011 f. saluted

as 'king' by Lydians 989f.
Beeds, Tritones wreathed with 132 (?)
Eeed-dance of Beni Hasan 993 of Gygaia

Limne 989 f.
Eeflection of Gorg6neion in well 843
Eegling, K. 1146
Eehm, A. 4834
Beimwortbildung: mundus &ndfundus 439 f.
Eeinach, A. J. 6500 1194 1196
Eeinach, S. 1006 188! 3000 3010<3) 4180

5125 668 671 9394 1134 1174
Eeincarnation of ancestors in descendants

1226 See also Eebirth
Eeisch, E. 2070 2137 215 2162 2166
Eeiss, E. 1073
Eeitzenstein, F. von 3964
Ehomaios, C. A. 1120
Rhombos 1103 1161
Eichard, M. 1130
Eichardson, Miss H. 183
Eichmond, I. A. 1131
Eichmond, 0. L. 435 4360
Eichter, Miss G. M. A. 2170931693329334

9590 1155
Bidder, A. de 8092
Eider-god accompanied by snake 1125

brandishing double axe 1146 three-
headed 1125 superseded by St George
1125

Eidgeway, Sir W. 841j 9003 923i 1068
Eing falls from clouds 288f. 'of Nestor'

403j (?) of Prometheus 1029i0 See also
Gold, Wedding-ring

Bitter, E. J. 1176
Bivers of Pleasure and Pain 4210
Eiver-god as horned head with long rough

hair 6550 (Hypanis? Borysthenes ?)
Eiver-gods, sacrifice of Zvopxa. fJ.TJ\a to

3963
Biver-lead 2740
Eiver-water held sacred by ancients 396
Biver-worship of Egyptians (See Nile-water

and Index I Neilos) of Persians 907o
Boad of Zeus 510 946 cp. 974
Bobe, starry, worn by Isis 350
Eobert, C. 1020 183 2020 2030 221 3572 358

398 5782 602 6953 729 7532 7534 7572
758! 7703 7823 8233 842t

Bobert, L. 1187
Boberts, C. 1163
Bobertson, D. S. 4440 1073 1194
'EobinHood' 1133
Eobinson, D. M. 607 6073ff 1073 1162

1191
Eobinson, E. S. G. 1122 1156
Eochette, E. 351 4566
Eochholz, C. L. 650

Eock at Troizen under which Theseus
found sword of Aigeus 484n hanging on
gold chains between heaven and earth
above Tantalos 417o

Bock-crystal 1136
Bock-cut altar on Mt Kynthos 1172

carvings in Italian Alps 1147 carvings
in Scandinavia 1147 carvings in York-
shire 1147 carving of Cernunnos in Val
Camonica 1147 carving of hafted axe
near Loch Lomond 1147 carvings of
sword-bearers in south-east Sweden
1139 carvings of the 'Vogelfels' near
Amastris 1162 f. carvings of Hittites at
Boghaz-Keui 1097 effigy and omphalos at
Vari 2630ff. inscription of Zeus Terdstios
at Gythion 939 inscriptions at and near
Kyrene 1188 precinct of Zeus Hypsistos
at Athens 9394 precinct of Zeus Terdstios
at Gythion 939 f. relief in quarry at
Ferzol 1095 steps of Helladic fortress
at Athens 7213 steps through cave of
Aglauros 1690f. 721 throne, double, on
Findos Tepe 1070 throne near Stym-
phalos 1070 throne of Geryones at
Temenothyrai 1070

Eocky ground characteristic of Cretan art
1144

Bods dedicated to Pyr and Pneuma 983
Boes, Miss A. 6240 1076
Both, E. 275o(1)
Eogers, B. B. 58j 61 f. 692 1632
Eohde, E. 1225425f.
Bojdestvensky, Olga 1070
Bolandsaulen 1117
Eolland, E. 524

Eonchaud, L. de 7180(2)
Bonzevalle, S. 982 1074 1095 1098
Eoof, in folk-lore 1148
Eoscher, W. H. 133 246 496 4983 729 846

1044 10452 10620 1121
Boscoe, J. 9570 1193
Eoses burnt on tomb 1134
Eose, H. J. 89! ISlj 189i 2677 3150 3584

426j 4300 4358 5092 735j 7513 7813 846
1111 1114 1116 1122 1141 1143 1180
1189

Boss, L. 364X 5810 7020 778 985 f.
Bostovtzeff, M. 1163
Bostrup, E. 1106
Both, E. 925
Eoulez, J. 5158 716 8064
Bouse, W. H. D. 2733
Boussel, P. 118 1193 1542 1066 1124 1181

1192
Eowe, A. 1950
Bubensohn, 0. 248t 1119 1172
Biickert, E. 728
Euge, W. 1125
Bush as phallic symbol (?) 1012
Butherford, W. G. 7843

Sacrifice by, or with, strangulation 2834
of animals that indicate their willing-
ness to die 565 565J 566 568 569 581 ff.
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Sacrifice (cont.)
594 605 of asses originally Cretan (?)
1136 of bull to lupiter contra morern
1110 of bull to Poseidon on pillar in
Atlantis 2834 of bull to Zeus 969i of
four fine bulls to Zeus 1110 of white
bull to Zeus by Bektashi monks on Mt
Tomori near Berat 1171 of bullock
(not bull) to lupiter 1110 of fropxa
/j.i)\a to Poseidon and to river-gods 396s
of fawn at Pedachthoe 1134 of goats to
Zeus 1110 of king or king's son in time
of famine 74 of ox to Athena 7824 of ox
to Zeus 2wri7p 22 of pig to Aphrodite
3204 of pig to Zeus Heraios 1047 of
pregnant sheep to Damateres 1124 of
pregnant sow to (Demeter) Eleusinia
and to Demeter Chide 1790 of pregnant
sow to Ceres, luno Moneta, Maia,
Tellus, Terra Mater 23 of ram to Athena
7824 of ram to Demeter Chloe 1780 of
she-goat to Zeus in Crete 1110 of sheep
to Zeus Homos 1183 of surrogate for
man 4330 599(2) to dove 1103 to per-
sonified Dogs (?) 1083 1156 to personi-
fied Gadfly 1156 to pig 1103 to stone
siderites or oreltes 922 to stone with
which Phemios slew Hyperochos 1105

Saintyves, P. 2243 8140 8820 8878
SalaS, A. 1129
Sampo 1116
Samter, E. 1195
Sanctis, G. de 1160
Sandal of Aphrodite 1020
Sandys, Sir J. E. 4200 9536 9606
Sapphire 9258
Sarcophagi, of child 85o<2) 860 of lunius

Bassus 1067 of priest of Kybele and
Attis 1128 painted, from Hagia Triada
1138 white-figured, from Klazomenai
807 fragmentary 860 subjects suitable
to 9352 Erotes on early Christian 1180
copy of the Kaisareia Paneas bronze on
971i Ganymedes feeding eagle on 982
marriage of Peleus and Thetis on 207
myth of Oinomaos on 1066 rape of
Kore on 6012 Tritones on 132

Sardonyx 5372 5380 756 7564(2f) 1124
Sartori, P. 1148
Sauer, B. 215 5810 689 690i 691 6913 694

697 6976 701 7552
Sauer, J. 971i 9720 972X
Savignoni, L. 8077
Sayce, A. H. 349 988 1101 1125 1128 1140

1174
Scales held by Zeus 1150
Scaliger, J. C. 10315
Scarth, H. M. 8594
Sceptre, origin of the 1068 of early kings

surmounted by birds 672 of tragedy-
kings surmounted by birds 46 of Hera
surmounted by lily 920 of Hera sur-
mounted by palmette 1039 of Hera
Argeia surmounted by cuckoo 65 672
1044 of priestess of Hera Argeia sur-

Sceptre (cont.)
mounted by poppy 6330 of Zeus
surmounted by eagle 954 1040 10484
1052(6) 1057 1060 of Zeus surmounted
by forepart of winged horse 6653 of Zeus
surmounted by Janiform head 686 of
Zeus surmounted by ram's head 665j of
Zeus claimed by woodpecker 45 of Zeus
held by Minos 1184 of Zeus from s. vi
B.C. onwards begins to supersede
thunderbolt 946

Sceptre-worship 1184
Schachermeyr, F. 6510
Schaeffer, C. F. A. 1156 1193 f.
Scharf, G. 863
Schaubert, E. 5810
Schede, M. 768 1078
Scheftelowitz, I. 5492 9140
Scheuer, W. 416X 4170
Schlachter, A. 1066
Schlauraffenland 5015 5020 504j
Schliemann, H. 193o
Schmid, W. 6342 1137
Schmidt, B. 1634 2874 289 335j 4120 7215

1143
Schmidt, C. 4723
Schmidt, E. 488U 5872 1055 10578
Schmidt, H. 979
Schmidt, J. 5932 1183
Schmidt, Johanna 1196
Schmidt, J. F. Julius 1 7596 1115
Schmidt, M. 980(8) 5977
Schmidt, W. 9450
Schmitz, 0. 8732
Schnabel, H. 560
Schneider, E. See Schneider, E. von
Schneider, E. von 662j 689 689r 695 1072
Schoeffer, V. von 212 213X
Schoemann, G. F. 600 (5) 602
Schrader, H. 769 8303 1155
Schrader, 0. 3353 366 394 f. 4110 9232
Schreiber, T. 388! 8343
Schroder, B. 710 1019 f.
Schroeder, L. von 274e<2)
Schubart, H. C. 967 f.
Schuchardt, H. 4330 4340
Schuhl, P. M. 1116
Schulten, A. 1090 1179
Schultze, V. 5296 9707 9710 9723
Schwartz, F. L. W. 1643 2239 3352 729 846

1015
Schwartz, W. 360 362j
Schweitzer, B. 1225140 6050 606310731138
Schwenck, K. 357
Schwenn, F. 525 5782 600(6) 6047 615 6510

6530 928j 1068
Schwerzek, K. 6894 691 693 694 6965 701

705 707
Schwyzer, E. 1073
Scorpion 14o 18o
Scott, J. A. 1075
Scott, K. 1115 1134 f.
Scott, E. D. 1174
'Sea' of Poseidon in the Erechtheion 750

758 7583
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Sea-gull 523
Sea-water purificatory 1031 10314
Seager, E. B. 193 (6) 1970
Seal, bronze, of Marnas (?) 5493
Sebillot, P. 2770 1074
Sechan, L. 5183
Seligmann, S. 1322
Sellers, Miss E. See Strong, Mrs A.
Seltman, C. T. 102 1022 1322 1883 522 5695

607! 617(3) 7893 7947 8123 8330 8535
8560 8685 8692 872X1068 1074 1076 1111
1118 1137 1146 1153 1156 1157 1174
1184

Seltman, E. J. 1157
Semper, M. 1087 1090 1119
Sepulchral basins (labella) from Athens

380 pillars (columellae) from Athens
380 stelai from Athens 373 380 382 386
392 f. stelai from Selinous 1188 f. 1190
stelai from Sparta 5073 8150 tables
(mensae) from Athens 380

Seure, G. 1129 1182
Seven as ritual number 1135 gods of the

week 210 444 f. 938 heavens 9258 1119
Seven-branched candlestick in stylised

form on lamps 1459
Seyrig, H. A. 1158
Shaft-graves at Mykenai 1016 of the

Achaioi (?) 362
Shape-shifting of Metis 744 f. of Thetis

745
Shark 297
Shear, Mrs J. P. 7544 1194
Shear, T. L. 1323 189! 1090
Shears used with sieve in divination 3365

3370 3380
Sheep first killed by Episkopos 593 f.

with' golden fleece 1080 with purple
fleece 1080

Sheep-skins worn to imitate clouds 31 f.
68 f. 296317

Sheppard, J. T. 605(8)610
Shew-bread 908 (?)
Shield of Achilles 596 f. of Athena 830 843

868 ff. of Diomedes 2243 of winged
Minerva 823 of Sulis Minerva 862 ff.
on altar 3133(?)

Shield-worship, evolution of 650o
Ship, cosmic 183 first devised by Athena

for Danaos 3552 first devised by Danaos
355 (Navis Salvia) brings black stone
of Pessinous to Borne 895 f. of stone
dedicated by Agamemnon 1171

Shooting-stars, superstitions about 475j
usually a good omen 882 cp. 22

Shorey, P. 9496
Sickle of Kronos 1135 of Zeus 1135
Siderites or oreites, three varieties of 921

924
Sieve among Finns 446 4464among Khonds

446 as attribute of Christian saints 338i
connected with witch as rain-maker 450
emptying pool with, as impossible task
449 f. in Eabbinic literature and Jewish
custom 4462 of Borras 335 of Erato-

Sieve (cont.)
sthenes 3362 of God 335 of Pidzu Pennu
446 used in divination 336 ff. 427 used
in rain-charm 336 (?) 427 f. (?) 446 451
water carried in, as ordeal 428

Sieves of Notos 335 f.
Sieve-superstitions in general 1193
Sievers, E. 164?
Significance of the cult of Zeus in the

history of religion 973 f.
Sikes, E. E. 811i
Silence, holy 1114 of Eleusinian mystics

299
Silphion first sprang from shower of pitch

at Kyrene 353 f.
Silver a favourite metal of Hittites 1101

axes from Arkalochori Cave 1143 black
stone of Mecca set in 920 black stone
of Pessinous set in 897 f. bratteae from
London and Barkway 1126 bust of
lupiter 1155 1160 effigy of Men 992
kdlathos of Demeter 992 Etruscan
bronze statuette washed in 1066 patera
from Parabiago 1127 f. ring at Boston
representing Danae 470 shrine of
Hercules 1155 simpulum from Wettin-
gen 938

Siret, L. 846 1075
Sittl, C. 376 402 1514
Sittl, K. See Sittl, C.
Six, J. 6897 8459 847j
Sjoqvist, E. 1090
Sjovall, H. 1091 1180 1183 1189
Skambha 1116
Skeat, T. C. 1163 f.
Skias, A. N. 2530 3705 7227
Skiros, a white clay used as manure 241
Skull trepanned 7380 winged 804
Sky called dkmon 925 composed of stones

and liable to collapse 4180 has a hole
in it, according to Libyans 353 has a
hole in it, according to Virgil's co-
nundrum 353 imitated by ceiling of
palace, temple, tomb, etc. (See Ceiling)
made of jade 9258 made of stone 925 f.
942 needing visible support 41801116 f.
resting on column 946 1116f. resting
on goat 1116 resting on tree 1116 six-
teen regions of, in Etruscan lore 156

Sky-god conceived as a bull 606 conceived
as double-faced 1134 conceived as pair
of contrasted deities 1134

Sky-props 1116 f.
Sky-worship always an elevating and

widening force 944 f.
Slaves, emancipation of 6480 1167 1184
Slawik, A. 1179
Sleeman, C. M. 1166 1167 1176
Smith, A. H. 6965 7002 7018 711 721
Smith, Sir C. H. 183 692 753 787
Smith, G. C. Moore 1080
Smith, G. Elliot 345i
Smith, K. F. 1194
Smith, W. Robertson 369X 5763 5986a)

8413
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Smith, S. 832 834 fl. 1101 1110
Smyly, J. G. 1179
Snake arises from spinal cord of dead man

772 as animal form of Athena 776 (?)
837 (?) as divinised soul of Herakleides
Pontikos 773x as soul of buried king 773
bearded 773 biting its own tail 1137
born and suckled by Klytaimestra 239i
burnt by St Hilarion 1182 connected
with solar eagle 982 consorts with Atia
in temple of Apollo 4734 guards apple-
tree of Hesperides 1064 in tale of
Caradoc 1124 instinct with vitality of
Athena 775 f. 831 made of sedge by
Ainu and used in snake-worship 8330
nameless, lives in Erechtheion 771 f.
of Asklepios recalled by tale of St
Hilarion 1182 on rock carried by
Poseidon 140 180 phallic 1078 twined
round egg 982 twined round obelisk
1127 1128 twined round olive-tree 753

Snakes akin to infants in ancient and
modern belief 7672 as bracelets 765 as
children of Mother Earth 764 as ear-
rings 765 as finger-rings 765 f. as
prophylactic amulets 765 guard Erich-
thonios 238 f. 764 f. in painted poros
from pediment at Athens 767 ff. in
pediment a decorative feature copied
from Egypt 769 in pediment flank
solar device (disk, phidle, Gorgoneion)
769 in wall-paintings of lararia at
Pompeii 7732 male and female, as souls
of ancestral couple 773 of Athena 764 ff.
strangled by infant Herakles 7672 two,
as attributes of Zeus Meilichios 1184
winged 991 f.

' Snakes and Ladders' 1119
Snake-heads of Hydra 403x of Kerberos

403i of Typhoeus 403j
Sneeze of Zeus 66^ (?) 732 (?) regarded by

Greeks as a deity 732
Snijder, G. A. S. 3825 1136
Snow of gold 477 507 670
Snyder, G. A. See Snijder, G. A. S.
Sofiano, A. G. 1102
Solmsen, F. 942 283 942 1106 1112
Soma as rain-charm 3353 the source of

Indra's strength 2733
Son conceived as rebirth of his own father

952
Sondergotter 1176 1180 (?)
Sonne, W. 942
-son or -ssos as prehistoric suffix 76j

1918
Soul as bird sent forth from hand of

goddess 830 as butterfly 1146 as dove
269i as Eros on arm of Aphrodite 830
as hound 4130 as small running figure
on arm of god 830 as wind 109j of
divine king escapes as bird 1184 resides
in the head 1126 f.

Souls as bees 1183 as winds 122 as winged
water-carriers 399 on the banks of
Acheron 152 thirsty 3693

Soul-bird helps Herakles in rape of Delphic
tripod 799j of Prokris 735 on column
3873

Soul-birds at birth of Athena 683 734j
Sow, sacrifice of pregnant 23 1790
'Sows,'human 1082 (?)
Sparrow-hawk as form of Horos 1073
Spear hurled as symbolic action 7542 (?) of

Centumviral court 7542 of Peleus 209s
of Zeus 1147 two-pronged 1141

Spears, magic 1132 yoke of 1132
Spielbein, head in fourth-century sculpture

looks toward 7050 See also Standbein
Spindle of Ananke 1116
Spinner, Fate as 716
Spinturnix 792
Spon, J.145
Sprats in lightning-spell 4330
Spring, double, near Salamis in Kypros 561
Springs causing death from laughter and

restoration to health in Fortunatae
Insulae 4210 hot and curative at Aquae
Sulis 858 ff. of Weeping and Laughing
near Kelainai in Phrygia 4210 other
miraculous 4210 sacred, in Sardinia
1110

Squire, C. 3672f
Stahlin, F. 871j
Stahlin, 0. 7204
Staes, B. 248j 7126
Stags of Artemis (Ma, Ana'itis, etc.) 1134
' Stags,' human 1067
Stag's head as prow of votive bronze boat

1119
Stag-mask worn by votary in Kypros 1068
Stag-mummers in south Gaul 1067
Standbein, head in fifth-century sculpture

looks toward 7050 See also Spielbein
Star, fallen, found by Astarte 892 shooting,

a sign of Zeus' approval 22 six-rayed
1078

Stars as decoration of Danae's coffer 458
as decoration of Danae's vault 458 as
flowers 1098 shooting (See Shooting-
stars)

Statue of Zeus Olympios, description of
954 ff. of Zeus Olympios, vicissitudes
experienced by 967 ff.

Statues sweating 3445 weeping 3445
Stegemann, V. 4809 875j 8812 8820 882j

1115 1160
Steiger, H. 790
Stein, Sir Aurel 872!
Stein, P. 1115
Steinmetz, H. 129 130j
Steinmeyer, E. 1645
Stelai of Pyr and Pneuma 983 See also

Sepulchral
Steller, G. W. 334j
Steller 1179
Stengel, P. 2446 5763 5782 5784 5795(1) 584j

592 5920 5934 6000 600 (4)
Stephdne 67 920 1057 1060 10622(2)
Stephani, L. 151 2520(3) 2530 620o'7565 822

1034j
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Sterry, Lady 1092
Steuding, H. 135
Stibddes or Stibddeia 61i
Stoll, H. W. 1111
Stone at Thyateira inscribed Aids Kepavvlov

dtivafus 8732 autoglyphos found in river
Sagaris 9183 of Dousares 907 ff. of
Elagabalos 900 ff. of Jacob at Bethel
891 f. of Kronos 8892 927 ff. 944 of
Kronos called abaddir 936 of Kronos
called baitylos 936 of Kronos called
diskos 936 of Kybele at Pessinous 893 ff.
903 of Zeus Kappotas at Gythion 939 ff.
siderites or oreites 920 ff. 927 941 j sky
made of 925 f. 942

Stones, curative 941j holy, assembled at
Eome by E lagabalus 903 holy, connected
with Orestes 939 941j holy, endowed
with the power of self-motion, known
as baityloi or baitylia 887 in Homer
comparable with Agyiefis-blocks 1120
natural, treated as divinities 937 shape-
less, worshipped by barbarians 963 triad
of, in rock-cut niches 909 f. triad of, on
stepped base 909 triad of, surmounted
by flat disks (? shew-bread) and set on
plinth 908 See also Litholatry

Stone-throwing, ritual 6120
Storax-trees of Eleuthernai 4210 of Selge

6450
Stork 977
Stranger as such can claim divineprotection

592 is under protection of divine escort
951 may even himself be a god in
disguise 952

Stratification of cults on Akropolis at
Athens 736

Strong," Mrs A. 823 1322 13571358 1362 1370
298 825 9042 9710 982 1142

Studniczka, F. 2519(i) 2530 712 722 754

Sturtevant, E. H. 1072
Styliskos inscribed Z[e]i>s SwTiyp 1177
Sukenik, E. L. 1072
Sun, ability to stare at 1124 as disk 863 as

dotted disk 1118 as eye 8586 as glow-
ing mass of metal 4180 as Gorgoneion
845 863 as wheel 1072 legs of 1074

Sundial, Pantheon as 4440 (?) presented to
Zeus Helios at Sedasa 1071

Sun, moon, and stars rightly worshipped
as affording a distant view of the gods
962

Sun-worship of Aurelian probably fused
several oriental Ba'alim (Elagabalos,
etc.) 907 of Nabataioi 9124

Superannuation of Zeus 739 ff.
Surrogates for human sacrifice 4330 599(2)

611 6530
Survival of Zeus-cult on Mt Tomori near

Berat 1170 f.
Svoronos, J. N. 2070248! 3094(3)31204130f.

6590 6600 693j 695 6954 6964 705 7594
77677781790(if.)869 10444

Swainson, C. 524 2770 793 7956

Swallow in Thracian myth 57g (?) as bird
form of Athena 782

Swans draw car of Apollon 830
Swastika in monastery at Eretria 1087 on

coins of Knossos 1087 in mosaic at
Olynthos 1073

Sweating statues 344s •
Swire, J. 1168 f.
Sword of Aigeus left beneath rock at

Troizen 484^ of Peleus made by
Hephaistos 209i

Sword-worship of Hittites 1140 of Quadi
1139 of prehistoric Scandinavians 1139
of Scythians 9076

Sykophdntes 1127
Symbolism 3070 357 393 4265 729 754 (?)

81.40 8325 935 946 956x 1012 (?) 1098
1119 1136 (?) 1163

Symons, G. J. 1015
Syncretism 804 (?) 9140 1162 1171 1180
Systematisers of mythology, ancient 2239

Tabeling, E. 1189
Table as altar (Egyptian, Assyrian, Syro-

Phoenician, Persian, Hittite) 580o as
altar for vegetable offerings (rpiforefa)
distinguished from solid altar for burnt-
sacrifice (/Segues) 5795(4) evolution of, as
altar 5800 of Demeter Chloe 177i of
Hercules 10444 of Tritopatreis 115
sacrificial, in Greek andBoman religion
1139 votive, from Theban Kabeirion
5800

Taboo on activities of soldiers, ships, and
marriages while mundus is open 431 f.
on eating plough-ox and ram 591! 600(5)
on seeing sacred tree felled 1146 f. on
'the half-married' 426X(?)

Tabula Peutingeriana 142 f.
Taubler, E. 429a
Talbot, P. Amaury 1146
Tamarisk-droppings 495
Tamaro, B. 5840 6047
Tambornino, J. 775!
Taramelli, A. 1110
Tarn, W. W. 8714
Tattooing in Ptolemaic cult of Dionysos,

in Thracian cult of Dionysos, in Syrian
cult of Atargatis, etc. 1118 of Thracian
women on vases 1118

Taurokathdpsia 1091
Taylor, A. 456j 7936 1131
Taylor, A. J. 862 f. 862! 8622 863j
Taylor, Lily Boss 1186
Taylor, Miss M. V. 1126
Technau, W. 1125 1128 1194
Teknophagia of Kronos as pantomime 935
Temples, circular, of Leukathea at Larissa

1080 Bomano-Celtic, at Maiden Castle
1098 subterranean, in Sardinia 1110
See also Index I under names of
individual deities and places

Temple-key 6330
Teras 1115
Terra Lemnia See Lemnian earth
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Terremare villages, quadrangular templa of

4300 4310 ritual pits of 429a 4300
Terzaghi, N. 1034!
Testicles of Indra 1078 represented by

beans in Maltese custom 10320
Tettix See Cicala
Thallon, Miss I. C. See Hill, Mrs B. H.
Themistes 949
Theogamy of Sun and Moon 1092
Theogonies, Hesiodic 743 f. 928 f. Orphic

745 cp. 746 1177 ft.
Theomachy 969T
Theta as magical and mystical symbol 343i
Theuer, M. 1174
Thiele, G. 48810 1112
Thiersch, H. 1091 1133
Tholos-tombs in Greece and Italy regarded

as thesauroi 440 4406 of Danaoi (?) 363
of Daunioi (?) 365 of Palatine king (?)
4310 440

Thomas, E. J. 9570
Thompson, D'Arcy W. 238i 7816fr 783i

7915 1146 1174
Thompson, H. A. 1186
Thompson, M. S. 871a 1128
Thompson, B. Campbell 835
Thomsen, A. 10315
Tbomsen, P. 9105
Thomson, G. 1102
Thomson, J. A. K. 5066 1105
Three as a typical plurality 124 7423
Three-sided bases with kalathiskos-Aancers

etc. 1006 with Twelve Gods etc. 1057
Throne in the Magnaura at Constantinople

9570 of Apollon at Amyklai 220 6314
1109 f. of Dionysos 1036i of Epiktesis
1036! of Geryones 1070 of Solomon 9570
of Tut-ankh-Amen 9570 of Zeus at
Olympia, its construction and decora-
tion 956j of Zeus in Rhodian reliefs
1034 ff. of Zeus in vase-paintings
characterised by decorative supports
10490 of Zeus and Hekate on Chalke,
rock-cut 5443 with back ending in ram's
head 681 with back ending in swan's
head 6672 669 6703(?) 673 680 with
leonine legs or claws 669 673 680 with
lion as arm-rest 1052(6) with Sphinxes
as arm-rests 1034 ] 035 1036! 104901053
with swans as arm-rests 1040 with seat
resting on pair of wrestlers 10490 with
seat resting on small draped male 6672
684 with seat resting on small Nike
681

Thrones, marble, in theatre at Athens 5743
Throne-legs 1155
Thronosis 1161
Thnlin, C. 0. 1562
'Thumb of Knowledge' 1174
Thunder as trumpet of Zeus 7294 chthonian

21 1143
Thunderbolt as spear of Ba'al 1156 as spear

of Zeus 1147 as token of divine approval
958 bipartite fork with zig-zags 1156
boiled in saucepan to make ' essence of

C. III.

Thunderbolt (cont.)
thunder' 941t called dkmon(^) 925
double lotiform 36 erect on throne at
Diokaisareia 6450 lotiform 669 6703 681
modifications in shape of 1156 of Adad
1095 of Ba'al 1156 of Indra 2733 of Zeus
945 f. of Zeus from s. vi B.C. onwards
begin s to be superseded by sceptre 946 of
Zeus survives as symbol of omnipotence
or continuous divine activity 946ofZeus
transferred to Athena 867 ff. omitted in
Pheidias' statue of Zeus at Olympia
965 f. originally a stone missile 926
shaped like fly 1156 'star-flung' 1118
winged 4651040 wingless before s. v B.C.
942 with Gorgoneion on handle 1156

'Thundering' Legion 3253
Thurneysen, R. 9376
Thymiaterion 348 979
Thyreatikoi 996 f. 1008
Thyrsos as sceptre of Zeus 6852
Thyrsoi with handles ending in ivy-leaves

1007
Tillyard, E. M. W. 1106
Tillyard, Mrs E. M. W. 363
Tin used for dnthemon of Athena's shield 215
Tin-inlay of Achilles' shield 899 of

Asteropaios' corselet 899 of neolithic
pounder 898 of pottery from Swiss
pile-dwellings 898

Tip-toe stance of deities, heroes, priestesses,
etc. in archaising hieratic reliefs 5S72

Titanomachy 4780 839
Tittel, K. 8683
Toad buried to safeguard crops 1047
Toads presage rain 105o spring from rain-

drops 1050
Todesco, A. 634
Topffer, J. 1043 2408 585 5857 5862 5893 592

594 595i 610
Tolkien, J. R. R. 8585
Tomaschek, W. 283
Tomb of Eteokles and Polyneikes at

Thebes (?) 8150 of Hyperoche and
Laodike in Delos 1172 of Kekrops
(Kekropion) at Athens 771j of 'the
Lictor' at Vetulonia 1192 of Menoikeus
at Thebes 8150 of Neoptolemos at
Delphoi 938 of Olympos the teacher of
Zeus in Crete 1173 of Opis and Arge in
Delos 1172 of Pandion ii at Megara
783i of Pelasgos at Argos 5662 of Zeus
in Crete 1173

Tombs of Kadmos and Harmonia near the
Ceraunian Mts 978

Torch, cross-topped, of Artemis 6380 cross-
topped, of Persephone 402 of Ceres
10622(if.) of Demeter 712 on coins of
Hephaistia in Lemnos 2340

Torches of Dionysos (Aibs <j>&s) 6852 of
Hekate 27'25 403

Torr, C. 986
Tortoise in hail-charm 877
Totemism 5986(i) (?) 1193
Totenhochzeit See Marriage post mortem
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Tower of St Barbara 4723 4730 of St Irene

4723 4730 of Kronos 1115
Town-pillars 1116 f.
Tragedy, etymology of 1106 origin of 1103

1105 f.
Transition from Aegean to Achaean worship

Trautmann, E. 1147
Tree of Life 4040 4050 4200 8160 1116
Tree ' of life' and ' tree of the gate of

heaven' in Babylonian belief c. 2600 B.C.
1136 'of Paradise' described in Cretan
poem c. 1500 A.D.4040f. sacred, becomes
successively leafless tree, bare trunk,
conventional post or pole, permanent
stone pillar (?) 9105 with twelve manner
of fruits 4210

Trees of Sun and Moon in Prasiake 4200 f.
oldest of all existing 1028 f. on Epiphany
Eve bow down to Christ 295 on graves
as vehicles for souls (?) 1105 with golden
leaves and flowers 1080

Tree-trunks worshipped by barbarians 963
Trendall, A. D. 82o(5f) 940 618 (3) 6652 667i

673t 781J 8432 8433 996 ff. 1072
Trepanning of neolithic skulls 738o
Trident originally a lightning-fork 202 943

1156 as insigne of priesthood 123 black,
in Carnival at Cattaro 1156 derived
from bull's horns and central spike (?)
1156

Trieteric rites 1790
Trieteris 115
Tripod, Plataean 1122 with snake twined

about it 1007
Triskeles 6430 6450 1074
Tritogeneia 125 139
Tritogenes 123
Tritokoure 123
Trzio-names confused with Tr^o-names

124 f. 128
Tritopdtor 121: 123 125
Triumph of Attis 11271'.
Triumphal arch See Arch, triumphal
Troje, L. 9140
Trumpet of Zeus (thunder) 7294Tyrsenian,

venerated as voice of Athena 7293
Tubbs, H. A. 6480 6490
Tucker, T. G. 3204
Tiimpel, K. 109 1407 271 3204 9383
Tiirk, G. 5158 770j
Tunny as attribute of Poseidon 6710
Twins as rain-makers 368 as sons of divine

and human fathers 506 mother of,
called Tilo 'Sky' 3688 Akmon and
Doias 1196 Boeotian 506 Egyptian
(Set and Horos) compared with Greek
(Zethos and Amphion) 1135 further
bibliography of 1135

Tylor, E. B. 1226 9232 976
Tzitzinaina 844

Ulrichs, H. N. 987 f.
Umbilical cord 1122 (?)
Umbrella of Prometheus 57 68

Unbaptised child called dpdnos or the like
239i

Underworld, hero descends to 4120 in
comic and satyric drama of s. v B.C.
4012 ' Minoan' 403x (?) mundus as gate
of 431 f. Polygnotos' fresco of 397 f.
See also Nekyia, Vases

Unger, E. 1156
Ungnad, A. 1110
Uninitiated in Platon's account of Hades

bear water in sieve to holed pithos 398
427 in Polygnotos' fresco of Under-
world bear water in broken pitchers to
pithos 397 f. 427

Urlichs, L. 6861 f
Usener, H. 40 605(6) 1035 107 1082 2372

2414 246 3623 7439 8745 942 992 1047
Utopia as described by Pherekrates and

Nikophon 500

Vajra 926
Yallois, E. 1118 1138
Valmin, N. 1186
Van Buren, A. W. 1155
Van Buren, Mrs A. W. 7824 8322 8374
Vases: 'Anesidora'-fo/Ko; 201 Apulian

(indigenous) 1138 ' Apulian' 37 920 940
3060(8) 3070 370 401 ff. 4080 423 425 512
6192(i) 620(2) 622(3) 1000 1039 f. 1055
1106 Arretine 1003 ' Blacas' krater 7182
black-figured 140 802(2) 2050 3514 373
389! 3920399f. 4080 5812 612 ff. 6155(2)
617 (3) 6314 66l! 662i 663 ff. 668 ff.
6753<1) 681 ff. 686 70U3 715 7824 7840
807 ff. 811 f. 8363 1049i 10492(i) 1110
1122 Boeotian 78249901073 'Bottiaean'
1191 bottomless 2000 373 3756448 burnt
with animal sacrifice and buried in the
ashes 1188 'Cabiric' 160 'Caeretan'
hydrlai 4080 617i(D Campanian (local
imitations of Attic ware) 781j
'Campanian' 4150(c) 1177 'Canopi' of
Osiris, Isis, etc. 346ff. 'Canopic jars'
345 'Chalcidian' 8422 10483 1090 1148
' Choenkannchen' 1105 Corinthian
802(]) 4080 559 f. 795 ff. 799 801 Cretan
(c. 700 B.C.) 1150 Cypriote (of Hellenic
age) 1930 193 (6) (of Hellenistic age)
3755 'Dareios '-krater 171o Cypro-
Mycenaean 1150 'Dipylon' 2000 313
373 375 early Ionic 351 Early Iron Age
1930 Early 'Minoan' iii 193 <6) 1119
early south-Italian 996 ff. early yellow-
ground Ukythos 3872 Egyptian 193 (6> (?)
epmetron or onos 3890(j) Etruscan 8363
8534 'Eulenskyphoi' 786f. 'Europe'
-kylix 617 (5) feeding-bottles 193 <&>
figure-owiocTide 1109 fish-plates 617(e>
fluted red ware from Kvpros 3755
' Francois '-vase 10482 1120 'Geo-
metric' 1164 1177 ' Gigantomachy'
-amphora 5350 Graeco-Egyptian relief-
ware 2QQ(d)grammatika ekpdmata 1184
'Granary Class of Late Helladic iii'
1192 Iberian 1090 1179 Ionian 488U
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Vases (cont.)

867 'Italiote' 4582 1106 Janiform 1132
'Kertch' 1019 ' kleinmeister' kylix
668 ff. 'Laconian' 488n 8150 late local
Italian (? Osean) 351 Late 'Minoan' i
1970 'Libyans' 372 loutrophoroi 371 ff.
'Lncanian' 619i 63-*o marble krater
1007 'Medeia' krat£r 4013 'Megarian'
bowls 1164 Middle 'Minoan' i 1119
'Northampton style' 6314 Paestum
510 ff. 1000 Panathenaic 778! phidle
mesomphalos with tettix on boss 2560
phlyakes 7340 738 f. 1078 f. proto-
Corinthian 1142 Ptolemaic (blue porce-
lain) 1120 pyxis 3883(a) red-figured 140
560 570 67 f. 73 794 802(3) 99 ff. 1730
182 ff. 2050 221 2486 373 3873 388 l ff
4080 456 ff. 512 ff. 606 f. 617(4) 6330
6373 66l! 6753(2) 676(3)f. 684 686 ff.
702 ff. 7335 762 f. 764 769 f. 799X 843
849 929 ff. 996 ff. 1012 1018 10484
10492(2ff.) 1053! 1072 1106 1107 1111
1118 1121 f. 1148 1184 reflecting motifs
derived from Parthenon 692 704 706 f.
709 f. relation between obverse and
reverse designs 763j relief-ware (black)
8533 relief-ware (unglazed) 4080 relief-
ware from Boiotia 6633 relief-ware
(gilded) from Pantikapaion 753 re-
sembling in shape the vases upon
which they are painted 3873 3882
Rhodian il30 rhyton 3094(2) 1119
1173 (?) Sosias-A#Ko;818o south-Italian
820(4f.) 380: 6380 6400 849 Trojan 1930
tubular 193 (c) 1950ff. 'Tyrrhenian'
673 ff. 680 f. Under-world 370 'Viven-
zio'-vase 349 ff. with tin-inlay from
Swiss pile-dwellings 898 with white
ground 617 (5) 774 812 8150

Vase-handles adorned with snakes or snaky
pattern 375

' Vegetationsdamon' in animal form 599 (3)
Veil of Artemis Anaitis 8995(3> of Artemis

Eleuthera 8995(2) of Hera 6360 1028
1033 1046 of Kronos 9337 of Zeus 880
1028 1033

Vendryes, J. 490 440!
Venette, N. 10307
Venn, J. A. 9003
Venn, Mrs J. A. 9003
Verrall, A. W. 40 790
Vestal Claudia Quinta tows ship up the

Tiber 895 f.
Vigani, J. F. 232
Vigfusson, G. 1075
Villinganus, G. Pictorius 3366
Vines, white, in hail-charm 878
Vine-leaf 57o
Vine-stem 6852
Vine-wood (?), statue made of 968i
Vine-wreath 681 1132
Vinet, E 1392
Virginity of Athena perhaps recovered

yearly by washing in the river Inachos
2243 749 835 of Hera recovered yearly

Virginity (cont.)
by bathing in the spring Kanathos 2243
748 1027i 10323 10444 of Hera renewed
by bathing in the river Parthenios
1027i(?) 1031 (?) 10323(?) of Hera re-
newed i>y bathing in the river Theren
10323(?)

Visconti, C. L. 934X 935i
Visconti, E. Q. 133
Visconti, P. A. 1060
Volcanos, Alban Hills as prehistoric and

possibly historic 493 traces of, in
Rhodes 986

Volkmann, H. 1073
Vollgraff, C.W. 1118 1125
Vollgraff, W. 5662 871i
Vorwahl, H. 1184
Voss, I. 980(8)
Voting-urn 758
Votive offerings in bothroi or favissae 278

in cave 1143
Voullieme, E. 1514 .
Viirtheim, J. J. G. 360j 6500 6510 1173

1184
Vulpe, R. 1189
Vulture as bird form of Athena 781 in

Thracian myth 572

Wace, A. J. B. 252o(3) 290 ff. 363 871i 1105
1128 1192 1197

Wachsmuth, C. 1690
Wackernagel, J. 575i 5759 5760
Waele, F. J. de 1183
Waggon of Gordios 1162 of Zeus(?) 1162
Wagner, F. 8377
Wainwright, G. A. 882 8822 8840 8850 891

1077 1140 1142
Waites, Miss M. C. 1195 1070
Waitz, T. 976
Walde, A. 4340 4392 4973 792a
Waldhauer, 0. 1174
Waldstein, Sir C. See Walston, Sir C.
Waley, A. 1138
Walls, cosmic 50!
Walston, Sir C. 1710 698 6992 7180(6) 7203
Walter, 0. 1107 f. 1186
Walters, H. B. 674 183 324 324! 352 4080

680(4, 774 8073 8393 1073 1131
Walton, F. R. 1083
Ward, W. H. 89112
Waser, 0. 358 8422
Water, importance of, in early religion

3204 apotheosis by 137<> dancing 4200
healing and'life-giving 976 f. kept in
jars by Egyptians 345i maiden
drenched with, in rain-charm 285 ff. of
immortality 977 of life 5156 977 979
981 f. 'speechless' 2904

Waters, Blessing of the, in the Greek
church at Epiphany 294 of life and
death 976 f.

Water-carrying a fertility-charm in general
and a rain-charm in particular 396 in
connexion with marriage 370 ff. in
connexion with mysteries 397 ff. in
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Water-carrying (cont.)
myth of Danai'des 355 ff. 427 in sieve
as proof of divine power 450 4504

Water-powers, supernaturally wise 743
Water-spirits, believed to bestow offspring

3964
Weber, L. 157 1125 1135
Weber, W. 3446
Webster, T. B. L. 1150
Wecklein, N. 358 5183
Wedd, Mrs N. 635 lllj
Wedding-ring of Hera 1033 of Zeus 1033

See also Gold, Eing
Weege, F. 993 1008
Week, days of the 210 444 f. 938 1159
Weekley, E. 490
Weeping statues 3445
Wehrli, F. 10425
Weicker, G. 801
Weickert, C 663j
Weinreich, 0. 189, 225j 730 9134 1055

1131 1161 1174 f. 1184
Weinstock, S. 429i 1194
Weiser-Aall, Lily 1068 1116
Weizsacker, K. 3280f.
Weizsacker, P. 8936
Weicker, F. G. 135 357 360! 4566 713 715 f.

717, CD 728 7378 7813 10266 1034! 1060
Weller, C. H. 261,
Wells in Marneion at Gaza 555 of Achaioi

(?) rectangular 363 of Danaoi (?) tholoid
363 sacred, in Sardinia 1110 See also
Cisterns, Mundus

Well-spring to left of house of Hades 419
Wells, J. E. 5012
Welter, G. 1164 1189 1196
Wensinck, A. J. 979
Were-wolves 1068
Wernicke, K. 880j 10520 1060
Westermarck, E. 10264 1147
WestO", Miss J. L. 7916 7920
Wether-sheep as sacrifice to lupiter 1078
Whatmough, J. 1110
Wheat in keroion in place of effigy of the

dead 3060(8)
Wheaten meal kneaded with honey cast

into cleft 6042
Wheel of Celtic god (Taranis ?) 1074 1191

of Fortuna 1073 of Nemesis 1073 six-
spoked and radiate 1100 solar 1072 in
combination with horse 1076

Wheler, G. 145
Whip of Zeus 1160
Whirlwinds in ancient Greece connected

with Zeus 162 f. in modern Greece
attributed to Nereids or Nymphs 163 f.
elsewhere regarded as demons or
witches or wandering souls 163

Whisky as water of life 515g
White bull sacrificed to Zeus on Mt Tomori

near Berat 1171 cypress beside water
of Lethe 4200 4210 garments worn by
mystics of Zeus Idalos 953 horse of
Poseidon 7532 oxen draw priestess of
Hera 1044

White, Miss E. E. See Wedd, Mrs N.
Whitehead, E. B. 5322 5403 5414 5415 542j

5422 543X 5433 5462
White-poplar as Borderland tree 4210
Wide, S. 160 942
Wiegand, T. 768 10414 1158
Wieseler, F. 606(4) 183 48512 978
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, U. von 62j 1160

189! 2277 576j 600 (6) 6240 729 f. 7439
9653 984 1135 1177 1188

Wild Hunt 1117
Wildridge, T. Tindall 1133
Wilford, P. 4110
Wilhelm, A. 1619 642j
Wilke, G. 5156 1181
Wilkinson, Sir J. G. 8392
Williams, Mrs B. E. 1970
Willow-leaves, priests under their couches

strew 1030 women at Thesmophoria lie
on 1030

Willow-osiers, monks wear girdles of 1030
Willow-tree of Hera at Samos 1028 ff.
Willow-wreath of Cariaris 1029 of Hera

1053 (?) of Prometheus 1029i0(?) of
Samians 1030

Wilpert, J. 971i
Wilson, H H. 960
Wilutzky, P. 10265
Wind caught in bags of asses' skins 105

conceived as flatus ventris 1082 follow-
ing aft identified with ancestral spirit
157 160

Winds as souls 109122 as chthonian powers
(?) 987 bound in bag of dolphin-skin
107 bound in bag of ox-hide 106 con-
ceived as horses 110 etesian 142 266
3450 men believed to control 103 ff.
Tower of, at Athens 129 f. Tower of, at
Tenos 1296

Wind-rose of Eratosthenes 130
Windows of heaven in Semitic belief 353t

445
Wine as surrogate for blood 5156 used to

quench ashes 5156
'Wine-skin' and 'hatchet' 1147
Winged figures of Etruscan art 880 2590

6650 6790 680(5) 805 f.
Wings on feet of Athena 842 on feet of

flying god at Melos 8430 on feet of Nike
8430 on feet of Perseus 8502 (?) on feet
of running goddess at Mallos in Kilikia
8430

Winnefeld, H. 534! 8422
Winter, E. 1086 f.
Wirth, A. 4723
Wisdom, supernatural, of water-powers

743
Wissowa, G. 434
Witchcraft of middle ages vindictive 881
Witch-cult in western Europe 1192
Witte, J. de 734p 9312f. 9384
Wochengotterstein 1117
Wolf kills bull (Danaos deposes Gelanor)

3554 of the Capitol 1135
Wolves suckle Miletos s. of Apollon 4140
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'Wolves,' human 1082 (?)
Wolf-lore, Greek 1135
Wolf-mask 1068 (?)
Wolf-skin 570 (?)
Wolters, P. 3070 3751(d) 3882
Woman, origin of, in Malagasy tale 980(6>
Women, excluded from initiation of Druses

1092 rub themselves on rock to obtain
children 7215(2) stylised as ' hour-glass'
pattern 1138

Woodpecker claims sceptre of Zeus 45 cp.
57 popularly held to be a king (?) 45i
in Thracian myth 572

Woodward, A. M. 1117 1162
Wool, unspun, placed on stone of Kronos

938
Woolley, C. L. 832S 1101
Wordsworth, C. 265o 689X
World-nail of Scandinavians 1116
World-pillars 1116 f.
World-tree of ' Minoans' 4040 (?) of

Scandinavians 404o 1116
Wous 797 f.
Wrede, W. 1103
Wren 524
Wright, A. 353 445
Wright, A. E. 1193
Wright, Miss W. C. 4812
Wroth, W. 4140
Wiinsch, R. 1194 10317
Wiinsche, A. 977
Wiist, E. 605(7) 62X 633
Wuilleumier, P. 850 1119
Wunderlich, Eva 5156
Wuttke, A. 475j

Xanthoudides, S. 248!
Xoanon, acrolithic, of Aphrodite Machanitis

Xoanon (cont.)
at Megalopolis 5670 acrolithic, of
Eileithyia at Aigion 6632 of Aion at
Alexahdreia 9126 of Apollon in Delos
119 of Artemis by Endoios at Ephesos
968 of Asklepios Agnitas at Sparta 10304
of Athena Nike at Athens 811 f. of
Hera by Smilis at Samos 1027 of Hera
Argeia at Argos 1085 of Hermes at
Athens 7255 of . Zeus Ourios at Hieron
on the Thracian Bosporos 147i °f Zeus
Pheidiakos at Olympia 96fi2

'¥.'1147
Year, great (= eight years) 72S
Yoke of spears 1132
Yoni 1092
Yorke, E. C. 1194

Zachariae, T. 1081
Zacher 1104
Zahn, E. 182! 1970
Zammit, Sir T. 1121
Zebus 1172 cp. 991
Zell, T. 846
Z&nion hydor 3220 4516 1193
Zepf, M. 9140
Ziegler, K. 1103
Ziehen, L. 575i 1083 1091
Zielinski, T. 1174
Zippe, F. X. M. 9229
Zodiac, gods of the 1055 of eleven signs

1119 round Aion 1127 f. round lupiter
1159 round Selene 1085 f. round Zeus
948 1112

Zodiacal light 1115 f.
Zoega, J. G. 1060
Zschietzschrnann, W. 375X 1073
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